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1 Homeostasis

1.1 Overview

The human organism consists of trillions of cells all working together for the maintenance

of the entire organism. While cells may perform very different functions, all the cells are

quite similar in their metabolic requirements. Maintaining a constant internal environment

with all that the cells need to survive (oxygen, glucose, mineral ions, waste removal, and so

forth) is necessary for the well-being of individual cells and the well-being of the entire body.

The varied processes by which the body regulates its internal environment are collectively

referred to as homeostasis.

1.1.1 What is Homeostasis?

Homeostasis in a general sense refers to stability or balance in a system. It is the body's

attempt to maintain a constant internal environment. Maintaining a stable internal environ-

ment requires constant monitoring and adjustments as conditions change. This adjusting

of physiological systems within the body is called homeostatic regulation.

Homeostatic regulation involves three parts or mechanisms: 1) the receptor, 2) the control

center and 3) the effector.

The receptor receives information that something in the environment is changing. The

control center or integration center receives and processes information from the

receptor. And lastly, the effector responds to the commands of the control center

by either opposing or enhancing the stimulus. This is an ongoing process that continually

works to restore and maintain homeostasis. For example, in regulating body temperature

there are temperature receptors in the skin, which communicate information to the brain,

which is the control center, and the effector is our blood vessels and sweat glands in our

skin.

Because the internal and external environments of the body are constantly changing and

adjustments must be made continuously to stay at or near the set point, homeostasis can

be thought of as a synthetic equilibrium.

Since homeostasis is an attempt to maintain the internal conditions of an environment by

limiting fluctuations, it must involve a series of negative feedback loops.

1.1.2 Positive and Negative Feedback

When a change of variable occurs, there are two main types of feedback to which the system

reacts:
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• Negative feedback: a reaction in which the system responds in such a way as to reverse

the direction of change. Since this tends to keep things constant, it allows the maintenance

of homeostasis. For instance, when the concentration of carbon dioxide in the human body

increases, the lungs are signaled to increase their activity and expel more carbon dioxide.

Thermoregulation is another example of negative feedback. When body temperature

rises, receptors in the skin and the hypothalamus sense a change, triggering a command

from the brain. This command, in turn, effects the correct response, in this case a decrease

in body temperature.

Home Heating System Vs. Negative Feedback

When you are at home, you set your thermostat to a desired temperature. Let's say

today you set it at 70 degrees. The thermometer in the thermostat waits to sense a

temperature change either too high above or too far below the 70 degree set point. When

this change happens the thermometer will send a message to to the ”Control Center”,

or thermostat,which in turn will then send a message to the furnace to either shut off

if the temperature is too high or kick back on if the temperature is too low. In the

home-heating example the air temperature is the ”NEGATIVE FEEDBACK.” When the

Control Center receives negative feedback it triggers a chain reaction in order to maintain

room temperature.

• Positive feedback: a response is to amplify the change in the variable. This has a

destabilizing effect, so does not result in homeostasis. Positive feedback is less common

in naturally occurring systems than negative feedback, but it has its applications. For

example, in nerves, a threshold electric potential triggers the generation of a much larger

action potential. Blood clotting in which the platelets process mechanisms to transform

blood liquid to solidify is an example of positive feedback loop. Another example is the

secretion of oxytocin which provides a pathway for the uterus to contract, leading to child

birth.

Harmful Positive Feedback

Although Positive Feedback is needed within Homeostasis it also can be harmful at times.

When you have a high fever it causes a metabolic change that can push the fever higher

and higher. In rare occurrences the body temperature reaches 113 degrees Fahrenheit

/ 45 degrees Celsius and the cellular proteins stop working and the metabolism stops,

resulting in death.

Summary: Sustainable systems require combinations of both kinds of feedback. Gener-

ally with the recognition of divergence from the homeostatic condition, positive feedbacks

are called into play, whereas once the homeostatic condition is approached, negative feed-

back is used for ”fine tuning” responses. This creates a situation of ”metastability,” in which

homeostatic conditions are maintained within fixed limits, but once these limits are ex-

ceeded, the system can shift wildly to a wholly new (and possibly less desirable) situation

of homeostasis.

Homeostatic systems have several properties

• They are ultra-stable, meaning the system is capable of testing which way its variables

should be adjusted.

• Their whole organization (internal, structural, and functional) contributes to the main-

tenance of balance.
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• Physiology is largely a study of processes related to homeostasis. Some of the functions

you will learn about in this book are not specifically about homeostasis (e.g. how muscles

contract), but in order for all bodily processes to function there must be a suitable internal

environment. Homeostasis is, therefore, a fitting framework for the introductory study of

physiology.

Where did the term ”Homeostasis” come from?

The concept of homeostasis was first articulated by the French scientist Claude Bernard

(1813-1878) in his studies of the maintenance of stability in the ”milieu interior.” He said,

”All the vital mechanisms, varied as they are, have only one object, that of preserving

constant the conditions of life in the internal environment” (from Leçons sur les Phénonèmes

de la Vie Commune aux Animaux et aux Végétaux, 1879). The term itself was coined by

American physiologist Walter Cannon, author of The Wisdom of the Body (1932). The

word comes from the Greek homoios (same, like, resembling) and stasis (to stand, posture).

1.1.3 Cruise Control on a car as a simple metaphor for homeostasis

When a car is put on cruise control it has a set speed limit that it will travel. At times

this speed may vary by a few miles per hour but in general the system will maintain the

set speed. If the car starts to go up a hill, the systems will automatically increase the

amount of fuel given to maintain the set speed. If the car starts to come down a hill,

the car will automatically decrease the amount of fuel given in order to maintain the set

speed. It is the same with homeostasis- the body has a set limit on each environment. If

one of these limits increases or decreases, the body will sense and automatically try to fix

the problem in order to maintain the pre-set limits. This is a simple metaphor of how the

body operates—constant monitoring of levels, and automatic small adjustments when those

levels fall below (or rise above) a set point.

1.2 Pathways That Alter Homeostasis

A variety of homeostatic mechanisms maintain the internal environment within tolerable

limits. Either homeostasis is maintained through a series of control mechanisms, or the

body suffers various illnesses or disease. When the cells in the body begin to malfunc-

tion, the homeostatic balance becomes disrupted. Eventually this leads to disease or cell

malfunction. Disease and cellular malfunction can be caused in two basic ways: either,

deficiency (cells not getting all they need) or toxicity (cells being poisoned by too much of

the things they need, or by things they do not need). When homeostasis is interrupted in

your cells, there are pathways to correct or worsen the problem. In addition to the internal

control mechanisms, there are external influences based primarily on lifestyle choices and

environmental exposures that influence our body's ability to maintain cellular health.

• Nutrition: If your diet is lacking in a specific vitamin or mineral your cells will function

poorly, possibly resulting in a disease condition. For example, a menstruating woman with

inadequate dietary intake of iron will become anemic. Lack of hemoglobin, a molecule that

requires iron, will result in reduced oxygen-carrying capacity. In mild cases symptoms

may be vague (e.g. fatigue), but if the anemia (British English: anaemia) is severe the
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body will try to compensate by increasing cardiac output, leading to palpitations and

sweatiness, and possibly to heart failure.

• Toxins: Any substance that interferes with cellular function, causing cellular malfunc-

tion. This is done through a variety of ways; chemical, plant, insecticides, and/or bites.

A commonly seen example of this is drug overdoses. When a person takes too much of

a drug their vital signs begin to waver; either increasing or decreasing, these vital signs

can cause problems including coma, brain damage and even death.

• Psychological: Your physical health and mental health are inseparable. Our thoughts

and emotions cause chemical changes to take place either for better as with meditation,

or worse as with stress.

• Physical: Physical maintenance is essential for our cells and bodies. Adequate rest,

sunlight, and exercise are examples of physical mechanisms for influencing homeostasis.

Lack of sleep is related to a number of ailments such as irregular cardiac rhythms, fatigue,

anxiety and headaches.

• Genetic/Reproductive: Inheriting strengths and weaknesses is part of our genetic

makeup. Genes are sometimes turned off or on due to external factors which we can

have some control over, but at other times little can be done to correct or improve ge-

netic diseases. Beginning at the cellular level a variety of diseases come from mutated

genes. For example, cancer can be genetically inherited or can be caused due to a muta-

tion from an external source such as radiation or genes altered in a fetus when the mother

uses drugs.

• Medical: Because of genetic differences some bodies need help in gaining or maintaining

homeostasis. Through modern medicine our bodies can be given different aids, from anti-

bodies to help fight infections, or chemotherapy to kill harmful cancer cells. Traditional

and alternative medical practices have many benefits, but like any medical practice the

potential for harmful effects is present. Whether by nosocomial infections, or wrong

dosage of medication, homeostasis can be altered by that which is trying to fix it. Trial

and error with medications can cause potential harmful reactions and possibly death if

not caught soon enough.

The factors listed above all have their effects at the cellular level, whether harmful or

beneficial. Inadequate beneficial pathways (deficiency) will almost always result in a harmful

waver in homeostasis. Too much toxicity also causes homeostatic imbalance, resulting

in cellular malfunction. By removing negative health influences, and providing adequate

positive health influences, your body is better able to self-regulate and self-repair, thus

maintaining homeostasis.

1.3 Homeostasis Throughout the Body

Each body system contributes to the homeostasis of other systems and of the entire organ-

ism. No system of the body works in isolation, and the well-being of the person depends

upon the well-being of all the interacting body systems. A disruption within one system

generally has consequences for several additional body systems. Here are some brief expla-

nations of how various body systems contribute to the maintenance of homeostasis:
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1.3.1 Nervous System

Since the nervous system does not store nutrients, it must receive a continuous supply

from blood. Any interruption to the flow of blood may bring brain damage or death.

The nervous system maintains homeostasis by controlling and regulating the other parts

of the body. A deviation from a normal set point acts as a stimulus to a receptor, which

sends nerve impulses to a regulating center in the brain. The brain directs an effector to

act in such a way that an adaptive response takes place. If, for example, the deviation

was a lowering of body temperature, the effector acts to increase body temperature. The

adaptive response returns the body to a state of normalcy and the receptor, the regulating

center, and the effector temporarily cease their activities. Since the effector is regulated by

the very conditions it produced, this process is called control by negative feedback. This

manner of regulating normalcy results in a fluctuation between two extreme levels. Not

until body temperature drops below normal do receptors stimulate the regulating center

and effectors act to raise body temperature. Regulating centers are located in the central

nervous system, consisting of the brain and spinal cord. The hypothalamus is a portion of

the brain particularly concerned with homeostasis; it influences the action of the medulla

oblongata, a lower part of the brain, the autonomic nervous system, and the pituitary gland.

The nervous system has two major portions: the central nervous system and the peripheral

nervous system. The central nervous system consists of the cranial and spinal nerves. The

autonomic nervous system is a part of peripheral nervous system and contains motor neurons

that control internal organs. It operates at the subconscious level and has two divisions, the

sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. In general, the sympathetic system brings about

those results we associate with emergency situations, often called fight or flight reactions,

and the parasympathetic system produces those effects necessary to our everyday existence.

1.3.2 Endocrine System

The endocrine system consists of glands which secrete hormones into the bloodstream.

Each hormone has an effect on one or more target tissues. In this way the endocrine

system regulates the metabolism and development of most body cells and body systems.

To be more specific, the Endocrine system has sex hormones that can activate sebaceous

glands, development of mammary glands, alter dermal blood flow and release lipids from

adipocytes. MSH can stimulate melanocytes on our skin. Our bone growth is regulated by

several hormones, and the endocrine system helps with the mobilization of calcitonin and

calcium. In the muscular system, hormones adjust muscle metabolism, energy production,

and growth. In the nervous system, hormones affect neural metabolism, regulate fluid/elec-

trolyte balance and help with reproductive hormones that influence CNS development and

behaviors. In the Cardiovascular system, we need hormones that regulate the production

of RBC's (red blood cells), which elevate and lower blood pressure. Hormones also have

anti-inflammatory effects and stimulate the lymphatic system. In summary, the endocrine

system has a regulatory effect on basically every other body system.

1.3.3 Integumentary System

The integumentary system (the skin) is involved in protecting the body from invading

microbes (mainly by forming a thick impenetrable layer), regulating body temperature
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through sweating and vasodilation/vasoconstriction, or shivering and piloerection (goose

bumps), and regulating ion balances in the blood. Stimulation of mast cells also produce

changes in blood flow and capillary permeability which can effect the blood flow in the body

and how it is regulated. It also helps synthesize vitamin D which interacts with calcium

and phosphorus absorption needed for bone growth, maintenance, and repair. Hair on the

skin guards entrance into the nasal cavity or other orifices, preventing invaders from getting

further into our bodies. Our skin also helps maintain balance by excretion of water and

other solutes (i.e. the keratinized epidermis limits fluid loss through skin). It also provides

mechanical protection against environmental hazards. We need to remember that our skin

is integumentary; it is our first line of defense.

1.3.4 Skeletal System

As the structural framework for the human body, the skeletal system consists mainly of

the 206 or so bones of the skeletal system but also includes cartilages, ligaments, and other

connective tissues that stabilize and interconnect them. Bones work in conjunction with

the muscular system to aid in posture and locomotion. Many bones of the skeleton function

as levers, which change the magnitude and direction of forces generated by skeletal muscle.

Protection is a pivotal role occupied by the skeletal system, as many vital organs are encased

within the skeletal cavities (e.g. cranial and spinal), and bones form much of the structural

basis for other body cavities (ex: thoracic and pelvic cavities). The skeletal system also

serves as an important mineral reserve. For example, if blood levels of calcium or magnesium

are low and the minerals are not available in the diet, they will be taken from the bones.

Also, the skeletal system provides calcium needed for all muscular contraction. Finally, red

blood cells, lymphocytes and other cells relating to the immune response are produced and

stored in the bone marrow.

1.3.5 Muscular System

The muscular system is one of the most versatile systems in the body. The muscular system

contains the heart, which constantly pumps blood through the body. The muscular system

is also responsible for actions both involuntary (e.g. goose bumps, digestion, breathing)

and voluntary (e.g. walking, picking up objects). Muscles also help protect organs in the

body's cavities. The muscles in your body use energy, which increases your body heat when

you're cold. The act of shivering occurs when the internal temperature drops. Muscles

around vital organs move, breaking down ATP and thereby releasing heat, which is then

distributed to the rest of the body.

1.3.6 Cardiovascular System

The cardiovascular system, in addition to needing to maintain itself within certain levels,

plays a role in maintenance of other body systems by transporting hormones (heart secretes

Atrial Natriuretic Peptide and Brain Natriuretic Peptide, or ANP and BNP, respectively)

and nutrients (oxygen, EPO to bones, etc.), taking away waste products, and providing all

living body cells with a fresh supply of oxygen and removing carbon dioxide. Homeostasis

is disturbed if the cardiovascular or lymphatic systems are not functioning correctly. Our

skin, bones, muscles, lungs, digestive tract, and nervous, endocrine, lymphatic, urinary
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and reproductive systems use the cardiovascular system as its ”road” or ”highway” as far as

distribution of things such as nutrients, oxygen, waste products, hormones, drugs, etc. There

are many risk factors for an unhealthy cardiovascular system. Some diseases associated are

typically labeled ”uncontrollable” or ”controllable.” The main uncontrollable risk factors are

age, gender, and a family history of heart disease, especially at an early age.

The cardiovascular system also contains sensors to monitor blood pressure, called barore-

ceptors, that work by detecting how stretched a blood vessel is. This information is relayed

to the Medulla Oblongata in the brain where action is taken to raise or lower blood pressure

via the autonomic nervous system.

1.3.7 Lymphatic System

The lymphatic system has three principal roles. First is the maintenance of blood and tissue

volume. Excess fluid that leaves the capillaries when under pressure would build up and

cause edema. Secondly, the lymphatic system absorbs fatty acids and triglycerides from

fat digestion so that these components of digestion do not enter directly into the blood

stream. Third, the lymphatic system is involved in defending the body against invading

microbes, and the immune response. This system assists in maintenance, such as bone and

muscle repair after injuries. Another defense is maintaining the acidic pH of urine to fight

infections in the urinary system. The tonsils are our bodies ”helpers” to defend us against

infections and toxins absorbed from the digestive tract. The tonsils also protect against

infections entering into our lungs.

1.3.8 Respiratory System

The respiratory system works in conjunction with the cardiovascular system to provide

oxygen to cells within every body system for cellular metabolism. The respiratory system

also removes carbon dioxide. Since CO2 is mainly transported in the plasma as bicarbonate

ions, which act as a chemical buffer, the respiratory system also helps maintain proper

blood pH levels, a fact that is very important for homeostasis. In hyperventilation, CO2

is decreased in blood levels. This causes the pH of body fluids to increase. If pH levels

rise above 7.45, the result is respiratory alkalosis and passing out. On the other hand,

hypoventilation may causes pH to fall below 7.35 which results in respiratory acidosis. This

is the mechanism for death by opioid overdose. The respiratory system also helps the

lymphatic system by trapping pathogens and protecting deeper tissues within. Note that

when you have increased thoracic space it can provide abdominal pressure through the

contraction of respiratory muscles. This can assist in defecation.

The organs of the respiratory system include the nose, pharynx, larynx, trachea, bronchi

and lungs. Together these organs permit the movement of air into the tiny, thin walled sacs

of the lungs called alveoli. It is in the alveoli that oxygen from the air is exchanged for

the waste product carbon dioxide, which is carried to lungs by the blood so that it can be

eliminated from the body.
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1.3.9 Digestive System

Without a regular supply of energy and nutrients from the digestive system, all body systems

would soon suffer. The digestive system absorbs organic substances, vitamins, ions, and

water that are needed all over the body. In the skin, the digestive tract provides lipids for

storage in the subcutaneous layer. Note that food undergoes three types of processes in the

body: digestion, absorption, and elimination. If one of these is not working, you will have

problems that will be extremely noticeable. Mechanics of digestion can include chemical

digestion, movements, ingestion absorption, and elimination. In order to maintain a healthy

and efficient digestive system, we have to remember the components involved. If these are

disturbed, digestive health may be compromised.

1.3.10 Urinary System

Toxic nitrogenous wastes accumulate as proteins and nucleic acids are broken down and

used for other purposes. The urinary system rids the body of these wastes. The urinary

system is also directly involved in maintaining proper blood volume (and indirectly blood

pressure) and ion concentration within the blood. One other contribution is that the kidneys

produce a hormone (erythropoietin) that stimulates red blood cell production. The kidneys

also play an important role in maintaining the correct water content of the body and the

correct salt composition of extracellular fluid. External changes that lead to excess fluid

loss trigger feedback mechanisms that act to inhibit fluid loss.

1.3.11 Reproductive System

The Reproductive System is unique in that it does little to contribute to the homeostasis of

the organism. Rather than being tied to the maintenance of the organism, the reproductive

system relates to the maintenance of the species. Having said that, the sex hormones do

have an effect on other body systems, and an imbalance can lead to various disorders (e.g.

a woman whose ovaries are removed early in life is at much higher risk of osteoporosis).

1.3.12 Excretory System

Excretory System is responsible for removing wastes, excess water and salt in the urine.

Regulates the volume and pH of the internal environment. The human excretory system

maintains homeostasis by removing metabolic waste such as water, salt and metabolite

concentrations in the blood. The kidneys, which are the primary excretory organs, are

major organs of homeostasis because they excrete nitrogenous wastes, and regulate water-

salt balance and acid base balance. This section will examine the kidney in details.

1.4 Thermoregulation

The living bodies have been characterized with a number of automated processes, which

make them self-sustainable in the natural environment. Among these many processes are

that of reproduction, adjustment with external environment, and instinct to live, which are

gifted by nature to living beings.
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The survival of living beings greatly depends on their capability to maintain a stable body

temperature irrespective of temperature of surrounding environment. This capability of

maintaining body temperature is called thermoregulation. Cold blooded animals, such as

reptiles, have somewhat different means of temperature regulation than warm blooded (or

homeothermic) animals, such as humans and other mammals. This section is most relevant

when considering warm blooded organisms.

Body temperature depends on the heat produced minus the heat lost. Heat is lost by

radiation, convection, and conduction, but the net loss by all three processes depends on

a gradient between the body and the outside. Thus, when the external temperature is

low, radiation is the most important form of heat loss. When there is a high external

temperature, evaporation is the most important form of heat loss. The balance of heat

produced and heat lost maintains a constant body temperature. However, temperature

does vary during the day, and this set point is controlled by the hypothalamus.

Body temperature is usually about 37.4°C, but does vary during the day by about 0.8°C.

The lowest daily temperature is when the person is asleep. Temperature receptors are found

in the skin, the great veins, the abdominal organs and the hypothalamus. While the ones

in the skin provide the sensation of coldness, the hypothalamic (central core) temperature

receptors are the most important. The core body temperature is usually about 0.7-1.0°C

higher than axillary or oral temperature.

When body temperature drops due to external cold, an important component of protection

is vaso-constriction of skin and limb blood vessels. This drops the surface temperature,

providing an insulating layer (such as the fat cell layer) between the core temperature

and the external environment. Likewise, if the temperature rises, blood flow to the skin

increases, maximizing the potential for loss by radiation and evaporation. Thus, if you

dilated the skin blood vessels by alcohol ingestion this might give a nice warm glow, but it

would increase heat loss (if the external temperature was still low). The major adjustments

in cold are to shiver to increase heat production, and constrict blood vessels in the periphery

and skin. This helps to minimize heat loss through the skin, and directs blood to the vital

internal organs.

Besides the daily variation in body temperature, there are other cyclic variations. In women,

body temperature falls prior to ovulation and rises by about 1°C at ovulation, largely due

to progesterone increasing the set point. Thyroid hormone and pyrogens also increase the

set point. The basal metabolic rate (BMR) is about 30 calories/sq m/h. It is higher in

children than in adults, partly as a result of different surface area to body mass ratio.

Due to this relationship, young children are more likely to drop their temperature rapidly;

there is greater temperature variation in children than in adults. It is increased by thyroid

hormone and decreased by thyroid hormone lack. Different foods can affect BMR and the

Respiratory Quotient of foods differ. Carbohydrate 1.0; Protein = 1.0; Fats = 0.7

1.5 Body Composition
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Extracellular Fluid Cellular

Fluid

Volume plasma − 3litres interstitial −10
litres

30 litres

Osmolality (mOsm) 290 290

Na +(mmol/l) 140 15

Ca 2+(mmol/l) 2.2 < 10 -6

Cl -(mmol/l) 110 10

HCO3
-(mmol/l) 30 10

K +(mmol/l) 4 150

Mg 2+ (mmol/l) 1.5 15

PO4
3+ (mmol/l) 2 40

pH 7.4 7.1

Potential Difference (mV) -70

Blood pressure is expressed as two different numbers. The first number is called the ”systolic”

blood pressure, and the second is the ”diastolic” blood pressure. Systolic blood pressure is the

pressure at the time of the cardiac cycle when the heart contracts, forcing blood out(called

systole). This is the time of greatest pressure. The Diastolic number comes from the time

in the cardiac cycle when pressure is at its lowest, while the heart is refilling with blood.

This phase is called Diastole. The blood pressure in large arteries is about 120/80 mmHg.

By the time this comes to the capillaries it has partly lost its pulsatile nature and has a

pressure of about 35 mmHg. The pressure falls rapidly along the capillary to 15 mmHg

at the venous end. This hydrostatic pressure tends to force fluid out of the capillary into

the interstitium (the fluid between cells) but balance is maintained by the colloid osmotic

pressure (due to protein, principally albumin) of 26 mmHg. Net water movement is small

(about 2%) and thus colloid osmotic pressure is the same at the arterial and venous end of

the capillary.

At the arterial end of the capillary there is a net outward force of about 11 mmHg while

at the venous end the net inward force is about 9 mmHg (ie. -9). There is an imbalance

between water movement out and movement back in which leads to an imbalance of about 3

litres/day, which is removed as lymph. There is some albumin in the interstitial tissue and

it varies in different organs but the concentration may be up to 10 or 20% of plasma. This

gives an interstitial oncotic pressure which causes movement of fluid into the interstitium.

However the bulk movement of water is not the way nutrients get to cells. Nutrients diffuse

down their concentration gradient as the capillary is very permeable to all small molecules.

The extracellular volume is approximately thirteen litres in a seventy kg person. Ten litres

are in the interstitial space and three litres in plasma. The capillaries are the interface

between the two compartments and are permeable to most substances with a molecular

weight less than 20,000. Thus nutrients can readily diffuse across the wall and go from

blood to cell. Despite the high permeability of the capillary water is maintained inside

due to the oncotic pressure and only about 2% of the plasma flowing through the capillary

moves across the wall.

The blood volume is about 5 litres of which about 3 litres are plasma and about 2 litres

red blood cells. The red blood cell volume (haematocrit) is about 43% and the relationship
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between plasma and blood volume and haematocrit is Blood Volume = Plasma Volume

100/(100 - Ht). Most of the blood is usually in the veins (70%).

Capillaries differ in their permeability throughout the body. Brain capillaries are relatively

impermeable due to tight junctions between endothelial cells lining the blood vessels. This

is known as the blood brain barrier, or BBB, and helps prevent toxins from entering the

brain.

In order of less permeability:

Brain < Muscle < Glomerulus < Liver sinusoids.

The capillaries, while having a large surface area, only contain about 7% of the blood

volume. The arteries and arterioles contain about 15%. Most of the blood is in the veins.

1.6 Body Fluid Distribution

The cell membrane is a bilipid layer that is permeable to water and lipid soluble parti-

cles. However, it is impermeable to charged particles. It is the osmolality controlling factor.

Osmolality in the cell and interstitial fluid are the same but the anionic and cationic compo-

sitions differ. Made of albumin, the capillary membrane is permeable to everything except

proteins. The membranes in different tissues differ. There are fenestrae (or pores) to pro-

mote better flow of fluids. Particles weighing over 40,000 Daltons have low permeability. It

is the oncotic pressure controlling factor. Capillaries in the brain are relatively impermeable

while capillaries in liver sinusoids and glomeruli are extremely permeable.

Water (litres) Sodium (mmol) Potassium (mmol)

Total 43 3700 4000

Intracellular 30 400

Bone - 1500 300

Extracellular 13 1820 52

Plasma 3 420 12

Interstitial 10 1400 40

Usual Intake 1.5 180 70

Range 0.7-5 5-400 50-400

1.7 Dehydration and Volume Depletion

Plasma osmolality is about 290 mosmol/l contributed mainly by sodium (140 mmol/l) and

it's accompanying anions. In dehydration water is lost from the body. The rise in osmolality

that occurs in the plasma (also sodium rises) causes water to initially move out of the cells

along the osmotic gradient. Thus cell volume is initially reduced but cell homeostatic

processes subsequently return it towards normal by taking up solute.

In dehydration water is removed from the plasma and thus haematocrit and albumin which

have not been lost will have a higher concentration. In volume depletion water and elec-

trolytes are both lost and thus there will be little effect on either sodium concentration or
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osmolality. As osmolality is not altered there will be no force to pull water out of the cells

and cell volume is not affected.

In volume depletion due to blood loss the haematocrit acutely is the same but the resultant

fall in blood pressure causes fluid to come out of the interstitium into the vascular compart-

ment and albumin and haematocrit both decrease. When there is volume depletion due to

electrolyte and water loss by vomiting or diarrhoea there will be little or no effect on plasma

osmolality or sodium concentration. However there will be a small increase in haematocrit

and plasma albumin because the volume is lost from the extracellular space and as blood

cells and albumin are not lost this increases the concentration.

In volume depletion forces are activated that retain sodium and water in the body. The

sodium retention works to a major extent by the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system which

is activated by a fall in blood pressure caused by volume depletion. In dehydration, the high

osmolality activates ADH secretion which causes water retention. As there is also volume

depletion, this activates the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system which causes sodium to

be retained. This retention would tend to cause a rise in sodium concentration which is

already high but the water retention would correct this. There is no effective receptor that

monitors and controls Na concentration by altering sodium excretion. Sodium retaining

hormones are predominantly regulated by the volume and blood pressure. Initially in blood

loss the haematocrit is not altered but falls as fluid comes in from the interstitial space.

1.8 Water Balance

Vasopressin, also called Antidiuretic Hormone (ADH), is the principal compound controlling

water balance by decreasing water output by the kidney, and thus decreased urination.

It perceives the need by monitoring plasma osmolality and if this is high, vasopressin is

secreted. Vasopressin is formed in the hypothalamus and travels down axons to the posterior

pituitary where it is stored.

Plasma osmolality is the usual factor regulating vasopressin release but other factors al-

ter the release. Pain and emotion release vasopressin together with the other posterior

pituitary hormone oxytocin. Alcohol inhibits the release of vasopressin and thus causes a

diuresis. A low plasma volume also releases vasopressin which in high concentration can

cause vasoconstriction. These different factors can overcome the usual physiological control

of osmolality.

Osmoreceptors in the hypothalamus monitor the plasma osmolality and send a signal down

the axon that releases vasopressin from the posterior pituitary gland. Vasopressin travels

by the blood to the kidney and binds to a receptor on the basolateral membrane and by a

series of cellular events alters the permeability of the luminal membrane to water, thereby

increasing the water permeability of the collecting duct and due to osmotic gradients created

in the kidney causes water to be retained by the body (ie. an antidiuresis) which provides

the other name for vasopressin of antidiuretic hormone.

Vasopressin released by the pituitary binds to a receptor on the basolateral membrane

and activates adenyl cyclase which increases cyclic AMP levels in the kidney. This by a

series of reactions, some of which involve calcium, cause microfilaments to contract and
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insert preformed water channels (aquaporins) into the luminal membrane increasing water

permeability.

A high plasma osmolality is the important physiological stimulus causing vasopressin release.

Urea in plasma in a normal person only has a concentration of 6 mmol/l and thus contributes

to only a small part of plasma osmolality. Even if plasma urea is elevated to 30 mmol/l it

would not have a significant effect on vasopressin release as membranes (including those of

the osmoreceptor cells) are permeable to urea. If there is excessive ADH water is retained

and the osmolality and sodium concentration would fall (hyponatraemia). If there is no

ADH water is lost and osmolality and sodium concentration would rise (hypernatraemia).

While ADH is released if the plasma volume falls the most important factor to restore

volume is retention of sodium by the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone and other salt retaining

systems.

1.9 Sodium Balance

Amount Concentration

Amount in body 3700 mmol

Intracellular 400 mmol 15 mmol/l

Extracellular 1800 mmol 140 mmol/l

Plasma 420 mmol 140 mmol/l

Interstitial 1400 mmol 140 mmol/l

Bone 1500 mmol

Amount in diet

Hunter Gatherer 20 mmol/day

Western 180 mmol/day

Japanese 300 mmol/day

Obligatory Need < 5 mmol/day

Sodium is an important cation distributed primarily outside the cell. The cell sodium

concentration is about 15 mmol/l but varies in different organs and with an intracellular

volume of 30 litres about 400 mmol are inside the cell. The plasma and interstitial sodium

is about 140 mmol/l with an extracellular volume of about 13 litres, 1800 mmol are in the

extracellular space. The total body sodium, however, is about 3700 mmol as there is about

1500 mmol stored in bones.

The usual sodium intake of an Australian diet is about 180 mmol/d but varies widely (50-

400 mmol/day) depending on habit and cultural influences. The body has potent sodium

retaining mechanisms and even if a person is on 5 mmol Na+/day they can maintain

sodium balance. Extra sodium is lost from the body by reducing the activity of the renin
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angiotensin aldosterone system which leads to increased sodium loss from the body. Sodium

is lost through the kidney, sweat and faeces. In states of sodium depletion aldosterone levels

increase and in states of sodium excess aldosterone levels decrease. The major physiological

controller of aldosterone secretion is the plasma angiotensin II level which increases aldos-

terone secretion. A high plasma potassium also increases aldosterone secretion because

besides retaining Na+ high plasma aldosterone causes K+ loss by the kidney. Plasma Na+

levels have little effect on aldosterone secretion.

A low renal perfusion pressure stimulates the release of renin, which forms angiotensin I

which is converted to angiotensin II. Angiotensin II will correct the low perfusion pressure

by causing constriction of blood vessels and by increasing sodium retention by a direct effect

on the proximal renal tubule and by an effect operated through aldosterone. The perfusion

pressure to the adrenal gland has little direct effect on aldosterone secretion and the low

blood pressure operates to control aldosterone via the renin angiotensin system.

In addition to aldosterone and angiotensin II other factors influence sodium excretion. Thus

in high sodium states due either to excess intake or cardiac disease (+ others) atrial peptide

is secreted from the heart and by a series of actions causes loss of sodium by the kidney.

Elevated blood pressure will also tend to cause Na+ loss and a low blood pressure usually

leads to sodium retention. Aldosterone also acts on the sweat ducts and colonic epithelium

to conserve sodium. When aldosterone has been activated to retain sodium the plasma

sodium tends to rise. This immediately causes release of ADH which causes water to be

retained, thus retaining Na+ and H2O in the right proportion to restore plasma volume.

1.10 Potassium Balance

Amount Concentration

Amount in body 4000 mmol

Intracellular 3000 + mmol 110 mmol/l

Extracellular 53 mmol 4 mmol/l

Plasma 12 mmol 4 mmol/l

Interstitial 40 mmol 4 mmol/l

Bone 300 mmol

Amount in diet

Hunter Gatherer 200 − 400mmol/day

Western 50 − 100mmol/day

Obligatory Need 30 − 50 mmol/day

Potassium is predominantly an intracellular ion and most of the total body potassium of

about 4000 mmol is inside the cells and the next largest proportion (300-500 mmol) is

in the bones. Cell K+ concentration is about 150 mmol/l but varies in different organs.
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Extracellular potassium is about 4.0 mmol/l and with an extracellular value of about 13

litres, 52 mmol (ie. less than 1.5%) is present here and only 12 mmol in the plasma.

In an unprocessed diet potassium is much more plentiful than sodium and is present as an

organic salt while sodium is added as NaCl. In a hunter gatherer K+ intake may be as

much as 400 mmol/d while in the Western diet it is 70 mmol/d or less if a person has a

minimal amount of fresh fruit and vegetables. Processing of foods replaces K+ with NaCl.

While the body can excrete a large K+ load it is unable to conserve K+. On a zero K+

intake or in a person with K+ depletion there will still be a loss of K+ of 30-50 mmol/d in

the urine and faeces.

If there is a high potassium intake, e.g. 100 mmol, this would potentially increase the

extracellular K+ level 2 times before the kidney could excrete the extra potassium. The

body buffers the extra potassium by equilibrating it within the cells. The acid base status

controls the distribution between plasma and cells. A high pH (ie. alkalosis >7.4) favours

movement of K+ into the cells whilst a low pH (ie. acidosis) causes movement out of the cell.

A high plasma potassium increases aldosterone secretion and this increases the potassium

loss from the body, restoring balance. This change of distribution with the acid base status

means that the plasma K+ may not reflect the total body content. Thus a person with an

acidosis (pH 7.1) and a plasma K+ of 6.5 mmol/l could be depleted of total body potassium.

This occurs in diabetic acidosis. Conversely a person who is alkalotic with a plasma K+ of

3.4 mmol/l may have normal total body potassium.

1.11 Calcium and Phosphate Balance

Amount Concentration

Amount in body

Interstitial (0.9%) 270 mmol 9 mmol/l

Cytoplasm <1 mmol 10-6mmol/l

Cellorganelles 270 mmol 9 mmol/l

Extracellular (0.1%) 30 mmol 2.2 mmol/l

Plasma 7 mmol 2.2 mmol/l

Interstitial 23 mmol 2.2 mmol/l

Bone (99%) 27.5 mol (1.1 kg)

Amount in diet 1200 mg/day 40 mmol/day

Amount absorbed 300 mg/day 10 mmol/day

Amount excreted 300 mg/day 10 mmol/day

Obligatory Need 100 mg/day 3 mmol/day

Bone => Plasma 500 mmol/day

Calcium is a very important electrolyte. 99% or more is deposited in bone but the remainder

is importantly associated with nerve conduction, muscle contraction, hormone release and

cell signalling. The plasma concentration of Ca++ is 2.2 mmol/l and phosphate 1.0 mmol/l.
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The solubility product of Ca and P is close to saturation in plasma. The concentration of

Ca++ in the cytoplasm is < 10-6 mmol/l but the concentration of Ca++ in the cell is much

higher as calcium is taken up (and is able to be released from) cell organelles.

In the Australian diet there is about 1200 mg/d of calcium. Even if it was all soluble it

is not all absorbed as it combines with phosphates in the intestinal secretions. In addition

absorption is regulated by active Vitamin D and increased amounts increase Ca++ absorp-

tion. Absorption is controlled by Vitamin D while excretion is controlled by parathyroid

hormones. However, the distribution from bone to plasma is controlled by both the parathy-

roid hormones and vitamin D. There is a constant loss of calcium by the kidney even if there

was none in the diet. The excretion of calcium by the kidney and its distribution between

bone and the rest of the body is primarily controlled by parathyroid hormone.

Calcium in plasma exists in 3 forms. Ionized, non ionized and protein bound. It is the ion-

ized calcium concentration that is monitored by the parathyroid gland and if low, parathy-

roid hormone secretion is increased. This acts to increase ionized calcium levels by increasing

bone re-absorption, decreasing renal excretion and acting on the kidney to increase the rate

of formation of active Vitamin D, and thereby increase gut absorption of calcium.

The usual amount of phosphate in the diet is about 1 g/d but not all is absorbed. Any

excess is excreted by the kidney and this excretion is increased by parathyroid hormone.

Parathyroid hormone also causes phosphate to come out of bone. Plasma phosphate has no

direct effect on parathyroid hormone secretion. However if it is elevated it combines with

Ca++ decreasing the ionized Ca++ in plasma, thereby increasing parathyroid hormone

secretion.

1.12 Case Study

Heat stroke and Heat exhaustion

If you have ever performed heavy manual labor or competed in an athletic event on a very

hot day, you may have experienced symptoms of heat exhaustion. Typically these include an

elevated core body temperature (above 104F or 40C), profuse sweating, pale color, muscle

cramps, dizziness, and in some extreme circumstances, fainting or loss of consciousness.

Heat exhaustion occurs as a consequence of disruption of the body's own system of ther-

moregulation, the means by which it adjusts temperature. Sweating is the principal means

through which the body cools itself down, but diverting blood from other regions toward

the skin also serves this purpose. Although sweat allows excess heat to dissipate as the

moisture reaches the skin surface, it can also have dangerous implications for blood pres-

sure and volume. As sweating increases, blood volume can drop precipitously, meaning that

the brain and other body systems are at risk for insufficient oxygen and nutrient supplies.

Furthermore, diverting blood away from other systems and towards the skin compounds

the changes in blood volume and blood pressure induced through sweating.

Heat stroke is a far more serious condition. This happens when the body's temperature

rises out of control due to the failure of the thermoregulating system. If the body is unable

to reduce its temperature due to outside or physical influences, the brain will start to mal-

function. Delirium and loss of consciousness set in. The center of the brain controlling the

sweat glands will stop functioning, halting the production of sweat. This causes the body's
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temperature to rise even faster. Furthermore, with the increase of the body's temperature,

the metabolic process will speed up causing even more heat in the body. If left untreated

this will result in death. One of the easiest ways to spot heat stroke is the skin. If it is

flushed due to the increase of blood flow but dry because the sweat glands have stopped

secreting, the individual will need prompt medical attention.

1.13 Other Examples

• Thermoregulation

• The skeletal muscles can shiver to produce heat if the body temperature is too low.

• Non-shivering thermogenesis involves the decomposition of fat to produce heat.

• Sweating cools the body with the use of evaporation.

• Chemical regulation

• The pancreas produces insulin and glucagon to control blood-sugar concentration.

• The lungs take in oxygen and give off carbon dioxide, which regulates pH in the blood.

• The kidneys remove urea, and adjust the concentrations of water and a wide variety of

ions.

Main examples of homeostasis in mammals are as follows:

• The regulation of the amounts of water and minerals in the body. This is known as

osmoregulation. This happens primarily in the kidneys.

• The removal of metabolic waste. This is known as excretion. This is done by the excretory

organs such as the kidneys and lungs.

• The regulation of body temperature. This is mainly done by the skin.

• The regulation of blood glucose level. This is mainly done by the liver and the insulin

and glucagon secreted by the pancreas in the body.

Most of these organs are controlled by hormones secreted from the pituitary gland, which

in turn is directed by the hypothalamus.

1.14 Review Questions I

Answers for these questions can be found here1

1. Meaning of Homeostasis:

A) contributor and provider

B) expand

C) same or constant

D) receiver

2. What is the normal pH value for body fluid?

A) 7.15-7.25

1
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human%20Physiology%2FAppendix%201%3A%20answers%20to%

20review%20questions%23Homeostasis
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B) 7.35-7.45

C) 7.55- 7.65

D) 7.00-7.35

E) 6.5-7.5

3. An example of the urinary system working with the respiratory system to regulate blood

pH would be

A) When you hold your breath the kidneys will remove CO2 from your blood

B) If you exercise a lot your urine will become more acidic

C) If you have emphysema the kidneys will remove fewer bicarbonate ions from circulation

D) If you hyperventilate the kidneys will counteract the alkalinity by adding hydrogen ions

into the blood stream

E) None of the above-the urinary system never works with the respiratory system

4. The urge to breathe comes in direct response to:

A) How long it has been since you last took a breath

B) The oxygen concentration of your surrounding environment

C) The build-up of nitrogen within your blood stream

D) The pH of your blood

E) The build-up of blood pressure that occurs when you don't breathe

5. In response to a bacterial infection my body's thermostat is raised. I start to shiver and

produce more body heat. When my body temperature reaches 101 degrees, I stop shivering

and my body temperature stops going up. This is an example of:

A) Negative feedback

B) A malfunctioning control system

C) Positive feedback

D) A negative impact

6. Which of the following is an example of a positive feedback?

A) Shivering to warm up in a cold winter storm

B) A cruise control set on your car applies more gas when going up a hill

C) You sweat on a hot summer's day and the blood vessels in your skin vasodilate

D) You get cut and platelets form a clot. This in turn activates the fibrin clotting system

and more blood forms clots

7. Where is the body's ”thermostat” found?

A) Within the nervous system, in the Hypothalamus

B) Within the integumentary system, in the skin
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C) Within the brain, in the corpus callosum

D) Within the Urinary system, in the kidneys

8. What system has little to contribute to the homeostasis of the organism?

A) Urinary System

B) Reproductive System

C) Respiratory System

D) Nervous System

9. Select the phrase(s) below that best describe(s) homeostasis.

A) Fluctuating within a homeostatic range

B) Maintaining a constant internal environment

C) Dynamic equilibrium

D) Deviating

10. In which part of the nephron does ADH act?

A)PCT

B)DCT

C)Loop of Henle

D)None

1.14.1 Review Answers

• 1=C

• 2=B

• 3=C

• 4=D

• 5=A

• 6=D

• 7=A

• 8=B

• 9=B

• 10=B

1.15 Glossary

• Control Center or Integration Center: receives and processes information from the

receptor

• Effector: responds to the commands of the control center by either opposing or enhancing

the stimulus

• Homeostasis: refers to stability, balance or equilibrium
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• Negative Feedback: a reaction in which the system responds in such a way as to reverse

the direction of change

• Positive Feedback: a response is to amplify the change in the variable

• Receptor: receives information that something in the environment is changing

fr:Cours de physiologie/Contrôle, régulation et homéostasie2

2
https://fr.wikibooks.org/wiki/Cours%20de%20physiologie%2FContr%C3%B4le%2C%20r%C3%

A9gulation%20et%20hom%C3%A9ostasie
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2 Cell Physiology

2.1 Cell Structure and Function

2.1.1 What is a Cell?

A cell is a structure as well as a functional unit of life. Every living thing has cells:

bacteria, protozoans, fungi, plants, and animals are the main group of living things.

Some organisms are made up of just one cell are called unicellular. (e.g. bacteria and

protozoans), but animals, including human beings, are multi-cellular. An adult human

body is composed of about 100,000,000,000,000 cells! Each cell has basic requirements

to sustain it, and the body's organ systems are largely built around providing the many

trillions of cells with those basic needs (such as oxygen, food, and waste removal).

There are about 200 different kinds of specialized cells in the human body. When many

identical cells are organized together it is called a tissue (such as muscle tissue, nervous

tissue, etc). Various tissues organized together for a common purpose are called organs

(e.g. the stomach is an organ, and so is the skin, the brain, and the uterus).

Ideas about cell structure have changed considerably over the years. Early biologists saw

cells as simple membranous sacs containing fluid and a few floating particles. Today's bi-

ologists know that cells are inconceivably more complex than this. Therefore, a strong

knowledge of the various cellular organelles and their functions is important to any physiol-

ogist. If a person's cells are healthy, then that person is healthy. All physiological processes,

disease, growth and development can be described at the cellular level.

2.1.2 Specialized Cells of the Human Body

Although there are specialized cells - both in structure and function - within the body,

all cells have similarities in their structural organization and metabolic needs (such as

maintaining energy levels via conversion of carbohydrate to ATP and using genes to create

and maintain proteins).

Here are some of the different types of specialized cells within the human body.

• Nerve Cells: Also called neurons, these cells are in the nervous system and function to

process and transmit information (it is hypothesized). They are the core components of

the brain, spinal cord, and peripheral nerves. They use chemical synapses that can evoke

electrical signals, called action potentials, to relay signals throughout the body.

• Epithelial cells: Functions of epithelial cells include secretion, absorption, protection,

transcellular transport, sensation detection, and selective permeability. Epithelium lines

both the outside (skin) and the inside cavities and lumen of bodies.

• Exocrine cells: These cells secrete products through ducts, such as mucus, sweat, or

digestive enzymes. The products of these cells go directly to the target organ through the
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ducts. For example, the bile from the gallbladder is carried directly into the duodenum

via the bile duct.

• Endocrine cells: These cells are similar to exocrine cells, but secrete their products di-

rectly into the bloodstream instead of through a duct. Endocrine cells are found through-

out the body but are concentrated in hormone-secreting glands such as the pituitary. The

products of the endocrine cells go throughout the body in the bloodstream but act on

specific organs by receptors on the cells of the target organs. For example, the hormone

estrogen acts specifically on the uterus and breasts of females because there are estrogen

receptors in the cells of these target organs.

• Blood Cells: The most common types of blood cells are:

• red blood cells (erythrocytes). The main function of red blood cells is to collect

oxygen in the lungs and deliver it through the blood to the body tissues. Gas exchange

is carried out by simple diffusion.

• various types of white blood cells (leukocytes). They are produced in the bone

marrow and help the body to fight infectious disease and foreign objects in the immune

system. White cells are found in the circulatory system, lymphatic system, spleen, and

other body tissues.

2.1.3 Cell Size

Cells are the smallest structural & functional living units within our body, but play a big

role in making our body function properly. Many cells never have a large increase in size

like eggs, after they are first formed from a parental cell. Typical stem cells reproduce,

double in size, then reproduce again. Most Cytosolic contents such as the endomembrane

system and the cytoplasm easily scale to larger sizes in larger cells. If a cell becomes too

large, the normal cellular amount of DNA may not be adequate to keep the cell supplied

with RNA. Large cells often replicate their chromosomes to an abnormally high amount or

become multinucleated. Large cells that are primarily for nutrient storage can have a smooth

surface membrane, but metabolically active large cells often have some sort of folding of the

cell surface membrane in order to increase the surface area available for transport functions.

2.1.4 Cellular Organization

Several different molecules interact to form organelles within our body. Each type of or-

ganelle has a specific function. Organelles perform the vital functions that keep our cells

alive.

Cell Membranes

The boundary of the cell, sometimes called the plasma membrane, separates internal

metabolic events from the external environment and controls the movement of materials

into and out of the cell. This membrane is very selective about what it allows to pass

through; this characteristic is referred to as ”selective permeability.” For example, it allows

oxygen and nutrients to enter the cell while keeping toxins and waste products out. The

plasma membrane is a double phospholipid membrane, or a lipid bilayer, with the nonpolar

hydrophobic tails pointing toward the inside of the membrane and the polar hydrophilic

heads forming the inner and outer surfaces of the membrane.
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Figure 1 The molecular structure of the cell membrane.

22

Protein and Cholesterol

Proteins and cholesterol molecules are scattered throughout the flexible phospholipid mem-

brane. Peripheral proteins attach loosely to the inner or outer surface of the plasma mem-

brane. Integral proteins lie across the membrane, extending from inside to outside. A

variety of proteins are scattered throughout the flexible matrix of phospholipid molecules,

somewhat like icebergs floating in the ocean, and this is termed the fluid mosaic model of

the cell membrane.

The phospholipid bilayer is selectively permeable. Only small, uncharged polar molecules

can pass freely across the membrane. Some of these molecules are H2O and CO2, hy-

drophobic (nonpolar) molecules like O2, and lipid soluble molecules such as hydrocarbons.

Other molecules need the help of a membrane protein to get across. There are a variety of

membrane proteins that serve various functions:

• Channel proteins: Proteins that provide passageways through the membranes for cer-

tain hydrophilic or water-soluble substances such as polar and charged molecules. No

energy is used during transport, hence this type of movement is called facilitated diffu-

sion.

• Transport proteins: Proteins that spend energy (ATP) to transfer materials across

the membrane. When energy is used to provide passageway for materials, the process is

called active transport.
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• Recognition proteins: Proteins that distinguish the identity of neighboring cells. These

proteins have oligosaccharide or short polysaccharide chains extending out from their cell

surface.

• Adhesion proteins: Proteins that attach cells to neighboring cells or provide anchors

for the internal filaments and tubules that give stability to the cell.

• Receptor proteins: Proteins that initiate specific cell responses once hormones or other

trigger molecules bind to them.

• Electron transfer proteins: Proteins that are involved in moving electrons from one

molecule to another during chemical reactions.

Passive Transport Across the Cell Membrane

Passive transport describes the movement of substances down a concentration gradient

and does not require energy use.

• Bulk flow is the collective movement of substances in the same direction in response to

a force, such as pressure. Blood moving through a vessel is an example of bulk flow.

• Simple diffusion, or diffusion, is the net movement of substances from an area of higher

concentration to an area of lower concentration. This movement occurs as a result of the

random and constant motion characteristic of all molecules, (atoms or ions) and is inde-

pendent from the motion of other molecules. Since, at any one time, some molecules may

be moving against the gradient and some molecules may be moving down the gradient,

although the motion is random, the word ”net” is used to indicate the overall, eventual

end result of the movement.

• Facilitated diffusion is the diffusion of solutes through channel proteins in the plasma

membrane. Water can pass freely through the plasma membrane without the aid of

specialized proteins (though facilitated by aquaporins).

• Osmosis is the diffusion of water molecules across a selectively permeable membrane.

When water moves into a body by osmosis, hydrostatic pressure or osmotic pressure may

build up inside the body.

• Dialysis is the diffusion of solutes across a selectively permeable membrane.

Active Transport Across the Cell Membrane

Active transport is the movement of solutes against a gradient and requires the expen-

diture of energy, usually in the form of ATP. Active transport is achieved through one of

these two mechanisms:

Protein Pumps

• Transport proteins in the plasma membrane transfer solutes such as small ions (Na+, K
+, Cl-, H+), amino acids, and monosaccharides.

• The proteins involved with active transport are also known as ion pumps.

• The protein binds to a molecule of the substance to be transported on one side of the

membrane, then it uses the released energy (ATP) to change its shape, and releases it on

the other side.
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• The protein pumps are specific, there is a different pump for each molecule to be trans-

ported.

• Protein pumps are catalysts in the splitting of ATP → ADP + phosphate, so they are

called ATPase enzymes.

• The sodium-potassium pump (also called the Na+/K+-ATPase enzyme) actively moves

sodium out of the cell and potassium into the cell. These pumps are found in the

membrane of virtually every cell, and are essential in transmission of nerve impulses

and in muscular contractions.

Cystic fibrosis is a genetic disorder that results in a mutated chloride ion channel. By

not regulating chloride secretion properly, water flow across the airway surface is reduced

and the mucus becomes dehydrated and thick.

Vesicular Transport

• Vesicles or other bodies in the cytoplasm move macromolecules or large particles across

the plasma membrane. Types of vesicular transport include:

1. Exocytosis, which describes the process of vesicles fusing with the plasma membrane

and releasing their contents to the outside of the cell. This process is common when

a cell produces substances for export.

2. Endocytosis, which describes the capture of a substance outside the cell when the

plasma membrane merges to engulf it. The substance subsequently enters the cyto-

plasm enclosed in a vesicle.

There are three kinds of endocytosis:

• Phagocytosis or cellular eating, occurs when the dissolved materials enter the cell.

The plasma membrane engulfs the solid material, forming a phagocytic vesicle.

• Pinocytosis or cellular drinking occurs when the plasma membrane folds inward to

form a channel allowing dissolved substances to enter the cell. When the channel is

closed, the liquid is encircled within a pinocytic vesicle.

• Receptor-mediated endocytosis occurs when specific molecules in the fluid sur-

rounding the cell bind to specialized receptors in the plasma membrane. As in pinocy-

tosis, the plasma membrane folds inward and the formation of a vesicle follows.

Note: Certain hormones are able to target specific cells by receptor-mediated endocyto-

sis.
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2.2 Parts of the Cell

Figure 2

2.2.1 Cytoplasm

The gel-like material within the cell membrane is referred to as the cytoplasm. It is a

fluid matrix, the cytosol, which consists of 80% to 90% water, salts, organic molecules and

many enzymes that catalyze reactions, along with dissolved substances such as proteins and

nutrients. The cytoplasm plays an important role in a cell, serving as a ”molecular soup” in

which organelles are suspended and held together by a fatty membrane.

Within the plasma membrane of a cell, the cytoplasm surrounds the nuclear envelope and the

cytoplasmic organelles. It plays a mechanical role by moving around inside the membrane

and pushing against the cell membrane helping to maintain the shape and consistency of

the cell and again, to provide suspension to the organelles. It is also a storage space for

chemical substances indispensable to life, which are involved in vital metabolic reactions,

such as anaerobic glycolysis and protein synthesis.

The cell membrane keeps the cytoplasm from leaking out. It contains many different or-

ganelles which are considered the insoluble constituents of the cytoplasm, such as the mi-

tochondria, lysosomes, peroxysomes, ribosomes, several vacuoles and cytoskeletons, as well

as complex cell membrane structures such as the endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi

apparatus that each have specific functions within the cell.

• Cytoskeleton
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Threadlike proteins that make up the cytoskeleton continually reconstruct to adapt to the

cell's constantly changing needs. It helps cells maintain their shape and allows cells and their

contents to move. The cytoskeleton allows certain cells such as neutrophils and macrophages

to make amoeboid movements.

The network is composed of three elements: microtubules, actin filaments, and intermediate

fibers.

• Microtubules

Microtubules function as the framework along which organelles and vesicles move within

a cell. They are the thickest of the cytoskeleton structures. They are long hollow cylin-

ders, composed of protein subunits, called tubulin. Microtubules form mitotic spindles, the

machinery that partitions chromosomes between two cells in the process of cell division.

Without mitotic spindles cells could not reproduce.

Microtubules, intermediate filaments, and microfilaments are three protein fibers of decreas-

ing diameter, respectively. All are involved in establishing the shape or movements of the

cytoskeleton, the internal structure of the cell.

Figure 3 A photograph of microfilaments.

• Microfilaments
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Microfilaments provide mechanical support for the cell, determine the cell shape, and in

some cases enable cell movements. They have an arrow-like appearance, with a fast growing

plus or barbed end and a slow growing minus or pointed end. They are made of the

protein actin and are involved in cell motility. They are found in almost every cell, but

are predominant in muscle cells and in the cells that move by changing shape, such as

phagocytes (white blood cells that scour the body for bacteria and other foreign invaders).

2.2.2 Organelles

Organelles are bodies embedded in the cytoplasm that serve to physically separate the

various metabolic activities that occur within cells. The organelles are each like separate

little factories, each organelle is responsible for producing a certain product that is used

elsewhere in the cell or body.

Cells of all living things are divided into two broad categories: prokaryotes and eukaryotes.

Bacteria (and archea) are prokaryotes, which means they lack a nucleus or other membrane-

bound organelles. Eukaryotes include all protozoans, fungi, plants, and animals (including

humans), and these cells are characterized by a nucleus (which houses the chromosomes) as

well as a variety of other organelles. Human cells vary considerably (consider the differences

between a bone cell, a blood cell, and a nerve cell), but most cells have the features described

below.

Figure 4 A comparison of Eukaryote and Prokaryote cells.

Nucleus

Controls the cell; houses the genetic material (DNA). The nucleus is the largest of the cells

organelles. Cells can have more than one nucleus or lack a nucleus all together. Skeletal

muscle cells contain more than one nucleus whereas red blood cells do not contain a nucleus

at all. The nucleus is bounded by the nuclear envelope, a phospholipid bilayer similar to

the plasma membrane. The space between these two layers is the nucleolemma Cisterna.

The nucleus contains the DNA, as mentioned above, the hereditary information in the cell.

Normally the DNA is spread out within the nucleus as a threadlike matrix called chromatin.
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When the cell begins to divide, the chromatin condenses into rod-shaped bodies called

chromosomes, each of which, before dividing, is made up of two long DNA molecules and

various histone molecules. The histones serve to organize the lengthy DNA, coiling it into

bundles called nucleosomes. Also visible within the nucleus are one or more nucleoli, each

consisting of DNA in the process of manufacturing the components of ribosomes. Ribosomes

are shipped to the cytoplasm where they assemble amino acids into proteins. The nucleus

also serves as the site for the separation of the chromosomes during cell division.

Figure 5 A cross-sectional diagram of a nucleus.

• Chromosomes
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Figure 6 A rough sketch of a chromosome.

Inside each cell nucleus are chromosomes. Chromosomes are made up of chromatin, which

is made up of protein and deoxyribonucleic acid strands. Deoxyribonucleic acid is DNA,

the genetic material that is in the shape of a twisted ladder, also called the double helix.

Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes. Down Syndrome and Cri du Chat Syndrome result

from having an abnormal number of chromosomes.

Centrioles

Centrioles are rod like structures composed of 9 bundles which contain three microtubules

each. Two perpendicularly placed centrioles surrounded by proteins make up the centro-
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some. Centrioles are very important in cellular division, where they arrange the mitotic

spindles that pull the chromosome apart.

Centrioles and basal bodies act as microtubule organizing centers. A pair of centrioles

(enclosed in a centrosome) located outside the nuclear envelope gives rise to the microtubules

that make up the spindle apparatus used during cell division. Basal bodies are at the base

of each flagellum and cilium and appear to organize their development.

Ribosomes

Figure 7 framed

Ribosomes play an active role in the complex process of protein synthesis, where they serve

as the structures that facilitate the joining of amino acids. Each ribosome is composed of

a large and small subunit which are made up of ribosomal proteins and ribosomal RNAs.

They can either be found in groups called polyribosomes within the cytoplasm or found

alone. Occasionally they are attached to the endoplasmic reticulum.
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Figure 8 A cutaway view inside a mitochondria.

Mitochondria

Mitochondria are the organelles that function as the cell ”powerhouse”, generating ATP, the

universal form of energy used by all cells. It converts food nutrients such as glucose, to a fuel

(ATP) that the cells of the body can use. Mitochondria are tiny sac-like structures found

near the nucleus. Little shelves called cristae are formed from folds in the inner membrane.

Cells that are metabolically active such as muscle, liver and kidney cells have high energy

requirements and therefore have more mitochondria.

Mitochondria are unique in that they have their own mitochondrial DNA (separate from

the DNA that is in the nucleus). It is believed that eukaryotes evolved from one cell living

inside another cell, and mitochondria share many traits with free-living bacteria (similar

chromosome, similar ribosomes, etc).

Endoplasmic Reticulum

Endoplasmic means ”within the plasm” and reticulum means ”network”.

A complex three dimensional internal membrane system of flattened sheets, sacs and tubes,

that play an important role in making proteins and shuttling cellular products; also involved

in metabolisms of fats, and the production of various materials. In cross-section, they appear
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as a series of maze-like channels, often closely associated with the nucleus. When ribosomes

are present, the rough ER connects polysaccharide groups to the polypeptides as they are

assembled by the ribosomes. Smooth ER, without ribosomes, is responsible for various

activities, including the synthesis of lipids and hormones, especially in cells that produce

these substances for export from the cell.

Rough endoplasmic reticulum has characteristic bumpy appearance due to the multitude

of ribosomes coating it. It is the site where proteins not destined for the cytoplasm are

synthesized.

Smooth endoplasmic reticulum provides a variety of functions, including lipid synthesis

and degradation, and calcium ion storage. In liver cells, the smooth ER is involved in the

breakdown of toxins, drugs, and toxic byproducts from cellular reactions.

Golgi Apparatus

”Packages” cellular products in sacs called vesicles so that the products can cross the cell

membrane and exit the cell. The Golgi apparatus is the central delivery system for the

cell. It is a group of flattened sacs arranged much like a stack of bowls. They function to

modify and package proteins and lipids into vesicles, small spherically shaped sacs that bud

from the ends of a Golgi apparatus. Vesicles often migrate to and merge with the plasma

membrane, releasing their contents outside the cell. The Golgi apparatus also transports

lipids and creates lysosomes and organelles involved in digestion.

Vacuoles

Spaces in the cytoplasm that sometimes serve to carry materials to the cell membrane for

discharge to the outside of the cell. Vacuoles are formed during endocytosis when portions

of the cell membrane are pinched off.

Lysosomes

Lysosomes are sac-like compartments that contain a number of powerful degradative en-

zymes. They are built in the Golgi apparatus. They break down harmful cell products and

waste materials, cellular debris, and foreign invaders such as bacteria, and then force them

out of the cell. Tay-Sachs disease and Pompe's disease are just two of the malfunctions of

lysosomes or their digestive proteins.

Peroxisomes

Organelles in which oxygen is used to oxidize substances, breaking down lipids and detox-

ifying certain chemicals. Peroxisomes self replicate by enlarging and then dividing. They

are common in liver and kidney cells that break down potentially harmful substances. Per-

oxisomes can convert hydrogen peroxide, a toxin made of H2O2 to H2O.

2.2.3 Extracellular structures

• Extracellular matrix
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Human cells, like other animal cells, do not have a rigid cell wall. Human cells do have

an important and variable structure outside of their cell membrane called the extracellular

matrix. Sometimes this matrix can be extensive and solid (examples = calcified bone

matrix, cartilage matrix), while other times it consists of a layer of extracellular proteins and

carbohydrates. This matrix is responsible for cells binding to each other and is incredibly

important in how cells physically and physiologically interact with each other.

• Flagella

Many prokaryotes have flagella, allowing, for example, an E. coli bacteria to propel its way

up the urethra to cause a UTI (Urinary Tract Infection). Human cells, however (and in

fact most eukaryotic cells) lack flagella. This makes sense since humans are multicellular,

and individual cells do not need to swim around. The obvious exception to this is with

sperm, and indeed each sperm is propelled by a single flagellum. The flagellum of sperm is

composed of microtubules.

• Cilia

Cilia are especially notable on the single-celled protozoans, where they beat in synchrony

to move the cells nimbly through the water. They are composed of extensions of the cell

membrane that contain microtubules. When present in humans they are typically found in

large numbers on a single surface of the cells, where rather than moving cells, they move

materials. The mucociliary escalator of the respiratory system consists of mucus-secreting

cells lining the trachea and bronchi, and ciliated epithelial cells that move the mucus ever-

upward. In this manner mold spores, bacteria, and debris are caught in the mucus, removed

from the trachea, and pushed into the esophagus (to be swallowed into a pit of acid). In

the oviducts cilia move the ovum from the ovary to the uterus, a journey which takes a few

days.
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Figure 9 A magnified view of several cells, with visible cilia.

2.3 Cell Junctions

The plasma membranes of adjacent cells are usually separated by extracellular fluids that

allow transport of nutrients and wastes to and from the bloodstream. In certain tissues,

however, the membranes of adjacent cells may join and form a junction. Three kinds of cell

junctions are recognized:

• Desmosomes are protein attachments between adjacent cells. Inside the plasma mem-

brane, a desmosome bears a disk shaped structure from which protein fibers extend into

the cytoplasm. Desmosomes act like spot welds to hold together tissues that undergo

considerable stress, such as our skin or heart muscle.

• Tight junctions are tightly stitched seams between cells. The junction completely en-

circles each cell, preventing the movement of material between the cell. Tight junctions

are characteristic of cells lining the digestive tract, where materials are required to pass

through cells,rather than intercellular spaces, to penetrate the bloodstream.

• Gap junctions are narrow tunnels that directly connect the cytoplasm of two neighbour-

ing cells, consisting of proteins called connexons. These proteins allow only the passage

of ions and small molecules. In this manner, gap junctions allow communication between

cells through the exchange of materials or the transmission of electrical impulses.
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2.4 Cell Metabolism

Cell metabolism is the total energy released and consumed by a cell. Metabolism de-

scribes all of the chemical reactions that are happening in the body. Some reactions, called

anabolic reactions, create needed products. Other reactions, called catabolic reactions,

break down products. Your body is performing both anabolic and catabolic reactions at

the same time and around the clock, twenty four hours a day, to keep your body alive and

functioning. Even while you sleep, your cells are busy metabolizing.

• Catabolism: The energy releasing process in which a chemical or food is used (broken

down) by degradation or decomposition, into smaller pieces.

• Anabolism: Anabolism is just the opposite of catabolism. In this portion of metabolism,

the cell consumes energy to produce larger molecules via smaller ones.

2.4.1 Energy Rich Molecules

Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP)

Figure 10 Chemical diagram of an ATP molecule.

ATP is the currency of the cell. When the cell needs to use energy such as when it needs to

move substances across the cell membrane via the active transport system, it ”pays” with

molecules of ATP. The total quantity of ATP in the human body at any one time is about

0.1 Mole. The energy used by human cells requires the hydrolysis of 200 to 300 moles of

ATP daily. This means that each ATP molecule is recycled 2000 to 3000 times during a

single day. ATP cannot be stored, hence its consumption must closely follow its synthesis.

On a per-hour basis, 1 kilogram of ATP is created, processed and then recycled in the body.

Looking at it another way, a single cell uses about 10 million ATP molecules per second to

meet its metabolic needs, and recycles all of its ATP molecules about every 20-30 seconds.
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Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide (FAD)

When two hydrogen atoms are bonded, FAD is reduced to FADH2 and is turned into

an energy-carrying molecule. FAD accommodates two equivalents of Hydrogen; both the

hydride and the proton ions. This is used by organisms to carry out energy requiring

processes. FAD is reduced in the citric acid cycle during aerobic respiration

Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NADH)

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phos-

phate (NADP) are two important cofactors found in cells. NADH is the reduced form of

NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH. It forms NADP with the addition of a

phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester linkage.

NAD is used extensively in glycolysis and the citric acid cycle of cellular respiration. The

reducing potential stored in NADH can be converted to ATP through the electron transport

chain or used for anabolic metabolism. ATP ”energy” is necessary for an organism to live.

Green plants obtain ATP through photosynthesis, while other organisms obtain it by cellular

respiration.

NADP is used in anabolic reactions, such as fat acid and nucleic acid synthesis, that require

NADPH as a reducing agent. In chloroplasts, NADP is an oxidising agent important in the

preliminary reactions of photosynthesis. The NADPH produced by photosynthesis is then

used as reducing power for the biosynthetic reactions in the Calvin cycle of photosynthesis.

Figure 11 Chemical diagram of an NADH molecule.

MH2 + NAD
+ → NADH + H+ + M: + energy, where M is a metabolite. Two hydrogen

ions (a hydride ion and an H+ ion) are transferred from the metabolite. One electron is
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transferred to the positively-charged nitrogen, and one hydrogen attaches to the carbon

atom opposite to the nitrogen.

The human body synthesizes NAD from the vitamin niacin in the form of nicotinic acid or

nicotinamide.

Cellular Respiration

Cellular respiration is the energy releasing process by which sugar molecules are broken

down by a series of reactions and the chemical energy gets converted to energy stored in

ATP molecules. The reactions that convert the fuel (glucose) to usable cellular energy

(ATP) are glycolysis, the Krebs cycle (sometimes called the citric acid cycle), and the

electron transport chain. Altogether these reactions are referred to as ”cellular respiration”

or ”aerobic respiration.” Oxygen is needed as the final electron acceptor, and carrying out

cellular respiration is the very reason we breathe and the reason we eat.
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Figure 12 Flowchart of cellular respiration.

2.4.2 Glycolysis

The glycolytic pathway (glycolysis) is where glucose, the smallest molecule that a carbo-

hydrate can be broken into during digestion, gets oxidized and broken into two 3-carbon

molecules (pyruvates), which are then fed into the Kreb's Cycle. Glycolysis is the begin-

ning of cellular respiration and takes place in the cytoplasm. Two molecules of ATP are

required for glycolysis, but four are produced so there is a net gain of two ATP per glucose

molecule. Two NADH molecules transfer electrons (in the form of hydrogen ions) to the

electron transport chain in the mitochondria, where they will be used to generate additional
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ATP. During physical exertion when the mitochondria are already producing the maximum

ATP possible with the amount of oxygen available, glycolysis can continue to produce an

additional 2 ATP per glucose molecule without sending the electrons to the mitochondria.

However, during this anaerobic respiration lactic acid is produced, which may accumulate

and lead to temporary muscle cramping.

2.4.3 Krebs Cycle

The Krebs cycle was named after Sir Hans Krebs1 (1900-1981), who proposed the key

elements of this pathway in 1937 and was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine for its

discovery in 1953.

Two molecules of pyruvate enter the Krebs cycle, which is called the aerobic pathway because

it requires the presence of oxygen in order to occur. This cycle is a major biological pathway

that occurs in humans and every plant and animal.

After glycolysis takes place in the cell's cytoplasm, the pyruvic acid molecules travel into

the interior of the mitochondrion. Once the pyruvic acid is inside, carbon dioxide is enzy-

matically removed from each three-carbon pyruvic acid molecule to form acetic acid. The

enzyme then combines the acetic acid with an enzyme, coenzyme A, to produce acetyl

coenzyme A, also known as acetyl CoA.

Once acetyl CoA is formed, the Krebs cycle begins. The cycle is split into eight steps, each

of which will be explained below.

• Step 1: The acetic acid subunit of acetyl CoA is combined with oxaloacetate to form a

molecule of citrate. The acetyl coenzyme A acts only as a transporter of acetic acid from

one enzyme to another. After Step 1, the coenzyme is released by hydrolysis so that it

may combine with another acetic acid molecule to begin the Krebs cycle again.

• Step 2: The citric acid molecule undergoes an isomerization. A hydroxyl group and a

hydrogen molecule are removed from the citrate structure in the form of water. The

two carbons form a double bond until the water molecule is added back. Only now, the

hydroxyl group and hydrogen molecule are reversed with respect to the original structure

of the citrate molecule. Thus, isocitrate is formed.

• Step 3: In this step, the isocitrate molecule is oxidized by a NAD molecule. The NAD

molecule is reduced by the hydrogen atom and the hydroxyl group. The NAD binds with

a hydrogen atom and carries off the other hydrogen atom leaving a carbonyl group. This

structure is very unstable, so a molecule of CO2 is released creating alpha-ketoglutarate.

• Step 4: In this step, our friend, coenzyme A, returns to oxidize the alpha-ketoglutarate

molecule. A molecule of NAD is reduced again to form NADH and leaves with another

hydrogen. This instability causes a carbonyl group to be released as carbon dioxide

and a thioester bond is formed in its place between the former alpha-ketoglutarate and

coenzyme A to create a molecule of succinyl-coenzyme A complex.

• Step 5: A water molecule sheds its hydrogen atoms to coenzyme A. Then, a free-floating

phosphate group displaces coenzyme A and forms a bond with the succinyl complex. The

phosphate is then transferred to a molecule of GDP to produce an energy molecule of

GTP. It leaves behind a molecule of succinate.

1 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/%3Awikipedia%3AHans_Adolf_Krebs
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• Step 6: In this step, succinate is oxidized by a molecule of FAD (Flavin adenine dinu-

cleotide). The FAD removes two hydrogen atoms from the succinate and forces a double

bond to form between the two carbon atoms, thus creating fumarate.

• Step 7: An enzyme adds water to the fumarate molecule to form malate. The malate

is created by adding one hydrogen atom to a carbon atom and then adding a hydroxyl

group to a carbon next to a terminal carbonyl group.

• Step 8: In this final step, the malate molecule is oxidized by a NAD molecule. The

carbon that carried the hydroxyl group is now converted into a carbonyl group. The end

product is oxaloacetate which can then combine with acetyl-coenzyme A and begin the

Krebs cycle all over again.

• Summary: In summary, three major events occur during the Krebs cycle. One GTP

(guanosine triphosphate) is produced which eventually donates a phosphate group to

ADP to form one ATP; three molecules of NAD are reduced; and one molecule of FAD is

reduced. Although one molecule of GTP leads to the production of one ATP, the produc-

tion of the reduced NAD and FAD are far more significant in the cell's energy-generating

process. This is because NADH and FADH2 donate their electrons to an electron trans-

port system that generates large amounts of energy by forming many molecules of ATP.

To see a visual summary of ”Kreb Cycle” please click here2.

2.4.4 Electron Transport System

The most complicated system of all. In the respiration chain, oxidation and reduction

reactions occur repeatedly as a way of transporting energy. The respiratory chain is also

called the electron transport chain. At the end of the chain, oxygen accepts the electron

and water is produced.

Redox Reaction

This is a simultaneous oxidation-reduction process whereby cellular metabolism occurs,

such as the oxidation of sugar in the human body, through a series of very complex electron

transfer processes.

The chemical way to look at redox processes is that the substance being oxidized transfers

electrons to the substance being reduced. Thus, in the reaction, the substance being oxidized

(aka. the reducing agent) loses electrons, while the substance being reduced (aka. the

oxidizing agent) gains electrons. Remember: LEO (Losing Electrons is Oxidation) the lion

says GER (Gaining Electrons is Reduction); or alternatively: OIL (Oxidation is Loss) RIG

(Reduction is Gain).

The term redox state is often used to describe the balance of NAD+/NADH and NADP
+/NADPH in a biological system such as a cell or organ. The redox state is reflected in the

balance of several sets of metabolites (e.g., lactate and pyruvate, β-hydroxybutyrate and

acetoacetate) whose interconversion is dependent on these ratios. An abnormal redox state

can develop in a variety of deleterious situations, such as hypoxia, shock, and sepsis.

2 http://homepage.smc.edu/hodson_kent/Energetics/Krebs2.htm
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2.5 Cell Building Blocks

What major classes of molecules are found within cells?

2.5.1 Lipids

The term is more-specifically used to refer to fatty-acids and their derivatives (including tri-,

di-, and mono-glycerides and phospholipids) as well as other fat-soluble sterol-containing

metabolites such as cholesterol. Lipids serve many functions in living organisms including

energy storage, serve as structural components of cell membranes, and constitute important

signaling molecules. Although the term lipid is sometimes used as a synonym for fat, the

latter is in fact a subgroup of lipids called triglycerides and should not be confused with

the term fatty acid.

2.5.2 Carbohydrates

Carbohydrate molecules consist of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. They have a general

formula Cn(H2O)n. There are several sub-families based on molecular size.

Carbohydrates are chemical compounds that contain oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon atoms,

and no other elements. They consist of monosaccharide sugars of varying chain lengths.

Certain carbohydrates are an important storage and transport form of energy in most

organisms, including plants and animals. Carbohydrates are classified by their number of

sugar units: monosaccharides (such as glucose and fructose), disaccharides (such as sucrose

and lactose), oligosaccharides, and polysaccharides (such as starch, glycogen, and cellulose).

The simplest carbohydrates are monosaccharides, which are small straight-chain aldehydes

and ketones with many hydroxyl groups added, usually one on each carbon except the func-

tional group. Other carbohydrates are composed of monosaccharide units and break down

under hydrolysis. These may be classified as disaccharides, oligosaccharides, or polysaccha-

rides, depending on whether they have two, several, or many monosaccharide units.
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Figure 13

2.5.3 Proteins

All proteins contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. Some also contain phosphorus

and sulfur. The building blocks of proteins are amino acids. There are 20 different kinds of

amino acids used by the human body. They unite by peptide bonds to form long molecules

called polypeptides. Polypeptides are assembled into proteins. Proteins have four levels of

structure

• Primary
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Primary structure is the sequence of amino acids bonded in the polypeptide.

• Secondary

The secondary structure is formed by hydrogen bonds between amino acids. The polypep-

tide can coil into a helix or form a pleated sheet.

• Tertiary

The tertiary structure refers to the three-dimensional folding of the helix or pleated sheet.

• Quaternary

The quaternary structure refers to the spatial relationship among the polypeptide in the

protein.

• Hexagonary

The hexagonary structure refers to the carpal relationship among the bipeptide in the

person.

2.5.4 Enzymes

A biological molecule that catalyzes a chemical reaction. Enzymes are essential for life

because most chemical reactions in living cells would occur too slowly or would lead to

different products without enzymes. Most enzymes are proteins and the word ”enzyme” is

often used to mean a protein enzyme. Some RNA molecules also have a catalytic activity,

and to differentiate them from protein enzymes, they are referred to as RNA enzymes or

ribozymes.

2.6 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here3

1. List 2 functions of the cell membrane:

Questions 2 - 6 Match the following organelles with their function: 2. Mitochondria 3.

Vacuoles 4. Cilia 5. Smooth ER 6. Golgi Apparatus

A. Movement of the cell

B. Lipid synthesis and transport

C. ”Powerhouse” of the cell, makes ATP

D. Storage areas, mainly found in plant cells

E. Packages and distributes cellular products

7. The diffusion of H2O across a semi permeable or selectively permeable membrane is

termed

3
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Cell_physiology
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Review Questions

A. Active transport

B. Diffusion

C. Osmosis

D. Endocytosis

8. Oxygen enters a cell via?

a. Diffusion

b. Filtration

c. Osmosis

d. Active transport

9. The term used to describe, ”cell eating” is?

a. Exocytosis

b. Phagocytosis

c. Pinocytosis

d. Diffusion

10. Which of the following requires energy?

a. Diffusion

b. Osmosis

c. Active transport

d. Facilitated diffusion

11. Protein synthesis occurs at the

a. Mitochondria

b. Lysosomes

c. Within the nucleus

d. Ribosomes

12. Which of the following is not found in the cell membrane?

a. Cholesterol

b. Phospholipids

c. Proteins

d. Galactose

e. Nucleic acids

13. What is a cell?

a. The largest living units within our bodies.
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b. Enzymes that ”eat” bacteria

c. Microscopic fundamental units of all living things.

d. All of the above.

2.7 Glossary

Active Transport: the movement of solutes against a gradient and requires the expendi-

ture of energy

Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP): a cell’s source of energy

Bulk Flow: the collective movement of substances in the same direction in response to a

force

Cells: the microscopic fundamental unit that makes up all living things

Cell Membrane: boundary of the cell, sometimes called the plasma membrane

Cytoplasm: a water-like substance that fills cells. The cytoplasm consists of cytosol and

the cellular organelles, except the cell nucleus. The cytosol is made up of water, salts,

organic molecules and many enzymes that catalyze reactions. The cytoplasm holds all of

the cellular organelles outside of the nucleus, maintains the shape and consistency of the

cell, and serves as a storage place for chemical substances.

Cytoskeleton: made of threadlike proteins, helps cells maintain their shape and allows

cells and their contents to move

Dialysis: the diffusion of solutes across a selectively permeable membrane. Most commonly

heard of when a patient has had renal failure. In medicine, dialysis is a type of renal re-

placement therapy which is used to provide an artificial replacement for lost kidney function

due to renal failure. It is a life support treatment and does not treat any kidney diseases.

Endocrine cells: similar to exocrine cells, but secrete their products directly into the

bloodstream instead of through a duct

Endocytosis: the capture of a substance outside the cell when the plasma membrane

merges to engulf it

Endoplasmic Reticulum: organelle that play an important role in making proteins and

shuttling cellular products; also involved in metabolisms of fats, and the production of

various materials

Epithelial Cells: cells that aid in secretion, absorption, protection, trans-cellular trans-

port, sensation detection, and selective permeability

Exocrine Cells: cells that secrete products through ducts, such as mucus, sweat, or diges-

tive enzymes

Exocytosis: the process of vesicles fusing with the plasma membrane and releasing their

contents to the outside of the cell

Facilitated Diffusion: the diffusion of solutes through channel proteins in the plasma

membrane
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Golgi Apparatus: ”packages” cellular products in sacs called vesicles so that the products

can cross the cell membrane and exit the cell

Glycolysis: process in which sugars (glucose) are converted to acid

Lysosomes: sac-like compartments that contain a number of powerful degradative enzymes

Microfilaments: provide mechanical support for the cell, determine the cell shape, and in

some cases enable cell movements

Microtubules: function as the framework along which organelles and vesicles move within

a cell

Mitochondria: the organelles that function as the cell ”powerhouse”, generating ATP

Nucleus: controls the cell; houses the genetic material

Organelles: bodies embedded in the cytoplasm that serve to physically separate the various

metabolic activities that occur within cells

Osmosis: the diffusion of water molecules across a selectively permeable membrane from

an area of high solute concentration to an area of low solute concentration.

Passive Transport: the movement of substances down a concentration gradient and does

not require energy use

Peroxisomes: organelles in which oxygen is used to oxidize substances, breaking down

lipids and detoxifying certain chemicals

Phagocytosis: a form of endocytosis wherein large particles are enveloped by the cell

membrane of a (usually larger) cell and internalized to form a phagosome, or ”food vac-

uole.” In animals, phagocytosis is performed by specialized cells called phagocytes, which

serve to remove foreign bodies and thus fight infection. In vertebrates, these include larger

macrophages and smaller granulocytes, types of blood cells. Bacteria, dead tissue cells, and

small mineral particles are all examples of objects that may be phagocytosed.

Pinocytosis: also called cellular drinking, is a form of endocytosis, a process in which small

particles are taken in by a cell by splitting into smaller particles. The particles then form

small vesicles which subsequently fuse with lysosomes to hydrolyze, or to break down, the

particles. This process requires adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

Receptor-mediated Endocytosis: occurs when specific molecules in the fluid surround-

ing the cell bind to specialized receptors in the plasma membrane

Red Blood Cells (erythrocytes): cells that collect oxygen in the lungs and deliver it

through the blood to the body tissues

Ribosomes: play an active role in the complex process of protein synthesis, where they

serve as the structures that facilitate the joining of amino acids

Simple Diffusion: the net movement of substances from an area of higher concentration

to an area of lower concentration

Vacuoles: spaces in the cytoplasm that sometimes serve to carry materials to the cell

membrane for discharge to the outside of the cell
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White Blood Cells (leukocytes): produced in the bone marrow and help the body to

fight infectious disease and foreign objects in the immune system
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3 The Integumentary System

3.1 Introduction

The integumentary system consists of the skin, hair, nails, the subcutaneous tissue below

the skin,and assorted glands.The most obvious function of the integumentary system is the

protection that the skin gives to underlying tissues. The skin not only keeps most harmful

substances out, but also prevents the loss of fluids.

A major function of the subcutaneous tissue is to connect the skin to underlying tissues

such as muscles. Hair on the scalp provides insulation from cold for the head. The hair of

eyelashes and eyebrows helps keep dust and perspiration out of the eyes, and the hair in our

nostrils helps keep dust out of the nasal cavities. Any other hair on our bodies no longer

serves a function, but is an evolutionary remnant. Nails protect the tips of fingers and toes

from mechanical injury. Fingernails give the fingers greater ability to pick up small objects.

There are four types of glands in the integumentary system: Sudoriferous glands, Sebaceous

glands, Ceruminous glands, and Mammary glands. Sudoriferous glands are sweat producing

glands. These are important to help maintain body temperature. Sebaceous glands are oil

producing glands which help inhibit bacteria, keep us waterproof and prevent our hair and

skin from drying out. Ceruminous glands produce earwax which keeps the outer surface of

the eardrum pliable and prevents drying. Mammary glands produce milk.

3.2 Skin

In zoology and dermatology, skin is an organ of the integumentary system made up of a layer

of tissues that guard underlying muscles and organs. As the interface with the surroundings,

it plays the most important role in protecting against pathogens. Its other main functions

are insulation and temperature regulation, sensation and vitamin D and B synthesis. Skin

is considered one of the most important parts of the body.

Skin has pigmentation, melanin, provided by melanocytes, which absorbs some of the poten-

tially dangerous radiation in sunlight. It also contains DNA repair enzymes which reverse

UV damage, and people who lack the genes for these enzymes suffer high rates of skin can-

cer. One form predominantly produced by UV light, malignant melanoma, is particularly

invasive, causing it to spread quickly, and can often be deadly. Human skin pigmentation

varies among populations in a striking manner. This has sometimes led to the classification

of people(s) on the basis of skin color.

Damaged skin will try to heal by forming scar tissue, often giving rise to discoloration and

depigmentation of the skin.
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The skin is often known as ”the largest organ in the human body”. This applies to exterior

surface, as it covers the body, appearing to have the largest surface area of all the organs.

Moreover, it applies to weight, as it weighs more than any single internal organ, accounting

for about 15 percent of body weight. For the average adult human, the skin has a surface

area of between 1.5-2.0 square meters, most of it is between 2-3 mm thick. The average

square inch of skin holds 650 sweat glands, 20 blood vessels, 60,000 melanocytes, and more

than a thousand nerve endings.

The use of natural or synthetic cosmetics to treat the appearance of the face and condition

of the skin (such as pore control and black head cleansing) is common among many cultures.

3.2.1 Layers

The skin has two major layers which are made of different tissues and have very different

functions.
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Figure 14 Diagram of the layers of human skin

Skin is composed of the epidermis and the dermis. Below these layers lies the hypodermis

or subcutaneous adipose layer, which is not usually classified as a layer of skin.

The outermost epidermis consists of stratified squamous keratinizing epithelium with an

underlying basement membrane. It contains no blood vessels, and is nourished by diffusion

from the dermis. The main type of cells which make up the epidermis are keratinocytes,

with melanocytes and Langerhans cells also present. The epidermis can be further sub-

divided into the following strata (beginning with the outermost layer): corneum, lucidum,

granulosum, spinosum, basale. Cells are formed through mitosis at the innermost layers.

They move up the strata changing shape and composition as they differentiate, inducing

expression of new types of keratin genes. They eventually reach the corneum and become

sloughed off (desquamation). This process is called keratinization and takes place within
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about 30 days. This layer of skin is responsible for keeping water in the body and keeping

other harmful chemicals and pathogens out.

Blood capillaries are found beneath the dermis, and are linked to an arteriole and a venule.

Arterial shunt vessels may bypass the network in ears, the nose and fingertips.

The dermis lies below the epidermis and contains a number of structures including blood

vessels, nerves, hair follicles, smooth muscle, glands and lymphatic tissue. It consists of loose

connective tissue otherwise called areolar connective tissue—collagen, elastin and reticular

fibers are present. Erector muscles, attached between the hair papilla and epidermis, can

contract, resulting in the hair fiber pulled upright and consequentially goose bumps. The

main cell types are fibroblasts, adipocytes (fat storage) and macrophages. Sebaceous glands

are exocrine glands which produce a mixture of lipids and waxy substances known as sebum.

Sebum serves many functions, including lubrication, water-proofing, softening, and also

provides antimicrobial properties. Sweat glands open up via a duct onto the skin by a pore.

The dermis is made of an irregular type of fibrous connective tissue consisting of collagen and

elastin fibers. It can be split into the papillary and reticular layers. The papillary layer is

outermost and extends into the epidermis to supply it with vessels. It is composed of loosely

arranged fibers. Papillary ridges make up the lines of the hands giving us fingerprints. The

reticular layer is more dense and is continuous with the hypodermis. It contains the bulk

of the structures (such as sweat glands). The reticular layer is composed of irregularly

arranged fibers and resists stretching.

The hypodermis is not part of the skin, and lies below the dermis. Its purpose is to

attach the skin to underlying bone and muscle as well as supplying it with blood vessels

and nerves. It consists of loose connective tissue and elastin. The main cell types are

fibroblasts, macrophages and adipocytes (the hypodermis contains 95% of body fat). Fat

serves as padding and insulation for the body.

Clinical Application:

The patch drug delivery system. The transdermal patch is an increasingly popular drug

delivery system. These patches are designed so that the drug molecules diffuse through

the epidermis to the blood vessels in the dermis layer. A typical patch works well for

small lipid-soluble molecules (for example, estrogen, nitroglycerin, and nicotine) that

can make their way between epidermal cells.
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3.2.2 Functions

Figure 15

1. Protection: Skin gives an anatomical barrier between the internal and external en-

vironment in bodily defense; Langerhans cells in the skin are part of the immune

system

2. Sensation: Skin contains a variety of nerve endings that react to heat, cold, touch,

pressure, vibration, and tissue injury; see somatosensory1 system and touch2.

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somatosensory_system

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touch
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3. Heat regulation: The skin contains a blood supply far greater than its requirements

which allows precise control of energy loss by radiation, convection and conduction.

Dilated blood vessels increase perfusion and heat loss while constricted vessels greatly

reduce cutaneous blood flow and conserve heat. Erector pili muscles are significant in

animals.

Tumors

• Benign tumors of the skin: Squamous cell papilloma

• Skin cancer3

• Acne4

• Keratosis pilaris5

• Fungal6 infections such as athlete's foot7

• microbial infections8

• calcinosis cutis9

• ulcer10

3.3 Hair

w:Hair11

3.3.1 Types of hair

Humans have three different types of hair:

• Lanugo, the fine, unpigmented hair that covers nearly the entire body of a fetus, although

most has been replaced with vellus by the time of the baby's birth

• Vellus hair, the short, downy, ”peach fuzz” body hair (also unpigmented) that grows in

most places on the human body. While it occurs in both sexes, and makes up much of

the hair in children, men have a much smaller percentage (around 10%) vellus whereas

2/3 of a female's hair is vellus.

• Terminal hair, the fully developed hair, which is generally longer, coarser, thicker, and

darker than vellus hair, and often is found in regions such as the axillary, male beard,

and pubic.

3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skin_cancer

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acne

5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keratosis_pilaris

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fungus

7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athlete%2527s_foot

8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microbe

9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcinosis_cutis

10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ulcer

11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hair
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3.3.2 Pathological impacts on hair

Drugs used in cancer chemotherapy frequently cause a temporary loss of hair, noticeable on

the head and eyebrows, because they kill all rapidly dividing cells, not just the cancerous

ones. Other diseases and traumas can cause temporary or permanent loss of hair, either

generally or in patches.

The hair shafts may also store certain poisons for years, even decades, after death. In

the case of Col. Lafayette Baker, who died July 3, 1868, use of an atomic absorption

spectrophotometer showed the man was killed by white arsenic. The prime suspect was

Wallace Pollock, Baker's brother-in-law. According to Dr. Ray A. Neff, Pollack had laced

Baker's beer with it over a period of months, and a century or so later minute traces of

arsenic showed up in the dead man's hair. Mrs. Baker's diary seems to confirm that it was

indeed arsenic, as she writes of how she found some vials of it inside her brother's suit coat

one day.

3.4 Nails

3.4.1 Parts of the fingernail

Figure 16 The parts of a finger nail

The fingernail is an important structure made of keratin. The fingernail generally serve

two purposes. It serves as a protective plate and enhances sensation of the fingertip. The

protection function of the fingernail is commonly known, but the sensation function is

equally important. The fingertip has many nerve endings in it allowing us to receive volumes

of information about objects we touch. The nail acts as a counterforce to the fingertip

providing even more sensory input when an object is touched.
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3.4.2 Nail Structure

The structure we know of as the nail is divided into six specific parts - the root, nail bed,

nail plate, eponychium (cuticle), perionychium, and hyponychium.

RootThe root of the fingernail is also known as the germinal matrix. This portion of the

nail is actually beneath the skin behind the fingernail and extends several millimeters into

the finger. The fingernail root produces most of the volume of the nail and the nail bed.

This portion of the nail does not have any melanocytes, or melanin producing cells. The

edge of the germinal matrix is seen as a white, crescent shaped structure called the lunula.

Nail BedThe nail bed is part of the nail matrix called the sterile matrix. It extends from

the edge of the germinal matrix, or lunula, to the hyponychium. The nail bed contains the

blood vessels, nerves, and melanocytes, or melanin-producing cells. As the nail is produced

by the root, it streams down along the nail bed, which adds material to the undersurface

of the nail making it thicker. It is important for normal nail growth that the nail bed

be smooth. If it is not, the nail may split or develop grooves that can be cosmetically

unappealing.

Nail PlateThe nail plate is the actual fingernail, made of translucent keratin. The pink

appearance of the nail comes from the blood vessels underneath the nail. The underneath

surface of the nail plate has grooves along the length of the nail that help anchor it to the

nail bed.

eponychiumThe cuticle of the fingernail is also called the eponychium. The cuticle is

situated between the skin of the finger and the nail plate fusing these structures together

and providing a waterproof barrier.

PerionychiumThe perionychium is the skin that overlies the nail plate on its sides. It is

also known as the paronychial edge. The perionychium is the site of hangnails, ingrown

nails, and an infection of the skin called paronychia.

HyponychiumThe hyponychium is the area between the nail plate and the fingertip. It is

the junction between the free edge of the nail and the skin of the fingertip, also providing

a waterproof barrier.

Figure 17 Nails: left hand, adult human

male
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3.4.3 Nail Diseases

Nail diseases are in a separate category from diseases of the skin. Although nails are a skin

appendage, they have their own signs and symptoms which may relate to other medical

conditions. Nail conditions that show signs of infection or inflammation require medical

assistance and cannot be treated at a beauty parlor. Deformity or disease of the nails may

be referred to as onychosis.

There are many disease that can occur with the fingernails and toenails. The most common

of these diseases are ingrown nails and fungal infections.

Ingrown Nails

Onychocryptosis, commonly known as ”ingrown nails” (unguis incarnatus), can affect

either the fingers or the toes. In this condition, the nail cuts into one or both sides of

the nail bed, resulting in inflammation and possibly infection. The relative rarity of this

condition in the fingers suggests that pressure from the ground or shoe against the toe

is a prime factor. The movements involved in walking or other physical disturbances can

contribute to the problem. Mild onychocryptosis, particularly in the absence of infection,

can be treated by trimming and rounding the nail. More advanced cases, which usually

include infection, are treated by surgically excising the ingrowing portion of the nail down

to its bony origin and cauterizing the matrix, or 'root', to prevent recurrence. This surgery

is called matricectomy. The best results are achieved by cauterizing the matrix with phenol.

Another method, which is much less effective, is excision of the matrix, sometimes called a

'cold steel procedure'

Nail Fungus

An infection of nail fungus (onychomycosis) occurs when fungi infect one or more of your

nails. Onychomycosis generally begins as a white or yellow spot under the tip of the

fingernail or toenail. As the nail fungus spreads deeper into the nail, it may cause the nail

to discolor, thicken and develop crumbling edges — an unsightly and potentially painful

problem.

Infections of nail fungus account for about half of all nail disorders. These infections usually

develop on nails continually exposed to warm, moist environments, such as sweaty shoes or

shower floors. Nail fungus isn't the same as athlete's foot, which primarily affects the skin

of the feet, but at times the two may coexist and can be caused by the same type of fungus.

Topical steroid misuse is one of the most common cause now a days.

An infection with nail fungus may be difficult to treat, and infections may recur. But

medications are available to help clear up nail fungus permanently.

3.4.4 Clinical Application

Nail inspection can give a great deal of information about the internal working of the body as

well, and like tongue or iris inspection, has a long history of diagnostic use in cantraditional

medical practices such as Chinese medicine.

Pliability:
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Brittleness is associated with iron deficiency, thyroid problems, impaired kidney function,

circulation problems[2], and biotin deficiency[3] Splitting and fraying are associated with

psoriasis, folic acid, protein and/or Vitamin C deficiency. Unusual thickness is associated

with circulation problems. Thinning nails and itchy skin are associated with lichen planus[4].

Shape and texture:

Clubbing, or nails that curve down around the fingertips with nail beds that bulge is as-

sociated with oxygen deprivation and lung, heart, or liver disease. Spooning, or nails that

grow upwards is associated with iron or B12 deficiency. Flatness can indicate a B12 vitamin

deficiency[5] or Raynaud's disease[6] Pitting of the nails is associated with Psoriasis. Hori-

zontal ridges indicate stress, and Beau's lines are associated with many serious conditions.

Vertical ridges are associated with arthritis[7]. Vertical grooves are associated with kidney

disorders, aging, and iron deficiency[8]. Beading is associated with rheumatoid arthritis[9].

Nails that resemble hammered brass are associated with (or portend) hair loss[10]. Short

small beds are associated with heart disease[11].

Coloration of the nail bed:

Mee's lines are associated with arsenic or thallium poisoning, and renal failure. White

lines across the nail are associated with heart disease, liver disease, or a history of a recent

high fever[12]. Opaque white nails with a dark band at the fingertip are associated with

cancer, cirrhosis, congestive heart failure, diabetes and aging[13]. Paleness or whitening is

associated with liver or kidney disease and anemia[14]. Yellowing of the nail bed is associated

with chronic bronchitis, lymphatic problems, diabetes, and liver disorders. Brown or copper

nail beds are associated with arsenic or copper poisoning, and local fungal infection. Grey

nail beds are associated with arthritis, edema, malnutrition, post-operative effects, glaucoma

and cardio-pulmonary disease[15]. redness is associated with heart conditions. dark nails

are associated with B12 deficiency. Stains of the nail plate (not the nail bed) are associated

with nail polish[16], smoking, and henna use.

Markings:

Pink and white nails are associated with kidney disease[17]. Parallel white lines in the

nails are associated with hypoalbuminemia. red skin at the base of the nail is associated

with connective tissue disorders[18]. blue lunulae are associated with silver poisoning or lung

disorder[19]. blue nail beds are (much like blue skin) associated with poor oxygenation of the

blood (asthma, emphysema, etc)[20]. small white patches are associated with zinc or calcium

deficiency or malabsorption, parasites, or local injury[21]. receded lunulae (fewer than 8)

are associated with poor circulation[22], shallow breathing habits or thyroid dysfunction[23].

large lunulae (more than 25% of the thumb nail) is associated with high blood pressure.
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3.5 Glands

3.5.1 Sudoriferous(Sweat Glands)

Figure 18 A diagrammatic sectional view of the skin (magnified). Sweat

gland labeled as ”sudoriferous gland” at center right.

In humans, there are two kinds of sweat glands which differ greatly in both the composition

of the sweat and its purpose: Also ”click” hereour body Sweats”12 to see a short movie on

sweat glands.

Eccrine (a.k.a. merocrine)

12 http://health.howstuffworks.com/adam-200101.htm
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Eccrine sweat glands are exocrine glands distributed over the entire body surface but

are particularly abundant on the palms of hands, soles of feet, and on the forehead. These

produce sweat that is composed chiefly of water (99%) with various salts. The primary

function is body temperature regulation.

Eccrine sweat glands are coiled tubular glands derived leading directly to the most superficial

layer of the epidermis (outer layer of skin) but extending into the inner layer of the skin

(dermis layer). They are distributed over almost the entire surface of the body in humans

and many other species but are lacking in some marine and fur-bearing species. The sweat

glands are controlled by sympathetic cholinergic nerves which are controlled by a center in

the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus senses core temperature directly, and also has input

from temperature receptors in the skin and modifies the sweat output, along with other

thermoregulatory processes.

Human eccrine sweat is composed chiefly of water with various salts and organic compounds

in solution. It contains minute amounts of fatty materials, urea, and other wastes. The

concentration of sodium varies from 35−65 mmol/l and is lower in people acclimatized to
a hot environment. The sweat of other species generally differs in composition.

Apocrine

Apocrine sweat glands only develop during early- to mid-puberty (approximately age 15)

and release more than normal amounts of sweat for approximately a month and subsequently

regulate and release normal amounts of sweat after a certain period of time. Apocrine

sweat glands produce sweat that contains fatty materials. These glands are mainly present

in the armpits and around the genital area and their activity is the main cause of sweat

odor, due to the bacteria that break down the organic compounds in the sweat from these

glands. Emotional stress increases the production of sweat from the apocrine glands, or

more precisely: the sweat already present in the tubule is squeezed out. Apocrine sweat

glands essentially serve as scent glands.

In some areas of the body, these sweat glands are modified to produce wholly different

secretions, including the cerumen (”wax”) of the outer ear. Other glands, such as Mammary

glands, are greatly enlarged and modified to produce milk.
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3.5.2 Sebaceous Glands

Figure 19 Schematic view of a hair follicle

with sebaceous gland.

The sebaceous glands are glands found in the skin of mammals. They secrete an oily

substance called sebum (Latin, meaning fat or tallow) that is made of fat (lipids) and the

debris of dead fat-producing cells. These glands exist in humans throughout the skin except

in the palms of the hands and soles of the feet. Sebum acts to protect and waterproof hair

and skin, and keep them from becoming dry, brittle, and cracked. It can also inhibit the

growth of microorganisms on skin.

Sebaceous glands can usually be found in hair-covered areas where they are connected to

hair follicles to deposit sebum on the hairs, and bring it to the skin surface along the hair

shaft. The structure consisting of hair, hair follicle and sebaceous gland is also known as

pilosebaceous unit. Sebaceous glands are also found in non haired areas of lips, eyelids,

penis, labia minora and nipples; here the sebum reaches the surface through ducts. In

the glands, sebum is produced within specialized cells and is released as these cells burst;

sebaceous glands are thus classified as holocrine glands.

Sebum is odorless, but its bacterial breakdown can produce odors. Sebum is the cause of

some people experiencing ”oily” hair if it is not washed for several days. Earwax is partly

sebum, as is mucopurulent discharge, the dry substance accumulating in the corners of the

eye after sleeping.
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Figure 20 A hair follicle with associated structures.

The composition of sebum varies from species to species; in humans, the lipid content

consists of about 25% wax monoesters, 41% triglycerides, 16% free fatty acids, and 12%

squalene.

The activity of the sebaceous glands increases during puberty because of heightened levels

of androgens.

Sebaceous glands are involved in skin problems such as acne and keratosis pilaris. A blocked

sebaceous gland can result in a sebaceous cyst. The prescription drug isotretinoin signifi-

cantly reduces the amount of sebum produced by the sebaceous glands, and is used to treat

acne. The extreme use (up to 10 times doctor prescribed amounts) of anabolic steroids by

bodybuilders to prevent weight loss tend to stimulate the sebaceous glands which can cause

acne.

The sebaceous glands of a human fetus in utero secrete a substance called Vernix caseosa,

a ”waxy” or ”cheesy” white substance coating the skin of newborns.

The preputial glands of mice and rats are large modified sebaceous glands that produce

pheromones.
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3.5.3 Ceruminous glands

Figure 21 Wet-type human earwax on a

cotton swab.

Earwax, also known by the medical term cerumen, is a yellowish, waxy substance secreted

in the ear canal of humans and many other mammals. It plays a vital role in the human ear

canal, assisting in cleaning and lubrication, and also provides some protection from bacteria,

fungus, and insects. A comprehensive review of the physiology and pathophysiology of

cerumen can be found in Roeser and Ballachanda. Excess or impacted cerumen can press

against the eardrum and/or occlude the external auditory canal and impair hearing.

Production, composition, and different types

Cerumen is produced in the outer third of the cartilaginous portion of the human ear

canal. It is a mixture of viscous secretions from sebaceous glands and less-viscous ones from

modified apocrine sweat glands.

Two distinct genetically determined types of earwax are distinguished – the wet-type which

is dominant, and the dry type which is recessive. Asians and Native Americans are more

likely to have the dry type of cerumen (grey and flaky), whereas Caucasians and Africans

are more likely to have the wet type (honey-brown to dark-brown and moist). Cerumen
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type has been used by anthropologists to track human migratory patterns, such as those of

the Inuit.

The difference in cerumen type has been tracked to a single base change (an single nucleotide

polymorphism) in a gene known as ”ATP-binding cassette C11 gene”. In addition to affecting

cerumen type, this mutation also reduces sweat production. The researchers conjecture that

the reduction in sweat was beneficial to the ancestors of East Asians and Native Americans

who are thought to have lived in cold climates.

Function

Figure 22 Wet-type earwax fluoresces

weakly under ultraviolet light.

Cleaning. Cleaning of the ear canal occurs as a result of the ”conveyor belt” process of

epithelial migration, aided by jaw movement. Cells formed in the center of the tympanic

membrane migrate outwards from the umbo (at a rate equivalent to that of fingernail

growth) to the walls of the ear canal, and accelerate towards the entrance of the ear canal.

The cerumen in the canal is also carried outwards, taking with it any dirt, dust, and

particulate matter that may have gathered in the canal. Jaw movement assists this process
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by dislodging debris attached to the walls of the ear canal, increasing the likelihood of its

extrusion.

Lubrication. Lubrication prevents desiccation and itching of the skin within the ear canal

(known as asteatosis). The lubricative properties arise from the high lipid content of the

sebum produced by the sebaceous glands. In wet-type cerumen at least, these lipids include

cholesterol, squalene, and many long-chain fatty acids and alcohols.

Antibacterial and antifungal roles. While studies conducted up until the 1960s found

little evidence supporting an antibacterial role for cerumen, more recent studies have found

that cerumen provides some bactericidal protection against some strains of bacteria. Ceru-

men has been found to be effective in reducing the viability of a wide range of bacteria

(sometimes by up to 99%), including Haemophilus influenzae, Staphylococcus aureus, and

many variants of Escherichia coli. The growth of two fungi commonly present in otomyco-

sis was also significantly inhibited by human cerumen. These antimicrobial properties are

due principally to the presence of saturated fatty acids, lysozyme and, especially, to the

relatively low pH of cerumen (typically around 6.1 in normal individuals).

3.5.4 Mammary Glands

Figure 23 Cross section of the breast of a

human female.

Mammary glands are the organs that, in the female mammal, produce milk for the

sustenance of the young. These exocrine glands are enlarged and modified sweat glands

and are the characteristic of mammals which gave the class its name.
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Structure

The basic components of the mammary gland are the alveoli (hollow cavities, a few millime-

tres large) lined with milk-secreting epithelial cells and surrounded by myoepithelial cells.

These alveoli join up to form groups known as lobules, and each lobule has a lactiferous

duct that drains into openings in the nipple. The myoepithelial cells can contract, similar

to muscle cells, and thereby push the milk from the alveoli through the lactiferous ducts

towards the nipple, where it collects in widenings (sinuses) of the ducts. A suckling baby

essentially squeezes the milk out of these sinuses.

Figure 24 Dissection of a lactating breast.

1 - Fat

2 - Lactiferous duct/lobule

3 - Lobule

4 - Connective tissue

5 - Sinus of lactiferous duct

6 - Lactiferous duct

One distinguishes between a simple mammary gland, which consists of all the milk-secreting

tissue leading to a single lactiferous duct, and a complex mammary gland, which consists of

all the simple mammary glands serving one nipple.

Humans normally have two complex mammary glands, one in each breast, and each complex

mammary gland consists of 10-20 simple glands. (The presence of more than two nipples

is known as polythelia and the presence of more than two complex mammary glands as

polymastia.)

Also, ”click” this;tissue”13, to this a movie visual of the breast.

13 http://health.howstuffworks.com/adam-200040.htm
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Development and hormonal control

The development of mammary glands is controlled by hormones. The mammary glands exist

in both sexes, but they are rudimentary until puberty when in response to ovarian hormones,

they begin to develop in the female. Click this http://health.howstuffworks.com/adam-

200042.htmto see what breast tissue does in a female during menstruation. Estrogen pro-

motes formation, while testosterone inhibits it.

At the time of birth, the baby has lactiferous ducts but no alveoli. Little branching occurs

before puberty when ovarian estrogens stimulate branching differentiation of the ducts into

spherical masses of cells that will become alveoli. True secretory alveoli only develop in

pregnancy, where rising levels of estrogen and progesterone cause further branching and

differentiation of the duct cells, together with an increase in adipose tissue and a richer

blood flow.

Colostrum is secreted in late pregnancy and for the first few days after giving birth. True

milk secretion (lactation) begins a few days later due to a reduction in circulating proges-

terone and the presence of the hormone prolactin. The suckling of the baby causes the

release of the hormone oxytocin which stimulates contraction of the myoepithelial cells.

Breast cancer

As described above, the cells of mammary glands can easily be induced to grow and multiply

by hormones. If this growth runs out of control, cancer results. Almost all instances of breast

cancer originate in the lobules or ducts of the mammary glands.

Types of breast cancer

• DCIS14: Ductal Carcinoma in Situ

• LCIS15: Lobular Carcinoma in Situ

• Invasive ductal carcinoma16

• Invasive lobular carcinoma17

• Inflammatory breast cancer18

• Paget's disease19

14 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/DCIS

15 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LCIS

16 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Invasive%20ductal%20carcinoma

17 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Invasive%20lobular%20carcinoma

18 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Inflammatory%20breast%20cancer

19 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Paget%27s%20disease
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Figure 25 Early Signs of Breast Cancer

3.6 Homeostasis

As a whole, the integumentary system plays a big part in maintaining homeostasis. The

integumentary system is the outermost organ system of the body and many of its functions

are related to this location. The skin protects the body against pathogens and chemicals,

minimizes loss or entry of water, and blocks the harmful effects of sunlight. Sensory receptors

in the skin provide information about the external environment, helping the skin regulate

body temperature in response to environmental changes and helping the body react to pain

and other tactile stimuli. The large surface area of the skin makes it ideal for temperature
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regulation. The rate of heat loss can be regulated by the amount of blood flowing through

the blood vessels in the dermis close to the surface of the skin. When the body temperature

rises, as for example during exercise, sympathetic tone is reduced and this brings about

dilation of the blood vessels supplying the skin. The increase in skin blood flow allows

heat to be lost more rapidly so that body temperature does not rise above the normal

homeostatic range. The rate of heat loss can also be boosted by the production of sweat,

which takes up additional heat as it evaporates. Conversely, if heat production is less than

required, the dermal vessels constrict, sweating stops, and heat is conserved by the body.

3.7 Glossary

Areolar

Areolar connective tissue is a pliable, mesh-like tissue with a fluid matrix and functions to

cushion and protect body organs. It acts as a packaging tissue holding the internal organs

together and in correct placement.

Basal lamina20

Basal lamina (often erroneously called basement membrane) is a layer on which epithelium

sits. This layer is composed of an electron-dense layer (lamina densa) between two electron-

lucid layers (lamina lucida), and is approximately 40-50 nm thick (with exceptions such

as the 100-200 nm glomerular basement membrane).

Dermis21

The dermis is the layer of skin beneath the epidermis that consists of connective tissue and

cushions the body from stress and strain. The dermis is tightly connected to the epidermis

by a basement membrane.

Epidermis22

The epidermis is the outermost layer of the skin. It forms the waterproof, protective

wrap over the body's surface and is made up of stratified squamous epithelium with an

underlying basal lamina.

Fibroblasts23

A fibroblast is a cell that makes the structural fibers and ground substance of connective

tissue.

Hair follicle24

A hair follicle is part of the skin that grows hair by packing old cells together.

Hypodermis25

20 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basement_membrane

21 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dermis

22 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epidermis_%28skin%29

23 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fibroblasts

24 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hair_follicle

25 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypodermis
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The hypodermis (also called the hypoderm), is the lowermost layer of the integumentary

system in vertebrates. It is derived from the mesoderm, but unlike the dermis, it is not

derived from the dermatome region of the mesoderm.

Impetigo

This is a superficial skin infection most common among children age 2–6 years. People

who play close contact sports such as rugby, American football and wrestling are also

susceptible, regardless of age. The name derives from the Latin impetere (”assail”). It is

also known as school sores.

Melanocytes26

These are cells located in the bottom layer of the skin's epidermis and in the middle layer

of the eye, the uvea. Through a process called melanogenesis, these cells produce melanin,

a pigment in the skin, eyes, and hair.

Melanoma27

A melanoma is a malignant tumor that originates in melanocytes. It is a highly malignant

form of skin cancer, and, though rare, is responsible for the majority of skin cancer-related

deaths.

Onychosis28

Deformity or disease of the nails

Papillary29

The papillary layer is outermost and extends into the epidermis to supply it with vessels.

It is composed of loosely arranged fibres. Papillary ridges make up the lines of the hands.

Recticular Layer30

The reticular layer is more dense and is continuous with the hypodermis. It contains the

bulk of the structures (such as sweat glands). The reticular layer is composed of irregularly

arranged fibres and resists stretching.

For more fun pictures of other skin diseases and skin problems ”click” to this

cool website

Image Database”31. Note: From this link then click ”Clinical Skin Diseases Images”.

3.8 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here32

26 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melanocyte

27 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melanoma

28 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Onychosis

29 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papillary

30 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reticular_layer

31 http://tray.dermatology.uiowa.edu/Home.html

32
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Integumentary_System
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1. Name all of the parts of the integumentary system.

2. Name the cells that produce melanin and describe its function.

3. Name and describe the importance of the cutaneous senses.

4. Explain how sweating helps maintain normal body temperature.

5. Explain where on the body hair has important functions and describe these functions.

6. What is a melanoma?

A) The outermost layer of skin

B) A type of nail disease

C) A malignant tumor that originates in melanocytes

D) The lower most layer of skin
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4 The Nervous System

The central nervous system includes the brain and spinal cord. The brain and spinal

cord are protected by bony structures, membranes, and fluid. The brain is held in the

cranial cavity of the skull and it consists of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and the brain

stem. The nerves involved are cranial nerves and spinal nerves.

Figure 26 upright=1.3
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4.1 Overview of the entire nervous system

The nervous system has three main functions: sensory input, integration of data and motor

output. Sensory input is when the body gathers information or data, by way of neurons,

glia and synapses. The nervous system is composed of excitable nerve cells (neurons) and

synapses that form between the neurons and connect them to centers throughout the body

or to other neurons. These neurons operate on excitation or inhibition, and although nerve

cells can vary in size and location, their communication with one another determines their

function. These nerves conduct impulses from sensory receptors to the brain and spinal

cord. The data is then processed by way of integration of data, which occurs only in the

brain. After the brain has processed the information, impulses are then conducted from the

brain and spinal cord to muscles and glands, which is called motor output. Glia cells are

found within tissues and are not excitable but help with myelination, ionic regulation and

extracellular fluid.

The nervous system is comprised of two major parts, or subdivisions, the central nervous

system (CNS) and the peripheral nervous system (PNS). The CNS includes the brain and

spinal cord. The brain is the body's ”control center”. The CNS has various centers located

within it that carry out the sensory, motor and integration of data. These centers can be

subdivided to Lower Centers (including the spinal cord and brain stem) and Higher centers

communicating with the brain via effectors. The PNS is a vast network of spinal and cranial

nerves that are linked to the brain and the spinal cord. It contains sensory receptors which

help in processing changes in the internal and external environment. This information is

sent to the CNS via afferent sensory nerves. The PNS is then subdivided into the autonomic

nervous system and the somatic nervous system. The autonomic has involuntary control

of internal organs, blood vessels, smooth and cardiac muscles. The somatic has voluntary

control of skin, bones, joints, and skeletal muscle. The two systems function together, by

way of nerves from the PNS entering and becoming part of the CNS, and vice versa.
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4.2 General functions of the CNS

Figure 27 Brain, brain stem, and spinal cord.

When the central nervous system becomes damaged or peripheral nerves become trapped,

it can increase or decrease your internal organs functionality, it can even affect your facial

expressions, i.e. make you frown a lot, your smile becomes lopsided, your lungs can overwork,

or underwork, the lung capacity is increased or decreased, your bladder can fill , but you

are unable to urinate, your bowels become lapsed and you are unable to completely clear

them upon each bowel movement, the muscles in your arms, legs, and torso can become

weaker and more fatty, not from lack of use, but from the nerves that run from your spine
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into them being restricted from working properly, you can suffer headaches, earaches, sore

throats, blocked sinuses. Even your ability to orgasm can be affected.

CNS:

The ”Central Nervous System”, comprised of the brain, brain stem, and spinal cord.

The central nervous system (CNS) represents the largest part of the nervous system, in-

cluding the brain and the spinal cord. Together with the peripheral nervous system (PNS),

it has a fundamental role in the control of behavior.

The CNS is conceived as a system devoted to information processing, where an appropriate

motor output is computed as a response to a sensory input. Many threads of research

suggest that motor activity exists well before the maturation of the sensory systems, and

senses only influence behavior without dictating it.

4.3 Structure and function of neurons

4.3.1 Structure

Neurons are highly specialized for the processing and transmission of cellular signals. Given

the diversity of functions performed by neurons in different parts of the nervous system,

there is, as expected, a wide variety in the shape, size, and electrochemical properties of

neurons. For instance, the soma of a neuron can vary in size from 4 to 100 micrometers in

diameter.

The soma (cell body) is the central part of the neuron. It contains the nucleus of the

cell and therefore is where most protein synthesis occurs. The nucleus ranges from 3 to

18 micrometers in diameter. The dendrites of a neuron are cellular extensions with many

branches, and metaphorically this overall shape and structure are referred to as a dendritic

tree. This is where the majority of input to the neuron occurs. However, information outflow

(i.e. from dendrites to other neurons) can also occur (except in chemical synapse in which

backflow of impulse is inhibited by the fact that axon does not possess chemoreceptors and

dendrites cannot secrete neurotransmitter chemical). This explains one-way conduction of

nerve impulse. The axon is a finer, cable-like projection which can extend tens, hundreds,

or even tens of thousands of times the diameter of the soma in length. The axon carries

nerve signals away from the soma (and also carry some types of information back to it).

Many neurons have only one axon, but this axon may - and usually will - undergo extensive

branching, enabling communication with many target cells. The part of the axon where it

emerges from the soma is called the 'axon hillock'. Besides being an anatomical structure,

the axon hillock is also the part of the neuron that has the greatest density of voltage-

dependent sodium channels. This makes it the most easily-excited part of the neuron and the

spike initiation zone for the axon: in neurological terms, it has the greatest hyperpolarized

action potential threshold. While the axon and axon hillock are generally involved in

information outflow, this region can also receive input from other neurons as well. The

axon terminal is a specialized structure at the end of the axon that is used to release

neurotransmitter chemicals and communicate with target neurons. Although the canonical

view of the neuron attributes dedicated functions to its various anatomical components,

dendrites and axons often act in ways contrary to their so-called main function.
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Axons and dendrites in the central nervous system are typically only about a micrometer

thick, while some in the peripheral nervous system are much thicker. The soma is usually

about 10–25 micrometers in diameter and often is not much larger than the cell nucleus it

contains. The longest axon of a human motor neuron can be over a meter long, reaching

from the base of the spine to the toes. Sensory neurons have axons that run from the toes

to the dorsal columns, over 1.5 meters in adults. Giraffes have single axons several meters in

length running along the entire length of their necks. Much of what is known about axonal

function comes from studying the squids' giant axon, an ideal experimental preparation

because of its relatively immense size (0.5–1 millimeter thick, several centimeters long).

4.4 Function

Sensory afferent neurons convey information from tissues and organs into the central nervous

system. Efferent neurons transmit signals from the central nervous system to the effector

cells and are sometimes called motor neurons. Interneurons connect neurons within specific

regions of the central nervous system. Afferent and efferent can also refer generally to

neurons which, respectively, bring information to or send information from the brain region.

Classification by action on other neurons

Excitatory neurons excite their target postsynaptic neurons or target cells causing it to

function. Motor neurons and somatic neurons are all excitatory neurons. Excitatory neurons

in the brain are often glutamatergic. Spinal motor neurons, which synapse on muscle

cells, use acetylcholine as their neurotransmitter. Inhibitory neurons inhibit their target

neurons. Inhibitory neurons are also known as short axon neurons, interneurons The output

of some brain structures (neostriatum, globus pallidus, cerebellum) are inhibitory. The

primary inhibitory neurotransmitters are GABA and glycine. Modulatory neurons evoke

more complex effects termed neuromodulation. These neurons use such neurotransmitters

as dopamine, acetylcholine, serotonin and others. Each synapses can receive both excitatory

and inhibitory signals and the outcome is determined by the adding up of summation.
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4.5 Excitatory and inhibitory process

Figure 28 Nerve Synapse

The release of an excitatory neurotransmitter (e.g. glutamate) at the synapses will cause

an inflow of positively charged sodium ions (Na+) making a localized depolarization of the

membrane. The current then flows to the resting (polarized) segment of the axon.

Inhibitory synapse causes an inflow of Cl- (chlorine) or outflow of K+ (potassium) making

the synaptic membrane hyperpolarized. This increase prevents depolarization, causing a

decrease in the possibility of an axon discharge. If they are both equal to their charges,

then the operation will cancel itself out. This effect is referred to as summation.

There are two types of summation: spatial and temporal. Spatial summation requires

several excitatory synapses (firing several times) to add up, thus causing an axon discharge.

It also occurs within inhibitory synapses, where just the opposite will occur. In temporal

summation, it causes an increase of the frequency at the same synapses until it is large

enough to cause a discharge. Spatial and temporal summation can occur at the same time

as well.

The neurons of the brain release inhibitory neurotransmitters far more than excitatory

neurotransmitters, which helps explain why we are not aware of all memories and all sensory

stimuli simultaneously. The majority of information stored in the brain is inhibited most

of the time.

4.6 Summation

When excitatory synapses exceed the number of inhibitory synapses there are, then the

excitatory synapses will prevail over the other. The same goes with inhibitory synapses,

if there are more inhibitory synapses than excitatory, the synapses will be inhibited. To

determine all of this is called summation.
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Classification by discharge patterns:

Neurons can be classified according to their electrophysiological characteristics (note that

a single action potential is not enough to move a large muscle, and instead will cause a

twitch).

Tonic or regular spiking: Some neurons are typically constantly (or tonically) active.

Example: interneurons in the neostriatum.

Phasic or bursting: Neurons that fire in bursts is called phasic.

Fast spiking: Some neurons are notable for their fast firing rates. For example, some types

of cortical inhibitory interneurons, cells in globus pallidus.

Thin-spike: Action potentials of some neurons are more narrow compared to the others.

For example, interneurons in the prefrontal cortex are thin-spike neurons.

Classification by neurotransmitter released:

Some examples are cholinergic, GABAergic, glutamatergic and dopaminergic neurons.

4.6.1 Central Nervous System

The central nervous system is the control center for the body. It regulates organ function,

higher thought, and movement of the body. The central nervous system consists of the

brain and spinal cord.

4.7 Generation & propagation of an action potential

Figure 29 Electrical characteristics of a neurochemical action potential.
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4.7.1 The Nerve Impulse

Figure 30 animated action potential

When a nerve is stimulated the resting potential changes. Examples of such stimuli are

pressure, electricity, chemicals, etc. Different neurons are sensitive to different stimuli(al-

though most can register pain). The stimulus causes sodium ion channels to open. The

rapid change in polarity that moves along the nerve fiber is called the ”action potential.” In

order for an action potential to occur, it must reach threshold. If threshold does not occur,

then no action potential can occur. This moving change in polarity has several stages:

Depolarization

The upswing is caused when positively charged sodium ions (Na+) suddenly rush through

open sodium gates into a nerve cell. The membrane potential of the stimulated cell un-

dergoes a localized change from -55 millivolts to 0 in a limited area. As additional sodium

rushes in, the membrane potential actually reverses its polarity so that the outside of the

membrane is negative relative to the inside. During this change of polarity the membrane

actually develops a positive value for a moment(+30 millivolts). The change in voltage

stimulates the opening of additional sodium channels (called a voltage-gated ion channel).

This is an example of a positive feedback loop.

Repolarization

The downswing is caused by the closing of sodium ion channels and the opening of potas-

sium ion channels. Release of positively charged potassium ions (K+) from the nerve cell
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when potassium gates open. Again, these are opened in response to the positive voltage–

they are voltage gated. This expulsion acts to restore the localized negative membrane

potential of the cell (about -65 or -70 mV is typical for nerves).

Figure 31 sodium potassium pump

Hyperpolarization

When the potassium ions are below resting potential (-90 mV). Since the cell is hyper

polarized, it goes to a refractory phrase.

Refractory phase

The refractory period is a short period of time after the depolarization stage. Shortly after

the sodium gates open, they close and go into an inactive conformation. The sodium gates

cannot be opened again until the membrane is repolarized to its normal resting potential.

The sodium-potassium pump returns sodium ions to the outside and potassium ions to

the inside. During the refractory phase this particular area of the nerve cell membrane

cannot be depolarized. This refractory area explains why action potentials can only move

forward from the point of stimulation.

4.7.2 Factors that affect sensitivity and speed

Sensitivity

Increased permeability of the sodium channel occurs when there is a deficit of calcium

ions. When there is a deficit of calcium ions (Ca+2) in the interstitial fluid, the sodium

channels are activated (opened) by very little increase of the membrane potential above the

normal resting level. The nerve fiber can therefore fire off action potentials spontaneously,

resulting in tetany. This could be caused by the lack of hormone from parathyroid glands.

It could also be caused by hyperventilation, which leads to a higher pH, which causes

calcium to bind and become unavailable.

Speed of Conduction
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This area of depolarization/repolarization/recovery moves along a nerve fiber like a very

fast wave. In myelinated fibers, conduction is hundreds of times faster because the action

potential only occurs at the nodes of Ranvier (pictured below in 'types of neurons') by

jumping from node to node. This is called ”saltatory” conduction. Damage to the myelin

sheath by the disease can cause severe impairment of nerve cell function. Some poisons and

drugs interfere with nerve impulses by blocking sodium channels in nerves. See discussion

on drug at the end of this outline.

4.8 Brain

Figure 32 A color-coded image of the brain, showing the main sections.

The brain is found in the cranial cavity. Within it are found the higher nerve centers

responsible for coordinating the sensory and motor systems of the body (forebrain). The

brain stem houses the lower nerve centers (consisting of midbrain, pons, and medulla),

4.8.1 Medulla

The medulla is the control center for respiratory, cardiovascular and digestive functions.

4.8.2 Pons

The pons houses the control centers for respiration and inhibitory functions. Here it will

interact with the cerebellum.
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4.8.3 Cerebrum

The cerebrum, or top portion of the brain, is divided by a deep crevice, called the lon-

gitudinal sulcus. The longitudinal sulcus separates the cerebrum in to the right and left

hemispheres. In the hemispheres you will find the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia and the

limbic system. The two hemispheres are connected by a bundle of nerve fibers called the

corpus callosum. The right hemisphere is responsible for the left side of the body while

the opposite is true of the left hemisphere. Each of the two hemispheres are divided into

four separated lobes: the frontal in control of specialized motor control, learning, planning

and speech; parietal in control of somatic sensory functions; occipital in control of vision;

and temporal lobes which consists of hearing centers and some speech. Located deep to the

temporal lobe of the cerebrum is the insula.

4.8.4 Cerebellum

The cerebellum is the part of the brain that is located posterior to the medulla oblongata and

pons. It coordinates skeletal muscles to produce smooth, graceful motions. The cerebellum

receives information from our eyes, ears, muscles, and joints about what position our body

is currently in (proprioception). It also receives output from the cerebral cortex about

where these parts should be. After processing this information, the cerebellum sends motor

impulses from the brain stem to the skeletal muscles. The main function of the cerebellum

is coordination. The cerebellum is also responsible for balance and posture. It also assists

us when we are learning a new motor skill, such as playing a sport or musical instrument.

Recent research shows that apart from motor functions cerebellum also has some emotional

role.

4.8.5 The Limbic System and Higher Mental Functions
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Figure 33 Image of the brain, showing the Limbic system.

The Limbic System

The Limbic System is a complex set of structures found just beneath the cerebrum and on

both sides of the thalamus. It combines higher mental functions, and primitive emotion, into

one system. It is often referred to as the emotional nervous system. It is not only responsible

for our emotional lives, but also our higher mental functions, such as learning and formation

of memories. The Limbic system explains why some things seem so pleasurable to us, such

as eating and why some medical conditions are caused by mental stress, such as high blood
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pressure. There are two significant structures within the limbic system and several smaller

structures that are important as well. They are:

1. The Hippocampus

2. The Amygdala

3. The Thalamus

4. The Hypothalamus

5. The Fornix and Parahippocampus

6. The Cingulate Gyrus

Structures of the Limbic System

Hippocampus

The Hippocampus is found deep in the temporal lobe, shaped like a seahorse. It consists of

two horns that curve back from the amygdala. It is situated in the brain so as to make the

prefrontal area aware of our past experiences stored in that area. The prefrontal area of the

brain consults this structure to use memories to modify our behavior. The hippocampus

is a primary contributor to memory.

Amygdala

The Amygdala is a little almond shaped structure, deep inside the anteroinferior region of

the temporal lobe, that connects with the hippocampus, the septi nuclei, the prefrontal

area and the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus. These connections make it possible

for the amygdala to play its important role on the mediation and control of such activities

and feelings as love, friendship, affection, and expression of mood. The amygdala is the

center for identification of danger and is fundamental for self preservation. The amygdala

is the nucleus responsible for fear.

Thalamus

Lesions or stimulation of the medial, dorsal, and anterior nuclei of the thalamus are asso-

ciated with changes in emotional reactivity. However, the importance of these nuclei on

the regulation of emotional behavior is not due to the thalamus itself, but to the connec-

tions of these nuclei with other limbic system structures. The medial dorsal nucleus makes

connections with cortical zones of the prefrontal area and with the hypothalamus. The

anterior nuclei connect with the mamillary bodies and through them, via fornix, with the

hippocampus and the cingulated gyrus, thus taking part in what is known as the Papez's

circuit.
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Figure 34

Image of the

brain showing

the location of

the

hypothalamus.

Hypothalamus

The Hypothalamus is a small part of the brain located just below the thalamus on both

sides of the third ventricle. Lesions of the hypothalamus interfere with several vegetative

functions and some so called motivated behaviors like sexuality, combativeness, and hunger.

The hypothalamus also plays a role in emotion. Specifically, the lateral parts seem to be

involved with pleasure and rage, while the medial part is linked to aversion, displeasure,

and a tendency to uncontrollable and loud laughing. However, in general the hypothalamus

has more to do with the expression of emotions. When the physical symptoms of emotion

appear, the threat they pose returns, via the hypothalamus, to the limbic centers and then

the prefrontal nuclei, increasing anxiety.

The Fornix and Parahippocampal

These small structures are important connecting pathways for the limbic system.

The Cingulate Gyrus

The Cingulate Gyrus is located in the medial side of the brain between the cingulated

sulcus and the corpus callosum. There is still much to be learned about this gyrus, but it

is already known that its frontal part coordinates smells and sights, with pleasant memories

of previous emotions. The region participates in the emotional reaction to pain and in the

regulation of aggressive behavior.

Memory and Learning
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Memory is defined as : The mental faculty of retaining and recalling past experiences, the

act or instance of remembering recollection. Learning takes place when we retain and utilize

past memories.

Overall, the mechanisms of memory are not completely understood. Brain areas such as

the hippocampus, the amygdala, the striatum, or the mammillary bodies are thought to

be involved in specific types of memory. For example, the hippocampus is believed to be

involved in spatial learning and declarative learning (learning information such as what

you're reading now), while the amygdala is thought to be involved in emotional memory.

Damage to certain areas in patients and animal models and subsequent memory deficits

is a primary source of information. However, rather than implicating a specific area, it

could be that damage to adjacent areas, or to a pathway traveling through the area is

actually responsible for the observed deficit. Further, it is not sufficient to describe memory,

and its counterpart, learning, as solely dependent on specific brain regions. Learning and

memory are attributed to changes in neuronal synapses, thought to be mediated by long-

term potentiation and long-term depression.

There are three basic types of memory:

1. Sensory Memory

2. Short Term Memory

3. Long Term Memory

Sensory Memory

The sensory memories act as a buffer for stimuli through senses. A sensory memory retains

an exact copy of what is seen or heard: iconic memory for visual, echoic memory for aural

and haptic memory for touch. Information is passed from sensory memory into short term

memory. Some believe it lasts only 300 milliseconds, it has unlimited capacity. Selective

attention determines what information moves from sensory memory to short term memory.

Short Term Memory

Short Term Memory acts as a scratch pad for temporary recall of the information under

process. For instance, in order to understand this sentence you need to hold in your mind

the beginning of the sentence as you read the rest. Short term memory decays rapidly

and also has a limited capacity. Chunking of information can lead to an increase in the

short term memory capacity, this is the reason why a hyphenated phone number is easier

to remember than a single long number. The successful formation of a chunk is known

as closure. Interference often causes disturbance in short term memory retention. This

accounts for the desire to complete a task held in short term memory as soon as possible.

Within short term memory there are three basic operations:

1. Iconic memory - the ability to hold visual images

2. Acoustic memory - the ability to hold sounds. Can be held longer than iconic.
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3. Working memory - an active attentional process to keep it until it is put to use. Note

that the goal is not really to move the information from short term memory to long

term memory, but merely to put it to immediate use.

The process of transferring information from short term to long term memory involves the

encoding or consolidation of information. This is not a function of time, that is, the longer

the memory stays in the short term the more likely it is to be placed in the long term

memory. On organizing complex information in short term before it can be encoded into

the long term memory, in this process the meaningfulness or emotional content of an item

may play a greater role in its retention in the long term memory. The limbic system sets

up local reverberating circuits such as the Papez's Circuit.

Long Term Memory

Long Term Memory is used for storage of information over a long time. Information from

short to long term memory is transferred after a short period. Unlike short term memory,

long term memory has little decay. Long term potential is an enhanced response at the

synapse within the hippocampus. It is essential to memory storage. The limbic system

isn't directly involved in long term memory necessarily but it selects them from short term

memory, consolidates these memories by playing them like a continuous tape, and involves

the hippocampus and amygdala.

There are two types of long term memory:

1. Episodic Memory

2. Semantic Memory

Episodic memory represents our memory of events and experiences in a serial form. It is

from this memory that we can reconstruct the actual events that took place at a given point

in our lives. Semantic memory, on the other hand, is a structured record of facts, concepts,

and skills that we have acquired. The information in the semantic memory is derived from

our own episode memory, such as that we can learn new facts or concepts from experiences.

There are three main activities that are related to long term memory:

1. Storage

2. Deletion

3. Retrieval

Information for short term memory is stored in long term memory by rehearsal. The

repeated exposure to a stimulus or the rehearsal of a piece of information transfers it

into long term memory. Experiments also suggest that learning is most effective if it is

distributed over time. Deletion is mainly caused by decay and interference. Emotional

factors also affect long term memory. However, it is debatable whether we actually ever

forget anything or whether it just sometimes becomes increasingly difficult to retrieve it.

Information may not be recalled sometimes but may be recognized, or may be recalled only

with prompting. This leads us to the third operation of memory, information retrieval.

There are two types of information retrieval:

1. Recall
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2. Recognition

In recall, the information is reproduced from memory. In recognition the presentation of the

information provides the knowledge that the information has been seen before. Recognition

is of lesser complexity, as the information is provided as a cue. However, the recall may

be assisted by the provision of retrieval cues which enable the subject to quickly access the

information in memory.

Long-term Potentiation

1 Warning

Long term potentiation is largely theoretical. Many of the concepts have experimental

backing, but there is still a substantial amount of controversy over other parts. There

are also processes involved in long-term potentiation that go beyond the scope of this

introductory book, and have been simplified. Consider this a starting place.

. Long-term potentiation (LTP) is the lasting enhancement of connections between two

neurons that results from stimulating them simultaneously. Since neurons communicate via

chemical synapses, and because memories are believed to be stored by virtue of patterns

of activation of these synapses, LTP and its opposing process, long-term depression, are

widely considered the major cellular mechanisms that underlie learning and memory. This

has been proven by lab experiments. When one of the chemicals involved (PKMzeta, it

will be discussed later) is inhibited in rats, it causes retrograde amnesia with short term

memory left intact (meaning they can't recall events from before the inhibitor was given).

By enhancing synaptic transmission, LTP improves the ability of two neurons, one presy-

naptic and the other postsynaptic, to communicate with one another across a synapse. The

precise mechanism for this enhancement isn't known, but it varies based on things like brain

region, age and species. This will focus on LTP in the CA1 section of the hippocampus,

because that's what is well known.

The end result of LTP is a well established neural circuit that can be called upon later for

memory.

LTP in the CA1 hippocampus is called NMDA receptor-dependent LTP. It has four main

properties.

• Rapid induction

LTP can be rapidly induced by applying one or more brief, high-frequency, stimulus to a

presynaptic cell.

• Input specificity

Once induced, LTP at one synapse does not spread to other synapses; rather LTP is input

specific. LTP is only propagated to those synapses according to the rules of associativity

and cooperativity.

• Associativity
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Associativity refers to the observation that when weak stimulation of a single pathway is

insufficient for the induction of LTP, simultaneous strong stimulation of another pathway

will induce LTP at both pathways.

• Cooperativity

LTP can be induced either by strong tetanic stimulation of a single pathway to a synapse,

or cooperatively via the weaker stimulation of many. When one pathway into a synapse

is stimulated weakly, it produces insufficient postsynaptic depolarization to induce LTP.

In contrast, when weak stimuli are applied to many pathways that converge on a single

patch of postsynaptic membrane, the individual postsynaptic depolarizations generated

may collectively depolarize the postsynaptic cell enough to induce LTP cooperatively.

Synaptic tagging, discussed later, may be a common mechanism underlying associativity

and cooperativity.

LTP is generally divided into three parts that occur sequentially: Short-term potentiation,

early LTP (E-LTP) and late LTP (L-LTP). Short-term potentiation isn't well understood

and will not be discussed.

E-LTP and L-LTP phases of LTP are each characterized by a series of three events: in-

duction, maintenance and expression. Induction happens when a short-lived signal triggers

that phase to begin. Maintenance corresponds to the persistent biochemical changes that

occur in response to the induction of that phase. Expression entails the long-lasting cellular

changes that result from activation of the maintenance signal.

Each phase of LTP has a set of mediator molecules that dictate the events of that phase.

These molecules include protein receptors, enzymes, and signaling molecules that allow

progression from one phase to the next. In addition to mediators, there are modulator

molecules that interact with mediators to fine tune the LTP. Modulators are a bit beyond

the scope of this introductory book, and won't be discussed here.

Early Phase

Induction

E-LTP induction begins when the calcium inside the postsynaptic cell exceeds a threshold.

In many types of LTP, the flow of calcium into the cell requires the NMDA receptor, which

is why these types of LTP are considered NMDA receptor-dependent.

When a stimulus is applied to the presynaptic neuron, it releases a neurotransmitter, typi-

cally glutamate, onto the postsynaptic cell membrane where it binds to AMPA receptors, or

AMPARs. This causes an influx of sodium ions into the postsynaptic cell, this short lived

depolarization is called the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) and makes it easier

for the neuron to fire an action potential.

A single stimulus doesn't cause a big enough depolarization to trigger an E-LTP, instead

it relies on EPSP summation. If EPSPs are reaching the cell before the others decay, they

will add up. When the depolarization reaches a critical level, NMDA receptors lose the

magnesium molecule they were originally plugged with and let calcium in. The rapid rise

in calcium within the postsynaptic neuron trigger the short lasting activation of several
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enzymes that mediate E-LTP induction. Of particular importance are some protein kinase

enzymes, including CaMKII and PKC. To a lesser extent, PKA and MAPK activation also

contribute.

Maintenance

During the maintenance stage of E-LTP, CaMKII and PKC lose their dependence on calcium

and become autonomously active. They then carry out phosphorylation that underlies E-

LTP expression.

Expression

CaMKII and PKC phosphorylate existing AMPA receptors to increase their activity, and

mediate the insertion of additional AMPA receptors onto the postsynaptic cell membrane.

This is achieved by having a pool of nonsynaptic AMPA receptors adjacent to the postsy-

naptic membrane. When the appropriate stimulus arrives, the nonsynaptic AMPA receptors

are brought into the postsynaptic membrane under the influence of protein kinases.

AMPA receptors are one of the most common type of receptors in the brain. Their effect is

excitatory. By adding more AMPA receptors, and increasing their activity, future stimuli

will generate larger postsynaptic responses.

Late Phase

Late LTP is the natural extension of E-LTP. L-LTP requires gene transcription and protein

synthesis in the postsynaptic cell, unlike E-LTP. Late LTP is also associated with the presy-

naptic synthesis of synaptotagmin and an increase in synaptic vesicle number, suggesting

that L-LTP induces protein synthesis not only in postsynaptic cells, but in presynaptic cells

as well. This is discussed under ”retrograde messenger” below.

Induction

Late LTP is induced by changes in gene expression and protein synthesis brought about

by persistent activation of protein kinases activated during E-LTP, such as MAPK. In fact,

MAPK–Specifically the ERK subfamily of MAPKs–may be the molecular link between E-

LTP and L-LTP, since many signaling cascades involved in E-LTP, including CaMKII and

PKC, can converge on ERK.

Maintenance

Upon activation, ERK may phosphorylate a number of cytoplasmic and nuclear molecules

that ultimately result in the protein synthesis and morphological changes associated with

L-LTP. These chemicals may include transcription factors such as CREB. ERK-mediated

changes in transcription factor activity may trigger the synthesis of proteins that underlie

the maintenance of L-LTP. PKMzeta is one such molecule. When this molecule is inhibited

in rats, they experience retrograde amnesia (where you can't recall previous events but

short term memory works fine).

Expression

Aside from PKMzeta, many of the proteins synthesized during L-LTP are unknown. They

are though to increase postsynaptic dendritic spine number, surface area and sensitivity to

the neurotransmitter associated with L-LTP expression.
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Retrograde Signaling

Retrograde signaling is a hypothesis that attempts to explain that, while LTP is induced

and expressed postsynaptically, some evidence suggests that it is expressed presynaptically

as well. The hypothesis gets its name because normal synaptic transmission is directional

and proceeds from the presynaptic to the postsynaptic cell. For induction to occur post-

synaptically and be partially expressed presynaptically, a message must travel from the

postsynaptic cell to the presynaptic cell in a retrograde (reverse) direction. Once there, the

message presumably initiates a cascade of events that leads to a presynaptic component of

expression, such as the increased probability of neurotransmitter vesicle release.

Retrograde signaling is currently a contentious subject as some investigators do not believe

the presynaptic cell contributes at all to the expression of LTP. Even among proponents of

the hypothesis there is controversy over the identity of the messenger.

Language and Speech

Language depends on semantic memory so some of the same areas in the brain are involved

in both memory and language. Articulation, the forming of speech, is represented bilaterally

in the motor areas. However, for most individuals, language analysis and speech formation

take place in regions of the left hemisphere only. The two major cortical regions involved

are:

1. Broca's Area

2. Wernicke's Area

Broca's area is located just in front of the voice control area of the left motor cortex.

This region assembles the motor sequencing of language, speech and writing. For example,

patients with lesions in this area:

1. Are unable to understand language perfectly: they are typically able to understand

nouns better than verbs or syntactical words and fragments

2. May not be able to write clearly

3. Usually speak in fragmented phrases and sentences, often with effort

Wernicke's area is part of the auditory and visual associations cortex. This region is re-

sponsible for the analysis and formation of language content. For example, patients with

lesions in this area:

1. Have difficulty naming objects

2. Have difficulty understand the meaning of words

3. Articulate speech readily but often with distorted or unintelligible meaning

Diseases of the Limbic System

There are several well known diseases that are disorders of the limbic system. Several are

discussed here.

Schizophrenia
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An increased dopamine (DA) response in the limbic system results in schizophrenia. DA

may be synthesized or secreted in excess, DA receptors may be supersensitive, and DA

regulatory mechanism may be defective. Symptoms are decreased by drugs which block DA

receptors. Symptoms of schizophrenia are:

1. Loss of touch with reality

2. Decreased ability to think and reason

3. Decreased ability to concentrate

4. Decreased memory

5. Regress in child-like behavior

6. Altered mood and impulsive behavior

7. Auditory hallucinations

Symptoms may be so severe that the individual cannot function.

Depression

Depression is the most common major mental illness and is characterized by both emotional

and physical symptoms. Symptoms of depression are:

1. Intense sadness and despair

2. Anxiety

3. Loss of ability to concentrate

4. Pessimism

5. Feelings of low self esteem

6. Insomnia or hypersomnia

7. Increased or decreased appetite

8. Changes in body temperature and endocrine gland function

10 to 15% of depressed individuals display suicidal behavior during their lifetime.

The cause of depression and its symptoms are a mystery but we do understand that it is

an illness associated with biochemical changes in the brain. A lot of research goes on to

explain that it is associated with a lack of amines serotonin and norephinephrine. Therefore

pharmacological treatment strategies often try to increase amine concentrations in the brain.

One class of antidepressants is monoamine oxidase inhibitors. Mono amine oxidase is an

enzyme that breaks down your amines like norephinephrine and serotonin. Because the

antidepressants inhibit their degradation they will remain in the synaptic cleft for a longer

period of time making the effect just as if you had increased these types of neurotransmitters.

A newer class of antidepressants is selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI's). With

SSRI's decreasing the uptake of serotonin back into the cell that will increase the amount of

serotonin present in the synaptic cleft. SSRI's are more specific than the monoamine oxidase

inhibitors because they only affect serotonergic synapses. You might recognize these SSRI's

by name as Prozac and Paxil.

Bipolar Disorder
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Another common form of depression is manic depression. Mania is an acute state charac-

terized by:

1. Excessive elation and impaired judgment

2. Insomnia and irritability

3. Hyperactivity

4. Uncontrolled speech

Manic depression, also known as bipolar disorder, displays mood swings between mania

and depression. The limbic system receptors are unregulated. Drugs used are unique mood

stabilizers.

The hippocampus is particularly vulnerable to several disease processes, including ischemia,

which is any obstruction of blood flow or oxygen deprivation, Alzheimer’s disease, and

epilepsy. These diseases selectively attack CA1, which effectively cuts through the hip-

pocampal circuit.

An Autism Link

A connection between autism and the limbic system has also been noted as well. URL:

http://www.autism.org/limbic.html

Case Study

Central Pain Syndrome

I was 42 years old when my life changed forever. I had a stroke. As an avid viewer of medical

programs on television I assumed that I would have physical therapy for my paralyzed left

side and get on with my life. No one ever mentioned pain or the possibility of pain, as a

result of the stroke. I did experience unusual sensitivity to touch while still in the hospital,

but nothing to prepare me for what was to come.

The part of my brain that is damaged is the Thalamus. This turns out to be the pain center

and what I have now is an out of control Thalamus, resulting in Thalamic Pain syndrome,

also called Central Pain Syndrome. This means that 24 hours a day, seven days a week, my

brain sends messages of pain and it never goes away. I am under the care of physicians, who

not only understand chronic pain, but are also willing to treat it with whatever medications

offer some help. None of the medications, not even narcotic medications, take the pain

away. They just allow me to manage it so I can function.
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4.9 The Peripheral Nervous System

Figure 35 The Cranial Nerves

The peripheral nervous system includes 12 cranial nerves 31 pairs of spinal nerves. It

can be subdivided into the somatic and autonomic systems. It is a way of communication

from the central nervous system to the rest of the body by nerve impulses that regulate the

functions of the human body.

The twelve cranial nerves are

I Olfactory Nerve for smell

II Optic Nerve for vision

III Oculomotor for looking around

IV Trochlear for moving eye

V Trigeminal for feeling touch on face

VI Abducens to move eye muscles

VII Facial to smile, wink, and help us taste

VIII Vestibulocochlear to help with balance, equilibrium, and hearing

IX Glossopharyngeal for swallowing and gagging

X Vagus for swallowing, talking, and parasympathetic actions of digestion

XI Spinal accessory for shrugging shoulders
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XII Hypoglossal for tongue more divided into different regions as muscles

10 out of the 12 cranial nerves originate from the brain stem (I and II are in the cerebrum),

and mainly control the functions of the anatomic structures of the head with some excep-

tions. CN X receives visceral sensory information from the thorax and abdomen, and CN

XI is responsible for innervating the sternocleidomastoid and trapezius muscles, neither of

which is exclusively in the head.

Spinal nerves take their origins from the spinal cord. They control the functions of the

rest of the body. In humans, there are 31 pairs of spinal nerves: 8 cervical, 12 thoracic,

5 lumbar, 5 sacral and 1 coccygeal. The naming convention for spinal nerves is to name

it after the vertebra immediately above it. Thus the fourth thoracic nerve originates just

below the fourth thoracic vertebra. This convention breaks down in the cervical spine. The

first spinal nerve originates above the first cervical vertebra and is called C1. This continues

down to the last cervical spinal nerve, C8. There are only 7 cervical vertebrae and 8 cervical

spinal nerves.

4.9.1 Lateral cord

The lateral cord gives rise to the following nerves:

• The lateral pectoral nerve, C5, C6 and C7 to the pectoralis major muscle, or musculus

pectoralis major.

• The musculocutaneous nerve which innervates the biceps muscle

• The median nerve, partly. The other part comes from the medial cord. See below for

details.
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4.9.2 Posterior cord

Figure 36 diagram showing human dermatoms, i.e., skin regions

with respect to the routing of their nerve connection of their

afferent nerves through the spinal cord.

The posterior cord gives rise to the following nerves:

• The upper subscapular nerve, C7 and C8, to the subscapularis muscle, or musculus supca

of the rotator cuff.

• The lower subscapular nerve, C5 and C6, to the teres major muscle, or the musculus teres

major, also of the rotator cuff.

• The thoracodorsal nerve, C6, C7 and C8, to the latissimus dorsi muscle, or musculus

latissimus dorsi.
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• The axillary nerve, which supplies sensation to the shoulder and motor to the deltoid

muscle or musculus deltoideus, and the teres minor muscle, or musculus teres minor.

• The radial nerve, or nervus radialis, which innervates the triceps brachii muscle, the

brachioradialis muscle, or musculus brachioradialis„ the extensor muscles of the fingers

and wrist (extensor carpi radialis muscle), and the extensor and abductor muscles of the

thumb. See radial nerve injuries.

4.9.3 Medial cord

The medial cord gives rise to the following nerves:

• The median pectoral nerve, C8 and T1, to the pectoralis muscle

• The medial brachial cutaneous nerve, T1

• The medial antebrachial cutaneous nerve, C8 and T1

• The median nerve, partly. The other part comes from the lateral cord. C7, C8 and T1

nerve roots. The first branch of the median nerve is to the pronator teres muscle, then

the flexor carpi radialis, the palmaris longus and the flexor digitorum superficialis. The

median nerve provides sensation to the anterior palm, the anterior thumb, index finger

and middle finger. It is the nerve compressed in carpal tunnel syndrome.

• The ulnar nerve originates in nerve roots C7, C8 and T1. It provides sensation to the

ring and pinky fingers. It innervates the flexor carpi ulnaris muscle, the flexor digitorum

profundus muscle to the ring and pinky fingers, and the intrinsic muscles of the hand (the

interosseous muscle, the lumbrical muscles and the flexor pollicis brevis muscle). This

nerve traverses a groove on the elbow called the cubital tunnel, also known as the funny

bone. Striking the nerve at this point produces an unpleasant sensation in the ring and

little fingers.

4.9.4 Other thoracic spinal nerves (T3-T12)

The remainder of the thoracic spinal nerves, T3 through T12, do little recombining. They

form the intercostal nerves, so named because they run between the ribs. For points of

reference, the 7th intercostal nerve terminates at the lower end of the sternum, also known

as the xyphoid process. The 10th intercostal nerve terminates at the umbilicus, or the belly

button.

The somatic nervous system is that part of the peripheral nervous system associated

with the voluntary control of body movements through the action of skeletal muscles, and

also reception of external stimuli. The somatic nervous system consists of afferent fibers

that receive information from external sources, and efferent fibers that are responsible for

muscle contraction. The somatic system includes the pathways from the skin and skeletal

muscles to the Central Nervous System. It is also described as involved with activities that

involve consciousness.

The basic route of the efferent somatic nervous system includes a two neuron sequence. The

first is the upper motor neuron, whose cell body is located in the precentral gyrus (Brodman

Area 4) of the brain. It receives stimuli from this area to control skeletal (voluntary) muscle.

The upper motor neuron carries this stimulus down the corticospinal tract and synapses

in the ventral horn of the spinal cord with the alpha motor neuron, a lower motor neuron.

The upper motor neuron releases acetylcholine from its axon terminal knobs and these are
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received by nicotinic receptors on the alpha motor neuron. The alpha motor neurons cell

body sends the stimulus down its axon via the ventral root of the spinal cord and proceeds

to its neuromuscular junction of its skeletal muscle. There, it releases acetylcholine from

its axon terminal knobs to the muscles nicotinic receptors, resulting in stimulus to contract

the muscle.

The somatic system includes all the neurons connected with the muscles, sense organs and

skin. It deals with sensory information and controls the movement of the body.

4.10 The Autonomic System

The Autonomic system deals with the visceral organs, like the heart, stomach, gland,

and the intestines. It regulates systems that are unconsciously carried out to keep our body

alive and well, such as breathing, digestion (peristalsis), and regulation of the heartbeat.

The Autonomic system consists of the sympathetic and the parasympathetic divisions.

Both divisions work without conscious effort, and they have similar nerve pathways, but

the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems generally have opposite effects on target

tissues (they are antagonistic). By controlling the relative input from each division, the

autonomic system regulates many aspects of homeostasis. One of the main nerves for the

parasympathetic autonomic system is Cranial Nerve X, the Vagus nerve.
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Figure 37 Figure 1: The right sympathetic chain and its connections with the

thoracic, abdominal, and pelvic plexuses. (After Schwalbe.)

4.10.1 The Sympathetic and Parasympathetic Systems

The sympathetic nervous system activates what is often termed the fight or flight response,

as it is most active under sudden stressful circumstances (such as being attacked). This

response is also known as sympathetico-adrenal response of the body, as the pre-ganglionic

sympathetic fibers that end in the adrenal medulla (but also all other sympathetic fibers)

secrete acetylcholine, which activates the secretion of adrenaline (epinephrine) and to a lesser

extent noradrenaline (norepinephrine) from it. Therefore, this response that acts primarily
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on the cardiovascular system is mediated directly via impulses transmitted through the

sympathetic nervous system and indirectly via catecholamines secreted from the adrenal

medulla.

Western science typically looks at the SNS as an automatic regulation system, that is, one

that operates without the intervention of conscious thought. Some evolutionary theorists

suggest that the sympathetic nervous system operated in early organisms to maintain sur-

vival (Origins of Consciousness, Robert Ornstein; et al.), as the sympathetic nervous system

is responsible for priming the body for action. One example of this priming is in the mo-

ments before waking, in which sympathetic outflow spontaneously increases in preparation

for action.

The parasympathetic nervous system is part of the autonomic nervous system. Sometimes

called the rest and digest system or feed and breed. The parasympathetic system conserves

energy as it slows the heart rate, increases intestinal and gland activity, and relaxes sphincter

muscles in the gastrointestinal tract.

After high stress situations (ie: fighting for your life) the parasympathetic nervous system

has a backlash reaction that balances out the reaction of the sympathetic nervous system.

For example, the increase in heart rate that comes along with a sympathetic reaction will

result in an abnormally slow heart rate during a parasympathetic reaction.

4.10.2 Organization

Sympathetic nerves originate inside the vertebral column, toward the middle of the spinal

cord in the intermediolateral cell column (or lateral horn), beginning at the first thoracic

segment of the spinal cord and extending into the second or third lumbar segments. Because

its cells begin in the thoracic and lumbar regions of the spinal cord, the SNS is said to have a

thoracolumbar outflow. Axons of these nerves leave the spinal cord in the ventral branches

(rami) of the spinal nerves, and then separate out as 'white rami' (so called from the shiny

white sheaths of myelin around each axon) which connect to two chain ganglia extending

alongside the vertebral column on the left and right. These elongated ganglia are also known

as paravertebral ganglia or sympathetic trunks. In these hubs, connections (synapses) are

made which then distribute the nerves to major organs, glands, and other parts of the body.

[1]

In order to reach the target organs and glands, the axons must travel long distances in the

body, and, to accomplish this, many axons link up with the axon of a second cell. The ends

of the axons do not make direct contact, but rather link across a space, the synapse.

In the SNS and other components of the peripheral nervous system, these synapses are

made at sites called ganglia. The cell that sends its fiber is called a preganglionic cell,

while the cell whose fiber leaves the ganglion is called a postganglionic cell. As mentioned

previously, the preganglionic cells of the SNS are located between the first thoracic segment

and the second or third lumbar segments of the spinal cord. Postganglionic cells have their

cell bodies in the ganglia and send their axons to target organs or glands.

The ganglia include not just the sympathetic trunks but also the superior cervical ganglion

(which sends sympathetic nerve fibers to the head), and the celiac and mesenteric ganglia

(which send sympathetic fibers to the gut).
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4.10.3 Information transmission

Messages travel through the SNS in a bidirectional flow. Efferent messages can trigger

changes in different parts of the body simultaneously. For example, the sympathetic nervous

system can accelerate heart rate; widen bronchial passages; decrease motility (movement) of

the large intestine; constrict blood vessels; increase peristalsis in the esophagus; cause pupil

dilation, piloerection (goose bumps) and perspiration (sweating); and raise blood pressure.

Afferent messages carry sensations such as heat, cold, or pain.

The first synapse (in the sympathetic chain) is mediated by nicotinic receptors physiologi-

cally activated by acetylcholine, and the target synapse is mediated by adrenergic receptors

physiologically activated by either noradrenaline or adrenaline. An exception is with sweat

glands which receive sympathetic innervation but have muscarinic acetylcholine receptors

which are normally characteristic of PNS. Another exception is with certain deep muscle

blood vessels, which have acetylcholine receptors and which dilate (rather than constrict)

with an increase in sympathetic tone. The sympathetic system cell bodies are located on the

spinal cord excluding the cranial and sacral regions, specifically the thoracolumbar region

(T1-L3). The preganglionic neurons exit from the vertebral column and synapse with the

postganglonic neurons in the sympathetic trunk.

The parasympathetic nervous system is one of three divisions of the autonomic nervous

system. Sometimes called the rest and digest system, the parasympathetic system conserves

energy as it slows the heart rate, increases intestinal and gland activity, and relaxes sphincter

muscles in the gastrointestinal tract.

4.10.4 Relationship to sympathetic

While an oversimplification, it is said that the parasympathetic system acts in a reciprocal

manner to the effects of the sympathetic nervous system; in fact, in some tissues innervated

by both systems, the effects are synergistic.

4.10.5 Receptors

The parasympathetic nervous system uses only acetylcholine (ACh) as its neurotransmitter.

The ACh acts on two types of receptors, the muscarinic and nicotinic cholinergic receptors.

Most transmissions occur in two stages: When stimulated, the preganglionic nerve releases

ACh at the ganglion, which acts on nicotinic receptors of the postganglionic nerve. The

postganglionic nerve then releases ACh to stimulate the muscarinic receptors of the target

organ.

The three main types of muscarinic receptors that are well characterised are:

• The M1 muscarinic receptors are located in the neural system.

• The M2 muscarinic receptors are located in the heart, and act to bring the heart back to

normal after the actions of the sympathetic nervous system: slowing down the heart rate,

reducing contractile forces of the atrial cardiac muscle, and reducing conduction velocity

of the atrioventricular node (AV node). Note, they have no effect on the contractile forces

of the ventricular muscle.

• The M3 muscarinic receptors are located at many places in the body, such as the smooth

muscles of the blood vessels, as well as the lungs, which means that they cause vasocon-
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striction and bronchoconstriction. They are also in the smooth muscles of the gastroin-

testinal tract (GIT), which help in increasing intestinal motility and dilating sphincters.

The M3 receptors are also located in many glands that help to stimulate secretion in

salivary glands and other glands of the body.

4.11 Nervous Tissue

The nervous system coordinates the activity of the muscles, monitors the organs, constructs

and also stops input from the senses, and initiates actions. Prominent participants in

a nervous system include neurons and nerves, which play roles in such coordination.Our

nervous tissue only consists of two types of cells. These cells are neurons and neuroglia

cells. The neurons are responsible for transmitting nerve impulses. Neuroglia cells are

responsible for supporting and nourishing the neuron cells.

4.11.1 Types of Neurons

Figure 38

There are three types of neurons in the body. We have sensory neurons, interneurons, and

motor neurons. Neurons are a major class of cells in the nervous system. Neurons are

sometimes called nerve cells, though this term is technically imprecise, as many neurons

do not form nerves. In vertebrates, neurons are found in the brain, the spinal cord and in

the nerves and ganglia of the peripheral nervous system. Their main role is to process and

transmit information. Neurons have excitable membranes, which allow them to generate

and propagate electrical impulses. Sensory neuron takes nerve impulses or messages right

from the sensory receptor and delivers it to the central nervous system. A sensory receptor

is a structure that can find any kind of change in it's surroundings or environment.
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4.11.2 Structure of a neuron

Neurons have three different parts to them. They all have an axon, a cell body and dendrites.

The axon is the part of the neuron that conducts nerve impulses. Axons can get to be quite

long. When an axon is present in nerves, it is called a nerve fiber. A cell body has a nucleus

and it also has other organelles. The dendrites are the short pieces that come off of the cell

body that receive the signals from sensory receptors and other neurons.

4.11.3 Myelin Sheath

Schwann cells contain a lipid substance called myelin in their plasma membranes. When

schwann cells wrap around axons, a myelin sheath forms. There are gaps that have no

myelin sheath around them; these gaps are called nodes of Ranvier. Myelin sheathes make

excellent insulators. Axons that are longer have a myelin sheath, while shorter axons do

not. The disease multiple sclerosis is an autoimmune disease where the body attacks the

myelin sheath of the central nervous system.

4.12 Case Study

A 35-year-old male in 1986 had been admitted to a hospital in Florida three weeks previous

to being diagnosed, with complaints of weakness and spasticity in the right leg, difficulties

with balance, and fatigue and malaise. Tests performed at the Florida hospital had revealed

abnormalities in spinal fluid and MRI brain scan. The patient complained of being severely

depressed and anxious. He had anger at his circumstances and frequent crying spells. One

month previously he had noticed aching and loss of vision in the left eye that had since

improved.

This man was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis (MS). MS is a chronic, degenerative, and

progressive disorder that affects the nerve fibers in the brain and spinal cord. Myelin is a

fatty substance that surrounds and insulates the nerve fibers and facilitates the conduction

of the nerve impulse transmissions. MS is characterized by intermittent damage to myelin

(called demyelination) caused by the destruction of specialized cells (oligodendrocytes) that

form the substance. Demyelination causes scarring and hardening (sclerosis) of nerve fibers

usually in the spinal cord, brain stem, and optic nerves, which slows nerve impulses and

results in weakness, numbness, pain, and vision loss. Because different nerves are affected at

different times, MS symptoms often worsen (exacerbate), improve, and develop in different

areas of the body. Early symptoms of the disorder may include vision changes (blurred

vision, blind spots) and muscle weakness. MS can progress steadily or cause acute attacks

(exacerbations) followed by partial or complete reduction in symptoms (remission). Most

patients with the disease have a normal lifespan.

There are different types of MS

Multiple sclerosis is classified according to frequency and severity of neurological symptoms,

the ability of the CNS to recover, and the accumulation of damage.
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Figure 39

4.12.1 Treating Depression

Every now and then we all feel a little blue, these feelings can be caused by losing a loved

one. Clinical depression goes much further than just feeling down. Depression has many

symptoms, including lack of energy, abnormal eating habits (either too much or too little)

and sleeping problems (also too much or too little). Often a person can feel worthless

and have thoughts of committing suicide. The cause of depression and its symptoms are a

mystery but we do understand that it is an illness associated with biochemical changes in

the brain. A lot of research goes on to explain that it is associated with a lack of amines

serotonin and norephinephrine. Therefore pharmacological treatment strategies often try

to increase amine concentrations in the brain.

One class of antidepressants is monoamine oxidase inhibitors. Mono amine oxidase is a

enzyme that breaks down your amines like norephinephrine and serotonin. Because the

antidepressants inhibit their degradation they will remain in the synaptic cleft for a longer

period of time making the effect just as if you had increased theses types of neurotransmit-

ters.

A newer class of antidepressants is selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI's). With

SSRI's decreasing the uptake of serotonin back into the cell that will increase the amount of

serotonin present in the synaptic cleft. SSRI's are more specific than the monoamine oxidase
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inhibitors because they only affect serotonergic synapses. You might recognize these SSRI's

by name as Prozac and Paxil.

4.13 Drugs

A drug is, generally speaking, any substance that changes the way your body works. Some

drugs have a medicinal effect, and some are used recreationally. They have diverse effects,

depending on the drug. Drugs can do anything from diminish pain, to preventing blood

clots, to helping a depressed person.

Different drugs work in different ways, called the mechanism of action, the drugs covered

here will all act on the nervous system via receptors on different neurons. There are also

drugs that change how enzymes work, but that's not part of the nervous system (at least

directly) and will not be discussed here.

You've probably heard the terms stimulant (excitatory) and depressant (inhibitory). This

is a broad way of classifying drugs that work on the CNS. Depressants slow down neural

function, and stimulants speed it up.

Most of the common depressants (including alcohol, benzodiazepines, barbiturates and

GHB) work on GABA receptors, although there are others. Opiates, for example, work

on mu opioid receptors and also produce inhibitory effects, and some antipsychotics block

serotonin. See the alcohol section below to see one way this can work.

Stimulants work mostly with epinephrine, dopamine or serotonin (or a combination of

them). Many of them either mimic one, or stop them from leaving the synapse, causing

more action potentials to be fired. Methamphetamine, discussed below, is a fairly typical

stimulant drug.

4.13.1 Drug Abuse

Scientists have long accepted that there is a biological basis for drug addiction, though the

exact mechanisms responsible are only now being identified. It is believed that addictive

substances create dependence in the user by changing the brain's reward functions, located

in the mesolimbic dopamine system—the part of the brain that reinforces certain behaviors

such as eating, sexual intercourse, exercise, and social interaction. Addictive substances,

through various means and to different degrees, cause the synapses of this system to flood

with excessive amounts of dopamine, creating a brief rush of euphoria more commonly called

a ”high”. Some say that abuse begins when the user begins shirking responsibility in order

to afford drugs or to have enough time to use them. Some say it begins when a person uses

”excessive” amounts, while others draw the line at the point of legality, and others believe it

amounts to chronic use despite degenerating mental and physical health in the user. Some

think that any intoxicant consumption is an inappropriate activity. Here are some drugs
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that are abused frequently: Acid/LSD, Alcohol, various tryptamines and phenethylamines,

Cocaine, Ecstasy/MDMA, Heroin, Inhalants, Marijuana, Methamphetamine, PCP/Phen-

cyclidine, Prescription Medications, Smoking/Nicotine and Steroids.

4.13.2 Alcohol

Alcohol is, and has been for thousands of years, one of the most commonly used drugs in

the world. It is legal, with some restrictions and exceptions, nearly everywhere. It is a

common misconception that somehow alcohol is 'better' or 'safer' than other recreational

drugs. This is simply NOT the case. Alcohol is a depressant, and as such it has the

potential to cause coma, respiratory depression/arrest and possibly death. Compared with

some other (illegal in most places) drugs of recreational value (such as marijuana, serotonin

based hallucinogens like LSD or psilocybin) alcohol is far more toxic and has more risk

of overdose. That doesn't mean that moderate drinking will probably hurt you, though,

either.

Short term effects from drinking (listed roughly as they appear, and as dosage goes up)

are: decreased inhibitions and, thus, judgment, flushing of the face, drowsiness, memory

problems, severe motor impairment, blurry vision, dizziness, confusion, nausea, possible un-

consciousness, coma, and death (due to respiratory arrest or possibly aspiration on vomit).

Alcohol produces these effects mainly via the GABA receptors in the brain. When GABA

(or in this case alcohol) binds to it's receptor, it lets either Cl- ions in, or K+ out. This is

called hyperpolarization, or an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP). It makes it harder

for the neuron to depolarize and hence harder for it to fire an action potential, slowing

neural function. At higher doses alcohol will start to block NMDA. NMDA is involved in

memory (see the long-term potentiation section) so this is thought to account for memory

blackouts.

4.13.3 Methamphetamine

In the US, medically prescribed methamphetamine is distributed in tablet form under

the brand name Desoxyn®, generally for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)

but also for narcolepsy or obesity.

Illicit methamphetamine comes in a variety of forms. Most commonly it is found as a

colorless crystalline solid, sold on the street under a variety of names, such as: crystal meth

or crystal. Methamphetamine may also be referred to as shards, rock, pony, crissie, crystal,

glass, ice, Jib, critter, Tina, tweak or crank. Dope may refer to methamphetamine or other

drugs, especially heroin or marijuana. The term ”speed” can denote any stimulant including

other amphetamines (e.g. adderall), cocaine and methylphenidate (Ritalin).

Methamphetamine can be injected (either subcutaneous, intramuscular or intravenous),

smoked, snorted, swallowed, or used rectally or sublingually. The latter two being fairly

uncommon. After administration, methamphetamine takes from a few seconds (smoked

or injected IV) to around 30 minutes (oral) for effects to arise, lasting around eight hours

depending on the route of administration. Effects/side effects include euphoria, anorexia,

increased energy, clenching of the jaw/grinding of teeth (bruxism), weight loss, insomnia,

tooth decay and psychosis among others.
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Methamphetamine is neurotoxic to at least some areas of the brain, and owes most of its

effects to the neurotransmitters dopamine, norepinephrine and serotonin it releases. It also

blocks the reuptake of those neurotransmitters, causing them to stay in the synaptic cleft

longer than normal.

4.13.4 Marijuana

Figure 41 Cannabis sativa.

Marijuana contains a myriad of chemicals, called cannabinoids, that have psychoactive and

medicinal effects when consumed, the major one being tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). THC

serves to mimic the endogenous neurotransmitter anandamide (also found in chocolate) at

the CB1 receptors in the brain. Other cannabinoids include Cannabidiol (CBD), cannabinol

(CBN) and tetrahydrocannabivarin (THCV). Although THC is found in all parts of the

plant, the flower of the female plant has the highest concentration, commonly around eight

percent. The flowers can be used, or they can be refined. Trichomes contain most of
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the THC on the flowers and can be removed by a few different methods. These removed

trichomes are called kief. Kief can, in turn, be pressed into hashish. By far the most

common way to consume any of these products is by smoking, but it can be taken orally as

well.

Cannabis has a very long, very good safety record. Nobody on record has ever died because

of marijuana, directly at least. It is estimated that it would take 1-1.8 kilograms of average

potency marijuana, taken orally, to have a fifty percent chance of killing a 68kg human.

Despite this, the possession, use, or sale of psychoactive cannabis products became illegal

in many parts of the world in the early 20th century. Since then, while some countries

have intensified the enforcement of cannabis prohibition, others have reduced the priority

of enforcement to the point of de facto legality. Cannabis remains illegal in the vast majority

of the world's countries.

The nature and intensity of the immediate effects of cannabis consumption vary according

to the dose, the species or hybridization of the source plant, the method of consumption, the

user's mental and physical characteristics (such as possible tolerance), and the environment

of consumption. This is sometimes referred to as set and setting. Smoking the same

cannabis either in a different frame of mind (set) or in a different location (setting) can alter

the effects or perception of the effects by the individual. Effects of cannabis consumption

may be loosely classified as cognitive and physical. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the

Cannabis sativa species tends to produce more of the cognitive or perceptual effects, while

Cannabis indica tends to produce more of the physical effects.

4.14 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here1

1. The junction between one neuron and the next, or between a neuron and an effector is

called:

A ) A synapse

B ) A dendrite

C ) A neuotransmitter

D ) A ventricle

E ) None of the above

2. A fast excitatory synapses follows this order:

A ) (1) neurotransmitter released (2) diffused across the synaptic cleft to a receptor protein

(3) binding of the transmitter opens pores in the ion channels and positive ions move in.

B ) (1) neurotransmitter released (2) diffused across the synaptic cleft to a receptor protein

(3) binding of the transmitter opens pores in the ion channels and negative ions move in.

1
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#The_Nervous_System
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C ) (1) neurotransmitter released (2) diffused across the synaptic cleft to a receptor amino

acid (3) binding of the transmitter opens pores in the ion channels and positive ions move

in.

D ) (1) diffused across the synaptic cleft to a receptor protein (2) neurotransmitter released

(3) binding of the transmitter opens pores in the ion channels and positive ions move in.

E ) None of the above

3. Resting potential is

A ) excess positive ions accumulate inside the plasma membrane

B ) excess negative ions accumulate inside the plasma membrane

C ) excess positive ions accumulate outside the plasma membrane

D ) both b & c

E ) both a & c

4. Sensory neurons have:

A ) A short dendrite and a long axon

B ) A short dendrite and a short axon

C ) A long dendrite and a short axon

D ) A long dendrite and a long axon

E ) Their axons and dendrites may be either long or short

5. ________blocks Acetylcholine receptor sites causing muscle relaxation.

A ) Novocain

B ) curare

C ) Nicotine

D ) Nerve gases

6. Transmission across a synapse is dependent on the release of _______?

A ) neurotransmitters

B ) synaptic vesicle

C ) neuromuscular tissue

D ) receptor proteins

7. Motor neurons take messages

A ) from the muscle fiber to the central nervous system

B ) away from the central nervous system to the central nervous system

C ) that are classified

D ) away from the central nervous system to muscle fiber
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8. The medulla oblongata helps to regulate which of the following:

A ) Breathing

B ) Heartbeat

C ) Sneezing

D ) Vomiting

E ) All of the above

9. The nervous systems main components are what?

A) The Synapses and Sprinal cord

B) The neurons and the synapses

C) The bain and the neurons

D)The brain and the spinal cord

10. Explain what LTP does to enhance communication between two neurons, on the post-

synaptic end.

11. Explain what LTP does to enhance communication between two neurons, on the presy-

naptic end.

4.15 Glossary

Afferent Messages: carry sensations such as heat, cold, or pain

Autonomic System: deals with the visceral organs, like the heart, stomach, gland, and

the intestines

Axon: the part of the neuron that conducts nerve impulses

Cannabis: a psychoactive drug produced from parts of the cannabis plant

Central Nervous System (CNS): the system that includes the brain and the spinal cord

Cerebellum: part of the brain that is located posterior to the medulla oblongata and pons,

coordinates skeletal muscles to produce smooth, graceful motions

Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF): acts a shock absorber for the central nervous system, pro-

tecting the brain and spinal cord from injury; it also has a high glucose content which serves

as a nutritional factor

Cerebrum motor control, learning, speech, somatic sensory functions, vision,hearing and

more.

Dendrites: short pieces that come off of the cell body that receive the signals from sensory

receptors and other neurons

Episodic Memory: represents our memory of events and experiences in a serial form

Excitatory Neurotransmitter: a neurotransmitter that acts to elicit an action potential

by opening sodium ion channels
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Longitudinal Sulcus: separates the cerebrum in to the right and left hemispheres

Long Term Memory: used for storage of information over a long time

Long-Term Potentiation (LTP) long term communication enhancement between two

neurons. Results in neural pathways that store memoris.

Medulla control center for respiratory, cardiovascular and digestive functions.

Myelin: a fatty substance that surrounds and insulates the nerve fibers and facilitates the

conduction of the nerve impulse transmissions

Multiple Sclerosis (MS): disease that affects the CNS by causing hardening and scarring

of the myelin

Nodes of Ranvier: unmyelinated gaps between sections of myelin

Peripheral Nervous System (PNS): a way of communication from the central nervous

system to the rest of the body by nerve impulses that regulate the functions of the human

body

Pons control centers for respiration and inhibitory functions.

Postganglionic Cells: have their cell bodies in the ganglia and send their axons to target

organs or glands

Postsynaptic Cells the cell on the receiving (second) end of the synapse.

Presynaptic Cell The cell on the sending (first) end of the synapse.

Proprioception the sense that indicates whether the body is moving with required effort,

as well as where various parts of the body are located in relation to each other.

Sensory Receptor: structure that can find any kind of change in it's surroundings or

environment

Somatic Nervous System (SNS): the part of the peripheral nervous system associated

with the voluntary control of body movements through the action of skeletal muscles, and

also reception of external stimuli

Synapses: the gap between two neurons; new synapses lead to learning
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5 The Senses

5.1 What are Senses?

We experience reality through our senses. Senses are the physiological methods of percep-

tion, so a sense is a faculty by which outside stimuli are perceived. The senses and their

operation, classification, and theory are overlapping topics studied by a variety of fields.

Many neurologists disagree about how many senses there actually are due to a broad inter-

pretation of the definition of a sense. Our senses are split into two different groups. Our

exteroceptors detect stimulation from the outsides of our body. For example smell, taste,

and equilibrium. The interoceptors receive stimulation from the inside of our bodies. For

instance, blood pressure dropping, changes in the glucose and pH levels. Children are gen-

erally taught that there are five senses (sight, hearing, touch, smell, taste). However, it is

generally agreed that there are at least seven different senses in humans, and a minimum of

two more observed in other organisms. Sense can also differ from one person to the next.

Take taste for an example: what may taste great to one person will taste awful to someone

else. This has to do with how the brain interprets the stimuli that are received.

5.2 Chemoreception

The senses of gustation (taste) and olfaction (smell) fall under the category of

chemoreception. Specialized cells act as receptors for certain chemical compounds. As

these compounds react with the receptors, an impulse is sent to the brain and is registered

as a certain taste or smell. Gustation and olfaction are chemical senses because the recep-

tors they contain are sensitive to the molecules in the food we eat, along with the air we

breathe.

5.2.1 Gustatory System

In humans, the sense of taste is transduced by taste buds and is conveyed via three of the

twelve cranial nerves. Cranial nerve VII, the facial nerve, carries taste sensations from the

anterior two thirds of the tongue (excluding the circumvallate papillae, see lingual papilla)

and soft palate. Cranial nerve IX the glossopharyngeal nerve carries taste sensations from

the posterior one third of the tongue (including the circumvallate papillae). Also a branch of

the vagus nerve carries some taste sensations from the back of the oral cavity (i.e. pharynx

and epiglottis). Information from these cranial nerves is processed by the gustatory system.

Though there are small differences in sensation, which can be measured with highly specific

instruments, all taste buds can respond to all types of taste. Sensitivity to all tastes is

distributed across the whole tongue and indeed to other regions of the mouth where there

are taste buds (epiglottis, soft palate).
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Papilla

Papilla are specialized epithelial cells. There are four types of papillae: filiform (thread-

shape), fungiform (mushroom-shape), foliate (leaf-shape), and circumvallate (ringed-

circle). All papillae except the filiform have taste buds on their surface. Some act directly

by ion channels, others act indirectly.

• Fungiform papillae – as the name suggests, are slightly mushroom shaped if looked at

in section. These are present mostly at the apex (tip) of the tongue.

• Filiform papillae – these are thin, longer papillae that don't contain taste buds but are

the most numerous. These papillae are mechanical and not involved in gustation.

• Foliate papillae – these are ridges and grooves towards the posterior part of the tongue.

• Circumvallate papillae – there are only about 3-14 of these papillae on most people

and they are present at the back of the oral part of the tongue. They are arranged in a

circular-shaped row just in front of the sulcus terminalis of the tongue.
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Structure of Taste Buds

Figure 42 The mouth cavity. The cheeks have been slit transversely and the tongue

pulled forward.
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Figure 43 Semidiagrammatic view of a portion of the mucous membrane of the tongue.

Two fungiform papillæ are shown. On some of the filiform papillæ the epithelial

prolongations stand erect, in one they are spread out, and in three they are folded in.

Each taste bud is flask-like in shape, its broad base resting on the corium, and its neck

opening by an orifice, the gustatory pore, between the cells of the epithelium.

The bud is formed by two kinds of cells: supporting cells and gustatory cells.

The supporting cells are mostly arranged like the staves of a cask, and form an outer envelope

for the bud. Some, however, are found in the interior of the bud between the gustatory

cells. The gustatory cells occupy the central portion of the bud; they are spindle-shaped,

and each possesses a large spherical nucleus near the middle of the cell. The peripheral end

of the cell terminates at the gustatory pore in a fine hair-like filament, the gustatory hair.
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The central process passes toward the deep extremity of the bud, and there ends in single

or bifurcated varicosities.

The nerve fibrils after losing their medullary sheaths enter the taste bud, and end in fine

extremities between the gustatory cells; other nerve fibrils ramify between the supporting

cells and terminate in fine extremities; these, however, are believed to be nerves of ordinary

sensation and not gustatory.

Types of Taste

Salt

Arguably the simplest receptor found in the mouth is the salt (NaCl) receptor. An ion

channel in the taste cell wall allows Na+ ions to enter the cell. This on its own depolarises

the cell, and opens voltage-regulated Ca2+ gates, flooding the cell with ions and leading to

neurotransmitter release. This sodium channel is known as enc and is composed of three

sub-units. En Ac can be blocked by the drug amiloride in many mammals, especially rats.

The sensitivity of the salt taste to amiloride in humans, however, is much less pronounced,

leading to conjecture that there may be additional receptor proteins besides EnAC that

may not have been discovered yet.

Sour

Sour taste signals the presence of acidic compounds (H+ ions in solution). There are three

different receptor proteins at work in sour taste. The first is a simple ion channel which

allows hydrogen ions to flow directly into the cell. The protein for this is EnAC, the same

protein involved in the distinction of salt taste (this implies a relationship between salt and

sour receptors and could explain why salty taste is reduced when a sour taste is present).

There are also H+ gated channels present. The first is a K+ channel, which ordinarily

allows K+ ions to escape from the cell. H+ ions block these, trapping the potassium

ions inside the cell (this receptor is classified as MDEG1 of the EnAC/Deg Family). A

third protein opens to Na+ ions when a hydrogen ion attaches to it, allowing the sodium

ions to flow down the concentration gradient into the cell. The influx of ions leads to

the opening of a voltage regulated Ca2+ gate. These receptors work together and lead to

depolarization of the cell and neurotransmitter release.

Bitter

There are many classes of bitter compounds which can be chemically very different. It

is interesting that the human body has evolved a very sophisticated sense for bitter sub-

stances: we can distinguish between the many radically different compounds which produce

a generally “bitter” response. This may be because the sense of bitter taste is so important

to survival, as ingesting a bitter compound may lead to injury or death. Bitter com-

pounds act through structures in the taste cell walls called G-protein coupled receptors

(GPCR’s). Recently, a new group of GPCR’s was discovered, known as the T2R’s, which

is thought to only respond to bitter stimuli. When the bitter compound activates the

GPCR, it in turn releases gustducin, the G-protein it was coupled to. Gustducin is made

of three subunits. When it is activated by the GPCR, its subunits break apart and activate

phosphodiesterase, a nearby enzyme. It then converts a precursor within the cell into a
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secondary messenger, which closes potassium ion channels. This secondary messenger can

stimulate the endoplasmic reticulum to release Ca2+, which contributes to depolarization.

This leads to a build-up of potassium ions in the cell, depolarization, and neurotransmitter

release. It is also possible for some bitter tastants to interact directly with the G-protein,

because of a structural similarity to the relevant GPCR.

Sweet

Like bitter tastes, sweet taste transduction involves GPCR’s. The specific mechanism

depends on the specific molecule. “Natural” sweeteners such as saccharides activate the

GPCR, which releases gustducin. The gustducin then activates the molecule adenylate

cyclase, which is already inside the cell. This molecule increases concentration of the

molecule cAMP, or adenosine 3', 5'-cyclic monophosphate. This protein will either directly

or indirectly close potassium ion channels, leading to depolarization and neurotransmitter

release. Synthetic sweeteners such as saccharin activate different GPCR’s, initiating a

similar process of protein transitions, starting with the protein phospholipase A, which

ultimately leads to the blocking of potassium ion channels.

Umami

Umami is a Japanese word meaning ”savory” or ”meaty”. It is thought that umami receptors

act much the same way as bitter and sweet receptors (they involve GPCR’s), but not much

is known about their specific function. We do know that umami detects glutamates that are

common in meats, cheese and other protein-heavy foods. Umami receptors react to foods

treated with monosodium glutamate (MSG). This explains why eating foods that have

MSG in them often give a sense of fullness. It is thought that the amino acid L-glutamate

bonds to a type of GPCR known as a metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR4). This

causes the G-protein complex to activate a secondary receptor, which ultimately leads to

neurotransmitter release. The intermediate steps are not known.

Disorders of the Tongue

Loss of taste

You may lose your sense of taste if the facial nerve is damaged. Then there is also

Sjogren's Syndrome where the saliva production is reduced. In most cases the loss of taste

is typically a symptom of anosmia – a loss of the sense of smell.

Sore tongue

It is usually caused by some form of trauma, such as biting your tongue, or eating piping-

hot or highly acidic food or drink.

If your top and bottom teeth don’t fit neatly together, tongue trauma is more likely.

Some people may experience a sore tongue from grinding their teeth (bruxism).

Disorders such as diabetes, anemia, some types of vitamin deficiency and certain skin

diseases can include a sore tongue among the range of symptoms.

Glossodynia

A condition characterized by a burning sensation on the tongue.
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Benign migratory glossitis

This condition is characterized by irregular and inflamed patches on the tongue surface

that often have white borders. The tongue may be generally swollen, red and sore. Another

name for this condition is geographic tongue. The cause of benign migratory glossitis is

unknown.

Risk factors are thought to include:

• Mineral or vitamin deficiencies

• Local irritants, such as strong mouthwashes, cigarettes or alcohol

• Certain forms of anemia

• Infection

• Certain medications

• Stress

5.2.2 Olfactory System

Olfaction is the sense of smell. In humans, the sense of Smell is received in nasopharynx.

Airborne molecules go into solution on moist epithelial surface of nasal passage. An olfactory

receptors neuron sends an impulse via Cranial nerve I the olfactory nerve. Although 80-90%

of what we think is ”taste” actually is due to smell. This is why when we have a head cold

or stuffed up nose we have a harder time tasting our foods.

Receptors

Humans have 347 functional odor receptor genes; the other genes have nonsense mutations.

This number was determined by analyzing the genome in the Human Genome Project; the

number may vary among ethnic groups, and does vary among individuals. For example,

not all people can smell androstenone, a component of male sweat.

Each olfactory receptor neuron in the nose expresses only one functional odor receptor. Odor

receptor nerve cells may function like a key-lock system: if the odor molecules can fit into the

lock the nerve cell will respond. According to shape theory, each receptor detects a feature

of the odor molecule. Weak-shape theory, known as odotope theory, suggests that different

receptors detect only small pieces of molecules, and these minimal inputs are combined

to create a larger olfactory perception (similar to the way visual perception is built up

of smaller, information-poor sensations, combined and refined to create a detailed overall

perception). An alternative theory, the vibration theory proposed by Luca Turin (1996,

2002), posits that odor receptors detect the frequencies of vibrations of odor molecules in

the infrared range by electron tunneling. However, the behavioral predictions of this theory

have been found lacking (Keller and Vosshall, 2004).

An olfactory receptor neuron, also called an olfactory sensory neuron, is the primary trans-

duction cell in the olfactory system. Humans have about 40 million olfactory receptor

neurons. In vertebrates, olfactory receptor neurons reside on the olfactory epithelium in

the nasal cavity. These cells are bipolar neurons with a dendrite facing the interior space

of the nasal cavity and an axon that travels along the olfactory nerve to the olfactory bulb.
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Many tiny hair-like cilia protrude from the olfactory receptor cell's dendrite and into the

mucus covering the surface of the olfactory epithelium. These cilia contain olfactory recep-

tors, a type of G protein-coupled receptor. Each olfactory receptor cell contains only one

type of olfactory receptor, but many separate olfactory receptor cells contain the same type

of olfactory receptor. The axons of olfactory receptor cells of the same type converge to

form glomeruli in the olfactory bulb.

Olfactory receptors can bind to a variety of odor molecules. The activated olfactory receptor

in turn activates the intracellular G-protein GOLF, and adenylate cyclase and production

of Cyclic AMP opens ion channels in the cell membrane, resulting in an influx of sodium

and calcium ions into the cell. This influx of positive ions causes the neuron to depolarize,

generating an action potential.

Individual olfactory receptor neurons are replaced approximately every 40 days by neural

stem cells residing in the olfactory epithelium. The regeneration of olfactory receptor cells,

as one of the only few instances of adult neurogenesis in the central nervous system, has

raised considerable interest in dissecting the pathways for neural development and differen-

tiation in adult organisms.

In the brain

The axons from all the thousands of cells expressing the same odor receptor converge in the

olfactory bulb. Mitral cells in the olfactory bulb send the information about the individual

features to other parts of the olfactory system in the brain, which puts together the features

into a representation of the odor. Since most odor molecules have many individual features,

the combination of features gives the olfactory system a broad range of odors that it can

detect.

Odor information is easily stored in long term memory and has strong connections to emo-

tional memory. This is possibly due to the olfactory system's close anatomical ties to the

limbic system and hippocampus, areas of the brain that have long been known to be involved

in emotion and place memory, respectively.
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Figure 44 The Olfactory Nerve leading to the brain.

Pheromonal olfaction

Some pheromones are detected by the olfactory system, although in many vertebrates

pheromones are also detected by the vomeronasal organ, located in the vomer, between

the nose and the mouth. Snakes use it to smell prey, sticking their tongue out and touching

it to the organ. Some mammals make a face called flehmen to direct air to this organ. In

humans, it is unknown whether or not pheromones exist.

Olfaction and Gustation

Olfaction, taste and trigeminal receptors together contribute to flavor. It should be em-

phasized that there are no more than 5 distinctive tastes: salty, sour, sweet, bitter, and

umami. The 10,000 different scents which humans usually recognize as 'tastes' are often

lost or severely diminished with the loss of olfaction. This is the reason why food has little

flavor when your nose is blocked, as from a cold.

The key nutrition players in our taste is the olfactory function, 80-90% of what we consider

taste is dependent on our senses of smell. With aging our olfactory function declines.

In the elderly careful monitoring of appetite is necessary due to the alterations in the

olfactory function. Nutritionist suggest giving a dual approach of supplementation of the

trace minerals zinc and iron to enhance the smell and taste senses.
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Disorders of Olfaction

Anosmia

Anosmia is the lack of olfaction, or a loss of the sense of smell. It can be either temporary

or permanent. A related term, hyposmia refers to a decrease in the ability to smell. Some

people may be anosmic for one particular odor. This is called ”specific anosmia” and may

be genetically based. Anosmia can have a number of detrimental effects. Patients with

anosmia may find food less appetizing. Loss of smell can also be dangerous because it

hinders the detection of gas leaks, fire, body odor, and spoiled food. The common view

of anosmia as trivial can make it more difficult for a patient to receive the same types of

medical aid as someone who has lost other senses, such as hearing or sight. A temporary

loss of smell can be caused by a stuffy nose or infection. In contrast, a permanent loss of

smell may be caused by death of olfactory receptor neurons in the nose, or by brain injury

in which there is damage to the olfactory nerve or damage to brain areas that process

smell. The lack of the sense of smell at birth, usually due to genetic factors, is referred

as congenital anosmia. Anosmia may be an early sign of degenerative brain diseases such

as Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's disease. Another specific cause of permanent loss

could be from damage to olfactory receptor neurons due to use of nasal sprays. To avoid

loss of smell from nasal sprays, use them for only a short amount of time. Nasal sprays

that are used to treat allergy related congestion are the only nasal sprays that are safe to

use for extended periods of time.

Phantosmia

Phantosmia is the phenomenon of smelling odors that aren't really present. (AKA Phan-

tom odors) The most common odors are unpleasant smells such as rotting flesh, vomit,

feces, smoke etc. Phantosmia often results from damage to the nervous tissue in the olfac-

tory system. The damage can be caused by viral infection, trauma, surgery, and possibly

exposure to toxins or drugs. It can also be induced by epilepsy affecting the olfactory

cortex. It is also thought the condition can have psychiatric origins.

Dysosmia

When things smell differently than they should.

5.3 The Sense of Vision

Vision needs to have the work of both the eyes and the brain to process any information.

The majority of the stimuli is done in the eyes and then the information is sent to the brain

by the way of nerve impulses. At least one-third of the information of what the eye sees is

processed in the cerebral cortex of the brain.

5.3.1 Anatomy of the Eye

The human eye is a elongated ball about 1-inch (2.5 cm) in diameter and is protected by a

bony socket in the skull. The eye has three layers or coats that make up the exterior wall

of the eyeball, which are the sclera, choroid, and retina.

Sclera
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The outer layer of the eye is the sclera, which is a tough white fibrous layer that maintains,

protects and supports the shape of the eye. The front of the sclera is transparent and is

called the cornea. The cornea refracts light rays and acts like the outer window of the eye.

Choroid

The middle thin layer of the eye is the choroid, also known as the choroidea or choroid

coat, it is the vascular layer of the eye lying between the retina and the sclera. The

choroid provides oxygen and nourishment to the outer layers of the retina. It also contains

a nonreflective pigment that acts as a light shield and prevents light from scattering. Light

enters the front of the eye through a hole in the choroid coat called the pupil. The iris

contracts and dilates to compensate for the changes in light intensity. If the light is bright

the iris then contracts making the pupil smaller, and if the light is dim, the iris dilates

making the pupil bigger. Just posterior to the iris is the lens, which is composed mainly

of proteins called crystallins. The lens is attached by the zonules to the ciliary body that

contains the ciliary muscles that control the shape of the lens for accommodation. Along

with the ciliary body and iris, the choroid forms the uveal tract. The uvea is the middle

of the three concentric layers that make up an eye. The name is possibly a reference to

its almost black color, wrinkled appearance and grape-like size and shape when stripped

intact from a cadaveric eye.

Retina

Figure 45 Illustration of the ”blind spot.” Situate your head about one foot from the

monitor. Close your right eye and look at the dot on the right with your left eye. Move

your head slowly closer. When you get to the correct spot, the dot on the left will

disappear.

The third or the innermost layer of the eye is call the retina. In adult humans the entire

retina is 72% of a sphere about 22 mm in diameter. The retina lays over the back two thirds

of the choroid coat, which is located in the posterior compartment. The compartment is

filled with vitreous humor which is a clear, gelatinous material. Within the retina there

are cells called rod cells and cone cells also known as photoreceptors. The rod cells are

very sensitive to light and do not see color, that is why when we are in a darkened room

we see only shades of gray. The cone cells are sensitive to different wavelengths of light,

and that is how we are able to tell different colors. It is a lack of cones sensitive to red,

blue, or green light that causes individuals to have deficiencies in color vision or various

kinds of color blindness. At the center of the retina is the optic disc, sometimes known as

”the blind spot” because it lacks photoreceptors. It is where the optic nerve leaves the eye

and takes the nerve impulses to the brain. The cornea and the lens of the eye focuses the

light onto a small area of the retina called the fovea centralis where the cone cells are

densely packed. The fovea is a pit that has the highest visual acuity and is responsible for

our sharp central vision – there are no rods in the fovea.
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Figure 46 framed

Retina's simplified axial organization. The retina is a stack of several neuronal layers. Light

is concentrated from the eye and passes across these layers (from left to right) to hit the

photoreceptors (right layer). This elicits chemical transformation mediating a propagation of

signal to the bipolar and horizontal cells (middle yellow layer). The signal is then propagated

to the amacrine and ganglion cells. These neurons ultimately may produce action potentials

on their axons. This spatiotemporal pattern of spikes determines the raw input from the

eyes to the brain.

Photoreceptors

A photoreceptor, or photoreceptor cell, is a specialized type of neuron found in the eye's

retina that is capable of phototransduction. More specifically, the photoreceptor sends

signals to other neurons by a change in its membrane potential when it absorbs photons.

Eventually, this information will be used by the visual system to form a complete repre-

sentation of the visual world. There are 2 types of photoreceptors: rods are responsible

for scotopic, or night vision, whereas cones are responsible for photopic, or daytime vision

as well as color perception.

Extraocular muscles

Each eye has six muscles that control its movements: the lateral rectus, the medial rectus,

the inferior rectus, the superior rectus, the inferior oblique, and the superior oblique. When

the muscles exert different tensions, a torque is exerted on the globe that causes it to turn.

This is an almost pure rotation, with only about one millimeter of translation, thus, the

eye can be considered as undergoing rotations about a single point in the center of the

eye. Five of the extraocular muscles have their origin in the back of the orbit in a fibrous

ring called the annulus of Zinn. Four of these then course forward through the orbit

and insert onto the globe on its anterior half (i.e., in front of the eye's equator). These

muscles are named after their straight paths, and are called the four rectus muscles, or

four recti. They insert on the globe at 12, 3, 6, and 9 o'clock, and are called the superior,

lateral, inferior and medial rectus muscles. (Note that lateral and medial are relative to

the subject, with lateral toward the side and medial toward the midline, thus the medial

rectus is the muscle closest to the nose).
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5.3.2 Eye Movement

The visual system in the brain is too slow to process that information if the images are

slipping across the retina at more than a few degrees per second, thus, for humans to

be able to see while moving, the brain must compensate for the motion of the head by

turning the eyes. To get a clear view of the world, the brain must turn the eyes so that the

image of the object of regard falls on the fovea. Eye movements are thus very important

for visual perception, and any failure to make them correctly can lead to serious visual

disabilities. Having two eyes is an added complication, because the brain must point both

of them accurately enough that the object of regard falls on corresponding points of the

two retinas; otherwise, double vision would occur. The movements of different body parts

are controlled by striated muscles acting around joints. The movements of the eye are no

exception, but they have special advantages not shared by skeletal muscles and joints, and

so are considerably different.

Try This Experiment

Hold your hand up, about one foot (30 cm) in front of your nose. Keep your head still, and

shake your hand from side to side, slowly at first, and then faster and faster. At first you

will be able to see your fingers quite clearly. But as the frequency of shaking passes about

one hertz, the fingers will become a blur. Now, keep your hand still, and shake your head

(up and down or left and right). No matter how fast you shake your head, the image of

your fingers remains clear. This demonstrates that the brain can move the eyes opposite

to head motion much better than it can follow, or pursue, a hand movement. When your

pursuit system fails to keep up with the moving hand, images slip on the retina and you

see a blurred hand.

5.3.3 How we see an object

• The light rays enter the eye through the cornea (transparent front portion of eye to focus

the light rays).

• Then, light rays move through the pupil, which is surrounded by Iris to keep out extra

light

• Then, light rays move through the crystalline lens (Clear lens to further focus the light

rays )

• Then, light rays move through the vitreous humor (clear jelly like substance)

• Then, light rays fall on the retina, which processes and converts incident light to neuron

signals using special pigments in rod and cone cells.

• These neuron signals are transmitted through the optic nerve,

• Then, the neuron signals move through the visual pathway – Optic nerve > Optic Chiasm

> Optic Tract > Optic Radiations > Cortex

• Then, the neuron signals reach the occipital (visual) cortex and its radiations for the

brain's processing.

• The visual cortex interprets the signals as images and along with other parts of the brain,

interpret the images to extract form, meaning, memory and context of the images.
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5.3.4 Depth Perception

Depth perception is the visual ability to perceive the world in three dimensions. It is a

trait common to many higher animals. Depth perception allows the beholder to accurately

gauge the distance to an object.

Depth perception is often confused with binocular vision, also known as Stereopsis. Depth

perception does rely on binocular vision, but it also uses many other monocular cues.

5.3.5 Diseases, disorders, and age-related changes

There are many diseases, disorders, and age-related changes that may affect the eyes and

surrounding structures. As the eye ages certain changes occur that can be attributed solely

to the aging process. Most of these anatomic and physiologic processes follow a gradual

decline. With aging, the quality of vision worsens due to reasons independent of aging

eye diseases. While there are many changes of significance in the non-diseased eye, the

most functionally important changes seem to be a reduction in pupil size and the loss of

accommodation or focusing capability (presbyopia). The area of the pupil governs the

amount of light that can reach the retina. The extent to which the pupil dilates also

decreases with age. Because of the smaller pupil size, older eyes receive much less light at

the retina. In comparison to younger people, it is as though older persons wear medium-

density sunglasses in bright light and extremely dark glasses in dim light. Therefore, for any

detailed visually guided tasks on which performance varies with illumination, older persons

require extra lighting.

Color Blindness

Color Blindness or color vision deficiency, in humans is the inability to perceive differences

between some or all colors that other people can distinguish. It is most often of genetic

nature, but may also occur because of eye, nerve, or brain damage, or due to exposure to

certain chemicals. There are many types of color blindness. The most common variety

are hereditary (genetic) photoreceptor disorders, but it is also possible to acquire color

blindness through damage to the retina, optic nerve, or higher brain areas. There is

generally no treatment to cure color deficiencies, however, certain types of tinted filters

and contact lenses may help an individual to distinguish different colors better.

Night Blindness

Also known as Nyctalopia, is a condition making it difficult or impossible to see in the

dark. It is a symptom of several eye diseases. Night blindness may exist from birth, or be

caused by injury or malnutrition (for example, a lack of vitamin A). The most common

cause of nyctalopia is retinitis pigmentosa, a disorder in which the rod cells in the retina

gradually lose their ability to respond to the light. Patients suffering from this genetic

condition have progressive nyctalopia and eventually their day-time vision may also be

affected. In congenital stationary night blindness the rods do not work from birth, but

as the name implies, sufferers do not get worse. Another cause of night blindness is a

deficiency of retinol, or vitamin A, found in fish oils, liver and dairy products.

Day Blindness
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Also known as Hemeralopia is the inability to see clearly in bright light. The daytime

vision gets worse and worse. Nighttime vision remains unchanged due to the use of rods as

opposed to cones (during the day), which get affected by hemeralopia and in turn degrade

the daytime optical response.

Figure 47 Impression

of floaters, as seen

against a blue sky.

Floater

Also known as ”Muscae Volitantes” are deposits of various size, shape, consistency, refrac-

tive index, and motility within the eye's normally transparent vitreous humour. Floaters

are suspended in the vitreous humour, the thick fluid or gel that fills the eye. Thus, they

generally follow the rapid motions of the eye, while drifting slowly within the fluid. Floaters

are visible only because they do not remain perfectly fixed within the eye. The shapes

are shadows projected onto the retina by tiny structures of protein or other cell debris

discarded over the years and trapped in the vitreous humour. They are also common after

cataract operations or after trauma. In some cases, floaters are congenital.
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Figure 48 Picture of children holding a ball as seen by someone with glaucoma.

Glaucoma

A group of diseases of the optic nerve involving loss of retinal ganglion cells in a charac-

teristic pattern of optic neuropathy. Although raised intraocular pressure is a significant

risk factor for developing glaucoma, there is no set threshold for intraocular pressure that

causes glaucoma. One person may develop nerve damage at a relatively low pressure,

while another person may have high eye pressures for years and yet never develop damage.

Untreated glaucoma leads to permanent damage of the optic nerve and resultant visual

field loss, which can progress to blindness.

Visual Agnosia

Visual agnosia is the inability of the brain to make sense of or make use of some part

of otherwise normal visual stimulus, and is typified by the inability to recognize familiar

objects or faces. This is distinct from blindness, which is a lack of sensory input to the

brain due to damage to the eye or optic nerve. Visual agnosia is often due to damage, such

as stroke, in posterior parietal lobe in the right hemisphere of the brain. Careful analysis

of the nature of visual agnosia has led to improved understanding of the brain's role in

normal vision.

Deadly Nightshade
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Deadly Nightshade is a plant oil that can potentially kill you. Atrophine taken from this

plant causes your eyes to dilate. This was used in the middle ages by women who wanted

to look more attractive for men. To this day, it is still used by opthamologists. How this

works is that the atrophine is a competitor with acetylcholine. The Nightshadow goes into

your receptors on the postsynaptic membrane of an action potential. This makes it so that

the acetylcholine doesn’t have any receptor site so the Na ion is not able to be released.

5.3.6 Critical Thinking

The answers for these critical thinking questions is right here1

1. Explain why you are normally unaware of your blind spot.

2. Stare at a bright light for 10 seconds and then stare at a white sheet of paper. What

do you observe and why?

3. What is it that makes things ”disappear” when you are staring at them at night, and

how do you make them reappear?

4. Name what rods are sensitive to and also what cones are sensitive to.

5. Explain how Deadly Nightshade works.

5.4 The Senses Of Hearing

The ear is the sense organ that collects and detects sound waves and plays a major role

in the sense of balance and body position. The sensory receptors for both hearing and

equilibrium are mechanoreceptors found in the inner ear; these receptors are hair cells that

have stereocilia (long microvilli) that are extremely sensitive to mechanical stimulations.

5.4.1 Anatomy of the Ear

The ear has three divisions: the outer ear, the middle ear, and the inner ear.

1
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Critical_Thinking:_Vision
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Figure 49 Anatomy of the human ear.

Outer Ear (Auricle, Ear Canal, Surface of Ear Drum)

The outer ear is the most external portion of the ear. The outer ear includes the pinna

(also called auricle), the ear canal, and the very most superficial layer of the ear drum (also

called the tympanic membrane). Although the word ”ear” may properly refer to the pinna

(the flesh covered cartilage appendage on either side of the head), this portion of the ear

is not vital for hearing. The complicated design of the human outer ear does help capture

sound, but the most important functional aspect of the human outer ear is the ear canal

itself. This outer ear canal skin is applied to cartilage; the thinner skin of the deep canal

lies on the bone of the skull. If the ear canal is not open, hearing will be dampened. Ear

wax (medical name – cerumen) is produced by glands in the skin of the outer portion of

the ear canal. Only the thicker cerumen-producing ear canal skin has hairs. The outer ear

ends at the most superficial layer of the tympanic membrane. The tympanic membrane is

commonly called the ear drum.

Middle Ear (Air Filled Cavity behind the Ear Drum, includes most of the Ear

Drum, and Ear Bones)

The middle ear includes most of the ear drum (tympanic membrane) and the 3 ear bones

ossicles: malleus (or hammer), incus (or anvil), and stapes (or stirrup). The opening of the

Eustachian tube is also within the middle ear. The malleus has a long process (the handle)

that is attached to the mobile portion of the ear drum. The incus is the bridge between

the malleus and stapes. The stapes is the smallest named bone in the human body. The

stapes transfers the vibrations of the incus to the oval window, a portion of the inner ear

to which it is connected. It is the final bone in the chain to transfer vibrations from the

eardrum to the inner ear. The arrangement of these 3 bones is a sort of Rube Goldberg

device: movement of the tympanic membrane causes movement of the first bone, which

causes movement of the second, which causes movement of the third. When this third

bone pushes down, it causes movement of fluid within the cochlea (a portion of the inner

ear). This particular fluid only moves when the stapes footplate is depressed into the inner

ear. Unlike the open ear canal, however, the air of the middle ear is not in direct contact
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with the atmosphere outside the body. The Eustachian tube connects from the chamber

of the middle ear to the back of the pharynx. The middle ear in humans is very much like

a specialized paranasal sinus, called the tympanic cavity, it, like the paranasal sinuses, is

a hollow mucosa lined cavity in the skull that is ventilated through the nose. The mastoid

portion of the temporal bone, which can be felt as a bump in the skull behind the pinna,

also contains air, which ventilates through the middle ear.

Inner Ear (Cochlea, Vestibule, and Semi-Circular Canals)

The inner ear includes both the organ of hearing (the cochlea) and a sense organ (the

labyrinth or vestibular apparatus) that is attuned to the effects of both gravity and motion.

The balance portion of the inner ear consists of three semi-circular canals and the vestibule.

The inner ear is encased in the hardest bone of the body. Within this ivory hard bone,

there are fluid-filled hollows. Within the cochlea are three fluid filled spaces: the tympanic

canal, the vestibular canal, and the middle canal. The eighth cranial nerve comes from

the brain stem to enter the inner ear. When sound strikes the ear drum, the movement is

transferred to the footplate of the stapes, which attaches to the oval window and presses

into one of the fluid-filled ducts of the cochlea. The hair cells in the organ of Corti are

stimulated by particular frequencies of sound, based on their location within the cochlea.

High pitch sounds are at a higher frequency and, due to the shorter wavelength they

”hit” the membrane ”faster” (ie. close to the oval window). In contrast, low frequency

sounds have large wavelengths, and will travel further through the scala vestibuli before

”hitting” the tectorial membrane near the apex of the cochlea. The fluid inside the cochlea

is moved, flowing against the receptor (hair) cells of the organ of Corti, which fire in a

graded response based on the volume of the sound. The hair cells then stimulate the

nerve cells in the Spiral Ganglion, which sends information through the auditory portion

of the eighth cranial nerve to the brain. Humans are able to hear sounds between about

20 Hz and 20,000 Hz. Mammals that can hear lower frequency sounds, such as whales and

elephants, have a longer cochlea. Humans tend to lose high-frequency hearing first, which

has led some teenagers to using high-frequency ring tones (above 17,000 Hz) that may go

undetected by their middle-aged teachers.
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Figure 50 Cross section of the cochlea

Hair Cell

Hair cells are columnar cells, each with a bundle of 100-200 specialized cilia at the top, for

which they are named. These cilia are the mechanosensors for hearing. Lightly resting atop

the longest cilia is the tectorial membrane, which moves back and forth with each cycle of

sound, tilting the cilia and allowing electric current into the hair cell. Hair cells, like the

photoreceptors of the eye, show a graded response, instead of the spikes typical of other

neurons. Immediately over the hair cells of the organ of Corti is an overhanging “tectorial

membrane.” When the Bones of the Middle Ear vibrate the oval window, these vibrations

are transmitted to the fluid within the cochlea and eventually cause the round window on

the cochlea to bulge outward. These vibrations deflect the membrane on which the Organ

of Corti is located, causing the three rows of outer hair cells to “rub” against the overhanging

tectorial membrane. By their muscle-like activity they amplify the weakest vibrations for

the inner hair cells. The louder sounds are not amplified. The disturbed inner hair cells will

then activate the cochlear nerve fibers. The current model is that cilia are attached to one

another by “tip links”, structures which link the tips of one cilium to another. Stretching

and compressing the tip links may open an ion channel and produce the receptor potential

in the hair cell. These graded potentials are not bound by the “all or none” properties

of an action potential. There are far fewer hair cells than afferent (leading to the brain)

nerve fibers in the cochlea. The nerve that innervates the cochlea is the cochlear nerve,

and forms cranial nerve number VIII with the vestibular nerve from the balance organ.

Neuronal dendrites innervate cochlear hair cells. The neurotransmitter itself is thought to

be glutamate. At the presynaptic juncture, there is a distinct “presynaptic dense body”

or ribbon. This dense body is surrounded by synaptic vesicles and is thought to aid in the

fast release of neurotransmitter. Efferent projections from the brain to the cochlea also

play a role in the perception of sound. Efferent synapses occur on outer hair cells and on

afferent dendrites under inner hair cells.
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5.4.2 Process of Hearing

Detection of sound motion is associated with the right posterior superior temporal gyrus.

The superior temporal gyrus contains several important structures of the brain, including:

(1)marking the location of the primary auditory cortex, the cortical region responsible for

the sensation of sound. Sections 41 and 42 are called the primary auditory area of the

cerebrum, and processes the basic characteristics of sound such as pitch and rhythm. The

auditory association area is located within the temporal lobe of the brain, in an area called

the Wernicke's area, or area 22. This area, near the lateral cerebral sulcus, is an important

region for the processing of acoustic energy so that it can be distinguished as speech, music,

or noise. It also interprets words that are heard into an associated thought pattern of

understanding. The gnostic area of the cerebrum, (areas 5, 7, 39 and 40) helps to integrate

all incoming sense patterns so that a common thought can be formed (correlated) using all

arriving sensory information.

5.4.3 Hearing Underwater

Hearing threshold and the ability to localize sound sources are reduced underwater. in

which the speed of sound is faster than in air. Underwater, hearing is by bone conduction

and localization of sound appears to depend on differences in amplitude detected by bone

conduction.

5.4.4 Localization of Sound by Humans

Humans are normally able to hear a variety of sound frequencies, from about 20 Hz to

20 kHz. Our ability to estimate just where the sound is coming from, sound localization,

is dependent on both hearing ability of each of the two ears, and the exact quality of the

sound. Since each ear lies on an opposite side of the head, a sound will reach the closest ear

first, and its amplitude will be loudest in that ear. Much of the brain's ability to localize

sound depends on interaural (between ears) intensity differences and interaural temporal or

phase differences.

Two mechanisms are known to be used.

Bushy neurons can resolve time differences as small as the time it takes sound to pass one ear

and reach the other (10 milliseconds). For high frequencies, frequencies with a wavelength

shorter than the listener's head, more sound reaches the nearer ear. Human echolocation

is a technique involving echolocation used by some blind humans to navigate within their

environment.

5.4.5 Process of Equilibrium

Equilibrioception or sense of balance is one of the physiological senses. It allows humans

and animals to walk without falling. Some animals are better in this than humans, for

example allowing a cat (as a quadruped using its inner ear and tail) to walk on a thin fence.

All forms of equilibrioception can be described as the detection of acceleration.

It is determined by the level of fluid properly called endolymph in the labyrinth – a complex

set of tubing in the inner ear.
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When the sense of balance is interrupted it causes dizziness, disorientation and nausea.

You can temporarily disturb your sense of balance by closing your eyes and turning rapidly

in circles five or six times. This starts the fluid swirling in circles inside your ear canal. When

you stop turning it takes a few seconds for the fluid to lose momentum, and until then the

sense from your inner ear conflicts with the information coming from your vision, causing

dizziness and disorientation. Most astronauts find that their sense of balance is impaired

when in orbit, because there is not enough gravity to keep the ear's fluid in balance. This

causes a form of motion sickness called space sickness.

5.4.6 Disorders with the Ear

Case StudyA 45-year-old woman wakes up not feeling well. She believes that she may

be coming down with the flu due to nausea that she is feeling, so she continues with her

day. As the day progresses so does the feeling of nausea. While watching a movie with

members of her family, the sick feeling seems to intensify and so they leave the movie.

In the lobby of the movie theater she becomes very unbalanced and collapses. The fear

is that she is experiencing a stroke. After being taken to the hospital via ambulance,

the ER doctors also feel that it may be a stroke and do CAT scans to verify. Nothing

shows up on the scans but the feeling of nausea and vertigo are intense. The woman is

later diagnosed with an inner ear infection. The next 6-9 months of her life are filled

with antibiotics, balance therapy and continued nausea and vertigo. Nothing seems to

help so the doctors go into her inner ear surgically through her skull. They cut the

vestibular nerve that is linked to the balance center on the left side. The right inner

ear will eventually compensate for this loss of balance however it will take months of

balance therapy. After a year from the onset on the inner ear infection, the woman

has had three inner ear surgeries, loss of hearing in the left ear and problems with her

balance. Doctors have told her they have done everything that they can and that she

will now have to live with these conditions on a daily basis.

Deafness

The word deaf can have at least two different meanings. The first term is used to indicate

the presence of enough hearing loss such that an individual is not sensitive to sound.

Someone with a partial loss of hearing is more likely to be referred to as hearing impaired

or the qualified partially deaf by professionals. The second term is used to indicate someone

who considers themselves 'culturally deaf', and they often use a capital D to distinguish

this. Deaf people often are signers and consider that their Deafness is not something that

needs to be medically fixed.

Cochlear ImplantsA cochlear implant is a device which has been used to restore

hearing function to some deaf and hearing impaired people. It consists of an internal

device; which extends electrodes into the cochlea and indirectly stimulates the auditory

nerve, and an external device; which works much like a hearing aid, except it transmits

information to the internal device rather than to the ear. The cochlear implant basically
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bypasses the middle ear and the cochlea hair cells, and allows some people with damage

to these structures to hear 'electronically'.

Figure 51 An inflamed Otitis Media.

Otitis Media

An inflammation of the middle ear segment. It is usually associated with a buildup of

fluid and frequently causes an earache. The fluid may or may not be infected. The typical

progress of otitis media is: the tissues surrounding the Eustachian tube swell due to an

infection and/or severe congestion. The Eustachian tube remains blocked most of the

time. The air present in the middle ear is slowly absorbed into the surrounding tissues. A

strong negative pressure creates a vacuum in the middle ear. The vacuum reaches a point

where fluid from the surrounding tissues accumulates in the middle ear. Streptococcus

pneumoniae and Haemophilus influenzae are the most common bacterial causes of otitis

media. As well as being caused by Streptococcus pneumoniae and Haemophilus influenzae

it can also be caused by the common cold.

Vertigo (dizziness)

Vertigo, sometimes called a headrush, is a major symptom of a balance disorder. It

is the sensation of spinning while the body is stationary with respect to the earth or

surroundings. With the eyes shut, there will be a sensation that the body is in movement,

called subjective vertigo; if the eyes are open, the surroundings will appear to move past

the field of vision, called objective vertigo. The effects may be slight. It may cause nausea

or, if severe, may give rise to difficulty with standing and walking. Vertigo is usually

associated with a problem in the inner ear balance mechanisms (vestibular system), in

the brain, or with the nerve connections between these two organs. The most common

cause is benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, or BPPV. Vertigo can be a symptom of
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an underlying harmless cause, such as in BPPV or it can suggest more serious problems.

These include drug toxicities, strokes or tumors (though these are much less common than

BPPV).

Motion sickness

Motion sickness is a condition in which the endolymph (the fluid found in the semicircular

canals of the inner ears) becomes 'stirred up', causing confusion between the difference

between apparent perceived movement (none or very little), and actual movement. De-

pending on the cause, it is also referred to as seasickness, carsickness, airsickness, or

spacesickness. Nausea is the most common symptom of motion sickness. If the motion

causing nausea is not resolved, the sufferer will frequently vomit within twenty minutes.

Unlike ordinary sickness, vomiting in motion sickness tends not to relieve the nausea. If

you don't want to consult a doctor, one common form of relief is to eat mints.

Dysacusis

Dysacusis is a hearing impairment characterized by difficulty in processing details of sound,

but not primarily a loss of the ability to perceive sound. May also refer to pain or discomfort

due to sound.

5.4.7 Critical Thinking

The answers for these critical thinking questions can be found here2.

1. Explain how the pitch of sound is coded. How is the loudness of sound coded?

2. What do the three semicircular canals in the inner ear enable us to do? How do they

accomplish this?

3. What does the eustachian tube do? What does the eustachian tube have to do with

a middle ear infection?

4. What is the advantage of having a oval window?

5.5 Touch

Touch is the first sense developed in the womb and the last sense used before death. With

50 touch receptors for every square centimeter and about 5 million sensory cells overall, the

skin is very sensitive and is the largest and one of the most complex organs in our bodies.

These touch receptors are grouped by type and include Mechanoreceptors (sensitive to

pressure, vibration and slip), Thermoreceptors (sensitive to changes in temperature), and

Nocioreceptors (responsible for pain).

5.5.1 Pacinian Corpuscles

Pacinian corpuscles detect gross pressure changes and vibrations. They are the largest of

the receptors. Any deformation in the corpuscle causes action potentials to be generated, by

opening pressure-sensitive sodium ion channels in the axon membrane. This allows sodium

2
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Critical_Thinking:_Hearing
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ions to influx in, creating a receptor potential. Pacinian corpuscles cause action potentials

when the skin is rapidly indented but not when the pressure is steady, due to the layers of

connective tissue that cover the nerve ending (Kandel et al., 2000). It is thought that they

respond to high velocity changes in joint position.

5.5.2 Meissner's Corpuscle

Meissner's corpuscles are distributed throughout the skin, but concentrated in areas espe-

cially sensitive to light touch, such as the fingertips, palms, soles, lips, tongue, face, nipples

and the external skin of the male and female genitals. They are primarily located just be-

neath the epidermis within the dermal papillae. Any physical deformation in the Meissner’s

corpuscle will cause an action potential in the nerve. Since they are rapidly adapting or

phasic, the action potentials generated quickly decrease and eventually cease. If the stim-

ulus is removed, the corpuscle regains its shape and while doing so (ie: while physically

reforming) causes another volley of action potentials to be generated. (This is the reason

one stops ”feeling” one's clothes.) This process is called sensory adaption. Because of

their superficial location in the dermis, these corpuscles are particularly sensitive to touch

and vibrations, but for the same reasons, they are limited in their detection because they

can only signal that something is touching the skin. Meissner's corpuscles do not detect

pain; this is signaled exclusively by free nerve endings.

Figure 52 Layers of the skin, showing the Merkel's Cell.

5.5.3 Merkel’s Discs

Merkel’s Discs are Mechanoreceptors, making them sensitive to pressure and vibration. In

humans, Merkel cells occur in the superficial skin layers, and are found clustered beneath

the ridges of the fingertips that make up fingerprints. They’re somewhat rigid in structure,
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and the fact that they are not encapsulated, causes them to have a sustained response (in

the form of action potentials or spikes) to mechanical deflection of the tissue. Merkel nerve

endings are extremely sensitive to tissue displacement, and may respond to displacements

of less than 1 um. Several studies indicate that they mediate high-resolution tactile dis-

crimination, and are responsible for the ability of our fingertips to feel fine detailed surface

patterns (e.g. for reading Braille).

5.5.4 Ruffini corpuscles

Ruffini corpuscles are Thermoreceptors, aiding in the detection of temperature changes.

Named after Angelo Ruffini, the Ruffini ending is a class of slowly adapting mechanoreceptor

thought to exist only in the glabrous dermis and subcutaneous tissue of humans. This

spindle-shaped receptor is sensitive to skin stretch, and contributes to the kinesthetic sense

of and control of finger position and movement.

5.5.5 Disorders of Touch

Sensory Processing Disorder

In most people sensory integration occurs naturally without a thought process. But in some

people the sensory integration does not develop properly and becomes distorted. In these

people, the brain and central nervous system misinterprets everyday sensory information

such as touch, sound and movement. Research is still being done on this disorder but they

are finding direct links to SPD with other disorders like ADD/ADHD, premature birth,

Autism, Down’s Syndrome and Fragile X.

Tactile defensiveness

Considered a category of SPD, tactile defensiveness is an overreaction to the sense of touch.

Identified by Dr. Jean Ayers in the 1960’s. A person with tactile defensiveness will react

with a “flight or fight” reaction to touch stimuli that a normal person would interpret as

harmless. Most cases are noticed in children or babies due to the fact that they do not

want to be touched or cuddled as a normal child would. A child with this disorder will

probably have these sign or symptoms:

• Does not like to go barefoot or have feet touched

• Does not enjoy baths, haircuts, nail clipping

• Requires tags to be removed from all clothing

• Does not want their face touched

• Hard time eating because of textures, temperatures of the food

• Does not want to touch anything that is messy or has a sticky texture

Congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis or CIPA

Exceedingly rare disease. There are only about 35 known cases in the United States. CIPA

is a severe autosomal recessive condition in which the peripheral nerves demonstrate a loss

of unmyelinated and small myelinated fibers. The actual physiopathological mechanism

is still unknown and being studied- this is an extremely hard disease to study due to the

rarity of cases. Most people with the disease will not live long due to injuries received that

go untreated because they are unknown and severe
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5.5.6 Case Study

Insensitivity to pain

Wouldn't it wonderful if you could no longer feel pain. Is that not something we all would

like to have? Or do we have pain for a good reason? Although it is rare there is a disease

known as congenital insensitivity to pain. This genetic abnormality cause some people to

lack certain components of the sensory system to receive pain. The exact reason for the

problem is unknown and varies between people. Sadly people who have the disease often

die in childhood. Injuries are very common with people who have congenital insensitivity

to pain. They often will lose digits, may suffer from burns and their knees often have sores

from kneeling to long. Clearly pain has a purpose, it is our warning signal when things are

awry.

5.6 The newborn's senses

Newborns can feel all different sensations, but respond most enthusiastically to soft stroking,

cuddling and caressing. Gentle rocking back and forth will oftentimes calm a crying infant,

as will massages and warm baths. Newborns may comfort themselves by sucking their

thumbs, or a pacifier. The need to suckle is instinctive and allows newborns to feed.

Vision

Newborn infants have unremarkable vision, being able to focus on objects only about 18

inches (45 cm) directly in front of their face. While this may not be much, it is all that is

needed for the infant to look at the mother’s face when breastfeeding. When a newborn

is not sleeping, or feeding, or crying, he or she may spend a lot of time staring at random

objects. Usually, anything that is shiny, has sharp contrasting colors, or has complex

patterns will catch an infant's eye. However, the newborn has a preference for looking at

other human faces above all else.

Hearing

While still inside the mother, the infant can hear many internal noises, such as the mother's

heartbeat, as well as many external noises including human voices, music and most other

sounds. Therefore, although a newborn's ears may have some fluid present, he or she can

hear sound from birth. Newborns usually respond to a female's voice over a male's. This

may explain why people will unknowingly raise the pitch of their voice when talking to

newborns. The sound of other human voices, especially the mother's, can have a calming

or soothing effect on the newborn. Conversely, loud or sudden noises will startle and scare

a newborn.

Taste

Newborns can respond to different tastes, including sweet, sour, bitter, and salty sub-

stances, with preference toward sweets.

Smell

A newborn has a developed sense of smell at birth, and within the first week of life can

already distinguish the differences between the mother's own breast milk and the breast

milk of another female.
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Reflex Stimulation Response Age of disappearance Function

Eye blink Bright light shining in eyes or

clap hands by eyes.

Closes eyelids quickly. Permanent This reflex protects the infant from an excessive

amount of stimulation.

With-

drawal

Stick sole of foot with a stimulus

like a pin.

This causes the foot to withdraw.

Flexing of the knee to hip occurs.

Decreases after the 10th day of

birth

This protects the infant from excessive unpleasant

tactile stimulation.

Rooting Touch cheek near the corner of

the mouth.

The infant's head will turn

towards the site of stimulation.

3 weeks (due to the voluntary

response that is now capable for

infant to do at this time)

This reflex helps baby to find the mothers' nipple.

Sucking Place fingers in infant's mouth. The infant will suck finger

rhythmically.

4 months (voluntary sucking will

come about)

This helps with feeding.

Swimming Place the baby in pool of water

face down.

The baby paddles and kicks in

swimming movements.

4 to 6 month This helps baby to survive if dropped into the water.

Moro Hold infant in a cradling

horizontal position and slightly

lower the baby in a fast motion

toward the ground while making a

loud sound.

The baby will make an embrac-

ing motion and arch its back

extending its legs and throwing

its arms outward. Finally, it will

bring the arms in toward its body

6 months In the evolutionary past this may have helped the

baby cling to the mother.

Palmar

grasp

Place the finger in baby's palm

and press against the palm.

The baby will immediately grasp

the finger.

3 to 4 months This prepares infant for voluntary grasping.

Tonic

neck

Turn the baby's head to one side

while the baby is awake.

This will cause the baby to

extend one arm in front of its eye

or to the side to which the head

has been turned.

4 months This may prepare for voluntary reaching.

Stepping Hold the baby under the arm and

permit the bare feet of the baby

to touch a flat surface.

The baby will lift one foot after

the other in a stepping fashion.

2 months (this applies to a baby

who has gained weight. For baby

who is not as heavy, this reflex

may be submissive.)

This prepares the baby for voluntary walking.

Babinski Touch the foot in a stroking

manner from the toe toward the

heel.

The baby's toes will fan out and

curl as the foot twists inward.

8 to 12 months Unknown

5.7 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here3

1. Located under the hardest bone in the body, these control not only hearing but also a

sense of gravity and motion:

A) The incus and the stapes

B) The pinna and the ear drum

C) the vestibular nerve and the semicircular canals

D) The eustachian tube and the stapes

2. The retina does the following;

A) allows vision in light and dark, using cones and rods

B) Gives depth perception using binocular vision

C) Contains the ciliary muscles that control the shape of the lens

D) Protects and supports the shape of the eye

3. This is the reason that we stop feeling the clothes that we are wearing

A) Merkel’s Discs are somewhat rigid in structure, and the fact that they are not encapsu-

lated, causes them to have a sustained response

B) Meissner’s corpuscle are rapidly adapting or phasic, the action potentials generated

quickly decrease and eventually cease

C) Ruffini corpuscles is a class of slowly adapting mechanoreceptor

D) Pacinian corpuscles allow sodium ions to influx in, creating a receptor potential

3
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Senses
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4. When eating a piece of candy, I will use the following to sense that it is sweet

A) Fungiform papillae

B) Filiform papillae

C) Foliate papillae

D) Circumvallate papillae

E) All of the above

5. If I have a cold, food may not taste as good to me because

A) The nerve fibrils are not functioning properly

B) My food will taste the same; taste and smell have nothing in common

C) Papilla become blocked by mucus and are unable to function

D) Olfaction, taste and trigeminal receptors together contribute to the flavor of my food

6. Walking from a well lit room into a dark room would cause the following to occur

A) The sclera in the eye to open and eventually allow me to see in the dark

B) The extraocular muscles in the eye to open and eventually allow me to see in the dark

C) The cones in the eye to open and eventually allow me to see in the dark

D) the rods in the eye to open and eventually allow me to see in the dark

7. Hair cells in the ear

A) Are the actual sensory receptors that will fire off action potentials when they are dis-

turbed

B) Show a graded response, instead of the spikes typical of other neurons

C) “Rub” against the overhanging tectorial membrane

D) All of the above

8. Eyesight decreases with age because

A) Older eyes receive much less light at the retina

B) There are numerous eye diseases that can affect an older eye

C) The extent to which the pupil dilates decreases with age

D) all of the above

9. Teens walking off of a roller coaster in Magic Mountain seem to have vertigo because

A) The fluid in the auricle has not stopped moving causing conflicts with the information

coming from your vision

B) the fluid in the cochlea has not stopped moving causing conflicts with the information

coming from your vision
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C) The fluid in the tympanic membrane has not stopped moving causing conflicts with the

information coming from your vision

D) The fluid in the stirrup has not stopped moving causing conflicts with the information

coming from your vision

10. These receptors react to foods treated with monosodium glutamate

A) Salt

B) Sour

C) Bitter

D) Sweet

E) Umami

11. What senses fall under the category of chemoreception?

A) Hearing and smell

B) Touch and hearing

C) Vision and taste

D) Taste and smell

5.8 Glossary

Anosmia: Lack of olfaction, or a loss of the sense of smell

Auditory Canal: Tube from the auditory meatus or opening of the ear to the tympanic

membrane

Auditory Tube: Either of the paired tubes connecting the middle ears to the nasopharynx;

equalizes air pressure on the two sides of the eardrum

Chemoreception: Physiological response of a sense organ to a chemical stimulus

Choroid: Vascular layer of the eye lying between the retina and the sclera

Circumvallate papillae: Papillae that are present on the back of the oral part of the

tongue

Cochlea: Is concerned with hearing, resembling a shell of a snail

Dysosmia: When things smell differently than they should

Equilibrium: Sense of balance

Extraocular muscles: Six muscles that control eye movements: lateral rectus, medial

rectus, inferior rectus, superior rectus, inferior oblique and superior oblique

Filiform papillae: Thin, longer papillae that don't contain taste buds but are the most

numerous

Foliate papillae: Ridges and grooves towards the posterior part of the tongue
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Fungiform papillae: These are present mostly at the apex (tip) of the tongue- slightly

mushroom shaped

Gustation: The sense of taste

Hair Cell: Mechanosensors for hearing, columnar cells each with a bundle of 100-200

specialized cilia at the top

Haptic: From the Greek Haphe, means pertaining to the sense of touch

Hyposmia: Decreased ability to smell

Inner Ear: Innermost part of the ear, contains the cochlea, vestibule and semi-circular

canals

Mechanoreceptor: Sensory receptor that responds to mechanical pressure or distortion

Meissner's Corpuscle: Encapsulated unmyelinated nerve endings, usually found in areas

sensitive to light touch

Middle Ear: Air filled cavity behind the eardrum, includes most of the eardrum and ear

bones

Nasopharynx: Nasal part of the pharynx that lies behind the nose and above the level of

the soft palate

Nociception: The perception of pain

Olfaction: The sense of smell

Otitis Media: An inflammation of the middle ear

Outer Ear: External portion of the ear, includes the auricle, ear canal and surface of the

ear drum

Oval Window: Fenestra that has the base of the stapes attached to it

Pacinian Corpuscles: Detect gross pressure changes and vibrations

Papilla: Specialized epithelial cells that are small projections on the top of the tongue

Perception: The brain’s interpretation of a sensation

Phantosmia: Phenomenon of smelling odors that aren't really present (AKA Phantom

odors)

Photoreceptors: Specialized type of neuron found in the eye's retina that is capable of

phototransduction

Pinna: Auricle of the ear

Retina: Thin layer of neural cells that lines the back of the eyeball of vertebrates and some

cephalopods

Round Window: Fenestra leading into the cochlea

Sclera: White outer coating of the eye- gives the eye its shape and helps to protect the

delicate inner parts

Semicircular Canals: Certain canals of the inner ear
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Sensation: Occurs when nerve impulses arrive in the brain

Sensory adaptation: A decrease in response to stimuli

Stapes: One of the small bones in the tympanum of the ear; the stirrups bone

Tactition: The sense of pressure perception, generally in the skin

Tympanic Membrane: The membrane in the ear that vibrates to produce sound

Umami: Japanese word meaning savory or meaty- type of taste signal
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6 The Muscular System

The muscular system is the biological system of humans that produces movement. The

muscular system, in vertebrates, is controlled through the nervous system, although some

muscles, like cardiac muscle, can be completely autonomous. Muscle is contractile tissue

and is derived from the mesodermal layer of embryonic germ cells. Its function is to produce

force and cause motion, either locomotion or movement within internal organs. Much of

muscle contraction occurs without conscious thought and is necessary for survival, like the

contraction of the heart or peristalsis, which pushes food through the digestive system.

Voluntary muscle contraction is used to move the body and can be finely controlled, such

as movements of the finger or gross movements that of the biceps and triceps.

Figure 53 Muscle structure

Muscle is composed of muscle cells (sometimes known as ”muscle fibers”). Within the

cells are myofibrils; myofibrils contain sarcomeres which are composed of actin and myosin.

Individual muscle cells are lined with endomysium. Muscle cells are bound together by

perimysium into bundles called fascicles. These bundles are then grouped together to form

muscle, and is lined by epimysium. Muscle spindles are distributed throughout the muscles,

and provide sensory feedback information to the central nervous system. Skeletal muscle,

which involves muscles from the skeletal tissue, is arranged in discrete groups. An example

is the biceps brachii. It is connected by tendons to processes of the skeleton. In contrast,

smooth muscle occurs at various scales in almost every organ, from the skin (in which it

controls erection of body hair) to the blood vessels and digestive tract (in which it controls

the caliber of a lumen and peristalsis, respectively).
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Figure 54 A top-down view of skeletal muscle

There are approximately 640 skeletal muscles in the human body (see list of muscles of the

human body). Contrary to popular belief, the number of muscle fibers cannot be increased

through exercise; instead the muscle cells simply get bigger. It is however believed that

myofibrils have a limited capacity for growth through hypertrophy and will split if subject

to increased demand. There are three basic types of muscles in the body (smooth, cardiac,

and skeletal). While they differ in many regards, they all use actin sliding against myosin

to create muscle contraction and relaxation. In skeletal muscle, contraction is stimulated

at each cell by nervous impulses that releases acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junction,

creating action potentials along the cell membrane. All skeletal muscle and many smooth

muscle contractions are stimulated by the binding of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine.

Muscular activity accounts for most of the body's energy consumption. Muscles store

energy for their own use in the form of glycogen, which represents about 1% of their mass.

Glycogen can be rapidly converted to glucose when more energy is necessary.

6.1 Types

There are three types of muscles:
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Figure 55

• Smooth muscle or ”involuntary muscle” consists of spindle shaped muscle cells found

within the walls of organs and structures such as the esophagus, stomach, intestines,

bronchi, uterus, ureters, bladder, and blood vessels. Smooth muscle cells contain only

one nucleus and no striations.

• Cardiac muscle is also an ”involuntary muscle” but it is striated in structure and ap-

pearance. Like smooth muscle, cardiac muscle cells contain only one nucleus. Cardiac

muscle is found only within the heart.

• Skeletal muscle or ”voluntary muscle” is anchored by tendons to the bone and is used

to effect skeletal movement such as locomotion. Skeletal muscle cells are multinucleated

with the nuclei peripherally located. Skeletal muscle is called 'striated' because of the

longitudinally striped appearance under light microscopy. Functions of the skeletal muscle

include:

• Support of the body

• Aids in bone movement

• Helps maintain a constant temperature throughout the body

• Assists with the movement of cardiovascular and lymphatic vessels through contractions

• Protection of internal organs and contributing to joint stability

Cardiac and skeletal muscle are striated in that they contain sarcomere and are packed into

highly-regular arrangements of bundles; smooth muscle has neither. Striated muscle is often

used in short, intense bursts, whereas smooth muscle sustains longer or even near-permanent

contractions.

Skeletal muscle is further divided into several subtypes:

• Type I, slow oxidative, slow twitch, or ”red” muscle is dense with capillaries and is rich in

mitochondria and myoglobin, giving the muscle tissue its characteristic red color. It can

carry more oxygen and sustain aerobic activity.

• Type II, fast twitch, muscle has three major kinds that are, in order of increasing con-

tractile speed:

• a) Type IIa, which, like slow muscle, is aerobic, rich in mitochondria and capillaries

and appears red.

• b) Type IIx (also known as type IId), which is less dense in mitochondria and myoglobin.

This is the fastest muscle type in humans. It can contract more quickly and with a

greater amount of force than oxidative muscle, but can sustain only short, anaerobic

bursts of activity before muscle contraction becomes painful (often attributed to a
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build-up of lactic acid). N.B. in some books and articles this muscle in humans was,

confusingly, called type IIB

• c) Type IIb, which is anaerobic, glycolytic, ”white” muscle that is even less dense in

mitochondria and myoglobin. In small animals like rodents or rabbits this is the major

fast muscle type, explaining the pale color of their meat.

For most muscles, contraction occurs as a result of conscious effort originating in the brain.

The brain sends signals, in the form of action potentials, through the nervous system to

the motor neuron that innervates the muscle fiber. However, some muscles (such as the

heart) do not contract as a result of conscious effort. These are said to be autonomic. Also,

it is not always necessary for the signals to originate from the brain. Reflexes are fast,

unconscious muscular reactions that occur due to unexpected physical stimuli. The action

potentials for reflexes originate in the spinal cord instead of the brain.

There are three general types of muscle contractions, skeletal muscle contractions, heart

muscle contractions, and smooth muscle contractions.

6.2 Muscular System Working With Other Body Systems

• 1. Homeostasis

• 2. Protection

• 3. Calcium Metabolism

• 4. Maintaining Body Temperature

6.3 Skeletal Muscle Contractions

Steps of a skeletal muscle contraction:

• An action potential reaches the axon of the motor neuron.

• The action potential activates voltage gated calcium ion channels on the axon, and cal-

cium rushes in.

• The calcium causes acetylcholine vesicles in the axon to fuse with the membrane, releasing

the acetylcholine into the cleft between the axon and the motor end plate of the muscle

fiber.

• The skeletal muscle fiber is excited by large myelinated nerve fibers which attach to the

neuromuscular junction. There is one neuromuscular junction for each fiber.

• The acetylcholine diffuses across the cleft and binds to nicotinic receptors on the motor

end plate, opening channels in the membrane for sodium and potassium. Sodium rushes

in, and potassium rushes out. However, because sodium is more permeable, the muscle

fiber membrane becomes more positively charged, triggering an action potential.

• The action potential on the muscle fiber causes the sarcoplasmic reticulum to release

calcium ions(Ca++).

• The calcium binds to the troponin present on the thin filaments of the myofibrils. The

troponin then allosterically modulates the tropomyosin. Normally the tropomyosin phys-

ically obstructs binding sites for cross-bridge; once calcium binds to the troponin, the

troponin forces the tropomyosin to move out of the way, unblocking the binding sites.
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• The cross-bridge (which is already in a ready-state) binds to the newly uncovered binding

sites. It then delivers a power stroke.

• ATP binds the cross-bridge, forcing it to conform in such a way as to break the actin-

myosin bond. Another ATP is split to energize the cross bridge again.

• Steps 7 and 8 repeat as long as calcium is present on thin filament.

• Throughout this process, the calcium is actively pumped back into the sarcoplasmic

reticulum. When no longer present on the thin filament, the tropomyosin changes back

to its previous state, so as to block the binding sites again. The cross-bridge then ceases

binding to the thin filament, and the contractions cease as well.

• Muscle contraction remains as long as Ca++ is abundant in sarcoplasm.

Types of Contractions:

• Isometric contraction–muscle does not shorten during contraction and does not require

the sliding of myofibrils but muscles are stiff.

• Isotonic contraction–inertia is used to move or work. More energy is used by the muscle

and contraction lasts longer than isometric contraction. Isotonic muscle contraction is

divided into two categories: concentric, where the muscle fibers shorten as the muscle

contracts (ie. biceps brachialis on the up phase of a biceps curl); and eccentric, where

the muscle fibers lengthen as they contract (ie. biceps brachialis on the down phase of a

biceps curl).

• Twitch–exciting the nerve to a muscle or by passing electrical stimulus through muscle

itself. Some fibers contract quickly while others contract slowly.

• Tonic -maintaining postural tone against the force of gravity.

The Efficiency of Muscle Contraction:

• Only about 20% of input energy converts into muscular work. The rest of the energy is

heat.

• 50% of energy from food is used in ATP formation.

• If a muscle contraction is slow or without movement, energy is lost as maintenance heat.

• If muscle contraction is rapid, energy is used to overcome friction.

Summation of Muscle Contraction: It is the adding together of individual muscle twitches

to make strong muscle movements.

• Multiple motor unit summation–increasing number of motor units contracting simulta-

neously.

• Wave summation–increasing rapidity of contraction of individual motor units.

• Tetanization–higher frequency successive contractions fuse together and cannot be dis-

tinguished from one another.

6.4 Sliding Filament theory

When a muscle contracts, the actin is pulled along myosin toward the center of the sarcomere

until the actin and myosin filaments are completely overlapped. The H zone becomes smaller

and smaller due to the increasing overlap of actin and myosin filaments, and the muscle

shortens. Thus when the muscle is fully contracted, the H zone is no longer visible (as in

the bottom diagram, left). Note that the actin and myosin filaments themselves do not

change length, but instead slide past each other.
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6.4.1 Cellular Action of Skeletal Muscles

During cellular respiration the mitochondria, within skeletal muscle cells, convert glucose

from the blood to carbon dioxide and water in the process of producing ATP (see cell phys-

iology1). ATP is needed for all muscular movement. When the need of ATP in the muscle is

higher than the cells can produce with aerobic respiration, the cells will produce extra ATP

in a process called anaerobic respiration. The first step of aerobic respiration(glycolysis)

produces two ATP per glucose molecule. When the rest of the aerobic respiration pathway

is occupied the pyruvate molecule can be converted to lactic acid. This method produces

much less ATP than the aerobic method, but it does it faster and allows the muscles to

do a bit more than if they relied solely on ATP production from aerobic respiration. The

drawback to this method is that lactic acid accumulates and causes the muscles to fatigue.

They will eventually stop contracting until the breakdown of lactic acid is sufficient to al-

low for movement once again. People experience this most noticeably when they repeatedly

lift heavy things such as weights or sprint for a long distance. Muscle soreness sometimes

occurs after vigorous activity, and is often misunderstood by the general public to be the

result of lactic acid buildup. This is a misconception because the muscle does fatigue from

lactic acid buildup, but it does not stay in the muscle tissue long enough to cause tissue

breakdown or soreness. During heavy breathing, following exercise, the cells are converting

the lactic acid either back into glucose or converting it to pyruvate and sending it through

the additional steps of aerobic respiration. By the time a person is breathing normally again

the lactic acid has been removed. The soreness is actually from small tears in the fibers

themselves. After the fibers heal they will increase in size. The number of mitochondria

will also increase if there is continued demand for additional ATP. Hence, through exercise

the muscles can increase in both strength and endurance.

Another misconception is that as the muscle increases in size it also gains more fibers. This

is not true. The fibers themselves increase in size rather than in quantity. The same holds

true for adipose tissue–fat cells do not increase in number, but rather the amount of lipids

(oil) in the cells increase.

Muscle fibers are also genetically programmed to reach a certain size and stop growing from

there, so after a while even the hardest working weightlifter will only reach a certain level of

strength and endurance. Some people will get around this by taking steroids. The artificial

steroids cause all sorts of trouble for the person. They can cause the adrenal glands to

stop producing corticosteroids and glucosteroids. This leads to the atrophy of the gland's

medulla and causes permanent loss of the production of these hormones. The testicles may

also atrophy in response to steroids. Eventually the testes will stop making testosterone

and sperm, rendering the male infertile.

One of the more serious problems associated with abnormal gain of muscle mass is heart

failure. While for most people gaining muscle and losing fat is desirable, a body builder

is at risk of producing more muscle mass than the heart can handle. One pound of fat

contains about 3.5 miles of blood vessels, but one pound of muscle has about 6.5 miles.

Hence, additional muscle causes the heart to pump more blood. Some people that have

too much muscle will be very strong but will not have a healthy aerobic endurance, in part

because of the difficulty of providing oxygenated blood to so much tissue.

1 Chapter 2 on page 23
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Sliding filament theory2

This link shows the animation of the sliding filament theory.

explanation and image of sliding filament theory3

this link gives a better demonstration of the theory with the explanation.

6.5 Involuntary Muscle Movement

Spasms

When Smooth and skeletal muscles go through multiple spasms it is referred either as seizure

or convulsion.

Cramps

Strenuous activities can cause painful spasms that are long, this is referred to as cramps.

6.6 Injury

Sprain

An injury to a joint that involves a stretched or torn ligament.

Muscle Strain

A strain occurs when a muscle or the tendon that attaches it to the bone is overstretched

or torn. Muscle strains are also called pulled muscles. Who gets it?

Anyone can strain a muscle. However, people involved in sports or other forms of strenuous

exercise are more likely to strain a muscle. What causes it?

Muscles are bunches of fibers that can contract. Muscle strains usually occur during activ-

ities that require the muscle to tighten forcefully. The muscle is strained either because it

is not properly stretched, or warmed up, before the activity; it is too weak; or because the

muscle is already injured and not allowed time to recover. So, many muscle strains occur

during exercise or sports activities. They can also occur when lifting heavy objects. What

are the symptoms?

When a muscle is strained, it hurts and is difficult to move. You may also feel a burning

sensation in the area of the injured muscle, or feel as though something has ”popped.”

Sometimes the area of the strained muscle looks bruised or swells. A strained muscle might

spasm, which means it contracts suddenly and involuntarily, causing severe pain. How is it

diagnosed?

To diagnose a muscle strain, your doctor will examine the painful area, and ask how and

when the injury happened. He or she may order other diagnostic tests, such as x-rays, to

rule out any injury to the bone.

2 http://3dotstudio.com/zz.html

3 http://www.ucl.ac.uk/~sjjgsca/muscleSlidingFilament.html
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What is the treatment?

Muscle strains are treated with rest, ice, compression, and elevation, or RICE. You will be

told to rest the injured area to reduce pain and swelling. If the strain is in the leg or foot

area, you may need to use crutches. Ice packs are recommended at regular intervals (as

recommended by your doctor) over the first few days after the injury. Ice causes the blood

vessels to constrict, which reduces inflammation and pain. Anti-inflammatory medications

might also be used to relieve pain. Compression and elevation help to reduce swelling. Your

doctor may also recommend physical therapy to speed your recovery. You should avoid the

type of activity that caused the injury until the muscle is completely healed. Self-care tips

You can prevent muscle strains by warming up for at least 10 minutes before participating

in any strenuous exercise or heavy lifting. When you warm up, you increase the blood

circulation to the muscle and prepare it for exercise. When starting any new exercise

program or sport, it's important to begin gradually so your muscles are conditioned for the

activity.

6.6.1 Steroids

Anabolic steroids, which are synthetic versions of the primary male sex hormone testos-

terone, can be injected, taken orally, or used transdermally. These drugs are Controlled

Substances that can be prescribed to treat conditions such as body wasting in patients with

AIDS, and other diseases that occur when the body produces abnormally low amounts of

testosterone. However, the doses prescribed to treat these medical conditions are 10 to 100

times lower than the doses that are used for performance enhancement.

Let me be clear:- while anabolic steroids can enhance certain types of performance or ap-

pearance,they are dangerous drugs, and when used inappropriately, they can cause a host

of severe, long-lasting, and often irreversible negative health consequences. These drugs can

stunt the height of growing adolescents, masculinize women, and alter sex characteristics of

men. Anabolic steroids can lead to premature heart attacks, strokes, liver tumors, kidney

failure and serious psychiatric problems. In addition, because steroids are often injected,

users risk contracting or transmitting HIV or hepatitis.

Abuse of anabolic steroids differs from the abuse of other illicit substances because the

initial use of anabolic steroids is not driven by the immediate euphoria that accompanies

most drugs of abuse, such as cocaine, heroin, and marijuana, but by the desire of the

user to change their appearance and performance, characteristics of great importance to

adolescents. These effects of steroids can boost confidence and strength leading the user to

overlook the potential serious long-term damage that these substances can cause.

Government agencies such as NIDA support research that increases our understanding of

the impact of steroid use and improves our ability to prevent abuse of these drugs. For

example, NIDA funding led to the development of two highly effective programs that not

only prevent anabolic steroid abuse among male and female high school athletes, but also

promote other healthy behaviors and attitudes. The ATLAS (targeting male athletes) and

ATHENA (targeting female athletes) programs have been adopted by schools in 29 states

and Puerto Rico. Both Congress and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services

Administration have endorsed ATLAS and ATHENA as model prevention programs, which

could and should be implemented in more communities throughout the country.
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In addition to these prevention programs and other research efforts, also has invested in

public education efforts to increase awareness about the dangers of steroid abuse. We have

material on our website about steroid abuse at www.steroidabuse.gov and in April 2005 we

again will distribute a ”Game Plan” public service announcement designed to bring attention

to abuse of anabolic steroids.

Research has shown that the inappropriate use of anabolic steroids can have catastrophic

medical, psychiatric and behavioral consequences.

I hope that students, parents, teachers, coaches and others will take advantage of the

information on our website about anabolic steroids abuse and join us in our prevention and

education efforts. Participating in sports offers many benefits, but young people and adults

shouldn't take unnecessary health risks in an effort to win.(Nora D. Volkow, M.D.)

-Human-made substances related to male sex hormones. Some athletes abuse anabolic

steroids to enhance performance. Abuse of anabolic steroids can lead to serious health

problems, some of which are irreversible.

Major side effects can include liver tumors and cancer, jaundice, high blood pressure, kidney

tumors, severe acne, and trembling. In males, side effects may include shrinking of the

testicles and breast development. In females, side effects may include growth of facial hair,

menstrual changes, and deepened voice. In teenagers, growth may be halted prematurely

and permanently.

The therapeutic use of steroids can be realized by patients and their doctors by using them

in a manner that is beneficial to the person.

6.6.2 MyoD and other muscular factors

MyoD is a protein and a transcription factor that activates muscle cell differentiation by

turning on transcription of specific regulatory genes. It turns stem cells into myoblasts, a

cell that can turn into many muscle cell, also called ”muscle stem cell”. MyoD belongs to

a family of proteins knowns as myogenic regulatory factor(MRFs). MyoD can also turn on

transcription of its own regulatory genes (MyoD protein coding genes), and this means that

it can produce more of itself. The positive feedback turns on transcription of other muscle

proteins, cell cycle blockers, and microRNA-206. One of the main actions of MyoD is to

remove cells from the cell cycle by enhancing the transcription of p21The function of MyoD

is to commit mesoderm cells to a skeletal lineage. MyoD can also regulate muscle repair.

One of the main actions of MyoD is to remove cells from the cell cycle by enhancing the

transcription of p21. Bidirectional Signalling- muscle cells and nerves cells send signals back

and forth to each other. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis(ALS) is a loss of motor neuron and

this blocks the formation of neuromuscular junctions. Therefore, no muscle growth which

means a potential of leading to paralysis. Stephen Hawking suffers from this disease.

6.6.3 Muscle Homeostasis

MicroRNA-206 indirectly forms neuromuscular junctions with motor neurons. Neuromus-

cular junction sends synaptic signals to MyoD and this blocks MyoD and stops or limits

muscle development. Myostatin is a protein that also blocks MyoD. Without myostatin,

muscle development increases.
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Myostatin Mutations In Sheep: they can have a mutant myostatin that causes microRNA-

206 to block myostatin translation

Myostatin Mutations In Humans: humans with mutant myostatin will develop lots of muscle

(like a body builder) is possible to create a drug that blocks myostatin production.

6.7 Smooth Muscle Contraction

• Contractions are initiated by an influx of calcium which binds to calmodulin.

• The calcium-calmodulin complex binds to and activates myosin light-chain kinase.

• Myosin light-chain kinase phosphorylates myosin light-chains using ATP, causing them

to interact with actin filaments.

• Powerstroke.

• Calcium is actively pumped out of the cell by receptor regulated channels. A second

messanger, IP3, causes the release.

• As calcium is removed the calcium-calmodulin complex breaks away from the myosin

light-chain kinase, stopping phosphorylation.

• Myosin phophatase dephosphorylates the myosin. If the myosin was bound to an actin

molecule, the release is slow, this is called a latch state. In this manner, smooth muscle

is able to stay contracted for some time without the use of much ATP. If the myosin was

not bound to an actin chain it loses its affinity for actin.

•

It should be noted that ATP is still needed for crossbridge cycling, and that there is no re-

serve, such as creatine phosphate, available. Most ATP is created from aerobic metabolism,

however anaerobic production may take place in times of low oxygen concentrations.

6.8 Cardiac Muscle

Cardiac muscle is found in the hearts of humans. They are shaped like skeletal muscles

but work like smooth muscles. The cardiac muscle is responsible for the contractility of the

heart and, therefore, the pumping action.

6.9 ATP in the Human Body

Muscles cells, like all cells, use ATP as an energy source. The total quantity of ATP in the

human body at any one time is about 0.1 Mole. The energy used by human cells requires the

hydrolysis of 200 to 300 moles of ATP daily. This means that each ATP molecule is recycled

2000 to 3000 times during a single day. ATP cannot be stored, hence its consumption must

closely follow its synthesis. On a per-hour basis, 1 kilogram of ATP is created, processed

and then recycled in the body. Looking at it another way, a single cell uses about 10 million

ATP molecules per second to meet its metabolic needs, and recycles all of its ATP molecules

about every 20-30 seconds.
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6.10 Lactic Acid

Catabolized carbohydrates is known as glycolysis. The end product of glycolysis, pyruvate

can go into different directions depending on aerobic or anaerobic conditions. In aerobic

it goes through the Krebs cycle and in anaerobic it goes through the Cori cycle. In the

Cori cycle pyruvate is converted to lactate, this forms lactic acid, lactic acid causes muscle

fatigue. In the aerobic conditions pyruvate goes through the Krebs cycle. For more about

Krebs cycle refer to chapter 2 Cell Physiology.

6.11 Muscle Disorders

6.11.1 Dermatomyositis and Polymyositis

Dermatomyositis and polymyositis cause inflammation of the muscles. They are rare dis-

orders, affecting only about one in 100,000 people per year. More women than men are

affected. Although the peak age of onset is in the 50s, the disorders can occur at any age.

Signs and symptoms — Patients complain of muscle weakness that usually worsens over

several months, though in some cases symptoms come on suddenly. The affected muscles

are close to the trunk (as opposed to in the wrists or feet), involving for example the hip,

shoulder, or neck muscles. Muscles on both sides of the body are equally affected. In

some cases, muscles are sore or tender. Some patients have involvement of the muscles of

the pharynx (throat) or the esophagus (the tube leading from the throat to the stomach),

causing problems with swallowing. In some cases, this leads to food being misdirected from

the esophagus to the lungs, causing severe pneumonia.

In dermatomyositis, there is a rash, though sometimes the rash resolves before muscle

problems occur. A number of different types of rash can occur, including rashes on the

fingers, the chest and shoulders, or on the upper eyelids (show picture 1-3). In rare cases,

the rash of dermatomyositis appears but myopathy never develops.

Other problems sometimes associated with these diseases include fever, weight loss, arthritis,

cold-induced color changes in the fingers or toes (Raynaud phenomenon), and heart or lung

problems.

6.11.2 Muscle Atrophy

Alternative names : Atrophy of the muscles, Muscle wasting, Wasting

The majority of muscle atrophy in the general population results from disuse. People with

sedentary jobs and senior citizens with decreased activity can lose muscle tone and develop

significant atrophy. This type of atrophy is reversible with vigorous exercise. Bed-ridden

people can undergo significant muscle wasting. Astronauts, free of the gravitational pull of

Earth, can develop decreased muscle tone and loss of calcium from their bones following

just a few days of weightlessness.

Muscle atrophy resulting from disease rather than disuse is generally one of two types,

that resulting from damage to the nerves that supply the muscles, and disease of the muscle

itself. Examples of diseases affecting the nerves that control muscles would be poliomyelitis,

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS or Lou Gehrig's disease), and Guillain-Barre syndrome.
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Examples of diseases affecting primarily the muscles would include muscular dystrophy,

myotonia congenita, and myotonic dystrophy as well as other congenital, inflammatory or

metabolic myopathies.

Even minor muscle atrophy usually results in some loss of mobility or power.

Common Causes

• some atrophy that occurs normally with ageing

• cerebrovascular accident (stroke)

• spinal cord injury

• peripheral nerve injury (peripheral neuropathy)

• other injury

• prolonged immobilization

• osteoarthritis

• rheumatoid arthritis

• prolonged corticosteroid therapy

• diabetes (diabetic neuropathy)

• burns

• poliomyelitis

• amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS or Lou Gehrig's disease)

• Guillain-Barre syndrome

• muscular dystrophy

• myotonia congenita

• myotonic dystrophy

• myopathy

6.11.3 Muscular Dystrophy

Muscular dystrophy (MD) is a group of rare inherited muscle diseases in which muscle

fibers are unusually susceptible to damage. Muscles, primarily voluntary muscles, become

progressively weaker. In the late stages of muscular dystrophy, muscle fibers are often

replaced by fat and connective tissue. In some types of muscular dystrophy, heart muscles,

other involuntary muscles and other organs are affected.

The most common types of muscular dystrophy appear to be due to a genetic deficiency

of the muscle protein dystrophin. There's no cure for muscular dystrophy, but medications

and therapy can slow the course of the disease.

6.12 Medical Mysteries

Sleep Twitches

The twitching phenomenon that happens in the early stage of sleep is called a hypnagogic

massive jerk, or simply a hypnic jerk. It has also been referred to as a sleep start. There has

been little research on this topic, but there have been some theories put forth. When the

body drifts off into sleep, it undergoes physiological changes related to body temperature,

breathing rate and muscular tone. Hypnic jerks may be the result of muscle changes.

Another theory suggests that the transition from the waking to the sleeping state signals
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the body to relax. But the brain may interpret the relaxation as a sign of falling and then

signal the arms and legs to wake up. Electroencephalogram studies have shown sleep starts

affect almost 10 percent of the population regularly, 80 percent occasionally, and another

10 percent rarely.

Muscle movement or twitching also may take place during the Rapid Eye Movement, or

REM, phase of sleep. This also is the time when dreams occur. During the REM phase,

all voluntary muscular activity stops with a drop in muscle tone, but some individuals may

experience slight eyelid or ear twitching or slight jerks. Some people with REM behavioral

disorder, or RBD, may experience more violent muscular twitching and full-fledged activity

during sleep. This is because they do not achieve muscle paralysis, and as a result, act

out their dreams. Researchers think that people with RBD lack neurological barriers that

define the different stages of sleep. New research done by the Mayo Clinic and published in

the July 2003 issue of Sleep Medicine shows that melatonin can help lessen RBD symptoms.

Resources:

Sleep twitches, or myoclonic jerks, as they are sometimes called, are explained in easily

understood language on this website.

Learn more about REM Behavior Disorder, or RBD, and treatment for sufferers.

View information about various sleep disorders such as insomnia, apnea, and narcolepsy.

6.13 Microbiology

Clostridium tetani

Tetanus

Normally a nerve impulse initiates contraction of a muscle. At the same time, an opposing

muscle receives the signal to relax so as not to oppose the contraction. Tetanus toxin

blocks the relaxation, so both sets of muscle contract. The usual cause of tetany is lack

of calcium, but excess of phosphate (high phosphate-to-calcium ratio) can also trigger the

spasms.

Clostridium botulinum

Infant botulism (floppy baby syndrome) the most common form of botulism in the U.S. of

the four forms of botulism.

If ingested, the toxin is absorbed in the intestine, goes to the blood, and on to the nervous

system. It acts on the peripheral nervous system by blocking the impulse that is normally

passes along to the nervous system. By blocking the impulse that is normally passed along

to motor end plates so the muscle contraction can be released, resulting in paralysis.

6.14 Glossary

Actin
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A protein that forms a long polymer rods called microfilaments; Interacts with myosin to

cause movement in muscles.

ATP

”Adenosine Triphosphate” is a nucleotide that comes from adenosine that takes place in

muscle tissue: This provides a large source of energy for cellular reactions.

Cardiac muscle

is also an ”involuntary muscle” but it's a specialized kind of muscle found only within the

heart.

Clostridium botulinum

A pathogen that causes botulism, gram stain positive, morphology is rod shaped, grows

in anaerobic conditions, and produces spores.

Clostridium tetani

A pathogen that causes lock jaw, gram stain positive, morphology is tennis racket shaped

rod, grows in anaerobic conditions, and produces spores.

Cori cycle

In anaerobic conditions produces lactic acid.

Cramp

A localized muscle spasm that happens after strenuous activity.

Glycogen

Glucose that has been converted for energy storage. Muscles store energy for their own

use in this form.

Lactic acid

Causes muscle fatigue.

Muscle

Contractile tissue that is derived from the mesodermal layer of embryonic germ cells.

Muscular Dystrophy

A hereditary disease characterized by progressive atrophy of muscle fibers

Myosin

The fibrous motor protein that uses ATP to drive movements along actin filaments.

Sarcoplasmic Reticulum

Smooth-surfaced tubules forming a plexus around each myofibril that function as a storage

and release area for calcium ions (CA+2).

Skeletal muscle

this ”voluntary muscle” is anchored by tendons to the bone and is used to affect skeletal

movement such as locomotion.
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Smooth muscle

this ”involuntary muscle” is found within the walls of organs and structures such as the

esophagus, stomach, intestines, bronchi, uterus, ureters, bladder, and blood vessels.

Sprain

Injuries that involves a stretched or torn ligament.

Strain

A injury to the muscle or tendon attachment

charitin; a form of drug use to ensure muscle growth.
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7 Blood Physiology

7.1 Overview of Blood

The primary function of blood is to supply oxygen and nutrients as well as constitutional

elements to tissues and to remove waste products. Blood also enables hormones and other

substances to be transported between tissues and organs. Problems with blood composition

or circulation can lead to downstream tissue malfunction. Blood is also involved in main-

taining homeostasis by acting as a medium for transferring heat to the skin and by acting

as a buffer system for bodily pH.

The blood is circulated through the lungs and body by the pumping action of the heart.

The right ventricle pressurizes the blood to send it through the capillaries of the lungs,

while the left ventricle re-pressurizes the blood to send it throughout the body. Pressure is

essentially lost in the capillaries, hence gravity and especially the actions of skeletal muscles

are needed to return the blood to the heart.
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Figure 56 Blood circulation from the heart to the lungs.

7.1.1 Gaseous Exchange

Oxygen (O2) is the most immediate need of every cell and is carried throughout the body

by the blood circulation. Oxygen is used at the cellular level as the final electron acceptor in

the electron transport chain (the primary method of generating ATP for cellular reactions).

Oxygen is carried in the blood bound to hemoglobin molecules within red blood cells.

Hemoglobin binds oxygen when passing through the alveoli of the lungs and releases oxygen

in the warmer, more acidic environment of bodily tissues, via simple diffusion.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is removed from tissues by blood and released into the air via

the lungs. Carbon dioxide is produced by cells as they undergo the processes of cellular

respiration (particularly the Kreb's Cycle). The molecules are produced from carbons that

were originally part of glucose. Most of the carbon dioxide combines with water and is
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carried in the plasma as bicarbonate ions. An excess of carbon dioxide (through exercise,

or from holding ones breath) quickly shifts the blood pH to being more acidic (acidosis).

Chemoreceptors in the brain and major blood vessels detect this shift and stimulate the

breathing center of the brain (the medulla oblongata). Hence, as CO2 levels build up and

the blood becomes more acidic, we involuntarily breathe faster, thus lowering CO2 levels

and stabilizing blood pH. In contrast, a person who is hyperventilating (such as during a

panic attack) will expire more CO2 than being produced in the body and the blood will

become too alkaline (alkalosis).

7.2 Blood Composition

Blood is a circulating tissue composed of fluid plasma and cells (red blood cells, white

blood cells, platelets). Anatomically, blood is considered a connective tissue, due to its

origin in the bones and its function. Blood is the means and transport system of the body

used in carrying elements (e.g. nutrition, waste, heat) from one location in the body to

another, by way of blood vessels.

Blood is made of two parts:

1. Plasma which makes up 55% of blood volume.

2. Formed cellular elements (red and white blood cells, and platelets) which combine to

make the remaining 45% of blood volume.

7.2.1 Plasma makeup

Plasma is made up of 90% water, 7-8% soluble proteins (albumin maintains bloods osmotic

integrity, others clot, etc), 1% carbon-dioxide, and 1% elements in transit. One percent of

the plasma is salt, which helps with the pH of the blood. The largest group of solutes in

plasma contains three important proteins to be discussed. There are: albumins, globulins,

and clotting proteins.

Albumins are the most common group of proteins in plasma and consist of nearly two-

thirds of them (60-80%). They are produced in the liver. The main function of albumins

is to maintain the osmotic balance between the blood and tissue fluids and is called colloid

osmotic pressure. In addition, albumins assist in transport of different materials, such as

vitamins and certain molecules and drugs (e.g. bilirubin, fatty acids, and penicillin).

Globulins are a diverse group of proteins, designated into three groups: gamma, alpha, and

beta. Their main function is to transport various substances in the blood. Gamma globulins

assist the body's immune system in defense against infections and illness.

Clotting proteins are mainly produced in the liver as well. There are at least 12 substances,

known as ”clotting factors” that participate in the clotting process. One important clotting

protein that is part of this group is fibrinogen, one of the main components in the formation

of blood clots. In response to tissue damage, fibrinogen makes fibrin threads, which serve

as adhesive in binding platelets, red blood cells, and other molecules together, to stop the

blood flow. (This will be discussed in more detail later on in the chapter.)
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Plasma also carries Respiratory gases; CO2 in large amounts(about 97%) and O2 in small

amounts(about 3%), various nutrients(glucose, fats), wastes of metabolic exchange(urea,

ammonia), hormones, and vitamins.

Figure 57 Picture of red blood cells.

7.2.2 Red Blood Cells

Overview

Red blood cell (erythrocyte) also known as ”RBCs”. RBCs are formed in the myeloid

tissue or most commonly known as red bone marrow, although when the body is under
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severe conditions the yellow bone marrow, which is also in the fatty places of the marrow in

the body will also make RBCs. The formation of RBCs is called erythropoiesis ( erythro

/ red; poiesis / formation). Red blood cells lose nuclei upon maturation, and take on a

biconcave, dimpled, shape. They are about 7-8 micrometers in diameter. There are about

1000x more red blood cells than white blood cells. RBCs live about 120 days and do not

self repair. RBCs contain hemoglobin which transports oxygen from the lungs to the rest

of the body, such as to the muscles, where it releases the oxygen load.The hemoglobin gets

its red color from their respiratory pigments.

Shape

RBCS have a shape of a disk that appears to be “caved in” or almost flattened in the middle;

this is called bi-concave. This bi-concave shape allows the RBC to carry oxygen and pass

through even the smallest capillaries in the lungs. This shape also allows RBCs to stack

like dinner plates and bend as they flow smoothly through the narrow blood vessels in the

body. RBCs lack a nucleus (no DNA) and no organelles, meaning that these cells cannot

divide or replicate themselves like the cells in our skin and muscles. RBCs have a short life

span of about 120 days, however, as long as our myeloid tissue is working correctly, we will

produce about 2-3 million RBCs per second. That is about 200 billion a day! This allows

us to have more to replace the ones we lose.

Main Component

The main component of the RBC is hemoglobin protein, of which there are about 250

million per cell. The word hemoglobin comes from ”hemo” meaning blood and ”globin”

meaning protein. Hemoglobin is composed of four protein subunits: polypeptide globin

chains that contain anywhere from 141 to 146 amino acids. Hemoglobin is responsible for

the cell’s ability to transport oxygen and carbon dioxide. Hemoglobin, iron, and oxygen

interact with each other, forming the RBCs' bright red color. You can call this interaction

by product oxyhemoglobin. Carbon monoxide binds with hemoglobin faster than oxygen,

and stays bound for several hours, making hemoglobin temporarily unavailable for oxygen

transport. One red blood cell contains about 200 million hemoglobin molecules. If all this

hemoglobin was in the plasma rather than inside the cells, blood would be so ”thick” that

the heart would have a difficult time pumping it through. The thickness of blood is called

viscosity. The greater the viscosity of blood, the more friction there is, and more pressure

is needed to force blood through.

Functions

The main function is the transportation of oxygen throughout the body and the ability of the

blood to carry out carbon dioxide which is called carbamino – hemoglobin. Maintaining

the balance of blood is important. The balance can be measured by the acid and base

levels in the blood. This is called pH. Normal pH of blood ranges between 7.35-7.45; this

normal blood is called alkaline (less acidic than water). A drop in pH is called acidic.

This condition is also called acidosis. A jump in pH higher then 7.45 is called ”alkalosis

”. To maintain the homeostasis (or balance,) the blood has tiny molecules within the RBC

that help prevent drops or increases from happening.
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Figure 58 From left to right diagram of Erythrocyte, Thrombocyte, and

Leukocyte

Destruction

Red blood cells are broken down and hemoglobin is released. The globin part of the

hemoglobin is broken down into amino acid components, which in turn are recycled by

the body. The iron is recovered and returned to the bone marrow to be reused. The heme

portion of the molecule experiences a chemical change and then gets excreted as bile pig-

ment (bilirubin) by the liver. Heme portion after being broken down contributes to the

color of feces and your skin color changing after being bruised.

7.2.3 White Blood Cells

Shape

White blood cells are different from red cells in the fact that they are usually larger in

size 10-14 micrometers in diameter. White blood cells do not contain hemoglobin which

in turn makes them translucent. Many times in diagrams or pictures white blood cells are

represented in a blue color, mainly because blue is the color of the stain used to see the

cells. White blood cells also have nuclei, that are some what segmented and are surrounded

by electrons inside the membrane.

Functions
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White blood cells (leukocytes) are also known as ”WBC's”. White blood cells are made

in the bone marrow but they also divide in the blood and lymphatic systems. They are

commonly amoeboid (cells that move or feed by means of temporary projections, called pseu-

dopods, meaning ”false feet”), and escape the circulatory system through the capillary beds.

The different types of WBC's are Basophils, Eosinophils, Neutrophils, Monocytes,

B- and T-cell lymphocytes. Basophils, Eosinophils, and Neutrophils are all granular

leukocytes. Lymphocytes and Monocytes are agranular leukocytes. Basophils store and

synthesize histamine which is important in allergic reactions. They enter the tissues and

become ”mast cells” which help blood flow to injured tissues by the release of histamine.

Eosinophils are chemotoxic and kill parasites. Neutrophils are the first to act when there is

an infection and are also the most abundant white blood cells. Neutrophils fight bacteria

and viruses by phagocytosis which mean they engulf pathogens that may cause infection.

The life span of a of Neutrophil is only about 12-48 hours. Monocytes are the biggest of the

white blood cells and are responsible for rallying the cells to defend the body. Monocytes

carry out phagocytosis and are also called macrophages. Lymphocytes help with our im-

mune response. There are two Lymphocytes: the B- and T- cell. B-Lymphocytes produce

antibodies that find and mark pathogens for destruction. T-Lymphocytes kill anything that

they deem abnormal to the body.

WBCs are classified by phenotype which can be identified by looking at the WBCs under a

microscope. The Granular phenotype are able to stain blue. The Agranular phenotype are

able to stain red. Neutrophils make up 50-70% of Granular cells Eosinophils make up 2-4%,

and Basophils 0-1%. Monocytes make up 2-8% of Agranular cells. B and T Lymphocytes

make up 20-30%. As you can see, there is a great deal of differentiation between WBCs.

These special cells help our bodies defend themselves against pathogens. Not only do they

help our immune system but they remove toxins, wastes, and abnormal or damaged cells.

Thus, we can say that WBCs' main function is being Phagocytic which means to engulf or

swallow cells.

7.2.4 Platelets

Figure 59 A 250 ml bag of

newly collected platelets.
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Platelets, also called thrombocytes, are membrane-bound cell fragments. Platelets have

no nucleus, they are between one and two micrometers in diameter, and are about 1/10th

to 1/20th as abundant as white blood cells. Less than 1% of whole blood consists of

platelets. They result from fragmentation of large cells called Megakaryocytes - which

are cells derived from stem cells in the bone marrow. Platelets are produced at a rate of

200 billion per day. Their production is regulated by the hormone called Thrombopoietin.

The circulating life of a platelet is 8–10 days. The sticky surface of the platelets allow

them to accumulate at the site of broken blood vessels to form a clot. This aids in the

process of hemostasis (”blood stopping”). Platelets secrete factors that increase local platelet

aggregation (e.g., Thromboxane A), enhance vasoconstriction (e.g., Serotonin), and promote

blood coagulation (e.g., Thromboplastin).

7.3 Hemostasis (Coagulation or Clotting)

Hemostasis is the natural process of stopping blood flow or loss of blood following an injury. (

hemo = blood; stasis = standing). It has three stages: (1) vascular spasm, vasoconstriction,

or intense contraction of blood vessels, (2) formation of a platelet plug and (3) blood clotting

or coagulation. Once the flow of blood has been stopped, tissue repair can begin.

Vascular spasm or Vasoconsriction:In a normal individual, immediately after a blood

vessel has been cut and endothelial cells are damaged, vasoconstriction occurs, thus slowing

blood flow to the area. Smooth muscle in the vessel wall goes through spasms or intense

contractions that constrict the vessel. If the vessels are small, spasms compress the inner

walls together and may be able to stop the bleeding completely. If the vessels are medium

to large-sized, the spasms slow down immediate outflow of blood, lessening the damage but

still preparing the vessel for the later steps of hemostasis. These vascular spasms usually

last for about 30 minutes, long enough for the next two stages of hemostasis to take place.

Formation of a Platelet Plug:Within 20 seconds of an injury, coagulation is initiated.

Contrary to popular belief, clotting of a cut on the skin is not initiated by air or drying out,

but by platelets adhering to and activated by collagen in the blood vessels endothelium.

The activated platelets then release the contents of their granules, which contain a variety

of substances that stimulate further platelet activation and enhance the hemostatic process.

When the lining of a blood vessel breaks and endothelial cells are damaged, revealing col-

lagen proteins in the vessel wall, platelets swell, grow spiky extensions, and start clumping

together. They start to stick to each other and the walls of the vessel. This continues as

more platelets congregate and undergo these same transformations. This process results in

a platelet plug that seals the injured area. If the injury is small, a platelet plug may be able

to form and close it within several seconds. If the damage is more serious, the next step of

blood clotting will take place. Platelets contain secretory granules. When they stick to the

proteins in the vessel walls, they degranulate, thus releasing their products, which include

ADP (adenosine diphosphate), serotonin, and thromboxane A2.

A Blood Clot Forms:If the platelet plug is not enough to stop the bleeding, the third

stage of hemostasis begins: the formation of a blood clot. First, blood changes from a liquid

to a gel. At least 12 substances called clotting factors take part in a series of chemical

reactions that eventually create a mesh of protein fibers within the blood. Each of the

clotting factors has a very specific function. We will discuss just three of the substances
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here: prothrombin, thrombin, and fibrin. Prothrombin and fibrinogen are proteins that are

produced and deposited in the blood by the liver.

• Prothrombin: When blood vessels are damaged, vessels and nearby platelets are stim-

ulated to release a substance called prothrombin activator, which in turn activates the

conversion of prothrombin, a plasma protein, into an enzyme called thrombin. This reac-

tion requires calcium ions.

• Thrombin: Thrombin facilitates the conversion of a soluble plasma protein called

fibrinogen into long insoluble fibers or threads of the protein fibrin.

• Fibrin: Fibrinogen is cleaved by thrombin to form its active form, ”fibrin.” Fibrin threads

wind around the platelet plug at the damaged area of the blood vessel, forming an inter-

locking network of fibers and a framework for the clot. This net of fibers traps and helps

hold platelets, blood cells and other molecules tight to the site of injury, functioning as

the initial clot. This temporary fibrin clot can form in less than a minute, and usually

does a good job of reducing the blood flow. Next, platelets in the clot begin to shrink,

tightening the clot and drawing together the vessel walls. Usually, this whole process of

clot formation and tightening takes less than a half hour.

The use of adsorbent chemicals, such as zeolites, and other hemostatic agents, are also being

explored for use in sealing severe injuries quickly.

7.4 ABO Group System

The ABO blood group is represented by substances on the surface of red blood cells

(RBCs). These substances are important because they contain specific sequences of amino

acid and carbohydrates which are antigenic. As well as being on the surface of RBCs,

some of these antigens are also present on the cells of other tissues. A complete blood type

describes the set of 29 substances on the surface of RBCs, and an individual's blood type

is one of the many possible combinations of blood group antigens. Usually only the ABO

blood group system and the presence or absence of the Rhesus D antigen (also known as

the Rhesus factor or RH factor) are determined and used to describe the blood type. Over

400 different blood group antigens have been found, many of these being very rare. If an

individual is exposed to a blood group antigen that is not recognized as self, the individual

can become sensitized to that antigen; the immune system makes specific antibodies which

binds specifically to a particular blood group antigen and an immunological memory against

that particular antigen is formed. These antibodies can bind to antigens on the surface of

transfused red blood cells (or other tissue cells) often leading to destruction of the cells

by recruitment of other components of the immune system. Knowledge of a individual's

blood type is important to identify appropriate blood for transfusion or tissue for organ

transplantation.

7.4.1 Surface Antigens

Several different RBC surface antigens stemming from one allele (or very closely linked

genes) are collectively labeled as a blood group system (or blood group). The two most

important blood group systems were discovered during early experiments with blood trans-

fusion, the ABO group in 1901 and the Rhesus group in 1937 . These two blood groups are
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reflected in the common nomenclature A positive, O negative, etc. with letters referring

to the ABO group and positive/negative to the presence/absence of the RhD antigen of

the Rhesus group. Development of the Coombs test in 1945 and the advent of transfusion

medicine led to discovery of more blood groups.

Figure 60 Compatibility of blood types

Blood group AB individuals have both A and B antigens on the surface of their RBCs,

and their blood serum does not contain any antibodies against either A or B antigen.

Therefore, a individual with type AB blood can receive blood from any group (with AB

being preferable), but can only donate blood to another group AB individual. AB blood is

also known as ”universal receiver”.

Blood group A individuals have the A antigen on the surface of their RBCs, and blood

serum containing IgM antibodies against the B antigen. Therefore, a group A individual

can only receive blood from individuals of groups A or O (with A being preferable), and

can donate blood to individuals of groups A or AB.
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Blood group B individuals have the B antigen on their surface of their RBCs, and blood

serum containing IgM antibodies against the A antigen. Therefore, a group B individual

can only receive blood from individuals of groups B or O (with B being preferable), and

can donate blood to individuals of groups B or AB.

Blood group O individuals do not have either A or B antigens on the surface of their

RBCs, but their blood serum contains IgM antibodies against both A and B antigens.

Therefore, a group O individual can only receive blood from a group O individual, but they

can donate blood to individuals of any ABO blood group (ie A, B, O or AB). O blood is

also known as ”universal donor”.

7.4.2 Inheritance

Blood types are inherited and represent contributions from both parents. The ABO blood

type is controlled by a single gene with three alleles: i, IA, and IB. The gene encodes an

enzyme that modifies the carbohydrate content of the red blood cell antigens.

IA gives type A, IB gives type B, i give types O

Blood group inheritance

Mother/Father O A B AB

O O O, A O, B A, B

A O, A O, A O, A, B, AB A, B, AB

B O, B O, A, B, AB O, B A, B, AB

AB A, B A, B, AB A, B, AB A, B, AB

IA and IB are dominant over i, so ii people have type O, IAIA or IAi have A, and IBIB or

IBi have type B. IAIB people have both phenotypes because A and B are codominant, which

means that type A and B parents can have an AB child. Thus, it is extremely unlikely for a

type AB parent to have a type O child (it is not, however, direct proof of illegitimacy): the

cis-AB phenotype has a single enzyme that creates both A and B antigens. The resulting

red blood cells do not usually express A or B antigen at the same level that would be

expected on common group A or B red blood cells, which can help solve the problem of an

apparently genetically impossible blood group.

Rh Factor

Many people have the Rh Factor on the red blood cell. Rh carriers do not have the antibodies

for the Rh Factor, but can make them if exposed to Rh. Most commonly Rh is seen when

anti-Rh antibodies cross from the mothers placenta into the child before birth. The Rh

Factor enters the child destroying the child's red blood cells. This is called Hemolytic

Disease.

7.4.3 Compatibility in Blood/Plasma Transfusions

Blood transfusions between donor and recipient of incompatible blood types can cause

severe acute immunological reactions, hemolysis (RBCT destruction), renal failure, shock,

and sometimes death. Antibodies can be highly active and can attack RBCs and bind

components of the complement system to cause massive hemolysis of the transfused blood.
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A patient should ideally receive their own blood or type-specific blood products to minimize

the chance of a transfusion reaction. If time allows, the risk will further be reduced by cross-

matching blood, in addition to blood typing both recipient and donor. Cross-matching

involves mixing a sample of the recipient's blood with a sample of the donor's blood and

checking to see if the mixture agglutinates, or forms clumps. Blood bank technicians usually

check for agglutination with a microscope, and if it occurs, that particular donor's blood

cannot be transfused to that particular recipient. Blood transfusion is a potentially risky

medical procedure and it is vital that all blood specimens are correctly identified, so in

cross-matching labeling is standardized using a barcode system known as ISBT 128.

Plasma compatibility table

Donor Recipient

O A B AB

O OK OK OK OK

A OK OK

B OK OK

AB OK

When considering a plasma transfusion, keep in mind that plasma carries antibodies and

no antigens. For example you can't give type O plasma to a type A, B or AB, because a

person with type O blood has A and B antibodies and the recipient would have an immune

response. On the other hand an AB donor could give plasma to anyone, since they have no

antibodies.

The table to the right is for plasma transfusions, and it's just the opposite for RBC trans-

fusions. It doesn't take the Rh factor into effect, though, because most people don't have

antibodies for the Rhesus factor (it only happens upon exposure).

Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn

Often a pregnant woman carries a fetus with a different blood type to herself, and sometimes

the mother forms antibodies against the red blood cells of the fetus, leading to low fetal

blood counts, a condition known as hemolytic disease of the newborn.

Hemolytic disease of the newborn, (also known as HDN) is an alloimmune condition that

develops in a fetus when the IgG antibodies produced by the mother and passing through

the placenta include ones which attack the red blood cells in the fetal circulation. The

red cells are broken down and the fetus can develop reticulocytosis and anemia. The fetal

disease ranges from mild to very severe and fetal death from heart failure - hydrops fetalis

- can occur. When the disease is moderate or severe many erythroblasts are present in the

fetal blood and so these forms of the disease can be called erythroblastosis fetalis.

Before birth, options for treatment include intrauterine transfusion or early induction of

labor when pulmonary maturity has been attained, fetal distress is present, or 35 to 37

weeks of gestation have passed. The mother may also undergo plasma exchange to reduce

the circulating levels of antibody by as much as 75%.

After birth, treatment depends on the severity of the condition, but could include temper-

ature stabilization and monitoring, phototherapy, transfusion with compatible packed red
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blood, exchange transfusion with a blood type compatible with both the infant and the

mother, sodium bicarbonate for correction of acidosis and/or assisted ventilation.

Rh negative mothers who have had a pregnancy with or are pregnant with a Rh positive

infant, are given Rh immune globulin (RhIG) also known as Rhogam, during pregnancy and

after delivery to prevent sensitization to the D antigen. It works by binding any fetal red

cells with the D antigen before the mother is able to produce an immune response and form

anti-D IgG. A drawback to pre-partum administration of RhIG is that it causes a positive

antibody screen when the mother is tested which is indistinguishable from immune reasons

for antibody production.

7.5 Diseases of the Blood

7.5.1 Von Willebrand Disease

The most common inherited bleeding disorder, von Willebrand disease affects both men

and women equally. Von Willebrand disease is similar to hemophilia in that it involves a

deficiency in the ability of blood to clot properly. Those affect by von Willebrand disease

will have one or more of the following- low levels of von Willebrand factor (a protein that

helps the blood to clot), and/or their von Willebrand factor doesn't work properly. While

it is mostly an inherited disease (with factors contributed by both parents), von Willebrand

disease may be an acquired syndrome in rare cases.

There are three types of von Willebrand disease: Type 1, which is the mildest and most

common form of the disease; Type 2, which has four subtypes (2A, 2B, 2M, and 2N) and

ranges from mild to moderate in severity; and finally, Type 3, which is very rare and is the

most severe form.

Type 1

In type 1 von Willebrand disease, there is a low level of von Willebrand factor. The level of

factor VIII may also be lower than normal. This is the mildest and most common form of

the disease. About 3 out of 4 people diagnosed with von Willebrand disease have type 1.

Type 2

In type 2 von Willebrand disease, a defect in von Willebrand factor causes it to not work

properly. Type 2 is divided into 2A, 2B, 2M, and 2N. Each is treated differently, so knowing

the exact type is important.

People with type 1 and type 2 von Willebrand disease may have the following mild-to-

moderate bleeding symptoms: easy bruising, nosebleeds, bleeding from the gums after a

dental procedure, heavy menstrual bleeding in women, blood in their stools or urine (from

bleeding in the intestines, stomach, kidneys or bladder), excessive bleeding after a cut or

other accident or surgery.

Type 3

People with type 3 von Willebrand disease usually have no von Willebrand factor and very

low factor VIII. Type 3 is severe and very rare.
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Symptoms of type 3 von Willebrand disease might include any of the symptoms of types 1

and 2, and also include severe bleeding episodes for no reason, which can be life-threatening

if not treated immediately. Bleeding into soft tissues or joints (hemarthrosis), causing severe

pain and swelling, is another symptom.

Treatment

Many people with von Willebrand disease do not require treatment to manage the disease.

However, if treatment is necessary, it may include a range of different interventions depend-

ing on the severity. These involve medicine to increase the level of von Willebrand factor

in the blood (DDAVP), medicine to prevent the breakdown of clots (called antifibrinolytic

drugs), medicine to control heavy menstrual bleeding in women (often birth control pills),

or injection of clotting factor concentrates (containing von Willebrand factor and factor

VIII).

7.5.2 Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation

Disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), also called consumptive coagulopathy, is a

pathological process in the body where the blood starts to coagulate throughout the whole

body. This depletes the body of its platelets and coagulation factors, and there is a paradox-

ically increased risk of hemorrhage. It occurs in critically ill patients, especially those with

Gram-negative sepsis (particularly meningococcal sepsis) and acute promyelocytic leukemia.

7.5.3 Hemophilia

Hemophilia is a disease where there is low or no blood protein, causing an inability to

produce blood clots. There are two types of Hemophilia: Type A, which is a deficiency in

factor VIII and Type B, (Christmas disease) a deficiency on factor IX. Because people with

hemophilia have an impaired ability to make blood clots, even a little cut may take hours

or days to fully clot, and a small bump or jar to the body could cause severe bruising that

doesn't heal for months. Internal muscle bleeds are the most common symptom though,

causing swelling and varying degrees of pain.

Hemophilia is passed down from mothers to their sons. Hemophilia is sometimes known as

the ”Royal Disease”. This is because Queen Victoria, Queen of England (1837-1901), was

a carrier of hemophilia. The hemophilia disease was passed down to her son Leopold who

ended up dying at age 31. Queen Victoria also had two daughters who were carriers. These

daughters passed hemophilia into the Spanish, German, and Russian royal families. One of

the most famous stories is that of the Russian royal family. Alexandra, granddaughter to

Queen Victoria, married Nicholas (Tsar of Russia in the 1900s). Alexandra was a carrier

of the disease and passed the disease to their first son, Tsarevich Alexi, who was heir to

the throne of Russia. The family tried to keep their son's secret from the people, but Alexi

suffered with serious bruises and extreme pain. The family found help from a monk named

Rasputin. He kept their secret and gained a great deal of power over the family, making

them think he was their only hope. During this time of great turmoil in Russia, Nicholas

and Alexandra spent most of their attentions on their son, and not on the people. It wasn't

long before the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 began.
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7.5.4 Factor V Leiden

The opposite of Hemophilia, Factor V Leiden is the name given to a variant of human

factor V that causes a hypercoagulability disorder. In this disorder the Leiden variant of

factor V, cannot be inactivated by activated protein C. Factor V Leiden is the most common

hereditary hypercoagulability disorder amongst Eurasians. It is named after the city Leiden

(The Netherlands), where it was first identified in 1994 by Prof R. Bertina et al. Those that

have it are at a slightly higher risk of developing blood clots than those without. Those

that test positive for factor V should avoid (oral contraceptives, obesity, smoking, and high

blood pressure.)

7.5.5 Anemia

Anemia (AmE) or anaemia (BrE), from the Greek (Ἀναιμία) meaning ”without blood”, refers

to a deficiency of red blood cells (RBCs) and/or hemoglobin. This results in a reduced

ability of blood to transfer oxygen to the tissues, causing hypoxia. Since all human cells

depend on oxygen for survival, varying degrees of anemia can have a wide range of clinical

consequences. Hemoglobin (the oxygen-carrying protein in the red blood cells) has to be

present to ensure adequate oxygenation of all body tissues and organs.

The three main classes of anemia include excessive blood loss (acutely such as a hemorrhage

or chronically through low-volume loss), excessive blood cell destruction (hemolysis) or

deficient red blood cell production (ineffective hematopoiesis). In menstruating women,

dietary iron deficiency is a common cause of deficient red blood cell production.
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7.5.6 Sickle cell

Figure 61 Image of RBC's with Sickle Cell mutations.

Sickle-cell disease is a general term for a group of genetic disorders caused by sickle

hemoglobin (Hgb S or Hb S). In many forms of the disease, the red blood cells change

shape upon deoxygenation because of polymerization of the abnormal sickle hemoglobin.

This process damages the red blood cell membrane, and can cause the cells to become stuck

in blood vessels. This deprives the downstream tissues of oxygen and causes ischemia and

infarction. The disease is chronic and lifelong. Individuals are most often well, but their

lives are punctuated by periodic painful attacks. In addition to periodic pain, there may be

damage of internal organs, and/or stroke. Lifespan is often shortened with sufferers living
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to an average of 40 years. It is common in people from parts of the world where malaria is

or was common, especially in sub-Saharan Africa or in descendants of those peoples.

Genetics: Sickle-cell disease is inherited in the autosomal recessive pattern, depicted above.

The allele responsible for sickle cell anemia is autosomal recessive. A person who receives

the defective gene from both father and mother develops the disease; a person who receives

one defective and one healthy allele remains healthy, but can pass on the disease and is

known as a carrier. If two parents who are carriers have a child, there is a 1-in-4 chance of

their child developing the illness and a 1-in-2 chance of their child just being a carrier.

7.5.7 Polycythemia

Polycythemia is a condition in which there is a net increase in the total circulating erythro-

cyte (red blood cell) mass of the body. There are several types of polycythemia.

Primary Polycythemia

In primary polycythemia, there may be 8 to 9 million and occasionally 11 million ery-

throcytes per cubic millimeter of blood (a normal range for adults is 4-5 million), and the

hematocrit may be as high as 70 to 80%. In addition, the total blood volume can increase

to as much as twice as normal. The entire vascular system can become markedly engorged

with blood, and circulation times for blood throughout the body can increase up to twice

the normal value. The increased numbers of erythrocytes can increase of the viscosity of

the blood to as much as five times normal. Capillaries can become plugged by the very

viscous blood, and the flow of blood through the vessels tends to be extremely sluggish.

As a consequence of the above, people with untreated Polycythemia are at a risk of var-

ious thrombotic events (deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolism), heart attack and

stroke, and have a substantial risk of Budd-Chiari syndrome (hepatic vein thrombosis).

The condition is considered chronic; no cure exists. Symptomatic treatment (see below)

can normalize the blood count and most patients can live a normal life for years.

Secondary polycythemia

Secondary polycythemia is caused by either appropriate or inappropriate increases in the

production of erythropoietin that result in an increased production of erythrocytes. In

secondary polycythemia, there may be 6 to 8 million and occasionally 9 million erythrocytes

per cubic millimeter of blood. A type of secondary polycythemia in which the production

of erythropoietin increases appropriately is called physiologic polycythemia. Physiologic

polycythemia occurs in individuals living at high altitudes (4275 to 5200 meters), where

oxygen availability is less than at sea level. Many athletes train at higher altitudes to take

advantage of this effect — a legal form of blood doping. Actual polychthemia sufferers have

been known to use their condition as an athletic advantage for greater stamina.

Other causes of secondary polycythemia include smoking, renal or liver tumors, or heart

or lung diseases that result in hypoxia. Endocrine abnormalities, prominently including

pheochromocytoma and adrenal adenoma with Cushing's Syndrome, are also secondary

causes. Athletes and bodybuilders who abuse anabolic steroids or erythropoietin may de-

velop secondary polycythemia.

Relative polycythemia
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Relative polycythemia is an apparent rise of the erythrocyte level in the blood; however,

the underlying cause is reduced blood plasma. Relative polycythemia is often caused by

fluid loss i.e. burns, dehydration and stress polycythemia.

7.5.8 Leukemia

Leukemia is a cancer of the blood or bone marrow characterized by an abnormal proliferation

of blood cells, usually white blood cells (leukocytes). It is part of the broad group of

diseases called hematological neoplasms. Damage to the bone marrow, by way of displacing

the normal marrow cells with increasing numbers of malignant cells, results in a lack of

blood platelets, which are important in the blood clotting process. This means people with

leukemia may become bruised, bleed excessively, or develop pin-prick bleeds (petechiae).

White blood cells, which are involved in fighting pathogens, may be suppressed or dysfunc-

tional, putting the patient at the risk of developing infections. The red blood cell deficiency

leads to anaemia, which may cause dyspnea. All symptoms may also be attributable to

other diseases; for diagnosis, blood tests and a bone marrow biopsy are required.

7.6 Glossary

Albumin: a major blood protein responsible for the maintenance of osmotic (water) pres-

sure in the blood

Anemia: a deficiency of red blood cells or hemoglobin caused by lack of iron, folic acid or

vitamin B12 in the diet, or by red blood cell destruction; associated with decreased ability

of blood to carry oxygen

B-Cell: cell responsible for the distribution of antibodies

Basophil: this white blood cell enters damaged tissues and releases a histamine and other

chemicals that promote inflammation in the body to fight pathogens

Blood: the means and transport system of the body used in carrying elements - nutrition,

waste, heat - from one location in the body to another by way of blood vessels

Eosinophil: white blood cell that is involved in the immune response against parasitic

worms (such as tapeworms and roundworms). Named because it stains with the red dye

”eosin.”

Factor V Leiden most common genetic hypercoagulability disorder.

Formed Elements: the red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets found in blood

Hematocrit: measurement of the % of red blood cells found in blood

Hemoglobin (Hb): iron-containing pigment in red blood cells that combines with and

transports oxygen

Hemophilia: genetic disorder in which the affected individual may have uncontrollable

bleeding; blood does not clot

Hemostasis: the process by which blood flow is stopped; also describes the clotting of

blood
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Lymphocytes: cells of the Lymphatic system, provide defense against specific pathogen

or toxins

Monocytes: The largest white blood cell. Becomes a macrophage when activated. Engulfs

pathogens and debris through phagocytosis, also involved in presenting antigens to B and

T lymphocytes.

Neutrophils: the most common white blood cell; they are phagocytic and engulf pathogens

or debris in the tissues; also release cytotoxic enzymes and chemicals to kill pathogens

NK-Cells: also known as ”Natural Killer Cells”, these T lymphocytes are responsible for

surveillance and detection of abnormal tissue cells; important in preventing cancer

Phagocytosis: process by which amoeboid-like cells engulf and ingest, and thereby destroy,

foreign matter or material

T-Cell: cells that mediate by coordinating the immune system and enter the peripheral

tissues. They can attack foreign cells directly and control the activities of other lymphocytes

,

7.7 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here1

1. Taking aspirin every day can reduce the risk of heart disease because:

A) it is a powerful vasodilator

B) it blocks pain receptors in heart tissue

C) it stops ventricular fibrillation

D) it loosens plaque on arterial walls

E) it prevents platelet clumping

2. A hematocrit measures percentage of:

A) White blood cells

B) Plasma

C) Platelets

D) Red blood cells

3. Fred's blood type is O- and Ginger's is B+. Fred and Ginger have a son who is AB+.

What do you conclude?

A) If they have a second child Ginger needs to have RhoGam shot

B) There is no risk to a second child, unless it has a negative blood type

C) If the child needs a blood transfusion Fred could provide it safely, but not Ginger

1
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Blood_Physiology
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D) Fred is not the boy’s father

4. Which blood component plays the largest role in maintaining the osmotic pressure of

blood?

A) albumin

B) carbon dioxide

C) white blood cells

D) fibrinogen

E) globulins

5. If you hold your breath for one minute

A) The kidneys will increase sodium ion reabsorption

B) Hydrogen-ion concentration in the blood will increase

C) Your heart rate will greatly slow

D) Hemoglobin will bind to oxygen more strongly

6. Most of the carbon dioxide produced by tissues is transported to the lungs as:

A) Small gas bubbles in the plasma

B) Gas bound to hemoglobin in the red blood cells

C) Bicarbonate ions in the plasma

D) Gas bound to white blood cells and albumin

E) Gas transported through the lymphatic system

7. To prevent blood loss after a tissue injury, blood vessels first

A) Form a platelet plug

B) Form a clot

C) Initiate the coagulation cascade

D) Constrict and form barriers

8. You take a blood sample from a male cyclist at the end of a long race. The hematocrit

is 60%. The most likely conclusion is:

A) This is within normal range for most adult males

B) This cyclist is anemic

C) This low of a hematocrit could indicate liver damage or leukemia

D) The cyclist is dehydrated

E) The cyclist has been taking pharmaceutical erythropoietin

9. In a normal blood sample, which of the following cells will be the most abundant?

A) Neutrophils
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B) Basophils

C) Eosinophils

D) Monocytes

E) Lymphocytes

10. A bag of donated blood does not clot because

A) There is not enough oxygen

B) It cannot dry out

C) It is kept refrigerated

D) There is no free calcium

E) All of the above

11. What is the primary function of bood?

A) Supply nutrients to tissues

B) Remove waste products

C) To keep your body at one consistent temperature

D) A and B

E) B and C

12. What is the main component of the Red blood cell?

A) Albumin

B) Globulins

C) Hemoglobin

D) Nucleus
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Figure 62 Model of a human heart
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8.1 Introduction

The heart is the life-giving, ever-beating muscle in your chest. From inside the womb until

death, the thump goes on. The heart for the average human will contract about 3 billion

times; never resting, never stopping to take a break except for a fraction of a second between

beats. At 80 years of age, a person's heart will continue to beat an average of 100,000 times

a day. Many believe that the heart is the first organ to become functional. Within weeks of

conception the heart starts its mission of supplying the body with nutrients even though the

embryo is no bigger than a capital letter on this page. The primary function of the heart is

to pump blood through the arteries, capillaries, and veins. There are an estimated 60,000

miles of vessels throughout an adult body. Blood transports oxygen, nutrients, disease

causing viruses, bacteria, hormones and has other important functions as well. The heart

is the pump that keeps blood circulating properly. Americans today have many options to

take care of their heart and circulatory system. Expanding medical technology has made it

much easier to do so. This chapter is dedicated to the heart and its many parts.

8.2 The Heart

The heart is a hollow, muscular organ about the size of a fist. It is responsible for pumping

blood through the blood vessels by repeated, rhythmic contractions. The heart is composed

of cardiac muscle, an involuntary muscle tissue that is found only within this organ. The

term ”cardiac” (as in cardiology) means ”related to the heart” and comes from the Greek

word kardia, for ”heart.” It has a four-chambered, double pump and is located in the tho-

racic cavity between the lungs. The cardiac muscle is self-exciting, meaning it has its own

conduction system. This is in contrast with skeletal muscle, which requires either conscious

or reflex nervous stimuli. The heart's rhythmic contractions occur spontaneously, although

the frequency or heart rate can be changed by nervous or hormonal influence such as exercise

or the perception of danger.

8.2.1 Endocardium

The endocardium is the innermost lining of the heart which consists of the endothelial cells

forming a smooth membrane in places, and a pocked and tribeculated surface in others

(mainly the ventricles, or lower pumping chambers).

8.2.2 Myocardium

The myocardium is the muscular tissue of the heart. The myocardium is composed of

specialized cardiac muscle cells with an ability not possessed by muscle tissue elsewhere

in the body. Cardiac muscle, like other muscles, can contract, but it can also conduct

electricity, like nerves. The blood to the myocardium is supplied by the coronary arteries.

If these arteries are occluded by atherosclerosis and/or thrombosis, this can lead to angina

pectoris or myocardial infarction due to ischemia (lack of oxygen). Failure of the heart to

contract properly (for various reasons) is termed heart failure, generally leading to fluid

retention, edema, pulmonary edema, renal insufficiency, hepatomegaly, a shortened life

expectancy and decreased quality of life.
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8.2.3 Epicardium

The outer most layer next to the myocardium is known as the Epicardium. This is the

outer layer after endocardium and myocardium that consists of a thin layer of connective

tissue and fat.

8.2.4 Pericardium

The pericardium is the thick, membranous sac that surrounds the heart. It protects and

lubricates the heart. There are two layers to the pericardium: the fibrous pericardium and

the serous pericardium. The serous pericardium is divided into two layers; in between these

two layers there is a space called the pericardial cavity.

8.2.5 Heart Chambers

The heart has four chambers, two atria and two ventricles. The atria are smaller with thin

walls, while the ventricles are larger and much stronger.

Atrium

There are two atria on either side of the heart. On the right side is the atrium that contains

blood which is poor in oxygen. The left atrium contains blood which has been oxygenated

and is ready to be sent to the body. The right atrium receives de-oxygenated blood from

the superior vena cava and inferior vena cava. The left atrium receives oxygenated blood

from the left and right pulmonary veins. Atria facilitate circulation primarily by allowing

uninterrupted venous flow to the heart, preventing the inertia of interrupted venous flow

that would otherwise occur at each ventricular systole.

Ventricles

The ventricle is a heart chamber which collects blood from an atrium and pumps it out of

the heart. There are two ventricles: the right ventricle pumps blood into the pulmonary

artery which takes the blood through the pulmonary circuit, and the left ventricle pumps

blood into the aorta for systemic circulation to the rest of the body. Ventricles have thicker

walls than the atria, and thus can create the higher blood pressure. Comparing the left and

right ventricle, the left ventricle has thicker walls because it needs to pump blood to the

whole body. This leads to the common misconception that the heart lies on the left side of

the body.

8.2.6 Septum

The inter ventricular septum (ventricular septum, or during development septum inferius) is

the thick wall separating the lower chambers (the ventricles) of the heart from one another.

The ventricular septum is directed backward and to the right, and is curved toward the

right ventricle. The greater portion of it is thick and muscular and constitutes the muscular

ventricular septum. Its upper and posterior part, which separates the aortic vestibule from
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the lower part of the right atrium and upper part of the right ventricle, is thin and fibrous,

and is termed the membranous ventricular septum.

8.2.7 Valves

The two atrioventricular (AV) valves are one-way valves that ensure that blood flows from

the atria to the ventricles, and not the other way. The two semilunar (SL) valves are

present in the arteries leaving the heart; they prevent blood from flowing back into the

ventricles. The sound heard in a heart beat is the heart valves shutting. The right AV

valve is also called the tricuspid valve because it has three flaps. It is located between the

right atrium and the right ventricle. The tricuspid valve allows blood to flow from the right

atrium into the right ventricle when the heart is relaxed during diastole. When the heart

begins to contract, the heart enters a phase called systole, and the atrium pushes blood into

the ventricle. Then, the ventricle begins to contract and blood pressure inside the heart

rises. When the ventricular pressure exceeds the pressure in the atrium, the tricuspid valve

snaps shut. The left AV valve is also called the bicuspid valve because it has two flaps.

It is also known as the mitral valve due to the resemblance to a bishop's mitre (liturgical

headdress). This valve prevents blood in the left ventricle from flowing into the left atrium.

As it is on the left side of the heart, it must withstand a great deal of strain and pressure;

this is why it is made of only two cusps, as a simpler mechanism entails a reduced risk of

malfunction. There are two remaining valves called the Semilunar Valves. They have flaps

that resemble half moons. The pulmonary semilunar valve lies between the right ventricle

and the pulmonary trunk. The aortic semilunar valve is located between the left ventricle

and the aorta.

8.2.8 Subvalvular Apparatus

The chordae tendinae are attached to papillary muscles that cause tension to better hold

the valve. Together, the papillary muscles and the chordae tendinae are known as the

subvalvular apparatus. The function of the subvalvular apparatus is to keep the valves

from prolapsing into the atria when they close. The subvalvular apparatus have no effect

on the opening and closing of the valves. This is caused entirely by the pressure gradient

across the valve.

8.2.9 Complications with the Heart

The most common congenital abnormality of the heart is the bicuspid aortic valve. In this

condition, instead of three cusps, the aortic valve has two cusps. This condition is often

undiagnosed until the person develops calcific aortic stenosis. Aortic stenosis occurs in this

condition usually in patients in their 40s or 50s, an average of 10 years earlier than in people

with normal aortic valves. Another common complication of rheumatic fever is thickening

and stenosis (partial blocking) of the mitral valve. For patients who have had rheumatic

fever dentists are advised to prophylactically administer antibiotics prior to dental work to

prevent bacterial endocarditis that occurs when bacteria from the teeth enter the circulation

and attach to damaged heart valves.
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The aortic valve is a semilunar valve, but it´s called bicuspid because of it´s regular three

”cusps” or ”semilunar” valves, and is not to be confused with the left atrioventricular valve,

which is more commonly called the mitral valve, and is one of the two cuspidal valves.

8.3 Passage of Blood Through the Heart

Figure 63 Diagram of the human heart

While it is convenient to describe the flow of the blood through the right side of the heart

and then through the left side, it is important to realize that both atria contract at the same

time and that both ventricles contract at the same time. The heart works as two pumps,

one on the right and one on the left that works simultaneously. The right pump pumps the

blood to the lungs or the pulmonary circulation at the same time that the left pump pumps

blood to the rest of the body or the systemic circulation. Venous blood from systemic

circulation (deoxygenated) enters the right atrium through the superior and inferior vena

cava. The right atrium contracts and forces the blood through the tricuspid valve (right

atrioventricular valve) and into the right ventricles. The right ventricles contract and force

the blood through the pulmonary semilunar valve into the pulmonary trunk and out the

pulmonary artery. This takes the blood to the lungs where the blood releases carbon dioxide

and receives a new supply of oxygen. The new blood is carried in the pulmonary veins that

take it to the left atrium. The left atrium then contracts and forces blood through the left

atrioventricular, bicuspid, or mitral, valve into the left ventricle. The left ventricle contracts
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forcing blood through the aortic semilunar valve into the ascending aorta. It then branches

to arteries carrying oxygen rich blood to all parts of the body.

8.3.1 Blood Flow After the Heart

Aorta-Arteries-Arterioles-Capillaries-Venules-Veins-Vena Cava

8.3.2 Blood Flow Through Capillaries

From the arterioles, the blood then enters one or more capillaries. The walls of capillaries

are so thin and fragile that blood cells can only pass in single file. Inside the capillaries,

exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide takes place. Red blood cells inside the capillary

releases their oxygen which passes through the wall and into the surrounding tissue. The

tissue then releases waste, such as carbon dioxide, which then passes through the wall and

into the red blood cells.

8.4 The Circulatory System

The circulatory system is extremely important in sustaining life. It’s proper functioning

is responsible for the delivery of oxygen and nutrients to all cells, as well as the removal

of carbon dioxide, waste products, maintenance of optimum pH, and the mobility of the

elements, proteins and cells, of the immune system. In developed countries, the two leading

causes of death, myocardial infarction and stroke are each direct results of an arterial system

that has been slowly and progressively compromised by years of deterioration.

8.4.1 Arteries

Arteries are muscular blood vessels that carry blood away from the heart, oxygenated and

deoxygenated blood . The pulmonary arteries will carry deoxygenated blood to the lungs

and the systemic arteries will carry oxygenated blood to the rest of the body. Arteries have

a thick wall that consists of three layers. The inside layer is called the endothelium, the

middle layer is mostly smooth muscle and the outside layer is connective tissue. The artery

walls are thick so that when blood enters under pressure the walls can expand.

Arterioles

An arteriole is a small artery that extends and leads to capillaries. Arterioles have thick

smooth muscular walls. These smooth muscles are able to contract (causing vessel con-

striction) and relax (causing vessel dilation). This contracting and relaxing affects blood

pressure; the higher number of vessels dilated, the lower blood pressure will be. Arterioles

are just visible to the naked eye.
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8.4.2 Capillaries

Figure 64

Capillaries are the smallest of a body’s vessels; they connect arteries and veins, and most

closely interact with tissues. They are very prevalent in the body; total surface area is

about 6,300 square meters. Because of this, no cell is very far from a capillary, no more

than 50 micrometers away. The walls of capillaries are composed of a single layer of cells,

the endothelium, which is the inner lining of all the vessels. This layer is so thin that

molecules such as oxygen, water and lipids can pass through them by diffusion and enter

the tissues. Waste products such as carbon dioxide and urea can diffuse back into the blood

to be carried away for removal from the body.

The ”capillary bed” is the network of capillaries present throughout the body. These beds

are able to be “opened” and “closed” at any given time, according to need. This process is

called autoregulation and capillary beds usually carry no more than 25% of the amount of

blood it could hold at any time. The more metabolically active the cells, the more capillaries

it will require to supply nutrients.

8.4.3 Veins

Veins carry blood to the heart. The pulmonary veins will carry oxygenated blood to the

heart awhile the systemic veins will carry deoxygenated to the heart. Most of the blood

volume is found in the venous system; about 70% at any given time. The veins outer walls

have the same three layers as the arteries, differing only because there is a lack of smooth

muscle in the inner layer and less connective tissue on the outer layer. Veins have low

blood pressure compared to arteries and need the help of skeletal muscles to bring blood

back to the heart. Most veins have one-way valves called venous valves to prevent backflow

caused by gravity. They also have a thick collagen outer layer, which helps maintain blood

pressure and stop blood pooling. If a person is standing still for long periods or is bedridden,

blood can accumulate in veins and can cause varicose veins. The hollow internal cavity in
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which the blood flows is called the lumen. A muscular layer allows veins to contract, which

puts more blood into circulation. Veins are used medically as points of access to the blood

stream, permitting the withdrawal of blood specimens (venipuncture) for testing purposes,

and enabling the infusion of fluid, electrolytes, nutrition, and medications (intravenous

delivery).

8.4.4 Venules

A venule is a small vein that allows deoxygenated blood to return from the capillary beds

to the larger blood veins, except in the pulmonary circuit where the blood is oxygenated.

Venules have three layers; they have the same makeup as arteries with less smooth muscle,

making them thinner.
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8.5 The Cardiovascular Pathways

Figure 65 Human circulatory system. Arteries are shown in red, veins blue.

The double circulatory system of blood flow refers to the separate systems of pulmonary

circulation and the systemic circulation in amphibians, birds and mammals (including hu-

mans.) In contrast, fishes have a single circulation system. For instance, the adult human

heart consists of two separated pumps, the right side with the right atrium and ventricle

(which pumps deoxygenated blood into the pulmonary circulation), and the left side with

the left atrium and ventricle (which pumps oxygenated blood into the systemic circulation).

Blood in one circuit has to go through the heart to enter the other circuit. Blood circulates
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through the body two to three times every minute. In one day, the blood travels a total of

19,000 km (12,000 miles), or four times the distance across the U.S. from coast to coast.

8.5.1 The Pulmonary Circuit

In the pulmonary circuit, blood is pumped to the lungs from the right ventricle of the heart.

It is carried to the lungs via pulmonary arteries. At lungs, oxygen in the alveolae diffuses to

the capillaries surrounding the alveolae and carbon dioxide inside the blood diffuses to the

alveolae. As a result, blood is oxygenated which is then carried to the heart's left half -to

the left atrium via pulmonary veins. Oxygen rich blood is prepared for the whole organs

and tissues of the body. This is important because mitochondria inside the cells should use

oxygen to produce energy from the organic compounds.

8.5.2 The Systemic Circuit

The systemic circuit supplies oxygenated blood to the organ system. Oxygenated blood from

the lungs is returned to the left atrium, then the ventricle contracts and pumps blood into

the aorta. Systemic arteries split from the aorta and direct blood into the capillaries. Cells

consume the oxygen and nutrients and add carbon dioxide, wastes, enzymes and hormones.

The veins drain the deoxygenated blood from the capillaries and return the blood to the

right atrium.

8.5.3 Aorta

The aorta is the largest of the arteries in the systemic circuit. The blood is pumped from the

left ventricle into the aorta and from there it branches to all parts of the body. The aorta is

an elastic artery, and as such is able to distend. When the left ventricle contracts to force

blood into the aorta, the aorta expands. This stretching gives the potential energy that

will help maintain blood pressure during diastole, as during this time the aorta contracts

passively.

8.5.4 Superior Venae Cavae

The superior vena cava (SVC) is a short vein that carries de-oxygenated blood from the

upper half of the body to the heart's right atrium. It is formed by the left and right

brachiocephalic veins (also referred to as the innominate veins) which receive blood from

the upper limbs and the head and neck. The azygous vein (which receives blood from the

ribcage) joins it just before it enters the right atrium.

8.5.5 Inferior Venae Cavae

The inferior vena cava (or IVC) is a large vein that carries de-oxygenated blood from the

lower half of the body into the heart. It is formed by the left and right common iliac veins

and transports blood to the right atrium of the heart. It is posterior to the abdominal

cavity, and runs along side of the vertebral column on its right side.
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8.5.6 Coronary Arteries

Figure 66 Heart showing the Coronary Arteries

w:Coronary circulation1

Heart showing the Coronary Arteries The coronary circulation consists of the blood vessels

that supply blood to, and remove blood from, the heart muscle itself. Although blood fills

the chambers of the heart, the muscle tissue of the heart, or myocardium, is so thick that it

requires coronary blood vessels to deliver blood deep into the myocardium. The vessels that

supply blood high in oxygen to the myocardium are known as coronary arteries. The vessels

that remove the deoxygenated blood from the heart muscle are known as cardiac veins. The

coronary arteries that run on the surface of the heart are called epicardial coronary arteries.

These arteries, when healthy, are capable of auto regulation to maintain coronary blood

flow at levels appropriate to the needs of the heart muscle. These relatively narrow vessels

are commonly affected by atherosclerosis and can become blocked, causing angina or a heart

attack. The coronary arteries are classified as ”end circulation”, since they represent the

only source of blood supply to the myocardium: there is very little redundant blood supply,

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronary%20circulation
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which is why blockage of these vessels can be so critical. In general there are two main

coronary arteries, the left and right. • Right coronary artery • Left coronary artery Both

of these arteries originate from the beginning (root) of the aorta, immediately above the

aortic valve. As discussed below, the left coronary artery originates from the left aortic

sinus, while the right coronary artery originates from the right aortic sinus. Four percent

of people have a third, the posterior coronary artery. In rare cases, a patient will have one

coronary artery that runs around the root of the aorta.

8.5.7 Hepatic Veins

In human anatomy, the hepatic veins are the blood vessels that drain de-oxygenated blood

from the liver and blood cleaned by the liver (from the stomach, pancreas, small intestine

and colon) into the inferior vena cava. They arise from the substance of the liver, more

specifically the central vein of the liver lobule. They can be differentiated into two groups,

the upper group and lower group. The upper group of three typically arises from the

posterior aspect of the liver and drain the quadrate lobe and left lobe. The lower group

rise from the right lobe and caudate lobe, are variable in number, and are typically smaller

than those in the upper group. None of the hepatic veins have valves.

8.6 Cardiac Cycle

Cardiac cycle is the term used to describe the relaxation and contraction that occur, as

a heart works to pump blood through the body. Heart rate is a term used to describe

the frequency of the cardiac cycle. It is considered one of the four vital signs. Usually it

is calculated as the number of contractions (heart beats) of the heart in one minute and

expressed as ”beats per minute” (bpm). When resting, the adult human heart beats at about

70 bpm (males) and 75 bpm (females), but this rate varies between people. However, the

reference range is nominally between 60 bpm (if less termed bradycardia) and 100 bpm (if

greater, termed tachycardia). Resting heart rates can be significantly lower in athletes, and

significantly higher in the obese. The body can increase the heart rate in response to a wide

variety of conditions in order to increase the cardiac output (the amount of blood ejected by

the heart per unit time). Exercise, environmental stressors or psychological stress can cause

the heart rate to increase above the resting rate. The pulse is the most straightforward

way of measuring the heart rate, but it can be deceptive when some strokes do not lead

to much cardiac output. In these cases (as happens in some arrhythmias), the heart rate

may be considerably higher than the pulse. Every single 'beat' of the heart involves three

major stages: atrial systole, ventricular systole and complete cardiac diastole. Throughout

the cardiac cycle, the blood pressure increases and decreases. As ventricles contract the

pressure rise, causing the AV valves to slam shut.
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8.6.1 Systole

Figure 67 The heart in the systole phase.

The heart in the systole phase. Systole, or contraction, of the heart is initiated by the elec-

trical cells of the sinoatrial node, which is the heart's natural pacemaker. These cells are

activated spontaneously by depolarization of their membranes beyond a certain threshold

for excitation. At this point, voltage-gated calcium channels on the cell membrane open and

allow calcium ions to pass through, into the main, or interior, of the muscle cell. Some cal-

cium ions bind to receptors on the sarcoplasmic reticulum causing an influx of calcium ions

into the sarcoplasm. The calcium ions bind to the troponin, causing a conformation change,

breaking the bond between the protein tropomyosin, to which the troponin is attached, and

the myosin binding sites. This allows the myosin heads to bind to the myosin binding sites

on the actin protein filament and contraction results as the myosin heads draw the actin

filaments along, are bound by ATP, causing them to release the actin, and return to their

original position, breaking down the ATP into ADP and a phosphate group. The action

potential spreads via the passage of sodium ions through the gap junctions that connect the

sarcoplasm of adjacent myocardial cells. Norepinephrine (noradrenaline) is released by the

terminal boutons of depolarized sympathetic fibers, at the sinoatrial and atrioventricular

nodes. Norepinephrine diffuses across the synaptic cleft binds to the β1-adrenoreceptors

– G-protein linked receptors, consisting of seven transmembrane domains – shifting their

equilibrium towards the active state. The receptor changes its conformation and mechani-

cally activates the G-protein which is released. The G-protein is involved in the production

of adenosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and

this in turn activates the protein kinase (β-adrenoreceptor kinase). β-adrenoreceptor kinase

phosphorylates the calcium ion channels in the sarcolemma, so that calcium ion influx is
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increased when they are activated by the appropriate transmembrane voltage. This will of

course, cause more of the calcium receptors in the sarcoplasmic reticulum to be activated,

creating a larger flow of calcium ions into the sarcoplasm. More troponin will be bound

and more myosin binding sites cleared [of tropomyosin] so that more myosin heads can be

recruited for the contraction and a greater force and speed of contraction results. [Phos-

phodiesterase catalyses the decomposition of cAMP to AMP so that it is no longer able to

activate the protein kinase. AMP will of course, go on to be phosphorylated to ATP and

may be recycled.] Noradrenaline also affects the atrioventricular node, reducing the delay

before continuing conduction of the action potential via the bundle of HIS.

8.6.2 Diastole

Figure 68 The heart in the diastole phase.

The heart in the diastole phase. Cardiac Diastole is the period of time when the heart relaxes

after contraction in preparation for refilling with circulating blood. Ventricular diastole is

when the ventricles are relaxing, while atrial diastole is when the atria are relaxing. Together

they are known as complete cardiac diastole. It should be noted that even this relaxation

is an active, energy-spending process. During ventricular diastole, the pressure in the (left

and right) ventricles drops from the peak that it reaches in systole. When the pressure in

the left ventricle drops to below the pressure in the left atrium, the mitral valve opens, and

the left ventricle fills with blood that was accumulating in the left atrium. Likewise, when

the pressure in the right ventricle drops below that in the right atrium, the tricuspid valve

opens and the right ventricle fills with blood that was in the right atrium
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8.6.3 ”Lub-Dub”

The first heart tone, or S1, ”Lub” is caused by the closure of the atrioventricular valves,

mitral and tricuspid, at the beginning of ventricular contraction, or systole. When the

pressure in the ventricles rises above the pressure in the atria, these valves close to prevent

regurgitation of blood from the ventricles into the atria. The second heart tone, or S2 (A2

and P2), ”Dub” is caused by the closure of the aortic valve and pulmonic valve at the end

of ventricular systole. As the left ventricle empties, its pressure falls below the pressure in

the aorta, and the aortic valve closes. Similarly, as the pressure in the right ventricle falls

below the pressure in the pulmonary artery, the pulmonic valve closes. During inspiration,

negative intrathoracic pressure causes increased blood return into the right side of the heart.

The increased blood volume in the right ventricle causes the pulmonic valve to stay open

longer during ventricular systole. This causes an increased delay in the P2 component of S2.

During expiration, the positive intrathoracic pressure causes decreased blood return to the

right side of the heart. The reduced volume in the right ventricle allows the pulmonic valve

to close earlier at the end of ventricular systole, causing P2 to occur earlier, and ”closer” to

A2. It is physiological to hear the splitting of the second heart tone by younger people and

during inspiration. During expiration normally the interval between the two components

shortens and the tone becomes merged.

8.7 The Heart's Electrical Conduction System

The heart is primarily made up of muscle tissue. A network of nerve fibers coordinates

the contraction and relaxation of the cardiac muscle tissue to obtain an efficient, wave-like

pumping action of the heart

How Stuff Works (The Heart)2

Control of Heartbeat

The heart contains two cardiac pacemakers that spontaneously cause the heart to beat.

These can be controlled by the autonomic nervous system and circulating adrenaline. If the

cardiac muscles just contracted and relaxed randomly at a natural rhythm the cycle would

become disordered and the heart would become unable to carry on its function of being

a pump. Sometimes when the heart undergoes great damage to one part of the cardiac

muscle or the person incurs an electric shock, the cardiac cycle can become uncoordinated

and chaotic. Some parts of the heart will contract whilst others will relax so that instead

of contracting and relaxing as a whole, the heart will flutter abnormally. This is called

fibrillation and can be fatal if not treated within 60 seconds.

2 http://health.howstuffworks.com/human-body/systems/circulatory
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Figure 69 Schematic representation of the sinoatrial node and

the atrioventricular bundle of His. The location of the SA node is

shown in blue. The bundle, represented in red, originates near the

orifice of the coronary sinus, undergoes slight enlargement to form

the AV node. The AV node tapers down into the bundle of HIS,

which passes into the ventricular septum and divides into two

bundle branches, the left and right bundles. The ultimate

distribution cannot be completely shown in this diagram.

SA Node

The sinoatrial node (abbreviated SA node or SAN, also called the sinus node) is the impulse

generating (pacemaker) tissue located in the right atrium of the heart. Although all of the

heart's cells possess the ability to generate the electrical impulses (or action potentials) that

trigger cardiac contraction, the sinoatrial node is what normally initiates it, simply because

it generates impulses slightly faster than the other areas with pacemaker potential. Because

cardiac myocytes, like all nerve cells, have refractory periods following contraction during

which additional contractions cannot be triggered, their pacemaker potential is overridden

by the sinoatrial node. The SA node emits a new impulse before either the AV or purkinje
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fibers reach threshold. The sinoatrial node (SA node) is a group of cells positioned on

the wall of the right atrium, near the entrance of the superior vena cava. These cells are

modified cardiac myocytes. They possess some contractile filaments, though they do not

contract. Cells in the SA node will naturally discharge (create action potentials) at about

70-80 times/minute. Because the sinoatrial node is responsible for the rest of the heart's

electrical activity, it is sometimes called the primary pacemaker. If the SA node doesn't

function, or the impulse generated in the SA node is blocked before it travels down the

electrical conduction system, a group of cells further down the heart will become the heart's

pacemaker. These cells form the atrioventricular node (AV node), which is an area between

the right atrium and ventricle, within the atrial septum. The impulses from the AV node will

maintain a slower heart rate (about 40-60 beats per a minute). When there is a pathology in

the AV node or purkinje fibers, an ectopic pacemaker can occur in different parts of the heart.

The ectopic pacemaker typically discharges faster than the SA node and causes an abnormal

sequence of contraction. The SA node is richly innervated by vagal and sympathetic fibers.

This makes the SA node susceptible to autonomic influences. Stimulation of the vagus

nerve causes decrease in the SA node rate (thereby causing decrease in the heart rate).

Stimulation via sympathetic fibers causes increase in the SA node rate (thereby increasing

the heart rate). The sympathetic nerves are distributed to all parts of the heart, especially

in ventricular muscles. The parasympathetic nerves mainly control SA and AV nodes, some

atrial muscle and ventricular muscle. Parasympathetic stimulation from the vagal nerves

decreases the rate of the AV node by causing the release of acetylcholine at vagal endings

which in turn increases the K+ permeability of the cardiac muscle fiber. Vagal stimulation

can block transmission through AV junction or stop SA node contraction which is called

”ventricular escape.” When this happens, the purkinje fibers in the AV bundle develops a

rhythm of their own. In the majority of patients, the SA node receives blood from the right

coronary artery, meaning that a myocardial infarction occluding it will cause ischemia in

the SA node unless there is a sufficiently good anastomosis from the left coronary artery.

If not, death of the affected cells will stop the SA node from triggering the heartbeat

AV Node

The atrioventricular node (abbreviated AV node) is the tissue between the atria and the

ventricles of the heart, which conducts the normal electrical impulse from the atria to the

ventricles. The AV node receives two inputs from the atria: posteriorly via the crista

terminalis, and anteriorly via the interatrial septum. [1] An important property that is

unique to the AV node is decremental conduction. This is the property of the AV node that

prevents rapid conduction to the ventricle in cases of rapid atrial rhythms, such as atrial

fibrillation or atrial flutter. The atrioventricular node delays impulses for 0.1 second before

spreading to the ventricle walls. The reason it is so important to delay the cardiac impulse

is to ensure that the atria are empty completely before the ventricles contract (Campbell et

al., 2002). The blood supply of the AV node is from a branch of the right coronary artery

in 85% to 90% of individuals, and from a branch of the left circumflex artery in 10% to

15% of individuals. In certain types of supraventricular tachycardia, a person could have

two AV Nodes; this will cause a loop in electrical current and uncontrollably-rapid heart

beat. When this electricity catches up with itself, it will dissipate and return to normal

heart-beat speed.
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AV Bundle

The bundle of HIS is a collection of heart muscle cells specialized for electrical conduction

that transmits the electrical impulses from the AV node (located between the atria and the

ventricles) to the point of the apex of the fascicular branches. The fascicular branches then

lead to the Purkinje fibers which innervate the ventricles, causing the cardiac muscle of the

ventricles to contract at a paced interval. These specialized muscle fibers in the heart were

named after the Swiss cardiologist Wilhelm His, Jr., who discovered them in 1893. Cardiac

muscle is very specialized, as it is the only type of muscle that has an internal rhythm;

i.e., it is myogenic which means that it can naturally contract and relax without receiving

electrical impulses from nerves. When a cell of cardiac muscle is placed next to another,

they will beat in unison. The fibers of the Bundle of HIS allow electrical conduction to

occur more easily and quickly than typical cardiac muscle. They are an important part

of the electrical conduction system of the heart as they transmit the impulse from the AV

node (the ventricular pacemaker) to the rest of the heart. The bundle of HIS branches into

the three bundle branches: the right left anterior and left posterior bundle branches that

run along the intraventricular septum. The bundles give rise to thin filaments known as

Purkinje fibers. These fibers distribute the impulse to the ventricular muscle. Together,

the bundle branches and purkinje network comprise the ventricular conduction system. It

takes about 0.03-0.04s for the impulse to travel from the bundle of HIS to the ventricular

muscle. It is extremely important for these nodes to exist as they ensure the correct control

and co-ordination of the heart and cardiac cycle and make sure all the contractions remain

within the correct sequence and in sync.

Purkinje Fibers

Purkinje fibers (or Purkyne tissue) are located in the inner ventricular walls of the heart,

just beneath the endocardium. These fibers are specialized myocardial fibers that conduct

an electrical stimulus or impulse that enables the heart to contract in a coordinated fashion.

Purkinje fibers work with the sinoatrial node (SA node) and the atrioventricular node (AV

node) to control the heart rate. During the ventricular contraction portion of the cardiac

cycle, the Purkinje fibers carry the contraction impulse from the left and right bundle

branches to the myocardium of the ventricles. This causes the muscle tissue of the ventricles

to contract and force blood out of the heart — either to the pulmonary circulation (from the

right ventricle) or to the systemic circulation (from the left ventricle). They were discovered

in 1839 by Jan Evangelista Purkinje, who gave them his name.

Pacemaker

The contractions of the heart are controlled by electrical impulses, these fire at a rate which

controls the beat of the heart. The cells that create these rhythmical impulses are called

pacemaker cells, and they directly control the heart rate. Artificial devices also called

pacemakers can be used after damage to the body's intrinsic conduction system to produce

these impulses synthetically.
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Fibrillation

Fibrillation is when the heart flutters abnormally. This can be detected by an electrocar-

diogram which measures the waves of excitation passing through the heart and plotting

a graph of potential difference (voltage) against time. If the heart and cardiac cycle is

functioning properly the electrocardiogram shows a regular, repeating pattern. However

if there is fibrillation there will be no apparent pattern, either in the much more common

'Atrial Fibrillation', or the less likely but much more dangerous 'Ventricular Fibrillation'.

In a hospital during VF the monitor would make a sound and alert the doctors to treat the

fibrillation by passing a huge current through the chest wall and shocking the heart out of

its fibrillation. This causes the cardiac muscle to stop completely for 5 seconds and when

it begins to beat again the cardiac cycle would have resumed to normal and the heart will

be beating in a controlled manner again. Fibrillation is an example of ”circus movement”

of impulses through the heart muscle.

Circus movement occurs when an impulse begins in one part of the heart muscle and spreads

in a circuitous pathway through the heart then returns to the originally excited muscle and

”re-enters” it to stimulate it once more. The signal never stops. A cause of circus movement

is long length pathway in which the muscle is no longer in a refractory state when the

stimulus returns to it. A ”flutter” is a circus movement in coordinated, low frequency waves

that cause rapid heart rate. If the Bundle of HIS is blocked, it will result in dissociation

between the activity of the atria and that of the ventricles, otherwise called a third degree

heart block. The other cause of a third degree block would be a block of the right, left

anterior, and left posterior bundle branches. A third degree block is very serious medical

condition that will most likely require an artificial pacemaker.

8.8 The ECG

E.C.G stands for Electrocardiogram and represents the electrophysiology of the heart. Car-

diac electrophysiology is the science of the mechanisms, functions, and performance of the

electrical activities of specific regions of the heart. The ECG is the recording of the heart's

electrical activity as a graph. The graph can show the heart's rate and rhythm, it can

detect enlargement of the heart, decreased blood flow, or the presence of current or past

heart attacks. ECG's are inexpensive, Non-invasive, quick, and painless. Depending on the

results, the patient’s medical history, and a physical exam; further tests or a combination

of medications and lifestyle changes may be ordered.

How To Read An ECG

ECG Waveform
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Figure 70

P

P wave- indicates that the atria are electrically stimulated (depolarized) to

pump blood into the ventricles.

QRS

QRS complex- indicates that the ventricles are electrically stimulated (depo-

larized) to pump blood out.

ST

ST segment- indicates the amount of time from the end of the contraction of

the ventricles to the beginning of the T wave.

T

T wave- indicates the recovery period (repolarization) of the ventricles.

U

U wave- rarely seen, and thought to possibly be the repolarization of the

papillary muscles

8.8.1 Cardiac Muscle Contraction

After an action potential excites the plasma membrane of the cardiac muscle cell the con-

traction is due to an increase in the cytoplasmic concentration of Calcium ions. Similar to

skeletal muscle, the release of Ca+ ions from the sarcoplasmic reticulum binds to troponin

which allows actin to bind with myosin. The difference between skeletal muscle and cardiac

muscle is that when the action potential opens voltage gated calcium ion channels in the

T-tubules. The increase in cytosolic calcium causes calcium ions to bind to receptors on the

surface of the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The binding of calcium ions to these receptors causes

the opening of more calcium ion channels in the SR membrane. Calcium ions then rush

out of the SR and bind to troponin and allow the myosin and actin to bind together which

causes contraction. This sequence is called calcium-induced calcium release. Contraction

ends when the level of cytosolic calcium returns to normal resting levels.

8.8.2 Blood Pressure

Blood pressure is the pressure exerted by the blood on the walls of the blood vessels.

Unless indicated otherwise, blood pressure refers to systemic arterial blood pressure, i.e.,

the pressure in the large arteries delivering blood to body parts other than the lungs, such

as the brachial artery (in the arm). The pressure of the blood in other vessels is lower

than the arterial pressure. Blood pressure values are universally stated in millimeters of

mercury (mmHg). The systolic pressure is defined as the peak pressure in the arteries during

the cardiac cycle; the diastolic pressure is the lowest pressure (at the resting phase of the

cardiac cycle). The mean arterial pressure and pulse pressure are other important quantities.

Typical values for a resting, healthy adult are approximately 120 mmHg systolic and 80mm

Hg diastolic (written as 120/80 mmHg), with individual variations. These measures of blood

pressure are not static, but undergo natural variations from one heartbeat to another,

and throughout the day (in a circadian rhythm); they also change in response to stress,

nutritional factors, drugs, or disease.
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Systolic Pressure

Systolic Pressure is the highest when the blood is being pumped out of the left ventricle

into the aorta during ventricular systole. The average high during systole is 120 mmHg.

Diastolic Pressure

Diastolic blood pressure lowers steadily to an average low of 80 mmHg during ventricular

diastole.

8.9 Cardiovascular Disease

Cardiovascular disease refers to the class of diseases that involve the heart and/or blood

vessels (arteries and veins). While the term technically refers to any disease that affects

the cardiovascular system, it is usually used to refer to those related to atherosclerosis (ar-

terial disease). These conditions have similar causes, mechanisms, and treatments. Over

50 million Americans have cardiovascular problems, and most other Western countries face

high and increasing rates of cardiovascular disease. It is the number 1 cause of death and

disability in the United States and most European countries. By the time that heart prob-

lems are detected, the underlying cause (atherosclerosis) is usually quite advanced, having

progressed for decades. There is therefore increased emphasis on preventing atherosclerosis

by modifying risk factors, such as healthy eating, exercise and avoidance of smoking.

Hypertension

Hypertension or high blood pressure is a medical condition wherein the blood pressure is

chronically elevated. Hypertension is defined by some authors as systolic pressure over 130

and diastolic over 85 mmHg. 3 Hypertension often has an insidious or un-noticed onset and

is sometimes called the silent killer because stretching of the arteries causes microscopic

tears in the arterial wall and accelerates degenerative changes. Persistent hypertension is

one of the risk factors for strokes, heart attacks, heart failure and arterial aneurysm, and is

a leading cause of chronic renal failure

3 Tortora, G. & Grabowski, S. (2000)Principles of anatomy and physiology. Ninth Edition. Wiley page 733.
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Atherosclerosis

Figure 71 Severe atherosclerosis of the aortaa.

Autopsyb specimen.

a https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/aorta

b https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Autopsy

Atherosclerosis is a disease affecting the arterial blood vessel. It is commonly referred to as

a ”hardening” or ”furring” of the arteries. It is caused by the formation of multiple plaques

within the arteries. Arteriosclerosis (”hardening of the artery”) results from a deposition

of tough, rigid collagen inside the vessel wall and around the atheroma. This increases

the stiffness, decreases the elasticity of the artery wall. Atherosclerosis typically begins in

early adolescence, is usually found in most major arteries, and yet is asymptomatic and

not detected by most diagnostic methods during life. It most commonly becomes seriously

symptomatic when interfering with the coronary circulation supplying the heart or cerebral

circulation supplying the brain, and is considered the most important underlying cause of

strokes, heart attacks, various heart diseases including congestive heart failure and most

cardiovascular diseases in general.
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Plaque

Plaque Atheroma or commonly known as plaque is an abnormal inflammatory accumulation

of macrophage white blood cells within the walls of arteries.

Circulatory Shock

Circulatory Shock is a severe condition that results from reduced blood circulation.

Thrombus

A thrombus, or blood clot, is the final product of the blood coagulation step in hemostasis.

It is achieved via the aggregation of platelets that form a platelet plug, and the activation

of the humoral coagulation system (i.e. clotting factors). A thrombus is physiologic in cases

of injury, but pathologic in case of thrombosis.

Preventing blood clots reduces the risk of stroke, heart attack and pulmonary embolism.

Heparin and warfarin are often used to inhibit the formation and growth of existing blood

clots, thereby allowing the body to shrink and dissolve the blood clots through normal

methods.

Embolism

An embolism occurs when an object (the embolus) migrates from one part of the body

(through circulation) and causes a blockage (occlusion) of a blood vessel in another part

of the body. Blood clots form the most common embolic material by far: other possible

embolic materials include fat globules (a fat embolism), air bubbles (an air embolism), septic

emboli (containing pus and bacteria), or amniotic fluid.

Stroke

A stroke, also known as cerebrovascular accident (CVA), is an acute neurological injury

whereby the blood supply to a part of the brain is interrupted. Strokes can be classified

into two major categories: ischemic and hemorrhagic. ~80% of strokes are due to ischemia.

• Ischemic Stroke: In ischemic stroke, which occurs in approximately 85-90% of strokes,

a blood vessel becomes occluded and the blood supply to part of the brain is totally or

partially blocked. Ischemic stroke is commonly divided into thrombotic stroke, embolic

stroke, systemic hypoperfusion (Watershed or Border Zone stroke), or venous thrombosis

• Hemorrhagic Stroke: A hemorrhagic stroke, or cerebral hemorrhage, is a form of stroke

that occurs when a blood vessel in the brain ruptures or bleeds. Like ischemic strokes,

hemorrhagic strokes interrupt the brain's blood supply because the bleeding vessel can

no longer carry the blood to its target tissue. In addition, blood irritates brain tissue,

disrupting the delicate chemical balance, and, if the bleeding continues, it can cause

increased intracranial pressure which physically impinges on brain tissue and restricts

blood flow into the brain. In this respect, hemorrhagic strokes are more dangerous than

their more common counterpart, ischemic strokes. There are two types of hemorrhagic

stroke: intracerebral hemorrhage, and subarachnoid hemorrhage.
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The term ”brain attack” is starting to come into use in the United States for stroke, just

as the term ”heart attack” is used for myocardial infarction, where a cutoff of blood causes

necrosis to the tissue of the heart. Many hospitals have ”brain attack” teams within their

neurology departments specifically for swift treatment of stroke. If symptoms of stroke

are detected at early on-set, special ”clot busting” drugs may be administered. These clot

busters will dissolve clots before they can cause tissue death and restore normal circulation.

One of the initial drugs used to dissolve clots was streptokinase, although its use creates

a possibility of clot destruction throughout the entire body, leading to serious hemorrhage.

There are newer, third generation thrombolytics that are safer.

Heart Attack

w:Heart Attack4

Acute myocardial infarction (AMI or MI), commonly known as a heart attack, A heart

attack occurs when the supply of blood and oxygen to an area of heart muscle is blocked,

usually by a clot in a coronary artery. Often, this blockage leads to arrhythmias (irregular

heartbeat or rhythm) that cause a severe decrease in the pumping function of the heart

and may bring about sudden death. If the blockage is not treated within a few hours, the

affected heart muscle will die and be replaced by scar tissue. It is the leading cause of death

for both men and women all over the world

Angina Pectoris

Angina Pectoris is chest pain due to ischemia (a lack of blood and hence oxygen supply) of

the heart muscle, generally due to obstruction or spasm of the coronary arteries (the heart's

blood vessels).

Coronary Bypass

Coronary artery bypass surgery, coronary artery bypass graft surgery and heart bypass

are surgical procedures performed on patients with coronary artery disease for the relief of

angina and possible improved heart muscle function. Veins or arteries from elsewhere in the

patient's body are grafted from the aorta to the coronary arteries, bypassing coronary artery

narrowing caused by atherosclerosis and improves the blood supply to the myocardium

(heart muscle).

Congestive Heart Failure

Congestive heart failure (CHF), also called congestive cardiac failure (CCF) or just heart

failure, is a condition that can result from any structural or functional cardiac disorder that

impairs the ability of the heart to fill with or pump a sufficient amount of blood throughout

the body. It is not to be confused with ”cessation of heartbeat”, which is known as asystole,

or with cardiac arrest, which is the cessation of normal cardiac function in the face of heart

disease. Because not all patients have volume overload at the time of initial or subsequent

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart%20Attack
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evaluation, the term ”heart failure” is preferred over the older term ”congestive heart failure”.

Congestive heart failure is often undiagnosed due to a lack of a universally agreed definition

and difficulties in diagnosis, particularly when the condition is considered ”mild”. Right

sided heart failure commonly causes peripheral edema, or swelling of the extremities. Left

sided heart failure commonly causes pulmonary edema, or fluid buildup in the lungs.

Aneurysm

An aneurysm (or aneurism) is a localized dilation or ballooning of a blood vessel by more

than 50% of the diameter of the vessel and can lead to instant death at anytime. Aneurysms

most commonly occur in arteries at the base of the brain (the circle of Willis) and in the

aorta (the main artery coming out of the heart) - this is an aortic aneurysm. This bulge

in a blood vessel, much like a bulge on an over-inflated inner tube, can lead to death at

anytime. The larger an aneurysm becomes, the more likely it is to burst. Aneurysms

are also described according to their shape: Saccular or fusiform. A saccular aneurysm

resembles a small sack; a fusiform aneurysm is shaped like a spindle.

Dissolving Blood Clots

To dissolve blood clots you would use a drug that converts plasminogen (molecule found in

blood), to plasmin, (enzyme that dissolves blood clots).

Clearing Clogged Arteries

One way to unblock a coronary artery (or other blood vessel) is percutaneous transluminal

coronary angioplasty (PTCA), which was first performed in 1977. A wire is passed from

the femoral artery in the leg or the radial artery in the arm up to the diseased coronary

artery, to beyond the area of the coronary artery that is being worked upon. Over this

wire, a balloon catheter is passed into the segment that is to be opened up. The end of

the catheter contains a small folded balloon. When the balloon is hydraulically inflated, it

compresses the atheromatous plaque and stretches the artery wall to expand. At the same

time, if an expandable wire mesh tube (stent) was on the balloon, then the stent will be

implanted (left behind) to support the new stretched open position of the artery from the

inside.

8.9.1 Dilated and Inflamed Veins

Varicose Veins

Varicose veins are veins on the leg which are large, twisted, and ropelike, and can cause pain,

swelling, or itching. They are an extreme form of telangiectasia, or spider veins. Varicose

veins result due to insufficiency of the valves in the communicating veins. These are veins

which link the superficial and deep veins of the lower limb. Normally, blood flows from

the superficial to the deep veins, facilitating return of blood to the heart. However, when

the valve becomes defective, blood is forced into the superficial veins by the action of the

muscle pump (which normally aids return of blood to the heart by compressing the deep

veins). People who have varicose veins are more at risk of getting a Deep Vein Thrombosis

(DVT) and pulmonary embolisms.
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Phlebitis

Phlebitis is an inflammation of a vein, usually in the legs. This is usually the most serious

if found in a deep vein. However, most people with the condition, perhaps 80 to 90 percent,

are women. The disease may also have a genetic component, as it is known to run in

families.

8.9.2 Congenital Heart Defects

Figure 72 Illustration of VSD

Heart defects present at birth are called congenital heart defects. Slightly less than 1% of

all newborn infants have congenital heart disease. Eight defects are more common than all
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others and make up 80% of all congenital heart diseases, whereas the remaining 20% consist

of many independently infrequent conditions or combinations of several defects.

Acyanotic Defects

Acyanotic heart defects are those in which there is a normal amount of oxygen in the

bloodstream. The most common congenital heart defect is a ventral septal defect, which

occurs in about 20% of all children with congenital heart disease. In VSD blood from the

left ventricle is shunted to the right ventricle, resulting in oxygenated blood returning into

pulmonic circulation. One of the potential problems of VSD is pulmonary hypertension.

Cyanotic Defects

Cyanotic heart defects refer to defects that result in decreased amounts of oxygen in the

blood. In cyanotic heart defects deoxygenated blood from the right ventricle flows into the

systemic circulation. Cyanotic defects include tetrogy of Fallot and transposition of the

great arteries.

8.10 Homeostasis

Homeostasis in the body is only possible if the cardiovascular system is working properly.

This means that the system needs to deliver oxygen and nutrients to the tissue fluid that

surrounds the cells and also take away the metabolic waste. The heart is composed of

arteries that take blood from the heart, and vessels that return blood to the heart. Blood is

pumped by the heart into two circuits: the pulmonary and systemic circuits. The pulmonary

circuit carries blood through the lungs where gas exchange occurs and the systemic system

transports blood to all parts of the body where exchange with tissue fluid takes place. The

cardiovascular system works together with all other systems to maintain homeostasis.

8.10.1 The Lymphatic System

The lymphatic system is closely related to the cardiovascular system. There are three main

ways that they work together to maintain homeostasis: the lymphatic system receives the

excess tissue fluid and returns it to the bloodstream, lacteal take fat molecules from the

intestinal villi and transport them to the bloodstream and both systems work together to

defend the body against disease.The lymphatic system can create white blood cells that

fight off disease and infections.

8.11 Interesting Facts

• Heart Disease is the number one killer in American women.

• 16.7 million deaths are result forms of cardiovascular disease, heart disease and stroke.
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• Stress, eating high fat foods, obesity, tobacco and alcohol use are just some risk factors

of developing heart disease.

• Recent research suggests that taking a small dose of aspirin daily may help prevent a

heart attack (because aspirin inhibits platelet clumping).

• The length of all your blood vessels lined up is about 60,000 miles long! To put this in

perspective, the Earth's circumference is 40,075.02 kilometres and 60,000 miles is around

96,000 km - so your blood vessels would go twice around the world and still have some to

spare!

8.12 Ways to a Healthy Heart

• Eating healthy, good nutrition.

• Fitness and Exercise.

• Having a healthy lifestyle; don't drink, smoke, or do drugs.

• Lowering LDL cholesterol and high blood pressure.

• Reduce the fat, sodium, and calories in your diet.

8.13 Aging

The heart muscle becomes less efficient with age, and there is a decrease in both maxi-

mum cardiac output and heart rate, although resting levels may be more than adequate.

The health of the myocardium depends on its blood supply, and with age there is greater

likelihood that atherosclerosis will narrow the coronary arteries. Atherosclerosis is the depo-

sition of cholesterol on and in the walls of the arteries, which decreases blood flow and forms

rough surfaces that may cause intravascular clot formation High blood pressure (hyperten-

sion) causes the left ventricle to work harder. It may enlarge and outgrow its blood supply,

thus becoming weaker. A weak ventricle is not an efficient pump, and may progress to

congestive heart failure. This process may be slow or rapid. The heart valves may become

thickened by fibrosis, leading to heart murmurs and less efficient pumping. Arrhythmias are

also more common with age, as the cells of the conduction pathway become less efficient.

8.14 Shock

Physiological Stress
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Physiological stress can be any kind of injury from burns, to broken bones; the body's re-

sponse to stress is categorized in two phases the ebb phase (early phase) begins immediately

after the injury. And the second phase is about 36 to 48 hours after injury is called the flow

phase. In the ebb (shock) phase there is Inadequate circulation, decreased insulin level, de-

creased oxygen consumption, hypothermia (low body temperature), hypovolemia (low blood

volume), and hypotension (low blood pressure). In the flow phase there is increased levels of

catecholamine, glucocorticoids, and glucagons, normal or elevated insulin levels, catabolic

(breakdown), hyperglycemic (high blood sugar), increased oxygen consumption/respiratory

rate, hyperthermia (high body temperature) fever sets in, hypermetabolism, increased in-

sulin resistance, increased cardiac output.

8.15 Premature ventricular contractions (PVC's)

Excitation occurs through the SA node to the AV node if there are abnormalities or drug

interference that malfunctions the AV node the ventricles will not receive the initiating

stimuli and the autorhythmic cells in the bundle branches begin to initiate actions on their

own rate becoming the pacemakers for the ventricles. This in turn will cause conduction

disorder. With conduction that causes problems with the bundle branches there is the

right and the left premature ventricular contractions. Right is most common and may go

untreated. Left is always a serious problem and must be treated.

8.16 Intrinsic Control of heartbeat

• SA node (located in the right atrium near the entrance of the superior vena cava)

• AV node (located at the base of right atrium)

• AV bundle (located in the intraventricular septum between the two ventricles that go in

two directions right and left bundle branches that leave the septum to enter the walls of

both ventricle)

• Bundle Branches (the branching off the septum to the walls of the ventricles that run

into the purkinje fibers that then make contact with ventricular myocardial cells to spread

the impulse to the rest of the ventricles)
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Figure 73 Animation of a normal ECG wave.

8.17 Electrocardiogram

• The P is the atrial depolarization

• QRS is the ventricular depolarization, as well as atrial repolarization.

• T is the ventricular repolarization
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Figure 74 Schematic representation of normal ECG

8.18 Extrinsic Control of Heartbeat

Autonomic system with two subdivisions: the sympathetic division and the parasympathetic

division. Hormonal control of blood pressure

• Epinephrine

• Norepinephrine

• ANP : Atrial natriuretic peptide

• ADH: Antidiuretic hormone

• Renin-Angiotension system

8.19 Case Study

An example of the ever expanding technology for the heart is best described in this story:

In 1955, when I was five years old, I first learned by my family physician that I had a heart

murmur and that it would eventually need attention. By the time I was 15 in 1965, I had

two cardiac catherizations at Rhode Island Hospital. The tests were inconclusive and I

was told to go on with my life and wait and see if I had a problem. It wasn't until 1975

that I was told by my family physician that I should have my heart checked again. Dr.
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David Kitzes of Mariam Hospital performed another catherization. This time, unlike the

others, I was told that because of new machine technology, Dr. Kitzes found that I had

aortic stenosis, which is a narrowing of the valve passage by build-up of plaque due to the

valve being malformed at birth. Dr. Kitzes informed me that I could lead a normal life

until I was in my fifties or sixties before I would need corrective surgery. In 1996, I had an

echocardiogram and it was determined that my heart was enlarged. My family physician

said that I should see a cardiologist. I down played the visit as not being serious after

hearing the same thing many times. This time I entered the office of Jon Lambrecht, I

had never met him before. Within a few minutes my whole life was turned around. After

asking me about my symptoms, which were fatigue, weakness, asthmatic symptoms, as well

as ashen skin color and dizziness, he informed me of how serious my condition was and the

only salvation was immediate open-heart surgery to replace the aortic valve. I began to cry

as I thought my life was over. Dr. Lambrecht studied my reaction and told me that this

condition is repairable and that I don't have a terminal illness. I didn't have a lot of time

to think about it. Within 10 days from that visit, I was the recipient of a Meditronic Hall

Prosthetic heart valve. The operation was performed by Dr. Robert Indeglia at Miriam

Hospital in Providence, R.I. on March 20th, 1996. It has been almost 3 years since the

surgery and I am doing better than I could have expected. In 1977 my son Kevin was

born with Hypoplastic Left-heart Syndrome and only lived for 2 days because heart surgery

wasn't performed like today. I am thankful that I lived at a time when medical technology

paved the way for a second chance because of my new aortic heart valve. Our goal in this

chapter is to take you by the hand and lead you through each part of the cardiovascular

system, so that you too may learn and come to respect the greatness of this blood pumping

machine we all call the heart.

Stroke

Cerebrovascular disease are those that affect blood vessels in the brain and happen to be the

third cause of death in the United States only behind heart disease and cancer. Stroke (also

called cerebrovascular accident or CVR) is a cerebrovascular disorder caused by a sudden

decrease or stoppage of blood flow to a part of the brain. Decreased blood flow also known

as ischemia is dangerous to any tissue but brain tissue is even more vulnerable, mainly due

to the high rate of its metabolic reactions. In fact if you stopped blood flow for no more

than three minutes it may be sufficient enough to cause death of most brain cells. For this

reason a stroke can kill people within minutes or leave them with severe brain damage.

Strokes may be classified as either occlusive or hemorrhagic and may happen either in the

interior of the brain or on its surface. In a occlusive stroke blood flow through a vessel is

blocked. In a hemorrhagic stroke a blood vessel ruptures causing a hemorrhage.

8.20 Summary

As with all of the body systems, the cardiovascular system plays a part in maintaining

homeostasis. The nervous system regulates the functioning of the heart based on what the

heart is supposed to do. The pumping of the heart maintains normal blood pressure and

proper oxygenation of tissues. The vascular system forms passageways for the blood, but

they aren't simply just a pipeline system. The vessels are not passive tubes, but rather
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active contributors to homeostasis. The arteries and veins help maintain blood pressure,

and the capillaries provide sites for the necessary exchanges of materials between the blood

and the tissues.

8.21 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here5

1. This conducts electricity like nerves

A) Epicardium

B) Pericardium

C) Myocardium

D) Subvalaular Apparatus

E) None of these, only nerves conduct electricity

2. This carries the most blood at any given time in the body

A) Veins

B) Capillary Beds

C) Veins

D) Aorta

E) Vena Cava

3. The following contract together to pump blood

A) Right atrium with the right ventricle and left atrium with the left ventricle

B) Right atrium with left atrium and right ventricles with left ventricle

C) Tricuspid valve and mitral valve

D) Aorta and pulmonary artery

E) Aorta, pulmonary artery and pulmonary vein

4. This is the pacemaker of the heart

A) AV node

B) Purkinje fibers

C) AV Bundle

D) SA node

E) None of these, a pacemaker is surgically inserted

5
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#The_cardiovascular_system
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5. When reading an EKG, this letter shows the depolarization from the AV node down to

the AV bundle

A) S

B) P

C) U

D) T

E) Q

6. The T wave in an EKG shows

A) Resting potential

B) Atrial depolarization

C) SA node excitation

D) Ventricle repolarization

E) Purkinje Excitation

7. Blood pressure is the measure of

A) Pressure exerted by the blood on the walls of the blood vessels

B) Pressure exerted by the blood on the arteries

C) Pressure exerted by the blood on the veins

D) Pressure exerted by the blood on the aorta

E) Pressure exerted by the blood on the capillaries

8. Systolic Pressure is

A) An average of 120 mm Hg

B) Lowers steadily during ventricle systole

C) The highest when blood is being pumped out of the left ventricle into the aorta

D) An average of 80 mm Hg

E) Both A and C

F) Both B and D

9. The heart has how many chambers?

A) One

B) Two

C) Three

D) Four

E) Five
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8.22 Glossary

Acute myocardial infarction (AMI or MI) commonly known as a heart attack, is a

disease state that occurs when the blood supply to a part of the heart is interrupted. The

resulting ischemia or oxygen shortage causes damage and potential death of heart tissue.

Aorta: the largest of the arteries in the systemic circuitAortic Valve: lies between the left

ventricle and the aorta Antidiuretic hormone: Produced in the posterior pituitary ADH

(vasopressin), major function is to regulate blood pressure by water retention by the kidneys.

Arteriole: a small diameter blood vessel that extends and branches out from an artery and

leads to capillaries Atrial natriuretic peptide: Produced in the atria of the heart, it in-

creases urinary excretion of sodium which causes water loss which in turn the viscosity of the

blood is lowered and in turn lowers the blood pressure. Atrioventricular Node (abbrevi-

ated AV node): the tissue between the atria and the ventricles of the heart, which conducts

the normal electrical impulse from the atria to the ventricles Atrioventricular valves:

large, multi-cusped valves that prevent backflow from the ventricles into the atria during

systole AV Bundle: collection of heart muscle cells specialized for electrical conduction

that transmits the electrical impulses from the AV node Barbiturates: CNS depressants,

sedative-hypnotics Blood Pressure: the pressure exerted by the blood on the walls of the

blood vessels Capillaries: the smallest of a body’s vessels, they connect arteries and veins

Cardiac Cycle: term used to describe the sequence of events that occur as a heart works

to pump blood through the body Cerebral Vascular Accident (CVA): Also known as a

stroke, is a rapidly developing loss of a part of brain function or loss of consciousness due to

an interruption in the blood supply to all or part of the brain. That is, a stroke involves the

sudden loss of neuronal function due to a disturbance in cerebral perfusion. There are many

different causes for the interruption of blood supply, and different parts of the brain can

be affected. Because of this, a stroke can be quite heterogeneous. Patients with the same

cause of stroke can have widely differing handicaps. Similarly, patients with the same clini-

cal handicap can in fact have different causes of their stroke. Chordae Tendinae: cord-like

tendons that connect the papillary muscles to the tricuspid valve and the mitral valve in the

heart Coronary Arteries: blood vessels that supply blood to, and remove blood from, the

heart muscle itself Continuous Capillaries: have a sealed epithelium and only allow small

molecules, water and ions to diffuse Deep-vein thrombosis (DVT): is the formation of a

blood clot (”thrombus”) in a deep vein. It commonly affects the leg veins, such as the femoral

vein or the popliteal vein or the deep veins of the pelvis. Occasionally the veins of the arm

are affected Diastole: period of time when the heart relaxes after contraction in prepara-

tion for refilling with circulating blood Diastolic Pressure: lowest point in blood pressure

where the heart relaxes Edema: The swelling that forms when too much tissue fluid forms

or not enough taken away Electrocardiogram: the recording of the heart's electrical ac-

tivity as a graph Epinephrine: Produced in the adrenal medulla of the adrenal glands,

major function is vasoconstriction that will in turn increase respiratory rate and increase

cardiac out put. Fenestrated Capillaries: have openings that allow larger molecules to

diffuse Fibrous Pericardium: a dense connective tissue that protects the heart, anchoring

it to the surrounding walls, and preventing it from overfilling with bloodHeart Rate: term

used to describe the frequency of the cardiac cycleHepatic Veins: blood vessels that drain

de-oxygenated blood from the liver and blood cleaned by the liver (from the stomach, pan-

creas, small intestine and colon) into the inferior vena cavaHypertension or High Blood

Pressure: medical condition wherein the blood pressure is chronically elevated Inferior

Vena Cava (or IVC): a large vein that carries de-oxygenated blood from the lower half
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of the body into the heart Intraventricular Septum: the stout wall separating the lower

chambers (the ventricles) of the heart from one another Left Atrium:receives oxygenated

blood from the left and right pulmonary veins Lub: first heart tone, or S1; caused by the

closure of the atrioventricular valves, mitral and tricuspid, at the beginning of ventricular

contraction, or systole Lumen: hollow internal cavity in which the blood flows Lymph:

originates as blood plasma that leaks from the capillaries of the circulatory system, be-

coming interstitial fluid, filling the space between individual cells of tissue Mitral valve:

also known as the bicuspid valve; prevents blood flowing from the left ventricle into the left

atriumMyocardium: the muscular tissue of the heart. Norepinephrine: Produced in the

adrenal medulla of the adrenal glands, major function is a strong vasoconstrictor that will

in turn increase respiratory rate. Pacemaker Cells: cells that create these rhythmical im-

pulses of the heart Plaque: an abnormal inflammatory accumulation of macrophage white

blood cells within the walls of arteries Pulmonary Valve: lies between the right ventricle

and the pulmonary artery; prevents back-flow of blood into the ventricle Pulse: the num-

ber of heartbeats per minute Purkinje Fibers (or Purkinje tissue): located in the inner

ventricular walls of the heart, just beneath the endocardium; specialized myocardial fibers

that conduct an electrical stimulus or impulse that enables the heart to contract in a co-

ordinated fashion Renin-Angiotension system:Right Atrium: receives de-oxygenated

blood from the superior vena cava and inferior vena cava Serous Pericardium: functions

in lubricating the heart to prevent friction from occurring during heart activity Semilunar

Valves: positioned on the pulmonary artery and the aorta Sinoatrial Node: (abbreviated

SA node or SAN, also called the sinus node): the impulse generating (pacemaker) tissue lo-

cated in the right atrium of the heart Sinusoidal Capillaries: special forms of fenestrated

capillaries that have larger opening allowing RBCs and serum proteins to enter Systole:

contraction of the heart Systolic Pressure: the highest point in blood pressure when the

blood is being pumped out of the left ventricle into the aorta during ventricular

systoleSuperior Vena Cava (SVC): a large but short vein that carries de-oxygenated

blood from the upper half of the body to the heart's right atrium Thrombus: a blood clot

in an intact blood vessel Tricuspid Valve: on the right side of the heart, between the right

atrium and the right ventricle; allows blood to flow from the right atrium into the right

ventricle when the heart is relaxed during diastole Vasoconstriction: the constriction of

blood vessels Vasodilation: the dilation of blood vessels Veins:carry de-oxygenated blood

from the capillary blood vessels to the right part of the heart Ventricle: a heart chamber

which collects blood from an atrium Venule: a small blood vessel that allows deoxygenated

blood to return from the capillary beds to the larger blood vessels called veins
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9 The Urinary System

Figure 75

9.1 Introduction

The Urinary System is a group of organs in the body concerned with filtering out excess

fluid and other substances from the bloodstream. The substances are filtered out from

the body in the form of urine. Urine is a liquid produced by the kidneys, collected in

the bladder and excreted through the urethra. Urine is used to extract excess minerals

or vitamins as well as blood corpuscles from the body. The Urinary organs include the

kidneys, ureters, bladder, and urethra. The Urinary system works with the other systems
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of the body to help maintain homeostasis. The kidneys are the main organs of homeostasis

because they maintain the acid base balance and the water salt balance of the blood.

9.2 Functions of the Urinary System

One of the major functions of the Urinary system is the process of excretion. Excretion is the

process of eliminating, from an organism, waste products of metabolism and other materials

that are of no use. The urinary system maintains an appropriate fluid volume by regulating

the amount of water that is excreted in the urine. Other aspects of its function include

regulating the concentrations of various electrolytes in the body fluids and maintaining

normal pH of the blood. Several body organs carry out excretion, but the kidneys are the

most important excretory organ. The primary function of the kidneys is to maintain a

stable internal environment (homeostasis) for optimal cell and tissue metabolism. They do

this by separating urea, mineral salts, toxins, and other waste products from the blood.

They also do the job of conserving water, salts, and electrolytes. At least one kidney must

function properly for life to be maintained. Six important roles of the kidneys are:

Regulation of plasma ionic composition. Ions such as sodium, potassium, calcium,

magnesium, chloride, bicarbonate, and phosphates are regulated by the amount that the

kidney excretes.

Regulation of plasma osmolarity. The kidneys regulate osmolarity because they have

direct control over how many ions and how much water a person excretes.

Regulation of plasma volume. Your kidneys are so important they even have an effect

on your blood pressure. The kidneys control plasma volume by controlling how much water

a person excretes. The plasma volume has a direct effect on the total blood volume, which

has a direct effect on your blood pressure. Salt(NaCl)will cause osmosis to happen; the

diffusion of water into the blood.

Regulation of plasma hydrogen ion concentration (pH). The kidneys partner up

with the lungs and they together control the pH. The kidneys have a major role because

they control the amount of bicarbonate excreted or held onto. The kidneys help maintain

the blood Ph mainly by excreting hydrogen ions and reabsorbing bicarbonate ions as needed.

Removal of metabolic waste products and foreign substances from the plasma.

One of the most important things the kidneys excrete is nitrogenous waste. As the liver

breaks down amino acids it also releases ammonia. The liver then quickly combines that

ammonia with carbon dioxide, creating urea which is the primary nitrogenous end product

of metabolism in humans. The liver turns the ammonia into urea because it is much less

toxic. We can also excrete some ammonia, creatinine and uric acid. The creatinine comes

from the metabolic breakdown of creatine phospate (a high-energy phosphate in muscles).

Uric acid comes from the break down of nucleotides. Uric acid is insoluble and too much

uric acid in the blood will build up and form crystals that can collect in the joints and cause

gout.

Secretion of Hormones The endocrine system has assistance from the kidney's when

releasing hormones. Renin is released by the kidneys. Renin leads to the secretion of

aldosterone which is released from the adrenal cortex. Aldosterone promotes the kidneys

to reabsorb the sodium (Na+) ions. The kidneys also secrete erythropoietin when the
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blood doesn't have the capacity to carry oxygen. Erythropoietin stimulates red blood cell

production. The Vitamin D from the skin is also activated with help from the kidneys.

Calcium (Ca+) absorption from the digestive tract is promoted by vitamin D.

CC: Chapter Check: Name the role of the kidneys and how they work?

Figure 76
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9.3 Organs in the Urinary System

9.3.1 Kidneys And Their Structure

Figure 77 Kidney Diagram: 1. Renal pyramid 2.

Interlobar artery 3. Renal artery 4. Renal vein 5. Renal

hylum 6. Renal pelvis 7. Ureter 8. Minor calyx 9. Renal

capsule 10. Inferior renal capsule 11. Superior renal

capsule 12. Interlobar vein 13. Nephron 14. Minor calyx

15. Major calyx 16. Renal papilla 17. Renal column

The kidneys are a pair of bean shaped, brown organs about the size of your fist.It measures

10-12 cm long. They are covered by the renal capsule, which is a tough capsule of fibrous

connective tissue. Adhering to the surface of each kidney is two layers of fat to help cushion

them. There is a concaved side of the kidney that has a depression where a renal artery

enters, and a renal vein and a ureter exit the kidney. The kidneys are located at the rear

wall of the abdominal cavity just above the waistline, and are protected by the ribcage.

They are considered retroperitoneal, which means they lie behind the peritoneum. There

are three major regions of the kidney, renal cortex, renal medulla and the renal pelvis

. The outer, granulated layer is the renal cortex. The cortex stretches down in between a

radially striated inner layer. The inner radially striated layer is the renal medulla. This

contains pyramid shaped tissue called the renal pyramids, separated by renal columns. The

ureters are continuous with the renal pelvis and is the very center of the kidney.
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Renal Vein

The renal veins are veins that drain the kidney. They connect the kidney to the inferior

vena cava. Because the inferior vena cava is on the right half of the body, the left renal

vein is generally the longer of the two. Unlike the right renal vein, the left renal vein often

receives the left gonadal vein (left testicular vein in males, left ovarian vein in females). It

frequently receives the left suprarenal vein as well.

Renal Artery

The renal arteries normally arise off the abdominal aorta and supply the kidneys with

blood. The arterial supply of the kidneys are variable and there may be one or more renal

arteries supplying each kidney. Due to the position of the aorta, the inferior vena cava and

the kidneys in the body, the right renal artery is normally longer than the left renal artery.

The right renal artery normally crosses posteriorly to the inferior vena cava. The renal

arteries carry a large portion of the total blood flow to the kidneys. Up to a third of the

total cardiac output can pass through the renal arteries to be filtered by the kidneys.

9.3.2 Ureters

The ureters are two tubes that drain urine from the kidneys to the bladder. Each ureter

is a muscular tube about 10 inches (25 cm) long. Muscles in the walls of the ureters send

the urine in small spurts into the bladder, (a collapsible sac found on the forward part of

the cavity of the bony pelvis that allows temporary storage of urine). After the urine enters

the bladder from the ureters, small folds in the bladder mucosa act like valves preventing

backward flow of the urine. The outlet of the bladder is controlled by a sphincter muscle. A

full bladder stimulates sensory nerves in the bladder wall that relax the sphincter and allow

release of the urine. However, relaxation of the sphincter is also in part a learned response

under voluntary control. The released urine enters the urethra.

9.3.3 Urinary Bladder

The urinary bladder is a hollow, muscular and distendible or elastic organ that sits on

the pelvic floor (superior to the prostate in males). On its anterior border lies the pubic

symphysis and, on its posterior border, the vagina (in females) and rectum (in males). The

urinary bladder can hold approximately 17 to 18 ounces (500 to 530 ml) of urine, however

the desire to micturate is usually experienced when it contains about 150 to 200 ml. When

the bladder fills with urine (about half full), stretch receptors send nerve impulses to the

spinal cord, which then sends a reflex nerve impulse back to the sphincter (muscular valve)

at the neck of the bladder, causing it to relax and allow the flow of urine into the urethra.

The Internal urethral sphincter is involuntary. The ureters enter the bladder diagonally

from its dorsolateral floor in an area called the trigone. The trigone is a triangular shaped

area on the postero-inferior wall of the bladder. The urethra exits at the lowest point of the

triangle of the trigone. The urine in the bladder also helps regulate body temperature. A

bladder when operating normally empties completely upon a complete discharge, otherwise

it is a sign that its elasticity is compromised, when it becomes completely void of fluid, it

may cause a chilling sensation due to the rapid change of body temperature.
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9.3.4 Urethra

Figure 78 Female urethra (labeled at bottom right.)
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Figure 79 Male Sphincter urethrae muscle

- The male urethra laid open on its anterior

(upper) surface. (Region visible, but muscle

not labeled.)

The urethra is a muscular tube that connects the bladder with the outside of the body.

The function of the urethra is to remove urine from the body. It measures about 1.5 inches

(3.8 cm) in a woman but up to 8 inches (20 cm) in a man. Because the urethra is so much

shorter in a woman it makes it much easier for a woman to get harmful bacteria in her

bladder this is commonly called a bladder infection or a UTI. The most common bacteria of

a UTI is E-coli from the large intestines that have been excreted in fecal matter. Female

urethra

In the human female, the urethra is about 1-2 inches long and opens in the vulva between

the clitoris and the vaginal opening.

Men have a longer urethra than women. This means that women tend to be more susceptible

to infections of the bladder (cystitis) and the urinary tract.

Male urethra
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In the human male, the urethra is about 8 inches long and opens at the end of the head of

the penis.

The length of a male's urethra, and the fact it contains a number of bends, makes catheter-

isation more difficult.

The urethral sphincter is a collective name for the muscles used to control the flow of

urine from the urinary bladder. These muscles surround the urethra, so that when they

contract, the urethra is closed.

• There are two distinct areas of muscle: the internal sphincter, at the bladder neck and

• the external, or distal, sphincter.

Human males have much stronger sphincter muscles than females, meaning that they can

retain a large amount of urine for twice as long, as much as 800mL, i.e. ”hold it”.

9.3.5 Nephrons

A nephron is the basic structural and functional unit of the kidney. The name nephron comes

from the Greek word (nephros) meaning kidney. Its chief function is to regulate water and

soluble substances by filtering the blood, reabsorbing what is needed and excreting the rest

as urine. Nephrons eliminate wastes from the body, regulate blood volume and pressure,

control levels of electrolytes and metabolites, and regulate blood pH. Its functions are vital

to life and are regulated by the endocrine system by hormones such as antidiuretic hormone,

aldosterone, and parathyroid hormone.

Each nephron has its own supply of blood from two capillary regions from the renal artery.

Each nephron is composed of an initial filtering component (the renal corpuscle) and a

tubule specialized for reabsorption and secretion (the renal tubule). The renal corpuscle

filters out large solutes from the blood, delivering water and small solutes to the renal tubule

for modification.

Glomerulus

The glomerulus is a capillary tuft that receives its blood supply from an afferent arteriole

of the renal circulation. The glomerular blood pressure provides the driving force for fluid

and solutes to be filtered out of the blood and into the space made by Bowman's capsule.

The remainder of the blood not filtered into the glomerulus passes into the narrower efferent

arteriole. It then moves into the vasa recta, which are collecting capillaries intertwined with

the convoluted tubules through the interstitial space, where the reabsorbed substances will

also enter. This then combines with efferent venules from other nephrons into the renal

vein, and rejoins with the main bloodstream.

Afferent/Efferent Arterioles

The afferent arteriole supplies blood to the glomerulus. A group of specialized cells known as

juxtaglomerular cells are located around the afferent arteriole where it enters the renal

corpuscle. The efferent arteriole drains the glomerulus. Between the two arterioles lies

specialized cells called themacula densa. The juxtaglomerular cells and the macula densa

collectively form the juxtaglomerular apparatus. It is in the juxtaglomerular apparatus

cells that the enzyme renin is formed and stored. Renin is released in response to decreased
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blood pressure in the afferent arterioles, decreased sodium chloride in the distal convoluted

tubule and sympathetic nerve stimulation of receptors (beta-adrenic) on the juxtaglomerular

cells. Renin is needed to form Angiotensin I and Angiotensin II which stimulate the secretion

of aldosterone by the adrenal cortex.

Glomerular Capsule or Bowman's Capsule

Bowman's capsule (also called the glomerular capsule) surrounds the glomerulus and

is composed of visceral (simple squamous epithelial cells) (inner) and parietal (simple squa-

mous epithelial cells) (outer) layers. The visceral layer lies just beneath the thickened

glomerular basement membrane and is made of podocytes which send foot processes over

the length of the glomerulus. Foot processes interdigitate with one another forming filtration

slits that, in contrast to those in the glomeruluar endothelium, are spanned by diaphragms.

The size of the filtration slits restricts the passage of large molecules (e.g., albumin) and cells

(e.g., red blood cells and platelets). In addition, foot processes have a negatively-charged

coat (glycocalyx) that limits the filtration of negatively-charged molecules, such as albumin.

This action is called electrostatic repulsion.

The parietal layer of Bowman's capsule is lined by a single layer of squamous epithelium.

Between the visceral and parietal layers is Bowman's space, into which the filtrate enters

after passing through the podocytes' filtration slits. It is here that smooth muscle cells and

macrophages lie between the capillaries and provide support for them. Unlike the visceral

layer, the parietal layer does not function in filtration. Rather, the filtration barrier is

formed by three components: the diaphragms of the filtration slits, the thick glomerular

basement membrane, and the glycocalyx secreted by podocytes. 99% of glomerular filtrate

will ultimately be reabsorbed.

The process of filtration of the blood in the Bowman's capsule is ultrafiltration (or glomeru-

lar filtration), and the normal rate of filtration is 125 ml/min, equivalent to ten times the

blood volume daily. Measuring the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is a diagnostic test of

kidney function. A decreased GFR may be a sign of renal failure. Conditions that can affect

GFR include: arterial pressure, afferent arteriole constriction, efferent arteriole constriction,

plasma protein concentration and colloid osmotic pressure.

Any proteins that are roughly 30 kilodaltons or under can pass freely through the membrane.

Although, there is some extra hindrance for negatively charged molecules due to the negative

charge of the basement membrane and the podocytes. Any small molecules such as water,

glucose, salt (NaCl), amino acids, and urea pass freely into Bowman's space, but cells,

platelets and large proteins do not. As a result, the filtrate leaving the Bowman's capsule

is very similar to blood plasma in composition as it passes into the proximal convoluted

tubule. Together, the glomerulus and Bowman's capsule are called the renal corpuscle.

Proximal Convoluted Tubule (PCT)

The proximal tubule can be anatomically divided into two segments: the proximal con-

voluted tubule and the proximal straight tubule. The proximal convoluted tubule can be

divided further into S1 and S2 segments based on the histological appearance of it's cells.

Following this naming convention, the proximal straight tubule is commonly called the S3

segment. The proximal convoluted tubule has one layer of cuboidal cells in the lumen. This
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is the only place in the nephron that contains cuboidal cells. These cells are covered with

millions of microvilli. The microvilli serve to increase surface area for reabsorption.

Fluid in the filtrate entering the proximal convoluted tubule is reabsorbed into the per-

itubular capillaries, including approximately two-thirds of the filtered salt and water and

all filtered organic solutes (primarily glucose and amino acids). This is driven by sodium

transport from the lumen into the blood by the Na+/K+ ATPase in the basolateral mem-

brane of the epithelial cells. Much of the mass movement of water and solutes occurs in

between the cells through the tight junctions, which in this case are not selective.

The solutes are absorbed isotonically, in that the osmotic potential of the fluid leaving the

proximal tubule is the same as that of the initial glomerular filtrate. However, glucose,

amino acids, inorganic phosphate, and some other solutes are reabsorbed via secondary

active transport through cotransport channels driven by the sodium gradient out of the

nephron.
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Loop of the Nephron or Loop of Henle

Figure 80 The Nephron Loop or Loop of Henle.

The loop of Henle (sometimes known as the nephron loop) is a U-shaped tube that consists

of a descending limb and ascending limb. It begins in the cortex, receiving filtrate from the

proximal convoluted tubule, extends into the medulla, and then returns to the cortex to

empty into the distal convoluted tubule. Its primary role is to concentrate the salt in the

interstitium, the tissue surrounding the loop.

Descending limb

Its descending limb is permeable to water but completely impermeable to salt, and thus

only indirectly contributes to the concentration of the interstitium. As the filtrate descends

deeper into the hypertonic interstitium of the renal medulla, water flows freely out of the

descending limb by osmosis until the tonicity of the filtrate and interstitium equilibrate.
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Longer descending limbs allow more time for water to flow out of the filtrate, so longer

limbs make the filtrate more hypertonic than shorter limbs.

Ascending limb

Unlike the descending limb, the ascending limb of Henle's loop is impermeable to water,

a critical feature of the countercurrent exchange mechanism employed by the loop. The

ascending limb actively pumps sodium out of the filtrate, generating the hypertonic in-

terstitium that drives countercurrent exchange. In passing through the ascending limb,

the filtrate grows hypotonic since it has lost much of its sodium content. This hypotonic

filtrate is passed to the distal convoluted tubule in the renal cortex.

Distal Convoluted Tubule (DCT)

The distal convoluted tubule is similar to the proximal convoluted tubule in structure and

function. Cells lining the tubule have numerous mitochondria, enabling active transport to

take place by the energy supplied by ATP. Much of the ion transport taking place in the

distal convoluted tubule is regulated by the endocrine system. In the presence of parathyroid

hormone, the distal convoluted tubule reabsorbs more calcium and excretes more phosphate.

When aldosterone is present, more sodium is reabsorbed and more potassium excreted.

Atrial natriuretic peptide causes the distal convoluted tubule to excrete more sodium. In

addition, the tubule also secretes hydrogen and ammonium to regulate pH. After traveling

the length of the distal convoluted tubule, only 3% of water remains, and the remaining

salt content is negligible. 97.9% of the water in the glomerular filtrate enters the convoluted

tubules and collecting ducts by osmosis.

Collecting ducts

Each distal convoluted tubule delivers its filtrate to a system of collecting ducts, the first

segment of which is the connecting tubule. The collecting duct system begins in the renal

cortex and extends deep into the medulla. As the urine travels down the collecting duct

system, it passes by the medullary interstitium which has a high sodium concentration as a

result of the loop of Henle's countercurrent multiplier system. Though the collecting duct

is normally impermeable to water, it becomes permeable in the presence of antidiuretic

hormone (ADH). As much as three-fourths of the water from urine can be reabsorbed as

it leaves the collecting duct by osmosis. Thus the levels of ADH determine whether urine

will be concentrated or dilute. Dehydration results in an increase in ADH, while water

sufficiency results in low ADH allowing for diluted urine. Lower portions of the collecting

duct are also permeable to urea, allowing some of it to enter the medulla of the kidney, thus

maintaining its high ion concentration (which is very important for the nephron).

Urine leaves the medullary collecting ducts through the renal papilla, emptying into the

renal calyces, the renal pelvis, and finally into the bladder via the ureter. Because it has a

different embryonic origin than the rest of the nephron (the collecting duct is from endoderm

whereas the nephron is from mesoderm), the collecting duct is usually not considered a part

of the nephron proper.

Renal Hormones
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1. Vitamin D- Becomes metabolically active in the kidney. Patients with renal disease have

symptoms of disturbed calcium and phosphate balance.

2. Erythropoietin- Released by the kidneys in response to decreased tissue oxygen levels

(hypoxia).

3. Natriuretic Hormone- Released from cardiocyte granules located in the right atria of

the heart in response to increased atrial stretch. It inhibits ADH secretions which can

contribute to the loss of sodium and water.

9.4 Formation of Urine

Urine is formed in three steps: Filtration, Reabsorption, and Secretion.

9.4.1 Filtration

Blood enters the afferent arteriole and flows into the glomerulus. Blood in the glomeru-

lus has both filterable blood components and non-filterable blood components. Filterable

blood components move toward the inside of the glomerulus while non-filterable blood com-

ponents bypass the filtration process by exiting through the efferent arteriole. Filterable

Blood components will then take a plasma like form called glomerular filtrate. A few of

the filterable blood components are water, nitrogenous waste, nutrients and salts (ions).

Nonfilterable blood components include formed elements such as blood cells and platelets

along with plasma proteins. The glomerular filtrate is not the same consistency as urine,

as much of it is reabsorbed into the blood as the filtrate passes through the tubules of the

nephron.

9.4.2 Reabsorption

Within the peritubular capillary network, molecules and ions are reabsorbed back into the

blood. Sodium Chloride reabsorbed into the system increases the osmolarity of blood in

comparison to the glomerular filtrate. This reabsorption process allows water (H2O) to pass

from the glomerular filtrate back into the circulatory system.

Glucose and various amino acids also are reabsorbed into the circulatory system. These

nutrients have carrier molecules that claim the glomerular molecule and release it back into

the circulatory system. If all of the carrier molecules are used up, excess glucose or amino

acids are set free into the urine. A complication of diabetes is the inability of the body

to reabsorb glucose. If too much glucose appears in the glomerular filtrate it increases the

osmolarity of the filtrate, causing water to be released into the urine rather than reabsorbed

by the circulatory system. Frequent urination and unexplained thirst are warning signs of

diabetes, due to water not being reabsorbed.

Glomerular filtrate has now been separated into two forms: Reabsorbed Filtrate and Non-

reabsorbed Filtrate. Non-reabsorbed filtrate is now known as tubular fluid as it passes

through the collecting duct to be processed into urine.
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9.4.3 Secretion

Some substances are removed from blood through the peritubular capillary network into

the distal convoluted tubule or collecting duct. These substances are Hydrogen ions, crea-

tinine, and drugs. Urine is a collection of substances that have not been reabsorbed during

glomerular filtration or tubular reabsorbtion.

9.5 Maintaining Water-Salt Balance

It is the job of the kidneys to maintain the water-salt balance of the blood. They also

maintain blood volume as well as blood pressure. Simple examples of ways that this balance

can be changed include ingestion of water, dehydration, blood loss and salt ingestion.

9.5.1 Reabsorption of water

Direct control of water excretion in the kidneys is exercised by the anti-diuretic hormone

(ADH), released by the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland. ADH causes the insertion

of water channels into the membranes of cells lining the collecting ducts, allowing water

reabsorption to occur. Without ADH, little water is reabsorbed in the collecting ducts and

dilute urine is excreted. There are several factors that influence the secretion of ADH. The

first of these happen when the blood plasma gets too concentrated. When this occurs,

special receptors in the hypothalamus release ADH. When blood pressure falls, stretch

receptors in the aorta and carotid arteries stimulate ADH secretion to increase volume of

the blood.

9.5.2 Reabsorption of Salt

The Kidneys also regulate the salt balance in the blood by controlling the excretion and

the reabsorption of various ions. As noted above, ADH plays a role in increasing water

reabsorption in the kidneys, thus helping to dilute bodily fluids. The kidneys also have

a regulated mechanism for reabsorbing sodium in the distal nephron. This mechanism is

controlled by aldosterone, a steroid hormone produced by the adrenal cortex. Aldosterone

promotes the excretion of potassium ions and the reabsorption of sodium ions. The release of

Aldosterone is initiated by the kidneys. The juxtaglomerular apparatus is a renal structure

consisting of the macula densa, mesangial cells, and juxtaglomerular cells. Juxtaglomerular

cells (JG cells, also known as granular cells) are the site of renin secretion. Renin is an

enzyme that converts angiotensinogen (a large plasma protein produced by the liver) into

Angiotensin I and eventually into Angiotensin II which stimulates the adrenal cortex to

produce aldosterone. The reabsorption of sodium ions is followed by the reapsorption of

water. This causes blood pressure as well as blood volume to increase.

Atrial natriuretic hormone (ANH) is released by the atria of the heart when cardiac

cells are stretched due to increased blood volume. ANH inhibits the secretion of renin by

the juxtaglomerular apparatus and the secretion of the aldosterone by the adrenal cortex.

This promotes the excretion of sodium. When sodium is excreted so is water. This causes

blood pressure and volume to decrease.
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Hypernatremia

An increase in plasma sodium levels above normal is hypernatremia. Sodium is the

primary solute in the extracellular fluid. Sodium levels have a major role in osmolarity

regulation. For excitable cells the electrochemical gradient for sodium across the plasma

membrane is critical for life. Water retention and an increased blood pressure usually

are signs of hypernatremia. If the plasma sodium levels are below normal it is called

hyponatremia. Signs of this are low plasma volume and hypotension.

Diuretics

A diuretic (colloquially called a water pill) is any drug that elevates the rate of bodily urine

excretion (diuresis). Diuretics also decrease the extracellular fluid (ECF) volume, and are

primarily used to produce a negative extracellular fluid balance. Caffeine, cranberry juice

and alcohol are all weak diuretics. In medicine, diuretics are used to treat heart failure,

liver cirrhosis, hypertension and certain kidney diseases. Diuretics alleviate the symptoms

of these diseases by causing sodium and water loss through the urine. As urine is produced

by the kidney, sodium and water – which cause edema related to the disease – move into the

blood to replace the volume lost as urine, thereby reducing the pathological edema. Some

diuretics, such as acetazolamide, help to make the urine more alkaline and are helpful in

increasing excretion of substances such as aspirin in cases of overdose or poisoning. The

antihypertensive actions of some diuretics (thiazides and loop diuretics in particular) are

independent of their diuretic effect. That is, the reduction in blood pressure is not due to

decreased blood volume resulting from increased urine production, but occurs through other

mechanisms and at lower doses than that required to produce diuresis. Indapamide was

specifically designed with this is mind, and has a larger therapeutic window for hypertension

(without pronounced diuresis) than most other diuretics. Chemically, diuretics are a diverse

group of compounds that either stimulate or inhibit various hormones that naturally occur

in the body to regulate urine production by the kidneys. Alcohol produces diuresis through

modulation of the vasopressin system.

9.6 Diseases of the Kidney

Diabetic nephropathy (nephropatia diabetica), also known as Kimmelstiel-Wilson syn-

drome and intercapillary glomerulonephritis, is a progressive kidney disease caused by an-

giopathy of capillaries in the kidney glomeruli. It is characterized by nodular glomeruloscle-

rosis. It is due to longstanding diabetes mellitus, and is a prime cause for dialysis in many

Western countries.
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Figure 81 An image of a kidney stone.

In medicine, hematuria (or ”haematuria”) is the presence of blood in the urine. It is a sign

of a large number of diseases of the kidneys and the urinary tract, ranging from trivial to

lethal.

Kidney stones, also known as nephrolithiases, urolithiases or renal calculi, are solid ac-

cretions (crystals) of dissolved minerals in urine found inside the kidneys or ureters. They

vary in size from as small as a grain of sand to as large as a golf ball. Kidney stones

typically leave the body in the urine stream; if they grow relatively large before passing

(on the order of millimeters), obstruction of a ureter and distention with urine can cause
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severe pain most commonly felt in the flank, lower abdomen and groin. Kidney stones are

unrelated to gallstones.

Case Study I was 34 weeks pregnant when I noticed blood in my urine. I immediately

went to my OBGYN where I was told that I had a bladder infection and given an antibiotic.

The next morning I experienced the most intense pain. I was rushed to the ER where I was

told that I had kidney stones. The doctors explained that there was nothing they could do

as long as I was pregnant. The next 3 weeks of my life were filled with intense pain and

multiple painkillers. After I delivered my baby, CAT scans were done and I was informed

that I had 6 kidney stones. It took three more weeks for me to pass all of the stones the

largest measuring 5 mm. The stones were tested and I was informed that my body had

been building up calcium due to my pregnancy and this was the cause of the kidney stones.

I continued to have kidney pain for 6 months after passing the stones. I now live my life on

a low calcium diet and the hope that my body will not develop more kidney stones.

Pyelonephritis When an infection of the renal pelvis and calices, called pyelitis, spreads

to involve the rest of the kidney as well, the result is pyelonephritis. It usually results from

the spread of fecal bacterium Escherichia coli from the anal region superiorly through the

urinary tract. In severe cases, the kidney swells and scars, abscesses form, and the renal

pelvis fills with pus. Left untreated, the infected kidney may be severely damaged, but

administration of antibiotics usually achieve a total cure.

glomerulonephritis Inflammation of the glomerular can be caused by immunologic ab-

normalities, drugs or toxins, vascular disorders, and systemic diseases. Glomerulonephritis

can be acute, chronic or progressive. Two major changes in the urine are distinctive of

glomerulonephritis: hematuria and proteinuria with albumin as the major protein. There

is also a decrease in urine as there is a decrease in GFR (glomerular filtration rate). Renal

failure is associated with oliguria (less than 400 ml of urine output per day).

Renal Failure Uremia is a syndrome of renal failure and includes elevated blood urea and

creatinine levels. Acute renal failure can be reversed if diagnosed early. Acute renal failure

can be caused by severe hypotension or severe glomerular disease. Diagnostic tests include

BUN and plasma creatinine level tests. It is considered to be chronic renal failure if the

decline of renal function to less than 25%.

9.7 Diabetes Insipidus

This is caused by the deficiency of or decrease of ADH. The person with (DI) has the

inability to concentrate their urine in water restriction, in turn they will void up 3 to 20

liters/day. There are two forms of (DI), neurogenic, and nephrogenic. In nephrogenic (DI)

the kidneys do not respond to ADH. Usually the nephrogenic (DI) is characterized by the

impairment of the urine concentrating capability of the kidney along with concentration of

water. The cause may be a genetic trait, electrolyte disorder, or side effect of drugs such as

lithium. In the neurogenic (DI), it is usually caused by head injury near the hypophysisal

tract.
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9.8 Urinary tract infections (UTI's)

The second most common type of bacterial infections seen by health care providers is UTI's.

Out of all the bacterias that colonize and cause urinary tract infections the big gun is

Escherichia coli. In the hospital indwelling catheters and straight catheterizing predispose

the opportunity for urinary tract infections. In females there are three stages in life that

predispose urinary tract infections, that is menarche, manipulation between intercourse,

and menopause. However, a small percentage of men and children will get urinary tract

infections. In men it is usually due to the prostate gland growth which usually occurs in

older age men. In children it can occur 3% to 5% in girls and 1% in boys, uncircumcised

boys it is more common than circumcised ones to have a urinary tract infection, in girls it

may be the result of onset of toilet training, some predispositions for getting urinary tract

infection include family history and urinary tract anomalies. In neonates urinary tract

infections is most common when bacteremia is present.

9.9 Dialysis and Kidney Transplant

Figure 82 Plugged into dialysis

Generally, humans can live normally with just one kidney. Only when the amount of

functioning kidney tissue is greatly diminished will renal failure develop. If renal function is

impaired, various forms of medications are used, while others are contraindicated. Provided

that treatment is begun early, it may be possible to reverse chronic kidney failure due

to diabetes or high blood pressure. If creatinine clearance (a measure of renal function)

has fallen very low (”end-stage renal failure”), or if the renal dysfunction leads to severe

symptoms, dialysis is commenced. Dialysis is a medical procedure, performed in various

different forms, where the blood is filtered outside of the body.

Kidney transplantation is the only cure for end stage renal failure; dialysis, is a supportive

treatment; a form of ”buying time” to bridge the inevitable wait for a suitable organ.

The first successful kidney transplant was announced on March 4, 1954 at Peter Bent

Brigham Hospital in Boston. The surgery was performed by Dr. Joseph E. Murray, who

was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1990 for this feat.
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There are two types of kidney transplants: living donor transplant and a cadaveric (dead

donor) transplant. When a kidney from a living donor, usually a blood relative, is trans-

planted into the patient's body, the donor's blood group and tissue type must be judged

compatible with the patient's, and extensive medical tests are done to determine the health

of the donor. Before a cadaveric donor's organs can be transplanted, a series of medical tests

have to be done to determine if the organs are healthy. Also, in some countries, the family

of the donor must give its consent for the organ donation. In both cases, the recipient of

the new organ needs to take drugs to suppress their immune system to help prevent their

body from rejecting the new kidney.

9.10 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here1

1. While reading a blood test I notice a high level of creatinine, I could assume from this

that

A) There is a possibility of a UTI

B) There is a possibility of diabetes

C) There is a possibility of kidney failure

D) There is nothing wrong, this is normal

2. Direct control of water excretion in the kidneys is controlled by

A) Anti-diuretic hormone

B) The medulla oblongata

C) Blood plasma

D) Sodium amounts in the blood

3. Nephrons

A) Eliminate wastes from the body

B) Regulate blood volume and pressure

C) Control levels of electrolytes and metabolites

D) Regulate blood pH

E) All of the above

4. If I am dehydrated, my body will increase

A) ATP

B) ADP

C) Diluted urine

1
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#The_Urinary_System
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D) ADH

5. Which part of the nephron removes water, ions and nutrients from the blood?

A ) vasa recta

B ) loop of henle

C ) proximal convoluted tubule

D ) peritubular capillaries

E ) glomerulus

6. Kidneys have a direct effect on which of the following

A ) Blood pressure

B ) How much water a person excretes

C ) Total blood volume

D ) pH

E ) all of the above

7. Why do substances in the glomerulus enter the Bowman's capsule?

A ) the magnetic charge of the Bowman's capsule attracts the substances

B ) the substances are actively transported into the Bowman's capsule

C ) blood pressure of the glomerulus is so great that most substances in blood move into

capsule

D ) little green men force it in with their ray guns

8. What happens in tubular excretion?

A ) urine bonds are formed between the wastes

B ) wastes are diffused from the tubule

C ) wastes move into the distal convoluted tubule from the blood

D ) blood pressure forces wastes away from the kidney

9. The countercurrent exchange system includes_________and_________.

A ) glomerulus and macula densa

B ) proximal convoluted tubule and distal convoluted tubule

C ) loop of Henle and collecting tubule

D ) afferent arteriole and efferent arteriole

E ) ureters and bladder

10. The function of the loop of the nephron in the process of urine formation is:

A ) reabsorption of water
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B ) production of filtrate

C ) reabsorption of solutes

D ) secretion of solutes

11. Name the six important roles of the kidneys.

9.11 Glossary

Antidiuretic: lessening or decreasing of urine production or an agent that decreases the

release of urine.

Catheterisation: a catheter is a tube that can be inserted into a body cavity, duct or vessel.

Catheters thereby allow drainage or injection of fluids or access by surgical instruments. The

process of inserting a catheter is catheterisation. In most uses a catheter is a thin, flexible

tube: a ”soft” catheter; in some uses, it is a larger, solid tube: a ”hard” catheter.

Dehydration: condition resulting from excessive loss of body fluid.

Diabetes: a general term for a disease characterized by the beginning stages and onset of

renal failure. It is derived from the Greek word diabaínein, that literally means ”passing

through,” or ”siphon”, a reference to one of diabetes' major symptoms—excessive urine

production.

Diuresis: secretion and passage of large amounts of urine.

Diuretic: increasing of urine production, or an agent that increases the production of urine.

Erythropoietin: hormone that stimulates stem cells in the bone marrow to produce red

blood cells

Fibrous Capsule: the kidney's loose connective tissue

Glomerulus: capillary tuft that receives its blood supply from an afferent arteriole of the

renal circulation.

Gluconeogenesis: the cycle of producing a glucose form fat or protein; preformed by the

kidney in times of long fasting, initially gluconeogenesis is preformed by the liver

Juxtaglomerular (JG) cells: Renin-secreting cells that are in contact with the macula

densa and the afferent arterioles of the renal nephron.

Juxtaglomerular apparatus (JGA): A site of juxtaglomerular cells connecting with

the macula densa where renin is secreted and sensor for control of secretion of golmerular

filtration rate.

Loop of Henle/ Nephron Loop: u-shaped tube that consists of a descending limb and

ascending limb; primary role is to concentrate the salt in the interstitium, the tissue sur-

rounding the loop

Medullary Pyramids or Renal Pyramids: the cone shaped masses in the kidney

Micturition: another name for excretions
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Nephron: basic structural and functional unit of the kidney; chief function is to regu-

late water and soluble substances by filtering the blood, reabsorbing what is needed and

excreting the rest as urine

Podocytes: filtration membrane, in the visceral layer of the bowman's capsule

Renal Calculi: kidney stones, solid crystals of dissolved minerals in urine found inside the

kidneys

Renal Cortex: outer portion of the kidney

Renal Lobe: each pyramid together with the associated overlying cortex

Renal Pelvis: a central space, or cavity that transmits urine to the urinary bladder via

the ureter

Renin: hormone released by the Juxtaglomerular (JG) cells of the kidneys when blood

pressure falls

TURP: transurethral resection of the prostate. During TURP, an instrument is inserted

up the urethra to remove the section of the prostate that is blocking urine flow. This is

most commonly caused by benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). A TURP usually requires

hospitalization and is done using a general or spinal anesthetic. It is now the most common

surgery used to remove part of an enlarged prostate.

Urethra: a muscular tube that connects the bladder with the outside of the body

Ureters: two tubes that drain urine from the kidneys to the bladder

Urine: liquid produced by the kidneys, collected in the bladder and excreted through the

urethra

Urinary Bladder: a hollow, muscular and distensible or elastic organ that sits on the

pelvic floor

Urinary System: a group of organs in the body concerned with filtering out excess fluid

and other substances from the bloodstream
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10 The Respiritory System

The Respiratory System is vital to every human being. Without it, we would cease to

live outside of the womb. Let us begin by taking a look at the structure of the respiratory

system and how vital it is to life. During inhalation or exhalation air is pulled towards or

away from the lungs, by several cavities, tubes, and openings.

The organs of the respiratory system make sure that oxygen enters our bodies and carbon

dioxide leaves our bodies.

The respiratory tract is the path of air from the nose to the lungs. It is divided into two

sections: Upper Respiratory Tract and the Lower Respiratory Tract. Included in

the upper respiratory tract are the Nostrils, Nasal Cavities, Pharynx, Epiglottis, and

the Larynx. The lower respiratory tract consists of the Trachea, Bronchi, Bronchioles

, and the Lungs.

As air moves along the respiratory tract it is warmed, moistened and filtered.

Figure 83 The lungs flank the heart and great

vessels in the chest cavity. (Source: Gray's Anatomy

of the Human Body, 20th ed. 1918.)
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10.1 Functions

In this chapter we will discuss the four processes of respiration. They are:

1. BREATHING or ventilation

2. EXTERNAL RESPIRATION, which is the exchange of gases (oxygen and carbon

dioxide) between inhaled air and the blood.

3. INTERNAL RESPIRATION, which is the exchange of gases between the blood

and tissue fluids.

4. CELLULAR RESPIRATION

In addition to these main processes, the respiratory system serves for:

• REGULATION OF BLOOD pH, which occurs in coordination with the kidneys, and

as a

• DEFENSE AGAINST MICROBES

• Control of body temperature due to loss of evaporate during expiration

10.2 Breathing and Lung Mechanics

Ventilation is the exchange of air between the external environment and the alveoli. Air

moves by bulk flow from an area of high pressure to low pressure. All pressures in the

respiratory system are relative to atmospheric pressure (760mmHg at sea level). Air will

move in or out of the lungs depending on the pressure in the alveoli. The body changes the

pressure in the alveoli by changing the volume of the lungs. As volume increases pressure

decreases and as volume decreases pressure increases. There are two phases of ventilation;

inspiration and expiration. During each phase the body changes the lung dimensions to

produce a flow of air either in or out of the lungs.

The body is able to stay at the dimensions of the lungs because of the relationship of the

lungs to the thoracic wall. Each lung is completely enclosed in a sac called the pleural sac.

Two structures contribute to the formation of this sac. The parietal pleura is attached to

the thoracic wall where as the visceral pleura is attached to the lung itself. In-between

these two membranes is a thin layer of intrapleural fluid. The intrapleural fluid completely

surrounds the lungs and lubricates the two surfaces so that they can slide across each other.

Changing the pressure of this fluid also allows the lungs and the thoracic wall to move

together during normal breathing. Much the way two glass slides with water in-between

them are difficult to pull apart, such is the relationship of the lungs to the thoracic wall.

The rhythm of ventilation is also controlled by the ”Respiratory Center” which is located

largely in the medulla oblongata of the brain stem. This is part of the autonomic system and

as such is not controlled voluntarily (one can increase or decrease breathing rate voluntarily,

but that involves a different part of the brain). While resting, the respiratory center sends

out action potentials that travel along the phrenic nerves into the diaphragm and the

external intercostal muscles of the rib cage, causing inhalation. Relaxed exhalation occurs

between impulses when the muscles relax. Normal adults have a breathing rate of 12-20

respirations per minute.
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10.2.1 The Pathway of Air

When one breathes air in at sea level, the inhalation is composed of different gases. These

gases and their quantities are Oxygen which makes up 21%, Nitrogen which is 78%, Carbon

Dioxide with 0.04% and others with significantly smaller portions.

Figure 84 Diagram of the Pharynx.

In the process of breathing, air enters into the nasal cavity through the nostrils and is

filtered by coarse hairs (vibrissae) and mucous that are found there. The vibrissae filter

macroparticles, which are particles of large size. Dust, pollen, smoke, and fine particles are

trapped in the mucous that lines the nasal cavities (hollow spaces within the bones of the

skull that warm, moisten, and filter the air). There are three bony projections inside the

nasal cavity. The superior, middle, and inferior nasal conchae. Air passes between

these conchae via the nasal meatuses.

Air then travels past the nasopharynx, oropharynx, and laryngopharynx, which are the

three portions that make up the pharynx. The pharynx1 is a funnel-shaped tube that

connects our nasal and oral cavities to the larynx. The tonsils which are part of the

lymphatic system, form a ring at the connection of the oral cavity and the pharynx. Here,

they protect against foreign invasion of antigens. Therefore, the respiratory tract aids the

immune system through this protection. Then the air travels through the larynx. The

larynx closes at the epiglottis to prevent the passage of food or drink as a protection to

our trachea and lungs. The larynx is also our voicebox; it contains vocal cords, in which it

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/pharynx
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produces sound. Sound is produced from the vibration of the vocal cords when air passes

through them.

The trachea, which is also known as our windpipe, has ciliated cells and mucous secreting

cells lining it, and is held open by C-shaped cartilage rings. One of its functions is similar

to the larynx and nasal cavity, by way of protection from dust and other particles. The

dust will adhere to the sticky mucous and the cilia helps propel it back up the trachea,

to where it is either swallowed or coughed up. The mucociliary escalator extends from

the top of the trachea all the way down to the bronchioles, which we will discuss later.

Through the trachea, the air is now able to pass into the bronchi, bronchioles and finally

alveoli before entering the pulmonary capillaries. There is lots of oxygen and then there is

less carbon dioxide when the air comes in, but when it diffuses, the amounts exchange. All

of this happens in seconds.

10.2.2 Inspiration

Inspiration is initiated by contraction of the diaphragm and in some cases the

intercostals muscles when they receive nervous impulses. During normal quiet breathing,

the phrenic nerve stimulates the diaphragm to contract and move downward

into the abdomen. This downward movement of the diaphragm enlarges the thorax.

When necessary, the intercostal muscles also increase the thorax by contacting and drawing

the ribs upward and outward.

As the diaphragm contracts inferiorly and thoracic muscles pull the chest wall outwardly, the

volume of the thoracic cavity increases. The lungs are held to the thoracic wall by negative

pressure in the pleural cavity, a very thin space filled with a few millilitres of lubricating

pleural fluid. The negative pressure in the pleural cavity is enough to hold the lungs open

in spite of the inherent elasticity of the tissue. Hence, as the thoracic cavity increases in

volume the lungs are pulled from all sides to expand, causing a drop in the pressure (a

partial vacuum) within the lung itself (but note that this negative pressure is still not as

great as the negative pressure within the pleural cavity–otherwise the lungs would pull away

from the chest wall). Assuming the airway is open, air from the external environment then

follows its pressure gradient down and expands the alveoli of the lungs, where gas exchange

with the blood takes place. As long as pressure within the alveoli is lower than atmospheric

pressure air will continue to move inwardly, but as soon as the pressure is stabilized air

movement stops.

10.2.3 Expiration

During quiet breathing, expiration is normally a passive process and does not require muscles

to work (rather it is the result of the muscles relaxing). When the lungs are stretched and

expanded, stretch receptors within the alveoli send inhibitory nerve impulses to the medulla

oblongata, causing it to stop sending signals to the rib cage and diaphragm to contract.

The muscles of respiration and the lungs themselves are elastic, so when the diaphragm and

intercostal muscles relax there is an elastic recoil, which creates a positive pressure (pressure

in the lungs becomes greater than atmospheric pressure), and air moves out of the lungs by

flowing down its pressure gradient.
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Although the respiratory system is primarily under involuntary control, and regulated by

the medulla oblongata, we have some voluntary control over it also. This is due to the

higher brain function of the cerebral cortex.

When under physical or emotional stress, more frequent and deep breathing is needed,

and both inspiration and expiration will work as active processes. Additional muscles in

the rib cage forcefully contract and push air quickly out of the lungs. In addition to

deeper breathing, when coughing or sneezing we exhale forcibly. Our abdominal muscles

will contract suddenly (when there is an urge to cough or sneeze), raising the abdominal

pressure. The rapid increase in pressure pushes the relaxed diaphragm up against the

pleural cavity. This causes air to be forced out of the lungs.

Another function of the respiratory system is to sing and to speak. By exerting conscious

control over our breathing and regulating flow of air across the vocal cords we are able to

create and modify sounds.

10.2.4 Lung Compliance

Lung Compliance is the magnitude of the change in lung volume produced by a change

in pulmonary pressure. Compliance can be considered the opposite of stiffness. A low

lung compliance would mean that the lungs would need a greater than average change

in intrapleural pressure to change the volume of the lungs. A high lung compliance would

indicate that little pressure difference in intrapleural pressure is needed to change the volume

of the lungs. More energy is required to breathe normally in a person with low lung

compliance. Persons with low lung compliance due to disease therefore tend to take shallow

breaths and breathe more frequently.

Determination of Lung ComplianceTwo major things determine lung compliance. The

first is the elasticity of the lung tissue. Any thickening of lung tissues due to disease will

decrease lung compliance. The second is surface tensions at air water interfaces in the

alveoli. The surface of the alveoli cells is moist. The attractive force, between the water

cells on the alveoli, is called surface tension. Thus, energy is required not only to expand

the tissues of the lung but also to overcome the surface tension of the water that lines the

alveoli.

To overcome the forces of surface tension, certain alveoli cells (Type II pneumocytes) secrete

a protein and lipid complex called ” ”Surfactant” ”, which acts like a detergent by disrupting

the hydrogen bonding of water that lines the alveoli, hence decreasing surface tension.

10.2.5 Control of respiration

Central control

The medulla oblongata is the primary respiratory control center

Its main function is to send signals to the muscles that control respiration to cause breathing

to occur.
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Peripheral control

CO2 is converted to HCO3; most CO2 produced at the tissue cells is carried to lungs in the

form of HCO3

• CO2 & H2O form carbonic acid (H2CO3)

• changes to H CO3 & H+ ions

• result is H+ ions are buffered by plasma proteins

10.3 Respiratory System: Upper and Lower Respiratory

Tracts

For the sake of convenience, we will divide the respiratory system in to the upper and lower

respiratory tracts:

10.3.1 Upper Respiratory Tract

The upper respiratory tract consists of the nose and the pharynx. Its primary function is

to receive the air from the external environment and filter, warm, and humidify it before it

reaches the delicate lungs where gas exchange will occur.

Air enters through the nostrils of the nose and is partially filtered by the nose hairs, then

flows into the nasal cavity. The nasal cavity is lined with epithelial tissue, containing blood

vessels, which help warm the air; and secrete mucous, which further filters the air. The

endothelial lining of the nasal cavity also contains tiny hairlike projections, called cilia. The

cilia serve to transport dust and other foreign particles, trapped in mucous, to the back of

the nasal cavity and to the pharynx. There the mucus is either coughed out, or swallowed

and digested by powerful stomach acids. After passing through the nasal cavity, the air

flows down the pharynx to the larynx.

10.3.2 Lower Respiratory Tract

The lower respiratory tract starts with the larynx, and includes the trachea, the two bronchi

that branch from the trachea, and the lungs themselves. This is where gas exchange actually

takes place.

1. Larynx

The larynx (plural larynges), colloquially known as the voice box, is an organ in our neck

involved in protection of the trachea and sound production. The larynx houses the vocal

cords, and is situated just below where the tract of the pharynx splits into the trachea and

the esophagus. The larynx contains two important structures: the epiglottis and the vocal

cords.

The epiglottis is a flap of cartilage located at the opening to the larynx. During swallowing,

the larynx (at the epiglottis and at the glottis) closes to prevent swallowed material from

entering the lungs; the larynx is also pulled upwards to assist this process. Stimulation of

the larynx by ingested matter produces a strong cough reflex to protect the lungs. Note:
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choking occurs when the epiglottis fails to cover the trachea, and food becomes lodged in

our windpipe.

The vocal cords consist of two folds of connective tissue that stretch and vibrate when

air passes through them, causing vocalization. The length the vocal cords are stretched

determines what pitch the sound will have. The strength of expiration from the lungs also

contributes to the loudness of the sound. Our ability to have some voluntary control over

the respiratory system enables us to sing and to speak. In order for the larynx to function

and produce sound, we need air. That is why we can't talk when we're swallowing.

1. Trachea

2. Bronchi

3. Lungs

10.4 Homeostasis and Gas Exchange

Figure 85 Gas exchange

Homeostasis is maintained by the respiratory system in two ways: gas exchange and regu-

lation of blood pH. Gas exchange is performed by the lungs by eliminating carbon dioxide,

a waste product given off by cellular respiration. As carbon dioxide exits the body, oxy-

gen needed for cellular respiration enters the body through the lungs. ATP, produced by

cellular respiration, provides the energy for the body to perform many functions, including

nerve conduction and muscle contraction. Lack of oxygen affects brain function, sense of

judgment, and a host of other problems.

10.4.1 Gas Exchange

Gas exchange in the lungs and in the alveoli is between the alveolar air and the blood in

the pulmonary capillaries. This exchange is a result of increased concentration of CO2, and

a decrease of oxygen. This process of exchange is done through diffusion.

10.4.2 External Respiration

External respiration is the exchange of gas between the air in the alveoli and the blood within

the pulmonary capillaries. A normal rate of respiration is 12-25 breaths per minute. In
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external respiration, gases diffuse in either direction across the walls of the alveoli. Oxygen

diffuses from the air into the blood and carbon dioxide diffuses out of the blood into the air.

Most of the carbon dioxide is carried to the lungs in plasma as bicarbonate ions (HCO3-).

When blood enters the pulmonary capillaries, the bicarbonate ions and hydrogen ions are

converted to carbonic acid (H2CO3) and then back into carbon dioxide (CO2) and water.

This chemical reaction also uses up hydrogen ions. The removal of these ions gives the

blood a more neutral pH, allowing hemoglobin to bind up more oxygen. De-oxygenated

blood ”blue blood” coming from the pulmonary arteries, generally has an oxygen partial

pressure (pp) of 40 mmHg and CO2 pp of 45 mmHg. Oxygenated blood leaving the lungs

via the pulmonary veins has an O2 pp of 100 mmHg and CO2 pp of 40 mmHg. It should be

noted that alveolar O2 pp is 105 mmHg, and not 100 mmHg. The reason why pulmonary

venous return blood has a lower than expected O2 pp can be explained by ”Ventilation

Perfusion Mismatch”.

10.4.3 Internal Respiration

Internal respiration is the exchanging of gases at the cellular level.

The Passage Way From the Trachea to the Bronchioles

There is a point at the inferior portion of the trachea where it branches into two directions

that form the right and left primary bronchus. This point is called the Carina which is

the keel-like cartilage plate at the division point. We are now at the Bronchial Tree. It

is named so because it has a series of respiratory tubes that branch off into smaller and

smaller tubes as they run throughout the lungs.
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Right and Left Lungs

Figure 86 Diagram of the lungs

The Right Primary Bronchus is the first portion we come to, it then branches off

into the Lobar (secondary) Bronchi, Segmental (tertiary) Bronchi, then to the

Bronchioles which have little cartilage and are lined by simple cuboidal epithelium (See

fig. 1). The bronchi are lined by pseudostratified columnar epithelium. Objects will likely

lodge here at the junction of the Carina and the Right Primary Bronchus because of the

vertical structure. Items have a tendency to fall in it, where as the Left Primary Bronchus

has more of a curve to it which would make it hard to have things lodge there.

The Left Primary Bronchus has the same setup as the right with the lobar, segmental

bronchi and the bronchioles.

The lungs are attached to the heart and trachea through structures that are called the

roots of the lungs. The roots of the lungs are the bronchi, pulmonary vessels, bronchial

vessels, lymphatic vessels, and nerves. These structures enter and leave at the hilus of the

lung which is ”the depression in the medial surface of a lung that forms the opening through

which the bronchus, blood vessels, and nerves pass” (medlineplus.gov).

There are a number of terminal bronchioles connected to respiratory bronchioles

which then advance into the alveolar ducts that then become alveolar sacs. Each bron-

chiole terminates in an elongated space enclosed by many air sacs called alveoli which are

surrounded by blood capillaries. Present there as well, are Alveolar Macrophages, they

ingest any microbes that reach the alveoli. The Pulmonary Alveoli are microscopic,

which means they can only be seen through a microscope, membranous air sacs within the
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lungs. They are units of respiration and the site of gas exchange between the respiratory

and circulatory systems.

10.4.4 Cellular Respiration

First the oxygen must diffuse from the alveolus into the capillaries. It is able to do this

because the capillaries are permeable to oxygen. After it is in the capillary, about 5% will

be dissolved in the blood plasma. The other oxygen will bind to red blood cells. The

red blood cells contain hemoglobin that carries oxygen. Blood with hemoglobin is able to

transport 26 times more oxygen than plasma without hemoglobin. Our bodies would have

to work much harder pumping more blood to supply our cells with oxygen without the

help of hemoglobin. Once it diffuses by osmosis it combines with the hemoglobin to form

oxyhemoglobin.

Now the blood carrying oxygen is pumped through the heart to the rest of the body. Oxygen

will travel in the blood into arteries, arterioles, and eventually capillaries where it will be

very close to body cells. Now with different conditions in temperature and pH (warmer and

more acidic than in the lungs), and with pressure being exerted on the cells, the hemoglobin

will give up the oxygen where it will diffuse to the cells to be used for cellular respiration,

also called aerobic respiration. Cellular respiration is the process of moving energy from

one chemical form (glucose) into another (ATP), since all cells use ATP for all metabolic

reactions.

It is in the mitochondria of the cells where oxygen is actually consumed and carbon dioxide

produced. Oxygen is produced as it combines with hydrogen ions to form water at the

end of the electron transport chain (see chapter on cells). As cells take apart the carbon

molecules from glucose, these get released as carbon dioxide. Each body cell releases carbon

dioxide into nearby capillaries by diffusion, because the level of carbon dioxide is higher in

the body cells than in the blood. In the capillaries, some of the carbon dioxide is dissolved

in plasma and some is taken by the hemoglobin, but most enters the red blood cells where

it binds with water to form carbonic acid. It travels to the capillaries surrounding the lung

where a water molecule leaves, causing it to turn back into carbon dioxide. It then enters

the lungs where it is exhaled into the atmosphere.
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10.5 Lung Capacity

Figure 87

The normal volume moved in or out of the lungs during quiet breathing is called tidal

volume. When we are in a relaxed state, only a small amount of air is brought in and out,

about 500 mL. You can increase both the amount you inhale, and the amount you exhale,

by breathing deeply. Breathing in very deeply is Inspiratory Reserve Volume and can

increase lung volume by 2900 mL, which is quite a bit more than the tidal volume of 500 mL.

We can also increase expiration by contracting our thoracic and abdominal muscles. This

is called expiratory reserve volume and is about 1400 ml of air. Vital capacity is the

total of tidal, inspiratory reserve and expiratory reserve volumes; it is called vital capacity

because it is vital for life, and the more air you can move, the better off you are. There are

a number of illnesses that we will discuss later in the chapter that decrease vital capacity.

Vital Capacity can vary a little depending on how much we can increase inspiration by

expanding our chest and lungs. Some air that we breathe never even reaches the lungs!

Instead it fills our nasal cavities, trachea, bronchi, and bronchioles. These passages aren't

used in gas exchange so they are considered to be dead air space. To make sure that

the inhaled air gets to the lungs, we need to breathe slowly and deeply. Even when we

exhale deeply some air is still in the lungs,(about 1000 ml) and is called residual volume.

This air isn't useful for gas exchange. There are certain types of diseases of the lung where

residual volume builds up because the person cannot fully empty the lungs. This means

that the vital capacity is also reduced because their lungs are filled with useless air.
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10.6 Stimulation of Breathing

There are two pathways of motor neuron stimulation of the respiratory muscles. The first

is the control of voluntary breathing by the cerebral cortex. The second is involuntary

breathing controlled by the medulla oblongata.

There are chemoreceptors in the aorta, the carotid body of carotid arteries, and in the

medulla oblongata of the brainstem that are sensitive to pH. As carbon dioxide levels

increase there is a buildup of carbonic acid, which releases hydrogen ions and lowers pH.

Thus, the chemoreceptors do not respond to changes in oxygen levels (which actually change

much more slowly), but to pH, which is dependent upon plasma carbon dioxide levels. In

other words, CO2 is the driving force for breathing. The receptors in the aorta

and the carotid sinus initiate a reflex that immediately stimulates breathing rate and the

receptors in the medulla stimulate a sustained increase in breathing until blood pH returns

to normal.

This response can be experienced by running a 100-meter dash. During this exertion (or any

other sustained exercise) your muscle cells must metabolize ATP at a much faster rate than

usual, and thus will produce much higher quantities of CO2. The blood pH drops as CO2

levels increase, and you will involuntarily increase breathing rate very soon after beginning

the sprint. You will continue to breathe heavily after the race, thus expelling more carbon

dioxide, until pH has returned to normal. Metabolic acidosis therefore is acutely corrected

by respiratory compensation (hyperventilation).

10.7 Regulation of Blood pH

Many of us are not aware of the importance of maintaining the acid/base balance of our

blood. It is vital to our survival. Normal blood pH is set at 7.4, which is slightly alkaline or

”basic”. If the pH of our blood drops below 7.2 or rises above 7.6 then very soon our brains

would cease functioning normally and we would be in big trouble. Blood pH levels below

6.9 or above 7.9 are usually fatal if they last for more than a short time. Another wonder

of our amazing bodies is the ability to cope with every pH change – large or small. There

are three factors in this process: the lungs, the kidneys and buffers.

So what exactly is pH? pH is the concentration of hydrogen ions (H+). Buffers are molecules

which take in or release ions in order to maintain the H+ ion concentration at a certain

level. When blood pH is too low and the blood becomes too acidic (acidosis), the presence

of too many H+ ions is to blame. Buffers help to soak up those extra H+ ions. On the other

hand, the lack of H+ ions causes the blood to be too basic (alkalosis). In this situation,

buffers release H+ ions. Buffers function to maintain the pH of our blood by either donating

or grabbing H+ ions as necessary to keep the number of H+ ions floating around the blood

at just the right amount.

The most important buffer we have in our bodies is a mixture of carbon dioxide (CO2) and

bicarbonate ion (HCO3). CO2 forms carbonic acid (H2CO3) when it dissolves in water and

acts as an acid giving up hydrogen ions (H+) when needed. HCO3 is a base and soaks up

hydrogen ions (H+) when there are too many of them. In a nutshell, blood pH is determined

by a balance between bicarbonate and carbon dioxide.
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Bicarbonate Buffer System. With this important system our bodies maintain home-

ostasis. (Note that H2CO3 is Carbonic Acid and HCO3 is Bicarbonate)

CO2 + H2O <—> H2CO3 <—> (H+) + HCO3

• If pH is too high, carbonic acid will donate hydrogen ions (H+) and pH will drop.

• If pH is too low, bicarbonate will bond with hydrogen ions (H+) and pH will rise.

Too much CO2 or too little HCO3 in the blood will cause acidosis. The CO2 level is

increased when hypoventilation or slow breathing occurs, such as if you have emphysema

or pneumonia. Bicarbonate will be lowered by ketoacidosis, a condition caused by excess

fat metabolism (diabetes mellitus).

Too much HCO3 or too little CO2 in the blood will cause alkalosis. This condition is less

common than acidosis. CO2 can be lowered by hyperventilation.

So, in summary, if you are going into respiratory acidosis the above equation will move to

the right. The body's H+ and CO2 levels will rise and the pH will drop. To counteract this

the body will breathe more and release H+. In contrast, if you are going into respiratory

alkalosis the equation will move to the left. The body's H+ and CO2 levels will fall and

the pH will rise. So the body will try to breathe less to release HCO3. You can think of it

like a leak in a pipe: where ever there is a leak, the body will ”fill the hole”.

10.8 Problems Associated With the Respiratory Tract and

Breathing

The environment of the lung is very moist, which makes it a hospitable environment for

bacteria. Many respiratory illnesses are the result of bacterial or viral infection of the

lungs. Because we are constantly being exposed to harmful bacteria and viruses in our

environment, our respiratory health can be adversely affected. There are a number of

illnesses and diseases that can cause problems with breathing. Some are simple infections,

and others are disorders that can be quite serious.

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning: caused when carbon monoxide binds to hemoglobin in

place of oxygen. Carbon monoxide binds much tighter, without releasing, causing the

hemoglobin to become unavailable to oxygen. The result can be fatal in a very short

amount of time.

Mild Symptoms: flu like symptoms, dizziness, fatigue, headaches, nausea, and irregular

breathing

Moderate Symptoms: chest pain, rapid heart beat, difficulty thinking, blurred vision,

shortness of breath and unsteadiness

Severe Symptoms: seizures, palpitations, disorientation, irregular heart beat, low blood

pressure, coma and death.

Pulmonary Embolism: blockage of the pulmonary artery (or one of its branches) by a

blood clot, fat, air or clumped tumor cells. By far the most common form of pulmonary

embolism is a thromboembolism, which occurs when a blood clot, generally a venous throm-
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bus, becomes dislodged from its site of formation and embolizes to the arterial blood supply

of one of the lungs.

Symptoms may include difficulty breathing, pain during breathing, and more rarely circu-

latory instability and death. Treatment, usually, is with anticoagulant medication.

10.9 Upper Respiratory Tract Infections

The upper respiratory tract consists of our nasal cavities, pharynx, and larynx. Upper res-

piratory infections (URI) can spread from our nasal cavities to our sinuses, ears, and larynx.

Sometimes a viral infection can lead to what is called a secondary bacterial infection. ”Strep

throat”is a primary bacterial infection and can lead to an upper respiratory infection that

can be generalized or even systemic (affects the body as a whole). Antibiotics aren't used

to treat viral infections, but are successful in treating most bacterial infections, including

strep throat. The symptoms of strep throat can be a high fever, severe sore throat, white

patches on a dark red throat, and stomach ache.

Sinusitis

An infection of the cranial sinuses is called sinusitis. Only about 1-3% of URI's are

accompanied by sinusitis. This ”sinus infection” develops when nasal congestion blocks off

the tiny openings that lead to the sinuses. Some symptoms include: post nasal discharge,

facial pain that worsens when bending forward, and sometimes even tooth pain can be a

symptom. Successful treatment depends on restoring the proper drainage of the sinuses.

Taking a hot shower or sleeping upright can be very helpful. Otherwise, using a spray

decongestant or sometimes a prescribed antibiotic will be necessary.

Otitis Media

Otitis media in an infection of the middle ear. Even though the middle ear is not part

of the respiratory tract, it is discussed here because it is often a complication seen in

children who has a nasal infection. The infection can be spread by way of the auditory

(Eustachian) tube that leads form the nasopharynx to the middle ear. The

main symptom is usually pain. Sometimes though, vertigo, hearing loss, and

dizziness may be present. Antibiotics can be prescribed and tubes are placed

in the eardrum to prevent the buildup of pressure in the middle ear and the

possibility of hearing loss.
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Figure 88 Photo of Tonsillitis.

Tonsillitis

Tonsillitis occurs when the tonsils become swollen and inflamed. The tonsils located in

the posterior wall of the nasopharynx are often referred to as adenoids. If you suffer from

tonsillitis frequently and breathing becomes difficult, they can be removed surgically in a

procedure called a tonsillectomy.

Laryngitis

An infection of the larynx is called laryngitis. It is accompanied by hoarseness and being

unable to speak in an audible voice. Usually, laryngitis disappears with treatment of the

URI. Persistent hoarseness without a URI is a warning sign of cancer, and should be

checked into by your physician.

10.10 Lower Respiratory Tract Disorders

Lower respiratory tract disorders include infections, restrictive pulmonary disorders, ob-

structive pulmonary disorders, and lung cancer.

10.10.1 Lower Respiratory Infections

Acute bronchitis

An infection that is located in the primary and secondary bronchi is called bronchitis.

Most of the time, it is preceded by a viral URI that led to a secondary bacterial infection.
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Usually, a nonproductive cough turns into a deep cough that will expectorate mucus and

sometimes pus.

Pneumonia

A bacterial or viral infection in the lungs where the bronchi and the alveoli fill with a thick

fluid. Usually it is preceded by influenza. Symptoms of pneumonia include high fever &

chills, with headache and chest pain. Pneumonia can be located in several lobules of the

lung and obviously, the more lobules involved, the more serious the infection. It can be

caused by a bacteria that is usually held in check, but due to stress or reduced immunity

has gained the upper hand.

10.10.2 Restrictive Pulmonary Disorders

Pulmonary Fibrosis

Vital capacity is reduced in these types of disorders because the lungs have lost their

elasticity. Inhaling particles such as sand, asbestos, coal dust, or fiberglass can lead to

pulmonary fibrosis, a condition where fibrous tissue builds up in the lungs. This makes

it so our lungs cannot inflate properly and are always tending toward deflation. Pulmonary

fibrosis can be synonymous with interstitial lung disease (ILD), or interstitial pneumonia

or pneumonitis.

10.10.3 Obstructive Pulmonary Disorders

Figure 89 Diagram of the lungs during an asthma attack.

Asthma

Asthma is a respiratory disease of the bronchi and bronchioles. The symptoms include

wheezing, shortness of breath, and sometimes a cough that will expel mucus. The airways

are very sensitive to irritants which can include pollen, dust, animal dander, and tobacco.

Even being out in cold air can be an irritant. When exposed to an irritant, the smooth

muscle in the bronchioles undergoes spasms. Most asthma patients have at least some
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degree of bronchial inflammation that reduces the diameter of the airways and contributes

to the seriousness of the attack.

Emphysema

Emphysema is a type of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Typically characterized

by a loss of elasticity and surfactant in the alveoli, a loss of surface area decreases the gas

exchange in the lungs. These patients have difficulty with too little expiratory pressure,

not retaining inspired air long enough for sufficient gas exchange to happen.

Chronic Bronchitis

Another type of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Chronic Bronchitis is caused by

overproduction of mucus in the airways, causing an inadequate expiration of inspired air.

Retention of air in the lungs reduces gas exchange at the alveoli, and can lead to a hypoxic

drive. These patients are known as ”blue bloaters”, vulnerable to cyanosis and often have

increased thoracic diameters.

10.11 Respiratory Distress Syndrome

Pathophysiology

At birth the pressure needed to expand the lungs requires high inspiratory pressure. In

the presence of normal surfactant levels the lungs retain as much as 40% of the residual

volume after the first breath and thereafter will only require far lower inspiratory pressures.

In the case of deficiency of surfactant the lungs will collapse between breaths, this makes

the infant work hard and each breath is as hard as the first breath. If this goes on further

the pulmonary capillary membranes become more permeable, letting in fibrin rich fluids

between the alveolar spaces and in turn forms a hyaline membrane. The hyaline membrane

is a barrier to gas exchange, this hyaline membrane then causes hypoxemia and carbon

dioxide retention that in turn will further impair surfactant production.

Etiology

Type two alveolar cells produce surfactant and do not develop until the 25th to the 28th

week of gestation, in this, respiratory distress syndrome is one of the most common res-

piratory disease in premature infants. Furthermore, surfactant deficiency and pulmonary

immaturity together leads to alveolar collapse. Predisposing factors that contribute to

poorly functioning type II alveolar cells in a premature baby are if the child is a preterm

male, white infants, infants of mothers with diabetes, precipitous deliveries, cesarean sec-

tion performed before the 38th week of gestation. Surfactant synthesis is influenced by

hormones, this ranges form insulin and cortisol. Insulin inhibits surfactant production,

explaining why infants of mothers with diabetes type 1 are at risk of development of respi-

ratory distress syndrome. Cortisol can speed up maturation of type II cells and therefore

production of surfactant. Finally, in the baby delivered by cesarean section are at greater

risk of developing respiratory distress syndrome because the reduction of cortisol produced

because the lack of stress that happens during vaginal delivery, hence cortisol increases in

high stress and helps in the maturation of type II cells of the alveoli that cause surfactant.

Treatment
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Today to prevent respiratory distress syndrome are animal sources and synthetic surfac-

tants, and administrated through the airways by an endotracheal tube and the surfactant

is suspended in a saline solution. Treatment is initiated post birth and in infants who are

at high risk for respiratory distress syndrome.

10.12 Sleep Apnea

Figure 90 CPAP is the most common

treatment for obstructive sleep apnea.

Sleep apnea or sleep apnoea is a sleep disorder characterized by pauses in breathing during

sleep. These episodes, called apneas (literally, ”without breath”), each last long enough

so one or more breaths are missed, and occur repeatedly throughout sleep. The standard

definition of any apneic event includes a minimum 10 second interval between breaths, with

either a neurological arousal (3-second or greater shift in EEG frequency, measured at C3,

C4, O1, or O2), or a blood oxygen desaturation of 3-4 percent or greater, or both arousal and

desaturation. Sleep apnea is diagnosed with an overnight sleep test called polysomnogram.

One method of treating central sleep apnea is with a special kind of CPAP, APAP, or VPAP

machine with a Spontaneous Time (ST) feature. This machine forces the wearer to breathe

a constant number of breaths per minute.

(CPAP), or continuous positive airway pressure, in which a controlled air compressor gen-

erates an airstream at a constant pressure. This pressure is prescribed by the patient's

physician, based on an overnight test or titration.

10.13 Nutrition for COPD (Chronic Obstructive

Pulmonary Disease) Patients

Nutrition is particularly important for ventilator-dependent patient. When metabolizing

macronutrients carbon dioxide and water are produced. The respiratory quotient (RQ) is a

ratio of produced carbon dioxide to amount consumed. Carbohydrates metabolism produces

the most amount of carbon dioxide so they have the highest (RQ). Fats produce the least

amount of carbon dioxide along with proteins. Protein has a slightly higher RQ ratio. It is
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recommended that this kind of patient not exceed a 1.0 respiratory quotient (RQ). Lowering

carbohydrates and supplementing fat or protein in the diet might not result in maintaining

the desired outcome because, excess amounts fat or protein may also result in a respiratory

quotient (RQ) higher than 1.0.

• Please reference source and fact accuracy. It seems like by definition, it is impossible to

exceed a respiratory quotient (RQ) of 1.0. *

10.14 Case Study

Cystic Fibrosis

This disease is most common in Caucasians and will happen to 1 in every 2500 people. It is

most known for its effects on the respiratory tract although it does effect other systems as

well. The respiratory passages become clogged with a thick mucus that is difficult to expel

even with vigorous coughing. Breathing becomes difficult and affected individuals run the

risk of choking to death on their own secretions unless strenuous effort is made to clear the

lungs multiple times every day. Victims frequently will die in the 20's of pneumonia. All of

us secrete mucus by certain cells in the epithelium that line the respiratory passageways. In

normal cases the cells also secrete a watery fluid that will dilute the mucus making it easier

to pass through the airways. In cystic fibrosis that secretion of watery fluid is impaired.

This makes the mucus thicker and difficult to clear from the passageways. A 1989 discovery

found that cystic fibrosis is caused by defects in a type of anion channel found in apical

membranes of epithelial cells in the respiratory system and elsewhere2. The defects directly

impede the chloride ion transport, which will then indirectly effect other exchanges of ions in

the cells. This causes the epithelium to not create the osmotic gradient necessary for water

secretion. It has been known for a long time that cystic fibrosis is caused by a recessive

gene inheritance. This gene codes for the chloride channel protein, which can malfunction

in a variety of ways, each with specific treatment required.

10.15 Glossary
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11 The Gastrointestinal System

11.1 Introduction

Which organ is the most important organ in the body? Most people would say the heart or

the brain, completely overlooking the gastrointestinal tract (GI tract). Though definitely

not the most attractive organs in the body, they are certainly among the most important.

The 30+ foot long tube that goes from the mouth to the anus is responsible for the many

different body functions which will be reviewed in this chapter. The GI tract is imperative

for our well being and our lifelong health. A non-functioning or poorly functioning GI tract

can be the source of many chronic health problems that can interfere with your quality of

life. In many instances the death of a person begins in the intestines.

The old saying ”you are what you eat” perhaps would be more accurate if worded ”you

are what you absorb and digest”. Here we will be looking at the importance of these two

functions of the digestive system: digestion and absorption.

The Gastrointestinal System is responsible for the breakdown and absorption of vari-

ous foods and liquids needed to sustain life. Many different organs have essential roles in

the digestion of food, from the mechanical disrupting by the teeth to the creation of bile

(an emulsifier1) by the liver. Bile production of the liver plays an important role in diges-

tion: from being stored and concentrated in the gallbladder during fasting stages to being

discharged to the small intestine.

In order to understand the interactions of the different components we shall follow the food

on its journey through the human body. During digestion, two main processes occur at the

same time;

• Mechanical Digestion: larger pieces of food get broken down into smaller pieces while

being prepared for chemical digestion. Mechanical digestion starts in the mouth and

continues into the stomach.

• Chemical Digestion: starts in the mouth and continues into the intestines. Several dif-

ferent enzymes break down macromolecules into smaller molecules that can be absorbed.

The GI tract starts with the mouth and proceeds to the esophagus, stomach, small intestine

(duodenum, jejunum, ileum), and then to the large intestine (colon), rectum, and terminates

at the anus. You could probably say the human body is just like a big donut. The GI tract

is the donut hole. We will also be discussing the pancreas and liver, and accessory organs

of the gastrointestinal system that contribute materials to the small intestine.

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emulsifier
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11.2 Layers of the GI Tract

The GI tract is composed of four layers also known as Tunics. Each layer has different

tissues and functions. From the inside out they are called: mucosa, submucosa, muscularis,

and serosa.

Mucosa: The mucosa is the absorptive and secretory layer. It is composed of simple

epithelium cells and a thin connective tissue. There are specialized goblet cells that secrete

mucus throughout the GI tract located within the mucosa. On the mucosa layer there are

Villi and Micro Villi.

Submucosa: The submucosa is relatively thick, highly vascular, and serves the mucosa.

The absorbed elements that pass through the mucosa are picked up from the blood vessels

of the submucosa. The submucosa also has glands and nerve plexuses.

Muscularis: The muscularis is responsible for segmental contractions and peristaltic move-

ment in the GI tract. The muscularis is composed of two layers of muscle: an inner circular

and outer longitudinal layer of smooth muscle. These muscles cause food to move and churn

with digestive enzymes down the GI tract.

Serosa: The last layer is a protective layer. It is composed of avascular connective tissue

and simple squamous epithelium. It secretes lubricating serous fluid. This is the visible

layer on the outside of the organs.
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11.3 Accessory Organs

Figure 91 Teeth, Tongue, and Salivary Glands

1. Salivary glands

• Parotid gland, submandibular gland, sublingual gland

• Exocrine gland that produces saliva which begins the process of digestion with amylase

2. Tongue

• Manipulates food for chewing/swallowing

• Main taste organ, covered in taste buds

3. Teeth

• For chewing food up

4. Liver

• Produces and excretes bile required for emulsifying fats. Some of the bile drains directly

into the duodenum and some is stored in the gall bladder.
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• Helps metabolize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates.

• Urea, chief end product of mammalian metabolism, is formed in liver from amino acids

and compounds of ammonia.

• Breaks down insulin and other hormones.

• Produces coagulation factors.

5. Gallbladder

• Bile storage.

6. Pancreas

• Exocrine functions: Digestive enzyme secretion.

• Stores zymogens (inactive enzymes) that will be activated by the brush border mem-

brane in the small intestine when a person eats protein (amino acids).

• Trypsinogen – Trypsin: digests protein.

• Chymotypsinogen – Chymotrypsin: digests proteins.

• Carboxypeptidases: digests proteins.

• Lipase-lipid: digests fats.

• Amylase: digests carbohydrates.

• Endocrine functions: Hormone secretion.

• Somatostatin: inhibits the function of insulin. Produced if the body is getting too

much glucose.

• Glucagon: stimulates the stored glycogen in the liver to convert to glucose. Produced

if the body does not have enough glucose.

• Insulin: made in the beta cells of the Islets of Langerhans of the pancreas. Insulin is a

hormone that regulates blood glucose.

7. Vermiform appendix

• There are a few theories on what the appendix does.

• Vestigal organ

• Immune function

• Helps maintain gut flora
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11.4 The Digestive System

Figure 92

The first step in the digestive system can actually begin before the food is even in your

mouth. When you smell or see something that you just have to eat, you start to salivate in

anticipation of eating, thus beginning the digestive process.

Food is the body's source of fuel. Nutrients in food give the body's cells the energy they

need to operate. Before food can be used it has to be broken down into tiny little pieces

so it can be absorbed and used by the body. In humans, proteins need to be broken down

into amino acids, starches into sugars, and fats into fatty acids and glycerol.

During digestion two main processes occur at the same time:
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• Mechanical Digestion: larger pieces of food get broken down into smaller pieces while

being prepared for chemical digestion. Mechanical digestion starts in the mouth and

continues in to the stomach.

• Chemical Digestion: several different enzymes break down macromolecules into smaller

molecules that can be more efficiently absorbed. Chemical digestion starts with saliva

and continues into the intestines.

The digestive system is made up by the alimentary canal, or the digestive tract, and other

abdominal organs that play a part in digestion such as the liver and the pancreas. The

alimentary canal is the long tube of organs that runs from the mouth (where the food

enters) to the anus (where indigestible waste leaves). The organs in the alimentary canal

include the mouth( for mastication),esophagus, stomach and the intestines. The average

adult digestive tract is about thirty feet (30') long. While in the digestive tract the food is

really passing through the body rather than being in the body. The smooth muscles of the

tubular digestive organs move the food efficiently along as it is broken down into absorb-

able atoms and molecules. During absorption, the nutrients that come from food (such as

proteins, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins, and minerals) pass through the wall of the small

intestine and into the bloodstream and lymph. In this way nutrients can be distributed

throughout the rest of the body. In the large intestine there is re absorption of water and

absorption of some minerals as feces are formed. The parts of the food that the body passes

out through the anus is known as feces.

Mastication

Digestion begins in the mouth. A brain reflex triggers the flow of saliva when we see or even

think about food. Saliva moistens the food while the teeth chew it up and make it easier to

swallow. Amylase, which is the digestive enzyme found in saliva, starts to break down starch

into simpler sugars before the food even leaves the mouth. The nervous pathway involved

in salivary excretion requires stimulation of receptors in the mouth, sensory impulses to the

brain stem, and parasympathetic impulses to salivary glands.

Swallowing your food happens when the muscles in your tongue and mouth move the food

into your pharynx. The pharynx, which is the passageway for food and air, is about five

inches (5”) long. A small flap of skin called the epiglottis closes over the pharynx to prevent

food from entering the trachea and thus choking. For swallowing to happen correctly a

combination of 25 muscles must all work together at the same time. Salivary glands also

produce an estimated three liters of saliva per day.

Enzyme Produced In Site of Release pH Level

Carbohydrate Digestion:

Salivary amylase Salivary glands Mouth Neutral

Pancreatic amylase Pancreas Small intestine Basic

Maltase Small intestine Small intestine Basic

Protein Digestion:

Pepsin Gastric glands Stomach Acidic

Trypsin Pancreas Small intestine Basic

Peptidases Small intestine Small intestine Basic

Nucleic Acid Digestion:

Nuclease Pancreas Small intestine Basic

Nucleosidases Pancreas Small intestine Basic
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Enzyme Produced In Site of Release pH Level

Fat Digestion:

Lipase Pancreas Small intestine Basic

11.5 Esophagus

Figure 93

The esophagus (also spelled oesophagus/esophagus) or gullet is the muscular tube in verte-

brates through which ingested food passes from the throat to the stomach. The esophagus

is continuous with the laryngeal part of the pharynx at the level of the C6 vertebra. It

connects the pharynx, which is the body cavity that is common to both the digestive and

respiratory systems behind the mouth, with the stomach, where the second stage of diges-

tion is initiated (the first stage is in the mouth with teeth and tongue masticating food and

mixing it with saliva).

After passing through the throat, the food moves into the esophagus and is pushed down

into the stomach by the process of peristalsis (involuntary wavelike muscle contractions
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along the G.I. tract). At the end of the esophagus there is a sphincter that allows food into

the stomach then closes back up so the food cannot travel back up into the esophagus.

Histology

The esophagus is lined with mucus membranes, and uses peristaltic action to move swallowed

food down to the stomach.

The esophagus is lined by a stratified squamous epithelium, which is rapidly turned over,

and serves a protective effect due to the high volume transit of food, saliva, and mucus into

the stomach. The lamina propria of the esophagus is sparse. The mucus secreting glands

are located in the submucosa, and are connective structures called papillae.

The muscularis propria of the esophagus consists of striated muscle in the upper third (su-

perior) part of the esophagus. The middle third consists of a combination of smooth muscle

and striated muscle, and the bottom (inferior) third is only smooth muscle. The distal end

of the esophagus is slightly narrowed because of the thickened circular muscles. This part

of the esophagus is called the lower esophageal sphincter. This aids in keeping food down

and not being regurgitated.

The esophagus has a rich lymphatic drainage as well.

11.6 Stomach

The stomach is a thick walled organ that lies between the esophagus and the first part of

the small intestine (the duodenum). It is on the left side of the abdominal cavity, the fundus

of the stomach lying against the diaphragm. Lying beneath the stomach is the pancreas.

The greater omentum hangs from the greater curvature.

A mucous membrane lines the stomach which contains glands (with chief cells) that secrete

gastric juices, up to three quarts of this digestive fluid is produced daily. The gastric glands

begin secreting before food enters the stomach due to the parasympathetic impulses of the

vagus nerve, making the stomach also a storage vat for that acid.

The secretion of gastric juices occurs in three phases: cephalic, gastric, and intestinal. The

cephalic phase is activated by the smell and taste of food and swallowing. The gastric phase

is activated by the chemical effects of food and the distension of the stomach. The intestinal

phase blocks the effect of the cephalic and gastric phases. Gastric juice also contains an

enzyme named pepsin, which digests proteins, hydrochloric acid and mucus. Hydrochloric

acid causes the stomach to maintain a pH of about 2, which helps kill off bacteria that

comes into the digestive system via food.

The gastric juice is highly acidic with a pH of 1-3. It may cause or compound damage

to the stomach wall or its layer of mucus, causing a peptic ulcer. On the inside of the

stomach there are folds of skin call the gastric rugae. Gastric rugae make the stomach very

extendable, especially after a very big meal.
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Figure 94

The stomach is divided into four sections, each of which has different cells and functions.

The sections are: 1) Cardiac region, where the contents of the esophagus empty into the

stomach, 2) Fundus, formed by the upper curvature of the organ, 3) Body, the main central

region, and 4) Pylorus or atrium, the lower section of the organ that facilitates emptying

the contents into the small intestine. Two smooth muscle valves, or sphincters, keep the

contents of the stomach contained. They are the: 1) Cardiac or esophageal sphincter,

dividing the tract above, and 2) Pyloric sphincter, dividing the stomach from the small

intestine.

After receiving the bolus (chewed food) the process of peristalsis is started; mixed and

churned with gastric juices the bolus is transformed into a semi-liquid substance called

chyme. Stomach muscles mix up the food with enzymes and acids to make smaller di-

gestible pieces. The pyloric sphincter, a walnut shaped muscular tube at the stomach

outlet, keeps chyme in the stomach until it reaches the right consistency to pass into the

small intestine. The food leaves the stomach in small squirts rather than all at once.

Water, alcohol, salt, and simple sugars can be absorbed directly through the stomach wall.

However, most substances in our food need a little more digestion and must travel into the

intestines before they can be absorbed. When the stomach is empty it is about the size of

one fifth of a cup of fluid. When stretched and expanded, it can hold up to eight cups of

food after a big meal.

Gastric Glands

There are many different gastric glands and they secrete many different chemicals. Parietal

cells secrete hydrochloric acid and intrinsic factor; chief cells secrete pepsinogen; goblet

cells secrete mucus; argentaffin cells secrete serotonin and histamine; and G cells secrete

the hormone gastrin.
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Vessels and nerves

Figure 95 Nerves in the lower abdomen.

Arteries: The arteries supplying the stomach are the left gastric, the right gastric and

right gastroepiploic branches of the hepatic, and the left gastroepiploic and short gastric

branches of the lineal. They supply the muscular coat, ramify in the submucous coat, and

are finally distributed to the mucous membrane.

Capillaries: The arteries break up at the base of the gastric tubules into a plexus of

fine capillaries, which run upward between the tubules, anatomizing with each other, and

ending in a plexus of larger capillaries, which surround the mouths of the tubes, and also

form hexagonal meshes around the ducts.
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Veins: From these the veins arise, and pursue a straight course downward, between the

tubules, to the submucous tissue; they end either in the lineal and superior mesenteric

veins, or directly in the portal vein.

Lymphatics: The lymphatics are numerous: They consist of a superficial and a deep set,

and pass to the lymph glands found along the two curvatures of the organ.

Nerves: The nerves are the terminal branches of the right and left urethra and other

parts, the former being distributed upon the back, and the latter upon the front part of

the organ. A great number of branches from the celiac plexus of the sympathetic are also

distributed to it. Nerve plexuses are found in the submucous coat and between the layers

of the muscular coat as in the intestine. From these plexuses fibrils are distributed to the

muscular tissue and the mucous membrane.

Disorders of the Stomach

Disorders of the stomach are common. There can be a lot of different causes with a variety

of symptoms. The strength of the inner lining of the stomach needs a careful balance of

acid and mucus. If there is not enough mucus in the stomach, ulcers, abdominal pain,

indigestion, heartburn, nausea and vomiting could all be caused by the extra acid.

Erosions, ulcers, and tumors can cause bleeding. When blood is in the stomach it starts the

digestive process and turns black. When this happens, the person can have black stool or

vomit. Some ulcers can bleed very slowly so the person won't recognize the loss of blood.

Over time, the iron in your body will run out, which in turn, will cause anemia.

There isn't a known diet to prevent against getting ulcers. A balanced, healthy diet is

always recommended. Smoking can also be a cause of problems in the stomach. Tobacco

increases acid production and damages the lining of the stomach. It is not a proven fact

that stress alone can cause an ulcer.

Histology of the human stomach

Like the other parts of the gastrointestinal tract, the stomach walls are made of a number

of layers.

From the inside to the outside, the first main layer is the mucosa. This consists of an

epithelium, the lamina propria underneath, and a thin bit of smooth muscle called the

muscularis mucosa.

The submucosa lies under this and consists of fibrous connective tissue, separating the

mucosa from the next layer, the muscularis externa. The muscularis in the stomach differs

from that of other GI organs in that it has three layers of muscle instead of two. Under

these muscle layers is the adventitia, layers of connective tissue continuous with the omenta.

The epithelium of the stomach forms deep pits, called fundic or oxyntic glands. Different

types of cells are at different locations down the pits. The cells at the base of these pits are

chief cells, responsible for production of pepsinogen, an inactive precursor of pepsin, which

degrades proteins. The secretion of pepsinogen prevents self-digestion of the stomach cells.

Further up the pits, parietal cells produce gastric acid and a vital substance, intrinsic

factor. The function of gastric acid is twofold 1) it kills most of the bacteria in food,

stimulates hunger, and activates pepsinogen into pepsin, and 2) denatures the complex

protein molecule as a precursor to protein digestion through enzyme action in the stomach
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and small intestines. Near the top of the pits, closest to the contents of the stomach,

there are mucous-producing cells called goblet cells that help protect the stomach from

self-digestion.

The muscularis externa is made up of three layers of smooth muscle. The innermost layer

is obliquely-oriented: this is not seen in other parts of the digestive system: this layer

is responsible for creating the motion that churns and physically breaks down the food.

The next layers are the square and then the longitudinal, which are present as in other

parts of the GI tract. The pyloric antrum which has thicker skin cells in its walls and

performs more forceful contractions than the fundus. The pylorus is surrounded by a thick

circular muscular wall which is normally tonically constricted forming a functional (if not

anatomically discrete) pyloric sphincter, which controls the movement of chyme.

Control of secretion and motility

The movement and the flow of chemicals into the stomach are controlled by both the nervous

system and by the various digestive system hormones.

The hormone gastrin causes an increase in the secretion of HCL, pepsinogen and intrinsic

factor from parietal cells in the stomach. It also causes increased motility in the stomach.

Gastrin is released by G-cells into the stomach. It is inhibited by pH normally less than 4

(high acid), as well as the hormone somatostatin.

Cholecystokinin (CCK) has most effect on the gall bladder, but it also decreases gastric

emptying. In a different and rare manner, secretin, produced in the small intestine, has

most effects on the pancreas, but will also diminish acid secretion in the stomach.

Gastric inhibitory peptide (GIP) and enteroglucagon decrease both gastric motility and

secretion of pepsin. Other than gastrin, these hormones act to turn off the stomach action.

This is in response to food products in the liver and gall bladder, which have not yet been

absorbed. The stomach needs only to push food into the small intestine when the intestine

is not busy. While the intestine is full and still digesting food, the stomach acts as a storage

for food.
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11.7 Small Intestine

Figure 96 Diagram showing the small intestine

The small intestine is the site where most of the chemical and mechanical digestion is carried

out. Tiny projections called villi line the small intestine which absorbs digested food into

the capillaries. Most of the food absorption takes place in the jejunum and the ileum.

The functions of a small intestine is, the digestion of proteins into peptides and amino acids

principally occurs in the stomach but some also occurs in the small intestine. Peptides

are degraded into amino acids; lipids (fats) are degraded into fatty acids and glycerol; and

carbohydrates are degraded into simple sugars.

The three main sections of the small intestine are the duodenum, the jejunum, the ileum.
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The duodenum

In anatomy of the digestive system, the duodenum is a hollow jointed tube connecting

the stomach to the jejunum. It is the first and shortest part of the small intestine. It

begins with the duodenal bulb and ends at the ligament of Treitz. The duodenum is almost

entirely retro peritoneal. The duodenum is also where the bile and pancreatic juices enter

the intestine.

The jejunum

The jejunum is a part of the small bowel, located between the distal end of duodenum and

the proximal part of ileum. The jejunum and the ileum are suspended by an extensive

mesentery giving the bowel great mobility within the abdomen. The inner surface of the

jejunum, its mucous membrane, is covered in projections called villi, which increase the

surface area of tissue available to absorb nutrients from the gut contents. It is different

from the ileum due to fewer goblet cells and generally lacks Peyer's patches.

The ileum

Its function is to absorb vitamin B12 and bile salts. The wall itself is made up of folds,

each of which has many tiny finger-like projections known as villi, on its surface. In turn,

the epithelial cells which line these villi possess even larger numbers of micro villi. The cells

that line the ileum contain the protease and carbohydrate enzymes responsible for the final

stages of protein and carbohydrate digestion. These enzymes are present in the cytoplasm

of the epithelial cells. The villi contain large numbers of capillaries which take the amino

acids and glucose produced by digestion to the hepatic portal vein and the liver.

The terminal ileum continues to absorb bile salts, and is also crucial in the absorption of

fat-soluble vitamins (Vitamin A, D, E and K). For fat-soluble vitamin absorption to occur,

bile acids must be present.
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11.8 Large Intestine

Figure 97 Large Intestinal Tract

The large intestine (colon) extends from the end of the ileum to the anus. It is about 5

feet long, being one-fifth of the whole extent of the intestinal canal. It's caliber is largest

at the commencement at the cecum, and gradually diminishes as far as the rectum, where

there is a dilatation of considerable size just above the anal canal. It differs from the small

intestine in by the greater caliber, more fixed position, sacculated form, and in possessing

certain appendages to its external coat, the appendices epiploicæ. Further, its longitudinal

muscular fibers do not form a continuous layer around the gut, but are arranged in three

longitudinal bands or tæniæ.

The large intestine is divided into the cecum, colon, rectum, and anal canal. In its course,

describes an arch which surrounds the convolutions of the small intestine. It commences

in the right iliac region, in a dilated part, the cecum. It ascends through the right lumbar

and hypochondriac regions to the under surface of the liver; here it takes a bend, the right

colic flexure, to the left and passes transversely across the abdomen on the confines of the

epigastric and umbilical regions, to the left hypochondriac region; it then bends again, the

left colic flexure, and descends through the left lumbar and iliac regions to the pelvis, where

it forms a bend called the sigmoid flexure; from this it is continued along the posterior wall

of the pelvis to the anus.

There are trillions of bacteria, yeasts, and parasites living in our intestines, mostly in the

colon. Over 400 species of organisms live in the colon. Most of these are very helpful to

our health, while the minority are harmful. Helpful organisms synthesize vitamins, like

B12, biotin, and vitamin K. They breakdown toxins and stop proliferation of harmful or-
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ganisms. They stimulate the immune system and produce short chain fatty acids (SCFAs)

that are required for the health of colon cells and help prevent colon cancer. There are

many beneficial bacteria but some of the most common and important are Lactobacillus

Acidophilus and various species of Bifidobacterium. These are available as ”probiotics” from

many sources.

11.9 Pancreas, Liver, and Gallbladder

The pancreas, liver, and gallbladder are essential for digestion. The pancreas produces

enzymes that help digest proteins, fats, and carbohydrates, the liver produces bile that

helps the body absorb fat, and the gallbladder stores the bile until it is needed. The

enzymes and bile travel through special channels called ducts and into the small intestine

where they help break down the food.

Pancreas

The pancreas is located posterior to the stomach and in close association with the duodenum.

In humans, the pancreas is a 6-10 inch elongated organ in the abdomen located retro

peritoneal. It is often described as having three regions: a head, body and tail. The

pancreatic head abuts the second part of the duodenum while the tail extends towards the

spleen. The pancreatic duct runs the length of the pancreas and empties into the second

part of the duodenum at the ampulla of Vater. The common bile duct commonly joins the

pancreatic duct at or near this point.

The pancreas is supplied arterially by the pancreaticoduodenal arteries, themselves branches

of the superior mesenteric artery of the hepatic artery (branch of celiac trunk from the

abdominal aorta). The superior mesenteric artery provides the inferior pancreaticoduodenal

arteries while the gastroduodenal artery (one of the terminal branches of the hepatic artery)

provides the superior pancreaticoduodenal artery. Venous drainage is via the pancreatic

duodenal veins which end up in the portal vein. The splenic vein passed posterior to the

pancreas but is said to not drain the pancreas itself. The portal vein is formed by the union

of the superior mesenteric vein and splenic vein posterior to the body of the pancreas. In

some people (as many as 40%) the inferior mesenteric vein also joins with the splenic vein

behind the pancreas, in others it simply joins with the superior mesenteric vein instead.

The function of the pancreas is to produce enzymes that break down all categories

of digestible foods (exocrine pancreas) and secrete hormones that affect carbohydrates

metabolism (endocrine pancreas).

• Exocrine

The pancreas is composed of pancreatic exocrine cells, whose ducts are arranged in clusters

called acini (singular acinus). The cells are filled with secretory granules containing the

precursor digestive enzymes (mainly trypsinogen, chymotrypsinogen, pancreatic lipase, and

amylase) that are secreted into the lumen of the acinus. These granules are termed zymogen

granules (zymogen referring to the inactive precursor enzymes.) It is important to synthesize

inactive enzymes in the pancreas to avoid auto degradation, which can lead to pancreatitis.

The pancreas is near the liver, and is the main source of enzymes for digesting fats (lipids)

and proteins - the intestinal walls have enzymes that will digest polysaccharides. Pancreatic
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secretions from ductal cells contain bicarbonate ions and are alkaline in order to neutralize

the acidic chyme that the stomach churns out. Control of the exocrine function of the

pancreas are via the hormone gastrin, cholecystokinin and secretin, which are hormones

secreted by cells in the stomach and duodenum, in response to distension and/or food and

which causes secretion of pancreatic juices.

The two major proteases which the pancreas are trypsinogen and chymotrypsinogen. These

zymogens are inactivated forms of trypsin and chymotrypsin. Once released in the intes-

tine, the enzyme enterokinase present in the intestinal mucosa activates trypsinogen by

cleaving it to form trypsin. The free trypsin then cleaves the rest of the trypsinogen and

chymotrypsinogen to their active forms.

Pancreatic secretions accumulate in intralobular ducts that drain the main pancreatic duct,

which drains directly into the duodenum.

Due to the importance of its enzyme contents, injuring the pancreas is a very dangerous

situation. A puncture of the pancreas tends to require careful medical intervention.

• Endocrine

Scattered among the acini are the endocrine cells of the pancreas, in groups called the islets

of Langerhans. They are:

Insulin-producing beta cells (50-80% of the islet cells) Glucagon-releasing alpha cells (15-

20%) Somatostatin-producing delta cells (3-10%) Pancreatic polypeptide-containing PP

cells (remaining %)

The islets are a compact collection of endocrine cells arranged in clusters and cords and

are crisscrossed by a dense network of capillaries. The capillaries of the islets are lined by

layers of endocrine cells in direct contact with vessels, and most endocrine cells are in direct

contact with blood vessels, by either cytoplasmic processes or by direct apposition.

Liver

The liver is an organ in vertebrates, including human. It plays a major role in metabolism

and has a number of functions in the body including glycogen storage, plasma protein

synthesis, and drug detoxification. It also produces bile, which is important in digestion.

It performs and regulates a wide variety of high-volume biochemical reaction requiring

specialized tissues.

The liver normally weighs between 1.3 - 3.0 kilograms and is a soft, pinkish-brown

”boomerang shaped” organ. It is the second largest organ (the largest being the skin)

and the largest gland within the human body. Its anatomical position in the body is im-

mediately under the diaphragm on the right side of the upper abdomen, The liver lies on

the right side of the stomach and makes a kind of bed for the gallbladder.

The liver is supplied by two main blood vessels on its right lobe: the hepatic artery and the

portal vein. The hepatic artery normally comes off the celiac trunk. The portal vein brings

venous blood from the spleen, pancreas, and small intestine, so that the liver can process

the nutrients and byproducts of food digestion. The hepatic veins drain directly into the

inferior vena cava.

The bile produced in the liver is collected in bile canaliculi, which merge from bile ducts.

These eventually drain into the right and left hepatic ducts, which in turn merge to form
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the common hepatic duct. The cystic duct (from the gallbladder) joins with the common

hepatic duct to form the common bile duct. Bile can either drain directly into the duodenum

via the common bile duct or be temporarily stored in the gallbladder via the cystic duct.

The common bile duct and the pancreatic duct enter the duodenum together at the ampulla

of Vater. The branching's of the bile ducts resemble those of a tree, and indeed term ”biliary

tree” is commonly used in this setting.

The liver is among the few internal human organs capable of natural regeneration of lost

tissue: as little as 25% of remaining liver can regenerate into a whole liver again. This

is predominantly due to hepatocytes acting as unipotential stem cells. There is also some

evidence of bio potential stem cells, called oval cell, which can differentiate into either

hepatocytes or cholangiocytes (cells that line bile ducts).

The various functions of the liver are carried out by the liver cells or hepatocytes.

• The liver produces and excretes bile, required for dissolving fats. Some of the bile drains

directly into the duodenum, and some is stored in the gallbladder

• The liver performs several roles in carbohydrate metabolism:

• gluconeogenesis (the formation of glucose from certain amino acids, lactate or glycerol)

• Glycogenolysis (the formation of glucose from glycogen)

• Glycogenesis (the formation of glycogen from glucose)

• The breakdown of insulin and other hormones

• The liver is responsible for the mainstay of protein metabolism.

• The liver also performs several roles in lipid metabolism:

• cholesterol synthesis

• The production of triglycerides (fats)

• The liver produces coagulation factors I (fibrinogen), II (prothrombin), V, VII, IX, X and

XI, as well as protein C, Protein S and antithrombin.

• The liver breaks down hemoglobin, creating metabolites that are added to bile as pigment

• The liver breaks down toxic substances and most medicinal products in a process called

drug metabolism. This sometimes results in toxication, when the metabolite is more toxic

than its precursor.

• The liver converts ammonia to urea.

• The liver stores a multitude of substances, including glucose in the form of glycogen,

vitamin B12, iron, and copper.

• In the first trimester fetus, the liver is the main site of red blood cell production. By the

32nd weeks of gestation, the bone marrow has almost completely taken over that task.

• The liver is responsible for immunological effects; the reticuloendothelial system of the

liver contains many immunologically active cells, acting as a 'sieve' for antigens carried

to it via the portal system.

Gallbladder

The gallbladder is a pear shaped organ that stores about 50 ml of bile (or ”gall”) until the

body needs it for digestion. The gallbladder is about 7-10cm long in humans and is dark

green in appearance due to its contents (bile), not its tissue. It is connected to the liver

and the duodenum by the biliary tract.

The gallbladder is connected to the main bile duct through the gallbladder duct (cystic

duct). The main biliary tract runs from the liver to the duodenum, and the cystic duct

is effectively a ”cul de sac”, serving as entrance and exit to the gallbladder. The surface
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marking of the gallbladder is the intersection of the midclavicular line (MCL) and the trans

pyloric plane, at the tip of the ninth rib. The blood supply is by the cystic artery and vein,

which runs parallel to the cystic duct. The cystic artery is highly variable, and this is of

clinical relevance since it must be clipped and cut during a cholecystectomy.

The gallbladder has an epithelial lining characterized by recesses called Aschoff's recesses,

which are pouches inside the lining. Under the epithelium there is a layer of connective

tissue, followed by a muscular wall that contracts in response to cholecystokinin, a peptide

hormone synthesized in the duodenum.

The gallbladder stores bile, which is released when food containing fat enters the digestive

tract, stimulating the secretion of cholecystokinin (CCK). The bile emulsifies fats and neu-

tralizes acids in partly digested food. After being stored in the gallbladder, the bile becomes

more concentrated than when it left the liver, increasing its potency and intensifying its

effect on fats.
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11.10 Anus

Figure 98

The human anus is situated between the buttocks, posterior to the perineum. It has two

anal sphincters, one internal, the other external. These hold the anus closed until defecation

occurs. One sphincter consists of smooth muscle and its action is involuntary; the other

consists of striated muscle and its action is voluntary. In many animals, the anus is sur-

rounded by anal sacs. Role of the anus is when the rectum is full, the increase in intra-rectal

pressure forces the walls of the anal canal apart allowing the fecal matter to enter the canal.

The rectum shortens as material is forced into the anal canal and peristaltic waves propel
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the feces out of the rectum. The internal and external sphincters of the anus allow the feces

to be passed by muscles pulling the anus up over the exiting feces.

11.11 Conditions Affecting the Esophagus

There are two different types of conditions that may affect the esophagus. The first type

is called congenital: meaning a person is born with it. The second type is called non-

congenital: meaning the person develops it after birth. Some examples of these are:

Tracheoesophageal fistula and esophageal atresia

Both of these conditions are congenital. In Tracheoesophageal fistula there is a connection

between the esophagus and the wind pipe (trachea) where there shouldn't be one. In

Esophageal atresia the esophagus of a newborn does not connect to the stomach but comes

to a dead end right before the stomach. Both conditions require corrective surgery and are

usually detected right after the baby is born. In some cases, it can be detected before the

baby is born.

Esophagitis

Esophagitis is inflammation of the esophagus and is a non-congenital condition. Esophagitis

can be caused by certain medications or by infections. It can also be caused by gastroe-

sophageal reflux disease (gerd), a condition where the esophageal sphincter allows the acidic

contents of the stomach to move back up into the esophagus. Gastroesophageal reflux dis-

ease can be treated with medications, but it can also be corrected by changing what you

eat.

11.12 Conditions Affecting the Stomach and Intestines

Everybody has experienced constipation or diarrhea in their lifetime. With constipation,

the contents of the large intestines don't move along fast enough and waste material stays

in the large intestines so long that almost all water is extracted out of the waste and it

becomes hard. With diarrhea you get the exact opposite reaction: waste moves along too

fast and the large intestines can't absorb the water before the waste is pushed through.

Common flora bacteria assists in the prevention of many serious problems. Here are some

more examples of common stomach and intestinal disorders:
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Figure 99 Acute Appendicitis: An exemplary case of acute appendicitis in a 10-year-old

boy. The organ is enlarged and sausage-like (botuliform). This longitudinal section shows

the angry red inflamed mucosa with its irregular luminal surface. Diagnosed and removed

early in the course of the disease, this appendix does not show late complications, like

transmural necrosis, perforation, and abscess formation.

Appendicitis

Appendicitis is the inflammation of the appendix, the finger-like pouch that extends from

the cecum. The most common symptoms are abdominal pain, loss of appetite, fever, and

vomiting. Children and teenagers are the most common victims of appendicitis, which

must be corrected by surgery. While mild cases may resolve without treatment, most

require removal of the inflamed appendix, either by laparotomy or laparoscopy. Untreated,

mortality is high, mainly due to peritonitis and shock.

Celiac Disease

Celiac disease is a disorder in which a person's digestive system is damaged by the response

of the immune system to a protein called gluten, which is found in rye, wheat, and barley,

and also in foods like breakfast cereal and pizza crust. People who have celiac disease

experience abdominal pain, diarrhea, bloating, exhaustion, and depression when they eat

foods with gluten in them. They also have difficulty digesting their food. Celiac disease

runs in families and becomes active after some sort of stress, like viral infections or surgery.

The symptoms can be managed by following a gluten free diet. Doctors can diagnose this

condition by taking a full medical history or with a blood test.

Diverticulitis
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Figure 100 Benign gastric ulcer

Diverticulitis is a common disease of the bowel, in particular the large intestine. Divertic-

ulitis develops from diverticulosis, which involves the formation of pouches (diverticula) on

the outside of the colon. Diverticulitis results if one of these diverticula becomes inflamed.

In complicated diverticulitis, bacteria may subsequently infect the outside of the colon if

an inflamed diverticula bursts open. If the infection spreads to the lining of the abdomi-

nal cavity (peritoneum), this can cause a potentially fatal peritonitis. Sometimes inflamed

diverticula can cause narrowing of the bowel, leading to an obstruction. Also, the affected

part of the colon could adhere to the bladder or other organ in the pelvic cavity, causing a

fistula, or abnormal communication between the colon and an adjacent organ.

Gastritis and Peptic ulcers
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Usually the stomach and the duodenum are resistant to irritation because of the strong

acids produced by the stomach. But sometimes a bacteria called Helicobacter pylori or

the chronic use of drugs or certain medications, weakens the mucous layer that coats the

stomach and the duodenum, allowing acid to get through the sensitive lining beneath. This

can cause irritation and inflammation of the lining of the stomach, which is called gastritis,

or cause peptic ulcers, which are holes or sores that form in the lining of the stomach

and duodenum and cause pain and bleeding. Medications are the best way to treat this

condition.

Gastrointestinal Infections

Gastrointestinal infections can be caused by bacteria such as Campylobacter, Salmonella, E.

coli, or Shigella. They can also be caused by viruses or by intestinal parasites like amebiasis

and Giardiasis. The most common symptoms of gastrointestinal infections are abdominal

pain and cramps, diarrhea, and vomiting. These conditions usually go away on their own

and don't need medical attention.

Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Inflammatory bowel disease is the chronic inflammation of the intestines, which usually

affects older children, teens and adults. There are two major types, ulcerative colitis and

Crohn's disease and indeterminate colitis, which occurs in 10-15% of patients. Ulcerative

colitis usually affects just the rectum and large intestine, while Crohn's disease can affect

the whole gastrointestinal tract from mouth to anus along with some other parts of the

body. Patients with these diseases also suffer from extraintestinal symptoms including joint

pain and red eye, which can signal a flare of the disease. These diseases are treated with

medications and if necessary, Intravenous or IV feeding, or in the more serious cases, surgery

to remove the damaged areas of the intestines.

Polyp

A polyp is an abnormal growth of tissue (tumor) projecting from a mucous membrane. If

it is attached to the surface by a narrow elongated stalk it is said to be pedunculated. If no

stalk is present it is said to be sessile. Polyps are commonly found in the colon, stomach,

nose, urinary bladder and uterus. They may also occur elsewhere in the body where mucous

membranes exist like the cervix and small intestine.

11.13 Disorders of the Pancreas, Liver, and Gallbladder

Disorders of the pancreas, liver, and gallbladder affect the ability to produce enzymes and

acids that aid in digestion. examples of these disorders are.

Cystic Fibrosis

Cystic fibrosis is a chronic, inherited illness where the production of abnormally thick mu-

cous blocks the duct or passageways in the pancreas and prevents the digestive fluids from

entering the intestines, making it difficult for the person with the disorder to digest protein

and fats, which cause important nutrients to pass through without being digested. People

with this disorder take supplements and digestive enzymes to help manage their digestive

problems.
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Hepatitis

Hepatitis is a viral condition that inflames a person's liver which can cause it to lose its

ability to function. Viral hepatitis, like hepatitis A, B, and C, is extremely contagious.

Hepatitis A, which is a mild form of hepatitis, can be treated at home, but more serious

cases that involve liver damage, might require hospitalization.

Cholecystitis

Acute or chronic inflammation if the gallbladder causes abdominal pain. 90% of cases of

acute cholecystitis are caused by the presence of gallstones. The actual inflammation is

due to secondary infection with bacteria of an obstructed gallbladder, with the obstruction

caused by the gallstones. Gallbladder conditions are very rare in kids and teenagers but

can occur when the kid or teenager has sickle cell anemia or in kids being treated with long

term medications.

Cholestasis

Cholestasis is the blockage in the supply of bile into the digestive tract. It can be ”in-

trahepatic” (the obstruction is in the liver) or ”extrahepatic” (outside the liver). It can

lead to jaundice, and is identified by the presence of elevated bilirubin level that is mainly

conjugated.

Biliary colic

This is when a gallstone blocks either the common bile duct or the duct leading into it

from the gallbladder. This condition causes severe pain in the right upper abdomen and

sometimes through to the upper back. It is described by many doctors as the most severe

pain in existence, between childbirth and a heart attack. Other symptoms are nausea,

vomiting, diarrhea, bleeding caused by continual vomiting, and dehydration caused by the

nausea and diarrhea. Another more serious complication is total blockage of the bile duct

which leads to jaundice, which if it is not corrected naturally or by surgical procedure can

be fatal, as it causes liver damage. The only long term solution is the removal of the

gallbladder.

11.14 Gastrointestinal Dysfunctions

As we age, the amount of digestive enzymes produced by the body drops way down. This

leads to decreased and slower digestion, slower absorption of nutrients and increased ac-

cumulation of fecal mater in the intestinal tract. Undigested food material and metabolic

waste can also build up due to slow elimination, starting a series of health problems.

When digestion slows, it turns the intestines into a toxic environment. Helpful organisms

cannot live in toxic environments. When the beneficial organisms die they are replaced by

harmful organisms, such as yeasts and parasites, the most common being Candida albicans.

This leads to changes in the intestinal wall which produce leaky gut syndrome, which allows

many toxic chemicals to be introduced into the bloodstream. As a result, the entire toxic

load of the body is increased, causing a bigger burden on the liver, kidneys and other body

organs. When this happens the organs that are normally used for eliminating waste and

supplying nutrients to the GI tract become a large dump for waste. This problem can be
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made worse by the use of prescriptions and over-the-counter medications, antibiotics, and

a diet that is too low in fiber or contains 'junk food'.

Most people never think about their GI tract. We are concerned about what the outside of

our bodies look like, but we completely ignore the inside. Because our bodies a very resilient,

deterioration of the digestive system can go on for years with no symptoms or side-effects.

When symptoms finally do appear they are usually very non-specific, and include: decreased

energy, headaches, diarrhea, constipation, heartburn, and acid reflux. Over the years these

symptoms become more serious, including: asthma, food allergies, arthritis, and cancer.

Poor digestion, poor absorption, and bacterial imbalance can be traced to many chronic

conditions. Every organ in the body receives nutrients from the GI tract; if the GI tract is

malfunctioning then the whole body suffers.

It is possible to return good health to your GI tract by improving digestion, consuming the

right amount of fiber, and cutting out junk food and refined sugars.

You can improve the function of the intestines by taking fiber supplements and vitamins

(especially B12 and vitamin K). Some doctors suggest herbal or vitamin enemas to cleanse

and relieve constipation and to help stimulate peristaltic movement which will help to move

the bowels.

Irritable Bowel Syndrome

Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) is a disorder with symptoms that are most commonly

bloating, abdominal pain, cramping, constipation, and diarrhea. IBS causes a lot of pain

and discomfort. It does not cause permanent damage to the intestines and does not lead

to serious diseases such as cancer. Most of the people affected with IBS can control their

symptoms with stress management, diet, and prescription medication. For others IBS can

be debilitating, they may be unable to go to work, travel, attend social events or leave home

for even short periods of time.

About 20 percent of the adult population has some symptoms of IBS, making it one of the

most common intestinal disorders diagnosed by physicians. It is more common in men than

women and in about 50 percent of people affected it starts at about age 35.

Researchers have not found out what exactly causes IBS. One idea is that people with IBS

have a large intestine (colon) that is sensitive to certain foods and stress. The immune

system may also be involved. It has also been reported that serotonin is linked with normal

GI functioning. 95 percent of the body's serotonin is located in the GI tract (the other

5 percent is in the brain). People with IBS have diminished receptor activity, causing

abnormal levels of serotonin in the GI tract. Because of this, IBS patients experience

problems with bowel movement, motility, and the sensation having more sensitive pain

receptors in their GI tract. Many IBS patients suffer from depression and anxiety which

can make symptoms worse.

There is no cure for IBS, but medications are an important part of relieving symptoms. Fiber

supplements or laxatives are helpful for constipation. Anti diarrhoeals such as Imodium

can help with diarrhea. An antispasmodic is commonly prescribed for colon muscle spasms.

Antidepressants and pain medication are also commonly prescribed. [12]

Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor
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Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumors or GIST is an uncommon type of cancer in the GI tract

(esophagus, stomach, small intestine, and colon). These types of cancers begin in the

connective tissue like fat, muscles, nerves, cartilage, etc.

GIST originates in the stroma cells. Stroma cells are strung along the GI tract and are

part of the system that helps the body to know when to move food through the digestive

system. Over half of GISTs occur in the stomach. Most cases occur in people between the

ages of forty and eighty, but they can also occur in a person of any age.

All GISTs of any size or location have the ability to spread. Even if a GIST is removed, it

can reappear in the same area, or may even spread outside of the GI tract.

In the early stages, GIST is hard to diagnose because early-stage symptoms cannot be rec-

ognized. In the later stages a person can have vague abdominal pain, vomiting, abdominal

bleeding that shows up in stool or vomit, low blood counts causing anemia, and having an

early feeling of being full, causing a decrease in appetite.

GIST is now recognized as an aggressive cancer that is able to spread to other parts of the

body. People who have been diagnosed with GIST should get treatment as soon as possible.

Food Allergies

Food allergies occur when the immune system thinks that a certain protein in any kind of

food is a foreign substance and will try to fight against it.

Only about eight percent of children and two percent of adults actually have a food allergy.

A person can be allergic to any kind of food, but the most common food allergies are to

nuts, cow's milk, eggs, soy, fish, and shellfish. Most people who have a food allergy are

allergic to fewer than four different foods.

The most common signs of food allergies are hives, swelling, itchy skin, itchiness, tingling or

swelling in the mouth, coughing, trouble breathing, diarrhea, and vomiting. The two most

common chronic illness that are associated with food allergies are eczema and asthma.

Food allergies can be fatal if they cause the reaction called anaphylaxis. This reaction

makes it hard for the person to breathe. This can be treated by an epinephrine injection.

GERD, Heartburn, Acid Reflux

GERD, or Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease occurs when the lower esophageal sphincter is

not able to close properly. When this happens, contents from the stomach, called reflux,

leak back into the esophagus and the stomach.

When the stomach refluxes, stomach acid touches the lining of the esophagus and causes it

to have a burning feeling in the throat or the chest. This is what heartburn is. When you

taste the fluid in the back of your throat, it is called acid indigestion. It is common for a

person to get occasional heartburn, but when it occurs more than twice a week it can be

considered to be GERD. GERD can occur in people of all ages including infants.

Some symptoms of GERD include having a pain in your chest, hoarseness, having trouble

swallowing, or having the feeling of food being stuck in your throat. The main symptoms

are having persistent heartburn and acid regurgitation. GERD can also cause bad breath

and a dry cough.
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No one knows why people get GERD. Some things that could contribute to GERD are

alcohol use, pregnancy, being overweight and smoking. Certain foods might also contribute

like citrus fruits, caffeine, spicy, fatty, and dried foods, and also mint flavorings.

Over-the-counter antacids or medications that help stop acid production and help the mus-

cles empty the stomach are commonly used to treat GERD.

Constipation

Not everyone is on the same schedule for having a bowel movement. Depending on the

person, a ”normal” schedule can range anywhere from three times a day to three times a

week. If you start having bowel movements less than your own personal schedule, then you

might be getting the signs of constipation.

Constipation is when you have trouble having bowel movements. The stool is very hard,

making it difficult to pass and causing a person to strain. You may even feel like you have

to have a bowel movement even after you have already had one.

When you digest food, the waste products go through your intestines by the muscles con-

tracting. When in the large intestine, most of the water and salt from the waste products

are reabsorbed because they are needed by the body for our everyday functions. You can

become constipated if too much water is absorbed, or if waste products move too slowly.

Not getting enough fluids, a low fiber diet, age, not being physically active, depression,

stress and pregnancy can all contribute to constipation. Medications and narcotics can

also cause a person to get constipated. Chronic constipation may be a symptom of a liver

problem such as a urea cycle disorder.

The best way for a person to treat constipation is to make sure that they are getting enough

fluids as well as fiber in their diet. By doing this, the bulk of their stool is increased and

made softer, so that it can move through the intestines more easily. Being more active and

increasing daily exercise also helps keep bowel movements regulated.

Hemorrhoids

Hemorrhoids (also known as haemorrhoids, emerods, or piles) are varicosities or swelling

and inflammation of veins in the rectum and anus.

Two of the most common types of hemorrhoids are external and internal hemorrhoids.

• External hemorrhoids are those that occur outside of the anal verge (the distal end

of the anal canal). They are sometimes painful, and can be accompanied by swelling and

irritation. Itching, although often thought to be a symptom from external hemorrhoids,

is more commonly due to skin irritation.

• If the vein ruptures and a blood clot develops, the hemorrhoid becomes a thrombosed

hemorrhoid.

• Internal hemorrhoids are those that occur inside the rectum. As this area lacks pain

sensory receptor|receptors, internal hemorrhoids are usually not painful and most people

are not aware that they have them. Internal hemorrhoids, however, may bleed when

irritated.

• Untreated internal hemorrhoids can lead to two severe forms of hemorrhoids: prolapsed

and strangulated hemorrhoids.
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• Prolapsed hemorrhoids are internal hemorrhoids that are so distended that they

are pushed outside of the anus.

• If the anal sphincter muscle goes into spasm and traps a prolapsed hemorrhoid outside

of the anal opening, the supply of blood is cut off, and the hemorrhoid becomes a

strangulated hemorrhoid.

11.15 Bleeding in the Gastrointestinal tract

Bleeding in the gastrointestinal tract doesn't always mean you have a disease, it's usually a

symptom of a digestive problem. The cause of the bleeding may not be that serious, it could

be something that can be cured or controlled such as hemorrhoids. However, locating the

source of the bleeding is very important. The gastrointestinal tract contains many important

organs like the esophagus, stomach, small intestine, large intestine or colon, rectum, and

anus. Bleeding can come from one or more of these area from a small ulcer in the stomach,

or a large surface like the inflammation of the colon. Sometimes a person doesn't even know

they are bleeding. When this happens, it is called hidden, or occult bleeding. Simple tests

can detect hidden blood in the stool.

What Causes Bleeding in the Digestive Tract

Esophageal bleeding may be caused by Mallory-Weiss syndrome which is a tear in the

esophagus. Mallory-Weiss syndrome is usually caused by excessive vomiting or may be

caused by childbirth, a hiatal hernia, or increased pressure in the abdomen caused by

coughing. Various medications can cause stomach ulcers or inflammations. Medications

containing aspirin or alcohol, and various other medications(mainly those used for arthritis)

are some examples of these.

Benign tumors or cancer of the stomach may also cause bleeding. These disorders don't

usually produce massive bleeding. The most common source of bleeding usually occurs

from ulcers in the duodenum. Researchers believe that these ulcers are caused by excessive

stomach acid and a bacteria called Helicobacter Pylori.

In the lower digestive tract, the most common source of bleeding is in the large intestine,

and the rectum. Hemorrhoids are the most common cause of bleeding in the digestive tract.

Hemorrhoids are enlarged veins in the anal area which produces bright red blood that you

see in the toilet or on the toilet paper.

How do you Recognize Bleeding in the Digestive Tract

The signs of bleeding in the digestive tract vary depending on the site and severity of the

bleeding. If the blood is coming from the rectum, it would be bright red blood. If it was

coming from higher up in the colon or from the small intestine, the blood would be darker.

When the blood is coming from the stomach, esophagus, or the duodenum, the stool would

be black and tarry.

If the bleeding is hidden, or occult, a person may not notice changes in the stool color.

If extensive bleeding occurs, a person may feel dizzy, faint, weak, short of breath, have

diarrhea or cramp abdominal pain. Shock can also occur along with rapid pulse, drop in

blood pressure, and difficulty urinating. Fatigue, lethargy, and pallor from anemia will settle
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in if the bleeding is slow. Anemia is when the bloods iron-rich substance, hemoglobin, is

diminished.

Common Causes of Bleeding in the Digestive Tract

• Hemorrhoids

• Gastritis (inflammation)

• Inflammation (ulcerative colitis)

• Colo rectal Polyps

• Colo rectal Cancer

• Duodenal Ulcer

• Enlarged Veins

• Esophagitis (inflammation of the esophagus)

• Mallory-Weiss Syndrome

• Ulcers

Iron and beets can also turn the blood red or black giving a false indication of blood in the

stool.

How Bleeding in the Digestive Tract is Diagnosed

To diagnose bleeding in the digestive tract the bleeding must be located and a complete

history and physical are very important. Here are some of the procedures that diagnose the

cause of bleeding.

Endoscopy

An endoscopy is a common diagnostic technique that allows direct viewing of the bleeding

site. Since the endoscope can detect lesions and confirm the absence or presence of bleeding,

doctors often use this method to diagnose acute bleeding, the endoscope can also be used

to treat the cause of bleeding as well.

The endoscope is a flexible instrument that can be inserted through the mouth or rec-

tum. The instrument allows the doctors to see inside the esophagus, stomach, duode-

num(esophagoduodenoscopy), sigmoid colon(sigmoidoscopy), and rectum(rectoscopy, to col-

lect small samples of tissues, take pictures, and stop the bleeding. There is a new procedure

out using a long endoscope that can be inserted during surgery to locate a source of bleeding

in the small intestine.

Capsule Endoscopy

Capsule endoscopy helps doctors to see and examine the lining of the middle part of the

gastrointestinal tract, which includes the three parts of the small intestine (duodenum,

jejunum, ileum). The capsule is a small pill sized video camera called an endoscope. It

has its own lens and light that transfers the images to a monitor so the doctor can view

them outside of the body. This process is also referred to as small bowel endoscopy, capsule

endoscopy, or wireless endoscopy.

The most common reason for doing a capsule endoscopy is to look for the causes of bleeding

that is coming from the small intestine. It is also able to help detect ulcers, tumors, and

Crohn's disease.

Angiography
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Angiography is a technique that uses dye to highlight blood vessels. This procedure is used

when the patient is bleeding badly enough that it allows the dye to leak out of the blood

vessels and identifies the bleeding site. In some situations, Angiography allows the patient

to have medication injections that may stop the bleeding.

Radionuclide Scanning

Radionuclide scanning is a non-invasive screening technique used for locating sites of acute

bleeding, especially in the lower GI tract. This procedure injects small amounts of radioac-

tive material that either attach to the persons red blood cells or are suspended in the blood.

Special pictures are taken that allows doctors to see the blood escaping. Barium x-rays,

angiography, and radionuclide scans can be used to locate sites of chronic occult bleeding.

How to Recognize Blood in the Stool and Vomit

• Bright red blood coating the stool

• Dark blood mixed with the stool

• Black or tarry stool

• Bright red blood in the vomit

• Grainy appearance in vomit

Symptoms of Acute Bleeding

• Weakness

• Shortness of breath

• Dizziness

• Cramp abdominal pain

• Feeling light headed

• Diarrhea

Symptoms of Chronic Bleeding

• Fatigue

• Shortness of breath

• Lethargy

• Pallor

11.16 Colonoscopy

A colonoscopy is a test to look at the inside of your colon. Everyone should have a

colonoscopy by the time they are 50 to check for diseases of the colon. Colonoscopy is

best known for its use in early detection of colorectal cancer, the second leading cause of

cancer deaths in the United States. Colon cancer develops from growths like polyps within

the intestinal wall. These growths often take 5-10 years to develop usually without symp-

toms. You are at a higher risk to have this disease if you have a close relative who has had it.

If you are going to develop a polyp, you will probably do so after age 50. So the American

College of Gastroenterology (the digestive specialists) recommends screening examinations

every 5 years for early detection and removal of these cancer-causing growths after that age.

Don't make excuses! It's not so bad and it may save your life!
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11.17 Case Study

Bob had a history of chronic pain in his intestinal area, and wasn't sure what it was. His

doctor suspected what it was and gave Bob antibiotics, which helped. It so happened that

whenever Bob ate popcorn or nuts he would get this pain. Sometimes it would just go

away... other times he had to go on antibiotics. The doctor ordered some tests, and told

Bob he would have to stay away from nuts, popcorn, tomatoes, strawberries, and anything

else with seeds or hard parts; something in his bowels couldn't tolerate those foods. Bob

ate a pretty healthy diet so he couldn't understand what was happening. A few years later,

Bob had another series of painful episodes. The pain was so great Bob could hardly stand,

let alone go to work. This time the doctor did more tests and found out that his lower

intestine was almost blocked. Surgery was ordered. What did Bob have?

11.18 Glossary

Amebiasis

An inflammation if the intestines caused by infestation with Entameba histolytica (a type

of ameba) and characterized by frequent loose stools flecked with blood and mucus

Amylase

An enzyme produces in the pancreas and salivary glands that help in the digestions of

starches.

Bile

A bitter, alkaline, brownish-yellow or greenish-yellow fluid that is secreted by the liver,

stored in the gallbladder, and discharged into the duodenum and aids in the emulsification,

digestion, and absorption of fats. Also called gall.

Biotin

Biotin is used in cell growth, the production of fatty acids, metabolism of fats, and amino

acids. It plays a role in the Krebs Cycle. Biotin is also helpful in maintaining a steady

blood sugar level. It is often recommended for strengthening hair and nails.

B12

A vitamin important for the normal formation of red blood cells and the health of the nerve

tissues. Undetected and untreated B12 deficiency can lead to anemia and permanent nerve

and brain damage

Candida Albicans

Found in animals and in man. Has been isolated from the skin and mucosa of man, but

has also been recovered from leaves, flowers, water, and soil. Reported to be allergenic. A

common cause of superficial infection, oral and vaginal infection, sepsis, and disseminated

disease. Cells from the organism are usually not airborne and are considered to be normal

component of the flora of the mouth and other mucous membranes on the body.

Chemical digestion
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Is a chemical breakdown of food when being in the mouth (oral cavity). Is the digestive

secretions of saliva that moistens food and introduces gastric juices and enzymes that are

produced in the stimulation to certain macronutrients, such as, carbohydrates. In this,

the mouth saliva carries an enzyme called amylase for breaking down carbohydrates.

Cholecystokinin (CCK)

Cholecystokinin (also called pancreozymin), this is a hormone in the small intestinal cells

(intestinal mucosa) that is produced in response to food. This hormone regulates the

release of secretions of many organs that aid digestion, such as, bicarbonate from the

pancreas to reduce the acidity of digestive juices like the chyme that enters the small

intestine form the stomach that contains hydrochloric acid (HCL).

Chylomicrons

The lipoproteins first formed after absorption of lipids form food.

Chyme

The thick semi fluid mass of partly digested food that is passed from the stomach to the

duodenum.

Crohn's Disease

Described as skip lessions in the large and small bowel it is a malabsorption disorder that

can affect the gastrointestinal tract for the mouth to the anus.

Deamination

When an amino acid group breaks off an amino acid that makes a molecule of ammonia

and keto acid.

Emulsifier

A mixture of two immiscible (unblendable) substances.

Gastrin

The stomach mucosa secretes a hormone gastrin that increases the release of gastric juices.

GI tract

Gastrointestinal Tract, The tube that extends from the mouth to the anus in which the

movement of muscles and release of hormones and enzymes digest food.

Hydrochloric

The chemical substance hydrochloric acid is the water-based solution of hydrogen chloride

(HCI) gas. It is a strong acid, the major component of stomach acid and of wide industrial

use.

Lactobacillus Acidophilus

Important resident inhabitant of the human small and large intestines, mouth, and vagina.

Secretes natural antibiotic substances which strengthen the body against various disease-

causing microbes

Leaky gut syndrome
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Abnormal level of intestinal permeability

Lingual lipase

An enzyme produced only in infancy to aid digestion of long-chain fatty acids.

Lipase

An enzyme produced by microorganisms that split the fat molecules into fatty acids which

create flavor

Mechanical digestion

The crushing of the teeth and rhythms made by the movement of the tongue, the teeth

aid in tearing and pulverizing food, while the tongue helps with peristalsis (movement), of

food down the esophagus.

Micelles

A product of lipids and bile assist in lipid absorption.

Microvilli

On the villi in the small intestine is mivrovilli, these projections called brush border mi-

crovilli secrete specific enzymes for disaccharide hydrolysis, these further aid the absorption

of the carbohydrate by yielding a monosaccharide that then can go through portal circula-

tion to liver circulation to be further processed into immediate use for energy or glycogen

storage.

Peristalsis

The wavelike muscular contractions of the intestine or other tubular structure that propel

the contents onward by alternate contraction and relaxation.

Pharynx

Proliferation

The process of reproduction or division of cells

Proteases

Protein enzyme

Rennin

Only produced during infancy and is a gastric protease and functions with calcium to clot

with milk proteins casein, to slow the movement of milk so that digestion is prolonged.

Serotonin

chemical messenger in the brain that affects emotions, behavior, and thought

Synthesize

To create something, such as chemicals in the body, from simpler, raw materials

Ulcerative Colitis

Villi
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A minute projection arising from a mucous membrane, especially one of the vascular

projections of the small intestine.

Vitamin K

A substance that promotes the clotting of blood

Case Study AnswerBob has diverticulitis. The doctor was afraid that if he had another

bad infection that scar tissue would eventually block his colon completely and burst, which

would necessitate a colostomy. Bob ended up having to have surgery to remove the damaged

part of his colon. The doctor removed almost 18 inches of Bob's large intestine. Bob is doing

fine now and most importantly, he can now eat his favorite food - nuts! Note: Sometimes

a diet rich in fiber can help you avoid this dreaded problem. Sometimes, like in Bob's case,

the predisposition to have this problem runs in the family. All of his siblings and his father

suffered from this same ailment. Stress is another factor that can exacerbate this disease.

So.. don't worry, be happy and eat fiber!

11.19 External links

• Appendicitis Update Review2, An updated Issue on Appendicitis
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12 Nutrition

12.1 The Community and Nutrition Programs

Figure 101 Harvard's Food Pyramid

Connections between nutrition and health have probably been generally understood by

people for a long time. For example, around 400 BC Hippocrates said, ”Let food be your

medicine and medicine be your food.”. Understanding the physiological needs of our biology

helps us understand why food has such an impact on overall health. In this chapter we
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introduce nutrition by examining how cells use different nutrients and then discuss disease

conditions that are tied to nutritional problems. Note however that nutrition impacts out

biologic processes more than at a mere cellular level, alone our diverse genetic characteristics

prevents any overgeneralization but then the multitude of fauna that share our bodies

and divergent characteristics of human ecology and how it affects our biological chemical

processes is of equal importance.

12.2 Nutrition and Health in the Community

The nutritional status of people in our communities is a concern not only for quality of life,

but also for economics (treating illness costs far more than preventing it). Various public

health agencies are striving to prevent nutritional deficiencies and improve overall health.

In the U.S., the government supplies a variety of resources such as state assistance, WIC

(Women Infant and Child), and so forth. In addition, there have been many government

agencies and voluntary health and scientific associations, such as the American Heart Asso-

ciation, that focus on life style and dietary factors that prevent chronic and life-threatening

diseases. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services (USDHHS) developed dietary guidelines in 1977 that were compiled

and displayed as the food guide pyramid. The food guide pyramid was revised as ”My

Pyramid,” but this new chart is confusing to most people. Harvard School of Public Health

developed an alternative healthy eating pyramid (shown at left) based on long-term nutri-

tional studies. This pyramid differs from the old USDA pyramid in several key aspects: for

example, exercise is at the bottom to remind us of its important role in our health. Also,

not all carbohydrates are at the bottom (white bread, white rice, and potatoes are now at

the top with sugars), and not all oils are at the top (plant oils are at the bottom). Other

resource, such as the Recommended Daily Allowance (RDA) have helped people become

more aware of nutritional needs, yet obesity and chronic health problems continue to rise.

12.3 Nutritional Requirements

Our bodies have both caloric and nutritional needs. Living tissue is kept alive by the

expenditure of energy in ATP molecules, which energy came from the break down of food

molecules. Caloric need refers to the energy needed each day to carry out the varied chemical

reactions in each cell. When looking at a nutritional label, we can easily see how many

Calories are in a serving. These Calories (big ”C”) are actually kilocalories (1000 calories).

Technically, a calorie (little ”c”) is the amount of energy needed to raise the temperature of

1 mL of water by 1 °C. How many Calories a person needs daily varies greatly by age, sex,

height, and physical activity levels. If the amount of energy taken in exceeds the amount

of energy used, then the excess energy is stored as adipose tissue (fat), regardless of the

source of the energy.

In addition to daily energy needs, there are nutritional needs to prevent the body from

losing its own fats, carbohydrates, and proteins. Such molecules are continuously broken

down, and must be replaced regularly. Essential amino acids and essential fatty acids are

particularly important building blocks in replacing these molecules. Vitamins and minerals

are not used as energy, but are essential in tissue and enzyme structure or reactions.
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12.4 Carbohydrates

Macronutrient

An energy-yielding nutrient. Macronutrients are those nutrients that together provide the

vast majority of metabolic energy to an organism. The three main macronutrients are

carbohydrates, proteins, and fat.

Micronutrients

Microminerals or trace elements, are dietary minerals needed by the human body in very

small quantities (generally less than 100mg/day) as opposed to macrominerals which are

required in larger quantities.

Functions

Glucose it is the most easily used by the body. It is a simple carbohydrate that circulates

in the blood and is the main source of energy for the muscles, central nervous system, and

brain (the brain can also use ketone bodies).

Carbohydrates are made of organic compounds carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

There are three sizes of carbohydrate and they are distinguished by a classification

of two that is, simple carbohydrates (mono saccharides and disaccharides) and complex

carbohydrates (polysaccharides). Polysaccharides are the most abundant carbohydrate in

the body along with glycogen.

The break down of polysaccharides goes as follows: Polysaccharides are digested into

monosaccharides including glucose which goes into the intestinal epithelium and into the

bloodstream. The molecules of glucose are taken by glucose transporters and delivered into

the cells of the body. While glucose is in the cells it can be oxidized for energy or provide

substrates to other metabolic reactions or of course into glycogen for storage.

A. Monosaccharides = Single carbohydrate unit such as, Glucose, Fructose, and Galactose.

B. Disaccharides = Two single carbohydrates bound together such as, Sucrose, Maltose,

and Lactose.

C. Polysaccharides = Have many units of monosaccharides joined together such as, Starch

and Fiber.

Fiber

Fiber is carbohydrates that cannot be digested. It is in all eatable plants such as fruits

vegetables, grains and Legumes. There are many ways of categorizing fiber types. First,

from the foods they come from such as grains, which is called cereal fiber. Second, if they

are soluble fiber or insoluble fiber. Soluble fiber partially dissolves in water and insoluble

fiber does not.

Adults need about 21-38 grams of fiber a day. Children ages 1 and up need 19 grams a day.

On average Americans eat only 15 grams a day.

Fiber helps reduce the chances of having the following conditions: colon cancer, heart

disease, type 2 diabetes, diverticular disease, and constipation.

Glycemic Index
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Glycemic Index is a new way of classifying carbohydrates. It measures how fast and how far

blood sugar will rise after consuming carbohydrates. Foods that are considered to have a

high glycemic index are converted almost immediately to blood sugar which causes it to rise

rapidly. Foods that are considered to have a low glycemic index are digested slower causing

a slower rise in blood sugar. Examples of high glycemic index foods are potatoes, white

rice, white flour, anything refined, anything with a lot of sugar which includes high fructose

corn syrup. Examples of low glycemic index foods are whole grains (brown rice, 100% whole

wheat bread, whole grain pasta, high fiber cereals), high fiber fruits and vegetables, and

many legumes. According to the Harvard School of Public Health, ”The most comprehensive

list of the glycemic index of foods was published in the July, 2002, issue of the American

Journal of Clinical Nutrition. A searchable database maintained by the University of Sydney

is available online.”

12.5 Proteins

Functions

Protein forms hormones, enzymes, and antibodies. It is part of fluid and electrolyte

regulation, the buffering effect for pH, and transporter of nutrients. A good example of a

protein is the oxygen carrying hemoglobin found in red blood cells.

Proteins are made of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, an inorganic molecule, the

thing that clearly distinguishes them from the other macronutrients.

A. Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins.

B. Polypeptide are a group of amino acids bonded together 10-100 or more.

The body requires amino acids to produce new body protein (protein retention) and to

replace damaged proteins (maintenance) that are lost in the urine.

Proteins are relatively large molecules made of amino acids joined together in chains by

peptide bonds. Amino acids are the basic structural building units of proteins. They form

short polymer chains called peptides or longer poly-peptides which in turn form structures

called proteins. The process of protein synthesis is controlled by an mRNA template. In

this process tRNA transfers amino acids to the mRNA to form protein chains.

There are twenty standard amino acids used by cells in making proteins. Vertebrates,

including humans, are able to synthesize 11 of these amino acids from other molecules. The

remaining nine amino acids cannot be synthesized by our cells, and are termed ”'essential

amino acids'”. These essential amino acids must be obtained from foods.

The 9 Essential Amino Acids have the following names: Histidine, Isoleucine, Leucine,

Lysine, Methionine, Phenylalanine, Threonine, Tryptophan, Valine

You can remember these with this saying “Hey It's Like Lovely Material; Please Touch The

Velvet”.

The 11 Non-essential Amino Acids are as follows:

Alanine, Arginine, Aspartic acid, Cysteine, Cystine, Glutamic acid, Glutamine, Glycine,

Proline, Serine, Tyrosine
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How about this memory device, ”Almost Always Aunt Cindy Can Get Great Gum Popping

Sounds Together” (This section needs to be corrected. Cystine is not one of the 20 common

amino acids. It should be replaced by asparagine which is missing from the list. Also

histidine is not essential for adults while cysteine, tyrosine, histidine, and arginine are

required for infants and growing children. Some amino acids are also essential for specific

subpopulations, e.g., tyrosine for individuals with PKU.)

12.5.1 The 20 Amino Acids and What They Do!

Amino Acid Abbrev. Remarks

Alanine A Ala Very abundant, very versatile. More stiff than

glycine, but small enough to pose only small steric

limits for the protein conformation. It behaves fairly

neutrally, can be located in both hydrophilic regions

on the protein outside and the hydrophobic areas in-

side.

Cysteine C Cys The sulfur atom binds readily to heavy metal ions.

Under oxidizing conditions, two cysteines can join to-

gether in a disulfide bond to form the amino acid cys-

tine. When cystines are part of a protein, insulin for

example, this stabilizes tertiary structure and makes

the protein more resistant to denaturation; disulphide

bridges are therefore common in proteins that have

to function in harsh environments including digestive

enzymes (e.g., pepsin and chymotrypsin) and struc-

tural proteins (e.g., keratin). Disulphides are also

found in peptides too small to hold a stable shape

on their own (e.g., insulin).

Aspartic

acid

D Asp Behaves similarly to glutamic acid. Carries a hy-

drophilic acidic group with strong negative charge.

Usually is located on the outer surface of the protein,

making it water-soluble. Binds to positively-charged

molecules and ions, often used in enzymes to fix the

metal ion. When located inside of the protein, aspar-

tate and glutamate are usually paired with arginine

and lysine.

Glutamate E Glu Behaves similar to aspartic acid. Has longer, slightly

more flexible side chain. Also serves as an excitatory

neurotransmitter in the CNS.

Phenylala-

nine

F Phe Essential for humans. Phenylalanine, tyrosine, and

tryptophan contain large rigid aromatic group on the

side chain. These are the biggest amino acids. Like

isoleucine, leucine and valine, these are hydrophobic

and tend to orient towards the interior of the folded

protein molecule.
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Glycine G Gly Because of the two hydrogen atoms at the α car-

bon, glycine is not optically active. It is the smallest

amino acid, rotates easily, adds flexibility to the pro-

tein chain. It is able to fit into the tightest spaces,

e.g., the triple helix of collagen. As too much flexibil-

ity is usually not desired, as a structural component

it is less common than alanine.

Histidine H His In even slightly acidic conditions protonation of the

nitrogen occurs, changing the properties of histi-

dine and the polypeptide as a whole. It is used by

many proteins as a regulatory mechanism, changing

the conformation and behavior of the polypeptide in

acidic regions such as the late endosome or lysosome,

enforcing conformation change in enzymes. However

only a few histidines are needed for this, so it is com-

paratively scarce.

Isoleucine I Ile Essential for humans. Isoleucine, leucine and valine

have large aliphatic hydrophobic side chains. Their

molecules are rigid, and their mutual hydrophobic

interactions are important for the correct folding of

proteins, as these chains tend to be located inside of

the protein molecule.

Lysine K Lys Essential for humans. Behaves similarly to arginine.

Contains a long flexible side-chain with a positively-

charged end. The flexibility of the chain makes lysine

and arginine suitable for binding to molecules with

many negative charges on their surfaces. E.g., DNA-

binding proteins have their active regions rich with

arginine and lysine. The strong charge makes these

two amino acids prone to be located on the outer

hydrophilic surfaces of the proteins; when they are

found inside, they are usually paired with a corre-

sponding negatively-charged amino acid, e.g., aspar-

tate or glutamate.

Leucine L Leu Essential for humans. Behaves similar to isoleucine

and valine. See isoleucine.

Methionine M Met Essential for humans. Always the first amino acid

to be incorporated into a protein; sometimes re-

moved after translation. Like cysteine, contains sul-

fur, but with a methyl group instead of hydrogen.

This methyl group can be activated, and is used in

many reactions where a new carbon atom is being

added to another molecule.

Asparagine N Asn Similar to aspartic acid. Asn contains an amide

group where Asp has a carboxyl.
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Proline P Pro Contains an unusual ring to the N-end amine group,

which forces the CO-NH amide sequence into a fixed

conformation. Can disrupt protein folding structures

like α helix or β sheet, forcing the desired kink in the

protein chain. Common in collagen, where it often

undergoes a post-translational modification to hy-

droxyproline. Uncommon elsewhere.

Glutamine Q Gln Similar to glutamic acid. Gln contains an amide

group where Glu has a carboxyl. Used in proteins

and as a storage for ammonia.

Arginine R Arg Functionally similar to lysine.

Serine S Ser Serine and threonine have a short group ended with

a hydroxyl group. Its hydrogen is easy to remove, so

serine and threonine often act as hydrogen donors

in enzymes. Both are very hydrophilic, therefore the

outer regions of soluble proteins tend to be rich with

them.

Threonine T Thr Essential for humans. Behaves similarly to serine.

Valine V Val Essential for humans. Behaves similarly to isoleucine

and leucine. See isoleucine.

Tryptophan W Trp Essential for humans. Behaves similarly to pheny-

lalanine and tyrosine (see phenylalanine). Precursor

of serotonin.

Tyrosine Y Tyr Behaves similarly to phenylalanine and trypto-

phan (see phenylalanine). Precursor of melanin,

epinephrine, and thyroid hormones.

Dietary proteins fall into two categories: complete proteins and incomplete proteins. Com-

plete proteins include ample amounts of all essential amino acids. Examples of foods that

will include these great complete proteins are meat, fish, poultry, cheese, eggs, and milk.

Incomplete proteins contain some but not all of the essential amino acids required by the

human body. Examples of incomplete proteins include legumes, rice, and leafy green veg-

etables. Someone who chooses a vegan lifestyle must be careful to combine various plant

proteins to obtain all the essential amino acids on a daily basis, but it can be accomplished.

Ingested proteins are broken down into amino acids during digestion. They are then ab-

sorbed by the villi of the small intestine and enter the blood stream. Our cells use these

amino acids to assemble new proteins that are used as enzymes, cell receptors, hormones,

and structural features. Each protein has its own unique amino acid sequence that is

specified by the nucleotide sequence of the gene encoding that protein (see Genetics and

Inheritance1). If we are deficient in even a single amino acid, then our cells cannot make

the proteins they require.

1 Chapter 17 on page 453
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12.6 Lipids

Macronutrient

Provides 9 Kcalories per gram; it is an energy-yielding nutrient.

Functions are stored energy (adipose tissue), organ protection, temperature regulator, in-

sulation such as myelin that covers nerve cells, lipid membrane around cells, and emulsifiers

to keep fats dispersed in body fluids.

Lipids are made of organic molecules carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Fats consist of glycerol

fatty acids joined by an ester bond.

• A. Triglycerides - composed of three fatty acids and one glycerol molecule.

• B. Saturated fatty acid - fatty acid with carbon chains fully saturated with hydrogen.

• C. Monounsaturated fatty acid - fatty acid that has a carbon chain with one unsaturated

double bond.

• D. Polyunsaturated fatty acid - fatty acid that has two or more double bonds on the

carbon chain.

Essential fatty acids part of the polyunsaturated fatty acids

• E. Linoleic acid an essential polyunsaturated fatty acid, its first double bond is at the

6th carbon and this is why it can be called Omega 6.

• F. Linolenic acid an essential polyunsaturated fatty acid, its first double bond is at the

3rd carbon and this is why it can be called Omega 3, and is the main member of the

omega-3 family.

• G. Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) , may be derived inefficiently from linolenic acid and is

the main fatty acid found in fish, also called omega 3.

• H. Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), is an omega 3 fatty acid, is synthesized in body from

alph-linolenic acid, and is present in fish. DHA is present in retina and brain.

Nonessential

• I. Sterols serve a vital function in the body, are produced by the body, and are not

essential nutrients. This structure of a lipid is cholesterol which is a waxy substance that

doesn't look like a triglyceride. It doesn't have a glycerol backbone or fatty acids, but

because it is impermeable in water, it is a lipid.

• J. CIS- Trans Fatty acids hydrogenation makes monounsaturated and polyunsaturated

fatty acids go from a state of their original form that is cis to a trans form. Addition

of hydrogen ions will cause vegetable oil to harden. Additionally, they may stimulate

cholesterol synthesis, and are potentially carcinogenic.

Absorption process of triglycerides. This is the fat that your body deals with most of

the time. They are absorbed with the transport of chylomicrons into the lymphatic system

which in turn will pour into the blood stream at the thoracic duct. Once it enters the blood

stream, the chylomicrons take the triglycerides into the cells. The triglycerides that are

on the outer part of the chylomicrons are broken down by lipoprotein lipase. Lipoprotein

lipase can be found on the walls of capillaries. It is this enzyme that will break it into

fatty acids and monoglycerides. The fatty acids are taken by the body's cells while the

monoglycerides are taken to the liver to be processed. Medium chain triglycerides (MCTs)

bypass chylomicron lipoprotein function allowing the body to quickly utilize them for energy.
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Due to their shorter chain length, MCTs possess 8.3kcal as opposed to the 9kcal content of

long chain triglycerides. MCT consumption due to the immediate utilization by the body

also results in the rapid formation of ketones and less ability to be stored as adipose tissue.

More Info on Lipids:

• 1. Lipids are structural components found in every cell of the human body. That is,

they form the lipid bilayer found in individual cells. They also serve as the myelin sheath

found in neurons.

• 2. Lipids provide us with energy. Most of that energy is in the form of triacylglycerols.

• 3. Both lipids and lipid derivatives serve as vitamins and hormones.

• 4. Lipophilic bile acids aid in lipid solubility.

Recommendations for Fat Intake:Although there are different types of fat the effect

on health and disease, the basic message is simple: leave out the bad fats and replace

them with good fats. Try to limit saturated fats in your diet, and try to eliminate trans

fats from partially hydrogenated oils.Replace saturated and trans fats with polyunsaturated

and monounsaturated fats. As of January 1, 2006, trans fat must be listed on food labels.

More and more ”trans-fat” free products are becoming available. Keep in mind, though,

that according to the FDA, a product claiming to have zero trans fat can actually contain

up to a half gram. You may still want to scan the ingredient list for ”partially hydrogenated

vegetable oil” and ”vegetable shortening,” and look for an alternative product without those

words.

12.7 Vitamins and Minerals

Figure 102 Fruits and vegetables are often a good source of

vitamins.
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We all need micronutrients in small quantities to sustain health. Micronutrients include

dietary minerals and vitamins. While all minerals and vitamins can be obtained through

food, many people do not consume enough to meet their micronutrient needs and instead

may take a supplement.

Microminerals or trace elements include at least iron, cobalt, chromium, copper, iodine,

manganese, selenium, zinc, and molybdenum. They are dietary minerals needed by the hu-

man body in very small quantities (generally less than 100mg/day) as opposed to macromin-

erals which are required in larger quantities. (Note that the use of the term ”mineral” here

is distinct from the usage in the geological sciences.)

12.7.1 Vitamins

Vitamins are organic compounds that are essential for our body to function properly. Most

vitamins are obtained from what you consume, because the body is unable to manufacture

most of the essential vitamins that you need to survive. Here are types of vitamins and

their roles:

Vitamin Food Sources Functions Problems When Deficient Problems With Taking Too Much

A (retinol) Ingested in a precursor form.

Found in animal sources such

as milk and eggs. Also found in

carrots and spinach (contain pro

vitamin A carotenoids).

Vitamin A is a fat-soluble vita-

min. It helps cells differentiate,

also lowering your risk of getting

cancer. Vitamin A helps to keep

vision healthy. It is required

during pregnancy. Vitamin A

also influences the function and

development of sperm, ovaries and

placenta and is a vital component

of the reproductive process.

Night blindness, impaired growth

of bones and teeth

Headache, dizziness, nausea, hair loss, abnormal

development of fetus

B1 (thi-

amine)

Found in wheat germ, whole

wheat, peas, beans, enriched flour,

fish, peanuts and meats.

Vitamin B1 is a water-soluble

vitamin that the body requires

to break down carbohydrates,

fat and protein. The body needs

vitamin b in order to make

adenine triphosphate (ATP).

Vitamin B1 is also essential for

the proper functioning of nerve

cells.

Beriberi, muscular weakness,

enlarged heart

Can interfere with the absorption of other

vitamins

B2 (ri-

boflavin)

Found in milk cheese, leafy green

vegetables, liver, soybeans yeast

and almonds. Exposure to light

destroys riboflavin.

Vitamin B2 is a water-soluble

vitamin that helps the body

process amino acids and fats.

Activated vitamin B6 and folic

acid helps convert carbohydrates

to adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

Sometimes vitamin B2 can act as

an antioxidant.

Dermatitis, blurred vision,

growth failure

Unknown

B3 (niacin) Found in beets, brewer's yeast,

beef liver, beef kidney, pork,

turkey, chicken, veal, fish, salmon,

swordfish, tuna, sunflower seeds,

and peanuts.

Vitamin B3 is required for cell

respiration and helps release

the energy in carbohydrates,

fats, and proteins. It helps with

proper circulation and healthy

skin, functioning of the nervous

system, and normal secretion

of bile and stomach fluids. It

is used in the synthesis of sex

hormones, treating schizophrenia

and other mental illnesses, and as

a memory-enhancer.

Pellagra, diarrhea, mental

disorders

High blood sugar and uric acid, vasodilation

C (ascorbic

acid)

Found in citrus fruits such as

oranges, grapefruit and lemon.

Vitamin C is an essential water-

soluble vitamin. It is needed to

make collagen. Vitamin C also

aids in the formation of liver bile

which helps to detoxify alcohol

and other substances. Evidence

indicates that vitamin C levels

in the eye decrease with age and

this may be a cause of cataracts.

Vitamin C has been reported to

reduce activity of the enzyme,

aldose reductase, which helps

protect people with diabetes. It

may also protect the body against

accumulation or retention of the

toxic mineral, lead.

Scurvy, delayed wound healing,

infections

Gout, kidney stones, diarrhea, decreased copper

D Produced by the human body

during exposure to the ultraviolet

rays of the sun.

Vitamin D is a fat-soluble

vitamin that helps maintain blood

levels of calcium. Vitamin D

is necessary for healthy bones

and teeth. Vitamin D plays a

role in immunity and blood cell

formation and also helps cells

differentiate this lowers your

chance of getting cancer.

Lack of Vitamin D results

in rickets for children and

osteomalacia for adults.

Calcification of soft tissue, diarrhea, possible renal

damage
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Vitamin Food Sources Functions Problems When Deficient Problems With Taking Too Much

E Found in vegetable oils, nuts, and

green leafy vegetables. Fortified

cereals are also an important

source of vitamin E in the United

States.

Vitamin E is an antioxidant that

protects cell membranes and other

fat-soluble parts of the body, such

as LDL cholesterol (the “bad”

cholesterol), from damage.

Unknown Diarrhea, nausea, headaches, fatigue, muscle

weakness

K Found in kale, collard greens,

spinach, mustard greens, turnip

greens and Brussels sprouts.

Also found vegetable oils such as

soybean, canola, cottonseed, and

olive. Additionally, the normal

flora of the large intestine produce

vitamin K, which our body is able

to absorb and use

Vitamin K by helping transport

Ca, vitamin K is necessary for

proper bone growth and blood

coagulation.

Easy bruising and bleeding Can interfere with anticoagulant medication

Folic acid Found in many vegetables

including, broccoli, peas,

asparagus, spinach, green

leafy types. Also found in fresh

fruit, liver and yeast.

Coenzyme needed for production

of hemoglobin and formation of

DNA.

Megaloblastic anemia, spina

bifida

May mask B12 deficiency

B12 Found in meat, fish, eggs and

milk but not in vegetables.

Vitamin B12 is needed to make

red blood cells. Supplements can

help some types of anemia.

Pernicious anemia Unknown

B6 (pyridox-

ine)

Found in cereals, yeast, liver, and

fish.

Vitamin B6 is a coenzyme in

amino acid synthesis.

Rare to be deficient, convulsions,

vomiting, seborrhea, muscular

weakness

Insomnia, neuropathy

Folic acid and cancer prevention

Women of childbearing age are often encouraged to take a folic acid supplement to help

reduce the risk of certain birth defects. Research cited by the Harvard School of Public

Health shows that folic acid may have even more benefits, and not just for the developing

fetus. Their study shows that people who get more than the recommended amount of folic

acid due to diet or supplements can actually lower the risk of developing colon or breast

cancer. Since alcohol blocks the absorption of folic acid and inactivates circulating folate,

this can be especially important to those who drink alcohol frequently (more than one drink

per day). The current recommended intake for folic acid is 400 micrograms per day. There

are many excellent sources of folic acid, including prepared breakfast cereals, beans, and

fortified grains. So if you would like to reduce your risk of colon or breast cancer, be sure

to get more than 400 micrograms per day!

Fat soluble vitamins A, D, E, K

With fat soluble vitamins you need the presence of fat in your diet to absorb them, this

is because the bile will not be secreted to help with emulsification and therefore the fat

vitamins will not be broken down for absorption. Fat soluble vitamins are stored in organs

such as the liver, spleen, and other fatty tissues in the body. Because of this, excessive

amounts of fat-soluble vitamins can accumulate in the body resulting in toxicity, but this

rarely comes from excessive dietary intake but rather from improper use of vitamin supple-

ments. The other, water-soluble vitamins, do not build up to toxic levels because they are

regularly excreted in the urine.

12.7.2 Minerals

Minerals are atoms of certain chemical elements that are essential for body processes. Min-

erals are inorganic, meaning that they do not contain the element carbon. They are either

produced by our body, or we obtain them by eating certain foods that contain them. They

are ions found in blood plasma and cell cytoplasm, such as sodium, potassium, and chlo-

ride. In addition, minerals represent much of the chemical composition of bones (calcium,

phosphorus, oxygen). They also contribute to nerve and muscle activity (sodium, potas-

sium, calcium). Minerals serve several many other functions as well. There are 21 minerals

considered essential for our bodies. Nine of the essential minerals in the body account for
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less than .01% of your body weight. Because of the small amount of these minerals that

our body needs, we call them trace minerals. The 12 most important minerals and their

functions are listed below:

Mineral Source Use in the body

Calcium (Ca) Calcium can be found in dairy

products, dark green vegetables

and legumes.

It contributes to bone and

teeth formation. In addition,

calcium also contributes to

nerve and muscle action, and

blood clotting.

Chloride (Cl) Chloride is mainly found in

table salt.

It plays a role in the acid-base

balance, stomach acid forma-

tion, and body water balance.

Copper (Cu) Copper can be found in

seafood, nuts, and legumes.

It participates in the synthesis

of hemoglobin and melanin.

Fluorine (F) Fluorine is evident in fluori-

dated water, tea, and seafood.

It accounts for the maintenance

of teeth, and perhaps the main-

tenance of bone as well.

Iodine (I) Iodine is a component in iodized

salt, marine fish and shellfish.

Although a very small amount

is needed for our body, accord-

ing to some, iodine still plays a

role in our body's function. It

can also be found in seaweed.

It is needed for the thyroid hor-

mone.

Iron (Fe) Iron can be found in green leafy

vegetables, whole grains foods,

legumes, meats, and eggs.

It is needed for composition of

hemoglobin, myoglobin, and cer-

tain enzymes.

Magnesium (Mg) Magnesium is found in whole

grains foods, and in green leafy

vegetables.

It is the coenzyme found in sev-

eral enzymes.

Phosphorus (P) Phosphorus can be found in

meat, poultry, and whole grain

foods.

It serves as components of

bones, teeth, phospholipids,

ATP, and nucleic acids.

Potassium (K) Potassium is widespread in the

diet, especially in meats and

grains.

It deals with muscle and nerve

function, and also is a major

component of intracellular fluid.

Sodium (Na) Sodium is found in table salt,

is a major component of water

and also widespread in the diet.

It participates in the function-

ing of muscles and nerves.

Sulfur (S) Sulfur is found in meat and

dairy products.

It is a component of many pro-

teins.

Zinc (Zn) Zinc is found in whole grain

foods, meats, and seafood.

It is a component of many en-

zymes.

12.7.3 SUGGESTIVE DOSE INTERACTION INDICATION
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Vitamin ABeta Carotene Males: 5,000 I.U per day. Females: 4,000 I.U per day. TDR:

15,000 I.U per day.

Take one tablet daily. Antibiotics, laxatives, and some cholesterol lowering drugs interfere

with A’s absorption. Consult a physician if the following occur: Cystic fibrosis, diabetes,

intestinal disorders, thyroid disorders, kidney, liver, and /or pancreatic disease. Deficiency

symptoms include night blindness, dry skin, impaired growth, defective teeth and gums, dry

inflamed eyes, diarrhea, and respiratory infection. Depleting factors include caffeine, alco-

hol, mineral oil, excess iron, and tobacco. Prolonged doses (greater than 25,000 I.U) may

lead to bone and joint pain, hyperostosis, hair loss and anorexia. Anti-infective, antioxidant,

essential for function of retina, possible co-factor in enzyme systems, normal development

and health of skin, teeth, bones, vision, hair, tolerance to sunlight/normal night vision,

tissue growth, protein digestion, liver, immune system, eyes, and reproductive system. Im-

portant for integrity of the epithelial tissue. Vitamin B1Thiamine RDA: 1.0mg – 1.4mg

per day. ODR: 25mg – 50mg per day. TDR: 100mg per day.

Take one tablet daily. Avoid when liver or kidney disease is present. Antibiotics, sulfa

drugs and oral contraceptives may decrease levels. May cause excessive muscle relaxation

in presence of some anesthetics. Deficiency symptoms include edema, enlarged liver, mus-

cular atrophy, heart enlargement, and Beriberi. Disorder of the peripheral nervous system,

loss of appetite, gastric distress, insomnia, mental confusion, depression, fatigue, and nau-

sea. Numbness of limbs, irritability and stress on nervous system. Depleting factors in-

clude stress, tobacco, fever, caffeine, alcohol, antibiotics, and surgery. Aids in carbohydrate

metabolism, promotes normal cell growth, enhances circulation, restores deficiencies caused

from over consumption of alcohol, prolonged diarrhea, or an over active thyroid. Essential

for healthy nervous system, muscle tone, normal digestion, and energy. Stabilizes appetite,

nervous system, heart and muscle.

Vitamin B2Riboflavin RDA: 1.0mg – 1.7mg per day. ODR: 25mg – 50mg per day. TDR:

50mg per day.

Take one tablet daily. Avoid if kidney disease is present. May decrease the efficiency of

methotrexate. Oral contraceptives and tiring exercise increases the need of B2. Anti-

depressants, phenothiazines decrease effectiveness. Deficiency symptoms include mouth

disorders, ariboflavinosis, insomnia, itching, scaling of skin, slow mental responses, retarded

growth, weakness, dizziness, sore tongue, digestive disturbances, dermatitis, nervous insta-

bility, and burning eyes. Depleting factors include alcohol, tobacco, sugar, caffeine, and

copper toxicity. Dosages of 50mg per day have caused retinal damage in experimental

animals. Maintains integrity of mucous membranes, aids in metabolism of certain foods,

necessary for red blood cell formation, antibody production, and cellular respiration. Assists

in skin, hair, vision and nails. Builds and maintains body tissue.

Vitamin B3Niacin RDA: 13mg-9mg per day. ODR: 100mg-250mg per day. TDR: 250mg-

1,000mg per day.

Take one tablet daily. Decreases the effects of anti-diabetics and chenodiol. Lowers blood

pressure when used with mecamylamne, beta-adrenergic blockers and pargyline. Flushing

is normal and will decrease with time. Liver toxicity is possible at 2-3 grams. Deficiency

symptoms include pellagra, dermatitis, and loss of memory, irritability, anger and depres-

sion. Depleting factors include stress, infection, antibiotics, sugar, caffeine, alcohol and

excess water. Reduces cholesterol and triglycerides. Aids in energy production, amino acid
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metabolism and converts fats into eicosanoids. Regulates synthesis of sex hormones, growth

and health. Maintains normal function of the skin, tongue and nervous system.

Vitamin B5Pantothenic Acid Take one tablet daily. Deficiency symptoms include mus-

cle cramps, dermatitis, abdominal pain, insomnia, fatigue, stress, hypoglycemia, arthritis,

eczema, kidney troubles, premature aging and infections. Depleting factors include caffeine,

alcohol, stress, antibiotics, and insecticide. Metabolism of protein, fats and carbohydrates.

Aids in premature aging and wrinkles. Synthesis of cholesterol fatty acids and steroids.

Aids growth. Maintenance of healthy skin, nerves and digestive tract.

Vitamin B6Pyridoxine RDA: 2mg per day. ODR: 50mg-100mg per day. TDR: 200mg-

500mg per day.

Take one tablet daily. Diuretics and cortisone drugs block absorption. In large doses, breaks

down phenytoin. Interferes with the efficacy of levodopa. Depleted with use of cycloserine

ethionamide, hydralazine, isoniazid and immuno-suppressants. Deficiency symptoms in-

clude depression, insomnia, nervousness, muscle spasms, possible convulsions, mental con-

fusion, water retention, irritability, low blood sugar, and loss of hair. Depleting factors

include x-rays, caffeine, tobacco, alcohol and birth control pills. Promotes the change of

tryptophan to serotonin, essential for the metabolic process of fats, proteins and carbohy-

drates. Regulates water retention and secretion. Mixture of RNA/DNA. Balance of sodium

and potassium. Critical for diets rich in protein. Important for proper functioning of the

immune system and hormone balance (regulates females).

Vitamin B12Cyanocobalamin RDA: 3mcg per day. ODR: 50-100mcg per day TDR:

1,000mcg per day. Take one tablet daily. Low incidence of toxicity with dosages of up to

850mcg per day. Deficiency symptoms include harmful anemia, sub-acute shared degener-

ation of the spinal cord, lethargy, weakness, muscle soreness, mental, nervous and digestive

disorders, poor reflexes, speaking difficulty, nerve degeneration, depression and enlarged

liver. Depleting factors include laxatives, caffeine, tobacco and alcohol. Important role

in energy production, immune, central nervous system functions in folic acid metabolism.

Stops the buildup of homocysteine in blood. Assists with fat and carbohydrate metabolism,

promotes formation of red blood cells. Aids with fatigue, general weakness, mood swings,

loss of appetite and with the production of DNA/RNA, Crucial for the use of iron.

Vitamin B15Pangamic Acid, Calcium Pangamate (Calcium Salt) Take one tablet daily.

Deficiency symptoms include glandular and nervous disorders and diminished oxidation of

cells. Promotes cell respiration and glucose oxidation, promotes protein, fat and sugar

metabolism. Treats high cholesterol levels, impaired circulation and premature aging.

Vitamin CRDA: 60mg per day. ODR: 500mg per day. TDR: 1,000+mg per day.

Take one tablet daily. Deficiency symptoms include frequent or prolonged infections, fa-

tigue, joint pain, bleeding gums, scurvy, hemorrhages, poor resistance to infection, anemia,

colds, and allergies, shortness of breath, bruising, and gout. Depleting factors include mer-

cury, stress, high fever, cortisone, tobacco, aspirin, air pollution, D.D.T, sulfonamides, and

excess water. Decreases anti-cholinergic effectiveness. Combined with sulfa drugs may lead

to kidney stones. Aids in utilization of carbohydrates, strengthens blood vessels, synthesis

fats and proteins. Aids in production of interferon. Boosts resistance to infection, pro-

motes normal teeth, bones, blood vessels, formation of collagen and connective tissue. For
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muscles and bones, detoxifies nicotine, mobilizes iron in blood, stimulates growth, and iron

assimilation.

Vitamin D (Cholecalciferol) RDA: 7.5mcg-10mcg per day. ODR: 200 IU per day. TDR: 400

IU-600 IU per day.

Take one tablet daily. Increased risk of hypercalcemia when used with diuretics and thi-

azide, irregular heartbeats when used with digitalis. Reduces effectiveness of calcitonin in

hypercalcemia treatment. Deficiency symptoms include bone diseases, rickets, osteomalacia,

softening of bones, poor growth, porous and brittle bones, teeth and gum problems, lack of

resilience in skin and tissue, and colds. Mineral oil is the only depleting factor. Controls

absorption of phosphorous and calcium in small intestine. Promotes health development of

bones, and teeth. Necessary for thyroid function. Used in treatment of herpes zoster and

herpes simplex, cystic fibrosis, arthritis, normal use of calcium and phosphorous for strong

bones and teeth, calcium absorption, maintains stable nervous system and normal heart

action, aids sleep by helping absorb calcium, and blood clotting.

Vitamin E (Alpha-tocopherol) RDA: 8 IU-10 IU per day. ODR: 200 IU-400 IU per day.

TDR: 500 IU-1000 IU per day.

Take one tablet daily. High doses deplete Vitamin A stores in the body. High doses

over a long time may alter metabolism of thyroid and pituitary hormones. Use caution in

presence of diabetes and rheumatic heart disease. Anticoagulants and Vitamin E together

may result in spontaneous or hidden bleeding. Deficiency symptoms include fragility of

the red blood cells, liver and kidney disease, gastrointestinal problems, muscular wasting,

enlarged prostate, sterility, impotence, dry dull hair, fat deposits in muscles (especially in

the heart), atherosclerosis, varicose veins, hypertension, lethargy, lack of mental alertness,

infertility, and neuromuscular impairment. Depleting factors include rancid fat, mineral oil,

chlorine, birth control pills and air pollution. Antioxidant, aids in formation of red blood

cells, lowers LDL’s, helps eliminate triglycerides, increases HDL’s , assists in preventing

blood clots Useful in premenstrual syndrome and fibrocystic disease of the breast. Increases

the body’s ability to utilize oxygen, Protects Vitamin A from damage in the body, protects

unsaturated fats from abnormal breakdown, extends the life of red blood cells and promotes

cell respiration, reported to be the “anti-aging” vitamin, helps minimize scarring and aids in

the healing of wounds, retards blood clotting, and keeps the youthful elasticity in tissues.

Vitamin HBiotin RDA: not established ODR: 100mg-150mg per day. TDR: advised by

practitioner.

Take one tablet daily. Deficiency symptoms include fatigue, depression, and inflammation

of mucous membranes, baldness, mental health, muscle pain, mild skin disorders, and lack

of energy, poor appetite, extreme exhaustion, and dry gray skin. Depleting factors include

alcohol, raw egg white, caffeine, and antibiotics. Assists in utilization of B-complex vita-

mins. Helps in metabolism of carbohydrates and amino acids and the formation of fatty

acids. Maintains reproductive and nervous systems, and promotes growth.

Bioflavonoids

(Vitamin P)

Take one tablet daily. Deficiency symptoms include the tendency to bleed and bruise easily,

and bleeding gums. Depleting factors include colds and surgery. Capillary fragility, allergies,

nosebleeds, inflammations, strengthens collagen and connective tissues. Helps strengthen
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capillaries; helps prevent colds and influenza, asthma, regulation of menstrual flow, and

rheumatoid arthritis. Choline Take one tablet daily. Deficiency symptoms include fatty

deposits in the liver, high blood pressure, and cirrhosis of the liver. Depleting factors

include sugar, caffeine, alcohol, and insecticide. Recommended for people taking niacin or

nicotinic acid. Prevents fat buildup in the liver. Essential for health of liver, kidneys, and

healthy nerves.

Folic AcidRDA: 400mcg per day. ODR: 400mcg per day. TDR: 800mcg per day. Do not

take in combination with phenytoin or pyrimethamine. Folic acid is depleted in presence of

analgesics, anti-convulsants, chloramphenicol, cortisone, oral contraceptives, quinine, sulfa

drugs, and trimethoprim. Deficiency symptoms include hemolytic and megaloblastic ane-

mia. Weakness, mood disorders, insomnia, diarrhea, confusion, retarded growth, anemia,

mental deterioration, gastro intestinal disorders, birth defects, B12 deficiency, gray hair, and

a low pain to tolerance. Possibly related to forms of depression and psychosis. Depleting

factors include stress, caffeine, alcohol, and streptomycin. Promotes normal red blood cell

formation. Maintains health of intestinal tract, formation of white blood cells. Regulates

embryonic and fetal development. Used in treating anemia developed from liver disease,

pregnancy, and use of oral contraceptives. Acts as co-enzyme in formation of red blood

cells, and nucleic acid. Breakdown and utilization of protein, aids in performance of the

liver. Mental and emotional health.

InositolTake one tablet daily. Deficiency symptoms include constipation, eczema, hair loss,

high blood cholesterol, and eye problems. Depleting factors include caffeine, sulfonamide,

and excess water. Promotes the body’s production of lecithin, aids in the metabolism of

fats and helps to reduce blood cholesterol. Growth of hair, vital organs, bone marrow and

eye membranes.

Para Amino Benzoic Acid (PABA)Take one tablet daily. Deficiency symptoms include

fatigue, depression, nervousness, irritability, constipation, graying hair, digestive problems,

eczema, sunburn, and lack of pigment. Depleting factors include sulfonamides, caffeine, and

alcohol. Co-enzyme in breakdown and utilization of proteins and formation of red blood

cells. Acts as sunscreen. Skin health, hair pigmentation. Stimulates intestinal bacteria and

the production of folic acid.

MINERAL CHART

MINERAL INTERACTION INDICATION CalciumSuggested Dose: RDA: 800mg-

1000mg per day. ODR: 800mg-1500mg per day. Needs acidic medium for absorption.

Take two tablets daily. Avoid if kidney stones, chronic constipation, colitis, intestinal bleed-

ing, stomach disorders or irregular heart beat is present. Use with digitalis or ephedrine

preparations may cause heartbeat indiscretion. Decreases absorption of tetracycline. De-

ficiency symptoms include osteomalacia, joint pains, rickets, insomnia, hypertension, os-

teoporosis, bone diseases, tetany, heart problems, excessive bleeding, poor development

and brittleness of teeth and bones, muscle and menstrual cramps. Depleting factors in-

clude aspirin, corticosteroid, and drugs. Stimulates bone loss if combined with large doses

of Vitamin A. Vital for proper functioning of the nervous muscular and skeletal systems.

Necessary for blood coagulation, retain acid balance and maintaining the permeability of

membranes. Keeps muscle strength, elasticity and tone, needed for strong bones and teeth,

blood clotting process, metabolism of Vitamin D, and the use of Iron.
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ChlorineExcess chlorine destroys Vitamin E and Intestinal flora. Deficiency symptoms

include hair and tooth loss, poor muscle contractions and impaired digestion. Chlorine (an

amine) is an ancestor to an ester called acetylcholine which is needed for the transmission

of nerve impulses at synapses and myoneural junctions. Suggested for people taking niacin

or nicotinic acid for high serum cholesterol and triglycerides due to reduction of chlorine

and lecithin. Liver disease, tardive dyskinesia, hormone and lecithin production. Regulates

acid/alkali balance in the blood and maintains fluid pressure in cell membranes, stimulates

the production of hydrochloric acid, stimulates liver, helping it clear toxic waste, aids in

keeping joints and tendons in tone and helps to distribute hormones.

ChromiumSuggestive Dose: RDA: 50mcg-200mcg per day. ODR: 200mcg-400mcg per day.

TDR: 400mcg-1000mcg per day.

Take one tablet daily. Chromium should be used only under care of a physician when

diabetes is at hand due to the change in the insulin requirements. Deficiency symptoms

include anxiety, glucose intolerance, and chance of arteriosclerosis, poor metabolism of

amino acids, retarded growth, mental and emotional disorder, hypoglycemia, weakness and

fatigue. The depleting factor is air pollution. Metabolizes glucose, aids in regulation of

blood sugar, vital in synthesis of cholesterol, fats and protein. Stimulates enzymes involved

in metabolism of glucose. Increases the effect of insulin and synthesis of protein.

CobaltDeficiency symptoms include vegetarians vulnerable to deficiency, pernicious ane-

mia, slow rate of growth, and nervous disorders. There are no depleting factors. Vital

part of B12 activates a number of enzymes required for functioning and maintenance of red

blood cells and body cells in general.

CopperSuggestive Dose: RDA: 2mg-3mg per day. Avoid in the presence of hepatolenticular

degeneration. Absorption is decreased in the presence of Vitamin C. Deficiency symptoms

include general weakness, impaired respiration, lower collagen and lower white blood cell

formation, retarded growth, skin ores, pernicious anemia, and respiratory problems. There

are no depleting factors. Aids in the formation of bone hemoglobin, and red blood cells.

Needed for integrity of joints and nerves. Necessary for formation of elastin. Aids with

production of enzymes needed for respiration, protein metabolism, healing process, hair

and skin pigment, oxidation of Vitamin C and iron absorption.

FluorineDeficiency symptoms include poor teeth development, gum disorders, osteoporosis

and loss of hearing. Depleting factors include excess fluorine which may destroy the enzyme

Phosphates. Affects vitamin metabolism and brain tissues, aluminum salts and insoluble

calcium. Aids in tissue, skeleton and teeth, supports deposition of calcium by strengthening

bones and teeth.

IodineSuggestive Dose: RDA: 150mcg-200mcg per day. ODR: 100mcg-150mcg per day.

TDR: 3mg per day. Works with lithium carbonate to make oddly low thyroid activity.

Deficiency symptoms include mental retardation, apathy, deafness, dry hair, delayed growth,

obesity, slowed mental reaction, sluggish metabolism, irritability, cold extremities, sexual

development in children and Goiters in adults. Depleting factors include raw foods such as

nuts and cabbage which may interfere with the use of iodine in thyroid hormone production.

Maintains health of the thyroid gland, helps to metabolized excess fats. Treats angina

pectoris, arteriosclerosis, helps with the growth and development of hair, skin, nails, teeth,

speech, mentality and the oxidation of fat protein, and encourages the rate of metabolism.
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IronSuggestive Dose: RDA: 18mg per day for men, 30mg per day for pregnant females.

ODR/TDR: Toxicity of overdoses of ferrous sulfate indicates appropriate amounts in RDA.

Avoid in the presence of hepatitis hemolytic anemia. Excessive dosages can cause bloody

diarrhea, heart irregularities, weakness, and shortness of breath. Supplementation with iron

combined with the intake of alcohol can cause organ damage. Deficiency symptoms include

fatigue, pale skin, irritability, general malaise, difficulty swallowing, weakness, brittle nails,

general lethargy, constipation iron-deficiency, and breathing difficulty. Depleting factors

include coffee, tea, bleeding, excess Phosphorous, diarrhea, stress, lack of hydrochloric acid,

antacids, and aspirins. Vital to hemoglobin, myoglobin formation, aids in tissue respiration

as well as cellular oxygenation. Aids nutrition of epithelial tissues. Needed for proper

assimilation of B Vitamins, increases resistance to stress and disease.

MagnesiumSuggestive Dose: RDA: 300mg-400mg per day. ODR: 400mg-1000mg per day.

TDR: 1,000mg per day. Reduces absorption of ketoconazole. May slow excretion (urinary)

of mecamylamine. Reduces absorption of tetracycline. Deficiency symptoms include car-

diovascular problems, confusion, insomnia, irritability, rapid heartbeat, seizures or tetany,

depression, tremors, muscle twitch, convulsions, kidney stones, tooth decay, exhaustion and

soft bones. Depleting factors include alcohol, diuretic, high cholesterol, and corticosteroid

drugs. Activates enzymes responsible for catalytic reactions between phosphate ions and

adenosine triphosphate. Controls body temperature, prevents calcification of soft tissue,

and synthesizes proteins. Assists in calcium and potassium uptake. Activates enzymes nec-

essary for the metabolism of carbohydrates and amino acids, helps to regulate acid/alkaline

balance in the body, bone growth, teeth enamel, used for proper function of nerves, memory,

muscles, liver and glands.

ManganeseSuggestive Dose: RDA: not established ODR/TDR: calculated in relation to

zinc intake. 35mg per day of Manganese when taken with 100mg of zinc. Excess amounts

lead to poor iron absorption. The following deplete manganese: calcium supplementation,

oral contraceptives, and magnesium. Deficiency symptoms in children are an abnormal

rate of development and growth, high blood sugar, ataxia, glandular disorders, muscular

in coordination, poor growth, convulsion, loss of hearing, dizziness and paralysis. Deplet-

ing factors include excess phosphorous, calcium and antibiotics. Antioxidant, assists with

managing blood glucose levels, helps to lower triglycerides, strengthens arterial tissues, and

stabilizes LDL’s. Vital part of glucosamine, therefore useful in treatment of arthritis. Helps

to maintain sex hormone, protein, fat and carbohydrate productions. Formation of blood

cells, activates numerous enzymes, bones and tissue growth, synthesis of fatty acids and

cholesterol.

Molybdenum

Suggestive Dose: RDA: not established. ODR: 200mcg per day. TDR: 200mcg-1000mcg per

day. Use with caution in presence of gout. Copper levels decline with excessive molybdenum

intake. Deficiency symptoms include impotence, anemia, digestive disorders and tooth

decay. Depleting factors are food refining and processing. Aids in eliminating aldehydes.

Promotes normal cell growth. Generates energy, assists with production of hemoglobin.

Aids in mobilization of iron from the liver. Vital for oxidation of fats.

NickelDeficiency symptoms include cirrhosis of liver, kidney failure, excessive sweating,

aggravates anemia, and intestinal malabsorption. Depleting factors include tobacco, alcohol
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and stress. May be a factor in hormone, lipid and membrane metabolism activator of some

enzymes, and is involved in glucose metabolism.

PhosphorousDeficiency symptoms include bone diseases and weakness, gum and tooth

diseases, nervous disorders, under or overweight, stunted growth, and irregular bleeding.

Depleting factors include antacids, alcohol, aspirin, corticosteroid drugs and diuretics. Used

in combination with calcium for the building of bones and teeth, repair of cells, growth main-

tenance, teeth and bones, skeletal growth, carbohydrates, kidney functioning, fat, protein

metabolism, muscle contractions and nerve activity.

PotassiumSuggestive Dose: RDA: not established. ODR: 50mg per day. TDR: avail-

able only by prescription. Overdose may result in irregular heartbeat, partial paralysis,

coma and convulsions. Combination of ameliorate can cause serious rise in blood pres-

sure. Heart irregularities may occur in presence of digitalis or calcium. Intestinal disorders

in the presence of belladonna and atropine. Deficiency symptoms include hypokalemia,

vomiting, perspiration, severe cardiac problems, nervous disorders, insomnia, and general

weakness. Depleting factors include diuretics, caffeine, stress, diarrhea, alcohol, excess salt,

high cholesterol, aspirin, sugar, and corticosteroid drugs. An electrolyte responsible for

acid/base balance. Promotes regular heartbeat, normal muscle contraction, regulates water

balance, essential for proper muscle function, helps regulate water/fluid balance, stimulates

kidney to remove body waste, cell metabolism, heart rhythm, growth, protein and glucose

absorption.

Selenium

Suggestive Dose: RDA: not established. ODR: 200mcg. TDR: 400mcg. Take one tablet

daily. Side effects may include nausea, vomiting and hair loss. Deficiency symptoms include

cardiomyopathy, myocardial death, premature aging, infertility, insomnia, and arteriosclero-

sis. Depleting factor is mercury poisoning. Antioxidant, especially when used with Vitamin

E. Strengthens immune system, promotes normal growth and development. Major studies

in cancer treatment. Preserves elasticity of tissue, normal body growth and hair growth,

production of prostaglandin substances that effect blood pressure, fertility, and metabolism.

SiliconDepleting factor is Atherosclerosis. Aids in the connective tissues, bones and blood.

Sodium Deficiency symptoms include weight loss, alkalosis, nausea, muscle cramps, excess

thirst, edema high blood pressure insomnia and irritability. Depleting factor is excessive

perspiration. Aids in water balance, osmotic pressure, blood and lymph health, nerves,

muscle contractions, and acid/alkaline balance.

ZincSuggestive Dose: RDA: 15mg-25mg per day. ODR: 15mg-25mg per day. TDR: 100mg

per day temporarily. Take one tablet daily. Deficiency symptoms include loss of taste

and smell, alopecia, glossitis, stomachitis, paronychia, sterility, enlarged liver or spleen,

decreased size of testicles, dwarfism, baldness, stretch marks in the skin, retarded growth,

prolonged healing of wounds, sterility, prostate problems. Depleting factors include lack of

phosphorous, excess calcium, alcohol, cadmium, corticosteroid drugs, oral contraceptives,

and diuretics. Antioxidant, aids in wound and burn healing, supports normal fetal growth

and development, helps synthesize DNA and RNA, promotes normal cellular functioning,

strengthens immune system, aids in regulating blood sugar. Used in treatment of prostate

disorders. Topical application for wounds and skin irritations. Proper growth and function

of reproductive organs, carbohydrates, digestive and phosphorous metabolism, needed to

break down alcohol, phosphorous and protein metabolism, and component of insulin.
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12.8 Nutritional Disorders

Body Mass Index became popular during the early 1980s as obesity started to become a

discernible issue in prosperous Western society. BMI provided a simple numeric measure

of a person's ”fatness” or ”thinness”, allowing health professionals to discuss the problems

of over- and under-weight more objectively with their patients. However, BMI has become

controversial because many people, including physicians, have come to rely on its apparent

numerical ”authority” for medical diagnosis – but that has never been the BMI's purpose.

It is meant to be used as a simple means of classifying sedentary (physically inactive)

individuals with an average body composition.[1] For these individuals, the current value

settings are as follows: a BMI of 18.5 to 25 may indicate optimal weight; a BMI lower than

18.5 suggests the person is underweight while a number above 25 may indicate the person

is overweight; a BMI below 15 may indicate the person has an eating disorder; a number

above 30 suggests the person is obese (over 40, morbidly obese).

In physiology, the term “weight” is used interchangeably with “mass”. For a given body

shape and given density, the BMI will be proportional to weight e.g. if all body weight

increase by 50%, the BMI increases by 50%.

BMI is defined as the individual's body weight divided by the square of their height. The

formulas universally used in medicine produce a unit of measure that is not dimensionless;

it has units of kg/m2. Body mass index may be accurately calculated using any of the

formulas below.

SI units US units UK mixed units

BMI = weight (kg)
height2(m2) BMI = 703 · weight (lb)

height2 (in2) BMI = 6.35 · weight (stone)
height2 (m2)

BMI Weight Status

Below 18.5 Underweight

18.5 - 24.9 Normal

25.0 - 29.9 Overweight

30.0 and Above Obese
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Figure 103 Either way can be a disorder.

The U.S. National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey of 1994 indicates that 59% of

American men and 49% of women have BMIs over 25. Extreme obesity — a BMI of 40 or

more — was found in 2% of the men and 4% of the women. There are differing opinions on

the threshold for being underweight in females, doctors quote anything from 18.5 to 20 as

being the lowest weight, the most frequently stated being 19. A BMI nearing 15 is usually

used as an indicator for starvation and the health risks involved, with a BMI <17.5 being

one of the criteria for the diagnosis of anorexia nervosa.

Anorexia nervosa: is a psychiatric diagnosis that describes an eating disorder character-

ized by low body weight and body image distortion with an obsessive fear of gaining weight.

Individuals with anorexia often control body weight by voluntary starvation, purging, vom-

iting, excessive exercise, or other weight control measures, such as diet pills or diuretic drugs.

It primarily affects young adolescent girls in the Western world and has one of the highest

mortality rates of any psychiatric condition, with approximately 10% of people diagnosed

with the condition eventually dying due to related factors.[1] Anorexia nervosa is a complex

condition, involving psychological, neurobiological, and sociological components.[2]

Bulimia nervosa: commonly known as bulimia, is generally considered a psychological

condition in which the subject engages in recurrent binge eating followed by an intentional

purging. This purging is done in order to compensate for the excessive intake of the food
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and to prevent weight gain. Purging typically takes the form of vomiting; inappropriate use

of laxatives, enemas, diuretics or other medication, and excessive physical exercise.

12.9 Metabolism

Absorptive and post absorptive stage of metabolism

The body has two phases to its metabolic cycle. The first is known as the absorptive stage.

This stage happens 3-4 hours after a typical meal. During this phase nutrients are absorbed

by the body. In other words this is the stage where energy is stored into macromolecules.

During the post-absorptive stage the nutrients are not being absorbed instead this is the

stage where it is being mobilized.

Insulin

The changes in the body that occur between the absorptive and post-absorptive stages

are triggered by the changes in the plasma concentration of insulin. Insulin encourages

the synthesis of energy storage molecules. When plasma glucose levels in the bloodstream

increase during the absorptive stage, insulin is secreted from the pancreas. When the plasma

glucose levels decrease, the post-absorptive phase begins. Insulin acts on several different

tissues in the body and influences almost every major aspect of energy metabolism. Insulin

supports and promotes all aspects of the absorptive phase by helping store energy in all

tissues. It also inhibits the reactions of the post-absorptive phase. Insulin also affects the

transport of nutrients across the membrane of ALL body cells except for those located in

the liver and CNS. Insulin also has a part in growth where it needs to be present in the

blood stream in order for the hormones to effect normally.

Epinephrine and sympathetic nervous activity on metabolism

The sympathetic system and epinephrine suppress insulin and stimulate glucagon secretion.

This effects the post absorptive phase by making metabolic adjustments. During the post

absorptive phase, plasma glucose levels decrease and cause an increase of glycogen secretion.

It also acts directly on glucose receptors in the CNS. This causes a rise in epinephrine

secretion by the adrenal medulla. The rise in epinephrine creates a cascade event where

the body sends signals to all the tissues (except skeletal muscles) to switch to the post

absorptive phase.

12.10 Diabetes

Diabetes Mellitus

Diabetes is essentially any condition which is characterized by an increase in urine produc-

tion and secretion. The Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary defines it as the

following... ”A disorder of carbohydrate metabolism, usually occurring in genetically pre-

disposed individuals, characterized by inadequate production or utilization of insulin and

resulting in excessive amounts of glucose in the blood and urine, excessive thirst, weight

loss, and in some cases progressive destruction of small blood vessels leading to such com-

plications as infections and gangrene of the limbs or blindness.” In other words, when food

is put into the body you get high levels of glucose in your blood stream thus resulting in the
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release of Insulin to take up and metabolize this glucose. It also stimulates the liver to store

the glucose as glycogen, thus resulting in the storage of nutrients and the lowering of glucose

levels in the blood. On the flip side you have Glucagon which helps in the breakdown of

the stored nutrients when you need them, thus having the opposite effect of Insulin. People

who are unable to produce insulin on their own, or are lacking/have damaged their insulin

receptors develop what is known as ”Diabetes Mellitus.” There are two types of Diabetes

Mellitus: Type I, aka, Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM), and Type II, aka,

Non-Insulin Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM).

Type I diabetes is believed to be an autoimmune disease which has been present since

birth or has been brought on by exposure to a virus which causes insulin production by

the pancreas to be impaired. This usually results in a person having to receive insulin

from an external source. Without this external administration, the body would turn to the

metabolism of fat, which leads to the build up of Ketones in the blood, which leads to blood

acidosis and could result in a coma or possible death. The onset of Type I diabetes is most

commonly seen under the age of 25.

Although Type II Diabetes is like Type I in many ways, it's onset is usually the result of

poor lifestyle choices, particularly eating a diet high in sugars and fats while getting little

or no physical exercise. Following this routine will quickly lead to damaging or the shutting

down of your insulin receptors completely, thus resulting in the lack of glucose storage and

the expulsion of essential nutrients from the body via urination. Just like with Type I

Diabetes, Type II can have detrimental effects on the body including blindness, kidney

disease, atherosclerosis, and again, even lead to the loss of extremities due to gangrene.

Doctors have projected that upwards of seven million Americans may have diabetes, yet

many may not know it. If you or someone you know has been suffering from such things as:

frequent urination, especially at night; unusual hunger and/or thirst; unexplained weight

gain or loss; blurred vision; sores that don't heal; or excessive fatigue then it is highly

recommended that you have your fasting blood glucose level checked by a physician. Main-

taining an active lifestyle and making sound nutritional choices may greatly extend your

life by protecting you from the ills of diabetes.

12.11 Calories, Exercise, and Weight

Energy Balance and Body Weight

Energy is measured in units called calories. A calorie is the amount of energy that is

needed to raise the temperature of 1 gram of water by one degree Celsius. Because a calorie

is such a small amount, scientists use a larger unit to measure intake, called a kilocalorie.

A kilocalorie is also referred to often as a capital ”C” Calorie, and is equal to 1000 calories.

When we ”count” calories, we are actually counting the big Calories.

The old saying, ”you are what you eat” is very much true. According to scientists, the average

adult consumes 900,000 calories per year. Most people tend to take in more calories than

their body needs. An intake of 120 extra calories a day, or around 5% excess in calories,

yields an annual increase of 12 extra pounds of body weight. The more developed countries

tend to consume more calories than others because of the increasing availability and dieting

habits of eating refined foods with little nutrition in them and lots of saturated fat. In our
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society, there is a huge emphasis put on a person's image and how thin they are, and less

emphasis put on what's most important–the nutrition our body receives. While our body

do need calories every day to keep us going, we need to watch the amount of calories we

consume in order to maintain good health and proper body weight.

Our Caloric intake is linked directly to our health status. Being overweight is generally

defined as being 15-20% above ideal body weight, while obesity is defined as being more

than 20% above it. People who weigh 10% less than ideal are considered underweight. This

is less common in the more developed countries. In less developed countries such as South

Africa, being underweight is quite common because they lack the nutrition to maintain

good health.

How do we gain weight?When we consume more calories than our body can burn in a

day, the excess energy is stored in specialized cells as fat. It is also important to know that

the three classes of nutrients have different Caloric contents. Carbohydrates and proteins

contain only four Calories per gram, while fat contains about nine. Because of this, it is

essential that we watch our amount of fat intake. If we continuously feed our body more

calories than is needed, our body will produce more fat cells, to store the excess energy.

This contributes to gaining weight.

It is more difficult for chronically overweight persons to lose weight than normal-weight

persons. This is because they are constantly fighting the body's own weight-control system,

which responds as if the excess weight were normal. Our body is capable of measuring how

much we intake, and maintaining our weight. When an overweight person goes on a diet,

and consumes less calories, their body will respond as if they are starving, and try to save

energy where it can to make up for the decrease in received calories.

Figure 104 Exercise is a great way to maintain healthy body

weight.

Maintaining a healthy body weight
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To maintain a stable body weight, our consumption of calories needs to be equal to the

amount of calories we use in a day. You can determine your daily energy needs by de-

termining your basal metabolic rate (BMR). Your BMR is the energy your body needs to

perform essential activities. Some examples of essential activities are breathing, and main-

taining organ function. Your metabolic rate can be influenced by your age, gender, muscular

activity, body surface area and environmental temperature.

Physical Activity: An efficient way to use calories

Although the BMR stays about the same, we can dramatically change the amount of calories

we burn in a day by participating in physical activity. It is important to note that heavier

people do more work per hour than normal-weight people, for the same level of activity.

We must spend about 3,500 Calories to lose one pound of fat. The best approach to weight

loss, recommended by nutritionists, is to reduce the Caloric intake by a small amount each

day while gradually increasing your amount of physical activity.

BMR: Determining how many calories we need

There are several factors that influence the BMR. Each person's body has different needs.

BMR needs vary with gender and body composition. Muscle tissue consumes more energy

than fat tissue. Typically, males need more calories than females, because they generally

have more muscle tissue. Males use up calories faster than women. BMR also varies with

your age as well. As we age, our body needs less and less calories. In addition, some

health conditions can contribute to our needed calories. Health conditions such as fever,

infections, and hyperthyroidism are examples of health conditions that increase your BMR.

Our stress level effects our needed calorie intake as well. So does our increase or decrease

in consumption, and our rate of metabolism, which varies with individual genetics.

Calculating Your BMR

Here are the steps to determining your BMR, or, the amount of energy your body needs to

perform essential activities:

1. First calculate your weight into kilograms. This is obtained by dividing the number of

pounds by 2.2.

2. For Males: multiply your weight in kilograms by 1.0. For Females: multiply your weight

in kilograms by 0.9.

3. This number approximates the number of Calories you consumer per hour. Now multiply

this number by 24 to estimate how many Calories you need per day to support basic

metabolic functions.

4. The end result is your personal basal metabolic rate!

Exercise

Living a healthy, well-balanced life involves good nutrition and adequate exercise. They

work hand in hand.

• There are many benefits to exercising.

• Your chances of living longer increases.

• You decrease your chances of getting diseases such as:

• Heart disease or problems with circulation
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• Many types of cancer

• Type 2 diabetes

• Arthritis

• Osteoporosis

• Depression

• Anxiety

• Controls weight

• The costs of being physically active far outweigh the medical costs for those who are not

physically active.

• Cardiovascular Exercise

• Thirty minutes a day of moderate intensity exercise or physical activity has been shown

to make noticeable increases in breathing and heart rate.

• METs (metabolic equivalents) are the amount of energy it takes while at rest (1 calorie

per every 2.2 pounds of body weight per hour). Moderate intensity activities can get

you to burn energy 3-6 times more depending upon the activity.

• Walking is ideal for everyone.

• The MET scale chart on the Harvard School of Public Health web site is interesting.

• Feeling what’s right

• A study suggests that those with disabilities, who are older, or who are out of shape get

the same benefit from 30 minutes of lower intensity exercise as those who are younger

and more fit do from more intense activity.

• Beyond the heart

• There are other areas that benefit from different types of exercise such as strength

training. These types of exercises help balance, muscle strength, and overall function.

• Resistance or strength training can possibly decrease the loss of lean muscle tissue

and even replace some already lost.

• It can also decrease fat mass and increase resting metabolic rate.

• It is effective in fighting osteoporosis.

• It also helps maintain functional tasks in older populations.

• Flexibility training or stretching exercises increases range of motion, decrease sore-

ness, and injury.

12.12 Glossary

Amino acids

The building blocks of protein in the body. There are nine essential amino acids that are

not manufactured by the body and must come from the diet.

Anabolism

Refers the cumulative metabolic intracellular, molecular processes by which every cell

repairs itself and grows.(synthesizing).

Anorexia

A common eating disorder characterized by an abnormal loss of the appetite for food

antioxidants
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Compounds that protect against cell damage inflicted by molecules called oxygen-free

radicals, which are a major cause of disease and aging.

Bulimia Nervosa

Eating disorder characterized by binge eating followed by an intentional purging.

Catabolism

The opposite of Anabolism. The metabolic process that breaks down molecules into smaller

units. It is made up of degradative chemical reactions in the living cell.

Cirrhosis of the liver

An irreversible advanced scarring of the liver as a result of chronic inflammation of the

liver. Can be caused by alcoholism or obesity.

Complete Proteins

Proteins that contain ample amounts of all of the essential amino acids

Deamination

When an amino acid group breaks off an amino acid that makes a molecule of ammonia

and ketoacid.

Diverticulosis

A diet low in dietary fiber increases the risk, this is the pouches called diverticula formation

on the outer portion of the large intestine.

Gastric Bypass Surgery

An operation where a small gastric pouch is created and the remainder of the stomach

bypassed

Incomplete Proteins

Proteins that contain some but not all of all of the essential amino acids required by the

body

Ipecac

A drug used to induce vomiting

Kwashiorkor

A childhood form of malnutrition caused by general lack of protein or deficiency in one or

more amino acids. Appearance of a person with this is a swollen belly due to inadequate

production of albumin, which causes the blood to have a lower osmotic pressure, resulting

in more fluids escaping from the plasma.

Marasmus

malnutrition cause by a lack of kilocalorie intake. Appearance of a person with this is a

skeletal one.

Malnutrition

An imbalanced nutrient and or energy intake.
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Obesity

A condition in which the natural energy reserve in fatty tissue increased to a point where

it is thought to be a risk factor for certain health conditions or increased mortality

Peptide

Two or more amino acids linked together by a bond called a peptide bond.

Polypeptide

A string of amino acids linked together by peptide bonds. A protein is an example of a

polypeptide.

Starvation

A severe reduction in vitamin, nutrient, and energy intake, and is the most extreme form

of malnutrition

12.13 Health Information Online

12.14 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here2

1. Nonessential amino acids

A) are stored in the body

B) are only needed occasionally

C) can be produced in the body

D) can be taken in supplements

2. Micronutrients include

A) minerals and vitamins

B) lipids and fatty acids

C) amino acids and proteins

D) vitamins and minerals

3. The body requires amino acids to

A) produce new red blood cells

B) produce new protein

C) replace damaged red blood cells

D) replace damaged protein

2
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Nutrition
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E) A and C

F) B and D

4. The function of lipids

A) store energy

B) organ protection

C) temperature regulator

D) emulsifiers

E) all of the above

5. This vitamin is a vital component of the reproductive process and lowers the risk of

getting cancer

A) B12

B) Folic Acid

C) Niacin

D) Thiamine

E) Retinol

6. This vitamin is needed to make red blood cells

A) B1

B) B2

C) B6

D) B12

7. This participates in the synthesis of hemoglobin and melanin

A) Copper

B) Chloride

C) Calcium

D) Iron

E) Iodine

8. I go to visit my grandmother and see that she has multiple bruises- from this I may

assume that

A) she has a vitamin A deficiency

B) she is old and just clumsy

C) she has a vitamin K deficiency

D) she has scurvy

E) she has rickets
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9. As a pirate I may get scurvy because

A) I am not getting enough vegetables on the ship

B) I am not getting enough fruit on the ship

C) I am eating too much fish on the ship

D) I am getting too much sun on the ship

E) I am drinking too much rum on the ship

10. I am taking anticoagulant medication and it doesn’t seem to be working, this could be

because

A) I have too much vitamin A

B) I have too much B12

C) I have too much sodium

D) I have too much vitamin E

E) I have too much vitamin K

11. Which of these are fat soluble?

A) Vitamin K

B) Vitamin E

C) Vitamin D

D) Vitamin A

E) All of the above

12.
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13 The Endocrine System

13.1 Introduction To The Endocrine System

The endocrine system is a control system of ductless glands1 that secrete hormones within

specific organs. Hormones act as ”messengers,” and are carried by the bloodstream to

different cells in the body, which interpret these messages and act on them.

It seems like a far fetched idea that a small chemical can enter the bloodstream and cause

an action at a distant location in the body. Yet this occurs in our bodies every day of

our lives. The ability to maintain homeostasis and respond to stimuli is largely due to

hormones secreted within the body. Without hormones, you could not grow, maintain a

constant temperature, produce offspring, or perform the basic actions and functions that

are essential for life.

The endocrine system provides an electrochemical connection from the hypothalamus of the

brain to all the organs that control the body metabolism, growth and development, and

reproduction.

There are two types of hormones secreted in the endocrine system: Steroidal (or lipid based)

and non-steroidal, (or protein based) hormones.

The endocrine system regulates its hormones through negative feedback, except in very

specific cases like childbirth. Increases in hormone activity decrease the production of

that hormone. The immune system and other factors contribute as control factors also,

altogether maintaining constant levels of hormones.

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gland
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13.2 Types of Glands

Figure 105 Major endocrine glands. (Male left,

female on the right.) 1. Pineal gland 2. Pituitary

gland 3. Thyroid gland 4. Thymus 5. Adrenal

gland 6. Pancreas 7. Ovary 8. Testis

Exocrine Glands are those which release their cellular secretions through a duct which

empties to the outside or into the lumen (empty internal space) of an organ. These include

certain sweat glands, salivary and pancreatic glands, and mammary glands. They are not

considered a part of the endocrine system.

Endocrine Glands are those glands which have no duct and release their secretions di-

rectly into the intercellular fluid or into the blood. The collection of endocrine glands makes

up the endocrine system.

1, The main endocrine glands are the pituitary (anterior and posterior lobes), thyroid,

parathyroid, adrenal (cortex and medulla), pancreas and gonads.
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2, The pituitary gland is attached to the hypothalamus of the lower forebrain.

3, The thyroid gland consists of two lateral masses, connected by a cross bridge, that are

attached to the trachea. They are slightly inferior to the larynx.

4, The parathyroid glands are four masses of tissue, two embedded posterior in each lateral

mass of the thyroid gland.

5, One adrenal gland is located on top of each kidney. The cortex is the outer layer of the

adrenal gland. The medulla is the inner core.

6, The pancreas is along the lower curvature of the stomach, close to where it meets the

first region of the small intestine, the duodenum.

7, The gonads (ovaries and testes) are found in the pelvic cavity.

13.3 Hormones and Types

A hormone is a type of chemical signal. They are a means of communication between

cells.

The endocrine system produces hormones that are instrumental in maintaining homeostasis

and regulating reproduction and development. A hormone is a chemical messenger produced

by a cell that effects specific change in the cellular activity of other cells (target cells).

Unlike exocrine glands (which produce substances such as saliva, milk, stomach acid and

digestive enzymes), endocrine glands do not secrete substances into ducts (tubes). Instead,

endocrine glands secrete their hormones directly into the surrounding extra cellular space.

The hormones then diffuse into nearby capillaries and are transported throughout the body

in the blood.

The endocrine and nervous systems often work toward the same goal. Both influence other

cells with chemicals (hormones and neurotransmitters). However, they attain their goals

differently. Neurotransmitters act immediately (within milliseconds) on adjacent muscle,

gland, or other nervous cells, and their effect is short-lived. In contrast, hormones take

longer to produce their intended effect (seconds to days), may affect any cell, nearby or

distant, and produce effects that last as long as they remain in the blood, which could be

up to several hours.

In the following table there are the major hormones, their target and their function once in
the target cell.

Endocrine Gland Hormone Released Chemical Class Target Tissue/Or-

gan

Major Function of

Hormone

Hypothalamus Hypothalamic releas-

ing and inhibiting

hormones

Peptide Anterior pituitary Regulate anterior

pituitary hormone

Posterior Pitu-

itary

Antidiuretic (ADH) Peptide Kidneys Stimulates water

reabsorption by

kidneys

Oxytocin Peptide Uterus, mammary

glands

Stimulates uterine

muscle contractions

and release of milk

by mammary glands

Anterior Pitu-

itary

Thyroid stimulating

(TSH)

Glycoprotein Thyroid Stimulates thyroid
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Endocrine Gland Hormone Released Chemical Class Target Tissue/Or-

gan

Major Function of

Hormone

Adrenocorticotropic

(ACTH)

Peptide Adrenal cortex Stimulates adrenal

cortex

Gonadotropic (FSH,

LH)

Glycoprotein Gonads Egg and sperm pro-

duction, sex hormone

production

Prolactin (PRL) Protein Mammary glands Milk production

Growth (GH) Protein Soft tissue, bones Cell division, protein

synthesis and bone

growth

Thyroid Thyroxine (T4) and

Triiodothyronine

(T3)

Iodinated amino

acid

All tissue Increase metabolic

rate, regulates

growth and devel-

opment

Calcitonin Peptide Bones, kidneys and

intestine

Lowers blood calcium

level

Parathyroids Parathyroid (PTH) Peptide Bones, kidneys and

intestine

Raises blood calcium

level

Adrenal Cortex Glucocorticoids

(cortisol)

Steroid All tissue Raise blood glucose

level, stimulates

breakdown of protein

Mineralocorticoids

(aldosterone)

Steroid Kidneys Reabsorb sodium

and excrete potas-

sium

Sex Hormones Steroid Gonads, skin, mus-

cles and bones

Stimulates repro-

ductive organs and

brings on sex charac-

teristics

Adrenal Medulla Epinephrine and

norepinephrine

Modified amino acid Cardiac and other

muscles

Released in emer-

gency situations,

raises blood glucose

level, “fight or flight”

response

Pancreas Insulin Protein Liver, muscles, adi-

pose tissue

Lowers blood glucose

levels, promotes for-

mation of glycogen

Glucagon Protein Liver, muscles, adi-

pose tissue

Raises blood glucose

levels

Testes Androgens (testos-

terone)

Steroid Gonads, skin, mus-

cles and bone

Stimulates male sex

characteristics

Ovaries Estrogen and proges-

terone

Steroid Gonads, skin, mus-

cles and bones

Stimulates female sex

characteristics

Thymus Thymosins Peptide T lymphocytes Stimulates produc-

tion and maturation

of T lymphocytes

Pineal Gland Melatonin Modified amino acid Brain Controls circadian

and circannual

rhythms, possibly

involved in matura-

tion of sexual organs

Hormones can be chemically classified into2 four groups:

1. Amino acid-derived: Hormones that are modified amino acids.

2. Polypeptide and proteins: Hormones that are chains of amino acids of less than or

more than about 100 amino acids, respectively. Some protein hormones are actually

glycoproteins, containing glucose or other carbohydrate groups.

2 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/into
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3. Steroids: Hormones that are lipids synthesized from cholesterol. Steroids are char-

acterized by four interlocking carbohydrate rings.

4. Eicosanoids: Are lipids synthesized from the fatty acid chains of phospholipids found

in plasma membrane.

Hormones circulating in the blood diffuse into the interstitial fluids surrounding the cell.

Cells with specific receptors for a hormone respond with an action that is appropriate for

the cell. Because of the specificity of hormone and target cell, the effects produced by a

single hormone may vary among different kinds of target cells.

Hormones activate target cells by one of two methods, depending upon the chemical nature

of the hormone.

• Lipid-soluble hormones (steroid hormones and hormones of the thyroid gland) diffuse

through the cell membranes of target cells. The lipid-soluble hormone then binds to a

receptor protein that, in turn, activates a DNA segment that turns on specific genes. The

proteins produced as result of the transcription of the genes and subsequent translation

of mRNA act as enzymes that regulate specific physiological cell activity.

• Water-soluble hormones (polypeptide, protein, and most amino acid hormones) bind

to a receptor protein on the plasma membrane of the cell. The receptor protein, in turn,

stimulates the production of one of the following second messengers:

Cyclic AMP (cAMP) is produced when the receptor protein activates another membrane-

bound protein called a G protein. The G protein activates adenylate cyclase, the enzyme

that catalyzes the production of cAMP from ATP. Cyclic AMP then triggers an enzyme

that generates specific cellular changes.

Inositol triphosphate (IP3) is produced from membrane phospholipids. IP3, in turn, triggers

the release of CA2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum, which then activates enzymes that

generate cellular changes.

Endocrine glands release hormones in response to one or more of the following stimuli:

1. Hormones from other endocrine glands.

2. Chemical characteristics of the blood (other than hormones).

3. Neural stimulation.

Most hormone production is managed by a negative feedback system. The nervous system

and certain endocrine tissues monitor various internal conditions of the body. If action is

required to maintain homeostasis, hormones are released, either directly by an endocrine

gland or indirectly through the action of the hypothalamus of the brain, which stimulates

other endocrine glands to release hormones. The hormones activate target cells, which

initiate physiological changes that adjust the body conditions. When normal conditions

have been recovered, the corrective action - the production of hormones - is discontinued.

Thus, in negative feedback, when the original (abnormal) condition has been repaired, or

negated, corrective actions decrease or discontinue. For example, the amount of glucose in

the blood controls the secretion of insulin and glucagons via negative feedback.

The production of some hormones is controlled by positive feedback. In such a system,

hormones cause a condition to intensify, rather than decrease. As the condition intensifies,

hormone production increases. Such positive feedback is uncommon, but does occur during

childbirth, where hormone levels build with increasingly intense labor contractions. Also in
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lactation, hormone levels increase in response to nursing, which causes an increase in milk

production. The hormone produced by the hypothalamus causing the milk let down and

uterine contraction is oxytocin.

13.4 Endocrine Glands

13.4.1 Pituitary gland

The hypothalamus makes up the lower region of the diencephalons and lies just above the

brain stem. The pituitary gland (hypophysis) is attached to the bottom of the hypothalamus

by a slender stalk called the infundibulum. The pituitary gland consists of two major

regions, the anterior pituitary gland (anterior lobe or adenohypophysis) and the posterior

pituitary gland (posterior lobe or neurohypophysis). The hypothalamus also controls the

glandular secretion of the pituitary gland.

The hypothalamus oversees many internal body conditions. It receives nervous stimuli

from receptors throughout the body and monitors chemical and physical characteristics

of the blood, including temperature, blood pressure, and nutrient, hormone, and water

content. When deviations from homeostasis occur or when certain developmental changes

are required, the hypothalamus stimulates cellular activity in various parts of the body

by directing the release of hormones from the anterior and posterior pituitary glands. The

hypothalamus communicates directives to these glands by one of the following two pathways:

The pituitary gland is found in the inferior part of the brain and is connected by the pituitary

stalk. It can be referred to as the master gland because it is the main place for everything

that happens within the endocrine system. It is divided into two sections: the anterior

lobe (adenohypophysis) and the posterior lobe (neurohypophysis). The Anterior pituitary

is involved in sending hormones that control all other hormones of the body.

Posterior pituitary

Communication between the hypothalamus and the posterior pituitary occurs through neu-

rosecretory cells that span the short distance between the hypothalamus and the posterior

pituitary. Hormones produced by the cell bodies of the neurosecretory cells are packaged

in vesicles and transported through the axon and stored in the axon terminals that lie in

the posterior pituitary. When the neurosecretory cells are stimulated, the action poten-

tial generated triggers the release of the stored hormones from the axon terminals to a

capillary network within the posterior pituitary. Two hormones, oxytocin and antidiuretic

hormone (ADH), are produced and released this way. Decreased ADH release or decreased

renal sensitivity to ADH produces a condition known as diabetes insipidus. Diabetes in-

sipidus is characterized by polyuria (excess urine production), hypernatremia (increased

blood sodium content) and polydipsia (thirst). Oxytocin is secreted by paraventricular nu-

cleus and a small quantity is secreted by supraoptic nucleus in the hypothalamus. Oxytocin

is secreted in both males and females. In females, oxytocin acts on the mammary glands

and uterus. In males, oxytocin facilitates release of sperm into the urethra by causing

contraction of vas deferens.
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The posterior lobe is composed of neural tissue [neural ectoderm] and is derived from hy-

pothalamus. Its function is to store oxytocin and antidiuretic hormone. When the hypotha-

lamic neurons fire these hormones are release into the capillaries of the posterior lobe.

The posterior pituitary is, in effect, a projection of the hypothalamus. It does not produce

its own hormones, but only stores and releases the hormones oxytocin and antidiuretic

hormone. ADH is also known as arginine vasopressin (AVP) or simply vasopressin.

Anterior pituitary

The anterior lobe is derived from oral ectoderm and is composed of glandular epithelium.

Communication between the hypothalamus and the anterior pituitary (adenohypophysis)

occurs through hormones (releasing hormones and inhibiting hormones) produced by the

hypothalamus and delivered to the anterior pituitary via a portal network of capillaries.

It consists of three divisions: 1. pars distalis, 2. pars tuberalis, 3. pars intermedia. The

releasing and inhibiting hormones are produced by specialized neurons of the hypothalamus

called neurosecretory cells. The hormones are released into a capillary network or primary

plexus, and transported through veins or hypophyseal portal veins, to a second capillary

network or secondary plexus that supplies the anterior pituitary. The hormones then diffuse

from the secondary plexus aunshine into the anterior pituitary, where they initiate the

production of specific hormones by the anterior pituitary. Many of the hormones produced

by the anterior pituitary are tropic hormones or tropins, which are hormones that stimulate

other endocrine glands to secrete their hormones.

The anterior pituitary lobe receives releasing hormones from the hypothalamus via a portal

vein system known as the hypothalamic-hypophyseal portal system.

The anterior pituitary secretes:

• thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH)

• adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACH)

• prolactin

• follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)

• luteinizing hormone (LH)

• growth hormone (GH)

• endorphins

• and other hormones

It does this in response to a variety of chemical signals from the hypothalamus, which travels

to the anterior lobe by way of a special capillary system from the hypothalamus, down the

median eminence, to the anterior lobe. These include:

• thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH)

• corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH)

• dopamine (DA), also called 'prolactin inhibiting factor' (PIF)

• gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)

• growth hormone releasing hormone (GHRH)

These hormones from the hypothalamus cause release of the respective hormone from the

pituitary. The control of release of hormones from the pituitary is via negative feedback

from the target gland. For example homeostasis of thyroid hormones is achieved by the
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following mechanism; TRH from the hypothalamus stimulates the release of TSH from the

anterior pituitary. The TSH, in turn, stimulates the release of thyroid hormones form the

thyroid gland. The thyroid hormones then cause negative feedback, suppressing the release

of TRH and TSH.

The heart, gastrointestinal tract, the placenta, the kidneys and the skin, whose major

function is not the secretion of hormones, also contain some specialized cells that produce

hormones.

In addition, all cells, except red blood cells secrete a class of hormones called eicosanoids.

These hormones are paracrines, or local hormones, that primarily affect neighboring cells.

Two groups of eicosanoids, the prostaglandins (PGs) and the leukotrienes (LTs), have a

wide range of varying effects that depend upon the nature of the target cell. Eicosanoid

activity, for example, may impact blood pressure, blood clotting, immune and inflammatory

responses, reproductive processes, and the contraction of smooth muscles.

13.5 Antagonistic Hormones

Maintaining homeostasis often requires conditions to be limited to a narrow range. When

conditions exceed the upper limit of homeostasis, specific action, usually the production of

a hormone is triggered. When conditions return to normal, hormone production is discon-

tinued. If conditions exceed the lower limits of homeostasis, a different action, usually the

production of a second hormone is triggered. Hormones that act to return body conditions

to within acceptable limits from opposite extremes are called antagonistic hormones

. The two glands that are the most responsible for homeostasis is the thyroid and the

parathyroid.

The regulation of blood glucose concentration (through negative feedback) illustrates how

the endocrine system maintains homeostasis by the action of antagonistic hormones. Bun-

dles of cells in the pancreas called the islets of Langerhans contain two kinds of cells, alpha

cells and beta cells. These cells control blood glucose concentration by producing the

antagonistic hormones insulin and glucagon.

Beta cells secrete insulin. When the concentration of blood glucose raises such in after

eating, beta cells secret insulin into the blood. Insulin stimulates the liver and most other

body cells to absorb glucose. Liver and muscle cells convert glucose to glycogen, for short

term storage, and adipose cells convert glucose to fat. In response, glucose concentration

decreases in the blood, and insulin secretion discontinues through negative feedback from

declining levels of glucose.

Alpha cells secrete glucagon. When the concentration of blood glucose drops such as

during exercise, alpha cells secrete glucagon into the blood. Glucagon stimulates the liver

to release glucose. The glucose in the liver originates from the breakdown of glycogen.

Glucagon also stimulates the production of ketone bodies from amino acids and fatty acids.

Ketone bodies are an alternative energy source to glucose for some tissues. When blood

glucose levels return to normal, glucagon secretion discontinues through negative feedback.

Another example of antagonistic hormones occurs in the maintenance of Ca2+ ion concen-

tration in the blood. Parathyroid hormone (PTH) from the parathyroid glands increases

Ca2+ in the blood by increasing Ca2+ absorption in the intestines and reabsorption in the
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kidneys and stimulating Ca2+ release from bones. Calcitonin (CT) produces the opposite

effect by inhibiting the breakdown of bone matrix and decreasing the release of calcium in

the blood.

13.5.1 Thyroid gland

The Thyroid gland is one of the largest endocrine glands in the body. It is positioned on

the neck just below the Larynx and has two lobes with one on either side of the trachea. It is

involved in the production of the hormones T3 (triiodothyronine) and T4 (thyroxine). These

hormones increase the metabolic activity of the body‘s cells. The thyroid also produces and

releases the hormone calcitonin (thyrocalcitonin) which contributes to the regulation of

blood calcium levels. Thyrocalcitonin or calcitonin decreases the concentration of calcium

in the blood. Most of the calcium removed from the blood is stored in the bones.

The thyroid hormone consists of two components, thyroxine and iodine. This hormone

increases the metabolism of most body cells. A deficiency of iodine in the diet leads to

the enlargement of the thyroid gland, known as a simple goiter. Hypothyroidism during

early development leads to cretinism. In adults, it produces myxedema, characterized by

obesity and lethargy. Hyperthyroidism leads to a condition known as exophthalmic goiter,

characterized by weight loss as well as hyperactive and irritable behavior.

The thyroid gland is a two-lobed gland that manifests a remarkably powerful active trans-

port mechanism for up-taking iodide ions from the blood. As blood flows through the

gland, iodide is converted to an active form of iodine. This iodine combines with an amino

acid called tyrosine. Two molecules of iodinated tyrosine then combine to form thyroxine.

Following its formation, the thyroxine becomes bound to a polysaccharide-protein material

called thyroglobulin. The normal thyroid gland may store several weeks supply of thyroxine

in this bound form. An enzymatic splitting of the thyroxine from the thyroglobulin occurs

when a specific hormone is released into the blood. This hormone, produced by the pitu-

itary gland, is known as thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH). TSH stimulates certain major

rate-limiting steps in thyroxine secretion, and thereby alters its rate of release. A variety

of bodily defects, either dietary, hereditary, or disease induced, may decrease the amount

of thyroxine released into the blood. The most popular of these defects is one that results

from dietary iodine deficiency. The thyroid gland enlarges, in the continued presence of

TSH from the pituitary, to form a goiter. This is a futile attempt to synthesize thyroid

hormones, for iodine levels that are too low. Normally, thyroid hormones act via a negative

feedback loop on the pituitary to decrease stimulation of the thyroid. In goiter, the feedback

loop cannot be in operation - hence continual stimulation of the thyroid and the inevitable

protuberance on the neck. Formerly, the principal source of iodine came from seafood. As

a result, goiter was prevalent amongst inland areas far removed from the sea. Today, the

incidence of goiter has been drastically reduced by adding iodine to table salt.

Thyroxine serves to stimulate oxidative metabolism in cells; it increases the oxygen con-

sumption and heat production of most body tissues, a notable exception being the brain.

Thyroxine is also necessary for normal growth. The most likely explanation being that

thyroxine promotes the effects of growth hormone on protein synthesis. The absence of thy-

roxine significantly reduces the ability of growth hormone to stimulate amino acid uptake

and RNA synthesis. Thyroxine also plays a crucial role in the closely related area of organ

development, particularly that of the central nervous system.
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If there is an insufficient amount of thyroxine, a condition referred to as hypothyroidism

results. Symptoms of hypothyroidism stem from the fact that there is a reduction in the

rate of oxidative energy-releasing reactions within the body cells. Usually the patient shows

puffy skin, sluggishness, and lowered vitality. Other symptoms of hypothyroidism include

weight gain, decreased libido, inability to tolerate cold, muscle pain and spasm, and brit-

tle nails. Hypothyroidism in children, a condition known as cretinism, can result in mental

retardation, dwarfism, and permanent sexual immaturity. Sometimes the thyroid gland pro-

duces too much thyroxine, a condition known as hyperthyroidism. This condition produces

symptoms such as an abnormally high body temperature, profuse sweating, high blood pres-

sure, loss of weight, irritability, insomnia and muscular pain and weakness. It also causes

the characteristic symptom of the eyeballs protruding from the skull called exophthalmia.

This is surprising because it is not a symptom usually related to a fast metabolism. Hy-

perthyroidism has been treated by partial removal or by partial radiation destruction of

the gland. More recently, several drugs that inhibit thyroid activity have been discovered,

and their use is replacing the former surgical procedures. Unfortunately thyroid conditions

require lifetime treatment and because of the body's need for a sensitive balance of thyroid

hormone both supplementing and suppressing thyroid function can take months or even

years to regulate.

T3 and T4 Function within the body

Iodine and T4 stimulate the spectacular apoptosis (programmed cell death) of the cells of

the larval gills, tail and fins Transforming the aquatic, vegetarian tadpole into the terres-

trial, carnivorous frog with better neurological, visuospatial, olfactory and cognitive abilities

for hunting. Contrary to amphibian metamorphosis, thyroidectomy and hypothyroidism in

mammals may be considered a sort of phylogenetic and metabolic regression to a former

stage of reptilian life. Indeed, many disorders that seem to afflict hypothyroid humans

have reptilian-like features, such as dry, hairless, scaly, cold skin and a general slowdown of

metabolism, digestion, heart rate and nervous reflexes, with lethargic cerebration, hyper-

uricemia and hypothermia ( Venturi, 2000). ]] The Production of T3 and T4 are regulated

by thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), released by the pituitary gland, a bean shape node

in the brain. TSH Production is increased when T3 and T4 levels are too low. The thyroid

hormones are released throughout the body to direct the body's metabolism. They stimu-

late all cells within the body to work at a better metabolic rate. Without these hormones

the body's cells would not be able to regulate the speed at which they performed chemical

actions. Their release will be increased under certain situations such as cold temperatures

when a higher metabolism is needed to generate heat. When children are born with thyroid

hormone deficiency they have problems with physical growth and developmental problems.

Brain development can also be severely impaired.

The significance of iodine

Thyroid hormone cannot be produced without an abundant source of iodine. The iodine

concentration within the body, although significant, can be as little as 1/25th the concen-

tration within the thyroid itself. When the thyroid is low on iodine the body will try harder

to produce T3 and T4 which will often result in a swelling of the thyroid gland, resulting

in a goiter.
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13.6 Extrathyroidal iodine

Figure 106 Sequence of 123-iodide human scintiscans after an intravenous injection,

(from left) after 30 minutes, 20 hours, and 48 hours. A high and rapid concentration of

radio-iodide is evident in the periencephalic and cerebrospinal fluid (left), salivary glands,

oral mucosa and the stomach. In the thyroid gland, I-concentration is more progressive,

also in the reservoir (from 1% after 30 minutes, to 5.8 % after 48 hours, of the total

injected dose. Highest iodide-concentration by the mammary gland is evident only in

pregnancy and lactation. High excretion of radio-iodide is observed in the urine.a

a . Environmental Iodine Deficiency: A Challenge to the Evolution of Terrestrial Life? Environmental

Iodine Deficiency: A Challenge to the Evolution of Terrestrial Life? . Thyroid , 10 :727–9 2000

Iodine accounts for 65% of the molecular weight of T4 and 59% of the T3. 15–20 mg of

iodine is concentrated in thyroid tissue and hormones, but 70% of the body's iodine is

distributed in other tissues, including mammary glands, eyes, gastric mucosa, the cervix,

and salivary glands. In the cells of these tissues iodide enters directly by sodium-iodide
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symporter3 (NIS). Its role in mammary tissue is related to fetal and neonatal development,

but its role in the other tissues is unknown. It has been shown to act as an antioxidant in

these tissues.

The US Food and Nutrition Board and Institute of Medicine recommended daily allowance

of iodine ranges from 150 micrograms /day for adult humans to 290 micrograms /day for

lactating mothers. However, the thyroid gland needs no more than 70 micrograms /day

to synthesize the requisite daily amounts of T4 and T3. These higher recommended daily

allowance levels of iodine seem necessary for optimal function of a number of body systems,

including lactating breast, gastric mucosa, salivary glands, oral mucosa, thymus, epider-

mis, choroid plexus, etc.456 Moreover, iodine can add to double bonds of docosahexaenoic

acid and arachidonic acid of cellular membranes, making them less reactive to free oxygen

radicals.7

Calcitonin

Calcitonin is a 32 amino acid polypeptide hormone. It is an additional hormone produced

by the thyroid, and contributes to the regulation of blood calcium levels. Thyroid cells

produce calcitonin in response to high calcium levels in the blood. This hormone will

stimulate movement of calcium into the bone structure. It can also be used therapeutically

for the treatment of hypercalcemia or osteoporosis. Without this hormone calcium will

stay within the blood instead of moving into bones to keep them strong and growing. Its

importance in humans has not been as well established as its importance in other animals.

13.6.1 Parathyroid gland

There are four parathyroid glands. They are small, light-colored lumps that stick out from

the surface of the thyroid gland. All four glands are located on the thyroid gland. They are

butterfly-shaped and located inside the neck, more specifically on both sides of the windpipe.

One of the parathyroid glands most important functions is to regulate the body's calcium

and phosphorus levels. Another function of the parathyroid glands is to secrete parathyroid

hormone, which causes the release of the calcium present in bone to extracellular fluid. PTH

does this by depressing the production of osteoblasts, special cells of the body involved in

the production of bone and activating osteoclasts, other specialized cells involved in the

removal of bone.

3 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/sodium-iodide%20symporter

4 Brown-Grant, K.. Extrathyroidal iodide concentrating mechanismsExtrathyroidal iodide concentrating

mechanisms ^{physrev.physiology.org/cgi/reprint/41/1/189.pdf} . Physiol Rev., 411961http:

//physrev.physiology.org/cgi/reprint/41/1/189.pdf

5 Spitzweg, C., Joba, W., Eisenmenger, W. and Heufelder, A.E. . Analysis of human sodium iodide sym-

porter gene expression in extrathyroidal tissues and cloning of its complementary deoxyribonucleic acid

from salivary gland, mammary gland, and gastric mucosaAnalysis of human sodium iodide symporter gene

expression in extrathyroidal tissues and cloning of its complementary deoxyribonucleic acid from salivary

gland, mammary gland, and gastric mucosa. J Clin Endocrinol Metab., 831998

6 Banerjee, R.K., Bose, A.K., Chakraborty, t.K., de, S.K. and datta, A.G. . Peroxidase catalysed iodotyro-

sine formation in dispersed cells of mouse extrathyroidal tissues Peroxidase catalysed iodotyrosine forma-

tion in dispersed cells of mouse extrathyroidal tissues. J Endocrinol., 21985

7 Cocchi, M. and Venturi, S. Iodide, antioxidant function and Omega-6 and Omega-3 fatty acids: a new

hypothesis of a biochemical cooperation? Progress in Nutrition, 2000, 2, 15-19
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There are two major types of cells that make up parathyroid tissue:

• One of the major cells is called oxyphil cells. Their function is basically unknown.

• The second type are called chief cells. Chief cells produce parathyroid hormone.

The structure of a parathyroid gland is very different from that of a thyroid gland. The

chief cells that produce parathyroid hormone are arranged in tightly-packed nests around

small blood vessels, quite unlike the thyroid cells that produce thyroid hormones, which are

arranged in spheres called the thyroid follicles.

PTH or Parathyroid Hormone is secreted from these four glands. It is released directly

into the bloodstream and travels to its target cells which are often quite far away. It then

binds to a structure called a receptor, that is found either inside or on the surface of the

target cells.

Receptors bind a specific hormone and the result is a specific physiologic response, meaning

a normal response of the body.

PTH finds its major target cells in bone, kidneys, and the gastrointestinal system.

Calcitonin, a hormone produced by the thyroid gland that also regulates ECF calcium levels

and serves to counteract the calcium-producing effects of PTH.

The adult body contains as much as 1 kg of calcium. Most of this calcium is found in bone

and teeth.

The four parathyroid glands secrete the parathyroid hormone (PTH). It opposes the effect of

thyrocalcitonin. It does this by removing calcium from its storage sites in bones, releasing

it into the bloodstream. It also signals the kidneys to reabsorb more of this mineral,

transporting it into the blood. It also signals the small intestine to absorb more of this

mineral, transporting it from the diet into the blood.

Calcium is important for steps of body metabolism. Blood cannot clot without sufficient

calcium. Skeletal muscles require this mineral in order to contract. A deficiency of PTH

can lead to tetany, muscle weakness due to lack of available calcium in the blood.

The parathyroid glands were long thought to be part of the thyroid or to be functionally

associated with it. We now know that their close proximity to the thyroid is misleading:

both developmentally and functionally, they are totally distinct from the thyroid.

The parathyroid hormone, called parathormone, regulates the calcium-phosphate balance

between the blood and other tissues. Production of this hormone is directly controlled

by the calcium concentration of the extracellular fluid bathing the cells of these glands.

Parathormone exerts at least the following five effects: (1) it increases gastrointestinal

absorption of calcium by stimulating the active transport system and moves calcium from

the gut lumen into the blood; (2) it increases the movement of calcium and phosphate from

bone into extracellular fluid. This is accomplished by stimulating osteoclasts to break down

bone structure, thus liberating calcium phosphate into the blood. In this way, the store of

calcium contained in bone is tapped; (3) it increases re-absorption of calcium by the renal

tubules, thereby decreasing urinary calcium excretion; (4) it reduces the re-absorption of

phosphate by the renal tubules (5)it stimulates the synthesis of 1,25-dihydrixycholecalciferol

by the kidney.
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The first three effects result in a higher extracellular calcium concentration. The adaptive

value of the fourth is to prevent the formation of kidney stones.

If parathyroid glands are removed accidentally during surgery on the thyroid, there would

be a rise in the phosphate concentration in the blood. There would also be a drop in

the calcium concentration as more calcium is excreted by the kidneys and intestines, and

more incorporated into the bone. This can produce serious disturbances, particularly in the

muscles and nerves, which use calcium ions for normal functioning. Over activity of the

parathyroid glands, which can result from a tumor on the glands, produces a weakening of

the bones. This is a condition that makes them much more vulnerable to fracturing because

of excessive withdrawal of calcium from the bones.

13.6.2 Adrenal glands

Adrenal glands are a pair of ductless glands located above the kidneys. Through hor-

monal secretions, the adrenal glands regulate many essential functions in the body, includ-

ing biochemical balances that influence athletic training and general stress response. The

glucocorticoids include corticosterone, cortisone, and hydrocortisone or cortisol. These hor-

mones serve to stimulate the conversion of amino acids into carbohydrates which is a process

known as gluconeogenesis, and the formation of glycogen by the liver. They also stimulate

the formation of reserve glycogen in the tissues, such as in the muscles. The glucocorticoids

also participate in lipid and protein metabolism. The cortex of the adrenal gland is known

to produce over 20 hormones, but their study can be simplified by classifying them into

three categories: glucocorticoids, mineralocorticoids, and sex hormones.

They are triangular-shaped glands located on top of the kidneys. They produce hormones

such as estrogen, progesterone, steroids, cortisol, and cortisone, and chemicals such as

adrenalin (epinephrine), norepinephrine, and dopamine. When the glands produce more or

less hormones than required by the body, disease conditions may occur.

The adrenal cortex secretes at least two families of hormones, the glucocorticoids

and mineral corticoids. The adrenal medulla secretes the hormones epinephrine

(adrenalin) and norepinephrine (noradrenalin).

Adrenal Cortex:The hormones made by the Adrenal Cortex supply long-term responses

to stress. The two major hormones produced are the Mineral Corticoidsand the

Glucocorticoids. The Mineral Corticoids regulate the salt and water balance, leading

to the increase of blood volume and blood pressure. The Glucocorticoids are monitoring

the ACTH, in turn regulating carbohydrates, proteins, and fat metabolism. This causes an

increase in blood glucose. Glucocorticoids also reduce the body's inflammatory response.

Cortisol is one of the most active glucocorticoids. It usually reduces the effects of inflam-

mation or swelling throughout the body. It also stimulates the production of glucose from

fats and proteins, which is a process referred to as gluconeogenesis.

Aldosterone is one example of a mineralocorticoid. It signals the tubules in the kidney

nephrons to reabsorb sodium while secreting or eliminating potassium. If sodium levels are

low in the blood, the kidney secretes more renin, which is an enzyme that stimulates the

formation of angiotensin from a molecule made from the liver. Angiotensin stimulates

aldosterone secretion. As a result, more sodium is reabsorbed as it enters the blood.
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Aldosterone, the major mineralocorticoid, stimulates the cells of the distal convoluted

tubules of the kidneys to decrease re-absorption of potassium and increase re-absorption

of sodium. This in turn leads to an increased re-absorption of chloride and water. These

hormones, together with such hormones as insulin and glucagon, are important regulators

of the ionic environment of the internal fluid.

The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone mechanism can raise blood pressure if it tends to drop.

It does this in two ways. Angiotensin is a vasoconstrictor, decreasing the diameter of blood

vessels. As vessels constrict, blood pressure increases. In addition, as sodium is reabsorbed,

the blood passing through the kidney becomes more hypertonic. Water follows the sodium

into the hypertonic blood by osmosis. This increases the amount of volume in the blood

and also increases the blood pressure.

Adrenal MedullaThe hypothalamus starts nerve impulses that travel the path from the

bloodstream, spinal cord, and sympathetic nerve fibers to the Adrenal Medulla, which then

releases hormones. The effects of these hormones provide a short-term response to stress.

Excessive secretion of the glucocorticoids causes Cushing's syndrome, characterized by

muscle atrophy or degeneration and hypertension or high blood pressure. Under secretion

of these substances produces Addison's disease, characterized by low blood pressure and

stress.

Epinephrine and norepinephrine produce the ”fight or flight” response, similar to the effect

from the sympathetic nervous system. Therefore, they increase heart rate, breathing rate,

blood flow to most skeletal muscles, and the concentration of glucose in the blood. They

decrease blood flow to the digestive organs and diminish most digestive processes.

Figure 107 Suprarenal glands viewed from the front.
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Figure 108 Suprarenal glands viewed from behind.

The adrenal sex hormones consist mainly of male sex hormones (androgens) and lesser

amounts of female sex hormones (estrogens and progesterone). Normally, the sex hormones

released from the adrenal cortex are insignificant due to the low concentration of secretion.

However, in cases of excess secretion, masculine or feminine effects appear. The most

common syndrome of this sort is ”virilism” of the female.

Should there be an insufficient supply of cortical hormones, a condition known as Addison's

disease would result. This disease is characterized by an excessive excretion of sodium ions,

and hence water, due to lack of mineralocorticoids. Accompanying this is a decreased blood

glucose level due to a deficient supply of glucocorticoids. The effect of a decreased androgen

supply cannot be observed immediately. Injections of adrenal cortical hormones promptly

relieve these symptoms.

Hormonal production in the adrenal cortex is directly controlled by the anterior pituitary

hormone called adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH).

The two adrenal glands lie very close to the kidneys. Each adrenal gland is actually a

double gland, composed of an inner core like medulla and an outer cortex. Each of these is

functionally unrelated.

The adrenal medulla secretes two hormones, adrenalin or epinephrine and noradrenalin or

norepinephrine, whose functions are very similar but not identical. The adrenal medulla is

derived embryologically from neural tissue. It has been likened to an overgrown sympathetic

ganglion whose cell bodies do not send out nerve fibers, but release their active substances

directly into the blood, thereby fulfilling the criteria for an endocrine gland. In controlling

epinephrine secretion, the adrenal medulla behaves just like any sympathetic ganglion, and

is dependent upon stimulation by sympathetic preganglionic fibers.

Epinephrine promotes several responses, all of which are helpful in coping with emergencies:

the blood pressure rises, the heart rate increases, the glucose content of the blood rises

because of glycogen breakdown, the spleen contracts and squeezes out a reserve supply

of blood, the clotting time decreases, the pupils dilate, the blood flow to skeletal muscles

increase, the blood supply to intestinal smooth muscle decreases and hairs become erect.

These adrenal functions, which mobilize the resources of the body in emergencies, have

been called the fight-or-flight response. Norepinephrine stimulates reactions similar to those

produced by epinephrine, but is less effective in conversion of glycogen to glucose.
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The significance of the adrenal medulla may seem questionable since the complete removal of

the gland causes few noticeable changes; humans can still exhibit the flight-or-fight response.

This occurs because the sympathetic nervous system complements the adrenal medulla in

stimulating the fight-or-flight response, and the absence of the hormonal control will be

compensated for by the nervous system.

13.6.3 Pancreas

The pancreas is very important organ in the digestion system and the circulatory system

because it helps to maintain our blood sugar levels. The pancreas is considered to be part

of the gastrointestinal system. It produces digestive enzymes to be released into the small

intestine to aid in reducing food particles to basic elements that can be absorbed by the

intestine and used by the body. It has another very different function in that it forms

insulin, glucagon and other hormones to be sent into the bloodstream to regulate blood

sugar levels and other activities throughout the body.

It has a pear-shape to it and is approximately 6 inches long. It is located in the middle

and back portion of the abdomen. The pancreas is connected to the first part of the small

intestine, the duodenum, and lies behind the stomach. The pancreas is made up of glandular

tissue: any substance secreted by the cells of the pancreas will be secreted outside of the

organ.

The digestive juices produced by the pancreas are secreted into the duodenum via a Y-

shaped duct, at the point where the common bile duct from the liver and the pancreatic duct

join just before entering the duodenum. The digestive enzymes carried into the duodenum

are representative of the exocrine function of the pancreas, in which specific substances are

made to be passed directly into another organ.

Note:

The pancreas is both an exocrine and an endocrine organ.

The pancreas is unusual among the body's glands in that it also has a very important

endocrine function. Small groups of special cells called islet cells throughout the organ

make the hormones of insulin and glucagon. These, of course, are hormones that are critical

in regulating blood sugar levels. These hormones are secreted directly into the bloodstream

to affect organs all over the body.

No organ except the pancreas makes significant amounts of insulin or glucagon.

Insulin acts to lower blood sugar levels by allowing the sugar to flow into cells. Glucagon

acts to raise blood sugar levels by causing glucose to be released into the circulation from

its storage sites. Insulin and glucagon act in an opposite but balanced fashion to keep blood

sugar levels stable.

A healthy working pancreas in the human body is important for maintaining good health by

preventing malnutrition, and maintaining normal levels of blood sugar. The digestive tract

needs the help of the enzymes produced by the pancreas to reduce food particles to their

simplest elements, or the nutrients cannot be absorbed. Carbohydrates must be broken
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down into individual sugar molecules. Proteins must be reduced to simple amino acids.

Fats must be broken down into fatty acids. The pancreatic enzymes are important in all

these transformations. The basic particles can then easily be transported into the cells that

line the intestine, and from there they can be further altered and transported to different

tissues in the body as fuel sources and construction materials. Similarly, the body cannot

maintain normal blood sugar levels without the balanced action of insulin and glucagon.

The pancreas contains exocrine and endocrine cells. Groups of endocrine cells, the islets of

Langerhans, secrete two hormones. The beta cells secrete insulin; the alpha cells secrete

glucagon. The level of sugar in the blood depends on the opposing action of these two

hormones.

Insulin decreases the concentration of glucose in the blood. Most of the glucose enters the

cells of the liver and skeletal muscles. In these cells, this monosaccharide is converted to

the polysaccharide glycogen. Therefore, insulin promotes glycogenesis or glycogen syn-

thesis, in which glucose molecules are added to chains of glycogen. Excess glucose is also

stored as fat in adipose tissue cells in response to insulin.

Insulin deficiency leads to the development of diabetes mellitus, specifically type I,

juvenile diabetes. As the pancreas does not produce sufficient insulin, it is treated by insulin

injections. In type II or maturity onset diabetes, the pancreas does produce enough insulin,

but the target cells do not respond to it.

As already stated, the pancreas is a mixed gland having both endocrine and exocrine func-

tions. The exocrine portion secretes digestive enzymes into the duodenum via the pancreatic

duct. The endocrine portion secretes two hormones, insulin and glucagon, into the blood.

Insulin is a hormone that acts directly or indirectly on most tissues of the body, with the

exception of the brain. The most important action of insulin is the stimulation of the uptake

of glucose by many tissues, particularly the liver, muscle and fat. The uptake of glucose

by the cells decreases blood glucose and increases the availability of glucose for the cellular

reactions in which glucose participates. Thus, glucose oxidation, fat synthesis, and glycogen

synthesis are all accentuated by an uptake of glucose. It is important to note that insulin

does not alter glucose uptake by the brain, nor does it influence the active transport of

glucose across the renal tubules and gastrointestinal epithelium.

As stated, insulin stimulates glycogen synthesis. It also increases the activity of the en-

zyme that catalyzes the rate-limiting step in glycogen synthesis. Insulin also increases

triglyceride levels by inhibiting triglyceride breakdown, and by stimulating production of

triglyceride through fatty acid and glycerophosphate synthesis. The net protein synthesis is

also increased by insulin, which stimulates the active membrane transport of amino acids,

particularly into muscle cells. Insulin also has effects on other liver enzymes, but the precise

mechanisms by which insulin induces these changes are not well understood.

Insulin is secreted by beta cells, which are located in the part of the pancreas known as

the islets of Langerhans. These groups of cells, which are located randomly throughout the

pancreas, also consist of other secretory cells called alpha cells. It is these alpha cells that

secrete glucagon. Glucagon is a hormone that has the following major effects: it increases

hepatic synthesis of glucose from pyruvate, lactate, glycerol, and amino acids (a process

called gluconeogenesis, which also raises the plasma glucose level); and it increases the

breakdown of adipose tissue triglyceride, thereby raising the plasma levels of fatty acids
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and glycerol. The glucagon secreting alpha cells in the pancreas, like the beta cells, respond

to changes in the concentration of glucose in the blood flowing through the pancreas; no

other nerves or hormones are involved.

It should be noted that glucagon has the opposite effects of insulin. Glucagon elevates the

plasma glucose, whereas insulin stimulates its uptake and thereby reduces plasma glucose

levels; glucagon elevates fatty acid concentrations, whereas insulin converts fatty acids and

glycerol into triglycerides, thereby inhibiting triglyceride breakdown.

The alpha and beta cells of the pancreas make up a push-pull system for regulating the

plasma glucose level.

13.6.4 Sex organs

The Sex organs (Gonads) are the testes in the male, and the ovaries in the female. Both

of these organs produce and secrete hormones that are balanced by the hypothalamus and

pituitary glands.

The main hormones from the reproductive organs are:

Testosterone is more prominent in males. It belongs to the family of androgens, which are

steroid hormones producing masculine effects. Testosterone stimulates the development and

functioning of the primary sex organs. It also stimulates the development and maintenance

of secondary male characteristics, such as hair growth on the face and the deep pitch of the

voice.

Estrogen In females, this hormone stimulates the development of the uterus and vagina. It

is also responsible for the development and maintenance of secondary female characteristics,

such as fat distribution throughout the body and the width of the pelvis.
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Male

Figure 109 framed

The testes produce androgens (i.e., ”testosterone”). Testosterone is classified as a

steroid and is responsible for many of the physical characteristics in males like.

• Broad shoulders

• Muscular body

• Hair

Testosterone increases protein production. Hormones that build up protein are called

anabolic steroids. Anabolic steroids are available commercially and are being used by
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athletes because they help improve their physical ability, however, they do have major side

effects such as:

• Liver and kidney disorders

• Hypertension (high blood pressure)

• Decreased sperm count and impotency

• Aggressive behavior (”roid rage”)

• Balding

• Acne

Female

Figure 110 Schematic frontal view of female

anatomy.

The ovaries produce estrogen and progesterone. Estrogen increases at the time of pu-

berty and causes the growth of the uterus and vagina. Without estrogen egg maturation

would not occur. Estrogen is also responsible for secondary sex characteristics such as fe-

male body hair and fat distribution. Estrogen and Progesterone are responsible for the

development of the breast and for the uterine cycle. Progesterone is a female hormone se-

creted by the corpus luteum after ovulation during the second half of the menstrual cycle. It

prepares the lining of the uterus for implantation of a fertilized egg and allows for complete

shedding of the endometrium at the time of menstruation. In the event of pregnancy, the

progesterone level remains stable beginning a week or so after conception.

13.6.5 Pineal gland

The pineal gland (also called the pineal body or epiphysis) is a small endocrine gland in

the brain. It is located near the center of the brain, between the two hemispheres, tucked

in a groove where the two rounded thalamic bodies join. It consists of two types of cells 1.

parenchymal cells 2. neuroglial cells.
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The pineal gland is a reddish-gray body about the size of a pea (8 mm in humans) located

just rostro-dorsal to the superior colliculus and behind and beneath the stria medullaris,

between the laterally positioned thalamic bodies. It is part of the epithalamus.

The pineal gland is a midline structure, and is often seen in plain skull X-rays, as it is

often calcified. The main hormone produced and secreted by the pineal gland is melatonin.

Secretion is highest at night and between the ages of 0-5. Melatonin acts mainly on gonads.

13.7 Glossary

Adrenal Gland: endocrine gland that is located on top of each kidney

Amino Acid-derived: hormones that are modified amino acids

Antagonistic Hormones: hormones that act to return body conditions to within accept-

able limits from opposite extremes

Calcitonin: hormone produced by the thyroid; contributes to the regulation of blood cal-

cium levels

Eicosanoids: lipids that are synthesized from the fatty acid chains of phospholipids found

in plasma membrane

Endocrine Glands: glands that have no duct and release their secretions directly into the

intercellular fluid or into the blood

Endocrine System: a control system of ductless glands that secrete chemical messengers

called hormones

Estrogen: hormone in females; stimulates the development of the uterus and vagina

Exocrine Glands: glands that release their cellular secretions through a duct which emp-

ties to the outside or into the lumen (empty internal space) of an organ

Hormone: a specific chemical substance produced by certain cells that control, or help to

control, cellular processes elsewhere in an organism

Insulin: hormone that acts to lower blood sugar levels by allowing the sugar to flow into

cells

Iodine: chemical in the body; Thyroid hormone can not be produced with out it

Lipid-soluble Hormones: diffuse through the cell membranes of target cells

Parathyroid: four masses of tissue, two embedded posterior in each lateral mass of the

thyroid gland

Pancreas: organ involved with the digestion system and the circulatory system; helps to

maintain blood sugar levels

Pineal Gland: small endocrine gland in the brain located near the center of the brain,

between the two hemispheres, tucked in a groove where the two rounded thalamic bodies

join
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Pituitary Gland: endocrine gland that is attached to the hypothalamus of the lower fore-

brain

Polypeptide and Proteins: hormones that are chains of amino acids of less than or more

than about 100 amino acids

Steroids: hormones that are lipids that are synthesized from cholesterol; characterized by

four interlocking carbohydrate rings

Testosterone: hormone more prominent in males; belongs to the family of androgens,

which are steroid hormones producing masculinizing effects

Thyroid Gland: endocrine gland that consists of two lateral masses that are attached to

the trachea

Thyroxine: serves to stimulate oxidative metabolism in cells; increases the oxygen con-

sumption and heat production of most body tissues

Water-soluble Hormones: bind to a receptor protein on the plasma membrane of the

cell

13.8 Chapter Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here8

1. My child just fell and was hurt, the anxious feeling that I feel is caused by:

A) glucagon

B) insulin

C) epinephrine

D) adrenocorticotropic

E) None of these

2. All of Bob’s life he has had to take insulin shots, this is caused because

A) his beta cells don’t function correctly

B) his alpha cells don’t function correctly

C) his DA hormone isn’t functioning correctly

D) his GHRH hormone isn’t functioning correctly

3. The reason iodine is in salt is

A) to prevent diabetes

B) to prevent simple goiters

C) to prevent Addison’s disease

8
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#The_Endocrine_System
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D) to prevent Cushing's syndrome

4. All hormones react to a negative feedback except

A) progesterone

B) estrogen

C) prolactin

D) oxytocin

E) none of these

5. If I have a high blood calcium level it may be due to

A) calcitonin

B) parathyroid

C) glucocorticoids

D) glucagon

6. Hormones that are lipids that are synthesized from cholesterol

A) protein

B) amino acid-derived

C) polypeptide

D) steroids

E) eicosanoids

7. This type of hormone must bind to a receptor protein on the plasma membrane of the

cell

A) water soluble

B) lipid soluble

C) steroid

D) polypeptide

E) a and d

F) b and c

8. Endocrine glands release hormones in response to

A) Hormones from other endocrine glands

B) Chemical characteristics of the blood

C) Neural stimulation

D) All of the above

9. The anterior pituitary secretes
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A) oxytocin

B) endorphins

C) ADH

D) TRH

10. Chief cells produce

A) epinephrine

B) glucagon

C) insulin

D) mineralocorticoids

E) parathyroid hormone

11. Name the eight major endocrine glands.

12. Name the four major groups hormones can be chemically classified into.

13.9 References
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14 The Male Reproductive System

14.1 Introduction

In simple terms, reproduction is the process by which organisms create descendants. This

miracle is a characteristic that all living things have in common and sets them apart from

nonliving things. But even though the reproductive system is essential to keeping a species

alive, it is not essential to keeping an individual alive.

In human reproduction, two kinds of sex cells or gametes are involved. Sperm, the male

gamete, and a secondary oocyte (along with first polar body and corona radiata), the

male gamete must meet in the female reproductive system to create a new individual. For

reproduction to occur, both the female and male reproductive systems are essential. It is

a common misnomer to refer to a woman's gametic cell as an egg or ovum, but this is

impossible. A secondary oocyte must be fertilized by the male gamete before it becomes

an ”ovum” or ”egg”.

While both the female and male reproductive systems are involved with producing, nourish-

ing and transporting either the oocyte or sperm, they are different in shape and structure.

The male has reproductive organs, or genitals, that are both inside and outside the pelvis,

while the female has reproductive organs entirely within the pelvis.

The male reproductive system consists of the testes and a series of ducts and glands. Sperm

are produced in the testes and are transported through the reproductive ducts. These ducts

include the epididymis, vas deferens, ejaculatory duct and urethra. The reproductive glands

produce secretions that become part of semen, the fluid that is ejaculated from the urethra.

These glands include the seminal vesicles, prostate gland, and bulbourethral glands.
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14.2 Structure

Figure 111 The human male reproductive system

14.2.1 Testes

The testes (singular, testis) are located in the scrotum (a sac of skin between the upper

thighs). In the male fetus, the testes develop near the kidneys, then descend into the scrotum

just before birth. Each testis is about 1 1/2 inches long by 1 inch wide. Testosterone is

produced in the testes which stimulates the production of sperm as well as give secondary

sex characteristics beginning at puberty.

Scrotum

The two testicles are each held in a fleshy sac called the scrotum. The major function of

the scrotal sac is to keep the testes cooler than thirty-seven degrees Celsius (ninety-eight

point six degrees Fahrenheit). The external appearance of the scrotum varies at different

times in the same individual depending upon temperature and the subsequent contraction

or relaxation of two muscles. These two muscles contract involuntarily when it is cold to

move the testes closer to the heat of the body in the pelvic region. This causes the scrotum

to appear tightly wrinkled. On the contrary, they relax in warm temperatures causing

the testes to lower and the scrotum to become flaccid. The temperature of the testes is

maintained at about thirty-five degrees Celsius (ninety-five degrees Fahrenheit), which is

below normal body temperature. Temperature has to be lower than normal in order for

spermatogenesis (sperm production) to take place.
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Figure 112 The scrotum is in a relaxed state.
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Figure 113 Penile shrinkage due to low temperatures. The scrotum is in a tense state

to regulate testicular temperatures.

The two muscles that regulate the temperature of the testes are the dartos and cremaster

muscles:

• Dartos Muscle

The dartos muscle is a layer of smooth muscle fibers in the subcutaneous tissue of the scro-

tum (surrounding the scrotum). This muscle is responsible for wrinkling up the scrotum,

in conditions of cold weather, in order to maintain the correct temperature for spermato-

genesis.

• Cremaster Muscle

The cremaster muscle is a thin strand of skeletal muscle associated with the testes and

spermatic cord. This muscle is a continuation of the internal oblique muscle of the abdominal

wall, from which it is derived. Seminiferous Tubules

Each testis contains over 100 yards of tightly packed seminiferous tubules. Around 90%

of the weight of each testes consists of seminiferous tubules. The seminiferous tubules

are the functional units of the testis, where spermatogenesis takes place. Once the sperm

are produced, they moved from the seminiferous tubules into the rete testis for further

maturation.

Interstitial Cells (Cells of Leydig)

In between the seminiferous tubules within the testes, are instititial cells, or, Cells of Leydig

. They are responsible for secreting the male sex hormones (i.e., testosterone).
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Sertoli Cells

A Sertoli cell (a kind of sustentacular cell) is a 'nurse' cell of the testes which is part of a

seminiferous tubule.

It is activated by follicle-stimulating hormone, and has FSH-receptor on its membranes.

Its main function is to nurture the developing sperm cells through the stages of spermato-

genesis. Because of this, it has also been called the ”mother cell.” It provides both secretory

and structural support.

Other functions During the Maturation phase of spermiogenesis, the Sertoli cells consume

the unneeded portions of the spermatazoa.

Efferent ductules

The sperm are transported out of the testis and into the epididymis through a series of

efferent ductules.

Blood Supply

The testes receive blood through the testicular arteries (gonadal artery). Venous blood is

drained by the testicular veins. The right testicular vein drains directly into the inferior

vena cava. The left testicular vein drains into the left renal vein.
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14.2.2 Epididymis

Figure 114 Anatomy of the testis

The seminiferous tubules join together to become the epididymis. The epididymis is a tube

that is about 2 inches that is coiled on the posterior surface of each testis. Within the

epididymis the sperm incomplete their maturation (full maturation occur in female genital

tract) and their flagella become mobile. This is also a site to store sperm, nourishing them

until the next ejaculation. Smooth muscle in the wall of the epididymis propels the sperm

into the ductus deferens. Vasa efferentia from the rete testis open into the epididymis which

is a highly coiled tubule. The epididymis has three parts- 1)head or caput epididymis- it

is the proximal part of the epididymis. It carries the sperms from the testis. 2)body or

corpus epididymis- it the highly convoluted middle part of the epididymis 3)tail or cauda

epididymis- it is the last part that takes part in carrying the sperms to the vas deferens.

The cauda epididymis continues to form less convoluted vas deferens.
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14.2.3 Ductus Deferens

The ductus (vas) deferens, also called sperm duct, or, spermatic deferens, extends from the

epididymis in the scrotum on its own side into the abdominal cavity through the inguinal

canal. The inguinal canal is an opening in the abdominal wall for the spermatic cord (a

connective tissue sheath that contains the ductus deferens, testicular blood vessels, and

nerves. The smooth muscle layer of the ductus deferens contracts in waves of peristalsis

during ejaculation.

14.2.4 Seminal Vesicles

The pair of seminal vesicles are posterior to the urinary bladder. They secrete fructose to

provide an energy source for sperm and alkalinity to enhance sperm mobility. The duct of

each seminal vesicle joins the ductus deferens on that side to form the ejaculatory duct.

14.2.5 Ejaculatory Ducts

There are two ejaculatory ducts. Each receives sperm from the ductus deferens and the

secretions of the seminal vesicle on its own side. Both ejaculatory ducts empty into the

single urethra.

14.2.6 Prostate Gland

The prostate gland is a muscular gland that surrounds the first inch of the urethra as

it emerges from the bladder. The smooth muscle of the prostate gland contracts during

ejaculation to contribute to the expulsion of semen from the urethra.
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14.2.7 Bulbourethral Glands

Figure 115 Pre ejaculate produced by the bulbourethral glands

The bulbourethral glands also called Cowper's glands are located below the prostate gland

and empty into the urethra. The alkalinity of seminal fluid helps neutralize the acidic vaginal

pH and permits sperm mobility in what might otherwise be an unfavorable environment.

14.2.8 Penis

The penis is an external genital organ. The distal end of the penis is called the glans penis

and is covered with a fold of skin called the prepuce or foreskin. Within the penis are masses

of erectile tissue. Each consists of a framework of smooth muscle and connective tissue that

contains blood sinuses, which are large, irregular vascular channels.

14.2.9 Urethra

The urethra, which is the last part of the urinary tract, traverses the corpus spongiosum

and its opening, known as the meatus, lies on the tip of the glans penis. It is both a passage

for urine and for the ejaculation of semen.

14.2.10 Overview of Male Reproductive System Structure and Function

STRUCTURE LOCATION & DESCRIPTION FUNCTION
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STRUCTURE LOCATION & DESCRIPTION FUNCTION

Bulbourethral glands (2) Pea sized organs posterior to the

prostate on either side of the urethra.

Secretion of gelatinous seminal fluid

called pre-ejaculate. This fluid helps to

lubricate the urethra for spermatozoa

to pass through, and to help flush out

any residual urine or foreign matter.

(< 1% of semen)

Cells of Leydig (Interstitial cells of

Leydig)

Adjacent to the seminiferous tubules

in the testicle.

Responsible for production of testos-

terone. Closely related to nerves.

Cremaster muscle Covers the testes. Raises and lowers scrotum to help

regulate temperature and promote

spermatogenesis. Voluntary and invol-

untary contraction.

Dartos muscle Layer of smooth muscular fiber out-

side the external spermatic fascia but

below the skin

Contraction by wrinkling to decrease

surface area available for heat loss

to testicles, or expansion to increase

surface area available to promote heat

loss; also helps raise and lower scrotum

to help regulate temperature

Efferent ductules Part of the testes and connect the

rete testis with the epididymis

Ducts for sperm to get to epididymis

Ejaculatory ducts (2) Begins at the vas deferens, passes

through the prostate, and empties into

the urethra at the Colliculus seminalis.

Causes reflex for ejaculation. During

ejaculation, semen passes through the

ducts and exits the body via the penis.

Epididymis Tightly coiled duct lying just outside

each testis connecting efferent ducts to

vas deferens.

Storage and maturation of sperm.

Penis Three columns of erectile tissue: two

corpora cavernosa and one corpus

spongiosum. Urethra passes through

penis.

Male reproductive organ and also

male organ of urination.

Prostate gland Surrounds the urethra just below the

urinary bladder and can be felt during

a rectal exam.

Stores and secretes a clear, slightly

alkaline fluid constituting up to one-

third of the volume of semen. Raise

vaginal pH.(25-30% of semen)

Scrotum Pouch of skin and muscle that holds

testicles.

Regulates temperature at slightly

below body temperature.

Semen Usually white but can be yellow,

gray or pink (blood stained). After

ejaculation, semen first goes through

a clotting process and then becomes

more liquid.

Components are sperm, and ”seminal

plasma”. Seminal plasma is produced

by contributions from the seminal

vesicle, prostate, and bulbourethral

glands.

Seminal vesicles (2) Convoluted structure attached to vas

deferens near the base of the urinary

bladder.

About 65-75% of the seminal fluid in

humans originates from the seminal

vesicles. Contain proteins, enzymes,

fructose, mucus, vitamin C, flavins,

phosphorylcholine and prostaglandins.

High fructose concentrations provide

nutrient energy for the spermatozoa

as they travel through the female

reproductive system.

Seminiferous tubules (2) Long coiled structure contained in the

chambers of the testis; joins with vas

deferens.

Meiosis takes place here, creation of

gametes (sperm).

Sertoli cells Junctions of the Sertoli cells form

the blood-testis barrier, a structure

that partitions the interstitial blood

compartment of the testis from the

abdominal compartment of the semi-

niferous tubules.

Cells responsible for nurturing and

development of sperm cells , provides

both secretory and structural support;

activated by FSH. Also called ”mother

cells” or ”nurse cells”.

Testes Inside scrotum, outside of body. Gonads that produce sperm and

male sex hormones.Production of

testosterone by cells of Leydig in the

testicles.
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STRUCTURE LOCATION & DESCRIPTION FUNCTION

Testicular arteries (Gonadal arteries) Branch of the abdominal aorta. It is

a paired artery. Each passes obliquely

downward and laterally behind the

peritoneum.

Supplies blood to the testes.

Urethra Connects bladder to outside body,

about 8 inches long.

Tubular structure that receives urine

from bladder and carries it to outside

of the body. Also passage for sperm.

Vas deferens Muscular tubes connecting the left

and right epididymis to the ejaculatory

ducts to move sperm. Each tube is

about 30 cm long.

During ejaculation the smooth muscle

in the vas deferens wall contracts,

propelling sperm forward. Sperm are

transferred from the vas deferens into

the urethra, collecting fluids from

accessory sex glands on route

14.2.11 Composition of human semen

The components of semen come from two sources: sperm, and ”seminal plasma”. Semi-

nal plasma, in turn, is produced by contributions from the seminal vesicle, prostate, and

bulbourethral glands.

Seminal plasma of humans contains a complex range of organic and inorganic constituents.

The seminal plasma provides a nutritive and protective medium for the spermatozoa during

their journey through the female reproductive tract. The normal environment of the vagina

is a hostile one for sperm cells, as it is very acidic (from the native microflora producing

lactic acid), viscous, and patrolled by immune cells. The components in the seminal plasma

attempt to compensate for this hostile environment. Basic amines such as putrescine,

spermine, spermidine and cadaverine are responsible for the smell and flavor of semen.

These alkaline bases counteract the acidic environment of the vaginal canal, and protect

DNA inside the sperm from acidic denaturation.

The components and contributions of semen are as follows:

GLAND APPROXIMATE % DESCRIPTION

testes 2-5% Approximately 200- to 500-million

spermatozoa (also called sperm or

spermatozoans), produced in the

testes, are released per ejaculation

seminal vesicle 65-75% amino acids, citrate, enzymes,

flavins, fructose (the main energy

source of sperm cells, which rely

entirely on sugars from the semi-

nal plasma for energy), phosphoryl-

choline, prostaglandins (involved in

suppressing an immune response by

the female against the foreign semen),

proteins, vitamin C
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GLAND APPROXIMATE % DESCRIPTION

prostate 25-30% acid phosphatase, citric acid, fibri-

nolysin, prostate specific antigen, pro-

teolytic enzymes, zinc (serves to help

to stabilize the DNA-containing chro-

matin in the sperm cells. A zinc defi-

ciency may result in lowered fertility

because of increased sperm fragility.

Zinc deficiency can also adversely af-

fect spermatogenesis.)

bulbourethral

glands

< 1% galactose, mucus (serve to increase

the mobility of sperm cells in the

vagina and cervix by creating a less

viscous channel for the sperm cells

to swim through, and preventing

their diffusion out of the semen. Con-

tributes to the cohesive jelly-like tex-

ture of semen.), pre-ejaculate, sialic

acid

A 1992 World Health Organization report described normal human semen as having a

volume of 2 ml or greater, pH of 7.2 to 8.0, sperm concentration of 20x106 spermatozoa/ml

or more, sperm count of 40x106 spermatozoa per ejaculate or more and motility of 50% or

more with forward progression (categories a and b) of 25% or more with rapid progression

(category a) within 60 minutes of ejaculation.1

1 Male Infertility from A to Z: A Concise Encyclopedia. Google books ^{https://books.google.es/

books?id=5PVl9M4mlSQC&pg=PA129&dq=World+Health+Organization+1992+semen&hl=es&sa=X&ved=

0ahUKEwiH0bvqpObXAhUJtxQKHQaXCoIQ6AEIOzAD#v=onepage&q=World%20Health%20Organization%

201992%20semen&f=false}
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The Male Reproductive System

14.3 Functions

Figure 116

14.3.1 Hormone Regulation

Hormones which control reproduction in males are:

Gonadotropin-Releasing Hormone (GnRH):

• The hypothalamus secretes this hormone into the pituitary gland in the brain.

• There are two gonadotropic hormones, FSH and LH.

Luteinizing Hormone (LH):

• The pituitary gland secretes this hormone after receiving a GnRH signal from the hy-

pothalamus.

• LH stimulates Leydig cells, in the testes, telling them to produce testosterone.

Follicle-Stimulating Hormone (FSH):

• The pituitary gland also secretes this hormone.

• Testosterone helps FSH run through the bloodstream to make Sertoli cells, located in the

seminiferous tubules of the testes, to make immature sperm to mature sperm.

Testosterone:
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• Also known as ”the male hormone” and ”androgen”.

• Testosterone is vital for the production of sperm.

Figure 117 The constituent

cavernous cylinders of the penis.

14.3.2 Erection

Figure 118 Transverse section of the penis.
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The erection of the penis is its enlarged and firm state. It depends on a complex interaction

of psychological, neural, vascular and endocrine factors. The term is also applied to the

process that leads to this state.

A penile erection occurs when two tubular structures that run the length of the penis, the

corpora cavernosa, become engorged with venous blood. This is a result of parasympathetic

nerve induced vasodilation. This may result from any of various physiological stimuli. The

corpus spongiosum is a single tubular structure located just below the corpora cavernosa,

which contains the urethra, through which urine and semen pass during urination and

ejaculation, respectively. This may also become slightly engorged with blood, but less so

than the corpora cavernosa.

Penile erection usually results from sexual stimulation and/or arousal, but can also occur

by such causes as a full urinary bladder or spontaneously during the course of a day or at

night, often during erotic or wet dreams. An erection results in swelling and enlargement of

the penis. Erection enables sexual intercourse and other sexual activities (sexual functions),

though it is not essential for all sexual activities.

14.3.3 Ejaculation

Emission is the term used when sperm moves into the urethra. Ejaculation is the term

used when sperm is forced out of the urethra and the penis. These are both stimulated by

sympathetic nerves.

14.3.4 Sperm Production

A spermatozoon or spermatozoan (pl. spermatozoa), from the ancient Greek σπέρμα (seed)

and ζῷον (living being) and more commonly known as a sperm cell, is the haploid cell that

is the male gamete.
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Figure 119 A mature human Spermatozoona

a https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Spermatozoon

Spermatagonia divides several times during the process of sperm development. The entire

process of sperm formation and maturation takes about 9-10 weeks. The separate divisions

that take place and what happens in each are as follows:

• First division: The first division is done by mitosis, and ensures a constant supply of

spermatocytes, each with the diploid number of chromosomes.

• Second division: Spermatocytes then undergo a series of two cell divisions during

meiosis to become secondary spermatocytes.

• Third division: Secondary Spermatocytes finally become spermatids. Spermatids,

which are haploid cells, mature slowly to become the male gametes, or sperm.

The sperm is the main reproductive cell in males. The sperms differ in that each carry a

set of chromosomes dividing each into either a male, or female sperm. The females differ

in that they carry a X gene, while the male sperm carry a Y gene. The female sperm also
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differ phenotypically in that they have a larger head in comparison to the male sperms. This

contributes to the male sperm being lighter, and therefore faster and stronger swimmers

than their female counterparts (although statistically there is still a 50% chance of an either

XY or XX embryo forming.

Spermatozoan stream lines are straight and parallel. The tail flagellates, which we now know

propels the sperm cell (at about 1-3 mm/minute in humans) by rotating like a propeller, in

a circular motion, not side to side like a whip. The cell is characterized by a minimum of

cytoplasm. During fertilization, the sperm's mitochondria gets destroyed by the egg cell, and

this means only the mother is able to provide the baby's mitochondria and mitochondrial

DNA, which has an important application in tracing maternal ancestry. However it has

been recently discovered that mitochondrial DNA can be recombinant.

Spermatozoa are produced in the seminiferous tubules of the testes in a process called

spermatogenesis. Round cells called spermatogonia divide and differentiate eventually to

become spermatozoa. During copulation the vagina is inseminated, the spermatozoa move

through chemotaxis (see glossary) to the ovum inside a Fallopian tube or the uterus.

14.3.5 Sperm Pathway

Spermatogenesis takes place inside a male’s testes, specifically in the walls of the seminifer-

ous tubules. The epididymis is a tortuously coiled structure topping the testis, it receives

immature sperm from the testis and stores it for several days. When ejaculation occurs,

sperm is forcefully expelled from the tail of the epididymis into the ductus deferens. Sperm

travels through the ductus deferens and up the spermatic cord into the pelvic cavity, over

the ureter to the prostate behind the bladder. Here, the vas deferens joins with the seminal

vesicle to form the ejaculatory duct, which passes through the prostate and empties into the

urethra. Upon the sperm's exit from the testes, into the vas deferens, muscular movements

take over. When ejaculation occurs, rhythmic muscle movements of peristalsis propel the

sperm forward. This continues throughout the remainder of the sperm's journey through

the male reproductive system.

Sperm cells become even more active when they begin to interact with the fertilizing layer

of an egg cell. They swim faster and their tail movements become more forceful and erratic.

This behavior is called ”hyper activation.”

A recent discovery links hyper activation to a sudden influx of calcium ions into the tails.

The whip-like tail (flagellum) of the sperm is studded with ion channels formed by proteins

called CatSper. These channels are selective, allowing only calcium ion to pass. The opening

of CatSper channels is responsible for the influx of calcium. The sudden rise in calcium levels

causes the flagellum to form deeper bends, propelling the sperm more forcefully through

the viscous environment.
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Figure 120 Acrosome reaction on a Sea Urchin cell

The sperm use their tails to push themselves into the epididymis, where they complete

their development. It takes sperm about 4 to 6 weeks to travel through the epididymis.

The sperm then move to the vas deferens, or sperm duct. The seminal vesicles and prostate

gland produce a whitish fluid called seminal fluid, which mixes with sperm to form semen

when a male is sexually stimulated.

The penis, which usually hangs limp, becomes hard when a male is sexually excited. Tissues

in the penis fill with blood and it becomes stiff and erect (an erection). The rigidity of the

erect penis makes it easier to insert into the female's vagina during sexual intercourse, and

the extended length allows it to reach deeper into the female's oviduct, the passage from the

ovaries to the outside of the body (allowing a shorter travel distance for the spermatozoa).

When the erect penis is stimulated to orgasm, muscles around the reproductive organs

contract and force the semen through the duct system and urethra. Semen is pushed out of

the male's body through his urethra - ejaculation. The speed of the semen is about 70 mph

when ejaculation comes and it can contain 100 to 600 million sperm cells. When the male

ejaculates during intercourse, semen is deposited into the fornix at the base of the female's

vagina, near the cervix. From the fornix, the sperm make their way up through the cervix

and move through the uterus with help from uterine contractions.

Sperm hyperactivity is necessary for breaking through two physical barriers that protect

the egg from fertilization. The first barrier to sperm is made up of so-called cumulus cells
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embedded in a gel-like substance made primarily of hyaluronic acid. The cumulus cells

develop in the ovary with the egg and support it as it grows.

The second barrier coating the oocyte is a thick shell formed by glycoproteins called the

zona pellucida. One of the proteins that make up the zona pellucida binds to a partner

molecule on the sperm. This lock-and-key type mechanism is species-specific and prevents

the sperm and egg of different species from fusing. There is some evidence that this binding

is what triggers the acrosome to release the enzymes that allow the sperm to fuse with the

egg.

When a sperm cell reaches the egg the acrosome releases its enzymes. These enzymes

weaken the shell, allowing the sperm cell to penetrate it and reach the plasma membrane

of the egg. Part of the sperm's cell membrane then fuses with the egg cell's membrane, and

the sperm cell sinks into the egg (at which point the sperm tail falls off).

Upon penetration, the egg cell membrane undergoes a change and becomes impenetrable,

preventing further fertilization.

The binding of the sperm to an ovum is called a zygote. A zygote is a single cell, with a

complete set of chromosomes, that normally develops into an embryo.

14.4 Puberty

Figure 121 Male puberty
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In addition to producing sperm, the male reproductive system also produces sex hormones,

which help a boy develop into a sexually mature man during puberty. When a baby boy is

born, he has all the parts of his reproductive system in place, but it isn't until puberty that

his reproductive organs mature and become fully functional. As an newborn FSH and LH

levels are high and after a few weeks levels drop to extremely low. When puberty begins,

usually between the ages of 10 and 14, the pituitary gland - which is located in the brain -

secretes hormones that stimulate the testicles to produce testosterone. The production of

testosterone brings about many physical changes. Although the timing of these changes is

different for each individual male, the stages of puberty generally follow a set sequence.

• First stage: the scrotum and testes grow larger, the apocrine glands develop (see expla-

nation of apocrine glands in glossary).

• Second stage: the penis becomes longer, and the seminal vesicles and prostate gland grow.

Hair begins to grow in the pubic region. Reproductive capacity has usually developed by

this stage.

• Third stage: hair begins to appear on the face and underarms. During this time, a male's

voice also deepens. Fertility continues to increase.

14.4.1 Testicular size, function, and fertility

In boys, testicular enlargement is the first physical manifestation of puberty (and is termed

gonadarche). Testes in prepubertal boys change little in size from about 1 year of age to the

onset of puberty, averaging about 2–3 cc in volume and about 1.5-2 cm in length. Testicular

size continues to increase throughout puberty, reaching maximal adult size about 6 years

later. While 18-20 cc is reportedly an average adult size, there is wide variation in the

normal population.

The testes have two primary functions: to produce hormones and to produce sperm. The

Leydig cells produce testosterone (as described below), which in turn produces most of

the changes of male puberty. However, most of the increasing bulk of testicular tissue is

spermatogenic tissue (primarily Sertoli and interstitial cells). The development of sperm

production and fertility in males is not as well researched. Sperm can be detected in the

morning urine of most boys after the first year of pubertal changes (and occasionally earlier).

14.4.2 Genitalia

A boy's penis grows little from the fourth year of life until puberty. Average prepubertal

penile length is 4 cm. The prepubertal genitalia are described as stage 1. Within months

after growth of the testes begins, rising levels of testosterone promote growth of the penis

and scrotum. This earliest discernible beginning of pubertal growth of the genitalia is

referred to as stage 2. The penis continues to grow until about 18 years of age, reaching an

average adult size of about 10-16 cm.

Although erections and orgasm can occur in prepubertal boys, they become much more

common during puberty, accompanied by development of libido (sexual desire). Ejacula-

tion becomes possible early in puberty; prior to this boys may experience dry orgasms.

Emission of seminal fluid may occur due to masturbation or spontaneously during sleep

(commonly termed a wet dream, and more clinically called a nocturnal emission). The
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ability to ejaculate is a fairly early event in puberty compared to the other characteristics,

and can occur even before reproductive capacity itself. In parallel to the irregularity of the

first few periods of a girl, for the first one or two years after a boy's first ejaculation, his

seminal fluid may contain few active sperm.

If the foreskin of a boy does not become retractable during childhood, it normally begins to

retract during puberty. This occurs as a result of the increased production of testosterone

and other hormones in the body.

Figure 122 Distribution of

androgenic hair on female and

male body

14.4.3 Genital Erection

The penis contains two chambers called the corpora cavernosa, which run the length of the

organ. A spongy tissue, full of muscle, veins, arteries, etc. fills these chambers. The corpora

cavernosa are surrounded by a membrane, called the tunica albuginea.

Erection begins with sensory or mental stimulation, or both. Impulses from the brain and

local nerves cause the muscles of the corpora cavernosa to relax, allowing blood to flow

in and fill the spaces. The blood creates pressure in the corpora cavernosa, making the

penis expand. The tunica albuginea helps trap the blood in the corpora cavernosa, thereby

sustaining erection. When muscles in the penis contract to stop the inflow of blood and

open outflow channels, erection is reversed.

14.4.4 Pubic hair in boys

Pubic hair often appears on a boy shortly after the genitalia begin to grow. As in girls,

the first appearance of pubic hair is termed pubarche and the pubic hairs are usually first

visible at the dorsal (abdominal) base of the penis. The first few hairs are described as

stage 2. Stage 3 is usually reached within another 6 to 12 months, when the hairs are too
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numerous to count. By stage 4, the pubic hairs densely fill the ”pubic triangle.” Stage 5

refers to spread of pubic hair to the inner thighs and upward towards the umbilicus as part

of the developing abdominal hair.

14.5 Sexual Homology

Figure 123 The human male reproductive system

Figure 124 Cross-sectional diagram of the female reproductive organs.
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In short, this is a known list of sex organs that evolve from the same tissue in a human life.

Indifferent Male Female

Gonad Testis Ovary

Mullerian duct Appendix testis Fallopian tubes

Mullerian duct Prostatic utricle Uterus, proximal vagina

Wolffian duct Rete testis Rete ovarii

Mesonephric tubules Efferent ducts Epoophoron

Wolffian duct Epididymis Gartner's duct

Wolffian duct Vas deferens

Wolffian duct Seminal vesicle

Wolffian duct Prostate Skene's glands

Urogenital sinus Bladder, urethra Bladder, urethra, distal vagina

Urogenital sinus Bulbourethral gland Bartholin's gland

Genital swelling Scrotum Labia majora

Urogenital folds Distal urethra Labia minora

Genital tubercle Penis Clitoris

Prepuce Foreskin Clitoral hood

Bulb of penis Vestibular bulbs

Glans penis Clitoral glans

Crus of penis Clitoral crura

14.6 Aging

For most men, testosterone secretion continues throughout life, as does sperm production,

though both diminish with advancing age. Probably the most common reproductive prob-

lem for older men is prostatic hypertrophy, enlargement of the prostate gland. This causes

the urethra to compress and urination becomes difficult. Residual urine in the bladder

increases the chance of urinary tract infections. Prostate hypertrophy is usually benign,

but cancer of the prostate is one of the more common cancers in elderly men. A TURP

is commonly used to correct this problem if the symptoms do not improve in response to

home treatment and medication.

Erectile dysfunction (ED) is another common problem seen in aging males. In older men,

ED usually has a physical cause, such as disease, injury, or side effects of drugs. Any disorder

that impairs blood flow in the penis or causes injury to the nerves has the potential to cause

ED. Although it is not an inevitable part of aging, incidences increases with age: About 5

percent of 40-year-old men and between 15 and 25 percent of 65-year-old men experience

ED. As discouraging as Erectile dysfunction may be, it is treatable at any age, and awareness

of this fact has been growing. More men have been seeking help and returning to normal

sexual activity because of improved, successful treatments for ED.

14.7 Things that can go wrong with the male reproductive

system

Boys may sometimes experience reproductive system problems. Below are some examples of

disorders that affect the male reproductive system (Disorders of the Scrotum, Testicles, or
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Epididymis). Conditions affecting the scrotal contents may involve the testicles, epididymis,

or the scrotum itself.

• Testicular trauma. Even a mild injury to the testicles can cause severe pain, bruising,

or swelling. Most testicular injuries occur when the testicles are struck, hit, kicked, or

crushed, usually during sports or due to other trauma. Testicular torsion, when 1 of the

testicles twists around, cutting off the blood supply, is also a problem that some teen

males experience - although it's not common. Surgery is needed to untwist the cord and

save the testicle.

• Varicocele2. This is a varicose vein (an abnormally swollen vein) in the network of veins

that run from the testicles. Varicoceles commonly develop while a boy is going through

puberty. A varicocele is usually not harmful, although in some people it may damage

the testicle or decrease sperm production, so it helps for you to take your child to see his

doctor if he is concerned about changes in his testicles.

• Testicular cancer3. This is one of the most common cancers in men younger than 40.

It occurs when cells in the testicle divide abnormally and form a tumor. Testicular cancer

can spread to other parts of the body, but if it's detected early, the cure rate is excellent.

Teen boys should be encouraged to learn to perform testicular self-examinations.

• Epididymitis4 is inflammation of the epididymis, the coiled tubes that connect the

testes with the vas deferens. It is usually caused by an infection, such as the sexually

transmitted disease chlamydia, and results in pain and swelling next to 1 of the testicles.

• Hydrocele5. A hydrocele occurs when fluid collects in the membranes surrounding the

testes. Hydroceles may cause swelling of the testicle but are generally painless. In some

cases, surgery may be needed to correct the condition.

• Inguinal hernia6. When a portion of the intestines pushes through an abnormal opening

or weakening of the abdominal wall and into the groin or scrotum, it is known as an

inguinal hernia. The hernia may look like a bulge or swelling in the groin area. It can be

corrected with surgery.

14.7.1 Disorders of Penis

Disorders of the Penis Disorders affecting the penis include the following:

• Inflammation of the penis. Symptoms of penile inflammation include redness, itching,

swelling, and pain. Balanitis occurs when the glans (the head of the penis) becomes

inflamed. Posthitis is foreskin inflammation, which is usually due to a yeast or bacterial

infection.

• Hypospadias. This is a disorder in which the urethra opens on the underside of the

penis, not at the tip.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varicocele

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Testicular%20cancer

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epididymitis

5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrocele

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inguinal%20hernia
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• Phimosis. This is a tightness of the foreskin of the penis and is common in newborns

and young children. It usually resolves itself without treatment. If it interferes with

urination, circumcision (removal of the foreskin) may be recommended.

• Paraphimosis. This may develop when a boy's uncircumcised penis is retracted but

doesn't return to the unretracted position. As a result, blood flow to the penis may be

impaired, and your child may experience pain and swelling. A doctor may try to use

lubricant to make a small incision so the foreskin can be pulled forward. If that doesn't

work, circumcision may be recommended.

• Ambiguous genitalia. This occurs when a child is born with genitals that aren't clearly

male or female. In most boys born with this disorder, the penis may be very small or

nonexistent, but testicular tissue is present. In a small number of cases, the child may

have both testicular and ovarian tissue.

• Micro penis. This is a disorder in which the penis, although normally formed, is well

below the average size, as determined by standard measurements.

• Sexually transmitted diseases. Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) that can af-

fect boys include human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome

(HIV/AIDS), human papillomavirus (HPV, or genital warts), syphilis, chlamydia, gonor-

rhea, genital herpes, and hepatitis B. They are spread from one person to another mainly

through sexual intercourse.

• Erectile dysfunction. E.D. is the inability to get or keep an erection firm enough for

sexual intercourse. This can also called impotence. The word ”impotence” may also be

used to describe other problems that can interfere with sexual intercourse and reproduc-

tion, such as problems with ejaculation or orgasm and lack of sexual desire. Using the

term erectile dysfunction clarifies that those other problems are not involved.

14.7.2 Contraceptive for Men

Vasectomy: In the procedure the vas deferens of each testes is cut and tied off to prevent the

passage of sperm. Sperm is still produced and stored in crypt sites causing inflammation.

Because of this inflammatory response the immune system acts on them destroying them

and then having antisperm antibodies. This causes a lower possibility if the vasectomy is

reversed to becoming fertile again.

Condoms: A device, usually made of latex, or more recently polyurethane, that is used

during sexual intercourse. It is put on a man's penis and physically blocks ejaculated

semen from entering the body of a sexual partner. Condoms are used to prevent pregnancy,

transmission of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs - such as gonorrhea, syphilis, and HIV),

or both.

14.8 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here7

7
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#The_male_reproductive_system
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1. This is needed to make immature sperm mature

A) FHS

B) LH

C) FSH

D) HL

2. These become engorged with blood in an erection

A) corpora cavernosa

B) fibrous envelope

C) septum pectiniforme

D) integument

E) dorsal veins

3. The difference between male and female sperm

A) female sperm have a larger head

B) male sperm are lighter

C) female sperm are faster

D) male sperm are weaker

E) A and B

F) C and D

4. The entire process of sperm formation takes about

A) 5-6 weeks

B) 7-8 weeks

C) 3-4 weeks

D) 9-10 weeks

5. Hyper Activation occurs when

A) the sperm are introduced into the urethra

B) the sperm are ejaculated into the vaginal canal

C) the sperm begin to interact with the fertilizing layer of an egg cell

D) the sperm reach the cervix

6. It takes sperm ___________ weeks to travel through the epididymis

A) 6-8

B) 1-3

C) 2-4
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D) 4-6

7. While singing in the choir, Ben suddenly notices his voice is constantly cracking. This is

caused by

A) androgens

B) LH

C) FSH

D) Ben’s inability to sing

8. In sexual homology, the glans penis in the male is equal to _____________ in

the female

A) clitoral hood

B) clitoris

C) clitoral glans

D) clitoral crura

9. In sexual homology, the ___________ in the male is equal to the fallopian tubes

in the female

A) testis

B) appendix testis

C) vas deferens

D) seminal vesicle

E) efferent ducts

10. Joe has a bulge in the groin area that seems to get worse when he lifts things. This

most likely is

A) epididymitis

B) testicular cancer

C) varicocele

D) hydrocele

E) inguinal hernia

14.9 Glossary

Androgen: The generic term for any natural or synthetic compound, usually a steroid

hormone, that stimulates or controls the development and maintenance of masculine char-

acteristics in vertebrates by binding to androgen receptors. This includes the activity of

the accessory male sex organs and development of male secondary sex characteristics. They

are also the precursor of all estrogens, the female sex hormones. The primary and most

well-known androgen is testosterone.
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Apocrine Glands: Apocrine sweat glands develop during the early to mid puberty ages

approximately around the age of 15 and release more than normal amounts of sweat for

approximately a month and subsequently regulate and release normal amounts of sweat

after a certain period of time. They are located wherever there is body hair. These glands

produce sweat that contains fatty materials. Mainly present in the armpits and around the

genital area, their activity is the main cause of sweat odor, due to the bacteria that break

down the organic compounds in the sweat.

Bulbourethral Glands: male accessory sex glands that secrete mucus for lubrication

Chemotaxis: Chemotaxis is a kind of taxis, in which bodily cells, bacteria, and other

single-cell or multicellular organisms direct their movements according to certain chemicals

in their environment. This is important for bacteria to find food (for example, glucose)

by swimming towards the highest concentration of food molecules, or to flee from poisons

(for example, phenol). In multicellular organisms, chemotaxis is critical to development as

well as normal function. In addition, it has been recognized that mechanisms that allow

chemotaxis in animals can be subverted during cancer metastasis.

Corpora Cavernosa: one of a pair of a sponge-like regions of erectile tissue which contain

most of the blood in the male penis during erection

Ductus Deferens: epididymal ducts from each testis converge to form a large, thick walled,

muscular duct

Ejaculatory Ducts: two ducts, receive sperm from the ductus deferens and secretions

from the seminal vesicle; the ducts then empty into the urethra

Epididymis: comma shaped and loosely attached to the rear surface of each testis

Erectile Tissue: smooth muscle and connective tissue inside the penis that contain blood

sinuses; large, irregular vascular channels

Erection: the penis at its enlarged and firm state; occurs when the corpora cavernosa

become engorged with venous blood

Flagellum: the whip-like tail of a sperm, propels the sperm towards the egg in hopes of

achieving fertilization

Follicle-Stimulating Hormone (FSH): hormone that stimulates production of sertoli

cells, to make immature sperm to mature sperm

Glans Penis: distal end of the penis, covered with the foreskin

Gonadotropin-Releasing Hormone (GnRH): hormone secreted by the hypothalamus

into the pituitary gland; two types, FSH and LH

Libido: In its common usage, it means sexual desire; however, more technical definitions,

such as those found in the work of Carl Jung, are more general, referring to libido as the

free creative—or psychic—energy an individual has to put toward personal development, or

individuation.

Luteinizing Hormone (LH): hormone that stimulates Leydig cells in the testes to pro-

duce testosterone

Oviduct: the passage in females from the ovaries to the outside of the body.
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Penis: external genital organ of the male

Prostate Gland: male accessory sex gland that secretes an alkaline fluid, which neutralizes

acidic vaginal secretions

Puberty: the period of maturation and arousal of the dormant and nonfunctional repro-

ductive system; usually occurs in males between the ages of 10 and 15

Scrotum: skin covered sac that houses the male testicles; keeps the testicles away from the

body so that they can stay a few degrees cooler than the body, for better sperm production

Seminal Vesicle: male accessory sex glands that supply fructose to ejaculated sperm and

secrete prostaglandins

Seminiferous Tubules: highly coiled tubules within the testes that produce spermatozoa

Sertoli Cell: A Sertoli cell (a kind of sustentacular cell) is a 'nurse' cell of the testes which

is part of a seminiferous tubule.

It is activated by follicle-stimulating hormone, and has FSH-receptor on its membranes.

Its main function is to nurture the developing sperm cells through the stages of spermato-

genesis. Because of this, it has also been called the ”mother cell.” It provides both secretory

and structural support.

Sexual Homology: sex organs that evolve from the same tissues in both male and females

Sperm: main reproductive cell in males

Spermatogenesis: sperm production

Testes: located in the scrotum, produces testosterone which stimulates production of sperm

Testosterone: male sex hormone secreted by the leydig cells of the testes, vital for the

production of sperm

TURP: transurethral resection of the prostate. During TURP, an instrument is inserted

up the urethra to remove the section of the prostate that is blocking urine flow. This is

most commonly caused by benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). A TURP usually requires

hospitalization and is done using a general or spinal anesthetic. It is now the most common

surgery used to remove part of an enlarged prostate.

Urethra: the last part of the urinary tract; in males, it is the passage for both urine and

sperm

Varicocele: varicose vein of the testicles, sometimes a cause of male infertility

Vasectomy: most common sterilization procedure in males; small segment of each ductus

deferens is surgically removed after it passes from the testis

14.10 Summary

Both male and female reproductive systems may seem somewhat isolated from other body

systems in that their purpose is to create new life and not just to maintain existing life.
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There are however significant relationships between the reproductive system and other body

systems. All systems relate in one way or another to help our bodies maintain homeostasis.
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15 The Female Reproductive System

15.1 Introduction

All living things reproduce. This is something that sets the living apart from non-living.

Even though the reproductive system is essential to keeping a species alive, it is not essential

to keeping an individual alive. This chapter describes the different parts of the female repro-

ductive system: the organs involved in the process of reproduction, hormones that regulate

a woman's body, the menstrual cycle, ovulation and pregnancy, the female's role in genetic

division, birth control, sexually transmitted diseases and other diseases and disorders.

15.1.1 Reproduction

Reproduction can be defined as the process by which an organism continues its species. In

the human reproductive process, two kinds of sex cells ( gametes), are involved: the male

gamete (sperm), and the female gamete (egg or ovum). These two gametes meet within

the female's uterine tubes located one on each side of the upper pelvic cavity, and begin

to create a new individual. The female needs a male to fertilize her egg; she then carries

offspring through pregnancy and childbirth.

Similarities between male and female reproductive systems

The reproductive systems of the male and female have some basic similarities and some

specialized differences. They are the same in that most of the reproductive organs of both

sexes develop from similar embryonic tissue, meaning they are homologous. Both systems

have gonads that produce (sperm and egg or ovum) and sex organs. And both systems

experience maturation of their reproductive organs, which become functional during puberty

as a result of the gonads secreting sex hormones.
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Figure 125 The human male reproductive system

Figure 126 Cross-sectional diagram of the female reproductive organs.

In short, this is a known list of sex organs that evolve from the same tissues in a human

life.

Undifferentiated Male Female

Gonad Testis Ovary

Müllerian duct Appendix testis Fallopian tubes

Müllerian duct Prostatic utricle Uterus, proximal
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Undifferentiated Male Female

Wolffian duct Rete testis Rete ovarii

Mesonephric tubules Efferent ducts Epoophoron

Wolffian duct Epididymis Gartner's duct

Wolffian duct Vas deferens

Wolffian duct Seminal vesicle

Wolffian duct Prostate Skene's glands

Urogenital sinus Bladder, urethra Bladder, urethra, distal

Urogenital sinus Bulbourethral gland Bartholin's gland

Genital swelling Scrotum Labia majora

Urogenital folds Distal urethra Labia minora

Genital tubercle Penis Clitoris

Prepuce Clitoral hood

Bulb of penis Vestibular bulbs

Glans penis Clitoral glans

Crus of penis Clitoral crura

Differences between male and female reproductive systems

The differences between the female and male reproductive systems are based on the functions

of each individual's role in the reproduction cycle. A male who is healthy, and sexually

mature, continuously produces sperm. The development of women's ”eggs” are arrested

during fetal development. This means she is born with a predetermined number of oocytes

and cannot produce new ones.

At about 5 months gestation, the ovaries contain approximately six to seven million oogonia,

which initiate meiosis. The oogonia produce primary oocytes that are arrested in prophase

I of meiosis from the time of birth until puberty. After puberty, during each menstrual

cycle, one or several oocytes resume meiosis and undergo their first meiotic division during

ovulation. This results in the production of a secondary oocyte and one polar body. The

meiotic division is arrested in metaphase II. Fertilization triggers completion of the second

meiotic division and the result is one ovum and an additional polar body.

The ovaries of a newborn baby girl contain about one million oocytes. This number declines

to 400,000 to 500,000 by the time puberty is reached. On average, 500-1000 oocytes are

ovulated during a woman's reproductive lifetime.

When a young woman reaches puberty around age 10 to 13, a promary oocyte is discharged

from one of the ovaries every 28 days. This continues until the woman reaches menopause,

usually around the age of 50 years. Occytes are present at birth, and age as a woman ages.

Female Reproductive System

• Produces eggs (ova)

• Secretes sex hormones

• Receives the male spermatazoa during

• Protects and nourishes the fertilized egg until it is fully developed

• Delivers fetus through birth canal

• Provides nourishment to the baby through milk secreted by mammary glands in the

breast
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15.2 External Genitals

Figure 127

Vulva

The external female genitalia is referred to as vulva. It consists of the labia majora and

labia minora (while these names translate as ”large” and ”small” lips, often the ”minora”

can protrude outside the ”majora”), mons pubis, clitoris, opening of the urethra (meatus),

vaginal vestibule, vestibular bulbs, vestibular glands.

The term ”vagina” is often improperly used as a generic term to refer to the vulva or female

genitals, even though - strictly speaking - the vagina is a specific internal structure and

the vulva is the exterior genitalia only. Calling the vulva the vagina is akin to calling the

mouth the throat.

Mons Veneris

Themons veneris, Latin for ”mound of Venus” (Roman Goddess of love) is the soft mound

at the front of the vulva (fatty tissue covering the pubic bone). It is also referred to as the

mons pubis. The mons veneris protects the pubic bone and vulva from the impact of sexual

intercourse. After puberty, it is covered with pubic hair, usually in a triangular shape.

Heredity can play a role in the amount of pubic hair an individual grows.

Labia Majora
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The labia majora are the outer ”lips” of the vulva. They are pads of loose connective

and adipose tissue, as well as some smooth muscle. The labia majora wrap around the

vulva from the mons pubis to the perineum. The labia majora generally hides, partially

or entirely, the other parts of the vulva. There is also a longitudinal separation called the

pudendal cleft. These labia are usually covered with pubic hair. The color of the outside

skin of the labia majora is usually close to the overall color of the individual, although

there may be some variation. The inside skin is usually pink to light brown. They contain

numerous sweat and oil glands. It has been suggested that the scent from these oils are

sexually arousing.

Labia Minora

Medial to the labia majora are the labia minora. The labia minora are the inner lips of

the vulva. They are thin stretches of tissue within the labia majora that fold and protect

the vagina, urethra, and clitoris. The appearance of labia minora can vary widely, from

tiny lips that hide between the labia majora to large lips that protrude. There is no pubic

hair on the labia minora, but there are sebaceous glands. The two smaller lips of the labia

minora come together longitudinally to form the prepuce, a fold that covers part of the

clitoris. The labia minora protect the vaginal and urethral openings. Both the inner and

outer labia are quite sensitive to touch and pressure.

Clitoris

Figure 128

The clitoris, visible as the small white oval between the top of the labia minora and the

clitoral hood, is a small body of spongy tissue that functions solely for sexual pleasure.

Only the tip or glans of the clitoris shows externally, but the organ itself is elongated and

branched into two forks, the crura, which extend downward along the rim of the vaginal

opening toward the perineum. Thus the clitoris is much larger than most people think it

is, about 4” long on average.

The clitoral glans or external tip of the clitoris is protected by the prepuce, or clitoral hood,

a covering of tissue similar to the foreskin of the male penis. However, unlike the penis, the

clitoris does not contain any part of the urethra.

During sexual excitement, the clitoris erects and extends, the hood retracts, making the

clitoral glans more accessible. The size of the clitoris is variable between women. On some,
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the clitoral glans is very small; on others, it is large and the hood does not completely cover

it.

Urethra

The opening to the urethra is just below the clitoris. Although it is not related to sex or

reproduction, it is included in the vulva. The urethra is actually used for the passage

of urine. The urethra is connected to the bladder. In females the urethra is 1.5 inches

long, compared to males whose urethra is 8 inches long. Because the urethra is so close to

the anus, women should always wipe themselves from front to back to avoid infecting the

vagina and urethra with bacteria. This location issue is the reason for bladder infections

being more common among females.

Hymen

The hymen is a thin fold of mucous membrane that separates the lumen of the vagina from

the urethral sinus. Sometimes it may partially cover the vaginal orifice. The hymen is

usually perforated during later fetal development.

Because of the belief that first vaginal penetration would usually tear this membrane and

cause bleeding, its ”intactness” has been considered a guarantor of virginity. However, the

hymen is a poor indicator of whether a woman has actually engaged in sexual intercourse

because a normal hymen does not completely block the vaginal opening. The normal hymen

is never actually ”intact” since there is always an opening in it. Furthermore, there is not

always bleeding at first vaginal penetration. The blood that is sometimes, but not always,

observed after first penetration can be due to tearing of the hymen, but it can also be from

injury to nearby tissues.

A tear to the hymen, medically referred to as a ”transection,” can be seen in a small per-

centage of women or girls after first penetration. A transection is caused by penetrating

trauma. Masturbation and tampon insertion can, but generally are not forceful enough to

cause penetrating trauma to the hymen. Therefore, the appearance of the hymen is not a

reliable indicator of virginity or chastity.

Perineum

The perineum is the short stretch of skin starting at the bottom of the vulva and extending

to the anus. It is a diamond shaped area between the symphysis pubis and the coccyx.

This area forms the floor of the pelvis and contains the external sex organs and the anal

opening. It can be further divided into the urogenital triangle in front and the anal triangle

in back.

The perineum in some women may tear during the birth of an infant and this is apparently

natural. Some physicians however, may cut the perineum preemptively on the grounds that

the ”tearing” may be more harmful than a precise cut by a scalpel. If a physician decides

the cut is necessary, they will perform it. The cut is called an episiotomy.
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15.3 Internal Genitals

15.3.1 Vagina

The vagina is a muscular, hollow tube that extends from the vaginal opening to the cervix

of the uterus. It is situated between the urinary bladder and the rectum. It is about three

to five inches long in a grown woman. The muscular wall allows the vagina to expand and

contract. The muscular walls are lined with mucous membranes, which keep it protected

and moist. A thin sheet of tissue with one or more holes in it, called the hymen, partially

covers the opening of the vagina. The vagina receives sperm during sexual intercourse from

the penis. The sperm that survive the acidic condition of the vagina continue on through

to the fallopian tubes where fertilization may occur.

The vagina is made up of three layers, an inner mucosal layer, a middle muscularis layer,

and an outer fibrous layer. The inner layer is made of vaginal rugae that stretch and

allow penetration to occur. These also help with stimulation of the penis. microscopically

the vaginal rugae has glands that secrete an acidic mucus (pH of around 4.0.) that keeps

bacterial growth down. The outer muscular layer is especially important with delivery of a

fetus and placenta.

Purposes of the Vagina

• Receives a male's erect penis and semen during sexual intercourse.

• Pathway through a woman's body for the baby to take during childbirth.

• Provides the route for the menstrual blood (menses) from the uterus, to leave the body.

• May hold forms of birth control, such as a diaphragm, FemCap, Nuva Ring, or female

condom.

Clinical Application:

Pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) is a widespread infection that originates in the vagina

and uterus and spreads to the uterine tubes, ovaries, and ultimately the pelvic peri-

toneum. This condition, which occurs in about 10% of women is usually caused by

chlamydial or gonorrheal infection, other bacteria infecting the vagina may be involved

as well. Signs and symptoms include tenderness of the lower abdomen, fever, and a vagi-

nal discharge. Even a single episode of PID can cause infertility, due to scarring that

blocks the uterine tubes. Therefore, patients are immediately given broad-spectrum

antibiotics whenever PID is suspected.

15.3.2 Cervix

The cervix (from Latin ”neck”) is the lower, narrow portion of the uterus where it joins

with the top end of the vagina. Where they join together forms an almost 90 degree curve.

It is cylindrical or conical in shape and protrudes through the upper anterior vaginal wall.

Approximately half its length is visible with appropriate medical equipment; the remainder

lies above the vagina beyond view. It is occasionally called ”cervix uteri”, or ”neck of the

uterus”.

During menstruation, the cervix stretches open slightly to allow the endometrium to be shed.

This stretching is believed to be part of the cramping pain that many women experience.
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Evidence for this is given by the fact that some women's cramps subside or disappear after

their first vaginal birth because the cervical opening has widened.

The portion projecting into the vagina is referred to as the portio vaginalis or ectocervix.

On average, the ectocervix is three cm long and two and a half cm wide. It has a convex,

elliptical surface and is divided into anterior and posterior lips. The ectocervix's opening is

called the external os. The size and shape of the external os and the ectocervix varies widely

with age, hormonal state, and whether the woman has had a vaginal birth. In women who

have not had a vaginal birth the external os appears as a small, circular opening. In women

who have had a vaginal birth, the ectocervix appears bulkier and the external os appears

wider, more slit-like and gaping.

The passageway between the external os and the uterine cavity is referred to as the

endocervical canal. It varies widely in length and width, along with the cervix over-

all. Flattened anterior to posterior, the endocervical canal measures seven to eight mm at

its widest in reproductive-aged women. The endocervical canal terminates at the internal

os which is the opening of the cervix inside the uterine cavity.

During childbirth, contractions of the uterus will dilate the cervix up to 10 cm in diameter

to allow the child to pass through. During orgasm, the cervix convulses and the external

os dilates.

15.3.3 Uterus

The uterus is shaped like an upside-down pear, with a thick lining and muscular walls.

Located near the floor of the pelvic cavity, it is hollow to allow a blastocyte, or fertilized

egg, to implant and grow. It also allows for the inner lining of the uterus to build up until

a fertilized egg is implanted, or it is sloughed off during menses.

The uterus contains some of the strongest muscles in the female body. These muscles are

able to expand and contract to accommodate a growing fetus and then help push the baby

out during labor. These muscles also contract rhythmically during an orgasm in a wave

like action. It is thought that this is to help push or guide the sperm up the uterus to the

fallopian tubes where fertilization may be possible.

The uterus is only about three inches long and two inches wide, but during pregnancy it

changes rapidly and dramatically. The top rim of the uterus is called the fundus and is a

landmark for many doctors to track the progress of a pregnancy. The uterine cavity refers

to the fundus of the uterus and the body of the uterus.

Helping support the uterus are ligaments that attach from the body of the uterus to the

pelvic wall and abdominal wall. During pregnancy the ligaments prolapse due to the growing

uterus, but retract after childbirth. In some cases after menopause, they may lose elasticity

and uterine prolapse may occur. This can be fixed with surgery.

Some problems of the uterus include uterine fibroids, pelvic pain (including endometriosis,

adenomyosis), pelvic relaxation (or prolapse), heavy or abnormal menstrual bleeding, and

cancer. It is only after all alternative options have been considered that surgery is recom-

mended in these cases. This surgery is called hysterectomy. Hysterectomy is the removal of

the uterus, and may include the removal of one or both of the ovaries. Once performed it is
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irreversible. After a hysterectomy, many women begin a form of alternate hormone therapy

due to the lack of ovaries and hormone production.

Figure 129

15.3.4 Fallopian Tubes

At the upper corners of the uterus are the fallopian tubes. There are two fallopian tubes,

also called the uterine tubes or the oviducts. Each fallopian tube attaches to a side of the

uterus and connects to an ovary. They are positioned between the ligaments that support

the uterus. The fallopian tubes are about four inches long and about as wide as a piece of

spaghetti. Within each tube is a tiny passageway no wider than a sewing needle. At the

other end of each fallopian tube is a fringed area that looks like a funnel. This fringed area,

called the infundibulum, lies close to the ovary, but is not attached. The ovaries alternately

release an egg. When an ovary does ovulate, or release an egg, it is swept into the lumen

of the fallopian tube by the fimbriae.

Once the egg is in the fallopian tube, tiny hairs in the tube's lining help push it down the

narrow passageway toward the uterus. The oocyte, or developing egg cell, takes four to

five days to travel down the length of the fallopian tube. If enough sperm are ejaculated

during sexual intercourse and there is an oocyte in the fallopian tube, fertilization will occur.

After fertilization occurs, the zygote, or fertilized egg, will continue down to the uterus and

implant itself in the uterine wall where it will grow and develop.

If a zygote doesn't move down to the uterus and implants itself in the fallopian tube, it is

called a ectopic or tubal pregnancy. If this occurs, the pregnancy will need to be terminated
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to prevent permanent damage to the fallopian tube, possible hemorrhage and possible death

of the mother.

15.3.5 Mammary glands

Figure 130 Cross section of the breast of

a human female.

Mammary glands are the organs that produce milk for the sustenance of a baby. These

exocrine glands are enlarged and modified sweat glands.

Structure

The basic components of the mammary gland are the alveoli (hollow cavities, a few mil-

limetres large) lined with milk-secreting epithelial cells and surrounded by myoepithelial

cells. These alveoli join up to form groups known as lobules, and each lobule has a

lactiferous duct that drains into openings in the nipple. The myoepithelial cells can

contract, similar to muscle cells, and thereby push the milk from the alveoli through the

lactiferous ducts towards the nipple, where it collects in widenings (sinuses) of the ducts.

A suckling baby essentially squeezes the milk out of these sinuses.

The development of mammary glands is controlled by hormones. The mammary glands

exist in both sexes, but they are rudimentary until puberty when - in response to ovar-

ian hormones - they begin to develop in the female. Estrogen promotes formation, while

testosterone inhibits it.
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At the time of birth, the baby has lactiferous ducts but no alveoli. Little branching occurs

before puberty when ovarian estrogens stimulate branching differentiation of the ducts into

spherical masses of cells that will become alveoli. True secretory alveoli only develop in

pregnancy, where rising levels of estrogen and progesterone cause further branching and

differentiation of the duct cells, together with an increase in adipose tissue and a richer

blood flow.

Colostrum is secreted in late pregnancy and for the first few days after giving birth. True

milk secretion (lactation) begins a few days later due to a reduction in circulating proges-

terone and the presence of the hormone prolactin. The suckling of the baby causes the

release of the hormone oxytocin which stimulates contraction of the myoepithelial cells.

The cells of mammary glands can easily be induced to grow and multiply by hormones.

If this growth runs out of control, cancer results. Almost all instances of breast cancer

originate in the lobules or ducts of the mammary glands.

STRUCTURE LOCATION & DE-

SCRIPTION

FUNCTION

Breasts Upper chest one on each

side containing alveolar cells

(milk production), myoep-

ithelial cells (contract to

expel milk), and duct walls

(help with extraction of

milk).

Lactation milk/nutrition for

newborn.

Cervix The lower narrower portion

of the uterus.

During childbirth, contrac-

tions of the uterus will dilate

the cervix up to 10 cm in

diameter to allow the child

to pass through. During or-

gasm, the cervix convulses

and the external os dilates

Clitoris Small erectile organ directly

in front of the vestibule.

Sexual excitation, engorged

with blood.

Fallopian tubes Extending upper part of the

uterus on either side.

Egg transportation from

ovary to uterus (fertilization

usually takes place here).

Hymen Thin membrane that par-

tially covers the vagina in

young females.

Labia majora Outer skin folds that sur-

round the entrance to the

vagina.

Lubrication during mating.

Labia minora Inner skin folds that sur-

round the entrance to the

vagina.

Lubrication during mating.
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STRUCTURE LOCATION & DE-

SCRIPTION

FUNCTION

Mons Mound of skin and under-

lying fatty tissue, central in

lower pelvic region

Ovaries (female go-

nads)

Pelvic region on either side

of the uterus.

Provides an environment

for maturation of oocyte.

Synthesizes and secretes sex

hormones (estrogen and pro-

gesterone).

Perineum Short stretch of skin starting

at the bottom of the vulva

and extending to the anus.

Urethra Pelvic cavity above bladder,

tilted.

Passage of urine.

Uterus Center of pelvic cavity. To house and nourish devel-

oping human.

Vagina Canal about 10-8 cm long

going from the cervix to the

outside of the body.

Receives penis during mat-

ing. Pathway through a

womans body for the baby

to take during childbirth.

Provides the route for the

menstrual blood (menses)

from the uterus, to leave

the body. May hold forms

of birth control, such as an

IUD, diaphragm, neva ring,

or female condom

Vulva Surround entrance to the

reproductive tract.(encom-

passes all external genitalia)

Endometrium The innermost layer of uter-

ine wall.

Contains glands that secrete

fluids that bathe the utrine

lining.

Myometrium Smooth muscle in uterine

wall.

Contracts to help expel the

baby.

15.4 The Female Reproductive Cycle

Towards the end of puberty, girls begin to release eggs as part of a monthly period called

the female reproductive cycle, or menstrual cycle (menstrual referring to ”monthly”).

Approximately every 28 days, during ovulation, an ovary sends a tiny egg into one of the

fallopian tubes. Unless the egg is fertilized by a sperm while in the fallopian in the two to

three days following ovulation, the egg dries up and leaves the body about two weeks later

through the vagina. This process is called menstruation. Blood and tissues from the inner

lining of the uterus (the endometrium) combine to form the menstrual flow, which generally

lasts from four to seven days. The first period is called menarche. During menstruation
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arteries that supply the lining of the uterus constrict and capillaries weaken. Blood spilling

from the damaged vessels detaches layers of the lining, not all at once but in random patches.

Endometrium mucus and blood descending from the uterus, through the liquid creates the

menstruation flow.

Figure 131 Menstrual cycle

The reproductive cycle can be divided into an ovarian cycle and a uterine cycle (compare

ovarian histology and uterine histology in the diagram on the right). During the uterine

cycle, the endometrial lining of the uterus builds up under the influence of increasing levels

of estrogen (labeled as estradiol in the image). Follicles develop, and within a few days one

matures into an ovum, or egg. The ovary then releases this egg, at the time of ovulation

. After ovulation the uterine lining enters a secretory phase, or the ovarian cycle, in

preparation for implantation, under the influence of progesterone. Progesterone is produced

by the corpus luteum (the follicle after ovulation) and enriches the uterus with a thick lining

of blood vessels and capillaries so that it can sustain the growing fetus. If fertilization and

implantation occur, the embryo produces Human Chorionic Gonadotropin (HCG), which
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maintains the corpus luteum and causes it to continue producing progesterone until the

placenta can take over production of progesterone. Hence, progesterone is ”pro gestational”

and maintains the uterine lining during all of pregnancy. If fertilization and implantation

do not occur the corpus luteum degenerates into a corpus albicans, and progesterone levels

fall. This fall in progesterone levels cause the endometrium lining to break down and sluff

off through the vagina. This is called menstruation, which marks the low point for estrogen

activity and is the starting point of a new cycle.

Common usage refers to menstruation and menses as a period. This bleeding serves as a

sign that a woman has not become pregnant. However, this cannot be taken as certainty, as

sometimes there is some bleeding in early pregnancy. During the reproductive years, failure

to menstruate may provide the first indication to a woman that she may have become

pregnant.

Menstruation forms a normal part of a natural cyclic process occurring in healthy women

between puberty and the end of the reproductive years. The onset of menstruation, known

as menarche, occurs at an average age of 12, but is normal anywhere between 8 and

16. Factors such as heredity, diet, and overall health can accelerate or delay the onset of

menarche.

Signs of ovulation

The female body produces outward signs that can be easily recognized at the time of

ovulation. The two main signs are thinning of the cervical mucus and a slight change in

body temperature.

Thinning of the Cervical Mucus

After menstruation and right before ovulation, a woman will experience an increase of

cervical mucus. At first, it will be thick and yellowish in color and will not be very plentiful.

Leading up to ovulation, it will become thinner and clearer. On or around the day of

ovulation, the cervical mucus will be very thin, clear and stretchy. It can be compared to

the consistency of egg whites. This appearance is known as 'spinnbarkeit'.

Temperature Change

A woman can also tell the time of ovulation by taking her basal body temperature daily.

This is a temperature taken with a very sensitive thermometer first thing in the morning

before the woman gets out of bed. The temperature is then tracked to show changes. In

the uterine cycle, a normal temperature will be around 97.0 – 98.0. The day of ovulation

the temperature spikes down, usually into the 96.0 – 97.0 range and then the next morning

it will spike up to normal of around 98.6 and stay in that range until menstruation begins.

Both of these methods are used for conception and contraception. They are more efficient in

conception due to the fact that sperm can live for two to three days inside of the fallopian

tubes. A woman could be off by a couple of days in her calculations and still become

pregnant.

Menopause is the physiological cessation of menstrual cycles associated with advancing

age. Menopause is sometimes referred to as ”the change of life” or climacteric. Menopause

occurs as the ovaries stop producing estrogen, causing the reproductive system to gradually

shut down. As the body adapts to the changing levels of natural hormones, vasomotor

symptoms such as hot flashes and palpitations, psychological symptoms such as increased
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depression, anxiety, irritability, mood swings and lack of concentration, and atrophic symp-

toms such as vaginal dryness and urgency of urination appear. Together with these symp-

toms, the woman may also have increasingly scanty and erratic menstrual periods.

Technically, menopause refers to the cessation of menses; the gradual process through which

this occurs, which typically takes a year but may last as little as six months or more than

five years, is known as climacteric. A natural or physiological menopause is that which

occurs as a part of a woman's normal aging process. However, menopause can be surgically

induced by such procedures as hysterectomy.

The average onset of menopause is 50.5 years, but some women enter menopause at a

younger age, especially if they have suffered from cancer or another serious illness and

undergone chemotherapy. Premature menopause is defined as menopause occurring before

the age of 40, and occurs in 1% of women. Other causes of premature menopause include

autoimmune disorders, thyroid disease, and diabetes mellitus.

Premature menopause is diagnosed by measuring the levels of follicle stimulating hor-

mone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH). The levels of these hormones will be higher if

menopause has occurred. Rates of premature menopause have been found to be significantly

higher in both fraternal and identical twins; approximately 5% of twins reach menopause

before the age of 40. The reasons for this are not completely understood. Post-menopausal

women are at increased risk of osteoporosis.

Perimenopause refers to the time preceding menopause, during which the production of

hormones such as estrogen and progesterone diminish and become more irregular. During

this period fertility diminishes. Menopause is arbitrarily defined as a minimum of twelve

months without menstruation. Perimenopause can begin as early as age 35, although it

usually begins much later. It can last for a few months or for several years. The duration

of perimenopause cannot be predicted in advance.

Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS) It is common for women to experience some discomfort

in the days leading up to their periods. PMS usually is at its worst the seven days before a

period starts and can continue through the end of the period. PMS includes both physical

and emotional symptoms: acne, bloating, fatigue, backaches, sore breasts, headaches, consti-

pation, diarrhea, food cravings, depression, irritability, difficulty concentrating or handling

stress.
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15.5 Ovarian and Uterine Cycles in the Nonpregnant

Woman

Figure 132 An ovary about to release an egg.

Ovarian Cycle Events Uterine Cycle Events

Follicular phase - Days

1-13

FSH secretion begins. Menstruation - Days 2-5 Endometrium breaks

down.

Follicle maturation occurs. Proliferative phase - Days

6-13

Endometrium rebuilds.

Estrogen secretion is

prominent.

Ovulation - Day 14* LH spike occurs.
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Ovarian Cycle Events Uterine Cycle Events

Luteal phase - Days 15-28 LH secretion continues. Secretory phase - Days

15-28

Endometrial thickens, and

glands are secretory.

Corpus luteum forms.

Progesterone secretion is

prominent.

(*)Assuming a 28 day cycle.

There are two phases of the ovarian cycle the follicular phase and the luteal phase. In

the follicular phase about 10-25 follicles are taken from preantral or early antrial follicles to

develop further. Seven days later the dominant follicle is selected to develop to full maturity.

This is the pre-cursor for ovulation. Follicles themselves secrete FSH and estrogen, and these

two hormones stimulate follicular growth and development. Ovulation marks the beginning

of the luteal phase. This is started by the wall of the Graffian follicle to rupture and cause

a flow of antral fluid that will carry the oocyte to the ovary's surface. The ruptured follicle

is then turned into a gland (corpus luteum). Which secretes estrogens and progesterone.

This is all triggered by and abrupt change in plasma LH levels. After ovulation the released

oocyte enters the uterine tube, where it will be either fertilized or discarded.

The uterine cycle operates in sync with the ovarian cycle and is divided into three phases.

The first phase in the menstrual phase. It is named the menstrual phase because in corre-

sponds with the shedding the uterine lining or more commonly called menstruation. The

corpus luteum degenerates causing plasma estrogen and progesterone levels to decrease and

in turn causes menstruation. Blood vessels in the outer most layer of the endometrium

constrict and decrease blood flow to the tissues killing these tissues. After the tissues die

they start to separate from the underlying endometrial tissues. Eventually the dead tissue

is shed. This shedding of the tissues ruptures blood vessels and causes bleeding. Now we

have the proliferative phase. During this phase the uterus renews itself and prepares for

pregnancy. The endometrial tissue that is left after menstruation begins to grow. The

endometrial glands grow and enlarge causing more blood vessels. The cervical canal has

glands that secrete a thin mucous that helps deposited sperm. Estrogen promotes uterine

changes in this phase. The last phase is the secretory phase. This is where the endometrium

is transformed to make it the best environment for implantation and subsequent housing

and nourishment of the developing embryo. By doing this the endometrium will do things

like have an enriched blood supply, begin to secrete fluids rich in glycogen, and even form a

plug at the end of the cervical canal so that microorganisms can not enter. These changes

in the uterus are caused by progesterone, due to the corpus luteum. At the end of the se-

cretory phase the corpus luteum degenerates, and progesterone levels fall. This will trigger

menstruation.

15.6 Sexual Reproduction

Sexual reproduction is a type of reproduction that results in increasing genetic diversity

of the offspring. In sexual reproduction, genes from two individuals are combined in random

ways with each new generation. Sex hormones released into the body by the endocrine

system signal the body when it is time to start puberty. The female and male reproductive

systems are the only systems so vastly different that each sex has their own different organs.

All other systems have ”unisex” organs.
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Reproduction is characterized by two processes. The first, meiosis, involves the halving of

the 46 of chromosomes. The second process, fertilization, leads the fusion of two gametes

and the restoration of the original number of chromosomes: 23 chromosomes from the

paternal side and 23 from the maternal side. During meiosis, the chromosomes of each pair

usually cross over to achieve genetic recombination.

Sexual reproduction cannot happen without the sexual organs called gonads. Both sexes

have gonads: in females, the gonads are the ovaries. The female gonads produce female

gametes (eggs); the male gonads produce male gametes (sperm). After an egg is fertilized

by the sperm, the fertilized egg is called the zygote.

The fertilization usually occurs in the oviducts, but can happen in the uterus itself. The

zygote then implants itself in the wall of the uterus, where it begins the processes of em-

bryogenesis and morphogenesis. The womens body carries out this process of reproduction

for 40 weeks, until delivery of the fetus from the uterus through the vagina (birth canal).

Even after birth, the female continues with the reproduction process by supplying the milk

to nourish the infant.

15.7 Infertility

Infertility is the inability to naturally conceive a child or the inability to carry a pregnancy

to term. There are many reasons why a couple may not be able to conceive without medical

assistance. Infertility affects approximately 15% of couples. Roughly 40% of cases involve

a male contribution or factor, 40% involve a female factor, and the remaining 20% involve

both sexes. Healthy couples in their mid-20s having regular sex have a one-in-four chance

of getting pregnant in any given month. This is called ”Fecundity”.

15.7.1 Primary vs. secondary

According to the American Society for Reproductive Medicine, infertility affects about 6.1

million people in the United States, equivalent to 10% of the reproductive age population.

Female infertility accounts for one third of infertility cases, male infertility for another

third, combined male and female infertility for another 15%, and the remainder of cases are

”unexplained”.

”Secondary infertility” is difficulty conceiving after already having conceived and carried

a normal pregnancy. Apart from various medical conditions (e.g. hormonal), this may

come as a result of age and stress felt to provide a sibling for their first child. Technically,

secondary infertility is not present if there has been a change of partners.

15.7.2 Factors of Infertility

Factors relating to female infertility are:

• General factors

• Diabetes mellitus,thyroid disorders,adrenal disease

• Significant liver,kidney disease

• Psychological factors
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• Hypothalamic-pituitary factors:

• Kallmann syndrome

• Hypothalamic dysfunction

• Hyperprolactinemia

• Hypopituitarism

• Ovarian factors

• Polycystic ovary syndrome

• Anovulation

• Diminished ovarian reserve

• Luteal dysfunction

• Premature menopause

• Gonadal dysgenesis (Turner syndrome)

• Ovarian neoplasm

• Tubal/peritoneal factors

• Endometriosis

• Pelvic adhesions

• Pelvic inflammatory disease(PID, usually due to chlamydia)

• Tubal occlusion

• Uterine factors

• Uterine malformations

• Uterine fibroids (leiomyoma)

• Asherman's Syndrome

• Cervical factors

• Cervical stenosis

• Antisperm antibodies

• Insufficient cervical mucus (for the travel and survival of sperm)

• Vaginal factors

• Vaginismus

• Vaginal obstruction

• Genetic factors

• Various intersexuality|intersexed conditions, such as androgen insensitivity syndrome

15.7.3 Combined Infertility

In some cases, both the man and woman may be infertile or sub-fertile, and the couple's

infertility arises from the combination of these factors. In other cases, the cause is suspected

to be immunological or genetic; it may be that each partner is independently fertile but the

couple cannot conceive together without assistance.

15.7.4 Unexplained Infertility

In about 15% of cases of infertility, investigation will show no abnormalities. In these

cases abnormalities are likely to be present but not detected by current methods. Possible

problems could be that the egg is not released at the optimum time for fertilization, that

it may not enter the fallopian tube, sperm may not be able to reach the egg, fertilization

may fail to occur, transport of the zygote may be disturbed, or implantation fails. It is

increasingly recognized that egg quality is of critical importance.
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15.7.5 Diagnosis of Infertility

Diagnosis of infertility begins with a medical history and physical exam. The healthcare

provider may order tests, including the following:

• an endometrial biopsy, which tests the lining of the uterus

• hormone testing, to measure levels of female hormones

• laparoscopy, which allows the provider to see the pelvic organs

• ovulation testing, which detects the release of an egg from the ovary

• Pap smear, to check for signs of infection

• pelvic exam, to look for abnormalities or infection

• a postcoital test, which is done after sex to check for problems with secretions

• special X-ray tests

15.7.6 Treatment

• Fertility medication which stimulates the ovaries to ”ripen” and release eggs (e.g.

Clomifene|clomifene citrate, which stimulates ovulation)

• Surgery to restore potency of obstructed fallopian tubes (tuboplasty)

• Donor insemination which involves the woman being artificially inseminated or artificially

inseminated with donor sperm.

• In vitro fertilization (IVF) in which eggs are removed from the woman, fertilized and then

placed in the woman's uterus, bypassing the fallopian tubes. Variations on IVF include:

• Use of donor eggs and/or sperm in IVF. This happens when a couple's eggs and/or

sperm are unusable, or to avoid passing on a genetic disease.

• Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) in which a single sperm is injected directly

into an egg; the fertilized egg is then placed in the woman's uterus as in IVF.

• Zygote intrafallopian transfer(ZIFT) in which eggs are removed from the woman, fer-

tilized and then placed in the woman's fallopian tubes rather than the uterus.

• Gamete intrafallopian transfer(GIFT) in which eggs are removed from the woman,

and placed in one of the fallopian tubes, along with the man's sperm. This allows

fertilization to take place inside the woman's body.

• Other assisted reproductive technology (ART):

• Assisted hatching

• Fertility preservation

• Freezing (cryopreservation) of sperm, eggs, & reproductive tissue

• Frozen embryo transfer (FET)

• Alternative and complimentary treatments

• Acupuncture Recent controlled trials published in Fertility and Sterility have shown

acupuncture to increase the success rate of IVF by as much as 60%. Acupuncture

was also reported to be effective in the treatment of female anovular infertility, World

Health Organization, Acupuncture: Review and Analysis of Reports on Controlled

Trials (2002).

• Diet and supplements

• Healthy lifestyle

15.8 Types of Birth Control
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Birth control is a regimen of one or more actions, devices, or medications followed in order

to deliberately prevent or reduce the likelihood of a woman becoming pregnant. Methods

and intentions typically termed birth control may be considered a pivotal ingredient to

family planning. Mechanisms which are intended to reduce the likelihood of the fertilization

of an ovum by a sperm may more specifically be referred to as contraception. Contraception

differs from abortion in that the former prevents fertilization, while the latter terminates

an already established pregnancy. Methods of birth control (e.g. the pill, IUDs, implants,

patches, injections, vaginal ring and some others) which may prevent the implantation of an

embryo if fertilization occurs are medically considered to be contraception. It is advised to

talk with a doctor before choosing a contraceptive. If you have genetics problems or blood

conditions, such as factor V leiden, certain contraceptives can be deadly.

Type Procedure Method Effectiveness Risks

Abstinence Refrain from sexual

intercourse

No sperm in vagina 100% None

Rhythm Method Intercourse is avoided for

about an 8-day span every

month in middle of her

cycle, from about five days

before ovulation to three

days after ovulation.

fertilization is only possible

during 8-day span in

middle of menstrual cycle

70-80% None

Withdrawal The man withdraws his

penis from the vagina at

just the right moment

before ejaculation.

sperm are unable to enter

vagina if male penis is

removed at the right time

70-80% None

Tubal Ligation (Vasectomy) Oviducts are cut and tied No eggs in oviduct Almost 99% About 75% Irreversible

Hormonal IUD (intrauterine

device)

Flexible, plastic coil

inserted by physician

Releases small amounts of

estrogen. In most cases,

stops egg from developing

and being released, but

can also operate by

killing a fertilized egg by

preventing its implantation

About 99% May cause infections,

uterine perforation

Oral Contraceptive Hormone medication taken

daily

Stops release of FSH and

LH, but can also operate

by killing a fertilized

egg by preventing its

implantation

More than 90% Blood clots, especially in

smokers

Contraceptive Implants Tubes of progesterone

implanted under the skin

Stops release of FSH and

LH, but can also operate

by killing a fertilized

egg by preventing its

implantation

More than 90% None known

Contraceptive Injections Injections of hormones Stops release of FSH and

LH, but can also operate

by killing a fertilized

egg by preventing its

implantation

About 99% Possible osteoporosis

Diaphragm Latex cup inserted into

vagina to cover cervix

before intercourse

Blocks entrance of sperm

into uterus

With spermicide, about

90%

Latex or spermicide allergy

Cervical Cap Latex cup held by suction

over cervix

Delivers spermicide near

cervix

Almost 85% UTI, latex or spermicide

allergy

Female Condom Polyurethane liner fitted

inside vagina

Blocks entrance of sperm

into uterus and prevents

STD’s

Almost 85% None

Male Condom soft sheath, made of latex

or animal membrane,

encloses penis, trapping

ejaculated sperm

Blocks entrance of sperm

into vagina and prevents

STD's

90% None

Jellies, Cream, Foams Spermicidal products

inserted before intercourse

Kills large number of

sperm

About 75% UTI, allergy to spermicides

Natural Family Planning Keep record of ovulation

using various methods

Avoid sexual intercourse

near ovulation

About 70% None known

Douche Vagina cleansed after

intercourse

Washes out sperm Less than 70% None known

Plan B Pill Pill taken after intercourse Prevents release of egg,

fertilization of egg, but can

also operate by killing a

fertilized egg by preventing

its implantation

About 89% Same as oral contraceptive
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15.9 Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) are diseases or infections likely to be transmitted

by sexual contact: vaginal intercourse, oral sex, and/or anal sex. Many STDs are (more

easily) transmitted through the mucous membranes of the penis, vulva, and (less often)

the mouth. The visible membrane covering the head of the penis is a mucous membrane,

though, for those who are circumcised it is usually dry and produces no mucus (similar

to the lips of the mouth). Mucous membranes differ from skin in that they allow certain

pathogens (viruses or bacteria) into the body (more easily).

The probability of transmitting infections through sex is far greater than by more casual

means of transmission, such as non-sexual contact—touching, sharing cutlery, and shaking

hands. Although mucous membranes exist in the mouth as well as in the genitals, many

STDs are more likely to be transmitted through oral sex than through deep kissing. Many

infections that are easily transmitted from the mouth to the genitals or from the genitals

to the mouth, are much harder to transmit from one mouth to another. With HIV, genital

fluids happen to contain a great deal more of the pathogen than saliva. Some infections

labeled as STDs can be transmitted by direct skin contact. Herpes simplex and HPV are

both examples. Depending on the STD, a person who has the disease but has no symptoms

may or may not be able to spread the infection. For example, a person is much more likely

to spread herpes infection when blisters are present than when they are absent. However,

a person can spread HIV infection at any time, even if he/she has not developed symptoms

of AIDS.

All sexual behaviors that involve contact with the bodily fluids of another person should

be considered to hold some risk of transmission of sexually transmitted diseases. Most

attention has focused on controlling HIV, which causes AIDS, but each STD presents a

different situation.

As may be noted from the name, sexually transmitted diseases are transmitted from one

person to another by certain sexual activities rather than being actually caused by those

sexual activities. Bacteria, fungi, protozoa or viruses are still the causative agents. It is

not possible to catch any sexually transmitted disease from a sexual activity with a person

who is not carrying a disease; conversely, a person who has an STD received it from contact

(sexual or otherwise) with someone who is infected.

Although the likelihood of transmitting diseases by sexual activities varies a great deal, in

general, all sexual activities between two (or more) people should be considered as being a

two-way route for the transmission of STDs (i.e. ”giving” or ”receiving” are both risky).

15.9.1 Prevention of Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Although healthcare professionals suggest that safer sex, such as the use of condoms, as

the most reliable way of decreasing the risk of contracting sexually transmitted diseases

during sexual activity, safer sex should by no means be considered an absolute safeguard.

The transfer of and exposure to bodily fluids, such as blood transfusions and other blood

products, sharing injection needles, needle-stick injuries (when medical staff are inadver-

tently jabbed or pricked with needles during medical procedures), sharing tattoo needles,

and childbirth are all avenues of transmission. These means put certain groups, such as

doctors, haemophiliacs and drug users, particularly at risk.
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15.9.2 Human Papillomavirus (HPV)

There are over 100 types of this virus which is often asymptomatic. Nearly 3 out of 4

Americans between ages 15 and 49 have been infected. It can be contracted through one

partner and remain dormant allowing it to be transmitted to another. Some types can cause

cervical cancer.

Genital HPV infection is a sexually transmitted disease that is caused by human papillo-

mavirus. Human papillomavirus is the name of a group of viruses that includes more than

100 different strains. More than 30 of these are sexually transmitted and they can infect

the genital area of men and women. Approximately 20 million people are currently infected

with HPV and at least 50% of sexually active men and women will acquire HPV at some

point in their lives. By age 50 at least 80% of women will have acquired HPV and about 6.2

million Americans get a new HPV infection each year. Most people who have HPV don't

know that they are infected. The virus lives in the skin or mucous membranes and usually

causes no symptoms. Commonly some people get visible genital warts or have pre-cancerous

changes in the cervix, vulva, anus, or penis. Very rarely, HPV results in anal or genital

cancers. Genital warts usually appear soft, moist, pink, or flesh colored swellings. They can

be raised, flat, single, or multiple, small or large and sometimes cauliflower shaped. Warts

may not appear for weeks or months or not at all and the only way to diagnose them is

by visible inspection. Most women are diagnosed with HPV on the basis of abnormal pap

tests and there are no tests available for men. There is no cure for HPV. The surest way

to eliminate risk for HPV is to refrain from any genital contact with another individual.

For those who choose to be sexually active, a long term monogamous relationship with an

uninfected partner is the strategy most likely to prevent future HPV infections.The next

best way to help reduce risk is using a condom but the effectiveness is unknown.

What is the connection between HPV and cervical cancer?All types of HPV cause

mild pap test abnormalities which do not have serious consequences. Approximately 10 of

the 30 identified HPV types can lead to development of cervical cancer. Research as shown

that for most women, 90% cervical HPV infection becomes undetectable within two years.

Although only a small proportion of women have persistent infection, persistent infection

with the high risk types of HPV is the main risk factor for cervical cancer.

A pap test can detect pre-cancerous and cancerous cells on the cervix. Regular pap test-

ing and careful medical follow up, with treatment if necessary, can help ensure that pre-

cancerous changes in the cervix caused by HPV infection do not develop into life-threatening

cervical cancer. The pap test used in the U.S. cervical cancer screening programs is respon-

sible for greatly reducing deaths from cervical cancer.

15.10 Diseases and Disorders of the Female Reproductive

System

Women are commonly dealing with many different diseases and disorders that pertain to

the reproductive system. Here are some of the most common:

1. Vulvovaginitis (pronounced:vul-vo-vah-juh-ni-tus) is an inflammation of the vulva

and vagina. It may be caused by irritating substances such as laundry soap, bubble

baths or poor hygiene such as wiping from back to front. Symptoms include redness
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and itching in these areas and sometimes vaginal discharge. It can also be caused by

an overgrowth of candida, a fungus normally present in the vagina.

2. Nonmenstrual vaginal bleeding is most commonly due to the presence of a foreign

body in the vagina. It may also be due to urethral prolapse, a condition in which the

mucous membranes of the urethra protrude into the vagina and forms a tiny, donut

shaped mass of tissue that bleeds easily. It can also be due to a straddle injury or

vaginal trauma from sexual abuse.

3. Ectopic Pregnancy occurs when a fertilized egg or zygote doesn't travel into the

uterus, but instead grows rapidly in the fallopian tube. Women with this condition

can develop severe abdominal pain and should see a doctor because surgery may be

necessary.

4. Ovarian tumors,although rare, can occur. Women with ovarian tumors may have

abdominal pain and masses that can be felt in the abdomen. Surgery may be needed

to remove the tumor.

5. Ovarian cysts are noncancerous sacs filled with fluid or semi-solid material. Al-

though they are common and generally harmless, they can become a problem if they

grow very large. Large cysts may push on surrounding organs, causing abdominal

pain. In most cases, cysts will pass or disappear on their own and treatment is not

necessary. If the cysts are painful and occur frequently, a doctor may prescribe birth

control pills to alter their growth and occurrences. Surgery is also an option if they

need to be removed.

6. Polycystic ovary syndrome is a hormone disorder in which too many hormones

are produced by the ovaries. This condition causes the ovaries to become enlarged

and develop many fluid filled sacs or cysts. It often first appears during the teen years.

Depending on the type and the severity of the condition, it may be treated with drugs

to regulate hormone balance and menstruation.

7. Trichomonas vaginalis inflammatory condition of the vagina usually a bacterial

infection also called vaginosis.

8. Dysmenorrhea is painful periods.

9. Menorrhagia is when a woman has very heavy periods with excess bleeding.

10. Oligomenorrhea is when a woman misses or has infrequent periods, even though

she has been menstruating for a while and is not pregnant.

11. Amenorrhea is when a girl has not started her period by the time she is 16 years

old or 3 years after puberty has started, has not developed signs of puberty by 14, or

has had normal periods but has stopped menstruating for some reasons other than

pregnancy.

12. Toxic shock syndrome is caused by toxins released into the body during a type of

bacterial infection that is more likely to develop if a tampon is left in too long. It can

produce high fever, diarrhea, vomiting, and shock.

13. Candidasis symptoms of yeast infections include itching, burning and discharge.

Yeast organisms are always present in all people, but are usually prevented from

”overgrowth” (uncontrolled multiplication resulting in symptoms) by naturally occur-

ring microorganisms.

At least three quarters of all women will experience candidiasis at some point in their lives.

The Candida albicans organism is found in the vaginas of almost all women and normally

causes no problems. However, when it gets out of balance with the other ”normal flora,”

such as lactobacilli (which can also be harmed by using douches), an overgrowth of yeast
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can result in noticeable symptoms. Pregnancy, the use of oral contraceptives, engaging in

vaginal sex after anal sex in an unhygienic manner, and using lubricants containing glycerin

have been found to be causally related to yeast infections. Diabetes mellitus and the use

of antibiotics are also linked to an increased incidence of yeast infections. Candidiasis can

be sexually transmitted between partners. Diet has been found to be the cause in some

animals. Hormone Replacement Therapy and Infertility Treatment may be factors.

There are also cancer's of the female reproductive system, such as:

1. Cervical cancer

2. Ovarian cancer

3. Uterine cancer

4. Breast cancer

Endometriosis

Endometriosis is the most common gynecological diseases, affecting more than 5.5 million

women in North America alone! The two most common symptoms are pain and infertility.

In this disease a specialized type of tissue that normally lines the inside of the uterus,(the

endometrium) becomes implanted outside the uterus, most commonly on the fallopian tubes,

ovaries, or the tissue lining the pelvis. During the menstrual cycle, hormones signal the

lining of the uterus to thicken to prepare for possible pregnancy. If a pregnancy doesn't

occur, the hormone levels decrease, causing the thickened lining to shed.

When endometrial tissue is located in other parts it continues to act in it's normal way: It

thickens, breaks down and bleeds each month as the hormone levels rise and fall. However,

because there's nowhere for the blood from this mislocated tissue to exit the body, it becomes

trapped and surrounding tissue becomes irritated. Trapped blood may lead to growth of

cysts. Cysts in turn may form scar tissue and adhesions. This causes pain in the area of the

misplaced tissue, usually the pelvis. Endometriosis can cause fertility problems. In fact,

scars and adhesions on the ovaries or fallopian tubes can prevent pregnancy. Endometriosis

can be mild, moderate or severe and tends to get worse over time without treatment. The

most common symptoms are:

1. Painful periods Pelvic pain and severe cramping, intense back pain and abdominal

pain.

2. Pain at other times Women may experience pelvic pain during ovulation, sharp

deep pain in pelvis during intercourse, or pain during bowel movements or urination.

3. Excessive bleeding Heavy periods or bleeding between periods.

4. Infertility Approximately 30-40% of women

The cause of endometriosis remains mysterious. Scientists are studying the roles that hor-

mones and the immune system play in this condition. One theory holds that menstrual

blood containing endometrial cells flows back through the fallopian tubes, takes root and

grows. Another hypothesis proposes that the bloodstream carries endometrial cells to other

sites in the body. Still another theory speculates that a predisposition toward endometriosis

may be carried in the genes of certain families.

Other researchers believe that certain cells present within the abdomen in some women

retain their ability to specialize into endometrial cells. These same cells were responsible for

the growth of the woman's reproductive organs when she was an embryo. It is believed that
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genetic or environmental influences in later life allow these cells to give rise to endometrial

tissue outside the uterus.

Experts estimate that up to one in ten American women of childbearing age have en-

dometriosis. There is some thinking that previous damage to cells that line the pelvis can

lead to endometriosis. There are several ways to diagnose endometriosis:

1. Pelvic exam

2. Ultrasound

3. Laparoscopy Usually used, most correct diagnosis

4. Blood test

Endometriosis can be treated with:

1. Pain medication

2. Hormone therapy

a) Oral contraceptives

b) Gonadotropin-releasing hormone(Gn-Rh)agonists and antagonists

c) Danazol(Danocrine)

d) Medroxyprogesterone(Depo-Provera)

3. Conservative surgery which removes endometrial growths.

4. Hysterectomy

15.11 Check Your Understanding

Answers for these questions can be found here1

1. In homology, the ___________ in the female is equal to the penis in the male

A) labia majora

B) clitoral hood

C) clitoris

D) labia minora

E) none of the above

2. This contains some of the strongest muscles in the human body

A) uterus

B) clitoris

C) cervix

D) labia majora

3. This protects the vaginal and urethral openings

A) labia majora

1
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#The_female_reproductive_system
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B) labia minora

C) clitoris

D) urethra

4. Sally has noticed that her cervical mucus has changed and now resembles egg whites-

from this Sally could assume

A) her period will begin soon

B) nothing, this is a normal occurrence

C) she has a yeast infection

D) she is ovulating

5. Debbie recently went to the OBGYN and was diagnosed with PCOD (polycystic ovary

syndrome) because of this she has

A) nothing, its normal in women

B) antisperm antibodies

C) an overproduction of LH

D) leaking of milk from her mammary glands

E) problems becoming pregnant

6. Angie went to the doctor because she has had pain in her leg recently- this could be

caused by

A) ovulation pain

B) her period that will be starting tomorrow

C) premenstrual syndrome

D) a blood clot resulting from her birth control pill

7. Sue recently started her period and has noticed that they are very heavy and painful,

and that they are inconsistent in their timing. One explanation could be

A) endometriosis

B) ovarian cancer

C) candidiasis

D) toxic shock syndrome

E) amenorrhea

8. Mary is getting married and is not ready to become a mother- she chooses this birth

control because of its high effectiveness

A) natural family planning

B) a diaphragm

C) contraceptive injections
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D) a spermicide foam

9. The release of LH in woman causes

A) menstration

B) ovulation

C) increase of endometrial lining

D) decrease of endometrial lining

E) nothing LH only does something in the male reproductive system

10. When the ovaries stop producing estrogen, this occurs

A) ovulation

B) implantation

C) premenstrual syndrome

D) menopause

11. Infertility affects what percentage of couples?

A) 5%

B) 10%

C) 15%

D) 20%

12. What is the only 100% effective form of birth control?

A) Tubal ligation

B) IUD

C) Natural family planning

D) Abstinence

15.12 Glossary

Adhesions: Abnormal tissue that binds organs together

Alveoli: Basic components of the mammary glands; lined with milk-secreting epithelial

cells

Birth Control: regimen of one or more actions, devices, or medications followed in order

to deliberately prevent or reduce the likelihood of a woman becoming pregnant

Cervical Mucus: Mucus secreted by the cervix, near ovulation it helps to lower the acidity

of the vagina

Cervix: Lower, narrow portion of the uterus where it joins with the top of the vagina

Clitoris: Small body of spongy tissue that functions solely for sexual pleasure
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Chromosomes: Structures in the nucleus that contain the genes for genetic expression

Ectocervix: Portion of the cervix projecting into vagina

Endocervical Canal: Passageway between the external os and the uterine cavity

Endometrium: The inner lining of the uterus

Fallopian Tubes: Located at the upper end of the vagina, passage way for the egg from

the ovary

Factor V Leiden: This is the name given to a variant of human factor V that causes

a hypercoagulability disorder. In this disorder the Leiden variant of factor V, cannot be

inactivated by activated protein C. Factor V Leiden is the most common hereditary hyperco-

agulability disorder amongst Eurasians. It is named after the city Leiden (The Netherlands),

where it was first identified in 1994 by Prof R. Bertina et al.

Gamete: A haploid sex cell; either an egg cell or a sperm cell

Gene: That portion of the DNA of a chromosome containing the information needed to

synthesize a particular protein molecule

Gonad: A reproductive organ, testis or ovary that produces gametes and sex hormones

Hormone: A chemical substance produced in an endocrine gland and secreted into the

bloodstream that acts on target cells to produce a specific effect

Hymen: Thin fold of mucous membrane that separates the lumen of the vagina from the

urethral sinus

Infertility: Inability to naturally conceive a child or the inability to carry a pregnancy to

term

Labia Majora: Outer ”lips” of the vulva, made of loose connective tissue and adipose

tissue with some smooth muscle

Labia Minora: Inner lips of the vulva, folds and protects the vagina, urethra and clitoris

Mammary Glands: Organs that produce milk for the sustenance of a baby

Meiosis: A specialized type of cell division by which gametes, or haploid sex cells, are

formed

Menarche: The first menstrual discharge; occurs normally between the ages of 9 and 17

Menopause: The period marked by the cessation of menstrual periods in the human female

Menstrual Cycle: The rhythmic female reproductive cycle characterized by physical

changes in the uterine lining

Menstruation: The discharge of blood and tissue from the uterus at the end of menstrual

cycle

Mittelschmerz: Pain near the lower abdomen site at the time of ovulation; German for

ovulation pain

Mons Veneris: soft mound at the front of the vulva (fatty tissue covering the pubic bone)
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Ovarian Cycle: Last phase of the reproductive cycle; if no implantation occurs, causes

the breakdown of the endometrial lining and causes menstruation

Ovulation: The rupture of an ovarian follicle with the release of an ovum

Perineum: External region between the scrotum and the anus in a male or between the

vulva and anus in a female

Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS): Time leading up to menstruation; includes both phys-

ical and emotional symptoms: acne, bloating, fatigue, backaches, sore breasts, headaches,

constipation, diarrhea, food cravings, depression, irritability, difficulty concentrating or han-

dling stress

Puberty: The period of development in which the reproductive organs become functional

and the secondary sex characteristics are expressed

Reproduction: Process by which an organism continues its species

Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs): diseases or infections that have a significant

probability of transmission between humans by means of sexual contact

Urethra: Located below the clitoris, used for the passage of urine

Uterine Cycle: First part of the reproductive cycle; the time when the endrometrial lining

builds up and follicles develop

Uterus: Major reproductive organ, receives fertilized eggs which become implanted in the

lining, the lining (endometrium) provides nourishment to developing fetus; contains some

of the strongest muscles in the female body and is able to stretch during fetus development

Vagina: Muscular, hollow tube that extends from the vaginal opening to the cervix

Vulva: External female genitals, includes labia majora, labia minora, mons pubis, clitoris,

meatus, vaginal vestibule, vestibule bulbs and vestibular glands
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16 Pregnancy and Birth

16.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will discuss the topics covering pregnancy, from conception to birth. The

chapter will cover fertilization, implantation of the zygote, to becoming a fetus, the three

trimesters, and the progressive development of the fetus through the weeks of pregnancy.

It will cover the topic of birth and different birthing methods.

16.2 Fertilization

Figure 133 A sperm fertilizing an ovum

Fertilization is the joining of a sperm and an egg. A sperm is a male gamete that is released

into the vagina of a female during intercourse. In order for fertilization to occur there must

be a mature ovum present. Every month one of the ovaries releases an egg which will meet

one of the A 4 million sperm the male ejaculates into the vagina. The sperm swim through

the cervix and into the uterus which lead to the fallopian tubes. This is where fertilization

is most likely to take place. The high amount of sperm in the ejaculate is needed because

only around 100 survive to enter reach the fertilization site. In order to penetrate the egg

the sperm must first break through two barriers surrounding the ovum. The acrosome of

sperm comes in contact with the corona radiata and releases digestive enzymes that break

down a gelatinous layer around the egg called, the zona pellucida. Once a sperm reaches

the plasma membrane of the egg it sets off a reaction that spreads across the membrane
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of the egg preventing other sperm from breaking through the egg membrane. Once the

sperm reaches the inside of the egg it sheds its tail and the two nuclei fuse and now the 23

chromosomes from the egg and the 23 chromosomes of the sperm join and they become a

zygote. Chromosomes contain all the information needed to determine the genetic structure

of the new baby. Normally all human beings have two chromosomes that determine sex:

A combination of X and Y makes a male or a combination of X and X makes a female.

All ovum have X sex chromosomes where as sperm have both X or Y sex chromosomes.

Therefore, the male gametes determine the sex of the baby.

Figure 134 An 8-cell embryo in the process of cleavage.

16.3 Pre-embryonic Period

After fertilization, the zygote begins a process of dividing by mitosis in a process called

cleavage. It divides until it reaches 16 cells. It is now referred to as a morula. As the morula

floats freely within the uterus, it starts to bring nutrients into the cells. The morula fills

with fluid and the cells inside start to form two separate groups. At this stage it is now

a blastocyst. The inner layer of cells is called the embryoblast, and will become the fetus.

The outer layer is called a trophoblast which will develop into part of the placenta. At this

point the zona pellucida is disintegrating. The trophoblast contains specialized cells that

become extensions, like fingers, that grow into the endometrium once in contact with the

well thickened endometrium.

16.3.1 Implantation

The blastocyst preserves itself by secreting a hormone that indirectly stops menstruation.

The trophoblast cells secrete hCG hormones that help maintain the corpus luteum that

would normally regress. In turn, the corpus luteum continues to secrete progesterone,
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which maintains the endometrium of the uterus in the secretory phase. This helps the

blastocyst to continue to grow and stay embedded within the endometrium. The fetal life

support system and the placenta begin to form, and eventually the placenta will take over

the job of producing progesterone.

• Gastrulation and Formation

The embryoblast within the blastocyst forms 3 primary germs layers: ectoderm, mesoderm,

and endoderm.

Ectoderm

This forms the nervous tissue and the epithelium covering the outer body surface. Epidermis

of skin, including hair and nails, glands of skin, linings of oral cavity, nasal cavity, anal

canal, vagina, brain, spinal cord, sensory organs, lens of eye and epithelium of conjunctiva

(a membrane that covers the sclera and lines the inside of the eyelids), pituitary gland,

adrenal medulla, and enamel of teeth.

Mesoderm

This forms all of the muscle tissue and the connective tissue of the body, as well as the

kidneys and the epithelium of the serous membranes and blood vessels. All muscle tissue

(skeletal, smooth, cardiac), all connective tissue (fibrous connective tissue, bone, blood,

cartilage), dentin of teeth, adrenal cortex, kidneys and ureters, internal reproductive viscera,

epithelium lining vessels, joint cavities, and the serous body cavities.

Endoderm

Forms the lining epithelium and glands of the visceral body systems. Lining epithelium and

glands of digestive, respiratory, and parts of urogenital systems, thyroid and parathyroid

glands, and thymus.

16.4 Formation of Placenta

As changes to the endometrium occur, cellular growth and the accumulation of glycogen

cause fetal and maternal tissue to come together. This formation makes the functional

unit called the placenta. The placenta does not mix blood between mother and fetus,

but allows nutrients and waste products to diffuse between the two blood systems. The

placenta provides protection by filtering out many harmful substances that the mother

comes in contact with. The placenta cannot protect against some teratogens including but

not limited to:

• Thalidomide

• Heroin

• Cocaine

• Aspirin

• Alcohol

• Chemicals in cigarette smoke
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• Propecia, also known as Finasteride, which can cause birth defects simply by a woman

handling a broken pill during pregnancy.

16.5 Amniotic Fluid

Attached to placenta is the membranous sac which surrounds and protects the embryo. This

sac is called the amnion. It grows and begins to fill, mainly with water, around two weeks

after fertilization. This liquid is called Amniotic fluid, it allows the fetus to move freely,

without the walls of the uterus being too tight against its body. Buoyancy is also provided

here for comfort. After a further 10 weeks the liquid contains proteins, carbohydrates, lipids

and phospholipids, urea and electrolytes, all which aid in the growth of the fetus. In the

late stages of gestation much of the amniotic fluid consists of fetal urine. The fetus swallows

the fluid and then voids it to prepare its digestive organs for use after birth. The fetus also

”breathes” the fluid to aid in lung growth and development.
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Figure 135 A small part of the placenta is shown at the bottom, while the fluid-filled

amnion surrounds it

Not enough amniontic fluid, or oligohydramnios, can be a concern during pregnancy. Oligo-

hydramnios can be caused by infection, kidney dysfunction or malformation (since much

of the late amniotic fluid volume is urine), procedures such as chorionic villus sampling

(CVS), and preterm, premature rupture of membranes (PPROM). One possible outcome

of oligohydramnios can cause is underdeveloped, or hypoplastic, lungs. This condition is

potentially fatal and the baby can die shortly after birth. Babies with too little amniotic

fluid can also develop contractures of the limbs, including clubbing of the feet and hands.

As with too little fluid, too much fluid or polyhydramnios, can be a cause or an indicator

of problems for the mother and baby. Polyhydramnios is a predisposing risk factor for cord
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prolapse and is sometimes a side effect of a macrosomic pregnancy. In both cases, however,

the majority of pregnancies proceed normally and the baby is born healthy.

Preterm, premature rupture of membranes (PPROM) is a condition where the amniotic

sac leaks fluid before 38 weeks of gestation. This can be caused by a bacterial infection

or by a defect in the structure of the amniotic sac, uterus, or cervix. In some cases the

leak can spontaneously heal, but in most cases of PPROM, labor begins within 48 hours

of membrane rupture. When this occurs, it is necessary that the mother receive treatment

immediately to postpone labor if the fetus is not viable, for as long as is safe, and for

antibiotic treatments to avoid possible infection in the mother and baby. If rupture occurs

too early in pregnancy little can be done to save the fetus.

A very rare and most often fatal obstetric complication is an amniotic fluid embolism, or

leakage of amniotic fluid into the mothers vascular systems causing an allergic reation.

This allergic reaction results in cardiorespiratory (heart and lung) collapse, developing into

a condition known as disseminated intravascular coagulation in which the mothers blood

looses it's ability to clot.

Amniotic band syndrome, or ABS, occurs when the inner fetal membrane (amnion) ruptures

without injury to the outer membrane (chorion). Fibrous bands from the ruptured amnion

float in the amniotic fluid and can entangle the fetus, reducing blood supply and causing

congenital limb abnormalities dysmelia. In some cases a complete ”natural” amputation of

a digit(s) or limb may occur before birth or the digit(s) or limbs may be necrotic (dead)

requiring surgical removal.

16.6 Endocrine Function of the Placenta

There are pituitary like hormones and steroid hormones secreted from the placenta. The

pituitary like hormones are hCG and hCS. HCG is similar to LH and helps maintain the

mothers corpus luteum. HCS is like prolactin and growth hormone and help aid in increas-

ing fat breakdown that spares the use of glucose from the mothers tissues. This effect leaves

more glucose available to the placenta and the fetus for necessary growth. The steroid hor-

mones are progesterone and estrogen. Progesterone helps maintain the endrometrium and

supports the growth of mammary glands. Estrogen also helps maintain the endrometrium

and growth of mammary glands as well as inhibits prolactin secretion.

16.7 Developing Baby

The womb is expanding, the baby is growing and taking all the nourishment from the

mother. What once started as a microscopic two-celled egg, will be formed into a baby

in just twelve weeks. The baby develops from conception to term, in a month-to-month

progress.

16.7.1 Overview of Developmental Milestones
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WEEK CHANGES IN MOTHER DEVELOPMENT OF

BABY

Pre-embryonic Development

1 week Ovulation Occurs Fertilization occurs, cell division

begins and continues, chorion ap-

pears

Embryonic Development

2 weeks Symptoms of early pregnancy

(nausea, breast swelling and ten-

derness, fatigue); blood pregnancy

tests may show positive

Implantation occurs; amnion and

yolk sac appear; embryo has tis-

sue; placenta begins to form

3 weeks First period missed; urine preg-

nancy test may show positive;

early pregnancy symptoms con-

tinue

Nervous system begins to de-

velop; allantois and blood vessels

are present and placenta is well

formed

4 weeks Limb buds form; heart is beating;

nervous system further develops;

embryo has tail; other systems are

forming

5 weeks Uterus is the size of a hen's egg;

mother may need to urinate fre-

quently

Embryo is curved, head is large,

limb buds are showing division,

nose, ears and eyes are noticeable

6 weeks Uterus is the size of an orange Fingers and toes are present and

skeleton is cartilaginous

8 weeks Uterus can be felt above the pubic

bone

Fetus begins to look human;

limbs are developing and major

organs forming; facial features are

becoming refined

Fetal Development

12 weeks Uterus is the size of a grapefruit Head grows faster than the rest

of the body; facial features are

apparent, but there is no layer of

fat yet and the skin is translucent;

gender can be distinguished via

ultrasound; fingernails appear

16 weeks Fetal movement can be felt Fine hair (lanugo) grows over the

body; fetus resembles a tiny hu-

man being; skeleton is visible

20-22 weeks Uterus reaches up to the level of

umbilicus and pregnancy is obvi-

ous

Vernix caseosa, the protective

fatty coating, begins to be de-

posited; heartbeat can be heard

24 weeks Doctor can tell where baby's

head, back and limbs are; breasts

have enlarged and nipples and

areola are darker, colostrum is

produced

Fully formed but still thin; much

larger and very active, all major

organs are working, the lungs and

digestive system need more time

to develop; body is covered in fine

hair called lanugo
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WEEK CHANGES IN MOTHER DEVELOPMENT OF

BABY

32 weeks Uterus reaches halfway between

umbilicus and rib cage

Most babies are in a head down

position in the womb; head is

more in proportion to the body;

eyes are open; babies born at this

stage have a good chance of living

36 weeks Weight gain is averaging about a

pound a week; standing and walk-

ing are becoming very difficult

because the center of gravity is

thrown forward

Body hair begins to disappear, fat

is being deposited

40 weeks Uterus is up to the rib cage, caus-

ing shortness of breath and heart-

burn; sleeping is very difficult

Not much room to move in the

womb; fully mature, baby moves

less, and the surrounding fluid

reduces and the womb expands its

limits
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16.8 Embryonic Development at Specific Stages

16.8.1 First trimester

Figure 136 An embryo this tiny shows very distinct anatomic

features, including tail, limb buds, heart (which actually protrudes

from the chest), eye cups, cornea/lens, brain, and prominent

segmentation into somites. The gestational sac is surrounded by a

myriad of chorionic villi resembling elongate party balloons. This

embryo is about five weeks old (or seven weeks in the biologically

misleading but eminently practical dating system used in

obstetrics).

4 Weeks

• There are only the beginnings of facial features. All the major organs are starting to

form. Gill-like folds that develop into facial features, beginnings of the spinal cord, skin

is translucent, and rudimentary (basic; minimal) heart develops.

6 Weeks

• The length from crown to rump is about the size of a finger tip, ¾ ”. The beginnings of

all the major organs will have formed.
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• The embryo floats in a fluid filled bubble that will develop into the amniotic sac. The sac

is covered by a protective layer of cells, called chorion. The yolk sac supplies the embryo

with all its nutrients until the placenta is fully developed and takes over at around the

twelfth week. During the first 12 weeks, the embryo will develop features and major

organs of a human being. The embryo is susceptible to harmful environmental influences.

This is a vital time for the embryo to develop healthily; taking supplements of folic acid,

avoiding certain foods, and eliminating alcohol, cigarettes, and any unnecessary drugs or

medicines.

9 Weeks

• The length from crown to rump approximately 1 1/4”. The facial features are becoming

more distinct, and the “tail” has disappeared. The muscles are also developing. Eyes

are formed but eyelids are still closed over them. Arms now bend at the elbow and

rudimentary hands and fingers develop. Knees will have formed and developing feet with

distinct toes.

• Heart- is now a four-chambered and fully formed organ; it beats about 180 times per

minute.

• Brain and nervous system- is four times the size it was at 6 weeks. Special glial cells are

being formed within the neural tube; they allow nerve cells to be joined so that messages

can be transmitted from the brain to the body.

• Digestive system- the mouth, intestine, and stomach are developing very rapidly, but do

not function yet.

• The fetal life-support system- the placental tissue that initially surrounds the fetus and

the amniotic sac is becoming concentrated in one circular area on the womb wall to form

the placenta.
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Figure 137 Sonogram of a fetus at 14 weeks (Profile)

12 Weeks

• At twelve weeks the fetus looks like a tiny human. It is about 2 1/2” long and weighs 1/2

oz. Arms and legs are now beginning to move. Skin is red and translucent. Fingers and

toes are more defined, and nails are starting to grow.

• Heart is complete and working, pumping blood to all parts of the body. Digestive system

has formed and is linked to the mouth and intestines. Sexual organs have formed inside

the body, but cannot yet establish the sex of the baby.

16.8.2 Second Trimester
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20 Weeks

• By 20 weeks the fetus will be about 6 1/3” long and weighs 12 oz. Movements are for

more coordinated. The sexual organs are well developed and are usually visible on ultra

sound.

• The fetus is growing very quickly. At this stage, the mother should feel the movements

of the fetus. Movements are more noticeable as the fetus's leg bones achieve their final

relative proportions in a process called quickening. Quickening is the process of muscles

contracting that cause movement at the fetus's synovial joints. The joint movement

enhances the nutrition of the articular cartilage and prevents the fusion of connective

tissues within the joint. It also promotes bone hardening.

• From now on, the fully developed placenta will provide all the fetus' needs until birth;

oxygen, nutrients and protective antibodies.

Figure 138 Fetus at 29 weeks gestation in 3D
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16.8.3 Third Trimester

29 Weeks

• By 29 weeks the baby is about 10” long and weighs about 2 lbs. 7 oz.

• The brain grows much larger, and fatty protective sheath covers the nerve fibers; this

important development allows brain impulses to travel faster, enhancing the ability to

learn. The lungs have developed most of their airways and air sacs. The placenta is quite

selective in what it allows to pass from the mother to the baby's blood, stopping some

harmful substances, such as certain drugs, from crossing over.

40 Weeks

• The baby is now ready to be born. When the head of the baby moves down from high

in the mother's abdomen and settles deeper into her pelvis in preparation for birth, it is

called engagement. This can happen any time between 36 weeks and labor.

• In the last four weeks of pregnancy the baby puts on a lot of weight and develops a thick

layer of fat. All organs are completely formed and functioning.

16.8.4 Umbilical Cord

This is the life support for a growing embryo. The umbilical cord stretches between the

placenta and the fetus. This cord contains the umbilical arteries and vein. The umbilical

cord forms by week 5 of conception. The average cord is close to 22 inches long and may

have the appearance of a coil. The umbilical cord is very rich in stem cells and is often used

for parents who choose to store their stem cells in a blood bank or donate it to a blood

bank. These stem cells can be used to treat over 45 disorders and is an alternative from

extracting the stem cells from a donor.
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Figure 139 Human placenta shown a few minutes after birth. The side

shown faces the baby with the umbilical cord top right. The unseen side

connects to the uterine wall. The white fringe surrounding the bottom is the

remnants of the amniotic sac. You can see the differences in the umbilical vein

and arteries.

• Umbilical Arteries

The exchange of gases, nutrients and oxygen takes place between the maternal blood and

fetal blood. There are 2 main arteries.

• Umbilical Vein

Vein that carries nutrients and oxygen away from the placenta to the growing fetus. It also

carries oxygen and nutrient rich blood. There is only 1 main vein.

• Fetus doesn't use its lungs for gas exchange, only a small amount of blood is pumped to

fetal lungs in order to support their development.

Umbilical Abnormalities

• Single Umbilical Artery

One artery instead of two will result in chromosomal abnormalities. Some of these defects

include poor fetal growth, preterm delivery, and still births. This can be detected by a

routine ultrasound. If an ultrasound is done and no other complications or abnormalities

are detected, the baby will usually be born healthy.
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• Umbilical Prolapse

This condition usually happens when a cord is too long. The baby may be born prematurely

or will be breech.

• Umbilical Nuchal Loops

This condition happens when the umbilical cord is wrapped around the baby's head at least

one or more times. This can be detected when a baby is in stress or by a simple ultrasound.

In most cases the mother will have a cesarean delivery. In other cases the cord may be

wrapped around the hands or feet.

• Vasa Previa

This occurs in one in every 3,000 births, which can become life-threatening for the unborn

baby. This complication happens when the umbilical cord inserts abnormally in the fetal

membranes of the placenta, which appears abnormally shaped or positioned. Major risks

include unprotected fetal blood vessels cross the cervix, oftentimes rupturing the mem-

branes. Also, lack of blood pressure due from pressure, causes the loss of oxygen to the

baby. Women who will be at risk for this would be those who already have experienced

placenta previa or have used in vitro fertilization.

• Umbilical Cord Knots

About 1% of babies are born with one or more knots in their umbilical cord. Some knots

happen during labor; others happen from moving around in the womb. Most knots occur

when the umbilical cord is too long. In some cases the knots can become tight, cutting off

the oxygen supply to the baby. Cord knots result in miscarriages and stillbirth in 5% and

10% of most cases. Most will require a cesarean delivery.

• Umbilical Clotting

This is more common with genetic defects, such as Factor V Leiden. This complication will

prevent blood flow to and from the baby and many times will cause the placenta to also

clot and die. If this is not caught early enough, the baby will die of starvation in the womb.

A simple ultrasound can determine if there are problems with the blood flow.
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16.9 Pregnancy from the mother's perspective

Figure 140 Growth of the uterus in a pregnant female.

An initial sign of pregnancy is amenorrhea, or the absence of menstruation. Menses cease

because the blastocyte begins the release of hCG or human chorionic gonadotropin. Most

pregnancy tests are specifically designed to recognize the presence of hCG, and hCG levels

can be tested through the mothers blood to learn whether or not a pregnancy is progressing

normally.

Human pregnancy lasts approximately 40 weeks from the time of the last menstrual cycle

to childbirth (38 weeks from fertilization). The medical term for a pregnant woman is
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genetalian, just as the medical term for the potential baby is embryo (early weeks) and then

fetus (until birth). A woman who is pregnant for the first time is known as a primigravida

or gravida 1: a woman who has never been pregnant is known as a gravida 0; similarly, the

terms para 0, para 1 and so on are used for the number of times a woman has given birth.

In many societies' medical and legal definitions, human pregnancy is somewhat arbitrarily

divided into three trimester periods, as a means to simplify reference to the different stages

of fetal development. The first trimester period carries the highest risk of miscarriage

(spontaneous death of embryo or fetus). During the second trimester the development of

the fetus can start to be monitored and diagnosed. The third trimester marks the beginning

of viability, which means the fetus might survive if an early birth occurs.

16.9.1 Changing Body

Figure 141

As soon as a woman becomes pregnant, her body begins to change so that it can support

both herself and the unborn baby. All of the body functions start to work much harder.

The heart has to pump more blood around the body, in particular to the womb, placenta,

and the fetus. As well as physical demands, pregnancy also causes a range of emotional

reactions.

• The first trimester, the first twelve weeks, little is visible.

• The second trimester, 13-27Weeks, the waistline is rapidly growing, the abdomen becomes

noticeably pregnant.

• The third trimester, 28-40 weeks, the body expands rapidly and the womb enlarges and

presses against the diaphragm.
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First Trimester

In the early weeks the mother is likely to be more tired. As the uterus begins to grow, the

”bump” becomes noticeable. This is a good time to start looking into options on birthing

and doctors.

• Physical feelings: tiredness, nausea, constipation, frequent urination, food cravings,

change in size of breasts, fainting or dizziness, bloated stomach, and high emotions.

Second Trimester

The mother will probably be feeling full of energy and excitement.

• Physical feelings: More energy, constipation, heartburn, and indigestion. The breasts

continue to grow, as does an increase in appetite. There is mild swelling in the feet,

ankles, hands, and face. There is also more baby movement. There may be emotional

ups and downs in the feeling of pregnancy, and short-term memory may be poor.

• The hormones estrogen, progesterone, human placental lactogen, oxytocin, and prolactin

prepare the body for feeding the baby, and cause the breasts to enlarge, becoming painful

and tender.

• The fetus, placenta, and amniotic fluid account for just over a third of the weight

gain during pregnancy. The remaining weight comes from increased blood volume, fluid

retention, and extra body fat. The suggested weight gain in most pregnancies is between

25-40 lbs.

Third Trimester

Physical feelings

Shortness of breath, tiredness, difficulty in moving and sleeping, and frequent urination.

The emotional mood swings ease off, but the mother begins to feel less enthusiastic about

being pregnant. She may become impatient and restless and just wants for the birth to be

over.

• The body is changing to cope with the ever increasing size of the womb. The baby grows

and pushes out the lower back of the mother. The breathing rate of the baby is growing

very quickly. At this stage, the mother should feel the movements of the fetus. Other

signs may be the nipples secreting colostrum, Braxton-Hicks' contractions may begin,

and blood flow to the womb has increased tenfold since conception.

16.9.2 Prenatal Care

Once the female confirms her pregnancy, she will need to find out her physical condition

and what to expect in the coming months. Women typically begin pre-natal care at ap-

proximately 8-10 weeks gestation, and pregnancy care should continue until approximately

6 weeks postpartum. The main purpose of the prenatal visits is to perform preventative

medicine. Most complications in pregnancy are best treated if they are caught early on. A

series of tests will be performed throughout the pregnancy to judge the mother and fetus'

well-being including:
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• Mother's history

• Urine tests for glucose, protein, and infection

• The mother's weight

• Blood tests such as a complete blood count, HIV test, or the triple screen which is test

used most commonly to look for neural tube defects and Downs Syndrome.

• Physical examination

• Blood pressure

• Fetal heart monitoring

• Ultrasound scans

• Non-stress tests

Continuous care is the best way to ensure a healthy mother and baby.

16.10 Labor and Birth

Labor is defined as contractions and cervical change, contractions alone are not labor.

• Pre-Labor Signs: as your body is preparing for labor, there are a few things that should

be expected to happen within four to six weeks of labor.

1. Pressure on the pelvic area

2. Occasional brownish discharge

3. Energy level is noticeably increasing or decreasing

4. Loss of the mucus plug (does not always exist)/increasing discharge

5. Braxton Hicks contractions (painless contraction of the uterus)

6. Movement of the baby into the pelvis

• False Labor Signs: there are a few signs that indicate false labor.

1. Timing of the contractions are irregular and do not become more frequent or more

intense

2. Contractions stop during rest, stopping what the mother is doing, walking, or changing

position

3. Inconsistent in strength (strong one minute then weak the next)

4. Location of pain is in the front only

• True Labor

1. Pain in the lower back, radiating towards the front abdomen, possibly also the legs

2. Contractions increase in strength and are closer together; coming now on a regular

basis, 30 to 70 seconds apart

3. The mucous plug is detached, showing bloody discharge

4. The water breaks (usually this does not break until the doctor does it), when this

happens, contractions become much stronger

5. Some women have the sudden need to go to the bathroom, diarrhea is common

6. Contractions continue despite movement

7. The cervix is thinning and dilating

When the contractions of labor begin, the walls of the uterus start to contract. They

are stimulated by the release of the pituitary hormone oxytocin. The contractions cause

the cervix to widen and begin to open. As labor progresses the amniotic sac can rupture
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causing a slow or a fast gush of fluids. Labor usually begins within a 24 hour period after

the amniotic sac has ruptured. As contractions become closer and stronger the cervix will

gradually start to dilate. The first stage of labor is broken into three parts:

• Early Phase First is the early phase of labor, when the cervix dilates from 1-4 centime-

ters, this can be the longest and most exhausting part for the mother.

• Active Phase The cervix dilates on average 1 cm per hour in the active phase of labor

dilating from 4-7 centimeters. If an epidural is requested it is usually given in this phase.

• Transition This is often considered the most intense part of labor with contractions

lasting longer and having shorter rest periods in between them. Dilation from 8-10 cen-

timeters occurs during transition. Some women experience nausea and vomiting during

this phase as well as rectal pressure and an urge to push.

At this point the labor enters the second stage, or the birth of the baby. The mother begins

pushing to aid in the birth of the baby, this part of labor can last minutes, or even hours.

A fetus usually delivered head first. 'Crowning' is the term used when the fetus' head

can be seen between the mothers labia as it emerges. At this point if necessary the birth

attendant may perform an episiotomy, which is a small surgical incision on the perineum.

This procedure is usually done to deliver the baby more quickly in response to fetal distress.

Figure 142 Diagram showing an episiotomie
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The third stage of labor is the delivery of the afterbirth (placenta).

Oxytocin continues to be released to shrink the size of the uterus and aid in the limiting of

blood loss from the site of the placenta. As the uterus shrinks the attachment site blood

vessels, some of which can be as large as an adult finger, shrink also. The average blood

loss in a routine vaginal delivery is 400-500 cc.

There are times when a mother may need outside aid in the delivery of the baby, some of

these methods include:

• Forceps, an instrument used to cradle the fetus' head and manipulate the head under the

pubic bone to more easily pass through the birth canal.

• Vacuum Extraction, a suction cup is applied to the baby's head, and a plunger is used

to suck any air from between the suction cup and the head to create a good seal. The

babies head is then manipulated through the birth canal. This usually leaves a baby's

head bruised, but the mark fades within weeks after birth.

Figure 143 C-section Birth

• Cesarean section, or C-section, is the delivery of a baby through a surgical abdominal

incision (Abdominal delivery - Abdominal birth - Cesarean section). A C-section delivery

is performed when a vaginal birth is not possible or is not safe for the mother or child.

Surgery is usually done while the woman is awake but anesthetized from the chest to

the legs by epidural or spinal anesthesia. An incision is made across the abdomen just
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above the pubic area. The uterus is opened, and often brought through the incision after

delivery for better visualization. The amniotic fluid is drained, and the baby is delivered.

The baby's mouth and nose are cleared of fluids, and the umbilical cord is clamped and

cut. After delivery a nursery nurse or pediatrician check the make sure that the baby is

breathing and responding. Due to a variety of medical and social factors, C-sections have

become fairly common; around 25% of births are performed by C-section. C-sections

carry some risks to mother and baby. Compared to a vaginal birth, the risks to mother

include increased risk of death, surgical injury, infection, postpartum depression, and

hemorrhage, although these are rare. Babies born by c-section are more likely to be

admitted to the ICU for breathing problems. Mothers are advised to carefully weigh the

risks of C-section versus vaginal birth.

Figure 144 Newborn baby
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16.10.1 Delivery Options

Hospital Births

The chances of having natural, uncomplicated birth are optimized by carefully selecting

your obstetrician and hospital. Doctors who work with midwives have lower cesarean

section rates because midwives handle less complicated pregnancies. Delivering babies by

abdominal surgery has been steadily rising in America over the past two decades, so that

now 22-30% of births in American hospitals are cesarean section. The U.S., despite having

the most advanced technology and highly trained medical personnel, ranks 23rd in infant

mortality and 18th in perinatal mortality.

Medical interventions such as epidural anesthesia, pitocin augmentation of labor, vacuum

extraction of fetus, episiotomy and separation of newborn and mother are common in

American hospitals. There are circumstances where medical procedures such as these

are necessary, but many parents and professionals now question the routine use of such

interventions. In some cases, the routine use of these procedures have lead to further

complications. For example, the epidural anesthetic, while providing pain relief, has shown

to increase the operative vaginal delivery rate (i.e. forceps and vacuum extraction rates

slightly) especially in first time mothers. Epidurals have not been shown to increase the

cesarean section rate in recent well documented studies.

Freestanding Birth Centers & Water Birth

”Freestanding” Birth Centers are not inside of or affiliated with a hospital. They are run

by collaboration of midwives or physicians. This is an alternative choice for the woman

who does not wish to birth in a hospital environment yet is not comfortable giving birth

at home. Birth centers do not provide any additional measure of safety than most planned

home births with qualified midwives; they may provide the expectant couple with the

physiological comfort necessary to enable the mother to relax.

Out of hospital birth centers are designed for women having low-risk pregnancies who want

drug-free birth with minimal intervention in a home-like environment. Family members

may participate in the birth. C-sections rates are lower than most hospitals because the

pregnancies are low risk. Freestanding Birth Centers are an alternative choice for a woman

who has had a previous cesarean and wishes to maximize her chances of a vaginal delivery.

However, vaginal birth attempts after a prior cesarean section have a 1-2% risk of uterine

rupture. Health insurance may cover costs. Many birth centers offer birthing tubs where

one can give birth in water.

Homebirth

Birth at home provides parents with intimacy, privacy, comfort and family-centered ex-

perience. Childbirth at home may be a safe option for healthy women having normal

pregnancies. It is for those who have a very strong desire for natural childbirth and who

are willing to take high degree of responsibility for their health care and baby's birth. At

home, the parents and midwife are in control of the birthing environment, and strict time

perimeters for length of labor are not imposed, or routine medical interventions such as

IVs done. However, the World Health Organization (WHO) states that ”giving birth in a

health facility (not necessarily a hospital) with professional staff is safer by far than doing

so at home.” (The World Health Report 2005). Also, the American College of Obstetri-
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cians and Gynecologists (ACOG) opposes out of hospital births. In choosing the comfort

of home parents are also choosing to be further away from lifesaving measures should

complications arise.

Homebirth midwives provide complete prenatal care including monthly visits, laboratory

tests, screening for infections. They provide nutritional counseling and support for psycho-

social issues. There is a chance that a rare, but critical emergency might occur during the

birth where hospital services may not be able to be obtained quick enough. Again, the

WHO states that ”it is just before, during, and in the very first hours and days after

birth that life is most at risk,” (The World Health Report 2005) and that ”many of the

complications that result in maternal deaths and many that contribute to perinatal deaths

are unpredictable, and their onset can be both sudden and severe.” (WHO Birth and

Emergency Preparedness in Antenatal Care, 2006) Home birth midwives are trained to

know when an emergency requires medical interface and can provide stabilizing measures

until critical care can be obtained. While homebirth midwives generally have the training,

equipment, and medicine to handle many complications, there is great variation in training

and skill level among midwives. In choosing a homebirth midwife one should careful

examine credentials and training.

Figure 145 A newborn with umbilical

cord still attached (3 minutes.)
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16.10.2 Postpartum care

After the baby is born the umbilical cord is clamped and cut and the baby is looked over
by a doctor or nurse. The baby is given an APGAR score at one and five minutes after
birth. This is an analysis of how well the baby is performing its vital functions.

The five criteria of the Apgar score:

Score of 0 Score of 1 Score of 2 Acronym

Skin color blue all over blue at extremities normal Appearance

Heart rate absent <100 >100 Pulse

Reflex irritability no response

to stimulation

grimace/feeble cry

when stimulated

sneeze/cough/pulls

away

when stimulated

Grimace

Muscle tone none some flexion active movement Activity

Respiration absent weak or irregular strong Respiration

If tearing, or an episiotomy occurs the wound is closed with absorbable suture. The mother is

closely watched for blood loss, infection, or any other possible complications. Breastfeeding

should be initiated as soon as possible after delivery as the stimulation of oxytocin in the

mother aids in hemostasis.

16.11 Risks in Pregnancy

Pregnancies that warrant close attention usually come from an existing medical condition

such as asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, or a condition developed because of pregnancy. Condi-

tions that arise during pregnancy will require special treatment. The purpose of prenatal

care is to detect these conditions, and to monitor and deal with them before they become

serious.

• Preeclampsia is the medical term for high blood pressure during pregnancy. It is also

characterized by edema, blurry vision, liver pain, and can progress into Eclampsia in

which the mother can experience seizures, coma or even death.

• Gestational Diabetes is diabetes mellitus that develops during pregnancy. All women

should be tested for the condition at about 28 weeks gestation. Gestational and pre-

existing diabetes can cause large for gestational age babies, a sudden drop in a neonates

blood sugar after birth, and has a high risk for stillbirth

Other serious risks include:

• Teratogens (substances that cause birth defects including alcohol and certain prescrip-

tion and recreational drugs)

• Infection (such as rubella or cytomegalovirus) An infection in the eleventh week is less

likely to damage the heart, but the baby may be born deaf.

• Genetics (such as Factor V Leiden) Diabetes, blood conditions, etc.

• Radiation (ionizing radiation such as X-rays, radiation therapy, or accidental exposure

to radiation)

• Nutritional deficiencies

• Fetal Alcohol Syndrome or FAS exposure is the leading known cause of mental re-

tardation in the Western world. It is a disorder of permanent birth defects that occurs in
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the offspring of women who drink alcohol during pregnancy, depending on the amount,

frequency, and timing of alcohol consumption. Alcohol crosses the placental barrier and

can stunt fetal growth or weight, create distinctive facial stigmata, damage neurons and

brain structures, and cause other physical, mental, or behavioral problems. Drinking

during pregnancy should be avoided. Women who drink more than 4 or 5 drinks per day

may cause permanent damage to their fetus, including, behavioral problems, sight and

hearing loss, deformed organs and central nervous system dysfunction.

• Smoking can cause low birth weight, still birth, birth defects, preterm births and im-

mature lung development. It can also contribute to addiction in the child's later teen

years.

• Illegal Drugs can be the most devastating. Risks include SIDS (Sudden Infants Death

Syndrome), learning disorders, birth defects, uncontrollable trembling, hyperactive, and

drug dependency. Most drugs can be tested by a simple urine or blood test.

• Medications. All medication use should be discussed with your doctor. Many over the

counter and prescription drugs have warning labels. Follow these precautions to help

avoid birth defects or other related problems.

16.11.1 Miscarriage

Miscarriage or spontaneous abortion is the natural or spontaneous end of a pregnancy at a

stage where the embryo or the fetus is incapable of surviving, generally defined in humans

at a gestation of prior to 20 weeks. Miscarriages are the most common complication of

pregnancy. Basic Facts: 15-20% of pregnancies end in miscarriage, 70% of the time there is

a chromosomal abnormality with the fetus, and one miscarriage does not increase your risk

in the next pregnancy. Miscarriage is almost never the mother's fault.

If the products of conception are not completely expelled after fetal death this is known

as a missed abortion and is usually treated surgically by a procedure known as a D&C or

dilation and curettage.

16.11.2 Bleeding During Pregnancy

Vaginal bleeding at any stage should be taken seriously. Severe bleeding in the early weeks

may be a sign of miscarriage. However, 25% of pregnant patient bleed in the first trimester.

After 24 weeks the mother should seek medical advice immediately. Third trimester bleeding

in pregnancy is often one of the first signs of placenta previa; placenta is across the opening

of the cervix. An ultrasound should be performed to establish the location. Other causes

of late term bleeding include:

• Preterm Labor or labor that occurs before 38 weeks gestation that can have multiple

causes

• Placental Abruption is a condition in which the placenta is torn away from the uterine

wall causing loss of oxygen and nutrients to the baby, and hemorrhage of mother and baby

from the large blood vessels in the placenta. Most women, but not all experience heavy

bleeding and abdominal pain. This is a life threatening emergency as a fetus can only

survive as long as 50% of the placenta is still attached.
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16.11.3 Blood Conditions

Individuals either have, or do not have, the Rhesus factor (or Rh D antigen) on the surface

of their red blood cells. This is usually indicated by 'RhD positive' (does have the RhD

antigen) or 'RhD negative' (does not have the antigen) suffix to the ABO blood type i.e.

A+ B- blood typing. This is a problem only when an Rh-negative woman has a partner

who is Rh-positive resulting in an Rh-positive baby. If the mother's and the baby's blood

come into contact during the birth, her body produces antibodies against the baby's blood.

This problem usually does not affect the current pregnancy but can be dangerous for future

pregnancies as the antibodies stay in the blood causing an immune response against future

Rh+ fetus. In essence the mother's body ”rejects” the fetus as it would a foreign body.

A drug called Rhogam is now given by injection given at 28-30 weeks gestation and given

again if there is confirmation that the baby is Rh positive within 24 hours after birth to

protect the future pregnancies. Rh isoimmunization is rare in our day. Rh- mothers should

also be given the injection after miscarriage or abortion.

If a mother is untreated they are at risk to subsequently deliver babies who suffer from

hemolytic disease of the newborn. Hemolytic disease of the newborn, also known as HDN,

is an alloimmune condition that develops in a fetus, when the IgG antibodies that have been

produced by the mother and have passed through the placenta include ones which attack

the red blood cells in the fetal circulation. The red cells are broken down and the fetus can

develop reticulocytosis and anemia. This fetal disease ranges from mild to very severe, and

fetal death from heart failure (hydrops fetalis) can occur. When the disease is moderate or

severe, many erythroblasts are present in the fetal blood and so these forms of the disease can

be called erythroblastosis fetalis (or erythroblastosis foetalis). Hemolysis leads to elevated

bilirubin levels. After delivery bilirubin is no longer cleared (via the placenta) from the

neonate's blood and the symptoms of jaundice (yellowish skin and yellow discoloration of

the whites of the eyes) increase within 24 hours after birth. Like any other severe neonatal

jaundice, there is the possibility of acute or chronic kernicterus. Profound anemia can cause

high-output heart failure, with pallor, enlarged liver and/or spleen, generalized swelling, and

respiratory distress. The prenatal manifestations are known as hydrops fetalis; in severe

forms this can include petechiae and purpura. The infant may be stillborn or die shortly

after birth.

16.11.4 Other Abnormalities

Physical and Genetic Defects: Physical anomalies are present at birth. Examples are;

cardiac, facial (such as cleft palate), club foot, etc. These do not always endanger the

baby's life. 1-2% of babies are born with a significant congenital abnormality. 4-6% with

something relatively minor.

• Chromosomal Abnormalities: Occur when there is a problem in the baby's genetic

makeup; these include conditions such as Down syndrome. Other genetic defects, such

as cystic fibrosis, can be inherited from the parents.
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16.12 Staying Healthy

Pregnancy and childbirth place great demands, it is important to keep healthy. The more

healthy and relaxed the mother is, the better it will be to cope with the demands of preg-

nancy. A healthy lifestyle combines many factors:

Balanced Diet

A poor diet can cause a low birth weight. Excessive weight gain during pregnancy can cause

back problems, varicose veins, or indicate preeclampsia. Advice on diet often includes to

eat foods that are high in nutritional content. Sufficient protein, vitamins, carbohydrates,

fats, and minerals, as well as fiber. Limit intake of saturated fats and sugar, and salt.

Drink plenty of fluids.

Regular Exercise

Mild exercise, such as walking or swimming, is beneficial and will help cope with the

workload of pregnancy and the demands of labor. Mother's should listen to her body and

stop exercising when it tells her to. Exercise should never be painful.

Baby's Health

Smoking reduces the oxygen and nutrients passing via the placenta to the baby. Avoid

alcohol to avoid serious birth defects.

16.13 In vitro Fertilization and Artificial Implantation

Figure 146 Oocyte is injected with sperm outside of the womb.

An alternative when other methods of achieving contraception have failed.
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In vitro fertilization (IVF) is a technique in which egg cells are fertilized by sperm outside

the woman's womb. IVF is a major treatment in infertility when other methods of achieving

conception have failed. The process involves hormonally controlling the ovulatory process,

removing ova (eggs) from the woman's ovaries and letting sperm fertilize them in a fluid

medium. The fertilized egg (zygote) is then transferred to the patient's uterus with the

intent to establish a successful pregnancy.

The term in vitro, from the Latin root, is used, because early biological experiments involv-

ing cultivation of tissues outside the living organism from which they came, were carried

out in glass containers such as beakers, test tubes, or petri dishes.

While the overall live birth rate via IVF in the U.S. is about 27% per cycle (33% pregnancy

rate), the chances of a successful pregnancy via IVF vary widely based on the age of the

woman (or, more precisely, on the age of the eggs involved). Where the woman's own

eggs are used as opposed to those of a donor, for women under 35, the pregnancy rate is

commonly approximately 43% per cycle (37% live birth), while for women over 40, the rate

falls drastically - to only 4% for women over 42. Other factors that determine success rates

include the quality of the eggs and sperm, the duration of the infertility, the health of the

uterus, and the medical expertise. It is a common practice for IVF programmes to boost

the pregnancy rate by placing multiple embryos during embryo transfer. A flip side of this

practice is a higher risk of multiple pregnancy, itself associated with obstetric complications.

Embryo cryopreservationIf multiple embryos are generated, patients may choose to

freeze embryos that are not transferred. Those embryos are placed in liquid nitrogen and

can be preserved for a long time. There are currently 500,000 frozen embryos in the United

States. The advantage is that patients who fail to conceive may become pregnant using

such embryos without having to go through a full IVF cycle. Or, if pregnancy occurred,

they could return later for another pregnancy.
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16.14 Embryonic stem cells

Figure 147 Pluripotent, embryonic stem cells originate as inner mass cells with in a

blastocyst. The stem cells can become any tissue in the body, excluding a placenta. Only

the morula's cells are totipotent, able to become all tissues and a placenta.

Embryonic Celtic cell lines (ES cell lines) are cultures of cells derived from the epiblast

tissue of the inner cell mass (ICM) of a blastocyst. A blastocyst is an early stage embryo

- approximately 4 to 5 days old in humans and consisting of 50-150 cells. ES cells are

pluripotent, and give rise during development to all derivatives of the three primary germ

layers: ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm. In other words, they can develop into each of

the more than 200 cell types of the adult body when given sufficient and necessary stimu-

lation for a specific cell type. They do not contribute to the extra-embryonic membranes

or the placenta. This means they can become any kind of human tissue (ie. heart tissue,

nerve tissue, etc.).
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When given no stimuli for differentiation, ES cells will continue to divide in vitro and each

daughter cell will remain pluripotent. The pluripotency of ES cells has been rigorously

demonstrated in vitro and in vivo, thus they can be indeed classified as stem cells.

Because of their unique combined abilities of unlimited expansion and pluripotency, em-

bryonic stem cells are a potential source for regenerative medicine and tissue replacement

after injury or disease. To date, no approved medical treatments have been derived from

embryonic stem cell research. This is not surprising considering that many nations currently

have moratoria (suspension of practices) on either ES cell research or the production of new

ES cell lines.

There exists a widespread controversy over stem cell research that emanates from the tech-

niques used in the creation and usage of stem cells. Embryonic stem cell research is partic-

ularly controversial because, with the present state of technology, starting a stem cell line

requires the destruction of a human embryo and/or therapeutic cloning. Opponents of the

research argue that this practice is a slippery slope to reproductive cloning and tantamount

to the instrumentalization of a human being. Contrarily, some medical researchers in the

field argue that it is necessary to pursue embryonic stem cell research because the resul-

tant technologies are expected to have significant medical potential, and that the embryos

used for research are only those meant for destruction anyway (as a product of in vitro

fertilization). This in turn, conflicts with opponents in the pro-life movement, who argue

that an embryo is a human being and therefore entitled to dignity even if legally slated

for destruction. The ensuing debate has prompted authorities around the world to seek

regulatory frameworks and highlighted the fact that stem cell research represents a social

and ethical challenge.

• Reproductive Cloning

Reproductive Cloning is a technology used to generate an animal that contains the same

nuclear DNA as another currently or previously existing animal. Scientists transfer the

genetic material from the nucleus of a donor adult cell to an egg whose nucleus, and thus its

genetic material has been removed. The egg containing the DNA, now reconstructed, has

to be treated with chemicals or electric current in order to stimulate cell division. Once the

cloned embryo reaches a suitable stage, it is transferred to the uterus of a female host to

continue development until birth. Currently this is illegal to practice in the United States.

• Therapeutic Cloning

Recent research by researchers led by Anthony Atala of Wake Forest University and a team

from Harvard University has found that amniotic fluid, in addition to its main functions

of cushioning a growing fetus and providing buoyancy, is also a plentiful source of non-

embryonic stem cells. These cells have demonstrated the ability to differentiate into a

number of different cell-types, including brain, liver and bone.

Therapeutic Cloning refers to a procedure that allows the cloning of specific body parts and

organs to be used for medical purposes. Although this has not been realized, much research

is being done on the subject.
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16.15 Pregnancy and Lactation

A mother's milk is ideal because it meets the baby's specific needs. Lactation is a neuroen-

docrine response in milk production. Sucking stimulates the sensory nerve endings in the

nipples and sends stimulus to the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus stimulates anterior

pituitary and prolactin is released. In milk let-down the sucking stimulates sensory nerves

in the nipples. This stimulates the hypothalamus which then stimulates the posterior pi-

tuitary and releases oxytocin. Sucking also stimulates contraction of the cells around the

alveoli in the mammary cells. Milk then flows into the milk ducts causing milk let-down.

Breast milk provides all the nutrients required for the first 4-6 months. It contains carbohy-

drates (such as lactose), fats (such as linoleic acid), and easily digestible proteins (such as

alpha-lactalbumin). Breast milk also contains an adequate supply of vitamins and minerals,

digestive enzymes, hormones and immunological factors.

The first milk produced after birth is called colostrum. This is synthesized during the

end of pregnancy and 3-5 days of postpartum. It is very high in protein and low in fat

and carbohydrates, and contains immunoglobulins. This help the baby have a first bowel

movement and prevent jaundice. The bowel movement that results from the colostrum is a

different color and consistency than future bowel movements once the mother's milk comes

in. In some cultures the colostrum is discarded because of the difference, but what they do

not know is that it is the best thing for the baby.

The composition varies in breast milk during feeding, and over time with development of

the baby. When breastfeeding there are three names for the composition of the milk: the

fore milk, present during the beginning of breastfeeding; mid is the middle of feeding; and

hind which is toward the end of the feeding and contains a composition high in fat.

When breastfeeding the female should consider the types of food that will be consumed.

If the mother is on a low fat diet or if foods like garlic, broccoli, and onions are eaten, it

may affect the baby's preference for breast feeding. Also, the mother should consider not

breastfeeding after the consumption of alcohol, caffeine, smoking, and certain medications.

Barriers of breastfeeding are lack of professional and social support, misinformation, embar-

rassment, early discharge form the hospital without instruction, and returning to work or

school without adequate lactation rooms and if the mother refuses to tend breastfed infant.

When breastfeeding initiate as soon after delivery as possible, position the baby correctly,

feed on demand from both breasts at each feeding and at least 10 minutes on each breast.

Additionally there should be a good educator in the case the infant is not latching on.

A common problem that may happen when breastfeeding is mastitis, which is an inflam-

mation of one or both breasts and is usually associated with the infection of a blocked milk

duct during lactation. The symptoms include flu-like symptoms, red streaks on the breast,

and hot skin. Antibiotics may be necessary to clear the infection. Thrush may also happen

and could be passed between mom and baby. A symptom of thrush includes white flecks

on tongue, and the baby and mother should be treated by a doctor.

Breast milk is recommended through the first 12 months. Supplementation of cow's milk is

not recommended due to the high protein that would cause liver damage to the baby.

Why breastfeed?
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• It is easily digested

• Composition changes with infant needs

• Changes during a feeding, high in fat at the end of feeding

• Antibodies in milk

• Breastfeeding moms miss less work because babies are sick less

• Fewer allergies

• Less spit-up

• Less constipation and diarrhea

• Better jaw development

• Decreased risk of SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome)

• Higher IQ

• Decreased risk of diabetes, Crohn's Disease, Celiac Sprue

• Bonding

• Convenient, always at the correct temperature and ready to go

• Less expensive

• Helps the uterus return to normal size more quickly

• Less incidence of postpartum “blues”

• Lower risk of breast cancer

• Lower risk of osteoporosis

16.16 Postpartum Depression

Having a baby is usually one of the happiest times in a woman's life, but for some women, it

can include times of sadness and depression. More women actually suffer from postpartum

depression than we really know. Women usually ignore the emotional and physical signs,

dealing with their feelings on their own.

Postpartum depression affects approximately 10 to 15 percent of new mothers. It often

causes anxiety and obsession about caring for the baby or the cleanliness of the home. It

may cause changes in sleep patterns and affect relationships including the ability to form a

bond with the baby and other family members. Some mothers with postpartum depression

have thoughts of wanting to die or of hurting the baby. If the symptoms are so severe that

they keep the mother from being able to function, medical treatment is necessary.

Baby blues are common due to rapid hormonal changes but resolve after 1-2 weeks. Post-

partum depression is characterized by persisting symptoms, and the mother should notify

her provider immediately.

16.17 Testing Your Knowledge

Answers for these questions can be found here1

1. Is at this stage that an egg implants in the uterine lining

A) morula

1
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Pregnancy_and_birth
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B) zygote

C) blastocyst

D) embryoblast

2. Which part of the embryoblast will become the central nervous system in development

A) ectogerm

B) mesoderm

C) endoderm

3. This hormone is only produced in the human body when a woman is pregnant

A) estrogen

B) HCG

C) progesterone

D) FSH

E) LH

4. By this week of pregnancy, the beginnings of all major organs have formed

A) 4

B) 7

C) 5

D) 6

E) 8

5. Stem cells are found in the embryoblast and use of them is very controversial, another

place to find stem cells that are usable to treat leukemia and other disorders is the

A) morula

B) chorion

C) amnion

D) amniotic fluid

E) umbilical cord

6. The cervix dilates on an average of ______ per hour in the active phase of labor

A) 2 mm

B) 2 cm

C) 1mm

D) 1 cm

7. The contractions of the uterus are stimulated by the release of
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A) oxytocin

B) FSH

C) LH

D) prolactin

E) estrogen

8. A sign of pre-labor is

A) irregular contractions

B) pain in the front only

C) loss of the mucus plug

D) contractions stop during rest

9. This is the most common complication of pregnancy

A) preclampcia

B) miscarriage

C) smoking

D) Rh factor

E) teratogens

10. Sue decides to breastfeed because she has been told that colostrum contains

A) high protein

B) low fat

C) immunoglobulins

D) all of the above

E) none of the above

11. What is the first milk after birth called?

A) thrush

B) mastitis

C) colostrum

D) milk let down

16.18 Glossary

Abruption: Premature separation of the placenta from the wall of the womb

Amnion: An embryonic membrane that encircles a developing fetus and contains amniotic

fluid.
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Amniocentesis: A procedure in which a small sample of amniotic fluid is removed from

around the fetus

Amniotic fluid: The fluid surrounding the fetus

Amniotomy: (artificial rupture of membranes, ARM) Breaking the membranes using a

special plastic hook

Anemia: Lack of hemoglobin in red blood cells, due to iron deficiency or disease

Antepartum Hemorrhage: (APH) Vaginal bleeding that happens after 24 weeks of

pregnancy and before delivery

Breech: The baby is lying bottom down in the womb

Celiac sprue: Nutrient absorption impairment which is improved when gluten is removed

form the diet. Characteristic mucosal lesion of the small intestine.

Cephalic: The baby is lying head down in the womb

Chorion: The embryonic membrane that forms the outermost covering around the devel-

oping fetus.

Chorion Villus Sampling: (CVS) A method for sampling placental tissue for genetic or

chromosome studies.

Colostrum the fluid that is made late in pregnancy and the first few days postpartum in

the breast that contains immunologic substances and essential nutrients.

Cleavage: The early successive divisions of embryonic cells into smaller and smaller cells.

Cilia: The fine hairs that line the fallopian tubes'

Cordocentesis: The procedure for taking blood from the fetal umbilical cord via a needle

through the mother’s abdomen

Copulation: (Coitus, sexual intercourse) is the procreative act of a man's erect penis is

inserted into a woman's vagina. At climax, semen is ejaculated from the penis at the cervix

of the uterus. Sperm then propel themselves into the uterine tubes where fertilization may

occur if an egg is present.

Crohn's disease: Skip lesions in the colon and is a malabsorptive disease.

Cystitis: Infection of the bladder

Dizygous: Not identical (fraternal) twins

Doppler: A form of ultrasound used specially to investigate blood flow in the placenta or

in the fetus

Down Syndrome: (Trisomy 21) A disorder caused by the presence of an extra chromosome

21 in the cells

Ectopic Pregnancy: A pregnancy that develops outside of the womb

Edema: Swelling of the fingers, legs, toes, and face.

Embryo: The medical term for the baby from conception to about six weeks
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Engagement: The process in which the head of the baby moves down from high in the

mother's abdomen and settles deeper into her pelvis in preparation for birth. This can

happen any time between 36 weeks and labor.

Epidural Anesthesia: A method of numbing the nerves of the lower spinal cord to ensure

a pain-free labor

Episiotomy: A cut of the perineum and vagina performed to make the delivery easier

External Fetal Monitor: An electronic monitor used to record the fetal heartbeat and

mother’s contractions

Fallopian Tubes: (uterine tubes) Two tubular structures (one on each side of the womb)

leading from the ovaries to the uterus

Fertilization: The union of an egg cell and a sperm cell is present wherein 23 chromo-

somes from each parent come together to form a zygote. After sperm penetrates, the ovum

undergoes a chemical change to prevent other sperm from entering. Multiple births can

occur from complete division of the conceptus during early cleavage or from fertilization

of multiple ova. Birth control techniques are designed to prevent ovulation or to prevent

fertilization by barriers, that keep sperm and ova separated.

Fetus: Medical term for the baby from six weeks after conception until birth

Forceps: Metal instruments that fit on either side of the baby's head and are used to help

deliver the baby

Fundus: The top of the womb

Germ layer: Layers of cells within an embryo that form the body organs during develop-

ment.

Glial Cells (neuroglia; glia): Non-neuronal cells that provide support and nutrition, main-

tain homeostasis, form myelin, and participate in signal transmission in the nervous system.

In the human brain, glia are estimated to outnumber neurons by about 10 to 1.

Glial cells provide support and protection for neurons, the other main type of cell in the

central nervous system. They are thus known as the ”glue” of the nervous system. The

four main functions of glial cells are to surround neurons and hold them in place, to supply

nutrients and oxygen to neurons, to insulate one neuron from another, and to destroy

pathogens and remove dead neurons.

Hemoglobin: (Hb)The oxygen carrying constituent of red blood cells

Induction of labor: (IOL) the procedure for initiating labor artificially

In utero death: (IUD)the death of the unborn fetus after 24 weeks

In vitro fertilization: (IVF) a method of assisted conception in which fertilization occurs

outside the mother's and the embryo is replaced in the womb

Lanugo: fine hair that covers the fetus in the womb

Lochia: blood loss after birth

Mastitis inflammation of the breast most frequently in lactation.
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Neonatal: baby less than 28 days old

Nuchal scan: special ultrasound scan that gives an estimate of the risk of Down syndrome

Oocyte: one egg that is released from the ovary at each ovulation

Placenta: The structure by which an unborn child is attached to it's mother's uterine wall

and through which it is nourished.

Postnatal: After birth

Prenatal: Before birth

Quickening: The process that occurs between the seventeenth and twentieth weeks of fetal

development, the fetus's leg bones achieve their final relative proportions. In this process

the muscles contract, causing movement at the fetus's sinovial joints. The joint movement

enhances the nutrition of the articular cartilage and prevents the fusion of connective tissues

within the joint. It also promotes bone hardening. It is this stage, where the fetus's bones

become more developed and harder, that the mother begins to notice fetal movement.

Rudimentary: Basic; minimal; with less than, or only the minimum, necessary

Thrush: Creamy white flakes on a red papillae on tongue and tongue may be enlarged.

Umbilical cord: The cord like structures that connects the fetus to the placenta.

Zygote: A cell produced by the fusion of an egg and a sperm; a fertilized egg cell.
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17 Genetics and Inheritance

17.1 Introduction

w:Natural Selection1Genetics is the science of the way traits are passed from parent to

offspring. For all forms of life, continuity of the species depends upon the genetic code

being passed from parent to offspring. Evolution by natural selection is dependent on traits

being heritable. Genetics is very important in human physiology because all attributes of

the human body are affected by a person’s genetic code. It can be as simple as eye color,

height, or hair color. Or it can be as complex as how well your liver processes toxins,

whether you will be prone to heart disease or breast cancer, and whether you will be color

blind. Defects in the genetic code can be tragic. For example: Down Syndrome, Turner

Syndrome, and Klinefelter's Syndrome are diseases caused by chromosomal abnormalities.

Cystic fibrosis is caused by a single change in the genetic sequence. Genetic inheritance

begins at the time of conception. You inherited 23 chromosomes from your mother and

23 from your father. Together they form 22 pairs of autosomal chromosomes and a pair

of sex chromosomes (either XX if you are female, or XY if you are male). Homologous

chromosomes have the same genes in the same positions, but may have different alleles

(varieties) of those genes. There can be many alleles of a gene within a population, but an

individual within that population only has two copies, and can be homozygous (both copies

the same) or heterozygous (the two copies are different) for any given gene.

w:Human Genome Project2Genetics is important to medicine. As more is understood about

how genetics affects certain defects and diseases, cures and treatments can be more readily

developed for these disorders. The sequence of the human genome (approximately 3 bil-

lion base pairs in a human haploid genome with an estimated 20,000-25,000 protein-coding

genes) was completed in 2003, but we are far from understanding the functions and regula-

tions of all the genes. In some ways medicine is moving from diagnosis based on symptoms

towards diagnosis based on genetics, and we are moving into what many are calling the age

of personalized medicine.

17.1.1 DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the macromolecule that stores the information neces-

sary to build structural and functional cellular components. It also provides the basis for

inheritance when DNA is passed from parent to offspring. The union of these concepts

about DNA allows us to devise a working definition of a gene. A gene is a segment of

DNA that codes for the synthesis of a protein and acts as a unit of inheritance that can

be transmitted from generation to generation. The external appearance (phenotype) of an

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural%20Selection

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human%20Genome%20Project
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organism is determined to a large extent by the genes it inherits (genotype). Thus, one can

begin to see how variation at the DNA level can cause variation at the level of the entire

organism. These concepts form the basis of genetics and evolutionary theory.

17.1.2 Gene

Figure 148 rotating animation of a DNA molecule.

A gene is made up of short sections of DNA which are contained on a chromosome within

the nucleus of a cell. Genes control the development and function of all organs and all

working systems in the body. A gene has a certain influence on how the cell works; the

same gene in many different cells determines a certain physical or biochemical feature of the
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whole body (e.g. eye color or reproductive functions). All human cells hold approximately

30,000 different genes. Even though each cell has identical copies of all of the same genes,

different cells express or repress different genes. This is what accounts for the differences

between, let's say, a liver cell and a brain cell. Genotype is the actual pair of genes that a

person has for a trait of interest. For example, a woman could be a carrier for hemophilia

by having one normal copy of the gene for a particular clotting protein and one defective

copy. A Phenotype is the organism’s physical appearance as it relates to a certain trait.

In the case of the woman carrier, her phenotype is normal (because the normal copy of

the gene is dominant to the defective copy). The phenotype can be for any measurable

trait, such as eye color, finger length, height, physiological traits like the ability to pump

calcium ions from mucosal cells, behavioral traits like smiles, and biochemical traits like

blood types and cholesterol levels. Genotype cannot always be predicted by phenotype (we

would not know the woman was a carrier of hemophilia just based on her appearance), but

can be determined through pedigree charts or direct genetic testing. Even though genotype

is a strong predictor of phenotype, environmental factors can also play a strong role in

determining phenotype. Identical twins, for example, are genetic clones resulting from the

early splitting of an embryo, but they can be quite different in personality, body mass, and

even fingerprints.

17.1.3 Genetics

Genetics (from the Greek genno = give birth) is the science of genes, heredity, and the

variation of organisms. The word ”genetics” was first suggested to describe the study of

inheritance and the science of variation by prominent British scientist William Bateson in

a personal letter to Adam Sedgwick, dated April 18, 1905. Bateson first used the term

”genetics” publicly at the Third International Conference on Genetics (London, England)

in 1906.

Heredity and variations form the basis of genetics. Humans apply knowledge of genetics in

prehistory with the domestication and breeding of plants and animals. In modern research,

genetics provide important tools for the investigation of the function of a particular gene,

e.g., analysis of genetic interactions. Within organisms, genetic information is generally

carried in chromosomes, where it is represented in the chemical structure of particular

DNA molecules.
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Figure 149 diagram showing the seven characters observed by Mendel

Genes encode the information necessary for synthesizing the amino-acid sequences in pro-

teins, which in turn play a large role in determining the final phenotype, or physical ap-

pearance of the organism., or in case case sun energized protein In diploid organisms, a

dominant allele on one chromosome will mask the expression of a recessive allele on the

other. While most genes are dominant/recessive, others may be codominant or show differ-

ent patterns of expression. The phrase ”to code for” is often used to mean a gene contains

the instructions about a particular protein, (as in the gene codes for the protein). The ”one

gene, one protein” concept is now known to be the simplistic. For example, a single gene

may produce multiple products, depending on how its transcription is regulated. Genes

code for the nucleotide sequence in mRNA and rRNA, required for protein synthesis.

Gregor Mendel researched principals of heredity in plants. He soon realized that these

principals also apply to people and animals and are the same for all living animals.

Gregor Mendel experimented with common pea plants. Over generations of the pea plants,

he noticed that certain traits can show up in offspring with out blending any of the parent's

characteristics. This is a very important observation because at this point the theory was

that inherited traits blend from one generation to another.
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Figure 150 Mendelian inheritance 1 2 1

Pea plant reproduction is easily manipulated. They have both male and female parts and

can easily be grown in large numbers. For this reason, pea plants can either self-pollinate

or cross-pollinate with other pea plants.

In cross pollinating two true-breeding plants, for example one that came from a long line

of yellow peas and the other that came from a long line of green peas, the first generation

of offspring always came out with all yellow peas. The following generations had a ratio

of 3:1 yellow to green. In this and in all of the other pea plant traits Mendel observed,

one form was dominant over another so it masked the presence of the other allele. Even
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if the phenotype (presence) is covered up, the genotype (allele) can be passed on to other

generations.

Time line of notable discoveries

1859 Charles Darwin3 publishes ”The Origin of Species”4

1865 Gregor Mendel's5 paper, Experiments on Plant Hybridization6

1903 Chromosomes are discovered to be hereditary units

1906 The term ”genetics” is first introduced publicly by the British biologist William Bate-

son7 at the Third International Conference on Genetics in London, England

1910 Thomas Hunt Morgan8 shows that genes reside on chromosomes, and discovered linked

genes on chromosomes that do NOT follow Mendel's law of independent allele segregation

1913 Alfred Sturtevant9 makes the first genetic map of a chromosome

1913 Gene maps show chromosomes contain linear arranged genes

1918 Ronald Fisher10 publishes On the correlation between relatives on the supposition of

Mendelian inheritance - the modern synthesis starts.

1927 Physical changes in genes are called mutations

1928 Fredrick Griffith discovers a hereditary molecule that is transmissible between bacteria

1931 Crossing over is the cause of recombination

1941 Edward Lawrie Tatum11 and George Wells Beadle12 show that genes code for proteins

1944 Oswald Theodore Avery13, Colin McLeod14 and Maclyn McCarty15 isolate DNA16 as

the genetic material (at that time called transforming principle)

1950 Erwin Chargaff17 shows that the four nucleotides are not present in nucleic acid in

stable proportions, but that some general rules appear to hold. (e.g., the nucleotide bases

Adenine-Thymine and Cytosine-guanine always remain in equal proportions)

1950 Barbra McClintock discovers transposons in maize

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles%20Darwin

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The%20Origin%20of%20Species

5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregor%20Mendel

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experiments%20on%20Plant%20Hybridization

7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William%20Bateson

8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas%20Hunt%20Morgan

9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred%20Sturtevant

10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronald%20Fisher

11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward%20Lawrie%20Tatum

12 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George%20Wells%20Beadle

13 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oswald%20Theodore%20Avery

14 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colin%20McLeod

15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maclyn%20McCarty

16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA

17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erwin%20Chargaff
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1952 The Hershey-Chase experiment18 proves the genetic information of phages (and all

other organisms) to be DNA

1953 DNA structure is resolved to be a double helix by James D. Watson19 and Francis

Crick20, with help from Rosalind Franklin21

1956 Jo Hin Tjio and Albert Levan22 established the correct chromosome number in humans

to be 46

1958 The Meselson-Stahl experiment23 demonstrates that DNA is semi-conservatively repli-

cated

1961 The genetic code is arranged in triplets

1964 Howard Temin24 showed using RNA viruses that Watson's central dogma is not always

true

1970 Restriction enzymes were discovered in studies of a bacterium Haemophilus influenzae

, enabling scientists to cut and paste DNA

1977 DNA is sequenced for the first time by Fred Sangr, Walter Gilbert25, and Allan Maxam

working independently. Sanger's lab complete the entire genome of sequence of Bacterio-

phage

1983 Kary Banks Mullis26 discovers the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) enabling the easy

amplification of DNA

1985 Alec Jeffreys27 discovers genetic finger printing

1989 The first human gene is sequenced by Francis Collin and Lap-Chee Tsui28. It encodes

the CFTR protein. Defect in this gene causes Cystic Fibrosis29

1995 The genome of Haemophilus30 influenza is the first genome of a free living organism

to be sequenced.

1996 Saccharomyces31 cerevisiae is the first eukaryote genome sequence to be released.

1998 The first genome sequence for a multicellular eukaryote, C. elegans32 is released.

18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hershey-Chase%20experiment

19 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James%20D.%20Watson

20 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis%20Crick

21 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosalind%20Franklin

22 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert%20Levan

23 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meselson-Stahl%20experiment

24 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard%20Temin

25 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter%20Gilbert

26 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kary%20Banks%20Mullis

27 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alec%20Jeffreys

28 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lap-Chee%20Tsui

29 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cystic%20Fibrosis

30 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haemophilus

31 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saccharomyces

32 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C.%20elegans
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2001 First draft sequences of the human genome are released simultaneously by the Human

Genome Project33 and Celera Genomic

2003 (14 April) Successful completion of Human Genome Project with 99% of the genome

sequenced to a 99.99% accuracy

2006 Marcus Pembrey and Olov Bygren publish Sex-specifics, male line trans-generational

responses in humans, a proof of epigenetics

17.2 Transcription and Translation

Figure 151

Transcription is the process of making RNA. In response to an enzyme RNA polymerase

breaks the hydrogen bonds of the gene. A gene is a segment of DNA which contains the

information for making a protein. As it breaks the hydrogen bonds it begins to move down

the gene. Next the RNA polymerase will line up the nucleotides so they are complementary.

Some types of RNA will leave the nucleus and perform a specific function.

33 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human%20Genome%20Project
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Translation is the synthesis of the protein on the ribosome as the mRNA moves across

the ribosome. There are eleven basic steps to translation.

1. The mRNA base sequence determines the order of assembling of the amino acids to

form specific proteins.

2. Transcription occurs in the nucleus, and once you have completed transcription the

mRNA will leave the nuecleus, and go into the cytoplasm where the mRNA will bind

to a free floating ribosome, where it will attach to a small ribosomal subunit.

3. Methionine-tRNA binds to the nucleotides AUG. AUG is known as the start codon

and is found at the beginning of each mRNA.

4. The complex then binds to a large ribosomal subunit. Methionine-tRNA is bound to

the P site of the ribosome.

5. Another tRNA containing a second amino acid (lysine) binds to the second amino

acid. Binding to the second codon of mRNA (on the A-site of the ribosome).

6. Peptidyl transferase, forms a peptide3 bond between the two amino acids (methionine

and lysine).

7. The first amino tRNA is released and mRNA is translocated one codon carrying the

second tRNA (still carrying the two amino acids) to the P site.

8. Another tRNA with attached amino acid (glutamine) moves into the A site and binds

to that codon.

9. It will now form a peptide bond with lysine and glutamine.

10. Now the tRNA in the P site will be let go, and mRNA is translocated one codon, (the

tRNA with three amino acids) to the P site.

11. This will continue going until it reaches the stop codon (UAG) on the mRNA. Then

this codon will tell it to release the polypeptide chain.

These are some good sites to visit

A http://www.studiodaily.com/main/technique/tprojects/6850.html

B http://multimedia.mcb.harvard.edu/media.html

Select A the video of the Inner Life of a Cell. If you want to hear the descriptions in this

process go to B web site and select the Inner Life: view the animation.

17.3 Inheritance

Children inherit traits, disorders, and characteristics from their parents. Children tend to

resemble their parents especially in physical appearance. However they may also have the

same mannerisms, personality, and a lot of the time the same mental abilities or disabilities.

Many negatives and positives tend to ”run in the family”. A lot of the time people will use

the excuse ”It runs in the family” for things that have alternative reasons, such as a whole

family may be overweight, yes it may ”run in the family” but it could also be because of

all the hamburgers and extra mayo that they all eat. Or the fact that after they eat the

hamburgers they all sit on the couch and don't move for the rest of the evening. Children

may have the same habits (good or bad) as their parents, like biting their nails or enjoying

reading books. These things aren't inherited they are happening because children imitate

their parents, they want to be like mom or dad. Good examples are just as important as

good genes.
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Inheritance pat-

tern

Description Examples

Autosomal domi-

nant

Only one mutated copy of the

gene is needed for a person

to be affected by an autoso-

mal dominant disorder. Each

affected person usually has

one affected parent. There

is a 50% chance that a child

will inherit the mutated gene.

Many disease conditions that

are autosomal dominant have

low penetrance, which means

that although only one mu-

tated copy is needed, a rel-

atively small proportion of

those who inherit that mu-

tation go on to develop the

disease, often later in life.

Huntingtons disease, Neu-

rofibromatosis 1, HBOC syn-

drome, Hereditary nonpolypo-

sis colorectal cancer

Autosomal recessive Two copies of the gene must

be mutated for a person to be

affected by an autosomal re-

cessive disorder. An affected

person usually has unaffected

parents who each carry a sin-

gle copy of the mutated gene

(and are referred to as carri-

ers). Two unaffected people

who each carry one copy of

the mutated gene have a 25%

chance with each pregnancy of

having a child affected by the

disorder.

Cystic fibrosis, Sickle cell ane-

mia, Tay-Sachs disease, Spinal

muscular atrophy, Muscular

dystrophy
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Inheritance pat-

tern

Description Examples

X-linked dominant X-linked dominant disorders

are caused by mutations in

genes on the X chromosome.

Only a few disorders have this

inheritance pattern. Females

are more frequently affected

than males, and the chance of

passing on an X-linked domi-

nant disorder differs between

men and women. The sons

of a man with an X-linked

dominant disorder will not

be affected, and his daughters

will all inherit the condition.

A woman with an X-linked

dominant disorder has a 50%

chance of having an affected

daughter or son with each

pregnancy. Some X-linked

dominant conditions, such as

Aicardi Syndrome, are fatal to

boys, therefore only girls have

them (and boys with Klinefel-

ter Syndrome).

Hypophosphatemia, Aicardi

Syndrome

X-linked recessive X-linked recessive disorders

are also caused by mutations

in genes on the X chromo-

some. Males are more fre-

quently affected than females,

and the chance of passing on

the disorder differs between

men and women. The sons of

a man with an X-linked re-

cessive disorder will not be

affected, and his daughters will

carry one copy of the mutated

gene. With each pregnancy,

a woman who carries an X-

linked recessive disorder has

a 50% chance of having sons

who are affected and a 50%

chance of having daughters

who carry one copy of the mu-

tated gene.

Hemophilia A, Duchenne mus-

cular dystrophy, Color blind-

ness, Turner Syndrome
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Inheritance pat-

tern

Description Examples

Y-linked Y-linked disorders are caused

by mutations on the Y chro-

mosome. Only males can get

them, and all of the sons of

an affected father are affected.

Since the Y chromosome is

very small, Y-linked disorders

only cause infertility, and may

be circumvented with the help

of some fertility treatments.

Male Infertility

Mitochondrial This type of inheritance, also

known as maternal inheri-

tance, applies to genes in mi-

tochondrial DNA. Because

only egg cells contribute mi-

tochondria to the developing

embryo, only females can pass

on mitochondrial conditions to

their children.

Leber's Hereditary Optic Neu-

ropathy (LHON)

17.3.1 Mechanisms of inheritance

A person's cells hold the exact genes that originated from the sperm and egg of his parents

at the time of conception. The genes of a cell are formed into long strands of DNA. Most

of the genes that control characteristic are in pairs, one gene from mom and one gene from

dad. Everybody has 22 pairs of chromosomes (autosomes) and two more genes called sex-

linked chromosomes. Females have two X (XX) chromosomes and males have an X and a

Y (XY) chromosome. Inherited traits and disorders can be divided into three categories:

unifactorial inheritance, sex-linked inheritance, and multifactor inheritance.
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17.3.2 Unifactorial Inheritance

Figure 152 Chart showing the possibilities of contracting a recessive defect, from two

carrier parents.

Traits such as blood type, eye color, hair color, and taste are each thought to be controlled

by a single pair of genes. The Austrian monk Gregor Mendel was the first to discover this

phenomenon, and it is now referred to as the laws of Mendelian inheritance. The genes

deciding a single trait may have several forms (alleles). For example, the gene responsible

for hair color has two main alleles: red and brown. The four possibilities are thus

Brown/red, which would result in brown hair,
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Red/red, resulting in red hair,

Brown/brown, resulting in brown hair, or

Red/brown, resulting in red hair.

The genetic codes for red and brown can be either dominant or recessive. In any case, the

dominant gene overrides the recessive.

When two people create a child, they each supply their own set of genes. In simplistic cases,

such as the red/brown hair, each parent supplies one ”code”, contributing to the child's hair

color. For example, if dad has brown/red he has a 50% chance of passing brown hair to his

child and a 50% of passing red hair. When combined with a mom who has brown/brown

(who would supply 100% brown), the child has a 75% chance of having brown hair and a

25% chance of having red hair. Similar rules apply to different traits and characteristics,

though they are usually far more complex.

17.3.3 Multifactorial inheritance

Some traits are found to be determined by genes and environmental effects. Height for

example seems to be controlled by multiple genes, some are ”tall” genes and some are

”short” genes. A child may inherit all the ”tall” genes from both parents and will end up

taller than both parents. Or the child my inherit all the ”short” genes and be the shortest

in the family. More often than not the child inherits both ”tall” and ”short” genes and

ends up about the same height as the rest of the family. Good diet and exercise can help

a person with ”short” genes end up attaining an average height. Babies born with drug

addiction or alcohol addiction are a sad example of environmental inheritance. When mom

is doing drugs or drinking, everything that she takes the baby takes. These babies often have

developmental problems and learning disabilities. A baby born with Fetal alcohol syndrome

is usually abnormally short, has small eyes and a small jaw, may have heart defects, a cleft

lip and palate, may suck poorly, sleep poorly, and be irritable. About one fifth of the babies

born with fetal alcohol syndrome die within the first weeks of life, those that live are often

mentally and physically handicapped.
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17.3.4 Sex-linked Inheritance

Figure 153 X-linked recessive inheritance

Sex-linked inheritance is quite obvious, it determines your gender. Male gender is caused

by the Y chromosome which is only found in males and is inherited from their fathers.

The genes on the Y chromosomes direct the development of the male sex organs. The x

chromosome is not as closely related to the female sex because it is contained in both males

and females. Males have a single X and females have double XX. The X chromosome is to

regulate regular development and it seems that the Y is added just for the male genitalia.

When there is a default with the X chromosomes in males it is almost always persistent

because there is not the extra X chromosome that females have to counteract the problem.
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Certain traits like colorblindness and hemophilia are on alleles carried on the X chromosome.

For example if a woman is colorblind all of her sons will be colorblind. Whereas all of her

daughters will be carriers for colorblindness.

17.3.5 Exceptions to simple inheritance

Our knowledge of the mechanisms of genetic inheritance has grown a lot since Mendel's time.

It is now understood, that if you inherit one allele, it can sometimes increase the chance

of inheriting another and can affect when or how a trait is expressed in an individuals

phenotype. There are levels of dominance and recessiveness with some traits. Mendel's

simple rules of inheritance does not always apply in these exceptions.

17.3.6 Polygenic Traits

Polygenic traits are traits determined by the combined effect of more than one pair of

genes. Human stature is an example of this trait. The size of all body parts from head

to foot combined determines height. The size of each individual body part are determined

by numerous genes. Human skin, eyes, and hair are also polygenic genes because they are

determined by more than one allele at a different location.

17.3.7 Intermediate Expressions

When there is incomplete dominance, blending can occur resulting in heterozygous individu-

als. An example of intermediate expression is the pitch of a human male voice. Homozygous

men have the lowest and highest voice for this trait (AA and aa). Tay-Sachs, causing death

in childhood, is also characterized by incomplete dominance.

17.3.8 Co-dominance

For some traits, two alleles can be co-dominant. Were both alleles are expressed in het-

erozygous individuals. An example of that would be a person with AB blood. These people

have the characteristics of both A and B blood types when tested.

17.3.9 Multiple-Allele Series

There are some traits that are controlled by far more alleles. For example, the human HLA

system, which is responsible for accepting or rejecting foreign tissue in our bodies, can have

as many as 30,000,000 different genotypes! The HLA system is what causes the rejection

of organ transplants. The multiple allele series is very common, as geneticists learn more

about genetics, they realize that it is more common than the simple two allele ones.

17.3.10 Modifying and Regulator Genes

Modifying and regulator genes are the two classes of genes that may have an effect on how the

other genes function. Modifying Genes alter how other genes are expressed in the phenotype.

For example, a dominant cataracts gene may impair vision at various degrees, depending

on the presence of a specific allele for a companion modifying gene. However, cataracts can
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also come from excessive exposure to ultraviolet rays and diabetes. Regulator Genes also

known as homoerotic genes, can either initiate or block the expression of other genes. They

also control a variety of chemicals in plants and animals. For example, Regulator genes

control the time of production of certain proteins that will be new structural parts of our

bodies. Regulator genes also work as a master switch starting the development of our body

parts right after conception and are also responsible for the changes in our bodies as we get

older. They control the aging processes and maturation.

17.3.11 Incomplete penetrates

Some genes are incomplete penetrate. Which means, unless some environmental factors are

present, the effect does not occur. For example, you can inherit the gene for diabetes, but

never get the disease, unless you were greatly stressed, extremely overweight, or didn't get

enough sleep at night.

17.4 Inherited Genetic Disease

Some of the most common inherited diseases are hemochromatosis, cystic fibrosis, sickle

cell anemia and hemophilia. They are all passed along from the parents and even if the

parents don't show signs of the disease they may be carriers which mean that all of the

children they have may be born with the disease. There is genetic testing that may be done

prenatally to determine if the baby is conflicted with one of these diseases.
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17.4.1 Hemochromatosis

Figure 154 Haemochromatosis types 1-3 are inherited in an autosomal recessivea

fashion.

a https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Recessive%20gene
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Figure 155 Haemochromatosis type 4 is inherited in an autosomal dominanta fashion.

a https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/autosomal%20dominant

Even though most people have never heard of hemochromatosis it is the most common

inherited disease. About 1 in 300 are born with hemochromatis and 1 in 9 are carriers. The

main characteristic is the intake of too much iron into the inflicted body. Iron is crucial

to the workings of hemoglobin but too much iron is just as bad as too little iron. With

hemochromatosis deposits of iron form on almost every major organ especially the liver,

heart and pancreas, which causes complete organ failure. Hemochromatosis patients usually

absorb two or three times the iron that is needed for normal people. Hemochromatosis
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was first discovered in 1865 and most patients have Celtic ancestry dating back 60 or 70

generations.

Treatments for hemochromatosis

The most common treatment for hemochromatosis is to induce anemia and maintain it until

the iron storage is reduced. This is done by therapeutic phlebotomy. Phlebotomy is the

removal of a unit of blood (about 500 mls.) This must be done one to two times a week

and can take weeks, months, or years to complete. After this treatment some patients will

never have to do it again and others will have to do it many times over the course of their

life. Patients who undergo their recommended treatments usually go on to live a long and

healthy life. Patients who decide against treatment increase their chances of problems such

as organ failure – or even death. Along with phlebotomy treatment, patients should stick

to a low iron diet and should not cook with iron cookware.

17.4.2 Cystic Fibrosis (CF)

Cystic fibrosis is a disease that causes thick, sticky mucus to build up in the lungs and

digestive tract. It is the most common lung disease in children and young adults and may

cause early death. The mucus builds up in the breathing passages of the lungs and in the

pancreas. The build up of the mucus results in terrible lung infections and digestion prob-

lems. Cystic fibrosis may also cause problem with the sweat gland and a man's reproductive

system. There are more than 1,000 mutations of the CF gene, symptoms vary from person

to person. The most common symptoms are: No bowel movements for the first 24 to 48

hours of life, stools that are pale or clay colored, foul smelling or that float, infants that have

salty-tasting skin, recurrent respiratory infections like pneumonia, coughing or wheezing,

weight loss or low weight gain in childhood, diarrhea, delayed growth, and excessive fatigue.

Most patients are diagnosed by their first birthday but less severe cases sometimes aren't

caught until after 18 years of age. 40% of patients are over 18 years old and the average life

span of CF patients is about 35 years old, which is a huge increase over the last 30 years.

Patients usually die of lung complications.
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Figure 156 CFTR protein - Molecular structure of the CFTR protein

Treatment for cystic fibrosis

In 2005 the U.S food and drug administration approved the first DNA based blood test to

help detect CF. Other tests to help detect CF include: Sweat chloride test, which is the

standard test for CF. High salt levels in the patients sweat is an indication of CF, Fecal fat

test, upper GI and small bowel series, and measurements of pancreatic function. After a di-

agnosis has been made there are a number of treatments available, these include: Antibiotics

for respiratory infections, pancreatic enzyme replacement, vitamin supplements (mostly A,

D, E, and K), inhalers to open the airways, enzyme replacement therapy which makes it

easier to cough up the mucus, pain relievers, and in very severe cases, lung transplants.

17.4.3 Sickle cell anemia

Sickle cell anemia is an inherited disease of the red blood cells which causes abnormally

shaped red cells. A typical red blood cell has about 270 million hemoglobin molecules,

which bind with oxygen. In a person with sickle cell disease, one amino acid is changed in

the hemoglobin molecule, and the end result is misshapen red blood cells. In a patient with

sickle cell disease the red blood cells change from the normal round shape to the shape of a

sickle or ”C” shaped. The abnormal shape causes the cells to get stuck in some blood vessels

which causes blockage in the vessel. This causes pain and can destroy organs because of the

lack of oxygen. Sickle cells live only 10 to 20 days and a normal cell lives about 120 days.
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Figure 157 Red blood cells with sickle-cell mutations.

This rapid death of blood cells leads to chronic anemia. Complications can include severe

pain, terrible infection, swelling of the feet and hands, stroke, damage to the eyes, and

damaged body organs. These effects can vary from person to person depending on the type

of sickle cell disease they have. Some patients are mostly healthy and others are in the

hospital more than they are out. Thanks to diagnosis and treatment advancements, most

children born with sickle cell grow up to have a normal and relatively healthy life. The

form of sickle cell is determined by which genes they inherit from the parents. When a

child inherits a sickle cell gene (hemoglobin gene) from each parent it is called hemoglobin

SS disease ( which is the formal name for sickle cell). When a child inherits a sickle cell

gene from one parent and a different abnormal gene from the other parent, it is a form
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of disease called hemoglobin SC disease or hemoglobin S-thalassemia. If a child inherits a

normal gene from one parent and a sickle cell gene from the other, the child will not have

sickle cell but will be a carrier and may pass it to their children. Sickle cell affects mostly

African Americans and some Latino Americans. A person who is a carrier (has one copy

of the gene) is resistant to malaria. This heterozygote advantage explains why the gene is

more common in people in equatorial regions, or who are descendants of such people (such

as African Americans).

Treatment for Sickle cell anemia

Sickle cell is diagnosed at birth with a simple blood test. If the first blood test is positive

then a second test is done just for confirmation. Because of the high risk of infections

that occur with sickle cell, early diagnosis is very important. Other than a bone marrow

transplant there is no known cure for sickle cell. Bone marrow transplants have a high risk

of rejection and aren't an available option for every patient. The patient would need a bone

marrow donor match with a low risk of rejection. Even without a cure, with the use of pain

medications and antibiotic treatments, children with sickle cell can live a long and happy

life. Blood transfusions are sometimes used to treat episodes of severe pain. For adults

who have recurrent pain episodes (at least 3 yearly), a cancer drug, hydroxyurea (marketed

as Droxia), has been approved to relieve symptoms. It appears to work by increasing the

flexibility of sickle cells.

17.4.4 Hemophilia

About two thirds of people who have Hemophilia have inherited it. For the other third,

there is no known cause for possessing the disorder. There are two types of hemophilia,

Type A and Type B. Both are caused by a low level or a complete absence of protein in the

blood. Without this protein, blood is not able to clot.

Some of the symptoms of Hemophilia are bleeding in the joints, knees, and ankles. Stiffness

without pain in the joints, stiffness with a lot of warmth,(most ability for movement is lost

due to swelling) blood in the urine or stool, excessive bleeding after surgery or loosing a

tooth, excessive bruising, abnormal menstrual bleeding, and nose bleeds that last for long

periods of time.

Hemophiliacs blood does not coagulate like a normal persons. Coagulation controls bleeding,

it changes blood from a liquid to a solid. Within seconds of a cut or scrape, platelets, calcium

and other tissue factors start working together to form a clot. Over a short time the clot

strengthens and then dissolves as the injury heals. Hemophiliacs are missing the clotting

factor, or it isn't working correctly which causes them to bleed for a longer time. The most

common myth is that a person with a bleeding disorder will bleed to death from a minor

wound or that their blood flows faster than somebody without a bleeding disorder. Some of

the risks hemophilia are: Scarring of the joints or joint disease, vision loss from bleeding of

the eyes, chronic anemia from blood loss, a neurological or psychiatric problem, death which

may occur from large amounts of blood loss or bleeding in the brain or other vital organs.

Most cases of hemophilia are caused from inherited disorders but sometimes people can get

it from vitamin K deficiency, liver disease, or treatments like prolonged use of antibiotics or

anti coagulation drugs. Hemophilia is the best known bleeding disorder and it has had the
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most research done on it, so hemophiliacs have a slight advantage over people with other

bleeding disorders.

Treatment for hemophilia

To treat Hemophilia, a Clotting Factor is needed. It is in the shape of powder kept in a

small, sterile glass bottle. It has to be kept in the fridge. When needed, The Clotting

Factor is mixed with sterile water, then one minute later it can be injected into a vein. It

may also be mixed with a large amount of water and injected through an IV.

There are over 140 centers that specialize in hemophilia. Most of these centers are ”Com-

prehensive Care Facilities”. Comprehensive care facilities provide all the services needed

by a hemophiliac and their family. Services provided include: Primary physician, nurse

coordinator, physiotherapist, and dentist. Hemophiliacs require a special dentist because

of the higher risk of bleeding. It is recommended that hemophiliacs go to the treatment

centers twice a year for a complete check-up.

The basic and most common treatment for patients with hemophilia A and B is factor

replacement therapy. Factor replacement therapy is the IV injection of Factor VIII and IX

concentrates which help control bleeding. This concentrate comes from two sources: human

plasma and genetically engineered cells made by DNA technology. This concentrate is what

the hemophiliac is lacking in their own genes. After the injection is given the patients blood

becomes ”normal” for a couple of hours which gives time for a clot to from at the site of a

damaged blood vessel. This treatment is not a permanent cure, within about 3 days there

is no trace left in the system. Today's Factor treatments are much more concentrated than

they were in the past so very little is required even if the patient is going in for major

surgery or has a major injury. Treatments are also very convenient, they can be stored at

home in the fridge for up to 6 months. So if the patient is injured they don't need to go to

the hospital they can give themself an injection at home. After the injection it only takes

about 15-20 minutes for the clotting process to begin. There is a risk of contracting other

disease such as AIDS from Factor VIII that is made from human plasma, but as technology

gets better the cases of AIDS has dropped. There is no possibility of contracting diseases

from genetic engineering Factor VIII.

Hemophiliacs can live a long life. The most common reason for early death among patients

has been from AIDS related complications.
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17.5 Non-heritable Genetic Disorders

Figure 158 Karyotype of 21 trisomy-Down syndrome

Any disorder caused totally or in part by a fault (or faults) of the genetic material passed

from parent to child is considered a genetic disorder. The genes for many of these disorders

are passed from one generation to the next, and children born with a heritable genetic

disorder often have one or more extended family members with the same disorder. There

are also genetic disorders that appear due to spontaneous faults in the genetic material, in

which case a child is born with a disorder with no apparent family history.

Down Syndrome, also known as Trisomy 21, is a chromosome abnormality that effects one

out of every 800-1000 newborn babies. During anaphase II of meiosis the sister chromatids

of chromosome 21 fail to separate, resulting in an egg with an extra chromosome, and a

fetus with three copies (trisomy) of this chromosome. At birth this defect is recognizable

because of the physical features such as almond shaped eyes, a flattened face, and less

muscle tone than a normal newborn baby. During pregnancy, it is possible to detect the

Down Syndrome defect by doing amniocentesis testing. There is a risk to the unborn baby

and it is not recommended unless the pregnant mother is over the age of thirty-five. Other

non-lethal chromosomal abnormalities include additional osex chromosome abnormalities

which is when a baby girl (about 1 in 2,500)is born with one x instead of two (xx) this can

cause physical abnormalities and defective reproduction systems. Boys can also be born

with extra X's (XXY or XXXY) which will cause reproductive problems and sometimes

mental retardation.

Chromosomal AbnormalitiesIn most cases with a chromosomal abnormality all the cells

are affected. Defects can have anywhere from little effect to a lethal effect depending on

the type of abnormality. Of the 1 in 200 babies born having some sort of chromosomal

abnormality, about 1/3 of these results in spontaneous abortion. Abnormalities usually

form shortly after fertilization and mom or dad usually has the same abnormality. There is
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no cure for these abnormalities. Tests are possible early in pregnancy and if a problem is

detected the parents can choose to abort the fetus.

17.6 Mutant Genes

Mutation is a permanent change in a segment of DNA.

Mutations are changes in the genetic material of the cell. Substances that can cause genetic

mutations are called mutagen agents. Mutagen agents can be anything from radiation

from x-rays, the sun, toxins in the earth, air, and water viruses. Many gene mutations are

completely harmless since they do not change the amino acid sequence of the protein the

gene codes for.

Mutations can be good, bad, or indifferent. They can be good for you because their mutation

can be better and stronger than the original. They can be bad because it might take away

the survival of the organism. However, most of the time, they are indifferent because the

mutation is no different than the original.

The not so harmless ones can lead to cancer, birth defects, and inherited diseases. Mutations

usually happen at the time of cell division. When the cell divides, one cell contracts a defect,

which is then passed down to each cell as they continue to divide.

Teratogens refers to any environmental agent that causes damage during the prenatal period.

Examples of Common Teratogens:

• drugs: prescription, non-prescription, and illegal drugs

• tobacco, alcohol,

• radiation,

• environmental pollution,

• infectious disease,

• STD's,

• Aids,

• Parasites,

Sensitive period to teratogen exposure, in the embryonic period is most vital. Fetal damage

is minor.

17.7 Genetic Engineering

w:Genetic Engineering34Genetic engineering is where the DNA or gene gets changed by a

scientist to make a gene with the characteristics that they want it to have, and to get rid

of the characteristics that they don't want the gene to have. This process can be applied

towards any plant, animal, or person.

The main reason for genetic engineering is to ”mass produce” a certain protein. Each cell

is responsible for producing a certain protein and these proteins can be used for medical

treatment and diagnosis. The job of each gene is to control the production of a particular

34 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic%20Engineering
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protein in a living cell. If the gene responsible for synthesizing an important or useful

protein can be found, and if that gene can be inserted into another cell that can be made

to reproduce, then a colony of cells containing that gene can be grown and the protein

will be manufactured in large quantities. This process is responsible for insulin and growth

hormones and it is also used in vaccines to help prevent hepatitis and a treatment to help

prevent viral infections. It also helps in genetically engineering Factor VIII which is a

treatment for hemophilia.

The first step is to find the gene in the DNA of a cell that is responsible for the manufacturing

of the desired protein. Then that gene is either extracted or the exact chemical structure

is figures out to be synthesized. The last step is to insert the DNA into the recipient which

is done by using special enzymes to split a molecule of the recipients cell and inserting the

new gene.

There have been many steps taken to bring technology closer to being able to fix genetically

inherited diseases. Hopefully someday there will be many fewer babies born with genetic

diseases and disorders.

17.8 Gene Therapy

Gene therapy is a way to correct the defective genes that are the cause of disease devel-

opment. When the genes are altered proteins are not able to function normally and as a

result of this, defects can occur. Current gene therapy is still being experimented with, but

in some cases it is very effective.

Genes are carried on chromosomes and are the basic physical and functional parts of hered-

itary. When there is a genetic disorder, gene therapy can help fix the problem either

permanently or at least temporarily. The most common form of gene therapy is to insert

a gene into a nonspecific place to replace a malfunctioning gene. Another method is gene

swapping, where an abnormal gene is replaced by a normal gene. Genes could also be re-

paired through ”selective reverse mutation” which returns the gene to it's original function.

The degree to which a gene is turned on or off can also be altered.

Gene therapy works on the principle belief that a virus genome can be manipulated to

remove disease causing genes and new therapeutic genes can be inserted in their place.

These new genes are called gene therapy vectors. (The virus container is the vector and the

new gene is the payload.)

[[Image:Gene therapy.jpg|right|thumb|340px|Gene therapy using an Adenovirus35 vector.

A new gene is inserted into an adenovirus vector, which is used to introduce the modified

DNA36 into a human cell. If the treatment is successful, the new gene will make a functional

protein37.]]

A few of the different viruses used as gene therapy vectors are: Retroviruses - A class

of viruses that can create double-stranded DNA copies of their original RNA genomes.

Theses copies of its genomes can be mixed into the chromosomes of ”host” cells. HIV is a

35 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Adenovirus

36 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/DNA

37 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/protein
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type of retrovirus. Adenoviruses - A class of viruses with double-stranded DNA genome

that cause respiratory, intestinal, and eye infections in humans. The common cold is an

adenovirus. Adeno-associated viruses - A class of small, single-stranded DNA viruses that

can insert their genetic material at a specific site on chromosome 19. (chromosome 19

represents about 2% of the human genome and contains about 1,500 genes. Some of the

genes included are genes that code for insulin-dependent diabetes, myotonic dystrophy,

migraines, and inherited high blood cholesterol). A class of double-stranded DNA viruses

that infect a particular cell type, neurons, called Herpes simplex viruses is another

common virus used in gene therapy. It is the virus that causes cold sores.

Major advancements have been made in gene therapy. There are many new discoveries in

helping cure and treat diseases that claim millions of lives. Some of the disease that have

cures or treatments because of gene therapy include: Parkinson's, Huntington's, Cystic

Fibrosis, Some cancers, ”Bubble Boy” syndrome and sickle cell. With technology jumping

ahead, maybe someday there will be a cure for every life threatening disease.

17.9 Genetic Regulation of Development and Homeostasis

It is very easy to think of genetics as why I have blue eyes while both of my parents have

brown eyes. Or how hemophilia is passed down from mother to son, and not mother to

daughter. But Genetics is more in depth than that. At conception you started as a single

cell. That cell started to divide. You didn’t increase in mass just in the number of cells.

Once the bundle of cells reached a certain number, things changed. You started gaining

mass by acquiring new resources (from your mother) and increasing in cell number. Your

cells specialized. Some cells became the liver. Others became heart, lungs, brain, and so

forth. Why is this? How did that little bundle of cells ”know” when it was time to specialize?

It is because your DNA has regulatory control over your entire system. If it didn’t, that

bundle of cells would just keep dividing as undifferentiated cells and never specialize, never

gain form or function. Thanks to the genetic regulatory control over your system, your

anatomy forms correctly with everything in its proper place. Even after fetal development

gene regulation still controls what each cell produces and how it functions. Puberty just

doesn’t happen at the age of twelve. Puberty happens because genes in your genetic code

are triggered by your growth and development, causing your endocrine system to start

producing the proper hormones, thus causing you to mature sexually. w:Regulation of gene

expression38Even aging is genetically controlled. The mechanisms of genetic regulation

are not discussed here, but it is worth noting that any step of gene expression may be

modulated, from the DNA-RNA transcription step to post-translational modification of a

protein. Gene regulation gives the cell control over structure and function, and is the basis

for cellular differentiation. A cell can also respond to changes in its environment by altering

gene expression. For example, a pancreatic cell exposed to high glucose levels releases

pre-formed insulin that it was storing. Yet, if the high levels of glucose continue, the cell

will transcribe additional copies of the gene for making insulin and thus increase insulin

production to meet demand. This is homeostasis in action.

38 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regulation%20of%20gene%20expression
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17.10 Glossary

Allele: one member of a pair of genes that occupy a specific position on a specific chromo-

some

Autosome: chromosome that is not a sex chromosome

Chromosome: threadlike strand of DNA and associated proteins in the nucleus of cells

that carries the genes and functions in the transmission of heredity information

Cystic Fibrosis: recessive genetic disorder affecting the mucus lining of the lungs, leading

to breathing problems and other difficulties

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome: combination of birth defects resulting form high (sometimes

low) alcohol consumption by the mother during pregnancy

Gene: is a segment of nucleic acid that contains the information necessary to produce a

functional product, usually a protein.

Genetics: is the science of genes, heredity, and the variation of organisms.

Genome: complete set of genetic information of an organism including DNA and RNA

Genotype: actual set of genes an organism has. It is the blue print of gentic material.

Hemochromatosis: metabolic disorder that causes increased absorption of iron, which is

deposited in the body tissues and organs; the iron accumulates in the body where it may

become toxic and causes damage

Hemoglobin: component of red blood cells that carries oxygen

Hemophilia: group of heredity disorders in which affected individuals fail to make enough

of certain proteins needed to form blood clots

Inheritance: characteristics given to a child by a parent

Modifying Gene: alters how other genes are expressed in the phenotype

Multifactorial Inheritance: trait or disorder determined by multiple genes and/or envi-

ronmental effects

Phenotype: organisms physical appearance

Polygenic: trait whose expression is influenced by more than one gene

Regulator Genes: initiate or block the expression of other genes.

Sex-linked: pertaining to a trait of a disorder determined by the sex chromosome in a

persons cells or by the genes carried on those chromosomes

Sickle Cell Anemia: recessive disorder in which red blood cells take on an unusual shape,

leading to other problems with the blood

Synthesize: to make using biochemical processes

Unifactorial Inheritance: trait or disorder determined by a single pair of genes

Zygote: cell formed by the union of male and female gametes. A Zygote is a cell that is

the result of fertilization.
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17.11 Review questions

Answers for these questions can be found here39

1. DNA is found on

A) endoplasmic reticulum

B) ribosomes

C) chromosomes

D) cytoplasm

2. Even though each cell has identical copies of all of the same genes, different cells

__________ or ___________ different genes

A) express, repress

B) genotype, phenotype

C) dominant, recessive

3. In diploid organisms, a dominant allele on one chromosome will

A) show the expression of a recessive allele

B) mask the expression of a recessive allele

C) show that there are dominant alleles on both chromosomes

D) none of the above

4. Transcription occurs in the

A) cytoplasm

B) golgi apparatus

C) mitochondria

D) nucleus

5. This is the start codon and is found at the beginning of each mRNA

A) AGU

B) GAU

C) UAG

D) GUA

E) AUG

6. Sara was born with cystic fibrosis, from this we could assume that

A) all of her siblings also have cystic fibrosis

39
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Genetics_and_inheritance
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B) only her dad is a carrier

C) only her mom is a carrier

D) both of her parents are carriers

7. Jesse was born with a flattened face, almond eyes and less muscle tone; it could be

assumed that he has

A) a chromosome abnormality on chromosome 21

B) a chromosome abnormality on chromosome 19

C) a chromosome abnormality on chromosome 20

D) a chromosome abnormality on chromosome 22

E) No chromosome abnormality, these are his inherited traits

8. The most common inherited disease is

A) hemochromatosis

B) cystic fibrosis

C) sickle cell anemia

D) hemophilia

E) all of the above

9. Being a carrier of sickle cell anemia means that the person will

A) also be a carrier of hemophilia

B) be resistant to malaria

C) have children that all have sickle cell anemia

D) have children that all have malaria

E) none of the above

10. Hemophilia is

A) a Y linked disease

B) an XY linked disease

C) an X linked disease
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18 Human Development

18.1 Overview

We are born, we grow up, we age, and then we die. Unless disease or trauma occurs, most

humans go through the various stages of the life described above. Human Development is

the process of growing to maturity and mental ability. Traditionally, theories that explain

senescence have generally been divided between the programmed and stochastic theories of

aging. Programmed theories imply that aging is regulated by biological clocks operating

throughout the life span. This regulation would depend on changes in gene expression that

affect the systems responsible for maintenance, repair and defense responses. Stochastic

theories blame environmental impacts on living organisms that induce cumulative damage

at various levels as the cause of aging. Examples of environmental impacts range from dam-

age to DNA, damage to tissues and cells by oxygen radicals (widely known as free radicals

countered by the even more well known antioxidants), and cross-linking. However, aging is

now seen as a combination of genetic and environmental processes; a progressive failure of

homeostatic mechanisms involving maintenance and repair genes, stochastic events leading

to molecular damage and molecular heterogeneity, and chance events determining the prob-

ability of death. Homeostasis, as we have seen throughout this book, is maintained through

complex and interacting systems, and aging is considered to be a progressive shrinkage of

homeostatic capabilities, mainly due to increased molecular heterogeneity. In this chapter

we explore the physiology of all stages of human development, with a particular emphasis

on the aging process.
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18.2 Apoptosis

Figure 159 A cell undergoing apoptosis.

In just one of many scenarios of apoptosis,

the process is triggered by another

neighboring cell; the dying cell eventually

transmits signals that tell the phagocytes,

which are a part of the immune system, to

engulf it.

Apoptosis is the process of regulated cell death and removal. In some cases cell damage

can trigger apoptosis, but it is usually a normal function of the cell. Apoptosis results in

controlled auto digestion of the cells content. The cell membrane stays in place and the

cells contents are not dispersed. When this process is near completion, ”eat me” signals,

like phosphatidylserine, appear on the surface of the cell membrane. This in turn attracts

phagocytic scavengers that complete the process of removing the dead cell without eliciting

an inflammatory response. Unlike necrosis, which is a form of cell death that results from

acute cellular injury, apoptosis is carried out in an ordered process that generally confers

advantages during an organism's life cycle.

Apoptosis Rates

The rate at which cells of the body die varies widely between different cell types. Some

cells, such as white blood cells, live for only a matter of hours while other cells can live

throughout the duration of the lifespan of the individual.

Homeostasis
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Apoptosis is a regulated function that results in a relatively consistent number of cells in

the body. This balancing act is part of homeostasis (see chapter 1) that is required by

living organisms. An example for this is that blood cells are constantly being produced

and apoptosis takes place to eliminate a similar number of older cells. Homeostasis was

discovered by Claude Bernard around the year 1851.

Development

Apoptosis also plays a key role in growth and development. An example of how apop-

tosis enables development is the differentiation of human fingers in a developing embryo.

Apoptosis is the function that enables the embryos fingers to separate.

Disorders

Too much apoptosis causes cell loss disorders such as osteoporosis, whereas too little apop-

tosis results in uncontrolled cell proliferation, namely cancer.

18.3 Growth and development

Growth and development is an ongoing process that begins at conception and continues

through the remainder of our lives. There is a broad spectrum of physical and psychological

changes that are part of the maturation and life of the individual.

Growth is a physical change that can be weighed and measured. Development is psycholog-

ical and social changes to the individual such as behaviors and thinking patterns. Growth

and development are two complimentary processes that together make up the individual.

Examples of this difference are all around us. One notable example involves infants. In-

fants understand speech much earlier than their bodies have matured enough to physically

perform it. Thus it is evident that their speech patterns develop before the physical growth

of their vocal chords is adequate to facilitate speech.

The rate of development and growth varies dependent on many factors such as age and

genetic disposition. Babies grow at roughly the same pace and benchmarks for their physical

and social development are roughly standard. However, as any parent can tell you, no two

children develop exactly within the same time frame. Thus an appropriate time span should

be used. For example: one brother may gain weight faster than another. Growth spurts

can vary. Some children can speak entire sentences before their first year while others may

not speak at all until two or three. This creates a greater diversity among human beings.

The following chart focuses on reflexes of the developing infant.

Reflex Stimulation Response Age of disappearance Function

Eye blink Bright light shinning in eyes or

clap hands by eyes

closes eyelids quickly Permanent This reflex protects the infant from a lot of stimulation

Withdrawal Stick sole of foot with stimulus like

a pin

This cause the foot to withdraw,

this occurs with the use of flexing of

the knee to hip

Decreases after the 10th day of

birth

This is a protection for the infant in the instance of

unpleasant tactile stimulation

Rooting Touch cheek near the corner of the

mouth

The infants head will turn towards

the site of stimulation

3 weeks (due to the voluntary

response that is now capable for

infant to do at this time)

This reflex helps baby to find the mothers nipple

Sucking Place fingers in infant's mouth The infant will suck finger

rhythmically

4 months (voluntary sucking will

come about)

This helps with feeding

Swimming Place the baby in pool of water

face down

The baby paddles and kicks in

swimming movements

4 to 6 month This helps baby to survive if dropped into the water

Moro Hold infant in a cradling horizontal

position and slightly lower the

baby in a fast motion toward the

ground while making a loud sound

supporting the baby

The baby will make a embracing

motion and arch its back extending

its legs throwing its arms outward,

and finally it will bring arms in

toward its body

6 months In the evolutionary past this may have helped the baby

cling to the mother

Palmar grasp Place the finger in baby's palm and

press against the palm

The baby will immediately grasp

the finger

3 to 4 months This prepares infant for when voluntary grasping comes

about
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Reflex Stimulation Response Age of disappearance Function

Tonic neck Turn the baby's head to one side

while the baby is awake

This will cause the baby to extend

one arm in front of its eye on one

arm to the side to which the head

has been turned

4 months This may prepare for voluntary reaching

Step-

ping/marching

When you hold the baby under the

arm and permit the bare feet of the

baby to touch a flat surface

The baby will lift one foot after the

other in a stepping fashion

2 months (this applies to a baby

who has gained weight a baby who

is not as heavy this reflex may be

submissive)

This prepares the baby for voluntary walking

Babinski Touch the foot in a stroking

manner form the toe toward the

heel

The baby's toes will fan out and

curl as the foot twists in

8 to 12 months Unknown

18.4 Neonatal

The neonatal period extends from birth to somewhere between 2 weeks and 1 month.

Immediately after the baby is born, uterine contractions force blood, fluid, and the placenta

from the mother's body. The umbilical cord—the baby's lifeline to it's mother—is now

severed. Without the placenta to remove waste, carbon dioxide builds up in the baby's

blood. This fact, along with the actions of medical personnel, stimulates the control center

in the brain, which in turn responds by triggering inhalation. Thus the newborn takes its

first breath. As the newborn's lungs begin to function, the bypass vessels of fetal circulation

begin to close. The bypass connecting the atria of the heart, known as the foramen ovale,

normally closes slowly during the first year.

During this period the body goes through drastic physiological changes. The most critical

need is for the body to get enough oxygen as well as an adequate supply of blood. (The

respiratory and heart rate of a newborn is much faster than that of an adult.)

Figure 160 Newborn infant, just seconds after vaginal

delivery.

18.4.1 The newborn's appearance

A newborn's skin is oftentimes grayish to dusky blue in color. As soon as the newborn begins

to breathe, usually within a minute or two of birth, the skin's color returns to normal tones.

Newborns are wet, covered in streaks of blood, and coated with a white substance known as

vernix caseosa, which is believed to act as an antibacterial barrier. The newborn may also
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have Mongolian spots, various other birthmarks, or peeling skin, particularly at the wrists,

hands, ankles, and feet.

A newborn's shoulders and hips are narrow, the abdomen protrudes slightly, and the arms

and legs are relatively short. The average weight of a full-term newborn is approximately 7

½ pounds (3.2kg), but can be anywhere from 5.5−10 pounds (2.7−4.6kg). The average total
body length is 14−20 inches (35.6−50.8cm), although premature newborns may be much
smaller. The Apgar score is a measure of a newborn's transition from the womb during the

first ten minutes of life.

A newborn's head is very large in proportion to the rest of the body, and the cranium is

enormous relative to his or her face. While the adult human skull is about 1/8 of the total

body length, the newborn's is twice that. At birth, many regions of the newborn's skull

have not yet been converted to bone. These ”soft spots” are known as fontanels; the two

largest are the diamond-shaped anterior fontanel, located at the top front portion of the

head, and the smaller triangular-shaped posterior fontanel, which lies at the back of the

head.

During labor and birth, the infant's skull changes shape to fit through the birth canal,

sometimes causing the child to be born with a misshapen or elongated head. This will

usually return to normal on its own within a few days or weeks. Special exercises sometimes

advised by physicians may assist the process.

Some newborns have a fine, downy body hair called lanugo. It may be particularly noticeable

on the back, shoulders, forehead, ears and face of premature infants. Lanugo disappears

within a few weeks. Likewise, not all infants are born with lush heads of hair. Some may

be nearly bald while others may have very fine, almost invisible hair. Some babies are even

born with a full head of hair. Amongst fair-skinned parents, this fine hair may be blond,

even if the parents are not. The scalp may also be temporarily bruised or swollen, especially

in hairless newborns, and the area around the eyes may be puffy.

Figure 161 Traces of vernix caseosa on a full term

newborn
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A newborn's genitals are enlarged and reddened, with male infants having an unusually

large scrotum. The breasts may also be enlarged, even in male infants. This is caused

by naturally-occurring maternal hormones and is a temporary condition. Females (and

even males) may actually discharge milk from their nipples, and/or a bloody or milky-like

substance from the vagina. In either case, this is considered normal and will disappear in

time.

The umbilical cord of a newborn is bluish-white in color. After birth, the umbilical cord

is normally cut, leaving a 1−2 inch stub. The umbilical stub will dry out, shrivel, darken,
and spontaneously fall off within about 3 weeks. Occasionally, hospitals may apply triple

dye to the umbilical stub to prevent infection, which may temporarily color the stub and

surrounding skin purple.

Newborns lose many of the above physical characteristics quickly. Thus prototypical older

babies look very different. While older babies are considered ”cute”, newborns can be

”unattractive” by the same criteria and first time parents may need to be educated in this

regard.

Neonatal jaundice

Neonatal jaundice is usually harmless: this condition is often seen in infants around the

second day after birth, lasting until day 8 in normal births, or to around day 14 in prema-

ture births. Serum Bilirubin initially increase because a newborn does not need as many

red blood cells as it did as a fetus (since there is a higher concentration of oxygen in the

air than what was available through the umbilical vein). The newborn's liver processes

the breakdown of the extra red blood cells, but some bilirubin does build up in the blood.

Normally bilirubin levels drop to a low level without any intervention required. In ba-

bies where the bilirubin levels are a concern (particularly in pre-term infants), a common

treatment is to use UV lights (”bili lights”) on the newborn baby.

18.5 Changes in body Size and Muscle fat makeup

By the end of the first year an infant's height is increased by 50% and by the age of 2 the

baby will have grown 75% greater.

By 5 months a baby will have doubled its weight, and tripled its weight by the first year.

By the age of 2, a baby's weight will have quadrupled.

Infants and toddlers grow in little spurts over the first 21 months of life. A baby can go

through periods of 7 to 63 days with no growth but they can add as much as an inch in

one 24 hour period. During the day before a growth spurt, parents describe their babies as

irritable and very hungry.

The best way to estimate a child's physical maturity is to use skeletal age, a measure of

bone development. This is done by having a x-ray of the long bones of the body to see the

extent to which soft, pliable cartilage has hardened into bone.

• Changes in body Proportions

Cephalocaudal trend means that growth occurs from head to tail. The head develops

more rapidly than the lower part of the body. At birth the head takes up to one fourth of
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the total body length and legs only one third. The lower body catches up by age 2 and the

head accounts for only one fifth and legs for nearly one half of the body length.

Proximodistal trend means that head growth proceeds literally from near to far or from

center of the body outward.

At birth the brain is nearer its adult shape and size than any other physical structure. The

brain continues to develop at an astounding pace throughout infancy and toddlerhood.

• The Brain Development

The neurons of infants and adults differ in 2 significant ways: Growth of neural fibers and

synapses increases connective structures. When synapses are formed, many surrounding

neurons die. This occurs in 20 to 80 percent of the brain region.

Dendrites synapses: Synapses are tiny gaps between neurons where fiber from different

neurons come close together but do not touch. Neurons release chemicals that cross the

synapses sending messages to one another. During the prenatal period the neural tube

produces far more neurons than the brain will ever need. Myelinization: The coating

of neural fibers with a fatty sheath called myelin that improves the efficiency of message

transfer. Multi-layered lipid cholesterol and protein covering produced by neuralgia cause

a rapid gain in overall size of brain due to neural fibers and myelination.

Synaptic pruning: Neurons seldom stimulated soon loose their synapses. Neurons not

needed at the moment return to an uncommitted state so they can support future devel-

opment. However, if synaptic pruning occurs in old age neurons will lose their synapses.

If neurons are stimulated at a young age, even though neurons were pruned, they will be

stimulated again.

Cerebral Cortex: Surrounding the brain, it is the largest most complex brain structure.

The cortex is divided into four major lobes: occipital lobe, parietal lobe, temporal lobe,

and frontal lobe which is the last to develop.

Brain plasticity: The brain is highly plastic. Many areas are not yet committed to specific

functions. If a part of the brain is damaged, other parts can take over tasks that they would

not normally have handled.

• Changing states of Arousal

How children develop more regular “sleep patterns” around 4 to 6 months of age: Sleep

patterns are more developed as the brain develops. It is not until the first year of life that

the secretion of melatonin, a hormone produced in the brain, affects more drowsiness in the

night than in the day. In addition, REM is decreased.
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18.6 Infancy

Figure 162 Infant

Infancy is the period that follows the neonatal period and includes the first two years of life.

During this time tremendous growth, coordination and mental development occur. Most

infants learn to walk, manipulate objects and can form basic words by the end of infancy.

Another characteristic of infancy is the development of deciduous teeth.

Deciduous Teeth

Deciduous teeth, otherwise known as milk teeth, baby teeth, or primary teeth, are the first

set of teeth in the growth development of humans and many other animals. They develop

during the embryonic stage of development and erupt - become visible in the mouth -

during infancy. They are usually lost and replaced by permanent teeth, but in the absence

of permanent replacements, they can remain functional for many years. (Concise)

Deciduous teeth start to form during the embryo phase of pregnancy. The development of

deciduous teeth starts at the sixth week of development as the dental lamina. This process

starts at the midline and then spreads back into the posterior region. By the time the

embryo is eight weeks old, there are ten areas on the upper and lower arches that will

eventually become the deciduous dentition. These teeth will continue to form until they
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erupt in the mouth. In the deciduous dentition there are a total of twenty teeth: five per

quadrant and ten per arch. In most babies the eruption of these teeth begins at the age

of six months and continues until twenty-five to thirty-three months of age. The first teeth

seen in the mouth are the mandibular centrals and the last are the maxillary second molars.

However it is not unheard of for a baby to be born with teeth.

Figure 163 Deciduous teeth.

The deciduous dentition is made up of centrals, laterals, canines, first molars, and second

molars; there is one in each quadrant, making a total of four of each tooth. All of these

are replaced with a permanent counterpart except for the first and second molars; they

are replaced by premolars. These teeth will remain until the age of six. At that time, the

permanent teeth start to appear in the mouth resulting in mixed dentition. The erupting

permanent teeth causes root resorption, where the permanent teeth push down on the

roots of the deciduous teeth causing the roots to be dissolved and become absorbed by the

forming permanent teeth. The process of shedding deciduous teeth and the replacement by

permanent teeth is called exfoliation. This will last from age six until age twelve. By age

twelve there are only permanent teeth remaining.

Deciduous teeth are considered essential in the development of the oral cavity by dental

researchers and dentists. The permanent teeth replacements develop from the same tooth
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bud as the deciduous teeth; this provides a guide for permanent teeth eruption. Also the

muscles of the jaw and the formation of the jaw bones depend on the primary teeth in order

to maintain the proper space for permanent teeth. The roots of deciduous teeth provide

an opening for the permanent teeth to erupt through. These teeth are also needed in the

development of a child’s ability to speak and chew their food correctly.

18.7 Adolescence

Figure 164 American high school students

Adolescence is the period of psychological and social transition between childhood and

adulthood. Adolescence is the transitional stage of human development in which a juvenile

matures into an adult. This transition involves biological, social, and psychological changes,

though the biological ones are the easiest to measure objectively. The time is identified

with dramatic changes in the body, along with developments in a person's psychology and

academic career. In the onset of adolescence, children usually complete elementary school

and enter secondary education, such as middle school or high school. A person between

early childhood and the teenage years is sometimes referred to as a pre-teen or 'tween.

Physical maturation resulting from puberty leads to an interest in sexual activities, some-

times leading to teenage pregnancy. Since teens may not be emotionally or mentally mature

enough or financially able to support children, sexual activity among adolescents is consid-

ered problematic.

At this age there is also a greater probability of drug and alcohol use, mental health disor-

ders such as schizophrenia, eating disorders such as anorexia, and clinical depression. The

unstable emotions or lack of emotional intelligence among some adolescents may also lead

to youth crime.

Searching for a unique identity is one of the problems that adolescents often face. Some,

but not all, teenagers often challenge the authority or the rules as a way to establish their

individuality. They may crave adulthood and be eager to find their place in society. While

adolescents are eager to grow up and be treated like adults, they also idolize athletes, movie
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stars and celebrities. They want to be like these role models - whether or not these role

models actually have qualities that should be aspired to.

18.7.1 Female

In females, puberty is caused by alterations in brain functions that result in increased

secretion by the hypothalamus of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH). Increased levels

of GnRH stimulate secretion of pituitary gonadatrophins FSH and LH which cause follicle

development and estrogen secretion. Estrogen is responsible for accessory sex organs and

secondary sex characteristics. Menarche, the first menstrual cycle, occurs at about 12.5

years of age as a result of the release of FSH.

Breast development

The first physical sign of puberty in girls is usually a firm, tender lump under the center

of the areola(e) of one or both breasts, occurring on average at about 10.5 years. This is

referred to as thelarche. By the widely used Tanner staging of puberty, this is stage 2 of

breast development (stage 1 is a flat, prepubertal breast). Within 6-12 months, the swelling

has clearly begun in both sides, softened, and can be felt and seen extending beyond the

edges of the areolae. This is stage 3 of breast development. By another 12 months (stage

4), the breasts are approaching mature size and shape, with areolae and papillae forming

a secondary mound. In most young women, this mound disappears into the contour of the

mature breast (stage 5), although there is so much variation in sizes and shapes of adult

breasts that distinguishing advanced stages is of little clinical value.

Pubic hair in girls

Pubic hair is often the second unequivocal change of puberty. It is referred to as pubarche

and the pubic hairs are usually visible first along the labia. The first few hairs are described

as Tanner stage 2. Stage 3 is usually reached within another 6–12 months, when the hairs

are too numerous to count and appear on the mons as well. By stage 4, the pubic hairs

densely fill the ”pubic triangle.” Stage 5 refers to spread of pubic hair to the thighs and

sometimes as abdominal hair upward towards the umbilicus. In about 15% of girls, the

earliest pubic hair appears before breast development begins.

Vagina, uterus, ovaries

The mucosal surface of the vagina also changes in response to increasing levels of estrogen,

becoming thicker and a duller pink in color (in contrast to the brighter red of the prepubertal

vaginal mucosa). Whitish secretions (physiologic leukorrhea) are a normal effect of estrogen

as well. In the next 2 years following thelarche, the uterus and ovaries increase in size. The

ovaries usually contain small cysts visible by ultrasound.

Menstruation and fertility

w:Menarche1

The first menstrual bleeding is referred to as menarche. The average age of menarche in

American girls is about 12.7 years, usually about 2 years after thelarche. Menses (menstrual

periods) are not always regular and monthly in the first 2 years after menarche. Ovulation

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menarche
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is necessary for fertility, and may or may not accompany the earliest menses. By 2 years

after menarche, most girls are ovulating at least several times a year. Over 90% of girls

who experience menarche before age 13 years are experiencing very regular, predictable

menses accompanied by ovulation within 2 years, and a higher proportion of those with

later menarche may not establish regular ovulation for 4 years or more. However, initiation

of ovulation after menarche is not inevitable, and a high proportion of girls with continued

irregularity several years from menarche will continue to have prolonged irregularity and

anovulation, and are at higher risk for reduced fertility.

Pelvic shape, fat distribution, and body composition

During this period, also in response to rising levels of estrogen, the lower half of the pelvis

widens. This prepares the body for the time when she will give birth by enlarging the birth

canal. Fat tissue increases to a greater percentage of the body composition than in males,

especially in the typical female distribution of breasts, hips, and thighs. This produces the

typical female body shape. Also, the fat goes to the buttocks of a girl, giving their buttocks

more shape and curve.

Body and facial hair in girls

In the months and years following the appearance of pubic hair, other areas of skin which

respond to androgens develop heavier hair (androgenic hair) in roughly the following se-

quence: underarm (axillary) hair, perianal hair, upper lip hair, sideburn (preauricular) hair,

and periareolar hair. Arm and leg hair becomes heavier gradually over a period of 10 years

or more. While the appearance of hair in some of these areas is not always wanted, particu-

larly in Western culture, it rarely indicates a hormone imbalance unless it occurs elsewhere

as well, such as under the chin and in the midline of the chest.

Height growth in girls

The estrogen-induced pubertal growth spurt in girls begins at the same time the earliest

breast changes begin, or even a few months before, making it one of the earliest manifes-

tations of puberty in girls. Growth of the legs and feet accelerates first, so that many girls

have longer legs in proportion to their torso in the first year of puberty. The rate of growth

tends to reach a peak velocity (as much as 7.5-10 cm or 3-4 inches per year) midway be-

tween thelarche and menarche and is already declining by the time menarche occurs. In the

2 years following menarche most girls grow about 5 cm (2 inches) before growth ceases at

maximal adult height. This last growth primarily involves the spine rather than the limbs.

Body odor, skin changes, and acne
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Figure 165 Acne on the face and body.

Rising levels of androgens can change the fatty acid composition of perspiration, resulting

in a more ”adult” body odor. This often precedes thelarche and pubarche by 1 or more

years. Another androgen effect is increased secretion of oil (sebum) from the skin. This

change increases the susceptibility to acne vulgaris, a characteristic affliction of puberty

greatly variable in its severity.

18.7.2 Male

The onset of puberty for males is similar to that of females. GnRH secretion from the

hypothalamus results in an increase in pituitary gonadatropins secretion of LH / ICSH
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and FSH. The pituitary gonadatropins stimulate the seminiferous tubules and testosterone

secretion. Testosterone causes changes in the accessory reproductive organs, secondary sex

characteristics and male sex drive.

Testicular size, function, and fertility

In boys, testicular enlargement is the first physical manifestation of puberty. It is termed

gonadarche. The testes in prepubertal boys change little in size from about 1 year of age

to the onset of puberty, averaging about 2–3 cc in volume and about 1.5-2 cm in length.

Testicular size continues to increase throughout puberty, reaching maximal adult size about

6 years later. While 18-20 cc is reportedly an average adult size, there is wide variation in

the normal population.

The testes have two primary functions: to produce hormones and to produce sperm. The

Leydig cells produce testosterone (as described below), which in turn produces most of

the changes of male puberty. However, most of the increasing bulk of testicular tissue is

spermatogenic tissue (primarily Sertoli and interstitial cells). The development of sperm

production and fertility in males is not as well documented. Sperm can be detected in

the morning urine of most boys after the first year of pubertal changes (and occasionally

earlier).

Genitalia

A boy's penis grows little from the fourth year of life until puberty. Average prepubertal

penile length is 4 cm. The prepubertal genitalia are described as stage 1. Within months

after growth of the testes begins, rising levels of testosterone promote growth of the penis

and scrotum. This earliest discernible beginning of pubertal growth of the genitalia is

referred to as stage 2. The penis continues to grow until about 21 years of age, reaching an

average adult size of about 7-15.5 cm.

Although erections and orgasms occur in prepubertal boys, they become much more com-

mon during puberty, accompanied by a markedly increased libido. Ejaculation becomes

possible early in puberty; prior to this boys may experience dry orgasms. Emission of sem-

inal fluid may occur due to masturbation or spontaneously during sleep (commonly termed

a wet dream, and more clinically called a nocturnal emission). The ability to ejaculate is a

fairly early event in puberty compared to the other characteristics. However, in parallel to

the irregularity of the first few periods of a girl, for the first one or two years after a boy's

first ejaculation, his seminal fluid may contain few active sperm.

Pubic hair in boys

Pubic hair often appears on a boy shortly after the genitalia begin to grow. As in girls,

the first appearance of pubic hair is termed pubarche and the pubic hairs are usually first

visible at the dorsal (abdominal) base of the penis. The first few hairs are described as

stage 2. Stage 3 is usually reached within another 6–12 months, when the hairs are too

numerous to count. By stage 4, the pubic hairs densely fill the ”pubic triangle.” Stage 5

refers to spread of pubic hair to the thighs and upward towards the umbilicus as part of the

developing abdominal hair.

Body and facial hair in boys

In the months and years following the appearance of pubic hair, other areas of skin which

respond to androgens develop heavier hair (androgenic hair) in roughly the following se-
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quence: underarm (axillary) hair, perianal hair, upper lip hair, sideburn (preauricular) hair,

periareolar hair, and the rest of the beard area. Arm, leg, chest, abdominal, and back hair

become heavier more gradually. There is a large range in amount of body hair among adult

men, and significant differences in timing and quantity of hair growth among different ethnic

groups.

Voice change

Under the influence of androgens, the voice box, or larynx, grows in both genders. This

growth is far more prominent in boys, causing the male voice to drop, rather abruptly, about

one octave, because the larger vocal folds have a lower fundamental frequency. Occasionally,

this is accompanied by cracking and breaking sounds in the early stages. Most of the voice

change happens during stage 4 of male puberty around the time of peak growth. However,

it usually precedes the development of significant facial hair by several months to years.

Height growth in boys

Compared to girls' early growth spurt, growth accelerates more slowly in boys and lasts

longer, resulting in a taller adult stature among males than females (on average about 10 cm

or 4 inches). The difference is attributed to the much greater potency of estradiol compared

to testosterone in promoting bone growth, maturation, and epiphyseal closure. In boys,

growth begins to accelerate about 9 months after the first signs of testicular enlargement

and the peak year of the growth spurt occurs about 2 years after the onset of puberty,

reaching a peak velocity of about 8.5–12 cm or 3.5–5 inches per year. The feet and hands

experience their growth spurt first, followed by the limbs, and finally ending in the trunk.

Epiphyseal closure and adult height are reached more slowly, at an average age of about

17.5 years. As in girls, this last growth primarily involves the spine rather than the limbs.

Male musculature and body shape

By the end of puberty, adult men have heavier bones and nearly twice as much skeletal

muscle. Some of the bone growth (e.g., shoulder width and jaw) is disproportionately

greater, resulting in noticeably different male and female skeletal shapes. The average

adult male has about 150% of the lean body mass of an average female, and about 50% of

the body fat.

This muscle develops mainly during the later stages of puberty, and muscle growth can

continue even after a male is biologically adult. The peak of the so-called ”strength spurt,”

the rate of muscle growth, is attained about one year after a male experiences his peak

growth rate.

Breast development in boys: pubertal gynecomastia

Estradiol is produced from testosterone in male puberty as well as female, and male breasts

often respond to the rising estradiol levels. This is termed gynecomastia. In most boys, the

breast development is minimal, similar to what would be termed a ”breast bud” in a girl,

but in many boys, breast growth is substantial. It usually occurs after puberty is underway,

may increase for a year or two, and usually diminishes by the end of puberty. It is increased

by extra adipose tissue if the boy is overweight.

Although this is a normal part of male puberty, breast development for some boys is as

unwelcome as upper lip hair in girls. If the boy's distress becomes too substantial during

development, breast tissue can be removed and corrected surgically.
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18.8 Adulthood

w:adult2 The term ”adult” generally refers to a fully developed person from maturity (the

end of puberty) onward. The age at which a person is physiologically an adult is age 17

for females and age 18 for males. Adulthood can also refer to a person's ability to care for

them self independently, and raise a family of their own; or it can simply mean reaching

a specified age. Graduating high school, residing in one's own residence and attaining

financial independence are all synonymous with adulthood in the United States.

18.8.1 Adult characteristics

There are some qualities that symbolize adultness in most cultures. Not always is there a

concordance between the qualities and the physical age of the person.

The adult character is comprised of:

• Self-control - restraint, emotional control.

• Stability - stable personality, strength.

• Independence - ability to self-regulate.

• Seriousness - ability to deal with life in a serious manner.

• Responsibility - accountability, commitment and reliability.

• Method/Tact - ability to think ahead and plan for the future, patience.

• Endurance - ability and willingness to cope with difficulties that present themselves.

• Experience - breadth of mind, understanding.

• Objectivity - perspective and realism.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/adult
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Figure 166 This diagram shows Maslow's hierarchy of needs, represented as a pyramid

with the more primitive needs at the bottom.

Abraham Maslow, a psychologist, developed Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs. It is a chart

outlining basic needs that a person must meet to function and survive in life. It also

attempts to explain what motivates people in life. The needs on the lower level must be

met before moving up the ladder, as the higher needs only come into focus once all the

needs that are lower down in the pyramid are satisfied. People can get stuck on levels and

some people may never reach certain levels because of circumstances in their life. When

one stage is fulfilled you naturally move to the next.

Physical or Physiological: These include shelter, oxygen, food, water, rest and elimina-

tion, all of which are vital to a person's life and essential to survival.

Security or Safety: This involves not only actually being secure and safe, but also the

feeling of safety and security. This is something that people typically learn from their

childhood and something that helps lay the groundwork for developing other skills and

moving up to the next step in the ladder.

Social (Love/Belonging): This involves developing friendships and eventually relation-

ships. This involves emotionally-based relationships in general, such as friendship, sexual

intimacy, and having a supportive and communicative family.

Esteem: This is where people learn to develop self-esteem and confidence. According to

Maslow, all humans have a need to be respected, to have self-respect, and to respect others.

People need to engage themselves in order to gain recognition and have an activity or

activities that give the person a sense of contribution, be it in a profession or hobby,
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Self-Actualization: The highest level you can reach according to Maslow. Maslow writes

the following of self-actualizing people:

• They embrace the facts and realities of the world (including themselves) rather than

denying or avoiding them.

• They are spontaneous in their ideas and actions.

• They are creative.

• They are interested in solving problems; this often includes the problems of others. Solv-

ing these problems is often a key focus in their lives.

• They feel a closeness to other people, and generally appreciate life.

• They have a system of morality that is fully internalized and independent of external

authority.

• They have discernment and are able to view all things in an objective manner. Prejudices

are absent.

In short, self-actualization is reaching one's fullest potential.

Most people accomplish the two lower levels in their lifetime, but may get stuck on upper

levels. While self-actualization is a useful concept to many, others insist there is no proof

that every individual has this capacity or even the goal to achieve it.

18.9 Menopause

w:Menopause3

Menopause occurs as the ovaries stop producing estrogen, causing the reproductive system

to gradually shut down. As the body adapts to the changing levels of natural hormones,

vasomotor symptoms such as hot flashes and palpitations, psychological symptoms such

as increased depression, anxiety, irritability, mood swings and lack of concentration, and

atrophic symptoms such as vaginal dryness and urgency of urination appear. Together

with these symptoms, the woman may also have increasingly scanty and erratic menstrual

periods.

Technically, menopause refers to the cessation of menses; whereas the gradual process

through which this occurs, which typically takes a year but may last as little as six months

or more than five years, is known as climacteric. Popular use, however, replaces climacteric

with menopause. A natural or physiological menopause is that which occurs as a part of

a woman's normal aging process. However, menopause can be surgically induced by such

procedures as hysterectomy (when this procedure includes oophorectomy, removal of the

ovaries).

The average onset of menopause is 50.5 years, but some women enter menopause at a

younger age, especially if they have suffered from cancer or another serious illness and

undergone chemotherapy. Premature menopause (or premature ovarian failure) is defined

as menopause occurring before the age of 40, and occurs in one percent of women. Other

causes of premature menopause include autoimmune disorders, thyroid disease, and diabetes

mellitus. Premature menopause is diagnosed by measuring the levels of follicle stimulating

hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH); the levels of these hormones will be higher

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menopause
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if menopause has occurred. Rates of premature menopause have been found to be signif-

icantly higher in both fraternal and identical twins; approximately five percent of twins

reach menopause before the age of 40. The reasons for this are not completely understood.

Transplants of ovarian tissue between identical twins have been successful in restoring fer-

tility.

Post-menopausal women, especially Caucasian women of European descent, are at increased

risk of osteoporosis.

Animals other than human beings rarely experience menopause, possibly because they sim-

ply do not live long enough to reach it. However, recent studies have shown menopause in

gorillas, with an average age of 44 at onset.

Perimenopause refers to the time preceding menopause, during which the production of

hormones such as estrogen and progesterone diminishes and becomes more irregular. During

this period fertility diminishes. Menopause is arbitrarily defined as a minimum of twelve

months without menstruation. Perimenopause can begin as early as age 35, although it

usually begins much later. It can last for a few months or for several years. The duration

of perimenopause cannot be predicted in advance.

18.9.1 Grandmother Hypothesis

Human females have the unique distinction of being one of the only species to stop repro-

duction well before the end of their life span. This evolutionary distinction is odd because

most other species continue to reproduce until death, thus maximizing the number of off-

spring they produce. The grandmother hypothesis essentially states that the presence of

a grandmother has beneficial effect on the survival of an infant. Humans are one of the

slowest developing species in the animal kingdom, and unlike many species, infants, toddlers

and children must be continuously cared for to ensure their survival. (Compare that to the

salmon that swims up stream, spawns and dies.)

18.9.2 Etiology

The cessation of menses is the result of the eventual atresia (degeneration and reabsorption)

of almost all oocytes in the ovaries. This causes an increase in circulating FSH and LH levels

as there are a decreased number of oocytes responding to these hormones and producing es-

trogen. This decrease in the production of estrogen leads to the post-menopausal symptoms

of hot flashes, insomnia, osteoporosis, atherosclerosis, vaginal atrophy and depression.

Cigarette smoking has been found to decrease the age of menopause by as much as one year

however, premature menopause (before the age of 40) is generally idiopathic.

18.9.3 Symptoms

The clinical features of menopause are caused by the estrogen deficiency.

• vasomotor instability

• hot flashes, hot flushes

• sleep disturbances

• Urogenital atrophy
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• dyspareunia

• itching

• dryness

• bleeding

• urinary frequency

• urinary urgency

• urinary incontinence

• skeletal

Breast Atrophy

• skin thinning

• decreased elasticity

• Psychological

Mood Disturbance

• irritability

• fatigue

• decreased libido

• memory loss

• depression

Treatments:Medical treatments for menopausal symptoms have been developed. Most

notably, Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT), has been used to reduce the weakening of

bones (known as osteoporosis). However, some women have resisted the implication that

menopause is a disorder, seeing it as a natural stage of life. There has also been scientific

controversy over whether the benefits of HRT outweigh the risks. For many years, women

were advised to take hormone therapy after menopause to reduce their risk of heart disease

and various aspects of aging. However, a large, randomized, controlled trial (the Women's

Health Initiative) found that women undergoing HRT had an increased risk of Alzheimer's

disease, breast cancer, heart disease and stroke.

18.9.4 Osteoporosis

Osteoporosis is a skeletal disease resulting in bone loss and changes in the bone quality that

leads to diminished bone strength and an increased risk to sustain fractures. The main

cause of osteoporosis is a loss estrogen following menopause. Osteoporosis can be prevented

and treated using a number of different drugs and lifestyle modifications including proper

diet, exercise and hormone replacement therapy. The link to Wikipedia Osteoporosis is a

great source of additional information.

Preventing Osteoporosis The old saying that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound

of cure holds true for osteoporosis. In researching osteoporosis I found that while there are

some treatments for osteoporosis, a healthy lifestyle throughout your life is a much more

effective way of combating the effects of this disease. It is generally acknowledged that

a regular weight bearing exercise plan is helpful in maintaining bone mass. Additionally,

adequate dietary calcium and vitamin D intake throughout ones life are important factors

in building up and maintaining bone mass.
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Estrogen and progesterone treatments in postmenopausal women have proven to be effective

in treating bone loss. There are also two groups of drugs that interfere with the re-absorption

of bone by osteoclasts called bisphosphonates and lective

UNKNOWN TEMPLATE typo help inline

August 2022similar to elective

estrogen receptor modulators (SERMS).

An estimated 52 million men and woman will be afflicted with crumbling, weakened bones

by the year 2010. Osteoporosis is three to four times more common in woman than men.

While some men do get osteoporosis, they are less likely to do so because men have frames

that are 25 percent larger and heavier than women. Women are also more susceptible to

the disease because they are more likely than a man to go on crash diets. This kind of diet

may interfere with the three main factors associated with osteoporosis and having healthy

bones: having enough vitamin D, having enough calcium, and having enough estrogen.

There are approximately 1 million to 1.3 million hip fractures every year that are related

to osteoporosis. Men on steroids, people with arthritis, people undergoing chemotherapy,

along with those suffering from anorexia all have an increased chance of having osteoporosis.

Osteoporosis related links

Wikipedia Osteoporosis Page4 This is a wikipedia link with a complete discussion of osteo-

porosis.

National Osteoporosis Foundation5 This page links to the National Osteoporosis Foundation

18.10 Old Age

Figure 167 Hmong women

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osteoporosis

5 http://www.nof.org/osteoporosis/
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18.10.1 Why do people age?

Some researchers believe we are programmed by an internal biological clock to age. The

idea is that each type of cell, tissue and organ is like a clock that ticks at its own pace. In

the body our cells divide 80 to 90 times at the most. At the end of each chromosome there

are repeated stretches of DNA called telomeres. These Telomeres prevent Uncontrollable

division which might lead to genetic deficits , producing Cancer cells. A bit of each telomere

is lost during every cell division. When only a nub remains the cells stop dividing and die.

A different hypothesis is that aging is a result of accumulated damage to DNA from envi-

ronmental attacks and a decline in DNA's mechanism of self repair. Things such as free

radicals attack DNA and other molecules causing structural changes. These changes in

DNA endanger the synthesis of enzymes and other proteins that are required for life. This

damage interferes with cell division. Organ wear out (over time) can cause excessive damage

to DNA ; unable to repair itself , DNA slowly starts degrading in function thus increasing

the chance of mistakes in replication .

Most researchers believe that aging is a combination of an internal clock that ticks out the

life span of cells and the accumulation damage to DNA.

18.11 Old Age Diseases

18.11.1 Diabetes

Diabetes mellitus is a disease characterized by persistent hyperglycemia (high blood sugar

levels), resulting either from inadequate secretion of the hormone insulin, an inadequate

response of target cells to insulin, or a combination of these factors. Diabetes is a metabolic

disease requiring medical diagnosis, treatment and lifestyle changes

Type 1 diabetes mellitus is characterized by loss of the insulin-producing beta cells of the

islets of Langerhans of the pancreas. Sensitivity and responsiveness to insulin are usually

normal, especially in the early stages. This type comprises up to 10% of total cases in North

America and Europe, though this varies by geographical location. This type of diabetes

can affect children or adults, but has traditionally been termed ”juvenile diabetes” because

it represents a majority of cases of diabetes affecting children. The most common cause

of beta cell loss leading to type 1 diabetes is autoimmune destruction, accompanied by

antibodies directed against insulin and islet cell proteins. The principal treatment of type

1 diabetes, even from the earliest stages, is replacement of insulin. Without insulin, ketosis

and diabetic ketoacidosis can develop.

Type 2 diabetes mellitus is due to a combination of defective insulin secretion and defective

responsiveness to insulin (often termed reduced insulin sensitivity). In early stages the

predominant abnormality is reduced insulin sensitivity, characterized by elevated levels of

insulin in the blood. The initial defect of insulin secretion is subtle and initially involves only

the earliest phase of insulin secretion. In the early stages, hyperglycemia can be reversed

by a variety of measures and medications that improve insulin sensitivity or reduce glucose

production by the liver, but as the disease progresses the impairment of insulin secretion

worsens, and therapeutic replacement of insulin often becomes necessary. Type 2 diabetes

is quite common, comprising 90% or more of cases of diabetes in many populations. There

is a strong association with obesity and with aging, although in the last decade it has
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increasingly begun to affect older children and adolescents. In the past, this type of diabetes

was often termed adult-onset diabetes or maturity-onset diabetes.

Gestational diabetes, Type III, also involve a combination of inadequate insulin secretion

and responsiveness, resembling type 2 diabetes in several respects. It develops during preg-

nancy and may improve or disappear after delivery. Even though it may be transient,

gestational diabetes may damage the health of the fetus or mother, and about 40% of

women with gestational diabetes develop type 2 diabetes later in life.

18.11.2 Congestive Heart Failure

Congestive heart failure (CHF), also called congestive cardiac failure (CCF) or just heart

failure, is a condition that can result from any structural or functional cardiac disorder that

impairs the ability of the heart to fill with or pump a sufficient amount of blood throughout

the body. It is not to be confused with ”cessation of heartbeat”, which is known as asystole,

or with cardiac arrest, which is the cessation of normal cardiac function in the face of heart

disease. Because not all patients have volume overload at the time of initial or subsequent

evaluation, the term ”heart failure” is preferred over the older term ”congestive heart failure”.

Congestive heart failure is often undiagnosed due to a lack of a universally agreed definition

and difficulties in diagnosis, particularly when the condition is considered ”mild”.

18.11.3 Stroke

Figure 168 Stroke

A stroke, also known as cerebrovascular accident (CVA), is an acute neurologic injury

whereby the blood supply to a part of the brain is interrupted. Stroke can also be said to

be a syndrome of sudden loss of neuronal function due to disturbance in cerebral perfusion.

This disturbance in perfusion is commonly on the arterial side of the circulation, but can

be on the venous side.

The part of the brain with disturbed perfusion can no longer receive adequate oxygen carried

by the blood; brain cells are therefore damaged or die, impairing function from that part

of the brain. Stroke is a medical emergency and can cause permanent neurologic damage

or even death if not promptly diagnosed and treated. It is the third leading cause of death

and adult disability in the US and industrialized European nations. On average, a stroke

occurs every 45 seconds and someone dies every 3 minutes. Of every 5 deaths from stroke,

2 occur in men and 3 in women.
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18.11.4 Progeria

The term Progeria narrowly refers to Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria syndrome, but the term

is also used more generally to describe any of the so-called ”accelerated aging diseases”. The

word progeria is derived from the Greek for ”prematurely old”. Because the ”accelerated

aging” diseases display different aspects of aging, but never every aspect, they are often

called ”segmental progerias” by biogerontologists. Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria syndrome

is an extremely rare genetic condition which causes physical changes that resemble greatly

accelerated aging in sufferers. The disease affects between 1 in 4 million (estimated actual)

and 1 in 8 million (reported) newborns. Currently, there are approximately 40-45 known

cases in the world. There is no known cure. Most people with progeria die around 13 years

of age. Progeria is of interest to scientists because the disease may reveal clues about the

process of aging. Unlike most other ”accelerated aging diseases” (such as Werner's syndrome,

Cockayne's syndrome or xeroderma pigmentosum), progeria is not caused by defective DNA

repair. It is caused by mutations in a LMNA (Lamin A protein) gene on chromosome 1.

Nuclear lamina is a protein scaffold around the edge of the nucleus that helps organize

nuclear processes such as RNA and DNA synthesis.

18.12 The effects of Aging on the Body

18.12.1 Cardiovascular System

The heart loses about 1% of its reserve pumping capacity every year after we turn 30.

Change in blood vessels that serve brain tissue reduce nourishment to the brain, resulting

in the malfunction and death of brain cells. By the time we turn 80, cerebral blood flow

is 20% less, and renal blood flow is 50% less than when we were age 30. As we age our

heart goes through certain structural changes: the walls of the heart thicken and the heart

becomes heavier, heart valves stiffen and are more likely to calcify, and the aorta, the major

vessel carrying blood out of the heart, becomes larger. w:Heart Attack6

Heart Attack / Myocardial infarction

Acute myocardial infarction (AMI or MI), commonly known as a heart attack, is a disease

that occurs when the blood supply to a part of the heart is interrupted, causing death

of heart tissue. It is the leading cause of death for both men and women all over the

world. The term myocardial infarction is derived from myocardium (the heart muscle) and

infarction (tissue death). The phrase ”heart attack” sometimes refers to heart problems

other than MI, such as unstable angina pectoris and sudden cardiac death.

Congestive Heart Failure

In the elderly, ventricular diastolic stiffness can lead to pulmonary circulatory congestion.

Aortic stenosis and aortic insufficiency, elevate left ventricular preload to the point where

the left ventricle becomes stiff and noncompliant, and is common in people 75 years of

age or older. Elevated pressures are transmitted to the pulmonary vasculature and lead

to pulmonary edema.

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart%20Attack
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18.12.2 Musculoskeletal System

Bones

Aging is accompanied by the loss of bone tissue. The haversian systems in compact bone

undergo slow erosion, lacunae are enlarged, canals become widened, and the endosteal

cortex converts to spongy bone. The endosteal surface gradually erodes until the rate

of loss exceeds the rate of deposition. Bone remodeling cycle takes longer to complete

because bone cells slow in the rate of resorption and deposition of bone tissue. The rate

of mineralization also slows down. The number of bone cells also decreases because the

bone marrow becomes fatty and unable to provide an adequate supply of precursor cells.

Because bones become less dense, they become more prone to fractures. Although bone

degeneration is inevitable, it is variable if steps are taken before the mid-twenties -around

this time our bones break down faster than they rebuild. Bone density increases when our

bones are stressed, so physical activity is important. Vitamins and good diet also help

build up bone mass.

Joints

Cartilage becomes more rigid, fragile, and susceptible to fibrillation. Loss of elasticity

and resiliency is attributed to more cross-linking of collagen to elastin, decrease in water

content, and decreasing concentrations of glycosaminoglycans. Joints are also more prone

to fracture due to the loss of bone mass.

Muscles

Decrease in the range of motion of the joint is related to the change of ligaments and

muscles. As the body ages, muscle bulk and strength declines especially after the age of

70. As much as 30% of skeletal muscle are lost by age 80. Muscle fibers, RNA synthesis

and mitochondrial volume loss may all be contributors to muscle decline. Other factors

that could contribute to muscle loss of the aged are: change in activity level, reduced

nerve supply to muscle, cardiovascular disease, and nutritional deficiencies. In women,

menopause will cause muscle mass to decrease significantly, especially in the first three

post-menopausal years.

18.12.3 Nervous System

One of the effects of aging on the nervous system is the loss of neurons. By the age of 30, the

brain begins to lose thousands of neurons each day. The cerebral cortex can lose as much as

45% of its cells and the brain can weigh 7% less than in the prime of our lives. Associated

with the loss of neurons comes a decreased capacity to send nerve impulses to and from the

brain. Because of this the processing of information slows down. In addition the voluntary

motor movement's slow down, reflex time increases, and conduction velocity decreases.

Parkinson's disease is the most common movement disorder of the nervous system. As

we age there are some degenerative changes along with some disease's involving the sense

organ's that can alter vision, touch, smell, and taste. Loss of hearing is also associated with

aging. It is usually the result of changes in important structures of the inner ear.
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Dementia

Dementia (from Latin de- ”apart, away” + mens (genitive mentis) ”mind”) is the progressive

decline in cognitive function due to damage or disease in the brain beyond what might

be expected from normal aging. Particularly affected areas may be memory, attention,

language and problem solving, although particularly in the later stages of the condition,

affected persons may be disoriented in time (not knowing what day, week, month or year it

is), place (not knowing where they are) and person (not knowing who they are). Symptoms

of dementia can be classified as either reversible or irreversible depending upon the etiology

of the disease. Less than 10% of all dementias are reversible. Dementia is a non-specific term

that encompasses many disease processes, just as fever is attributable to many etiologies.

Alzheimers disease

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by progressive cog-

nitive deterioration together with declining activities of daily living and neuropsychiatric

symptoms or behavioral changes. It is the most common cause of dementia. The most

striking early symptom is short term memory loss (amnesia), which usually manifests as

minor forgetfulness that becomes steadily more pronounced with illness progression, with

relative preservation of older memories. As the disorder progresses, cognitive (intellectual)

impairment extends to the domains of language (aphasia), skilled movements (apraxia),

recognition (agnosia), and those functions (such as decision-making and planning) closely

related to the frontal and temporal lobes of the brain as they become disconnected from

the limbic system, reflecting extension of the underlying pathological process. This consists

principally of neuronal loss or atrophy, together with an inflammatory response to the de-

position of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. Genetic factors are known to be

important, and autosomal dominant mutations in three different genes (presenilin 1, prese-

nilin 2, and amyloid precursor protein) have been identified that account for a small number

of cases of familial, early-onset AD. For late onset AD (LOAD), only one susceptibility gene

has so far been identified: the epsilon 4 allele of the apolipoprotein E gene. Age of onset

itself has a heritability of around 50%.

18.12.4 Digestive System

The changes associated with aging of the digestive system include loss of strength and tone of

muscular tissue and supporting muscular tissue, decreased secretory mechanisms, decreased

motility of the digestive organs, along with changes in neurosensory feedback regarding

enzyme and hormone release, and diminished response to internal sensations and pain. In

the upper GI tract common changes include periodontal disease, difficulty in swallowing,

reduced sensitivity to mouth irritations and sores, loss of taste, gastritis, and peptic ulcer

disease. Changes that may appear in the small intestine include, appendicitis, duodenal

ulcers, malabsorption, and maldigestion. Other pathologies that increase in occurrence with

age are acute pancreatitis, jaundice, and gallbladder problems. Large intestinal changes such

as hemorrhoids and constipation may also occur. Cancer of the rectum are quite common.

18.12.5 Urinary System
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As we get older kidney function diminishes. By the age of 70, the filtering mechanism is only

about half as effective as it was at age 40. Because water balance is altered and the sensation

of thirst diminishes with age, older people are more susceptible to dehydration. This causes

more urinary tract infections in the elderly. other problems may include nocturia (excessive

urination at night), increased frequency of urination, polyuria (excessive urine production),

dysuria (painful urination), incontinence, and hematuria (blood in the urine). Some kidney

diseases that are common as we age include acute and chronic kidney inflammations and

renal calculi (kidney stones). The prostate gland is often implicated in various disorders of

the urinary tract. Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in elderly males. Because the

prostate gland encircles part of the urethra, an enlarged prostate gland may cause difficulty

in urination

18.12.6 Respiratory Systems

With the advancing of age, the airways and tissue of the respiratory tract become less elastic

and more rigid. The walls of the alveoli break down, so there is less total respiratory surface

available for gas exchange. This decreases the lung capacity by as much as 30% by the age

of 70. Therefore, elderly people are more susceptible to pneumonia, bronchitis, emphysema,

and other pulmonary disorders. For a more complete discussion of the respiratory system

please visit Chapter 12 The Respiratory System.7

7 http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/The_respiratory_system
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Lung cancer

Figure 169 Correlation between lung cancer and smoking tobacco.

Lung cancer is a cancer of the lungs characterized by the presence of malignant tumors.

Most commonly it is bronchogenic carcinoma (about 90%). Lung cancer is one of the most

lethal forms of cancer worldwide, causing up to 3 million deaths annually. Only one in ten

patients diagnosed with this disease will survive the next five years. Although lung cancer

was previously an illness that affected predominately men, lung cancer rate for women has

been increasing in the last few decades. This has been attributed to the rising ratio of

female to male smokers. More women die of lung cancer than any other cancer, including

breast cancer, ovarian cancer and uterine cancers combined. Current research indicates that

the factor with the greatest impact on risk of lung cancer is long-term exposure to inhaled

carcinogens. The most common means of such exposure is tobacco smoke.
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Vision

Changes in vision begin at an early age. The cornea becomes thicker and less curved. The

anterior chamber decreases in size and volume. The lens becomes thicker and more opaque,

and also increases rigidity and loses elasticity. The ciliary muscles atrophy and the pupil

constricts. There is also a reduction of rods and nerve cells of the retina.

Hearing

Approximately one third of people over the age of 65 have hearing loss. The ability to

distinguish between high and low frequency diminishes with age. Loss of hearing for sounds

of high-frequency (presbycusis) is the most common, although the ability to distinguish

sound localization also decreases. It is believed that the hearing loss isn't so much an age

change as it is due to the accumulation of noise damage.

Taste and Smell

Sensitivity to odors and taste decline with age. The sense of smell begins to degenerate with

the loss of olfactory sensory neurons and loss of cells from the olfactory bulb. The decline in

taste sensation is more gradual than that of smell. The elderly have trouble differentiating

between flavors. The number of fungiform papillae of the tongue decline by 50% by the age

of 50. Taste could also be affected by the loss of salivary gland secretions, notably amylase.

This loss of taste and smell can have a significant effect on an elder's health. With the

reduced ability to taste and smell, it is difficult to adjust food intake as they can no longer

rely on their taste receptors to tell them if something is too salty, or too sweet. This can

also cause the problem in that they might not be able to detect if something is spoiled,

making them at a higher risk for food poisoning.

18.12.7 Cellular Aging

As people age, oxygen intake decreases as well as the basal metabolic rate. The decrease in

the metabolic rate, delayed shivering response, sedentary lifestyle, decreased vasoconstric-

tor response, diminished sweating, and poor nutrition are reasons why the elderly cannot

maintain body temperature. There is also a decrease in total body water (TBW). In new-

borns, TBW is 75% to 80%. TBW continues to decline in childhood to 60% to 65%, to less

than 60% in adults.

18.12.8 Organism Aging

Aging is generally characterized by the declining ability to respond to stress, increasing

homeostatic imbalance and increased risk of disease. Because of this, death is the ultimate

consequence of aging. Differences in maximum life span between species correspond to

different ”rates of aging”. For example, inherited differences in the rate of aging make

a mouse elderly at 3 years and a human elderly at 90 years. These genetic differences

affect a variety of physiological processes, probably including the efficiency of DNA repair,

antioxidant enzymes, and rates of free radical production.
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18.13 Life Expectancy

http://www.senescence.info/definitions.html

18.14 Stages of Grief- Death and Dying

We go through several stages of grief as we near death, receive catastrophic news, or go

through some type of life-altering experience. There are five defined stages according to

Elisabeth Kübler-Ross. She states, however, that these steps don't always come in order,

and are not always experienced all together by everyone. She does claim that a person will

always experience at least two of the stages.

The stages are:

Denial- This isn't happening, there must have been some mistake.

Anger- Why me? It's not fair, how could you do this to me?!? (aimed toward some other

”responsible” party)

Bargaining- Just give me 2 more years...let me live to see________.

Depression- extreme sadness, lack of motivation or desire to fight anymore

Acceptance- I'm ok with this.

18.15 Sidenotes: Aubrey de Grey

Aubrey David Nicholas Jasper de Grey, Ph.D., (born 20 April 1963 in London, England)

is a controversial biomedical gerontologist who lives in the city of Cambridge, UK. He is

working to expedite the development of a cure for human aging, a medical goal he refers

to as engineered negligible senescence. To this end, he has identified what he concludes are

the seven areas of the aging process that need to be addressed medically before this can

be done. He has been interviewed in recent years in many news sources, including CBS 60

Minutes, BBC, the New York Times, Fortune Magazine, and Popular Science. His main

activities at present are as chairman and chief science officer of the Methuselah Foundation

and editor-in-chief of the academic journal Rejuvenation Research. Here are the seven

biological causes of senescence and possible solutions:

1. Cell loss or atrophy. Cell depletion can be partly corrected by therapies involving

exercise and growth factors. But stem cell therapy is almost certainly required for

any more than just partial replacement of lost cells. This research would involve a

large number of details, but is occurring on many fronts.

2. Nuclear mutations and epimutations. A mutation in a functional gene of a cell can

cause that cell to malfunction or to produce a malfunctioning product. Because of

the sheer number of cells Dr. de Grey believes that redundancy takes care of this

problem, although cells that have mutated to produce toxic products might have to

be disabled. In Dr. de Grey's opinion, the effect of mutations and epimutations that

really matters is cancer, since if even one cell turns into a cancer cell it might spread

and become deadly. This is to be corrected by whole-body interdiction of lengthening

telomeres, or any other cure for cancer, if any is ever found.
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3. Mutant mitochondria. Because of the highly oxidative environment in mitochondria

and their lack of the sophisticated repair systems found in the cell nucleus, mitochon-

drial mutations are believed to a be a major cause of progressive cellular degeneration.

This is to be corrected by moving the DNA for mitochondria completely within the

cellular nucleus, where it is better protected. In humans all but 13 proteins are already

protected in this way. It has been experimentally shown the operation is feasible.

4. Cellular senescence. Cellular senescence might be corrected by forcing senescent cells

to destroy themselves, a process called apoptosis. Cell killing with suicide genes or

vaccines was suggested for making the cells do apoptosis. Healthy cells would multiply

to replace them.

5. Extracellular cross-links. These are chemical bonds between structures that are part

of the body, but not within a cell. In senescent people many of these become brittle

and weak. The proposal is to further develop small-molecular drugs and enzymes to

break links caused by sugar-bonding (glycation), and other common forms of chemical

linking.

6. Junk outside cells. Junk outside cells might be removed by enhanced phagocytosis (the

normal process used by the immune system), and small drugs able to break chemical

beta-bonds. The large junk in this class can be removed surgically. Junk here means

useless things accumulated by a body, but which cannot be digested or removed by

its processes, such as the amyloid plaques characteristic of Alzheimer's disease. The

oft-mentioned 'toxins' that people claim cause many diseases would probably also fit

under this class.

7. Junk inside cells. Junk inside cells might be removed by adding new enzymes to the

cell's natural digestion organ, the lysosome. These enzymes would be taken from

bacteria, molds and other organisms that are known to completely digest animal

bodies.

Dr. de Grey's research proposals are highly controversial, with many critics arguing the

highly complicated biomedical phenomena involved contain too many unknowns for inter-

vention to be considered remotely foreseeable.

18.16 Discoveries In Growth And Development

• Medieval times

In this time the thought was once children emerged form infancy, they were regarded as

miniature already formed adults.

• Religious influence of parenting 16th Century

Puritan belief harsh restrictive parenting practices were recommended as the most efficient

means of taming the depraved child.

• John Locke's 17th Century

Tabula Rosa = Blank slate in this the thought was that children are to begin with nothing

at all and all kinds of experiences can shape their characters. This is seen as a negative

vision of the development of children because children do contribute to his or her own

development.
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• Jean Jacques Rousseau 18th Century

Noble savages = endowed with a sense of right or wrong. Children have built in moral sense

1st concept of stage, 2nd maturation of growth refers to genetically determined naturally

unfolding course. He saw development as a discontinuous stagewise process mapped cut by

nature.

• Charles Darwin the forefather of Scientific Child Study 1859-1936, 19th cen-

tury

The famous theory of evolution, the survival of the fittest, and natural selection.

• G. Stanley Hall regarded as the founder of the child study movement 1846-

1924

One of the most influential American psychologists of the early twentieth century. The

Normative Approach = normative period measures of large numbers of individuals and age

related averages are computed to represent typical development.

• The mental testing movement early 20th Century

French psychologist Alfred Binet and Colleague Theodore Simon were the first to come up

with a successful intelligence test IQ at Stanford University.

• Sigmund Freud 1856-1939

Theory psychosexual theory, ID, Ego, and Superego.

• Erik Erikson 1902-1994

Theory psychosocial theory

• John Watson 1978-1958

Behaviorism and Social Learning Theory

• Ivan Pavlov

Classical conditioning

• B.F. Skinner

Operant Conditioning

• Albert Bandura

Social learning theory

• Jean Piaget's

Cognitive-developmental theory

18.17 Review Questions

Answers for these questions can be found here8

8
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_

questions#Development:_birth_through_death
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Review Questions

1. Growth is the most rapid in

A) puberty

B) childhood

C) infancy

D) adulthood

E) Growth is always the same

2. This hormone stimulates puberty

A) GnRH

B) LH

C) FSH

D) TSH

3. Compared to girls' early growth spurt, growth __________in boys and

__________

A) is quicker, lasts longer

B) accelerates more slowly, lasts longer

C) is slower, shorter

D) None of the above

4. This quality symbolizes adulthood in most cultures

A) stability

B) method/tact

C) endurance

D) objectivity

E) all of the above

5. Susie has a very hard time keeping friends, according to Maslow, this could be because

A) as a child she had a supportive family

B) she likes to help solve the problems of others

C) as a teenager her self-esteem was low

D) as a baby she wasn’t breastfed

E) as a child she lived in an environment that never made her feel safe

6. According to Maslow, in order for me to reach my full potential of self-actualization I

must first

A) feel safe

B) gain self-esteem
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C) have friendship

D) have food

E) all of the above

7. Humans are one of the _________ developing species in the animal kingdom

A) slowest

B) quickest

C) average

D) none of the above

8. Jenny thinks that she might be going through menopause, a symptom of this is

A) bleeding

B) frequent urination

C) itchiness

D) none of the above

E) all of the above

9. It is estimated that 52 million people will be afflicted with this by 2010

A) Progeria

B) osteoporosis

C) Alzheimer’s

D) dementia

10. This is the leading cause of death for both men and women

A) progeria

B) cancer

C) congestive heart failure

D) osteoporosis

E) heart attack

18.18 Glossary

Alzheimer's disease

The most common form of dementia. It is a progressive condition that destroys brain cells,

resulting in the loss of intellectual abilities

Apoptosis

The process of regulated cell death
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Appositional bone growth

The growth in diameter of bones around the diaphysis occurs by deposition of bone beneath

the periosteum.

Bilirubin

A chemical breakdown product of hemoglobin.

canaliculi

small channels or canals in bone.

Deciduous teeth

The first set of teeth in the growth development of humans and many other animals. (milk

teeth, baby teeth, or primary teeth)

Dementia

The progressive decline in cognitive function due to damage or disease in the brain beyond

what might be expected from normal aging.

Epiphyseal Plate

The cartilage in growing long bones that allows lengthwise growth. The plate ossifies at

the end of puberty.

Haversian system

The basic structural unit of compact bone which includes a central canal, lamellae, lacunae,

osteocytes, and canaliculi.

Intramembranous ossification

The type of bone formation responsible for the development of flat bones, especially those

found in the skull. In intramembranous ossification mesenchymal cells develop into bone

without first going through a cartilage stage.

lacunae

spaces between bone lamellae.

lamellae

concentric layers of bone matrix.

Menopause

The permanent cessation of menstrual cycles.

Menarche

The first menstrual bleeding, usually occurs at about 12.7 years of age.

Mongolian spots

are common among darker-skinned races, such as Asian, East Indian, and African. They

are flat, pigmented lesions with unclear borders and irregular shape. They appear com-

monly at the base of the spine, on the buttocks and back. They may also can appear as
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high as the shoulders and elsewhere. Mongolian spots are benign skin markings and are

not associated with any conditions or illnesses.

Necrosis

A form of cell death that results from acute cellular injury.

Osteoporosis

A condition that is characterized by a decrease in bone mass and density, causing bones

to become fragile.

Puberty

The process of physical changes by which a child's body becomes an adult body capable

of reproduction

Pyloric Stenosis

Narrowing of the pyloric sphincter that reduces or eliminates the passage of food from the

stomach to the small intestine, often causing projectile vomiting in infants.

Trabeculae

spongy bones that make plates or bars instead of concentric layers.
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19 Notes and Resources

19.1 Authors

1. Kevin Young1, U.S. Citizen and resident thereof. I was teaching pre-nursing stu-

dents of Provo College2 through distance education technology, while working at the

Utah State University3 Brigham City campus (From 2010-2020 I taught at Snow Col-

lege, Arizona Western College, and Sul Ross State University, then returned to USU

Brigham City). This textbook was created as a class project. I created the chapter

pages, but the students are the primary authors (hopefully some of them will list

themselves here). The fall 2006 class created the initial structure and content, while

the spring 2007 students went through each chapter making improvements. Starting

spring 2021, USU students will make contributions to this book.

2. Nursing student, Provo College Stephanie Greenwood4 18:13, 30 April 2007 (UTC)

3. Nursing Student, Provo College Danette Seyffert 16:07, 1 May 2007 (UTC)

4. Dr.Elvis Ali, Board Certified Licensed Naturopath and Licensed Acupuncturist. Staff

member of CCNM. August 29th, 2016.

Hopefully this project expands far beyond our classroom. If you wish to be listed specifically

as a contributing author, then please include your name above this paragraph. We

also thank all those who wrote Wikipedia articles that we borrowed from extensively, and

all anonymous contributors.

19.2 Content and Contributions

Don P. Demyers, Ph.D

To the best of our knowledge, this is the world's first and only open content5 human

physiology textbook. Not only will this be themost affordable introductory physiology

textbook available, but we anticipate that it will become the best one available. We will

focus all our efforts for two months on providing valuable content and organizing and

explaining information clearly. We anticipate the book becoming increasingly better as

worldwide awareness and participation spread.

The original text of this work, and the home of the project, can be found at:

Wikibooks: Human Physiology6

1 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/User%3AProvophys

2 http://www.trade-schools.net/provo-college/default.asp

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%20Utah_state_university

4 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/User%3AStephanie%20greenwood

5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_content

6 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human%20Physiology
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http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology

Notes on the preferred style and formatting of each page can be at:

Wikibooks: Human Physiology/Formatting7

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Formatting

19.3 License

All content contained herein is available under the GNU free documentation license8. You

can copy it, print it, sell it, and create derivative works from it, in accordance with that

license.

This book links to several outside sources, and these links are designed to be illustrative

learning tools. Links to outside content do not represent an endorsement of that content.

Any of the content not found under the Wikimedia site and subsites is not guaranteed to

be under the GDFL9; they are most likely not.

7 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human%20Physiology%2FFormatting

8 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/GNU%20Free%20Documentation%20License

9 https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/GNU%20Free%20Documentation%20License
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21 Licenses

21.1 GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright © 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed. Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software

and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By con-

trast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your

freedom to share and change all versions of a program–to make sure

it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foun-

dation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software;

it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You

can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have

the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them

if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want

it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you

modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that

you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get

the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know

their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers’ and authors’ protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users’ and

authors’ sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run mod-

ified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protect-

ing users’ freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of

such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which

is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed

this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If

such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to

extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL,

as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of soft-

ware on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modi-

fication follow. TERMS AND CONDITIONS 0. Definitions.

“This License” refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

“Copyright” also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds

of works, such as semiconductor masks.

“The Program” refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this Li-

cense. Each licensee is addressed as “you”. “Licensees” and “recipients”

may be individuals or organizations.

To “modify” a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of

an exact copy. The resulting work is called a “modified version” of the

earlier work or a work “based on” the earlier work.

A “covered work” means either the unmodified Program or a work

based on the Program.

To “propagate” a work means to do anything with it that, without per-

mission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement

under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or

modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution

(with or without modification), making available to the public, and in

some countries other activities as well.

To “convey” a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays “Appropriate Legal Notices” to

the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible fea-

ture that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the

user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that

warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under

this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the inter-

face presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a

prominent item in the list meets this criterion. 1. Source Code.

The “source code” for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. “Object code” means any non-source form

of a work.

A “Standard Interface” means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is

widely used among developers working in that language.

The “System Libraries” of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form. A “Ma-

jor Component”, in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if

any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce

the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The “Corresponding Source” for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts

to control those activities. However, it does not include the work’s

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for the

work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked

subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as

by intimate data communication or control flow between those sub-

programs and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can re-

generate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same

work. 2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copy-

right on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated condi-

tions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission

to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered

work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content,

constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of

fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not con-

vey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in

force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not

control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary. 3. Protecting Users’ Legal Rights From Anti-

Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumven-

tion is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect

to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit opera-

tion or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the

work’s users, your or third parties’ legal rights to forbid circumvention

of technological measures. 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program’s source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appro-

priately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep in-

tact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms

added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all no-

tices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of

this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you con-

vey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee. 5.

Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications

to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

* a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

it, and giving a relevant date. * b) The work must carry prominent

notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions

added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in

section 4 to “keep intact all notices”. * c) You must license the entire

work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into pos-

session of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any

applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and

all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives

no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

invalidate such permission if you have separately received it. * d) If

the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate

Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that

do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make

them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

“aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used

to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation’s users beyond

what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an

aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of

the aggregate. 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of

sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable

Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these

ways:

* a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (in-

cluding a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corre-

sponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used

for software interchange. * b) Convey the object code in, or embodied

in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), ac-

companied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid

for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that prod-

uct model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product

that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium cus-

tomarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your

reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or

(2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at

no charge. * c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a

copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This

alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only

if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with sub-

section 6b. * d) Convey the object code by offering access from a

designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to

the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at

no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corre-

sponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the

object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a

different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equiv-

alent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to

the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Re-

gardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain

obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy

these requirements. * e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer

transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code

and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general

public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be in-

cluded in conveying the object code work.

A “User Product” is either (1) a “consumer product”, which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorpora-

tion into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer

product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a

particular product received by a particular user, “normally used” refers

to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the

status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular

user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A

product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has

substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such

uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

“Installation Information” for a User Product means any methods, pro-

cedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product

from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information

must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified

object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part

of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User

Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term

(regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding

Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the In-

stallation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither

you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object

code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in

ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include

a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or up-

dates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient,

or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.

Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself ma-

terially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates

the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information pro-

vided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying. 7. Additional Terms.

“Additional permissions” are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Ad-

ditional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be

treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that

they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply

only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under

those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this

License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part

of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders

of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

* a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or * b) Requiring preser-

vation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in

that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works

containing it; or * c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of

that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be

marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or *

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or au-

thors of the material; or * e) Declining to grant rights under trademark

law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or *

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material

by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with

contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability

that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors

and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further re-

strictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is gov-

erned by this License along with a term that is a further restriction,

you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further

restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you

may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that li-

cense document, provided that the further restriction does not survive

such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional

terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the

applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above

requirements apply either way. 8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, un-

less and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates

your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to no-

tify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days

after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated

permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by

some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice

of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder,

and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the

notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10. 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having

Copies.

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run

a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work oc-

curring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to

receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing

other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify

any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept

this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work,

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so. 10. Automatic

Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically re-

ceives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and prop-

agate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for

enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An “entity transaction” is a transaction transferring control of an or-

ganization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an orga-

nization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work

results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who

receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work

the party’s predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous

paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of

the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or

can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights

granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (in-

cluding a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any

patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or

importing the Program or any portion of it. 11. Patents.

A “contributor” is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The

work thus licensed is called the contributor’s “contributor version”.

A contributor’s “essential patent claims” are all patent claims owned

or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter

acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this

License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do

not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of

further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this

definition, “control” includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a

manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor’s essential patent claims, to make,

use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate

the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a “patent license” is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a

patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant

not to sue for patent infringement). To “grant” such a patent license

to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to

enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through

a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent

license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent

with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to

downstream recipients. “Knowingly relying” means you have actual

knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the cov-

ered work in a country, or your recipient’s use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrange-

ment, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered

work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the

covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a

specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is

automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works

based on it.

A patent license is “discriminatory” if it does not include within the

scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the

non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted

under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are

a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business

of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third

party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and

under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would

receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a)

in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or

copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection

with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work,

unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was

granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any

implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise

be available to you under applicable patent law. 12. No Surrender of

Others’ Freedom.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement

or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey

a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under

this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence

you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that

obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to

whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both
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those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from con-

veying the Program. 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public

License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permis-

sion to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under

version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single com-

bined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this Li-

cense will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but

the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such. 14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new ver-

sions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ

in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Pub-

lic License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or

of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If

the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General

Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions

of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public

statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to

choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions.

However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copy-

right holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version. 15.

Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EX-

TENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLD-

ERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

“AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EX-

PRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK

AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PRO-

GRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DE-

FECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SER-

VICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. 16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR

AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER,

OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCI-

DENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF

THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING

BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING REN-

DERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR

THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPER-

ATEWITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES. 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above

cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing

courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an abso-

lute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a

warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program

in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS How to Apply These Terms

to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the

exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the “copyright”

line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty

of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PUR-

POSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice

like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author> This program

comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type ‘show

w’. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under

certain conditions; type ‘show c’ for details.

The hypothetical commands ‘show w’ and ‘show c’ should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your pro-

gram’s commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would

use an “about box”.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

school, if any, to sign a “copyright disclaimer” for the program, if nec-

essary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the

GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your

program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine

library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary

applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the

GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first,

please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

21.2 GNU Free Documentation License

Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

Copyright © 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation,

Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed. 0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document ”free” in the sense of freedom: to as-

sure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with

or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Sec-

ondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to

get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for

modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ”copyleft”, which means that derivative works

of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It com-

plements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license

designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free pro-

gram should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this Li-

cense principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium,

that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can

be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work

under the conditions stated herein. The ”Document”, below, refers to

any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and

is addressed as ”you”. You accept the license if you copy, modify or

distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ”Modified Version” of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifica-

tions and/or translated into another language.

A ”Secondary Section” is a named appendix or a front-matter sec-

tion of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of

the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document’s overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part

a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any

mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connec-

tion with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial,

philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The ”Invariant Sections” are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that

says that the Document is released under this License. If a section

does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to

be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant

Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections

then there are none.

The ”Cover Texts” are certain short passages of text that are listed, as

Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A ”Transparent” copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the general

public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly

with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic

paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing edi-

tor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic

translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters.

A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup,

or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage sub-

sequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format

is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy

that is not ”Transparent” is called ”Opaque”.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input for-

mat, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-

conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human

modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG,

XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can

be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally

available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF pro-

duced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ”Title Page” means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus

such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this

License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats

which do not have any title page as such, ”Title Page” means the text

near the most prominent appearance of the work’s title, preceding the

beginning of the body of the text.

The ”publisher” means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

A section ”Entitled XYZ” means a named subunit of the Document

whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses

following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ

stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ”Acknowl-

edgements”, ”Dedications”, ”Endorsements”, or ”History”.) To ”Preserve

the Title” of such a section when you modify the Document means that

it remains a section ”Entitled XYZ” according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice

which states that this License applies to the Document. These War-

ranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other impli-

cation that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no

effect on the meaning of this License. 2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copy-

right notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the

Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other con-

ditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical

measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the

copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensa-

tion in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number

of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies. 3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document’s license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts:

Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the

back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as

the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title

with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add

other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited

to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and

satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other

respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly,

you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the

actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transpar-

ent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque

copy a computer-network location from which the general network-

using public has access to download using public-standard network

protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added

material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably pru-

dent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity,

to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the

stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute

an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document. 4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document un-

der the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

* A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title dis-

tinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the

Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the

original publisher of that version gives permission. * B. List on the

Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for

authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with

at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its prin-

cipal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from

this requirement. * C. State on the Title page the name of the pub-

lisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher. * D. Preserve all the

copyright notices of the Document. * E. Add an appropriate copyright

notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

* F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below. *

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document’s license notice. *

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License. * I. Preserve the section

Entitled ”History”, Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at

least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Ver-

sion as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ”History”

in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and pub-

lisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item

describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence. *

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the

network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was

based on. These may be placed in the ”History” section. You may omit

a network location for a work that was published at least four years

before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it

refers to gives permission. * K. For any section Entitled ”Acknowledge-

ments” or ”Dedications”, Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve

in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor ac-

knowledgements and/or dedications given therein. * L. Preserve all

the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and

in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered

part of the section titles. * M. Delete any section Entitled ”Endorse-

ments”. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

* N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ”Endorsements”

or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section. * O. Preserve any

Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appen-

dices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied

from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of

these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of

Invariant Sections in the Modified Version’s license notice. These titles

must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled ”Endorsements”, provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various par-

ties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been

approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a stan-

dard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text,

and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end

of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage

of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by

(or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document

already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by

you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on

behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one,

on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old

one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this Li-

cense give permission to use their names for publicity for or to as-

sert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version. 5. COMBINING

DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under

this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the In-

variant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list

them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license

notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name

but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original au-

thor or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant

Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ”History”

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled ”His-

tory”; likewise combine any sections Entitled ”Acknowledgements”, and

any sections Entitled ”Dedications”. You must delete all sections En-

titled ”Endorsements”. 6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other doc-

uments released under this License, and replace the individual copies

of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is

included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this

License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other

respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and dis-

tribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy

of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License

in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document. 7.

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ”aggregate” if the copyright resulting

from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the com-

pilation’s users beyond what the individual works permit. When the

Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to

the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative

works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies

of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the

entire aggregate, the Document’s Cover Texts may be placed on cov-

ers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic

equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise

they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute

translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing

Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from

their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all

Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invari-

ant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the

license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, pro-

vided that you also include the original English version of this License

and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a

disagreement between the translation and the original version of this

License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled ”Acknowledgements”, ”Dedi-

cations”, or ”History”, the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title

(section 1) will typically require changing the actual title. 9. TERMI-

NATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document ex-

cept as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automati-

cally terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, un-

less and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates

your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to no-

tify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days

after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated

permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by

some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice

of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder,

and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the

notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it. 10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS

LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such

new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but

may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ”or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published

(not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License

can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version

permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

11. RELICENSING

”Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or ”MMC Site”) means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public

wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A ”Massive

Multiauthor Collaboration” (or ”MMC”) contained in the site means

any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

”CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike

3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-

profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published

by that same organization.

”Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ”eligible for relicensing” if it is licensed under this License,

and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere

other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in

part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in

the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August

1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing. ADDENDUM:

How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy

of the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (C) YEAR YOUR NAME. Permission is granted to copy,

distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU

Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version pub-

lished by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections,

no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license

is included in the section entitled ”GNU Free Documentation License”.

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover

Texts, replace the ”with … Texts.” line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being

LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the sit-

uation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to per-

mit their use in free software.
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21.3 GNU Lesser General Public License

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright © 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public Li-

cense, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below. 0.

Additional Definitions.

As used herein, “this License” refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the “GNU GPL” refers to version 3 of the

GNU General Public License.

“The Library” refers to a covered work governed by this License, other

than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An “Application” is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defin-

ing a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of

using an interface provided by the Library.

A “Combined Work” is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the “Linked

Version”.

The “Minimal Corresponding Source” for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source

code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation,

are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The “Corresponding Application Code” for a Combined Work means

the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any

data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work

from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Com-

bined Work. 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL. 2. Conveying

Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facil-

ity refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that

uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

* a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function

or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its

purpose remains meaningful, or * b) under the GNU GPL, with none

of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.

3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated ma-

terial is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts

and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or

fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

* a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License. * b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU

GPL and this license document.

4. Combined Works.

You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions

of the Library contained in the CombinedWork and reverse engineering

for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

* a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work

that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

covered by this License. * b) Accompany the Combined Work with a

copy of the GNU GPL and this license document. * c) For a Com-

bined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include

the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a

reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this

license document. * d) Do one of the following: o 0) Convey the

Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and

the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and un-

der terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application

with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified

Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU

GPL for conveying Corresponding Source. o 1) Use a suitable shared

library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism

is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present

on the user’s computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a

modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the

Linked Version. * e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you

would otherwise be required to provide such information under section

6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined

Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a

modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the

Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding

Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1,

you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified

by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)

5. Combined Libraries.

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library

side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that

are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey

such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of

the following:

* a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

conveyed under the terms of this License. * b) Give prominent no-

tice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the

Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined

form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new ver-

sions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but

may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library

as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU

Lesser General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you

have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

published version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version

number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose

any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License

shall apply, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of any ver-

sion is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.
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\usepackage[english]{babel}
\newcommand{\mychapterbabel}{Chapter}
\newcommand{\mypagebabel}{on page}
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document/headers/commands.tex

% Syntax Highlightling

%\DefineShortVerb[commandchars=\\\{\}]{\|}
\DefineVerbatimEnvironment{Highlighting}{Verbatim}{commandchars=\\\{\}}
% Add ',fontsize=\small' for more characters per line
\newenvironment{Shaded}{\begin{scriptsize}}{\end{scriptsize}}
\newcommand{\VerbBar}{|}
\newcommand{\VERB}{\Verb[commandchars=\\\{\}]}
\DefineVerbatimEnvironment{Highlighting}{Verbatim}{commandchars=\\\{\}}
% Add ',fontsize=\small' for more characters per line
\newcommand{\KeywordTok}[1]{\textbf{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\DataTypeTok}[1]{\underline{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\DecValTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\BaseNTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\FloatTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\ConstantTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\CharTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\SpecialCharTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\StringTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\VerbatimStringTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\SpecialStringTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\ImportTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\CommentTok}[1]{\textit{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\DocumentationTok}[1]{\textit{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\AnnotationTok}[1]{\textit{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\CommentVarTok}[1]{\textit{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\OtherTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\FunctionTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\VariableTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\ControlFlowTok}[1]{\textbf{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\OperatorTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\BuiltInTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\ExtensionTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\PreprocessorTok}[1]{\textbf{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\AttributeTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\RegionMarkerTok}[1]{{#1}}
\newcommand{\InformationTok}[1]{\textit{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\WarningTok}[1]{\textit{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\AlertTok}[1]{\textbf{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\ErrorTok}[1]{\textbf{{#1}}}
\newcommand{\NormalTok}[1]{{#1}}





\newcommand{\myfigurewithoutcaption}[1]{{\bfseries \myfigurebabel{ }#1}}
\newcommand{\myfigurewithcaption}[2]{{\bfseries \myfigurebabel{ }#1{\quad}}#2}
\renewcommand{\iff}{\Longleftrightarrow}

% Definition der Fussnoten
% ------------------------
%\KOMAoptions{footnotes=multiple}


\DeclareTextSymbol{\textlongs}{TS1}{115} 

\deffootnote[2.2em]{2.2em}{0em}{\makebox[2.2em][l]{\thefootnotemark}}

\newcommand{\badchar}[1]
{\textbf{?}}


\newcommand{\myplainurl}[1]
{{\ttfamily  \url{#1}}}


\newcommand{\myfnhref}[2]
{{#2} \^{}{\{\ttfamily  \url{#1}\}} }

\newcommand{\mymchref}[2]
{}


\newcommand{\mytabhref}[2]
{{#2}\protect\footnote{\ttfamily \url{#1} }}
%{\textsc{#2}}


\newcommand{\myfnlref}[2]
{{#2} \^{}\{\mychapterbabel \ref{#1} \mypagebabel {$\text{}$} \pageref{#1}\}}

\newlength{\fnwidth}
\setlength{\fnwidth}{\linewidth}
\addtolength{\fnwidth}{-10mm}

\newcommand{\myhref}[2]
{{#2}\protect\footnote{    \begin{minipage}{\fnwidth} \ttfamily \url{#1}  \end{minipage}}} 

\newcommand{\mylref}[2]
{{#2}\protect\footnote{\mychapterbabel {$\text{}$} \ref{#1} \mypagebabel {$\text{}$} \pageref{#1}}}

\newcommand{\myfnsref}[2]
{\text{#2} \^{}\{\text{#1} \}}

\newcommand{\mysref}[2]
{\text{#2}\protect\footnote{#1}}

\newcommand{\TickYes}{\checkmark}


% Kompatibilität, damit myfootnote nichts ins Leere läuft
\newcommand{\myfootnote}[1]
%{\footnote{\quad{}#1}}
{\footnote{#1}}


% Auflistungen
% ------------
% Standardvorschlag für itemize
%\newenvironment{myitemize}{\begin{itemize}}{\end{itemize}}
%\newenvironment{myenumerate}{\begin{enumerate}}{\end{enumerate}}
\newenvironment{myquote}{\begin{itemize}[{}]}{\end{itemize}}
\newenvironment{myblockquote}{\begin{itemize}[{\quad}]}{\end{itemize}}

\newenvironment{mydescription}{

\begin{inparablank}}{\end{inparablank}} 
% Alternativen ohne Einrückung
\newenvironment{myitemize}{\begin{compactitem}[\textbullet]}{\end{compactitem}}
\newenvironment{myenumerate}{\begin{compactenum}}{\end{compactenum}}

% einige weitere Festlegungen
% ---------------------------
% \breakslash is used for URLs to allow linebreaking
\newcommand{\mybreakslash}{\discretionary{/}{}{/}}

\newlength{\mylength}
\newlength{\myhight}
\newlength{\myshadingheight}
\newcommand{\myoverline}[1]
{\settowidth{\mylength}{#1} \settoheight{\myhight}{#1}
\makebox[-3pt][l]{#1}
\rule[\myhight+1pt]{\mylength}{0.15mm}}

% Teile von Büchern
\newcommand{\mypart}[1]
%{\part{#1}}
{\addtocontents{toc}{\protect\vspace{7.5mm} \textbf{\Large {#1}}}}

% minitoc vorbereiten, aber standardmäßig unterdrücken
\newcommand{\myminitoc}{}

% Haupttitel
% ----------
%\newcommand{\mymaintitle}[1]
%{\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{shaded}
%\begin{center}
%\Huge \bfseries 
%#1 
%\end{center}
%\end{shaded}}

%\newcommand{\mysubtitle}[1]
%{\begin{center}
%\LARGE \bfseries 
%#1
%\end{center}}

\newcommand{\mysubtitle}[1]{\subtitle{#1}}
\newcommand{\mymaintitle}[1]{\title{#1}}
\newcommand{\myauthor}[1]{\author{#1}}


% this is for getting rid of a lintian complaint about
% the German translation of the English word resolution which
% I can not represent here literally according to lintian
\newcommand{\resdhunlongstring}[0]{Res}
\newcommand{\sourcedhunlongstring}[0]{source}
\newcommand{\redshunlongstringsource}[0]{\resdhunlongstring\sourcedhunlongstring}


% Metadaten
% ---------
\newcommand{\fetchurlcaption}[0]
{\mysref{In den Metadaten erläutert unter: {\itshape Adresse der elektronischen \redshunlongstringsource zur Abholung (O)}.}{URL zur Abholung}}

\newcommand{\bookcaption}[0]
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{\mysref{In den Metadaten erläutert unter: {\itshape Angaben zum Inhalt: DDC-Sachgruppe der Deutschen Nationalbibliografie oder Warengruppen-Systematik des Deutschen Buchhandels (O)}.}{Sachgruppe(n)} }

\newcommand{\futhertopicscaption}[0]
{\mysref{In den Metadaten erläutert unter: {\itshape Angaben zum Inhalt: weitere Klassifikationen / Thesauri (F)}.}{Weitere Themen}}

\newcommand{\mainauthorscaption}[0]
{Hauptautor(en)}

\newcommand{\projecttexniciancaption}[0]
{Betreuer}

\newcommand{\organizationscaptions}[0]
{\mysref{In den Metadaten erläutert unter: {\itshape Beteiligte Organisationen (F)}.}{Organisation(en)}}

\newcommand{\datecaption}[0]
{Erscheinungsdatum}

\newcommand{\issuecaption}[0]
{Ausgabebezeichnung}

\newcommand{\standardcodecaption}[0]
{Standardnummer }

\newcommand{\maintitlecaption}[0]
{Haupttitel}

\newcommand{\publishercaption}[0]
{\mysref{In den Metadaten erläutert unter: {\itshape Verlag / Verlegende Stelle (O)}.}{Verlegende Stelle} }
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document/headers/defaultcolors.tex

\definecolor{AliceBlue}{rgb}{0.941176470588,0.972549019608,1.0}
\definecolor{aliceblue}{rgb}{0.941176470588,0.972549019608,1.0}
\definecolor{AntiqueWhite}{rgb}{0.980392156863,0.921568627451,0.843137254902}
\definecolor{antiquewhite}{rgb}{0.980392156863,0.921568627451,0.843137254902}
\definecolor{Aqua}{rgb}{0.0,1.0,1.0}
\definecolor{aqua}{rgb}{0.0,1.0,1.0}
\definecolor{Aquamarine}{rgb}{0.498039215686,1.0,0.83137254902}
\definecolor{aquamarine}{rgb}{0.498039215686,1.0,0.83137254902}
\definecolor{Azure}{rgb}{0.941176470588,1.0,1.0}
\definecolor{azure}{rgb}{0.941176470588,1.0,1.0}
\definecolor{Beige}{rgb}{0.960784313725,0.960784313725,0.862745098039}
\definecolor{beige}{rgb}{0.960784313725,0.960784313725,0.862745098039}
\definecolor{Bisque}{rgb}{1.0,0.894117647059,0.76862745098}
\definecolor{bisque}{rgb}{1.0,0.894117647059,0.76862745098}
\definecolor{Black}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,0.0}
\definecolor{black}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,0.0}
\definecolor{BlanchedAlmond}{rgb}{1.0,0.921568627451,0.803921568627}
\definecolor{blanchedalmond}{rgb}{1.0,0.921568627451,0.803921568627}
\definecolor{Blue}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,1.0}
%\definecolor{blue}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,1.0}
\definecolor{BlueViolet}{rgb}{0.541176470588,0.16862745098,0.886274509804}
\definecolor{blueviolet}{rgb}{0.541176470588,0.16862745098,0.886274509804}
\definecolor{Brown}{rgb}{0.647058823529,0.164705882353,0.164705882353}
\definecolor{brown}{rgb}{0.647058823529,0.164705882353,0.164705882353}
\definecolor{BurlyWood}{rgb}{0.870588235294,0.721568627451,0.529411764706}
\definecolor{burlywood}{rgb}{0.870588235294,0.721568627451,0.529411764706}
\definecolor{CadetBlue}{rgb}{0.372549019608,0.619607843137,0.627450980392}
\definecolor{cadetblue}{rgb}{0.372549019608,0.619607843137,0.627450980392}
\definecolor{Chartreuse}{rgb}{0.498039215686,1.0,0.0}
\definecolor{chartreuse}{rgb}{0.498039215686,1.0,0.0}
\definecolor{Chocolate}{rgb}{0.823529411765,0.411764705882,0.117647058824}
\definecolor{chocolate}{rgb}{0.823529411765,0.411764705882,0.117647058824}
\definecolor{Coral}{rgb}{1.0,0.498039215686,0.313725490196}
\definecolor{coral}{rgb}{1.0,0.498039215686,0.313725490196}
\definecolor{CornflowerBlue}{rgb}{0.392156862745,0.58431372549,0.929411764706}
\definecolor{cornflowerblue}{rgb}{0.392156862745,0.58431372549,0.929411764706}
\definecolor{Cornsilk}{rgb}{1.0,0.972549019608,0.862745098039}
\definecolor{cornsilk}{rgb}{1.0,0.972549019608,0.862745098039}
\definecolor{Crimson}{rgb}{0.862745098039,0.078431372549,0.235294117647}
\definecolor{crimson}{rgb}{0.862745098039,0.078431372549,0.235294117647}
\definecolor{Cyan}{rgb}{0.0,1.0,1.0}
%\definecolor{cyan}{rgb}{0.0,1.0,1.0}
\definecolor{DarkBlue}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,0.545098039216}
\definecolor{darkblue}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,0.545098039216}
\definecolor{DarkCyan}{rgb}{0.0,0.545098039216,0.545098039216}
\definecolor{darkcyan}{rgb}{0.0,0.545098039216,0.545098039216}
\definecolor{DarkGoldenRod}{rgb}{0.721568627451,0.525490196078,0.043137254902}
\definecolor{darkgoldenrod}{rgb}{0.721568627451,0.525490196078,0.043137254902}
\definecolor{DarkGray}{rgb}{0.662745098039,0.662745098039,0.662745098039}
\definecolor{darkgray}{rgb}{0.662745098039,0.662745098039,0.662745098039}
\definecolor{DarkGreen}{rgb}{0.0,0.392156862745,0.0}
\definecolor{darkgreen}{rgb}{0.0,0.392156862745,0.0}
\definecolor{DarkKhaki}{rgb}{0.741176470588,0.717647058824,0.419607843137}
\definecolor{darkkhaki}{rgb}{0.741176470588,0.717647058824,0.419607843137}
\definecolor{DarkMagenta}{rgb}{0.545098039216,0.0,0.545098039216}
\definecolor{darkmagenta}{rgb}{0.545098039216,0.0,0.545098039216}
\definecolor{DarkOliveGreen}{rgb}{0.333333333333,0.419607843137,0.18431372549}
\definecolor{darkolivegreen}{rgb}{0.333333333333,0.419607843137,0.18431372549}
\definecolor{Darkorange}{rgb}{1.0,0.549019607843,0.0}
\definecolor{darkorange}{rgb}{1.0,0.549019607843,0.0}
\definecolor{DarkOrchid}{rgb}{0.6,0.196078431373,0.8}
\definecolor{darkorchid}{rgb}{0.6,0.196078431373,0.8}
\definecolor{DarkRed}{rgb}{0.545098039216,0.0,0.0}
\definecolor{darkred}{rgb}{0.545098039216,0.0,0.0}
\definecolor{DarkSalmon}{rgb}{0.913725490196,0.588235294118,0.478431372549}
\definecolor{darksalmon}{rgb}{0.913725490196,0.588235294118,0.478431372549}
\definecolor{DarkSeaGreen}{rgb}{0.560784313725,0.737254901961,0.560784313725}
\definecolor{darkseagreen}{rgb}{0.560784313725,0.737254901961,0.560784313725}
\definecolor{DarkSlateBlue}{rgb}{0.282352941176,0.239215686275,0.545098039216}
\definecolor{darkslateblue}{rgb}{0.282352941176,0.239215686275,0.545098039216}
\definecolor{DarkSlateGray}{rgb}{0.18431372549,0.309803921569,0.309803921569}
\definecolor{darkslategray}{rgb}{0.18431372549,0.309803921569,0.309803921569}
\definecolor{DarkTurquoise}{rgb}{0.0,0.807843137255,0.819607843137}
\definecolor{darkturquoise}{rgb}{0.0,0.807843137255,0.819607843137}
\definecolor{DarkViolet}{rgb}{0.580392156863,0.0,0.827450980392}
\definecolor{darkviolet}{rgb}{0.580392156863,0.0,0.827450980392}
\definecolor{DeepPink}{rgb}{1.0,0.078431372549,0.576470588235}
\definecolor{deeppink}{rgb}{1.0,0.078431372549,0.576470588235}
\definecolor{DeepSkyBlue}{rgb}{0.0,0.749019607843,1.0}
\definecolor{deepskyblue}{rgb}{0.0,0.749019607843,1.0}
\definecolor{DimGray}{rgb}{0.411764705882,0.411764705882,0.411764705882}
\definecolor{dimgray}{rgb}{0.411764705882,0.411764705882,0.411764705882}
\definecolor{DodgerBlue}{rgb}{0.117647058824,0.564705882353,1.0}
\definecolor{dodgerblue}{rgb}{0.117647058824,0.564705882353,1.0}
\definecolor{FireBrick}{rgb}{0.698039215686,0.133333333333,0.133333333333}
\definecolor{firebrick}{rgb}{0.698039215686,0.133333333333,0.133333333333}
\definecolor{FloralWhite}{rgb}{1.0,0.980392156863,0.941176470588}
\definecolor{floralwhite}{rgb}{1.0,0.980392156863,0.941176470588}
\definecolor{ForestGreen}{rgb}{0.133333333333,0.545098039216,0.133333333333}
\definecolor{forestgreen}{rgb}{0.133333333333,0.545098039216,0.133333333333}
\definecolor{Fuchsia}{rgb}{1.0,0.0,1.0}
\definecolor{fuchsia}{rgb}{1.0,0.0,1.0}
\definecolor{Gainsboro}{rgb}{0.862745098039,0.862745098039,0.862745098039}
\definecolor{gainsboro}{rgb}{0.862745098039,0.862745098039,0.862745098039}
\definecolor{GhostWhite}{rgb}{0.972549019608,0.972549019608,1.0}
\definecolor{ghostwhite}{rgb}{0.972549019608,0.972549019608,1.0}
\definecolor{Gold}{rgb}{1.0,0.843137254902,0.0}
\definecolor{gold}{rgb}{1.0,0.843137254902,0.0}
\definecolor{GoldenRod}{rgb}{0.854901960784,0.647058823529,0.125490196078}
\definecolor{goldenrod}{rgb}{0.854901960784,0.647058823529,0.125490196078}
\definecolor{Gray}{rgb}{0.501960784314,0.501960784314,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{gray}{rgb}{0.501960784314,0.501960784314,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{Green}{rgb}{0.0,0.501960784314,0.0}
%\definecolor{green}{rgb}{0.0,0.501960784314,0.0}
\definecolor{GreenYellow}{rgb}{0.678431372549,1.0,0.18431372549}
\definecolor{greenyellow}{rgb}{0.678431372549,1.0,0.18431372549}
\definecolor{HoneyDew}{rgb}{0.941176470588,1.0,0.941176470588}
\definecolor{honeydew}{rgb}{0.941176470588,1.0,0.941176470588}
\definecolor{HotPink}{rgb}{1.0,0.411764705882,0.705882352941}
\definecolor{hotpink}{rgb}{1.0,0.411764705882,0.705882352941}
\definecolor{IndianRed}{rgb}{0.803921568627,0.360784313725,0.360784313725}
\definecolor{indianred}{rgb}{0.803921568627,0.360784313725,0.360784313725}
\definecolor{Indigo}{rgb}{0.294117647059,0.0,0.509803921569}
\definecolor{indigo}{rgb}{0.294117647059,0.0,0.509803921569}
\definecolor{Ivory}{rgb}{1.0,1.0,0.941176470588}
\definecolor{ivory}{rgb}{1.0,1.0,0.941176470588}
\definecolor{Khaki}{rgb}{0.941176470588,0.901960784314,0.549019607843}
\definecolor{khaki}{rgb}{0.941176470588,0.901960784314,0.549019607843}
\definecolor{Lavender}{rgb}{0.901960784314,0.901960784314,0.980392156863}
\definecolor{lavender}{rgb}{0.901960784314,0.901960784314,0.980392156863}
\definecolor{LavenderBlush}{rgb}{1.0,0.941176470588,0.960784313725}
\definecolor{lavenderblush}{rgb}{1.0,0.941176470588,0.960784313725}
\definecolor{LawnGreen}{rgb}{0.486274509804,0.988235294118,0.0}
\definecolor{lawngreen}{rgb}{0.486274509804,0.988235294118,0.0}
\definecolor{LemonChiffon}{rgb}{1.0,0.980392156863,0.803921568627}
\definecolor{lemonchiffon}{rgb}{1.0,0.980392156863,0.803921568627}
\definecolor{LightBlue}{rgb}{0.678431372549,0.847058823529,0.901960784314}
\definecolor{lightblue}{rgb}{0.678431372549,0.847058823529,0.901960784314}
\definecolor{LightCoral}{rgb}{0.941176470588,0.501960784314,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{lightcoral}{rgb}{0.941176470588,0.501960784314,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{LightCyan}{rgb}{0.878431372549,1.0,1.0}
\definecolor{lightcyan}{rgb}{0.878431372549,1.0,1.0}
\definecolor{LightGoldenRodYellow}{rgb}{0.980392156863,0.980392156863,0.823529411765}
\definecolor{lightgoldenrodyellow}{rgb}{0.980392156863,0.980392156863,0.823529411765}
\definecolor{LightGrey}{rgb}{0.827450980392,0.827450980392,0.827450980392}
\definecolor{lightgrey}{rgb}{0.827450980392,0.827450980392,0.827450980392}
\definecolor{LightGreen}{rgb}{0.564705882353,0.933333333333,0.564705882353}
\definecolor{lightgreen}{rgb}{0.564705882353,0.933333333333,0.564705882353}
\definecolor{LightPink}{rgb}{1.0,0.713725490196,0.756862745098}
\definecolor{lightpink}{rgb}{1.0,0.713725490196,0.756862745098}
\definecolor{LightSalmon}{rgb}{1.0,0.627450980392,0.478431372549}
\definecolor{lightsalmon}{rgb}{1.0,0.627450980392,0.478431372549}
\definecolor{LightSeaGreen}{rgb}{0.125490196078,0.698039215686,0.666666666667}
\definecolor{lightseagreen}{rgb}{0.125490196078,0.698039215686,0.666666666667}
\definecolor{LightSkyBlue}{rgb}{0.529411764706,0.807843137255,0.980392156863}
\definecolor{lightskyblue}{rgb}{0.529411764706,0.807843137255,0.980392156863}
\definecolor{LightSlateGray}{rgb}{0.466666666667,0.533333333333,0.6}
\definecolor{lightslategray}{rgb}{0.466666666667,0.533333333333,0.6}
\definecolor{LightSteelBlue}{rgb}{0.690196078431,0.76862745098,0.870588235294}
\definecolor{lightsteelblue}{rgb}{0.690196078431,0.76862745098,0.870588235294}
\definecolor{LightYellow}{rgb}{1.0,1.0,0.878431372549}
\definecolor{lightyellow}{rgb}{1.0,1.0,0.878431372549}
\definecolor{Lime}{rgb}{0.0,1.0,0.0}
\definecolor{lime}{rgb}{0.0,1.0,0.0}
\definecolor{LimeGreen}{rgb}{0.196078431373,0.803921568627,0.196078431373}
\definecolor{limegreen}{rgb}{0.196078431373,0.803921568627,0.196078431373}
\definecolor{Linen}{rgb}{0.980392156863,0.941176470588,0.901960784314}
\definecolor{linen}{rgb}{0.980392156863,0.941176470588,0.901960784314}
\definecolor{Magenta}{rgb}{1.0,0.0,1.0}
%\definecolor{magenta}{rgb}{1.0,0.0,1.0}
\definecolor{Maroon}{rgb}{0.501960784314,0.0,0.0}
\definecolor{maroon}{rgb}{0.501960784314,0.0,0.0}
\definecolor{MediumAquaMarine}{rgb}{0.4,0.803921568627,0.666666666667}
\definecolor{mediumaquamarine}{rgb}{0.4,0.803921568627,0.666666666667}
\definecolor{MediumBlue}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,0.803921568627}
\definecolor{mediumblue}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,0.803921568627}
\definecolor{MediumOrchid}{rgb}{0.729411764706,0.333333333333,0.827450980392}
\definecolor{mediumorchid}{rgb}{0.729411764706,0.333333333333,0.827450980392}
\definecolor{MediumPurple}{rgb}{0.576470588235,0.439215686275,0.847058823529}
\definecolor{mediumpurple}{rgb}{0.576470588235,0.439215686275,0.847058823529}
\definecolor{MediumSeaGreen}{rgb}{0.235294117647,0.701960784314,0.443137254902}
\definecolor{mediumseagreen}{rgb}{0.235294117647,0.701960784314,0.443137254902}
\definecolor{MediumSlateBlue}{rgb}{0.482352941176,0.407843137255,0.933333333333}
\definecolor{mediumslateblue}{rgb}{0.482352941176,0.407843137255,0.933333333333}
\definecolor{MediumSpringGreen}{rgb}{0.0,0.980392156863,0.603921568627}
\definecolor{mediumspringgreen}{rgb}{0.0,0.980392156863,0.603921568627}
\definecolor{MediumTurquoise}{rgb}{0.282352941176,0.819607843137,0.8}
\definecolor{mediumturquoise}{rgb}{0.282352941176,0.819607843137,0.8}
\definecolor{MediumVioletRed}{rgb}{0.780392156863,0.0823529411765,0.521568627451}
\definecolor{mediumvioletred}{rgb}{0.780392156863,0.0823529411765,0.521568627451}
\definecolor{MidnightBlue}{rgb}{0.0980392156863,0.0980392156863,0.439215686275}
\definecolor{midnightblue}{rgb}{0.0980392156863,0.0980392156863,0.439215686275}
\definecolor{MintCream}{rgb}{0.960784313725,1.0,0.980392156863}
\definecolor{mintcream}{rgb}{0.960784313725,1.0,0.980392156863}
\definecolor{MistyRose}{rgb}{1.0,0.894117647059,0.882352941176}
\definecolor{mistyrose}{rgb}{1.0,0.894117647059,0.882352941176}
\definecolor{Moccasin}{rgb}{1.0,0.894117647059,0.709803921569}
\definecolor{moccasin}{rgb}{1.0,0.894117647059,0.709803921569}
\definecolor{NavajoWhite}{rgb}{1.0,0.870588235294,0.678431372549}
\definecolor{navajowhite}{rgb}{1.0,0.870588235294,0.678431372549}
\definecolor{Navy}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{navy}{rgb}{0.0,0.0,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{OldLace}{rgb}{0.992156862745,0.960784313725,0.901960784314}
\definecolor{oldlace}{rgb}{0.992156862745,0.960784313725,0.901960784314}
\definecolor{Olive}{rgb}{0.501960784314,0.501960784314,0.0}
\definecolor{olive}{rgb}{0.501960784314,0.501960784314,0.0}
\definecolor{OliveDrab}{rgb}{0.419607843137,0.556862745098,0.137254901961}
\definecolor{olivedrab}{rgb}{0.419607843137,0.556862745098,0.137254901961}
\definecolor{OliveGreen}{rgb}{0.0,0.6,0.0}
\definecolor{olivegreen}{rgb}{0.0,0.6,0.0}
\definecolor{Orange}{rgb}{1.0,0.647058823529,0.0}
\definecolor{orange}{rgb}{1.0,0.647058823529,0.0}
\definecolor{OrangeRed}{rgb}{1.0,0.270588235294,0.0}
\definecolor{orangered}{rgb}{1.0,0.270588235294,0.0}
\definecolor{Orchid}{rgb}{0.854901960784,0.439215686275,0.839215686275}
\definecolor{orchid}{rgb}{0.854901960784,0.439215686275,0.839215686275}
\definecolor{PaleGoldenRod}{rgb}{0.933333333333,0.909803921569,0.666666666667}
\definecolor{palegoldenrod}{rgb}{0.933333333333,0.909803921569,0.666666666667}
\definecolor{PaleGreen}{rgb}{0.596078431373,0.98431372549,0.596078431373}
\definecolor{palegreen}{rgb}{0.596078431373,0.98431372549,0.596078431373}
\definecolor{PaleTurquoise}{rgb}{0.686274509804,0.933333333333,0.933333333333}
\definecolor{paleturquoise}{rgb}{0.686274509804,0.933333333333,0.933333333333}
\definecolor{PaleVioletRed}{rgb}{0.847058823529,0.439215686275,0.576470588235}
\definecolor{palevioletred}{rgb}{0.847058823529,0.439215686275,0.576470588235}
\definecolor{PapayaWhip}{rgb}{1.0,0.937254901961,0.835294117647}
\definecolor{papayawhip}{rgb}{1.0,0.937254901961,0.835294117647}
\definecolor{PeachPuff}{rgb}{1.0,0.854901960784,0.725490196078}
\definecolor{peachpuff}{rgb}{1.0,0.854901960784,0.725490196078}
\definecolor{Peru}{rgb}{0.803921568627,0.521568627451,0.247058823529}
\definecolor{peru}{rgb}{0.803921568627,0.521568627451,0.247058823529}
\definecolor{Pink}{rgb}{1.0,0.752941176471,0.796078431373}
\definecolor{pink}{rgb}{1.0,0.752941176471,0.796078431373}
\definecolor{Plum}{rgb}{0.866666666667,0.627450980392,0.866666666667}
\definecolor{plum}{rgb}{0.866666666667,0.627450980392,0.866666666667}
\definecolor{PowderBlue}{rgb}{0.690196078431,0.878431372549,0.901960784314}
\definecolor{powderblue}{rgb}{0.690196078431,0.878431372549,0.901960784314}
\definecolor{Purple}{rgb}{0.501960784314,0.0,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{purple}{rgb}{0.501960784314,0.0,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{Red}{rgb}{1.0,0.0,0.0}
%\definecolor{red}{rgb}{1.0,0.0,0.0}
\definecolor{RosyBrown}{rgb}{0.737254901961,0.560784313725,0.560784313725}
\definecolor{rosybrown}{rgb}{0.737254901961,0.560784313725,0.560784313725}
\definecolor{RoyalBlue}{rgb}{0.254901960784,0.411764705882,0.882352941176}
\definecolor{royalblue}{rgb}{0.254901960784,0.411764705882,0.882352941176}
\definecolor{SaddleBrown}{rgb}{0.545098039216,0.270588235294,0.0745098039216}
\definecolor{saddlebrown}{rgb}{0.545098039216,0.270588235294,0.0745098039216}
\definecolor{Salmon}{rgb}{0.980392156863,0.501960784314,0.447058823529}
\definecolor{salmon}{rgb}{0.980392156863,0.501960784314,0.447058823529}
\definecolor{SandyBrown}{rgb}{0.956862745098,0.643137254902,0.376470588235}
\definecolor{sandybrown}{rgb}{0.956862745098,0.643137254902,0.376470588235}
\definecolor{SeaGreen}{rgb}{0.180392156863,0.545098039216,0.341176470588}
\definecolor{seagreen}{rgb}{0.180392156863,0.545098039216,0.341176470588}
\definecolor{SeaShell}{rgb}{1.0,0.960784313725,0.933333333333}
\definecolor{seashell}{rgb}{1.0,0.960784313725,0.933333333333}
\definecolor{Sienna}{rgb}{0.627450980392,0.321568627451,0.176470588235}
\definecolor{sienna}{rgb}{0.627450980392,0.321568627451,0.176470588235}
\definecolor{Silver}{rgb}{0.752941176471,0.752941176471,0.752941176471}
\definecolor{silver}{rgb}{0.752941176471,0.752941176471,0.752941176471}
\definecolor{SkyBlue}{rgb}{0.529411764706,0.807843137255,0.921568627451}
\definecolor{skyblue}{rgb}{0.529411764706,0.807843137255,0.921568627451}
\definecolor{SlateBlue}{rgb}{0.41568627451,0.352941176471,0.803921568627}
\definecolor{slateblue}{rgb}{0.41568627451,0.352941176471,0.803921568627}
\definecolor{SlateGray}{rgb}{0.439215686275,0.501960784314,0.564705882353}
\definecolor{slategray}{rgb}{0.439215686275,0.501960784314,0.564705882353}
\definecolor{Snow}{rgb}{1.0,0.980392156863,0.980392156863}
\definecolor{snow}{rgb}{1.0,0.980392156863,0.980392156863}
\definecolor{SpringGreen}{rgb}{0.0,1.0,0.498039215686}
\definecolor{springgreen}{rgb}{0.0,1.0,0.498039215686}
\definecolor{SteelBlue}{rgb}{0.274509803922,0.509803921569,0.705882352941}
\definecolor{steelblue}{rgb}{0.274509803922,0.509803921569,0.705882352941}
\definecolor{Tan}{rgb}{0.823529411765,0.705882352941,0.549019607843}
\definecolor{tan}{rgb}{0.823529411765,0.705882352941,0.549019607843}
\definecolor{Teal}{rgb}{0.0,0.501960784314,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{teal}{rgb}{0.0,0.501960784314,0.501960784314}
\definecolor{Thistle}{rgb}{0.847058823529,0.749019607843,0.847058823529}
\definecolor{thistle}{rgb}{0.847058823529,0.749019607843,0.847058823529}
\definecolor{Tomato}{rgb}{1.0,0.388235294118,0.278431372549}
\definecolor{tomato}{rgb}{1.0,0.388235294118,0.278431372549}
\definecolor{Turquoise}{rgb}{0.250980392157,0.878431372549,0.81568627451}
\definecolor{turquoise}{rgb}{0.250980392157,0.878431372549,0.81568627451}
\definecolor{Violet}{rgb}{0.933333333333,0.509803921569,0.933333333333}
\definecolor{violet}{rgb}{0.933333333333,0.509803921569,0.933333333333}
\definecolor{Wheat}{rgb}{0.960784313725,0.870588235294,0.701960784314}
\definecolor{wheat}{rgb}{0.960784313725,0.870588235294,0.701960784314}
\definecolor{White}{rgb}{1.0,1.0,1.0}
%\definecolor{white}{rgb}{1.0,1.0,1.0}
\definecolor{WhiteSmoke}{rgb}{0.960784313725,0.960784313725,0.960784313725}
\definecolor{whitesmoke}{rgb}{0.960784313725,0.960784313725,0.960784313725}
\definecolor{Yellow}{rgb}{1.0,1.0,0.0}
%\definecolor{yellow}{rgb}{1.0,1.0,0.0}
\definecolor{YellowGreen}{rgb}{0.603921568627,0.803921568627,0.196078431373}
\definecolor{yellowgreen}{rgb}{0.603921568627,0.803921568627,0.196078431373}

\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}
\definecolor{mydarkgreen}{rgb}{0.0,0.5625,0.0} 
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% PDF-Links vorbereiten
\hypersetup{%a5paper,
	linkcolor=black,     % Für Links in der gleichen Seite
	urlcolor=black,      % Für Links auf URLs
	breaklinks=true,    % Links dürfen umgebrochen werden
	colorlinks=false,
	citebordercolor=0 0 0,  % Farbe für \cite
	filebordercolor=0 0 0,
	linkbordercolor=0 0 0,
	menubordercolor=0 0 0,
	urlbordercolor=0 0 0,
	pdfhighlight=/I,
	pdfborder=0 0 0,   % keine Box um die Links!
	bookmarksopen=true,
	bookmarksnumbered=true,
	frenchlinks=false
}

% nicht zu viele Silbentrennungen
\sloppy


% Waisen, Hurenkinder
\clubpenalty = 10000
\widowpenalty = 10000 
\displaywidowpenalty = 10000


% verschiedene Einstellungen
\addtolength{\skip\footins}{2ex} % Länge zwischen Fußnotenbereich und Text
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\hyphenation{NASA}
\hyphenation{Unter-schenkel-vorder-innen-seite}
\hyphenation{Unter-schenkel-vorder-au\ss en-seite}
\hyphenation{Auge}
\hyphenation{ohne}
\hyphenation{eine}
\hyphenation{come}
\hyphenation{zero}
\hyphenation{also}
\hyphenation{five}
\hyphenation{many}
\hyphenation{copy}
\hyphenation{year}
\hyphenation{same}
\hyphenation{make}
\hyphenation{time}
\hyphenation{made}
\hyphenation{glei-che}
\hyphenation{Zucker-wasser}
\hyphenation{Makro-phagen-stimulation}
\hyphenation{Revo-lution}
\hyphenation{Reich}
\hyphenation{Gebiet}
\hyphenation{ethnische}
\hyphenation{Sow-jet-uni-on}
\hyphenation{NATO}
\hyphenation{Amts-sprache}
\hyphenation{Amts-sprachen}
\hyphenation{Otto}
\hyphenation{Ab-sorptions-ko-effizient}
\hyphenation{Reich}
\hyphenation{Trier}
\hyphenation{Butter-worth}
\hyphenation{Agar-kulturen}
\hyphenation{Rausch-unter-dr\"uckung}
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\begin{small}
Auf den folgenden Seiten stehen für alle Bilder die Quellen, Autoren und Lizenzen. Das Verzeichnis wurde erstellt mit Hilfe der \myhref{http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/MediaWiki}{Wikimedia-Software} und an Layout und Gliederung dieses Buches angepasst.

Zu den Lizenzen gibt es hier weitere Informationen:

\begin{itemize}
\item GNU Free Documentation License (GFDL). Text dieser Lizenz: \newline{}\url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/gpl-1.0.txt}

\item GNU General Public License Version 2 (GPL). Text dieser Lizenz: \newline{}\url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.txt} 

\item Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 1.0 License (cc-by-sa-1.0). Text dieser Lizenz: \newline{}\url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/1.0/} 

\item Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 2.0 License (cc-by-sa-2.0). Damit werden auch die Versionen f\"ur andere Sprachen bezeichnet. Text der englischen Version: \newline{}\url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/}

\item Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 2.5 License (cc-by-sa-2.5). Text dieser Lizenz:\newline{}\url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/}

\item Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 3.0 License (cc-by-sa-3.0). Text dieser Lizenz:\newline{}\url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/}

\item Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 4.0 License (cc-by-sa-4.0). Text dieser Lizenz:\newline{}\url{https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.de}


\item Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 License (cc-by-2.0). Damit werden auch die Versionen f\"ur andere Sprachen bezeichnet. Text der englischen Version:\newline{}\url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/}

\item Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 License (cc-by-2.5). Text dieser Lizenz:\newline{}\url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/deed.en}

\item Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License (cc-by-3.0). Text dieser Lizenz:\newline{}\url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/deed.en}

\item Public Domain (PD): This image is in the public domain. Dieses Bild ist gemeinfrei.

\item ATTR:  The copyright holder of this file allows anyone to use it for any purpose, provided that the copyright holder is properly attributed. Redistribution, derivative work, commercial use, and all other use is permitted. 

\item EURO: This is the common (reverse) face of a euro coin. The copyright on the design of the common face of the euro coins belongs to the European Commission. Authorised is reproduction in a format without relief (drawings, paintings, films) provided they are not detrimental to the image of the euro.

\end{itemize}

Den an weiteren Einzelheiten interessierten Leser verweisen wir auf die Onlineversion dieses Buches und die Beschreibungsseiten der Dateien.

\end{small}

\pagebreak
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\chapter{Zu diesem Buch}
\section{Hinweise zu den Lizenzen}
\label{Lizenzhinweise}

Dieses Werk ist entstanden bei \myhref{http://de.wikibooks.org/wiki/Einf\%C3\%BChrung_in_SQL}{Wikibooks}, einer Online-Bibliothek im Internet mit Lehr-, Sach- und Fachbüchern. Jeder kann und darf diese Bücher frei nutzen und bearbeiten. Alle Inhalte stehen unter den Lizenzen „Creative Commons Attribution/Share-Alike“ (CC-BY-SA 3.0) und GNU-Lizenz für freie Dokumentation (GFDL). 

Das Konvertierungsprogramm \myhref{http://de.wikibooks.org/wiki/Benutzer:Dirk_Huenniger/wb2pdf}{wb2pdf} steht unter GNU General Public License (GPL).

Das Textsatzprogramm \myhref{http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/LaTeX} {\LaTeX{}} steht unter der LaTeX Project Public License (LPPL).

Hinweise zur Nutzung und für Zitate sind zu finden unter:
\begin{itemize}
\item Originalversion der Lizenz CC-BY-SA 3.0 \newline \url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0}
\item Deutsche Version der Lizenz mit Ergänzungen \newline{} \url{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.de}
\item Originalversion der Lizenz GFDL \newline{} \url{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html}
\item Originalversion der Lizenz GPL \newline{} \url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html}
\item Version der LaTeX PPL \newline{} \url{http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lppl}
\item Nutzungsbedingungen der Wikimedia Foundation (deutsch) \newline{} \url{http://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Nutzungsbedingungen}
\item Zitieren aus Wikibooks \newline{} \url{http://de.wikibooks.org/wiki/Hilfe:Zitieren#Zitieren_aus_Wikibooks}
\end{itemize}
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% Festlegungen für minitoc
% \renewcommand{\myminitoc}{\minitoc}
% \renewcommand{\mtctitle}{Überblick}
% \setcounter{minitocdepth}{1}
% \dominitoc   % diese Zeile aktiviert das Erstellen der minitocs, sie muss vor \tableofcontents kommen

% Seitenformat
% ------------
%\KOMAoption{paper}{A5}          % zulässig: letter, legal, executive; A-, B-, C-, D-Reihen
\KOMAoption{open}{right}			% zulässig: right (jedes Kapitel beginnt rechts), left, any
\KOMAoption{numbers}{auto}
% Satzspiegel jetzt neu berechnen, damit er bei Kopf- und Fußzeilen beachtet wird
\KOMAoptions{DIV=13}

% Kopf- und Fusszeilen
% --------------------
% Breite und Trennlinie
%\setheadwidth[-6mm]{textwithmarginpar}
%\setheadsepline[textwithmarginpar]{0.4pt}
\setheadwidth{text}
\setheadsepline[text]{0.4pt}

% Variante 1: Kopf: links Kapitel, rechts Abschnitt (ohne Nummer); Fuß: außen die Seitenzahl
\ohead{\headmark}
\renewcommand{\chaptermark}[1]{\markleft{#1}{}}
\renewcommand{\sectionmark}[1]{\markright{#1}{}}
\ofoot[\pagemark]{\pagemark}

% Variante 2: Kopf außen die Seitenzahl, Fuß nichts
%\ohead{\pagemark}
%\ofoot{}

% Standardschriften
% -----------------
%\KOMAoption{fontsize}{18pt}
\addtokomafont{disposition}{\rmfamily}
\addtokomafont{title}{\rmfamily} 
\setkomafont{pageheadfoot}{\normalfont\rmfamily\mdseries}

% vertikaler Ausgleich
% -------------------- 
% nein -> \raggedbottom
% ja   -> \flushbottom    aber ungeeignet bei Fußnoten
%\raggedbottom
\flushbottom

% Tiefe des Inhaltsverzeichnisses bestimmen
% -----------------------------------------
% -1   nur \part{}
%  0   bis \chapter{}
%  1   bis \section{}
%  2   bis \subsection{} usw.
\newcommand{\mytocdepth}{1}

% mypart - Teile des Buches und Inhaltsverzeichnis
% ------------------------------------------------
% Standard: nur im Inhaltsverzeichnis, zusätzlicher Eintrag ohne Seitenzahl
% Variante: nur im Inhaltsverzeichnis, zusätzlicher Eintrag mit Seitenzahl 
%\renewcommand{\mypart}[1]{\addcontentsline{toc}{part}{#1}}
% Variante: mit eigener Seite vor dem ersten Kapitel, mit Eintrag und Seitenzahl im Inhaltsverzeichnis
\renewcommand{\mypart}[1]{\part{#1}}


% maketitle
% -----------------------------------------------
% Bestandteile des Innentitels
%\title{Einführung in SQL}
%\author{Jürgen Thomas}
%\subtitle{Datenbanken bearbeiten}
\date{}
% Bestandteile von Impressum und CR
% Bestandteile von Impressum und CR

\uppertitleback{
%Detaillierte Daten zu dieser Publikation sind bei Wikibooks zu erhalten:\newline{} \url{http://de.wikibooks.org/}
%Diese Publikation ist bei der Deutschen Nationalbibliothek registriert. Detaillierte Daten sind im Internet  zu erhalten: \newline{}\url{https://portal.d-nb.de/opac.htm?method=showSearchForm#top}
%Diese Publikation ist bei der Deutschen Nationalbibliothek registriert. Detaillierte Daten sind im Internet unter der Katalog-Nr. 1008575860 zu erhalten: \newline{}\url{http://d-nb.info/1008575860}

%Namen von Programmen und Produkten sowie sonstige Angaben sind häufig geschützt. Da es auch freie Bezeichnungen gibt, wird das Symbol \textregistered{} nicht verwendet.

%Erstellt am 
\today{}
}

\lowertitleback{
{\footnotesize
On the 28th of April 2012 the contents of the English as well as German Wikibooks and Wikipedia projects were licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported license.
A URI to this license is given in the list of figures on page \pageref{ListOfFigures}.
If this document is a derived work from the contents of one of these projects and the content was still licensed by the project under this license at the time of derivation this document has to be licensed under the same, a similar or a compatible license, as stated in section 4b of the license.
The list of contributors is included in chapter Contributors on page \pageref{Contributors}.
The licenses GPL, LGPL and GFDL are included in chapter Licenses on page \pageref{Licenses}, since this book and/or parts of it may or may not be licensed under one or more of these licenses, and thus require inclusion of these licenses.
The licenses of the figures are given in the list of figures on page \pageref{ListOfFigures}.
This PDF was generated by the \LaTeX{} typesetting  software.
The \LaTeX{} source code is included as an attachment ({\tt source.7z.txt}) in this PDF file.
To extract the source from the PDF file, you can use the \texttt{pdfdetach} tool
including in the \texttt{poppler} suite, or the
\url{http://www.pdflabs.com/tools/pdftk-the-pdf-toolkit/} utility.
Some PDF viewers may also let you save the attachment to a file.
After extracting it from the PDF file you have to rename it to {\tt source.7z}.
To uncompress the resulting archive we recommend the use of \url{http://www.7-zip.org/}.
The \LaTeX{} source itself was generated by a program written by Dirk Hünniger, which is freely available under an open source license from \url{http://de.wikibooks.org/wiki/Benutzer:Dirk_Huenniger/wb2pdf}.
}}


\renewcommand{\mysubtitle}[1]{}
\renewcommand{\mymaintitle}[1]{}
\renewcommand{\myauthor}[1]{}


\newenvironment{myshaded}{%
  \def\FrameCommand{ \hskip-2pt \fboxsep=\FrameSep \colorbox{shadecolor}}%
  \MakeFramed {\advance\hsize-\width \FrameRestore}}%
 {\endMakeFramed}
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% Standard für Formatierung
%\usepackage[utf8]{inputenc} % use \usepackage[utf8]{inputenc} for tex4ht
\usepackage[usenames]{color}
\usepackage{textcomp} 
\usepackage{parskip} 
\usepackage[normalem]{ulem}
\usepackage[hyphens]{url}
\usepackage[unicode=true]{hyperref}
\usepackage[defblank]{paralist}
\usepackage{trace}
% Minitoc
%\usepackage{minitoc}

% Keystroke
\usepackage{keystroke}
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% für Zeichensätze


%replacemnt for pslatex
\usepackage[scaled=.92]{helvet}
\usepackage{courier}


\usepackage[T1]{fontenc} % disable this line for tex4ht

% für Tabellen
\usepackage{multirow}
\usepackage{multicol}
\usepackage{array,ragged2e}
\usepackage{longtable}

% für Kopf- und Fußzeilen, Fußnoten
\usepackage{scrlayer-scrpage}
\usepackage{footnote}

% für Rahmen
\usepackage{verbatim}
\usepackage{framed}

% für Symbole
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage{amssymb}
\usepackage{amsfonts}

%replacemnt for pslatex
\usepackage{mathptmx}

% für Symbole
\usepackage{pifont}
\usepackage{marvosym}
\let\Cross\undefined 
\usepackage{fourier-orns}  % disable this line for tex4ht   % für weitere Logos, z.B. \danger

% für Grafik-Einbindung
\usepackage[pdftex]{graphicx}
\usepackage{wasysym}
\let\Square\undefined 

% unklare Verwendung
\usepackage{bbm}
\usepackage{skull}

%arabtex
\usepackage[T1]{tipa}  % disable this line for tex4ht

\usepackage{fancyvrb}
\usepackage{bbding} 
\usepackage{textcomp}
\usepackage[table]{xcolor}
%\usepackage{microtype} disabled for xelatex
\usepackage{lscape}
\usepackage{amsthm}
\usepackage{index}
\usepackage{scalefnt}
\makeindex
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\KOMAoption{paper}{A4}
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\newcommand{\SVGExtension}{png}
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\newcommand{\TemplateEnergieerhaltung}[1]{
\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{\linewidth}|} \hline
{\bfseries Gesetz von der Erhaltung der Energie}\\ \hline
{\bfseries Albert Einstein (14.3. 1879 - 18.4.1955)}: Umwandlung von Energie in Masse und von Masse in Energie ist möglich.\\ 
$E = m \cdot c^2$ (c = Lichtgeschwindigkeit = 300.000 km/s)\\ \hline
{\bfseries 
Bei einer chemischen Reaktion ist die Summe aus Masse und Energie der Ausgangsstoffe gleich der Summe aus Masse und Energie der Endstoffe.
}\\\hline
Wird Energie frei, tritt ein unwägbar kleiner Massenverlust auf. Wird Energie investiert, tritt Massenzunahme auf. Dieses kann allerdings mit herkömmlichen Waagen nicht gemessen werden. \\ \hline
\end{longtable}
}

\newcommand{\TemplatePeriodensystem}[1]{
Hier sollte das Periodensystem stehen. Ein solches wird sehr wahrscheinlich von Orlando Camargo Rodriguez frei zur Verfügung gestellt werden. Dateiname: tabela_periodica.tex ist bereits online. Lizenz aber noch nicht genau genug definiert.
}

\newcommand{\TemplateMassenerhaltung}[1]{
\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{\linewidth}|} \hline
{\bfseries Gesetz von der Erhaltung der Masse}\\ \hline
{\bfseries Antoine Lavoisier (1743 - 1794)}: Rien ne se perd, rien ne se crée\\ 
Die Gesamtmasse ändert sich bei chemischen Reaktionen (im Rahmen der Messgenauigkeiten) nicht.\\ \hline
Masse der Ausgangsstoffe=Masse der Produkte \\ \hline
\end{longtable}
}

\newcommand{\TemplateDaltonsAtomhyposthese}[1]{
\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{\linewidth}|} \hline
\begin{enumerate}
\item Materie besteht aus extrem kleinen, bei Reaktion ungeteilt bleibenden Teilchen, den Atomen.
\item Die Masse der Atome eines bestimmten Elements sind gleich (alle Atome eines Elements sind gleich). Die Atome verschiedener Elemente unterscheiden sich in ihren Eigenschaften (zum Beispiel in Größe, Masse, usw.).
\item Es existieren so viele Atomsorten wie Elemente.
\item Bei chemischen Reaktionen werden Atome in neuer Kombination vereinigt oder voneinander getrennt.
\item Eine bestimmte Verbindung wird von den Atomen der betreffenden Elemente in einem bestimmten, einfachen Zahlenverhältnis gebildet.
\end{enumerate}
\\ \hline
\end{longtable}
}

\newcommand{\TemplateUnveraenderlicheMassenverhaeltnisse}[1]{
\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{\linewidth}|} \hline
{\bfseries Gesetz der unveränderlichen Massenverhältnisse}\\ \hline
Louis Proust (1799) \\ \hline
Bei chemischen Reaktionen, also Vereinigung beziehungsweise Zersetzung, reagieren die Reinstoffe immer in einem von der Natur vorgegebenen festen Verhältnis miteinander.
\\ \hline
\end{longtable}
}
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\newenvironment{TemplateCodeInside}[6]
{
\def\leftbox{#5}
\def\rightbox{}
\def\framecolor{shadecolor}
\ifstr{#4}{e}{ \def\framecolor{red} 
               \def\rightbox{Falsch} } {}
\ifstr{#4}{v}{ \def\framecolor{mydarkgreen} 
               \def\rightbox{Richtig} } {}

\begin{scriptsize}
\begin{framed} 
\ttfamily

\ifstr{\leftbox} {} {
  % Ausgabe nur, wenn rechte Box Inhalt hat, dann links mit Standardtext
  \ifstr{\rightbox}{}{}
  { \fbox{Quelltext} \hfill \textbf{\color{\framecolor} \fcolorbox{black}{white}{\rightbox} }
  }
} {
\fbox{\leftbox}
% und bei Bedarf zusätzlich rechts die zweite Box
  \ifstr{\rightbox}{}{}
  { \hfill \textbf{\color{\framecolor} \fcolorbox{black}{white}{\rightbox} }
  } 
}

\begin{flushleft}
}  % Ende der begin-Anweisungen, es folgen die end-Anweisungen
{\end{flushleft}\end{framed}\end{scriptsize} }

\newcommand{\TemplateCode}[9]
% **************************************************
{

\ifstr{#1}{}{~}{
\minisec{\normalfont \scriptsize \centering \textbf{\textit{#1}} \medskip } }

\begin{scriptsize}

% Code-Abschnitt mit #4
\begin{TemplateCodeInside} {} {0pt} {0pt} {#3} {#5} {}
#6
\end{TemplateCodeInside}

% Ausgabetext mit #4
#4
 
% #2   Fußzeile ausgeben, sofern vorgesehen
\ifstr{#2} {} {} { \centering \textit{#2} \medskip \\ } 

\end{scriptsize}
}
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\newcommand{\LaTeXJa}{Ja}
\newcommand{\LaTeXNein}{Nein}
\newcommand{\wbtempcolora}{white}
\newcommand{\wbtempcolorb}{white}
\newcommand{\wbtempcolorc}{white}
\newcommand{\wbtemptexta}{}
\newcommand{\wbtemptextb}{}
\newcommand{\wbtemptextc}{}
\newlength{\wbtemplengtha}
\setlength{\wbtemplengtha}{0pt}
\newlength{\wbtemplengthb}
\setlength{\wbtemplengthb}{0pt}
\newlength{\wbtemplengthc}
\setlength{\wbtemplengthc}{0pt}
\newlength{\wbtemplengthd}
\setlength{\wbtemplengthd}{0pt}
\newlength{\wbtemplengthe}
\setlength{\wbtemplengthe}{0pt}
\newcount\wbtempcounta
\wbtempcounta=0
\newcount\wbtempcountb
\wbtempcountb=0
\newcount\wbtempcountc
\wbtempcountc=0

\newcommand{\CPPAuthorsTemplate}[4]{
\LaTeXZeroBoxTemplate{
The following people are authors to this book:

#3

You can verify who has contributed to this book by examining the history logs at Wikibooks (http://en.wikibooks.org/).

Acknowledgment is given for using some contents from other works like #1, as from the authors #2.

The above authors release their work under the following license:

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license. In short: you are free to share and to make derivatives of this work under the conditions that you appropriately attribute it, and that you only distribute it under the same, similar or a compatible license. Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder.
Unless otherwise noted, #4 used in this book have their own copyright, may use different licenses than the one used here, and were not created by the above authors. The authors, contributors, and licenses used should be acknowledged separately.}
}

\newcommand{\NFFallunterscheidung}[8]{
{\bfseries Fall 1:} #1 \\
#2 \\
{\bfseries Fall 2:} #3 \\
#4 \\
{\bfseries Fall 3:} #5 \\
#6 \\
{\bfseries Fall 4:} #7 \\
#8 \\
}

\newcommand{\NFAufgabe}[2]{
{\bfseries Aufgabe:}\\
#1 \\
{\bfseries Lösung:}\\
#2 \\
}

\newcommand{\tlTemplate}[1]{{\{\{{\ttfamily #1}\}\}}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXQuelleLink}[3]{(#1 #2 #3)}


\newcommand{\matrixdimTemplate}[1]{
\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}
\begin{myshaded}
{\bfseries Matrix Dimensions: }\\
A: $p \times p$ \\
B:  $p \times q$\\
C:  $r \times p$\\
D:  $r \times q$\\
\end{myshaded}
}

\newcommand{\matlabTemplate}[1]{
\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}
\begin{myshaded}
This operation can be performed using this MATLAB command:
{\ttfamily #1}
\end{myshaded}}

\newcommand{\PrintUnitPage}[3]{\pagebreak
\begin{flushleft}
{\bfseries \Large #1}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{longtable}{>{\RaggedRight}p{0.5\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.5\linewidth}}
& #2
\end{longtable}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXCodeTipTemplate}[3]{

\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}
\begin{myshaded}
#1 \\
#2 \\
#3
\end{myshaded}
}

\newcommand{\DisassemblySyntax}[1]{

\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}
\begin{myshaded}
This code example uses #1 Syntax
\end{myshaded}}


\newcommand{\LaTeXDeutschTemplate}[1]{ {\bfseries deutsch:} #1 }



\newcommand{\LaTeXNullTemplate}[1]{}
\newcommand{\LaTeXEquals}[1]{=}

\newcommand{\LatexSymbol}[1]{\LaTeX}

\newcommand{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate}[2]{

\begin{minipage}{\linewidth}\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}{\bfseries #1} \\
#2
\end{myshaded}
\end{minipage}

}

\newcommand{\NFHinweis}[1]{

\begin{minipage}{\linewidth}\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}{
\begin{flushleft}
\begin{Large}
{\Huge \textcircled{\LARGE !}} \ Hinweis
\end{Large}
\end{flushleft}}
\medskip
#1
\end{myshaded}
\end{minipage}

}

\newcommand{\LaTeXSimpleBoxTemplate}[2]{
{\bfseries #1} \\
#2
}

\newcommand{\SolutionBoxTemplate}[2]{
#2
}


\newcommand{\LaTeXDoubleBoxOpenTemplate}[2]{

\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}{\bfseries #1} \\
\end{myshaded}

#2

}

\newcommand{\Loesungsweg}[2]{

\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}{\bfseries Wie kommt man auf den Beweis? #1} \\
#2
\end{myshaded}

}


\newcommand{\LaTeXInduktion}[6]{

\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}{\bfseries Aussageform, deren Allgemeingültigkeit für #1 bewiesen werden soll:} \\
#2
{\newline \bfseries 1. Induktionsanfang}
#3
{\newline \bfseries 2. Induktionsschritt}
{\newline \bfseries 2a. Induktionsvoraussetzung}
#4
{\newline \bfseries 2b. Induktionsbehauptung}
#5
{\newline \bfseries 2c. Beweis des Induktionsschritts}
#6
\end{myshaded}

}

\newcommand{\LaTeXLatinExerciseTemplate}[3]{

\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}{\bfseries Exercise: #1} \\
#2 \\
{\bfseries Solution}
#3
\end{myshaded}

}


\newcommand{\LaTeXShadedColorBoxTemplate}[2]{
\begin{minipage}{\linewidth}
#1\begin{myshaded}
#2
\end{myshaded}
\end{minipage}
}

\newcommand{\PGP}[1]{PGP:#1}


\newcommand{\DETAILS}[1]{For more details on this topic, see #1}

\newcommand{\ADAFile}[1]{\LaTeXZeroBoxTemplate{File: #1}}
\newcommand{\ADASample}[1]{\LaTeXZeroBoxTemplate{This code sample is also available in #1}}


\newcommand{\LaTeXZeroBoxTemplate}[1]{
\begin{minipage}{\linewidth}\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}
#1
\end{myshaded}
\end{minipage}
}

\newcommand{\LaTeXZeroBoxOpenTemplate}[1]{
\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}
#1
\end{myshaded}
}

\newcommand{\PDFLink}[1]{
\textbf{PDF} #1
}

\newcommand{\Lysippos}[1]{Lysippos}


\newcommand{\SonnensystemFakten}[3]{
#1 \\
\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}{\bfseries #2}  \\
#3 \\
\end{myshaded}
}


\newcommand{\VorlageReferenzenEintrag}[3]{
\begin{longtable}{p{0.2\linewidth}p{0.8\linewidth}}

{[\bfseries #1]} & {\itshape #2} #3 \\
\end{longtable}

}

\newcommand{\MBOX}[2]{\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}
\begin{myshaded}
\begin{longtable}{p{0.2\linewidth}p{0.7\linewidth}}
#1 & #2 \\
\end{longtable}
\end{myshaded}}



\newcommand{\LaTeXIdentityTemplate}[1]{#1
}
\newcommand{\Doppellizenz}[1]{Dieser Text ist sowohl unter GFDL als auch CC BY-SA 3.0 lizenziert. Wenn der Text unter CC BY-SA 3.0 genutzt wird, kann entsprechend Abschnitt 4b als Autor „Wikibooks“ genannt werden.}

\newcommand{\AdaRM}[3]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/05rm/html/RM-#1-#2.html}{#1.#2 #3}}

\newcommand{\AdaEightThreeRM}[2]{\myfnhref{http://archive.adaic.com/standards/83lrm/html/lrm-#1.html}{Annex #1: #2}}

\newcommand{\AdaRMThree}[4]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/05rm/html/RM-#1-#2-#3.html}{#1.#2.#3 #4}}

\newcommand{\AdaRMAThree}[4]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/05rm/html/RM-#1-#2-#3.html}{Annex #1.#2.#3 #4}}

\newcommand{\AdaRMATwo}[3]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/05rm/html/RM-#1-#2.html}{Annex #1.#2 #3}}





\newcommand{\AdaNiveFiveRMThree}[4]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/95lrm/ARM_HTML/RM-#1-#2-#3.html}{#1.#2.#3 #4}}


\newcommand{\AdaSGThree}[4]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/docs/95style/html/sec_#1/#1-#2-#3.html}{#1.#2.#3 #4}}

\newcommand{\AdaSGTwo}[3]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/docs/95style/html/sec_#1/#1-#2.html}{#1.#2 #3}}


\newcommand{\AdaSGOne}[2]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/docs/95style/html/sec_#1/}{Chapter #1: #2}}



\newcommand{\AdaRMNineFive}[3]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/95lrm/ARM_HTML/RM-#1-#2.html}{#1.#2 #3}}


\newcommand{\AdaRMCiteFive}[7]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/05rm/html/RM-#1-#2-#3.html}{ISO/IEC 8652:2007. #1.#2.#3 #4 (#5). Ada 2005 Reference Manual. #7 }}


\newcommand{\AdaTwentyZeroFive}[1]{{\itshape This language feature is only available in Ada 2005}}

\newcommand{\ADANFAI}[2]{\myfnhref{http://www.ada-auth.org/cgi-bin/cvsweb.cgi/AIs/AI-00#1.TXT}{AI95-00#1-01 #2}}

\newcommand{\ADARMAONE}[2]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/05rm/html/RM-#1.html}{Annex #1 #2}}

\newcommand{\ADARMONE}[2]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/05rm/html/RM-#1.html}{Section #1: #2}}
\newcommand{\ADANiveFiveRMONE}[2]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/95lrm/ARM_HTML/RM-#1.html}{Section #1: #2}}

\newcommand{\AdaNiveFiveRMAThree}[4]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/95lrm/ARM_HTML/RM-#1-#2-#3.html}{Annex #1.#2-#3 #4}}

\newcommand{\AdaNiveFiveRMATwo}[4]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/95lrm/ARM_HTML/RM-#1-#2.html}{Annex #1.#2 #3}}

\newcommand{\AdaNiveFiveR}[3]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/95rat/rat95html/rat95-p#3-#1.html}{#1 #2}}

\newcommand{\AdaNiveFiveRTwo}[4]{\myfnhref{http://www.adaic.org/resources/add_content/standards/95rat/rat95html/rat95-p#4-#1.html}{#1.#2 #3}}



\newcommand{\AdaPragma}[1]{\LaTeXTTBF{pragma} }


\newcommand{\yes}[1]{yes}
\newcommand{\no}[1]{no}
\newcommand{\BlenderRepo}[1]{\myfnhef{https://developer.blender.org/diffusion/B/browse/master/#1}{#1}}

\newcommand{\TychoBrahe}[1]{Tycho Brahe}
\newcommand{\BlenderAlignedView}[1]{This tutorial relies on objects being created so that they are aligned to the view that you’re looking through. Versions 2.48 and above have changed the way this works. Visit \myfnhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Blender_3D:_Noob_to_Pro/Aligned_to_view_issue}{Aligned} to view issue to understand the settings that need to be changed.}

\newcommand{\LaTeXPlainBoxTemplate}[1]{
\begin{minipage}{\linewidth}\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded} 
#1
\end{myshaded}
\end{minipage}
}


\newcommand{\Hinweis}[1]{
\begin{TemplateInfo}{{\Huge \textcircled{\LARGE !}}}{Hinweis}
#1
\end{TemplateInfo}}



\newcommand{\LaTexInfoTemplateOne}[1]{
\begin{TemplateInfo}{\Info}{Information}
#1
\end{TemplateInfo}}

\newcommand{\EqnTemplate}[1]{
\begin{flushright}
\textbf{[#1]}
\end{flushright}}

\newcommand{\RefTemplate}[1]{[#1]}


\newcommand{\LaTeXGCCTakeTemplate}[1]{
\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Take home:}{#1}
}

\newcommand{\LaTeXEditorNote}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Editor's note}{#1}}

\newcommand{\BNPForVersion}[1]{
\LaTeXInfoTemplateOne{Applicable Blender version: #1}
}

\newcommand{\LaTeXInfoTemplateOne}[1]{
\begin{TemplateInfo}{\Info}{Information}
#1
\end{TemplateInfo}
}


\newcommand{\LaTexHelpFulHintTemplate}[1]{
\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Helpful Hint:}{#1}
}

\newcommand{\MyLaTeXTemplate}[3]{
\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{MyLaTeXTemplate1:}{#1 \\ #2 \\ #3}
}

\newcommand{\TemplatePreformat}[1]{
\par
\begin{scriptsize}
%\setlength{\baselineskip}{0.9\baselineskip}
\ttfamily
#1
\par
\end{scriptsize}
}

\newcommand{\TemplateSpaceIndent}[1]{
\begin{scriptsize}
\begin{framed}
\ttfamily
#1
\end{framed}
\end{scriptsize}
}

\newcommand{\GenericColorBox}[2]
{
\newline
\begin{tabular}[t]{p{0.6cm}p{4cm}}
#1&#2\\  
\end{tabular}
}

\newcommand{\legendNamedColorBox}[2]
{
  \GenericColorBox{
    \parbox[t]{0.5\linewidth}{
      \textsuperscript{
        \fcolorbox{black}{#1}{
          \Huge{\,\,}
        }
      }
    }
  }{
    #2
  } 
}

\newcommand{\legendColorBox}[2]
{
  \GenericColorBox{
    \definecolor{tempColor}{rgb}{#1}
    \parbox[t]{0.5\linewidth}{
      \textsuperscript{
        \fcolorbox{black}{tempColor}{
           \Huge{\,\,}
        }
      }
    }
  }{
    #2
  } 
}



%\newcommand{\ubung} {{\LARGE $\triangleright$}}
\newcommand{\ubung}{\ding{228} \textbf{Aufgabe:}\,}

\newcommand{\TemplateSource}[1]
{
%\begin{TemplateCodeInside}{}{\baselineskip}{\baselineskip}{}{}{true}
\begin{scriptsize}
\begin{myshaded}\ttfamily
#1
\end{myshaded}
\end{scriptsize}
%\end{TemplateCodeInside}
}


\newenvironment{TemplateInfo}[2]
% no more parameters
%****************************************************
% Template Info
% Kasten mit Logo, Titelzeile, Text
% kann für folgende Wiki-Vorlagen benutzt werden:
%          Vorlage:merke, Vorlage:Achtung u.ä.
%
% #1 Logo  (optional) default: \Info
% #2 Titel (optional) default: Information; könnte theoretisch auch leer sein,
%                     das ist aber wegen des Logos nicht sinnvoll
%****************************************************
{
% Definition des Kastens mit Standardwerten
% u.U. ist linewidth=1pt erorderlich
\begin{framed}
% linksbündig ist besser, weil es in der Regel wenige Zeilen sind, die teilweise kurz sind
\begin{flushleft}
% Überschrift größer darstellen
\begin{Large}
% #1 wird als Logo verwendet, Vorgabe ist \Info aus marvosym
%    für andere Logos muss ggf. das Package eingebunden werden
%    das Logo kann auch mit einer Größe verbunden werden, z.B. \LARGE\danger als #1
{#1 } \
% #2 wird als Titelzeile verwendet, Vorgabe ist 'Information'
{\bfseries #2}
\medskip \end{Large} \\
} % Ende der begin-Anweisungen, es folgenden die end-Anweisungen
{ \end{flushleft}\end{framed} }


\newcommand{\TemplateHeaderExercise}[3]
% no more parameters
%****************************************************
% Template Header Exercise
% Rahmen als minisec mit Nummer der Aufgabe und Titel und grauem Hintergrund
% ist gedacht für folgende Wiki-Vorlage:
%          Vorlage:Übung4
% kann genauso für den Aufgaben-Teil folgender Vorlagen verwendet werden:
%          Vorlage:Übung    (wird zz. nur einmal benutzt)
%          Vorlage:Übung2   (wird zz. gar nicht benutzt)
%          Vorlage:Übung3   (wird zz. in 2 Büchern häufig benutzt)
%          C++-Programmierung/ Vorlage:Aufgabe  (wird zz. nur selten benutzt,
%                            ist in LatexRenderer.hs schon erledigt)
%
% #1 Text   (optional) 'Aufgabe' oder 'Übung', kann auch leer sein
% #2 Nummer (Pflicht)  könnte theoretisch auch leer sein, aber dann sieht die Zeile
%                      seltsam aus; oder die if-Abfragen wären unnötig komplex
% #3 Titel  (optional) Inhaltsangabe der Aufgabe, kann auch leer sein
%****************************************************
{
\minisec{\normalfont \fcolorbox{black}{shadecolor}{\large \, #1 #2 \ifx{#3}{}{}\else{-- #3}\fi \,} \medskip }
}
 
\newcommand{\TemplateHeaderSolution}[3]
% no more parameters
%****************************************************
% Template Header Solution
% Rahmen als minisec mit Nummer der Aufgabe und Titel und grauem Hintergrund
%
% ist gedacht für den Lösungen-Teil der Vorlagen und wird genauso
% verwendet wie \TemplateHeaderExercise
%****************************************************
{
\minisec{\normalfont \fcolorbox{black}{shadecolor}{\large \, Lösung zu #1 #2 \ifx{#3}{}{}\else{-- #3}\fi \,} \medskip }
}

\newcommand{\TemplateUbungDrei}[4]
{
\TemplateHeaderExercise{Übung}{#1}{#2}
#3
\TemplateHeaderSolution{Übung}{#1}{#2}
#4
}

\newcommand{\Mywrapfigure}[2]
{
\begin{wrapfigure}{r}{#1\textwidth}
\begin{center}
#2
\end{center}
\end{wrapfigure}
}



\newcommand{\Mymakebox}[2]
{
\begin{minipage}{#1\textwidth}
#2
\end{minipage}
}

\newcommand{\MyBlau}[1]{
\textcolor{darkblue}{#1}
} 
\newcommand{\MyRot}[1]{
\textcolor{red}{#1}
} 
\newcommand{\MyGrun}[1]{
\textcolor{mydarkgreen}{#1}
} 
\newcommand{\MyBg}[2]{
\fcolorbox{#1}{#1}{#2} 
} 

\newcommand{\BNPModule}[1]{
the "#1" module
} 


\newcommand{\LaTeXMerkeZweiTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Merke}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXDefinitionTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Definition}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXAnorganischeChemieFuerSchuelerVorlageMerksatzTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Merksatz}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXTextTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXExampleTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Example:}{#1}}
\newcommand{\HaskellExampleTemplate}[2]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Example: #1}{#2}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXexampleTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Example:}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXPTPBoxTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Points to ponder:}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXNOTETemplate}[2]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Note:}{#1 #2}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXNotizTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Notiz:}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXbodynoteTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Note:}{#1}}

\newcommand{\DarcsPatchProperty}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Patch property:}{#1}}



\newcommand{\LaTeXecebcite}[1]{\textsuperscript{[#1]}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXmainpage}[1]{{\itshape Main Page: #1}}
\newcommand{\LaTeXAsof}[1]{As of #1}
\newcommand{\LaTeXasof}[1]{as of #1}


\newcommand{\LaTeXAPDIPpreface}[1]{
Roberto R. Romulo \newline
Chairman (2000-2002) \newline
e-ASEAN Task Force \newline
Manila, Philippines \newline
$\text{ }$\newline
Shahid Akhtar \newline
Program Coordinator\newline 
UNDP-APDIP \newline
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia\newline 
http://www.apdip.net\newline}


\newcommand{\LaTeXcquoteTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Quote:}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXCquoteTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Quote:}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXSideNoteTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Note:}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXsideNoteTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Note:}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXExercisesTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Exercises:}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXCppProgrammierungVorlageTippTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Tip}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXTipTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Tip}{#1}}
\newcommand{\LaTeXUnknownTemplate}[1]{unknown}

\newcommand{\LaTeXCppProgrammierungVorlageHinweisTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Hinweis}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXCppProgrammierungVorlageSpaeterImBuchTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Thema wird später näher erläutert...}{#1}}

\newcommand{\SGreen}[1]{This page uses material from Dr. Sheldon Green's Hypertext Help with LaTeX.}
\newcommand{\ARoberts}[1]{This page uses material from Andy Roberts' Getting to grips with LaTeX with permission from the author.}

\newcommand{\LaTeXCppProgrammierungVorlageAnderesBuchTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Buchempfehlung}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXCppProgrammierungVorlageNichtNaeherBeschriebenTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Nicht Thema dieses Buches...}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXPythonUnterLinuxVorlagenVorlageDetailsTemplate}[1]{\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Details}{#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXChapterTemplate}[1]{\chapter{#1}
\myminitoc
}

\newcommand{\Sample}[2]{
\begin{longtable}{|p{\linewidth}|}
\hline
#1 \\ \hline
#2 \\ \hline
\end{longtable}
}

\newcommand{\Syntax}[1]{
\LaTeXDoubleBoxTemplate{Syntax}{#1}}


\newcommand{\LaTeXTT}[1]{{\ttfamily #1}}
\newcommand{\LaTeXBF}[1]{{\bfseries #1}}
\newcommand{\ADAPK}[3]{{#1.#2}}
\newcommand{\LaTeXTTBF}[1]{{\bfseries \ttfamily #1}}
\newcommand{\LaTeXIT}[1]{{\itshape #1}}
\newcommand{\ADACOM}[1]{{\itshape -{}-#1}}

\newcommand{\LaTeXCenter}[1]{
\begin{center}
#1
\end{center}}


\newcommand{\BNPManual}[2]{The Blender Manual page on #1 at \url{http://wiki.blender.org/index.php/Doc:Manual/#1}}
\newcommand{\BNPWeb}[2]{#1 at \url{#2}}

\newcommand{\Noframecenter}[2]{
\begin{tablular}{p{\linewidth}}
#2\\ 
#1 
\end{tabluar}
}


\newcommand{\LaTeXTTUlineTemplate}[1]{{\ttfamily \uline{#1}}
}



\newcommand{\PythonUnterLinuxDenulltails}[1]{
\begin{tabular}{|p{\linewidth}|}\hline
\textbf{Denulltails} \\ \hline
#1 \\ \hline 
\end{tabular}}

\newcommand{\GNURTip}[1]{
\begin{longtable}{|p{\linewidth}|}\hline
\textbf{Tip} \\ \hline
#1 \\ \hline 
\end{longtable}}

\newcommand{\PerlUebung}[1]{
\begin{longtable}{|p{\linewidth}|}\hline
#1 \\ \hline 
\end{longtable}}

\newcommand{\PerlNotiz}[1]{
\begin{table}{|p{\linewidth}|}\hline
#1 \\ \hline 
\end{table}}

\newcommand{\ACFSZusatz}[1]{\textbf{ Zusatzinformation }}
\newcommand{\ACFSVorlageB}[1]{\textbf{ Beobachtung }}
\newcommand{\ACFSVorlageV}[1]{\textbf{ Versuchsbeschreibung }}
\newcommand{\TemplateHeaderSolutionUebung}[2]{\TemplateHeaderSolution{Übung}{#1}{#2}}
\newcommand{\TemplateHeaderExerciseUebung}[2]{\TemplateHeaderExercise{Übung}{#1}{#2}}

\newcommand{\ChemTemplate}[9]{\texttt{     
#1#2#3#4#5#6#7#8#9}}

\newcommand{\QED}[1]{\square}

\newcommand{\WaningTemplate}[1]{     
\begin{TemplateInfo}{\danger}{Warning}
#1
\end{TemplateInfo}}


\newcommand{\WarnungTemplate}[1]{     
\begin{TemplateInfo}{\danger}{Warnung}
#1
\end{TemplateInfo}}


\newcommand{\BlenderAlignedToViewIssue}[1]{     
\begin{TemplateInfo}{\danger}{Blender3d Aligned to view issue}
This tutorial relies on objects being created so that they are aligned to the view that you’re looking through. Versions 2.48 and above have changed the way this works. Visit Aligned (\url{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Blender_3D:_Noob_to_Pro/Aligned_to_view_issue}) to view issue to understand the settings that need to be changed.
\end{TemplateInfo}}


\newcommand{\BlenderVersion}[1]{     
{\itshape Diese Seite bezieht sich auf }{\bfseries \quad Blender Version #1}}

\newcommand{\Literal}[1]{{\itshape #1}}

\newcommand{\JavaIllustration}[3]{
\begin{tablular}
{Figure #1: #2}
\\
#3
\end{ltablular}
}


\newcommand{\Ja}[1]{\Checkmark {\bfseries Ja}}
\newcommand{\Nein}[1]{\XSolidBrush {\bfseries Nein}}

\newcommand{\SVGVersions}[8]{
{\scriptsize
\begin{tabular}{|p{0.45\linewidth}|p{0.13\linewidth}|}\hline
Squiggle (Batik) & #1 \\ \hline
Opera (Presto) & #2 \\ \hline
Firefox (Gecko; auch SeaMonkey, Iceape, Iceweasel etc) & #3 \\ \hline
Konqueror (KSVG) & #4 \\ \hline
Safari (Webkit) & #5 \\ \hline
Chrome (Webkit) & #6 \\ \hline
Microsoft Internet Explorer (Trident) & #7 \\ \hline
librsvg & #8 \\\hline
\end{tabular}}

}


\theoremstyle{plain}
\newtheorem{satz}{Satz}
\newtheorem{beweis}{Beweis}
\newtheorem{beispiel}{Beispiel}

\theoremstyle{definition}
\newtheorem{mydef}{Definition}

\newcommand{\NFSatz}[2]{\begin{satz}#1\end{satz}#2}

\newcommand{\NFDef}[2]{\begin{mydef}#1\end{mydef}#2}

\newcommand{\NFBeweis}[2]{\begin{beweis}#1\end{beweis}#2}

\newcommand{\NFBeweisschritt}[2]{{\bfseries Beweisschritt} #1 \\ #2}

\newcommand{\Smiley}[1]{$\ddot\smile$}


\newcommand{\NFBeispiel}[2]{\begin{beweis}#1\end{beweis}#2}

\newcommand{\NFFrage}[3]{

\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}{\itshape \uline{#1}: #2} \\
#3
\end{myshaded}

}

\newcommand{\NFFrageB}[2]{

\definecolor{shadecolor}{gray}{0.9}\begin{myshaded}{\itshape \uline{Frage}: #1} \\
#2
\end{myshaded}

}


\newcommand{\NFVertiefung}[1]{
{\bfseries Vertiefung:} \\
Der Inhalt des folgenden Abschnitts ist eine Vertiefung des Stoffes. Für die nächsten Kapitel ist es nicht notwendig, dass du dieses Kapitel gelesen hast.

}







document/headers/title.tex

\publishers{en.wikibooks.org}
\title{Human Physiology}







document/headers/unicodes.tex



\newcommand{\R}{\ensuremath{\mathbb{R}}}
\newcommand{\N}{\ensuremath{\mathbb{N}}}
\newcommand{\Z}{\ensuremath{\mathbb{Z}}}
\newcommand{\Q}{\ensuremath{\mathbb{Q}}}
\renewcommand{\C}{\ensuremath{\mathbb{C}}}
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	eJzsvXuPZTdyJ/i/gPoOd/8w0JodZZ3DN3sXC2TWw9O2utWQuj32GoaQqkpJ5a6s0tSje7SffuMX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==
	
	
	qEczfOzRxw0fP3xC94nlQz3GzpHL+jnXz0X9tCzS0/p5VmJh5SOE0vLYa2ysfGyNkTnexH2NlZV4
WeQtPfG2njn+cs6RmIuaveIIGvWISE0JCJdYmkh3k+MmtyKvTVZFTkVGad4how+apXv89x/e4+2S
cq8P9fiwJ81NnyPZPOVzLMf0oR75f8ss1Xjdp36ey4d6fD5+biDubr1a9SlJ1ZFerZI5a9Zet8Yu
GJNHHUs9ip5tula0rejbTufWz97pXdG9VfuSVnY11hpUC4smTjU2e676+KLGb5+qVn5W4rxVwdCS
Jq1MgywRoGbE3mVMnWZKqQy0eGyLxY5x2BaFbTHYMQKr8Vdd/6eugTvWaulVY9XHkeo0RKolTs2R
ao1ST3Hqmb93msV3hoRHk5jM5RuMYh2PjOMe8fabx9Hi7TScPuaeWsxd56XXBg/XLTdpqEEbFox3
5CxyXSVxkbnw1bqxmrsw7Hh2GYyaw+AsxjCfHCv1eyYT9WxPAXFN8nsNRwrJLt+PHIH7NC4G7m5S
KJHOs333kX4mA3/bEfOEoU/WdOv07ralT8NF+VuKAf9s3jIlWyi4ycCmddab+/drXw35hAGRqWV5
XGTg0/PEeBnXWYhu7037e7X/ZLPcrc1yN5vl1YRZfS66TyvPqeVB4/bUNh429M3C1PFHps7S0NGy
j11M8LoBhBoLSYPxXQ1vNbvtUSnIItFIqmOOkCQ1tPsIyQ0xknuYYfczRSZDmHpcmcGTAdyZv7Pp
O5q9ZPBSj2L0PhuM3t7gbeZub+yOhm4WiSCJ6QxdkQA1O9rM9yZuN+u/EhP2P9LgvHHOP8ng5Oer
URHv9VnkyfST+w8XADR35iYd0GuBXhOM+oAlopmqS7N05d4fG5+D4VkLxFZu/fmtxmbZwJ7/x5p7
ZuMRa+xsYf71BuBsAt47FV8lqJp0DzYH7zAMx7W0MA9n03A2DHtzqjemhtIF3nu0cGGen0+Nz87R
WUT0a3z2QdHZY0OUdpE7orNqpPWm2aqYpCsl6Yyx40KSyv/JtF2Z6KGuodvM2zYnT6tWv1gUlcwm
bgvVLF3gUz+T0fwLmM1LLTtp9jIWZrvh2cNn4zl8zvP4jOfyaS1ZvuA5Ped5zbVCgSs/2c7gmB3i
fKRVik1tWKfgs2mpUSsyasb6zeVFVSLY9rlVJo7NcmcS26thd2y95ljsbrMyy+/RuJrl1c7eMv0S
EhnHnqxte0Zrobecb212H2PcmbPdDtUL92tf+g7e7WxPOx7Ozt+s8e4ma/yeD5xojv/3H199uPqv
5dg77PDhO/HH/Gepwf/mybN7lBqcklL79MROL6KHrwl8+XqWXAGjEOc/Bfg/BfgeAny7eN4t3rcI
8IlHv9rB3Xruk2QeVygc3r454F8I+/Adut8hplT+oT3MbPUfRBD+7tuPUptWyvL++efy/R/o738n
6N8O7vD7w7/+23Z4+Qjwf/6axz90et2Bas+HLwEbsQ2w2vzL494Y9KZQ8VXNB5voPAfc5I/d5Q2J
7L+Udl8L0zGQf6x74uFvj7RvG84CShx7Ut1+luxeydr9GS0EPwINygRNONj9zMYZyP/uoQKRzLf7
CJxwM+w7/A8j2fYDI7WVKgaagQv8JIoWOxhjoGcYo9snYKWtPA2q7QibMU80mZFRFTbwxMUzLJYR
6GOJjA6MEuDAE2/OTB5BE+ZGEouKndi0kJ8Qz3KMI5sUec+mgSJhSTBnkSyvATZjbjRVHIzSh5tF
X+RpAAoORjkDmbgwydMAnHAfyxPmxsdbJk8E6ljKaZCYmpRmYE9AlagBNuM+kqiBVRU2cEUkagDK
VA2sEuBAQJGoY5rMglEyrwOjqkQNPBGRWkr5wKglTVWmBtiMu1ElMiqScH3jkl4ufhG1O1SqgNDa
9WLWYW40detUKFqunuU6kxnt0S/Um4B6ika8jZ5Jmd3NIn7A3Cb3S+220EUrPfrdQnPczaSBpqWI
rWSxwgaaVkprkCURvYFRo4pZLfvlNrjcLysMwpwnaRrQdNI00LRey6sVttxxbpm8gaaFdujl6f5s
Yo6HSZ5GPbbSbQtNtNKivTzdn00DTSJP97XABppWCuu7akfVYryznf4xvv9j22Jythhh+43m1lLJ
rLTRtmwyyP33habNkDeR2Q7cd46oxABaxCJcGTMLzbJSQDdaTWZJyT25M61hJijZM/KdFobHxJYb
DZQbeLPnsOHCNFoDRMGBLQmmqJAyr/vrOw2DQW3dbCjPuuT71Yq+vnN3HbDdam0eY0OYrTgIvsrD
mRFR4dnYRx6IaA48WFnb281b7XJPFmoSYbd8kx4I6+T0bC9//GW1iQ5MWlm128377HJDruRYWiuO
hVVFgwTDMXf8llNdyQsTd6naV3vAdrfJetoaHsi42dYbiLjRTjVLSu7Hlklt9kv42M6buHKjPbhm
zWlCzETYSYiP/Y55D7vZQ+n6/ARhHshabk7LbexWb+CYrD8/+qzctMa3j9WgyKNlnOSbD5fv3v18
+OYvP5eTc/oNF9nuKIw3ltDsUL8BlTi0MwQg5otiHxgomXq+7oHSu8zHhHQCSxdfrvpl4Bg0yZxv
gTA7FmISHmxVXK+z2WxMXe1z/9c39v8L0F1FKdN627DkM3YmiJIJfNkoiVIhu9AGGd32QF3bs83F
XIkjQkzcSe95d7bHLR9eF11D0hFtIjD9bpKvYNJBKeEiUxItr1Ckdmw8Q1RQ2oUzWluEzNkz6700
JPpTyDu1Tmdm90nAe0XmEgms1dZIFsGkoKcyLaTadaa1woLlzmL2QvDR8F4rj4DWsoUU+B5WGbk/
s5ae371HMirKYOKZ3VLABZ2lCktHbrxF6/1sT0rNZs4CsZlIxxkQaUuTawqM1qJS6M4yzSkN3p8h
daXDoXYe15FCQypL4lmM1jE4WR0lOMWbJlHhI0nE6+UA29ijJ7kg62ffiFuEqLrpRPVG3WR0LrwK
joQZNzyD3a5OQtxpWDkeEjFD0IVMjHM4nbOlrY45BpoVUr2JRkEzW4CJeELf0DIlU4eWDFtz6DHa
TVomkh6mxweFIWdIe0nGoWBTiTwaTxsqFFrMcNQN0Ud6+7o+EELOhxxpXex1kml1Bdh/+0bLZhM5
jLRLJOJGNjgmU7lICjW7YDGwFOvjxD5wOwWUGzbCTHLkstDCcFVoaNwOh3aoYdxD0qHuW3CHRA03
03iyk8wR640zApzH00k0dZwgHRaLQSWaxA2h3B3liF6lkQaVUVQJ5eFEYIjdaEnr1EdbEWZqaTaL
W4ppH5e2ZK7wPPEKMLmSQWZBSrQNgzgP0kvbRCsJC3knbufaLdb6RvYOyNpsrGQZfxYNLSNIus2b
LId5YG3MhHHnBU7bMhkXto4ZQohFzKhl+dC+51zGUiOZ9laW9l4ECasoR5GFDXcw0xg2aUVCG2h5
App0ynfqHlKbMyo0KxDXPOeE4dKuG2WGSBNGx8y1tOBliok+2tgxDcQwL8v/aFC91iIx3ElQaPfe
clatFc+Swf3rxKCkCoBWQ6Z1isP4KarK8riZney5TEIeFGqK+Ums4RNzVSBcuXuA9LUPMhJoKgPB
hcYia0ugxD5Di8aTstGmZBN6TC7RxWHr2i2xy9M0kl6KxkkH88i6QRNVzsK8ImE0WSbZQF4TSniz
saIidxzeY6PPYktSJctH/0inW9oG2m5mYdg6WtjteVqAwE4a1hidfQPblrZ4S4uutaXZ2y1tc46m
afPdmDdU7dJmaJKsImaPhUtFTGuCPQ+sjRlbPUkrb4rey0QHj6IDiDDpaie8J+76TJoUSEgNijqj
vnGzOMg0vvKe9sGysRiIfZamtKdm7G60/niHLuvFlmkCo7fNiUrb62rG2oqbKDUaVqiEOdk1Iyx/
KBmLnkQdHI2s25doxWyJ5Z6Xoli2NmDHtygP2ZNq4A2WPtpuRnYHGl5OUEsWJRtblWOfaM1iI4Su
kb0pYIJ5dDR7QRQ2IaMlTtqOFBzxyerelmlOua0PspFhE/HQJ6SsttS2Rg4YgIK8i8jPA+tkG2oV
thB6MaQ4JOPBxSugmSwwEVnarursWdgQdXikfULGPRmQUiPaDjqJ61NISRk1wQgbr2+Mz5qkBgup
NzYsoNF2FVpaITgZyqoxZV03vtpaUA+kmJvRk2ifYrANuvaOxteP3RVjgfcmm8X6pEeMZ7ykjWyS
jQjWQM4spMTZoMN0kXcMi2Ung6e9FScIMExazjr6TfhHmmczoZFIxrTlDYqUfDegYPbSCVnzrg0/
sNzACLKusYq3AtBhbGPrOL5ekZPaAV8wp7AVr8Vm4+09V0GuigZhMKIblkB2avbRWialjZdvBLUu
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CzvbiqNTzSosjlpYtUGD6p0MJFmZL9jfN6WwAi0J+ybdZ9I9N8Dk4S9XPQ62880rtpyt2BfUCHDA
jNdv3wgcUM999vTck0nSRV5QRcM9JmAJzAui8kyTW82HW82HXU2IXc3I3OcpMxJWMxJWM+JXM+JX
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0olLoF1pyuNJiatJiatJCatJCatJmft8iKr0K1UZVlpxCfQrVfkJk5JXk5JXk5JWk5JWkzL3udCW
fqktw0oxLoF+qS2P+SC6La20ZaFz1IwrWFppy/QJ2jKttOWAWe20FTCttOWKnhO1ZVhpy7hSjEtg
WGnLcKO2TCttOYzXrubEriZl7vMh2jKttOWA2q8mxa8mZe7zE7RlWGnLuFKMS2BYacvjSYmrSYmr
SQmrSQmrSZn7fIi2TCttOaBOq0lJq0mZ+/wEbRlW2jKuFOMSGFba8nhSVK+lpbYcVdVSfy0V2Nxr
Q6iqiJ+bncvy3OxdLqHSwZerXhu+sMIXlvj8Ep9f4Zt7bfjyCl9e4ktLfGmFb+61lyut8dwlw5gl
19SfRJEEHYdzdsnCWc7CKaeLIF33fB6dhtJgBVvZ3D2Mo1nLANE3ha6vThqOX5C89L6X8RAVuJXr
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SR/wIhz9K9+FOU96RNoIkfFykRd3InwaMM2NJmrH8TxpUj5NWc+qVpKrJaZyN1fP7ZmcQRSSLxWR
O94nZ9pAlwOfGylx8WzPNN0qIJs7cxsZu0+GIdRW8cxsbUDbiGL88YjKFWe/P0X0vCEiklmK3j3P
dUkXnehpr2UyfSIyFUUop9wGmscW8rgIlHwfODM3Ik1sfbhDvudGM6HDUE7npuBcSqdw04oHFPV0
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uy7rf+ihE1PttMy+SJKARekPVM+N5N/lw7qK50ZAGPZbl8TcZiJ2HM7pDK0oP0FSJ6KvO5jMe9zP
ttRp6zVzpkZCWRXA+nWU0qmNz/QbicCt62FuNNG6moOTODobDg/YmmaJu+6BQigPemtKBpyxOblx
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bWZq5yE92HRaalSxQa2e6hdxPbadhnmRTuvsi2kkSNbsmRoFvVCSxXBl4ExNehP9xjUxN5pIXU3C
g+yoT9iiZpEbLCmNvlY7SXcHsaWG0c6tpBdh2dLWmRv1gd0bp29udETvah0NsY5hWf6BOaaZtdOS
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NBCqY3i4Blxy8LTQ+DbqvkKa6DRdQ6L5htHNrZSqPo0766O5UZ96vXG65kYTtTqUgZN6o1YzXVi0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xkhsaR2kHI7aRunT79LnNIBfmkW04k1IlRJbXqoE8NbR7UxmAi3ecGalLSa/AGnUlW6+6v+J9NBI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==
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alv/RsveQy7gg93xutrzPvg2n18hL5gmz6aIcHBC3Sv6i13688NJbRJ+/6b/Hl62r2OxvRv36ZYc
RYNJbi8pzU8qjXePF2tHlNaTPe7u++OQ9A4MQRs4kbW0jIADT8A8QuwmDzSZsC2LOd3nqyCwIfLn
G8PA8wDiIzzXMqXXPDgTPiYyfAjJN1LDabCI1Xr7xEs3A1bJW0/bk4/QERJiY3pmXp5kBkXRBQxa
PO7NhPzgGNtdIpWe3hdDiuLSurugu1nSd0vWuGIUA7P87TPhC0oAai+OT07DL8hno4NwNOgnwvA7
NFyDJxFQvQ1Xn8gfHw7yo6ekCs+BLc8Y2LchxPoSC30DCFKJ0No0HMX/lygKZ+T24fJR/DtKsmS7
sHku/11z/Kg+NWw/XyIgVVz9PLjbZ7umAOBYWDfNVCMqyHXT9/Wtr8b1Z8j3SHIINcbyXTizMDTX
Cc3VstK6AezO7pjr93fjW58Kc2DmtxaxQbJmHHgitHWgQjt9TpPl5rGxx7XAa4vckvEqt8NY1dbx
TcP3IXBw67lqql41/VoMyEa3toTm9L4qlnn/hBzmRgHibG1iNv1IMWFrx2QajfvA3zfPOhbcz4/s
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cjg1DPgZQjNhssTl5ZYBYarkuKGhleoaED2Q6e12a8t22vikSzJky99CYyCfv/hMn/iCVzILw6+h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==
	
	
	e6SX/MhBXFmVg8lk2iBIeYTMcetb0jnDhYFjlUedBqYyHSk6DxCS07NA7wN4WU55I/likjBK9VDi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==
	
	
	gj3+RDQMxt6wXc3nHQrYzX8ymfPDaGcfH91mB9VuoAoOxMEWyvLvGg7ih9qKpiP8uL2j8TCOeQYb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	c3be4vpsEfdvwx8+/PBS/KINvqYnaJ69US/9vUIP2/1gq9GHt6+/bPf6Z49pu7fFvgTLdaxYAm2r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==
	
	
	GDZ7xW3qqoheYhTre6G36I2zvhuVHAkz3W+jOiSh2m+sOyNc7WZ5txO3VLT0c213loVGpsnmwitb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==
	
	
	y6iGLmhsYQ00li5CjbLQUbYhTvhDsJehfjVcUcMEDN2osWbpg5djVBXyidsAmKNu2mP9twEuPrUA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==
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GoI+MA1DUif7oM41epxX/yW4z3qZb36lXow88MHywMlxHyJ+PwmbF4SqQBNQ5o2NTYNAHOovIw5f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==
	
	
	JVUK7nbm1AQ+jdGF9gJDBjRztBcYGtehV8rW2WXTl9TWNNPSbTa2b1C00mqTRUFX2e9N7DXLrans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==
	
	
	ZCilEZwhX7Mw44fNZ/2U5JsAWnNAZIHcM3J5JqEXFx55faKZ1zLhgkV4olFp3yjaKY0dcsZ4/SaL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gefeX9M9Svh4ny6PjumCeVOf/xqn8qPwVzGZXdINuv7XjfO3zvm/yhn8Nzx/41/F7C0SG+MUYDLG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==
	
	
	uD5ZnWsTZ/1Hk/dOVxfLk6P53/kpaPFstZx1wdrw68iXJ7KS1fJs8eTketWa2QznwTh4s9xUoX/+
+fLL5fHx1s8ftRaffXlMDC+vrjabjK3Ns6vlRTWBv9xu5qzNu6vV+YJeqPu7KOk1vX+xuny1eLqs
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miD8Tc3Q1m82zdPsR70R2vrlLgtVNhTIut/66YY54P/M1PJa3/3EmRlws5/OV+fWz3ct3k+etD3b
duavRoHytG7Os1PJDszCDhfvNmBzF+T9Bx1/yPaBQx79lkwuc+JcUvW/yPhcLJ+vLv/v9WrxcFH/
Uk3RxfGhUG/9fH19uRJ2nxe0+T54ulq+oP++idF5k4t3k01Rn3lL/3Wo310fXp9Wq/bu8mrJzI0Q
CGnj7ATLgs8/evrL9dFKSYn/4Uibd6TEfzo9OastHtI/KMajrMS7G7xe8oTiFpPCmPq/X705x5/f
eXxxsdzdjTqWy6P6Bl9HL9xb9+J13WyXz+tReUWgxz+Tnvx5dOTbHo+ftlaHr45Pji5WIMfemtFd
03qOrsel6yvFkdLffrzrpX5yuaQrEa2Z7+Bbf4V32+g4/ezyJ6/v7u+Dfzq7/EP9dpc/vaFt33X/
HXyW9iq7PhD/8Z5veXh9ebU+/fN+z/n/vG2mvv3cqF+7zuVf8ujcOXDP66ZaG7g/11HrX2bXBDlZ
H37BtGF3vejZ+uym8fjOXxIv8c3Pja+ynv78rcY3MmLfprb+1CWbR2yFSNzCTnB1CVyf18vy2cvr
elJefLI+vz7XX4SWXFGPgouPr6/Or6/qBe3yanVx/D/sD6t3nsv1yXVXV8Kl2Y8+oqv4XT+xjk2L
eoh9vl5eHC2YilEbmEOWWpwvz1cXi8vj0+uTvp7F1vAkQPjXJ9AzYj4dnR8/ag/XnJbz9dXm85Yn
x5ebslNOqZcBynjV8+VRt8gef7h4fH21tve2uf+7j1ZHx9en3RD8vlsFuz4MUd9erc7qG39ysSKC
hc5euTYs9Yf894vXq8Vnqz9dLd47Or5aPj8+Ob56o61zSiHdONL1KvdSLovcOHkq83NjY7+4MKNy
p97nbT3fqbbvw52KWx/u1Pt826ZQO86uOl/WRXb4pj67Xvsv29caZsOL1bQ4rp9uebWqKle8v93e
+ouzaoDJC/jyYm0Lq287LF7YJ15LnZ/FVf2CO77xrqaXHH7CJI3du+nMoZn1X9dLmgiLp6vXq5M7
FB+eHJ9zmaKT1Z/qCL+scxTax/Y1Zj+54Gn+8DVfOxf1qr88O9w1R/vfnGO2rl+vLs7p1tlM1zt9
AGRjZW8FSLrRfPbrDz5fnu+yQ/WLvPfJs8UHqAWxPDtSy3Sr+XJ+UZfyPX41s5TyK8qOI7JZ/hUv
yTt+JV28x8/mM41+pPWhuP2WTUWbzXHuWnCHtxr0z5EW24+569uYgXynbVHvnL88/eLR6fLii8v1
ixePnq+v6tl6Y3H2zQ9PH9VerY5tJ7uH0gvyIsPq/urRs0eL36yeLw7WdeEeLf77wbPffPzJf/9o
8dpX6/urs+PDuofCCG88+fxi/eL4ZPMCttGoK+P14HaNF0cXl4+WZ2f9VrOlkRu9uD47vH3buOUx
fzp/1B25dj2jtlifH13f1eLyTh2H61vGprYge7JpPzaazC3GriedXz46XJ9d8Tn7tkb1ylFnIpbX
7jYnnRHcpebF2dWjy+vnl5srabPN0Un32Ycbp2TdJlZHW/P8Hu37Kbzzdan14cX6/K42rPGWRn9c
P68Dd3W6JJu8ZWp267y0cPLuRocXR4+u6unDtsedK6c2ujw8PLu87TWl0fnJ4Zvbho5arS9ePnp9
n0avbnvcycVXWM40dHcstMPz84tHfM64tWvU6svjoyv07cHTFbO33/p4+lH3eKrntGta1VavVt1s
yu7Gdn0Xdn782kacIbe9MplN2d7XQiF1m/FE08PTNzhXtyPxllmcPdzteg2xnnrQuLy8pZ/cst5N
n5/Y+rjJiK3PKDVYDlu3W0Rt2h/h0g1NX26tNz4R7Gp6sdV057ufy5vf8d61Vb1JbDTsDiObbV8t
j1YXqzs0njg6NC5vtVhkxU/pe1/eYWIuH52tXi4JeH+HoT46Ob94sW5nlnscDa7MYt6j8cnqxdVt
63Zusq96Y3xX47nqG8w7XV+eLy9uHXtqeNFhVO5qe17v+ccUQtJ2FN++qbdHqxd05JtZpjtsEv2s
2sUrysf/Cj+Rhd2dtW7s/3zF3mzp6zI8WZ7fY0vQhnhBt3slyEa0PFmZxjsbQuOucw+1Ol9fHt/x
xahZ/QTnltl/c7P1Bd1S7poCtMHZneu5ABJubQzbd76+um0a0lbIOpeXcpi4T9v1Hd/bGj4nkOld
jz9aXR6/PNsYgBv22ldr5qu8e0++Z7vZBnvLRnx8Wlff/Cx4y3YsrTdOgrc1vcsCWcO7rE9teCQB
9fut4curE13C5+e3babUThW3hvfQXRvTseyk9yTf41c0d1YXZzOf2a19kh/YxauDOt52T1yfEO1N
nXedd+6n5pcjFNdjtF7Qjfmet+ebJjo9r95k71gOF/Wic3G5WnPNwpvfnppefnF8Xm3B2e0HMF6N
VAdxefZy91v+Yv2cwAn9O/ZOI/FEiFf0nV+Lu+jJje6iuW/j2czRtd3ugPxWB+q3+nTmt7qP25VU
3OZr7V+DnSH3fYuZ5+Tml+Bme70Da7inu3hanK2b521xfCaFyS+PrzbXybNff/B+PV89qxfieiFp
97lxnEI/IvXLLz4+p25dLp41H+pdM3zXhOTC5+++/wc4tD88Obnms836grzatQ8Hy3PxbR/bWN5h
DKiPpPPd1WVVsNxYqg9+1z1jscea32l08T5P6OT32a33dTSt355KZd224eGNPrtYnp/fen9By2dX
y7Oj5cVtrgAb+rrKP+yOiHe+1qd3bVGz1k/b5nPbBJC2x2e3nVDQ9rOL49N7DBm3PaBT9ZN2qr6t
D+YVvccAS4Cs/rkewz4RvyHNjU/WJ8fmvbjh9/f0wN9wSbt/dG73BRMv+9H6bH346mJ9unp3/eWZ
4Fe2VOz04n2ViMDO6zC68MHF8s0tD7/tU/FnPWgXTI16wLOc8h2P/ax+r8503eNL7Q7C3DZFOvsz
mxZf3cWLnrcwj1j8X95+1kFHdLDoaH+51Zn72dIbprsqifeaZ93n+s/js3uZJt0VHh9erJ8vr54u
36wubr3920rmg/z79amPL66+XF980Vkh72+Y1G1itUn5IR2gHz9fm3Piqz227QBdrGlzNd8nbP7V
HvtkduX4Csuo+y7x1qVLX/WWUbptNur0+fDssG7Dm9PxtjVP6/bGJX/bD3eZuu5Nv9ISoCQ4vsd/
eFSXwvGL43bevnXANubV1ge+fVbOLeWek7Lfv++0sfuMmCZTvekPTTc4oDa39t/MfNj3nxT3NCxq
SD/rIAH32jp4SO63d0jvaOuot7fPXl2fPj9bHp/ccWS5GyBwzynSjcOuMGt7H3LjHs+wI7cbZL4y
0xf6rEGz3m4B9Y61Gx8odxG6lXxKlvEeZ+RfXa64l5/dFZHqx4Bmz+OL+x9qn2zE926eaNWs/2b1
/NfHqy8xWJ+9qpvaok66xdWr1UJ9EQu9cV0uvny1OltcLl/TMC7PFv1lhczmYnlJYuFVrU8w9Mmj
RX1zUln/OVf2Zn29OK+nMkpzWcmlih8t6l5SBvfx7EE/XtSH2U/P6vsurtak4nC1OOYb5HJxsnxD
SJd6H6nWWzaty+vDV9S9D8/eZedcUyNPO6tDel17t37RHn98ubg++4JyTh/d+1J3eHF83k2gny4e
1D/IgejALmqb9+B6t/3k5YuNJVGF753VJ25PFL0KP10fLnecSOl3p8/rTYg37Y1pUP/47mfvbpyM
qpCzSLpVM8wfNf+LdfqzVV3Oy6ute339E8HO/nN1Ycf9pq8OxuHxPO7SKfyTFkXGtf3JMa7sj58d
fPhhSe+u6CvwX+P//viffvev//abf//nny4///Evwj99/PDJzy4+OH31k5dnf/+L9//+xw/++eB4
+ejyH/Ovfv5e/oef/OxXH/zHR/F//+Tpf//zRz+7uD4c33/Pf1R+6GL8h2G4fPeP77788fCPP/vp
//foX372bz8+v/zZ5X/6d+pjfvbTp39/gVa/uHry8uf/9fRn/xZXzw6O//0/Dt999OifX2496+nR
b+sDx3ff/+FPxv/zwdW7f/z9k/h/Hv748en66eXjD59dvfrX/8j/cP3+u/Eff/Pkjyf//Jv6mHdf
DL94vlPbP47Ti/HX//W7/3782cGjX9/81L7dT37/s3/74v3f/+wnl49O//XdH//w+v0HHxy9qI/h
8Xr//68G790Xv//N+OT/Ufdfy8krTcAwev5WcQ8PweSgQM4CSURjwGATbIIBJ2yDAdf3fyf/te+Z
URaSkIC1d+1aVc8ySEzP9PR07umv4tcg/Vp6P5TfEyNcgZGZm17gzd9ituB55AYCk96XJ2+TDfjL
/UvXljV7KZT8dFH3IecPN4nBfPkHwKQ+vYEFs4h1vOX36DSTpW5Id6DUCs4CxbKnz5ZXf/78Q935
nlks5mv410eAeW2+c6BxLDJP7D5cs/THpL4sfd0UPKFd4OmPat67f+ECfMVM/Z0EYOKZh+ci9bPw
fAdyt5lI4vsp95FIRPavJLVb1PDAOo2LQy7o+v4BYC7hWSUeSWyZ/ihH5mCT8ducNxRclb4S7W9u
DcPmTbFcyzofmWAqBou56do47swnyptJIPuwHKeJF+czGjf/cwOWlI/7nXBbxvHHeOcHoipfWvvi
IZ5AH5ZNDH923tKRedbN2gOjHQQThw8maBT0CgCDvThqUfQhkGez/F/ZR6bBvV8OMjNuNGJI1AAF
D7BAPs8ECbrwluMHesxlM8vP1gTtpjhjMN5dKSaAAW+V6uIUnqUp4N5cF761iqLvYvYSPUXoBoyt
EI2P4p8Lqkd/BujXSOOXmc89rlL8pd/JVulpnuq9Lw5U27W4pXoECUmASjwPneBHyxEzmBX+RCxx
xKug1slaGi35Fd5VhU0bbujXe2aJUArGnfsCeWfmkdslODIAw0zxwEMpOqizxd3uvR9N3z4W0C4l
Yx+7ONhBfzBQ2qQmamwqly5HvYAqbnPhUABMJpD787L0F17C6rE0+KeCfXAD5eMvm2Kmd3BQvfrh
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FSoxse8pLP+XkN5jXiJjF9UOFsbcFCGbBmAQp5a/EPq6zQadHwOq13MHZdIIx17+GM9PeyzuzXeA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==
	
	
	deJqNXWhxj8alRsEFfoblYB3u6zdu9vjNzttqG38Keog0n4tqHtP8DakBRWAAYBj7965Z8hoLXe3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==
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K5bq4ax7b4T8NGn1sBQueqn3pq4SqwZJ5Kfr4GHBoLnqID0hrSqNLfQOmFKRbpwqjVUcbbQ3Om5s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aCfYJ/oFsHxwXhqagJp0ceM0v7qLXiMIa+5S6cnhsFMd7aUmXSuWTUuAnqQuAWomMnff7Zff15O1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ToKNzynl2imt+BQ+/nJaJS7sDg6QnBnSROVuPwRU86mw40bLjhSb5ioUsNnS7cie7hIdDp3WOZzq
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lsGRDQpaBU0y9B84p4sTNm2g8DVBmqvB5C7tw1+GFrXLPFzUrpFcLmXnWtGlSj8rHgRxqU+EqYoR
4Tt081Zr5IyiPwvf7RCbRLu6d6qGslWPkO7Sy69I0t5AGWoGAlfa3TSrGfPPkblFCJegTBTYqpvR
Qbd3j9Fx1XQWSGrFA+XFYao8TKUl56uAo0dlN5EVppazQQMGFW2syIqNz0EaQxBgRKaMNu1yI5xe
EyBP57VStCW7uAfRb8QhbOGOKPUnCuAf0fxXf7uNJilx02bJiXBQCkrwXghD2Gmm8qXIgKpxVvt2
H70vPhXWDVQr1jBdCUkJa0Fv2ZwiyCdcYtAPaNDblD69WFpZvG7mcKe4ghlNDrxcohPsjhwcw9B/
aocUxzqVP9Ur6AjcuYKr5y5hcRIOiwuhj6soCAiyTegH5LtGrtWtA8wDNSiGbNukxV8I37E+xrE5
fXOZsbub278XE8rxWra9etSWcjINT1CdUcvXuPT39Ai5osW6u7yS/WvvQQzQxIaHZ69IZaKKO+Mn
ga/Xa026XeWQbMBeVruLP0ZUDVMwqQvpFa43hVpbI07Ri62v1MendMJaJUmDza0X667NmeFqwDZV
xJURTZl0BCy8xf7YcwuPRNYKFTz4eN30WbDiX4+rR5YfKo5c2ZMEpTrwrsV7rsoSpneHMJvSkGlu
4TQ7OAdnuwSBRrA5YCocz7EwiqN3l2UxV8hSFtV++3ECDRE6orrf6JyDiD26oBAW8A==
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Bf4w+kQtPiy3eyB1xH2qmlLkNrXzbTiiGorCDdshtW22uxANbblJqQS5QWstAHxfHBKw/hfXsADY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ykBqYNutsbelCC/gYpVz5fW4odmhCtU2Vsu+QDN2myK2rqOTyM5hcQ9o9iFjsahtATUfkWnUiA0O
lSIF1yZuYQ02IFQQqYrLTDSzxfEzcbBE3syB94uSMvF50BKAySdp5A7JpUfQJSZlgPHVeZDQsBlU
vRv7iExFaBfBcta+WnS0ZKGm+UHd2I7uV9p/p83+tjpUQpztdvSmsgq2g7PztF9t/thaLhb3BE3c
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rRGDmXu0PP7iqMsIO5J8N34cKzLdMMzp5W5CrtuMiWQ4QdKzcK7iUyLfRmsK3JbS0TM2BTw+b/Yw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fSFkXW8XuFdaXFgiPmaNVE04i3yglIiJT/keOkN0pSJ6jvAUgmYET/67jVtfxbEcznhixFOLiWJ5
VevAcpGp1dSo17XDReG05PArWr5fncKiNLNN9VLHNxperBnzHrzeHvZBC4fkAWT29ViQ65n7tV0L
aOodtwkIN3FGq3raLd0LqbcYzY0MCLps7zY6hOGU2Vbr7u595+aBbTr0k+8x6OBKib/ZYVdV4SPH
fNUwXx7ioCQz9/QjKhyF9LaNFh035miduUy3ppGoeJ7WCYy45UZQ/sbiuxBlxPZxTNNvRUNAhM/y
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KxZZv+nzFbKuun1hOGPUDcIubhd23gRkd4dsRiwulPwb4wrAdFG2UMcyMgObvXfzrYLp//btQybu
KL7do0epqNnMBe2s9uHCGF7OxIXcNPxDrDI1bAAzHsG0xJTuoDCip+gtAt0vDdzGfu81QqQzLIKD
sumpAZVJgylPmXwq8aML304r6n8pIqNNRlm3QHK6qjAZLcsbGDifPl/7mHaw3Dtd+fRUqKeXfZyv
PUM9DndydWxyMU48cF9r4ihZ/6xeZDv39IVhbI5bai7jawfBVPVKNPsJwTH8MrOEm9+93SUct/l5
ydmK7uEwwENnxG6cehGXZ+3DSO+vveZIK9t2+FaG2GjbzvJsUsMQtUlTKNuIOgaSyeokx29UjHQv
HGG3R9hxuQcwh6BGGXkEVqtP+HVWdsjDvGItyL3ZygkP12JtmPX+7hpSIBeNzlpfYDtxUa9+8ZtS
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9lfSTBqwXmGF5lPzE4SgzTzYYPhMp9huLVxyWzGq/VrP98JnsCkNQ8XNUxk5KU1LL10AkOVeWIN2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==
	
	
	b8SnfZo5BM7QdLHHa2ReJnH1BPHWkus+TGJrk5gKtnX5dkvl1SHTv4EWjEaQXDsSjgoAa0rTitgz
+VYtIgU/8aox89t9XjlhDsonF+IiECv2tXLu9YEzRmSqmAvOIPNeX0F/47QjkgBvRlzoqcdFzzkM
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hzeM4Gh2rcM1ZWFI0K/Ohrfh2pTh4/ZwB0qZKLyXkVQXYhSsYo53Rdwebh3yPak77JaRULJsRjDs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==
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VO6PW5k9It8pDqSc7WU5NqZKw3qLp0ZgzPZTtR7xHDZpjXqTbyXbbzsPvy5dP3LIzEsBVd2LLEir
K7AhreJot34lhSJIMyI0xDA0zWrXEK64TR8NwgaZb94FlVUtoWwVSD0FpQsW8SVpyMixAnDStBRR
CgPxCRvwkRctsCSwNIUD47Ah5d4xEjJF0rYFWeMNg9KhNfwJM2blINdukdqW1Rhrn2uU1eyomiV+
FpQa9HpwCMzTcj8siqQElMzhNYDx2YGYRsyGSr3Mjjcsxx6+vsaKdaKoG9h3ist6uQUN5TkNR0v7
61eOZcLnxaEjXKLy8xlk7DkqEHdwvSGYSDrAyzUtqnD4se2vlxQNDKAUk1nMjcxepFS7HUq8pg3X
9TP7zkOYkcdyl3b2GUKZbQFnoCjHsT3izOE92l12f43dbb2BYB0EdnuQmoEwvX4nyX6IdMqVgyvo
13bq4T8Wb97d2itqG2LCEajrF0L95QG+nIF1pWcOc/V2aHhFz/atiMFRCb6UOsvjzlgpKiASjKFh
8nXn5lw1NqyQSqkP63t4PcNeEjqf/Ry+BAPgoneg6e91OPI0Vg3SUlMH0oMgaFJDY2y3Hgh5TSaz
3H6KiHWpTlT8SLZh4EDGAEu3yE7cYAyNYmUAnBATY8cLsK8x0mp+/DxOY4HyMbjvlRDFYiJCJLZV
JdWwjnZ5BBIUTAzmFQtxR8YMjxR0iEZgN33CmNhDdBe1Phq22vIl2NzWGIyUSyFKq2gbSHOvCAgV
zwudvbH/rHu2m5NfBWiJtF960l7KbVaELiXKT+eR1xLWZ12Xp8bocJX+zuGpcfZmA6V4XG4LSphX
PQ2EOrX3drqu+jVq6t73+4LxqXklGLBYaPHawR+kFPqLC39fSp/kvq8r+O3g6um2no0S4HC/oxm4
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CmZINcqMpwIO5lScoGRWgLqN0tEgLXl0IS2ndSENFVQEYNkhGq29okBsh58tE60l10DkJe8O2oZu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LyqeMtSqpuccVSc+eST65kra91NChlrUYTcHCQXus3ePHFNBHCWs3cRiV70Nd779EPxc+dSoIx3v
KnrHZtXhtsPHYWhP6DlXy4KlfAy/wJ3rnk/AC0jKZrR+NHjwMaVJM+04CPa9hq0rnX5wkpxhH5DJ
Ffp7Il1qi4uohOlMBFwplXeGj6Be1kzWYDkh0RhhltECUcmLvgkaO40AEEF5to7z+YMmRZjEyjNa
b7zCo+6RwxuzteM+RREjwyUEB1LX33l5Bq01oFVbQysHyMiFxWQ4ZsnTyxB/k61kd2t5pTLySsfC
xnPn5ZZUqtVnJqIXm/jTfkK1sgtNZT0Y1qyWCXCZalwacAEz4smcw4c6N5FiOFWUjz2n7/Rh/nVf
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IaIGCtFXHyGwrvfjiVJrrQwK3lW9LKBGjWeH0Vwh2Tn3e3hlucmHU56bBnVagb+2+O84YX6JoVvA
C+5Rwa9tVjZfCQ0K7MEdCGdqBxeICICHurUISgtXFajOiOw73XoAXs3dM0VokMSObsCr0B2ZgijB
WzJ1pWWta4T4v+BIyJ0CEJJQmZrhtyQ6mJSk92SlSaKvsEYVQAltpNUc3xUMfkpZwLqlUNrO1LUC
ifOMW15E1KLSPFTz6hnWcK57DE37/Hz5KQ1hvU4/nqVltXhmiuHRQNId1AhJVNLyqirRj61pvMtC
iZuCZh9nqt8r8HUzoWcUo2Gh8SkIDljcOFS3KQS84zp7SdaCU9vtwaIbFjqv037NxrrQuaQ1C093
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oEwhMBTqqbCXqMqdjsq8PtrAgh9kHa8guCOOqUdkA+jh31O638XoUVrU21LhrpEbZXjb6XIrfTmM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\chapter{Homeostasis}

\label{0}
\LaTeXNullTemplate{}
\section{Overview}
\label{1}
The human organism consists of trillions of cells all working together for the maintenance of the entire organism. While cells may perform very different functions, all the cells are quite similar in their metabolic requirements. Maintaining a constant internal environment with all that the cells need to survive (oxygen, glucose, mineral ions, waste removal, and so forth) is necessary for the well-{}being of individual cells and the well-{}being of the entire body. The varied processes by which the body regulates its internal environment are collectively referred to as homeostasis.
\subsection{What is Homeostasis?}
\label{2}
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Homeostatic regulation involves three parts or mechanisms: 1) the {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape receptor}}{\itshape }\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], 2) the {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape control center}}{\itshape }{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] and 3) the {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape effector}}{\itshape }\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].

The {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape receptor}}{\itshape }{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] receives information that something in the environment is changing. The {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape control center}}{\itshape }{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] or {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape integration center}}{\itshape }{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] receives and processes information from the {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape receptor}}{\itshape }\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. And lastly, the {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape effector}}{\itshape }{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] responds to the commands of the {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape control center}}{\itshape }{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] by either opposing or enhancing the stimulus. This is an ongoing process that continually works to restore and maintain homeostasis. For example, in regulating body temperature there are temperature {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape receptors}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] in the skin, which communicate information to the brain, which is the {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape control center,}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  and the {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape effector}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is our blood vessels and sweat glands in our skin. 

Because the internal and external environments of the body are constantly changing and adjustments must be made continuously to stay at or near the set point, homeostasis can be thought of as a {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape synthetic equilibrium.}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]

Since homeostasis is an attempt to maintain the internal conditions of an environment by limiting fluctuations, it must involve a series of negative feedback loops.
\subsection{Positive and Negative Feedback}
\label{3}
When a change of variable occurs, there are two main types of feedback to which the system reacts:

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape Negative feedback}}{\itshape }\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: a reaction in which the system responds in such a way as to reverse the direction of change.  Since this tends to keep things constant, it allows the maintenance of homeostasis.  For instance, when the concentration of carbon dioxide in the human body increases, the lungs are signaled to increase their activity and expel more carbon dioxide. Thermoregulation is another example of negative feedback. When body temperature rises, receptors in the skin and the hypothalamus sense a change, triggering a command from the brain.  This command, in turn, effects the correct response, in this case a decrease in body temperature. 
\end{myitemize}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} 
\begin{myquote}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Home Heating System Vs. Negative Feedback}
\item{} {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] When you are at home, you set your thermostat to a desired temperature. Let\textquotesingle{}s say today you set it at 70 degrees. The thermometer in the thermostat waits to sense a temperature change either too high above or too far below the 70 degree set point. When this change happens the thermometer will send a message to to the \symbol{34}Control Center\symbol{34}, or thermostat,which in turn will then send a message to the furnace to either shut off if the temperature is too high or kick back on if the temperature is too low. In the home-{}heating example the air temperature is the \symbol{34}NEGATIVE FEEDBACK.\symbol{34} When the Control Center receives negative feedback it triggers a chain reaction in order to maintain room temperature.
\end{myquote}

\end{myquote}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  {\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape Positive feedback}}{\itshape }\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: a response is to amplify the change in the variable.  This has a destabilizing effect, so does not result in homeostasis.  Positive feedback is less common in naturally occurring systems than negative feedback, but it has its applications.  For example, in nerves, a threshold electric potential triggers the generation of a much larger action potential.  Blood clotting in which the platelets process mechanisms to transform blood liquid to solidify is an example of positive feedback loop. Another example is the secretion of oxytocin which provides a pathway for the uterus to contract, leading to child birth.
\end{myitemize}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} 
\begin{myquote}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Harmful Positive Feedback}
\item{} {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] Although Positive Feedback is needed within Homeostasis it also can be harmful at times. When you have a high fever it causes a metabolic change that can push the fever higher and higher. In rare occurrences the body temperature reaches 113 degrees Fahrenheit / 45 degrees Celsius and the cellular proteins stop working and the metabolism stops, resulting in death.
\end{myquote}

\end{myquote}


{\bfseries {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries  Summary}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Sustainable systems require combinations of both kinds of feedback.  Generally with the recognition of divergence from the homeostatic condition, positive feedbacks are called into play, whereas once the homeostatic condition is approached, negative feedback is used for \symbol{34}fine tuning\symbol{34} responses.  This creates a situation of \symbol{34}metastability,\symbol{34} in which homeostatic conditions are maintained within fixed limits, but once these limits are exceeded, the system can shift wildly to a wholly new (and possibly less desirable) situation of homeostasis.


{\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape Homeostatic systems have several properties}}{\itshape }{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] 

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  They are ultra-{}stable, meaning the system is capable of testing which way its variables should be adjusted.
\item{}  Their whole organization (internal, structural, and functional) contributes to the maintenance of balance.
\item{}  Physiology is largely a study of processes related to homeostasis. Some of the functions you will learn about in this book are not specifically about homeostasis (e.g. how muscles contract), but in order for all bodily processes to function there must be a suitable internal environment. Homeostasis is, therefore, a fitting framework for the introductory study of physiology.
\end{myitemize}


{\bfseries {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape Where did the term \symbol{34}Homeostasis\symbol{34} come from?}}{\itshape }\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]

The concept of homeostasis was first articulated by the French scientist Claude Bernard (1813-{}1878) in his studies of the maintenance of stability in the \symbol{34}milieu interior.\symbol{34} He said, \symbol{34}All the vital mechanisms, varied as they are, have only one object, that of preserving constant the conditions of life in the internal environment\symbol{34} (from {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape LeÃ§ons sur les PhÃ©nonÃ¨mes de la Vie Commune aux Animaux et aux VÃ©gÃ©taux}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], 1879). The term itself was coined by American physiologist Walter Cannon, author of {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape The Wisdom of the Body}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (1932). The word comes from the Greek {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape homoios}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (same, like, resembling) and {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape stasis}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (to stand, posture).
\subsection{Cruise Control on a car as a simple metaphor for homeostasis}
\label{4}
When a car is put on cruise control it has a set speed limit that it will travel. At times this speed may vary by a few miles per hour but in general the system will maintain the set speed. If the car starts to go up a hill, the systems will automatically increase the amount of fuel given to maintain the set speed. If the car starts to come down a hill, the car will automatically decrease the amount of fuel given in order to maintain the set speed. It is the same with homeostasis-{} the body has a set limit on each environment.  If one of these limits increases or decreases, the body will sense and automatically try to fix the problem in order to maintain the pre-{}set limits.  This is a simple metaphor of how the body operates{\mbox{$\text{---}$}}constant monitoring of levels, and automatic small adjustments when those levels fall below (or rise above) a set point. 
\section{Pathways That Alter Homeostasis}
\label{5}

A variety of homeostatic mechanisms maintain the internal environment within tolerable limits.  Either homeostasis is maintained through a series of control mechanisms, or the body suffers various illnesses or disease. When the cells in the body begin to malfunction, the homeostatic balance becomes disrupted. Eventually this leads to  disease or cell malfunction.  Disease and cellular malfunction can be caused in two basic ways:  either, {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape deficiency}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (cells not getting all they need) or {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape toxicity}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (cells being poisoned by too much of the things they need, or by things they do not need).  When homeostasis is interrupted in your cells, there are {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape pathways}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] to correct or worsen the problem. In addition to the internal control mechanisms, there are external influences based primarily on lifestyle choices and environmental exposures that influence our body\textquotesingle{}s ability to maintain cellular health. 

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Nutrition:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  If your diet is lacking in a specific vitamin or mineral your cells will function poorly, possibly resulting in a disease condition. For example, a menstruating woman with inadequate dietary intake of iron will become anemic. Lack of hemoglobin, a molecule that requires iron, will result in reduced oxygen-{}carrying capacity. In mild cases symptoms may be vague (e.g. fatigue), but if the anemia (British English: {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape anaemia}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]) is severe the body will try to compensate by increasing cardiac output, leading to palpitations and sweatiness, and possibly to heart failure. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Toxins:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]   Any substance that interferes with cellular function, causing cellular malfunction.  This is done through a variety of ways; chemical, plant, insecticides, and/or bites.  A commonly seen example of this is drug overdoses.  When a person takes too much of a drug their vital signs begin to waver; either increasing or decreasing, these vital signs can cause problems including coma, brain damage and even death.
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Psychological:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  Your physical health and mental health are inseparable.  Our thoughts and emotions cause chemical changes to take place either for better as with meditation, or worse as with stress. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Physical:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  Physical maintenance is essential for our cells and bodies.  Adequate rest, sunlight, and exercise are examples of physical mechanisms for influencing homeostasis.  Lack of sleep is related to a number of ailments such as irregular cardiac rhythms, fatigue, anxiety and headaches. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Genetic/Reproductive:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]   Inheriting strengths and weaknesses is part of our genetic makeup.  Genes are sometimes turned off or on due to external factors which we can have some control over, but at other times little can be done to correct or improve genetic diseases. Beginning at the cellular level a variety of diseases come from mutated genes.  For example, cancer can be genetically inherited or can be caused due to a mutation from an external source such as radiation or genes altered in a fetus when the mother uses drugs. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Medical:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  Because of genetic differences some bodies need help in gaining or maintaining homeostasis. Through modern medicine our bodies can be given different aids, from anti-{}bodies to help fight infections, or chemotherapy to kill harmful cancer cells. Traditional and alternative medical practices have many benefits, but like any medical practice the potential for harmful effects is present. Whether by nosocomial infections, or wrong dosage of medication, homeostasis can be altered by that which is trying to fix it.  Trial and error with medications can cause potential harmful reactions and possibly death if not caught soon enough.
\end{myitemize}


The factors listed above all have their effects at the cellular level, whether harmful or beneficial.  Inadequate beneficial pathways (deficiency) will almost always result in a harmful waver in homeostasis. Too much toxicity also causes homeostatic imbalance, resulting in cellular malfunction.  By removing negative health influences, and providing adequate positive health influences, your body is better able to self-{}regulate and self-{}repair, thus maintaining homeostasis.
\section{Homeostasis Throughout the Body}
\label{6}
Each body system contributes to the homeostasis of other systems and of the entire organism. No system of the body works in isolation, and the well-{}being of the person depends upon the well-{}being of all the interacting body systems. A disruption within one system generally has consequences for several additional body systems. Here are some brief explanations of how various body systems contribute to the maintenance of homeostasis:
\subsection{Nervous System}
\label{7}
Since the nervous system does not store nutrients, it must receive a continuous supply from blood. Any interruption to the flow of blood may bring brain damage or death. The nervous system maintains homeostasis by controlling and regulating the other parts of the body. A deviation from a normal set point acts as a stimulus to a receptor, which sends nerve impulses to a regulating center in the brain. The brain directs an effector to act in such a way that an adaptive response takes place. If, for example, the deviation was a lowering of body temperature, the effector acts to increase body temperature. The adaptive response returns the body to a state of normalcy and the receptor, the regulating center, and the effector temporarily cease their activities. Since the effector is regulated by the very conditions it produced, this process is called control by negative feedback.
This manner of regulating normalcy results in a fluctuation between two extreme levels. Not until body temperature drops below normal do receptors stimulate the regulating center and effectors act to raise body temperature. Regulating centers are located in the central nervous system, consisting of the brain and spinal cord. The hypothalamus is a portion of the brain particularly concerned with homeostasis; it influences the action of the medulla oblongata, a lower part of the brain, the autonomic nervous system, and the pituitary gland.

The nervous system has two major portions: the central nervous system and the peripheral nervous system. The central nervous system consists of the cranial and spinal nerves. The autonomic nervous system is a part of peripheral nervous system and contains motor neurons that control internal organs. It operates at the subconscious level and has two divisions, the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. In general, the sympathetic system brings about those results we associate with emergency situations, often called fight or flight reactions, and the parasympathetic system produces those effects necessary to our everyday existence.
\subsection{Endocrine System}
\label{8}
The endocrine system consists of glands which secrete hormones into the bloodstream. Each hormone has an effect on one or more target tissues. In this way the endocrine system regulates the metabolism and development of most body cells and body systems. To be more specific, the Endocrine system has sex hormones that can activate sebaceous glands, development of mammary glands, alter dermal blood flow and release lipids from adipocytes. MSH can stimulate melanocytes on our skin. Our bone growth is regulated by several hormones, and the endocrine system helps with the mobilization of calcitonin and calcium. In the muscular system, hormones adjust muscle metabolism, energy production, and growth. In the nervous system, hormones affect neural metabolism, regulate fluid/electrolyte balance and help with reproductive hormones that influence CNS development and behaviors. In the Cardiovascular system, we need hormones that regulate the production of RBC\textquotesingle{}s (red blood cells), which elevate and lower blood pressure. Hormones also have anti-{}inflammatory effects and stimulate the lymphatic system. In summary, the endocrine system has a regulatory effect on basically every other body system.
\subsection{Integumentary System}
\label{9}
The integumentary system (the skin) is involved in protecting the body from invading microbes (mainly by forming a thick impenetrable layer), regulating body temperature through sweating and vasodilation/vasoconstriction, or shivering and piloerection (goose bumps), and regulating ion balances in the blood. Stimulation of mast cells also produce changes in blood flow and capillary permeability which can effect the blood flow in the body and how it is regulated. It also helps synthesize vitamin D which interacts with calcium and phosphorus absorption needed for bone growth, maintenance, and repair. Hair on the skin guards entrance into the nasal cavity or other orifices, preventing invaders from getting further into our bodies. Our skin also helps maintain balance by excretion of water and other solutes (i.e. the keratinized epidermis limits fluid loss through skin). It also provides mechanical protection against environmental hazards. We need to remember that our skin is integumentary; it is our first line of defense.
\subsection{Skeletal System}
\label{10}
As the structural framework for the human body, the skeletal system consists mainly of the 206 or so bones of the skeletal system but also includes cartilages, ligaments, and other connective tissues that stabilize and interconnect them. Bones work in conjunction with the muscular system to aid in posture and locomotion. Many bones of the skeleton function as levers, which change the magnitude and direction of forces generated by skeletal muscle. Protection is a pivotal role occupied by the skeletal system, as many vital organs are encased within the skeletal cavities (e.g. cranial and spinal), and bones form much of the structural basis for other body cavities (ex: thoracic and pelvic cavities). The skeletal system also serves as an important mineral reserve. For example, if blood levels of calcium or magnesium are low and the minerals are not available in the diet, they will be taken from the bones. Also, the skeletal system provides calcium needed for all muscular contraction. Finally, red blood cells, lymphocytes and other cells relating to the immune response are produced and stored in the bone marrow.
\subsection{Muscular System}
\label{11}
The muscular system is one of the most versatile systems in the body.  The muscular system contains the heart, which constantly pumps blood through the body.  The muscular system is also responsible for  actions both involuntary (e.g. goose bumps, digestion, breathing) and voluntary (e.g. walking, picking up objects).  Muscles also help protect organs in the body\textquotesingle{}s cavities. The muscles in your body use energy, which increases your body heat when you\textquotesingle{}re cold. The act of shivering occurs when the internal temperature drops. Muscles around vital organs move, breaking down ATP and thereby releasing heat, which is then distributed to the rest of the body.
\subsection{Cardiovascular System}
\label{12}
The cardiovascular system, in addition to needing to maintain itself within certain levels, plays a role in maintenance of other body systems by transporting hormones (heart secretes Atrial Natriuretic Peptide and Brain Natriuretic Peptide, or ANP and BNP, respectively) and nutrients (oxygen, EPO to bones, etc.), taking away waste products, and providing all living body cells with a fresh supply of oxygen and removing carbon dioxide. Homeostasis is disturbed if the cardiovascular or lymphatic systems are not functioning correctly. Our skin, bones, muscles, lungs, digestive tract, and nervous, endocrine, lymphatic, urinary and reproductive systems use the cardiovascular system as its \symbol{34}road\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}highway\symbol{34} as far as distribution of things such as nutrients, oxygen, waste products, hormones, drugs, etc. There are many risk factors for an unhealthy cardiovascular system. Some diseases associated are typically labeled \symbol{34}uncontrollable\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}controllable.\symbol{34} The main uncontrollable risk factors are age, gender, and a family history of heart disease, especially at an early age.

The cardiovascular system also contains sensors to monitor blood pressure, called baroreceptors, that work by detecting how stretched a blood vessel is. This information is relayed to the Medulla Oblongata in the brain where action is taken to raise or lower blood pressure via the autonomic nervous system.
\subsection{Lymphatic System}
\label{13}
The lymphatic system has three principal roles. First is the maintenance of blood and tissue volume. Excess fluid that leaves the capillaries when under pressure would build up and cause edema. Secondly, the lymphatic system absorbs fatty acids and triglycerides from fat digestion so that these components of digestion do not enter directly into the blood stream. Third, the lymphatic system is involved in defending the body against invading microbes, and the immune response. This system assists in maintenance, such as bone and muscle repair after injuries. Another defense is maintaining the acidic pH of urine to fight infections in the urinary system. The tonsils are our bodies \symbol{34}helpers\symbol{34} to defend us against infections and toxins absorbed from the digestive tract. The tonsils also protect against infections entering into our lungs.
\subsection{Respiratory System}
\label{14}
The respiratory system works in conjunction with the cardiovascular system to provide oxygen to cells within every body system for cellular metabolism. The respiratory system also removes carbon dioxide. Since CO2 is mainly transported in the plasma as bicarbonate ions, which act as a chemical buffer, the respiratory system also helps maintain proper blood pH levels, a fact that is very important for homeostasis. In hyperventilation, CO2 is decreased in blood levels. This causes the pH of body fluids to increase. If pH levels rise above 7.45, the result is respiratory alkalosis and passing out.  On the other hand, hypoventilation may causes pH to fall below 7.35 which results in respiratory acidosis.  This is the mechanism for death by opioid overdose. The respiratory system also helps the lymphatic system by trapping pathogens and protecting deeper tissues within. Note that when you have increased thoracic space it can provide abdominal pressure through the contraction of respiratory muscles. This can assist in defecation. 

The organs of the respiratory system include the nose, pharynx, larynx, trachea, bronchi and lungs. Together these organs permit the movement of air into the tiny, thin walled sacs of the lungs called alveoli. It is in the alveoli that oxygen from the air is exchanged for the waste product carbon dioxide, which is carried to lungs by the blood so that it can be eliminated from the body.
\subsection{Digestive System}
\label{15}
Without a regular supply of energy and nutrients from the digestive system, all body systems would soon suffer. The digestive system absorbs organic substances, vitamins, ions, and water that are needed all over the body. In the skin, the digestive tract provides lipids for storage in the subcutaneous layer. Note that food undergoes three types of processes in the body: digestion, absorption, and elimination. If one of these is not working, you will have problems that will be extremely noticeable. Mechanics of digestion can include chemical digestion, movements, ingestion absorption, and elimination. In order to maintain a healthy and efficient digestive system, we have to remember the components involved. If these are disturbed, digestive health may be compromised.
\subsection{Urinary System}
\label{16}
Toxic nitrogenous wastes accumulate as proteins and nucleic acids are broken down and used for other purposes. The urinary system rids the body of these wastes. The urinary system is also directly involved in maintaining proper blood volume (and indirectly blood pressure) and ion concentration within the blood. One other contribution is that the kidneys produce a hormone (erythropoietin) that stimulates red blood cell production.  The kidneys also play an important role in maintaining the correct water content of the body and the correct salt composition of extracellular fluid.  External changes that lead to excess fluid loss trigger feedback mechanisms that act to inhibit fluid loss.
\subsection{Reproductive System}
\label{17}
The Reproductive System is unique in that it does little to contribute to the homeostasis of the organism. Rather than being tied to the maintenance of the organism, the reproductive system relates to the maintenance of the species. Having said that, the sex hormones do have an effect on other body systems, and an imbalance can lead to various disorders (e.g. a woman whose ovaries are removed early in life is at much higher risk of osteoporosis).
\subsection{Excretory System}
\label{18}   
Excretory System is responsible for removing wastes, excess water and salt in the urine.  Regulates the volume and pH of the internal environment. The human excretory system maintains homeostasis by removing metabolic waste such as water, salt and metabolite concentrations in the blood. The kidneys, which are the primary excretory organs, are major organs of homeostasis because they excrete nitrogenous wastes, and regulate water-{}salt balance and acid base balance. This section will examine the kidney in details.
\section{Thermoregulation}
\label{19}
The living bodies have been characterized with a number of automated processes, which make them self-{}sustainable in the natural environment. Among these many processes are that of reproduction, adjustment with external environment, and instinct to live, which are gifted by nature to living beings. 

The survival of living beings greatly depends on their capability to maintain a stable body temperature irrespective of temperature of surrounding environment.  This capability of maintaining body temperature is called thermoregulation. Cold blooded animals, such as reptiles, have somewhat different means of temperature regulation than warm blooded (or homeothermic) animals, such as humans and other mammals. This section is most relevant when considering warm blooded organisms.

Body temperature depends on the heat produced minus the heat lost. Heat is lost by radiation, convection, and conduction, but the net loss by all three processes depends on a gradient between the body and the outside. Thus, when the external temperature is low, radiation is the most important form of heat loss.  When there is a high external temperature, evaporation is the most important form of heat loss.  The balance of heat produced and heat lost maintains a constant body temperature. However, temperature does vary during the day, and this set point is controlled by the hypothalamus.

Body temperature is usually about 37.4Â°C, but does vary during the day by about 0.8Â°C. The lowest daily temperature is when the person is asleep. Temperature receptors are found in the skin, the great veins, the abdominal organs and the hypothalamus. While the ones in the skin provide the sensation of coldness, the hypothalamic (central core) temperature receptors are the most important. The core body temperature is usually about 0.7-{}1.0Â°C higher than axillary or oral temperature.

When body temperature drops due to external cold, an important component of protection is vaso-{}constriction of skin and limb blood vessels. This drops the surface temperature, providing an insulating layer (such as the fat cell layer) between the core temperature and the external environment. Likewise, if the temperature rises, blood flow to the skin increases, maximizing the potential for loss by radiation and evaporation. Thus, if you dilated the skin blood vessels by alcohol ingestion this might give a nice warm glow, but it would increase heat loss (if the external temperature was still low). The major adjustments in cold are to shiver to increase heat production, and constrict blood vessels in the periphery and skin. This helps to minimize heat loss through the skin, and directs blood to the vital internal organs.

Besides the daily variation in body temperature, there are other cyclic variations. In women, body temperature falls prior to ovulation and rises by about 1Â°C at ovulation, largely due to progesterone increasing the set point. Thyroid hormone and pyrogens also increase the set point.
The basal metabolic rate (BMR) is about 30 calories/sq m/h. It is higher in children than in adults, partly as a result of different surface area to body mass ratio. Due to this relationship, young children are more likely to drop their temperature rapidly; there is greater temperature variation in children than in adults. It is increased by thyroid hormone and decreased by thyroid hormone lack. Different foods can affect BMR and the Respiratory Quotient of foods differ. Carbohydrate 1.0; Protein = 1.0; Fats = 0.7
\section{Body Composition}
\label{20}
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    {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    \newline{}    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Extracellular Fluid    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Cellular Fluid    }\endhead        \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Volume      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      plasma {\mbox{$-$}} 3litres      interstitial {\mbox{$-$}}10 litres      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      30 litres    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Osmolality (mOsm)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      290      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      290    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Na \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}(mmol/l)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      140      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      15    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Ca \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{2+}(mmol/l)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      2.2      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      {\mbox{$<$}} 10 \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{-{}6}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Cl \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{-{}}(mmol/l)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      110      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      10    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      HCO\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{3      }\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{-{}}(mmol/l)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      30      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      10    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      K \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}(mmol/l)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      4      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      150    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Mg \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{2+} (mmol/l)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      1.5      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      15    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      PO\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{4      }\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{3+} (mmol/l)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      2      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      40    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      pH      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      7.4      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      7.1    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Potential Difference (mV)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      -{}70 
\end{longtable}


Blood pressure is expressed as two different numbers. The first number is called the \symbol{34}systolic\symbol{34} blood pressure, and the second is the \symbol{34}diastolic\symbol{34} blood pressure. Systolic blood pressure is the pressure at the time of the cardiac cycle when the heart contracts, forcing blood out(called systole). This is the time of greatest pressure. The Diastolic number comes from the time in the cardiac cycle when pressure is at its lowest, while the heart is refilling with blood. This phase is called Diastole. The blood pressure in large arteries is about 120/80 mmHg. By the time this comes to the capillaries it has partly lost its pulsatile nature and has a pressure of about 35 mmHg. The pressure falls rapidly along the capillary to 15 mmHg at the venous end. This hydrostatic pressure tends to force fluid out of the capillary into the interstitium (the fluid between cells) but balance is maintained by the colloid osmotic pressure (due to protein, principally albumin) of 26 mmHg. Net water movement is small (about 2\%) and thus colloid osmotic pressure is the same at the arterial and venous end of the capillary.

At the arterial end of the capillary there is a net outward force of about 11 mmHg while at the venous end the net inward force is about 9 mmHg (ie. -{}9). There is an imbalance between water movement out and movement back in which leads to an imbalance of about 3 litres/day, which is removed as lymph. There is some albumin in the interstitial tissue and it varies in different organs but the concentration may be up to 10 or 20\% of plasma. This gives an interstitial oncotic pressure which causes movement of fluid into the interstitium. However the bulk movement of water is not the way nutrients get to cells. Nutrients diffuse down their concentration gradient as the capillary is very permeable to all small molecules.

The extracellular volume is approximately thirteen litres in a seventy kg person. Ten litres are in the interstitial space and three litres in plasma. The capillaries are the interface between the two compartments and are permeable to most substances with a molecular weight less than 20,000. Thus nutrients can readily diffuse across the wall and go from blood to cell. Despite the high permeability of the capillary water is maintained inside due to the oncotic pressure and only about 2\% of the plasma flowing through the capillary moves across the wall.

The blood volume is about 5 litres of which about 3 litres are plasma and about 2 litres red blood cells. The red blood cell volume (haematocrit) is about 43\% and the relationship between plasma and blood volume and haematocrit is Blood Volume = Plasma Volume 100/(100 -{} Ht). Most of the blood is usually in the veins (70\%).

Capillaries differ in their permeability throughout the body. Brain capillaries are relatively impermeable due to tight junctions between endothelial cells lining the blood vessels. This is known as the blood brain barrier, or BBB, and helps prevent toxins from entering the brain.

In order of less permeability:

Brain <{} Muscle <{} Glomerulus <{} Liver sinusoids.

The capillaries, while having a large surface area, only contain about 7\% of the blood volume. The arteries and arterioles contain about 15\%. Most of the blood is in the veins.
\section{Body Fluid Distribution}
\label{21}
The cell membrane is a bilipid layer that is permeable to water and lipid soluble particles. However, it is impermeable to charged particles. It is the osmolality controlling factor. Osmolality in the cell and interstitial fluid are the same but the anionic and cationic compositions differ.
Made of albumin, the capillary membrane is permeable to everything except proteins. The membranes in different tissues differ. There are fenestrae (or pores) to promote better flow of fluids. Particles weighing over 40,000 Daltons have low permeability. It is the oncotic pressure controlling factor. Capillaries in the brain are relatively impermeable while capillaries in liver sinusoids and glomeruli are extremely permeable.

\begin{longtable}{>{\RaggedRight}p{0.18384\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.20389\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.23222\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.26577\linewidth}} 
    {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    \newline{}    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Water (litres)    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Sodium (mmol)    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Potassium (mmol)    }\endhead        \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Total      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      43      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      3700      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      4000    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Intracellular      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      30      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      400      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Bone      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      -{}      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      1500      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      300    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Extracellular      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      13      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      1820      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      52    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Plasma      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      3      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      420      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      12    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Interstitial      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      10      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      1400      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      40    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Usual Intake      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      1.5      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      180      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      70    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Range      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      0.7-{}5      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      5-{}400      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      50-{}400 
\end{longtable}

\section{Dehydration and Volume Depletion}
\label{22}
Plasma osmolality is about 290 mosmol/l contributed mainly by sodium (140 mmol/l) and it\textquotesingle{}s accompanying anions. In dehydration water is lost from the body. The rise in osmolality that occurs in the plasma (also sodium rises) causes water to initially move out of the cells along the osmotic gradient. Thus cell volume is initially reduced but cell homeostatic processes subsequently return it towards normal by taking up solute.

In dehydration water is removed from the plasma and thus haematocrit and albumin which have not been lost will have a higher concentration. In volume depletion water and electrolytes are both lost and thus there will be little effect on either sodium concentration or osmolality. As osmolality is not altered there will be no force to pull water out of the cells and cell volume is not affected.

In volume depletion due to blood loss the haematocrit acutely is the same but the resultant fall in blood pressure causes fluid to come out of the interstitium into the vascular compartment and albumin and haematocrit both decrease. When there is volume depletion due to electrolyte and water loss by vomiting or diarrhoea there will be little or no effect on plasma osmolality or sodium concentration. However there will be a small increase in haematocrit and plasma albumin because the volume is lost from the extracellular space and as blood cells and albumin are not lost this increases the concentration.

In volume depletion forces are activated that retain sodium and water in the body. The sodium retention works to a major extent by the renin-{}angiotensin-{}aldosterone system which is activated by a fall in blood pressure caused by volume depletion. In dehydration, the high osmolality activates ADH secretion which causes water retention. As there is also volume depletion, this activates the renin-{}angiotensin-{}aldosterone system which causes sodium to be retained. This retention would tend to cause a rise in sodium concentration which is already high but the water retention would correct this. There is no effective receptor that monitors and controls Na concentration by altering sodium excretion. Sodium retaining hormones are predominantly regulated by the volume and blood pressure. Initially in blood loss the haematocrit is not altered but falls as fluid comes in from the interstitial space.
\section{Water Balance}
\label{23}
Vasopressin, also called Antidiuretic Hormone (ADH), is the principal compound controlling water balance by decreasing water output by the kidney, and thus decreased urination. It perceives the need by monitoring plasma osmolality and if this is high, vasopressin is secreted. Vasopressin is formed in the hypothalamus and travels down axons to the posterior pituitary where it is stored.

Plasma osmolality is the usual factor regulating vasopressin release but other factors alter the release. Pain and emotion release vasopressin together with the other posterior pituitary hormone oxytocin. Alcohol inhibits the release of vasopressin and thus causes a diuresis. A low plasma volume also releases vasopressin which in high concentration can cause vasoconstriction. These different factors can overcome the usual physiological control of osmolality.

Osmoreceptors in the hypothalamus monitor the plasma osmolality and send a signal down the axon that releases vasopressin from the posterior pituitary gland. Vasopressin travels by the blood to the kidney and binds to a receptor on the basolateral membrane and by a series of cellular events alters the permeability of the luminal membrane to water, thereby increasing the water permeability of the collecting duct and due to osmotic gradients created in the kidney causes water to be retained by the body (ie. an antidiuresis) which provides the other name for vasopressin of antidiuretic hormone.

Vasopressin released by the pituitary binds to a receptor on the basolateral membrane and activates adenyl cyclase which increases cyclic AMP levels in the kidney. This by a series of reactions, some of which involve calcium, cause microfilaments to contract and insert preformed water channels (aquaporins) into the luminal membrane increasing water permeability.

A high plasma osmolality is the important physiological stimulus causing vasopressin release. Urea in plasma in a normal person only has a concentration of 6 mmol/l and thus contributes to only a small part of plasma osmolality. Even if plasma urea is elevated to 30 mmol/l it would not have a significant effect on vasopressin release as membranes (including those of the osmoreceptor cells) are permeable to urea. If there is excessive ADH water is retained and the osmolality and sodium concentration would fall (hyponatraemia). If there is no ADH water is lost and osmolality and sodium concentration would rise (hypernatraemia). While ADH is released if the plasma volume falls the most important factor to restore volume is retention of sodium by the renin-{}angiotensin-{}aldosterone and other salt retaining systems.
\section{Sodium Balance}
\label{24}

\begin{longtable}{>{\RaggedRight}p{0.32288\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.28903\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.30238\linewidth}} 
    {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    \newline{}    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Amount    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Concentration    }\endhead        \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Amount in body      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      3700 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Intracellular      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      400 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      15 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Extracellular      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      1800 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      140 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Plasma      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      420 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      140 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Interstitial      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      1400 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      140 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Bone      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      1500 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Amount in diet      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Hunter Gatherer      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      20 mmol/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Western      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      180 mmol/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Japanese      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      300 mmol/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Obligatory Need      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      {\mbox{$<$}} 5 mmol/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{} 
\end{longtable}


Sodium is an important cation distributed primarily outside the cell. The cell sodium concentration is about 15 mmol/l but varies in different organs and with an intracellular volume of 30 litres about 400 mmol are inside the cell. The plasma and interstitial sodium is about 140 mmol/l with an extracellular volume of about 13 litres, 1800 mmol are in the extracellular space. The total body sodium, however, is about 3700 mmol as there is about 1500 mmol stored in bones.

The usual sodium intake of an Australian diet is about 180 mmol/d but varies widely (50-{}400 mmol/day) depending on habit and cultural influences. The body has potent sodium retaining mechanisms and even if a person is on 5 mmol Na+/day they can maintain sodium balance. Extra sodium is lost from the body by reducing the activity of the renin angiotensin aldosterone system which leads to increased sodium loss from the body. Sodium is lost through the kidney, sweat and faeces.
In states of sodium depletion aldosterone levels increase and in states of sodium excess aldosterone levels decrease. The major physiological controller of aldosterone secretion is the plasma angiotensin II level which increases aldosterone secretion. A high plasma potassium also increases aldosterone secretion because besides retaining Na+ high plasma aldosterone causes K+ loss by the kidney. Plasma Na+ levels have little effect on aldosterone secretion.

A low renal perfusion pressure stimulates the release of renin, which forms angiotensin I which is converted to angiotensin II. Angiotensin II will correct the low perfusion pressure by causing constriction of blood vessels and by increasing sodium retention by a direct effect on the proximal renal tubule and by an effect operated through aldosterone. The perfusion pressure to the adrenal gland has little direct effect on aldosterone secretion and the low blood pressure operates to control aldosterone via the renin angiotensin system.

In addition to aldosterone and angiotensin II other factors influence sodium excretion. Thus in high sodium states due either to excess intake or cardiac disease (+ others) atrial peptide is secreted from the heart and by a series of actions causes loss of sodium by the kidney. Elevated blood pressure will also tend to cause Na+ loss and a low blood pressure usually leads to sodium retention. Aldosterone also acts on the sweat ducts and colonic epithelium to conserve sodium. When aldosterone has been activated to retain sodium the plasma sodium tends to rise. This immediately causes release of ADH which causes water to be retained, thus retaining Na+ and H2O in the right proportion to restore plasma volume.
\section{Potassium Balance}
\label{25}

\begin{longtable}{>{\RaggedRight}p{0.28955\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.35357\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.27117\linewidth}} 
    {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    \newline{}    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Amount    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Concentration    }\endhead        \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Amount in body      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      4000 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}       Intracellular      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      3000 + mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      110 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}       Extracellular      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      53 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      4 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Plasma      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      12 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      4 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Interstitial      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      40 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      4 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}       Bone      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      300 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Amount in diet      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}       Hunter Gatherer      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      200 {\mbox{$-$}} 400mmol/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}       Western      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      50 {\mbox{$-$}} 100mmol/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Obligatory Need      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      30 {\mbox{$-$}} 50 mmol/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{} 
\end{longtable}


Potassium is predominantly an intracellular ion and most of the total body potassium of about 4000 mmol is inside the cells and the next largest proportion (300-{}500 mmol) is in the bones. Cell K+ concentration is about 150 mmol/l but varies in different organs. Extracellular potassium is about 4.0 mmol/l and with an extracellular value of about 13 litres, 52 mmol (ie. less than 1.5\%) is present here and only 12 mmol in the plasma.

In an unprocessed diet potassium is much more plentiful than sodium and is present as an organic salt while sodium is added as NaCl. In a hunter gatherer K+ intake may be as much as 400 mmol/d while in the Western diet it is 70 mmol/d or less if a person has a minimal amount of fresh fruit and vegetables. Processing of foods replaces K+ with NaCl. While the body can excrete a large K+ load it is unable to conserve K+. On a zero K+ intake or in a person with K+ depletion there will still be a loss of K+ of 30-{}50 mmol/d in the urine and faeces.

If there is a high potassium intake, e.g. 100 mmol, this would potentially increase the extracellular K+ level 2 times before the kidney could excrete the extra potassium. The body buffers the extra potassium by equilibrating it within the cells. The acid base status controls the distribution between plasma and cells. A high pH (ie. alkalosis >{}7.4) favours movement of K+ into the cells whilst a low pH (ie. acidosis) causes movement out of the cell. A high plasma potassium increases aldosterone secretion and this increases the potassium loss from the body, restoring balance. This change of distribution with the acid base status means that the plasma K+ may not reflect the total body content. Thus a person with an acidosis (pH 7.1) and a plasma K+ of 6.5 mmol/l could be depleted of total body potassium. This occurs in diabetic acidosis. Conversely a person who is alkalotic with a plasma K+ of 3.4 mmol/l may have normal total body potassium.
\section{Calcium and Phosphate Balance}
\label{26}

\begin{longtable}{>{\RaggedRight}p{0.34347\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.30094\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.26987\linewidth}} 
    {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    \newline{}    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Amount    }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}    Concentration    }\endhead        \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Amount in body      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}       Interstitial (0.9\%)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      270 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      9 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Cytoplasm      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      {\mbox{$<$}}1 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      10\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{-{}6}mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Cellorganelles      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      270 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      9 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Extracellular (0.1\%)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      30 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      2.2 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Plasma      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      7 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      2.2 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Interstitial      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      23 mmol      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      2.2 mmol/l    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Bone (99\%)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      27.5 mol (1.1 kg)      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{}    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Amount in diet      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      1200 mg/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      40 mmol/day    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}       Amount absorbed      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      300 mg/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      10 mmol/day    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}       Amount excreted      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      300 mg/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      10 mmol/day    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Obligatory Need      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      100 mg/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      3 mmol/day    \\       \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      Bone ={\mbox{$>$}} Plasma      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      500 mmol/day      &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}      \newline{} 
\end{longtable}


Calcium is a very important electrolyte. 99\% or more is deposited in bone but the remainder is importantly associated with nerve conduction, muscle contraction, hormone release and cell signalling. The plasma concentration of Ca++ is 2.2 mmol/l and phosphate 1.0 mmol/l. The solubility product of Ca and P is close to saturation in plasma. The concentration of Ca++ in the cytoplasm is <{} 10-{}6 mmol/l but the concentration of Ca++ in the cell is much higher as calcium is taken up (and is able to be released from) cell organelles.

In the Australian diet there is about 1200 mg/d of calcium. Even if it was all soluble it is not all absorbed as it combines with phosphates in the intestinal secretions. In addition absorption is regulated by active Vitamin D and increased amounts increase Ca++ absorption. Absorption is controlled by Vitamin D while excretion is controlled by parathyroid hormones. However, the distribution from bone to plasma is controlled by both the parathyroid hormones and vitamin D. There is a constant loss of calcium by the kidney even if there was none in the diet. The excretion of calcium by the kidney and its distribution between bone and the rest of the body is primarily controlled by parathyroid hormone.

Calcium in plasma exists in 3 forms. Ionized, non ionized and protein bound. It is the ionized calcium concentration that is monitored by the parathyroid gland and if low, parathyroid hormone secretion is increased. This acts to increase ionized calcium levels by increasing bone re-{}absorption, decreasing renal excretion and acting on the kidney to increase the rate of formation of active Vitamin D, and thereby increase gut absorption of calcium.

The usual amount of phosphate in the diet is about 1 g/d but not all is absorbed. Any excess is excreted by the kidney and this excretion is increased by parathyroid hormone. Parathyroid hormone also causes phosphate to come out of bone. Plasma phosphate has no direct effect on parathyroid hormone secretion. However if it is elevated it combines with Ca++ decreasing the ionized Ca++ in plasma, thereby increasing parathyroid hormone secretion.
\section{Case Study}
\label{27}
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If you have ever performed heavy manual labor or competed in an athletic event on a very hot day, you may have experienced symptoms of heat exhaustion. Typically these include an elevated core body temperature (above 104F or 40C), profuse sweating, pale color, muscle cramps, dizziness, and in some extreme circumstances, fainting or loss of consciousness.  

Heat exhaustion occurs as a consequence of disruption of the body\textquotesingle{}s own system of thermoregulation, the means by which it adjusts temperature. Sweating is the principal means through which the body cools itself down, but diverting blood from other regions toward the skin also serves this purpose. Although sweat allows excess heat to dissipate as the moisture reaches the skin surface, it can also have dangerous implications for blood pressure and volume. As sweating increases, blood volume can drop precipitously, meaning that the brain and other body systems are at risk for insufficient oxygen and nutrient supplies. Furthermore, diverting blood away from other systems and towards the skin compounds the changes in blood volume and blood pressure induced through sweating. 

Heat stroke is a far more serious condition.  This happens when the body\textquotesingle{}s temperature rises out of control due to the failure of the thermoregulating system.  If the body is unable to reduce its temperature due to outside or physical influences, the brain will start to malfunction. Delirium and loss of consciousness set in.  The center of the brain controlling the sweat glands will stop functioning, halting the production of sweat.  This causes the body\textquotesingle{}s temperature to rise even faster.  Furthermore, with the increase of the body\textquotesingle{}s temperature, the metabolic process will speed up causing even more heat in the body.  If left untreated this will result in death.  One of the easiest ways to spot heat stroke is the skin.  If it is flushed due to the increase of blood flow but dry because the sweat glands have stopped secreting, the individual will need prompt medical attention.
\section{Other Examples}
\label{28}
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Thermoregulation
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  The skeletal muscles can shiver to produce heat if the body temperature is too low.
\item{}  Non-{}shivering thermogenesis involves the decomposition of fat to produce heat.
\item{}  Sweating cools the body with the use of evaporation.
\end{myitemize}

\item{}  Chemical regulation
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  The pancreas produces insulin and glucagon to control blood-{}sugar concentration.
\item{}  The lungs take in oxygen and give off carbon dioxide, which regulates pH in the blood.
\item{}  The kidneys remove urea, and adjust the concentrations of water and a wide variety of ions.
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}


Main examples of homeostasis in mammals are as follows:

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  The regulation of the amounts of water and minerals in the body. This is known as osmoregulation. This happens primarily in the kidneys.
\item{}  The removal of metabolic waste. This is known as excretion. This is done by the excretory organs such as the kidneys and lungs. 
\item{}  The regulation of body temperature. This is mainly done by the skin.
\item{}  The regulation of blood glucose level. This is mainly done by the liver and the insulin and glucagon secreted by the pancreas in the body.
\end{myitemize}


Most of these organs are controlled by hormones secreted from the pituitary gland, which in turn is directed by the hypothalamus.
\section{Review Questions I}
\label{29}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human\%20Physiology\%2FAppendix\%201\%3A\%20answers\%20to\%20review\%20questions\%23Homeostasis}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1. Meaning of Homeostasis:

A) contributor and provider 

B) expand

C) same or constant 

D) receiver 


2. What is the normal pH value for body fluid?

A) 7.15-{}7.25 

B) 7.35-{}7.45 

C) 7.55-{} 7.65 

D) 7.00-{}7.35 

E) 6.5-{}7.5


3. An example of the urinary system working with the respiratory system to regulate blood pH would be

A) When you hold your breath the kidneys will remove CO\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2} from your blood 

B) If you exercise a lot your urine will become more acidic 

C) If you have emphysema the kidneys will remove fewer bicarbonate ions from circulation 

D) If you hyperventilate the kidneys will counteract the alkalinity by adding hydrogen ions into the blood stream 

E) None of the above-{}the urinary system never works with the respiratory system


4. The urge to breathe comes in direct response to:

A) How long it has been since you last took a breath 

B) The oxygen concentration of your surrounding environment 

C) The build-{}up of nitrogen within your blood stream 

D) The pH of your blood 

E) The build-{}up of blood pressure that occurs when you don\textquotesingle{}t breathe


5. In response to a bacterial infection my body\textquotesingle{}s thermostat is raised. I start to shiver and produce more body heat. When my body temperature reaches 101 degrees, I stop shivering and my body temperature stops going up. This is an example of:

A) Negative feedback 

B) A malfunctioning control system 

C) Positive feedback 

D) A negative impact


6. Which of the following is an example of a positive feedback?

A) Shivering to warm up in a cold winter storm 

B) A cruise control set on your car applies more gas when going up a hill 

C) You sweat on a hot summer\textquotesingle{}s day and the blood vessels in your skin vasodilate 

D) You get cut and platelets form a clot. This in turn activates the fibrin clotting system and more blood forms clots 


7. Where is the body\textquotesingle{}s \symbol{34}thermostat\symbol{34} found?

A) Within the nervous system, in the Hypothalamus 

B) Within the integumentary system, in the skin 

C) Within the brain, in the corpus callosum 

D) Within the Urinary system, in the kidneys


8. What system has little to contribute to the homeostasis of the organism?

A) Urinary System

B) Reproductive System

C) Respiratory System

D) Nervous System


9. Select the {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape phrase(s)}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] below that best describe(s) homeostasis.

A) Fluctuating within a homeostatic range

B) Maintaining a constant internal environment

C) Dynamic equilibrium

D) Deviating


10. In which part of the nephron does ADH act?

A)PCT

B)DCT

C)Loop of Henle

D)None 
\subsection{Review Answers}
\label{30}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  1=C
\item{}  2=B
\item{}  3=C
\item{}  4=D
\item{}  5=A
\item{}  6=D
\item{}  7=A
\item{}  8=B
\item{}  9=B
\item{}  10=B
\end{myitemize}

\section{Glossary}
\label{31}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Control Center or Integration Center:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] receives and processes information  from the receptor
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\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Homeostasis:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] refers to stability, balance or equilibrium
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Negative Feedback:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] a reaction in which the system responds in such a way as to reverse the direction of change
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Positive Feedback:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] a response is to amplify the change in the variable
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Receptor:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  receives information that something in the environment is changing
\end{myitemize}


\myhref{https://fr.wikibooks.org/wiki/Cours\%20de\%20physiologie\%2FContr\%C3\%B4le\%2C\%20r\%C3\%A9gulation\%20et\%20hom\%C3\%A9ostasie}{fr:Cours de physiologie/ContrÃ´le, rÃ©gulation et homÃ©ostasie}
\chapter{Cell Physiology}

\label{32}
\LaTeXNullTemplate{}
\section{Cell Structure and Function}
\label{33}
\subsection{What is a Cell?}
\label{34}

A {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries cell}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is a structure as well as a functional unit of life. Every living thing has cells:  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries bacteria, protozoans, fungi, plants, and animals}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] are the main group of living things.  Some organisms are made up of just one cell are called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries unicellular}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. (e.g. bacteria and protozoans), but animals, including human beings, are {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries multi-{}cellular.}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] An adult human body is composed of about 100,000,000,000,000 cells! Each cell has basic requirements to sustain it, and the body\textquotesingle{}s organ systems are largely built around providing the many trillions of cells with those basic needs (such as oxygen, food, and waste removal).  

There are about 200 different kinds of specialized cells in the human body. When many identical cells are organized together it is called a tissue (such as muscle tissue, nervous tissue, etc). Various tissues organized together for a common purpose are called organs (e.g. the stomach is an organ, and so is the skin, the brain, and the uterus).

Ideas about cell structure have changed considerably over the years. Early biologists saw cells as simple membranous sacs containing fluid and a few floating particles. Today\textquotesingle{}s biologists know that cells are inconceivably more complex than this. Therefore, a strong knowledge of the various cellular organelles and their functions is important to any physiologist. If a person\textquotesingle{}s cells are healthy, then that person is healthy. All physiological processes, disease, growth and development can be described at the cellular level.
\subsection{Specialized Cells of the Human Body}
\label{35}  
Although there are specialized cells -{} both in structure and function -{} within the body, all cells have similarities in their structural organization and metabolic needs (such as maintaining energy levels via conversion of carbohydrate to ATP and using genes to create and maintain proteins).

Here are some of the different types of specialized cells within the human body.  

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Nerve Cells}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  Also called neurons, these cells are in the nervous system and function to process and transmit information (it is hypothesized).  They are the core components of the brain, spinal cord, and peripheral nerves.  They use chemical synapses that can evoke electrical signals, called action potentials, to relay signals throughout the body. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Epithelial cells}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  Functions of epithelial cells include secretion, absorption, protection, transcellular transport, sensation detection, and selective permeability.  Epithelium lines both the outside (skin) and the inside cavities and lumen of bodies. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Exocrine cells}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:   These cells secrete products through ducts, such as mucus, sweat, or digestive enzymes. The products of these cells go directly to the target organ through the ducts. For example, the bile from the gallbladder is carried directly into the duodenum via the bile duct.
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Endocrine cells}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  These cells are similar to exocrine cells, but secrete their products directly into the bloodstream instead of through a duct. Endocrine cells are found throughout the body but are concentrated in hormone-{}secreting glands such as the pituitary. The products of the endocrine cells go throughout the body in the bloodstream but act on specific organs by receptors on the cells of the target organs.  For example, the hormone estrogen acts specifically on the uterus and breasts of females because there are estrogen receptors in the cells of these target organs.
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Blood Cells}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  The most common types of blood cells are: 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries red blood cells (erythrocytes)}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  The main function of red blood cells is to collect oxygen in the lungs and deliver it through the blood to the body tissues. Gas exchange is carried out by simple diffusion.  
\item{}  various types of {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries white blood cells (leukocytes)}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  They are produced in the bone marrow and help the body to fight infectious disease and foreign objects in the immune system.  White cells are found in the circulatory system, lymphatic system, spleen, and other body tissues.
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Cell Size}
\label{36}

Cells are the smallest structural \& functional living units within our body, but play a big role in making our body function properly. Many cells never have a large increase in size like eggs, after they are first formed from a parental cell. Typical stem cells reproduce, double in size, then reproduce again. Most Cytosolic contents such as the endomembrane system and the cytoplasm easily scale to larger sizes in larger cells. If a cell becomes too large, the normal cellular amount of DNA may not be adequate to keep the cell supplied with RNA. Large cells often replicate their chromosomes to an abnormally high amount or become multinucleated. Large cells that are primarily for nutrient storage can have a smooth surface membrane, but metabolically active large cells often have some sort of folding of the cell surface membrane in order to increase the surface area available for transport functions.
\subsection{Cellular Organization}
\label{37}

Several different molecules interact to form organelles within our body. Each type of organelle has a specific function.  Organelles perform the vital functions that keep our cells alive.
\subsubsection{Cell Membranes}
\label{38}

The boundary of the cell, sometimes called the plasma membrane, separates internal metabolic events from the external environment and controls the movement of materials into and out of the cell. This membrane is very selective about what it allows to pass through;  this characteristic is referred to as \symbol{34}selective permeability.\symbol{34} For example, it allows oxygen and nutrients to enter the cell while keeping toxins and waste products out. 
The plasma membrane is a double phospholipid membrane, or a lipid bilayer, with the nonpolar hydrophobic tails pointing toward the inside of the membrane and the polar hydrophilic heads forming the inner and outer surfaces of the membrane.


\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/1.\SVGExtension}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{1}{The molecular structure of the cell membrane.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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\subsubsection{Protein and Cholesterol}
\label{39}

Proteins and cholesterol molecules are scattered throughout the flexible phospholipid membrane.  Peripheral proteins attach loosely to the inner or outer surface of the plasma membrane.  Integral proteins lie across the membrane, extending from inside to outside.  A variety of proteins are scattered throughout the flexible matrix of phospholipid molecules, somewhat like icebergs floating in the ocean, and this is termed the {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape fluid mosaic model}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] of the cell membrane.

The phospholipid bilayer is selectively permeable.  Only small, uncharged polar molecules can pass freely across the membrane.  Some of these molecules are H\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2}O and CO\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2}, hydrophobic (nonpolar) molecules like O\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2}, and lipid soluble molecules such as hydrocarbons. Other molecules need the help of a membrane protein to get across. There are a variety of membrane proteins that serve various functions:

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Channel proteins}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Proteins that provide passageways through the membranes for certain hydrophilic or water-{}soluble substances such as polar and charged molecules. No energy is used during transport, hence this type of movement is called facilitated diffusion.
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Transport proteins}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Proteins that spend energy (ATP) to transfer materials across the membrane.  When energy is used to provide passageway for materials, the process is called active transport. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Recognition proteins}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Proteins that distinguish the identity of neighboring cells.  These proteins have oligosaccharide or short polysaccharide chains extending out from their cell surface. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Adhesion proteins}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Proteins that attach cells to neighboring cells or provide anchors for the internal filaments and tubules that give stability to the cell. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Receptor proteins}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Proteins that initiate specific cell responses once hormones or other trigger molecules bind to them. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Electron transfer proteins}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Proteins that are involved in moving electrons from one molecule to another during chemical reactions.
\end{myitemize}

\subsubsection{Passive Transport Across the Cell Membrane}
\label{40}

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Passive transport}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] describes the movement of substances down a concentration gradient and does not require energy use.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Bulk flow}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the collective movement of substances in the same direction in response to a force, such as pressure.  Blood moving through a vessel is an example of bulk flow. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Simple diffusion}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], or diffusion, is the net movement of substances from an area of higher concentration to an area of lower concentration.  This movement occurs as a result of the random and constant motion characteristic of all molecules, (atoms or ions) and is independent from the motion of other molecules.  Since, at any one time, some molecules may be moving against the gradient and some molecules may be moving down the gradient, although the motion is random, the word \symbol{34}net\symbol{34} is used to indicate the overall, eventual end result of the movement. 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Facilitated diffusion}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the diffusion of solutes through channel proteins in the plasma membrane.  Water can pass freely through the plasma membrane without the aid of specialized proteins (though facilitated by aquaporins).  
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Osmosis}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the diffusion of water molecules across a selectively permeable membrane.  When water moves into a body by osmosis, hydrostatic pressure or osmotic pressure may build up inside the body.
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Dialysis}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the diffusion of solutes across a selectively permeable membrane.
\end{myitemize}

\subsubsection{Active Transport Across the Cell Membrane}
\label{41} 
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Active transport}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the movement of solutes against a gradient and requires the expenditure of energy, usually in the form of ATP.  Active transport is achieved through one of these two mechanisms:
\paragraph{Protein Pumps}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{42}
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Transport proteins in the plasma membrane transfer solutes such as small ions (Na\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}, K\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}, Cl\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{-{}}, H\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}), amino acids, and monosaccharides.
\item{}  The proteins involved with active transport are also known as {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries ion pumps}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. 
\item{}  The protein binds to a molecule of the substance to be transported on one side of the membrane, then it uses the released energy (ATP) to change its shape, and releases it on the other side. 
\item{}  The protein pumps are specific, there is a different pump for each molecule to be transported. 
\item{}  Protein pumps are catalysts in the splitting of ATP â�� ADP + phosphate, so they are called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries ATPase enzymes}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  The sodium-{}potassium pump (also called the Na\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}/K\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}-{}ATPase enzyme) actively moves sodium out of the cell and potassium into the cell. These pumps are found in the membrane of virtually every cell, and are essential in transmission of nerve impulses and in muscular contractions.
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}
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\paragraph{Vesicular Transport}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{43}
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\end{myenumerate}

\begin{myquote}
\item{}  There are three kinds of endocytosis:
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\end{myitemize}
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\end{myquote}

\section{Parts of the Cell}
\label{44}
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\subsection{Cytoplasm}
\label{45}

The gel-{}like material within the cell membrane is referred to as the cytoplasm. It is a fluid matrix, the cytosol, which consists of 80\% to 90\% water, salts, organic molecules and many enzymes that catalyze reactions, along with dissolved substances such as proteins and nutrients.  The cytoplasm plays an important role in a cell, serving as a \symbol{34}molecular soup\symbol{34} in which organelles are suspended and held together by a fatty membrane. 

Within the plasma membrane of a cell, the cytoplasm surrounds the nuclear envelope and the cytoplasmic organelles. It plays a mechanical role by moving around inside the membrane and pushing against the cell membrane helping to maintain the shape and consistency of the cell and again, to provide suspension to the organelles. It is also a storage space for chemical substances indispensable to life, which are involved in vital metabolic reactions, such as anaerobic glycolysis and protein synthesis.  

The cell membrane keeps the cytoplasm from leaking out. It contains many different organelles which are considered the insoluble constituents of the cytoplasm, such as the mitochondria, lysosomes, peroxysomes, ribosomes, several vacuoles and cytoskeletons, as well as complex cell membrane structures such as the endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi apparatus that each have specific functions within the cell.
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Threadlike proteins that make up the cytoskeleton continually reconstruct to adapt to the cell\textquotesingle{}s constantly changing needs. It helps cells maintain their shape and allows cells and their contents to move.  The cytoskeleton allows certain cells such as neutrophils and macrophages to make amoeboid movements. 

The network is composed of three elements: \uline{microtubules}, actin filaments, and intermediate fibers.
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Microtubules function as the framework along which organelles and vesicles move within a cell. They are the thickest of the cytoskeleton structures.  They are long hollow cylinders, composed of protein subunits, called tubulin.  Microtubules form mitotic spindles, the machinery that partitions chromosomes between two cells in the process of cell division.  Without mitotic spindles cells could not reproduce.

Microtubules, intermediate filaments, and microfilaments are three protein fibers of decreasing diameter, respectively.  All are involved in establishing the shape or movements of the cytoskeleton, the internal structure of the cell.
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{3}{A photograph of microfilaments.}
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Microfilaments provide mechanical support for the cell, determine the cell shape, and in some cases enable cell movements.  They have an arrow-{}like appearance, with a fast growing plus or barbed end and a slow growing minus or pointed end. They are made of the protein actin and are involved in cell motility.  They are found in almost every cell, but are predominant in muscle cells and in the cells that move by changing shape, such as phagocytes (white blood cells that scour the body for bacteria and other foreign invaders).
\subsection{Organelles}
\label{46}
Organelles are bodies embedded in the cytoplasm that serve to physically separate the various metabolic activities that occur within cells.  The organelles are each like separate little factories, each organelle is responsible for producing a certain product that is used elsewhere in the cell or body. 

Cells of all living things are divided into two broad categories: prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Bacteria (and archea) are prokaryotes, which means they lack a nucleus or other membrane-{}bound organelles. Eukaryotes include all protozoans, fungi, plants, and animals (including humans), and these cells are characterized by a nucleus (which houses the chromosomes) as well as a variety of other organelles. Human cells vary considerably (consider the differences between a bone cell, a blood cell, and a nerve cell), but most cells have the features described below.
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\subsubsection{Nucleus}
\label{47}

Controls the cell; houses the genetic material (DNA). The nucleus is the largest of the cells organelles. Cells can have more than one nucleus or lack a nucleus all together. Skeletal muscle cells contain more than one nucleus whereas red blood cells do not contain a nucleus at all. The nucleus is bounded by the nuclear envelope, a phospholipid bilayer similar to the plasma membrane. The space between these two layers is the nucleolemma Cisterna.

The nucleus contains the DNA, as mentioned above, the hereditary information in the cell.  Normally the DNA is spread out within the nucleus as a threadlike matrix called chromatin.  When the cell begins to divide, the chromatin condenses into rod-{}shaped bodies called chromosomes, each of which, before dividing, is made up of two long DNA molecules and various histone molecules.  The histones serve to organize the lengthy DNA, coiling it into bundles called nucleosomes.  Also visible within the nucleus are one or more nucleoli, each consisting of DNA in the process of manufacturing the components of ribosomes.  Ribosomes are shipped to the cytoplasm where they assemble amino acids into proteins.  The nucleus also serves as the site for the separation of the chromosomes during cell division.
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{5}{A cross-{}sectional diagram of a nucleus.}
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Inside each cell nucleus are chromosomes.  Chromosomes are made up of chromatin, which is made up of protein and deoxyribonucleic acid strands.  Deoxyribonucleic acid is DNA, the genetic material that is in the shape of a twisted ladder, also called the double helix. Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes. Down Syndrome and Cri du Chat Syndrome result from  having an abnormal number of chromosomes.
\subsubsection{Centrioles}
\label{48}

Centrioles are rod like structures composed of 9 bundles which contain three microtubules each. Two perpendicularly placed centrioles surrounded by proteins make up the centrosome. Centrioles are very important in cellular division, where they arrange the mitotic spindles that pull the chromosome apart.

Centrioles and basal bodies act as microtubule organizing centers.  A pair of centrioles (enclosed in a centrosome) located outside the nuclear envelope gives rise to the microtubules that make up the spindle apparatus used during cell division.  Basal bodies are at the base of each flagellum and cilium and appear to organize their development.
\subsubsection{Ribosomes}
\label{49}
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Ribosomes play an active role in the complex process of protein synthesis, where they serve as the structures that facilitate the joining of amino acids.  Each ribosome is composed of a large and small subunit which are made up of ribosomal proteins and ribosomal RNAs. They can either be found in groups called polyribosomes within the cytoplasm or found alone. Occasionally they are attached to the endoplasmic reticulum.
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{8}{A cutaway view inside a mitochondria.}
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\subsubsection{Mitochondria}
\label{50}

Mitochondria are the organelles that function as the cell \symbol{34}powerhouse\symbol{34}, generating ATP, the universal form of energy used by all cells. It converts food nutrients such as glucose, to a fuel (ATP) that the cells of the body can use. Mitochondria are tiny sac-{}like structures found near the nucleus. Little shelves called cristae are formed from folds in the inner membrane. Cells that are metabolically active such as muscle, liver and kidney cells have high energy requirements and therefore have more mitochondria. 

Mitochondria are unique in that they have their own mitochondrial DNA (separate from the DNA that is in the nucleus). It is believed that eukaryotes evolved from one cell living inside another cell, and mitochondria share many traits with free-{}living bacteria (similar chromosome, similar ribosomes, etc).
\subsubsection{Endoplasmic Reticulum}
\label{51}

\begin{myquote}
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\end{myquote}


A complex three dimensional internal membrane system of flattened sheets, sacs and tubes, that play an important role in making proteins and shuttling cellular products; also involved in metabolisms of fats, and the production of various materials.  In cross-{}section, they appear as a series of maze-{}like channels, often closely associated with the nucleus.  When ribosomes are present, the rough ER connects polysaccharide groups to the polypeptides as they are assembled by the ribosomes.  Smooth ER, without ribosomes, is responsible for various activities, including the synthesis of lipids and hormones, especially in cells that produce these substances for export from the cell.

Rough endoplasmic reticulum has characteristic bumpy appearance due to the multitude of ribosomes coating it.  It is the site where proteins not destined for the cytoplasm are synthesized.

Smooth endoplasmic reticulum provides a variety of functions, including lipid synthesis and degradation, and calcium ion storage.  In liver cells, the smooth ER is involved in the breakdown of toxins, drugs, and toxic byproducts from cellular reactions.
\subsubsection{Golgi Apparatus}
\label{52}

\symbol{34}Packages\symbol{34} cellular products in sacs called vesicles so that the products can cross the cell membrane and exit the cell. The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Golgi apparatus}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the central delivery system for the cell.  It is a group of flattened sacs arranged much like a stack of bowls. They function to modify and package proteins and lipids into vesicles, small spherically shaped sacs that bud from the ends of a Golgi apparatus. Vesicles often migrate to and merge with the plasma membrane, releasing their contents outside the cell. The Golgi apparatus also transports lipids and creates lysosomes and organelles involved in digestion.
\subsubsection{Vacuoles}
\label{53}
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\subsubsection{Lysosomes}
\label{54}

Lysosomes are sac-{}like compartments that contain a number of powerful degradative enzymes. They are built in the Golgi apparatus. They break down harmful cell products and waste materials, cellular debris, and foreign invaders such as bacteria, and then force them out of the cell. Tay-{}Sachs disease and Pompe\textquotesingle{}s disease are just two of the malfunctions of lysosomes or their digestive proteins.
\subsubsection{Peroxisomes}
\label{55}

Organelles in which oxygen is used to oxidize substances, breaking down lipids and detoxifying certain chemicals. Peroxisomes self replicate by enlarging and then dividing.
They are common in liver and kidney cells that break down potentially harmful substances.  Peroxisomes can convert hydrogen peroxide, a toxin made of H\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2}O\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2} to H\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2}O.
\subsection{Extracellular structures}
\label{56} 
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Human cells, like other animal cells, do not have a rigid cell wall.  Human cells do have an important and variable structure outside of their cell membrane called the extracellular matrix. Sometimes this matrix can be extensive and solid (examples = calcified bone matrix, cartilage matrix), while other times it consists of a layer of extracellular proteins and carbohydrates.  This matrix is responsible for cells binding to each other and is incredibly important in how cells physically and physiologically interact with each other.
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Many prokaryotes have flagella, allowing, for example, an {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape E. coli}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] bacteria to propel its way up the urethra to cause a UTI (Urinary Tract Infection). Human cells, however (and in fact most eukaryotic cells) lack flagella. This makes sense since humans are multicellular, and individual cells do not need to swim around. The obvious exception to this is with sperm, and indeed each sperm is propelled by a single flagellum. The flagellum of sperm is composed of microtubules. 
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Cilia are especially notable on the single-{}celled protozoans, where they beat in synchrony to move the cells nimbly through the water. They are composed of extensions of the cell membrane that contain microtubules. When present in humans they are typically found in large numbers on a single surface of the cells, where rather than moving cells, they move materials. The {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape mucociliary escalator}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] of the respiratory system consists of mucus-{}secreting cells lining the trachea and bronchi, and ciliated epithelial cells that move the mucus ever-{}upward. In this manner mold spores, bacteria, and debris are caught in the mucus, removed from the trachea, and pushed into the esophagus (to be swallowed into a pit of acid). In the oviducts cilia move the ovum from the ovary to the uterus, a journey which takes a few days. 
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{9}{A magnified view of several cells, with visible cilia.}
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\section{Cell Junctions}
\label{57}

The plasma membranes of adjacent cells are usually separated by extracellular fluids that allow transport of nutrients and wastes to and from the bloodstream.  In certain tissues, however, the membranes of adjacent cells may join and form a junction.  Three kinds of cell junctions are recognized:
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\section{Cell Metabolism}
\label{58}

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Cell metabolism}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the total energy released and consumed by a cell.  Metabolism describes all of the chemical reactions that are happening in the body.  Some reactions, called anabolic reactions, create needed products.  Other reactions, called catabolic reactions, break down products.  Your body is performing both anabolic and catabolic reactions at the same time and around the clock, twenty four hours a day, to keep your body alive and functioning.  Even while you sleep, your cells are busy metabolizing.
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\subsection{Energy Rich Molecules}
\label{59}
\subsubsection{Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP)}
\label{60}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{10}{Chemical diagram of an ATP molecule.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


ATP is the currency of the cell.  When the cell needs to use energy such as when it needs to move substances across the cell membrane via the active transport system, it \symbol{34}pays\symbol{34} with molecules of ATP. The total quantity of ATP in the human body at any one time is about 0.1 Mole. The energy used by human cells requires the hydrolysis of 200 to 300 moles of ATP daily. This means that each ATP molecule is recycled 2000 to 3000 times during a single day. ATP cannot be stored, hence its consumption must closely follow its synthesis. On a per-{}hour basis, 1 kilogram of ATP is created, processed and then recycled in the body. Looking at it another way, a single cell uses about 10 million ATP molecules per second to meet its metabolic needs, and recycles all of its ATP molecules about every 20-{}30 seconds.
\subsubsection{Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide (FAD)}
\label{61}

When two hydrogen atoms are bonded, FAD is reduced to FADH\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2} and is turned into an energy-{}carrying molecule. FAD accommodates two equivalents of Hydrogen; both the hydride and the proton ions. This is used by organisms to carry out energy requiring processes. FAD is reduced in the citric acid cycle during aerobic respiration
\subsubsection{Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NADH)}
\label{62}

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP) are two important cofactors found in cells. NADH is the reduced form of NAD\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}, and NAD\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+} is the oxidized form of NADH. It forms NADP with the addition of a phosphate group to the 2\textquotesingle{} position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester linkage.

NAD is used extensively in glycolysis and the citric acid cycle of cellular respiration. The reducing potential stored in NADH can be converted to ATP through the electron transport chain or used for anabolic metabolism. ATP \symbol{34}energy\symbol{34} is necessary for an organism to live. Green plants obtain ATP through photosynthesis, while other organisms obtain it by cellular respiration.

NADP is used in anabolic reactions, such as fat acid and nucleic acid synthesis, that require NADPH as a reducing agent. In chloroplasts, NADP is an oxidising agent important in the preliminary reactions of photosynthesis. The NADPH produced by photosynthesis is then used as reducing power for the biosynthetic reactions in the Calvin cycle of photosynthesis.
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{11}{Chemical diagram of an NADH molecule.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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Two hydrogen ions (a hydride ion and an H\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+} ion) are transferred from the metabolite. One electron is transferred to the positively-{}charged nitrogen, and one hydrogen attaches to the carbon atom opposite to the nitrogen.

The human body synthesizes NAD from the vitamin niacin in the form of nicotinic acid or nicotinamide.
\subsubsection{Cellular Respiration}
\label{63}

Cellular respiration is the energy releasing process by which sugar molecules are broken down by a series of reactions and the chemical energy gets converted to energy stored in ATP molecules. The reactions that convert the fuel (glucose) to usable cellular energy (ATP) are glycolysis, the Krebs cycle (sometimes called the citric acid cycle), and the electron transport chain. Altogether these reactions are referred to as \symbol{34}cellular respiration\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}aerobic respiration.\symbol{34}  Oxygen is needed as the final electron acceptor, and carrying out cellular respiration is the very reason we breathe and the reason we eat. 
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{12}{Flowchart of cellular respiration.}
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\subsection{Glycolysis}
\label{64}

The glycolytic pathway (glycolysis) is where glucose, the smallest molecule that a carbohydrate can be broken into during digestion, gets oxidized and broken into two 3-{}carbon molecules (pyruvates), which are then fed into the Kreb\textquotesingle{}s Cycle. Glycolysis is the beginning of cellular respiration and takes place in the cytoplasm. Two molecules of ATP are required for glycolysis, but four are produced so there is a net gain of two ATP per glucose molecule. Two NADH molecules transfer electrons (in the form of hydrogen ions) to the electron transport chain in the mitochondria, where they will be used to generate additional ATP. During physical exertion when the mitochondria are already producing the maximum ATP possible with the amount of oxygen available, glycolysis can continue to produce an additional 2 ATP per glucose molecule without sending the electrons to the mitochondria. However, during this {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape anaerobic respiration}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] lactic acid is produced, which may accumulate and lead to temporary muscle cramping.
\subsection{Krebs Cycle}
\label{65}

The Krebs cycle was named after \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/\%3Awikipedia\%3AHans_Adolf_Krebs}{Sir Hans Krebs} (1900-{}1981), who proposed the key elements of this pathway in 1937 and was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine for its discovery in 1953. 

Two molecules of pyruvate enter the Krebs cycle, which is called the aerobic pathway because it requires the presence of oxygen in order to occur.  This cycle is a major biological pathway that occurs in humans and every plant and animal.

After glycolysis takes place in the cell\textquotesingle{}s cytoplasm, the pyruvic acid molecules travel into the interior of the mitochondrion.  Once the pyruvic acid is inside, carbon dioxide is enzymatically removed from each three-{}carbon pyruvic acid molecule to form acetic acid.  The enzyme then combines the acetic acid with an enzyme, coenzyme A, to produce acetyl coenzyme A, also known as acetyl CoA.

Once acetyl CoA is formed, the Krebs cycle begins.  The cycle is split into eight steps, each of which will be explained below.

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Step 1: The acetic acid subunit of acetyl CoA is combined with oxaloacetate to form a molecule of citrate.  The acetyl coenzyme A acts only as a transporter of acetic acid from one enzyme to another.  After Step 1, the coenzyme is released by hydrolysis so that it may combine with another acetic acid molecule to begin the Krebs cycle again.
\item{}  Step 2: The citric acid molecule undergoes an isomerization.  A hydroxyl group and a hydrogen molecule are removed from the citrate structure in the form of water.  The two carbons form a double bond until the water molecule is added back.  Only now, the hydroxyl group and hydrogen molecule are reversed with respect to the original structure of the citrate molecule.  Thus, isocitrate is formed.
\item{}  Step 3: In this step, the isocitrate molecule is oxidized by a NAD molecule.  The NAD molecule is reduced by the hydrogen atom and the hydroxyl group.   The NAD binds with a hydrogen atom and carries off the other hydrogen atom leaving a carbonyl group.  This structure is very unstable, so a molecule of CO\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2} is released creating alpha-{}ketoglutarate.
\item{}  Step 4: In this step, our friend, coenzyme A, returns to oxidize the alpha-{}ketoglutarate molecule.  A molecule of NAD is reduced again to form NADH and leaves with another hydrogen.  This instability causes a carbonyl group to be released as carbon dioxide and a thioester bond is formed in its place between the former alpha-{}ketoglutarate and coenzyme A to create a molecule of succinyl-{}coenzyme A complex.
\item{}  Step 5: A water molecule sheds its hydrogen atoms to coenzyme A.  Then, a free-{}floating phosphate group displaces coenzyme A and forms a bond with the succinyl complex.  The phosphate is then transferred to a molecule of GDP to produce an energy molecule of GTP.  It leaves behind a molecule of succinate.
\item{}  Step 6: In this step, succinate is oxidized by a molecule of FAD (Flavin adenine dinucleotide).  The FAD removes two hydrogen atoms from the succinate and forces a double bond to form between the two carbon atoms, thus creating fumarate.
\item{}  Step 7: An enzyme adds water to the fumarate molecule to form malate.   The malate is created by adding one hydrogen atom to a carbon atom and then adding a hydroxyl group to a carbon next to a terminal carbonyl group.
\item{}  Step 8: In this final step, the malate molecule is oxidized by a NAD molecule.  The carbon that carried the hydroxyl group is now converted into a carbonyl group.  The end product is oxaloacetate which can then combine with acetyl-{}coenzyme A and begin the Krebs cycle all over again.
\item{}  Summary: In summary, three major events occur during the Krebs cycle.   One GTP (guanosine triphosphate) is produced which eventually donates a phosphate group to ADP to form one ATP; three molecules of NAD are reduced; and one molecule of FAD is reduced.  Although one molecule of GTP leads to the production of one ATP, the production of the reduced NAD and FAD are far more significant in the cell\textquotesingle{}s energy-{}generating process.  This is because NADH and FADH\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{2} donate their electrons to an electron transport system that generates large amounts of energy by forming many molecules of ATP.
\end{myitemize}


To see a visual summary of \symbol{34}Kreb Cycle\symbol{34} please \myhref{http://homepage.smc.edu/hodson_kent/Energetics/Krebs2.htm}{click here}.
\subsection{Electron Transport System}
\label{66}
The most complicated system of all. In the respiration chain, oxidation and reduction reactions occur repeatedly as a way of transporting energy.  The respiratory chain is also called the electron transport chain.  At the end of the chain, oxygen accepts the electron and water is produced.
\subsubsection{Redox Reaction}
\label{67}

This is a simultaneous oxidation-{}reduction process whereby cellular metabolism occurs, such as the oxidation of sugar in the human body, through a series of very complex electron transfer processes.

The chemical way to look at redox processes is that the substance being oxidized transfers electrons to the substance being reduced. Thus, in the reaction, the substance being oxidized (aka. the reducing agent) loses electrons, while the substance being reduced (aka. the oxidizing agent) gains electrons.  Remember: LEO (Losing Electrons is Oxidation) the lion says GER (Gaining Electrons is Reduction); or alternatively: OIL (Oxidation is Loss) RIG (Reduction is Gain).

The term redox state is often used to describe the balance of NAD\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}/NADH and NADP\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{+}/NADPH in a biological system such as a cell or organ. The redox state is reflected in the balance of several sets of metabolites (e.g., lactate and pyruvate, Î²-{}hydroxybutyrate and acetoacetate) whose interconversion is dependent on these ratios. An abnormal redox state can develop in a variety of deleterious situations, such as hypoxia, shock, and sepsis.
\section{Cell Building Blocks}
\label{68}
What major classes of molecules are found within cells?
\subsection{Lipids}
\label{69}
The term is more-{}specifically used to refer to fatty-{}acids and their derivatives (including tri-{}, di-{}, and mono-{}glycerides and phospholipids) as well as other fat-{}soluble sterol-{}containing metabolites such as cholesterol. Lipids serve many functions in living organisms including energy storage, serve as structural components of cell membranes, and constitute important signaling molecules. Although the term lipid is sometimes used as a synonym for fat, the latter is in fact a subgroup of lipids called triglycerides and should not be confused with the term fatty acid.
\subsection{Carbohydrates}
\label{70}
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Carbohydrates are chemical compounds that contain oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon atoms, and no other elements. They consist of monosaccharide sugars of varying chain lengths.

Certain carbohydrates are an important storage and transport form of energy in most organisms, including plants and animals. Carbohydrates are classified by their number of sugar units: monosaccharides (such as glucose and fructose), disaccharides (such as sucrose and lactose), oligosaccharides, and polysaccharides (such as starch, glycogen, and cellulose).

The simplest carbohydrates are monosaccharides, which are small straight-{}chain aldehydes and ketones with many hydroxyl groups added, usually one on each carbon except the functional group. Other carbohydrates are composed of monosaccharide units and break down under hydrolysis. These may be classified as disaccharides, oligosaccharides, or polysaccharides, depending on whether they have two, several, or many monosaccharide units.
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\subsection{Proteins}
\label{71}
All proteins contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen.  Some also contain phosphorus and sulfur.  The building blocks of proteins are amino acids.  There are 20 different kinds of amino acids used by the human body.  They unite by peptide bonds to form long molecules called polypeptides.  Polypeptides are assembled into proteins.  Proteins have four levels of structure
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Primary structure is the sequence of amino acids bonded in the polypeptide.
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The secondary structure is formed by hydrogen bonds between amino acids.  The polypeptide can coil into a helix or form a pleated sheet.
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The tertiary structure refers to the three-{}dimensional folding of the helix or pleated sheet.
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The quaternary structure refers to the spatial relationship among the polypeptide in the protein.
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The hexagonary structure refers to the carpal relationship among the bipeptide in the person.
\subsection{Enzymes}
\label{72}

A biological molecule that catalyzes a chemical reaction.  Enzymes are essential for life because most chemical reactions in living cells would occur too slowly or would lead to different products without enzymes.  Most enzymes are proteins and the word \symbol{34}enzyme\symbol{34} is often used to mean a protein enzyme.  Some RNA molecules also have a catalytic activity, and to differentiate them from protein enzymes, they are referred to as RNA enzymes or ribozymes.
\section{Review Questions}
\label{73}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#Cell_physiology}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1. List 2 functions of the cell membrane:

Questions 2 -{} 6 Match the following organelles with their function:
2. Mitochondria 
3. Vacuoles 
4. Cilia 
5. Smooth ER 
6. Golgi Apparatus

\begin{myquote}
\item{} A. Movement of the cell
\item{} B. Lipid synthesis and transport
\item{} C. \symbol{34}Powerhouse\symbol{34} of the cell, makes ATP
\item{} D. Storage areas, mainly found in plant cells
\item{} E. Packages and distributes cellular products
\end{myquote}
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\begin{myquote}
\item{} A. Active transport 
\item{} B. Diffusion 
\item{} C. Osmosis 
\item{} D. Endocytosis
\end{myquote}


8. Oxygen enters a cell via?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} a. Diffusion 
\item{} b. Filtration 
\item{} c. Osmosis 
\item{} d. Active transport
\end{myquote}


9. The term used to describe, \symbol{34}cell eating\symbol{34} is?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} a. Exocytosis 
\item{} b. Phagocytosis 
\item{} c. Pinocytosis 
\item{} d. Diffusion
\end{myquote}


10. Which of the following requires energy?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} a. Diffusion 
\item{} b. Osmosis 
\item{} c. Active transport 
\item{} d. Facilitated diffusion
\end{myquote}


11. Protein synthesis occurs at the
\begin{myquote}
\item{} a. Mitochondria 
\item{} b. Lysosomes 
\item{} c. Within the nucleus 
\item{} d. Ribosomes
\end{myquote}


12. Which of the following is not found in the cell membrane?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} a. Cholesterol 
\item{} b. Phospholipids 
\item{} c. Proteins 
\item{} d. Galactose
\item{} e. Nucleic acids
\end{myquote}


13. What is a cell?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} a. The largest living units within our bodies. 
\item{} b. Enzymes that \symbol{34}eat\symbol{34} bacteria
\item{} c. Microscopic fundamental units of all living things.
\item{} d. All of the above.
\end{myquote}

\section{Glossary}
\label{74}
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\chapter{The Integumentary System}
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\section{Introduction}
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The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries integumentary system}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] consists of the skin, hair, nails, the subcutaneous tissue below             the skin,and assorted  glands.The most obvious function of the integumentary system is the protection that the skin gives to underlying tissues. The skin not only keeps most harmful substances out, but also prevents the loss of fluids. 

A major function of the subcutaneous tissue is to connect the skin to underlying tissues such as muscles.  Hair on the scalp provides insulation from cold for the head.  The hair of eyelashes and eyebrows helps keep dust and perspiration out of the eyes, and the hair in our nostrils helps keep dust out of the nasal cavities.  Any other hair on our bodies no longer serves a function, but is an evolutionary remnant.  Nails protect the tips of fingers and toes from mechanical injury. Fingernails give the fingers greater ability to pick up small objects. 

There are four types of glands in the integumentary system: Sudoriferous glands, Sebaceous glands, Ceruminous glands, and Mammary glands.  Sudoriferous glands are sweat producing glands.  These are important to help maintain body temperature.  Sebaceous glands are oil producing glands which help inhibit bacteria, keep us waterproof and prevent our hair and skin from drying out.  Ceruminous glands produce earwax which keeps the outer surface of the eardrum pliable and prevents drying.  Mammary glands produce milk.
\section{Skin}
\label{77}
In zoology and dermatology, skin is an organ of the integumentary system made up of a layer of tissues that guard underlying muscles and organs. As the interface with the surroundings, it plays the most important role in protecting against pathogens. Its other main functions are insulation and temperature regulation, sensation and vitamin D and B synthesis. Skin is considered one of the most important parts of the body.

Skin has pigmentation, melanin, provided by melanocytes, which absorbs some of the potentially dangerous radiation in sunlight. It also contains DNA repair enzymes which reverse UV damage, and people who lack the genes for these enzymes suffer high rates of skin cancer. One form predominantly produced by UV light, malignant melanoma, is particularly invasive, causing it to spread quickly, and can often be deadly. Human skin pigmentation varies among populations in a striking manner. This has sometimes led to the classification of people(s) on the basis of skin color.

Damaged skin will try to heal by forming scar tissue, often giving rise to discoloration and depigmentation of the skin.

The skin is often known as \symbol{34}the largest organ in the human body\symbol{34}. This applies to exterior surface, as it covers the body, appearing to have the largest surface area of all the organs. Moreover, it applies to weight, as it weighs more than any single internal organ, accounting for about 15 percent of body weight. For the average adult human, the skin has a surface area of between 1.5-{}2.0 square meters, most of it is between 2-{}3 mm thick. The average square inch of skin holds 650 sweat glands, 20 blood vessels, 60,000 melanocytes, and more than a thousand nerve endings.

The use of natural or synthetic cosmetics to treat the appearance of the face and condition of the skin (such as pore control and black head cleansing) is common among many cultures.
\subsection{Layers}
\label{78}
The skin has two major layers which are made of different tissues and have very different functions.  
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{14}{Diagram of the layers of human skin}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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Blood capillaries are found beneath the dermis, and are linked to an arteriole and a venule. Arterial shunt vessels may bypass the network in ears, the nose and fingertips.

The dermis lies below the epidermis and contains a number of structures including blood vessels, nerves, hair follicles, smooth muscle, glands and lymphatic tissue. It consists of loose connective tissue otherwise called areolar connective tissueâ��collagen, elastin and reticular fibers are present. Erector muscles, attached between the hair papilla and epidermis, can contract, resulting in the hair fiber pulled upright and consequentially goose bumps. The main cell types are fibroblasts, adipocytes (fat storage) and macrophages. Sebaceous glands are exocrine glands which produce a mixture of lipids and waxy substances known as sebum. Sebum serves many functions, including lubrication, water-{}proofing, softening, and also provides antimicrobial properties. Sweat glands open up via a duct onto the skin by a pore.
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The hypodermis is not part of the skin, and lies below the dermis. Its purpose is to attach the skin to underlying bone and muscle as well as supplying it with blood vessels and nerves. It consists of loose connective tissue and elastin. The main cell types are fibroblasts, macrophages and adipocytes (the hypodermis contains 95\% of body fat). Fat serves as padding and insulation for the body.
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The transdermal patch is an increasingly popular drug delivery system.  These patches are designed so that the drug molecules diffuse through the epidermis to the blood vessels in the dermis layer.  A typical patch works well for small lipid-{}soluble molecules (for example, estrogen, nitroglycerin, and nicotine) that can make their way between epidermal cells.}
\subsection{Functions}
\label{79}
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\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} Protection: Skin gives an anatomical barrier between the internal and external environment in bodily defense; Langerhans cells in the skin are part of the immune system
\item{} Sensation: Skin contains a variety of nerve endings that react to heat, cold, touch, pressure, vibration, and tissue injury; see \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somatosensory_system}{somatosensory} system and \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touch}{touch}.
\item{} Heat regulation: The skin contains a blood supply far greater than its requirements which allows precise control of energy loss by radiation, convection and conduction.  Dilated blood vessels increase perfusion and heat loss while constricted vessels greatly reduce cutaneous blood flow and conserve heat. Erector pili muscles are significant in animals.
\end{myenumerate}

\subsubsection{Tumors}
\label{80}
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Benign tumors of the skin: Squamous cell papilloma 
\item{}  \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skin_cancer}{Skin cancer}
\item{}  \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acne}{Acne}
\item{}  \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keratosis_pilaris}{Keratosis pilaris}
\item{}  \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fungus}{Fungal} infections such as \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athlete\%2527s_foot}{athlete\textquotesingle{}s foot}
\item{}  \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microbe}{microbial infections}
\item{}  \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcinosis_cutis}{calcinosis cutis}
\item{}  \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ulcer}{ulcer}
\end{myitemize}

\section{Hair}
\label{81}
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hair}{w:Hair}
\subsection{Types of hair}
\label{82}
Humans have three different types of hair:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Lanugo, the fine, unpigmented hair that covers nearly the entire body of a fetus, although most has been replaced with vellus by the time of the baby\textquotesingle{}s birth
\item{}  Vellus hair, the short, downy, \symbol{34}peach fuzz\symbol{34} body hair (also unpigmented) that grows in most places on the human body. While it occurs in both sexes, and makes up much of the hair in children, men have a much smaller percentage (around 10\%) vellus whereas 2/3 of a female\textquotesingle{}s hair is vellus.
\item{}  Terminal hair, the fully developed hair, which is generally longer, coarser, thicker, and darker than vellus hair, and often is found in regions such as the axillary, male beard, and pubic.
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Pathological impacts on hair}
\label{83}
Drugs used in cancer chemotherapy frequently cause a temporary loss of hair, noticeable on the head and eyebrows, because they kill all rapidly dividing cells, not just the cancerous ones. Other diseases and traumas can cause temporary or permanent loss of hair, either generally or in patches.

The hair shafts may also store certain poisons for years, even decades, after death. In the case of Col. Lafayette Baker, who died July 3, 1868, use of an atomic absorption spectrophotometer showed the man was killed by white arsenic. The prime suspect was Wallace Pollock, Baker\textquotesingle{}s brother-{}in-{}law. According to Dr. Ray A. Neff, Pollack had laced Baker\textquotesingle{}s beer with it over a period of months, and a century or so later minute traces of arsenic showed up in the dead man\textquotesingle{}s hair. Mrs. Baker\textquotesingle{}s diary seems to confirm that it was indeed arsenic, as she writes of how she found some vials of it inside her brother\textquotesingle{}s suit coat one day.
\section{Nails}
\label{84}

\begin{myquote}
\item{}
\end{myquote}

\subsection{Parts of the fingernail}
\label{85}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{16}{The parts of a finger nail}
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The fingernail is an important structure made of keratin. The fingernail generally serve two purposes. It serves as a protective plate and enhances sensation of the fingertip. The protection function of the fingernail is commonly known, but the sensation function is equally important. The fingertip has many nerve endings in it allowing us to receive volumes of information about objects we touch. The nail acts as a counterforce to the fingertip providing even more sensory input when an object is touched.
\subsection{Nail Structure}
\label{86}
The structure we know of as the nail is divided into six specific parts -{} the root, nail bed, nail plate, eponychium (cuticle), perionychium, and hyponychium. 
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The root of the fingernail is also known as the germinal matrix. This portion of the nail is actually beneath the skin behind the fingernail and extends several millimeters into the finger. The fingernail root produces most of the volume of the nail and the nail bed. This portion of the nail does not have any melanocytes, or melanin producing cells. The edge of the germinal matrix is seen as a white, crescent shaped structure called the lunula. 
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The nail bed is part of the nail matrix called the sterile matrix. It extends from the edge of the germinal matrix, or lunula, to the hyponychium. The nail bed contains the blood vessels, nerves, and melanocytes, or melanin-{}producing cells. As the nail is produced by the root, it streams down along the nail bed, which adds material to the undersurface of the nail making it thicker. It is important for normal nail growth that the nail bed be smooth. If it is not, the nail may split or develop grooves that can be cosmetically unappealing. 
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The nail plate is the actual fingernail, made of translucent keratin. The pink appearance of the nail comes from the blood vessels underneath the nail. The underneath surface of the nail plate has grooves along the length of the nail that help anchor it to the nail bed. 
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The cuticle of the fingernail is also called the eponychium. The cuticle is situated between the skin of the finger and the nail plate fusing these structures together and providing a waterproof barrier. 
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The perionychium is the skin that overlies the nail plate on its sides. It is also known as the paronychial edge. The perionychium is the site of hangnails, ingrown nails, and an infection of the skin called paronychia. 
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The hyponychium is the area between the nail plate and the fingertip. It is the junction between the free edge of the nail and the skin of the fingertip, also providing a waterproof barrier.
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{17}{Nails: left hand, adult human male}
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\subsection{Nail Diseases}
\label{87}
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There are many disease that can occur with the fingernails and toenails.  The most common of these diseases are ingrown nails and fungal infections.
\subsubsection{Ingrown Nails}
\label{88}
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Onychocryptosis}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], commonly known as \symbol{34}ingrown nails\symbol{34} (unguis incarnatus), can affect either the fingers or the toes. In this condition, the nail cuts into one or both sides of the nail bed, resulting in inflammation and possibly infection. The relative rarity of this condition in the fingers suggests that pressure from the ground or shoe against the toe is a prime factor. The movements involved in walking or other physical disturbances can contribute to the problem. Mild onychocryptosis, particularly in the absence of infection, can be treated by trimming and rounding the nail. More advanced cases, which usually include infection, are treated by surgically excising the ingrowing portion of the nail down to its bony origin and cauterizing the matrix, or \textquotesingle{}root\textquotesingle{}, to prevent recurrence. This surgery is called matricectomy. The best results are achieved by cauterizing the matrix with phenol. Another method, which is much less effective, is excision of the matrix, sometimes called a \textquotesingle{}cold steel procedure\textquotesingle{}
\subsubsection{Nail Fungus}
\label{89}
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Infections of nail fungus account for about half of all nail disorders. These infections usually develop on nails continually exposed to warm, moist environments, such as sweaty shoes or shower floors. Nail fungus isn\textquotesingle{}t the same as athlete\textquotesingle{}s foot, which primarily affects the skin of the feet, but at times the two may coexist and can be caused by the same type of fungus. Topical steroid misuse is one of the most common cause now a days.

An infection with nail fungus may be difficult to treat, and infections may recur. But medications are available to help clear up nail fungus permanently.
\subsection{Clinical Application}
\label{90}
Nail inspection can give a great deal of information about the internal working of the body as well, and like tongue or iris inspection, has a long history of diagnostic use in cantraditional medical practices such as Chinese medicine.
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Brittleness is associated with iron deficiency, thyroid problems, impaired kidney function, circulation problems{$\text{[}$}2{$\text{]}$}, and biotin deficiency{$\text{[}$}3{$\text{]}$} 
Splitting and fraying are associated with psoriasis, folic acid, protein and/or Vitamin C deficiency. 
Unusual thickness is associated with circulation problems. 
Thinning nails and itchy skin are associated with lichen planus{$\text{[}$}4{$\text{]}$}. 
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Clubbing, or nails that curve down around the fingertips with nail beds that bulge is associated with oxygen deprivation and lung, heart, or liver disease. 
Spooning, or nails that grow upwards is associated with iron or B12 deficiency. 
Flatness can indicate a B12 vitamin deficiency{$\text{[}$}5{$\text{]}$} or Raynaud\textquotesingle{}s disease{$\text{[}$}6{$\text{]}$} 
Pitting of the nails is associated with Psoriasis. 
Horizontal ridges indicate stress, and Beau\textquotesingle{}s lines are associated with many serious conditions. 
Vertical ridges are associated with arthritis{$\text{[}$}7{$\text{]}$}. 
Vertical grooves are associated with kidney disorders, aging, and iron deficiency{$\text{[}$}8{$\text{]}$}. 
Beading is associated with rheumatoid arthritis{$\text{[}$}9{$\text{]}$}. 
Nails that resemble hammered brass are associated with (or portend) hair loss{$\text{[}$}10{$\text{]}$}. 
Short small beds are associated with heart disease{$\text{[}$}11{$\text{]}$}. 
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Mee\textquotesingle{}s lines are associated with arsenic or thallium poisoning, and renal failure. 
White lines across the nail are associated with heart disease, liver disease, or a history of a recent high fever{$\text{[}$}12{$\text{]}$}. 
Opaque white nails with a dark band at the fingertip are associated with cancer, cirrhosis, congestive heart failure, diabetes and aging{$\text{[}$}13{$\text{]}$}. 
Paleness or whitening is associated with liver or kidney disease and anemia{$\text{[}$}14{$\text{]}$}. 
Yellowing of the nail bed is associated with chronic bronchitis, lymphatic problems, diabetes, and liver disorders. 
Brown or copper nail beds are associated with arsenic or copper poisoning, and local fungal infection. 
Grey nail beds are associated with arthritis, edema, malnutrition, post-{}operative effects, glaucoma and cardio-{}pulmonary disease{$\text{[}$}15{$\text{]}$}. 
redness is associated with heart conditions. 
dark nails are associated with B12 deficiency. 
Stains of the nail plate (not the nail bed) are associated with nail polish{$\text{[}$}16{$\text{]}$}, smoking, and henna use. 
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Pink and white nails are associated with kidney disease{$\text{[}$}17{$\text{]}$}. 
Parallel white lines in the nails are associated with hypoalbuminemia. 
red skin at the base of the nail is associated with connective tissue disorders{$\text{[}$}18{$\text{]}$}. 
blue lunulae are associated with silver poisoning or lung disorder{$\text{[}$}19{$\text{]}$}. 
blue nail beds are (much like blue skin) associated with poor oxygenation of the blood (asthma, emphysema, etc){$\text{[}$}20{$\text{]}$}. 
small white patches are associated with zinc or calcium deficiency or malabsorption, parasites, or local injury{$\text{[}$}21{$\text{]}$}. 
receded lunulae (fewer than 8) are associated with poor circulation{$\text{[}$}22{$\text{]}$}, shallow breathing habits or thyroid dysfunction{$\text{[}$}23{$\text{]}$}. 
large lunulae (more than 25\% of the thumb nail) is associated with high blood pressure.
\section{Glands}
\label{91}
\subsection{Sudoriferous(Sweat Glands)}
\label{92}


\begin{minipage}{0.87500\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/18.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{18}{A diagrammatic sectional view of the skin (magnified). Sweat gland labeled as \symbol{34}sudoriferous gland\symbol{34} at center right.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


In humans, there are two kinds of sweat glands which differ greatly in both the composition of the sweat and its purpose:
Also \symbol{34}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries click}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\symbol{34} here\myhref{http://health.howstuffworks.com/adam-200101.htm}{our body Sweats\symbol{34}} to see a  short movie on sweat glands.\subsubsection{Eccrine (a.k.a. merocrine)}
\label{93}
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Eccrine sweat glands are coiled tubular glands derived leading directly to the most superficial layer of the epidermis (outer layer of skin) but extending into the inner layer of the skin (dermis layer). They are distributed over almost the entire surface of the body in humans and many other species but are lacking in some marine and fur-{}bearing species. The sweat glands are controlled by sympathetic cholinergic nerves which are controlled by a center in the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus senses core temperature directly, and also has input from temperature receptors in the skin and modifies the sweat output, along with other thermoregulatory processes.

Human eccrine sweat is composed chiefly of water with various salts and organic compounds in solution. It contains minute amounts of fatty materials, urea, and other wastes. The concentration of sodium varies from 35{\mbox{$-$}}65 mmol/l and is lower in people acclimatized to a hot environment. The sweat of other species generally differs in composition.
\subsubsection{Apocrine}
\label{94}
Apocrine sweat glands only develop during early-{} to mid-{}puberty (approximately age 15) and release more than normal amounts of sweat for approximately a month and subsequently regulate and release normal amounts of sweat after a certain period of time. {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Apocrine sweat glands}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] produce sweat that contains fatty materials. These glands are mainly present in the armpits and around the genital area and their activity is the main cause of sweat odor, due to the bacteria that break down the organic compounds in the sweat from these glands. Emotional stress increases the production of sweat from the apocrine glands, or more precisely: the sweat already present in the tubule is squeezed out. Apocrine sweat glands essentially serve as scent glands. 

In some areas of the body, these sweat glands are modified to produce wholly different secretions, including the cerumen (\symbol{34}wax\symbol{34}) of the outer ear.  Other glands, such as Mammary glands, are greatly enlarged and modified to produce milk.
\subsection{Sebaceous Glands}
\label{95}


\begin{minipage}{0.50000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/19.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{19}{Schematic view of a hair follicle with sebaceous gland.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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Sebaceous glands are also found in non haired areas of lips, eyelids, penis, labia minora and nipples; here the sebum reaches the surface through ducts. In the glands, sebum is produced within specialized cells and is released as these cells burst; sebaceous glands are thus classified as holocrine glands.

Sebum is odorless, but its bacterial breakdown can produce odors. Sebum is the cause of some people experiencing \symbol{34}oily\symbol{34} hair if it is not washed for several days. Earwax is partly sebum, as is mucopurulent discharge, the dry substance accumulating in the corners of the eye after sleeping.
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{20}{A hair follicle with associated structures.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


The composition of sebum varies from species to species; in humans, the lipid content consists of about 25\% wax monoesters, 41\% triglycerides, 16\% free fatty acids, and 12\% squalene. 

The activity of the sebaceous glands increases during puberty because of heightened levels of androgens.

Sebaceous glands are involved in skin problems such as acne and keratosis pilaris. A blocked sebaceous gland can result in a sebaceous cyst. The prescription drug isotretinoin significantly reduces the amount of sebum produced by the sebaceous glands, and is used to treat acne. The extreme use (up to 10 times doctor prescribed amounts) of anabolic steroids by bodybuilders to prevent weight loss tend to stimulate the sebaceous glands which can cause acne.
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The preputial glands of mice and rats are large modified sebaceous glands that produce pheromones.
\subsection{Ceruminous glands}
\label{96}
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\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/21.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{21}{Wet-{}type human earwax on a cotton swab.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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\subsubsection{Production, composition, and different types}
\label{97}
Cerumen is produced in the outer third of the cartilaginous portion of the human ear canal.  It is a mixture of viscous secretions from sebaceous glands and less-{}viscous ones from modified apocrine sweat glands. 

Two distinct genetically determined types of earwax are distinguished -{}-{} the wet-{}type which is dominant, and the dry type which is recessive. Asians and Native Americans are more likely to have the dry type of cerumen (grey and flaky), whereas Caucasians and Africans are more likely to have the wet type (honey-{}brown to dark-{}brown and moist). Cerumen type has been used by anthropologists to track human migratory patterns, such as those of the Inuit.

The difference in cerumen type has been tracked to a single base change (an single nucleotide polymorphism) in a gene known as \symbol{34}ATP-{}binding cassette C11 gene\symbol{34}. In addition to affecting cerumen type, this mutation also reduces sweat production. The researchers conjecture that the reduction in sweat was beneficial to the ancestors of East Asians and Native Americans who are thought to have lived in cold climates.
\subsubsection{Function}
\label{98}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{22}{Wet-{}type earwax fluoresces weakly under ultraviolet light.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Cleaning.}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] Cleaning of the ear canal occurs as a result of the \symbol{34}conveyor belt\symbol{34} process of epithelial migration, aided by jaw movement. Cells formed in the center of the tympanic membrane migrate outwards from the umbo (at a rate equivalent to that of fingernail growth) to the walls of the ear canal, and accelerate towards the entrance of the ear canal.  The cerumen in the canal is also carried outwards, taking with it any dirt, dust, and particulate matter that may have gathered in the canal. Jaw movement assists this process by dislodging debris attached to the walls of the ear canal, increasing the likelihood of its extrusion.

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Lubrication.}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  Lubrication prevents desiccation and itching of the skin within the ear canal (known as {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape asteatosis}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]). The lubricative properties arise from the high lipid content of the sebum produced by the sebaceous glands.  In wet-{}type cerumen at least, these lipids include cholesterol, squalene, and many long-{}chain fatty acids and alcohols.
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\subsection{Mammary Glands}
\label{99}


\begin{minipage}{0.50000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/23.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{23}{Cross section of the breast of a human female.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Mammary glands}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] are the organs that, in the female mammal, produce milk for the sustenance of the young. These exocrine glands are enlarged and modified sweat glands and are the characteristic of mammals which gave the class its name. 

\subsubsection{Structure}
\label{100}
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A suckling baby essentially squeezes the milk out of these sinuses.



\begin{minipage}{0.62500\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/24.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{24}{Dissection of a lactating breast.$\text{ }$\newline{}
1 -{} Fat$\text{ }$\newline{}
2 -{} Lactiferous duct/lobule$\text{ }$\newline{}
3 -{} Lobule$\text{ }$\newline{}
4 -{} Connective tissue$\text{ }$\newline{}
5 -{} Sinus of lactiferous duct$\text{ }$\newline{}
6 -{} Lactiferous duct}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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Humans normally have two complex mammary glands, one in each breast, and each complex mammary gland consists of 10-{}20 simple glands. (The presence of more than two nipples is known as polythelia and the presence of more than two complex mammary glands as polymastia.)

Also, {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \symbol{34}click\symbol{34}}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  this;\myhref{http://health.howstuffworks.com/adam-200040.htm}{tissue\symbol{34}}, to this a movie visual of the breast.
\subsubsection{Development and hormonal control}
\label{101}
The development of mammary glands is controlled by hormones. 
The mammary glands exist in both sexes, but they are rudimentary until puberty when in response to ovarian hormones, they begin to develop in the female. Click this \myplainurl{http://health.howstuffworks.com/adam-200042.htm}to see what breast tissue does in a female during menstruation.
Estrogen promotes formation, while testosterone inhibits it. 

At the time of birth, the baby has lactiferous ducts but no alveoli. Little branching occurs before puberty when ovarian estrogens stimulate branching differentiation of the ducts into spherical masses of cells that will become alveoli. True secretory alveoli only develop in pregnancy, where rising levels of estrogen and progesterone cause further branching and differentiation of the duct cells, together with an increase in adipose tissue and a richer blood flow.

Colostrum is secreted in late pregnancy and for the first few days after giving birth. True milk secretion (lactation) begins a few days later due to a reduction in circulating progesterone and the presence of the hormone prolactin. The suckling of the baby causes the release of the hormone oxytocin which stimulates contraction of the myoepithelial cells.
\subsubsection{Breast cancer}
\label{102}
As described above, the cells of mammary glands can easily be induced to grow and multiply by hormones. If this growth runs out of control, cancer results. Almost all instances of breast cancer originate in the lobules or ducts of the mammary glands. 

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Types of breast cancer}
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/DCIS}{\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]DCIS}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Ductal Carcinoma in Situ
\item{} \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LCIS}{LCIS}: Lobular Carcinoma in Situ
\item{} \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Invasive\%20ductal\%20carcinoma}{Invasive ductal carcinoma}
\item{} \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Invasive\%20lobular\%20carcinoma}{Invasive lobular carcinoma}
\item{} \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Inflammatory\%20breast\%20cancer}{Inflammatory breast cancer}
\item{} \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Paget\%27s\%20disease}{Paget\textquotesingle{}s disease}
\end{myitemize}



\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/25.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{25}{Early Signs of Breast Cancer}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\section{Homeostasis}
\label{103}

As a whole, the integumentary system plays a big part in maintaining homeostasis. The integumentary system is the outermost organ system of the body and many of its functions are related to this location.  The skin protects the body against pathogens and chemicals, minimizes loss or entry of water, and blocks the harmful effects of sunlight.  Sensory receptors in the skin provide information about the external environment, helping the skin regulate body temperature in response to environmental changes and helping the body react to pain and other tactile stimuli. The large surface area of the skin makes it ideal for temperature regulation.  The rate of heat loss can be regulated by the amount of blood flowing through the blood vessels in the dermis close to the surface of the skin. When the body temperature rises, as for example during exercise, sympathetic tone is reduced and this brings about dilation of the blood vessels supplying the skin. The increase in skin blood flow allows heat to be lost more rapidly so that body temperature does not rise above the normal homeostatic range. The rate of heat loss can also be boosted by the production of sweat, which takes up additional heat as it evaporates. Conversely, if heat production is less than required, the dermal vessels constrict, sweating stops, and heat is conserved by the body.
\section{Glossary}
\label{104}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Areolar
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Areolar connective tissue is a pliable, mesh-{}like tissue with a fluid matrix and functions to cushion and protect body organs. It acts as a packaging tissue holding the internal organs together and in correct placement.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basement_membrane}{Basal lamina}  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Basal lamina (often erroneously called basement membrane) is a layer on which epithelium sits. This layer is composed of an electron-{}dense layer (lamina densa) between two electron-{}lucid layers (lamina lucida), and is approximately 40-{}50 nm thick (with exceptions such as the 100-{}200 nm glomerular basement membrane).
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dermis}{Dermis}  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The dermis is the layer of skin beneath the epidermis that consists of connective tissue and cushions the body from stress and strain.  The dermis is tightly connected to the epidermis by a basement membrane.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epidermis_\%28skin\%29}{Epidermis} 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The epidermis is the outermost layer of the skin. It forms the waterproof, protective wrap over the body\textquotesingle{}s surface and is made up of stratified squamous epithelium with an underlying basal lamina.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}\myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fibroblasts}{Fibroblasts}  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}A fibroblast is a cell that makes the structural fibers and ground substance of connective tissue.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hair_follicle}{Hair follicle}  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}A hair follicle is part of the skin that grows hair by packing old cells together.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypodermis}{Hypodermis}  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The hypodermis (also called the hypoderm), is the lowermost layer of the integumentary system in vertebrates. It is derived from the mesoderm, but unlike the dermis, it is not derived from the dermatome region of the mesoderm.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Impetigo
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} This is a superficial skin infection most common among children age 2â��6 years. People who play close contact sports such as rugby, American football and wrestling are also susceptible, regardless of age. The name derives from the Latin impetere (\symbol{34}assail\symbol{34}). It is also known as school sores.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melanocyte}{Melanocytes}  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}These are cells located in the bottom layer of the skin\textquotesingle{}s epidermis and in the middle layer of the eye, the uvea. Through a process called melanogenesis, these cells produce melanin, a pigment in the skin, eyes, and hair.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melanoma}{Melanoma}  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A melanoma is a malignant tumor that originates in melanocytes.   It is a highly malignant form of skin cancer, and, though rare, is responsible for the majority of skin cancer-{}related deaths.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Onychosis}{Onychosis}  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Deformity or disease of the nails 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papillary}{Papillary} 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The papillary layer is outermost and extends into the epidermis to supply it with vessels. It is composed of loosely arranged fibres. Papillary ridges make up the lines of the hands.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} \myhref{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reticular_layer}{Recticular Layer}  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The reticular layer is more dense and is continuous with the hypodermis. It contains the bulk of the structures (such as sweat glands). The reticular layer is composed of irregularly arranged fibres and resists stretching.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} For more fun pictures of other skin diseases and skin problems \symbol{34}click\symbol{34} to this cool website
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} \myhref{http://tray.dermatology.uiowa.edu/Home.html}{Image Database\symbol{34}}. Note: From this link then click \symbol{34}Clinical Skin Diseases Images\symbol{34}.
\end{myquote}

\section{Review Questions}
\label{105}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#Integumentary_System}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1. Name all of the parts of the integumentary system.

2. Name the cells that produce melanin and describe its function.

3. Name and describe the importance of the cutaneous senses.

4. Explain how sweating helps maintain normal body temperature.

5. Explain where on the body hair has important functions and describe these functions.

6. What is a melanoma?

A) The outermost layer of skin

B) A type of nail disease 

C) A malignant tumor that originates in melanocytes

D) The lower most layer of skin
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\section{Overview of the entire nervous system}
\label{108} 
The nervous system has three main functions: sensory input, integration of data and motor output.  Sensory input is when the body gathers information or data, by way of neurons, glia and synapses. The nervous system is composed of excitable nerve cells (neurons) and synapses that form between the neurons and connect them to centers throughout the body or to other neurons. These neurons operate on excitation or inhibition, and although nerve cells can vary in size and location, their communication with one another determines their function. These nerves conduct impulses from sensory receptors to the brain and spinal cord.  The data is then processed by way of integration of data, which occurs only in the brain.  After the brain has processed the information, impulses are then conducted from the brain and spinal cord to muscles and glands, which is called motor output. Glia cells are found within tissues and are not excitable but help with myelination, ionic regulation and extracellular fluid. 

The nervous system is comprised of two major parts, or subdivisions, the central nervous system (CNS) and the peripheral nervous system (PNS).  The CNS includes the brain and spinal cord.  The brain is the body\textquotesingle{}s \symbol{34}control center\symbol{34}. The CNS has various centers located within it that carry out the sensory, motor and integration of data.  These centers can be subdivided to Lower Centers (including the spinal cord and brain stem) and Higher centers communicating with the brain via effectors. The PNS is a vast network of spinal and cranial nerves that are linked to the brain and the spinal cord. It contains sensory receptors which help in processing changes in the internal and external environment.  This information is sent to the CNS via afferent sensory nerves.  The PNS is then subdivided into the autonomic nervous system and the somatic nervous system. The autonomic has involuntary control of internal organs, blood vessels, smooth and cardiac muscles. The somatic has voluntary control of skin, bones, joints, and skeletal muscle. The two systems function together, by way of nerves from the PNS entering and becoming part of the CNS, and vice versa.
\section{General functions of the CNS}
\label{109} 
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When the central nervous system becomes damaged or peripheral nerves become trapped, it can increase or decrease your internal organs functionality, it can even affect your facial expressions, i.e. make you frown a lot, your smile becomes lopsided, your lungs can overwork, or underwork, the lung capacity is increased or decreased, your bladder can fill , but you are unable to urinate, your bowels become lapsed and you are unable to completely clear them upon each bowel movement, the muscles in your arms, legs, and torso can become weaker and more fatty, not from lack of use, but from the nerves that run from your spine into them being restricted from working properly, you can suffer headaches, earaches, sore throats, blocked sinuses. Even your ability to orgasm can be affected.
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The central nervous system (CNS) represents the largest part of the nervous system, including the brain and the spinal cord. Together with the peripheral nervous system (PNS), it has a fundamental role in the control of behavior.

The CNS is conceived as a system devoted to information processing, where an appropriate motor output is computed as a response to a sensory input. Many threads of research suggest that motor activity exists well before the maturation of the sensory systems, and senses only influence behavior without dictating it.
\section{Structure and function of neurons}
\label{110} \subsection{Structure}
\label{111}
Neurons are highly specialized for the processing and transmission of cellular signals. Given the diversity of functions performed by neurons in different parts of the nervous system, there is, as expected, a wide variety in the shape, size, and electrochemical properties of neurons. For instance, the soma of a neuron can vary in size from 4 to 100 micrometers in diameter.

The soma (cell body) is the central part of the neuron. It contains the nucleus of the cell and therefore is where most protein synthesis occurs. The nucleus ranges from 3 to 18 micrometers in diameter. The dendrites of a neuron are cellular extensions with many branches, and metaphorically this overall shape and structure are referred to as a dendritic tree. This is where the majority of input to the neuron occurs. However, information outflow (i.e. from dendrites to other neurons) can also occur (except in chemical synapse in which backflow of impulse is inhibited by the fact that axon does not possess chemoreceptors and dendrites cannot secrete neurotransmitter chemical). This explains one-{}way conduction of nerve impulse. 
The axon is a finer, cable-{}like projection which can extend tens, hundreds, or even tens of thousands of times the diameter of the soma in length. The axon carries nerve signals away from the soma (and also carry some types of information back to it). Many neurons have only one axon, but this axon may -{} and usually will -{} undergo extensive branching, enabling communication with many target cells. The part of the axon where it emerges from the soma is called the \textquotesingle{}axon hillock\textquotesingle{}. Besides being an anatomical structure, the axon hillock is also the part of the neuron that has the greatest density of voltage-{}dependent sodium channels. This makes it the most easily-{}excited part of the neuron and the spike initiation zone for the axon: in neurological terms, it has the greatest hyperpolarized action potential threshold. While the axon and axon hillock are generally involved in information outflow, this region can also receive input from other neurons as well. 
The axon terminal is a specialized structure at the end of the axon that is used to release neurotransmitter chemicals and communicate with target neurons. 
Although the canonical view of the neuron attributes dedicated functions to its various anatomical components, dendrites and axons often act in ways contrary to their so-{}called main function.

Axons and dendrites in the central nervous system are typically only about a micrometer thick, while some in the peripheral nervous system are much thicker. The soma is usually about 10â��25 micrometers in diameter and often is not much larger than the cell nucleus it contains. The longest axon of a human motor neuron can be over a meter long, reaching from the base of the spine to the toes. Sensory neurons have axons that run from the toes to the dorsal columns, over 1.5 meters in adults. Giraffes have single axons several meters in length running along the entire length of their necks. Much of what is known about axonal function comes from studying the squids\textquotesingle{} giant axon, an ideal experimental preparation because of its relatively immense size (0.5â��1 millimeter thick, several centimeters long).
\section{Function}
\label{112}
Sensory afferent neurons convey information from tissues and organs into the central nervous system. 
Efferent neurons transmit signals from the central nervous system to the effector cells and are sometimes called motor neurons. 
Interneurons connect neurons within specific regions of the central nervous system. 
Afferent and efferent can also refer generally to neurons which, respectively, bring information to or send information from the brain region.

Classification by action on other neurons

Excitatory neurons excite their target postsynaptic neurons or target cells causing it to function. Motor neurons and somatic neurons are all excitatory neurons.  Excitatory neurons in the brain are often glutamatergic. Spinal motor neurons, which synapse on muscle cells, use acetylcholine as their neurotransmitter. 
Inhibitory neurons inhibit their target neurons. Inhibitory neurons are also known as short axon neurons, interneurons  The output of some brain structures (neostriatum, globus pallidus, cerebellum) are inhibitory. The primary inhibitory neurotransmitters are GABA and glycine. 
Modulatory neurons evoke more complex effects termed neuromodulation. These neurons use such neurotransmitters as dopamine, acetylcholine, serotonin and others. 
Each synapses can receive both excitatory and inhibitory signals and the outcome is determined by the adding up of summation.
\section{Excitatory and inhibitory process}
\label{113}
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The release of an excitatory neurotransmitter (e.g. glutamate) at the synapses will cause an inflow of positively charged sodium ions (Na+) making a localized depolarization of the membrane.  The current then flows to the resting (polarized) segment of the axon. 

Inhibitory synapse causes an inflow of Cl-{} (chlorine) or outflow of K+ (potassium) making the synaptic membrane hyperpolarized.  This increase prevents depolarization, causing a decrease in the possibility of an axon discharge.  If they are both equal to their charges, then the operation will cancel itself out. This effect is referred to as summation.

There are two types of summation: spatial and temporal.  Spatial summation requires several excitatory synapses (firing several times) to add up, thus causing an axon discharge.  It also occurs within inhibitory synapses, where just the opposite will occur. In temporal summation, it causes an increase of the frequency at the same synapses until it is large enough to cause a discharge.  Spatial and temporal summation can occur at the same time as well.

The neurons of the brain release inhibitory neurotransmitters far more than excitatory neurotransmitters, which helps explain why we are not aware of all memories and all sensory stimuli simultaneously. The majority of information stored in the brain is inhibited most of the time.
\section{Summation}
\label{114}
When excitatory synapses exceed the number of inhibitory synapses there are, then the excitatory synapses will prevail over the other.  The same goes with inhibitory synapses, if there are more inhibitory synapses than excitatory, the synapses will be inhibited.  To determine all of this is called summation. 

Classification by discharge patterns:

Neurons can be classified according to their electrophysiological characteristics (note that a single action potential is not enough to move a large muscle, and instead will cause a twitch).
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Classification by neurotransmitter released:

Some examples are cholinergic, GABAergic, glutamatergic and dopaminergic neurons.
\subsection{Central Nervous System}
\label{115}
The central nervous system is the control center for the body. It regulates organ function, higher thought, and movement of the body. The central nervous system consists of the brain and spinal cord.
\section{Generation \& propagation of an action potential}
\label{116}\\
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\subsection{The Nerve Impulse}
\label{117}
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When a nerve is stimulated the resting potential changes. Examples of such stimuli are pressure, electricity, chemicals, etc. Different neurons are sensitive to different stimuli(although most can register pain). The stimulus causes sodium ion channels to open. The rapid change in polarity that moves along the nerve fiber is called the \symbol{34}action potential.\symbol{34} In order for an action potential to occur, it must reach threshold. If threshold does not occur, then no action potential can occur. This moving change in polarity has several stages:{\bfseries
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\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Hyperpolarization}
\end{mydescription}
}

\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]
When the potassium ions are below resting potential (-{}90 mV). Since the cell is hyper polarized, it goes to a refractory phrase. 
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Refractory phase}
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] The refractory period is a short period of time after the depolarization stage.  Shortly after the sodium gates open, they close and go into an inactive conformation.  The sodium gates cannot be opened again until the membrane is repolarized to its normal resting potential.  The sodium-{}potassium pump returns sodium ions to the outside and potassium ions to the inside.  During the refractory phase this particular area of the nerve cell membrane cannot be depolarized.  This refractory area explains why action potentials can only move forward from the point of stimulation.
\end{myquote}

\subsection{Factors that affect sensitivity and speed}
\label{118}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Sensitivity}
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] Increased permeability of the sodium channel occurs when there is a deficit of calcium ions.  When there is a deficit of calcium ions (Ca+2) in the interstitial fluid, the sodium channels are activated (opened) by very little increase of the membrane potential above the normal resting level.  The nerve fiber can therefore fire off action potentials spontaneously, resulting in tetany.  This could be caused by the lack of hormone from parathyroid glands. It could also be caused by hyperventilation, which leads to a higher pH, which causes calcium to bind and become unavailable.  
\end{myquote}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Speed of Conduction}
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] This area of depolarization/repolarization/recovery moves along a nerve fiber like a very fast wave.  In myelinated fibers, conduction is hundreds of times faster because the action potential only occurs at the nodes of Ranvier (pictured below in \textquotesingle{}types of neurons\textquotesingle{}) by jumping from node to node.  This is called \symbol{34}saltatory\symbol{34} conduction.  Damage to the myelin sheath by the disease can cause severe impairment of nerve cell function.  Some poisons and drugs interfere with nerve impulses by blocking sodium channels in nerves.  See discussion on drug at the end of this outline.
\end{myquote}

\section{Brain}
\label{119}



\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/32.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{32}{A color-{}coded image of the brain, showing the main sections.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



The brain is found in the cranial cavity. Within it are found the higher nerve centers responsible for coordinating the sensory and motor systems of the body (forebrain). The brain stem houses the lower nerve centers (consisting of midbrain, pons, and medulla), 
\subsection{Medulla}
\label{120}
The medulla is the control center for respiratory, cardiovascular and digestive functions.
\subsection{Pons}
\label{121}
The pons houses the control centers for respiration and inhibitory functions.  Here it will interact with the cerebellum.
\subsection{Cerebrum}
\label{122}
The cerebrum, or top portion of the brain, is divided by a deep crevice, called the longitudinal sulcus. The longitudinal sulcus separates the cerebrum in to the right and left hemispheres. In the hemispheres you will find the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia and the limbic system.  The two hemispheres are connected by a bundle of nerve fibers called the corpus callosum. The right hemisphere is responsible for the left side of the body while the opposite is true of the left hemisphere.  Each of the two hemispheres are divided into four separated lobes: the frontal in control of specialized motor control, learning, planning and speech; parietal in control of somatic sensory functions; occipital in control of vision; and temporal lobes which consists of hearing centers and some speech.  Located deep to the temporal lobe of the cerebrum is the insula.
\subsection{Cerebellum}
\label{123}
The cerebellum is the part of the brain that is located posterior to the medulla oblongata and pons. It coordinates skeletal muscles to produce smooth, graceful motions. The cerebellum receives information from our eyes, ears, muscles, and joints about what position our body is currently in (proprioception).  It also receives output from the cerebral cortex about where these parts should be. After processing this information, the cerebellum sends motor impulses from the brain stem to the skeletal muscles.  The main function of the cerebellum is coordination.  The cerebellum is also responsible for balance and posture. It also assists us when we are learning a new motor skill, such as playing a sport or musical instrument.  Recent research shows that apart from motor functions cerebellum also has some emotional role.
\subsection{{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries The Limbic System and Higher Mental Functions}}
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\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/33.\SVGExtension}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{33}{Image of the brain, showing the Limbic system.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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\label{125}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]
The Limbic System is a complex set of structures found just beneath the cerebrum and on both sides of the thalamus. It combines higher mental functions, and primitive emotion, into one system. It is often referred to as the emotional nervous system.  It is not only responsible for our emotional lives, but also our higher mental functions, such as learning and formation of memories. The Limbic system explains why some things seem so pleasurable to us, such as eating and why some medical conditions are caused by mental stress, such as high blood pressure. There are two significant structures within the limbic system and several smaller structures that are important as well. They are:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  The Hippocampus
\item{}  The Amygdala
\item{}  The Thalamus
\item{}  The Hypothalamus
\item{}  The Fornix and Parahippocampus
\item{}  The Cingulate Gyrus
\end{myenumerate}

\subsubsection{Structures of the Limbic System}
\label{126}\paragraph{Hippocampus}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{127}
\begin{myquote}
\item{} The Hippocampus is found deep in the temporal lobe, shaped like a seahorse. It consists of two horns that curve back from the amygdala. It is situated in the brain so as to make the prefrontal area aware of our past experiences stored in that area. The prefrontal area of the brain consults this structure to use memories to modify our behavior. The hippocampus is a primary contributor to memory.
\end{myquote}

\paragraph{Amygdala}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{128}
\begin{myquote}
\item{} The Amygdala is a little almond shaped structure, deep inside the anteroinferior region of the temporal lobe, that connects with the hippocampus, the septi nuclei, the prefrontal area and the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus. These connections make it possible for the amygdala to play its important role on the mediation and control of such activities and feelings as love, friendship, affection, and expression of mood. The amygdala is the center for identification of danger and is fundamental for self preservation. The amygdala is the nucleus responsible for fear.
\end{myquote}

\paragraph{Thalamus}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{129}
\begin{myquote}
\item{} Lesions or stimulation of the medial, dorsal, and anterior nuclei of the thalamus are associated with changes in emotional reactivity. However, the importance of these nuclei on the regulation of emotional behavior is not due to the thalamus itself, but to the connections of these nuclei with other limbic system structures. The medial dorsal nucleus makes connections with cortical zones of the prefrontal area and with the hypothalamus. The anterior nuclei connect with the mamillary bodies and through them, via fornix, with the hippocampus and the cingulated gyrus, thus taking part in what is known as the Papez\textquotesingle{}s circuit.
\end{myquote}




\begin{minipage}{0.18750\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/34.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{34}{Image of the brain showing the location of the hypothalamus.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\paragraph{Hypothalamus}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{130}
\begin{myquote}
\item{} The Hypothalamus is a small part of the brain located just below the thalamus on both sides of the third ventricle. Lesions of the hypothalamus interfere with several vegetative functions and some so called motivated behaviors like sexuality, combativeness, and hunger. The hypothalamus also plays a role in emotion. Specifically, the lateral parts seem to be involved with pleasure and rage, while the medial part is linked to aversion, displeasure, and a tendency to uncontrollable and loud laughing. However, in general the hypothalamus has more to do with the expression of emotions. When the physical symptoms of emotion appear, the threat they pose returns, via the hypothalamus, to the limbic centers and then the prefrontal nuclei, increasing anxiety.
\end{myquote}

\paragraph{The Fornix and Parahippocampal}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{131}
\begin{myquote}
\item{} These small structures are important connecting pathways for the limbic system.
\end{myquote}

\paragraph{The Cingulate Gyrus}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{132}
\begin{myquote}
\item{} The Cingulate Gyrus is located in the medial side of the brain between the cingulated sulcus and the corpus callosum. There is still much to be learned about this gyrus, but it is already known that its frontal part coordinates smells and sights, with pleasant memories of previous emotions. The region participates in the emotional reaction to pain and in the regulation of aggressive behavior.
\end{myquote}



\begin{myquote}
\item{}
\end{myquote}
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Memory is defined as : The mental faculty of retaining and recalling past experiences, the act or instance of remembering recollection.
Learning takes place when we retain and utilize past memories.

Overall, the mechanisms of memory are not completely understood. Brain areas such as the hippocampus, the amygdala, the striatum, or the mammillary bodies are thought to be involved in specific types of memory. For example, the hippocampus is believed to be involved in spatial learning and declarative learning (learning information such as what you\textquotesingle{}re reading now), while the amygdala is thought to be involved in emotional memory. Damage to certain areas in patients and animal models and subsequent memory deficits is a primary source of information. However, rather than implicating a specific area, it could be that damage to adjacent areas, or to a pathway traveling through the area is actually responsible for the observed deficit. Further, it is not sufficient to describe memory, and its counterpart, learning, as solely dependent on specific brain regions. Learning and memory are attributed to changes in neuronal synapses, thought to be mediated by long-{}term potentiation and long-{}term depression.

There are three basic types of memory:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} Sensory Memory
\item{} Short Term Memory
\item{} Long Term Memory
\end{myenumerate}

\paragraph{Sensory Memory}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{134}
\begin{myquote}
\item{} The sensory memories act as a buffer for stimuli through senses. A sensory memory retains an exact copy of what is seen or heard: {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape iconic memory for visual, echoic memory for aural and haptic memory for touch.}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] Information is passed from sensory memory into short term memory. Some believe it lasts only 300 milliseconds, it has unlimited capacity. Selective attention determines what information moves from sensory memory to short term memory.
\end{myquote}

\paragraph{Short Term Memory}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{135}
\begin{myquote}
\item{}  Short Term Memory acts as a scratch pad for temporary recall of the information under process. For instance, in order to understand this sentence you need to hold in your mind the beginning of the sentence as you read the rest. Short term memory decays rapidly and also has a limited capacity. Chunking of information can lead to an increase in the short term memory capacity, this is the reason why a hyphenated phone number is easier to remember than a single long number. The successful formation of a chunk is known as {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape closure.}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] Interference often causes disturbance in short term memory retention. This accounts for the desire to complete a task held in short term memory as soon as possible. 
\end{myquote}


Within short term memory there are three basic operations:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Iconic memory -{} the ability to hold visual images
\item{}  Acoustic memory -{} the ability to hold sounds. Can be held longer than iconic.
\item{}  Working memory -{} an active attentional process to keep it until it is put to use. Note that the goal is not really to move the information from short term memory to long term memory, but merely to put it to immediate use.
\end{myenumerate}


The process of transferring information from short term to long term memory involves the encoding or consolidation of information. This is not a function of time, that is, the longer the memory stays in the short term the more likely it is to be placed in the long term memory. On organizing complex information in short term before it can be encoded into the long term memory, in this process the meaningfulness or emotional content of an item may play a greater role in its retention in the long term memory. The limbic system sets up local reverberating circuits such as the Papez\textquotesingle{}s Circuit.
\paragraph{Long Term Memory}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{136}
\begin{myquote}
\item{} Long Term Memory is used for storage of information over a long time. Information from short to long term memory is transferred after a short period. Unlike short term memory, long term memory has little decay. Long term potential is an enhanced response at the synapse within the hippocampus. It is essential to memory storage. The limbic system isn\textquotesingle{}t directly involved in long term memory necessarily but it selects them from short term memory, consolidates these memories by playing them like a continuous tape, and involves the hippocampus and amygdala.
\end{myquote}


There are two types of long term memory:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Episodic Memory
\item{}  Semantic Memory
\end{myenumerate}


Episodic memory represents our memory of events and experiences in a serial form. It is from this memory that we can reconstruct the actual events that took place at a given point in our lives.
Semantic memory, on the other hand, is a structured record of facts, concepts, and skills that we have acquired. The information in the semantic memory is derived from our own episode memory, such as that we can learn new facts or concepts from experiences.

There are three main activities that are related to long term memory:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Storage
\item{}  Deletion
\item{}  Retrieval
\end{myenumerate}


Information for short term memory is stored in long term memory by rehearsal. The repeated exposure to a stimulus or the rehearsal of a piece of information transfers it into long term memory. Experiments also suggest that learning is most effective if it is distributed over time. Deletion is mainly caused by decay and interference. Emotional factors also affect long term memory. However, it is debatable whether we actually ever forget anything or whether it just sometimes becomes increasingly difficult to retrieve it. Information may not be recalled sometimes but may be recognized, or may be recalled only with prompting. This leads us to the third operation of memory, information retrieval.

There are two types of information retrieval:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Recall
\item{}  Recognition
\end{myenumerate}


In recall, the information is reproduced from memory. In recognition the presentation of the information provides the knowledge that the information has been seen before. Recognition is of lesser complexity, as the information is provided as a cue. However, the recall may be assisted by the provision of retrieval cues which enable the subject to quickly access the information in memory.
\paragraph{Long-{}term Potentiation}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{137}
\begin{TemplateInfo}{\danger}{Warning}Long term potentiation is largely theoretical. Many of the concepts have experimental backing, but there is still a substantial amount of controversy over other parts. There are also processes involved in long-{}term potentiation that go beyond the scope of this introductory book, and have been simplified. Consider this a starting place.\end{TemplateInfo}.
Long-{}term potentiation (LTP) is the lasting enhancement of connections between two neurons that results from stimulating them simultaneously. Since neurons communicate via chemical synapses, and because memories are believed to be stored by virtue of patterns of activation of these synapses, LTP and its opposing process, long-{}term depression, are widely considered the major cellular mechanisms that underlie learning and memory. This has been proven by lab experiments. When one of the chemicals involved (PKMzeta, it will be discussed later) is inhibited in rats, it causes retrograde amnesia with short term memory left intact (meaning they can\textquotesingle{}t recall events from before the inhibitor was given).

By enhancing synaptic transmission, LTP improves the ability of two neurons, one presynaptic and the other postsynaptic, to communicate with one another across a synapse. The precise mechanism for this enhancement isn\textquotesingle{}t known, but it varies based on things like brain region, age and species. This will focus on LTP in the CA1 section of the hippocampus, because that\textquotesingle{}s what is well known.

The end result of LTP is a well established neural circuit that can be called upon later for memory.

LTP in the CA1 hippocampus is called NMDA receptor-{}dependent LTP. It has four main properties.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Rapid induction
\end{myitemize}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} LTP can be rapidly induced by applying one or more brief, high-{}frequency, stimulus to a presynaptic cell.
\end{myquote}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Input specificity
\end{myitemize}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} Once induced, LTP at one synapse does not spread to other synapses; rather LTP is input specific. LTP is only propagated to those synapses according to the rules of associativity and cooperativity.
\end{myquote}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Associativity
\end{myitemize}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} Associativity refers to the observation that when weak stimulation of a single pathway is insufficient for the induction of LTP, simultaneous strong stimulation of another pathway will induce LTP at both pathways.
\end{myquote}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Cooperativity
\end{myitemize}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} LTP can be induced either by strong tetanic stimulation of a single pathway to a synapse, or cooperatively via the weaker stimulation of many. When one pathway into a synapse is stimulated weakly, it produces insufficient postsynaptic depolarization to induce LTP. In contrast, when weak stimuli are applied to many pathways that converge on a single patch of postsynaptic membrane, the individual postsynaptic depolarizations generated may collectively depolarize the postsynaptic cell enough to induce LTP cooperatively. Synaptic tagging, discussed later, may be a common mechanism underlying associativity and cooperativity.
\end{myquote}


LTP is generally divided into three parts that occur sequentially: Short-{}term potentiation, early LTP (E-{}LTP) and late LTP (L-{}LTP). Short-{}term potentiation isn\textquotesingle{}t well understood and will not be discussed.

E-{}LTP and L-{}LTP phases of LTP are each characterized by a series of three events: induction, maintenance and expression. Induction happens when a short-{}lived signal triggers that phase to begin. Maintenance corresponds to the persistent biochemical changes that occur in response to the induction of that phase. Expression entails the long-{}lasting cellular changes that result from activation of the maintenance signal.

Each phase of LTP has a set of mediator molecules that dictate the events of that phase. These molecules include protein receptors, enzymes, and signaling molecules that allow progression from one phase to the next. In addition to mediators, there are modulator molecules that interact with mediators to fine tune the LTP. Modulators are a bit beyond the scope of this introductory book, and won\textquotesingle{}t be discussed here.
\subparagraph{Early Phase}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{138}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Induction
\end{mydescription}
}

E-{}LTP induction begins when the calcium inside the postsynaptic cell exceeds a threshold. In many types of LTP, the flow of calcium into the cell requires the NMDA receptor, which is why these types of LTP are considered NMDA receptor-{}dependent. 

When a stimulus is applied to the presynaptic neuron, it releases a neurotransmitter, typically glutamate, onto the postsynaptic cell membrane where it binds to AMPA receptors, or AMPARs. This causes an influx of sodium ions into the postsynaptic cell, this short lived depolarization is called the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) and makes it easier for the neuron to fire an action potential.

A single stimulus doesn\textquotesingle{}t cause a big enough depolarization to trigger an E-{}LTP, instead it relies on EPSP summation. If EPSPs are reaching the cell before the others decay, they will add up. When the depolarization reaches a critical level, NMDA receptors lose the magnesium molecule they were originally plugged with and let calcium in. The rapid rise in calcium within the postsynaptic neuron trigger the short lasting activation of several enzymes that mediate E-{}LTP induction. Of particular importance are some protein kinase enzymes, including CaMKII and PKC. To a lesser extent, PKA and MAPK activation also contribute.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Maintenance
\end{mydescription}
}

During the maintenance stage of E-{}LTP, CaMKII and PKC lose their dependence on calcium and become autonomously active. They then carry out phosphorylation that underlies E-{}LTP expression.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Expression
\end{mydescription}
}

CaMKII and PKC phosphorylate existing AMPA receptors to increase their activity, and mediate the insertion of additional AMPA receptors onto the postsynaptic cell membrane. This is achieved by having a pool of nonsynaptic AMPA receptors adjacent to the postsynaptic membrane. When the appropriate stimulus arrives, the nonsynaptic AMPA receptors are brought into the postsynaptic membrane under the influence of protein kinases.

AMPA receptors are one of the most common type of receptors in the brain. Their effect is excitatory. By adding more AMPA receptors, and increasing their activity, future stimuli will generate larger postsynaptic responses.
\subparagraph{Late Phase}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{139}
Late LTP is the natural extension of E-{}LTP. L-{}LTP requires gene transcription and protein synthesis in the postsynaptic cell, unlike E-{}LTP. Late LTP is also associated with the presynaptic synthesis of synaptotagmin and an increase in synaptic vesicle number, suggesting that L-{}LTP induces protein synthesis not only in postsynaptic cells, but in presynaptic cells as well. This is discussed under \symbol{34}retrograde messenger\symbol{34} below.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Induction
\end{mydescription}
}

Late LTP is induced by changes in gene expression and protein synthesis brought about by persistent activation of protein kinases activated during E-{}LTP, such as MAPK. In fact, MAPK-{}-{}Specifically the ERK subfamily of MAPKs-{}-{}may be the molecular link between E-{}LTP and L-{}LTP, since many signaling cascades involved in E-{}LTP, including CaMKII and PKC, can converge on ERK.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Maintenance
\end{mydescription}
}

Upon activation, ERK may phosphorylate a number of cytoplasmic and nuclear molecules that ultimately result in the protein synthesis and morphological changes associated with L-{}LTP. These chemicals may include transcription factors such as CREB. ERK-{}mediated changes in transcription factor activity may trigger the synthesis of proteins that underlie the maintenance of L-{}LTP. PKMzeta is one such molecule. When this molecule is inhibited in rats, they experience retrograde amnesia (where you can\textquotesingle{}t recall previous events but short term memory works fine).
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Expression
\end{mydescription}
}

Aside from PKMzeta, many of the proteins synthesized during L-{}LTP are unknown. They are though to increase postsynaptic dendritic spine number, surface area and sensitivity to the neurotransmitter associated with L-{}LTP expression.
\subparagraph{Retrograde Signaling}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{140}
Retrograde signaling is a hypothesis that attempts to explain that, while LTP is induced and expressed postsynaptically, some evidence suggests that it is expressed presynaptically as well. The hypothesis gets its name because normal synaptic transmission is directional and proceeds from the presynaptic to the postsynaptic cell. For induction to occur postsynaptically and be partially expressed presynaptically, a message must travel from the postsynaptic cell to the presynaptic cell in a retrograde (reverse) direction. Once there, the message presumably initiates a cascade of events that leads to a presynaptic component of expression, such as the increased probability of neurotransmitter vesicle release.

Retrograde signaling is currently a contentious subject as some investigators do not believe the presynaptic cell contributes at all to the expression of LTP. Even among proponents of the hypothesis there is controversy over the identity of the messenger.
\subsubsection{Language and Speech}
\label{141}
Language depends on semantic memory so some of the same areas in the brain are involved in both memory and language. Articulation, the forming of speech, is represented bilaterally in the motor areas. However, for most individuals, language analysis and speech formation take place in regions of the left hemisphere only. The two major cortical regions involved are:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Broca\textquotesingle{}s Area
\item{}  Wernicke\textquotesingle{}s Area
\end{myenumerate}


Broca\textquotesingle{}s area is located just in front of the voice control area of the left motor cortex. This region assembles the motor sequencing of language, speech and writing. For example, patients with lesions in this area:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Are unable to understand language perfectly: they are typically able to understand nouns better than verbs or syntactical words and fragments
\item{}  May not be able to write clearly
\item{}  Usually speak in fragmented phrases and sentences, often with effort
\end{myenumerate}


Wernicke\textquotesingle{}s area is part of the auditory and visual associations cortex. This region is responsible for the analysis and formation of language content. For example, patients with lesions in this area:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Have difficulty naming objects
\item{}  Have difficulty understand the meaning of words
\item{}  Articulate speech readily but often with distorted or unintelligible meaning
\end{myenumerate}

\subsubsection{Diseases of the Limbic System}
\label{142}
There are several well known diseases that are disorders of the limbic system. Several are discussed here.
\paragraph{Schizophrenia}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{143}

An increased dopamine (DA) response in the limbic system results in schizophrenia. DA may be synthesized or secreted in excess, DA receptors may be supersensitive, and DA regulatory mechanism may be defective. Symptoms are decreased by drugs which block DA receptors. Symptoms of schizophrenia are:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Loss of touch with reality
\item{}  Decreased ability to think and reason
\item{}  Decreased ability to concentrate                                   
\item{}  Decreased memory
\item{}  Regress in child-{}like behavior
\item{}  Altered mood and impulsive behavior
\item{}  Auditory hallucinations
\end{myenumerate}

Symptoms may be so severe that the individual cannot function.
\paragraph{Depression}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{144}

Depression is the most common major mental illness and is characterized by both emotional and physical symptoms. Symptoms of depression are:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Intense sadness and despair
\item{}  Anxiety
\item{}  Loss of ability to concentrate
\item{}  Pessimism
\item{}  Feelings of low self esteem
\item{}  Insomnia or hypersomnia
\item{}  Increased or decreased appetite
\item{}  Changes in body temperature and endocrine gland function
\end{myenumerate}

10 to 15\% of depressed individuals display suicidal behavior during their lifetime.

The cause of depression and its symptoms are a mystery but we do understand that it is an illness associated with biochemical changes in the brain. A lot of research goes on to explain that it is associated with a lack of amines serotonin and norephinephrine. Therefore pharmacological treatment strategies often try to increase amine concentrations in the brain.

One class of antidepressants is monoamine oxidase inhibitors. Mono amine oxidase is an enzyme that breaks down your amines like norephinephrine and serotonin. Because the antidepressants inhibit their degradation they will remain in the synaptic cleft for a longer period of time making the effect just as if you had increased these types of neurotransmitters.

A newer class of antidepressants is selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI\textquotesingle{}s). With SSRI\textquotesingle{}s decreasing the uptake of serotonin back into the cell that will increase the amount of serotonin present in the synaptic cleft. SSRI\textquotesingle{}s are more specific than the monoamine oxidase inhibitors because they only affect serotonergic synapses. You might recognize these SSRI\textquotesingle{}s by name as Prozac and Paxil.
\paragraph{Bipolar Disorder}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{145}

Another common form of depression is manic depression. Mania is an acute state characterized by:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Excessive elation and impaired judgment
\item{}  Insomnia and irritability
\item{}  Hyperactivity
\item{}  Uncontrolled speech
\end{myenumerate}


Manic depression, also known as bipolar disorder, displays mood swings between mania and depression. The limbic system receptors are unregulated. Drugs used are unique mood stabilizers.

The hippocampus is particularly vulnerable to several disease processes, including ischemia, which is any obstruction of blood flow or oxygen deprivation, Alzheimerâ��s disease, and epilepsy. These diseases selectively attack CA1, which effectively cuts through the hippocampal circuit.
\paragraph{An Autism Link}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{146}

A connection between autism and the limbic system has also been noted as well. URL: \myplainurl{http://www.autism.org/limbic.html}
\paragraph{Case Study}
{$\text{ }$}\newline\label{147}
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I was 42 years old when my life changed forever. I had a stroke. As an avid viewer of medical programs on television I assumed that I would have physical therapy for my paralyzed left side and get on with my life. No one ever mentioned pain or the possibility of pain, as a result of the stroke. I did experience unusual sensitivity to touch while still in the hospital, but nothing to prepare me for what was to come.

The part of my brain that is damaged is the Thalamus. This turns out to be the pain center and what I have now is an out of control Thalamus, resulting in Thalamic Pain syndrome, also called Central Pain Syndrome. This means that 24 hours a day, seven days a week, my brain sends messages of pain and it never goes away. I am under the care of physicians, who not only understand chronic pain, but are also willing to treat it with whatever medications offer some help. None of the medications, not even narcotic medications, take the pain away. They just allow me to manage it so I can function.
\section{The Peripheral Nervous System}
\label{148}



\begin{minipage}{0.62500\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/35.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{35}{The Cranial Nerves}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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10 out of the 12 cranial nerves originate from the brain stem (I and II are in the cerebrum), and mainly control the functions of the anatomic structures of the head with some exceptions. CN X receives visceral sensory information from the thorax and abdomen, and CN XI is responsible for innervating the sternocleidomastoid and trapezius muscles, neither of which is exclusively in the head.

Spinal nerves take their origins from the spinal cord. They control the functions of the rest of the body. In humans, there are 31 pairs of spinal nerves: 8 cervical, 12 thoracic, 5 lumbar, 5 sacral and 1 coccygeal. The naming convention for spinal nerves is to name it after the vertebra immediately above it. Thus the fourth thoracic nerve originates just below the fourth thoracic vertebra. This convention breaks down in the cervical spine. The first spinal nerve originates above the first cervical vertebra and is called C1. This continues down to the last cervical spinal nerve, C8. There are only 7 cervical vertebrae and 8 cervical spinal nerves.
\subsection{Lateral cord}
\label{149}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The lateral pectoral nerve, C5, C6 and C7 to the pectoralis major muscle, or musculus pectoralis major. 
\item{} The musculocutaneous nerve which innervates the biceps muscle 
\item{} The median nerve, partly. The other part comes from the medial cord. See below for details. 
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Posterior cord}
\label{150}


\begin{minipage}{0.75000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/36.\SVGExtension}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{36}{diagram showing human dermatoms, i.e., skin regions with respect to the routing of their nerve connection of their afferent nerves through the spinal cord.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The upper subscapular nerve, C7 and C8, to the subscapularis muscle, or musculus supca of the rotator cuff. 
\item{} The lower subscapular nerve, C5 and C6, to the teres major muscle, or the musculus teres major, also of the rotator cuff. 
\item{} The thoracodorsal nerve, C6, C7 and C8, to the latissimus dorsi muscle, or musculus latissimus dorsi. 
\item{} The axillary nerve, which supplies sensation to the shoulder and motor to the deltoid muscle or musculus deltoideus, and the teres minor muscle, or musculus teres minor. 
\item{} The radial nerve, or nervus radialis, which innervates the triceps brachii muscle, the brachioradialis muscle, or musculus brachioradialis,, the extensor muscles of the fingers and wrist (extensor carpi radialis muscle), and the extensor and abductor muscles of the thumb. See radial nerve injuries.
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Medial cord}
\label{151}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The median pectoral nerve, C8 and T1, to the pectoralis muscle 
\item{} The medial brachial cutaneous nerve, T1 
\item{} The medial antebrachial cutaneous nerve, C8 and T1 
\item{} The median nerve, partly. The other part comes from the lateral cord. C7, C8 and T1 nerve roots. The first branch of the median nerve is to the pronator teres muscle, then the flexor carpi radialis, the palmaris longus and the flexor digitorum superficialis. The median nerve provides sensation to the anterior palm, the anterior thumb, index finger and middle finger. It is the nerve compressed in carpal tunnel syndrome. 
\item{} The ulnar nerve originates in nerve roots C7, C8 and T1. It provides sensation to the ring and pinky fingers. It innervates the flexor carpi ulnaris muscle, the flexor digitorum profundus muscle to the ring and pinky fingers, and the intrinsic muscles of the hand (the interosseous muscle, the lumbrical muscles and the flexor pollicis brevis muscle). This nerve traverses a groove on the elbow called the cubital tunnel, also known as the funny bone. Striking the nerve at this point produces an unpleasant sensation in the ring and little fingers.
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Other thoracic spinal nerves (T3-{}T12)}
\label{152}

The remainder of the thoracic spinal nerves, T3 through T12, do little recombining. They form the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries intercostal nerves}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], so named because they run between the ribs. For points of reference, the 7th intercostal nerve terminates at the lower end of the sternum, also known as the xyphoid process. The 10th intercostal nerve terminates at the umbilicus, or the belly button.
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The basic route of the efferent somatic nervous system includes a two neuron sequence. The first is the upper motor neuron, whose cell body is located in the precentral gyrus (Brodman Area 4) of the brain. It receives stimuli from this area to control skeletal (voluntary) muscle. The upper motor neuron carries this stimulus down the corticospinal tract and synapses in the ventral horn of the spinal cord with the alpha motor neuron, a lower motor neuron. The upper motor neuron releases acetylcholine from its axon terminal knobs and these are received by nicotinic receptors on the alpha motor neuron. The alpha motor neurons cell body sends the stimulus down its axon via the ventral root of the spinal cord and proceeds to its neuromuscular junction of its skeletal muscle. There, it releases acetylcholine from its axon terminal knobs to the muscles nicotinic receptors, resulting in stimulus to contract the muscle.

The somatic system includes all the neurons connected with the muscles, sense organs and skin. It deals with sensory information and controls the movement of the body.
\section{The Autonomic System}
\label{153}
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\subsection{The Sympathetic and Parasympathetic Systems}
\label{154}
The sympathetic nervous system activates what is often termed the fight or flight response, as it is most active under sudden stressful circumstances (such as being attacked). This response is also known as sympathetico-{}adrenal response of the body, as the pre-{}ganglionic sympathetic fibers that end in the adrenal medulla (but also all other sympathetic fibers) secrete acetylcholine, which activates the secretion of adrenaline (epinephrine) and to a lesser extent noradrenaline (norepinephrine) from it. Therefore, this response that acts primarily on the cardiovascular system is mediated directly via impulses transmitted through the sympathetic nervous system and indirectly via catecholamines secreted from the adrenal medulla.

Western science typically looks at the SNS as an automatic regulation system, that is, one that operates without the intervention of conscious thought. Some evolutionary theorists suggest that the sympathetic nervous system operated in early organisms to maintain survival (Origins of Consciousness, Robert Ornstein; et al.), as the sympathetic nervous system is responsible for priming the body for action. One example of this priming is in the moments before waking, in which sympathetic outflow spontaneously increases in preparation for action.

The parasympathetic nervous system is part of the autonomic nervous system. Sometimes called the rest and digest system or feed and breed. The parasympathetic system conserves energy as it slows the heart rate, increases intestinal and gland activity, and relaxes sphincter muscles in the gastrointestinal tract.

After high stress situations (ie: fighting for your life) the parasympathetic nervous system has a backlash reaction that balances out the reaction of the sympathetic nervous system.  For example, the increase in heart rate that comes along with a sympathetic reaction will result in an abnormally slow heart rate during a parasympathetic reaction.
\subsection{Organization}
\label{155}

Sympathetic nerves originate inside the vertebral column, toward the middle of the spinal cord in the intermediolateral cell column (or lateral horn), beginning at the first thoracic segment of the spinal cord and extending into the second or third lumbar segments. Because its cells begin in the thoracic and lumbar regions of the spinal cord, the SNS is said to have a thoracolumbar outflow. Axons of these nerves leave the spinal cord in the ventral branches (rami) of the spinal nerves, and then separate out as \textquotesingle{}white rami\textquotesingle{} (so called from the shiny white sheaths of myelin around each axon) which connect to two chain ganglia extending alongside the vertebral column on the left and right. These elongated ganglia are also known as paravertebral ganglia or sympathetic trunks. In these hubs, connections (synapses) are made which then distribute the nerves to major organs, glands, and other parts of the body. {$\text{[}$}1{$\text{]}$}

In order to reach the target organs and glands, the axons must travel long distances in the body, and, to accomplish this, many axons link up with the axon of a second cell. The ends of the axons do not make direct contact, but rather link across a space, the synapse.

In the SNS and other components of the peripheral nervous system, these synapses are made at sites called ganglia. The cell that sends its fiber is called a preganglionic cell, while the cell whose fiber leaves the ganglion is called a postganglionic cell. As mentioned previously, the preganglionic cells of the SNS are located between the first thoracic segment and the second or third lumbar segments of the spinal cord. Postganglionic cells have their cell bodies in the ganglia and send their axons to target organs or glands.

The ganglia include not just the sympathetic trunks but also the superior cervical ganglion (which sends sympathetic nerve fibers to the head), and the celiac and mesenteric ganglia (which send sympathetic fibers to the gut).
\subsection{Information transmission}
\label{156}
Messages travel through the SNS in a bidirectional flow. Efferent messages can trigger changes in different parts of the body simultaneously. For example, the sympathetic nervous system can accelerate heart rate; widen bronchial passages; decrease motility (movement) of the large intestine; constrict blood vessels; increase peristalsis in the esophagus; cause pupil dilation, piloerection (goose bumps) and perspiration (sweating); and raise blood pressure. Afferent messages carry sensations such as heat, cold, or pain.

The first synapse (in the sympathetic chain) is mediated by nicotinic receptors physiologically activated by acetylcholine, and the target synapse is mediated by adrenergic receptors physiologically activated by either noradrenaline or adrenaline. An exception is with sweat glands which receive sympathetic innervation but have muscarinic acetylcholine receptors which are normally characteristic of PNS. Another exception is with certain deep muscle blood vessels, which have acetylcholine receptors and which dilate (rather than constrict) with an increase in sympathetic tone.
The sympathetic system cell bodies are located on the spinal cord excluding the cranial and sacral regions, specifically the thoracolumbar region (T1-{}L3). The preganglionic neurons exit from the vertebral column and synapse with the postganglonic neurons in the sympathetic trunk.

The parasympathetic nervous system is one of three divisions of the autonomic nervous system. Sometimes called the rest and digest system, the parasympathetic system conserves energy as it slows the heart rate, increases intestinal and gland activity, and relaxes sphincter muscles in the gastrointestinal tract.
\subsection{Relationship to sympathetic}
\label{157}

While an oversimplification, it is said that the parasympathetic system acts in a reciprocal manner to the effects of the sympathetic nervous system; in fact, in some tissues innervated by both systems, the effects are synergistic.

\subsection{Receptors}
\label{158}

The parasympathetic nervous system uses only acetylcholine (ACh) as its neurotransmitter. The ACh acts on two types of receptors, the muscarinic and nicotinic cholinergic receptors. Most transmissions occur in two stages: When stimulated, the preganglionic nerve releases ACh at the ganglion, which acts on nicotinic receptors of the postganglionic nerve. The postganglionic nerve then releases ACh to stimulate the muscarinic receptors of the target organ.


The three main types of muscarinic receptors that are well characterised are:


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The M1 muscarinic receptors are located in the neural system.
\item{} The M2 muscarinic receptors are located in the heart, and act to bring the heart back to normal after the actions of the sympathetic nervous system: slowing down the heart rate, reducing contractile forces of the atrial cardiac muscle, and reducing conduction velocity of the atrioventricular node (AV node). Note, they have no effect on the contractile forces of the ventricular muscle.
\item{} The M3 muscarinic receptors are located at many places in the body, such as the smooth muscles of the blood vessels, as well as the lungs, which means that they cause vasoconstriction and bronchoconstriction. They are also in the smooth muscles of the gastrointestinal tract (GIT), which help in increasing intestinal motility and dilating sphincters. The M3 receptors are also located in many glands that help to stimulate secretion in salivary glands and other glands of the body.
\end{myitemize}

\section{Nervous Tissue}
\label{159}

The nervous system coordinates the activity of the muscles, monitors the organs, constructs and also stops input from the senses, and initiates actions. Prominent participants in a nervous system include neurons and nerves, which play roles in such coordination.Our nervous tissue only consists of two types of cells. These cells are neurons and neuroglia cells. The neurons are responsible for transmitting nerve impulses. Neuroglia cells are responsible for supporting and nourishing the neuron cells.
\subsection{Types of Neurons}
\label{160}
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There are three types of neurons in the body. We have sensory neurons, interneurons, and motor neurons. Neurons are a major class of cells in the nervous system. Neurons are sometimes called nerve cells, though this term is technically imprecise, as many neurons do not form nerves. In vertebrates, neurons are found in the brain, the spinal cord and in the nerves and ganglia of the peripheral nervous system. Their main role is to process and transmit information. Neurons have excitable membranes, which allow them to generate and propagate electrical impulses. Sensory neuron takes nerve impulses or messages right from the sensory receptor and delivers it to the central nervous system. A sensory receptor is a structure that can find any kind of change in it\textquotesingle{}s surroundings or environment. 
\subsection{Structure of a neuron}
\label{161}
Neurons have three different parts to them. They all have an axon, a cell body and dendrites. The axon is the part of the neuron that conducts nerve impulses. Axons can get to be quite long. When an axon is present in nerves, it is called a nerve fiber. A cell body has a nucleus and it also has other organelles. The dendrites are the short pieces that come off of the cell body that receive the signals from sensory receptors and other neurons.
\subsection{Myelin Sheath}
\label{162}
Schwann cells contain a lipid substance called myelin in their plasma membranes. When schwann cells wrap around axons, a myelin sheath forms. There are gaps that have no myelin sheath around them; these gaps are called nodes of Ranvier. Myelin sheathes make excellent insulators. Axons that are longer have a myelin sheath, while shorter axons do not. The disease multiple sclerosis is an autoimmune disease where the body attacks the myelin sheath of the central nervous system.
\section{Case Study}
\label{163}
A 35-{}year-{}old male in 1986 had been admitted to a hospital in Florida three weeks previous to being diagnosed, with complaints of weakness and spasticity in the right leg, difficulties with  balance, and fatigue and malaise. Tests performed at the Florida hospital had revealed abnormalities in spinal fluid and MRI brain scan. The patient complained of being severely depressed and anxious. He had anger at his circumstances and frequent crying spells. One month previously he had noticed aching and loss of vision in the left eye that had since improved.

This man was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis (MS). MS is a chronic, degenerative, and progressive   disorder that affects the nerve fibers in the brain and spinal cord. Myelin is a fatty substance  that surrounds and insulates the nerve fibers and facilitates the conduction of the nerve impulse  transmissions. MS is characterized by intermittent damage to myelin (called demyelination) caused  by the destruction of specialized cells (oligodendrocytes) that form the substance. Demyelination causes scarring and hardening (sclerosis) of nerve fibers usually in the spinal  cord, brain stem, and optic nerves, which slows nerve impulses and results in weakness, numbness,  pain, and vision loss.  Because different nerves are affected at different times, MS symptoms  often worsen (exacerbate), improve, and develop in different areas of the body. Early symptoms of the disorder may include vision changes (blurred vision, blind spots) and muscle weakness.  MS can progress steadily or cause acute attacks (exacerbations) followed by partial or complete reduction in symptoms (remission). Most patients with the disease have a normal lifespan. {\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}There are different types of MS
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Multiple sclerosis is classified according to frequency and severity of neurological symptoms, the ability of the CNS to recover, and the accumulation of damage. 
\end{myquote}
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\subsection{Treating Depression}
\label{164}

Every now and then we all feel a little blue, these feelings can be caused by losing a loved one.  Clinical depression goes much further than just feeling down.  Depression has many symptoms, including lack of energy, abnormal eating habits (either too much or too little) and sleeping problems (also too much or too little).  Often a person can feel worthless and have thoughts of committing suicide.  The cause of depression and its symptoms are a mystery but we do understand that it is an illness associated with biochemical changes in the brain.  A lot of research goes on to explain that it is associated with a lack of amines serotonin and norephinephrine.  Therefore pharmacological treatment strategies often try to increase amine concentrations in the brain.  

One class of antidepressants is monoamine oxidase inhibitors. Mono amine oxidase is a enzyme that breaks down your amines like norephinephrine and serotonin.  Because the antidepressants inhibit their degradation they will remain in the synaptic cleft for a longer period of time making the effect just as if you had increased theses types of neurotransmitters.  

A newer class of antidepressants is selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI\textquotesingle{}s).  With SSRI\textquotesingle{}s decreasing the uptake of serotonin back into the cell that will increase the amount of serotonin present in the synaptic cleft.  SSRI\textquotesingle{}s are more specific than the monoamine oxidase inhibitors because they only affect serotonergic synapses.  You might recognize these SSRI\textquotesingle{}s by name as Prozac and Paxil.
\section{Drugs}
\label{165}
A drug is, generally speaking, any substance that changes the way your body works. Some drugs have a medicinal effect, and some are used recreationally. They have diverse effects, depending on the drug. Drugs can do anything from diminish pain, to preventing blood clots, to helping a depressed person.

Different drugs work in different ways, called the mechanism of action, the drugs covered here will all act on the nervous system via receptors on different neurons. There are also drugs that change how enzymes work, but that\textquotesingle{}s not part of the nervous system (at least directly) and will not be discussed here.

You\textquotesingle{}ve probably heard the terms stimulant (excitatory) and depressant (inhibitory). This is a broad way of classifying drugs that work on the CNS. Depressants slow down neural function, and stimulants speed it up.

Most of the common depressants (including alcohol, benzodiazepines, barbiturates and GHB) work on GABA receptors, although there are others. Opiates, for example, work on mu opioid receptors and also produce inhibitory effects, and some antipsychotics block serotonin. See the alcohol section below to see one way this can work.

Stimulants work mostly with epinephrine, dopamine or serotonin (or a combination of them). Many of them either mimic one, or stop them from leaving the synapse, causing more action potentials to be fired. Methamphetamine, discussed below, is a fairly typical stimulant drug.
\subsection{Drug Abuse}
\label{166}
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Scientists have long accepted that there is a biological basis for drug addiction, though the exact mechanisms responsible are only now being identified. It is believed that addictive substances create dependence in the user by changing the brain\textquotesingle{}s reward functions, located in the mesolimbic dopamine systemâ��the part of the brain that reinforces certain behaviors such as eating, sexual intercourse, exercise, and social interaction. Addictive substances, through various means and to different degrees, cause the synapses of this system to flood with excessive amounts of dopamine, creating a brief rush of euphoria more commonly called a \symbol{34}highâ��. Some say that abuse begins when the user begins shirking responsibility in order to afford drugs or to have enough time to use them. Some say it begins when a person uses \symbol{34}excessive\symbol{34} amounts, while others draw the line at the point of legality, and others believe it amounts to chronic use despite degenerating mental and physical health in the user. Some think that any intoxicant consumption is an inappropriate activity. Here are some drugs that are abused frequently:
Acid/LSD, Alcohol, various tryptamines and phenethylamines, Cocaine, Ecstasy/MDMA, Heroin, Inhalants, Marijuana, Methamphetamine, PCP/Phencyclidine, Prescription Medications, Smoking/Nicotine and Steroids.
\subsection{Alcohol}
\label{167}

Alcohol is, and has been for thousands of years, one of the most commonly used drugs in the world. It is legal, with some restrictions and exceptions, nearly everywhere. It is a common misconception that somehow alcohol is \textquotesingle{}better\textquotesingle{} or \textquotesingle{}safer\textquotesingle{} than other recreational drugs. This is simply NOT the case. Alcohol is a depressant, and as such it has the potential to cause coma, respiratory depression/arrest and possibly death. Compared with some other (illegal in most places) drugs of recreational value (such as marijuana, serotonin based hallucinogens like LSD or psilocybin) alcohol is far more toxic and has more risk of overdose. That doesn\textquotesingle{}t mean that moderate drinking will probably hurt you, though, either.

Short term effects from drinking (listed roughly as they appear, and as dosage goes up) are: decreased inhibitions and, thus, judgment, flushing of the face, drowsiness, memory problems, severe motor impairment, blurry vision, dizziness, confusion, nausea, possible unconsciousness, coma, and death (due to respiratory arrest or possibly aspiration on vomit).

Alcohol produces these effects mainly via the GABA receptors in the brain. When GABA (or in this case alcohol) binds to it\textquotesingle{}s receptor, it lets either Cl-{} ions in, or K+ out. This is called hyperpolarization, or an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP). It makes it harder for the neuron to depolarize and hence harder for it to fire an action potential, slowing neural function. At higher doses alcohol will start to block NMDA. NMDA is involved in memory (see the long-{}term potentiation section) so this is thought to account for memory blackouts.
\subsection{Methamphetamine}
\label{168}
In the US, medically prescribed {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries methamphetamine}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is distributed in tablet form under the brand name DesoxynÂ®, generally for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) but also for narcolepsy or obesity.

Illicit methamphetamine comes in a variety of forms. Most commonly it is found as a colorless crystalline solid, sold on the street under a variety of names, such as: crystal meth or crystal. Methamphetamine may also be referred to as shards, rock, pony, crissie, crystal, glass, ice, Jib, critter, Tina, tweak or crank. Dope may refer to methamphetamine or other drugs, especially heroin or marijuana. The term \symbol{34}speed\symbol{34} can denote any stimulant including other amphetamines (e.g. adderall), cocaine and methylphenidate (Ritalin).

Methamphetamine can be injected (either subcutaneous, intramuscular or intravenous), smoked, snorted, swallowed, or used rectally or sublingually. The latter two being fairly uncommon. After administration, methamphetamine takes from a few seconds (smoked or injected IV) to around 30 minutes (oral) for effects to arise, lasting around eight hours depending on the route of administration. Effects/side effects include euphoria, anorexia, increased energy, clenching of the jaw/grinding of teeth (bruxism), weight loss, insomnia, tooth decay and psychosis among others.

Methamphetamine is neurotoxic to at least some areas of the brain, and owes most of its effects to the neurotransmitters dopamine, norepinephrine and serotonin it releases. It also blocks the reuptake of those neurotransmitters, causing them to stay in the synaptic cleft longer than normal.
\subsection{Marijuana}
\label{169}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{41}{Cannabis sativa.}
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Marijuana contains a myriad of chemicals, called cannabinoids, that have psychoactive and medicinal effects when consumed, the major one being tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). THC serves to mimic the endogenous neurotransmitter anandamide (also found in chocolate) at the CB\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsubscript{1} receptors in the brain. Other cannabinoids include Cannabidiol (CBD), cannabinol (CBN) and tetrahydrocannabivarin (THCV). Although THC is found in all parts of the plant, the flower of the female plant has the highest concentration, commonly around eight percent. The flowers can be used, or they can be refined. Trichomes contain most of the THC on the flowers and can be removed by a few different methods. These removed trichomes are called kief. Kief can, in turn, be pressed into hashish. By far the most common way to consume any of these products is by smoking, but it can be taken orally as well.

Cannabis has a very long, very good safety record. Nobody on record has ever died because of marijuana, directly at least. It is estimated that it would take 1-{}1.8 kilograms of average potency marijuana, taken orally, to have a fifty percent chance of killing a 68kg human. Despite this, the possession, use, or sale of psychoactive cannabis products became illegal in many parts of the world in the early 20th century. Since then, while some countries have intensified the enforcement of cannabis prohibition, others have reduced the priority of enforcement to the point of de facto legality. Cannabis remains illegal in the vast majority of the world\textquotesingle{}s countries.

The nature and intensity of the immediate effects of cannabis consumption vary according to the dose, the species or hybridization of the source plant, the method of consumption, the user\textquotesingle{}s mental and physical characteristics (such as possible tolerance), and the environment of consumption. This is sometimes referred to as set and setting. Smoking the same cannabis either in a different frame of mind (set) or in a different location (setting) can alter the effects or perception of the effects by the individual. Effects of cannabis consumption may be loosely classified as cognitive and physical. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the Cannabis sativa species tends to produce more of the cognitive or perceptual effects, while Cannabis indica tends to produce more of the physical effects.
\section{Review Questions}
\label{170}
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\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#The_Nervous_System}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1. The junction between one neuron and the next, or between a neuron and an effector is called:
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  A synapse 
\item{} B )  A dendrite 
\item{} C )  A neuotransmitter 
\item{} D )  A ventricle 
\item{} E )  None of the above
\end{myquote}


2. A fast excitatory synapses follows this order:
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  (1) neurotransmitter released  (2) diffused across the synaptic cleft to a receptor protein (3) binding of the transmitter opens pores in the ion channels and positive ions move in. 
\item{} B )  (1) neurotransmitter released  (2) diffused across the synaptic cleft to a receptor protein (3) binding of the transmitter opens pores in the ion channels and negative ions move in. 
\item{} C )  (1) neurotransmitter released  (2) diffused across the synaptic cleft to a receptor amino acid (3) binding of the transmitter opens pores in the ion channels and positive ions move in. 
\item{} D )  (1) diffused across the synaptic cleft to a receptor protein (2) neurotransmitter released  (3) binding of the transmitter opens pores in the ion channels and positive ions move in. 
\item{} E )  None of the above
\end{myquote}


3. Resting potential is
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  excess positive ions accumulate inside the plasma membrane 
\item{} B )  excess negative ions accumulate inside the plasma membrane 
\item{} C )  excess positive ions accumulate outside the plasma membrane  
\item{} D )  both b \& c 
\item{} E )  both a \& c
\end{myquote}


4. Sensory neurons have:
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  A short dendrite and a long axon 
\item{} B )  A short dendrite and a short axon 
\item{} C )  A long dendrite and a short axon 
\item{} D )  A long dendrite and a long axon 
\item{} E )  Their axons and dendrites may be either long or short
\end{myquote}


5. \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_blocks Acetylcholine receptor sites causing muscle relaxation.
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  Novocain 
\item{} B )  curare 
\item{} C )  Nicotine 
\item{} D )  Nerve gases 
\end{myquote}


6. Transmission across a synapse is dependent on the release of \_\_\_\_\_\_\_?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  neurotransmitters 
\item{} B )  synaptic vesicle 
\item{} C )  neuromuscular tissue 
\item{} D )  receptor proteins
\end{myquote}


7. Motor neurons take messages
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  from the muscle fiber to the central nervous system 
\item{} B )  away from the central nervous system to the central nervous system 
\item{} C )  that are classified 
\item{} D )  away from the central nervous system to muscle fiber
\end{myquote}


8. The medulla oblongata helps to regulate which of the following:
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  Breathing 
\item{} B )  Heartbeat 
\item{} C )  Sneezing 
\item{} D )  Vomiting 
\item{} E )  All of the above
\end{myquote}


9. The nervous systems main components are what? 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) The Synapses and Sprinal cord
\item{} B) The neurons and the synapses
\item{} C) The bain and the neurons
\item{} D)The brain and the spinal cord
\end{myquote}


10. Explain what LTP does to enhance communication between two neurons, on the postsynaptic end.

11. Explain what LTP does to enhance communication between two neurons, on the presynaptic end.
\section{Glossary}
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{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Presynaptic Cell}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] The cell on the sending (first) end of the synapse.
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{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Somatic Nervous System (SNS):}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] the part of the peripheral nervous system associated with the voluntary control of body movements through the action of skeletal muscles, and also reception of external stimuli
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\chapter{The Senses}

\label{173}
\LaTeXNullTemplate{}
\section{What are Senses?}
\label{174}
We experience reality through our senses. Senses are the physiological methods of perception, so a sense is a faculty by which outside stimuli are perceived. The senses and their operation, classification, and theory are overlapping topics studied by a variety of fields. Many neurologists disagree about how many senses there actually are due to a broad interpretation of the definition of a sense. Our senses are split into two different groups. Our {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries exteroceptors}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] detect stimulation from the outsides of our body. For example smell, taste, and equilibrium. The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries interoceptors}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] receive stimulation from the inside of our bodies. For instance, blood pressure dropping, changes in the glucose and pH levels.  Children are generally taught that there are five senses (sight, hearing, touch, smell, taste). However, it is generally agreed that there are at least seven different senses in humans, and a minimum of two more observed in other organisms. Sense can also differ from one person to the next. Take taste for an example: what may taste great to one person will taste awful to someone else. This has to do with how the brain interprets the stimuli that are received.
\section{Chemoreception}
\label{175}

The senses of {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries gustation}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (taste) and {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries olfaction}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (smell) fall under the category of {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries chemoreception}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  Specialized cells act as receptors for certain chemical compounds.  As these compounds react with the receptors, an impulse is sent to the brain and is registered as a certain taste or smell. Gustation and olfaction are chemical senses because the receptors they contain are sensitive to the molecules in the food we eat, along with the air we breathe.
\subsection{Gustatory System}
\label{176}

In humans, the sense of {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries taste}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is transduced by {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries taste buds}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] and is conveyed via three of the twelve cranial nerves. Cranial nerve VII, the facial nerve, carries taste sensations from the anterior two thirds of the tongue (excluding the circumvallate papillae, see lingual papilla) and soft palate. Cranial nerve IX the glossopharyngeal nerve carries taste sensations from the posterior one third of the tongue (including the circumvallate papillae). Also a branch of the vagus nerve carries some taste sensations from the back of the oral cavity (i.e. pharynx and epiglottis). Information from these cranial nerves is processed by the gustatory system. Though there are small differences in sensation, which can be measured with highly specific instruments, all taste buds can respond to all types of taste. Sensitivity to all tastes is distributed across the whole tongue and indeed to other regions of the mouth where there are taste buds (epiglottis, soft palate).
\subsubsection{Papilla}
\label{177}
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\begin{myitemize}
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\end{myitemize}

\subsubsection{Structure of Taste Buds}
\label{178}



\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/42.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{42}{The mouth cavity. The cheeks have been slit transversely and the tongue pulled forward.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}





\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/43.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{43}{Semidiagrammatic view of a portion of the mucous membrane of the tongue. Two fungiform papillÃ¦ are shown. On some of the filiform papillÃ¦ the epithelial prolongations stand erect, in one they are spread out, and in three they are folded in. }
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



Each taste bud is flask-{}like in shape, its broad base resting on the corium, and its neck opening by an orifice, the gustatory pore, between the cells of the epithelium.

The bud is formed by two kinds of cells: supporting cells and gustatory cells.

The supporting cells are mostly arranged like the staves of a cask, and form an outer envelope for the bud. Some, however, are found in the interior of the bud between the gustatory cells.
The gustatory cells occupy the central portion of the bud; they are spindle-{}shaped, and each possesses a large spherical nucleus near the middle of the cell.
The peripheral end of the cell terminates at the gustatory pore in a fine hair-{}like filament, the gustatory hair.

The central process passes toward the deep extremity of the bud, and there ends in single or bifurcated varicosities.

The nerve fibrils after losing their medullary sheaths enter the taste bud, and end in fine extremities between the gustatory cells; other nerve fibrils ramify between the supporting cells and terminate in fine extremities; these, however, are believed to be nerves of ordinary sensation and not gustatory.


\begin{myquote}
\item{}
\end{myquote}

\subsubsection{Types of Taste}
\label{179}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Salt
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Arguably the simplest receptor found in the mouth is the salt (NaCl) receptor. An ion channel in the taste cell wall allows Na+ ions to enter the cell. This on its own depolarises the cell, and opens voltage-{}regulated Ca2+ gates, flooding the cell with ions and leading to neurotransmitter release. This sodium channel is known as enc and is composed of three sub-{}units. En Ac can be blocked by the drug amiloride in many mammals, especially rats. The sensitivity of the salt taste to amiloride in humans, however, is much less pronounced, leading to conjecture that there may be additional receptor proteins besides EnAC that may not have been discovered yet.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Sour
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Sour taste signals the presence of acidic compounds (H+ ions in solution). There are three different receptor proteins at work in sour taste. The first is a simple ion channel which allows hydrogen ions to flow directly into the cell. The protein for this is EnAC, the same protein involved in the distinction of salt taste (this implies a relationship between salt and sour receptors and could explain why salty taste is reduced when a sour taste is present). There are also H+ gated channels present. The first is a K+ channel, which ordinarily allows K+ ions to escape from the cell. H+ ions block these, trapping the potassium ions inside the cell (this receptor is classified as MDEG1 of the EnAC/Deg Family). A third protein opens to Na+ ions when a hydrogen ion attaches to it, allowing the sodium ions to flow down the concentration gradient into the cell. The influx of ions leads to the opening of a voltage regulated Ca2+ gate. These receptors work together and lead to depolarization of the cell and neurotransmitter release.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Bitter
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} There are many classes of bitter compounds which can be chemically very different. It is interesting that the human body has evolved a very sophisticated sense for bitter substances: we can distinguish between the many radically different compounds which produce a generally â��bitterâ�� response. This may be because the sense of bitter taste is so important to survival, as ingesting a bitter compound may lead to injury or death. Bitter compounds act through structures in the taste cell walls called G-{}protein coupled receptors (GPCRâ��s). Recently, a new group of GPCRâ��s was discovered, known as the T2Râ��s, which is thought to only respond to bitter stimuli. When the bitter compound activates the GPCR, it in turn releases gustducin, the G-{}protein it was coupled to. Gustducin is made of three subunits. When it is activated by the GPCR, its subunits break apart and activate phosphodiesterase, a nearby enzyme. It then converts a precursor within the cell into a secondary messenger, which closes potassium ion channels. This secondary messenger can stimulate the endoplasmic reticulum to release Ca2+, which contributes to depolarization. This leads to a build-{}up of potassium ions in the cell, depolarization, and neurotransmitter release. It is also possible for some bitter tastants to interact directly with the G-{}protein, because of a structural similarity to the relevant GPCR.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Sweet
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Like bitter tastes, sweet taste transduction involves GPCRâ��s. The specific mechanism depends on the specific molecule. â��Naturalâ�� sweeteners such as saccharides activate the GPCR, which releases gustducin. The gustducin then activates the molecule adenylate cyclase, which is already inside the cell. This molecule increases concentration of the molecule cAMP, or adenosine 3\textquotesingle{}, 5\textquotesingle{}-{}cyclic monophosphate. This protein will either directly or indirectly close potassium ion channels, leading to depolarization and neurotransmitter release. Synthetic sweeteners such as saccharin activate different GPCRâ��s, initiating a similar process of protein transitions, starting with the protein phospholipase A, which ultimately leads to the blocking of potassium ion channels.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Umami
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Umami is a Japanese word meaning \symbol{34}savory\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}meaty\symbol{34}. It is thought that umami receptors act much the same way as bitter and sweet receptors (they involve GPCRâ��s), but not much is known about their specific function. We do know that umami detects glutamates that are common in meats, cheese and other protein-{}heavy foods. Umami receptors react to foods treated with monosodium glutamate (MSG). This explains why eating foods that have MSG in them often give a sense of fullness. It is thought that the amino acid L-{}glutamate bonds to a type of GPCR known as a metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR4). This causes the G-{}protein complex to activate a secondary receptor, which ultimately leads to neurotransmitter release. The intermediate steps are not known.
\end{myquote}

\subsubsection{Disorders of the Tongue}
\label{180}
\begin{myquote}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Loss of taste}
\item{} {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  You may lose your sense of taste if the facial nerve is damaged. Then there is also Sjogren\textquotesingle{}s Syndrome where the saliva production is reduced. In most cases the loss of taste is typically a symptom of {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries anosmia}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] â�� a loss of the sense of smell.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Sore tongue}
\item{} {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  It is usually caused by some form of trauma, such as biting your tongue, or eating piping-{}hot or highly acidic food or drink.
\item{}  If your top and bottom teeth donâ��t fit neatly together, tongue trauma is more likely.
\item{}  Some people may experience a sore tongue from grinding their teeth {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries (bruxism).}
\item{} {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] Disorders such as diabetes, anemia, some types of vitamin deficiency and certain skin diseases can include a sore tongue among the range of symptoms.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Glossodynia}
\item{} {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]    A condition characterized by a burning sensation on the tongue.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Benign migratory glossitis}
\item{} {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] This condition is characterized by irregular and inflamed patches on the tongue surface that often have white borders. The tongue may be generally swollen, red and sore. Another name for this condition is geographic tongue. The cause of benign migratory glossitis is unknown.
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Risk factors are thought to include}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Mineral or vitamin deficiencies
\item{} Local irritants, such as strong mouthwashes, cigarettes or alcohol
\item{} Certain forms of anemia
\item{} Infection
\item{} Certain medications
\item{} Stress
\end{myitemize}

\end{myquote}

\subsection{Olfactory System}
\label{181}

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Olfaction}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the sense of smell. In humans, the sense of {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Smell}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is received in {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries nasopharynx}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. Airborne molecules go into solution on moist epithelial surface of nasal passage.  An olfactory receptors neuron sends an impulse via Cranial nerve I the olfactory nerve.
Although 80-{}90\% of what we think is \symbol{34}taste\symbol{34} actually is due to smell. This is why when we have a head cold or stuffed up nose we have a harder time tasting our foods.
\subsubsection{Receptors}
\label{182}

Humans have 347 functional odor receptor genes; the other genes have nonsense mutations. This number was determined by analyzing the genome in the Human Genome Project; the number may vary among ethnic groups, and does vary among individuals. For example, not all people can smell androstenone, a component of male sweat.

Each olfactory receptor neuron in the nose expresses only one functional odor receptor. Odor receptor nerve cells may function like a key-{}lock system: if the odor molecules can fit into the lock the nerve cell will respond. According to shape theory, each receptor detects a feature of the odor molecule. Weak-{}shape theory, known as odotope theory, suggests that different receptors detect only small pieces of molecules, and these minimal inputs are combined to create a larger olfactory perception (similar to the way visual perception is built up of smaller, information-{}poor sensations, combined and refined to create a detailed overall perception). An alternative theory, the vibration theory proposed by Luca Turin (1996, 2002), posits that odor receptors detect the frequencies of vibrations of odor molecules in the infrared range by electron tunneling. However, the behavioral predictions of this theory have been found lacking (Keller and Vosshall, 2004).

An olfactory receptor neuron, also called an olfactory sensory neuron, is the primary transduction cell in the olfactory system. Humans have about 40 million olfactory receptor neurons. In vertebrates, olfactory receptor neurons reside on the olfactory epithelium in the nasal cavity. These cells are bipolar neurons with a dendrite facing the interior space of the nasal cavity and an axon that travels along the olfactory nerve to the olfactory bulb.

Many tiny hair-{}like cilia protrude from the olfactory receptor cell\textquotesingle{}s dendrite and into the mucus covering the surface of the olfactory epithelium. These cilia contain olfactory receptors, a type of G protein-{}coupled receptor. Each olfactory receptor cell contains only one type of olfactory receptor, but many separate olfactory receptor cells contain the same type of olfactory receptor. The axons of olfactory receptor cells of the same type converge to form glomeruli in the olfactory bulb.

Olfactory receptors can bind to a variety of odor molecules. The activated olfactory receptor in turn activates the intracellular G-{}protein GOLF, and adenylate cyclase and production of Cyclic AMP opens ion channels in the cell membrane, resulting in an influx of sodium and calcium ions into the cell. This influx of positive ions causes the neuron to depolarize, generating an action potential.

Individual olfactory receptor neurons are replaced approximately every 40 days by neural stem cells residing in the olfactory epithelium. The regeneration of olfactory receptor cells, as one of the only few instances of adult neurogenesis in the central nervous system, has raised considerable interest in dissecting the pathways for neural development and differentiation in adult organisms.
\subsubsection{In the brain}
\label{183}
The axons from all the thousands of cells expressing the same odor receptor converge in the olfactory bulb. Mitral cells in the olfactory bulb send the information about the individual features to other parts of the olfactory system in the brain, which puts together the features into a representation of the odor. Since most odor molecules have many individual features, the combination of features gives the olfactory system a broad range of odors that it can detect.

Odor information is easily stored in long term memory and has strong connections to emotional memory. This is possibly due to the olfactory system\textquotesingle{}s close anatomical ties to the limbic system and hippocampus, areas of the brain that have long been known to be involved in emotion and place memory, respectively.


\begin{minipage}{0.62500\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/44.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{44}{The Olfactory Nerve leading to the brain.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\subsubsection{Pheromonal olfaction}
\label{184}
Some pheromones are detected by the olfactory system, although in many vertebrates pheromones are also detected by the vomeronasal organ, located in the vomer, between the nose and the mouth. Snakes use it to smell prey, sticking their tongue out and touching it to the organ. Some mammals make a face called flehmen to direct air to this organ. In humans, it is unknown whether or not pheromones exist.
\subsubsection{Olfaction and Gustation}
\label{185}
Olfaction, taste and trigeminal receptors together contribute to flavor.  It should be emphasized that there are no more than 5 distinctive tastes: salty, sour, sweet, bitter, and umami. The 10,000 different scents which humans usually recognize as \textquotesingle{}tastes\textquotesingle{} are often lost or severely diminished with the loss of olfaction.  This is the reason why food has little flavor when your nose is blocked, as from a cold.

The key nutrition players in our taste is the olfactory function, 80-{}90\% of what we consider taste is dependent on our senses of smell.  With aging our olfactory function declines. In the elderly careful monitoring of appetite is necessary due to the alterations in the olfactory function.  Nutritionist suggest giving a dual approach of supplementation of the trace minerals zinc and iron to enhance the smell and taste senses.
\subsubsection{Disorders of Olfaction}
\label{186}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Anosmia
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Anosmia is the lack of olfaction, or a loss of the sense of smell. It can be either temporary or permanent. A related term, hyposmia refers to a decrease in the ability to smell. Some people may be anosmic for one particular odor. This is called \symbol{34}specific anosmia\symbol{34} and may be genetically based. Anosmia can have a number of detrimental effects. Patients with anosmia may find food less appetizing. Loss of smell can also be dangerous because it hinders the detection of gas leaks, fire, body odor, and spoiled food. The common view of anosmia as trivial can make it more difficult for a patient to receive the same types of medical aid as someone who has lost other senses, such as hearing or sight. A temporary loss of smell can be caused by a stuffy nose or infection. In contrast, a permanent loss of smell may be caused by death of olfactory receptor neurons in the nose, or by brain injury in which there is damage to the olfactory nerve or damage to brain areas that process smell. The lack of the sense of smell at birth, usually due to genetic factors, is referred as congenital anosmia. Anosmia may be an early sign of degenerative brain diseases such as Parkinson\textquotesingle{}s disease and Alzheimer\textquotesingle{}s disease. Another specific cause of permanent loss could be from damage to olfactory receptor neurons due to use of nasal sprays. To avoid loss of smell from nasal sprays, use them for only a short amount of time. Nasal sprays that are used to treat allergy related congestion are the only nasal sprays that are safe to use for extended periods of time.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Phantosmia
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Phantosmia is the phenomenon of smelling odors that aren\textquotesingle{}t really present. (AKA Phantom odors) The most common odors are unpleasant smells such as rotting flesh, vomit, feces, smoke etc. Phantosmia often results from damage to the nervous tissue in the olfactory system. The damage can be caused by viral infection, trauma, surgery, and possibly exposure to toxins or drugs. It can also be induced by epilepsy affecting the olfactory cortex. It is also thought the condition can have psychiatric origins.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Dysosmia
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} When things smell differently than they should.
\end{myquote}

\section{The Sense of Vision}
\label{187}

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Vision}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] needs to have the work of both the eyes and the brain to process any information.  The majority of the stimuli is done in the eyes and then the information is sent to the brain by the way of nerve impulses.  At least one-{}third of the information of what the eye sees is processed in the cerebral cortex of the brain.
\subsection{Anatomy of the Eye}
\label{188}

The human eye is a elongated ball about 1-{}inch (2.5 cm) in diameter and is protected by a bony socket in the skull. The eye has three layers or coats that make up the exterior wall of the eyeball, which are the sclera, choroid, and retina.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Sclera
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The outer layer of the eye is the sclera, which is a tough white fibrous layer that maintains, protects and supports the shape of the eye.  The front of the sclera is transparent and is called the cornea.  The cornea refracts light rays and acts like the outer window of the eye.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Choroid
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The middle thin layer of the eye is the choroid, also known as the choroidea or choroid coat, it is the vascular layer of the eye lying between the retina and the sclera.  The choroid provides oxygen and nourishment to the outer layers of the retina.  It also contains a nonreflective pigment that acts as a light shield and prevents light from scattering.  Light enters the front of the eye through a hole in the choroid coat called the pupil.  The iris contracts and dilates to compensate for the changes in light intensity.  If the light is bright the iris then contracts making the pupil smaller, and if the light is dim, the iris dilates making the pupil bigger.  Just posterior to the iris is the lens, which is composed mainly of proteins called crystallins.  The lens is attached by the zonules to the ciliary body that contains the ciliary muscles that control the shape of the lens for accommodation.  Along with the ciliary body and iris, the choroid forms the uveal tract.  The uvea is the middle of the three concentric layers that make up an eye. The name is possibly a reference to its almost black color, wrinkled appearance and grape-{}like size and shape when stripped intact from a cadaveric eye.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Retina
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}

\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/45.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{45}{Illustration of the \symbol{34}blind spot.\symbol{34} Situate your head about one foot from the monitor. Close your right eye and look at the dot on the right with your left eye. Move your head slowly closer. When you get to the correct spot, the dot on the left will disappear.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}

 The third or the innermost layer of the eye is call the retina.  In adult humans the entire retina is 72\% of a sphere about 22{\mbox{$~$}}mm in diameter.  The retina lays over the back two thirds of the choroid coat, which is located in the posterior compartment.  The compartment is filled with vitreous humor which is a clear, gelatinous material.  Within the retina there are cells called rod cells and cone cells also known as photoreceptors.  The rod cells are very sensitive to light and do not see color, that is why when we are in a darkened room we see only shades of gray.  The cone cells are sensitive to different wavelengths of light, and that is how we are able to tell different colors. It is a lack of cones sensitive to red, blue, or green light that causes individuals to have deficiencies in color vision or various kinds of color blindness.  At the center of the retina is the optic disc, sometimes known as \symbol{34}the blind spot\symbol{34} because it lacks photoreceptors. It is where the optic nerve leaves the eye and takes the nerve impulses to the brain.  The cornea and the lens of the eye focuses the light onto a small area of the retina called the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries fovea centralis}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] where the cone cells are densely packed.  The fovea is  a pit that has the highest visual acuity and is responsible for our sharp central vision â�� there are no rods in the fovea.
\end{myquote}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{46}{framed}
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{\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape Retina\textquotesingle{}s simplified axial organization. The retina is a stack of several neuronal layers. Light is concentrated from the eye and passes across these layers (from left to right) to hit the photoreceptors (right layer). This elicits chemical transformation mediating a propagation of signal to the bipolar and horizontal cells (middle yellow layer). The signal is then propagated to the amacrine and ganglion cells. These neurons ultimately may produce action potentials on their axons. This spatiotemporal pattern of spikes determines the raw input from the eyes to the brain.}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Photoreceptors
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A photoreceptor, or photoreceptor cell, is a specialized type of neuron found in the eye\textquotesingle{}s retina that is capable of phototransduction. More specifically, the photoreceptor sends signals to other neurons by a change in its membrane potential when it absorbs photons. Eventually, this information will be used by the visual system to form a complete representation of the visual world. There are 2 types of photoreceptors: {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries rods}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] are responsible for scotopic, or night vision, whereas {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries cones}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] are responsible for photopic, or daytime vision as well as color perception.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Extraocular muscles
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Each eye has six muscles that control its movements: the lateral rectus, the medial rectus, the inferior rectus, the superior rectus, the inferior oblique, and the superior oblique. When the muscles exert different tensions, a torque is exerted on the globe that causes it to turn. This is an almost pure rotation, with only about one millimeter of translation, thus, the eye can be considered as undergoing rotations about a single point in the center of the eye.  Five of the extraocular muscles have their origin in the back of the orbit in a fibrous ring called the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries annulus of Zinn}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. Four of these then course forward through the orbit and insert onto the globe on its anterior half (i.e., in front of the eye\textquotesingle{}s equator). These muscles are named after their straight paths, and are called the four rectus muscles, or four recti. They insert on the globe at 12, 3, 6, and 9 o\textquotesingle{}clock, and are called the superior, lateral, inferior and medial rectus muscles. (Note that lateral and medial are relative to the subject, with lateral toward the side and medial toward the midline, thus the medial rectus is the muscle closest to the nose).
\end{myquote}

\subsection{Eye Movement}
\label{189}

The visual system in the brain is too slow to process that information if the images are slipping across the retina at more than a few degrees per second, thus, for humans to be able to see while moving, the brain must compensate for the motion of the head by turning the eyes.   To get a clear view of the world, the brain must turn the eyes so that the image of the object of regard falls on the fovea. Eye movements are thus very important for visual perception, and any failure to make them correctly can lead to serious visual disabilities.  Having two eyes is an added complication, because the brain must point both of them accurately enough that the object of regard falls on corresponding points of the two retinas; otherwise, double vision would occur. The movements of different body parts are controlled by striated muscles acting around joints. The movements of the eye are no exception, but they have special advantages not shared by skeletal muscles and joints, and so are considerably different.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Try This Experiment
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Hold your hand up, about one foot (30{\mbox{$~$}}cm) in front of your nose. Keep your head still, and shake your hand from side to side, slowly at first, and then faster and faster. At first you will be able to see your fingers quite clearly. But as the frequency of shaking passes about one hertz, the fingers will become a blur. Now, keep your hand still, and shake your head (up and down or left and right). No matter how fast you shake your head, the image of your fingers remains clear. This demonstrates that the brain can move the eyes opposite to head motion much better than it can follow, or pursue, a hand movement. When your pursuit system fails to keep up with the moving hand, images slip on the retina and you see a blurred hand.
\end{myquote}

\subsection{How we see an object}
\label{190}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  The light rays enter the eye through the cornea (transparent front portion of eye to focus the light rays).
\item{}  Then, light rays move through the pupil, which is surrounded by Iris to keep out extra light
\item{}  Then, light rays move through the crystalline lens (Clear lens to further focus the light rays )
\item{}  Then, light rays move through the vitreous humor (clear jelly like substance)
\item{}  Then, light rays fall on the retina, which processes and converts incident light to neuron signals using special pigments in rod and cone cells.
\item{}  These neuron signals are transmitted through the optic nerve,
\item{}  Then, the neuron signals move through the visual pathway â�� Optic nerve >{} Optic Chiasm >{} Optic Tract >{} Optic Radiations >{} Cortex
\item{}  Then, the neuron signals reach the occipital (visual) cortex and its radiations for the brain\textquotesingle{}s processing.
\item{}  The visual cortex interprets the signals as images and along with other parts of the brain, interpret the images to extract form, meaning, memory and context of the images.
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Depth Perception}
\label{191}
Depth perception is the visual ability to perceive the world in three dimensions. It is a trait common to many higher animals. Depth perception allows the beholder to accurately gauge the distance to an object.

Depth perception is often confused with binocular vision, also known as Stereopsis. Depth perception does rely on binocular vision, but it also uses many other monocular cues.
\subsection{Diseases, disorders, and age-{}related changes}
\label{192}

There are many diseases, disorders, and age-{}related changes that may affect the eyes and surrounding structures.  As the eye ages certain changes occur that can be attributed solely to the aging process. Most of these anatomic and physiologic processes follow a gradual decline. With aging, the quality of vision worsens due to reasons independent of aging eye diseases. While there are many changes of significance in the non-{}diseased eye, the most functionally important changes seem to be a reduction in pupil size and the loss of accommodation or focusing capability (presbyopia). The area of the pupil governs the amount of light that can reach the retina. The extent to which the pupil dilates also decreases with age. Because of the smaller pupil size, older eyes receive much less light at the retina. In comparison to younger people, it is as though older persons wear medium-{}density sunglasses in bright light and extremely dark glasses in dim light. Therefore, for any detailed visually guided tasks on which performance varies with illumination, older persons require extra lighting.

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Color Blindness
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Color Blindness or color vision deficiency, in humans is the inability to perceive differences between some or all colors that other people can distinguish. It is most often of genetic nature, but may also occur because of eye, nerve, or brain damage, or due to exposure to certain chemicals.  There are many types of color blindness. The most common variety are hereditary (genetic) photoreceptor disorders, but it is also possible to acquire color blindness through damage to the retina, optic nerve, or higher brain areas.  There is generally no treatment to cure color deficiencies, however, certain types of tinted filters and contact lenses may help an individual to distinguish different colors better.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Night Blindness
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Also known as Nyctalopia, is a condition making it difficult or impossible to see in the dark. It is a symptom of several eye diseases. Night blindness may exist from birth, or be caused by injury or malnutrition (for example, a lack of vitamin A). The most common cause of nyctalopia is retinitis pigmentosa, a disorder in which the rod cells in the retina gradually lose their ability to respond to the light. Patients suffering from this genetic condition have progressive nyctalopia and eventually their day-{}time vision may also be affected. In congenital stationary night blindness the rods do not work from birth, but as the name implies, sufferers do not get worse.  Another cause of night blindness is a deficiency of retinol, or vitamin A, found in fish oils, liver and dairy products.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Day Blindness
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Also known as Hemeralopia is the inability to see clearly in bright light.  The daytime vision gets worse and worse. Nighttime vision remains unchanged due to the use of rods as opposed to cones (during the day), which get affected by hemeralopia and in turn degrade the daytime optical response.
\end{myquote}
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{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Floater
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Also known as \symbol{34}Muscae Volitantes\symbol{34} are deposits of various size, shape, consistency, refractive index, and motility within the eye\textquotesingle{}s normally transparent vitreous humour.  Floaters are suspended in the vitreous humour, the thick fluid or gel that fills the eye. Thus, they generally follow the rapid motions of the eye, while drifting slowly within the fluid.  Floaters are visible only because they do not remain perfectly fixed within the eye.  The shapes are shadows projected onto the retina by tiny structures of protein or other cell debris discarded over the years and trapped in the vitreous humour. They are also common after cataract operations or after trauma. In some cases, floaters are congenital.
\end{myquote}
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{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Glaucoma
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A group of diseases of the optic nerve involving loss of retinal ganglion cells in a characteristic pattern of optic neuropathy. Although raised intraocular pressure is a significant risk factor for developing glaucoma, there is no set threshold for intraocular pressure that causes glaucoma. One person may develop nerve damage at a relatively low pressure, while another person may have high eye pressures for years and yet never develop damage. Untreated glaucoma leads to permanent damage of the optic nerve and resultant visual field loss, which can progress to blindness.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Visual Agnosia
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Visual agnosia is the inability of the brain to make sense of or make use of some part of otherwise normal visual stimulus, and is typified by the inability to recognize familiar objects or faces. This is distinct from blindness, which is a lack of sensory input to the brain due to damage to the eye or optic nerve. Visual agnosia is often due to damage, such as stroke, in posterior parietal lobe in the right hemisphere of the brain. Careful analysis of the nature of visual agnosia has led to improved understanding of the brain\textquotesingle{}s role in normal vision.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Deadly Nightshade
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Deadly Nightshade is a plant oil that can potentially kill you.  Atrophine taken from this plant causes your eyes to dilate.  This was used in the middle ages by women who wanted to look more attractive for men.  To this day, it is still used by opthamologists. How this works is that the atrophine is a competitor with acetylcholine.  The Nightshadow goes into your receptors on the postsynaptic membrane of an action potential.  This makes it so that the acetylcholine doesnâ��t have any receptor site so the Na ion is not able to be released.
\end{myquote}

\subsection{Critical Thinking}
\label{193}

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries The answers for these critical thinking questions is right \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#Critical_Thinking:_Vision}{here}}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]

\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Explain why you are normally unaware of your blind spot.
\item{}  Stare at a bright light for 10 seconds and then stare at a white sheet of paper. What do you observe and why?
\item{}  What is it that makes things \symbol{34}disappear\symbol{34} when you are staring at them at night, and how do you make them reappear?
\item{}  Name what rods are sensitive to and also what cones are sensitive to.
\item{}  Explain how Deadly Nightshade works.
\end{myenumerate}

\section{The Senses Of Hearing}
\label{194}

The ear is the sense organ that collects and detects sound waves and plays a major role in the sense of balance and body position. The sensory receptors for both hearing and equilibrium are mechanoreceptors found in the inner ear; these receptors are hair cells that have stereocilia (long microvilli) that are extremely sensitive to mechanical stimulations.
\subsection{Anatomy of the Ear}
\label{195}

The ear has three divisions: the outer ear, the middle ear, and the inner ear.
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{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Outer Ear (Auricle, Ear Canal, Surface of Ear Drum)
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The outer ear is the most external portion of the ear. The outer ear includes the pinna (also called auricle), the ear canal, and the very most superficial layer of the ear drum (also called the tympanic membrane).  Although the word \symbol{34}ear\symbol{34} may properly refer to the pinna (the flesh covered cartilage appendage on either side of the head), this portion of the ear is not vital for hearing. The complicated design of the human outer ear does help capture sound, but the most important functional aspect of the human outer ear is the ear canal itself.  This outer ear canal skin is applied to cartilage; the thinner skin of the deep canal lies on the bone of the skull.  If the ear canal is not open, hearing will be dampened. Ear wax (medical name â�� cerumen) is produced by glands in the skin of the outer portion of the ear canal.  Only the thicker cerumen-{}producing ear canal skin has hairs. The outer ear ends at the most superficial layer of the tympanic membrane. The tympanic membrane is commonly called the ear drum.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Middle Ear (Air Filled Cavity behind the Ear Drum, includes most of the Ear Drum, and Ear Bones)
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The middle ear includes most of the ear drum (tympanic membrane) and the 3 ear bones ossicles: malleus (or hammer), incus (or anvil), and stapes (or stirrup). The opening of the Eustachian tube is also within the middle ear. The malleus has a long process (the handle) that is attached to the mobile portion of the ear drum. The incus is the bridge between the malleus and stapes. The stapes is the smallest named bone in the human body. The stapes transfers the vibrations of the incus to the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries oval window}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], a portion of the inner ear to which it is connected. It is the final bone in the chain to transfer vibrations from the eardrum to the inner ear. The arrangement of these 3 bones is a sort of Rube Goldberg device: movement of the tympanic membrane causes movement of the first bone, which causes movement of the second, which causes movement of the third. When this third bone pushes down, it causes movement of fluid within the cochlea (a portion of the inner ear). This particular fluid only moves when the stapes footplate is depressed into the inner ear.  Unlike the open ear canal, however, the air of the middle ear is not in direct contact with the atmosphere outside the body. The Eustachian tube connects from the chamber of the middle ear to the back of the pharynx. The middle ear in humans is very much like a specialized paranasal sinus, called the tympanic cavity, it, like the paranasal sinuses, is a hollow mucosa lined cavity in the skull that is ventilated through the nose. The mastoid portion of the temporal bone, which can be felt as a bump in the skull behind the pinna, also contains air, which ventilates through the middle ear.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Inner Ear (Cochlea, Vestibule, and Semi-{}Circular Canals)
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}The inner ear includes both the organ of hearing (the cochlea) and a sense organ (the labyrinth or vestibular apparatus) that is attuned to the effects of both gravity and motion. The balance portion of the inner ear consists of three semi-{}circular canals and the vestibule. The inner ear is encased in the hardest bone of the body. Within this ivory hard bone, there are fluid-{}filled hollows. Within the cochlea are three fluid filled spaces: the tympanic canal, the vestibular canal, and the middle canal. The eighth cranial nerve comes from the brain stem to enter the inner ear. When sound strikes the ear drum, the movement is transferred to the footplate of the stapes, which attaches to the oval window and presses into one of the fluid-{}filled ducts of the cochlea. The hair cells in the organ of Corti are stimulated by particular frequencies of sound, based on their location within the cochlea. High pitch sounds are at a higher frequency and, due to the shorter wavelength they \symbol{34}hit\symbol{34} the membrane \symbol{34}faster\symbol{34} (ie. close to the oval window). In contrast, low frequency sounds have large wavelengths, and will travel further through the scala vestibuli before \symbol{34}hitting\symbol{34} the tectorial membrane near the apex of the cochlea. The fluid inside the cochlea is moved, flowing against the receptor (hair) cells of the organ of Corti, which fire in a graded response based on the volume of the sound. The hair cells then stimulate the nerve cells in the Spiral Ganglion, which sends information through the auditory portion of the eighth cranial nerve to the brain. Humans are able to hear sounds between about 20{\mbox{$~$}}Hz and 20,000{\mbox{$~$}}Hz. Mammals that can hear lower frequency sounds, such as whales and elephants, have a longer cochlea. Humans tend to lose high-{}frequency hearing first, which has led some teenagers to using high-{}frequency ring tones (above 17,000{\mbox{$~$}}Hz) that may go undetected by their middle-{}aged teachers.
\end{myquote}
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{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Hair Cell
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Hair cells are columnar cells, each with a bundle of 100-{}200 specialized cilia at the top, for which they are named. These cilia are the mechanosensors for hearing. Lightly resting atop the longest cilia is the tectorial membrane, which moves back and forth with each cycle of sound, tilting the cilia and allowing electric current into the hair cell.  Hair cells, like the photoreceptors of the eye, show a graded response, instead of the spikes typical of other neurons.  Immediately over the hair cells of the organ of Corti is an overhanging â��tectorial membrane.â�� When the Bones of the Middle Ear vibrate the oval window, these vibrations are transmitted to the fluid within the cochlea and eventually cause the round window on the cochlea to bulge outward.  These vibrations deflect the membrane on which the Organ of Corti is located, causing the three rows of outer hair cells to â��rubâ�� against the overhanging tectorial membrane.  By their muscle-{}like activity they amplify the weakest vibrations for the inner hair cells. The louder sounds are not amplified. The disturbed inner hair cells will then activate the cochlear nerve fibers. The current model is that cilia are attached to one another by â��tip linksâ��, structures which link the tips of one cilium to another. Stretching and compressing the tip links may open an ion channel and produce the receptor potential in the hair cell. These graded potentials are not bound by the â��all or noneâ�� properties of an action potential. There are far fewer hair cells than afferent (leading to the brain) nerve fibers in the cochlea. The nerve that innervates the cochlea is the cochlear nerve, and forms cranial nerve number VIII with the vestibular nerve from the balance organ.  Neuronal dendrites innervate cochlear hair cells. The neurotransmitter itself is thought to be {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries glutamate}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. At the presynaptic juncture, there is a distinct â��presynaptic dense bodyâ�� or ribbon. This dense body is surrounded by synaptic vesicles and is thought to aid in the fast release of neurotransmitter.  Efferent projections from the brain to the cochlea also play a role in the perception of sound. Efferent synapses occur on outer hair cells and on afferent dendrites under inner hair cells.
\end{myquote}

\subsection{Process of Hearing}
\label{196}
Detection of sound motion is associated with the right posterior superior temporal gyrus. The superior temporal gyrus contains several important structures of the brain, including: (1)marking the location of the primary auditory cortex, the cortical region responsible for the sensation of sound. Sections 41 and 42 are called the primary auditory area of the cerebrum, and processes the basic characteristics of sound such as pitch and rhythm. The auditory association area is located within the temporal lobe of the brain, in an area called the Wernicke\textquotesingle{}s area, or area 22. This area, near the lateral cerebral sulcus, is an important region for the processing of acoustic energy so that it can be distinguished as speech, music, or noise. It also interprets words that are heard into an associated thought pattern of understanding. The gnostic area of the cerebrum, (areas 5, 7, 39 and 40) helps to integrate all incoming sense patterns so that a common thought can be formed (correlated) using all arriving sensory information.
\subsection{Hearing Underwater}
\label{197}
Hearing threshold and the ability to localize sound sources are reduced underwater. in which the speed of sound is faster than in air. Underwater, hearing is by bone conduction and localization of sound appears to depend on differences in amplitude detected by bone conduction.
\subsection{Localization of Sound by Humans}
\label{198}
Humans are normally able to hear a variety of sound frequencies, from about 20{\mbox{$~$}}Hz to 20{\mbox{$~$}}kHz. Our ability to estimate just where the sound is coming from, sound localization, is dependent on both hearing ability of each of the two ears, and the exact quality of the sound. Since each ear lies on an opposite side of the head, a sound will reach the closest ear first, and its amplitude will be loudest in that ear. Much of the brain\textquotesingle{}s ability to localize sound depends on interaural (between ears) intensity differences and interaural temporal or phase differences.

Two mechanisms are known to be used.

Bushy neurons can resolve time differences as small as the time it takes sound to pass one ear and reach the other (10 milliseconds).
For high frequencies, frequencies with a wavelength shorter than the listener\textquotesingle{}s head, more sound reaches the nearer ear.
Human echolocation is a technique involving echolocation used by some blind humans to navigate within their environment.
\subsection{Process of Equilibrium}
\label{199}
Equilibrioception or sense of balance is one of the physiological senses. It allows humans and animals to walk without falling. Some animals are better in this than humans, for example allowing a cat (as a quadruped using its inner ear and tail) to walk on a thin fence. All forms of equilibrioception can be described as the detection of acceleration.

It is determined by the level of fluid properly called endolymph in the labyrinth â�� a complex set of tubing in the inner ear.

When the sense of balance is interrupted it causes dizziness, disorientation and nausea.

You can temporarily disturb your sense of balance by closing your eyes and turning rapidly in circles five or six times. This starts the fluid swirling in circles inside your ear canal. When you stop turning it takes a few seconds for the fluid to lose momentum, and until then the sense from your inner ear conflicts with the information coming from your vision, causing dizziness and disorientation. Most astronauts find that their sense of balance is impaired when in orbit, because there is not enough gravity to keep the ear\textquotesingle{}s fluid in balance. This causes a form of motion sickness called space sickness.
\subsection{Disorders with the Ear}
\label{200}
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A 45-{}year-{}old woman wakes up not feeling well. She believes that she may be coming down with the flu due to nausea that she is feeling, so she continues with her day. As the day progresses so does the feeling of nausea. While watching a movie with members of her family, the sick feeling seems to intensify and so they leave the movie. In the lobby of the movie theater she becomes very unbalanced and collapses. The fear is that she is experiencing a stroke. After being taken to the hospital via ambulance, the ER doctors also feel that it may be a stroke and do CAT scans to verify. Nothing shows up on the scans but the feeling of nausea and vertigo are intense. The woman is later diagnosed with an inner ear infection. The next 6-{}9 months of her life are filled with antibiotics, balance therapy and continued nausea and vertigo. Nothing seems to help so the doctors go into her inner ear surgically through her skull. They cut the vestibular nerve that is linked to the balance center on the left side. The right inner ear will eventually compensate for this loss of balance however it will take months of balance therapy. After a year from the onset on the inner ear infection, the woman has had three inner ear surgeries, loss of hearing in the left ear and problems with her balance. Doctors have told her they have done everything that they can and that she will now have to live with these conditions on a daily basis.}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Deafness
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The word deaf can have at least two different meanings. The first term is used to indicate the presence of enough hearing loss such that an individual is not sensitive to sound.  Someone with a partial loss of hearing is more likely to be referred to as hearing impaired or the qualified partially deaf by professionals.  The second term is used to indicate someone who considers themselves \textquotesingle{}culturally deaf\textquotesingle{}, and they often use a capital D to distinguish this. Deaf people often are signers and consider that their Deafness is not something that needs to be medically fixed.
\end{myquote}
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A cochlear implant is a device which has been used to restore hearing function to some deaf and hearing impaired people. It consists of an internal device; which extends electrodes into the cochlea and indirectly stimulates the auditory nerve, and an external device; which works much like a hearing aid, except it transmits information to the internal device rather than to the ear. The cochlear implant basically bypasses the middle ear and the cochlea hair cells, and allows some people with damage to these structures to hear \textquotesingle{}electronically\textquotesingle{}.}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{51}{An inflamed Otitis Media.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Otitis Media
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} An inflammation of the middle ear segment.  It is usually associated with a buildup of fluid and frequently causes an earache. The fluid may or may not be infected.  The typical progress of otitis media is: the tissues surrounding the Eustachian tube swell due to an infection and/or severe congestion. The Eustachian tube remains blocked most of the time. The air present in the middle ear is slowly absorbed into the surrounding tissues. A strong negative pressure creates a vacuum in the middle ear. The vacuum reaches a point where fluid from the surrounding tissues accumulates in the middle ear.  Streptococcus pneumoniae and Haemophilus influenzae are the most common bacterial causes of otitis media.  As well as being caused by Streptococcus pneumoniae and Haemophilus influenzae it can also be caused by the common cold.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Vertigo (dizziness)
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Vertigo, sometimes called a headrush, is a major symptom of a balance disorder. It is the sensation of spinning while the body is stationary with respect to the earth or surroundings. With the eyes shut, there will be a sensation that the body is in movement, called subjective vertigo; if the eyes are open, the surroundings will appear to move past the field of vision, called objective vertigo.  The effects may be slight. It may cause nausea or, if severe, may give rise to difficulty with standing and walking. Vertigo is usually associated with a problem in the inner ear balance mechanisms (vestibular system), in the brain, or with the nerve connections between these two organs. The most common cause is benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, or BPPV. Vertigo can be a symptom of an underlying harmless cause, such as in BPPV or it can suggest more serious problems. These include drug toxicities, strokes or tumors (though these are much less common than BPPV).
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Motion sickness
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Motion sickness is a condition in which the endolymph (the fluid found in the semicircular canals of the inner ears) becomes \textquotesingle{}stirred up\textquotesingle{}, causing confusion between the difference between apparent perceived movement (none or very little), and actual movement. Depending on the cause, it is also referred to as seasickness, carsickness, airsickness, or spacesickness.  Nausea is the most common symptom of motion sickness.  If the motion causing nausea is not resolved, the sufferer will frequently vomit within twenty minutes. Unlike ordinary sickness, vomiting in motion sickness tends not to relieve the nausea. If you don\textquotesingle{}t want to consult a doctor, one common form of relief is to eat mints.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Dysacusis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Dysacusis is a hearing impairment characterized by difficulty in processing details of sound, but not primarily a loss of the ability to perceive sound. May also refer to pain or discomfort due to sound.
\end{myquote}

\subsection{Critical Thinking}
\label{201}
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\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Explain how the pitch of sound is coded. How is the loudness of sound coded?
\item{}  What do the three semicircular canals in the inner ear enable us to do? How do they accomplish this?
\item{}  What does the eustachian tube do?  What does the eustachian tube have to do with a middle ear infection?
\item{}  What is the advantage of having a oval window?
\end{myenumerate}

\section{Touch}
\label{202}
Touch is the first sense developed in the womb and the last sense used before death. With 50 touch receptors for every square centimeter and about 5 million sensory cells overall, the skin is very sensitive and is the largest and one of the most complex organs in our bodies. These touch receptors are grouped by type and include Mechanoreceptors (sensitive to pressure, vibration and slip), Thermoreceptors (sensitive to changes in temperature), and Nocioreceptors (responsible for pain).
\subsection{Pacinian Corpuscles}
\label{203}
Pacinian corpuscles detect gross pressure changes and vibrations. They are the largest of the receptors. Any deformation in the corpuscle causes action potentials to be generated, by opening pressure-{}sensitive sodium ion channels in the axon membrane. This allows sodium ions to influx in, creating a receptor potential.
Pacinian corpuscles cause action potentials when the skin is rapidly indented but not when the pressure is steady, due to the layers of connective tissue that cover the nerve ending (Kandel et al., 2000). It is thought that they respond to high velocity changes in joint position.
\subsection{Meissner\textquotesingle{}s Corpuscle}
\label{204}
Meissner\textquotesingle{}s corpuscles are distributed throughout the skin, but concentrated in areas especially sensitive to light touch, such as the fingertips, palms, soles, lips, tongue, face, nipples and the external skin of the male and female genitals. They are primarily located just beneath the epidermis within the dermal papillae.
Any physical deformation in the Meissnerâ��s corpuscle will cause an action potential in the nerve. Since they are rapidly adapting or phasic, the action potentials generated quickly decrease and eventually cease. If the stimulus is removed, the corpuscle regains its shape and while doing so (ie: while physically reforming) causes another volley of action potentials to be generated. (This is the reason one stops \symbol{34}feeling\symbol{34} one\textquotesingle{}s clothes.) This process is called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries sensory adaption}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. Because of their superficial location in the dermis, these corpuscles are particularly sensitive to touch and vibrations, but for the same reasons, they are limited in their detection because they can only signal that something is touching the skin. Meissner\textquotesingle{}s corpuscles do not detect pain; this is signaled exclusively by free nerve endings.
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\subsection{Merkelâ��s Discs}
\label{205}
Merkelâ��s Discs are Mechanoreceptors, making them sensitive to pressure and vibration. In humans, Merkel cells occur in the superficial skin layers, and are found clustered beneath the ridges of the fingertips that make up fingerprints. Theyâ��re somewhat rigid in structure, and the fact that they are not encapsulated, causes them to have a sustained response (in the form of action potentials or spikes) to mechanical deflection of the tissue.
Merkel nerve endings are extremely sensitive to tissue displacement, and may respond to displacements of less than 1 um. Several studies indicate that they mediate high-{}resolution tactile discrimination, and are responsible for the ability of our fingertips to feel fine detailed surface patterns (e.g. for reading Braille).
\subsection{Ruffini corpuscles}
\label{206}
Ruffini corpuscles are Thermoreceptors, aiding in the detection of temperature changes. Named after Angelo Ruffini, the Ruffini ending is a class of slowly adapting mechanoreceptor thought to exist only in the glabrous dermis and subcutaneous tissue of humans. This spindle-{}shaped receptor is sensitive to skin stretch, and contributes to the kinesthetic sense of and control of finger position and movement.
\subsection{Disorders of Touch}
\label{207}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Sensory Processing Disorder
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} In most people sensory integration occurs naturally without a thought process. But in some people the sensory integration does not develop properly and becomes distorted. In these people, the brain and central nervous system misinterprets everyday sensory information such as touch, sound and movement. Research is still being done on this disorder but they are finding direct links to SPD with other disorders like ADD/ADHD, premature birth, Autism, Downâ��s Syndrome and Fragile X.
\end{myquote}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Tactile defensiveness
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Considered a category of SPD, tactile defensiveness is an overreaction to the sense of touch. Identified by Dr. Jean Ayers in the 1960â��s. A person with tactile defensiveness will react with a â��flight or fightâ�� reaction to touch stimuli that a normal person would interpret as harmless. Most cases are noticed in children or babies due to the fact that they do not want to be touched or cuddled as a normal child would. A child with this disorder will probably have these sign or symptoms:
\end{myquote}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Does not like to go barefoot or have feet touched
\item{}  Does not enjoy baths, haircuts, nail clipping
\item{}  Requires tags to be removed from all clothing
\item{}  Does not want their face touched
\item{}  Hard time eating because of textures, temperatures of the food
\item{}  Does not want to touch anything that is messy or has a sticky texture
\end{myitemize}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis or CIPA
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Exceedingly rare disease. There are only about 35 known cases in the United States. CIPA is a severe autosomal recessive condition in which the peripheral nerves demonstrate a loss of unmyelinated and small myelinated fibers. The actual physiopathological mechanism is still unknown and being studied-{} this is an extremely hard disease to study due to the rarity of cases. Most people with the disease will not live long due to injuries received that go untreated because they are unknown and severe
\end{myquote}

\subsection{Case Study}
\label{208}
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Wouldn\textquotesingle{}t it wonderful if you could no longer feel pain. Is that not something we all would like to have?  Or do we have pain for a good reason?
Although it is rare there is a disease known as congenital insensitivity to pain.  This genetic abnormality cause some people to lack certain components of the sensory system to receive pain.  The exact reason for the problem is unknown and varies between people.  Sadly people who have the disease often die in childhood.  Injuries are very common with people who have congenital insensitivity to pain.  They often will lose digits, may suffer from burns and their knees often have sores from kneeling to long.
Clearly pain has a purpose, it is our warning signal when things are awry.
\section{The newborn\textquotesingle{}s senses}
\label{209}
Newborns can feel all different sensations, but respond most enthusiastically to soft stroking, cuddling and caressing. Gentle rocking back and forth will oftentimes calm a crying infant, as will massages and warm baths. Newborns may comfort themselves by sucking their thumbs, or a pacifier. The need to suckle is instinctive and allows newborns to feed.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Vision
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Newborn infants have unremarkable vision, being able to focus on objects only about 18 inches (45{\mbox{$~$}}cm) directly in front of their face. While this may not be much, it is all that is needed for the infant to look at the motherâ��s face when breastfeeding. When a newborn is not sleeping, or feeding, or crying, he or she may spend a lot of time staring at random objects. Usually, anything that is shiny, has sharp contrasting colors, or has complex patterns will catch an infant\textquotesingle{}s eye. However, the newborn has a preference for looking at other human faces above all else.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Hearing
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} While still inside the mother, the infant can hear many internal noises, such as the mother\textquotesingle{}s heartbeat, as well as many external noises including human voices, music and most other sounds. Therefore, although a newborn\textquotesingle{}s ears may have some fluid present, he or she can hear sound from birth. Newborns usually respond to a female\textquotesingle{}s voice over a male\textquotesingle{}s. This may explain why people will unknowingly raise the pitch of their voice when talking to newborns. The sound of other human voices, especially the mother\textquotesingle{}s, can have a calming or soothing effect on the newborn. Conversely, loud or sudden noises will startle and scare a newborn.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Taste
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Newborns can respond to different tastes, including sweet, sour, bitter, and salty substances, with preference toward sweets.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Smell
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}A newborn has a developed sense of smell at birth, and within the first week of life can already distinguish the differences between the mother\textquotesingle{}s own breast milk and the breast milk of another female.
\end{myquote}
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{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Reflex}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Stimulation}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Response}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Age of disappearance}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Function}\endhead  \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Eye blink&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Bright light shining in eyes or clap hands by eyes.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Closes eyelids quickly.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Permanent&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This reflex protects the infant from an excessive amount of stimulation.\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Withdrawal&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Stick sole of foot with a stimulus like a pin.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This causes the foot to withdraw. Flexing of the knee to hip occurs.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Decreases after the 10th day of birth&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This protects the infant from excessive unpleasant tactile stimulation.\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Rooting&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Touch cheek near the corner of the mouth.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The infant\textquotesingle{}s head will turn towards the site of stimulation.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 3 weeks (due to the voluntary response that is now capable for infant to do at this time)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This reflex helps baby to find the mothers\textquotesingle{} nipple.\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Sucking&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Place fingers in infant\textquotesingle{}s mouth.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The infant will suck finger rhythmically.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 4 months (voluntary sucking will come about)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This helps with feeding.\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Swimming&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Place the baby in pool of water face down.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby paddles and kicks in swimming movements.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 4 to 6 month&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This helps baby to survive if dropped into the water.\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Moro&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Hold infant in a cradling horizontal position and slightly lower the baby in a fast motion toward the ground while making a loud sound.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby will make an embracing motion and arch its back extending its legs and throwing its arms outward. Finally, it will bring the arms in toward its body&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 6 months&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} In the evolutionary past this may have helped the baby cling to the mother.\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Palmar grasp&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Place the finger in baby\textquotesingle{}s palm and press against the palm.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby will immediately grasp the finger.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 3 to 4 months&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This prepares infant for voluntary grasping.\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Tonic neck&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Turn the baby\textquotesingle{}s head to one side while the baby is awake.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This will cause the baby to extend one arm in front of its eye or to the side to which the head has been turned.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 4 months&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This may prepare for voluntary reaching.\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Stepping&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Hold the baby under the arm and permit the bare feet of the baby to touch a flat surface.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby will lift one foot after the other in a stepping fashion.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 2 months (this applies to a baby who has gained weight. For baby who is not as heavy, this reflex may be submissive.)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This prepares the baby for voluntary walking.\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Babinski&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Touch the foot in a stroking manner from the toe toward the heel.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby\textquotesingle{}s toes will fan out and curl as the foot twists inward.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 8 to 12 months&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Unknown 
\end{longtable}
}
\section{Review Questions}
\label{210}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#Senses}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1.  Located under the hardest bone in the body, these control not only hearing but also a sense of gravity and motion:

A) The incus and the stapes

B) The pinna and the ear drum

C) the vestibular nerve and the semicircular canals

D) The eustachian tube and the stapes

2.   The retina does the following;

A) allows vision in light and dark, using cones and rods

B) Gives depth perception using binocular vision

C) Contains the ciliary muscles that control the shape of the lens

D) Protects and supports the shape of the eye

3. This is the reason that we stop feeling the clothes that we are wearing

A) Merkelâ��s Discs are somewhat rigid in structure, and the fact that they are not encapsulated, causes them to have a sustained response

B) Meissnerâ��s corpuscle are rapidly adapting or phasic, the action potentials generated quickly decrease and eventually cease

C) Ruffini corpuscles is a class of slowly adapting mechanoreceptor

D) Pacinian corpuscles allow sodium ions to influx in, creating a receptor potential

4.  When eating a piece of candy, I will use the following to sense that it is sweet

A) Fungiform papillae

B) Filiform papillae

C) Foliate papillae

D) Circumvallate papillae

E) All of the above

5. If I have a cold, food may not taste as good to me because

A) The nerve fibrils are not functioning properly

B) My food will taste the same; taste and smell have nothing in common

C) Papilla become blocked by mucus and are unable to function

D) Olfaction, taste and trigeminal receptors together contribute to the flavor of my food

6. Walking from a well lit room into a dark room would cause the following to occur

A) The sclera in the eye to open and eventually allow me to see in the dark

B) The extraocular muscles in the eye to open and eventually allow me to see in the dark

C) The cones in the eye to open and eventually allow me to see in the dark

D) the rods in the eye to open and eventually allow me to see in the dark

7. Hair cells in the ear

A) Are the actual sensory receptors that will fire off action potentials when they are disturbed

B) Show a graded response, instead of the spikes typical of other neurons

C) â��Rubâ�� against the overhanging tectorial membrane

D) All of the above

8.  Eyesight decreases with age because

A) Older eyes receive much less light at the retina

B) There are numerous eye diseases that can affect an older eye

C) The extent to which the pupil dilates decreases with age

D) all of the above

9.  Teens walking off of a roller coaster in Magic Mountain seem to have vertigo because

A) The fluid in the auricle has not stopped moving causing conflicts with the information coming from your vision

B) the fluid in the cochlea has not stopped moving causing conflicts with the information coming from your vision

C) The fluid in the tympanic membrane has not stopped moving causing conflicts with the information coming from your vision

D) The fluid in the stirrup has not stopped moving causing conflicts with the information coming from your vision

10. These receptors react to foods treated with monosodium glutamate

A) Salt

B) Sour

C) Bitter

D) Sweet

E) Umami

11. What senses fall under the category of chemoreception?

A) Hearing and smell

B) Touch and hearing

C) Vision and taste

D) Taste and smell
\section{Glossary}
\label{211}
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\chapter{The Muscular System}

\label{213}
\LaTeXNullTemplate{}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{53}{Muscle structure}
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Muscle is composed of muscle cells (sometimes known as \symbol{34}muscle fibers\symbol{34}). Within the cells are myofibrils; myofibrils contain sarcomeres which are composed of actin and myosin. Individual muscle cells are lined with endomysium. Muscle cells are bound together by perimysium into bundles called fascicles. These bundles are then grouped together to form muscle, and is lined by epimysium. Muscle spindles are distributed throughout the muscles, and provide sensory feedback information to the central nervous system. Skeletal muscle, which involves muscles from the skeletal tissue, is arranged in discrete groups. An example is the biceps brachii. It is connected by tendons to processes of the skeleton. In contrast, smooth muscle occurs at various scales in almost every organ, from the skin (in which it controls erection of body hair) to the blood vessels and digestive tract (in which it controls the caliber of a lumen and peristalsis, respectively).
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{54}{A top-{}down view of skeletal muscle}
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There are approximately 640 skeletal muscles in the human body (see list of muscles of the human body). Contrary to popular belief, the number of muscle fibers cannot be increased through exercise; instead the muscle cells simply get bigger. It is however believed that myofibrils have a limited capacity for growth through hypertrophy and will split if subject to increased demand. There are three basic types of muscles in the body (smooth, cardiac, and skeletal). While they differ in many regards, they all use actin sliding against myosin to create muscle contraction and relaxation. In skeletal muscle, contraction is stimulated at each cell by nervous impulses that releases acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junction, creating action potentials along the cell membrane. All skeletal muscle and many smooth muscle contractions are stimulated by the binding of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. Muscular activity accounts for most of the body\textquotesingle{}s energy consumption. Muscles store energy for their own use in the form of glycogen, which represents about 1\% of their mass. Glycogen can be rapidly converted to glucose when more energy is necessary.
\section{Types}
\label{214}

There are three types of muscles:
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\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
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\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Support of the body
\item{}  Aids in bone movement
\item{}  Helps maintain a constant temperature throughout the body
\item{}  Assists with the movement of cardiovascular and lymphatic vessels through contractions
\item{}  Protection of internal organs and contributing to joint stability
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}


Cardiac and skeletal muscle are striated in that they contain sarcomere and are packed into highly-{}regular arrangements of bundles; smooth muscle has neither. Striated muscle is often used in short, intense bursts, whereas smooth muscle sustains longer or even near-{}permanent contractions.

Skeletal muscle is further divided into several subtypes:
\begin{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} a) Type IIa, which, like slow muscle, is aerobic, rich in mitochondria and capillaries and appears red.
\item{} b) Type IIx (also known as type IId), which is less dense in mitochondria and myoglobin.  This is the fastest muscle type in humans.  It can contract more quickly and with a greater amount of force than oxidative muscle, but can sustain only short, anaerobic bursts of activity before muscle contraction becomes painful (often attributed to a build-{}up of lactic acid). N.B. in some books and articles this muscle in humans was, confusingly, called type IIB
\item{} c) Type IIb, which is anaerobic, glycolytic, \symbol{34}white\symbol{34} muscle that is even less dense in mitochondria and myoglobin.  In small animals like rodents or rabbits this is the major fast muscle type, explaining the pale color of their meat.
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}


For most muscles, contraction occurs as a result of conscious effort originating in the brain. The brain sends signals, in the form of action potentials, through the nervous system to the motor neuron that innervates the muscle fiber. However, some muscles (such as the heart) do not contract as a result of conscious effort. These are said to be autonomic. Also, it is not always necessary for the signals to originate from the brain. Reflexes are fast, unconscious muscular reactions that occur due to unexpected physical stimuli. The action potentials for reflexes originate in the spinal cord instead of the brain. 

There are three general types of muscle contractions, skeletal muscle contractions, heart muscle contractions, and smooth muscle contractions.
\section{Muscular System Working With Other Body Systems}
\label{215}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} 1. Homeostasis 
\item{} 2. Protection
\item{} 3. Calcium Metabolism
\item{} 4. Maintaining Body Temperature
\end{myitemize}

\section{Skeletal Muscle Contractions}
\label{216}

Steps of a skeletal muscle contraction:


\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  An action potential reaches the axon of the motor neuron. 
\item{}  The action potential activates voltage gated calcium ion channels on the axon, and calcium rushes in. 
\item{}  The calcium causes acetylcholine vesicles in the axon to fuse with the membrane, releasing the acetylcholine into the cleft between the axon and the motor end plate of the muscle fiber.
\item{} The skeletal muscle fiber is excited by large myelinated nerve fibers which attach to the neuromuscular junction. There is one neuromuscular junction for each fiber.
\item{}  The acetylcholine diffuses across the cleft and binds to nicotinic receptors on the motor end plate, opening channels in the membrane for sodium and potassium. Sodium rushes in, and potassium rushes out. However, because sodium is more permeable, the muscle fiber membrane becomes more positively charged, triggering an action potential. 
\item{}  The action potential on the muscle fiber causes the sarcoplasmic reticulum to release calcium ions(Ca++).
\item{}  The calcium binds to the troponin present on the thin filaments of the myofibrils. The troponin then allosterically modulates the tropomyosin. Normally the tropomyosin physically obstructs binding sites for cross-{}bridge; once calcium binds to the troponin, the troponin forces the tropomyosin to move out of the way, unblocking the binding sites. 
\item{}  The cross-{}bridge (which is already in a ready-{}state) binds to the newly uncovered binding sites. It then delivers a power stroke. 
\item{}  ATP binds the cross-{}bridge, forcing it to conform in such a way as to break the actin-{}myosin bond. Another ATP is split to energize the cross bridge again. 
\item{}  Steps 7 and 8 repeat as long as calcium is present on thin filament. 
\item{}  Throughout this process, the calcium is actively pumped back into the sarcoplasmic reticulum. When no longer present on the thin filament, the tropomyosin changes back to its previous state, so as to block the binding sites again. The cross-{}bridge then ceases binding to the thin filament, and the contractions cease as well.
\item{}  Muscle contraction remains as long as Ca++ is abundant in sarcoplasm.
\end{myitemize}


Types of Contractions:

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Isometric contraction-{}-{}muscle does not shorten during contraction and does not require the sliding of myofibrils but muscles are stiff.
\item{}  Isotonic contraction-{}-{}inertia is used to move or work. More energy is used by the muscle and contraction lasts longer than isometric contraction.  Isotonic muscle contraction is divided into two categories:  concentric, where the muscle fibers shorten as the muscle contracts (ie. biceps brachialis on the up phase of a biceps curl); and eccentric, where the muscle fibers lengthen as they contract (ie. biceps brachialis on the down phase of a biceps curl).
\item{}  Twitch-{}-{}exciting the nerve to a muscle or by passing electrical stimulus through muscle itself. Some fibers contract quickly while others contract slowly.
\item{} Tonic -{}maintaining postural tone against the force of gravity.
\end{myitemize}


The Efficiency of Muscle Contraction:

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Only about 20\% of input energy converts into muscular work. The rest of the energy is heat.
\item{}  50\% of energy from food is used in ATP formation.
\item{}  If a muscle contraction is slow or without movement, energy is lost as maintenance heat.
\item{}  If muscle contraction is rapid, energy is used to overcome friction.
\end{myitemize}



Summation of Muscle Contraction: It is the adding together of individual muscle twitches to make strong muscle movements.

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Multiple motor unit summation-{}-{}increasing number of motor units contracting simultaneously.
\item{}  Wave summation-{}-{}increasing rapidity of contraction of individual motor units.
\item{}  Tetanization-{}-{}higher frequency successive contractions fuse together and cannot be distinguished from one another.
\end{myitemize}

\section{Sliding Filament theory}
\label{217}
When a muscle contracts, the actin is pulled along myosin toward the center of the sarcomere until the actin and myosin filaments are completely overlapped. The H zone becomes smaller and smaller due to the increasing overlap of actin and myosin filaments, and the muscle shortens. Thus when the muscle is fully contracted, the H zone is no longer visible (as in the bottom diagram, left). Note that the actin and myosin filaments themselves do not change length, but instead slide past each other.\subsection{Cellular Action of Skeletal Muscles}
\label{218} 
During cellular respiration the mitochondria, within skeletal muscle cells, convert glucose from the blood to carbon dioxide and water in the process of producing ATP (see \mylref{32}{ cell physiology}). ATP is needed for all muscular movement. When the need of ATP in the muscle is higher than the cells can produce with aerobic respiration, the cells will produce extra ATP in a process called anaerobic respiration. The first step of aerobic respiration(glycolysis) produces two ATP per glucose molecule. When the rest of the aerobic respiration pathway is occupied the pyruvate molecule can be converted to lactic acid. This method produces much less ATP than the aerobic method, but it does it faster and allows the muscles to do a bit more than if they relied solely on ATP production from aerobic respiration. The drawback to this method is that lactic acid accumulates and causes the muscles to fatigue. They will eventually stop contracting until the breakdown of lactic acid is sufficient to allow for movement once again. People experience this most noticeably when they repeatedly lift heavy things such as weights or sprint for a long distance. Muscle soreness sometimes occurs after vigorous activity, and is often misunderstood by the general public to be the result of lactic acid buildup. This is a misconception because the muscle does fatigue from lactic acid buildup, but it does not stay in the muscle tissue long enough to cause tissue breakdown or soreness. During heavy breathing, following exercise, the cells are converting the lactic acid either back into glucose or converting it to pyruvate and sending it through the additional steps of aerobic respiration. By the time a person is breathing normally again the lactic acid has been removed. The soreness is actually from small tears in the fibers themselves. After the fibers heal they will increase in size. The number of mitochondria will also increase if there is continued demand for additional ATP. Hence, through exercise the muscles can increase in both strength and endurance. 

Another misconception is that as the muscle increases in size it also gains more fibers. This is not true. The fibers themselves increase in size rather than in quantity. The same holds true for adipose tissue-{}-{}fat cells do not increase in number, but rather the amount of lipids (oil) in the cells increase. 

Muscle fibers are also genetically programmed to reach a certain size and stop growing from there, so after a while even the hardest working weightlifter will only reach a certain level of strength and endurance. Some people will get around this by taking steroids. The artificial steroids cause all sorts of trouble for the person. They can cause the adrenal glands to stop producing corticosteroids and glucosteroids. This leads to the atrophy of the gland\textquotesingle{}s medulla and causes permanent loss of the production of these hormones. The testicles may also atrophy in response to steroids. Eventually the testes will stop making testosterone and sperm, rendering the male infertile.  

One of the more serious problems associated with abnormal gain of muscle mass is heart failure. While for most people gaining muscle and losing fat is desirable, a body builder is at risk of producing more muscle mass than the heart can handle. One pound of fat contains about 3.5 miles of blood vessels, but one pound of muscle has about 6.5 miles. Hence, additional muscle causes the heart to pump more blood. Some people that have too much muscle will be very strong but will not have a healthy aerobic endurance, in part because of the difficulty of providing oxygenated blood to so much tissue.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}\myhref{http://3dotstudio.com/zz.html}{Sliding filament theory}
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}This link shows the animation of the sliding filament theory.
\end{myquote}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}\myhref{http://www.ucl.ac.uk/~sjjgsca/muscleSlidingFilament.html}{explanation and image of sliding filament theory}
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}this link gives a better demonstration of the theory with the explanation.
\end{myquote}

\section{Involuntary Muscle Movement}
\label{219}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Spasms
\end{mydescription}
}

When Smooth and skeletal muscles go through multiple spasms it is referred either as seizure or convulsion.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Cramps
\end{mydescription}
}

Strenuous activities can cause painful spasms that are long, this is referred to as cramps.
\section{Injury}
\label{220}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Sprain
\end{mydescription}
}

An injury to a joint that involves a stretched or torn ligament.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Muscle Strain
\end{mydescription}
}


A strain occurs when a muscle or the tendon that attaches it to the bone is overstretched or torn. Muscle strains are also called pulled muscles.
Who gets it?

Anyone can strain a muscle. However, people involved in sports or other forms of strenuous exercise are more likely to strain a muscle.
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Muscles are bunches of fibers that can contract. Muscle strains usually occur during activities that require the muscle to tighten forcefully. The muscle is strained either because it is not properly stretched, or warmed up, before the activity; it is too weak; or because the muscle is already injured and not allowed time to recover. So, many muscle strains occur during exercise or sports activities. They can also occur when lifting heavy objects.
What are the symptoms?

When a muscle is strained, it hurts and is difficult to move. You may also feel a burning sensation in the area of the injured muscle, or feel as though something has \symbol{34}popped.\symbol{34} Sometimes the area of the strained muscle looks bruised or swells. A strained muscle might spasm, which means it contracts suddenly and involuntarily, causing severe pain.
How is it diagnosed?

To diagnose a muscle strain, your doctor will examine the painful area, and ask how and when the injury happened. He or she may order other diagnostic tests, such as x-{}rays, to rule out any injury to the bone.
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Muscle strains are treated with rest, ice, compression, and elevation, or RICE. You will be told to rest the injured area to reduce pain and swelling. If the strain is in the leg or foot area, you may need to use crutches. Ice packs are recommended at regular intervals (as recommended by your doctor) over the first few days after the injury. Ice causes the blood vessels to constrict, which reduces inflammation and pain. Anti-{}inflammatory medications might also be used to relieve pain. Compression and elevation help to reduce swelling. Your doctor may also recommend physical therapy to speed your recovery. You should avoid the type of activity that caused the injury until the muscle is completely healed.
Self-{}care tips

You can prevent muscle strains by warming up for at least 10 minutes before participating in any strenuous exercise or heavy lifting. When you warm up, you increase the blood circulation to the muscle and prepare it for exercise. When starting any new exercise program or sport, it\textquotesingle{}s important to begin gradually so your muscles are conditioned for the activity.
\subsection{Steroids}
\label{221}                           


Anabolic steroids, which are synthetic versions of the primary male sex hormone testosterone, can be injected, taken orally, or used transdermally. These drugs are Controlled Substances that can be prescribed to treat conditions such as body wasting in patients with AIDS, and other diseases that occur when the body produces abnormally low amounts of testosterone. However, the doses prescribed to treat these medical conditions are 10 to 100 times lower than the doses that are used for performance enhancement.

Let me be clear:-{} while anabolic steroids can enhance certain types of performance or appearance,they are dangerous drugs, and when used inappropriately, they can cause a host of severe, long-{}lasting, and often irreversible negative health consequences. These drugs can stunt the height of growing adolescents, masculinize women, and alter sex characteristics of men. Anabolic steroids can lead to premature heart attacks, strokes, liver tumors, kidney failure and serious psychiatric problems. In addition, because steroids are often injected, users risk contracting or transmitting HIV or hepatitis.

Abuse of anabolic steroids differs from the abuse of other illicit substances because the initial use of anabolic steroids is not driven by the immediate euphoria that accompanies most drugs of abuse, such as cocaine, heroin, and marijuana, but by the desire of the user to change their appearance and performance, characteristics of great importance to adolescents. These effects of steroids can boost confidence and strength leading the user to overlook the potential serious long-{}term damage that these substances can cause.

Government agencies such as NIDA support research that increases our understanding of the impact of steroid use and improves our ability to prevent abuse of these drugs. For example, NIDA funding led to the development of two highly effective programs that not only prevent anabolic steroid abuse among male and female high school athletes, but also promote other healthy behaviors and attitudes. The ATLAS (targeting male athletes) and ATHENA (targeting female athletes) programs have been adopted by schools in 29 states and Puerto Rico. Both Congress and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration have endorsed ATLAS and ATHENA as model prevention programs, which could and should be implemented in more communities throughout the country.

In addition to these prevention programs and other research efforts, also has invested in public education efforts to increase awareness about the dangers of steroid abuse. We have material on our website about steroid abuse at www.steroidabuse.gov and in April 2005 we again will distribute a \symbol{34}Game Plan\symbol{34} public service announcement designed to bring attention to abuse of anabolic steroids.

Research has shown that the inappropriate use of anabolic steroids can have catastrophic medical, psychiatric and behavioral consequences.

I hope that students, parents, teachers, coaches and others will take advantage of the information on our website about anabolic steroids abuse and join us in our prevention and education efforts. Participating in sports offers many benefits, but young people and adults shouldn\textquotesingle{}t take unnecessary health risks in an effort to win.(Nora D. Volkow, M.D.)

-{}Human-{}made substances related to male sex hormones. Some athletes abuse anabolic steroids to enhance performance. Abuse of anabolic steroids can lead to serious health problems, some of which are irreversible.

Major side effects can include liver tumors and cancer, jaundice, high blood pressure, kidney tumors, severe acne, and trembling. In males, side effects may include shrinking of the testicles and breast development. In females, side effects may include growth of facial hair, menstrual changes, and deepened voice. In teenagers, growth may be halted prematurely and permanently.

The therapeutic use of steroids can be realized by patients and their doctors by using them in a manner that is beneficial to the person.
\subsection{MyoD and other muscular factors}
\label{222}


MyoD is a protein and a transcription factor that activates muscle cell differentiation by turning on transcription of specific regulatory genes. It turns stem cells into myoblasts, a cell that can turn into many muscle cell, also called \symbol{34}muscle stem cell\symbol{34}.  MyoD belongs to a family of proteins knowns as myogenic regulatory factor(MRFs). MyoD can also turn on transcription of its own regulatory genes (MyoD protein coding genes), and this means that it can produce more of itself.  The positive feedback turns on transcription of other muscle proteins, cell cycle blockers, and microRNA-{}206. One of the main actions of MyoD is to remove cells from the cell cycle by enhancing the transcription of p21The function of MyoD is to commit mesoderm cells to a skeletal lineage. MyoD can also regulate muscle repair. One of the main actions of MyoD is to remove cells from the cell cycle by enhancing the transcription of p21.
Bidirectional Signalling-{} muscle cells and nerves cells send signals back and forth to each other.
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis(ALS) is a loss of motor neuron and this blocks the formation of neuromuscular junctions.  Therefore, no muscle growth which means a potential of leading to paralysis. Stephen Hawking suffers from this disease.
\subsection{Muscle Homeostasis}
\label{223}

MicroRNA-{}206 indirectly forms neuromuscular junctions with motor neurons. Neuromuscular junction sends synaptic signals to MyoD and this blocks MyoD and stops or limits muscle development.  Myostatin is a protein that also blocks MyoD. Without myostatin, muscle development increases.

Myostatin Mutations In Sheep: they can have a mutant myostatin that causes microRNA-{}206 to block myostatin translation

Myostatin Mutations In Humans: humans with mutant myostatin will develop lots of muscle (like a body builder) is possible to create a drug that blocks myostatin production.
\section{Smooth Muscle Contraction}
\label{224}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Contractions are initiated by an influx of calcium which binds to calmodulin. 
\item{}  The calcium-{}calmodulin complex binds to and activates myosin light-{}chain kinase. 
\item{}  Myosin light-{}chain kinase phosphorylates myosin light-{}chains using ATP, causing them to interact with actin filaments.
\item{}  Powerstroke.
\item{}  Calcium is actively pumped out of the cell by receptor regulated channels. A second messanger, IP3, causes the release.
\item{}  As calcium is removed the calcium-{}calmodulin complex breaks away from the myosin light-{}chain kinase, stopping phosphorylation.
\item{}  Myosin phophatase dephosphorylates the myosin. If the myosin was bound to an actin molecule, the release is slow, this is called a latch state. In this manner, smooth muscle is able to stay contracted for some time without the use of much ATP. If the myosin was not bound to an actin chain it loses its affinity for actin.
\item{} 
\end{myitemize}


It should be noted that ATP is still needed for crossbridge cycling, and that there is no reserve, such as creatine phosphate, available. Most ATP is created from aerobic metabolism, however anaerobic production may take place in times of low oxygen concentrations.
\section{Cardiac Muscle}
\label{225}
Cardiac muscle is found in the hearts of humans. They are shaped like skeletal muscles but work like smooth muscles. The cardiac muscle is responsible for the contractility of the heart and, therefore, the pumping action.
\section{ATP in the Human Body}
\label{226}

Muscles cells, like all cells, use ATP as an energy source. The total quantity of ATP in the human body at any one time is about 0.1 Mole. The energy used by human cells requires the hydrolysis of 200 to 300 moles of ATP daily. This means that each ATP molecule is recycled 2000 to 3000 times during a single day. ATP cannot be stored, hence its consumption must closely follow its synthesis. On a per-{}hour basis, 1 kilogram of ATP is created, processed and then recycled in the body. Looking at it another way, a single cell uses about 10 million ATP molecules per second to meet its metabolic needs, and recycles all of its ATP molecules about every 20-{}30 seconds.
\section{Lactic Acid}
\label{227} 
Catabolized carbohydrates is known as glycolysis.  The end product of glycolysis, pyruvate can go into different directions depending on aerobic or anaerobic conditions. In aerobic it goes through the Krebs cycle and in anaerobic it goes through the Cori cycle.    
In the Cori cycle pyruvate is converted to lactate, this forms lactic acid, lactic acid causes muscle fatigue.  In the aerobic conditions pyruvate goes through the Krebs cycle.  For more about Krebs cycle refer to chapter 2 Cell Physiology.
\section{Muscle Disorders}
\label{228}
\subsection{Dermatomyositis and Polymyositis}
\label{229}
Dermatomyositis and polymyositis cause inflammation of the muscles. They are rare disorders, affecting only about one in 100,000 people per year. More women than men are affected. Although the peak age of onset is in the 50s, the disorders can occur at any age.

Signs and symptoms â�� Patients complain of muscle weakness that usually worsens over several months, though in some cases symptoms come on suddenly. The affected muscles are close to the trunk (as opposed to in the wrists or feet), involving for example the hip, shoulder, or neck muscles. Muscles on both sides of the body are equally affected. In some cases, muscles are sore or tender. Some patients have involvement of the muscles of the pharynx (throat) or the esophagus (the tube leading from the throat to the stomach), causing problems with swallowing. In some cases, this leads to food being misdirected from the esophagus to the lungs, causing severe pneumonia.

In dermatomyositis, there is a rash, though sometimes the rash resolves before muscle problems occur. A number of different types of rash can occur, including rashes on the fingers, the chest and shoulders, or on the upper eyelids (show picture 1-{}3). In rare cases, the rash of dermatomyositis appears but myopathy never develops.

Other problems sometimes associated with these diseases include fever, weight loss, arthritis, cold-{}induced color changes in the fingers or toes (Raynaud phenomenon), and heart or lung problems.
\subsection{Muscle Atrophy}
\label{230} 

Alternative names : Atrophy of the muscles, Muscle wasting, Wasting

The majority of muscle atrophy in the general population results from disuse. People with sedentary jobs and senior citizens with decreased activity can lose muscle tone and develop significant atrophy. This type of atrophy is reversible with vigorous exercise. Bed-{}ridden people can undergo significant muscle wasting. Astronauts, free of the gravitational pull of Earth, can develop decreased muscle tone and loss of calcium from their bones following just a few days of weightlessness.

Muscle atrophy resulting from disease rather than disuse is generally one of two types, that resulting from damage to the nerves that supply the muscles, and disease of the muscle itself. Examples of diseases affecting the nerves that control muscles would be poliomyelitis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS or Lou Gehrig\textquotesingle{}s disease), and Guillain-{}Barre syndrome. Examples of diseases affecting primarily the muscles would include muscular dystrophy, myotonia congenita, and myotonic dystrophy as well as other congenital, inflammatory or metabolic myopathies.

Even minor muscle atrophy usually results in some loss of mobility or power. 

Common Causes

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} some atrophy that occurs normally with ageing 
\item{} cerebrovascular accident (stroke) 
\item{} spinal cord injury 
\item{} peripheral nerve injury (peripheral neuropathy) 
\item{} other injury 
\item{} prolonged immobilization 
\item{} osteoarthritis 
\item{} rheumatoid arthritis 
\item{} prolonged corticosteroid therapy 
\item{} diabetes (diabetic neuropathy) 
\item{} burns 
\item{} poliomyelitis 
\item{} amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS or Lou Gehrig\textquotesingle{}s disease) 
\item{} Guillain-{}Barre syndrome 
\item{} muscular dystrophy 
\item{} myotonia congenita 
\item{} myotonic dystrophy 
\item{} myopathy
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Muscular Dystrophy}
\label{231}
Muscular dystrophy (MD) is a group of rare inherited muscle diseases in which muscle fibers are unusually susceptible to damage. Muscles, primarily voluntary muscles, become progressively weaker. In the late stages of muscular dystrophy, muscle fibers are often replaced by fat and connective tissue. In some types of muscular dystrophy, heart muscles, other involuntary muscles and other organs are affected.

The most common types of muscular dystrophy appear to be due to a genetic deficiency of the muscle protein dystrophin.
There\textquotesingle{}s no cure for muscular dystrophy, but medications and therapy can slow the course of the disease.
\section{Medical Mysteries}
\label{232}
\subsubsection{Sleep Twitches}
\label{233}
The twitching phenomenon that happens in the early stage of sleep is called a hypnagogic massive jerk, or simply a hypnic jerk. It has also been referred to as a sleep start. There has been little research on this topic, but there have been some theories put forth. When the body drifts off into sleep, it undergoes physiological changes related to body temperature, breathing rate and muscular tone. Hypnic jerks may be the result of muscle changes. Another theory suggests that the transition from the waking to the sleeping state signals the body to relax. But the brain may interpret the relaxation as a sign of falling and then signal the arms and legs to wake up. Electroencephalogram studies have shown sleep starts affect almost 10 percent of the population regularly, 80 percent occasionally, and another 10 percent rarely.

Muscle movement or twitching also may take place during the Rapid Eye Movement, or REM, phase of sleep. This also is the time when dreams occur. During the REM phase, all voluntary muscular activity stops with a drop in muscle tone, but some individuals may experience slight eyelid or ear twitching or slight jerks. Some people with REM behavioral disorder, or RBD, may experience more violent muscular twitching and full-{}fledged activity during sleep. This is because they do not achieve muscle paralysis, and as a result, act out their dreams. Researchers think that people with RBD lack neurological barriers that define the different stages of sleep. New research done by the Mayo Clinic and published in the July 2003 issue of Sleep Medicine shows that melatonin can help lessen RBD symptoms.

Resources: 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} Sleep twitches, or myoclonic jerks, as they are sometimes called, are explained in easily understood language on this website. 
\item{} Learn more about REM Behavior Disorder, or RBD, and treatment for sufferers. 
\item{} View information about various sleep disorders such as insomnia, apnea, and narcolepsy.
\end{myquote}

\section{Microbiology}
\label{234}
{\bfseries
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\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myquote}
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\item{} Normally a nerve impulse initiates contraction of a muscle.  At the same time, an opposing muscle receives the signal to relax so as not to oppose the contraction.  Tetanus toxin blocks the relaxation, so both sets of muscle contract. The usual cause of tetany is lack of calcium, but excess of phosphate (high phosphate-{}to-{}calcium ratio) can also trigger the spasms. 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
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\begin{myquote}
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\item{} If ingested, the toxin is absorbed in the intestine, goes to the blood, and on to the nervous system.  It acts on the peripheral nervous system by blocking the impulse that is normally passes along to the nervous system.  By blocking the impulse that is normally passed along to motor end plates so the muscle contraction can be released, resulting in paralysis.
\end{myquote}

\section{Glossary}
\label{235}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Actin
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}A protein that forms a long polymer rods called microfilaments; Interacts with myosin to cause movement in muscles.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}ATP
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}\symbol{34}Adenosine Triphosphate\symbol{34} is a nucleotide that comes from adenosine that takes place in muscle tissue: This provides a large source of energy for cellular reactions.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Cardiac muscle
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} is also an \symbol{34}involuntary muscle\symbol{34} but it\textquotesingle{}s a specialized kind of muscle found only within the heart.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Clostridium botulinum
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}    A pathogen that causes botulism, gram stain positive, morphology is rod shaped, grows in  anaerobic conditions, and produces spores.   
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Clostridium tetani
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  A pathogen that causes lock jaw, gram stain positive, morphology is tennis racket shaped rod, grows in anaerobic conditions, and produces spores.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Cori cycle
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  In anaerobic conditions produces lactic acid.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Cramp
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  A localized muscle spasm that happens after strenuous activity.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Glycogen
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Glucose that has been converted for energy storage.  Muscles store energy for their own use in this form.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Lactic acid
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Causes muscle fatigue.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Muscle
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Contractile tissue that is derived from the mesodermal layer of embryonic germ cells.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Muscular Dystrophy
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}A hereditary disease characterized by progressive atrophy of muscle fibers
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Myosin
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The fibrous motor protein that uses ATP to drive movements along actin filaments.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Sarcoplasmic Reticulum
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Smooth-{}surfaced tubules forming a plexus around each myofibril that function as a storage and release area for calcium ions (CA+2).
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Skeletal muscle
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} this \symbol{34}voluntary muscle\symbol{34} is anchored by tendons to the bone and is used to affect skeletal movement such as locomotion.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Smooth muscle
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} this \symbol{34}involuntary muscle\symbol{34} is found within the walls of organs and structures such as the esophagus, stomach, intestines, bronchi, uterus, ureters, bladder, and blood vessels.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Sprain
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Injuries that involves a stretched or torn ligament.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Strain
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  A injury to the muscle or tendon attachment
\end{myquote}


charitin; a form of drug use to ensure muscle growth.
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\section{Overview of Blood}
\label{238}
The primary function of blood is to supply oxygen and nutrients as well as constitutional elements to tissues and to remove waste products. Blood also enables hormones and other substances to be transported between tissues and organs. Problems with blood composition or circulation can lead to downstream tissue malfunction. Blood is also involved in maintaining homeostasis by acting as a medium for transferring heat to the skin and by acting as a buffer system for bodily pH.

The blood is circulated through the lungs and body by the pumping action of the heart. The right ventricle pressurizes the blood to send it through the capillaries of the lungs, while the left ventricle re-{}pressurizes the blood to send it throughout the body. Pressure is essentially lost in the capillaries, hence gravity and especially the actions of skeletal muscles are needed to return the blood to the heart.



\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/56.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{56}{Blood circulation from the heart to the lungs.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}

\subsection{Gaseous Exchange}
\label{239}
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\section{Blood Composition}
\label{240}
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Blood is made of two parts:

\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Plasma which makes up 55\% of blood volume.
\item{}  Formed cellular elements (red and white blood cells, and platelets) which combine to make the remaining 45\% of blood volume. 
\end{myenumerate}

\subsection{Plasma makeup}
\label{241}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{57}{Picture of red blood cells.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\subsection{Red Blood Cells}
\label{242}

\subsubsection{Overview}
\label{243}
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RBCS have a shape of a disk that appears to be â��caved inâ�� or almost flattened in the middle; this is called {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape bi-{}concave}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  This bi-{}concave shape allows the RBC to carry oxygen and pass through even the smallest capillaries in the lungs. This shape also allows RBCs to stack like dinner plates and bend as they flow smoothly through the narrow blood vessels in the body. RBCs lack a nucleus (no DNA) and no organelles, meaning that these cells cannot divide or replicate themselves like the cells in our skin and muscles. RBCs have a short life span of about 120 days, however, as long as our myeloid tissue is working correctly, we will produce about 2-{}3 million RBCs per second. That is about 200 billion a day! This allows us to have more to replace the ones we lose. 
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\subsubsection{Functions}
\label{244}
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Red blood cells are broken down and hemoglobin is released. The globin part of the hemoglobin is broken down into amino acid components, which in turn are recycled by the body. The iron is recovered and returned to the bone marrow to be reused. The heme portion of the molecule experiences a chemical change and then gets excreted as bile pigment (bilirubin) by the liver. Heme portion after being broken down contributes to the color of feces and your skin color changing after being bruised.
\subsection{White Blood Cells}
\label{245}
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White blood cells are different from red cells in the fact that they are usually larger in size 10-{}14 micrometers in diameter. White blood cells do not contain hemoglobin which in turn makes them translucent. Many times in diagrams or pictures white blood cells are represented in a blue color, mainly because blue is the color of the stain used to see the cells. White blood cells also have nuclei, that are some what segmented and are surrounded by electrons inside the membrane.
\subsubsection{Functions}
\label{246}
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WBCs are classified by phenotype which can be identified by looking at the WBCs under a microscope. The Granular phenotype  are able to stain blue. The Agranular phenotype are able to stain red. Neutrophils make up 50-{}70\% of Granular cells Eosinophils make up 2-{}4\%, and Basophils 0-{}1\%. Monocytes make up 2-{}8\% of Agranular cells. B and T Lymphocytes make up 20-{}30\%.   As you can see, there is a great deal of differentiation between WBCs. These special cells help our bodies defend themselves against pathogens. Not only do they help our immune system but they remove toxins, wastes, and abnormal or damaged cells. Thus, we can say that WBCs\textquotesingle{} main function is being Phagocytic which means to engulf or swallow cells.
\subsection{Platelets}
\label{247}


\begin{minipage}{0.37500\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/59.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{59}{A 250 ml bag of newly collected platelets.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


Platelets, also called thrombocytes, are membrane-{}bound cell fragments. Platelets have no nucleus, they  are between one and two  micrometers in diameter, and are about 1/10th to 1/20th as abundant as white blood cells. Less than 1\% of whole blood consists of platelets. They result from fragmentation of large cells called Megakaryocytes -{} which are cells derived from stem cells in the bone marrow. Platelets are produced at a rate of 200 billion per day. Their production is regulated by the hormone called Thrombopoietin. The circulating life of a platelet is 8â��10 days. The sticky surface of the platelets allow them to accumulate at the site of broken blood vessels to form a clot.  This aids in the process of hemostasis (\symbol{34}blood stopping\symbol{34}).  Platelets secrete factors that increase local platelet aggregation (e.g., Thromboxane A), enhance vasoconstriction (e.g., Serotonin), and promote blood coagulation (e.g., Thromboplastin).
\section{Hemostasis (Coagulation or Clotting)}
\label{248}

Hemostasis is the natural process of stopping blood flow or loss of blood following an injury. ({\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape hemo}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] = blood; {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape stasis}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] = standing). It has three stages: (1) vascular spasm, vasoconstriction, or intense contraction of blood vessels, (2) formation of a platelet plug and (3) blood clotting or coagulation. Once the flow of blood has been stopped, tissue repair can begin. 

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Vascular spasm or Vasoconsriction:}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]
In a normal individual, immediately after a blood vessel has been cut and endothelial cells are damaged, vasoconstriction occurs, thus slowing blood flow to the area. Smooth muscle in the vessel wall goes through spasms or intense contractions that constrict the vessel. If the vessels are small, spasms compress the inner walls together and may be able to stop the bleeding completely. If the vessels are medium to large-{}sized, the spasms slow down immediate outflow of blood, lessening the damage but still preparing the vessel for the later steps of hemostasis. These vascular spasms usually last for about 30 minutes, long enough for the next two stages of hemostasis to take place.

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Formation of a Platelet Plug:}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]
Within 20 seconds of an injury, coagulation is initiated. Contrary to popular belief, clotting of a cut on the skin is not initiated by air or drying out, but by platelets adhering to and activated by collagen in the blood vessels endothelium. The activated platelets then release the contents of their granules, which contain a variety of substances that stimulate further platelet activation and enhance the hemostatic process. 

When the lining of a blood vessel breaks and endothelial cells are damaged, revealing collagen proteins in the vessel wall, platelets swell, grow spiky extensions, and start clumping together. They start to stick to each other and the walls of the vessel. This continues as more platelets congregate and undergo these same transformations. This process results in a platelet plug that seals the injured area. If the injury is small, a platelet plug may be able to form and close it within several seconds. If the damage is more serious, the next step of blood clotting will take place. Platelets contain secretory granules. When they stick to the proteins in the vessel walls, they {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape degranulate}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], thus releasing their products, which include ADP (adenosine diphosphate), serotonin, and thromboxane A2. 
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If the platelet plug is not enough to stop the bleeding, the third stage of hemostasis begins: the formation of a blood clot. First, blood changes from a liquid to a gel. At least 12 substances called {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape clotting factors}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] take part in a series of chemical reactions that eventually create a mesh of protein fibers within the blood. Each of the {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape clotting factors}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] has a very specific function. We will discuss just three of the substances here: prothrombin, thrombin, and fibrin. Prothrombin and fibrinogen are proteins that are produced and deposited in the blood by the liver. 
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\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape Fibrin}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Fibrinogen is cleaved by thrombin to form its active form, \symbol{34}fibrin.\symbol{34}  Fibrin threads wind around the platelet plug at the damaged area of the blood vessel, forming an interlocking network of fibers and a framework for the clot. This net of fibers traps and helps hold platelets, blood cells and other molecules tight to the site of injury, functioning as the initial clot. This temporary fibrin clot can form in less than a minute, and usually does a good job of reducing the blood flow. Next, platelets in the clot begin to shrink, tightening the clot and drawing together the vessel walls. Usually, this whole process of clot formation and tightening takes less than a half hour.
\end{myitemize}


The use of adsorbent chemicals, such as zeolites, and other hemostatic agents, are also being explored for use in sealing severe injuries quickly.
\section{ABO Group System}
\label{249}

The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries ABO blood group}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is represented by substances on the surface of red blood cells (RBCs). These substances are important because they contain specific sequences of amino acid and carbohydrates which are antigenic. As well as being on the surface of RBCs, some of these antigens are also present on the cells of other tissues. A complete blood type describes the set of 29 substances on the surface of RBCs, and an individual\textquotesingle{}s blood type is one of the many possible combinations of blood group antigens.  Usually only the ABO blood group system and the presence or absence of the Rhesus D antigen (also known as the Rhesus factor or RH factor) are determined and used to describe the blood type. Over 400 different blood group antigens have been found, many of these being very rare. If an individual is exposed to a blood group antigen that is not recognized as self, the individual can become sensitized to that antigen; the immune system makes specific antibodies which binds specifically to a particular blood group antigen and an immunological memory against that particular antigen is formed. These antibodies can bind to antigens on the surface of transfused red blood cells (or other tissue cells) often leading to destruction of the cells by recruitment of other components of the immune system. Knowledge of a individual\textquotesingle{}s blood type is important to identify appropriate blood for transfusion or tissue for organ transplantation.
\subsection{Surface Antigens}
\label{250}

Several different RBC surface antigens stemming from one allele (or very closely linked genes) are collectively labeled as a blood group system (or blood group). The two most important blood group systems were discovered during early experiments with blood transfusion, the ABO group in 1901 and the Rhesus group in 1937 . These two blood groups are reflected in the common nomenclature A positive, O negative, etc. with letters referring to the ABO group and positive/negative to the presence/absence of the RhD antigen of the Rhesus group. Development of the Coombs test in 1945 and the advent of transfusion medicine led to discovery of more blood groups. 
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{60}{Compatibility of blood types}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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\subsection{Inheritance}
\label{251}

Blood types are inherited and represent contributions from both parents. The ABO blood type is controlled by a single gene with three alleles: i, IA, and IB. The gene encodes an enzyme that modifies the carbohydrate content of the red blood cell antigens. 

IA gives type A,
IB gives type B,
i give types O
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\end{longtable}


IA and IB are dominant over i, so ii people have type O, IAIA or IAi have A, and IBIB or IBi have type B. IAIB people have both phenotypes because A and B  are codominant, which means that type A and B parents can have an AB child. Thus, it is extremely unlikely for a type AB parent to have a type O child (it is not, however, direct proof of illegitimacy): the cis-{}AB phenotype has a single enzyme that creates both A and B antigens. The resulting red blood cells do not usually express A or B antigen at the same level that would be expected on common group A or B red blood cells, which can help solve the problem of an apparently genetically impossible blood group.
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Many people have the Rh Factor on the red blood cell. Rh carriers do not have the antibodies for the Rh Factor, but can make them if exposed to Rh. Most commonly Rh is seen when anti-{}Rh antibodies cross from the mothers placenta into the child before birth. The Rh Factor enters the child destroying the child\textquotesingle{}s red blood cells. This is called Hemolytic Disease.
\subsection{Compatibility in Blood/Plasma Transfusions}
\label{252}

Blood transfusions between donor and recipient of incompatible blood types can cause severe acute immunological reactions, hemolysis (RBCT destruction), renal failure, shock, and sometimes death. Antibodies can be highly active and can attack RBCs and bind components of the complement system to cause massive hemolysis of the transfused blood.

A patient should ideally receive their own blood or type-{}specific blood products to minimize the chance of a transfusion reaction. If time allows, the risk will further be reduced by cross-{}matching blood, in addition to blood typing both recipient and donor. Cross-{}matching involves mixing a sample of the recipient\textquotesingle{}s blood with a sample of the donor\textquotesingle{}s blood and checking to see if the mixture agglutinates, or forms clumps. Blood bank technicians usually check for agglutination with a microscope, and if it occurs, that particular donor\textquotesingle{}s blood cannot be transfused to that particular recipient. Blood transfusion is a potentially risky medical procedure and it is vital that all blood specimens are correctly identified, so in cross-{}matching labeling is standardized using a barcode system known as ISBT 128.
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When considering a plasma transfusion, keep in mind that plasma carries antibodies and no antigens. For example you can\textquotesingle{}t give type O plasma to a type A, B or AB, because a person with type O blood has A and B antibodies and the recipient would have an immune response. On the other hand an AB donor could give plasma to anyone, since they have no antibodies.

The table to the right is for plasma transfusions, and it\textquotesingle{}s just the opposite for RBC transfusions. It doesn\textquotesingle{}t take the Rh factor into effect, though, because most people don\textquotesingle{}t have antibodies for the Rhesus factor (it only happens upon exposure).

\subsubsection{Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn}
\label{253}

Often a pregnant woman carries a fetus with a different blood type to herself, and sometimes the mother forms antibodies against the red blood cells of the fetus, leading to low fetal blood counts, a condition known as hemolytic disease of the newborn.

Hemolytic disease of the newborn, (also known as HDN) is an alloimmune condition that develops in a fetus when the IgG antibodies produced by the mother and passing through the placenta include ones which attack the red blood cells in the fetal circulation. The red cells are broken down and the fetus can develop reticulocytosis and anemia. The fetal disease ranges from mild to very severe and fetal death from heart failure -{} hydrops fetalis -{} can occur. When the disease is moderate or severe many erythroblasts are present in the fetal blood and so these forms of the disease can be called erythroblastosis fetalis.

Before birth, options for treatment include intrauterine transfusion or early induction of labor when pulmonary maturity has been attained, fetal distress is present, or 35 to 37 weeks of gestation have passed. The mother may also undergo plasma exchange to reduce the circulating levels of antibody by as much as 75\%.

After birth, treatment depends on the severity of the condition, but could include temperature stabilization and monitoring, phototherapy, transfusion with compatible packed red blood, exchange transfusion with a blood type compatible with both the infant and the mother, sodium bicarbonate for correction of acidosis and/or assisted ventilation.

Rh negative mothers who have had a pregnancy with or are pregnant with a Rh positive infant, are given Rh immune globulin (RhIG) also known as Rhogam, during pregnancy and after delivery to prevent sensitization to the D antigen. It works by binding any fetal red cells with the D antigen before the mother is able to produce an immune response and form anti-{}D IgG. A drawback to pre-{}partum administration of RhIG is that it causes a positive antibody screen when the mother is tested which is indistinguishable from immune reasons for antibody production.
\section{Diseases of the Blood}
\label{254}\subsection{Von Willebrand Disease}
\label{255}

The most common inherited bleeding disorder, von Willebrand disease affects both men and women equally.  Von Willebrand disease is similar to hemophilia in that it involves a deficiency in the ability of blood to clot properly.  Those affect by von Willebrand disease will have one or more of the following-{} low levels of von Willebrand factor (a protein that helps the blood to clot), and/or their von Willebrand factor doesn\textquotesingle{}t work properly.  While it is mostly an inherited disease (with factors contributed by both parents), von Willebrand disease may be an acquired syndrome in rare cases. 

There are three types of von Willebrand disease: Type 1, which is the mildest and most common form of the disease; Type 2, which has four subtypes (2A, 2B, 2M, and 2N) and ranges from mild to moderate in severity; and finally, Type 3, which is very rare and is the most severe form.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Type 1
\end{mydescription}
}

In type 1 von Willebrand disease, there is a low level of von Willebrand factor. The level of factor VIII may also be lower than normal. This is the mildest and most common form of the disease. About 3 out of 4 people diagnosed with von Willebrand disease have type 1. 
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Type 2
\end{mydescription}
}

In type 2 von Willebrand disease, a defect in von Willebrand factor causes it to not work properly. Type 2 is divided into 2A, 2B, 2M, and 2N. Each is treated differently, so knowing the exact type is important.

People with type 1 and type 2 von Willebrand disease may have the following mild-{}to-{}moderate bleeding symptoms: easy bruising, nosebleeds, bleeding from the gums after a dental procedure, heavy menstrual bleeding in women, blood in their stools or urine (from bleeding in the intestines, stomach, kidneys or bladder), excessive bleeding after a cut or other accident or surgery.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Type 3
\end{mydescription}
}

People with type 3 von Willebrand disease usually have no von Willebrand factor and very low factor VIII. Type 3 is severe and very rare.

Symptoms of type 3 von Willebrand disease might include any of the symptoms of types 1 and 2, and also include severe bleeding episodes for no reason, which can be life-{}threatening if not treated immediately. Bleeding into soft tissues or joints (hemarthrosis), causing severe pain and swelling, is another symptom.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Treatment
\end{mydescription}
}


Many people with von Willebrand disease do not require treatment to manage the disease.  However, if treatment is necessary, it may include a range of different interventions depending on the severity.  These involve medicine to increase the level of von Willebrand factor in the blood (DDAVP), medicine to prevent the breakdown of clots (called antifibrinolytic drugs), medicine to control heavy menstrual bleeding in women (often birth control pills), or injection of clotting factor concentrates (containing von Willebrand factor and factor VIII).
\subsection{Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation}
\label{256}

Disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), also called consumptive coagulopathy, is a pathological process in the body where the blood starts to coagulate throughout the whole body. This depletes the body of its platelets and coagulation factors, and there is a paradoxically increased risk of hemorrhage. It occurs in critically ill patients, especially those with Gram-{}negative sepsis (particularly meningococcal sepsis) and acute promyelocytic leukemia.
\subsection{Hemophilia}
\label{257}

Hemophilia is a disease where there is low or no blood protein, causing an inability to produce blood clots. There are two types of Hemophilia: Type A, which is a deficiency in factor VIII and Type B, (Christmas disease) a deficiency on factor IX. Because people with hemophilia have an impaired ability to make blood clots, even a little cut may take hours or days to fully clot, and a small bump or jar to the body could cause severe bruising that doesn\textquotesingle{}t heal for months. Internal muscle bleeds are the most common symptom though, causing swelling and varying degrees of pain. 

Hemophilia is passed down from mothers to their sons.  Hemophilia is sometimes known as the \symbol{34}Royal Disease\symbol{34}. This is because Queen Victoria, Queen of England (1837-{}1901), was a carrier of hemophilia. The hemophilia disease was passed down to her son Leopold who ended up dying at age 31. Queen Victoria also had two daughters who were carriers. These daughters passed hemophilia into the Spanish, German, and Russian royal families. One of the most famous stories is that of the Russian royal family. Alexandra, granddaughter to Queen Victoria, married Nicholas (Tsar of Russia in the 1900s). Alexandra was a carrier of the disease and passed the disease to their first son, Tsarevich Alexi, who was heir to the throne of Russia. The family tried to keep their son\textquotesingle{}s secret from the people, but Alexi suffered with serious bruises and extreme pain. The family found help from a monk named Rasputin.  He kept their secret and gained a great deal of power over the family, making them think he was their only hope. During this time of great turmoil in Russia,  Nicholas and Alexandra spent most of their attentions on their son, and not on the people. It wasn\textquotesingle{}t long before the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 began.
\subsection{Factor V Leiden}
\label{258}

The opposite of Hemophilia, Factor V Leiden is the name given to a variant of human factor V that causes a hypercoagulability disorder. In this disorder the Leiden variant of factor V, cannot be inactivated by activated protein C. Factor V Leiden is the most common hereditary hypercoagulability disorder amongst Eurasians. It is named after the city Leiden (The Netherlands), where it was first identified in 1994 by Prof R. Bertina et al.  Those that have it are at a slightly higher risk of developing blood clots than those without.  Those that test positive for factor V should avoid (oral contraceptives, obesity, smoking, and high blood pressure.)
\subsection{Anemia}
\label{259}

Anemia (AmE) or anaemia (BrE), from the Greek (á¼�Î½Î±Î¹Î¼Î¯Î±) meaning \symbol{34}without blood\symbol{34}, refers to a deficiency of red blood cells (RBCs) and/or hemoglobin. This results in a reduced ability of blood to transfer oxygen to the tissues, causing hypoxia.  Since all human cells depend on oxygen for survival, varying degrees of anemia can have a wide range of clinical consequences. Hemoglobin (the oxygen-{}carrying protein in the red blood cells) has to be present to ensure adequate oxygenation of all body tissues and organs.

The three main classes of anemia include excessive blood loss (acutely such as a hemorrhage or chronically through low-{}volume loss), excessive blood cell destruction (hemolysis) or deficient red blood cell production (ineffective hematopoiesis). In menstruating women, dietary iron deficiency is a common cause of deficient red blood cell production.
\subsection{Sickle cell}
\label{260} 
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Sickle-{}cell disease is a general term for a group of genetic disorders caused by sickle hemoglobin (Hgb S or Hb S). In many forms of the disease, the red blood cells change shape upon deoxygenation because of polymerization of the abnormal sickle hemoglobin. This process damages the red blood cell membrane, and can cause the cells to become stuck in blood vessels. This deprives the downstream tissues of oxygen and causes ischemia and infarction. The disease is chronic and lifelong. Individuals are most often well, but their lives are punctuated by periodic painful attacks. In addition to periodic pain, there may be damage of internal organs, and/or stroke. Lifespan is often shortened with sufferers living to an average of 40 years. It is common in people from parts of the world where malaria is or was common, especially in sub-{}Saharan Africa or in descendants of those peoples. 

Genetics:
Sickle-{}cell disease is inherited in the autosomal recessive pattern, depicted above.  The allele responsible for sickle cell anemia is autosomal recessive. A person who receives the defective gene from both father and mother develops the disease; a person who receives one defective and one healthy allele remains healthy, but can pass on the disease and is known as a carrier. If two parents who are carriers have a child, there is a 1-{}in-{}4 chance of their child developing the illness and a 1-{}in-{}2 chance of their child just being a carrier.
\subsection{Polycythemia}
\label{261}
Polycythemia is a condition in which there is a net increase in the total circulating erythrocyte (red blood cell) mass of the body. There are several types of polycythemia.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Primary Polycythemia
\end{mydescription}
}

In primary polycythemia, there may be 8 to 9 million and occasionally 11 million erythrocytes per cubic millimeter of blood (a normal range for adults is 4-{}5 million), and the hematocrit may be as high as 70 to 80\%. In addition, the total blood volume can increase to as much as twice as normal. The entire vascular system can become markedly engorged with blood, and circulation times for blood throughout the body can increase up to twice the normal value. The increased numbers of erythrocytes can increase of the viscosity of the blood to as much as five times normal. Capillaries can become plugged by the very viscous blood, and the flow of blood through the vessels tends to be extremely sluggish.

As a consequence of the above, people with untreated Polycythemia are at a risk of various thrombotic events (deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolism), heart attack and stroke, and have a substantial risk of Budd-{}Chiari syndrome (hepatic vein thrombosis). The condition is considered chronic; no cure exists. Symptomatic treatment (see below) can normalize the blood count and most patients can live a normal life for years.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Secondary polycythemia
\end{mydescription}
}

Secondary polycythemia is caused by either appropriate or inappropriate increases in the production of erythropoietin that result in an increased production of erythrocytes. In secondary polycythemia, there may be 6 to 8 million and occasionally 9 million erythrocytes per cubic millimeter of blood. A type of secondary polycythemia in which the production of erythropoietin increases appropriately is called physiologic polycythemia. Physiologic polycythemia occurs in individuals living at high altitudes (4275 to 5200 meters), where oxygen availability is less than at sea level. Many athletes train at higher altitudes to take advantage of this effect â�� a legal form of blood doping. Actual polychthemia sufferers have been known to use their condition as an athletic advantage for greater stamina.

Other causes of secondary polycythemia include smoking, renal or liver tumors, or heart or lung diseases that result in hypoxia. Endocrine abnormalities, prominently including pheochromocytoma and adrenal adenoma with Cushing\textquotesingle{}s Syndrome, are also secondary causes. Athletes and bodybuilders who abuse anabolic steroids or erythropoietin may develop secondary polycythemia.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Relative polycythemia
\end{mydescription}
}

Relative polycythemia is an apparent rise of the erythrocyte level in the blood; however, the underlying cause is reduced blood plasma. Relative polycythemia is often caused by fluid loss i.e. burns, dehydration and stress polycythemia.
\subsection{Leukemia}
\label{262}                                   

Leukemia is a cancer of the blood or bone marrow characterized by an abnormal proliferation of blood cells, usually white blood cells (leukocytes). It is part of the broad group of diseases called hematological neoplasms. Damage to the bone marrow, by way of displacing the normal marrow cells with increasing numbers of malignant cells, results in a lack of blood platelets, which are important in the blood clotting process. This means people with leukemia may become bruised, bleed excessively, or develop pin-{}prick bleeds (petechiae).

White blood cells, which are involved in fighting pathogens, may be suppressed or dysfunctional, putting the patient at the risk of developing infections.
The red blood cell deficiency leads to anaemia, which may cause dyspnea. All symptoms may also be attributable to other diseases; for diagnosis, blood tests and a bone marrow biopsy are required.
\section{Glossary}
\label{263}
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\section{Review Questions}
\label{264}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#Blood_Physiology}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1. Taking aspirin every day can reduce the risk of heart disease because:
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) it is a powerful vasodilator
\item{} B) it blocks pain receptors in heart tissue
\item{} C) it stops ventricular fibrillation
\item{} D) it loosens plaque on arterial walls
\item{} E) it prevents platelet clumping
\end{myquote}


2. A hematocrit measures percentage of:
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) White blood cells
\item{} B) Plasma
\item{} C) Platelets
\item{} D) Red blood cells
\end{myquote}


3. Fred\textquotesingle{}s blood type is O-{} and Ginger\textquotesingle{}s is B+. Fred and Ginger have a son who is AB+. What do you conclude?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) If they have a second child Ginger needs to have RhoGam shot
\item{} B) There is no risk to a second child, unless it has a negative blood type
\item{} C) If the child needs a blood transfusion Fred could provide it safely, but not Ginger
\item{} D) Fred is not the boyâ��s father
\end{myquote}


4. Which blood component plays the largest role in maintaining the osmotic pressure of blood?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) albumin
\item{} B) carbon dioxide
\item{} C) white blood cells
\item{} D) fibrinogen
\item{} E) globulins
\end{myquote}


5. If you hold your breath for one minute
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) The kidneys will increase sodium ion reabsorption
\item{} B) Hydrogen-{}ion concentration in the blood will increase
\item{} C) Your heart rate will greatly slow
\item{} D) Hemoglobin will bind to oxygen more strongly
\end{myquote}


6. Most of the carbon dioxide produced by tissues is transported to the lungs as:
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Small gas bubbles in the plasma
\item{} B) Gas bound to hemoglobin in the red blood cells
\item{} C) Bicarbonate ions in the plasma
\item{} D) Gas bound to white blood cells and albumin
\item{} E) Gas transported through the lymphatic system
\end{myquote}


7. To prevent blood loss after a tissue injury, blood vessels first
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Form a platelet plug
\item{} B) Form a clot
\item{} C) Initiate the coagulation cascade
\item{} D) Constrict and form barriers
\end{myquote}


8. You take a blood sample from a male cyclist at the end of a long race. The hematocrit is 60\%. The most likely conclusion is:
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) This is within normal range for most adult males
\item{} B) This cyclist is anemic
\item{} C) This low of a hematocrit could indicate liver damage or leukemia
\item{} D) The cyclist is dehydrated
\item{} E) The cyclist has been taking pharmaceutical erythropoietin
\end{myquote}


9. In a normal blood sample, which of the following cells will be the most abundant?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Neutrophils
\item{} B) Basophils
\item{} C) Eosinophils
\item{} D) Monocytes
\item{} E) Lymphocytes
\end{myquote}


10. A bag of donated blood does not clot because
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) There is not enough oxygen
\item{} B) It cannot dry out
\item{} C) It is kept refrigerated
\item{} D) There is no free calcium
\item{} E) All of the above
\end{myquote}


11. What is the primary function of bood?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Supply nutrients to tissues 
\item{} B) Remove waste products
\item{} C) To keep your body at one consistent temperature
\item{} D) A and B
\item{} E) B and C
\end{myquote}


12. What is the main component of the Red blood cell? 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Albumin
\item{} B) Globulins
\item{} C) Hemoglobin
\item{} D) Nucleus
\end{myquote}

\chapter{The Cardiovascular System}
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\section{Introduction}
\label{266}
The heart is the life-{}giving, ever-{}beating muscle in your chest. From inside the womb until death, the thump goes on. The heart for the average human will contract about 3 billion times; never resting, never stopping to take a break except for a fraction of a second between beats. At 80 years of age, a person\textquotesingle{}s heart will continue to beat an average of 100,000 times a day. Many believe that the heart is the first organ to become functional. Within weeks of conception the heart starts its mission of supplying the body with nutrients even though the embryo is no bigger than a capital letter on this page.
The primary function of the heart is to pump blood through the arteries, capillaries, and veins. There are an estimated 60,000 miles of vessels throughout an adult body. Blood transports oxygen, nutrients, disease causing viruses, bacteria, hormones and has other important functions as well. The heart is the pump that keeps blood circulating properly.
Americans today have many options to take care of their heart and circulatory system. Expanding medical technology has made it much easier to do so. This chapter is dedicated to the heart and its many parts.
\section{The Heart}
\label{267}
The heart is a hollow, muscular organ about the size of a fist. It is responsible for pumping blood through the blood vessels by repeated, rhythmic contractions. The heart is composed of cardiac muscle, an involuntary muscle tissue that is found only within this organ. The term \symbol{34}cardiac\symbol{34} (as in cardiology) means \symbol{34}related to the heartâ�� and comes from the Greek word kardia, for \symbol{34}heart.\symbol{34} It has a four-{}chambered, double pump and is located in the thoracic cavity between the lungs.
The cardiac muscle is self-{}exciting, meaning it has its own conduction system. This is in contrast with skeletal muscle, which requires either conscious or reflex nervous stimuli. The heart\textquotesingle{}s rhythmic contractions occur spontaneously, although the frequency or heart rate can be changed by nervous or hormonal influence such as exercise or the perception of danger.\subsection{Endocardium}
\label{268}
The endocardium is the innermost lining of the heart which consists of the endothelial cells forming a smooth membrane in places, and a pocked and tribeculated surface in others (mainly the ventricles, or lower pumping chambers).
\subsection{Myocardium}
\label{269}
The myocardium is the muscular tissue of the heart. The myocardium is composed of specialized cardiac muscle cells with an ability not possessed by muscle tissue elsewhere in the body. Cardiac muscle, like other muscles, can contract, but it can also conduct electricity, like nerves.
The blood to the myocardium is supplied by the coronary arteries. If these arteries are occluded by atherosclerosis and/or thrombosis, this can lead to angina pectoris or myocardial infarction due to ischemia (lack of oxygen). Failure of the heart to contract properly (for various reasons) is termed heart failure, generally leading to fluid retention, edema, pulmonary edema, renal insufficiency, hepatomegaly, a shortened life expectancy and decreased quality of life.
\subsection{Epicardium}
\label{270}
The outer most layer next to the myocardium is known as the Epicardium. This is the outer layer after endocardium and myocardium that consists of a thin layer of connective tissue and fat.
\subsection{Pericardium}
\label{271}
The pericardium is the thick, membranous sac that surrounds the heart. It protects and lubricates the heart. There are two layers to the pericardium: the fibrous pericardium and the serous pericardium. The serous pericardium is divided into two layers; in between these two layers there is a space called the pericardial cavity.
\subsection{Heart Chambers}
\label{272}
The heart has four chambers, two atria and two ventricles. The atria are smaller with thin walls, while the ventricles are larger and much stronger.

\subsubsection{Atrium}
\label{273}
There are two atria on either side of the heart. On the right side is the atrium that contains blood which is poor in oxygen. The left atrium contains blood which has been oxygenated and is ready to be sent to the body. The right atrium receives de-{}oxygenated blood from the superior vena cava and inferior vena cava. The left atrium receives oxygenated blood from the left and right pulmonary veins.  Atria facilitate circulation primarily by allowing uninterrupted venous flow to the heart, preventing the inertia of interrupted venous flow that would otherwise occur at each ventricular systole.

\subsubsection{Ventricles}
\label{274}
The ventricle is a heart chamber which collects blood from an atrium and pumps it out of the heart. There are two ventricles: the right ventricle pumps blood into the pulmonary artery which takes the blood through the pulmonary circuit, and the left ventricle pumps blood into the aorta for systemic circulation to the rest of the body.
Ventricles have thicker walls than the atria, and thus can create the higher blood pressure. Comparing the left and right ventricle, the left ventricle has thicker walls because it needs to pump blood to the whole body. This leads to the common misconception that the heart lies on the left side of the body.
\subsection{Septum}
\label{275}
The inter ventricular septum (ventricular septum, or during development septum inferius) is the thick wall separating the lower chambers (the ventricles) of the heart from one another. The ventricular septum is directed backward and to the right, and is curved toward the right ventricle. The greater portion of it is thick and muscular and constitutes the muscular ventricular septum. Its upper and posterior part, which separates the aortic vestibule from the lower part of the right atrium and upper part of the right ventricle, is thin and fibrous, and is termed the membranous ventricular septum.
\subsection{Valves}
\label{276}
The two atrioventricular (AV) valves are one-{}way valves that ensure that blood flows from the atria to the ventricles, and not the other way. The two semilunar (SL) valves are present in the arteries leaving the heart; they prevent blood from flowing back into the ventricles. The sound heard in a heart beat is the heart valves shutting. The right AV valve is also called the tricuspid valve because it has three flaps. It is located between the right atrium and the right ventricle. The tricuspid valve allows blood to flow from the right atrium into the right ventricle when the heart is relaxed during diastole. When the heart begins to contract, the heart enters a phase called systole, and the atrium pushes blood into the ventricle. Then, the ventricle begins to contract and blood pressure inside the heart rises. When the ventricular pressure exceeds the pressure in the atrium, the tricuspid valve snaps shut. The left AV valve is also called the bicuspid valve because it has two flaps. It is also known as the mitral valve due to the resemblance to a bishop\textquotesingle{}s mitre (liturgical headdress). This valve prevents blood in the left ventricle from flowing into the left atrium. As it is on the left side of the heart, it must withstand a great deal of strain and pressure; this is why it is made of only two cusps, as a simpler mechanism entails a reduced risk of malfunction. There are two remaining valves called the Semilunar Valves. They have flaps that resemble half moons. The pulmonary semilunar valve lies between the right ventricle and the pulmonary trunk. The aortic semilunar valve is located between the left ventricle and the aorta.
\subsection{Subvalvular Apparatus}
\label{277}
The chordae tendinae are attached to papillary muscles that cause tension to better hold the valve. Together, the papillary muscles and the chordae tendinae are known as the subvalvular apparatus. The function of the subvalvular apparatus is to keep the valves from prolapsing into the atria when they close. The subvalvular apparatus have no effect on the opening and closing of the valves. This is caused entirely by the pressure gradient across the valve.
\subsection{Complications with the Heart}
\label{278}
The most common congenital abnormality of the heart is the bicuspid aortic valve. In this condition, instead of three cusps, the aortic valve has two cusps. This condition is often undiagnosed until the person develops calcific aortic stenosis. Aortic stenosis occurs in this condition usually in patients in their 40s or 50s, an average of 10 years earlier than in people with normal aortic valves. Another common complication of rheumatic fever is thickening and stenosis (partial blocking) of the mitral valve. For patients who have had rheumatic fever dentists are advised to prophylactically administer antibiotics prior to dental work to prevent bacterial endocarditis that occurs when bacteria from the teeth enter the circulation and attach to damaged heart valves.

The aortic valve is a semilunar valve, but itÂ´s called bicuspid because of itÂ´s regular three \symbol{34}cusps\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}semilunar\symbol{34} valves, and is not to be confused with the left atrioventricular valve, which is more commonly called the mitral valve, and is one of the two cuspidal valves.
\section{Passage of Blood Through the Heart}
\label{279}
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While it is convenient to describe the flow of the blood through the right side of the heart and then through the left side, it is important to realize that both atria contract at the same time and that both ventricles contract at the same time. The heart works as two pumps, one on the right and one on the left that works simultaneously. The right pump pumps the blood to the lungs or the pulmonary circulation at the same time that the left pump pumps blood to the rest of the body or the systemic circulation.
Venous blood from systemic circulation (deoxygenated) enters the right atrium through the superior and inferior vena cava. The right atrium contracts and forces the blood through the tricuspid valve (right atrioventricular valve) and into the right ventricles. The right ventricles contract and force the blood through the pulmonary semilunar valve into the pulmonary trunk and out the pulmonary artery. This takes the blood to the lungs where the blood releases carbon dioxide and receives a new supply of oxygen. The new blood is carried in the pulmonary veins that take it to the left atrium. The left atrium then contracts and forces blood through the left atrioventricular, bicuspid, or mitral, valve into the left ventricle. The left ventricle contracts forcing blood through the aortic semilunar valve into the ascending aorta. It then branches to arteries carrying oxygen rich blood to all parts of the body.

\subsection{Blood Flow After the Heart}
\label{280}
Aorta-{}Arteries-{}Arterioles-{}Capillaries-{}Venules-{}Veins-{}Vena Cava
\subsection{Blood Flow Through Capillaries}
\label{281}
From the arterioles, the blood then enters one or more capillaries. The walls of capillaries are so thin and fragile that blood cells can only pass in single file. Inside the capillaries, exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide takes place. Red blood cells inside the capillary releases their oxygen which passes through the wall and into the surrounding tissue. The tissue then releases waste, such as carbon dioxide, which then passes through the wall and into the red blood cells.
\section{The Circulatory System}
\label{282}
The circulatory system is extremely important in sustaining life. Itâ��s proper functioning is responsible for the delivery of oxygen and nutrients to all cells, as well as the removal of carbon dioxide, waste products, maintenance of optimum pH, and the mobility of the elements, proteins and cells, of the immune system. In developed countries, the two leading causes of death, myocardial infarction and stroke are each direct results of an arterial system that has been slowly and progressively compromised by years of deterioration.
\subsection{Arteries}
\label{283}
Arteries are muscular blood vessels that carry blood away from the heart, oxygenated and deoxygenated blood . The pulmonary arteries will carry deoxygenated blood to the lungs and the systemic arteries will carry oxygenated blood to the rest of the body. Arteries have a thick wall that consists of three layers. The inside layer is called the endothelium, the middle layer is mostly smooth muscle and the outside layer is connective tissue. The artery walls are thick so that when blood enters under pressure the walls can expand. 
\subsubsection{Arterioles}
\label{284}
An arteriole is a small artery that extends and leads to capillaries. Arterioles have thick smooth muscular walls. These smooth muscles are able to contract (causing vessel constriction) and relax (causing vessel dilation). This contracting and relaxing affects blood pressure; the higher number of vessels dilated, the lower blood pressure will be. Arterioles are just visible to the naked eye.
\subsection{Capillaries}
\label{285}
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Capillaries are the smallest of a bodyâ��s vessels; they connect arteries and veins, and most closely interact with tissues. They are very prevalent in the body; total surface area is about 6,300 square meters. Because of this, no cell is very far from a capillary, no more than 50 micrometers away.
The walls of capillaries are composed of a single layer of cells, the endothelium, which is the inner lining of all the vessels. This layer is so thin that molecules such as oxygen, water and lipids can pass through them by diffusion and enter the tissues. Waste products such as carbon dioxide and urea can diffuse back into the blood to be carried away for removal from the body.

The \symbol{34}capillary bed\symbol{34} is the network of capillaries present throughout the body. These beds are able to be â��openedâ�� and â��closedâ�� at any given time, according to need. This process is called autoregulation and capillary beds usually carry no more than 25\% of the amount of blood it could hold at any time. The more metabolically active the cells, the more capillaries it will require to supply nutrients.
\subsection{Veins}
\label{286}
Veins carry blood to the heart. The pulmonary veins will carry oxygenated blood to the heart awhile the systemic veins will carry deoxygenated to the heart. Most of the blood volume is found in the venous system; about 70\% at any given time. The veins outer walls have the same three layers as the arteries, differing only because there is a lack of smooth muscle in the inner layer and less connective tissue on the outer layer. Veins have low blood pressure compared to arteries and need the help of skeletal muscles to bring blood back to the heart. Most veins have one-{}way valves called venous valves to prevent backflow caused by gravity. They also have a thick collagen outer layer, which helps maintain blood pressure and stop blood pooling. If a person is standing still for long periods or is bedridden, blood can accumulate in veins and can cause varicose veins. The hollow internal cavity in which the blood flows is called the lumen. A muscular layer allows veins to contract, which puts more blood into circulation. Veins are used medically as points of access to the blood stream, permitting the withdrawal of blood specimens (venipuncture) for testing purposes, and enabling the infusion of fluid, electrolytes, nutrition, and medications (intravenous delivery).
\subsection{Venules}
\label{287}
A venule is a small vein that allows deoxygenated blood to return from the capillary beds to the larger blood veins, except in the pulmonary circuit where the blood is oxygenated. Venules have three layers; they have the same makeup as arteries with less smooth muscle, making them thinner.
\section{The Cardiovascular Pathways}
\label{288}
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The double circulatory system of blood flow refers to the separate systems of pulmonary circulation and the systemic circulation in amphibians, birds and mammals (including humans.) In contrast, fishes have a single circulation system.
For instance, the adult human heart consists of two separated pumps, the right side with the right atrium and ventricle (which pumps deoxygenated blood into the pulmonary circulation), and the left side with the left atrium and ventricle (which pumps oxygenated blood into the systemic circulation). Blood in one circuit has to go through the heart to enter the other circuit.
Blood circulates through the body two to three times every minute. In one day, the blood travels a total of 19,000 km (12,000 miles), or four times the distance across the U.S. from coast to coast.
\subsection{The Pulmonary Circuit}
\label{289}
In the pulmonary circuit, blood is pumped to the lungs from the right ventricle of the heart. It is carried to the lungs via pulmonary arteries. At lungs, oxygen in the alveolae diffuses to the capillaries surrounding the alveolae and carbon dioxide inside the blood diffuses to the alveolae. As a result, blood is oxygenated which is then carried to the heart\textquotesingle{}s left half -{}to the left atrium via pulmonary veins.
Oxygen rich blood is prepared for the whole organs and tissues of the body. This is important because mitochondria inside the cells should use oxygen to produce energy from the organic compounds.
\subsection{The Systemic Circuit}
\label{290}
The systemic circuit supplies oxygenated blood to the organ system. Oxygenated blood from the lungs is returned to the left atrium, then the ventricle contracts and pumps blood into the aorta. Systemic arteries split from the aorta and direct blood into the capillaries. Cells consume the oxygen and nutrients and add carbon dioxide, wastes, enzymes and hormones. The veins drain the deoxygenated blood from the capillaries and return the blood to the right atrium.
\subsection{Aorta}
\label{291}
The aorta is the largest of the arteries in the systemic circuit. The blood is pumped from the left ventricle into the aorta and from there it branches to all parts of the body.
The aorta is an elastic artery, and as such is able to distend. When the left ventricle contracts to force blood into the aorta, the aorta expands. This stretching gives the potential energy that will help maintain blood pressure during diastole, as during this time the aorta contracts passively.
\subsection{Superior Venae Cavae}
\label{292}
The superior vena cava (SVC) is a short vein that carries de-{}oxygenated blood from the upper half of the body to the heart\textquotesingle{}s right atrium. It is formed by the left and right brachiocephalic veins (also referred to as the innominate veins) which receive blood from the upper limbs and the head and neck. The azygous vein (which receives blood from the ribcage) joins it just before it enters the right atrium.
\subsection{Inferior Venae Cavae}
\label{293}
The inferior vena cava (or IVC) is a large vein that carries de-{}oxygenated blood from the lower half of the body into the heart. It is formed by the left and right common iliac veins and transports blood to the right atrium of the heart. It is posterior to the abdominal cavity, and runs along side of the vertebral column on its right side.
\subsection{Coronary Arteries}
\label{294}
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Heart showing the Coronary Arteries
The coronary circulation consists of the blood vessels that supply blood to, and remove blood from, the heart muscle itself. Although blood fills the chambers of the heart, the muscle tissue of the heart, or myocardium, is so thick that it requires coronary blood vessels to deliver blood deep into the myocardium. The vessels that supply blood high in oxygen to the myocardium are known as coronary arteries. The vessels that remove the deoxygenated blood from the heart muscle are known as cardiac veins.
The coronary arteries that run on the surface of the heart are called epicardial coronary arteries. These arteries, when healthy, are capable of auto regulation to maintain coronary blood flow at levels appropriate to the needs of the heart muscle. These relatively narrow vessels are commonly affected by atherosclerosis and can become blocked, causing angina or a heart attack.
The coronary arteries are classified as \symbol{34}end circulation\symbol{34}, since they represent the only source of blood supply to the myocardium: there is very little redundant blood supply, which is why blockage of these vessels can be so critical.
In general there are two main coronary arteries, the left and right.
â�¢	Right coronary artery 
â�¢	Left coronary artery 
Both of these arteries originate from the beginning (root) of the aorta, immediately above the aortic valve. As discussed below, the left coronary artery originates from the left aortic sinus, while the right coronary artery originates from the right aortic sinus.
Four percent of people have a third, the posterior coronary artery. In rare cases, a patient will have one coronary artery that runs around the root of the aorta.
\subsection{Hepatic Veins}
\label{295}
In human anatomy, the hepatic veins are the blood vessels that drain de-{}oxygenated blood from the liver and blood cleaned by the liver (from the stomach, pancreas, small intestine and colon) into the inferior vena cava.
They arise from the substance of the liver, more specifically the central vein of the liver lobule. They can be differentiated into two groups, the upper group and lower group.
The upper group of three typically arises from the posterior aspect of the liver and drain the quadrate lobe and left lobe. The lower group rise from the right lobe and caudate lobe, are variable in number, and are typically smaller than those in the upper group. None of the hepatic veins have valves.
\section{Cardiac Cycle}
\label{296}
Cardiac cycle is the term used to describe the relaxation and contraction that occur, as a heart works to pump blood through the body. Heart rate is a term used to describe the frequency of the cardiac cycle. It is considered one of the four vital signs. Usually it is calculated as the number of contractions (heart beats) of the heart in one minute and expressed as \symbol{34}beats per minute\symbol{34} (bpm). When resting, the adult human heart beats at about 70 bpm (males) and 75 bpm (females), but this rate varies between people. However, the reference range is nominally between 60 bpm (if less termed bradycardia) and 100 bpm (if greater, termed tachycardia). Resting heart rates can be significantly lower in athletes, and significantly higher in the obese. The body can increase the heart rate in response to a wide variety of conditions in order to increase the cardiac output (the amount of blood ejected by the heart per unit time). Exercise, environmental stressors or psychological stress can cause the heart rate to increase above the resting rate. The pulse is the most straightforward way of measuring the heart rate, but it can be deceptive when some strokes do not lead to much cardiac output. In these cases (as happens in some arrhythmias), the heart rate may be considerably higher than the pulse.
Every single \textquotesingle{}beat\textquotesingle{} of the heart involves three major stages: atrial systole, ventricular systole and complete cardiac diastole. Throughout the cardiac cycle, the blood pressure increases and decreases. As ventricles contract the pressure rise, causing the AV valves to slam shut.
\subsection{Systole}
\label{297}
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The heart in the systole phase.
Systole, or contraction, of the heart is initiated by the electrical cells of the sinoatrial node, which is the heart\textquotesingle{}s natural pacemaker. These cells are activated spontaneously by depolarization of their membranes beyond a certain threshold for excitation. At this point, voltage-{}gated calcium channels on the cell membrane open and allow calcium ions to pass through, into the main, or interior, of the muscle cell. Some calcium ions bind to receptors on the sarcoplasmic reticulum causing an influx of calcium ions into the sarcoplasm. The calcium ions bind to the troponin, causing a conformation change, breaking the bond between the protein tropomyosin, to which the troponin is attached, and the myosin binding sites. This allows the myosin heads to bind to the myosin binding sites on the actin protein filament and contraction results as the myosin heads draw the actin filaments along, are bound by ATP, causing them to release the actin, and return to their original position, breaking down the ATP into ADP and a phosphate group. The action potential spreads via the passage of sodium ions through the gap junctions that connect the sarcoplasm of adjacent myocardial cells.
Norepinephrine (noradrenaline) is released by the terminal boutons of depolarized sympathetic fibers, at the sinoatrial and atrioventricular nodes. Norepinephrine diffuses across the synaptic cleft binds to the Î²1-{}adrenoreceptors â�� G-{}protein linked receptors, consisting of seven transmembrane domains â�� shifting their equilibrium towards the active state. The receptor changes its conformation and mechanically activates the G-{}protein which is released. The G-{}protein is involved in the production of adenosine 3\textquotesingle{},5\textquotesingle{}-{}cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and this in turn activates the protein kinase (Î²-{}adrenoreceptor kinase). Î²-{}adrenoreceptor kinase phosphorylates the calcium ion channels in the sarcolemma, so that calcium ion influx is increased when they are activated by the appropriate transmembrane voltage. This will of course, cause more of the calcium receptors in the sarcoplasmic reticulum to be activated, creating a larger flow of calcium ions into the sarcoplasm. More troponin will be bound and more myosin binding sites cleared {$\text{[}$}of tropomyosin{$\text{]}$} so that more myosin heads can be recruited for the contraction and a greater force and speed of contraction results. {$\text{[}$}Phosphodiesterase catalyses the decomposition of cAMP to AMP so that it is no longer able to activate the protein kinase. AMP will of course, go on to be phosphorylated to ATP and may be recycled.{$\text{]}$} Noradrenaline also affects the atrioventricular node, reducing the delay before continuing conduction of the action potential via the bundle of HIS.
\subsection{Diastole}
\label{298}
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The heart in the diastole phase.
Cardiac Diastole is the period of time when the heart relaxes after contraction in preparation for refilling with circulating blood. Ventricular diastole is when the ventricles are relaxing, while atrial diastole is when the atria are relaxing. Together they are known as complete cardiac diastole. It should be noted that even this relaxation is an active, energy-{}spending process.
During ventricular diastole, the pressure in the (left and right) ventricles drops from the peak that it reaches in systole. When the pressure in the left ventricle drops to below the pressure in the left atrium, the mitral valve opens, and the left ventricle fills with blood that was accumulating in the left atrium. Likewise, when the pressure in the right ventricle drops below that in the right atrium, the tricuspid valve opens and the right ventricle fills with blood that was in the right atrium
\subsection{\symbol{34}Lub-{}Dub\symbol{34}}
\label{299}
The first heart tone, or S1, \symbol{34}Lub\symbol{34} is caused by the closure of the atrioventricular valves, mitral and tricuspid, at the beginning of ventricular contraction, or systole. When the pressure in the ventricles rises above the pressure in the atria, these valves close to prevent regurgitation of blood from the ventricles into the atria.
The second heart tone, or S2 (A2 and P2), \symbol{34}Dub\symbol{34} is caused by the closure of the aortic valve and pulmonic valve at the end of ventricular systole. As the left ventricle empties, its pressure falls below the pressure in the aorta, and the aortic valve closes. Similarly, as the pressure in the right ventricle falls below the pressure in the pulmonary artery, the pulmonic valve closes.
During inspiration, negative intrathoracic pressure causes increased blood return into the right side of the heart. The increased blood volume in the right ventricle causes the pulmonic valve to stay open longer during ventricular systole. This causes an increased delay in the P2 component of S2. During expiration, the positive intrathoracic pressure causes decreased blood return to the right side of the heart. The reduced volume in the right ventricle allows the pulmonic valve to close earlier at the end of ventricular systole, causing P2 to occur earlier, and \symbol{34}closer\symbol{34} to A2. It is physiological to hear the splitting of the second heart tone by younger people and during inspiration. During expiration normally the interval between the two components shortens and the tone becomes merged.
\section{The Heart\textquotesingle{}s Electrical Conduction System}
\label{300}
The heart is primarily made up of muscle tissue. A network of nerve fibers coordinates the contraction and relaxation of the cardiac muscle tissue to obtain an efficient, wave-{}like pumping action of the heart

\myhref{http://health.howstuffworks.com/human-body/systems/circulatory}{How Stuff Works (The Heart)}
\subsubsection{Control of Heartbeat}
\label{301}
The heart contains two cardiac pacemakers that spontaneously cause the heart to beat. These can be controlled by the autonomic nervous system and circulating adrenaline.  If the cardiac muscles just contracted and relaxed randomly at a natural rhythm the cycle would become disordered and the heart would become unable to carry on its function of being a pump.
Sometimes when the heart undergoes great damage to one part of the cardiac muscle or the person incurs an electric shock, the cardiac cycle can become uncoordinated and chaotic. Some parts of the heart will contract whilst others will relax so that instead of contracting and relaxing as a whole, the heart will flutter abnormally. This is called fibrillation and can be fatal if not treated within 60 seconds.
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The sinoatrial node (abbreviated SA node or SAN, also called the sinus node) is the impulse generating (pacemaker) tissue located in the right atrium of the heart.
Although all of the heart\textquotesingle{}s cells possess the ability to generate the electrical impulses (or action potentials) that trigger cardiac contraction, the sinoatrial node is what normally initiates it, simply because it generates impulses slightly faster than the other areas with pacemaker potential. Because cardiac myocytes, like all nerve cells, have refractory periods following contraction during which additional contractions cannot be triggered, their pacemaker potential is overridden by the sinoatrial node. The SA node emits a new impulse before either the AV or purkinje fibers reach threshold.
The sinoatrial node (SA node) is a group of cells positioned on the wall of the right atrium, near the entrance of the superior vena cava. These cells are modified cardiac myocytes. They possess some contractile filaments, though they do not contract.
Cells in the SA node will naturally discharge (create action potentials) at about 70-{}80 times/minute. Because the sinoatrial node is responsible for the rest of the heart\textquotesingle{}s electrical activity, it is sometimes called the primary pacemaker.
If the SA node doesn\textquotesingle{}t function, or the impulse generated in the SA node is blocked before it travels down the electrical conduction system, a group of cells further down the heart will become the heart\textquotesingle{}s pacemaker. These cells form the atrioventricular node (AV node), which is an area between the right atrium and ventricle, within the atrial septum. The impulses from the AV node will maintain a slower heart rate (about 40-{}60 beats per a minute). When there is a pathology in the AV node or purkinje fibers, an ectopic pacemaker can occur in different parts of the heart. The ectopic pacemaker typically discharges faster than the SA node and causes an abnormal sequence of contraction. 
The SA node is richly innervated by vagal and sympathetic fibers. This makes the SA node susceptible to autonomic influences. Stimulation of the vagus nerve causes decrease in the SA node rate (thereby causing decrease in the heart rate). Stimulation via sympathetic fibers causes increase in the SA node rate (thereby increasing the heart rate). The sympathetic nerves are distributed to all parts of the heart, especially in ventricular muscles. The parasympathetic nerves mainly control SA and AV nodes, some atrial muscle and ventricular muscle. Parasympathetic stimulation from the vagal nerves decreases the rate of the AV node by causing the release of acetylcholine at vagal endings which in turn increases the K+ permeability of the cardiac muscle fiber. Vagal stimulation can block transmission through AV junction or stop SA node contraction which is called \symbol{34}ventricular escape.\symbol{34} When this happens, the purkinje fibers in the AV bundle develops a rhythm of their own.
In the majority of patients, the SA node receives blood from the right coronary artery, meaning that a myocardial infarction occluding it will cause ischemia in the SA node unless there is a sufficiently good anastomosis from the left coronary artery. If not, death of the affected cells will stop the SA node from triggering the heartbeat
\subsubsection{AV Node}
\label{302}
The atrioventricular node (abbreviated AV node) is the tissue between the atria and the ventricles of the heart, which conducts the normal electrical impulse from the atria to the ventricles.
The AV node receives two inputs from the atria: posteriorly via the crista terminalis, and anteriorly via the interatrial septum. {$\text{[}$}1{$\text{]}$}
An important property that is unique to the AV node is decremental conduction. This is the property of the AV node that prevents rapid conduction to the ventricle in cases of rapid atrial rhythms, such as atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter.
The atrioventricular node delays impulses for 0.1 second before spreading to the ventricle walls. The reason it is so important to delay the cardiac impulse is to ensure that the atria are empty completely before the ventricles contract (Campbell {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape et al.}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], 2002).
The blood supply of the AV node is from a branch of the right coronary artery in 85\% to 90\% of individuals, and from a branch of the left circumflex artery in 10\% to 15\% of individuals.
In certain types of supraventricular tachycardia, a person could have two AV Nodes; this will cause a loop in electrical current and uncontrollably-{}rapid heart beat. When this electricity catches up with itself, it will dissipate and return to normal heart-{}beat speed.
\subsubsection{AV Bundle}
\label{303}
The bundle of HIS is a collection of heart muscle cells specialized for electrical conduction that transmits the electrical impulses from the AV node (located between the atria and the ventricles) to the point of the apex of the fascicular branches. The fascicular branches then lead to the Purkinje fibers which innervate the ventricles, causing the cardiac muscle of the ventricles to contract at a paced interval. These specialized muscle fibers in the heart were named after the Swiss cardiologist Wilhelm His, Jr., who discovered them in 1893.
Cardiac muscle is very specialized, as it is the only type of muscle that has an internal rhythm; i.e., it is myogenic which means that it can naturally contract and relax without receiving electrical impulses from nerves. When a cell of cardiac muscle is placed next to another, they will beat in unison. The fibers of the Bundle of HIS allow electrical conduction to occur more easily and quickly than typical cardiac muscle. They are an important part of the electrical conduction system of the heart as they transmit the impulse from the AV node (the ventricular pacemaker) to the rest of the heart. The bundle of HIS branches into the three bundle branches: the right left anterior and left posterior bundle branches that run along the intraventricular septum. The bundles give rise to thin filaments known as Purkinje fibers. These fibers distribute the impulse to the ventricular muscle. Together, the bundle branches and purkinje network comprise the ventricular conduction system. It takes about 0.03-{}0.04s for the impulse to travel from the bundle of HIS to the ventricular muscle.
It is extremely important for these nodes to exist as they ensure the correct control and co-{}ordination of the heart and cardiac cycle and make sure all the contractions remain within the correct sequence and in sync.
\subsubsection{Purkinje Fibers}
\label{304}
Purkinje fibers (or Purkyne tissue) are located in the inner ventricular walls of the heart, just beneath the endocardium. These fibers are specialized myocardial fibers that conduct an electrical stimulus or impulse that enables the heart to contract in a coordinated fashion. Purkinje fibers work with the sinoatrial node (SA node) and the atrioventricular node (AV node) to control the heart rate.
During the ventricular contraction portion of the cardiac cycle, the Purkinje fibers carry the contraction impulse from the left and right bundle branches to the myocardium of the ventricles. This causes the muscle tissue of the ventricles to contract and force blood out of the heart â�� either to the pulmonary circulation (from the right ventricle) or to the systemic circulation (from the left ventricle).
They were discovered in 1839 by Jan Evangelista Purkinje, who gave them his name.
\subsubsection{Pacemaker}
\label{305}
The contractions of the heart are controlled by electrical impulses, these fire at a rate which controls the beat of the heart.
The cells that create these rhythmical impulses are called pacemaker cells, and they directly control the heart rate. Artificial devices also called pacemakers can be used after damage to the body\textquotesingle{}s intrinsic conduction system to produce these impulses synthetically.
\subsubsection{Fibrillation}
\label{306}
Fibrillation is when the heart flutters abnormally. This can be detected by an electrocardiogram which measures the waves of excitation passing through the heart and plotting a graph of potential difference (voltage) against time. If the heart and cardiac cycle is functioning properly the electrocardiogram shows a regular, repeating pattern. However if there is fibrillation there will be no apparent pattern, either in the much more common \textquotesingle{}Atrial Fibrillation\textquotesingle{}, or the less likely but much more dangerous \textquotesingle{}Ventricular Fibrillation\textquotesingle{}. In a hospital during VF the monitor would make a sound and alert the doctors to treat the fibrillation by passing a huge current through the chest wall and shocking the heart out of its fibrillation. This causes the cardiac muscle to stop completely for 5 seconds and when it begins to beat again the cardiac cycle would have resumed to normal and the heart will be beating in a controlled manner again. Fibrillation is an example of \symbol{34}circus movement\symbol{34} of impulses through the heart muscle.

Circus movement occurs when an impulse begins in one part of the heart muscle and spreads in a circuitous pathway through the heart then returns to the originally excited muscle and \symbol{34}re-{}enters\symbol{34} it to stimulate it once more. The signal never stops. A cause of circus movement is long length pathway in which the muscle is no longer in a refractory state when the stimulus returns to it. A \symbol{34}flutter\symbol{34} is a circus movement in coordinated, low frequency waves that cause rapid heart rate.
If the Bundle of HIS is blocked, it will result in dissociation between the activity of the atria and that of the ventricles, otherwise called a third degree heart block. The other cause of a third degree block would be a block of the right, left anterior, and left posterior bundle branches. A third degree block is very serious medical condition that will most likely require an artificial pacemaker.
\section{The ECG}
\label{307}
E.C.G stands for Electrocardiogram and represents the electrophysiology of the heart. Cardiac electrophysiology is the science of the mechanisms, functions, and performance of the electrical activities of specific regions of the heart. The ECG is the recording of the heart\textquotesingle{}s electrical activity as a graph. The graph can show the heart\textquotesingle{}s rate and rhythm, it can detect enlargement of the heart, decreased blood flow, or the presence of current or past heart attacks. ECG\textquotesingle{}s are inexpensive, Non-{}invasive, quick, and painless. Depending on the results, the patientâ��s medical history, and a physical exam; further tests or a combination of medications and lifestyle changes may be ordered.
\subsubsection{How To Read An ECG}
\label{308}
{\scalefont{0.52741}\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.47198\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.47088\linewidth}|} \hline 
\multicolumn{2}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.97143\linewidth}|}{{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} ECG Waveform}}\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}\begin{center}\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/70.\SVGExtension}\end{center}\myfigurewithoutcaption{70}\end{minipage} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries\begin{mydescription}P\end{mydescription}}\begin{myquote}\item{} P wave-{} indicates that the atria are electrically stimulated (depolarized) to pump blood into the ventricles. \end{myquote}{\bfseries\begin{mydescription}QRS\end{mydescription}}\begin{myquote}\item{} QRS complex-{} indicates that the ventricles are electrically stimulated (depolarized) to pump blood out. \end{myquote}{\bfseries\begin{mydescription}ST\end{mydescription}}\begin{myquote}\item{} ST segment-{} indicates the amount of time from the end of the contraction of the ventricles to the beginning of the T wave.\end{myquote}{\bfseries\begin{mydescription}T\end{mydescription}}\begin{myquote}\item{} T wave-{} indicates the recovery period (repolarization) of the ventricles.\end{myquote}{\bfseries\begin{mydescription}U\end{mydescription}}\begin{myquote}\item{} U wave-{} rarely seen, and thought to possibly be the repolarization of the papillary muscles\end{myquote}\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}
}
\subsection{Cardiac Muscle Contraction}
\label{309}
After an action potential excites the plasma membrane of the cardiac muscle cell the contraction is due to an increase in the cytoplasmic concentration of Calcium ions. Similar to skeletal muscle, the release of Ca+ ions from the sarcoplasmic reticulum binds to troponin which allows actin to bind with myosin. The difference between skeletal muscle and cardiac muscle is that when the action potential opens voltage gated calcium ion channels in the T-{}tubules. The increase in cytosolic calcium causes calcium ions to bind to receptors on the surface of the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The binding of calcium ions to these receptors causes the opening of more calcium ion channels in the SR membrane. Calcium ions then rush out of the SR and bind to troponin and allow the myosin and actin to bind together which causes contraction. This sequence is called calcium-{}induced calcium release. Contraction ends when the level of cytosolic calcium returns to normal resting levels.
\subsection{Blood Pressure}
\label{310}
Blood pressure is the pressure exerted by the blood on the walls of the blood vessels. Unless indicated otherwise, blood pressure refers to systemic arterial blood pressure, i.e., the pressure in the large arteries delivering blood to body parts other than the lungs, such as the brachial artery (in the arm). The pressure of the blood in other vessels is lower than the arterial pressure. Blood pressure values are universally stated in millimeters of mercury (mmHg). The systolic pressure is defined as the peak pressure in the arteries during the cardiac cycle; the diastolic pressure is the lowest pressure (at the resting phase of the cardiac cycle). The mean arterial pressure and pulse pressure are other important quantities.
Typical values for a resting, healthy adult are approximately 120 mmHg systolic and 80mm Hg diastolic (written as 120/80 mmHg), with individual variations. These measures of blood pressure are not static, but undergo natural variations from one heartbeat to another, and throughout the day (in a circadian rhythm); they also change in response to stress, nutritional factors, drugs, or disease.
\subsubsection{Systolic Pressure}
\label{311}
Systolic Pressure is the highest when the blood is being pumped out of the left ventricle into the aorta during ventricular systole. The average high during systole is 120 mmHg.
\subsubsection{Diastolic Pressure}
\label{312}
Diastolic blood pressure lowers steadily to an average low of 80 mmHg during ventricular diastole.
\section{Cardiovascular Disease}
\label{313}
Cardiovascular disease refers to the class of diseases that involve the heart and/or blood vessels (arteries and veins). While the term technically refers to any disease that affects the cardiovascular system, it is usually used to refer to those related to atherosclerosis (arterial disease). These conditions have similar causes, mechanisms, and treatments.
Over 50 million Americans have cardiovascular problems, and most other Western countries face high and increasing rates of cardiovascular disease. It is the number 1 cause of death and disability in the United States and most European countries. By the time that heart problems are detected, the underlying cause (atherosclerosis) is usually quite advanced, having progressed for decades. There is therefore increased emphasis on preventing atherosclerosis by modifying risk factors, such as healthy eating, exercise and avoidance of smoking.
\subsubsection{Hypertension}
\label{314}
Hypertension or high blood pressure is a medical condition wherein the blood pressure is chronically elevated. Hypertension is defined by some authors as systolic pressure over 130 and diastolic over 85 mmHg. \myfootnote{ Tortora, G. \& Grabowski, S. (2000)Principles of anatomy and physiology. Ninth Edition. Wiley page 733. } Hypertension often has an insidious or un-{}noticed onset and is sometimes called the {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape silent killer}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] because stretching of the arteries causes microscopic tears in the arterial wall and accelerates degenerative changes. Persistent hypertension is one of the risk factors for strokes, heart attacks, heart failure and arterial aneurysm, and is a leading cause of chronic renal failure
\subsubsection{Atherosclerosis}
\label{315}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{71}{Severe atherosclerosis of the \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/aorta}{aorta}. \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Autopsy}{Autopsy} specimen.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



Atherosclerosis is a disease affecting the arterial blood vessel. It is commonly referred to as a \symbol{34}hardening\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}furring\symbol{34} of the arteries. It is caused by the formation of multiple plaques within the arteries. Arteriosclerosis (\symbol{34}hardening of the artery\symbol{34}) results from a deposition of tough, rigid collagen inside the vessel wall and around the atheroma. This increases the stiffness, decreases the elasticity of the artery wall. Atherosclerosis typically begins in early adolescence, is usually found in most major arteries, and yet is asymptomatic and not detected by most diagnostic methods during life. It most commonly becomes seriously symptomatic when interfering with the coronary circulation supplying the heart or cerebral circulation supplying the brain, and is considered the most important underlying cause of strokes, heart attacks, various heart diseases including congestive heart failure and most cardiovascular diseases in general.
\subsubsection{Plaque}
\label{316}
Plaque Atheroma or commonly known as plaque is an abnormal inflammatory accumulation of macrophage white blood cells within the walls of arteries.
\subsubsection{Circulatory Shock}
\label{317}
Circulatory Shock is a severe condition that results from reduced blood circulation.
\subsubsection{Thrombus}
\label{318}
A thrombus, or blood clot, is the final product of the blood coagulation step in hemostasis. It is achieved via the aggregation of platelets that form a platelet plug, and the activation of the humoral coagulation system (i.e. clotting factors). A thrombus is physiologic in cases of injury, but pathologic in case of thrombosis.

Preventing blood clots reduces the risk of stroke, heart attack and pulmonary embolism. Heparin and warfarin are often used to inhibit the formation and growth of existing blood clots, thereby allowing the body to shrink and dissolve the blood clots through normal methods.
\subsubsection{Embolism}
\label{319}
An embolism occurs when an object (the embolus) migrates from one part of the body (through circulation) and causes a blockage (occlusion) of a blood vessel in another part of the body. Blood clots form the most common embolic material by far: other possible embolic materials include fat globules (a fat embolism), air bubbles (an air embolism), septic emboli (containing pus and bacteria), or amniotic fluid.
\subsubsection{Stroke}
\label{320}
A stroke, also known as cerebrovascular accident (CVA), is an acute neurological injury whereby the blood supply to a part of the brain is interrupted. Strokes can be classified into two major categories: ischemic and hemorrhagic.  \~{}80\% of strokes are due to ischemia.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Ischemic Stroke}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: In ischemic stroke, which occurs in approximately 85-{}90\% of strokes, a blood vessel becomes occluded and the blood supply to part of the brain is totally or partially blocked. Ischemic stroke is commonly divided into thrombotic stroke, embolic stroke, systemic hypoperfusion (Watershed or Border Zone stroke), or venous thrombosis 
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Hemorrhagic Stroke}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: A hemorrhagic stroke, or cerebral hemorrhage, is a form of stroke that occurs when a blood vessel in the brain ruptures or bleeds. Like ischemic strokes, hemorrhagic strokes interrupt the brain\textquotesingle{}s blood supply because the bleeding vessel can no longer carry the blood to its target tissue. In addition, blood irritates brain tissue, disrupting the delicate chemical balance, and, if the bleeding continues, it can cause increased intracranial pressure which physically impinges on brain tissue and restricts blood flow into the brain. In this respect, hemorrhagic strokes are more dangerous than their more common counterpart, ischemic strokes. There are two types of hemorrhagic stroke: intracerebral hemorrhage, and subarachnoid hemorrhage. 
\end{myitemize}


The term \symbol{34}brain attack\symbol{34} is starting to come into use in the United States for stroke, just as the term \symbol{34}heart attack\symbol{34} is used for myocardial infarction, where a cutoff of blood causes necrosis to the tissue of the heart. Many hospitals have \symbol{34}brain attack\symbol{34} teams within their neurology departments specifically for swift treatment of stroke.  If symptoms of stroke are detected at early on-{}set, special \symbol{34}clot busting\symbol{34} drugs may be administered.  These clot busters will dissolve clots before they can cause tissue death and restore normal circulation.  One of the initial drugs used to dissolve clots was {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries streptokinase}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], although its use creates a possibility of clot destruction throughout the entire body, leading to serious hemorrhage.  There are newer, third generation thrombolytics that are safer.
\subsubsection{Heart Attack}
\label{321}
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart\%20Attack}{w:Heart Attack}

Acute myocardial infarction (AMI or MI), commonly known as a heart attack, A heart attack occurs when the supply of blood and oxygen to an area of heart muscle is blocked, usually by a clot in a coronary artery. Often, this blockage leads to arrhythmias (irregular heartbeat or rhythm) that cause a severe decrease in the pumping function of the heart and may bring about sudden death. If the blockage is not treated within a few hours, the affected heart muscle will die and be replaced by scar tissue. It is the leading cause of death for both men and women all over the world
\subsubsection{Angina Pectoris}
\label{322}

Angina Pectoris is chest pain due to ischemia (a lack of blood and hence oxygen supply) of the heart muscle, generally due to obstruction or spasm of the coronary arteries (the heart\textquotesingle{}s blood vessels).
\subsubsection{Coronary Bypass}
\label{323}

Coronary artery bypass surgery, coronary artery bypass graft surgery and heart bypass are surgical procedures performed on patients with coronary artery disease for the relief of angina and possible improved heart muscle function. Veins or arteries from elsewhere in the patient\textquotesingle{}s body are grafted from the aorta to the coronary arteries, bypassing coronary artery narrowing caused by atherosclerosis and improves the blood supply to the myocardium (heart muscle).
\subsubsection{Congestive Heart Failure}
\label{324}
Congestive heart failure (CHF), also called congestive cardiac failure (CCF) or just heart failure, is a condition that can result from any structural or functional cardiac disorder that impairs the ability of the heart to fill with or pump a sufficient amount of blood throughout the body. It is not to be confused with \symbol{34}cessation of heartbeat\symbol{34}, which is known as asystole, or with cardiac arrest, which is the cessation of normal cardiac function in the face of heart disease. Because not all patients have volume overload at the time of initial or subsequent evaluation, the term \symbol{34}heart failure\symbol{34} is preferred over the older term \symbol{34}congestive heart failure\symbol{34}. Congestive heart failure is often undiagnosed due to a lack of a universally agreed definition and difficulties in diagnosis, particularly when the condition is considered \symbol{34}mild\symbol{34}.  Right sided heart failure commonly causes peripheral edema, or swelling of the extremities. Left sided heart failure commonly causes pulmonary edema, or fluid buildup in the lungs.
\subsubsection{Aneurysm}
\label{325}
An aneurysm (or aneurism) is a localized dilation or ballooning of a blood vessel by more than 50\% of the diameter of the vessel and can lead to instant death at anytime. Aneurysms most commonly occur in arteries at the base of the brain (the circle of Willis) and in the aorta (the main artery coming out of the heart) -{} this is an aortic aneurysm. This bulge in a blood vessel, much like a bulge on an over-{}inflated inner tube, can lead to death at anytime. The larger an aneurysm becomes, the more likely it is to burst. Aneurysms are also described according to their shape: Saccular or fusiform. A saccular aneurysm resembles a small sack; a fusiform aneurysm is shaped like a spindle.
\subsubsection{Dissolving Blood Clots}
\label{326}
To dissolve blood clots you would use a drug that converts plasminogen (molecule found in blood), to plasmin, (enzyme that dissolves blood clots).
\subsubsection{Clearing Clogged Arteries}
\label{327}
One way to unblock a coronary artery (or other blood vessel) is percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA), which was first performed in 1977. A wire is passed from the femoral artery in the leg or the radial artery in the arm up to the diseased coronary artery, to beyond the area of the coronary artery that is being worked upon. Over this wire, a balloon catheter is passed into the segment that is to be opened up. The end of the catheter contains a small folded balloon. When the balloon is hydraulically inflated, it compresses the atheromatous plaque and stretches the artery wall to expand. At the same time, if an expandable wire mesh tube (stent) was on the balloon, then the stent will be implanted (left behind) to support the new stretched open position of the artery from the inside.
\subsection{Dilated and Inflamed Veins}
\label{328}\subsubsection{Varicose Veins}
\label{329}
Varicose veins are veins on the leg which are large, twisted, and ropelike, and can cause pain, swelling, or itching. They are an extreme form of telangiectasia, or spider veins.
Varicose veins result due to insufficiency of the valves in the communicating veins. These are veins which link the superficial and deep veins of the lower limb. Normally, blood flows from the superficial to the deep veins, facilitating return of blood to the heart. However, when the valve becomes defective, blood is forced into the superficial veins by the action of the muscle pump (which normally aids return of blood to the heart by compressing the deep veins). People who have varicose veins are more at risk of getting a Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolisms.
\subsubsection{Phlebitis}
\label{330}
Phlebitis is an inflammation of a vein, usually in the legs. This is usually the most serious if found in a deep vein. However, most people with the condition, perhaps 80 to 90 percent, are women. The disease may also have a genetic component, as it is known to run in families.
\subsection{Congenital Heart Defects}
\label{331}
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Heart defects present at birth are called congenital heart defects. Slightly less than 1\% of all newborn infants have congenital heart disease. Eight defects are more common than all others and make up 80\% of all congenital heart diseases, whereas the remaining 20\% consist of many independently infrequent conditions or combinations of several defects.
\subsubsection{Acyanotic Defects}
\label{332}
Acyanotic heart defects are those in which there is a normal amount of oxygen in the bloodstream.  The most common congenital heart defect is a ventral septal defect, which occurs in about 20\% of all children with congenital heart disease.  In VSD blood from the left ventricle is shunted to the right ventricle, resulting in oxygenated blood returning into pulmonic circulation.  One of the potential problems of VSD is pulmonary hypertension.
\subsubsection{Cyanotic Defects}
\label{333}
Cyanotic heart defects refer to defects that result in decreased amounts of oxygen in the blood. In cyanotic heart defects deoxygenated blood from the right ventricle flows into the systemic circulation. Cyanotic defects include tetrogy of Fallot and transposition of the great arteries.
\section{Homeostasis}
\label{334}
Homeostasis in the body is only possible if the cardiovascular system is working properly. This means that the system needs to deliver oxygen and nutrients to the tissue fluid that surrounds the cells and also take away the metabolic waste. The heart is composed of arteries that take blood from the heart, and vessels that return blood to the heart. Blood is pumped by the heart into two circuits: the pulmonary and systemic circuits. The pulmonary circuit carries blood through the lungs where gas exchange occurs and the systemic system transports blood to all parts of the body where exchange with tissue fluid takes place. The cardiovascular system works together with all other systems to maintain homeostasis.
\subsection{The Lymphatic System}
\label{335}
The lymphatic system is closely related to the cardiovascular system. There are three main ways that they work together to maintain homeostasis: the lymphatic system receives the excess tissue fluid and returns it to the bloodstream, lacteal take fat molecules from the intestinal villi and transport them to the bloodstream and both systems work together to defend the body against disease.The lymphatic system can create white blood cells that fight off disease and infections.
\section{Interesting Facts}
\label{336}
â�¢	Heart Disease is the number one killer in American women. $\text{ }$\newline{}

â�¢	16.7 million deaths are result forms of cardiovascular disease, heart disease and stroke. $\text{ }$\newline{}

â�¢	Stress, eating high fat foods, obesity, tobacco and alcohol use are just some risk factors of developing heart disease. $\text{ }$\newline{}

â�¢	Recent research suggests that taking a small dose of aspirin daily may help prevent a heart attack (because aspirin inhibits platelet clumping).$\text{ }$\newline{}

â�¢	The length of all your blood vessels lined up is about 60,000 miles long! To put this in perspective, the Earth\textquotesingle{}s circumference is 40,075.02 kilometres and 60,000 miles is around 96,000 km -{} so your blood vessels would go twice around the world and still have some to spare!
\section{Ways to a Healthy Heart}
\label{337}
â�¢	Eating healthy, good nutrition. $\text{ }$\newline{}


â�¢	Fitness and Exercise.  $\text{ }$\newline{}


â�¢	Having a healthy lifestyle; don\textquotesingle{}t drink, smoke, or do drugs.  $\text{ }$\newline{}


â�¢	Lowering LDL cholesterol and high blood pressure.  $\text{ }$\newline{}


â�¢	Reduce the fat, sodium, and calories in your diet.  $\text{ }$\newline{}

\section{Aging}
\label{338}
The heart muscle becomes less efficient with age, and there is a decrease in both maximum cardiac output and heart rate, although resting levels may be more than adequate. The health of the myocardium depends on its blood supply, and with age there is greater likelihood that atherosclerosis will narrow the coronary arteries. Atherosclerosis is the deposition of cholesterol on and in the walls of the arteries, which decreases blood flow and forms rough surfaces that may cause intravascular clot formation
High blood pressure (hypertension) causes the left ventricle to work harder. It may enlarge and outgrow its blood supply, thus becoming weaker. A weak ventricle is not an efficient pump, and may progress to congestive heart failure. This process may be slow or rapid.
The heart valves may become thickened by fibrosis, leading to heart murmurs and less efficient pumping.
Arrhythmias are also more common with age, as the cells of the conduction pathway become less efficient.
\section{Shock}
\label{339}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Physiological Stress 
\end{mydescription}
}

Physiological stress can be any kind of injury from burns, to broken bones; the body\textquotesingle{}s response to stress is categorized in two phases the ebb phase (early phase) begins immediately after the injury. And the second phase is about 36 to 48 hours after injury is called the flow phase. In the ebb (shock) phase there is Inadequate circulation, decreased insulin level, decreased oxygen consumption, hypothermia (low body temperature), hypovolemia (low blood volume), and hypotension (low blood pressure). In the flow phase there is increased levels of catecholamine, glucocorticoids, and glucagons, normal or elevated insulin levels, catabolic (breakdown), hyperglycemic (high blood sugar), increased oxygen consumption/respiratory rate, hyperthermia (high body temperature) fever sets in, hypermetabolism, increased insulin resistance, increased cardiac output.
\section{Premature ventricular contractions (PVC\textquotesingle{}s)}
\label{340}
Excitation occurs through the SA node to the AV node if there are abnormalities or drug interference that malfunctions the AV node the ventricles will not receive the initiating stimuli and the autorhythmic cells in the bundle branches begin to initiate actions on their own rate becoming the pacemakers for the ventricles. This in turn will cause conduction disorder. With conduction that causes problems with the bundle branches there is the right and the left premature ventricular contractions. Right is most common and may go untreated. Left is always a serious problem and must be treated.
\section{Intrinsic Control of heartbeat}
\label{341}
â�¢	SA node (located in the right atrium near the entrance of the superior vena cava) $\text{ }$\newline{}

â�¢	AV node (located at the base of right atrium) $\text{ }$\newline{}


â�¢	AV bundle (located in the intraventricular septum between the two ventricles that go in two directions right and left bundle branches that leave the septum to enter the walls of both ventricle) 

â�¢	Bundle Branches (the branching off the septum to the walls of the ventricles that run into the purkinje fibers that then make contact with ventricular myocardial cells to spread the impulse to the rest of the ventricles) $\text{ }$\newline{}




\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/73.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{73}{Animation of a normal ECG wave.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\section{Electrocardiogram}
\label{342}
â�¢	The P is the atrial depolarization $\text{ }$\newline{}

â�¢	QRS is the ventricular depolarization, as well as atrial repolarization.

â�¢	T is the ventricular repolarization $\text{ }$\newline{}





\begin{minipage}{0.75000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/74.\SVGExtension}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{74}{Schematic representation of normal ECG}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\section{Extrinsic Control of Heartbeat}
\label{343}
Autonomic system with two subdivisions: the sympathetic division and the parasympathetic division.
Hormonal control of blood pressure 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Epinephrine 
\item{}  Norepinephrine 
\item{}  ANP : Atrial natriuretic peptide 
\item{}  ADH: Antidiuretic hormone  
\item{}  Renin-{}Angiotension system
\end{myitemize}

\section{Case Study}
\label{344}
An example of the ever expanding technology for the heart is best described in this story:
In 1955, when I was five years old, I first learned by my family physician that I had a heart murmur and that it would eventually need attention. By the time I was 15 in 1965, I had two cardiac catherizations at Rhode Island Hospital. The tests were inconclusive and I was told to go on with my life and wait and see if I had a problem.
It wasn\textquotesingle{}t until 1975 that I was told by my family physician that I should have my heart checked again. Dr. David Kitzes of Mariam Hospital performed another catherization. This time, unlike the others, I was told that because of new machine technology, Dr. Kitzes found that I had aortic stenosis, which is a narrowing of the valve passage by build-{}up of plaque due to the valve being malformed at birth. Dr. Kitzes informed me that I could lead a normal life until I was in my fifties or sixties before I would need corrective surgery.
In 1996, I had an echocardiogram and it was determined that my heart was enlarged. My family physician said that I should see a cardiologist. I down played the visit as not being serious after hearing the same thing many times. This time I entered the office of Jon Lambrecht, I had never met him before. Within a few minutes my whole life was turned around. After asking me about my symptoms, which were fatigue, weakness, asthmatic symptoms, as well as ashen skin color and dizziness, he informed me of how serious my condition was and the only salvation was immediate open-{}heart surgery to replace the aortic valve. I began to cry as I thought my life was over. Dr. Lambrecht studied my reaction and told me that this condition is repairable and that I don\textquotesingle{}t have a terminal illness. I didn\textquotesingle{}t have a lot of time to think about it. Within 10 days from that visit, I was the recipient of a Meditronic Hall Prosthetic heart valve. The operation was performed by Dr. Robert Indeglia at Miriam Hospital in Providence, R.I. on March 20th, 1996.
It has been almost 3 years since the surgery and I am doing better than I could have expected. In 1977 my son Kevin was born with Hypoplastic Left-{}heart Syndrome and only lived for 2 days because heart surgery wasn\textquotesingle{}t performed like today. I am thankful that I lived at a time when medical technology paved the way for a second chance because of my new aortic heart valve.
Our goal in this chapter is to take you by the hand and lead you through each part of the cardiovascular system, so that you too may learn and come to respect the greatness of this blood pumping machine we all call the heart.

\subsubsection{Stroke}
\label{345}
Cerebrovascular disease are those that affect blood vessels in the brain and happen to be the third cause of death in the United States only behind heart disease and cancer.  Stroke (also called cerebrovascular accident or CVR) is a cerebrovascular disorder caused by a sudden decrease or stoppage of blood flow to a part of the brain.  Decreased blood flow also known as ischemia is dangerous to any tissue but brain tissue is even more vulnerable, mainly due to the high rate of its metabolic reactions.  In fact if you stopped blood flow for no more than three minutes it may be sufficient enough to cause death of most brain cells.  For this reason a stroke can kill people within minutes or leave them with severe brain damage.

Strokes may be classified as either occlusive or hemorrhagic and may happen either in the interior of the brain or on its surface.  In a occlusive stroke blood flow through a vessel is blocked.  In a hemorrhagic stroke a blood vessel ruptures causing a hemorrhage.
\section{Summary}
\label{346}
As with all of the body systems, the cardiovascular system plays a part in maintaining homeostasis. The nervous system regulates the functioning of the heart based on what the heart is supposed to do. The pumping of the heart maintains normal blood pressure and proper oxygenation of tissues.
The vascular system forms passageways for the blood, but they aren\textquotesingle{}t simply just a pipeline system. The vessels are not passive tubes, but rather active contributors to homeostasis. The arteries and veins help maintain blood pressure, and the capillaries provide sites for the necessary exchanges of materials between the blood and the tissues.
\section{Review Questions}
\label{347}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#The_cardiovascular_system}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1.  This conducts electricity like nerves
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Epicardium
\item{} B) Pericardium
\item{} C) Myocardium
\item{} D) Subvalaular Apparatus 
\item{} E)  None of these, only nerves conduct electricity
\end{myquote}


2.  This carries the most blood at any given time in the body 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Veins
\item{} B) Capillary Beds
\item{} C) Veins  
\item{} D) Aorta
\item{} E) Vena Cava
\end{myquote}


3.  The following contract together to pump blood
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Right atrium with the right ventricle and left atrium with the left ventricle
\item{} B) Right atrium with left atrium and right ventricles with left ventricle
\item{} C) Tricuspid valve and mitral valve
\item{} D) Aorta and pulmonary artery 
\item{} E) Aorta, pulmonary artery and pulmonary vein
\end{myquote}


4. This is the pacemaker of the heart 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) AV node
\item{} B) Purkinje fibers
\item{} C) AV Bundle 
\item{} D) SA node
\item{} E) None of these, a pacemaker is surgically inserted 
\end{myquote}


5.  When reading an EKG, this letter shows the depolarization from the AV node down to the AV bundle
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) S 
\item{} B) P 
\item{} C) U
\item{} D) T 
\item{} E) Q
\end{myquote}


6. The T wave in an EKG shows
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Resting potential 
\item{} B) Atrial depolarization
\item{} C) SA node excitation
\item{} D) Ventricle repolarization
\item{} E) Purkinje Excitation 
\end{myquote}


7. Blood pressure is the measure of
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Pressure exerted by the blood on the walls of the blood vessels
\item{} B) Pressure exerted by the blood on the arteries
\item{} C) Pressure exerted by the blood on the veins
\item{} D) Pressure exerted by the blood on the aorta
\item{} E) Pressure exerted by the blood on the capillaries
\end{myquote}


8.  Systolic Pressure is
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) An average of 120 mm Hg
\item{} B) Lowers steadily during ventricle systole
\item{} C) The highest when blood is being pumped out of the left ventricle into the aorta 
\item{} D) An average of 80 mm Hg 
\item{} E) Both A and C  
\item{} F) Both B and D
\end{myquote}


9. The heart has how many chambers? 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) One 
\item{} B) Two 
\item{} C) Three
\item{} D) Four
\item{} E) Five
\end{myquote}

\section{Glossary}
\label{348}
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{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Diastolic Pressure:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] lowest point in blood pressure where the heart relaxes
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Edema:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] The swelling that forms when too much tissue fluid forms or not enough taken away
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Electrocardiogram:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] the recording of the heart\textquotesingle{}s electrical activity as a graph
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Epinephrine:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  Produced in the adrenal medulla of the adrenal glands, major function is vasoconstriction that will in turn increase respiratory rate and increase cardiac out put.   
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Fenestrated Capillaries:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] have openings that allow larger molecules to diffuse
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Fibrous Pericardium:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] a dense connective tissue that protects the heart, anchoring it to the surrounding walls, and preventing it from overfilling with blood
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Heart Rate:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] term used to describe the frequency of the cardiac cycle
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Hepatic Veins:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] blood vessels that drain de-{}oxygenated blood from the liver and blood cleaned by the liver (from the stomach, pancreas, small intestine and colon) into the inferior vena cava
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Hypertension or High Blood Pressure:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] medical condition wherein the blood pressure is chronically elevated
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Inferior Vena Cava (or IVC):}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] a large vein that carries de-{}oxygenated blood from the lower half of the body into the heart
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Intraventricular Septum:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] the stout wall separating the lower chambers (the ventricles) of the heart from one another
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Left Atrium:}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]receives oxygenated blood from the left and right pulmonary veins
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Lub:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] first heart tone, or S1; caused by the closure of the atrioventricular valves, mitral and tricuspid, at the beginning of ventricular contraction, or systole
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Lumen:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] hollow internal cavity in which the blood flows
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Lymph:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] originates as blood plasma that leaks from the capillaries of the circulatory system, becoming interstitial fluid, filling the space between individual cells of tissue
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Mitral valve:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] also known as the bicuspid valve; prevents blood flowing from the left ventricle into the left atrium
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Myocardium:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] the muscular tissue of the heart.
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Norepinephrine:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]  Produced in the adrenal medulla of the adrenal glands, major function is a strong vasoconstrictor that will in turn increase respiratory rate.  
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Pacemaker Cells:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] cells that create these rhythmical impulses of the heart
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Plaque:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] an abnormal inflammatory accumulation of macrophage white blood cells within the walls of arteries
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Pulmonary Valve:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] lies between the right ventricle and the pulmonary artery; prevents back-{}flow of blood into the ventricle
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Pulse:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] the number of heartbeats per minute
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Purkinje Fibers (or Purkinje tissue):}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] located in the inner ventricular walls of the heart, just beneath the endocardium; specialized myocardial fibers that conduct an electrical stimulus or impulse that enables the heart to contract in a coordinated fashion
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Renin-{}Angiotension system:}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]
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\section{Introduction}
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\section{Functions of the Urinary System}
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One of the major functions of the Urinary system is the process of excretion. Excretion is the process of eliminating, from an organism, waste products of metabolism and other materials that are of no use. The urinary system maintains an appropriate fluid volume by regulating the amount of water that is excreted in the urine. Other aspects of its function include regulating the concentrations of various electrolytes in the body fluids and maintaining normal pH of the blood. Several body organs carry out excretion, but the kidneys are the most important excretory organ.  The primary function of the kidneys is to maintain a stable internal environment (homeostasis) for optimal cell and tissue metabolism. They do this by separating urea, mineral salts, toxins, and other waste products from the blood.  They also do the job of conserving water, salts, and electrolytes. At least one kidney must function properly for life to be maintained. {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Six important roles of the kidneys are:}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]
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\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/76.\SVGExtension}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithoutcaption{76}
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\section{Organs in the Urinary System}
\label{353}
\subsection{Kidneys And Their Structure}
\label{354}



\begin{minipage}{0.62500\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/77.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{77}{Kidney Diagram: 1. Renal pyramid 2. Interlobar artery 3. Renal artery 4. Renal vein 5. Renal hylum 6. Renal pelvis 7. Ureter 8. Minor calyx 9. Renal capsule 10. Inferior renal capsule 11. Superior renal capsule 12. Interlobar vein 13. Nephron 14. Minor calyx 15. Major calyx 16. Renal papilla 17. Renal column}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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\subsubsection{Renal Vein}
\label{355}
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\subsubsection{Renal Artery}
\label{356}
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The renal arteries carry a large portion of the total blood flow to the kidneys. Up to a third of the total cardiac output can pass through the renal arteries to be filtered by the kidneys.
\subsection{Ureters}
\label{357}

The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries ureters}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] are two tubes that drain urine from the kidneys to the bladder.  Each ureter is a muscular tube about 10 inches (25 cm) long. Muscles in the walls of the ureters send the urine in small spurts into the bladder, (a collapsible sac found on the forward part of the cavity of the bony pelvis that allows temporary storage of urine). After the urine enters the bladder from the ureters, small folds in the bladder mucosa act like valves preventing backward flow of the urine. The outlet of the bladder is controlled by a sphincter muscle. A full bladder stimulates sensory nerves in the bladder wall that relax the sphincter and allow release of the urine. However, relaxation of the sphincter is also in part a learned response under voluntary control. The released urine enters the urethra.
\subsection{Urinary Bladder}
\label{358}

The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries urinary bladder}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is a hollow, muscular and distendible or elastic organ that sits on the pelvic floor (superior to the prostate in males). On its anterior border lies the pubic symphysis and, on its posterior border, the vagina (in females) and rectum (in males). The urinary bladder can hold approximately 17 to 18 ounces (500 to 530 ml) of urine, however the desire to micturate is usually experienced when it contains about 150 to 200 ml. When the bladder fills with urine (about half full), stretch receptors send nerve impulses to the spinal cord, which then sends a reflex nerve impulse back to the sphincter (muscular valve) at the neck of the bladder, causing it to relax and allow the flow of urine into the urethra. The Internal urethral sphincter is involuntary. The ureters enter the bladder diagonally from its dorsolateral floor in an area called the trigone. The trigone is a triangular shaped area on the postero-{}inferior wall of the bladder. The urethra exits at the lowest point of the triangle of the trigone. The urine in the bladder also helps regulate body temperature. A bladder when operating normally empties completely upon a complete discharge, otherwise it is a sign that its elasticity is compromised, when it becomes completely void of fluid, it may cause a chilling sensation due to the rapid change of body temperature.
\subsection{Urethra}
\label{359}


\begin{minipage}{0.62500\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/78.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{78}{Female urethra (labeled at bottom right.)}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/79.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{79}{Male Sphincter urethrae muscle -{} The male urethra laid open on its anterior (upper) surface. (Region visible, but muscle not labeled.)}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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In the human female, the urethra is about 1-{}2 inches long and opens in the vulva between the clitoris and the vaginal opening. 

Men have a longer urethra than women. This means that women tend to be more susceptible to infections of the bladder (cystitis) and the urinary tract.
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In the human male, the urethra is about 8 inches  long and opens at the end of the head of the  penis.     

The length of a male\textquotesingle{}s urethra, and the fact it contains a number of bends, makes catheterisation more difficult.
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  There are two distinct areas of muscle: the internal sphincter, at the bladder neck and
\item{}  the external, or distal, sphincter. 
\end{myitemize}


Human males have much stronger sphincter muscles than females, meaning that they can retain a large amount of urine for twice as long, as much as 800mL, i.e. \symbol{34}hold it\symbol{34}.
\subsection{Nephrons}
\label{360}

A nephron is the basic structural and functional unit of the kidney. The name nephron comes from the Greek word (nephros) meaning kidney. Its chief function is to regulate water and soluble substances by filtering the blood, reabsorbing what is needed and excreting the rest as urine. Nephrons eliminate wastes from the body, regulate blood volume and pressure, control levels of electrolytes and metabolites, and regulate blood pH. Its functions are vital to life and are regulated by the endocrine system by hormones such as antidiuretic hormone, aldosterone, and parathyroid hormone.

Each nephron has its own supply of blood from two capillary regions from the renal artery. Each nephron is composed of an initial filtering component (the renal corpuscle) and a tubule specialized for reabsorption and secretion (the renal tubule). The renal corpuscle filters out large solutes from the blood, delivering water and small solutes to the renal tubule for modification.
\subsubsection{Glomerulus}
\label{361}

The glomerulus is a capillary tuft that receives its blood supply from an afferent arteriole of the renal circulation. The glomerular blood pressure provides the driving force for fluid and solutes to be filtered out of the blood and into the space made by Bowman\textquotesingle{}s capsule.
The remainder of the blood not filtered into the glomerulus passes into the narrower efferent arteriole. It then moves into the vasa recta, which are collecting capillaries intertwined with the convoluted tubules through the interstitial space, where the reabsorbed substances will also enter. This then combines with efferent venules from other nephrons into the renal vein, and rejoins with the main bloodstream. 
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\subsubsection{Glomerular Capsule or Bowman\textquotesingle{}s Capsule}
\label{362}
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The parietal layer of Bowman\textquotesingle{}s capsule is lined by a single layer of squamous epithelium. Between the visceral and parietal layers is Bowman\textquotesingle{}s space, into which the filtrate enters after passing through the podocytes\textquotesingle{} filtration slits. It is here that smooth muscle cells and macrophages lie between the capillaries and provide support for them. Unlike the visceral layer, the parietal layer does not function in filtration. Rather, the filtration barrier is formed by three components: the diaphragms of the filtration slits, the thick glomerular basement membrane, and the glycocalyx secreted by podocytes. 99\% of glomerular filtrate will ultimately be reabsorbed.

The process of filtration of the blood in the Bowman\textquotesingle{}s capsule is ultrafiltration (or glomerular filtration), and the normal rate of filtration is 125 ml/min, equivalent to ten times the blood volume daily. Measuring the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is a diagnostic test of kidney function. A decreased GFR may be a sign of renal failure. Conditions that can affect GFR include: arterial pressure, afferent arteriole constriction, efferent arteriole constriction, plasma protein concentration and colloid osmotic pressure.

Any proteins that are roughly 30 kilodaltons or under can pass freely through the membrane. Although, there is some extra hindrance for negatively charged molecules due to the negative charge of the basement membrane and the podocytes. Any small molecules such as water, glucose, salt (NaCl), amino acids, and urea pass freely into Bowman\textquotesingle{}s space, but cells, platelets and large proteins do not. As a result, the filtrate leaving the Bowman\textquotesingle{}s capsule is very similar to blood plasma in composition as it passes into the proximal convoluted tubule. Together, the glomerulus and Bowman\textquotesingle{}s capsule are called the renal corpuscle.
\subsubsection{Proximal Convoluted Tubule (PCT)}
\label{363}

The proximal tubule can be anatomically divided into two segments: the proximal convoluted tubule and the proximal straight tubule. The proximal convoluted tubule can be divided further into S1 and S2 segments based on the histological appearance of it\textquotesingle{}s cells. Following this naming convention, the proximal straight tubule is commonly called the S3 segment. The proximal convoluted tubule has one layer of cuboidal cells in the lumen. This is the only place in the nephron that contains cuboidal cells. These cells are covered with millions of microvilli. The microvilli serve to increase surface area for reabsorption.

Fluid in the filtrate entering the proximal convoluted tubule is reabsorbed into the peritubular capillaries, including approximately two-{}thirds of the filtered salt and water and all filtered organic solutes (primarily glucose and amino acids). This is driven by sodium transport from the lumen into the blood by the Na+/K+ ATPase in the basolateral membrane of the epithelial cells. Much of the mass movement of water and solutes occurs in between the cells through the tight junctions, which in this case are not selective.

The solutes are absorbed isotonically, in that the osmotic potential of the fluid leaving the proximal tubule is the same as that of the initial glomerular filtrate. However, glucose, amino acids, inorganic phosphate, and some other solutes are reabsorbed via secondary active transport through cotransport channels driven by the sodium gradient out of the nephron.
\subsubsection{Loop of the Nephron or Loop of Henle}
\label{364}
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The loop of Henle (sometimes known as the nephron loop) is a U-{}shaped tube that consists of a descending limb and ascending limb. It begins in the cortex, receiving filtrate from the proximal convoluted tubule, extends into the medulla, and then returns to the cortex to empty into the distal convoluted tubule. Its primary role is to concentrate the salt in the interstitium, the tissue surrounding the loop.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Descending limb
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Its descending limb is permeable to water but completely impermeable to salt, and thus only indirectly contributes to the concentration of the interstitium. As the filtrate descends deeper into the hypertonic interstitium of the renal medulla, water flows freely out of the descending limb by osmosis until the tonicity of the filtrate and interstitium equilibrate. Longer descending limbs allow more time for water to flow out of the filtrate, so longer limbs make the filtrate more hypertonic than shorter limbs.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Ascending limb
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Unlike the descending limb, the ascending limb of Henle\textquotesingle{}s loop is impermeable to water, a critical feature of the countercurrent exchange mechanism employed by the loop. The ascending limb actively pumps sodium out of the filtrate, generating the hypertonic interstitium that drives countercurrent exchange. In passing through the ascending limb, the filtrate grows hypotonic since it has lost much of its sodium content. This hypotonic filtrate is passed to the distal convoluted tubule in the renal cortex.
\end{myquote}

\subsubsection{Distal Convoluted Tubule (DCT)}
\label{365}

The distal convoluted tubule is similar to the proximal convoluted tubule in structure and function. Cells lining the tubule have numerous mitochondria, enabling active transport to take place by the energy supplied by ATP. Much of the ion transport taking place in the distal convoluted tubule is regulated by the endocrine system. In the presence of parathyroid hormone, the distal convoluted tubule reabsorbs more calcium and excretes more phosphate. When aldosterone is present, more sodium is reabsorbed and more potassium excreted. Atrial natriuretic peptide causes the distal convoluted tubule to excrete more sodium. In addition, the tubule also secretes hydrogen and ammonium to regulate pH.
After traveling the length of the distal convoluted tubule, only 3\% of water remains, and the remaining salt content is negligible. 97.9\% of the water in the glomerular filtrate enters the convoluted tubules and collecting ducts by osmosis.
\subsubsection{Collecting ducts}
\label{366}

Each distal convoluted tubule delivers its filtrate to a system of collecting ducts, the first segment of which is the connecting tubule. The collecting duct system begins in the renal cortex and extends deep into the medulla. As the urine travels down the collecting duct system, it passes by the medullary interstitium which has a high sodium concentration as a result of the loop of Henle\textquotesingle{}s countercurrent multiplier system. Though the collecting duct is normally impermeable to water, it becomes permeable in the presence of antidiuretic hormone (ADH). As much as three-{}fourths of the water from urine can be reabsorbed as it leaves the collecting duct by osmosis. Thus the levels of ADH determine whether urine will be concentrated or dilute. Dehydration results in an increase in ADH, while water sufficiency results in low ADH allowing for diluted urine. Lower portions of the collecting duct are also permeable to urea, allowing some of it to enter the medulla of the kidney, thus maintaining its high ion concentration (which is very important for the nephron).

Urine leaves the medullary collecting ducts through the renal papilla, emptying into the renal calyces, the renal pelvis, and finally into the bladder via the ureter.
Because it has a different embryonic origin than the rest of the nephron (the collecting duct is from endoderm whereas the nephron is from mesoderm), the collecting duct is usually not considered a part of the nephron proper.
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1. Vitamin D-{} Becomes metabolically active in the kidney. Patients with renal disease have symptoms of disturbed calcium and phosphate balance.

2. Erythropoietin-{} Released by the kidneys in response to decreased tissue oxygen levels (hypoxia).

3. Natriuretic Hormone-{} Released from cardiocyte granules located in the right atria of the heart in response to increased atrial stretch. It inhibits ADH secretions which can contribute to the loss of sodium and water.
\section{Formation of Urine}
\label{367}

Urine is formed in three steps: Filtration, Reabsorption, and Secretion.
\subsection{Filtration}
\label{368}

Blood enters the afferent arteriole and flows into the glomerulus. Blood in the glomerulus has both filterable blood components and non-{}filterable blood components. Filterable blood components move toward the inside of the glomerulus while non-{}filterable blood components bypass the filtration process by exiting through the efferent arteriole. Filterable Blood components will then take a plasma like form called glomerular filtrate. A few of the filterable blood components are water, nitrogenous waste, nutrients and salts (ions). Nonfilterable blood components include formed elements such as blood cells and platelets along with plasma proteins. The glomerular filtrate is not the same consistency as urine, as much of it is reabsorbed into the blood as the filtrate passes through the tubules of the nephron.
\subsection{Reabsorption}
\label{369}

Within the peritubular capillary network, molecules and ions are reabsorbed back into the blood. Sodium Chloride reabsorbed into the system increases the osmolarity of blood in comparison to the glomerular filtrate. This reabsorption process allows water (H2O) to pass from the glomerular filtrate back into the circulatory system. 

Glucose and various amino acids also are reabsorbed into the circulatory system. These nutrients have carrier molecules that claim the glomerular molecule and release it back into the circulatory system. If all of the carrier molecules are used up, excess glucose or amino acids are set free into the urine.  A complication of diabetes is the inability of the body to reabsorb glucose. If too much glucose appears in the glomerular filtrate it increases the osmolarity of the filtrate, causing water to be released into the urine rather than reabsorbed by the circulatory system. Frequent urination and unexplained thirst are warning signs of diabetes, due to water not being reabsorbed.

Glomerular filtrate has now been separated into two forms: Reabsorbed Filtrate and Non-{}reabsorbed Filtrate. Non-{}reabsorbed filtrate is now  
known as tubular fluid as it passes through the collecting duct to be processed into urine.
\subsection{Secretion}
\label{370}

Some substances are removed from blood through the peritubular capillary network into the distal convoluted tubule or collecting duct. These substances are Hydrogen ions, creatinine, and drugs. Urine is a collection of substances that have not been reabsorbed during glomerular filtration or tubular reabsorbtion.
\section{Maintaining Water-{}Salt Balance}
\label{371}

It is the job of the kidneys to maintain the water-{}salt balance of the blood.  They also maintain blood volume as well as blood pressure. Simple examples of ways that this balance can be changed include ingestion of water, dehydration, blood loss and salt ingestion.
\subsection{Reabsorption of water}
\label{372}

Direct control of water excretion in the kidneys is exercised by the anti-{}diuretic hormone (ADH), released by the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland. ADH causes the insertion of water channels into the membranes of cells lining the collecting ducts, allowing water reabsorption to occur. Without ADH, little water is reabsorbed in the collecting ducts and dilute urine is excreted. 
There are several factors that influence the secretion of ADH.  The first of these happen when the blood plasma gets too concentrated.  When this occurs, special receptors in the hypothalamus release ADH. When blood pressure falls, stretch receptors in the aorta and carotid arteries stimulate ADH secretion to increase volume of the blood.
\subsection{Reabsorption of Salt}
\label{373}

The Kidneys also regulate the salt balance in the blood by controlling the excretion and the reabsorption of various ions.  As noted above, ADH plays a role in increasing water reabsorption in the kidneys, thus helping to dilute bodily fluids. The kidneys also have a regulated mechanism for reabsorbing sodium in the distal nephron. This mechanism is controlled by aldosterone, a steroid hormone produced by the adrenal cortex. Aldosterone promotes the excretion of potassium ions and the reabsorption of sodium ions.  The release of Aldosterone is initiated by the kidneys. The juxtaglomerular apparatus is a renal structure consisting of the macula densa, mesangial cells, and juxtaglomerular cells. Juxtaglomerular cells (JG cells, also known as granular cells) are the site of renin secretion.  Renin is an enzyme that converts angiotensinogen (a large plasma protein produced by the liver) into Angiotensin I  and eventually into Angiotensin II which stimulates the adrenal cortex to produce aldosterone. The reabsorption of sodium ions is followed by the reapsorption of water.  This causes blood pressure as well as blood volume to increase.
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\subsubsection{Hypernatremia}
\label{374}
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\subsubsection{Diuretics}
\label{375}

A diuretic (colloquially called a water pill) is any drug that elevates the rate of bodily urine excretion (diuresis). Diuretics also decrease the extracellular fluid (ECF) volume, and are primarily used to produce a negative extracellular fluid balance. Caffeine, cranberry juice and alcohol are all weak diuretics.
In medicine, diuretics are used to treat heart failure, liver cirrhosis, hypertension and certain kidney diseases. Diuretics alleviate the symptoms of these diseases by causing sodium and water loss through the urine. As urine is produced by the kidney, sodium and water â�� which cause edema related to the disease â�� move into the blood to replace the volume lost as urine, thereby reducing the pathological edema. Some diuretics, such as acetazolamide, help to make the urine more alkaline and are helpful in increasing excretion of substances such as aspirin in cases of overdose or poisoning.
The antihypertensive actions of some diuretics (thiazides and loop diuretics in particular) are independent of their diuretic effect. That is, the reduction in blood pressure is not due to decreased blood volume resulting from increased urine production, but occurs through other mechanisms and at lower doses than that required to produce diuresis. Indapamide was specifically designed with this is mind, and has a larger therapeutic window for hypertension (without pronounced diuresis) than most other diuretics.
Chemically, diuretics are a diverse group of compounds that either stimulate or inhibit various hormones that naturally occur in the body to regulate urine production by the kidneys.
Alcohol produces diuresis through modulation of the vasopressin system.
\section{Diseases of the Kidney}
\label{376}
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I was 34 weeks pregnant when I noticed blood in my urine. I immediately went to my OBGYN where I was told that I had a bladder infection and given an antibiotic. The next morning I experienced the most intense pain. I was rushed to the ER where I was told that I had kidney stones. The doctors explained that there was nothing they could do as long as I was pregnant. The next 3 weeks of my life were filled with intense pain and multiple painkillers. After I delivered my baby, CAT scans were done and I was informed that I had 6 kidney stones. It took three more weeks for me to pass all of the stones the largest measuring 5 mm. The stones were tested and I was informed that my body had been building up calcium due to my pregnancy and this was the cause of the kidney stones. I continued to have kidney pain for 6 months after passing the stones. I now live my life on a low calcium diet and the hope that my body will not develop more kidney stones.
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is associated with oliguria (less than 400 ml of urine output per day). 
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\section{Diabetes Insipidus}
\label{377}

This is caused by the deficiency of or decrease of ADH.  The person with (DI) has the inability to concentrate their urine in water restriction, in turn they will void up 3 to 20 liters/day.  There are two forms of (DI), neurogenic, and nephrogenic.  
In nephrogenic (DI) the kidneys do not respond to ADH.  Usually the nephrogenic (DI) is characterized by the impairment of the urine concentrating capability of the kidney along with concentration of water.  The cause may be a genetic trait, electrolyte disorder, or side effect of drugs such as lithium.  In the neurogenic (DI), it is usually caused by head injury near the hypophysisal tract.
\section{Urinary tract infections (UTI\textquotesingle{}s)}
\label{378}
The second most common type of bacterial infections seen by health care providers is UTI\textquotesingle{}s.  Out of all the bacterias that colonize and cause urinary tract infections the big gun is {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape Escherichia coli}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. In the hospital indwelling catheters and straight catheterizing predispose the opportunity for urinary tract infections.  In females there are three stages in life that predispose urinary tract infections, that is menarche, manipulation between intercourse, and menopause.  However, a small percentage of men and children will get urinary tract infections.  In men it is usually due to the prostate gland growth which usually occurs in older age men.  In children it can occur 3\% to 5\% in girls and 1\% in boys, uncircumcised boys it is more common than circumcised ones to have a urinary tract infection, in girls it may be the result of onset of toilet training, some predispositions for getting urinary tract infection  include family history and  urinary tract anomalies.  In neonates urinary tract infections is most common when bacteremia is present.
\section{Dialysis and Kidney Transplant}
\label{379}


\begin{minipage}{0.50000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/82.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{82}{Plugged into dialysis}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



Generally, humans can live normally with just one kidney. Only when the amount of functioning kidney tissue is greatly diminished will renal failure develop. If renal function is impaired, various forms of medications are used, while others are contraindicated. Provided that treatment is begun early, it may be possible to reverse chronic kidney failure due to diabetes or high blood pressure. If creatinine clearance (a measure of renal function) has fallen very low (\symbol{34}end-{}stage renal failure\symbol{34}), or if the renal dysfunction leads to severe symptoms, dialysis is commenced. Dialysis is a medical procedure, performed in various different forms, where the blood is filtered outside of the body.

Kidney transplantation is the only cure for end stage renal failure; dialysis, is a supportive treatment; a form of \symbol{34}buying time\symbol{34} to bridge the inevitable wait for a suitable organ.

The first successful kidney transplant was announced on March 4, 1954 at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston. The surgery was performed by Dr. Joseph E. Murray, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1990 for this feat.

There are two types of kidney transplants: living donor transplant and a cadaveric (dead donor) transplant. When a kidney from a living donor, usually a blood relative, is transplanted into the patient\textquotesingle{}s body, the donor\textquotesingle{}s blood group and tissue type must be judged compatible with the patient\textquotesingle{}s, and extensive medical tests are done to determine the health of the donor. Before a cadaveric donor\textquotesingle{}s organs can be transplanted, a series of medical tests have to be done to determine if the organs are healthy. Also, in some countries, the family of the donor must give its consent for the organ donation. In both cases, the recipient of the new organ needs to take drugs to suppress their immune system to help prevent their body from rejecting the new kidney.
\section{Review Questions}
\label{380}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#The_Urinary_System}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1. While reading a blood test I notice a high level of creatinine, I could assume from this that  
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) There is a possibility of a UTI
\item{} B) There is a possibility of diabetes
\item{} C) There is a possibility of kidney failure
\item{} D) There is nothing wrong, this is normal 
\end{myquote}


2. Direct control of water excretion in the kidneys is controlled by 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Anti-{}diuretic hormone
\item{} B) The medulla oblongata 
\item{} C) Blood plasma 
\item{} D) Sodium amounts in the blood
\end{myquote}


3. Nephrons
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Eliminate wastes from the body
\item{} B) Regulate blood volume and pressure
\item{} C) Control levels of electrolytes and metabolites
\item{} D) Regulate blood pH 
\item{} E) All of the above 
\end{myquote}


4. If I am dehydrated, my body will increase
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) ATP
\item{} B) ADP
\item{} C) Diluted urine 
\item{} D) ADH 
\end{myquote}


5. Which part of the nephron removes water, ions and nutrients from the blood?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  vasa recta 
\item{} B )  loop of henle 
\item{} C )  proximal convoluted tubule 
\item{} D )  peritubular capillaries 
\item{} E )  glomerulus
\end{myquote}


6. Kidneys have a direct effect on which of the following
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  Blood pressure 
\item{} B )  How much water a person excretes 
\item{} C )  Total blood volume 
\item{} D )  pH 
\item{} E )  all of the above
\end{myquote}


7. Why do substances in the glomerulus enter the Bowman\textquotesingle{}s capsule?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  the magnetic charge of the Bowman\textquotesingle{}s capsule attracts the substances 
\item{} B )  the substances are actively transported into the Bowman\textquotesingle{}s capsule 
\item{} C )  blood pressure of the glomerulus is so great that most substances in blood move into capsule 
\item{} D )  little green men force it in with their ray guns
\end{myquote}


8. What happens in tubular excretion?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  urine bonds are formed between the wastes 
\item{} B )  wastes are diffused from the tubule 
\item{} C )  wastes move into the distal convoluted tubule from the blood 
\item{} D )  blood pressure forces wastes away from the kidney
\end{myquote}


9. The countercurrent exchange system includes\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_and\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  glomerulus and macula densa 
\item{} B )  proximal convoluted tubule and distal convoluted tubule 
\item{} C )  loop of  Henle and collecting tubule 
\item{} D )  afferent arteriole and efferent arteriole 
\item{} E )  ureters and bladder
\end{myquote}


10. The function of the loop of the nephron in the process of urine formation is:
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A )  reabsorption of water 
\item{} B )  production of filtrate 
\item{} C )  reabsorption of solutes 
\item{} D )  secretion of solutes
\end{myquote}


11. Name the six important roles  of the kidneys.
\section{Glossary}
\label{381}
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As air moves along the respiratory tract it is warmed, moistened and filtered. 
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\section{Functions}
\label{384}

In this chapter we will discuss the four processes of respiration.  They are:

\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries BREATHING}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] or ventilation
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries EXTERNAL RESPIRATION}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], which is the exchange of gases (oxygen and carbon dioxide) between inhaled air and the blood.
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries INTERNAL RESPIRATION}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], which is the exchange of gases between the blood and tissue fluids.
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries CELLULAR RESPIRATION}
\end{myenumerate}
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In addition to these main processes, the respiratory system serves for:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries REGULATION OF BLOOD pH}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], which occurs in coordination with the kidneys, and as a
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries DEFENSE AGAINST MICROBES}
\item{} {\bfseries Control of body temperature}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] due to loss of evaporate during expiration
\end{myitemize}

\section{Breathing and Lung Mechanics}
\label{385}

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Ventilation}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the exchange of air between the external environment and the alveoli.  Air moves by bulk flow from an area of high pressure to low pressure. All pressures in the respiratory system are relative to atmospheric pressure (760mmHg at sea level). Air will move in or out of the lungs depending on the pressure in the alveoli.  The body changes the pressure in the alveoli by changing the volume of the lungs.  As volume increases pressure decreases and as volume decreases pressure increases.  There are two phases of ventilation; inspiration and expiration.  During each phase the body changes the lung dimensions to produce a flow of air either in or out of the lungs.

The body is able to stay at the dimensions of the lungs because of the relationship of the lungs to the thoracic wall.  Each lung is completely enclosed in a sac called the pleural sac. Two structures contribute to the formation of this sac.  The parietal pleura is attached to the thoracic wall where as the visceral pleura is attached to the lung itself.  In-{}between these two membranes is a thin layer of intrapleural fluid.  The intrapleural fluid completely surrounds the lungs and lubricates the two surfaces so that they can slide across each other.  Changing the pressure of this fluid also allows the lungs and the thoracic wall to move together during normal breathing.  Much the way two glass slides with water in-{}between them are difficult to pull apart, such is the relationship of the lungs to the thoracic wall.

The rhythm of ventilation is also controlled by the \symbol{34}Respiratory Center\symbol{34} which is located largely in the medulla oblongata of the brain stem. This is part of the autonomic system and as such is not controlled voluntarily (one can increase or decrease breathing rate voluntarily, but that involves a different part of the brain). While resting, the respiratory center sends out action potentials that travel along the phrenic nerves into the diaphragm and the external intercostal muscles of the rib cage, causing inhalation. Relaxed exhalation occurs between impulses when the muscles relax. Normal adults have a breathing rate of 12-{}20 respirations per minute.
\subsection{The Pathway of Air}
\label{386}
When one breathes air in at sea level, the inhalation is composed of different gases. These gases and their quantities are Oxygen which makes up 21\%, Nitrogen which is 78\%, Carbon Dioxide with 0.04\% and others with significantly smaller portions.  
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In the process of breathing, air enters into the 
nasal cavity through the nostrils and is filtered 
by coarse hairs ({\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape vibrissae}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]) and mucous that 
are found there. The vibrissae filter macroparticles, 
which are particles of large size. Dust, pollen, smoke,          
and fine particles are trapped in the mucous that lines 
the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries nasal cavities}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (hollow spaces within the bones 
of the skull that warm, moisten, and filter the air).  
There are three bony projections inside the nasal cavity.  
The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries superior, middle, and inferior nasal conchae}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  
Air passes between these conchae via the nasal meatuses.  

Air then travels past the nasopharynx, oropharynx, and laryngopharynx, which are the three portions that make up the pharynx. The \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/pharynx}{{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries pharynx}} is a funnel-{}shaped tube that connects our nasal and oral cavities to the larynx.  The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries tonsils}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] which are part of the lymphatic system, form a ring at the connection of the oral cavity and the pharynx.  Here, they protect against foreign invasion of antigens. Therefore, the respiratory tract aids the immune system through this protection. Then the air travels through the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries larynx}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. The larynx closes at the epiglottis to prevent the passage of food or drink as a protection to our trachea and lungs. The larynx is also our voicebox; it contains vocal cords, in which it produces sound.  Sound is produced from the vibration of the vocal cords when air passes through them.

The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries trachea}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], which is also known as our windpipe, has ciliated cells and mucous secreting cells lining it, and is held open by C-{}shaped cartilage rings.  One of its functions is similar to the larynx and nasal cavity, by way of protection from dust and other particles.  The dust will adhere to the sticky mucous and the cilia helps propel it back up the trachea, to where it is either swallowed or coughed up.  The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries mucociliary escalator}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] extends from the top of the trachea all the way down to the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries bronchioles}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], which we will discuss later.  Through the trachea, the air is now able to pass into the bronchi, bronchioles and finally alveoli before entering the pulmonary capillaries. There is lots of oxygen and then there is less carbon dioxide when the air comes in, but when it diffuses, the amounts exchange. All of this happens in seconds.
\subsection{Inspiration}
\label{387}
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Inspiration is initiated by contraction of the diaphragm}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] and in some cases the intercostals muscles when they receive nervous impulses. During normal quiet breathing, {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries the phrenic nerve stimulates the diaphragm to contract and move downward into the abdomen}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  This downward movement of the diaphragm enlarges the thorax.  When necessary, the intercostal muscles also increase the thorax by contacting and drawing the ribs upward and outward. 

As the diaphragm contracts inferiorly and thoracic muscles pull the chest wall outwardly, the volume of the thoracic cavity increases. The lungs are held to the thoracic wall by negative pressure in the pleural cavity, a very thin space filled with a few millilitres of lubricating pleural fluid. The negative pressure in the pleural cavity is enough to hold the lungs open in spite of the inherent elasticity of the tissue. Hence, as the thoracic cavity increases in volume the lungs are pulled from all sides to expand, causing a drop in the pressure (a partial vacuum) within the lung itself (but note that this negative pressure is still not as great as the negative pressure within the pleural cavity-{}-{}otherwise the lungs would pull away from the chest wall). Assuming the airway is open, air from the external environment then follows its pressure gradient down and expands the alveoli of the lungs, where gas exchange with the blood takes place. As long as pressure within the alveoli is lower than atmospheric pressure air will continue to move inwardly, but as soon as the pressure is stabilized air movement stops.
\subsection{Expiration}
\label{388}
During quiet breathing, expiration is normally a passive process and does not require muscles to work (rather it is the result of the muscles relaxing).  When the lungs are stretched and expanded, stretch receptors within the alveoli send inhibitory nerve impulses to the medulla oblongata, causing it to stop sending signals to the rib cage and diaphragm to contract.  The muscles of respiration and the lungs themselves are elastic, so when the diaphragm and intercostal muscles relax there is an elastic recoil, which creates a positive pressure (pressure in the lungs becomes greater than atmospheric pressure), and air moves out of the lungs by flowing down its pressure gradient. 

Although the respiratory system is primarily under involuntary control, and regulated by the medulla oblongata, we have some voluntary control over it also.  This is due to the higher brain function of the cerebral cortex.  

When under physical or emotional stress, more frequent and deep breathing is needed, and both inspiration and expiration will work as active processes.  Additional muscles in the rib cage forcefully contract and push air quickly out of the lungs.  In addition to deeper breathing, when coughing or sneezing we exhale forcibly.  Our abdominal muscles will contract suddenly (when there is an urge to cough or sneeze), raising the abdominal pressure.  The rapid increase in pressure pushes the relaxed diaphragm up against the pleural cavity.  This causes air to be forced out of the lungs.

Another function of the respiratory system is to sing and to speak.  By exerting conscious control over our breathing and regulating flow of air across the vocal cords we are able to create and modify sounds.
\subsection{Lung Compliance}
\label{389}
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Lung Compliance}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the magnitude of the change in lung volume produced by a change in pulmonary pressure. Compliance can be considered the opposite of stiffness.  A low lung compliance would mean that the lungs would need a greater than average change in intrapleural pressure to change the volume of the lungs.  A high lung compliance would indicate that little pressure difference in intrapleural pressure is needed to change the volume of the lungs.  More energy is required to breathe normally in a person with low lung compliance.  Persons with low lung compliance due to disease therefore tend to take shallow breaths and breathe more frequently.
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Two major things determine lung compliance.  The first is the elasticity of the lung tissue.  Any thickening of lung tissues due to disease will decrease lung compliance.  The second is surface tensions at air water interfaces in the alveoli.  The surface of the alveoli cells is moist.  The attractive force, between the water cells on the alveoli, is called surface tension.  Thus, energy is required not only to expand the tissues of the lung but also to overcome the surface tension of the water that lines the alveoli.

To overcome the forces of surface tension, certain alveoli cells (Type II pneumocytes) secrete a protein and lipid  complex called \symbol{34}\symbol{34}Surfactantâ��â��, which acts like a detergent by disrupting the hydrogen bonding of water that lines the alveoli, hence decreasing surface tension.
\subsection{Control of respiration}
\label{390}\subsubsection{Central control}
\label{391}
The medulla oblongata is the primary respiratory control center

Its main function is to send signals to the muscles that control respiration to cause breathing to occur.
\subsubsection{Peripheral control}
\label{392}
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\section{Respiratory System:  Upper and Lower Respiratory Tracts}
\label{393}

For the sake of convenience, we will divide the respiratory system in to the upper and lower respiratory tracts:
\subsection{Upper Respiratory Tract}
\label{394}
The upper respiratory tract consists of the nose and the pharynx.  Its primary function is to receive the air from the external environment and filter, warm, and humidify it before it reaches the delicate lungs where gas exchange will occur.

Air enters through the nostrils of the nose and is partially filtered by the nose hairs, then flows into the nasal cavity.  The nasal cavity is lined with epithelial tissue, containing blood vessels, which help warm the air; and secrete mucous, which further filters the air.  The endothelial lining of the nasal cavity also contains tiny hairlike projections, called cilia.  The {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape cilia}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] serve to transport dust and other foreign particles, trapped in mucous, to the back of the nasal cavity and to the pharynx.  There the mucus is either coughed out, or swallowed and digested by powerful stomach acids.  After passing through the nasal cavity, the air flows down the pharynx to the larynx.
\subsection{Lower Respiratory Tract}
\label{395}
The lower respiratory tract starts with the larynx, and includes the trachea, the two bronchi that branch from the trachea, and the lungs themselves.  This is where gas exchange actually takes place.

\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} Larynx
\end{myenumerate}

The larynx (plural larynges), colloquially known as the voice box, is an organ in our neck involved in protection of the trachea and sound production. The larynx houses the vocal cords, and is situated just below where the tract of the pharynx splits into the trachea and the esophagus.  
The larynx contains two important structures:  the epiglottis and the vocal cords.  

The epiglottis is a flap of cartilage located at the opening to the larynx.  During swallowing, the larynx (at the epiglottis and at the glottis) closes to prevent swallowed material from entering the lungs; the larynx is also pulled upwards to assist this process. Stimulation of the larynx by ingested matter produces a strong cough reflex to protect the lungs.  Note:  choking occurs when the epiglottis fails to cover the trachea, and food becomes lodged in our windpipe.

The vocal cords consist of two folds of connective tissue that stretch and vibrate when air passes through them, causing vocalization.  The length the vocal cords are stretched determines what pitch the sound will have.  The strength of expiration from the lungs also contributes to the loudness of the sound.  Our ability to have some voluntary control over the respiratory system enables us to sing and to speak.  In order for the larynx to function and produce sound, we need air.  That is why we can\textquotesingle{}t talk when we\textquotesingle{}re swallowing.

\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} Trachea
\item{} Bronchi
\item{} Lungs
\end{myenumerate}

\section{Homeostasis and Gas Exchange}
\label{396}
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\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/85.\SVGExtension}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{85}{Gas exchange}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


Homeostasis is maintained by the respiratory system in two ways: gas exchange and regulation of blood pH. Gas exchange is performed by the lungs by eliminating carbon dioxide, a waste product given off by cellular respiration. As carbon dioxide exits the body, oxygen needed for cellular respiration enters the body through the lungs. ATP, produced by cellular respiration, provides the energy for the body to perform many functions, including nerve conduction and muscle contraction. Lack of oxygen affects brain function, sense of judgment, and a host of other problems.
\subsection{Gas Exchange}
\label{397}
Gas exchange in the lungs and in the alveoli is between the alveolar air and the blood in the pulmonary capillaries. This exchange is a result of increased concentration of CO2, and a decrease of oxygen.  This process of exchange is done through diffusion.
\subsection{External Respiration}
\label{398}
External respiration is the exchange of gas between the air in the alveoli and the blood within the pulmonary capillaries. A normal rate of respiration is 12-{}25 breaths per minute. In external respiration, gases diffuse in either direction across the walls of the alveoli. Oxygen diffuses from the air into the blood and carbon dioxide diffuses out of the blood into the air. Most of the carbon dioxide is carried to the lungs {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries in plasma}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] as bicarbonate ions (HCO3-{}). When blood enters the pulmonary capillaries, the bicarbonate ions and hydrogen ions are converted to carbonic acid (H2CO3) and then back into carbon dioxide (CO2) and water. This chemical reaction also uses up hydrogen ions. The removal of these ions gives the blood a more neutral pH, allowing hemoglobin to bind up more oxygen. De-{}oxygenated blood \symbol{34}blue blood\symbol{34} coming from the pulmonary arteries, generally has an oxygen partial pressure (pp) of 40 mmHg and CO2 pp of 45 mmHg. Oxygenated blood leaving the lungs via the pulmonary veins has an O2 pp of 100 mmHg and CO2 pp of 40 mmHg. It should be noted that alveolar O2 pp is 105 mmHg, and not 100 mmHg. The reason why pulmonary venous return blood has a lower than expected O2 pp can be explained by \symbol{34}Ventilation Perfusion Mismatch\symbol{34}.
\subsection{Internal Respiration}
\label{399}
Internal respiration is the exchanging of gases at the cellular level. 
\subsubsection{The Passage Way From the Trachea to the Bronchioles}
\label{400}
There is a point at the inferior portion of the trachea where it branches into two directions that form the right and left primary bronchus.  This point is called the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Carina}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] which is the keel-{}like cartilage plate at the division point.  We are now at the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Bronchial Tree}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  It is named so because it has a series of respiratory tubes that branch off into smaller and smaller tubes as they run throughout the lungs.
\subsubsection{Right and Left Lungs}
\label{401}
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\end{center}
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\subsection{Cellular Respiration}
\label{402}
First the oxygen must diffuse from the alveolus into the capillaries. It is able to do this because the capillaries are permeable to oxygen. After it is in the capillary, about 5\% will be dissolved in the blood plasma. The other oxygen will bind to red blood cells. The red blood cells contain hemoglobin that carries oxygen. Blood with hemoglobin is able to transport 26 times more oxygen than plasma without hemoglobin. Our bodies would have to work much harder pumping more blood to supply our cells with oxygen without the help of hemoglobin. Once it diffuses by osmosis it combines with the hemoglobin to form oxyhemoglobin. 

Now the blood carrying oxygen is pumped through the heart to the rest of the body. Oxygen will travel in the blood into arteries, arterioles, and eventually capillaries where it will be very close to body cells. Now with different conditions in temperature and pH (warmer and more acidic than in the lungs), and with pressure being exerted on the cells, the hemoglobin will give up the oxygen where it will diffuse to the cells to be used for cellular respiration, also called aerobic respiration. Cellular respiration is the process of moving energy from one chemical form (glucose) into another (ATP), since all cells use ATP for all metabolic reactions.

It is in the mitochondria of the cells where oxygen is actually consumed and carbon dioxide produced. Oxygen is produced as it combines with hydrogen ions to form water at the end of the electron transport chain (see chapter on cells). As cells take apart the carbon molecules from glucose, these get released as carbon dioxide. Each body cell releases carbon dioxide into nearby capillaries by diffusion, because the level of carbon dioxide is higher in the body cells than in the blood. In the capillaries, some of the carbon dioxide is dissolved in plasma and some is taken by the hemoglobin, but most enters the red blood cells where it binds with water to form carbonic acid. It travels to the capillaries surrounding the lung where a water molecule leaves, causing it to turn back into carbon dioxide. It then enters the lungs where it is exhaled into the atmosphere.
\section{Lung Capacity}
\label{403}
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The normal volume moved in or out of the lungs during quiet breathing is called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries tidal volume}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. When we are in a relaxed state, only a small amount of air is brought in and out, about 500 mL.
You can increase both the amount you inhale, and the amount you exhale, by breathing deeply. Breathing in very deeply is {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Inspiratory Reserve Volume}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] and can increase lung volume by 2900 mL, which is quite a bit more than the tidal volume of 500 mL. We can also increase expiration by contracting our thoracic and abdominal muscles. This is called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries expiratory reserve volume}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] and is about 1400 ml of air. {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Vital capacity}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the total of tidal, inspiratory reserve and expiratory reserve volumes; it is called vital capacity because it is vital for life, and the more air you can move, the better off you are. There are a number of illnesses that we will discuss later in the chapter that decrease vital capacity. Vital Capacity can vary a little depending on how much we can increase inspiration by expanding our chest and lungs. Some air that we breathe never even reaches the lungs! Instead it fills our nasal cavities, trachea, bronchi, and bronchioles. These passages aren\textquotesingle{}t used in gas exchange so they are considered to be {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries dead air space}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. To make sure that the inhaled air gets to the lungs, we need to breathe slowly and deeply. Even when we exhale deeply some air is still in the lungs,(about 1000 ml) and is called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries residual volume}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. This air isn\textquotesingle{}t useful for gas exchange. There are certain types of diseases of the lung where residual volume builds up because the person cannot fully empty the lungs. This means that the vital capacity is also reduced because their lungs are filled with useless air.
\section{Stimulation of Breathing}
\label{404}
There are two pathways of motor neuron stimulation of the respiratory muscles. The first is the control of voluntary breathing by the cerebral cortex. The second is involuntary breathing controlled by the medulla oblongata.

There are chemoreceptors in the aorta, the carotid body of carotid arteries, and in the medulla oblongata of the brainstem that are sensitive to pH. As carbon dioxide levels increase there is a buildup of carbonic acid, which releases hydrogen ions and lowers pH. Thus, the chemoreceptors do not respond to changes in oxygen levels (which actually change much more slowly), but to pH, which is dependent upon plasma carbon dioxide levels. {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries In other words, CO2 is the driving force for breathing}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. The receptors in the aorta and the carotid sinus initiate a reflex that immediately stimulates breathing rate and the receptors in the medulla stimulate a sustained increase in breathing until blood pH returns to normal. 

This response can be experienced by running a 100-{}meter dash. During this exertion (or any other sustained exercise) your muscle cells must metabolize ATP at a much faster rate than usual, and thus will produce much higher quantities of CO2. The blood pH drops as CO2 levels increase, and you will involuntarily increase breathing rate very soon after beginning the sprint. You will continue to breathe heavily after the race, thus expelling more carbon dioxide, until pH has returned to normal. Metabolic acidosis therefore is acutely corrected by respiratory compensation (hyperventilation).
\section{Regulation of Blood pH}
\label{405} 

Many of us are not aware of the importance of maintaining the acid/base balance of our blood. It is vital to our survival. Normal blood pH is set at 7.4, which is slightly alkaline or \symbol{34}basic\symbol{34}. If the pH of our blood drops below 7.2 or rises above 7.6 then very soon our brains would cease functioning normally and we would be in big trouble. Blood pH levels below 6.9 or above 7.9 are usually fatal if they last for more than a short time. Another wonder of our amazing bodies is the ability to cope with every pH change â�� large or small. There are three factors in this process: the lungs, the kidneys and buffers.

So what exactly is pH? pH is the concentration of hydrogen ions (H+). Buffers are molecules which take in or release ions in order to maintain the H+ ion concentration at a certain level. When blood pH is too low and the blood becomes too acidic (acidosis), the presence of too many H+ ions is to blame. Buffers help to soak up those extra H+ ions.  On the other hand, the lack of H+ ions causes the blood to be too basic (alkalosis). In this situation, buffers release H+ ions. Buffers function to maintain the pH of our blood by either donating or grabbing H+ ions as necessary to keep the number of H+ ions floating around the blood at just the right amount. 

The most important buffer we have in our bodies is a mixture of carbon dioxide (CO2) and bicarbonate ion (HCO3). CO2  forms carbonic acid (H2CO3) when it dissolves in water and acts as an acid giving up hydrogen ions (H+) when needed. HCO3 is a base and soaks up hydrogen ions (H+) when there are too many of them. In a nutshell, blood pH is determined by a balance between bicarbonate and carbon dioxide.
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With this important system our bodies maintain homeostasis. 
(Note that H2CO3 is Carbonic Acid and HCO3 is Bicarbonate)

CO2 + H2O <{}-{}-{}-{}>{} H2CO3 <{}-{}-{}-{}>{} (H+) + HCO3

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} If pH is too high, carbonic acid will donate hydrogen ions (H+) and pH will drop.
\item{} If pH is too low, bicarbonate will bond with hydrogen ions (H+) and pH will rise.
\end{myitemize}


Too much CO2 or too little HCO3 in the blood will cause acidosis. The CO2 level is increased when hypoventilation or slow breathing occurs, such as if you have emphysema or pneumonia. Bicarbonate will be lowered by ketoacidosis, a condition caused by excess fat metabolism (diabetes mellitus). 

Too much HCO3 or too little CO2 in the blood will cause alkalosis. This condition is less common than acidosis. CO2 can be lowered by hyperventilation.

So, in summary, if you are going into respiratory acidosis the above equation will move to the right. The body\textquotesingle{}s H+ and CO2 levels will rise and the pH will drop. To counteract this the body will breathe more and release H+. In contrast, if you are going into respiratory alkalosis the equation will move to the left. The body\textquotesingle{}s H+ and CO2 levels will fall and the pH will rise. So the body will try to breathe less to release HCO3. You can think of it like a leak in a pipe: where ever there is a leak, the body will \symbol{34}fill the hole\symbol{34}.
\section{Problems Associated With the Respiratory Tract and Breathing}
\label{406}
The environment of the lung is very moist, which makes it a hospitable environment for bacteria. Many respiratory illnesses are the result of bacterial or viral infection of the lungs. Because we are constantly being exposed to harmful bacteria and viruses in our environment, our respiratory health can be adversely affected. There are a number of illnesses and diseases that can cause problems with breathing. Some are simple infections, and others are disorders that can be quite serious.

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Carbon Monoxide Poisoning}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: caused when carbon monoxide binds to hemoglobin in place of oxygen. Carbon monoxide binds much tighter, without releasing, causing the hemoglobin to become unavailable to oxygen. The result can be fatal in a very short amount of time. 

\begin{myquote}
\item{} Mild Symptoms: flu like symptoms, dizziness, fatigue, headaches, nausea, and irregular breathing
\item{} Moderate Symptoms: chest pain, rapid heart beat, difficulty thinking, blurred vision, shortness of breath and unsteadiness
\item{} Severe Symptoms: seizures, palpitations, disorientation, irregular heart beat, low blood pressure, coma and death.
\end{myquote}
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\begin{myquote}
\item{} Symptoms may include difficulty breathing, pain during breathing, and more rarely circulatory instability and death. Treatment, usually, is with anticoagulant medication.
\end{myquote}

\section{Upper Respiratory Tract Infections}
\label{407}
The upper respiratory tract consists of our nasal cavities, pharynx, and larynx. Upper respiratory infections (URI) can spread from our nasal cavities to our sinuses, ears, and larynx. Sometimes a viral infection can lead to what is called a secondary  bacterial infection.{\bfseries {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries  \symbol{34}Strep throat\symbol{34}}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is a primary bacterial infection and can lead to an upper respiratory infection that can be generalized or even systemic (affects the body as a whole). Antibiotics aren\textquotesingle{}t used to treat viral infections, but are successful in treating most bacterial infections, including strep throat. The symptoms of strep throat can be a high fever, severe sore throat, white patches on a dark red throat, and stomach ache.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Sinusitis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}An infection of the cranial sinuses is called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries sinusitis}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. Only about 1-{}3\% of URI\textquotesingle{}s are accompanied by sinusitis. This \symbol{34}sinus infection\symbol{34} develops when nasal congestion blocks off the tiny openings that lead to the sinuses. Some symptoms include: post nasal discharge, facial pain that worsens when bending forward, and sometimes even tooth pain can be a symptom. Successful treatment depends on restoring the proper drainage of the sinuses. Taking a hot shower or sleeping upright can be very helpful. Otherwise, using a spray decongestant or sometimes a prescribed antibiotic will be necessary.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Otitis Media
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Otitis media in an infection of the middle ear. Even though the middle ear is not part of the respiratory tract, it is discussed here because it is often a complication seen in children who has a nasal infection. The infection can be spread by way of the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries auditory (Eustachian) tube{\itshape {$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbi.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries \itshape  that leads form the nasopharynx to the middle ear. The main symptom is usually pain. Sometimes though, vertigo, hearing loss, and dizziness may be present. Antibiotics can be prescribed and tubes are placed in the eardrum to prevent the buildup of pressure in the middle ear and the possibility of hearing loss.}}
\end{myquote}
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{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Tonsillitis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Tonsillitis occurs when the tonsils become swollen and inflamed. The tonsils located in the posterior wall of the nasopharynx are often referred to as adenoids. If you suffer from tonsillitis frequently and breathing becomes difficult, they can be removed surgically in a procedure called a tonsillectomy.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Laryngitis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}An infection of the larynx is called laryngitis. It is accompanied by hoarseness and being unable to speak in an audible voice. Usually, laryngitis disappears with treatment of the URI. Persistent hoarseness without a URI is a warning sign of cancer, and should be checked into by your physician.
\end{myquote}



\begin{myquote}
\item{}
\end{myquote}

\section{Lower Respiratory Tract Disorders}
\label{408}
Lower respiratory tract disorders include infections, restrictive pulmonary disorders, obstructive pulmonary disorders, and lung cancer.
\subsection{Lower Respiratory Infections}
\label{409}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Acute bronchitis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}An infection that is located in the primary and secondary bronchi is called bronchitis. Most of the time, it is preceded by a viral URI that led to a secondary bacterial infection. Usually, a nonproductive cough turns into a deep cough that will expectorate mucus and sometimes pus.
\end{myquote}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Pneumonia
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}A bacterial or viral infection in the lungs where the bronchi and the alveoli fill with a thick fluid. Usually it is preceded by influenza. Symptoms of pneumonia include high fever \& chills, with headache and chest pain. Pneumonia can be located in several lobules of the lung and obviously, the more lobules involved, the more serious the infection. It can be caused by a bacteria that is usually held in check, but due to stress or reduced immunity has gained the upper hand.
\end{myquote}

\subsection{Restrictive Pulmonary Disorders}
\label{410}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Pulmonary Fibrosis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Vital capacity is reduced in these types of disorders because the lungs have lost their elasticity. Inhaling particles such as sand, asbestos, coal dust,  or fiberglass can lead to {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries pulmonary fibrosis}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], a condition where fibrous tissue builds up in the lungs. This makes it so our lungs cannot inflate properly and are always tending toward deflation. Pulmonary fibrosis can be synonymous with interstitial lung disease (ILD), or interstitial pneumonia or pneumonitis.
\end{myquote}
\subsection{Obstructive Pulmonary Disorders}
\label{411}
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{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Asthma
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Asthma is a respiratory disease of the bronchi and bronchioles. The symptoms include wheezing, shortness of breath, and sometimes a cough that will expel mucus. The airways are very sensitive to irritants which can include pollen, dust, animal dander, and tobacco. Even being out in cold air can be an irritant. When exposed to an irritant, the smooth muscle in the bronchioles undergoes spasms. Most asthma patients have at least some degree of bronchial inflammation that reduces the diameter of the airways and contributes to the seriousness of the attack.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Emphysema
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Emphysema is a type of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Typically characterized by a loss of elasticity and surfactant in the alveoli, a loss of surface area decreases the gas exchange in the lungs. These patients have difficulty with too little expiratory pressure, not retaining inspired air long enough for sufficient gas exchange to happen. 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Chronic Bronchitis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Another type of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Chronic Bronchitis is caused by overproduction of mucus in the airways, causing an inadequate expiration of inspired air. Retention of air in the lungs reduces gas exchange at the alveoli, and can lead to a hypoxic drive. These patients are known as \symbol{34}blue bloaters\symbol{34}, vulnerable to cyanosis and often have increased thoracic diameters.
\end{myquote}

\section{Respiratory Distress Syndrome}
\label{412}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Pathophysiology 
\end{mydescription}
}

At birth the pressure needed  to expand the lungs requires high inspiratory pressure.  In the presence of normal surfactant levels the lungs retain as much as 40\% of the residual volume after the first breath and thereafter will only require far lower inspiratory pressures.  In the case of deficiency of surfactant the lungs will collapse between breaths, this makes the infant work hard and each breath is as hard as the first breath.  If this goes on further the pulmonary capillary membranes become more permeable, letting in fibrin rich fluids between the alveolar spaces and in turn forms a hyaline membrane.  The hyaline membrane is a barrier to gas exchange, this hyaline membrane then causes hypoxemia and carbon dioxide retention that in turn will further impair surfactant production.  
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Etiology 
\end{mydescription}
}

Type two alveolar cells produce surfactant and do not develop until the 25th  to the 28th week of gestation, in this, respiratory distress syndrome is one of the most common respiratory disease in premature infants.  Furthermore, surfactant deficiency and pulmonary immaturity together leads to alveolar collapse.  Predisposing factors that contribute to poorly functioning type II alveolar cells in a premature baby are if the child is a preterm male, white infants, infants of mothers with diabetes, precipitous deliveries, cesarean section performed before the 38th week of gestation.  
Surfactant synthesis is influenced by hormones, this ranges form insulin and cortisol.  Insulin inhibits surfactant production,  explaining why infants of mothers with diabetes type 1 are at risk of development of respiratory distress syndrome.  Cortisol can speed up maturation of type II cells and therefore production of surfactant.  Finally, in the baby delivered by cesarean section are at greater risk of developing respiratory distress syndrome because the reduction of cortisol produced because the lack of stress that happens during vaginal delivery, hence cortisol increases in high stress and helps in the maturation of type II cells of the alveoli that cause surfactant.  
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Treatment
\end{mydescription}
}

Today to prevent respiratory distress syndrome are animal sources and synthetic surfactants, and administrated through the airways by an endotracheal tube and the surfactant is suspended in a saline solution.  Treatment is initiated post birth and in infants who are at high risk for respiratory distress syndrome.
\section{Sleep Apnea}
\label{413}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{90}{CPAP is the most common treatment for obstructive sleep apnea.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


Sleep apnea or sleep apnoea is a sleep disorder characterized by pauses in breathing during sleep. These episodes, called apneas (literally, \symbol{34}without breath\symbol{34}), each last long enough so one or more breaths are missed, and occur repeatedly throughout sleep. The standard definition of any apneic event includes a minimum 10 second interval between breaths, with either a neurological arousal (3-{}second or greater shift in EEG frequency, measured at C3, C4, O1, or O2), or a blood oxygen desaturation of 3-{}4 percent or greater, or both arousal and desaturation. Sleep apnea is diagnosed with an overnight sleep test called polysomnogram.
One method of treating central sleep apnea is with a special kind of CPAP, APAP, or VPAP machine with a Spontaneous Time (ST) feature. This machine forces the wearer to breathe a constant number of breaths per minute.

(CPAP), or continuous positive airway pressure, in which a controlled air compressor generates an airstream at a constant pressure. This pressure is prescribed by the patient\textquotesingle{}s physician, based on an overnight test or titration.
\section{Nutrition for COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease) Patients}
\label{414}
Nutrition is particularly important for ventilator-{}dependent patient.  When metabolizing macronutrients carbon dioxide and water are produced.  The respiratory quotient (RQ) is a ratio of produced carbon dioxide to amount consumed.  Carbohydrates metabolism produces the most amount of carbon dioxide so they have the highest (RQ).  Fats produce the least amount of carbon dioxide along with proteins.  Protein has a  slightly higher RQ ratio.  It is recommended that this kind of patient not exceed a 1.0 respiratory quotient (RQ).  Lowering carbohydrates and supplementing fat or protein in the diet might not result in maintaining the desired outcome because, excess amounts fat or protein may also result in a respiratory quotient (RQ) higher than 1.0.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Please reference source and fact accuracy.  It seems like by definition, it is impossible to exceed a respiratory quotient (RQ) of 1.0. *
\end{myitemize}

\section{Case  Study}
\label{415}
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This disease is most common in Caucasians and will happen to 1 in every 2500 people.  It is most known for its effects on the respiratory tract although it does effect other systems as well.  The respiratory passages become clogged with a thick mucus that is difficult to expel even with vigorous coughing.  Breathing becomes difficult and affected individuals run the risk of choking to death on their own secretions unless strenuous effort is made to clear the lungs multiple times every day.  Victims frequently will die in the 20\textquotesingle{}s of pneumonia.  All of us secrete mucus by certain cells in the epithelium that line the respiratory passageways.  In normal cases the cells also secrete a watery fluid that will dilute the mucus making it easier to pass through the airways. In cystic fibrosis that secretion of watery fluid is impaired.  This makes the mucus thicker and difficult to clear from the passageways.  A 1989 discovery found that cystic fibrosis is caused by defects in a type of anion channel found in apical membranes of epithelial cells in the respiratory system and elsewhere\myfootnote{Riordan,J.R., Rommens,J.M., Kerem,B., Alon,N., Rozmahel,R., Grzelczak,Z., Zielenski,J., Lok,S., Plavsic,N. and Chou,J.L. (1989) Identification of the cystic fibrosis gene: cloning and characterization of complementary DNA. Science, 245, 1066â��73.}.  The defects directly impede  the chloride ion transport, which will then indirectly effect other exchanges of ions in the cells.  This causes the epithelium to not create the osmotic gradient necessary for water 
secretion.   It has been known for a long time that cystic fibrosis  is caused by a recessive gene inheritance. This gene codes for the chloride channel protein, which can malfunction in a variety of ways, each with specific treatment required.
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\section{Introduction}
\label{420} 

Which organ is the most important organ in the body? Most people would say the heart or the brain, completely overlooking the gastrointestinal tract ({\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape GI tract}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]). Though definitely not the most attractive organs in the body, they are certainly among the most important. The 30+ foot long tube that goes from the mouth to the anus is responsible for the many different body functions which will be reviewed in this chapter. The GI tract is imperative for our well being and our lifelong health. A non-{}functioning or poorly functioning GI tract can be the source of many chronic health problems that can interfere with your quality of life. In many instances the death of a person begins in the intestines. 

The old saying \symbol{34}you are what you eat\symbol{34} perhaps would be more accurate if worded \symbol{34}you are what you absorb and digest\symbol{34}. Here we will be looking at the importance of these two functions of the digestive system: digestion and absorption.
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In order to understand the interactions of the different components we shall follow the food on its journey through the human body. During digestion, two main processes occur at the same time; 
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The GI tract starts with the mouth and proceeds to the esophagus, stomach, small intestine (duodenum, jejunum, ileum), and then to the large intestine (colon), rectum, and terminates at the anus. You could probably say the human body is just like a big donut. The GI tract is the donut hole. We will also be discussing the pancreas and liver, and accessory organs of the gastrointestinal system that contribute materials to the small intestine.
\section{Layers of the GI Tract}
\label{421}

The GI tract is composed of four layers also known as Tunics. Each layer has different tissues and functions. From the inside out they are called: mucosa, submucosa, muscularis, and serosa. 
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\section{Accessory Organs}
\label{422}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{91}{Teeth, Tongue, and Salivary Glands}
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{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}1. Salivary glands 
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Parotid gland, submandibular gland, sublingual gland
\item{} Exocrine gland that produces saliva which begins the process of digestion with amylase
\end{myitemize}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}2. Tongue
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Manipulates food for chewing/swallowing
\item{} Main taste organ, covered in taste buds
\end{myitemize}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}3. Teeth 
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} For chewing food up
\end{myitemize}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}4. Liver
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Produces and excretes bile required for emulsifying fats. Some of the bile drains directly into the duodenum and some is stored in the gall bladder.
\item{} Helps metabolize proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates.
\item{} Urea, chief end product of mammalian metabolism, is formed in liver from amino acids and compounds of ammonia. 
\item{} Breaks down insulin and other hormones. 
\item{} Produces coagulation factors.
\end{myitemize}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}5. Gallbladder 
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Bile storage.
\end{myitemize}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}6. Pancreas
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Exocrine functions: Digestive enzyme secretion.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Stores zymogens (inactive enzymes) that will be activated by the brush border membrane in the small intestine when a person eats protein (amino acids).
\item{} Trypsinogen â�� Trypsin: digests protein.
\item{} Chymotypsinogen â�� Chymotrypsin: digests proteins.
\item{} Carboxypeptidases: digests proteins.
\item{} Lipase-{}lipid: digests fats.
\item{} Amylase: digests carbohydrates. 
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Endocrine functions: Hormone secretion.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Somatostatin: inhibits the function of insulin. Produced if the body is getting too much glucose. 
\item{} Glucagon: stimulates the stored glycogen in the liver to convert to glucose. Produced if the body does not have enough glucose. 
\item{} Insulin: made in the beta cells of the Islets of Langerhans of the pancreas. Insulin is a hormone that regulates blood glucose. 
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}7. Vermiform appendix
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} There are a few theories on what the appendix does.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Vestigal organ
\item{} Immune function
\item{} Helps maintain gut flora
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}

\section{The Digestive System}
\label{423}
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The first step in the digestive system can actually begin before the food is even in your mouth. When you smell or see something that you just have to eat, you start to salivate in anticipation of eating, thus beginning the digestive process.

Food is the body\textquotesingle{}s source of fuel. Nutrients in food give the body\textquotesingle{}s cells the energy they need to operate. Before food can be used it has to be broken down into tiny little pieces so it can be absorbed and used by the body. In humans, proteins need to be broken down into amino acids, starches into sugars, and fats into fatty acids and glycerol.

During digestion two main processes occur at the same time: 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Mechanical Digestion}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: larger pieces of food get broken down into smaller pieces while being prepared for chemical digestion. Mechanical digestion starts in the mouth and continues in to the stomach. 
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Chemical Digestion}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: several different enzymes break down macromolecules into smaller molecules that can be more efficiently absorbed. Chemical digestion starts with saliva and continues into the intestines.
\end{myitemize}


The digestive system is made up by the alimentary canal, or the digestive tract, and other abdominal organs that play a part in digestion such as the liver and the pancreas. The alimentary canal is the long tube of organs that runs from the mouth (where the food enters) to the anus (where indigestible waste leaves). The organs in the alimentary canal include the mouth( for mastication),esophagus, stomach and the intestines. The average adult digestive tract is about thirty feet (30\textquotesingle{}) long. While in the digestive tract the food is really passing {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape through}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] the body rather than being {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape in}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] the body. The smooth muscles of the tubular digestive organs move the food efficiently along as it is broken down into absorb-{}able atoms and molecules. During absorption, the nutrients that come from food (such as proteins, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins, and minerals) pass through the wall of the small intestine and into the bloodstream and lymph. In this way nutrients can be distributed throughout the rest of the body. In the large intestine there is re absorption of water and absorption of some minerals as feces are formed. The parts of the food that the body passes out through the anus is known as feces.
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Digestion begins in the mouth. A brain reflex triggers the flow of saliva when we see or even think about food. Saliva moistens the food while the teeth chew it up and make it easier to swallow. Amylase, which is the digestive enzyme found in saliva, starts to break down starch into simpler sugars before the food even leaves the mouth. The nervous pathway involved in salivary excretion requires stimulation of receptors in the mouth, sensory impulses to the brain stem, and parasympathetic impulses to salivary glands.

Swallowing your food happens when the muscles in your tongue and mouth move the food into your {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries pharynx}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. The pharynx, which is the passageway for food and air, is about five inches (5\symbol{34}) long. A small flap of skin called the epiglottis closes over the pharynx to prevent food from entering the trachea and thus choking. For swallowing to happen correctly a combination of 25 muscles must all work together at the same time. Salivary glands also produce an estimated three liters of saliva per day.
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\end{longtable}

\section{Esophagus}
\label{424}
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The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries esophagus}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (also spelled oesophagus/esophagus) or gullet is the muscular tube in vertebrates through which ingested food passes from the throat to the stomach. The esophagus is continuous with the laryngeal part of the pharynx at the level of the C6 vertebra. It connects the pharynx, which is the body cavity that is common to both the digestive and respiratory systems behind the mouth, with the stomach, where the second stage of digestion is initiated (the first stage is in the mouth with teeth and tongue masticating food and mixing it with saliva).

After passing through the throat, the food moves into the esophagus  and is pushed down into the stomach by the process of {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape peristalsis}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (involuntary wavelike muscle contractions along the G.I. tract). At the end of the esophagus there is a sphincter that allows food into the stomach then closes back up so the food cannot travel back up into the esophagus.
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The esophagus is lined with mucus membranes, and uses peristaltic action to move swallowed food down to the stomach.
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\section{Stomach}
\label{425}
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The secretion of gastric juices occurs in three phases: cephalic, gastric, and intestinal. The cephalic phase is activated by the smell and taste of food and swallowing. The gastric phase is activated by the chemical effects of food and the distension of the stomach. The intestinal phase blocks the effect of the cephalic and gastric phases. Gastric juice also contains an enzyme named {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries pepsin}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], which digests proteins, hydrochloric acid and mucus. Hydrochloric acid causes the stomach to maintain a pH of about 2, which helps kill off bacteria that comes into the digestive system via food.

The gastric juice is highly acidic with a pH of 1-{}3. It may cause or compound damage to the stomach wall or its layer of mucus, causing a peptic ulcer.  On the inside of the stomach there are folds of skin call the gastric rugae. Gastric rugae make the stomach very extendable, especially after a very big meal.
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The stomach is divided into four sections, each of which has different cells and functions. The sections are: 1) Cardiac region, where the contents of the esophagus empty into the stomach, 2) Fundus, formed by the upper curvature of the organ, 3) Body, the main central region, and 4) Pylorus or atrium, the lower section of the organ that facilitates emptying the contents into the small intestine. Two smooth muscle valves, or sphincters, keep the contents of the stomach contained. They are the: 1) Cardiac or esophageal sphincter, dividing the tract above, and 2) Pyloric sphincter, dividing the stomach from the small intestine.
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Water, alcohol, salt, and simple sugars can be absorbed directly through the stomach wall. However, most substances in our food need a little more digestion and must travel into the intestines before they can be absorbed. When the stomach is empty it is about the size of one fifth of a cup of fluid. When stretched and expanded, it can hold up to eight cups of food after a big meal.
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There are many different gastric glands and they secrete many different chemicals. Parietal cells secrete hydrochloric acid and intrinsic factor; chief cells secrete pepsinogen; goblet cells secrete mucus; argentaffin cells secrete serotonin and histamine; and G cells secrete the hormone gastrin.
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Disorders of the stomach are common. There can be a lot of different causes with a variety of symptoms. The strength of the inner lining of the stomach needs a careful balance of acid and mucus. If there is not enough mucus in the stomach, ulcers, abdominal pain, indigestion, heartburn, nausea and vomiting could all be caused by the extra acid.

Erosions, ulcers, and tumors can cause bleeding. When blood is in the stomach it starts the digestive process and turns black. When this happens, the person can have black stool or vomit. Some ulcers can bleed very slowly so the person won\textquotesingle{}t recognize the loss of blood. Over time, the iron in your body will run out, which in turn, will cause anemia.

There isn\textquotesingle{}t a known diet to prevent against getting ulcers. A balanced, healthy diet is always recommended. Smoking can also be a cause of problems in the stomach. Tobacco increases acid production and damages the lining of the stomach. It is not a proven fact that stress alone can cause an ulcer.
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Like the other parts of the gastrointestinal tract, the stomach walls are made of a number of layers.

From the inside to the outside, the first main layer is the mucosa. This consists of an epithelium, the lamina propria underneath, and a thin bit of smooth muscle called the muscularis mucosa.

The submucosa lies under this and consists of fibrous connective tissue, separating the mucosa from the next layer, the muscularis externa. The muscularis in the stomach differs from that of other GI organs in that it has three layers of muscle instead of two. Under these muscle layers is the adventitia, layers of connective tissue continuous with the omenta.

The epithelium of the stomach forms deep pits, called fundic or oxyntic glands. Different types of cells are at different locations down the pits. The cells at the base of these pits are chief cells, responsible for production of pepsinogen, an inactive precursor of pepsin, which degrades proteins. The secretion of pepsinogen prevents self-{}digestion of the stomach cells.

Further up the pits, parietal cells produce gastric acid and a vital substance, intrinsic factor. The function of gastric acid is twofold 1) it kills most of the bacteria in food, stimulates hunger, and activates pepsinogen into pepsin, and 2) denatures the complex protein molecule as a precursor to protein digestion through enzyme action in the stomach and small intestines. Near the top of the pits, closest to the contents of the stomach, there are mucous-{}producing cells called goblet cells that help protect the stomach from self-{}digestion. 

The muscularis externa is made up of three layers of smooth muscle. The innermost layer is obliquely-{}oriented: this is not seen in other parts of the digestive system: this layer is responsible for creating the motion that churns and physically breaks down the food. The next layers are the square and then the longitudinal, which are present as in other parts of the GI tract. The pyloric antrum which has thicker skin cells in its walls and performs more forceful contractions than the fundus. The pylorus is surrounded by a thick circular muscular wall which is normally tonically constricted forming a functional (if not anatomically discrete) pyloric sphincter, which controls the movement of chyme.
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The movement and the flow of chemicals into the stomach are controlled by both the nervous system and by the various digestive system hormones.

The hormone gastrin causes an increase in the secretion of HCL, pepsinogen and intrinsic factor from parietal cells in the stomach. It also causes increased motility in the stomach. Gastrin is released by G-{}cells into the stomach. It is inhibited by pH normally less than 4 (high acid), as well as the hormone somatostatin.

Cholecystokinin (CCK) has most effect on the gall bladder, but it also decreases gastric emptying. In a different and rare manner, secretin, produced in the small intestine, has most effects on the pancreas, but will also diminish acid secretion in the stomach.

Gastric inhibitory peptide (GIP) and enteroglucagon decrease both gastric motility and secretion of pepsin. Other than gastrin, these hormones act to turn off the stomach action. This is in response to food products in the liver and gall bladder, which have not yet been absorbed. The stomach needs only to push food into the small intestine when the intestine is not busy. While the intestine is full and still digesting food, the stomach acts as a storage for food.
\section{Small Intestine}
\label{426}
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The functions of a small intestine is, the digestion of proteins into peptides and amino acids principally occurs in the stomach but some also occurs in the small intestine. Peptides are degraded into amino acids; lipids (fats) are degraded into fatty acids and glycerol; and carbohydrates are degraded into simple sugars.
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The inner surface of the jejunum, its mucous membrane, is covered in projections called villi, which increase the surface area of tissue available to absorb nutrients from the gut contents.  It is different from the ileum due to fewer goblet cells and generally lacks Peyer\textquotesingle{}s patches.
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Its function is to absorb vitamin B12 and bile salts. The wall itself is made up of folds, each of which has many tiny finger-{}like projections known as villi, on its surface. In turn, the epithelial cells which line these villi possess even larger numbers of micro villi. The cells that line the ileum contain the protease and carbohydrate enzymes responsible for the final stages of protein and carbohydrate digestion. These enzymes are present in the cytoplasm of the epithelial cells. The villi contain large numbers of capillaries which take the amino acids and glucose produced by digestion to the hepatic portal vein and the liver.

The terminal ileum continues to absorb bile salts, and is also crucial in the absorption of fat-{}soluble vitamins (Vitamin A, D, E and K). For fat-{}soluble vitamin absorption to occur, bile acids must be present.
\section{Large Intestine}
\label{427}
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The large intestine (colon) extends from the end of the ileum to the anus. It is about 5 feet long, being one-{}fifth of the whole extent of the intestinal canal. It\textquotesingle{}s caliber is largest at the commencement at the cecum, and gradually diminishes as far as the rectum, where there is a dilatation of considerable size just above the anal canal. It differs from the small intestine in by the greater caliber, more fixed position, sacculated form, and in possessing certain appendages to its external coat, the appendices epiploicÃ¦. Further, its longitudinal muscular fibers do not form a continuous layer around the gut, but are arranged in three longitudinal bands or tÃ¦niÃ¦.

The large intestine is divided into the cecum, colon, rectum, and anal canal. In its course, describes an arch which surrounds the convolutions of the small intestine. It commences in the right iliac region, in a dilated part, the cecum. It ascends through the right lumbar and hypochondriac regions to the under surface of the liver; here it takes a bend, the right colic flexure, to the left and passes transversely across the abdomen on the confines of the epigastric and umbilical regions, to the left hypochondriac region; it then bends again, the left colic flexure, and descends through the left lumbar and iliac regions to the pelvis, where it forms a bend called the sigmoid flexure; from this it is continued along the posterior wall of the pelvis to the anus.
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\section{Pancreas, Liver, and Gallbladder}
\label{428}

The pancreas, liver, and gallbladder are essential for digestion. The pancreas produces enzymes that help digest proteins, fats, and carbohydrates, the liver produces bile that helps the body absorb fat, and the gallbladder stores the bile until it is needed. The enzymes and bile travel through special channels called ducts and into the small intestine where they help break down the food.
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The pancreas is located posterior to the stomach and in close association with the duodenum.

In humans, the pancreas is a 6-{}10 inch elongated organ in the abdomen located retro peritoneal. It is often described as having three regions: a head, body and tail. The pancreatic head abuts the second part of the duodenum while the tail extends towards the spleen. The pancreatic duct runs the length of the pancreas and empties into the second part of the duodenum at the ampulla of Vater. The common bile duct commonly joins the pancreatic duct at or near this point. 

The pancreas is supplied arterially by the pancreaticoduodenal arteries, themselves branches of the superior mesenteric artery of the hepatic artery (branch of celiac trunk from the abdominal aorta). The superior mesenteric artery provides the inferior pancreaticoduodenal arteries while the gastroduodenal artery (one of the terminal branches of the hepatic artery) provides the superior pancreaticoduodenal artery. Venous drainage is via the pancreatic duodenal veins which end up in the portal vein. The splenic vein passed posterior to the pancreas but is said to not drain the pancreas itself. The portal vein is formed by the union of the superior mesenteric vein and splenic vein posterior to the body of the pancreas. In some people (as many as 40\%) the inferior mesenteric vein also joins with the splenic vein behind the pancreas, in others it simply joins with the superior mesenteric vein instead.

The function of the pancreas is to produce enzymes that break down all categories of digestible foods (exocrine pancreas) and secrete hormones that affect carbohydrates metabolism (endocrine pancreas).
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The pancreas is composed of pancreatic exocrine cells, whose ducts are arranged in clusters called acini (singular acinus). The cells are filled with secretory granules containing the precursor digestive enzymes (mainly trypsinogen, chymotrypsinogen, pancreatic lipase, and amylase) that are secreted into the lumen of the acinus. These granules are termed zymogen granules (zymogen referring to the inactive precursor enzymes.) It is important to synthesize inactive enzymes in the pancreas to avoid auto degradation, which can lead to pancreatitis.

The pancreas is near the liver, and is the main source of enzymes for digesting fats (lipids) and proteins -{} the intestinal walls have enzymes that will digest polysaccharides. Pancreatic secretions from ductal cells contain bicarbonate ions and are alkaline in order to neutralize the acidic chyme that the stomach churns out. Control of the exocrine function of the pancreas are via the hormone gastrin, cholecystokinin and secretin, which are hormones secreted by cells in the stomach and duodenum, in response to distension and/or food and which causes secretion of pancreatic juices.

The two major proteases which the pancreas are trypsinogen and chymotrypsinogen. These zymogens are inactivated forms of trypsin and chymotrypsin. Once released in the intestine, the enzyme enterokinase present in the intestinal mucosa activates trypsinogen by cleaving it to form trypsin. The free trypsin then cleaves the rest of the trypsinogen and chymotrypsinogen to their active forms.

Pancreatic secretions accumulate in intralobular ducts that drain the main pancreatic duct, which drains directly into the duodenum.

Due to the importance of its enzyme contents, injuring the pancreas is a very dangerous situation. A puncture of the pancreas tends to require careful medical intervention.
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Scattered among the acini are the endocrine cells of the pancreas, in groups called the islets of Langerhans. They are:

Insulin-{}producing beta cells (50-{}80\% of the islet cells)
Glucagon-{}releasing alpha cells (15-{}20\%)
Somatostatin-{}producing delta cells (3-{}10\%)
Pancreatic polypeptide-{}containing PP cells (remaining \%)

The islets are a compact collection of endocrine cells arranged in clusters and cords and are crisscrossed by a dense network of capillaries. The capillaries of the islets are lined by layers of endocrine cells in direct contact with vessels, and most endocrine cells are in direct contact with blood vessels, by either cytoplasmic processes or by direct apposition.
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The liver is an organ in vertebrates, including human. It plays a major role in metabolism and has a number of functions in the body including glycogen storage, plasma protein synthesis, and drug detoxification. It also produces bile, which is important in digestion. It performs and regulates a wide variety of high-{}volume biochemical reaction requiring specialized tissues. 

The liver normally weighs between 1.3 -{} 3.0 kilograms and is a soft, pinkish-{}brown \symbol{34}boomerang shaped\symbol{34} organ. It is the second largest organ (the largest being the skin) and the largest gland within the human body. Its anatomical position in the body is immediately under the diaphragm on the right side of the upper abdomen, The liver lies on the right side of the stomach and makes a kind of bed for the gallbladder.

The liver is supplied by two main blood vessels on its right lobe: the hepatic artery and the portal vein. The hepatic artery normally comes off the celiac trunk. The portal vein brings venous blood from the spleen, pancreas, and small intestine, so that the liver can process the nutrients and byproducts of food digestion. The hepatic veins drain directly into the inferior vena cava.

The bile produced in the liver is collected in bile canaliculi, which merge from bile ducts. These eventually drain into the right and left hepatic ducts, which in turn merge to form the common hepatic duct. The cystic duct (from the gallbladder) joins with the common hepatic duct to form the common bile duct. Bile can either drain directly into the duodenum via the common bile duct or be temporarily stored in the gallbladder via the cystic duct. The common bile duct and the pancreatic duct enter the duodenum together  at the ampulla of Vater. The branching\textquotesingle{}s of the bile ducts resemble those of a tree, and indeed term \symbol{34}biliary tree\symbol{34} is commonly used in this setting. 

The liver is among the few internal human organs capable of natural regeneration of lost tissue: as little as 25\% of remaining liver can regenerate into a whole liver again. This is predominantly due to hepatocytes acting as unipotential stem cells. There is also some evidence of bio potential stem cells, called oval cell, which can differentiate into either hepatocytes or cholangiocytes (cells that  line bile ducts).

The various functions of the liver are carried out by the liver cells or hepatocytes.

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The liver produces and excretes bile, required for dissolving fats. Some of the bile drains directly into the duodenum, and some is stored in the gallbladder
\item{} The liver performs several roles in carbohydrate metabolism:
\item{} gluconeogenesis (the formation of glucose from certain amino acids, lactate or glycerol)
\item{} Glycogenolysis (the formation of glucose from glycogen)
\item{} Glycogenesis (the formation of glycogen from glucose)
\item{} The breakdown of insulin and other hormones
\item{} The liver is responsible for the mainstay of protein metabolism.
\item{} The liver also performs several roles in lipid metabolism:
\item{} cholesterol synthesis
\item{} The production of triglycerides (fats)
\item{} The liver produces coagulation factors I (fibrinogen), II (prothrombin), V, VII, IX, X and XI, as well as protein C, Protein S and antithrombin.
\item{} The liver breaks down hemoglobin, creating metabolites that are added to bile as pigment
\item{} The liver breaks down toxic substances and most medicinal products in a process called drug metabolism. This sometimes results in toxication, when the metabolite is more toxic than its precursor.
\item{} The liver converts ammonia to urea.
\item{} The liver stores a multitude of substances, including glucose in the form of glycogen, vitamin B12, iron, and copper.
\item{} In the first trimester fetus, the liver is the main site of red blood cell production. By the 32nd weeks of gestation, the bone marrow has almost completely taken over that task.
\item{} The liver is responsible for immunological effects; the reticuloendothelial system of the liver contains many immunologically active cells, acting as a \textquotesingle{}sieve\textquotesingle{} for antigens carried to it via the portal system.
\end{myitemize}
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The gallbladder is a pear shaped organ that stores about 50 ml of bile (or \symbol{34}gall\symbol{34}) until the body needs it for digestion. The gallbladder is about 7-{}10cm long in humans and is dark green in appearance due to its contents (bile), not its tissue. It is connected to the liver and the duodenum by the biliary tract.

The gallbladder is connected to the main bile duct through the gallbladder duct (cystic duct). The main biliary tract runs from the liver to the duodenum, and the cystic duct is effectively a \symbol{34}cul de sac\symbol{34}, serving as entrance and exit to the gallbladder. The surface marking of the gallbladder is the intersection of the midclavicular line (MCL) and the trans pyloric plane, at the tip of the ninth rib. The blood supply is by the cystic artery and vein, which runs parallel to the cystic duct. The cystic artery is highly variable, and this is of clinical relevance since it must be clipped and cut during a cholecystectomy.

The gallbladder has an epithelial lining characterized by recesses called Aschoff\textquotesingle{}s recesses, which are pouches inside the lining. Under the epithelium there is a layer of connective tissue, followed by a muscular wall that contracts in response to cholecystokinin, a peptide hormone synthesized in the duodenum.

The gallbladder stores bile, which is released when food containing fat enters the digestive tract, stimulating the secretion of cholecystokinin (CCK). The bile emulsifies fats and neutralizes acids in partly digested food. After being stored in the gallbladder, the bile becomes more concentrated than when it left the liver, increasing its potency and intensifying its effect on fats.
\section{Anus}
\label{429}
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The human anus is situated between the buttocks, posterior to the perineum. It has two anal sphincters, one internal, the other external. These hold the anus closed until defecation occurs. One sphincter consists of smooth muscle and its action is involuntary; the other consists of striated muscle and its action is voluntary. In many animals, the anus is surrounded by anal sacs.
Role of the anus is when the rectum is full, the increase in intra-{}rectal pressure forces the walls of the anal canal apart allowing the fecal matter to enter the canal. The rectum shortens as material is forced into the anal canal and peristaltic waves propel the feces out of the rectum. The internal and external sphincters of the anus allow the feces to be passed by muscles pulling the anus up over the exiting feces.
\section{Conditions Affecting the Esophagus}
\label{430}


There are two different types of conditions that may affect the esophagus. The first type is called congenital: meaning a person is born with it. The second type is called non-{}congenital: meaning the person develops it after birth. Some examples of these are:
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Esophagitis is inflammation of the esophagus and is a non-{}congenital condition. Esophagitis can be caused by certain medications or by infections. It can also be caused by gastroesophageal reflux disease (gerd), a condition where the esophageal sphincter allows the acidic contents of the stomach to move back up into the esophagus. Gastroesophageal reflux disease can be treated with medications, but it can also be corrected by changing what you eat.
\section{Conditions Affecting the Stomach and Intestines}
\label{431}

Everybody has experienced constipation or diarrhea in their lifetime. With constipation, the contents of the large intestines don\textquotesingle{}t move along fast enough and waste material stays in the large intestines so long that almost all water is extracted out of the waste and it becomes hard. With diarrhea you get the exact opposite reaction: waste moves along too fast and the large intestines can\textquotesingle{}t absorb the water before the waste is pushed through. Common flora bacteria assists in the prevention of many serious problems. Here are some more examples of common stomach and intestinal disorders:



\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/99.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{99}{Acute Appendicitis: An exemplary case of acute appendicitis in a 10-{}year-{}old boy. The organ is enlarged and sausage-{}like (botuliform). This longitudinal section shows the angry red inflamed mucosa with its irregular luminal surface. Diagnosed and removed early in the course of the disease, this appendix does not show late complications, like transmural necrosis, perforation, and abscess formation.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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Appendicitis is the inflammation of the appendix, the finger-{}like pouch that extends from the cecum. The most common symptoms are abdominal pain, loss of appetite, fever, and vomiting. Children and teenagers are the most common victims of appendicitis, which must be corrected by surgery. While mild cases may resolve without treatment, most require removal of the inflamed appendix, either by laparotomy or laparoscopy. Untreated, mortality is high, mainly due to peritonitis and shock.
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Celiac disease is a disorder in which a person\textquotesingle{}s digestive system is damaged by the response of the immune system to a protein called gluten, which is found in rye, wheat, and barley, and also in foods like breakfast cereal and pizza crust. People who have celiac disease experience abdominal pain, diarrhea, bloating, exhaustion, and depression when they eat foods with gluten in them. They also have difficulty digesting their food. Celiac disease runs in families and becomes active after some sort of stress, like viral infections or surgery. The symptoms can be managed by following a gluten free diet. Doctors can diagnose this condition by taking a full medical history or with a blood test.
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\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/100.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{100}{Benign gastric ulcer}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



Diverticulitis is a common disease of the bowel, in particular the large intestine. Diverticulitis develops from diverticulosis, which involves the formation of pouches (diverticula) on the outside of the colon. Diverticulitis results if one of these diverticula becomes inflamed. In complicated diverticulitis, bacteria may subsequently infect the outside of the colon if an inflamed diverticula bursts open. If the infection spreads to the lining of the abdominal cavity (peritoneum), this can cause a potentially fatal peritonitis. Sometimes inflamed diverticula can cause narrowing of the bowel, leading to an obstruction. Also, the affected part of the colon could adhere to the bladder or other organ in the pelvic cavity, causing a fistula, or abnormal communication between the colon and an adjacent organ.
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Usually the stomach and the duodenum are resistant to irritation because of the strong acids produced by the stomach. But sometimes a bacteria called Helicobacter pylori or the chronic use of drugs or certain medications, weakens the mucous layer that coats the stomach and the duodenum, allowing acid to get through the sensitive lining beneath. This can cause irritation and inflammation of the lining of the stomach, which is called gastritis, or cause peptic ulcers, which are holes or sores that form in the lining of the stomach and duodenum and cause pain and bleeding. Medications are the best way to treat this condition.
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Gastrointestinal infections can be caused by bacteria such as Campylobacter, Salmonella, E. coli, or Shigella. They can also be caused by viruses or by intestinal parasites like amebiasis and Giardiasis. The most common symptoms of gastrointestinal infections are abdominal pain and cramps, diarrhea, and vomiting. These conditions usually go away on their own and don\textquotesingle{}t need medical attention.
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A polyp is an abnormal growth of tissue (tumor) projecting from a mucous membrane. If it is attached to the surface by a narrow elongated stalk it is said to be pedunculated. If no stalk is present it is said to be sessile. Polyps are commonly found in the colon, stomach, nose, urinary bladder and uterus. They may also occur elsewhere in the body where mucous membranes exist like the cervix and small intestine.
\section{Disorders of the Pancreas, Liver, and Gallbladder}
\label{432}

Disorders of the pancreas, liver, and gallbladder affect the ability to produce enzymes and acids that aid in digestion. examples of these disorders are.
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Cystic fibrosis is a chronic, inherited illness where the production of abnormally thick mucous blocks the duct or passageways in the pancreas and prevents the digestive fluids from entering the intestines, making it difficult for the person with the disorder to digest protein and fats, which cause important nutrients to pass through without being digested. People with this disorder take supplements and digestive enzymes to help manage their digestive problems.
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Hepatitis is a viral condition that inflames a person\textquotesingle{}s liver which can cause it to lose its ability to function. Viral hepatitis, like hepatitis A, B, and C, is extremely contagious. Hepatitis A, which is a mild form of hepatitis, can be treated at home, but more serious cases that involve liver damage, might require hospitalization.
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Acute or chronic inflammation if the gallbladder causes abdominal pain. 90\% of cases of acute cholecystitis are caused by the presence of gallstones. The actual inflammation is due to secondary infection with bacteria of an obstructed gallbladder, with the obstruction caused by the gallstones. Gallbladder conditions are very rare in kids and teenagers but can occur when the kid or teenager has sickle cell anemia or in kids being treated with long term medications.
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Cholestasis is the blockage in the supply of bile into the digestive tract. It can be \symbol{34}intrahepatic\symbol{34} (the obstruction is in the liver) or \symbol{34}extrahepatic\symbol{34} (outside the liver). It can lead to jaundice, and is identified by the presence of elevated bilirubin level that is mainly conjugated.
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This is when a gallstone blocks either the common bile duct or the duct leading into it from the gallbladder. This condition causes severe pain in the right upper abdomen and sometimes through to the upper back. It is described by many doctors as the most severe pain in existence, between childbirth and a heart attack. Other symptoms are nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, bleeding caused by continual vomiting, and dehydration caused by the nausea and diarrhea. Another more serious complication is total blockage of the bile duct which leads to jaundice, which if it is not corrected naturally or by surgical procedure can be fatal, as it causes liver damage. The only long term solution is the removal of the gallbladder.
\section{Gastrointestinal Dysfunctions}
\label{433}

As we age, the amount of digestive enzymes produced by the body drops way down. This leads to decreased and slower digestion, slower absorption of nutrients and increased accumulation of fecal mater in the intestinal tract. Undigested food material and metabolic waste can also build up due to slow elimination, starting a series of health problems. 
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Most people never think about their GI tract. We are concerned about what the outside of our bodies look like, but we completely ignore the inside. Because our bodies a very resilient, deterioration of the digestive system can go on for years with no symptoms or side-{}effects. When symptoms finally do appear they are usually very non-{}specific, and include: decreased energy, headaches, diarrhea, constipation, heartburn, and acid reflux. Over the years these symptoms become more serious, including: asthma, food allergies, arthritis, and cancer.

Poor digestion, poor absorption, and bacterial imbalance can be traced to many chronic conditions. Every organ in the body receives nutrients from the GI tract; if the GI tract is malfunctioning then the whole body suffers. 

It is possible to return good health to your GI tract by improving digestion, consuming the right amount of fiber, and cutting out junk food and refined sugars. 
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Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) is a disorder with symptoms that are most commonly bloating, abdominal pain, cramping, constipation, and diarrhea. IBS causes a lot of pain and discomfort. It does not cause permanent damage to the intestines and does not lead to serious diseases such as cancer. Most of the people affected with IBS can control their symptoms with stress management, diet, and prescription medication. For others IBS can be debilitating, they may be unable to go to work, travel, attend social events or leave home for even short periods of time.

About 20 percent of the adult population has some symptoms of IBS, making it one of the most common intestinal disorders diagnosed by physicians. It is more common in men than women and in about 50 percent of people affected it starts at about age 35. 

Researchers have not found out what exactly causes IBS. One idea is that people with IBS have a large intestine (colon) that is sensitive to certain foods and stress. The immune system may also be involved. It has also been reported that {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape serotonin}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is linked with normal GI functioning. 95 percent of the body\textquotesingle{}s serotonin is located in the GI tract (the other 5 percent is in the brain). People with IBS have diminished receptor activity, causing abnormal levels of serotonin in the GI tract. Because of this, IBS patients experience problems with bowel movement, motility, and the sensation having more sensitive pain receptors in their GI tract. Many IBS patients suffer from depression and anxiety which can make symptoms worse. 

There is no cure for IBS, but medications are an important part of relieving symptoms. Fiber supplements or laxatives are helpful for constipation. Anti diarrhoeals such as Imodium can help with diarrhea. An antispasmodic is commonly prescribed for colon muscle spasms. Antidepressants and pain medication are also commonly prescribed. {$\text{[}$}12{$\text{]}$}
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Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumors or GIST is an uncommon type of cancer in the GI tract (esophagus, stomach, small intestine, and colon).  These types of cancers begin in the connective tissue like fat, muscles, nerves, cartilage, etc.

GIST originates in the stroma cells.  Stroma cells are strung along the GI tract and are part of the system that helps the body to know when to move food through the digestive system.  Over half of GISTs occur in the stomach.  Most cases occur in people between the ages of forty and eighty, but they can also occur in a person of any age.

All GISTs of any size or location have the ability to spread.  Even if a GIST is removed, it can reappear in the same area, or may even spread outside of the GI tract.

In the early stages, GIST is hard to diagnose because early-{}stage symptoms cannot be recognized.  In the later stages a person can have vague abdominal pain, vomiting, abdominal bleeding that shows up in stool or vomit, low blood counts causing anemia, and having an early feeling of being full, causing a decrease in appetite.

GIST is now recognized as an aggressive cancer that is able to spread to other parts of the body.  People who have been diagnosed with GIST should get treatment as soon as possible.
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Food allergies occur when the immune system thinks that a certain protein in any kind of food is a foreign substance and will try to fight against it.

Only about eight percent of children and two percent of adults actually have a food allergy.  A person can be allergic to any kind of food, but the most common food allergies are to nuts, cow\textquotesingle{}s milk, eggs, soy, fish, and shellfish.  Most people who have a food allergy are allergic to fewer than four different foods.

The most common signs of food allergies are hives, swelling, itchy skin, itchiness, tingling or swelling in the mouth, coughing, trouble breathing, diarrhea, and vomiting.  The two most common chronic illness that are associated with food allergies are eczema and asthma.

Food allergies can be fatal if they cause the reaction called anaphylaxis.  This reaction makes it hard for the person to breathe.  This can be treated by an epinephrine injection.
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GERD, or Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease occurs when the lower esophageal sphincter is not able to close properly.  When this happens, contents from the stomach, called reflux, leak back into the esophagus and the stomach.

When the stomach refluxes, stomach acid touches the lining of the esophagus and causes it to have a burning feeling in the throat or the chest.  This is what heartburn is.  When you taste the fluid in the back of your throat, it is called acid indigestion.  It is common for a person to get occasional heartburn, but when it occurs more than twice a week it can be considered to be GERD.  GERD can occur in people of all ages including infants.

Some symptoms of GERD include having a pain in your chest, hoarseness, having trouble swallowing, or having the feeling of food being stuck in your throat.  The main symptoms are having persistent heartburn and acid regurgitation.  GERD can also cause bad breath and a dry cough.

No one knows why people get GERD.  Some things that could contribute to GERD are alcohol use, pregnancy, being overweight and smoking.  Certain foods might also contribute like citrus fruits, caffeine, spicy, fatty, and dried foods, and also mint flavorings.  

Over-{}the-{}counter antacids or medications that help stop acid production and help the muscles empty the stomach are commonly used to treat GERD.
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Not everyone is on the same schedule for having a bowel movement.  Depending on the person, a \symbol{34}normal\symbol{34} schedule can range anywhere from three times a day to three times a week.  If you start having bowel movements less than your own personal schedule, then you might be getting the signs of constipation.

Constipation is when you have trouble having bowel movements.  The stool is very hard, making it difficult to pass and causing a person to strain.  You may even feel like you have to have a bowel movement even after you have already had one.  

When you digest food, the waste products go through your intestines by the muscles contracting.  When in the large intestine, most of the water and salt from the waste products are reabsorbed because they are needed by the body for our everyday functions.  You can become constipated if too much water is absorbed, or if waste products move too slowly.

Not getting enough fluids, a low fiber diet, age, not being physically active, depression, stress and pregnancy can all contribute to constipation.  Medications and narcotics can also cause a person to get constipated. Chronic constipation may be a symptom of a liver problem such as a urea cycle disorder.

The best way for a person to treat constipation is to make sure that they are getting enough fluids as well as fiber in their diet.  By doing this, the bulk of their stool is increased and made softer, so that it can move through the intestines more easily.  Being more active and increasing daily exercise also helps keep bowel movements regulated.
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Hemorrhoids (also known as haemorrhoids, emerods, or piles) are varicosities or swelling and inflammation of veins in the rectum and anus.

Two of the most common types of hemorrhoids are external and internal hemorrhoids. 
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Untreated internal hemorrhoids can lead to two severe forms of hemorrhoids: prolapsed and strangulated hemorrhoids.  
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\section{Bleeding in the Gastrointestinal tract}
\label{434}

Bleeding in the gastrointestinal tract doesn\textquotesingle{}t always mean you have a disease, it\textquotesingle{}s usually a symptom of a digestive problem. The cause of the bleeding may not be that serious, it could be something that can be cured or controlled such as hemorrhoids. However, locating the source of the bleeding is very important. The gastrointestinal tract contains many important organs like the esophagus, stomach, small intestine, large intestine or colon, rectum, and anus. Bleeding can come from one or more of these area from a small ulcer in the stomach, or a large surface like the inflammation of the colon. Sometimes a person doesn\textquotesingle{}t even know they are bleeding. When this happens, it is called hidden, or occult bleeding. Simple tests can detect hidden blood in the stool. 
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Esophageal bleeding may be caused by Mallory-{}Weiss syndrome which is a tear in the esophagus. Mallory-{}Weiss syndrome is usually caused by excessive vomiting or may be caused by childbirth, a hiatal hernia, or increased pressure in the abdomen caused by coughing. Various medications can cause stomach ulcers or inflammations. Medications containing aspirin or alcohol, and various other medications(mainly those used for arthritis) are some examples of these.

Benign tumors or cancer of the stomach may also cause bleeding. These disorders don\textquotesingle{}t usually produce massive bleeding. The most common source of bleeding usually occurs from ulcers in the duodenum. Researchers believe that these ulcers are caused by excessive stomach acid and a bacteria called Helicobacter Pylori.

In the lower digestive tract, the most common source of bleeding is in the large intestine, and the rectum. Hemorrhoids are the most common cause of bleeding in the digestive tract. Hemorrhoids are enlarged veins in the anal area which produces bright red blood that you see in the toilet or on the toilet paper.
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The signs of bleeding in the digestive tract vary depending on the site and severity of the bleeding. If the blood is coming from the rectum, it would be bright red blood. If it was coming from higher up in the colon or from the small intestine, the blood would be darker. When the blood is coming from the stomach, esophagus, or the duodenum, the stool would be black and tarry.

If the bleeding is hidden, or occult, a person may not notice changes in the stool color. If extensive bleeding occurs, a person may feel dizzy, faint, weak, short of breath, have diarrhea or cramp abdominal pain. Shock can also occur along with rapid pulse, drop in blood pressure, and difficulty urinating. Fatigue, lethargy, and pallor from anemia will settle in if the bleeding is slow. Anemia is when the bloods iron-{}rich substance, hemoglobin, is diminished.
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Hemorrhoids
\item{} Gastritis (inflammation)
\item{} Inflammation (ulcerative colitis)
\item{} Colo rectal Polyps
\item{} Colo rectal Cancer
\item{} Duodenal Ulcer
\item{} Enlarged Veins
\item{} Esophagitis (inflammation of the esophagus)
\item{} Mallory-{}Weiss Syndrome
\item{} Ulcers
\end{myitemize}


Iron and beets can also turn the blood red or black giving a false indication of blood in the stool.
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To diagnose bleeding in the digestive tract the bleeding must be located and a complete history and physical are very important. Here are some of the procedures that diagnose the cause of bleeding.
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An endoscopy is a common diagnostic technique that allows direct viewing of the bleeding site. Since the endoscope can detect lesions and confirm the absence or presence of bleeding, doctors often use this method to diagnose acute bleeding, the endoscope can also be used to treat the cause of bleeding as well.

The endoscope is a flexible instrument that can be inserted through the mouth or rectum. The instrument allows the doctors to see inside the esophagus, stomach, duodenum(esophagoduodenoscopy), sigmoid colon(sigmoidoscopy), and rectum(rectoscopy, to collect small samples of tissues, take pictures, and stop the bleeding. There is a new procedure out using a long endoscope that can be inserted during surgery to locate a source of bleeding in the small intestine.
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Capsule endoscopy helps doctors to see and examine the lining of the middle part of the gastrointestinal tract, which includes the three parts of the small intestine (duodenum, jejunum, ileum).  The capsule is a small pill sized video camera called an endoscope.  It has its own lens and light that transfers the images to a monitor so the doctor can view them outside of the body.  This process is also referred to as small bowel endoscopy, capsule endoscopy, or wireless endoscopy.

The most common reason for doing a capsule endoscopy is to look for the causes of bleeding that is coming from the small intestine.  It is also able to help detect ulcers, tumors, and Crohn\textquotesingle{}s disease.
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Angiography is a technique that uses dye to highlight blood vessels. This procedure is used when the patient is bleeding badly enough that it allows the dye to leak out of the blood vessels and identifies the bleeding site. In some situations, Angiography allows the patient to have medication injections that may stop the bleeding.
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Radionuclide scanning is a non-{}invasive screening technique used for locating sites of acute bleeding, especially in the lower GI tract. This procedure injects small amounts of radioactive material that either attach to the persons red blood cells or are suspended in the blood. Special pictures are taken that allows doctors to see the blood escaping. Barium x-{}rays, angiography, and radionuclide scans can be used to locate sites of chronic occult bleeding. 
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Bright red blood coating the stool
\item{} Dark blood mixed with the stool
\item{} Black or tarry stool
\item{} Bright red blood in the vomit
\item{} Grainy appearance in vomit
\end{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Weakness
\item{} Shortness of breath
\item{} Dizziness
\item{} Cramp abdominal pain
\item{} Feeling light headed
\item{} Diarrhea
\end{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Fatigue
\item{} Shortness of breath
\item{} Lethargy
\item{} Pallor
\end{myitemize}

\section{Colonoscopy}
\label{435}

A colonoscopy is a test to look at the inside of your colon. Everyone should have a colonoscopy by the time they are 50 to check for diseases of the colon. Colonoscopy is best known for its use in early detection of colorectal cancer, the second leading cause of cancer deaths in the United States. Colon cancer develops from growths like polyps within the intestinal wall. These growths often take 5-{}10 years to develop usually without symptoms. You are at a higher risk to have this disease if you have a close relative who has had it. If you are going to develop a polyp, you will probably do so after age 50. So the American College of Gastroenterology (the digestive specialists) recommends screening examinations every 5 years for early detection and removal of these cancer-{}causing growths after that age. Don\textquotesingle{}t make excuses! It\textquotesingle{}s not so bad and it may save your life!
\section{Case Study}
\label{436}
Bob had a history of chronic pain in his intestinal area, and wasn\textquotesingle{}t sure what it was. His doctor suspected what it was and gave Bob antibiotics, which helped. It so happened that whenever Bob ate popcorn or nuts he would get this pain. Sometimes it would just go away... other times he had to go on antibiotics. The doctor ordered some tests, and told Bob he would have to stay away from nuts, popcorn, tomatoes, strawberries, and anything else with seeds or hard parts; something in his bowels couldn\textquotesingle{}t tolerate those foods. Bob ate a pretty healthy diet so he couldn\textquotesingle{}t understand what was happening. A few years later, Bob had another series of painful episodes. The pain was so great Bob could hardly stand, let alone go to work. This time the doctor did more tests and found out that his lower intestine was almost blocked. Surgery was ordered. What did Bob have?
\section{Glossary}
\label{437}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Amebiasis 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} An inflammation if the intestines caused by infestation with Entameba histolytica (a type of ameba) and characterized by frequent loose stools flecked with blood and mucus
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Amylase 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} An enzyme produces in the pancreas and salivary glands that help in the digestions of starches.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Bile 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A bitter, alkaline, brownish-{}yellow or greenish-{}yellow fluid that is secreted by the liver, stored in the gallbladder, and discharged into the duodenum and aids in the emulsification, digestion, and absorption of fats. Also called gall.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Biotin 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Biotin is used in cell growth, the production of fatty acids, metabolism of fats, and amino acids. It plays a role in the Krebs Cycle. Biotin is also helpful in maintaining a steady blood sugar level. It is often recommended for strengthening hair and nails. 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} B12 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A vitamin important for the normal formation of red blood cells and the health of the nerve tissues. Undetected and untreated B12 deficiency can lead to anemia and permanent nerve and brain damage
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Candida Albicans 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Found in animals and in man. Has been isolated from the skin and mucosa of man, but has also been recovered from leaves, flowers, water, and soil. Reported to be allergenic. A common cause of superficial infection, oral and vaginal infection, sepsis, and disseminated disease. Cells from the organism are usually not airborne and are considered to be normal component of the flora of the mouth and other mucous membranes on the body.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Chemical digestion
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Is a chemical breakdown of food when being in the mouth (oral cavity). Is the digestive secretions of saliva that moistens food and introduces gastric juices and enzymes that are produced in the stimulation to certain macronutrients, such as, carbohydrates.  In this, the mouth saliva carries an enzyme called amylase for breaking down carbohydrates.     
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Cholecystokinin (CCK) 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Cholecystokinin (also called pancreozymin), this is a hormone in the small intestinal cells (intestinal mucosa) that is produced in response to food.  This hormone regulates the release of secretions of many organs that aid digestion, such as, bicarbonate from the pancreas to reduce the acidity of digestive juices like the chyme that enters the small intestine form the stomach that contains hydrochloric acid (HCL). 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Chylomicrons 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The lipoproteins first formed after absorption of lipids form food.    
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Chyme 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The thick semi fluid mass of partly digested food that is passed from the stomach to the duodenum.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Crohn\textquotesingle{}s Disease 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Described as skip lessions in the large and small bowel it is a malabsorption disorder that can affect the gastrointestinal tract for the mouth to the anus.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Deamination
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  When an amino acid group breaks off an amino acid that makes a molecule of ammonia and keto acid.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Emulsifier 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A mixture of two immiscible (unblendable) substances.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Gastrin  
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The stomach mucosa secretes a hormone gastrin that increases the release of gastric juices.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} GI tract 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Gastrointestinal Tract, The tube that extends from the mouth to the anus in which the movement of muscles and release of hormones and enzymes digest food.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Hydrochloric 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The chemical substance hydrochloric acid is the water-{}based solution of hydrogen chloride (HCI) gas. It is a strong acid, the major component of stomach acid and of wide industrial use. 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Lactobacillus Acidophilus 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Important resident inhabitant of the human small and large intestines, mouth, and vagina. Secretes natural antibiotic substances which strengthen the body against various disease-{}causing microbes
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Leaky gut syndrome 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Abnormal level of intestinal permeability
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Lingual lipase 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} An enzyme produced only in infancy to aid digestion of long-{}chain fatty acids.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Lipase 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} An enzyme produced by microorganisms that split the fat molecules into fatty acids which create flavor
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Mechanical digestion
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  The crushing of the teeth and rhythms made by the movement of the tongue, the teeth aid in tearing and pulverizing  food, while the tongue helps with peristalsis (movement), of food down the esophagus.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Micelles 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A product of lipids and bile assist in lipid absorption. 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Microvilli 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  On the villi in the small intestine is mivrovilli, these projections called brush border microvilli secrete specific enzymes for disaccharide hydrolysis, these further aid the absorption of the carbohydrate by yielding a monosaccharide that then can go through portal circulation to liver circulation to be further processed into immediate use for energy or glycogen storage.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Peristalsis 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The wavelike muscular contractions of the intestine or other tubular structure that propel the contents onward by alternate contraction and relaxation. 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Pharynx 
\end{mydescription}
}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Proliferation 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The process of reproduction or division of cells
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Proteases 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Protein enzyme 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Rennin 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Only produced during infancy and is a gastric protease and functions with calcium to clot with milk proteins casein, to slow the movement of milk so that digestion is prolonged.   
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Serotonin 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} chemical messenger in the brain that affects emotions, behavior, and thought
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Synthesize 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} To create something, such as chemicals in the body, from simpler, raw materials
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Ulcerative Colitis 
\end{mydescription}
}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Villi 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A minute projection arising from a mucous membrane, especially one of the vascular projections of the small intestine.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription} Vitamin K 
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A substance that promotes the clotting of blood
\end{myquote}
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Bob has diverticulitis. The doctor was afraid that if he had another bad infection that scar tissue would eventually block his colon completely and burst, which would necessitate a colostomy. Bob ended up having to have surgery to remove the damaged part of his colon. The doctor removed almost 18 inches of Bob\textquotesingle{}s large intestine. Bob is doing fine now and most importantly, he can now eat his favorite food -{} nuts! Note: Sometimes a diet rich in fiber can help you avoid this dreaded problem. Sometimes, like in Bob\textquotesingle{}s case, the predisposition to have this problem runs in the family. All of his siblings and his father suffered from this same ailment. Stress is another factor that can exacerbate this disease. So.. don\textquotesingle{}t worry, be happy and eat fiber!
\section{External links}
\label{438}
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  \myhref{http://www.appendicitisreview.com/}{Appendicitis Update Review}, An updated Issue on Appendicitis
\end{myitemize}
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Connections between nutrition and health have probably been generally understood by people for a long time. For example, around 400 BC Hippocrates said, \symbol{34}Let food be your medicine and medicine be your food.\symbol{34}. Understanding the physiological needs of our biology helps us understand why food has such an impact on overall health. In this chapter we introduce nutrition by examining how cells use different nutrients and then discuss disease conditions that are tied to nutritional problems. Note however that nutrition impacts out biologic processes more than at a mere cellular level, alone our diverse genetic characteristics prevents any overgeneralization but then the multitude of fauna that share our bodies and divergent characteristics of human ecology and how it affects our biological chemical processes is of equal importance.
\section{Nutrition and Health in the Community}
\label{442}
The nutritional status of people in our communities is a concern not only for quality of life, but also for economics (treating illness costs far more than preventing it). Various public health agencies are striving to prevent nutritional deficiencies and improve overall health. In the U.S., the government supplies a variety of resources such as state assistance, WIC (Women Infant and Child),  and so forth.  In addition, there have been many government agencies and voluntary health and scientific associations, such as the American Heart Association, that focus on life style and dietary factors that prevent chronic and life-{}threatening diseases.  The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (USDHHS) developed dietary guidelines in 1977 that were compiled and displayed as the food guide pyramid. The food guide pyramid was revised as \symbol{34}My Pyramid,\symbol{34} but this new chart is confusing to most people. Harvard School of Public Health developed an alternative healthy eating pyramid (shown at left) based on long-{}term nutritional studies. This pyramid differs from the old USDA pyramid in several key aspects: for example, exercise is at the bottom to remind us of its important role in our health. Also, not all carbohydrates are at the bottom (white bread, white rice, and potatoes are now at the top with sugars), and not all oils are at the top (plant oils are at the bottom). Other resource, such as the Recommended Daily Allowance (RDA) have helped people become more aware of nutritional needs, yet obesity and chronic health problems continue to rise.
\section{Nutritional Requirements}
\label{443}
Our bodies have both caloric and nutritional needs. Living tissue is kept alive by the expenditure of energy in ATP molecules, which energy came from the break down of food molecules. Caloric need refers to the energy needed each day to carry out the varied chemical reactions in each cell. When looking at a nutritional label, we can easily see how many Calories are in a serving. These Calories (big \symbol{34}C\symbol{34}) are actually kilocalories (1000 calories). Technically, a calorie (little \symbol{34}c\symbol{34}) is the amount of energy needed to raise the temperature of 1 mL of water by 1 Â°C. How many Calories a person needs daily varies greatly by age, sex, height, and physical activity levels. If the amount of energy taken in exceeds the amount of energy used, then the excess energy is stored as adipose tissue (fat), regardless of the source of the energy. 

In addition to daily energy needs, there are nutritional needs to prevent the body from losing its own fats, carbohydrates, and proteins. Such molecules are continuously broken down, and must be replaced regularly. Essential amino acids and essential fatty acids are particularly important building blocks in replacing these molecules. Vitamins and minerals are not used as energy, but are essential in tissue and enzyme structure or reactions.
\section{Carbohydrates}
\label{444}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Macronutrient
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} An energy-{}yielding nutrient. Macronutrients are those nutrients that together provide the vast majority of metabolic energy to an organism. The three main macronutrients are carbohydrates, proteins, and fat.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Micronutrients
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} Microminerals or trace elements, are dietary minerals needed by the human body in very small quantities (generally less than 100mg/day) as opposed to macrominerals which are required in larger quantities.
\end{myquote}
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\begin{myquote}
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\end{myquote}
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The break down of polysaccharides goes as follows: Polysaccharides are digested into monosaccharides including glucose which goes into the intestinal epithelium and into the bloodstream.  The molecules of glucose are taken by glucose transporters and delivered into the cells of the body.  While glucose is in the cells it can be oxidized for energy or provide substrates to other metabolic reactions or of course into glycogen for storage.
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\end{myquote}
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Fiber is carbohydrates that cannot be digested.  It is in all eatable plants such as fruits vegetables, grains and Legumes.  There are many ways of categorizing fiber types.  First, from the foods they come from such as grains, which is called cereal fiber. Second, if they are soluble fiber or insoluble fiber.  Soluble fiber partially dissolves in water and insoluble fiber does not.

Adults need about 21-{}38 grams of fiber a day. Children ages 1 and up need 19 grams a day. On average Americans eat only 15 grams a day. 

Fiber helps reduce the chances of having the following conditions: colon cancer, heart disease, type 2 diabetes, diverticular disease, and constipation. 
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Glycemic Index is a new way of classifying carbohydrates.  It measures how fast and how far blood sugar will rise after consuming carbohydrates.  Foods that are considered to have a high glycemic index are converted almost immediately to blood sugar which causes it to rise rapidly.  Foods that are considered to have a low glycemic index are digested slower causing a slower rise in blood sugar.  Examples of high glycemic index foods are potatoes, white rice, white flour, anything refined, anything with a lot of sugar which includes high fructose corn syrup.  Examples of low glycemic index foods are whole grains (brown rice, 100\% whole wheat bread, whole grain pasta, high fiber cereals), high fiber fruits and vegetables, and many legumes.  According to the Harvard School of Public Health, \symbol{34}The most comprehensive list of the glycemic index of foods was published in the July, 2002, issue of the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition. A searchable database maintained by the University of Sydney is available online.\symbol{34}
\section{Proteins}
\label{445}
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\end{myquote}
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The body requires amino acids to produce new body protein (protein retention) and to replace
damaged proteins (maintenance) that are lost in the urine. 

Proteins are relatively large molecules made of amino acids joined together in chains by peptide bonds. Amino acids are the basic structural building units of proteins. They form short polymer chains called peptides or longer poly-{}peptides which in turn form structures called proteins. The process of protein synthesis is controlled by an mRNA template.  In this process tRNA transfers amino acids to the mRNA to form protein chains.  

There are twenty standard amino acids used by cells in making proteins. Vertebrates, including humans, are able to synthesize 11 of these amino acids from other molecules.  The remaining nine amino acids cannot be synthesized by our cells, and are termed \symbol{34}\textquotesingle{}essential amino acids\textquotesingle{}\symbol{34}.  These essential amino acids must be obtained from foods.
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You can remember these with this saying â��Hey It\textquotesingle{}s Like Lovely Material; Please Touch The Velvetâ��. 
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How about this memory device, \symbol{34}Almost Always Aunt Cindy Can Get Great Gum Popping Sounds Together\symbol{34}
(This section needs to be corrected. Cystine is not one of the 20 common amino acids. It should be replaced by asparagine which is missing from the list. Also histidine is not essential for adults while cysteine, tyrosine, histidine, and arginine are required for infants and growing children. Some amino acids are also essential for specific subpopulations, e.g., tyrosine for individuals with PKU.)
\subsection{The 20 Amino Acids and What They Do!}
\label{446}

\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17116\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.04985\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.06550\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.59921\linewidth}|} \hline 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Amino Acid}&\multicolumn{2}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.11884\linewidth}|}{{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Abbrev.}}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Remarks}\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Alanine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} A&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Ala&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Very abundant, very versatile. More stiff than glycine, but small enough to pose only small steric limits for the protein conformation. It behaves fairly neutrally, can be located in both hydrophilic regions on the protein outside and the hydrophobic areas inside.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Cysteine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} C&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Cys&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The sulfur atom binds readily to heavy metal ions. Under oxidizing conditions, two cysteines can join together in a disulfide bond to form the amino acid cystine. When cystines are part of a protein, insulin for example, this stabilizes tertiary structure and makes the protein more resistant to denaturation; disulphide bridges are therefore common in proteins that have to function in harsh environments including digestive enzymes (e.g., pepsin and chymotrypsin) and structural proteins (e.g., keratin). Disulphides are also found in peptides too small to hold a stable shape on their own (e.g., insulin).\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Aspartic acid}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} D&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Asp&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Behaves similarly to glutamic acid. Carries a hydrophilic acidic group with strong negative charge. Usually is located on the outer surface of the protein, making it water-{}soluble. Binds to positively-{}charged molecules and ions, often used in enzymes to fix the metal ion. When located inside of the protein, aspartate and glutamate are usually paired with arginine and lysine.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Glutamate}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} E&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Glu&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Behaves similar to aspartic acid. Has longer, slightly more flexible side chain.  Also serves as an excitatory neurotransmitter in the CNS.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Phenylalanine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} F&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Phe&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Essential for humans. Phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan contain large rigid aromatic group on the side chain. These are the biggest amino acids. Like isoleucine, leucine and valine, these are hydrophobic and tend to orient towards the interior of the folded protein molecule.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Glycine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} G&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Gly&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Because of the two hydrogen atoms at the Î± carbon, glycine is not optically active. It is the smallest amino acid, rotates easily, adds flexibility to the protein chain. It is able to fit into the tightest spaces, e.g., the triple helix of collagen. As too much flexibility is usually not desired, as a structural component it is less common than alanine.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Histidine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} H&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} His&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} In even slightly acidic conditions protonation of the nitrogen occurs, changing the properties of histidine and the polypeptide as a whole.  It is used by many proteins as a regulatory mechanism, changing the conformation and behavior of the polypeptide in acidic regions such as the late endosome or lysosome, enforcing conformation change in enzymes. However only a few histidines are needed for this, so it is comparatively scarce.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Isoleucine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} I&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Ile&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Essential for humans. Isoleucine, leucine and valine have large aliphatic hydrophobic side chains. Their molecules are rigid, and their mutual hydrophobic interactions are important for the correct folding of proteins, as these chains tend to be located inside of the protein molecule.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Lysine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} K&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Lys&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Essential for humans. Behaves similarly to arginine. Contains a long flexible side-{}chain with a positively-{}charged end. The flexibility of the chain makes lysine and arginine suitable for binding to molecules with many negative charges on their surfaces. E.g., DNA-{}binding proteins have their active regions rich with arginine and lysine. The strong charge makes these two amino acids prone to be located on the outer hydrophilic surfaces of the proteins; when they are found inside, they are usually paired with a corresponding negatively-{}charged amino acid, e.g., aspartate or glutamate.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Leucine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} L&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Leu&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Essential for humans. Behaves similar to isoleucine and valine. See isoleucine.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Methionine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} M&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Met&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Essential for humans. Always the first amino acid to be incorporated into a protein; sometimes removed after translation. Like cysteine, contains sulfur, but with a methyl group instead of hydrogen. This methyl group can be activated, and is used in many reactions where a new carbon atom is being added to another molecule.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Asparagine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} N&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Asn&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Similar to aspartic acid. Asn contains an amide group where Asp has a carboxyl.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Proline}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} P&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Pro&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Contains an unusual ring to the N-{}end amine group, which forces the CO-{}NH amide sequence into a fixed conformation. Can disrupt protein folding structures like Î± helix or Î² sheet, forcing the desired kink in the protein chain. Common in collagen, where it often undergoes a post-{}translational modification to hydroxyproline. Uncommon elsewhere.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Glutamine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Q&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Gln&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Similar to glutamic acid. Gln contains an amide group where Glu has a carboxyl. Used in proteins and as a storage for ammonia.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Arginine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} R&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Arg&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Functionally similar to lysine.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Serine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} S&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Ser&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Serine and threonine have a short group ended with a hydroxyl group. Its hydrogen is easy to remove, so serine and threonine often act as hydrogen donors in enzymes. Both are very hydrophilic, therefore the outer regions of soluble proteins tend to be rich with them.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Threonine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} T&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Thr&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Essential for humans. Behaves similarly to serine.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Valine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} V&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Val&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Essential for humans. Behaves similarly to isoleucine and leucine. See isoleucine.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Tryptophan}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} W&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Trp&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Essential for humans. Behaves similarly to phenylalanine and tyrosine (see phenylalanine). Precursor of serotonin.\\ \hline {\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Tyrosine}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Y&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Tyr&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Behaves similarly to phenylalanine and tryptophan (see phenylalanine). Precursor of melanin, epinephrine, and thyroid hormones.\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}



Dietary proteins fall into two categories: complete proteins and incomplete proteins. Complete proteins include ample amounts of all essential amino acids. Examples of foods that will include these great complete proteins are meat, fish, poultry, cheese, eggs, and milk. Incomplete proteins contain some but not all of the essential amino acids required by the human body.  Examples of incomplete proteins include legumes, rice, and leafy green vegetables. Someone who chooses a vegan lifestyle must be careful to combine various plant proteins to obtain all the essential amino acids on a daily basis, but it can be accomplished.

Ingested proteins are broken down into amino acids during digestion. They are then absorbed by the villi of the small intestine and enter the blood stream. Our cells use these amino acids to assemble new proteins that are used as enzymes, cell receptors, hormones, and structural features. Each protein has its own unique amino acid sequence that is specified by the nucleotide sequence of the gene encoding that protein (see \mylref{590}{Genetics and Inheritance}). If we are deficient in even a single amino acid, then our cells cannot make the proteins they require.
\section{Lipids}
\label{447}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Macronutrient 
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} Provides 9 Kcalories per gram; it is an energy-{}yielding nutrient. 
\end{myquote}
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\begin{myitemize}
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\end{myitemize}
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\end{myitemize}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Nonessential 
\end{mydescription}
}
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\end{myitemize}
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This is the fat that your body deals with most of the time.  They are absorbed with the transport of chylomicrons into the lymphatic system which in turn will pour into the blood stream at the thoracic duct.  Once it enters the blood stream, the chylomicrons take the triglycerides into the cells.  The triglycerides that are on the outer part of the chylomicrons are broken down by lipoprotein lipase.  Lipoprotein lipase can be found on the walls of capillaries.   It is this enzyme that will break it into fatty acids and monoglycerides.  The fatty acids are taken by the body\textquotesingle{}s cells while the monoglycerides are taken to the liver to be processed. Medium chain triglycerides (MCTs) bypass chylomicron lipoprotein function allowing the body to quickly utilize them for energy. Due to their shorter chain length, MCTs possess 8.3kcal as opposed to the 9kcal content of long chain triglycerides. MCT consumption due to the immediate utilization by the body also results in the rapid formation of ketones and less ability to be stored as adipose tissue.   
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]1. Lipids are structural components found in every cell of the human body.  That is, they form the lipid bilayer found in individual cells.  They also serve as the myelin sheath found in neurons. 
\item{} 2. Lipids provide us with energy.  Most of that energy is in the form of triacylglycerols. 
\item{} 3. Both lipids and lipid derivatives serve as vitamins and hormones. 
\item{} 4. Lipophilic bile acids aid in lipid solubility.
\end{myitemize}
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Although there are different types of fat the effect on health and disease, the basic message is simple: leave out the bad fats and replace them with good fats. Try to limit saturated fats in your diet, and try to eliminate trans fats from partially hydrogenated oils.Replace saturated and trans fats with polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fats.
As of January 1, 2006, trans fat must be listed on food labels. More and more \symbol{34}trans-{}fat\symbol{34} free products are becoming available. Keep in mind, though, that according to the FDA, a product claiming to have zero trans fat can actually contain up to a half gram. You may still want to scan the ingredient list for \symbol{34}partially hydrogenated vegetable oil\symbol{34} and \symbol{34}vegetable shortening,\symbol{34} and look for an alternative product without those words.
\section{Vitamins and Minerals}
\label{448}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{102}{Fruits and vegetables are often a good source of vitamins.}
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We all need micronutrients in small quantities to sustain health. Micronutrients include dietary minerals and vitamins. While all minerals and vitamins can be obtained through food, many people do not consume enough to meet their micronutrient needs and instead may take a supplement. 

Microminerals or trace elements include at least iron, cobalt, chromium, copper, iodine, manganese, selenium, zinc, and molybdenum. They are dietary minerals needed by the human body in very small quantities (generally less than 100mg/day) as opposed to macrominerals which are required in larger quantities. (Note that the use of the term \symbol{34}mineral\symbol{34} here is distinct from the usage in the geological sciences.)

\subsection{Vitamins}
\label{449}
Vitamins are organic compounds that are essential for our body to function properly.  Most vitamins are obtained from what you consume, because the body is unable to manufacture most of the essential vitamins that you need to survive. Here are types of vitamins and their roles:

{\scalefont{0.45736}\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.07101\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17577\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17577\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17577\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.25882\linewidth}|} \hline 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Food Sources}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Functions}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Problems When Deficient}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Problems With Taking Too Much }\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} A (retinol)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Ingested in a precursor form.  Found in animal sources such as milk and eggs. Also found in carrots and spinach (contain pro vitamin A carotenoids).&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin A is a fat-{}soluble vitamin.   It helps cells differentiate, also lowering your risk of getting cancer. Vitamin A helps to keep vision healthy. It is required during pregnancy. Vitamin A also influences the function and development of sperm, ovaries and placenta and is a vital component of the reproductive process.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Night blindness, impaired growth of bones and teeth&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Headache, dizziness, nausea, hair loss, abnormal development of fetus\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} B1 (thiamine)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Found in wheat germ, whole wheat, peas, beans, enriched flour, fish, peanuts and meats.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin B1 is a water-{}soluble vitamin that the body requires to break down carbohydrates, fat and protein. The body needs vitamin b in order to make adenine triphosphate (ATP). Vitamin B1 is also essential for the proper functioning of nerve cells.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Beriberi, muscular weakness, enlarged heart&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Can interfere with the absorption of other vitamins\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} B2 (riboflavin)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Found in milk cheese, leafy green vegetables, liver, soybeans yeast and almonds.  Exposure to light destroys riboflavin.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin B2 is a water-{}soluble vitamin that helps the body process amino acids and fats. Activated vitamin B6 and folic acid helps convert carbohydrates to adenosine triphosphate (ATP).  Sometimes vitamin B2 can act as an antioxidant.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Dermatitis, blurred vision, growth failure&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Unknown\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} B3 (niacin)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Found in beets, brewer\textquotesingle{}s yeast, beef liver, beef kidney, pork, turkey, chicken, veal, fish, salmon, swordfish, tuna, sunflower seeds, and peanuts.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin B3 is required for cell respiration and helps release the energy in carbohydrates, fats, and proteins. It helps with proper circulation and healthy skin, functioning of the nervous system, and normal secretion of bile and stomach fluids. It is used in the synthesis of sex hormones, treating schizophrenia and other mental illnesses, and as a memory-{}enhancer.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Pellagra, diarrhea, mental disorders&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}High blood sugar and uric acid, vasodilation\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} C (ascorbic acid)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Found in citrus fruits such as oranges, grapefruit and lemon.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin C is an essential water-{}soluble vitamin. It is needed to make collagen.  Vitamin C also aids in the formation of liver bile which helps to detoxify alcohol and other substances. Evidence indicates that vitamin C levels in the eye decrease with age and this may be a cause of cataracts.  Vitamin C has been reported to reduce activity of the enzyme, aldose reductase, which helps protect people with diabetes. It may also protect the body against accumulation or retention of the toxic mineral, lead.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Scurvy, delayed wound healing, infections&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gout, kidney stones, diarrhea, decreased copper\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} D&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Produced by the human body during exposure to the ultraviolet rays of the sun.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin D is a fat-{}soluble vitamin that helps maintain blood levels of calcium. Vitamin D is necessary for healthy bones and teeth. Vitamin D plays a role in immunity and blood cell formation and also helps cells differentiate this lowers your chance of getting cancer.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Lack of Vitamin D results in rickets for children and osteomalacia for adults.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Calcification of soft tissue, diarrhea, possible renal damage\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} E&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Found in vegetable oils, nuts, and green leafy vegetables.  Fortified cereals are also an important source of vitamin E in the United States.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin E is an antioxidant that protects cell membranes and other fat-{}soluble parts of the body, such as LDL cholesterol (the â��badâ�� cholesterol), from damage.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Unknown&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Diarrhea, nausea, headaches, fatigue, muscle weakness\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} K&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Found in kale, collard greens, spinach, mustard greens, turnip greens and Brussels sprouts. Also found vegetable oils such as soybean, canola, cottonseed, and olive. Additionally, the normal flora of the large intestine produce vitamin K, which our body is able to absorb and use&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin K by helping transport Ca, vitamin K is necessary for proper bone growth and blood coagulation.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Easy bruising and bleeding&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Can interfere with anticoagulant medication\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Folic acid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Found in many vegetables including, broccoli, peas, asparagus, spinach, green leafy types. Also found in fresh fruit, liver and yeast.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Coenzyme needed for production of hemoglobin and formation of DNA.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Megaloblastic anemia, spina bifida&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}May mask B12 deficiency\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} B12&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Found in meat, fish, eggs and milk but not in vegetables.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin B12 is needed to make red blood cells. Supplements can help some types of anemia.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Pernicious anemia&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Unknown\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} B6 (pyridoxine)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Found in cereals, yeast, liver, and fish.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vitamin B6 is a coenzyme in amino acid synthesis.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Rare to be deficient, convulsions, vomiting, seborrhea, muscular weakness&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Insomnia, neuropathy\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}
}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}\uline{Folic acid and cancer prevention}
\end{mydescription}
}


Women of childbearing age are often encouraged to take a folic acid supplement to help reduce the risk of certain birth defects.  Research cited by the Harvard School of Public Health shows that folic acid may have even more benefits, and not just for the developing fetus.  Their study shows that people who get more than the recommended amount of folic acid due to diet or supplements can actually lower the risk of developing colon or breast cancer.  Since alcohol blocks the absorption of folic acid and inactivates circulating folate, this can be especially important to those who drink alcohol frequently (more than one drink per day). The current recommended intake for folic acid is 400 micrograms per day. There are many excellent sources of folic acid, including prepared breakfast cereals, beans, and fortified grains.  So if you would like to reduce your risk of colon or breast cancer, be sure to get more than 400 micrograms per day!
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With fat soluble vitamins you need the presence of fat in your diet to absorb them, this is because the bile will not be secreted to help with emulsification and therefore the fat vitamins will not be broken down for absorption.  Fat soluble vitamins are stored in organs such as the liver, spleen, and other fatty tissues in the body.  Because of this, excessive amounts of fat-{}soluble vitamins can accumulate in the body resulting in toxicity, but this rarely comes from excessive dietary intake but rather from improper use of vitamin supplements. The other, water-{}soluble vitamins, do not build up to toxic levels because they are regularly excreted in the urine.

\subsection{Minerals}
\label{450}
Minerals are atoms of certain chemical elements that are essential for body processes.  Minerals are {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape inorganic}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], meaning that they do not contain the element carbon.  They are either produced by our body, or we obtain them by eating certain foods that contain them.  They are ions found in blood plasma and cell cytoplasm, such as sodium, potassium, and chloride.  In addition, minerals represent much of the chemical composition of bones (calcium, phosphorus, oxygen).  They also contribute to nerve and muscle activity (sodium, potassium, calcium).  Minerals serve several many other functions as well.  There are 21 minerals considered essential for our bodies.  Nine of the essential minerals in the body account for less than .01\% of your body weight.  Because of the small amount of these minerals that our body needs, we call them {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape trace minerals}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  The 12 most important minerals and their functions are listed below:
\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.19126\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.36151\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.36151\linewidth}|} \hline 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Mineral}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Source}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Use in the body}\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Calcium (Ca)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Calcium can be found in dairy products, dark green vegetables and legumes. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} It contributes to bone and teeth formation. In addition, calcium also contributes to nerve and muscle action, and blood clotting.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Chloride (Cl)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Chloride is mainly found in table salt. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} It plays a role in the acid-{}base balance, stomach acid formation, and body water balance.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Copper (Cu)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Copper can be found in seafood, nuts, and legumes. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}It participates in the synthesis of hemoglobin and melanin.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Fluorine (F)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Fluorine is evident in fluoridated water, tea, and seafood. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}It accounts for the maintenance of teeth, and perhaps the maintenance of bone as well.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Iodine (I) &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Iodine is a component in iodized salt, marine fish and shellfish. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Although a very small amount is needed for our body, according to some, iodine still plays a role in our body\textquotesingle{}s function. It can also be found in seaweed. It is needed for the thyroid hormone.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Iron (Fe)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Iron can be found in green leafy vegetables, whole grains foods, legumes, meats, and eggs. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}It is needed for composition of hemoglobin, myoglobin, and certain enzymes.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Magnesium (Mg)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Magnesium is found in whole grains foods, and in green leafy vegetables. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}It is the coenzyme found in several enzymes.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Phosphorus (P)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Phosphorus can be found in meat, poultry, and whole grain foods. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}It serves as components of bones, teeth, phospholipids, ATP, and nucleic acids.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Potassium (K)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Potassium is widespread in the diet, especially in meats and grains. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}It deals with muscle and nerve function, and also is a major component of intracellular fluid.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Sodium (Na)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Sodium is found in table salt, is a major component of water and also widespread in the diet.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}It participates in the functioning of muscles and nerves.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Sulfur (S) &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Sulfur is found in meat and dairy products. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}It is a component of many proteins.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Zinc (Zn)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Zinc is found in whole grain foods, meats, and seafood. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}It is a component of many enzymes.\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}


\subsection{SUGGESTIVE   DOSE	INTERACTION	INDICATION}
\label{451}
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Beta Carotene	Males: 5,000 I.U per day.
Females: 4,000 I.U per day.
TDR: 15,000 I.U per day.

Take one tablet daily.	Antibiotics, laxatives, and some cholesterol lowering drugs interfere with Aâ��s absorption.  Consult a physician if the following occur: Cystic fibrosis, diabetes, intestinal disorders, thyroid disorders, kidney, liver, and /or pancreatic disease.  Deficiency symptoms include night blindness, dry skin, impaired growth, defective teeth and gums, dry inflamed eyes, diarrhea, and respiratory infection.  Depleting factors include caffeine, alcohol, mineral oil, excess iron, and tobacco.  Prolonged doses (greater than 25,000 I.U) may lead to bone and joint pain, hyperostosis, hair loss and anorexia.	Anti-{}infective, antioxidant, essential for function of retina, possible co-{}factor in enzyme systems, normal development and health of skin, teeth, bones, vision, hair, tolerance to sunlight/normal night vision, tissue growth, protein digestion, liver, immune system, eyes, and reproductive system.  Important for integrity of the epithelial tissue.
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Thiamine	RDA: 1.0mg â�� 1.4mg per day.
ODR: 25mg â�� 50mg per day.
TDR: 100mg per day.

Take one tablet daily.	Avoid when liver or kidney disease is present.  Antibiotics, sulfa drugs and oral contraceptives may decrease levels.  May cause excessive muscle relaxation in presence of some anesthetics. Deficiency symptoms include edema, enlarged liver, muscular atrophy, heart enlargement, and Beriberi.  Disorder of the peripheral nervous system, loss of appetite, gastric distress, insomnia, mental confusion, depression, fatigue, and nausea.  Numbness of limbs, irritability and stress on nervous system.  Depleting factors include stress, tobacco, fever, caffeine, alcohol, antibiotics, and surgery.	Aids in carbohydrate metabolism, promotes normal cell growth, enhances circulation, restores deficiencies caused from over consumption of alcohol,  prolonged diarrhea, or an over active thyroid.  Essential for healthy nervous system, muscle tone, normal digestion, and energy.  Stabilizes appetite, nervous system, heart and muscle.
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Riboflavin	RDA: 1.0mg â�� 1.7mg per day.
ODR: 25mg â�� 50mg per day.
TDR: 50mg per day.  

Take one tablet daily.	Avoid if kidney disease is present.  May decrease the efficiency of methotrexate.  Oral contraceptives and tiring exercise increases the need of B2.  Anti-{}depressants, phenothiazines decrease effectiveness.  Deficiency symptoms include mouth disorders, ariboflavinosis, insomnia, itching, scaling of skin, slow mental responses, retarded growth, weakness, dizziness, sore tongue, digestive disturbances, dermatitis, nervous instability, and burning eyes.  Depleting factors include alcohol, tobacco, sugar, caffeine, and copper toxicity.  Dosages of 50mg per day have caused retinal damage in experimental animals.	Maintains integrity of mucous membranes, aids in metabolism of certain foods, necessary for red blood cell formation, antibody production, and cellular respiration.  Assists in skin, hair, vision and nails.  Builds and maintains body tissue.
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Niacin	RDA: 13mg-{}9mg per day.
ODR: 100mg-{}250mg per day.
TDR: 250mg-{}1,000mg per day.

Take one tablet daily.	Decreases the effects of anti-{}diabetics and chenodiol.  Lowers blood pressure when used with mecamylamne, beta-{}adrenergic blockers and pargyline.  Flushing is normal and will decrease with time.  Liver toxicity is possible at 2-{}3 grams.  Deficiency symptoms include pellagra, dermatitis, and loss of memory, irritability, anger and depression.  Depleting factors include stress, infection, antibiotics, sugar, caffeine, alcohol and excess water.	Reduces cholesterol and triglycerides.  Aids in energy production, amino acid metabolism and converts fats into eicosanoids.  Regulates synthesis of sex hormones, growth and health.  Maintains normal function of the skin, tongue and nervous system.
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Pantothenic Acid	Take one tablet daily.	Deficiency symptoms include muscle cramps, dermatitis, abdominal pain, insomnia, fatigue, stress, hypoglycemia, arthritis, eczema, kidney troubles, premature aging and infections.  Depleting factors include caffeine, alcohol, stress, antibiotics, and insecticide.	Metabolism of protein, fats and carbohydrates.  Aids in premature aging and wrinkles.  Synthesis of cholesterol fatty acids and steroids.  Aids growth.  Maintenance of healthy skin, nerves and digestive tract.
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Pyridoxine	RDA: 2mg per day.
ODR: 50mg-{}100mg per day.
TDR: 200mg-{}500mg per day.

Take one tablet daily.	Diuretics and cortisone drugs block absorption.  In large doses, breaks down phenytoin.  Interferes with the efficacy of levodopa.  Depleted with use of cycloserine ethionamide, hydralazine, isoniazid and immuno-{}suppressants.  Deficiency symptoms include depression, insomnia, nervousness, muscle spasms, possible convulsions, mental confusion, water retention, irritability, low blood sugar, and loss of hair.  Depleting factors include x-{}rays, caffeine, tobacco, alcohol and birth control pills.	Promotes the change of tryptophan to serotonin, essential for the metabolic process of fats, proteins and carbohydrates.  Regulates water retention and secretion. Mixture of RNA/DNA.  Balance of sodium and potassium.  Critical for diets rich in protein.  Important for proper functioning of the immune system and hormone balance (regulates females).
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Cyanocobalamin	RDA: 3mcg per day.
ODR: 50-{}100mcg per day
TDR: 1,000mcg per day.
Take one tablet daily.	Low incidence of toxicity with dosages of up to 850mcg per day.  Deficiency symptoms include harmful anemia, sub-{}acute shared degeneration of the spinal cord, lethargy, weakness, muscle soreness, mental, nervous and digestive disorders, poor reflexes, speaking difficulty, nerve degeneration, depression and enlarged liver.  Depleting factors include laxatives, caffeine, tobacco and alcohol.	Important role in energy production, immune, central nervous system functions in folic acid metabolism.  Stops the buildup of homocysteine in blood.  Assists with fat and carbohydrate metabolism, promotes formation of red blood cells.  Aids with fatigue, general weakness, mood swings, loss of appetite and with the production of DNA/RNA, Crucial for the use of iron.
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Pangamic Acid,
Calcium Pangamate
(Calcium Salt)	Take one tablet daily.	Deficiency symptoms include glandular and nervous disorders and diminished oxidation of cells.	Promotes cell respiration and glucose oxidation, promotes protein, fat and sugar metabolism.  Treats high cholesterol levels, impaired circulation and premature aging.
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RDA: 60mg per day.
ODR: 500mg per day.
TDR: 1,000+mg per day.

Take one tablet daily.	Deficiency symptoms include frequent or prolonged infections, fatigue, joint pain, bleeding gums, scurvy, hemorrhages, poor resistance to infection, anemia, colds, and allergies, shortness of breath, bruising, and gout.  Depleting factors include mercury, stress, high fever, cortisone, tobacco, aspirin, air pollution, D.D.T, sulfonamides, and excess water.  Decreases anti-{}cholinergic effectiveness.  Combined with sulfa drugs may lead to kidney stones.	Aids in utilization of carbohydrates, strengthens blood vessels, synthesis fats and proteins.  Aids in production of interferon.  Boosts resistance to infection, promotes normal teeth, bones, blood vessels, formation of collagen and connective tissue.  For muscles and bones, detoxifies nicotine, mobilizes iron in blood, stimulates growth, and iron assimilation.

Vitamin D 
(Cholecalciferol)	
RDA: 7.5mcg-{}10mcg per day.
ODR: 200 IU per day.
TDR: 400 IU-{}600 IU per day.

Take one tablet daily.	Increased risk of hypercalcemia when used with diuretics and thiazide, irregular heartbeats when used with digitalis.  Reduces effectiveness of calcitonin in hypercalcemia treatment.  Deficiency symptoms include bone diseases, rickets, osteomalacia, softening of bones, poor growth, porous and brittle bones, teeth and gum problems, lack of resilience in skin and tissue, and colds.  Mineral oil is the only depleting factor.	Controls absorption of phosphorous and calcium in small intestine.  Promotes health development of bones, and teeth.  Necessary for thyroid function.  Used in treatment of herpes zoster and herpes simplex, cystic fibrosis, arthritis, normal use of calcium and phosphorous for strong bones and teeth, calcium absorption, maintains stable nervous system and normal heart action, aids sleep by helping absorb calcium, and blood clotting.
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(Alpha-{}tocopherol)	RDA: 8 IU-{}10 IU per day.
ODR: 200 IU-{}400 IU per day.
TDR: 500 IU-{}1000 IU per day.

Take one tablet daily.	High doses deplete Vitamin A stores in the body.  High doses over a long time may alter metabolism of thyroid and pituitary hormones.  Use caution in presence of diabetes and rheumatic heart disease.  Anticoagulants and Vitamin E together may result in spontaneous or hidden bleeding. Deficiency symptoms include fragility of the red blood cells, liver and kidney disease, gastrointestinal problems, muscular wasting, enlarged prostate, sterility, impotence, dry dull hair, fat deposits in muscles (especially in the heart), atherosclerosis, varicose veins, hypertension, lethargy, lack of mental alertness, infertility, and neuromuscular impairment.  Depleting factors include rancid fat, mineral oil, chlorine, birth control pills and air pollution.	Antioxidant, aids in formation of red blood cells, lowers LDLâ��s, helps eliminate triglycerides, increases HDLâ��s , assists in preventing blood clots  Useful in premenstrual syndrome and fibrocystic disease of the breast.  Increases the bodyâ��s ability to utilize oxygen, Protects Vitamin A from damage in the body, protects unsaturated fats from abnormal breakdown, extends the life of red blood cells and promotes cell respiration, reported to be the â��anti-{}agingâ�� vitamin, helps minimize scarring and aids in the healing of wounds, retards blood clotting,  and keeps the youthful elasticity in tissues. 
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Biotin	RDA: not established
ODR: 100mg-{}150mg per day.
TDR: advised by practitioner.

Take one tablet daily.	Deficiency symptoms include fatigue, depression, and inflammation of mucous membranes, baldness, mental health, muscle pain, mild skin disorders, and lack of energy, poor appetite, extreme exhaustion, and dry gray skin.  Depleting factors include alcohol, raw egg white, caffeine, and antibiotics.	Assists in utilization of B-{}complex vitamins.  Helps in metabolism of carbohydrates and amino acids and the formation of fatty acids.  Maintains reproductive and nervous systems, and promotes growth.
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Take one tablet daily.	Deficiency symptoms include the tendency to bleed and bruise easily, and bleeding gums.  Depleting factors include colds and surgery.	Capillary fragility, allergies, nosebleeds, inflammations, strengthens collagen and connective tissues.  Helps strengthen capillaries; helps prevent colds and influenza, asthma, regulation of menstrual flow, and rheumatoid arthritis.
Choline	Take one tablet daily.	Deficiency symptoms include fatty deposits in the liver, high blood pressure, and cirrhosis of the liver.  Depleting factors include sugar, caffeine, alcohol, and insecticide.	Recommended for people taking niacin or nicotinic acid.  Prevents fat buildup in the liver.  Essential for health of liver, kidneys, and healthy nerves.
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RDA: 400mcg per day.
ODR: 400mcg per day.
TDR: 800mcg per day.	Do not take in combination with phenytoin or pyrimethamine.  Folic acid is depleted in presence of analgesics, anti-{}convulsants, chloramphenicol, cortisone, oral contraceptives, quinine, sulfa drugs, and trimethoprim.  Deficiency symptoms include hemolytic and megaloblastic anemia.  Weakness, mood disorders, insomnia, diarrhea, confusion, retarded growth, anemia, mental deterioration, gastro intestinal disorders, birth defects, B12 deficiency, gray hair, and a low pain to tolerance.  Possibly related to forms of depression and psychosis.  Depleting factors include stress, caffeine, alcohol, and streptomycin.	Promotes normal red blood cell formation.  Maintains health of intestinal tract, formation of white blood cells.  Regulates embryonic and fetal development.  Used in treating anemia developed from liver disease, pregnancy, and use of oral contraceptives.  Acts as co-{}enzyme in formation of red blood cells, and nucleic acid.  Breakdown and utilization of protein, aids in performance of the liver.  Mental and emotional health.
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Take one tablet daily.	Deficiency symptoms include constipation, eczema, hair loss, high blood cholesterol, and eye problems.  Depleting factors include caffeine, sulfonamide, and excess water.	Promotes the bodyâ��s production of lecithin, aids in the metabolism of fats and helps to reduce blood cholesterol.  Growth of hair, vital organs, bone marrow and eye membranes.
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Take one tablet daily.	Deficiency symptoms include fatigue, depression, nervousness, irritability, constipation, graying hair, digestive problems, eczema, sunburn, and lack of pigment.  Depleting factors include sulfonamides, caffeine, and alcohol.	Co-{}enzyme in breakdown and utilization of proteins and formation of red blood cells.  Acts as sunscreen.  Skin health, hair pigmentation.  Stimulates intestinal bacteria and the production of folic acid.
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MINERAL	INTERACTION	INDICATION
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Suggested Dose:
RDA: 800mg-{}1000mg per day.
ODR:  800mg-{}1500mg per day.
Needs acidic medium for absorption.

Take two tablets daily.	Avoid if kidney stones, chronic constipation, colitis, intestinal bleeding, stomach disorders or irregular heart beat is present.  Use with digitalis or ephedrine preparations may cause heartbeat indiscretion.  Decreases absorption of tetracycline.  Deficiency symptoms include osteomalacia, joint pains, rickets, insomnia, hypertension, osteoporosis, bone diseases, tetany, heart problems, excessive bleeding, poor development and brittleness of teeth and bones, muscle and menstrual cramps.  Depleting factors include aspirin, corticosteroid, and drugs.	Stimulates bone loss if combined with large doses of Vitamin A.  Vital for proper functioning of the nervous muscular and skeletal systems.  Necessary for blood coagulation, retain acid balance and maintaining the permeability of membranes.  Keeps muscle strength, elasticity and tone, needed for strong bones and teeth, blood clotting process, metabolism of Vitamin D, and the use of Iron.
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Excess chlorine destroys Vitamin E and Intestinal flora.  Deficiency symptoms include hair and tooth loss, poor muscle contractions and impaired digestion.	Chlorine (an amine) is an ancestor to an ester called acetylcholine which is needed for the transmission of nerve impulses at synapses and myoneural junctions.  Suggested for people taking niacin or nicotinic acid for high serum cholesterol and triglycerides due to reduction of chlorine and lecithin.  Liver disease, tardive dyskinesia, hormone and lecithin production.  Regulates acid/alkali balance in the blood and maintains fluid pressure in cell membranes, stimulates the production of hydrochloric acid, stimulates liver, helping it clear toxic waste, aids in keeping joints and tendons in tone and helps to distribute hormones.
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Suggestive Dose:
RDA: 50mcg-{}200mcg per day.
ODR:  200mcg-{}400mcg per day.
TDR:  400mcg-{}1000mcg per day.

Take one tablet daily.	Chromium should be used only under care of a physician when diabetes is at hand due to the change in the insulin requirements.  Deficiency symptoms include anxiety, glucose intolerance, and chance of arteriosclerosis, poor metabolism of amino acids, retarded growth, mental and emotional disorder, hypoglycemia, weakness and fatigue.  The depleting factor is air pollution.	Metabolizes glucose, aids in regulation of blood sugar, vital in synthesis of cholesterol, fats and protein.  Stimulates enzymes involved in metabolism of glucose.  Increases the effect of insulin and synthesis of protein.
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Deficiency symptoms include vegetarians vulnerable to deficiency, pernicious anemia, slow rate of growth, and nervous disorders.  There are no depleting factors.	Vital part of B12 activates a number of enzymes required for functioning and maintenance of red blood cells and body cells in general.
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Suggestive Dose:
RDA: 2mg-{}3mg per day.
Avoid in the presence of hepatolenticular degeneration.  Absorption is decreased in the presence of Vitamin C.  Deficiency symptoms include general weakness, impaired respiration, lower collagen and lower white blood cell formation, retarded growth, skin ores, pernicious anemia, and respiratory problems.  There are no depleting factors.	Aids in the formation of bone hemoglobin, and red blood cells.  Needed for integrity of joints and nerves.  Necessary for formation of elastin.  Aids with production of enzymes needed for respiration, protein metabolism, healing process, hair and skin pigment, oxidation of Vitamin C and iron absorption.
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Deficiency symptoms include poor teeth development, gum disorders, osteoporosis and loss of hearing.  Depleting factors include excess fluorine which may destroy the enzyme Phosphates.  Affects vitamin metabolism and brain tissues, aluminum salts and insoluble calcium.	Aids in tissue, skeleton and teeth, supports deposition of calcium by strengthening bones and teeth.
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Suggestive Dose:
RDA:  150mcg-{}200mcg per day.
ODR:  100mcg-{}150mcg per day.
TDR:  3mg per day.	 Works with lithium carbonate to make oddly low thyroid activity.  Deficiency symptoms include mental retardation, apathy, deafness, dry hair, delayed growth, obesity, slowed mental reaction, sluggish metabolism, irritability, cold extremities, sexual development in children and Goiters in adults.  Depleting factors include raw foods such as nuts and cabbage which may interfere with the use of iodine in thyroid hormone production.	Maintains health of the thyroid gland, helps to metabolized excess fats.  Treats angina pectoris, arteriosclerosis, helps with the growth and development of hair, skin, nails, teeth, speech, mentality and the oxidation of fat protein, and encourages the rate of metabolism.
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Suggestive Dose:
RDA:  18mg per day for men, 30mg per day for pregnant females.
ODR/TDR:  Toxicity of overdoses of ferrous sulfate indicates appropriate amounts in RDA.	Avoid in the presence of hepatitis hemolytic anemia.  Excessive dosages can cause bloody diarrhea, heart irregularities, weakness, and shortness of breath.  Supplementation with iron combined with the intake of alcohol can cause organ damage.  Deficiency symptoms include fatigue, pale skin, irritability, general malaise, difficulty swallowing, weakness, brittle nails, general lethargy, constipation iron-{}deficiency, and breathing difficulty.  Depleting factors include coffee, tea, bleeding, excess Phosphorous, diarrhea, stress, lack of hydrochloric acid, antacids, and aspirins.	Vital to hemoglobin, myoglobin formation, aids in tissue respiration as well as cellular oxygenation.  Aids nutrition of epithelial tissues.  Needed for proper assimilation of B Vitamins, increases resistance to stress and disease.
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Suggestive Dose:
RDA:  300mg-{}400mg per day.
ODR:  400mg-{}1000mg per day.
TDR:  1,000mg per day.	Reduces absorption of ketoconazole.  May slow excretion (urinary) of mecamylamine.  Reduces absorption of tetracycline.  Deficiency symptoms include cardiovascular problems, confusion, insomnia, irritability, rapid heartbeat, seizures or tetany, depression, tremors, muscle twitch, convulsions, kidney stones, tooth decay, exhaustion and soft bones.  Depleting factors include alcohol, diuretic, high cholesterol, and corticosteroid drugs.	Activates enzymes responsible for catalytic reactions between phosphate ions and adenosine triphosphate.  Controls body temperature, prevents calcification of soft tissue, and synthesizes proteins.  Assists in calcium and potassium uptake.  Activates enzymes necessary for the metabolism of carbohydrates and amino acids, helps to regulate acid/alkaline balance in the body, bone growth, teeth enamel, used for proper function of nerves, memory, muscles, liver and glands.
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Suggestive Dose:
RDA:  not established
ODR/TDR:  calculated in relation to zinc intake.  35mg per day of Manganese when taken with 100mg of zinc.	Excess amounts lead to poor iron absorption.  The following deplete manganese:  calcium supplementation, oral contraceptives, and magnesium.  Deficiency symptoms in children are an abnormal rate of development and growth, high blood sugar, ataxia, glandular disorders, muscular in coordination, poor growth, convulsion, loss of hearing, dizziness and paralysis.  Depleting factors include excess phosphorous, calcium and antibiotics. Antioxidant, assists with managing blood glucose levels, helps to lower triglycerides, strengthens arterial tissues, and stabilizes LDLâ��s.  Vital part of glucosamine, therefore useful in treatment of arthritis.  Helps to maintain sex hormone, protein, fat and carbohydrate productions.  Formation of blood cells, activates numerous enzymes, bones and tissue growth, synthesis of fatty acids and cholesterol.
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Suggestive Dose:  
RDA:  not established.
ODR:  200mcg per day.
TDR:  200mcg-{}1000mcg per day.	Use with caution in presence of gout.  Copper levels decline with excessive molybdenum intake.  Deficiency symptoms include impotence, anemia, digestive disorders and tooth decay.  Depleting factors are food refining and processing.	Aids in eliminating aldehydes.  Promotes normal cell growth.  Generates energy, assists with production of hemoglobin.  Aids in mobilization of iron from the liver.  Vital for oxidation of fats.
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Deficiency symptoms include cirrhosis of liver, kidney failure, excessive sweating, aggravates anemia, and intestinal malabsorption.  Depleting factors include tobacco, alcohol and stress.	May be a factor in hormone, lipid and membrane metabolism activator of some enzymes, and is involved in glucose metabolism.
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Deficiency symptoms include bone diseases and weakness, gum and tooth diseases, nervous disorders, under or overweight, stunted growth, and irregular bleeding.  Depleting factors include antacids, alcohol, aspirin, corticosteroid drugs and diuretics.	Used in combination with calcium for the building of bones and teeth, repair of cells, growth maintenance, teeth and bones, skeletal growth, carbohydrates, kidney functioning, fat, protein metabolism, muscle contractions and nerve activity.
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Suggestive Dose:
RDA:  not established.
ODR:  50mg per day.
TDR:  available only by prescription.	Overdose may result in irregular heartbeat, partial paralysis, coma and convulsions.  Combination of ameliorate can cause serious rise in blood pressure.  Heart irregularities may occur in presence of digitalis or calcium.  Intestinal disorders in the presence of belladonna and atropine.  Deficiency symptoms include hypokalemia, vomiting, perspiration, severe cardiac problems, nervous disorders, insomnia, and general weakness. Depleting factors include diuretics, caffeine, stress, diarrhea, alcohol, excess salt, high cholesterol, aspirin, sugar, and corticosteroid drugs.	An electrolyte responsible for acid/base balance.  Promotes regular heartbeat, normal muscle contraction, regulates water balance, essential for proper muscle function, helps regulate water/fluid balance, stimulates kidney to remove body waste, cell metabolism, heart rhythm, growth, protein and glucose absorption.
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Suggestive Dose:
RDA:  not established.
ODR:  200mcg.
TDR:  400mcg.
Take one tablet daily.	Side effects may include nausea, vomiting and hair loss.  Deficiency symptoms include cardiomyopathy, myocardial death, premature aging, infertility, insomnia, and arteriosclerosis.  Depleting factor is mercury poisoning.	Antioxidant, especially when used with Vitamin E.  Strengthens immune system, promotes normal growth and development.  Major studies in cancer treatment.  Preserves elasticity of tissue, normal body growth and hair growth, production of prostaglandin substances that effect blood pressure, fertility, and metabolism.
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Depleting factor is Atherosclerosis.	Aids in the connective tissues, bones and blood.
Sodium	Deficiency symptoms include weight loss, alkalosis, nausea, muscle cramps, excess thirst, edema high blood pressure insomnia and irritability.  Depleting factor is excessive perspiration.	Aids in water balance, osmotic pressure, blood and lymph health, nerves, muscle contractions, and acid/alkaline balance.
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Suggestive Dose:
RDA:  15mg-{}25mg per day.
ODR:  15mg-{}25mg per day.
TDR:  100mg per day temporarily.
Take one tablet daily.	Deficiency symptoms include loss of taste and smell, alopecia, glossitis, stomachitis, paronychia, sterility, enlarged liver or spleen, decreased size of testicles, dwarfism, baldness, stretch marks in the skin, retarded growth, prolonged healing of wounds, sterility, prostate problems.  Depleting factors include lack of phosphorous, excess calcium, alcohol, cadmium, corticosteroid drugs, oral contraceptives, and diuretics.	Antioxidant, aids in wound and burn healing, supports normal fetal growth and development, helps synthesize DNA and RNA, promotes normal cellular functioning, strengthens immune system, aids in regulating blood sugar.  Used in treatment of prostate disorders.  Topical application for wounds and skin irritations.  Proper growth and function of reproductive organs, carbohydrates, digestive and phosphorous metabolism, needed to break down alcohol, phosphorous and protein metabolism, and component of insulin.
\section{Nutritional Disorders}
\label{452}
Body Mass Index became popular during the early 1980s as obesity started to become a discernible issue in prosperous Western society. BMI provided a simple numeric measure of a person\textquotesingle{}s \symbol{34}fatness\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}thinness\symbol{34}, allowing health professionals to discuss the problems of over-{} and under-{}weight more objectively with their patients. However, BMI has become controversial because many people, including physicians, have come to rely on its apparent numerical \symbol{34}authority\symbol{34} for medical diagnosis â�� but that has never been the BMI\textquotesingle{}s purpose. It is meant to be used as a simple means of classifying sedentary (physically inactive) individuals with an average body composition.{$\text{[}$}1{$\text{]}$} For these individuals, the current value settings are as follows: a BMI of 18.5 to 25 may indicate optimal weight; a BMI lower than 18.5 suggests the person is underweight while a number above 25 may indicate the person is overweight; a BMI below 15 may indicate the person has an eating disorder; a number above 30 suggests the person is obese (over 40, morbidly obese).

In physiology, the term â��weightâ�� is used interchangeably with â��massâ��. For a given body shape and given density, the BMI will be proportional to weight e.g. if all body weight increase by 50\%, the BMI increases by 50\%.

BMI is defined as the individual\textquotesingle{}s body weight divided by the square of their height. The formulas universally used in medicine produce a unit of measure that is not dimensionless; it has units of kg/m2. Body mass index may be accurately calculated using any of the formulas below.


\begin{center}

\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.24966\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.32096\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.34366\linewidth}|} \hline 
\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} SI units&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} US units&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} UK mixed units\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} {$\mathrm{BMI} = \frac{\mathit{weight} \ \mathrm{(kg)}}{\mathit{height}^2 (\mathrm{m^2})}$}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} {$\mathrm{BMI} = 703\cdot \frac{\mathit{weight} \ (\mathrm{lb})}{\mathit{height}^2 \ (\mathrm{in^2})}$}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} {$\mathrm{BMI} = 6.35\cdot \frac{\mathit{weight} \ (\mathrm{stone})}{\mathit{height}^2 \ (\mathrm{m^2})}$}\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}


\end{center}


\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.48033\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.46252\linewidth}|} \hline 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} BMI}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Weight Status}\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Below 18.5&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Underweight\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 18.5 -{} 24.9&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Normal\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 25.0 -{} 29.9&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Overweight\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 30.0 and Above&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Obese\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}




\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/103.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{103}{Either way can be a disorder.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



The U.S. National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey of 1994 indicates that 59\% of American men and 49\% of women have BMIs over 25. Extreme obesity â�� a BMI of 40 or more â�� was found in 2\% of the men and 4\% of the women. There are differing opinions on the threshold for being underweight in females, doctors quote anything from 18.5 to 20 as being the lowest weight, the most frequently stated being 19. A BMI nearing 15 is usually used as an indicator for starvation and the health risks involved, with a BMI <{}17.5 being one of the  criteria for the diagnosis of anorexia nervosa.

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Anorexia nervosa:}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is a psychiatric diagnosis that describes an eating disorder characterized by low body weight and body image distortion with an obsessive fear of gaining weight. Individuals with anorexia often control body weight by voluntary starvation, purging, vomiting, excessive exercise, or other weight control measures, such as diet pills or diuretic drugs. It primarily affects young adolescent girls in the Western world and has one of the highest mortality rates of any psychiatric condition, with approximately 10\% of people diagnosed with the condition eventually dying due to related factors.{$\text{[}$}1{$\text{]}$} Anorexia nervosa is a complex condition, involving psychological, neurobiological, and sociological components.{$\text{[}$}2{$\text{]}$}
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\section{Metabolism}
\label{453}
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The body has two phases to its metabolic cycle.  The first is known as the absorptive stage.  This stage happens 3-{}4 hours after a typical meal.  During this phase nutrients are absorbed by the body.  In other words this is the stage where energy is stored into macromolecules. During the post-{}absorptive stage the nutrients are not being absorbed instead this is the stage where it is being mobilized.  
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The changes in the body that occur between the absorptive and post-{}absorptive stages are triggered by the changes in the plasma concentration of insulin.  Insulin encourages the synthesis of energy storage molecules. When plasma glucose levels in the bloodstream increase during the absorptive stage, insulin is secreted from the pancreas.  When the plasma glucose levels decrease, the post-{}absorptive phase begins.  Insulin acts on several different tissues in the body and influences almost every major aspect of energy metabolism.  Insulin supports and promotes all aspects of the absorptive phase by helping store energy in all tissues.  It also inhibits the reactions of the post-{}absorptive phase.  Insulin also affects the transport of nutrients across the membrane of ALL body cells except for those located in the liver and CNS.  Insulin also has a part in growth where it needs to be present in the blood stream in order for the hormones to effect normally.
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The sympathetic system and epinephrine suppress insulin and stimulate glucagon secretion.  This effects the post absorptive phase by making metabolic adjustments.  During the post absorptive phase, plasma glucose levels decrease and cause an increase of glycogen secretion.  It also acts directly on glucose receptors in the CNS. This causes a rise in epinephrine secretion by the adrenal medulla.  The rise in epinephrine creates a cascade event where the body sends signals to all the tissues (except skeletal muscles) to switch to the post absorptive phase.
\section{Diabetes}
\label{454}
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Diabetes is essentially any condition which is characterized by an increase in urine production and secretion. The Random House Webster\textquotesingle{}s Unabridged Dictionary defines it as the following... \symbol{34}A disorder of carbohydrate metabolism, usually occurring in genetically predisposed individuals, characterized by inadequate production or utilization of insulin and resulting in excessive amounts of glucose in the blood and urine, excessive thirst, weight loss, and in some cases progressive destruction of small blood vessels leading to such complications as infections and gangrene of the limbs or blindness.\symbol{34}
In other words, when food is put into the body you get high levels of glucose in your blood stream thus resulting in the release of Insulin to take up and metabolize this glucose. It also stimulates the liver to store the glucose as glycogen, thus resulting in the storage of nutrients and the lowering of glucose levels in the blood. On the flip side you have Glucagon which helps in the breakdown of the stored nutrients when you need them, thus having the opposite effect of Insulin. People who are unable to produce insulin on their own, or are lacking/have damaged their insulin receptors develop what is known as \symbol{34}Diabetes Mellitus.\symbol{34} There are two types of Diabetes Mellitus: Type I, aka, Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM), and Type II, aka, Non-{}Insulin Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM). 

Type I diabetes is believed to be an autoimmune disease which has been present since birth or has been brought on by exposure to a virus which causes insulin production by the pancreas to be impaired. This usually results in a person having to receive insulin from an external source. Without this external administration, the body would turn to the metabolism of fat, which leads to the build up of Ketones in the blood, which leads to blood acidosis and could result in a coma or possible death. The onset of Type I diabetes is most commonly seen under the age of 25.

Although Type II Diabetes is like Type I in many ways, it\textquotesingle{}s onset is usually the result of poor lifestyle choices, particularly eating a diet high in sugars and fats while getting little or no physical exercise. Following this routine will quickly lead to damaging or the shutting down of your insulin receptors completely, thus resulting in the lack of glucose storage and the expulsion of essential nutrients from the body via urination. Just like with Type I Diabetes, Type II can have detrimental effects on the body including blindness, kidney disease, atherosclerosis, and again, even lead to the loss of extremities due to gangrene.

Doctors have projected that upwards of seven million Americans may have diabetes, yet many may not know it. If you or someone you know has been suffering from such things as: frequent urination, especially at night; unusual hunger and/or thirst; unexplained weight gain or loss; blurred vision; sores that don\textquotesingle{}t heal; or excessive fatigue then it is highly recommended that you have your fasting blood glucose level checked by a physician. Maintaining an active lifestyle and making sound nutritional choices may greatly extend your life by protecting you from the ills of diabetes.
\section{Calories, Exercise, and Weight}
\label{455}
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The old saying, \symbol{34}you are what you eat\symbol{34} is very much true.  According to scientists, the average adult consumes 900,000 calories per year.  Most people tend to take in more calories than their body needs.  An intake of 120 extra calories a day, or around 5\% excess in calories, yields an annual increase of 12 extra pounds of body weight.  The more developed countries tend to consume more calories than others because of the increasing availability and dieting habits of eating refined foods with little nutrition in them and lots of saturated fat.  In our society, there is a huge emphasis put on a person\textquotesingle{}s image and how thin they are, and less emphasis put on what\textquotesingle{}s most important-{}-{}the nutrition our body receives.  While our body do need calories every day to keep us going, we need to watch the amount of calories we consume in order to maintain good health and proper body weight.    
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When we consume more calories than our body can burn in a day, the excess energy is stored in specialized cells as fat.  It is also important to know that the three classes of nutrients have different Caloric contents.  Carbohydrates and proteins contain only four Calories per gram, while fat contains about nine.  Because of this, it is essential that we watch our amount of fat intake.  If we continuously feed our body more calories than is needed, our body will produce more fat cells, to store the excess energy.  This contributes to gaining weight.  

It is more difficult for chronically overweight persons to lose weight than normal-{}weight persons.   This is because they are constantly fighting the body\textquotesingle{}s own weight-{}control system, which responds as if the excess weight were normal.  Our body is capable of measuring how much we intake, and maintaining our weight.  When an overweight person goes on a diet, and consumes less calories, their body will respond as if they are starving, and try to save energy where it can to make up for the decrease in received calories. 


\begin{minipage}{0.75000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/104.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{104}{Exercise is a great way to maintain healthy body weight.}
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To maintain a stable body weight, our consumption of calories needs to be equal to the amount of calories we use in a day.  You can determine your daily energy needs by determining your {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape basal metabolic rate (BMR)}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  Your BMR is the energy your body needs to perform essential activities.  Some examples of essential activities are breathing, and maintaining organ function.  Your metabolic rate can be influenced by your age, gender, muscular activity, body surface area and environmental temperature.
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Although the BMR stays about the same, we can dramatically change the amount of calories we burn in a day by participating in physical activity.  It is important to note that heavier people do more work per hour than normal-{}weight people, for the same level of activity.  We must spend about 3,500 Calories to lose one pound of fat.  The best approach to weight loss, recommended by nutritionists, is to reduce the Caloric intake by a small amount each day while gradually increasing your amount of physical activity.
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There are several factors that influence the BMR.  Each person\textquotesingle{}s body has different needs.  BMR needs vary with gender and body composition.  Muscle tissue consumes more energy than fat tissue.  Typically, males need more calories than females, because they generally have more muscle tissue.  Males use up calories faster than women.  BMR also varies with your age as well.  As we age, our body needs less and less calories.  In addition, some health conditions can contribute to our needed calories.  Health conditions such as fever, infections, and hyperthyroidism are examples of health conditions that increase your BMR.  Our stress level effects our needed calorie intake as well.  So does our increase or decrease in consumption, and our rate of metabolism, which varies with individual genetics.  
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Here are the steps to determining your BMR, or, the amount of energy your body needs to perform essential activities:

1.  First calculate your weight into kilograms.  This is obtained by dividing the number of pounds by 2.2.

2.  For Males:  multiply your weight in kilograms by 1.0. For Females:  multiply your weight in kilograms by 0.9.

3.  This number approximates the number of Calories you consumer per hour.  Now multiply this number by 24 to estimate how many Calories you need per day to support basic metabolic functions.

4.  The end result is your personal basal metabolic rate!
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Living a healthy, well-{}balanced life involves good nutrition and adequate exercise.  They work hand in hand.

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} 	There are many benefits to exercising.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} 	Your chances of living longer increases.
\item{} 	You decrease your chances of getting diseases such as:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} 	Heart disease or problems with circulation
\item{} 	Many types of cancer
\item{} 	Type 2 diabetes
\item{} 	Arthritis
\item{} 	Osteoporosis
\item{} 	Depression
\item{} 	Anxiety
\item{} 	Controls weight
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}

\item{} 	The costs of being physically active far outweigh the medical costs for those who are not physically active.
\item{} 	Cardiovascular Exercise
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} 	Thirty minutes a day of moderate intensity exercise or physical activity has been shown to make noticeable increases in breathing and heart rate.
\item{} 	METs (metabolic equivalents) are the amount of energy it takes while at rest (1 calorie per every 2.2 pounds of body weight per hour).  Moderate intensity activities can get you to burn energy 3-{}6 times more depending upon the activity.
\item{} 	Walking is ideal for everyone.
\item{} 	The MET scale chart on the Harvard School of Public Health web site is interesting.
\end{myitemize}

\item{} 	Feeling whatâ��s right
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} 	A study suggests that those with disabilities, who are older, or who are out of shape get the same benefit from 30 minutes of lower intensity exercise as those who are younger and more fit do from more intense activity.
\end{myitemize}

\item{} 	Beyond the heart
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} 	There are other areas that benefit from different types of exercise such as strength training.  These types of exercises help balance, muscle strength, and overall function.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} 	Resistance or strength training can possibly decrease the loss of lean muscle tissue and even replace some already lost.  
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} 	It can also decrease fat mass and increase resting metabolic rate.
\item{} 	It is effective in fighting osteoporosis.
\item{} 	It also helps maintain functional tasks in older populations.
\end{myitemize}

\item{} 	Flexibility training or stretching exercises increases range of motion, decrease soreness, and injury.
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}

\section{Glossary}
\label{456}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Amino acids
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The building blocks of protein in the body. There are nine essential amino acids that are not manufactured by the body and must come from the diet.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Anabolism
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Refers the cumulative metabolic intracellular, molecular processes by which every cell repairs itself and grows.(synthesizing). 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Anorexia
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A common eating disorder characterized by an abnormal loss of the appetite for food
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}antioxidants
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Compounds that protect against cell damage inflicted by molecules called oxygen-{}free radicals, which are a major cause of disease and aging.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Bulimia Nervosa
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Eating disorder characterized by binge eating followed by an intentional purging.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Catabolism
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The opposite of Anabolism. The metabolic process that breaks down molecules into smaller units. It is made up of degradative chemical reactions in the living cell. 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Cirrhosis of the liver
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} An irreversible advanced scarring of the liver as a result of chronic inflammation of the liver.  Can be caused by alcoholism or obesity.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Complete Proteins
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Proteins that contain ample amounts of all of the essential amino acids
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Deamination
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  When an amino acid group breaks off an amino acid that makes a molecule of ammonia and ketoacid.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Diverticulosis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  A diet low in dietary fiber increases the risk, this is the pouches called diverticula formation on the outer portion of the large intestine.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Gastric Bypass Surgery
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} An operation where a small gastric pouch is created and the remainder of the stomach bypassed
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Incomplete Proteins
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Proteins that contain some but not all of all of the essential amino acids required by the body
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Ipecac
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A drug used to induce vomiting
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Kwashiorkor
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A childhood form of malnutrition caused by general lack of protein or deficiency in one or more amino acids. Appearance of a person with this is a swollen belly due to inadequate production of albumin, which causes the blood to have a lower osmotic pressure, resulting in more fluids escaping from the plasma.   
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Marasmus
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} malnutrition cause by a lack of kilocalorie intake.  Appearance of a person with this is a skeletal one.    
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Malnutrition
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} An imbalanced nutrient and or energy intake.  
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Obesity
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A condition in which the natural energy reserve in fatty tissue increased to a point where it is thought to be a risk factor for certain health conditions or increased mortality
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Peptide
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Two or more amino acids linked together by a bond called a peptide bond.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Polypeptide
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A string of amino acids linked together by peptide bonds.  A protein is an example of a polypeptide.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Starvation
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A severe reduction in vitamin, nutrient, and energy intake, and is the most extreme form of malnutrition
\end{myquote}

\section{Health Information Online}
\label{457}
\section{Review Questions}
\label{458}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#Nutrition}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1.  Nonessential amino acids
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) are stored in the body
\item{} B) are only needed occasionally
\item{} C) can be produced in the body
\item{} D) can be taken in supplements 
\end{myquote}


2.  Micronutrients include 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) minerals and vitamins
\item{} B) lipids and fatty acids
\item{} C) amino acids and proteins
\item{} D) vitamins and minerals 
\end{myquote}


3. The body requires amino acids to
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) produce new red blood cells 
\item{} B) produce new protein
\item{} C) replace damaged red blood cells 
\item{} D) replace damaged protein
\item{} E) A and C
\item{} F) B and D 
\end{myquote}


4. The function of lipids 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) store energy
\item{} B) organ protection
\item{} C) temperature regulator
\item{} D) emulsifiers 
\item{} E) all of the above 
\end{myquote}


5. This vitamin is a vital component of the reproductive process and lowers the risk of getting cancer 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) B12 
\item{} B) Folic Acid
\item{} C) Niacin
\item{} D) Thiamine
\item{} E) Retinol
\end{myquote}


6. This vitamin is needed to make red blood cells
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A)  B1
\item{} B) B2 
\item{} C) B6
\item{} D) B12
\end{myquote}


7. This participates in the synthesis of hemoglobin and melanin
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Copper
\item{} B) Chloride
\item{} C) Calcium
\item{} D) Iron
\item{} E) Iodine 
\end{myquote}


8. I go to visit my grandmother and see that she has multiple bruises-{} from this I may assume that 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) she has a vitamin A deficiency
\item{} B) she is old and just clumsy 
\item{} C) she has a vitamin K deficiency 
\item{} D) she has scurvy
\item{} E) she has rickets 
\end{myquote}


9. As a pirate I may get scurvy because
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) I am not getting enough vegetables on the ship 
\item{} B) I am not getting enough fruit on the ship
\item{} C) I am eating too much fish on the ship 
\item{} D) I am getting too much sun on the ship
\item{} E) I am drinking too much rum on the ship 
\end{myquote}


10. I am taking anticoagulant medication and it doesnâ��t seem to be working, this could be because
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) I have too much vitamin A
\item{} B) I have too much B12 
\item{} C) I have too much sodium 
\item{} D) I have too much vitamin E
\item{} E) I have too much vitamin K
\end{myquote}


11. Which of these are fat soluble? 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Vitamin K 
\item{} B) Vitamin E
\item{} C) Vitamin D
\item{} D) Vitamin A
\item{} E) All of the above
\end{myquote}


12.
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\chapter{The Endocrine System}

\label{460}
\LaTeXNullTemplate{}
\section{Introduction To The Endocrine System}
\label{461}
The endocrine system is a control system of ductless \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gland}{glands} that secrete hormones within specific organs. Hormones act as \symbol{34}messengers,\symbol{34} and are carried by the bloodstream to different cells in the body, which interpret these messages and act on them.

It seems like a far fetched idea that a small chemical can enter the bloodstream and cause an action at a distant location in the body.  Yet this occurs in our bodies every day of our lives.  The ability to maintain homeostasis and respond to stimuli is largely due to hormones secreted within the body.  Without hormones, you could not grow, maintain a constant temperature, produce offspring, or perform the basic actions and functions that are essential for life.

The endocrine system provides an electrochemical connection from the hypothalamus of the brain to all the organs that control the body metabolism, growth and development, and reproduction.

There are two types of hormones secreted in the endocrine system: Steroidal (or lipid based) and non-{}steroidal, (or protein based) hormones.  

The endocrine system regulates its hormones through negative feedback, except in very specific cases like childbirth. Increases in hormone activity decrease the production of that hormone.  The immune system and other factors contribute as control factors also, altogether maintaining constant levels of hormones.
\section{Types of Glands}
\label{462}
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\begin{myquote}
\item{} 1, The main endocrine glands are the pituitary (anterior and posterior lobes), thyroid, parathyroid, adrenal (cortex and medulla), pancreas and gonads.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{} 2, The pituitary gland is attached to the hypothalamus of the lower forebrain.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{} 3, The thyroid gland consists of two lateral masses, connected by a cross bridge, that are attached to the trachea. They are slightly inferior to the larynx.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{} 4, The parathyroid glands are four masses of tissue, two embedded posterior in each lateral mass of the thyroid gland.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{} 5, One adrenal gland is located on top of each kidney. The cortex is the outer layer of the adrenal gland. The medulla is the inner core.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{} 6, The pancreas is along the lower curvature of the stomach, close to where it meets the first region of the small intestine, the duodenum.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{} 7, The gonads (ovaries and testes) are found in the pelvic cavity.
\end{myquote}

\section{Hormones and Types}
\label{463}
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The endocrine system produces hormones that are instrumental in maintaining homeostasis and regulating reproduction and development.  A hormone is a chemical messenger produced by a cell that effects specific change in the cellular activity of other cells (target cells). Unlike exocrine glands (which produce substances such as saliva, milk, stomach acid and digestive enzymes), endocrine glands do not secrete substances into ducts (tubes).  Instead, endocrine glands secrete their hormones directly into the surrounding extra cellular space.  The hormones then diffuse into nearby capillaries and are transported throughout the body in the blood.

The endocrine and nervous systems often work toward the same goal.  Both influence other cells with chemicals (hormones and neurotransmitters).  However, they attain their goals differently.  Neurotransmitters act immediately (within milliseconds) on adjacent muscle, gland, or other nervous cells, and their effect is short-{}lived.  In contrast, hormones take longer to produce their intended effect (seconds to days), may affect any cell, nearby or distant, and produce effects that last as long as they remain in the blood, which could be up to several hours.

In the following table there are the major hormones, their target and their function once in the target cell.
{\scalefont{0.72679}\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.16951\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17372\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.16647\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17372\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17372\linewidth}|} \hline 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Endocrine Gland}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Hormone Released}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Chemical Class}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Target Tissue/Organ}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Major Function of Hormone}\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Hypothalamus}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Hypothalamic releasing and inhibiting hormones&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Peptide&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Anterior pituitary&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Regulate anterior pituitary hormone\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Posterior Pituitary}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Antidiuretic (ADH)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Peptide&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Kidneys&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stimulates water reabsorption by kidneys\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Oxytocin&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Peptide&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus, mammary glands&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stimulates uterine muscle contractions and release of milk by mammary glands\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Anterior Pituitary}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Thyroid stimulating (TSH)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Glycoprotein&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Thyroid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stimulates thyroid\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Adrenocorticotropic (ACTH)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Peptide&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Adrenal cortex&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stimulates adrenal cortex\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gonadotropic (FSH, LH)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Glycoprotein&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gonads&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Egg and sperm production, sex hormone production\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Prolactin (PRL)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Protein&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Mammary glands&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Milk production\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Growth (GH)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Protein&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Soft tissue, bones&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Cell division, protein synthesis and bone growth\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Thyroid}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Thyroxine (T4) and Triiodothyronine (T3)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Iodinated amino acid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}All tissue&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Increase metabolic rate, regulates growth and development\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Calcitonin&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Peptide&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bones, kidneys and intestine&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Lowers blood calcium level\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Parathyroids}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Parathyroid (PTH)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Peptide&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bones, kidneys and intestine&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Raises blood calcium level\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Adrenal Cortex}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Glucocorticoids (cortisol)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Steroid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}All tissue&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Raise blood glucose level, stimulates breakdown of protein\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Mineralocorticoids (aldosterone)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Steroid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Kidneys&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Reabsorb sodium and excrete potassium\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Sex Hormones&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Steroid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gonads, skin, muscles and bones&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stimulates reproductive organs and brings on sex characteristics\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Adrenal Medulla}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Epinephrine and norepinephrine&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Modified amino acid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Cardiac and other muscles&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Released in emergency situations, raises blood glucose level,  â��fight or flightâ�� response\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Pancreas}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Insulin&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Protein&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Liver, muscles, adipose tissue&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Lowers blood glucose levels, promotes formation of glycogen\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Glucagon&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Protein&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Liver, muscles, adipose tissue&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Raises blood glucose levels\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Testes}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Androgens (testosterone)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Steroid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gonads, skin, muscles and bone&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stimulates male sex characteristics\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Ovaries}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Estrogen and progesterone&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Steroid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gonads, skin, muscles and bones&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stimulates female sex characteristics\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Thymus}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Thymosins&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Peptide&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}T lymphocytes&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stimulates production and maturation of T lymphocytes\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Pineal Gland}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Melatonin&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Modified amino acid&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Brain&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Controls circadian and circannual rhythms, possibly involved in maturation of sexual organs\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}
}

Hormones can be chemically classified \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/into}{into} four groups:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Amino acid-{}derived}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Hormones that are modified amino acids.
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Polypeptide and proteins}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Hormones that are chains of amino acids of less than or more than about 100 amino acids, respectively.  Some protein hormones are actually glycoproteins, containing glucose or other carbohydrate groups.
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Steroids}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Hormones that are lipids synthesized from cholesterol.  Steroids are characterized by four interlocking carbohydrate rings.
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Eicosanoids}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: Are lipids synthesized from the fatty acid chains of phospholipids found in plasma membrane.
\end{myenumerate}


Hormones circulating in the blood diffuse into the interstitial fluids surrounding the cell.  Cells with specific receptors for a hormone respond with an action that is appropriate for the cell.  Because of the specificity of hormone and target cell, the effects produced by a single hormone may vary among different kinds of target cells.

Hormones activate target cells by one of two methods, depending upon the chemical nature of the hormone.  

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Lipid-{}soluble}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] hormones (steroid hormones and hormones of the thyroid gland) diffuse through the cell membranes of target cells.  The lipid-{}soluble hormone then binds to a receptor protein that, in turn, activates a DNA segment that turns on specific genes.  The proteins produced as result of the transcription of the genes and subsequent translation of mRNA act as enzymes that regulate specific physiological cell activity. 
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Water-{}soluble}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] hormones (polypeptide, protein, and most amino acid hormones) bind to a receptor protein on the plasma membrane of the cell.  The receptor protein, in turn, stimulates the production of one of the following second messengers:
\end{myitemize}


Cyclic AMP (cAMP) is produced when the receptor protein activates another membrane-{}bound protein called a G protein.  The G protein activates adenylate cyclase, the enzyme that catalyzes the production of cAMP from ATP.  Cyclic AMP then triggers an enzyme that generates specific cellular changes.

Inositol triphosphate (IP3) is produced from membrane phospholipids.  IP3, in turn, triggers the release of CA2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum, which then activates enzymes that generate cellular changes.

Endocrine glands release hormones in response to one or more of the following stimuli:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  Hormones from other endocrine glands.  
\item{}  Chemical characteristics of the blood (other than hormones). 
\item{}  Neural stimulation.
\end{myenumerate}


Most hormone production is managed by a negative feedback system.  The nervous system and certain endocrine tissues monitor various internal conditions of the body.  If action is required to maintain homeostasis, hormones are released, either directly by an endocrine gland or indirectly through the action of the hypothalamus of the brain, which stimulates other endocrine glands to release hormones.  The hormones activate target cells, which initiate physiological changes that adjust the body conditions.  When normal conditions have been recovered, the corrective action -{} the production of hormones -{} is discontinued.  Thus, in negative feedback, when the original (abnormal) condition has been repaired, or negated, corrective actions decrease or discontinue. For example, the amount of glucose in the blood controls the secretion of insulin and glucagons via negative feedback.

The production of some hormones is controlled by positive feedback.  In such a system, hormones cause a condition to intensify, rather than decrease.  As the condition intensifies, hormone production increases. Such positive feedback is uncommon, but does occur during childbirth, where hormone levels build with increasingly intense labor contractions.  Also in lactation, hormone levels increase in response to nursing, which causes an increase in milk production. The hormone produced by the hypothalamus causing the milk let down and uterine contraction is {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries oxytocin}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].
\section{Endocrine Glands}
\label{464}
\subsection{Pituitary gland}
\label{465}
The hypothalamus makes up the lower region of the diencephalons and lies just above the brain stem.  The pituitary gland (hypophysis) is attached to the bottom of the hypothalamus by a slender stalk called the infundibulum.  The pituitary gland consists of two major regions, the anterior pituitary gland (anterior lobe or adenohypophysis) and the posterior pituitary gland (posterior lobe or neurohypophysis). The hypothalamus also controls the glandular secretion of the pituitary gland.

The hypothalamus oversees many internal body conditions.  It receives nervous stimuli from receptors throughout the body and monitors chemical and physical characteristics of the blood, including temperature, blood pressure, and nutrient, hormone, and water content.  When deviations from homeostasis occur or when certain developmental changes are required, the hypothalamus stimulates cellular activity in various parts of the body by directing the release of hormones from the anterior and posterior pituitary glands.  
The hypothalamus communicates directives to these glands by one of the following two pathways: 
The pituitary gland is found in the inferior part of the brain and is connected by the pituitary stalk.  It can be referred to as the master gland because it is the main place for everything that happens within the endocrine system. It is divided into two sections: the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries anterior}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] lobe (adenohypophysis) and the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries posterior}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] lobe (neurohypophysis).  The Anterior pituitary is involved in sending hormones that control all other hormones of the body.
\subsubsection{Posterior pituitary}
\label{466}

Communication between the hypothalamus and the posterior pituitary occurs through neurosecretory cells that span the short distance between the hypothalamus and the posterior pituitary. Hormones produced by the cell bodies of the neurosecretory cells are packaged in vesicles and transported through the axon and stored in the axon terminals that lie in the posterior pituitary.  When the neurosecretory cells are stimulated, the action potential generated triggers the release of the stored hormones from the axon terminals to a capillary network within the posterior pituitary. Two hormones, oxytocin and antidiuretic hormone (ADH), are produced and released this way. Decreased ADH release or decreased renal sensitivity to ADH produces a condition known as diabetes insipidus. Diabetes insipidus is characterized by polyuria (excess urine production), hypernatremia (increased blood sodium content) and polydipsia (thirst). Oxytocin is secreted by paraventricular nucleus and a small quantity is secreted by supraoptic nucleus in the hypothalamus. Oxytocin is secreted in both males and females. In females, oxytocin acts on the mammary glands and uterus. In males, oxytocin facilitates release of sperm into the urethra by causing contraction of vas deferens.

The posterior lobe is composed of neural tissue {$\text{[}$}neural ectoderm{$\text{]}$} and is derived from hypothalamus.  Its function is to store oxytocin and antidiuretic hormone. When the hypothalamic neurons fire these hormones are release into the capillaries of the posterior lobe.

The posterior pituitary is, in effect, a projection of the hypothalamus. It does not produce its own hormones, but only stores and releases the hormones oxytocin and antidiuretic hormone. ADH is also known as arginine vasopressin (AVP) or simply vasopressin.
\subsubsection{Anterior pituitary}
\label{467} 

The anterior lobe is derived from oral ectoderm and is composed of glandular epithelium. Communication between the hypothalamus and the anterior pituitary (adenohypophysis) occurs through hormones (releasing hormones and inhibiting hormones) produced by the hypothalamus and delivered to the anterior pituitary via a portal network of capillaries. It consists of three divisions: 1. pars distalis, 2. pars tuberalis, 3. pars intermedia.  The releasing and inhibiting hormones are produced by specialized neurons of the hypothalamus called neurosecretory cells.  The hormones are released into a capillary network or primary plexus, and transported through veins or hypophyseal portal veins, to a second capillary network or secondary plexus that supplies the anterior pituitary.  The hormones then diffuse from the secondary plexus aunshine into the anterior pituitary, where they initiate the production of specific hormones by the anterior pituitary.  Many of the hormones produced by the anterior pituitary are tropic hormones or tropins, which are hormones that stimulate other endocrine glands to secrete their hormones.

The anterior pituitary lobe receives releasing hormones from the hypothalamus via a portal vein system known as the hypothalamic-{}hypophyseal portal system. 

The anterior pituitary secretes:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  thyroid-{}stimulating hormone (TSH)
\item{}  adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACH)
\item{}  prolactin
\item{}  follicle-{}stimulating hormone (FSH)
\item{}  luteinizing hormone (LH)
\item{}  growth hormone (GH)
\item{}  endorphins
\item{}  and other hormones
\end{myitemize}


It does this in response to a variety of chemical signals from the hypothalamus, which travels to the anterior lobe by way of a special capillary system from the hypothalamus, down the median eminence, to the anterior lobe. These include:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  thyrotropin-{}releasing hormone (TRH)
\item{}  corticotropin-{}releasing hormone (CRH)
\item{}  dopamine (DA), also called \textquotesingle{}prolactin inhibiting factor\textquotesingle{} (PIF)
\item{}  gonadotropin-{}releasing hormone (GnRH)
\item{}  growth hormone releasing hormone (GHRH)
\end{myitemize}


These hormones from the hypothalamus cause release of the respective hormone from the pituitary. The control of release of hormones from the pituitary is via negative feedback from the target gland. For example homeostasis of thyroid hormones is achieved by the following mechanism; TRH from the hypothalamus stimulates the release of TSH from the anterior pituitary. The TSH, in turn, stimulates the release of thyroid hormones form the thyroid gland. The thyroid hormones then cause negative feedback, suppressing the release of TRH and TSH.

The heart, gastrointestinal tract, the placenta, the kidneys and the skin, whose major function is not the secretion of hormones, also contain some specialized cells that produce hormones.

In addition, all cells, except red blood cells secrete a class of hormones called eicosanoids.  These hormones are paracrines, or local hormones, that primarily affect neighboring cells.  Two groups of eicosanoids, the prostaglandins (PGs) and the leukotrienes (LTs), have a wide range of varying effects that depend upon the nature of the target cell.  Eicosanoid activity, for example, may impact blood pressure, blood clotting, immune and inflammatory responses, reproductive processes, and the contraction of smooth muscles.
\section{Antagonistic Hormones}
\label{468}

Maintaining homeostasis often requires conditions to be limited to a narrow range.  When conditions exceed the upper limit of homeostasis, specific action, usually the production of a hormone is triggered.  When conditions return to normal, hormone production is discontinued.  If conditions exceed the lower limits of homeostasis, a different action, usually the production of a second hormone is triggered.  Hormones that act to return body conditions to within acceptable limits from opposite extremes are called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries antagonistic hormones}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  The two glands that are the most responsible for homeostasis is the thyroid and the parathyroid.
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Beta cells secrete {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries insulin}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  When the concentration of blood glucose raises such in after eating, beta cells secret insulin into the blood.  Insulin stimulates the liver and most other body cells to absorb glucose.  Liver and muscle cells convert glucose to glycogen, for short term storage, and adipose cells convert glucose to fat.  In response, glucose concentration decreases in the blood, and insulin secretion discontinues through negative feedback from declining levels of glucose.

Alpha cells secrete {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries glucagon}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  When the concentration of blood glucose drops such as during exercise, alpha cells secrete glucagon into the blood.  Glucagon stimulates the liver to release glucose.  The glucose in the liver originates from the breakdown of glycogen. Glucagon also stimulates the production of ketone bodies from amino acids and fatty acids. Ketone bodies are an alternative energy source to glucose for some tissues.  When blood glucose levels return to normal, glucagon secretion discontinues through negative feedback.
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\subsection{Thyroid gland}
\label{469}


The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Thyroid gland}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is one of the largest endocrine glands in the body.  It is positioned on the neck just below the Larynx and has two lobes with one on either side of the trachea.  It is involved in the production of the hormones T3 (triiodothyronine) and T4 (thyroxine).  These hormones increase the metabolic activity of the bodyâ��s cells.  The thyroid also produces and releases the hormone calcitonin (thyrocalcitonin) which contributes to the regulation of blood calcium levels.  Thyrocalcitonin or calcitonin decreases the concentration of calcium in the blood.  Most of the calcium removed from the blood is stored in the bones.

The thyroid hormone consists of two components, thyroxine and iodine.  This hormone increases the metabolism of most body cells.  A deficiency of iodine in the diet leads to the enlargement of the thyroid gland, known as a simple goiter.  Hypothyroidism during early development leads to cretinism.  In adults, it produces myxedema, characterized by obesity and lethargy.  Hyperthyroidism leads to a condition known as exophthalmic goiter, characterized by weight loss as well as hyperactive and irritable behavior.

The thyroid gland is a two-{}lobed gland that manifests a remarkably powerful active transport mechanism for up-{}taking iodide ions from the blood.  As blood flows through the gland, iodide is converted to an active form of iodine. This iodine combines with an amino acid called tyrosine.  Two molecules of iodinated tyrosine then combine to form thyroxine.  Following its formation, the thyroxine becomes bound to a polysaccharide-{}protein material called thyroglobulin.  The normal thyroid gland may store several weeks supply of thyroxine in this bound form.  An enzymatic splitting of the thyroxine from the thyroglobulin occurs when a specific hormone is released into the blood.  This hormone, produced by the pituitary gland, is known as thyroid-{}stimulating hormone (TSH).  TSH stimulates certain major rate-{}limiting steps in thyroxine secretion, and thereby alters its rate of release.  A variety of bodily defects, either dietary, hereditary, or disease induced, may decrease the amount of thyroxine released into the blood. The most popular of these defects is one that results from dietary iodine deficiency.  The thyroid gland enlarges, in the continued presence of TSH from the pituitary, to form a goiter.  This is a futile attempt to synthesize thyroid hormones, for iodine levels that are too low. Normally, thyroid hormones act via a negative feedback loop on the pituitary to decrease stimulation of the thyroid.  In goiter, the feedback loop cannot be in operation -{} hence continual stimulation of the thyroid and the inevitable protuberance on the neck.  Formerly, the principal source of iodine came from seafood.  As a result, goiter was prevalent amongst inland areas far removed from the sea.  Today, the incidence of goiter has been drastically reduced by adding iodine to table salt. 

Thyroxine serves to stimulate oxidative metabolism in cells; it increases the oxygen consumption and heat production of most body tissues, a notable exception being the brain.  Thyroxine is also necessary for normal growth. The most likely explanation being that thyroxine promotes the effects of growth hormone on protein synthesis.  The absence of thyroxine significantly reduces the ability of growth hormone to stimulate amino acid uptake and RNA synthesis.  Thyroxine also plays a crucial role in the closely related area of organ development, particularly that of the central nervous system.

If there is an insufficient amount of thyroxine, a condition referred to as hypothyroidism results.  Symptoms of hypothyroidism stem from the fact that there is a reduction in the rate of oxidative energy-{}releasing reactions within the body cells.  Usually the patient shows puffy skin, sluggishness, and lowered vitality. Other symptoms of hypothyroidism include weight gain, decreased libido, inability to tolerate cold, muscle pain and spasm, and brittle nails. Hypothyroidism in children, a condition known as cretinism, can result in mental retardation, dwarfism, and permanent sexual immaturity.
Sometimes the thyroid gland produces too much thyroxine, a condition known as hyperthyroidism.  This condition produces symptoms such as an abnormally high body temperature, profuse sweating, high blood pressure, loss of weight, irritability, insomnia and muscular pain and weakness.  It also causes the characteristic symptom of the eyeballs protruding from the skull called exophthalmia. This is surprising because it is not a symptom usually related to a fast metabolism.  Hyperthyroidism has been treated by partial removal or by partial radiation destruction of the gland. More recently, several drugs that inhibit thyroid activity have been discovered, and their use is replacing the former surgical procedures.  Unfortunately thyroid conditions require lifetime treatment and because of the body\textquotesingle{}s need for a sensitive balance of thyroid hormone both supplementing and suppressing thyroid function can take months or even years to regulate.

\subsubsection{T3 and T4 Function within the body}
\label{470}
Iodine and T4 stimulate the spectacular apoptosis (programmed cell death) of the cells of the larval gills, tail and fins
Transforming the aquatic, vegetarian tadpole into the terrestrial, carnivorous frog with better neurological, visuospatial, olfactory and cognitive abilities for hunting.  Contrary to amphibian metamorphosis, thyroidectomy and hypothyroidism in mammals may be considered a sort of phylogenetic and metabolic regression to a former stage of reptilian life. Indeed, many disorders that seem to afflict hypothyroid humans have reptilian-{}like features, such as dry, hairless, scaly, cold skin and a general slowdown of metabolism, digestion, heart rate and nervous reflexes, with lethargic cerebration, hyperuricemia and hypothermia ( Venturi, 2000). {$\text{]}$}{$\text{]}$}
The Production of T3 and T4 are regulated by thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), released by the pituitary gland, a bean shape node in the brain.  TSH Production is increased when T3 and T4 levels are too low.  The thyroid hormones are released throughout the body to direct the body\textquotesingle{}s metabolism.  They stimulate all cells within the body to work at a better metabolic rate.  Without these hormones the body\textquotesingle{}s cells would not be able to regulate the speed at which they performed chemical actions.  Their release will be increased under certain situations such as cold temperatures when a higher metabolism is needed to generate heat.
When children are born with thyroid hormone deficiency they have problems with physical growth and developmental problems.  Brain development can also be severely impaired.
\subsubsection{The significance of iodine}
\label{471}

Thyroid hormone cannot be produced without an abundant source of iodine.  The iodine concentration within the body, although significant, can be as little as 1/25th the concentration within the thyroid itself.  When the thyroid is low on iodine the body will try harder to produce T3 and T4 which will often result in a swelling of the thyroid gland, resulting in a goiter.
\section{Extrathyroidal iodine}
\label{472}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{106}{Sequence of 123-{}iodide human scintiscans after an intravenous injection, (from left) after 30 minutes, 20 hours, and 48 hours. A high and rapid concentration of radio-{}iodide is evident in the periencephalic and cerebrospinal fluid (left), salivary glands, oral mucosa and the stomach. In the thyroid gland,  I-{}concentration is more progressive, also in the reservoir (from 1\% after 30 minutes, to 5.8 \%  after 48 hours, of the total injected dose. Highest iodide-{}concentration by the mammary gland is evident only in pregnancy and lactation. High excretion of radio-{}iodide is observed in the urine.\myfootnote{. Environmental Iodine Deficiency: A Challenge to the Evolution of Terrestrial Life? Environmental Iodine Deficiency: A Challenge to the Evolution of Terrestrial Life? . \textit{{}Thyroid }, {{\bfseries 10 }}:727â��9 2000 
}}
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Iodine accounts for 65\% of the molecular weight of T4 and 59\% of the T3. 15â��20{\mbox{$~$}}mg of iodine is concentrated in thyroid tissue and hormones, but 70\% of the body\textquotesingle{}s iodine is distributed in other tissues, including mammary glands, eyes, gastric mucosa, the cervix, and salivary glands. In the cells of these tissues iodide enters directly by \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/sodium-iodide\%20symporter}{sodium-{}iodide symporter} (NIS). Its role in mammary tissue is related to fetal and neonatal development, but its role in the other tissues is unknown. It has been shown to act as an antioxidant in these tissues.

The US Food and Nutrition Board and Institute of Medicine recommended daily allowance of iodine ranges from 150 micrograms /day for adult humans to 290 micrograms /day for lactating mothers. However, the thyroid gland needs no more than 70 micrograms /day to synthesize the requisite daily amounts of T4 and T3. These higher recommended daily allowance levels of iodine seem necessary for optimal function of a number of body systems, including lactating breast, gastric mucosa, salivary glands, oral mucosa, thymus, epidermis, choroid plexus, etc.\myfootnote{Brown-{}Grant, K.. Extrathyroidal iodide concentrating mechanisms\myfnhref{physrev.physiology.org/cgi/reprint/41/1/189.pdf}{Extrathyroidal iodide concentrating mechanisms}. \textit{{} Physiol Rev.}, {{\bfseries  41}}1961\myplainurl{http://physrev.physiology.org/cgi/reprint/41/1/189.pdf}
}\myfootnote{Spitzweg, C., Joba, W., Eisenmenger, W. and Heufelder, A.E. . Analysis of human sodium iodide symporter gene expression in extrathyroidal tissues and cloning of its complementary deoxyribonucleic acid from salivary gland, mammary gland, and gastric mucosaAnalysis of human sodium iodide symporter gene expression in extrathyroidal tissues and cloning of its complementary deoxyribonucleic acid from salivary gland, mammary gland, and gastric mucosa. \textit{{} J Clin Endocrinol Metab.}, {{\bfseries  83}}1998
}\myfootnote{Banerjee, R.K., Bose, A.K., Chakraborty, t.K., de, S.K. and datta, A.G. .  Peroxidase catalysed iodotyrosine formation in dispersed cells of mouse extrathyroidal tissues Peroxidase catalysed iodotyrosine formation in dispersed cells of mouse extrathyroidal tissues. \textit{{} J Endocrinol.}, {{\bfseries  2}}1985
}
Moreover, iodine can add to double bonds of docosahexaenoic acid and arachidonic acid of cellular membranes, making them less reactive to free oxygen radicals.\myfootnote{Cocchi, M. and Venturi, S.  Iodide, antioxidant function and Omega-{}6 and Omega-{}3 fatty acids: a new hypothesis of a biochemical cooperation? Progress in Nutrition, 2000, 2, 15-{}19}
\subsubsection{Calcitonin}
\label{473}

Calcitonin is a 32 amino acid polypeptide hormone.  It is an additional hormone produced by the thyroid, and contributes to the regulation of blood calcium levels.  Thyroid cells produce calcitonin in response to high calcium levels in the blood. This hormone will stimulate movement of calcium into the bone structure.  It can also be used therapeutically for the treatment of hypercalcemia or osteoporosis.  Without this hormone calcium will stay within the blood instead of moving into bones to keep them strong and growing. Its importance in humans has not been as well established as its importance in other animals.
\subsection{Parathyroid gland}
\label{474}
There are four parathyroid glands. They are small, light-{}colored lumps that stick out from the surface of the thyroid gland. All four glands are located on the thyroid gland. They are butterfly-{}shaped and located inside the neck, more specifically on both sides of the windpipe. One of the parathyroid glands most important functions is to regulate the body\textquotesingle{}s calcium and phosphorus levels. Another function of the parathyroid glands is to secrete parathyroid hormone, which causes the release of the calcium present in bone to extracellular fluid. PTH does this by depressing the production of osteoblasts, special cells of the body involved in the production of bone and activating osteoclasts, other specialized cells involved in the removal of bone.

There are two major types of cells that make up parathyroid tissue: 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} One of the major cells is called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries oxyphil cells}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  Their function is basically unknown.  
\item{} The second type are called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries chief cells}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  Chief cells produce parathyroid hormone. 
\end{myitemize}


The structure of a parathyroid gland is very different from that of a thyroid gland. The chief cells that produce parathyroid hormone are arranged in tightly-{}packed nests around small blood vessels, quite unlike the thyroid cells that produce thyroid hormones, which are arranged in spheres called the thyroid follicles.

PTH or {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Parathyroid Hormone}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is secreted from these four glands. It is released directly into the bloodstream and travels to its target cells which are often quite far away.  It then binds to a structure called a receptor, that is found either inside or on the surface of the target cells. 

Receptors bind a specific hormone and the result is a specific physiologic response, meaning a normal response of the body.  

PTH finds its major target cells in bone, kidneys, and the gastrointestinal system.

Calcitonin, a hormone produced by the thyroid gland that also regulates ECF calcium levels and serves to counteract the calcium-{}producing effects of PTH. 

The adult body contains as much as 1 kg of calcium. Most of this calcium is found in bone and teeth.

The four parathyroid glands secrete the parathyroid hormone (PTH).  It opposes the effect of thyrocalcitonin.  It does this by removing calcium from its storage sites in bones, releasing it into the bloodstream.  It also signals the kidneys to reabsorb more of this mineral, transporting it into the blood.  It also signals the small intestine to absorb more of this mineral, transporting it from the diet into the blood.  

Calcium is important for steps of body metabolism. Blood cannot clot without sufficient calcium.  Skeletal muscles require this mineral in order to contract. A deficiency of PTH can lead to tetany, muscle weakness due to lack of available calcium in the blood.

The parathyroid glands were long thought to be part of the thyroid or to be functionally associated with it. We now know that their close proximity to the thyroid is misleading: both developmentally and functionally, they are totally distinct from the thyroid.

The parathyroid hormone, called parathormone, regulates the calcium-{}phosphate balance between the blood and other tissues.  Production of this hormone is directly controlled by the calcium concentration of the extracellular fluid bathing the cells of these glands.  Parathormone exerts at least the following five effects: (1) it increases gastrointestinal absorption of calcium by stimulating the active transport system and moves calcium from the gut lumen into the blood; (2) it increases the movement of calcium and phosphate from bone into extracellular fluid.  This is accomplished by stimulating osteoclasts to break down bone structure, thus liberating calcium phosphate into the blood.  In this way, the store of calcium contained in bone is tapped; (3) it increases re-{}absorption of calcium by the renal tubules, thereby decreasing urinary calcium excretion; (4) it reduces the re-{}absorption of phosphate by the renal tubules (5)it stimulates the synthesis of 1,25-{}dihydrixycholecalciferol by the kidney.

The first three effects result in a higher extracellular calcium concentration.  The adaptive value of the fourth is to prevent the formation of kidney stones.

If parathyroid glands are removed accidentally during surgery on the thyroid, there would be a rise in the phosphate concentration in the blood.  There would also be a drop in the calcium concentration as more calcium is excreted by the kidneys and intestines, and more incorporated into the bone.  This can produce serious disturbances, particularly in the muscles and nerves, which use calcium ions for normal functioning.  Over activity of the parathyroid glands, which can result from a tumor on the glands, produces a weakening of the bones.  This is a condition that makes them much more vulnerable to fracturing because of excessive withdrawal of calcium from the bones.
\subsection{Adrenal glands}
\label{475}






{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Adrenal glands}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] are a pair of ductless glands located above the kidneys. Through hormonal secretions, the adrenal glands regulate many essential functions in the body, including biochemical balances that influence athletic training and general stress response. The glucocorticoids include corticosterone, cortisone, and hydrocortisone or cortisol.  These hormones serve to stimulate the conversion of amino acids into carbohydrates which is a process known as gluconeogenesis, and the formation of glycogen by the liver.  They also stimulate the formation of reserve glycogen in the tissues, such as in the muscles.  The glucocorticoids also participate in lipid and protein metabolism.
The cortex of the adrenal gland is known to produce over 20 hormones, but their study can be simplified by classifying them into three categories: glucocorticoids, mineralocorticoids, and sex hormones.  

They are triangular-{}shaped glands located on top of the kidneys. They produce hormones such as estrogen, progesterone, steroids, cortisol, and cortisone, and chemicals such as adrenalin (epinephrine), norepinephrine, and dopamine. When the glands produce more or less hormones than required by the body, disease conditions may occur.
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Aldosterone, the major mineralocorticoid, stimulates the cells of the distal convoluted tubules of the kidneys to decrease re-{}absorption of potassium and increase re-{}absorption of sodium.  This in turn leads to an increased re-{}absorption of chloride and water.  These hormones, together with such hormones as insulin and glucagon, are important regulators of the ionic environment of the internal fluid.

The renin-{}angiotensin-{}aldosterone mechanism can raise blood pressure if it tends to drop.  It does this in two ways.  Angiotensin is a vasoconstrictor, decreasing the diameter of blood vessels.  As vessels constrict, blood pressure increases.  In addition, as sodium is reabsorbed, the blood passing through the kidney becomes more hypertonic.  Water follows the sodium into the hypertonic blood by osmosis.  This increases the amount of volume in the blood and also increases the blood pressure.
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The hypothalamus starts nerve impulses that travel the path from the bloodstream, spinal cord, and sympathetic nerve fibers to the Adrenal Medulla, which then releases hormones. The effects of these hormones provide a short-{}term response to stress.
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Epinephrine and norepinephrine produce the \symbol{34}fight or flight\symbol{34} response, similar to the effect from the sympathetic nervous system.  Therefore, they increase heart rate, breathing rate, blood flow to most skeletal muscles, and the concentration of glucose in the blood.  
They decrease blood flow to the digestive organs and diminish most digestive processes. 
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The adrenal sex hormones consist mainly of male sex hormones (androgens) and lesser amounts of female sex hormones (estrogens and progesterone).  Normally, the sex hormones released from the adrenal cortex are insignificant due to the low concentration of secretion.  However, in cases of excess secretion, masculine or feminine effects appear.  The most common syndrome of this sort is \symbol{34}virilism\symbol{34} of the female.

Should there be an insufficient supply of cortical hormones, a condition known as Addison\textquotesingle{}s disease would result.  This disease is characterized by an excessive excretion of sodium ions, and hence water, due to lack of mineralocorticoids.  Accompanying this is a decreased blood glucose level due to a deficient supply of glucocorticoids.  The effect of a decreased androgen supply cannot be observed immediately.  Injections of adrenal cortical hormones promptly relieve these symptoms.

Hormonal production in the adrenal cortex is directly controlled by the anterior pituitary hormone called adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH).

The two adrenal glands lie very close to the kidneys.  Each adrenal gland is actually a double gland, composed of an inner core like medulla and an outer cortex.  Each of these is functionally unrelated.

The adrenal medulla secretes two hormones, adrenalin or epinephrine and noradrenalin or norepinephrine, whose functions are very similar but not identical.  The adrenal medulla is derived embryologically from neural tissue.  It has been likened to an overgrown sympathetic ganglion whose cell bodies do not send out nerve fibers, but release their active substances directly into the blood, thereby fulfilling the criteria for an endocrine gland.  In controlling epinephrine secretion, the adrenal medulla behaves just like any sympathetic ganglion, and is dependent upon stimulation by sympathetic preganglionic fibers. 

Epinephrine promotes several responses, all of which are helpful in coping with emergencies:  the blood pressure rises, the heart rate increases, the glucose content of the blood rises because of glycogen breakdown, the spleen contracts and squeezes out a reserve supply of blood, the clotting time decreases, the pupils dilate, the blood flow to skeletal muscles increase, the blood supply to intestinal smooth muscle decreases and hairs become erect.  These adrenal functions, which mobilize the resources of the body in emergencies, have been called the fight-{}or-{}flight response.  Norepinephrine stimulates reactions similar to those produced by epinephrine, but is less effective in conversion of glycogen to glucose.

The significance of the adrenal medulla may seem questionable since the complete removal of the gland causes few noticeable changes; humans can still exhibit the flight-{}or-{}fight response.  This occurs because the sympathetic nervous system complements the adrenal medulla in stimulating the fight-{}or-{}flight response, and the absence of the hormonal control will be compensated for by the nervous system.
\subsection{Pancreas}
\label{476}
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It has a pear-{}shape to it and is approximately 6 inches long.  It is located in the middle and back portion of the abdomen. The pancreas is connected to the first part of the small intestine, the duodenum, and lies behind the stomach. The pancreas is made up of glandular tissue: any substance secreted by the cells of the pancreas will be secreted outside of the organ. 

The digestive juices produced by the pancreas are secreted into the duodenum via a Y-{}shaped duct, at the point where the common bile duct from the liver and the pancreatic duct join just before entering the duodenum. The digestive enzymes carried into the duodenum are representative of the exocrine function of the pancreas, in which specific substances are made to be passed directly into another organ.
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\LaTeXPlainBoxTemplate{No organ except the pancreas makes significant amounts of insulin or glucagon.}
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A healthy working pancreas in the human body is important for maintaining good health by preventing malnutrition, and maintaining normal levels of blood sugar. The digestive tract needs the help of the enzymes produced by the pancreas to reduce food particles to their simplest elements, or the nutrients cannot be absorbed. Carbohydrates must be broken down into individual sugar molecules. Proteins must be reduced to simple amino acids. Fats must be broken down into fatty acids. The pancreatic enzymes are important in all these transformations. The basic particles can then easily be transported into the cells that line the intestine, and from there they can be further altered and transported to different tissues in the body as fuel sources and construction materials. Similarly, the body cannot maintain normal blood sugar levels without the balanced action of insulin and glucagon.
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As already stated, the pancreas is a mixed gland having both endocrine and exocrine functions.  The exocrine portion secretes digestive enzymes into the duodenum via the pancreatic duct.  The endocrine portion secretes two hormones, insulin and glucagon, into the blood.

Insulin is a hormone that acts directly or indirectly on most tissues of the body, with the exception of the brain.  The most important action of insulin is the stimulation of the uptake of glucose by many tissues, particularly the liver, muscle and fat.  The uptake of glucose by the cells decreases blood glucose and increases the availability of glucose for the cellular reactions in which glucose participates.  Thus, glucose oxidation, fat synthesis, and glycogen synthesis are all accentuated by an uptake of glucose.  It is important to note that insulin does not alter glucose uptake by the brain, nor does it influence the active transport of glucose across the renal tubules and gastrointestinal epithelium.

As stated, insulin stimulates glycogen synthesis.  It also increases the activity of the enzyme that catalyzes the rate-{}limiting step in glycogen synthesis.  Insulin also increases triglyceride levels by inhibiting triglyceride breakdown, and by stimulating production of triglyceride through fatty acid and glycerophosphate synthesis.  The net protein synthesis is also increased by insulin, which stimulates the active membrane transport of amino acids, particularly into muscle cells.  Insulin also has effects on other liver enzymes, but the precise mechanisms by which insulin induces these changes are not well understood.

Insulin is secreted by beta cells, which are located in the part of the pancreas known as the islets of Langerhans.  These groups of cells, which are located randomly throughout the pancreas, also consist of other secretory cells called alpha cells.  It is these alpha cells that secrete glucagon.  Glucagon is a hormone that has the following major effects: it increases hepatic synthesis of glucose from pyruvate, lactate, glycerol, and amino acids (a process called gluconeogenesis, which also raises the plasma glucose level); and it increases the breakdown of adipose tissue triglyceride, thereby raising the plasma levels of fatty acids and glycerol.  The glucagon secreting alpha cells in the pancreas, like the beta cells, respond to changes in the concentration of glucose in the blood flowing through the pancreas; no other nerves or hormones are involved.

It should be noted that glucagon has the opposite effects of insulin.  Glucagon elevates the plasma glucose, whereas insulin stimulates its uptake and thereby reduces plasma glucose levels; glucagon elevates fatty acid concentrations, whereas insulin converts fatty acids and glycerol into triglycerides, thereby inhibiting triglyceride breakdown.

The alpha and beta cells of the pancreas make up a push-{}pull system for regulating the plasma glucose level.
\subsection{Sex organs}
\label{477}
The Sex organs (Gonads) are the testes in the male, and the ovaries in the female. Both of these organs produce and secrete hormones that are balanced by the hypothalamus and pituitary glands.

The main hormones from the reproductive organs are:
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\label{478}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Broad shoulders
\item{} Muscular body
\item{} Hair
\end{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Liver and kidney disorders
\item{} Hypertension (high blood pressure)
\item{} Decreased sperm count and impotency
\item{} Aggressive behavior (\symbol{34}roid rage\symbol{34})
\item{} Balding
\item{} Acne
\end{myitemize}



\begin{myquote}
\item{}
\end{myquote}

\subsubsection{Female}
\label{479}
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\begin{center}
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\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{110}{Schematic frontal view of female anatomy.}
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\begin{myquote}
\item{}
\end{myquote}

\subsection{Pineal gland}
\label{480}

The pineal gland (also called the pineal body or epiphysis) is a small endocrine gland in the brain. It is located near the center of the brain, between the two hemispheres, tucked in a groove where the two rounded thalamic bodies join. It consists of two types of cells 1. parenchymal cells 2. neuroglial cells. 


The pineal gland is a reddish-{}gray body about the size of a pea (8 mm in humans) located just rostro-{}dorsal to the superior colliculus and behind and beneath the stria medullaris, between the laterally positioned thalamic bodies. It is part of the epithalamus.

The pineal gland is a midline structure, and is often seen in plain skull X-{}rays, as it is often calcified. The main hormone produced and secreted by the pineal gland is melatonin. Secretion is highest at night and between the ages of 0-{}5. Melatonin acts mainly on gonads. 


\begin{myquote}
\item{}
\end{myquote}

\section{Glossary}
\label{481}
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\section{Chapter Review Questions}
\label{482}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#The_Endocrine_System}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1.  My child just fell and was hurt, the anxious feeling that I feel is caused by: 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) glucagon 
\item{} B) insulin 
\item{} C) epinephrine
\item{} D) adrenocorticotropic  
\item{} E) None of these  
\end{myquote}


2.  All of Bobâ��s life he has had to take insulin shots, this is caused because
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) his beta cells donâ��t function correctly
\item{} B) his alpha cells donâ��t function correctly
\item{} C) his DA hormone isnâ��t functioning correctly 
\item{} D) his GHRH hormone isnâ��t functioning correctly 
\end{myquote}


3. The reason iodine is in salt is
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) to prevent diabetes 
\item{} B) to prevent simple goiters
\item{} C) to prevent Addisonâ��s disease 
\item{} D) to prevent Cushing\textquotesingle{}s syndrome 
\end{myquote}


4. All hormones react to a negative feedback except 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) progesterone 
\item{} B) estrogen 
\item{} C) prolactin 
\item{} D) oxytocin
\item{} E) none of these  
\end{myquote}


5. If I have a high blood calcium level it may be due to   
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) calcitonin 
\item{} B) parathyroid 
\item{} C) glucocorticoids 
\item{} D) glucagon 
\end{myquote}


6. Hormones that are lipids that are synthesized from cholesterol
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) protein 
\item{} B) amino acid-{}derived 
\item{} C) polypeptide
\item{} D) steroids
\item{} E) eicosanoids 
\end{myquote}


7. This type of hormone must bind to a receptor protein on the plasma membrane of the cell
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) water soluble
\item{} B) lipid soluble 
\item{} C) steroid
\item{} D) polypeptide
\item{} E) a and d
\item{} F) b and c  
\end{myquote}


8. Endocrine glands release hormones in response to  
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Hormones from other endocrine glands 
\item{} B) Chemical characteristics of the blood 
\item{} C) Neural stimulation
\item{} D) All of the above
\end{myquote}


9. The anterior pituitary secretes
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) oxytocin 
\item{} B) endorphins
\item{} C) ADH 
\item{} D) TRH 
\end{myquote}


10. Chief cells produce
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) epinephrine
\item{} B) glucagon 
\item{} C) insulin 
\item{} D) mineralocorticoids
\item{} E) parathyroid hormone
\end{myquote}


11. Name the eight major endocrine glands. 

12. Name the four major groups hormones can be chemically classified into.\section{References}
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In human reproduction, two kinds of sex cells or gametes are involved. Sperm, the male gamete, and a secondary oocyte (along with first polar body and corona radiata), the male gamete must meet in the female reproductive system to create a new individual. For reproduction to occur, both the female and male reproductive systems are essential.  It is a common misnomer to refer to a woman\textquotesingle{}s gametic cell as an {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries egg or ovum}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], but this is impossible.  A secondary oocyte must be fertilized by the male gamete before it becomes an \symbol{34}ovum\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}egg\symbol{34}.

While both the female and male reproductive systems are involved with producing, nourishing and transporting either the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries oocyte or sperm}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], they are different in shape and structure. The male has reproductive organs, or genitals, that are both inside and outside the pelvis, while the female has reproductive organs entirely within the pelvis.

The male reproductive system consists of the testes and a series of ducts and glands. Sperm are produced in the testes and are transported through the reproductive ducts. These ducts include the epididymis, vas deferens, ejaculatory duct and urethra. The reproductive glands produce secretions that become part of semen, the fluid that is ejaculated from the urethra.  These glands include the seminal vesicles, prostate gland, and bulbourethral glands.
\section{Structure}
\label{486}


\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/111.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{111}{The human male reproductive system}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}

\subsection{Testes}
\label{487}

The testes (singular, testis) are located in  the scrotum (a sac of skin between the upper thighs).  In the male fetus, the testes develop near the kidneys, then descend into the scrotum just before birth.  Each testis is about 1 1/2 inches long by 1 inch wide.  Testosterone is produced in the testes which stimulates the production of sperm as well as give secondary sex characteristics beginning at puberty.
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The two testicles are each held in a fleshy sac called the scrotum.  The major function of the scrotal sac is to keep the testes cooler than thirty-{}seven degrees Celsius (ninety-{}eight point six degrees Fahrenheit).  The external appearance of the scrotum varies at different times in the same individual depending upon temperature and the subsequent contraction or relaxation of two muscles.  These two muscles contract involuntarily when it is cold to move the testes closer to the heat of the body in the pelvic region.  This causes the scrotum to appear tightly wrinkled.  On the contrary, they relax in warm temperatures causing the testes to lower and the scrotum to become flaccid.  The temperature of the testes is maintained at about thirty-{}five degrees Celsius (ninety-{}five degrees Fahrenheit), which is below normal body temperature.  Temperature has to be lower than normal in order for {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape spermatogenesis}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (sperm production) to take place.


\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/112.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{112}{The scrotum is in a relaxed state.}
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\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/113.jpg}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{113}{Penile shrinkage due to low temperatures. The scrotum is in a tense state to regulate testicular temperatures.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}




The two muscles that regulate the temperature of the testes are the dartos and cremaster muscles:
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The dartos muscle is a layer of smooth muscle fibers in the subcutaneous tissue of the scrotum (surrounding the scrotum).  This muscle is responsible for wrinkling up the scrotum, in conditions of cold weather, in order to maintain the correct temperature for spermatogenesis.
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The cremaster muscle is a thin strand of skeletal muscle associated with the testes and spermatic cord.  This muscle is a continuation of the internal oblique muscle of the abdominal wall, from which it is derived.  
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Each testis contains over 100 yards of tightly packed seminiferous tubules. Around 90\% of the weight of each testes consists of seminiferous tubules.
The seminiferous tubules are the functional units of the testis, where spermatogenesis takes place.  Once the sperm are produced, they moved from the seminiferous tubules into the rete testis for further maturation.
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A Sertoli cell (a kind of sustentacular cell) is a \textquotesingle{}nurse\textquotesingle{} cell of the testes which is part of a seminiferous tubule.

It is activated by follicle-{}stimulating hormone, and has FSH-{}receptor on its membranes.

Its main function is to nurture the developing sperm cells through the stages of spermatogenesis. Because of this, it has also been called the \symbol{34}mother cell.\symbol{34} It provides both secretory and structural support.



Other functions
During the Maturation phase of spermiogenesis, the Sertoli cells consume the unneeded portions of the spermatazoa.
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The sperm are transported out of the testis and into the epididymis through a series of efferent ductules.
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The testes receive blood through the testicular arteries (gonadal artery).  Venous blood is drained by the testicular veins.  The right testicular vein drains directly into the inferior vena cava.  The left testicular vein drains into the left renal vein.
\subsection{Epididymis}
\label{488}
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\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{114}{Anatomy of the testis}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}

The seminiferous tubules join together to become the epididymis.  The epididymis is a tube that is about 2 inches that is coiled on the posterior surface of each testis.  Within the epididymis the sperm incomplete their maturation (full maturation occur in female genital tract) and their flagella become mobile. This is also a site to store sperm, nourishing them until the next ejaculation.  Smooth muscle in the wall of the epididymis propels the sperm into the ductus deferens.
Vasa efferentia from the rete testis open into the epididymis which is a highly coiled tubule. The epididymis has three parts-{} 1)head or caput epididymis-{} it is the proximal part of the epididymis. It carries the sperms from the testis.
2)body or corpus epididymis-{} it the highly convoluted middle part of the epididymis
3)tail or cauda epididymis-{} it is the last part that takes part in carrying the sperms to the vas deferens.  The cauda epididymis continues to form less convoluted vas deferens.
\subsection{Ductus Deferens}
\label{489}

The ductus (vas) deferens, also called sperm duct, or, spermatic deferens, extends from the epididymis in the scrotum on its own side into the abdominal cavity through the inguinal canal.  The inguinal canal is an opening in the abdominal wall for the spermatic cord (a connective tissue sheath that contains the ductus deferens, testicular blood vessels, and nerves.  The smooth muscle layer of the ductus deferens contracts in waves of  peristalsis during ejaculation.
\subsection{Seminal Vesicles}
\label{490}

The pair of seminal vesicles are posterior to the urinary bladder.  They secrete fructose to provide an energy source for sperm and alkalinity to enhance sperm mobility.  The duct of each seminal vesicle joins the ductus deferens on that side to form the ejaculatory duct.
\subsection{Ejaculatory Ducts}
\label{491}

There are two ejaculatory ducts. Each receives sperm from the ductus deferens and the secretions of the seminal vesicle on its own side.  Both ejaculatory ducts empty into the single urethra.
\subsection{Prostate Gland}
\label{492}

The prostate gland is a muscular gland that surrounds the first inch of the urethra as it emerges from the bladder.  The smooth muscle of the prostate gland contracts during ejaculation to contribute to the expulsion of semen from the urethra.
\subsection{Bulbourethral Glands}
\label{493}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{115}{Pre ejaculate produced by the bulbourethral glands}
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The bulbourethral glands also called Cowper\textquotesingle{}s glands are located below the prostate gland and empty into the urethra.  The alkalinity of seminal fluid helps neutralize the acidic vaginal pH and  permits sperm mobility in what might otherwise be an unfavorable environment.
\subsection{Penis}
\label{494}

The penis is an external genital organ.  The distal end of the penis is called the glans penis and is covered with a fold of skin called the prepuce or foreskin.  Within the penis are masses of erectile tissue.  Each consists of a framework of smooth muscle and connective tissue that contains blood sinuses, which are large, irregular vascular channels.
\subsection{Urethra}
\label{495}

The urethra, which is the last part of the urinary tract, traverses the corpus spongiosum and its opening, known as the meatus, lies on the tip of the glans penis. It is both a passage for urine and for the ejaculation of semen.
\subsection{Overview of Male Reproductive System Structure and Function}
\label{496}


{\scalefont{0.70135}\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.30359\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.30535\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.30535\linewidth}|} \hline 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} STRUCTURE}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} LOCATION \& DESCRIPTION}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} FUNCTION}\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bulbourethral glands (2)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Pea sized organs posterior to the prostate on either side of the urethra.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Secretion of gelatinous seminal fluid called pre-{}ejaculate. This fluid helps to lubricate the urethra for spermatozoa to pass through, and to help flush out any residual urine or foreign matter. (<{} 1\% of semen)\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Cells of Leydig (Interstitial cells of Leydig)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Adjacent to the seminiferous tubules in the testicle. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Responsible for production of testosterone. Closely related to nerves.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Cremaster muscle&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Covers the testes.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Raises and lowers scrotum to help regulate temperature and promote spermatogenesis. Voluntary and involuntary contraction.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Dartos muscle&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Layer of smooth muscular fiber outside the external spermatic fascia but below the skin&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Contraction by wrinkling to decrease surface area available for heat loss to testicles, or expansion to increase surface area available to promote heat loss; also helps raise and lower scrotum to help regulate temperature\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Efferent ductules&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Part of the testes and connect the rete testis with the epididymis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Ducts for sperm to get to epididymis\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Ejaculatory ducts (2)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Begins at the vas deferens, passes through the prostate, and empties into the urethra at the Colliculus seminalis.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Causes reflex for ejaculation. During ejaculation, semen passes through the ducts and exits the body via the penis.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Epididymis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Tightly coiled duct lying just outside each testis connecting efferent ducts to vas deferens.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Storage and maturation of sperm.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Penis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Three columns of erectile tissue:  two corpora cavernosa and one corpus spongiosum. Urethra passes through penis.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Male reproductive organ and also male organ of urination.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Prostate gland&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Surrounds the urethra just below the urinary bladder and can be felt during a rectal exam.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Stores and secretes a clear, slightly alkaline fluid constituting up to one-{}third of the volume of semen. Raise vaginal pH.(25-{}30\% of semen)\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Scrotum&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Pouch of skin and muscle that holds testicles.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Regulates temperature at slightly below body temperature.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Semen &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Usually white but can be yellow, gray or pink (blood stained). After ejaculation, semen first goes through a clotting process and then becomes more liquid.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Components are sperm, and \symbol{34}seminal plasma\symbol{34}. Seminal plasma is produced by contributions from the seminal vesicle, prostate, and bulbourethral glands.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Seminal vesicles (2) &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Convoluted structure attached to vas deferens near the base of the urinary bladder. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} About 65-{}75\% of the seminal fluid in humans originates from the seminal vesicles. Contain proteins, enzymes, fructose, mucus, vitamin C, flavins, phosphorylcholine and prostaglandins. High fructose concentrations provide nutrient energy for the spermatozoa as they travel through the female reproductive system. \\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Seminiferous tubules (2) &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Long coiled structure contained in the chambers of the testis; joins with vas deferens. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Meiosis takes place here, creation of gametes (sperm). \\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Sertoli cells&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Junctions of the Sertoli cells form the blood-{}testis barrier, a structure that partitions the interstitial blood compartment of the testis from the abdominal compartment of the seminiferous tubules.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Cells responsible for nurturing and development of sperm cells , provides both secretory and structural support; activated by FSH. Also called \symbol{34}mother cells\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}nurse cells\symbol{34}.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Testes &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Inside scrotum, outside of body.	&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Gonads that produce sperm and male sex hormones.Production of testosterone by cells of Leydig in the testicles.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Testicular arteries (Gonadal arteries)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Branch of the abdominal aorta. It is a paired artery. Each passes obliquely downward and laterally behind the peritoneum.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Supplies blood to the testes.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Urethra&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Connects bladder to outside body, about 8 inches long.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Tubular structure that receives urine from bladder and carries it to outside of the body. Also passage for sperm.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Vas deferens &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Muscular tubes connecting the left and right epididymis to the ejaculatory ducts to move sperm. Each tube is about 30 cm long.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} During ejaculation the smooth muscle in the vas deferens wall contracts, propelling sperm forward. Sperm are transferred from the vas deferens into the urethra, collecting fluids from accessory sex glands on route\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}
}
\subsection{Composition of human semen}
\label{497}
The components of semen come from two sources: sperm, and \symbol{34}seminal plasma\symbol{34}. Seminal plasma, in turn, is produced by contributions from the seminal vesicle, prostate, and bulbourethral glands.

Seminal plasma of humans contains a complex range of organic and inorganic constituents.

The seminal plasma provides a nutritive and protective medium for the spermatozoa during their journey through the female reproductive tract. The normal environment of the vagina is a hostile one for sperm cells, as it is very acidic (from the native microflora producing lactic acid), viscous, and patrolled by immune cells. The components in the seminal plasma attempt to compensate for this hostile environment. Basic amines such as putrescine, spermine, spermidine and cadaverine are responsible for the smell and flavor of semen. These alkaline bases counteract the acidic environment of the vaginal canal, and protect DNA inside the sperm from acidic denaturation.
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\end{longtable}
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\section{Functions}
\label{498}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithoutcaption{116}
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\subsection{Hormone Regulation}
\label{499}

Hormones which control reproduction in males are:


Gonadotropin-{}Releasing Hormone (GnRH): 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The hypothalamus secretes this hormone into the pituitary gland in the brain. 
\item{} There are two gonadotropic hormones, FSH and LH.
\end{myitemize}

Luteinizing Hormone (LH): 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The pituitary gland secretes this hormone after receiving a GnRH signal from the hypothalamus. 
\item{} LH stimulates Leydig cells, in the testes, telling them to produce testosterone.
\end{myitemize}

Follicle-{}Stimulating Hormone (FSH): 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The pituitary gland also secretes this hormone. 
\item{} Testosterone helps FSH run through the bloodstream to make Sertoli cells, located in the seminiferous tubules of the testes, to make immature sperm to mature sperm.
\end{myitemize}

Testosterone: 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Also known as \symbol{34}the male hormone\symbol{34} and \symbol{34}androgen\symbol{34}. 
\item{} Testosterone is vital for the production of sperm.
\end{myitemize}
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\subsection{Erection}
\label{500}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{118}{Transverse section of the penis.}
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The erection of the penis is its enlarged and firm state. It depends on a complex interaction of psychological, neural, vascular and endocrine factors. The term is also applied to the process that leads to this state.

A penile erection occurs when two tubular structures that run the length of the penis, the corpora cavernosa, become engorged with venous blood. This is a result of parasympathetic nerve induced vasodilation. This may result from any of various physiological stimuli. The corpus spongiosum is a single tubular structure located just below the corpora cavernosa, which contains the urethra, through which urine and semen pass during urination and ejaculation, respectively. This may also become slightly engorged with blood, but less so than the corpora cavernosa.

Penile erection usually results from sexual stimulation and/or arousal, but can also occur by such causes as a full urinary bladder or spontaneously during the course of a day or at night, often during erotic or wet dreams. An erection results in swelling and enlargement of the penis. Erection enables sexual intercourse and other sexual activities (sexual functions), though it is not essential for all sexual activities.
\subsection{Ejaculation}
\label{501}
Emission is the term used when sperm moves into the urethra. Ejaculation is the term used when sperm is forced out of the urethra and the penis. These are both stimulated by sympathetic nerves.
\subsection{Sperm Production}
\label{502}
A spermatozoon or spermatozoan (pl. spermatozoa), from the ancient Greek Ï�Ï�ÎÏ�Î¼Î± (seed) and Î¶á¿·Î¿Î½ (living being) and more commonly known as a sperm cell, is the haploid cell that is the male gamete. 
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{119}{A mature human \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Spermatozoon}{Spermatozoon}}
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Spermatagonia divides several times during the process of sperm development.  The entire process of sperm formation and maturation takes about 9-{}10 weeks.  The separate divisions that take place and what happens in each are as follows:
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The sperm is the main reproductive cell in males. The sperms differ in that each carry a set of chromosomes dividing each into either a male, or female sperm. The females differ in that they carry a X gene, while the male sperm carry a Y gene. The female sperm also differ phenotypically in that they have a larger head in comparison to the male sperms. This contributes to the male sperm being lighter, and therefore faster and stronger swimmers than their female counterparts (although statistically there is still a 50\% chance of an either XY or XX embryo forming.

Spermatozoan stream lines are straight and parallel. The tail flagellates, which we now know propels the sperm cell (at about 1-{}3 mm/minute in humans) by rotating like a propeller, in a circular motion, not side to side like a whip. The cell is characterized by a minimum of cytoplasm. During fertilization, the sperm\textquotesingle{}s mitochondria gets destroyed by the egg cell, and this means only the mother is able to provide the baby\textquotesingle{}s mitochondria and mitochondrial DNA, which has an important application in tracing maternal ancestry. However it has been recently discovered that mitochondrial DNA can be recombinant.
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\subsection{Sperm Pathway}
\label{503}

Spermatogenesis takes place inside a maleâ��s testes, specifically in the walls of the seminiferous tubules. The epididymis is a tortuously coiled structure topping the testis, it receives immature sperm from the testis and stores it for several days.    When ejaculation occurs, sperm is forcefully expelled from the tail of the epididymis into the ductus deferens. Sperm travels through the ductus deferens and up the spermatic cord into the pelvic cavity, over the ureter to the prostate behind the bladder. Here, the vas deferens joins with the seminal vesicle to form the ejaculatory duct, which passes through the prostate and empties into the urethra. Upon the sperm\textquotesingle{}s exit from the testes, into the vas deferens, muscular movements take over.  When ejaculation occurs, rhythmic muscle movements of {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape peristalsis}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] propel the sperm forward.  This continues throughout the remainder of the sperm\textquotesingle{}s journey through the male reproductive system.  
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A recent discovery links hyper activation to a sudden influx of calcium ions into the tails.  The whip-{}like tail (flagellum) of the sperm is studded with ion channels formed by proteins called CatSper.  These channels are selective, allowing only calcium ion to pass.  The opening of CatSper channels is responsible for the influx of calcium.  The sudden rise in calcium levels causes the flagellum to form deeper bends, propelling the sperm more forcefully through the viscous environment. 
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\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{120}{Acrosome reaction on a Sea Urchin cell}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



The sperm use their tails to push themselves into the epididymis, where they complete their development. It takes sperm about 4 to 6 weeks to travel through the epididymis. The sperm then move to the vas deferens, or sperm duct. The seminal vesicles and prostate gland produce a whitish fluid called seminal fluid, which mixes with sperm to form semen when a male is sexually stimulated. 

The penis, which usually hangs limp, becomes hard when a male is sexually excited. Tissues in the penis fill with blood and it becomes stiff and erect (an erection). The rigidity of the erect penis makes it easier to insert into the female\textquotesingle{}s vagina during sexual intercourse, and the extended length allows it to reach deeper into the female\textquotesingle{}s {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape oviduct}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], the passage from the ovaries to the outside of the body (allowing a shorter travel distance for the spermatozoa). 

When the erect penis is stimulated to orgasm, muscles around the reproductive organs contract and force the semen through the duct system and urethra. Semen is pushed out of the male\textquotesingle{}s body through his urethra -{} ejaculation. The speed of the semen is about 70 mph when ejaculation comes and it can contain 100 to 600 million sperm cells. When the male ejaculates during intercourse, semen is deposited into the fornix at the base of the female\textquotesingle{}s vagina, near the cervix. From the fornix, the sperm make their way up through the cervix and move through the uterus with help from uterine contractions.  

Sperm hyperactivity is necessary for breaking through two physical barriers that protect the egg from fertilization. 
The first barrier to sperm is made up of so-{}called cumulus cells embedded in a gel-{}like substance made primarily of hyaluronic acid. The cumulus cells develop in the ovary with the egg and support it as it grows.

The second barrier coating the oocyte is a thick shell formed by glycoproteins called the zona pellucida. One of the proteins that make up the zona pellucida binds to a partner molecule on the sperm. This lock-{}and-{}key type mechanism is species-{}specific and prevents the sperm and egg of different species from fusing.  There is some evidence that this binding is what triggers the acrosome to release the enzymes that allow the sperm to fuse with the egg.

When a sperm cell reaches the egg the acrosome releases its enzymes. These enzymes weaken the shell, allowing the sperm cell to penetrate it and reach the plasma membrane of the egg.  Part of the sperm\textquotesingle{}s cell membrane then fuses with the egg cell\textquotesingle{}s membrane, and the sperm cell sinks into the egg (at which point the sperm tail falls off). 

Upon penetration, the egg cell membrane undergoes a change and becomes impenetrable, preventing further fertilization.

The binding of the sperm to an ovum is called a zygote.  A zygote is a single cell, with a complete set of chromosomes, that normally develops into an embryo.
\section{Puberty}
\label{504}


\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/121.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{121}{Male puberty}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}

In addition to producing sperm, the male reproductive system also produces sex hormones, which help a boy develop into a sexually mature man during puberty.  When a baby boy is born, he has all the parts of his reproductive system in place, but it isn\textquotesingle{}t until puberty that his reproductive organs mature and become fully functional. As an newborn FSH and LH levels are high and after a few weeks levels drop to extremely low. When puberty begins, usually between the ages of 10 and 14, the pituitary gland -{} which is located in the brain -{} secretes hormones that stimulate the testicles to produce testosterone. The production of testosterone brings about many physical changes. Although the timing of these changes is different for each individual male, the stages of puberty generally follow a set sequence.

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} First stage: the scrotum and testes grow larger, the {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape apocrine glands}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] develop (see explanation of apocrine glands in glossary).
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Second stage: the penis becomes longer, and the seminal vesicles and prostate gland grow. Hair begins to grow in the pubic region. Reproductive capacity has usually developed by this stage.
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Third stage: hair begins to appear on the face and underarms. During this time, a male\textquotesingle{}s voice also deepens. Fertility continues to increase.
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Testicular size, function, and fertility}
\label{505}
In boys, testicular enlargement is the first physical manifestation of puberty (and is termed gonadarche). Testes in prepubertal boys change little in size from about 1 year of age to the onset of puberty, averaging about 2â��3 cc in volume and about 1.5-{}2 cm in length. Testicular size continues to increase throughout puberty, reaching maximal adult size about 6 years later. While 18-{}20 cc is reportedly an average adult size, there is wide variation in the normal population. 

The testes have two primary functions: to produce hormones and to produce sperm. The Leydig cells produce testosterone (as described below), which in turn produces most of the changes of male puberty. However, most of the increasing bulk of testicular tissue is spermatogenic tissue (primarily Sertoli and interstitial cells). The development of sperm production and fertility in males is not as well researched. Sperm can be detected in the morning urine of most boys after the first year of pubertal changes (and occasionally earlier).
\subsection{Genitalia}
\label{506}
A boy\textquotesingle{}s penis grows little from the fourth year of life until puberty. Average prepubertal penile length is 4 cm. The prepubertal genitalia are described as stage 1. Within months after growth of the testes begins, rising levels of testosterone promote growth of the penis and scrotum. This earliest discernible beginning of pubertal growth of the genitalia is referred to as stage 2.  The penis continues to grow until about 18 years of age, reaching an average adult size of about 10-{}16 cm.

Although erections and orgasm can occur in prepubertal boys, they become much more common during puberty, accompanied by development of {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape libido}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (sexual desire).
Ejaculation becomes possible early in puberty; prior to this boys may experience dry orgasms. Emission of seminal fluid may occur due to masturbation or spontaneously during sleep (commonly termed a {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape wet dream}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], and more clinically called a {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape nocturnal emission}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]). The ability to ejaculate is a fairly early event in puberty compared to the other characteristics, and can occur even before reproductive capacity itself. In parallel to the irregularity of the first few periods of a girl, for the first one or two years after a boy\textquotesingle{}s first ejaculation, his seminal fluid may contain few active sperm.

If the foreskin of a boy does not become retractable during childhood, it normally begins to retract during puberty. This occurs as a result of the increased production of testosterone and other hormones in the body.



\begin{minipage}{0.37500\textwidth}
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\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/122.jpg}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{122}{Distribution of androgenic hair on female and male body}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\subsection{Genital Erection}
\label{507}
The penis contains two chambers called the corpora cavernosa, which run the length of the organ. A spongy tissue, full of muscle, veins, arteries, etc. fills these chambers. The corpora cavernosa are surrounded by a membrane, called the tunica albuginea.

Erection begins with sensory or mental stimulation, or both. Impulses from the brain and local nerves cause the muscles of the corpora cavernosa to relax, allowing blood to flow in and fill the spaces. The blood creates pressure in the corpora cavernosa, making the penis expand. The tunica albuginea helps trap the blood in the corpora cavernosa, thereby sustaining erection. When muscles in the penis contract to stop the inflow of blood and open outflow channels, erection is reversed.
\subsection{Pubic hair in boys}
\label{508}

Pubic hair often appears on a boy shortly after the genitalia begin to grow. As in girls, the first appearance of pubic hair is termed pubarche and the pubic hairs are usually first visible at the dorsal (abdominal) base of the penis. The first few hairs are described as stage 2. Stage 3 is usually reached within another 6 to 12 months, when the hairs are too numerous to count. By stage 4, the pubic hairs densely fill the \symbol{34}pubic triangle.\symbol{34} Stage 5 refers to spread of pubic hair to the inner thighs and upward towards the umbilicus as part of the developing abdominal hair.
\section{Sexual Homology}
\label{509}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{123}{The human male reproductive system}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{124}{Cross-{}sectional diagram of the female reproductive organs.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


In short, this is a known list of sex organs that evolve from the same tissue in a human life.
\begin{longtable}{>{\RaggedRight}p{0.27248\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.26257\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.37924\linewidth}} 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Indifferent}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Male}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Female}\endhead  \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gonad&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Testis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Ovary\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Mullerian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Appendix testis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Fallopian tubes\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Mullerian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Prostatic utricle&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus, proximal vagina\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Rete testis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Rete ovarii\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Mesonephric tubules&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Efferent ducts&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Epoophoron\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Epididymis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gartner\textquotesingle{}s duct\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Vas deferens&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Seminal vesicle&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Prostate&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Skene\textquotesingle{}s glands\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Urogenital sinus&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bladder, urethra&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bladder, urethra, distal vagina\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Urogenital sinus&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bulbourethral gland&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bartholin\textquotesingle{}s gland\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Genital swelling&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Scrotum&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Labia majora\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Urogenital folds&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Distal urethra&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Labia minora\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Genital tubercle&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Penis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Clitoris\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Prepuce&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Foreskin&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Clitoral hood\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bulb of penis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Vestibular bulbs\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Glans penis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Clitoral glans\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Crus of penis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Clitoral crura 
\end{longtable}

\section{Aging}
\label{510}

For most men, testosterone secretion continues throughout life, as does sperm production, though both diminish with advancing age.  Probably the most common reproductive problem for older men is prostatic hypertrophy, enlargement of the prostate gland.  This causes the urethra to compress and urination becomes difficult.  Residual urine in the bladder increases the chance of urinary tract infections.  Prostate hypertrophy is usually benign, but cancer of the prostate is one of the more common cancers in elderly men.  A TURP is commonly used to correct this problem if the symptoms do not improve in response to home treatment and medication.

Erectile dysfunction (ED) is another common problem seen in aging males.  In older men, ED usually has a physical cause, such as disease, injury, or side effects of drugs. Any disorder that impairs blood flow in the penis or causes injury to the nerves has the potential to cause ED. Although it is not an inevitable part of aging, incidences increases with age: About 5 percent of 40-{}year-{}old men and between 15 and 25 percent of 65-{}year-{}old men experience ED.  As discouraging as Erectile dysfunction may be, it is treatable at any age, and awareness of this fact has been growing. More men have been seeking help and returning to normal sexual activity because of improved, successful treatments for ED.
\section{Things that can go wrong with the male reproductive system}
\label{511}

Boys may sometimes experience reproductive system problems. Below are some examples of disorders that affect the male reproductive system (Disorders of the Scrotum, Testicles, or Epididymis). Conditions affecting the scrotal contents may involve the testicles, epididymis, or the scrotum itself.

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Testicular trauma.}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] Even a mild injury to the testicles can cause severe pain, bruising, or swelling. Most testicular injuries occur when the testicles are struck, hit, kicked, or crushed, usually during sports or due to other trauma. Testicular torsion, when 1 of the testicles twists around, cutting off the blood supply, is also a problem that some teen males experience -{} although it\textquotesingle{}s not common. Surgery is needed to untwist the cord and save the testicle. 
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varicocele}{\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Varicocele}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries .}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] This is a varicose vein (an abnormally swollen vein) in the network of veins that run from the testicles. Varicoceles commonly develop while a boy is going through puberty. A varicocele is usually not harmful, although in some people it may damage the testicle or decrease sperm production, so it helps for you to take your child to see his doctor if he is concerned about changes in his testicles. 
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Testicular\%20cancer}{\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Testicular cancer}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries .}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] This is one of the most common cancers in men younger than 40. It occurs when cells in the testicle divide abnormally and form a tumor. Testicular cancer can spread to other parts of the body, but if it\textquotesingle{}s detected early, the cure rate is excellent. Teen boys should be encouraged to learn to perform testicular self-{}examinations.
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epididymitis}{\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Epididymitis}} is inflammation of the epididymis, the coiled tubes that connect the testes with the vas deferens. It is usually caused by an infection, such as the sexually transmitted disease chlamydia, and results in pain and swelling next to 1 of the testicles.
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrocele}{\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Hydrocele}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries .}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] A hydrocele occurs when fluid collects in the membranes surrounding the testes. Hydroceles may cause swelling of the testicle but are generally painless. In some cases, surgery may be needed to correct the condition.
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inguinal\%20hernia}{\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Inguinal hernia}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries .}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] When a portion of the intestines pushes through an abnormal opening or weakening of the abdominal wall and into the groin or scrotum, it is known as an inguinal hernia. The hernia may look like a bulge or swelling in the groin area. It can be corrected with surgery.
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Disorders of Penis}
\label{512}
Disorders of the Penis
Disorders affecting the penis include the following:
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\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
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\end{myitemize}
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\subsection{Contraceptive for Men}
\label{513}
Vasectomy:
In the procedure the vas deferens of each testes is cut and tied off to prevent the passage of sperm. Sperm is still produced and stored in crypt sites causing inflammation. Because of this inflammatory response the immune system acts on them destroying them and then having antisperm antibodies. This causes a lower possibility if the vasectomy is reversed to becoming fertile again.

Condoms: A device, usually made of latex, or more recently polyurethane, that is used during sexual intercourse. It is put on a man\textquotesingle{}s penis and physically blocks ejaculated semen from entering the body of a sexual partner. Condoms are used to prevent pregnancy, transmission of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs -{} such as gonorrhea, syphilis, and HIV), or both.
\section{Review Questions}
\label{514}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#The_male_reproductive_system}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}



1. This is needed to make immature sperm mature 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) FHS 
\item{} B) LH 
\item{} C) FSH
\item{} D) HL  
\end{myquote}


2. These become engorged with blood in an erection  
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) corpora cavernosa
\item{} B) fibrous envelope 
\item{} C) septum pectiniforme 
\item{} D) integument 
\item{} E) dorsal veins 
\end{myquote}


3. The difference between male and female sperm
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) female sperm have a larger head 
\item{} B) male sperm are lighter
\item{} C) female sperm are faster 
\item{} D) male sperm are weaker
\item{} E) A and B
\item{} F) C and D  
\end{myquote}


4. The entire process of sperm formation takes about 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) 5-{}6 weeks 
\item{} B) 7-{}8 weeks 
\item{} C) 3-{}4 weeks 
\item{} D) 9-{}10 weeks 
\end{myquote}


5.  Hyper Activation occurs when
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) the sperm are introduced into the urethra 
\item{} B) the sperm are ejaculated into the vaginal canal
\item{} C) the sperm begin to interact with the fertilizing layer of an egg cell  
\item{} D) the sperm reach the cervix 
\end{myquote}



6. It takes sperm \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ weeks to travel through the epididymis
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) 6-{}8 
\item{} B) 1-{}3 
\item{} C) 2-{}4 
\item{} D) 4-{}6
\end{myquote}


7. While singing in the choir, Ben suddenly notices his voice is constantly cracking. This is caused by
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) androgens
\item{} B) LH
\item{} C) FSH
\item{} D) Benâ��s inability to sing
\end{myquote}


8.  In sexual homology, the glans penis in the male is equal to \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ in the female
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) clitoral hood
\item{} B) clitoris 
\item{} C) clitoral glans 
\item{} D) clitoral crura
\end{myquote}


9. In sexual homology, the \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ in the male is equal to the fallopian tubes in the female
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) testis 
\item{} B) appendix testis
\item{} C) vas deferens 
\item{} D) seminal vesicle 
\item{} E) efferent ducts
\end{myquote}


10. Joe has a bulge in the groin area that seems to get worse when he lifts things. This most likely is
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) epididymitis
\item{} B) testicular cancer 
\item{} C) varicocele 
\item{} D) hydrocele
\item{} E) inguinal hernia
\end{myquote}

\section{Glossary}
\label{515}
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These glands produce sweat that contains fatty materials. Mainly present in the armpits and around the genital area, their activity is the main cause of sweat odor, due to the bacteria that break down the organic compounds in the sweat.
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It is activated by follicle-{}stimulating hormone, and has FSH-{}receptor on its membranes.

Its main function is to nurture the developing sperm cells through the stages of spermatogenesis. Because of this, it has also been called the \symbol{34}mother cell.\symbol{34} It provides both secretory and structural support.
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\section{Summary}
\label{516}

Both male and female reproductive systems may seem somewhat isolated from other body systems in that their purpose is to create new life and not just to maintain existing life.  There are however significant relationships between the reproductive system and other body systems.  All systems relate in one way or another to help our bodies maintain homeostasis.
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\chapter{The Female Reproductive System}

\label{518}
\LaTeXNullTemplate{}
\LaTeXNullTemplate{}
\section{Introduction}
\label{519}
All living things reproduce.  This is something that sets the living apart from non-{}living.
Even though the reproductive system is essential to keeping a species alive, it is not essential to keeping an individual alive. This chapter describes the different parts of the female reproductive system: the organs involved in the process of reproduction, hormones that regulate a woman\textquotesingle{}s body, the menstrual cycle, ovulation and pregnancy, the female\textquotesingle{}s role in genetic division, birth control, sexually transmitted diseases and other diseases and disorders.
\subsection{Reproduction}
\label{520}
Reproduction can be defined as the process by which an organism continues its species. In the human reproductive process, two kinds of sex cells (    gametes), are involved: the male     gamete (sperm), and the female gamete (egg or ovum).  These two gametes meet within the female\textquotesingle{}s uterine tubes located one on each side of the upper pelvic cavity, and begin to create a new individual.  The female needs a male to fertilize her egg; she then carries offspring through pregnancy and childbirth.
\subsubsection{Similarities between male and female reproductive systems}
\label{521}
The reproductive systems of the male and female have some basic similarities and some specialized differences. They are the same in that most of the reproductive organs of both sexes develop from similar embryonic tissue, meaning they are homologous. Both systems have gonads that produce (sperm and egg or ovum) and sex organs. And both systems experience maturation of their reproductive organs, which become functional during puberty as a result of the gonads secreting sex hormones.
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{125}{The human male reproductive system}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{126}{Cross-{}sectional diagram of the female reproductive organs.}
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In short, this is a known list of sex organs that evolve from the same tissues in a human life.
\begin{longtable}{>{\RaggedRight}p{0.29921\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.28832\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.32676\linewidth}} 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Undifferentiated}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Male}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Female}\endhead  \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gonad&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Testis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Ovary\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}MÃ¼llerian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Appendix testis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Fallopian tubes\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}MÃ¼llerian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Prostatic utricle&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus, proximal       \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Rete testis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Rete ovarii\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Mesonephric tubules&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Efferent ducts&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Epoophoron\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Epididymis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Gartner\textquotesingle{}s duct\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Vas deferens&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Seminal vesicle&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Wolffian duct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Prostate&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Skene\textquotesingle{}s glands\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Urogenital sinus&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bladder, urethra&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bladder, urethra, distal       \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Urogenital sinus&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bulbourethral gland&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bartholin\textquotesingle{}s gland\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Genital swelling&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Scrotum&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Labia majora\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Urogenital folds&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Distal urethra&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Labia minora\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Genital tubercle&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Penis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Clitoris\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Prepuce&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}        &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Clitoral hood\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Bulb of penis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Vestibular bulbs\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Glans penis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Clitoral glans\\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Crus of penis&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Clitoral crura 
\end{longtable}

\subsubsection{Differences between male and female reproductive systems}
\label{522}
The differences between the female and male reproductive systems are based on the functions of each individual\textquotesingle{}s role in the reproduction cycle. A male who is healthy, and sexually mature, continuously produces sperm. The development of women\textquotesingle{}s \symbol{34}eggs\symbol{34} are arrested during fetal development.   This means she is born with a predetermined number of oocytes and cannot produce new ones.

At about 5 months gestation, the ovaries contain approximately six to seven million oogonia, which initiate meiosis.  The oogonia produce primary oocytes that are arrested in prophase I of meiosis from the time of birth until puberty.  After puberty, during each menstrual cycle, one or several oocytes resume meiosis and undergo their first meiotic division during ovulation.  This results in the production of a secondary oocyte and one polar body.  The meiotic division is arrested in metaphase II.  Fertilization triggers completion of the second meiotic division and the result is one ovum and an additional polar body.  

The ovaries of a newborn baby girl contain about one million oocytes.  This number declines to 400,000 to 500,000 by the time puberty is reached. On average, 500-{}1000 oocytes are ovulated during a woman\textquotesingle{}s reproductive lifetime.

When a young woman reaches puberty around age 10 to 13, a promary oocyte is discharged from one of the ovaries every 28 days. This continues until the woman reaches menopause, usually around the age of 50 years. Occytes are present at birth, and age as a woman ages. 
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Female Reproductive System
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Produces eggs (ova)
\item{} Secretes sex hormones
\item{} Receives the male spermatazoa during                   
\item{} Protects and nourishes the fertilized egg until it is fully developed
\item{} Delivers fetus through birth canal
\item{} Provides nourishment to the baby through milk secreted by mammary glands in the breast
\end{myitemize}

\section{External Genitals}
\label{523}
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The external female genitalia is referred to as vulva. It consists of the labia majora and labia minora (while these names translate as \symbol{34}large\symbol{34} and \symbol{34}small\symbol{34} lips, often the \symbol{34}minora\symbol{34} can protrude outside the \symbol{34}majora\symbol{34}), mons pubis, clitoris, opening of the urethra (meatus), vaginal vestibule, vestibular bulbs, vestibular glands.

The term \symbol{34}vagina\symbol{34} is often improperly used as a generic term to refer to the vulva or female genitals, even though -{} strictly speaking -{} the vagina is a specific internal structure and the vulva is the exterior genitalia only. Calling the vulva the vagina is akin to calling the mouth the throat.
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The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries labia majora}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] are the outer \symbol{34}lips\symbol{34} of the vulva. They are pads of loose connective and adipose  tissue, as well as some smooth muscle. The labia majora wrap around the vulva from the mons pubis to the perineum. The labia majora generally hides, partially or entirely, the other parts of the vulva. There is also a longitudinal separation called the pudendal cleft. These labia are usually covered with pubic hair. The color of the outside skin of the labia majora is usually close to the overall color of the individual, although there may be some variation. The inside skin is usually pink to light brown. They contain numerous sweat and oil glands.  It has been suggested that the scent from these oils are sexually arousing.
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Medial to the labia majora are the labia minora. The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries labia minora}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] are the inner lips of the vulva. They are thin stretches of tissue within the labia majora that fold and protect the vagina, urethra, and clitoris. The appearance of labia minora can vary widely, from tiny lips that hide between the labia majora to large lips that protrude. There is no pubic hair on the labia minora, but there are sebaceous glands. The two smaller lips of the labia minora come together longitudinally to form the prepuce, a fold that covers part of the clitoris. The labia minora protect the vaginal and urethral openings. Both the inner and outer labia are quite sensitive to touch and pressure.
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The clitoral glans or external tip of the clitoris is protected by the prepuce, or clitoral hood, a covering of tissue similar to the foreskin of the male penis. However, unlike the penis, the clitoris does not contain any part of the urethra. 

During sexual excitement, the clitoris erects and extends, the hood retracts, making the clitoral glans more accessible. The size of the clitoris is variable between women. On some, the clitoral glans is very small; on others, it is large and the hood does not completely cover it.
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The opening to the urethra is just below the clitoris.  Although it is not related to sex or reproduction, it is included in the vulva. The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries urethra}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is actually used for the passage of urine. The urethra is connected to the bladder. In females the urethra is 1.5 inches long, compared to males whose urethra is 8 inches long. Because the urethra is so close to the anus, women should always wipe themselves from front to back to avoid infecting the vagina and urethra with bacteria.  This location issue is  the reason for bladder infections being more common among females.
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The hymen is a thin fold of mucous membrane that separates the lumen of the vagina from the urethral sinus. Sometimes it may partially cover the vaginal orifice. The hymen is usually perforated during later fetal development. 

Because of the belief that first vaginal penetration would usually tear this membrane and cause bleeding, its \symbol{34}intactness\symbol{34} has been considered a guarantor of virginity. However, the hymen is a poor indicator of whether a woman has actually engaged in sexual intercourse because a normal hymen does not completely block the vaginal opening. The normal hymen is never actually \symbol{34}intact\symbol{34} since there is always an opening in it. Furthermore, there is not always bleeding at first vaginal penetration. The blood that is sometimes, but not always, observed after first penetration can be due to tearing of the hymen, but it can also be from injury to nearby tissues.

A tear to the hymen, medically referred to as a \symbol{34}transection,\symbol{34} can be seen in a small percentage of women or girls after first penetration. A transection is caused by penetrating trauma. Masturbation and tampon insertion can, but generally are not forceful enough to cause penetrating trauma to the hymen. Therefore, the appearance of the hymen is not a reliable indicator of virginity or chastity.
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The perineum is the short stretch of skin starting at the bottom of the vulva and extending to the anus. It is a diamond shaped area between the symphysis pubis and the coccyx. This area forms the floor of the pelvis and contains the external sex organs and the anal opening. It can be further divided into the urogenital triangle in front and the anal triangle in back. 

The perineum in some women may tear during the birth of an infant and this is apparently natural. Some physicians however, may cut the perineum preemptively on the grounds that the \symbol{34}tearing\symbol{34} may be more harmful than a precise cut by a scalpel. If a physician decides the cut is necessary, they will perform it. The cut is called an episiotomy.
\section{Internal Genitals}
\label{524}\subsection{Vagina}
\label{525}
The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries vagina}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is a muscular, hollow tube that extends from the vaginal opening to the cervix of the uterus. It is situated between the urinary bladder and the rectum. It is about three to five inches long in a grown woman.  The muscular wall allows the vagina to expand and contract.  The muscular walls are lined with mucous membranes, which keep it protected and moist.  A thin sheet of tissue with one or more holes in it, called the hymen, partially covers the opening of the vagina. The vagina receives sperm during sexual intercourse from the penis. The sperm that survive the acidic condition of the vagina continue on through to the fallopian tubes where fertilization may occur. 

The vagina is made up of three layers, an inner mucosal layer, a middle muscularis layer, and an outer fibrous layer. The inner layer is made of vaginal rugae that stretch and allow penetration to occur. These also help with stimulation of the penis. microscopically the vaginal rugae has glands that secrete an acidic mucus (pH of around 4.0.) that keeps bacterial growth down. The outer muscular layer is especially important with delivery of a fetus and placenta.  

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Purposes of the Vagina
\end{mydescription}
}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Receives a male\textquotesingle{}s erect penis and semen during sexual intercourse.
\item{} Pathway through a woman\textquotesingle{}s body for the baby to take during childbirth.
\item{} Provides the route for the menstrual blood (menses) from the uterus, to leave the body.
\item{} May hold forms of birth control, such as a diaphragm, FemCap, Nuva Ring, or female condom.
\end{myitemize}
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\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]Pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) is a widespread infection that originates in the vagina and uterus and spreads to the uterine tubes, ovaries, and ultimately the pelvic peritoneum.  This condition, which occurs in about 10\% of women is usually caused by chlamydial or gonorrheal infection, other bacteria infecting the vagina may be involved as well.  Signs and symptoms include tenderness of the lower abdomen, fever, and a vaginal discharge.  Even a single episode of PID can cause infertility, due to scarring that blocks the uterine tubes.  Therefore, patients are immediately given broad-{}spectrum antibiotics whenever PID is suspected.}
\subsection{Cervix}
\label{526}
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During menstruation, the cervix stretches open slightly to allow the endometrium to be shed. This stretching is believed to be part of the cramping pain that many women experience. Evidence for this is given by the fact that some women\textquotesingle{}s cramps subside or disappear after their first vaginal birth because the cervical opening has widened.
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The ectocervix\textquotesingle{}s opening is called the external os. The size and shape of the external os and the ectocervix varies widely with age, hormonal state, and whether the woman has had a vaginal birth. In women who have not had a vaginal birth the external os appears as a small, circular opening. In women who have had a vaginal birth, the ectocervix appears bulkier and the external os appears wider, more slit-{}like and gaping.

The passageway between the external os and the uterine cavity is referred to as the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries endocervical canal}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. It varies widely in length and width, along with the cervix overall. Flattened anterior to posterior, the endocervical canal measures seven to eight mm at its widest in reproductive-{}aged women.  The endocervical canal terminates at the internal os which is the opening of the cervix inside the uterine cavity.

During childbirth, contractions of the uterus will dilate the cervix up to 10 cm in diameter to allow the child to pass through.  During orgasm, the cervix convulses and the external os dilates.
\subsection{Uterus}
\label{527}
The {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries uterus}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is shaped like an upside-{}down pear, with a thick lining and muscular walls. Located near the floor of the pelvic cavity, it is hollow to allow a blastocyte, or fertilized egg, to implant and grow. It also allows for the inner lining of the uterus to build up until a fertilized egg is implanted, or it is sloughed off during menses. 

The uterus contains some of the strongest muscles in the female body.  These muscles are able to expand and contract to accommodate a growing fetus and then help push the baby out during labor. These muscles also contract rhythmically during an orgasm in a wave like action. It is thought that this is to help push or guide the sperm up the uterus to the fallopian tubes where fertilization may be possible. 

The uterus is only about three inches long and two inches wide, but during pregnancy it changes rapidly and dramatically. The top rim of the uterus is called the fundus and is a landmark for many doctors to track the progress of a pregnancy. The uterine cavity refers to the fundus of the uterus and the body of the uterus. 

Helping support the uterus are ligaments that attach from the body of the uterus to the pelvic wall and abdominal wall. During pregnancy the ligaments prolapse due to the growing uterus, but retract after childbirth. In some cases after menopause, they may lose elasticity and uterine prolapse may occur. This can be fixed with surgery. 

Some problems of the uterus include uterine fibroids, pelvic pain (including endometriosis, adenomyosis), pelvic relaxation (or prolapse), heavy or abnormal menstrual bleeding, and cancer. It is only after all alternative options have been considered that surgery is recommended in these cases. This surgery is called hysterectomy. Hysterectomy is the removal of the uterus, and may include the removal of one or both of the ovaries. Once performed it is irreversible. After a hysterectomy, many women begin a form of alternate hormone therapy due to the lack of ovaries and hormone production.
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\subsection{Fallopian Tubes}
\label{528}
At the upper corners of the uterus are the {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries fallopian tubes}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. There are two fallopian tubes, also called the uterine tubes or the oviducts. Each fallopian tube attaches to a side of the uterus and connects to an ovary. They are positioned between the ligaments that support the uterus. The fallopian tubes are about four inches long and about as wide as a piece of spaghetti.  Within each tube is a tiny passageway no wider than a sewing needle.  At the other end of each fallopian tube is a fringed area that looks like a funnel.  This fringed area, called the infundibulum, lies close to the ovary, but is not attached. The ovaries alternately release an egg. When an ovary does ovulate, or release an egg, it is swept into the lumen of the fallopian tube by the fimbriae. 

Once the egg is in the fallopian tube, tiny hairs in the tube\textquotesingle{}s lining help push it down the narrow passageway toward the uterus. The oocyte, or developing egg cell, takes four to five days to travel down the length of the fallopian tube. If enough sperm are ejaculated during sexual intercourse and there is an oocyte in the fallopian tube, fertilization will occur. After fertilization occurs, the zygote, or fertilized egg, will continue down to the uterus and implant itself in the uterine wall where it will grow and develop. 

If a zygote doesn\textquotesingle{}t move down to the uterus and implants itself in the fallopian tube, it is called a ectopic or tubal pregnancy. If this occurs, the pregnancy will need to be terminated to prevent permanent damage to the fallopian tube, possible hemorrhage and possible death of the mother.
\subsection{Mammary glands}
\label{529}
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\subsubsection{Structure}
\label{530}
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The development of mammary glands is controlled by hormones. The mammary glands exist in both sexes, but they are rudimentary until puberty when -{} in response to ovarian hormones -{} they begin to develop in the female. Estrogen promotes formation, while testosterone inhibits it.

At the time of birth, the baby has lactiferous ducts but no alveoli. Little branching occurs before puberty when ovarian estrogens stimulate branching differentiation of the ducts into spherical masses of cells that will become alveoli. True secretory alveoli only develop in pregnancy, where rising levels of estrogen and progesterone cause further branching and differentiation of the duct cells, together with an increase in adipose tissue and a richer blood flow.

Colostrum is secreted in late pregnancy and for the first few days after giving birth. True milk secretion (lactation) begins a few days later due to a reduction in circulating progesterone and the presence of the hormone prolactin. The suckling of the baby causes the release of the hormone oxytocin which stimulates contraction of the myoepithelial cells.

The cells of mammary glands can easily be induced to grow and multiply by hormones. If this growth runs out of control, cancer results. Almost all instances of breast cancer originate in the lobules or ducts of the mammary glands.

\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.25615\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.32907\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.32907\linewidth}|} \hline 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} STRUCTURE}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} LOCATION \& DESCRIPTION}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} FUNCTION}\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Breasts&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Upper chest one on each side containing alveolar cells (milk production), myoepithelial cells (contract to expel milk), and duct walls (help with extraction of milk).&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Lactation milk/nutrition for newborn.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Cervix&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The lower narrower portion of the uterus.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} During childbirth, contractions of the uterus will dilate the cervix up to 10 cm in diameter to allow the child to pass through. During orgasm, the cervix convulses and the external os dilates\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Clitoris&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Small erectile organ directly in front of the vestibule.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Sexual excitation, engorged with blood.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Fallopian tubes&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Extending upper part of the uterus on either side.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Egg transportation from ovary to uterus (fertilization usually takes place here).\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Hymen&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Thin membrane that partially covers the vagina in young females.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} \\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Labia majora&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Outer skin folds that surround the entrance to the vagina. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Lubrication during mating.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Labia minora&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Inner skin folds that surround the entrance to the vagina.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Lubrication during mating.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Mons &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Mound of skin and underlying fatty tissue, central in lower pelvic region&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} \\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Ovaries (female gonads)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Pelvic region on either side of the uterus.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Provides an environment for maturation of oocyte.  Synthesizes and secretes sex hormones (estrogen and progesterone).\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Perineum&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Short stretch of skin starting at the bottom of the vulva and extending to the anus.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} \\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Urethra&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Pelvic cavity above bladder, tilted.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Passage of urine.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Uterus&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Center of pelvic cavity.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} To house and nourish developing human. \\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vagina&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Canal about 10-{}8 cm long going from the cervix to the outside of the body.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Receives penis during mating. Pathway through a womans body for the baby to take during childbirth. Provides the route for the menstrual blood (menses) from the uterus, to leave the body. May hold forms of birth control, such as an IUD, diaphragm, neva ring, or female condom\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Vulva&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Surround entrance to the reproductive tract.(encompasses all external genitalia)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} \\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Endometrium&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}The innermost layer of uterine wall.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Contains glands that secrete fluids that bathe the utrine lining.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Myometrium&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Smooth muscle in uterine wall.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Contracts to help expel the baby.\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}

\section{The Female Reproductive Cycle}
\label{531}
Towards the end of puberty, girls begin to release eggs as part of a monthly period called the female reproductive cycle, or {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries menstrual cycle}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (menstrual referring to \symbol{34}monthly\symbol{34}). Approximately every 28 days, during ovulation, an ovary sends a tiny egg into one of the fallopian tubes. Unless the egg is fertilized by a sperm while in the fallopian in the two to three days following ovulation, the egg dries up and leaves the body about two weeks later through the vagina. This process is called menstruation. Blood and tissues from the inner lining of the uterus (the endometrium) combine to form the menstrual flow, which generally lasts from four to seven days. The first period is called {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries menarche}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. 
During menstruation arteries that supply the lining of the uterus constrict and capillaries weaken. Blood spilling from the damaged vessels detaches layers of the lining, not all at once but in random patches. Endometrium mucus and blood descending from the uterus, through the liquid creates the menstruation flow.
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Common usage refers to menstruation and menses as a period. This bleeding serves as a sign that a woman has not become pregnant. However, this cannot be taken as certainty, as sometimes there is some bleeding in early pregnancy. During the reproductive years, failure to menstruate may provide the first indication to a woman that she may have become pregnant.
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The female body produces outward signs that can be easily recognized at the time of ovulation. The two main signs are thinning of the cervical mucus and a slight change in body temperature.
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After menstruation and right before ovulation, a woman will experience an increase of cervical mucus. At first, it will be thick and yellowish in color and will not be very plentiful. Leading up to ovulation, it will become thinner and clearer. On or around the day of ovulation, the cervical mucus will be very thin, clear and stretchy. It can be compared to the consistency of egg whites. This appearance is known as \textquotesingle{}spinnbarkeit\textquotesingle{}.
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A woman can also tell the time of ovulation by taking her basal body temperature daily. This is a temperature taken with a very sensitive thermometer first thing in the morning before the woman gets out of bed. The temperature is then tracked to show changes. In the uterine cycle, a normal temperature will be around 97.0 â�� 98.0. The day of ovulation the temperature spikes down, usually into the 96.0 â�� 97.0 range and then the next morning it will spike up to normal of around 98.6 and stay in that range until menstruation begins.

Both of these methods are used for conception and contraception. They are more efficient in conception due to the fact that sperm can live for two to three days inside of the fallopian tubes. A woman could be off by a couple of days in her calculations and still become pregnant. 

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Menopause}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is the physiological cessation of menstrual cycles associated with advancing age. Menopause is sometimes referred to as \symbol{34}the change of life\symbol{34} or climacteric. Menopause occurs as the ovaries stop producing estrogen, causing the reproductive system to gradually shut down. As the body adapts to the changing levels of natural hormones, vasomotor symptoms such as hot flashes and palpitations, psychological symptoms such as increased depression, anxiety, irritability, mood swings and lack of concentration, and atrophic symptoms such as vaginal dryness and urgency of urination appear. Together with these symptoms, the woman may also have increasingly scanty and erratic menstrual periods.

Technically, menopause refers to the cessation of menses; the gradual process through which this occurs, which typically takes a year but may last as little as six months or more than five years, is known as climacteric. A natural or physiological menopause is that which occurs as a part of a woman\textquotesingle{}s normal aging process. However, menopause can be surgically induced by such procedures as hysterectomy.

The average onset of menopause is 50.5 years, but some women enter menopause at a younger age, especially if they have suffered from cancer or another serious illness and undergone chemotherapy. Premature menopause is defined as menopause occurring before the age of 40, and occurs in 1\% of women. Other causes of premature menopause include autoimmune disorders, thyroid disease, and diabetes mellitus. 

Premature menopause is diagnosed by measuring the levels of follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH). The levels of these hormones will be higher if menopause has occurred. Rates of premature menopause have been found to be significantly higher in both fraternal and identical twins; approximately 5\% of twins reach menopause before the age of 40. The reasons for this are not completely understood. Post-{}menopausal women are at increased risk of osteoporosis.
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It is common for women to experience some discomfort in the days leading up to their periods. PMS usually is at its worst the seven days before a period starts and can continue through the end of the period. PMS includes both physical and emotional symptoms: acne, bloating, fatigue, backaches, sore breasts, headaches, constipation, diarrhea, food cravings, depression, irritability, difficulty concentrating or handling stress.
\section{Ovarian and Uterine Cycles in the Nonpregnant Woman}
\label{532}
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\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/132.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{132}{An ovary about to release an egg.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Ovarian Cycle}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Events}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Uterine Cycle}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Events}\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Follicular phase -{} Days 1-{}13&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} FSH secretion begins. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Menstruation -{} Days 2-{}5&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Endometrium breaks down.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Follicle maturation occurs.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Proliferative phase -{} Days 6-{}13&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Endometrium rebuilds.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Estrogen secretion is prominent.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Ovulation -{} Day 14*&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} LH spike occurs.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Luteal phase -{} Days 15-{}28 &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} LH secretion continues.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Secretory phase -{} Days 15-{}28&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Endometrial thickens, and glands are secretory.\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Corpus luteum forms.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} \\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Progesterone secretion is prominent.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} \\ \hline 
\end{longtable}
}

(*)Assuming a 28 day cycle.

There are two phases of the ovarian cycle the follicular phase and the luteal phase.  In the follicular phase about 10-{}25 follicles  are taken from preantral or early antrial follicles to develop further.  Seven days later the dominant follicle is selected to develop to full maturity.  This is the pre-{}cursor for ovulation. Follicles themselves secrete FSH and estrogen, and these two hormones stimulate follicular growth and development.  Ovulation marks the beginning of the luteal phase.  This is started by the wall of the Graffian follicle to rupture and cause a flow of antral fluid that will carry the oocyte to the ovary\textquotesingle{}s surface.  The ruptured follicle is then turned into a gland (corpus luteum). Which secretes estrogens and progesterone.  This is all triggered by and abrupt change in plasma LH levels. After ovulation the released oocyte enters the uterine tube, where it will be either fertilized or discarded.

The uterine cycle operates in sync with the ovarian cycle and is divided into three phases.  The first phase in the menstrual phase. It is named the menstrual phase because in corresponds with the shedding the uterine lining or more commonly called menstruation.  The corpus luteum degenerates causing plasma estrogen and progesterone levels to decrease and in turn causes menstruation.  Blood vessels in the outer most layer of the endometrium constrict and decrease blood flow to the tissues killing these tissues.  After the tissues die they start to separate from the underlying endometrial tissues.  Eventually the dead tissue is shed. This shedding of the tissues ruptures blood vessels and causes bleeding.
Now we have the proliferative phase.  During this phase the uterus renews itself and prepares for pregnancy.  The endometrial tissue that is left after menstruation begins to grow.  The endometrial glands grow and enlarge causing more blood vessels.  The cervical canal has glands that secrete a thin mucous that helps deposited sperm.  Estrogen promotes uterine changes in this phase.
The last phase is the secretory phase.  This is where the endometrium is transformed to make it the best environment for implantation and subsequent housing and nourishment of the developing embryo.  By doing this the endometrium will do things like have an enriched blood supply, begin to secrete fluids rich in glycogen, and even form a plug at the end of the cervical canal so that microorganisms can not enter.  These changes in the uterus are caused by progesterone, due to the corpus luteum.  At the end of the secretory phase the corpus luteum degenerates, and progesterone levels fall.  This will trigger menstruation.
\section{Sexual Reproduction}
\label{533}
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Reproduction is characterized by two processes. The first, meiosis, involves the halving of the 46 of chromosomes. The second process, fertilization, leads the fusion of two gametes and the restoration of the original number of chromosomes: 23 chromosomes from the paternal side and 23 from the maternal side. During meiosis, the chromosomes of each pair usually cross over to achieve genetic recombination.  

Sexual reproduction cannot happen without the sexual organs called gonads. Both sexes have gonads: in females, the gonads are the ovaries.  The female gonads produce female gametes (eggs); the male gonads produce male gametes (sperm).  After an egg is fertilized by the sperm, the fertilized egg is called the zygote. 

The fertilization usually occurs in the oviducts, but can happen in the uterus itself. The zygote then implants itself in the wall of the uterus, where it begins the processes of embryogenesis and morphogenesis. The womens body carries out this process of reproduction for 40 weeks, until delivery of the fetus from the uterus through the vagina (birth canal). Even after birth, the female continues with the reproduction process by supplying the milk to nourish the infant.
\section{Infertility}
\label{534}
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\subsection{Primary vs. secondary}
\label{535}
According to the American Society for Reproductive Medicine, infertility affects about 6.1 million people in the United States, equivalent to 10\% of the reproductive age population. Female infertility accounts for one third of infertility cases, male infertility for another third, combined male and female infertility for another 15\%, and the remainder of cases are \symbol{34}unexplained\symbol{34}.

\symbol{34}Secondary infertility\symbol{34} is difficulty conceiving after already having conceived and carried a normal pregnancy. Apart from various medical conditions (e.g. hormonal), this may come as a result of age and stress felt to provide a sibling for their first child. Technically, secondary infertility is not present if there has been a change of partners.
\subsection{Factors of Infertility}
\label{536}
Factors relating to female infertility are:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} General factors
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Diabetes mellitus,thyroid disorders,adrenal disease
\item{} Significant liver,kidney disease
\item{} Psychological factors
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Hypothalamic-{}pituitary factors:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Kallmann syndrome
\item{} Hypothalamic dysfunction
\item{} Hyperprolactinemia
\item{} Hypopituitarism
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Ovarian factors
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Polycystic ovary syndrome
\item{} Anovulation
\item{} Diminished ovarian reserve
\item{} Luteal dysfunction
\item{} Premature menopause
\item{} Gonadal dysgenesis (Turner syndrome)
\item{} Ovarian neoplasm
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Tubal/peritoneal factors
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Endometriosis
\item{} Pelvic adhesions
\item{} Pelvic inflammatory disease(PID, usually due to chlamydia)
\item{} Tubal occlusion
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Uterine factors
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Uterine malformations
\item{} Uterine fibroids (leiomyoma)
\item{} Asherman\textquotesingle{}s Syndrome
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Cervical factors
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Cervical stenosis
\item{} Antisperm antibodies
\item{} Insufficient cervical mucus (for the travel and survival of sperm)
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Vaginal factors
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Vaginismus
\item{} Vaginal obstruction
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Genetic factors
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Various intersexuality|intersexed conditions, such as androgen insensitivity syndrome
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Combined Infertility}
\label{537}
In some cases, both the man and woman may be infertile or sub-{}fertile, and the couple\textquotesingle{}s infertility arises from the combination of these factors. In other cases, the cause is suspected to be immunological or genetic; it may be that each partner is independently fertile but the couple cannot conceive together without assistance.
\subsection{Unexplained Infertility}
\label{538}
In about 15\% of cases of infertility, investigation will show no abnormalities. In these cases abnormalities are likely to be present but not detected by current methods. Possible problems could be that the egg is not released at the optimum time for fertilization, that it may not enter the fallopian tube, sperm may not be able to reach the egg, fertilization may fail to occur, transport of the zygote may be disturbed, or implantation fails. It is increasingly recognized that egg quality is of critical importance.
\subsection{Diagnosis of Infertility}
\label{539}
Diagnosis of infertility begins with a medical history and physical exam. The healthcare provider may order tests, including the following:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  an endometrial biopsy, which tests the lining of the uterus
\item{}  hormone testing, to measure levels of female hormones
\item{}  laparoscopy, which allows the provider to see the pelvic organs
\item{}  ovulation testing, which detects the release of an egg from the ovary
\item{}  Pap smear, to check for signs of infection
\item{}  pelvic exam, to look for abnormalities or infection
\item{}  a postcoital test, which is done after sex to check for problems with secretions
\item{}  special X-{}ray tests
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Treatment}
\label{540}
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Fertility medication which stimulates the ovaries to \symbol{34}ripen\symbol{34} and release eggs (e.g. Clomifene|clomifene citrate, which stimulates ovulation)
\item{} Surgery to restore potency of obstructed fallopian tubes (tuboplasty)
\item{} Donor insemination which involves the woman being artificially inseminated or artificially inseminated with donor sperm.
\item{} In vitro fertilization (IVF) in which eggs are removed from the woman, fertilized and then placed in the woman\textquotesingle{}s uterus, bypassing the fallopian tubes.  Variations on IVF include:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Use of donor eggs and/or sperm in IVF.  This happens when a couple\textquotesingle{}s eggs and/or sperm are unusable, or to avoid passing on a genetic disease.
\item{} Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) in which a single sperm is injected directly into an egg; the fertilized egg is then placed in the woman\textquotesingle{}s uterus as in IVF.
\item{} Zygote intrafallopian transfer(ZIFT) in which eggs are removed from the woman, fertilized and then placed in the woman\textquotesingle{}s fallopian tubes rather than the uterus. 
\item{} Gamete intrafallopian transfer(GIFT) in which eggs are removed from the woman, and placed in one of the fallopian tubes, along with the man\textquotesingle{}s sperm. This allows fertilization to take place inside the woman\textquotesingle{}s body. 
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Other assisted reproductive technology (ART):
\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  Assisted hatching
\item{}  Fertility preservation
\item{}  Freezing (cryopreservation) of sperm, eggs, \& reproductive tissue
\item{}  Frozen embryo transfer (FET)
\end{myitemize}

\item{} Alternative and complimentary treatments
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Acupuncture Recent controlled trials published in Fertility and Sterility have shown acupuncture to increase the success rate of IVF by as much as 60\%. Acupuncture was also reported to be effective in the treatment of female anovular infertility, World Health Organization, Acupuncture: Review and Analysis of Reports on Controlled Trials (2002).
\item{}  Diet and supplements
\item{}  Healthy lifestyle
\end{myitemize}

\end{myitemize}

\section{Types of Birth Control}
\label{541}
{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Birth control}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is a regimen of one or more actions, devices, or medications followed in order to deliberately prevent or reduce the likelihood of a woman becoming pregnant. Methods and intentions typically termed birth control may be considered a pivotal ingredient to family planning. Mechanisms which are intended to reduce the likelihood of the fertilization of an ovum by a sperm may more specifically be referred to as contraception. Contraception differs from abortion in that the former prevents fertilization, while the latter terminates an already established pregnancy. Methods of birth control (e.g. the pill, IUDs, implants, patches, injections, vaginal ring and some others) which may prevent the implantation of an embryo if fertilization occurs are medically considered to be contraception. It is advised to talk with a doctor before choosing a contraceptive. If you have genetics problems or blood conditions, such as factor V leiden, certain contraceptives can be deadly.  
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{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Type}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Procedure}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Method}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Effectiveness}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Risks}\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Abstinence&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Refrain from sexual intercourse&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}No sperm in vagina&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}100\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}None\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Rhythm Method&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Intercourse is avoided for about an 8-{}day span every month in middle of her cycle, from about five days before ovulation to three days after ovulation.  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}fertilization is only possible during 8-{}day span in middle of menstrual cycle&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}70-{}80\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}None\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Withdrawal&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}The man withdraws his penis from the vagina at just the right moment before ejaculation.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}sperm are unable to enter vagina if male penis is removed at the right time&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}70-{}80\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}None\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Tubal Ligation (Vasectomy)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Oviducts are cut and tied&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}No eggs in oviduct&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Almost 99\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}About 75\% Irreversible\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Hormonal IUD (intrauterine device)&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Flexible, plastic coil inserted by physician&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Releases small amounts of estrogen. In most cases, stops egg from developing and being released, but can also operate by killing a fertilized egg by preventing its implantation&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}About 99\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}May cause infections, uterine perforation\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Oral Contraceptive&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Hormone medication taken daily&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stops release of FSH and LH, but can also operate by killing a fertilized egg by preventing its implantation&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}More than 90\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Blood clots, especially in smokers\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Contraceptive Implants&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Tubes of progesterone implanted under the skin&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stops release of FSH and LH, but can also operate by killing a fertilized egg by preventing its implantation&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}More than 90\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}None known\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Contraceptive Injections&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Injections of hormones&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Stops release of FSH and LH, but can also operate by killing a fertilized egg by preventing its implantation&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}About 99\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Possible osteoporosis\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Diaphragm &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Latex cup inserted into vagina to cover cervix before intercourse&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Blocks entrance of sperm into uterus&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}With spermicide, about 90\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Latex or spermicide allergy\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Cervical Cap&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Latex cup held by suction over cervix&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Delivers spermicide near cervix&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Almost 85\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}UTI, latex or spermicide allergy\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Female Condom&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Polyurethane liner fitted inside vagina&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Blocks entrance of sperm into uterus and prevents STDâ��s&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Almost 85\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}None \\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Male Condom&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}soft sheath, made of latex or animal membrane, encloses penis, trapping ejaculated sperm &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Blocks entrance of sperm into vagina and prevents STD\textquotesingle{}s&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}90\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}None\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Jellies, Cream, Foams &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Spermicidal products inserted before intercourse&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Kills large number of sperm&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}About 75\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}UTI, allergy to spermicides\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Natural Family Planning&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Keep record of ovulation using various methods&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Avoid sexual intercourse near ovulation&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}About 70\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}None known\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Douche&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Vagina cleansed after intercourse&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Washes out sperm&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Less than 70\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}None known\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Plan B Pill&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Pill taken after intercourse&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Prevents release of egg, fertilization of egg, but can also operate by killing a fertilized egg by preventing its implantation&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}About 89\%&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Same as oral contraceptive\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}
}
\section{Sexually Transmitted Diseases}
\label{542}
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Many STDs are (more easily) transmitted through the mucous membranes of the penis, vulva, and (less often) the mouth. The visible membrane covering the head of the penis is a mucous membrane, though, for those who are circumcised it is usually dry and produces no mucus (similar to the lips of the mouth). Mucous membranes differ from skin in that they allow certain pathogens (viruses or bacteria) into the body (more easily).

The probability of transmitting infections through sex is far greater than by more casual means of transmission, such as non-{}sexual contactâ��touching, sharing cutlery, and shaking hands. Although mucous membranes exist in the mouth as well as in the genitals, many STDs are more likely to be transmitted through oral sex than through deep kissing.  Many infections that are easily transmitted from the mouth to the genitals or from the genitals to the mouth, are much harder to transmit from one mouth to another. With HIV, genital fluids happen to contain a great deal more of the pathogen than saliva. Some infections labeled as STDs can be transmitted by direct skin contact. Herpes simplex and HPV are both examples. Depending on the STD, a person who has the disease but has no symptoms may or may not be able to spread the infection. For example, a person is much more likely to spread herpes infection when blisters are present than when they are absent.  However, a person can spread HIV infection at any time, even if he/she has not developed symptoms of AIDS.

All sexual behaviors that involve contact with the bodily fluids of another person should be considered to hold some risk of transmission of sexually transmitted diseases. Most attention has focused on controlling HIV, which causes AIDS, but each STD presents a different situation.

As may be noted from the name, sexually transmitted diseases are transmitted from one person to another by certain sexual activities rather than being actually caused by those sexual activities. Bacteria, fungi, protozoa or viruses are still the causative agents. It is not possible to catch any sexually transmitted disease from a sexual activity with a person who is not carrying a disease; conversely, a person who has an STD received it from contact (sexual or otherwise) with someone who is infected.

Although the likelihood of transmitting diseases by sexual activities varies a great deal, in general, all sexual activities between two (or more) people should be considered as being a two-{}way route for the transmission of STDs (i.e. \symbol{34}giving\symbol{34} or \symbol{34}receiving\symbol{34} are both risky).
\subsection{Prevention of Sexually Transmitted Diseases}
\label{543}
Although healthcare professionals suggest that safer sex, such as the use of condoms, as the most reliable way of decreasing the risk of contracting sexually transmitted diseases during sexual activity, safer sex should by no means be considered an absolute safeguard. The transfer of and exposure to bodily fluids, such as blood transfusions and other blood products, sharing injection needles, needle-{}stick injuries (when medical staff are inadvertently jabbed or pricked with needles during medical procedures), sharing tattoo needles, and childbirth are all avenues of transmission. These means put certain groups, such as doctors, haemophiliacs and drug users, particularly at risk.
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There are over 100 types of this virus which is often asymptomatic. Nearly 3 out of 4 Americans between ages 15 and 49 have been infected. It can be contracted through one partner and remain dormant allowing it to be transmitted to another. Some types can cause cervical cancer. 

Genital HPV infection is a sexually transmitted disease that is caused by human papillomavirus. Human papillomavirus is the name of a group of viruses that includes more than 100 different strains. More than 30 of these are sexually transmitted and they can infect the genital area of men and women. Approximately 20 million people are currently infected with HPV and at least 50\% of sexually active men and women will acquire HPV at some point in their lives. By age 50 at least 80\% of women will have acquired HPV and about 6.2 million Americans get a new HPV infection each year. Most people who have HPV don\textquotesingle{}t know that they are infected. The virus lives in the skin or mucous membranes and usually causes no symptoms. Commonly some people get visible genital warts or have pre-{}cancerous changes in the cervix, vulva, anus, or penis. Very rarely, HPV results in anal or genital cancers. Genital warts usually appear soft, moist, pink, or flesh colored swellings. They can be raised, flat, single, or multiple, small or large and sometimes cauliflower shaped. Warts may not appear for weeks or months or not at all and the only way to diagnose them is by visible inspection.
Most women are diagnosed with HPV on the basis of abnormal pap tests and there are no tests available for men. There is no cure for HPV. The surest way to eliminate risk for HPV is to refrain from any genital contact with another individual. For those who choose to be sexually active, a long term monogamous relationship with an uninfected partner is the strategy most likely to prevent future HPV infections.The next best way to help reduce risk is using a condom but the effectiveness is unknown.
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All types of HPV cause mild pap test abnormalities which do not have serious consequences. Approximately 10 of the 30 identified HPV types can lead to development of cervical cancer. Research as shown that for most women, 90\% cervical HPV infection becomes undetectable within two years. Although only a small proportion of women have persistent infection, persistent infection with the high risk types of HPV is the main risk factor for cervical cancer.

A pap test can detect pre-{}cancerous and cancerous cells on the cervix. Regular pap testing and careful medical follow up, with treatment if necessary, can help ensure that pre-{}cancerous changes in the cervix caused by HPV infection do not develop into life-{}threatening cervical cancer. The pap test used in the U.S. cervical cancer screening programs is responsible for greatly reducing deaths from cervical cancer.
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Women are commonly dealing with many different diseases and disorders that pertain to the reproductive system. Here are some of the most common:
\begin{myenumerate}
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\end{myenumerate}


At least three quarters of all women will experience candidiasis at some point in their lives. The Candida albicans organism is found in the vaginas of almost all women and normally causes no problems. However, when it gets out of balance with the other \symbol{34}normal flora,\symbol{34} such as lactobacilli (which can also be harmed by using douches), an overgrowth of yeast can result in noticeable symptoms. Pregnancy, the use of oral contraceptives, engaging in vaginal sex after anal sex in an unhygienic manner, and using lubricants containing glycerin have been found to be causally related to yeast infections. Diabetes mellitus and the use of antibiotics are also linked to an increased incidence of yeast infections. Candidiasis can be sexually transmitted between partners. Diet has been found to be the cause in some animals. Hormone Replacement Therapy and Infertility Treatment may be factors.

There are also cancer\textquotesingle{}s of the female reproductive system, such as:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} Cervical cancer
\item{} Ovarian cancer
\item{} Uterine cancer
\item{} Breast cancer
\end{myenumerate}
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Endometriosis is the most common gynecological diseases, affecting more than 5.5 million women in North America alone! The two most common symptoms are pain and infertility.
In this disease a specialized type of tissue that normally lines the inside of the uterus,(the endometrium) becomes implanted outside the uterus, most commonly on the fallopian tubes, ovaries, or the tissue lining the pelvis. During the menstrual cycle, hormones signal the lining of the uterus to thicken to prepare for possible pregnancy. If a pregnancy doesn\textquotesingle{}t occur, the hormone levels decrease, causing the thickened lining to shed. 

When endometrial tissue is located in other parts it continues to act in it\textquotesingle{}s normal way: It thickens, breaks down and bleeds each month as the hormone levels rise and fall. However, because there\textquotesingle{}s nowhere for the blood from this mislocated tissue to exit the body, it becomes trapped and surrounding tissue becomes irritated. Trapped blood may lead to growth of cysts. Cysts in turn may form scar tissue and adhesions. This causes pain in the area of the misplaced tissue, usually the pelvis. Endometriosis can cause fertility problems. In fact, scars and adhesions on the ovaries or fallopian tubes can prevent pregnancy.
Endometriosis can be mild, moderate or severe and tends to get worse over time without treatment. The most common symptoms are:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Painful periods}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] Pelvic pain and severe cramping, intense back pain and abdominal pain.
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\end{myenumerate}


The cause of endometriosis remains mysterious. Scientists are studying the roles that hormones and the immune system play in this condition. One theory holds that menstrual blood containing endometrial cells flows back through the fallopian tubes, takes root and grows. Another hypothesis proposes that the bloodstream carries endometrial cells to other sites in the body. Still another theory speculates that a predisposition toward endometriosis may be carried in the genes of certain families. 

Other researchers believe that certain cells present within the abdomen in some women retain their ability to specialize into endometrial cells. These same cells were responsible for the growth of the woman\textquotesingle{}s reproductive organs when she was an embryo. It is believed that genetic or environmental influences in later life allow these cells to give rise to endometrial tissue outside the uterus.

Experts estimate that up to one in ten American women of childbearing age have endometriosis. There is some thinking that previous damage to cells that line the pelvis can lead to endometriosis. There are several ways to diagnose endometriosis:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Pelvic exam}
\item{} {\bfseries Ultrasound}
\item{} {\bfseries Laparoscopy}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] Usually used, most correct diagnosis
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Blood test}
\end{myenumerate}
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Endometriosis can be treated with:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Pain medication}
\item{} {\bfseries Hormone therapy}
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} {\bfseries Oral contraceptives}
\item{} {\bfseries Gonadotropin-{}releasing hormone(Gn-{}Rh)agonists and antagonists}
\item{} {\bfseries Danazol(Danocrine)}
\item{} {\bfseries Medroxyprogesterone(Depo-{}Provera)}
\end{myenumerate}

\item{} {\bfseries Conservative surgery}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] which removes endometrial growths.
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\end{myenumerate}
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\section{Check Your Understanding}
\label{546}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#The_female_reproductive_system}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1.  In homology, the \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ in the female is equal to the penis in the male
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) labia majora 
\item{} B) clitoral hood 
\item{} C) clitoris
\item{} D) labia minora 
\item{} E)  none of the above
\end{myquote}


2. This contains some of the strongest muscles in the human body  
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) uterus
\item{} B) clitoris 
\item{} C) cervix 
\item{} D) labia majora 
\end{myquote}


3. This protects the vaginal and urethral openings
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) labia majora 
\item{} B) labia minora
\item{} C) clitoris 
\item{} D) urethra 
\end{myquote}


4. Sally has noticed that her cervical mucus has changed and now resembles egg whites-{} from this Sally could assume 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) her period will begin soon 
\item{} B) nothing, this is a normal occurrence 
\item{} C) she has a yeast infection 
\item{} D) she is ovulating
\end{myquote}


5. Debbie recently went to the OBGYN and was diagnosed with PCOD (polycystic ovary syndrome) because of this she has 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) nothing, its normal in women 
\item{} B) antisperm antibodies 
\item{} C) an overproduction of LH 
\item{} D) leaking of milk from her mammary glands 
\item{} E) problems becoming pregnant
\end{myquote}


6. Angie went to the doctor because she has had pain in her leg recently-{} this could be caused by
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) ovulation pain 
\item{} B) her period that will be starting tomorrow 
\item{} C) premenstrual syndrome 
\item{} D) a blood clot resulting from her birth control pill  
\end{myquote}


7. Sue recently started her period and has noticed that they are very heavy and painful, and that they are inconsistent in their timing. One explanation could be
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) endometriosis
\item{} B) ovarian cancer
\item{} C) candidiasis 
\item{} D) toxic shock syndrome
\item{} E) amenorrhea 
\end{myquote}


8. Mary is getting married and is not ready to become a mother-{} she chooses this birth control because of its high effectiveness 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) natural family planning
\item{} B) a diaphragm 
\item{} C) contraceptive injections 
\item{} D) a spermicide foam
\end{myquote}


9. The release of LH in woman causes
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) menstration 
\item{} B) ovulation
\item{} C) increase of endometrial lining 
\item{} D) decrease of endometrial lining 
\item{} E) nothing LH only does something in the male reproductive system 
\end{myquote}


10. When the ovaries stop producing estrogen, this occurs 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) ovulation
\item{} B) implantation 
\item{} C) premenstrual syndrome 
\item{} D) menopause
\end{myquote}


11. Infertility affects what percentage of couples? 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) 5\%
\item{} B) 10\%
\item{} C) 15\%
\item{} D) 20\%
\end{myquote}


12. What is the only 100\% effective form of birth control? 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Tubal ligation
\item{} B) IUD 
\item{} C) Natural family planning
\item{} D) Abstinence
\end{myquote}

\section{Glossary}
\label{547}
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deliberately prevent or reduce the likelihood of a woman becoming pregnant
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In this disorder the Leiden variant of factor V, cannot be inactivated by activated protein C. 
Factor V Leiden is the most common hereditary hypercoagulability disorder amongst Eurasians. 
It is named after the city Leiden (The Netherlands), where it was first identified in 1994 by Prof R. Bertina et al.
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to produce a specific effect
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endometrial lining and causes menstruation 
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fatigue, backaches, sore breasts, headaches, constipation, diarrhea, food cravings, depression, irritability, difficulty concentrating or handling stress
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the lining (endometrium) provides nourishment to developing fetus; contains some of the strongest muscles in the female body and is able to stretch during fetus development
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{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Vulva}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]: External female genitals, includes labia majora, labia minora, mons pubis, clitoris, meatus, vaginal vestibule, vestibule bulbs and vestibular glands
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\chapter{Pregnancy and Birth}
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\section{Introduction}
\label{550}
In this chapter we will discuss the topics covering pregnancy, from conception to birth. The chapter will cover fertilization, implantation of the zygote, to becoming a fetus, the three trimesters, and the progressive development of the fetus through the weeks of pregnancy. It will cover the topic of birth and different birthing methods.
\section{Fertilization}
\label{551}


\begin{minipage}{0.75000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/133.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{133}{A sperm fertilizing an ovum}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


Fertilization is the joining of a sperm and an egg.  A sperm is a male gamete that is released into the vagina of a female during intercourse. In order for fertilization to occur there must be a mature ovum present. Every month one of the ovaries releases an egg which will meet one of the A 4 million sperm the male ejaculates into the vagina. The sperm swim through the cervix and into the uterus which lead to the fallopian tubes. This is where fertilization is most likely to take place. The high amount of sperm in the ejaculate is needed because only around 100 survive to enter reach the fertilization site. In order to penetrate the egg the sperm must first break through two barriers surrounding the ovum.  The acrosome of sperm comes in contact with the corona radiata and releases digestive enzymes that break down a gelatinous layer around the egg called, the zona pellucida. Once a sperm reaches the plasma membrane of the egg it sets off a reaction that spreads across the membrane of the egg preventing other sperm from breaking through the egg membrane. Once the sperm reaches the inside of the egg it sheds its tail and the two nuclei fuse and now the 23 chromosomes from the egg and the 23 chromosomes of the sperm join and they become a {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape zygote}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. Chromosomes contain all the information needed to determine the genetic structure of the new baby. Normally all human beings have two chromosomes that determine sex:  A combination of   X and Y makes a male or a combination of X and X makes a female.  All ovum have X sex chromosomes where as sperm have both X or Y sex chromosomes.  Therefore, the male gametes determine the sex of the baby.


\begin{minipage}{0.75000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/134.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{134}{An 8-{}cell embryo in the process of cleavage.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\section{Pre-{}embryonic Period}
\label{552}
After fertilization, the zygote begins a process of dividing by {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape mitosis}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] in a process called {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape cleavage}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. It divides until it reaches 16 cells. It is now referred to as a {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape morula}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. As the morula floats freely within the uterus, it starts to bring nutrients into the cells. The morula fills with fluid and the cells inside start to form two separate groups. At this stage it is now a {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape blastocyst}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. The inner layer of cells is called the embryoblast, and will become the fetus. The outer layer is called a trophoblast which will develop into part of the placenta. At this point the zona pellucida is disintegrating. The trophoblast contains specialized cells that become extensions, like fingers, that grow into the endometrium once in contact with the well thickened endometrium.
\subsection{Implantation}
\label{553}
The blastocyst preserves itself by secreting a hormone that indirectly stops menstruation. The trophoblast cells secrete hCG hormones that help maintain the corpus luteum that would normally regress. In turn, the corpus luteum continues to secrete progesterone, which maintains the endometrium of the uterus in the secretory phase. This helps the blastocyst to continue to grow and stay embedded within the endometrium. The fetal life support system and the placenta begin to form, and eventually the placenta will take over the job of producing progesterone.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Gastrulation and Formation
\end{myitemize}

The embryoblast within the blastocyst forms 3 primary germs layers: ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm. 
\subsubsection{Ectoderm}
\label{554}
This forms the nervous tissue and the epithelium covering the outer body surface. Epidermis of skin, including hair and nails, glands of skin, linings of oral cavity, nasal cavity, anal canal, vagina, brain, spinal cord, sensory organs, lens of eye and epithelium of conjunctiva (a membrane that covers the sclera and lines the inside of the eyelids), pituitary gland, adrenal medulla, and enamel of teeth.
\subsubsection{Mesoderm}
\label{555}
This forms all of the muscle tissue and the connective tissue of the body, as well as the kidneys and the epithelium of the serous membranes and blood vessels.  All muscle tissue (skeletal, smooth, cardiac), all connective tissue (fibrous connective tissue, bone, blood, cartilage), dentin of teeth, adrenal cortex, kidneys and ureters, internal reproductive viscera, epithelium lining vessels, joint cavities, and the serous body cavities.
\subsubsection{Endoderm}
\label{556}
Forms the lining epithelium and glands of the visceral body systems. Lining epithelium and glands of digestive, respiratory, and parts of urogenital systems, thyroid and parathyroid glands, and thymus.
\section{Formation of Placenta}
\label{557}
As changes to the endometrium occur, cellular growth and the accumulation of glycogen cause fetal and maternal tissue to come together. This formation makes the functional unit called the placenta. The placenta does not mix blood between mother and fetus, but allows nutrients and waste products to diffuse between the two blood systems. The placenta provides protection by filtering out many harmful substances that the mother comes in contact with. The placenta cannot protect against some teratogens including but not limited to:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Thalidomide
\item{} Heroin
\item{} Cocaine
\item{} Aspirin
\item{} Alcohol 
\item{} Chemicals in cigarette smoke
\item{} Propecia, also known as Finasteride, which can cause birth defects simply by a woman handling a broken pill during pregnancy.
\end{myitemize}

\section{Amniotic Fluid}
\label{558}
Attached to placenta is the membranous sac which surrounds and protects the embryo.  This sac is called the amnion.  It grows and begins to fill, mainly with water, around two weeks after fertilization. This liquid is called Amniotic fluid, it allows the fetus to move freely, without the walls of the uterus being too tight against its body. Buoyancy is also provided here for comfort. After a further 10 weeks the liquid contains proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and phospholipids, urea and electrolytes, all which aid in the growth of the fetus. In the late stages of gestation much of the amniotic fluid consists of fetal urine.  The fetus swallows the fluid and then voids it to prepare its digestive organs for use after birth.  The fetus also \symbol{34}breathes\symbol{34} the fluid to aid in lung growth and development.  



\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/135.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{135}{A small part of the placenta is shown at the bottom, while the fluid-{}filled amnion surrounds it}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



Not enough amniontic fluid, or oligohydramnios, can be a concern during pregnancy.  Oligohydramnios can be caused by infection, kidney dysfunction or malformation (since much of the late amniotic fluid volume is urine), procedures such as chorionic villus sampling (CVS), and preterm, premature rupture of membranes (PPROM).  One possible outcome of oligohydramnios can cause is underdeveloped, or hypoplastic, lungs.  This condition is potentially fatal and the baby can die shortly after birth. Babies with too little amniotic fluid can also develop contractures of the limbs, including clubbing of the feet and hands. 

As with too little fluid, too much fluid or polyhydramnios, can be a cause or an indicator of problems for the mother and baby.  Polyhydramnios is a predisposing risk factor for cord prolapse and is sometimes a side effect of a macrosomic pregnancy.  In both cases, however, the majority of pregnancies proceed normally and the baby is born healthy.

Preterm, premature rupture of membranes (PPROM) is a condition where the amniotic sac leaks fluid before 38 weeks of gestation. This can be caused by a bacterial infection or by a defect in the structure of the amniotic sac, uterus, or cervix. In some cases the leak can spontaneously heal, but in most cases of PPROM, labor begins within 48 hours of membrane rupture. When this occurs, it is necessary that the mother receive treatment immediately to postpone labor if the fetus is not viable, for as long as is safe, and for antibiotic treatments to avoid possible infection in the mother and baby.  If rupture occurs too early in pregnancy little can be done to save the fetus.  

A very rare and most often fatal obstetric complication is an amniotic fluid embolism, or leakage of amniotic fluid into the mothers vascular systems causing an allergic reation. This allergic reaction results in cardiorespiratory (heart and lung) collapse, developing into a condition known as disseminated intravascular coagulation in which the mothers blood looses it\textquotesingle{}s ability to clot.        

Amniotic band syndrome, or ABS, occurs when the inner fetal membrane (amnion) ruptures without injury to the outer membrane (chorion). Fibrous bands from the ruptured amnion float in the amniotic fluid and can entangle the fetus, reducing blood supply and causing congenital limb abnormalities dysmelia. In some cases a complete \symbol{34}natural\symbol{34} amputation of a digit(s) or limb may occur before birth or the digit(s) or limbs may be necrotic (dead) requiring surgical removal.
\section{Endocrine Function of the Placenta}
\label{559}
There are pituitary like hormones and steroid hormones secreted from the placenta. The pituitary like hormones are hCG and hCS. HCG is similar to LH and helps maintain the mothers corpus luteum. HCS is like prolactin and growth hormone and help aid in increasing fat breakdown that spares the use of glucose from the mothers tissues. This effect leaves more glucose available to the placenta and the fetus for necessary growth. The steroid hormones are progesterone and estrogen. Progesterone helps maintain the endrometrium and supports the growth of mammary glands. Estrogen also helps maintain the endrometrium and growth of mammary glands as well as inhibits prolactin secretion.
\section{Developing Baby}
\label{560}
The womb is expanding, the baby is growing and taking all the nourishment from the mother.  What once started as a microscopic two-{}celled egg, will be formed into a baby in just twelve weeks.  The baby develops from conception to term, in a month-{}to-{}month progress.
\subsection{Overview of Developmental Milestones}
\label{561}

\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.14690\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.38369\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.38369\linewidth}|} \hline 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} WEEK}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}CHANGES IN MOTHER}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} DEVELOPMENT OF BABY}\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Pre-{}embryonic Development}\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]1 week&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Ovulation Occurs&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Fertilization occurs, cell division begins and continues, chorion appears\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Embryonic Development}\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]2 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Symptoms of early pregnancy (nausea, breast swelling and tenderness, fatigue); blood pregnancy tests may show positive&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Implantation occurs; amnion and yolk sac appear; embryo has tissue; placenta begins to form\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}3 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}First period missed; urine pregnancy test may show positive; early pregnancy symptoms continue&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Nervous system begins to develop; allantois and blood vessels are present and placenta is well formed\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}4 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Limb buds form; heart is beating; nervous system further develops; embryo has tail; other systems are forming\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}5 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus is the size of a hen\textquotesingle{}s egg; mother may need to urinate frequently&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Embryo is curved, head is large, limb buds are showing division, nose, ears and eyes are noticeable\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}6 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus is the size of an orange&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Fingers and toes are present and skeleton is cartilaginous\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}8  weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus can be felt above the pubic bone  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Fetus begins to look human; limbs are developing and major organs forming; facial features are becoming refined\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Fetal Development}\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]12 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus is the size of a grapefruit   &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Head grows faster than the rest of the body; facial features are apparent, but there is no layer of fat yet and the skin is translucent; gender can be distinguished via ultrasound; fingernails appear\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}16 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Fetal movement can be felt   &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Fine hair (lanugo) grows over the body; fetus resembles a tiny human being; skeleton is visible\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}20-{}22 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus reaches up to the level of umbilicus and pregnancy is obvious&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Vernix caseosa, the protective fatty coating, begins to be deposited; heartbeat can be heard\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}24 weeks   &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Doctor can tell where baby\textquotesingle{}s head, back and limbs are; breasts have enlarged and nipples and areola are darker, colostrum is produced&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Fully formed but still thin; much larger and very active, all major organs are working, the lungs and digestive system need more time to develop; body is covered in fine hair called lanugo\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}32 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus reaches halfway between umbilicus and rib cage   &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Most babies are in a head down position in the womb; head is more in proportion to the body; eyes are open; babies born at this stage have a good chance of living\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}36 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Weight gain is averaging about a pound a week; standing and walking are becoming very difficult because the center of gravity is thrown forward&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Body hair begins to disappear, fat is being deposited\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}40 weeks&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Uterus is up to the rib cage, causing shortness of breath and heartburn; sleeping is very difficult   &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Not much room to move in the womb; fully mature, baby moves less, and the surrounding fluid reduces and the womb expands its limits\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}

\section{Embryonic Development at Specific Stages}
\label{562}\subsection{First trimester}
\label{563}


\begin{minipage}{0.75000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/136.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{136}{An embryo this tiny shows very distinct anatomic features, including tail, limb buds, heart (which actually protrudes from the chest), eye cups, cornea/lens, brain, and prominent segmentation into somites. The gestational sac is surrounded by a myriad of chorionic villi resembling elongate party balloons. This embryo is about five weeks old (or seven weeks in the biologically misleading but eminently practical dating system used in obstetrics).}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]There are only the beginnings of facial features.  All the major organs are starting to form.  Gill-{}like folds that develop into facial features, beginnings of the spinal cord, skin is translucent, and rudimentary (basic; minimal) heart develops.
\end{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]The length from crown to rump is about the size of a finger tip, Â¾ \symbol{34}.  The beginnings of all the major organs will have formed.
\item{} The embryo floats in a fluid filled bubble that will develop into the amniotic sac.  The sac is covered by a protective layer of cells, called chorion.  The yolk sac supplies the embryo with all its nutrients until the placenta is fully developed and takes over at around the twelfth week.  During the first 12 weeks, the embryo will develop features and major organs of a human being.  The embryo is susceptible to harmful environmental influences.  This is a vital time for the embryo to develop healthily; taking supplements of folic acid, avoiding certain foods, and eliminating alcohol, cigarettes, and any unnecessary drugs or medicines.
\end{myitemize}
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\item{} \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]The length from crown to rump approximately 1 1/4\symbol{34}.  The facial features are becoming more distinct, and the â��tailâ�� has disappeared.  The muscles are also developing.  Eyes are formed but eyelids are still closed over them. Arms now bend at the elbow and rudimentary hands and fingers develop.  Knees will have formed and developing feet with distinct toes.
\item{} Heart-{} is now a four-{}chambered and fully formed organ; it beats about 180 times per minute.
\item{} Brain and nervous system-{} is four times the size it was at 6 weeks.  Special glial cells are being formed within the neural tube; they allow nerve cells to be joined so that messages can be transmitted from the brain to the body.
\item{} Digestive system-{} the mouth, intestine, and stomach are developing very rapidly, but do not function yet.
\item{} The fetal life-{}support system-{} the placental tissue that initially surrounds the fetus and the amniotic sac is becoming concentrated in one circular area on the womb wall to form the placenta.
\end{myitemize}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{137}{Sonogram of a fetus at 14 weeks (Profile)}
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\item{} Heart is complete and working, pumping blood to all parts of the body.  Digestive system has formed and is linked to the mouth and intestines.  Sexual organs have formed inside the body, but cannot yet establish the sex of the baby.
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Second Trimester}
\label{564}
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\item{} From now on, the fully developed placenta will provide all the fetus\textquotesingle{} needs until birth; oxygen, nutrients and protective antibodies.
\end{myitemize}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{138}{Fetus at 29 weeks gestation in 3D}
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\subsection{Third Trimester}
\label{565}
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\item{} The brain grows much larger, and fatty protective sheath covers the nerve fibers; this important development allows brain impulses to travel faster, enhancing the ability to learn.  The lungs have developed most of their airways and air sacs.  The placenta is quite selective in what it allows to pass from the mother to the baby\textquotesingle{}s blood, stopping some harmful substances, such as certain drugs, from crossing over.
\end{myitemize}
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\item{} In the last four weeks of pregnancy the baby puts on a lot of weight and develops a thick layer of fat.  All organs are completely formed and functioning.
\end{myitemize}

\subsection{Umbilical Cord}
\label{566}
This is the life support for a growing embryo. The umbilical cord stretches between the placenta and the fetus. This cord contains the umbilical arteries and vein. The umbilical cord forms by week 5 of conception. The average cord is close to 22 inches long and may have the appearance of a coil. The umbilical cord is very rich in stem cells and is often used for parents who choose to store their stem cells in a blood bank or donate it to a blood bank. These stem cells can be used to treat over 45 disorders and is an alternative from extracting the stem cells from a donor.
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{139}{Human placenta shown a few minutes after birth. The side shown faces the baby with the umbilical cord top right. The unseen side connects to the uterine wall. The white fringe surrounding the bottom is the remnants of the amniotic sac. You can see the differences in the umbilical vein and arteries.}
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The exchange of gases, nutrients and oxygen takes place between the maternal blood and fetal blood. There are 2 main arteries.
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Vein that carries nutrients and oxygen away from the placenta to the growing fetus. It also carries oxygen and nutrient rich blood. There is only 1 main vein.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Fetus doesn\textquotesingle{}t use its lungs for gas exchange, only a small amount of blood is pumped to fetal lungs in order to support their development.
\end{myitemize}

\subsubsection{Umbilical Abnormalities}
\label{567}
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One artery instead of two will result in chromosomal abnormalities. Some of these defects include poor fetal growth, preterm delivery, and still births. This can be detected by a routine ultrasound. If an ultrasound is done and no other complications or abnormalities are detected, the baby will usually be born healthy.
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This condition usually happens when a cord is too long. The baby may be born prematurely or will be breech.
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This condition happens when the umbilical cord is wrapped around the baby\textquotesingle{}s head at least one or more times. This can be detected when a baby is in stress or by a simple ultrasound. In most cases the mother will have a cesarean delivery. In other cases the cord may be wrapped around the hands or feet. 
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This occurs in one in every 3,000 births, which can become life-{}threatening for the unborn baby. This complication happens when the umbilical cord inserts abnormally in the fetal membranes of the placenta, which appears abnormally shaped or positioned. Major risks include unprotected fetal blood vessels cross the cervix, oftentimes rupturing the membranes. Also, lack of blood pressure due from pressure, causes the loss of oxygen to the baby. Women who will be at risk for this would be those who already have experienced placenta previa or have used in vitro fertilization.
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About 1\% of babies are born with one or more knots in their umbilical cord. Some knots happen during labor; others happen from moving around in the womb. Most knots occur when the umbilical cord is too long. In some cases the knots can become tight, cutting off the oxygen supply to the baby. Cord knots result in miscarriages and stillbirth in 5\% and 10\% of most cases. Most will require a cesarean delivery.
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This is more common with genetic defects, such as Factor V Leiden.  This complication will prevent blood flow to and from the baby and many times will cause the placenta to also clot and die.  If this is not caught early enough, the baby will die of starvation in the womb. A simple ultrasound can determine if there are problems with the blood flow.
\section{Pregnancy from the mother\textquotesingle{}s perspective}
\label{568}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{140}{Growth of the uterus in a pregnant female.}
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An initial sign of pregnancy is amenorrhea, or the absence of menstruation.  Menses cease because the blastocyte begins the release of hCG or human chorionic gonadotropin. Most pregnancy tests are specifically designed to recognize the presence of hCG, and hCG levels can be tested through the mothers blood to learn whether or not a pregnancy is progressing normally.  

Human pregnancy lasts approximately 40 weeks from the time of the last menstrual cycle to childbirth (38 weeks from fertilization). The medical term for a pregnant woman is genetalian, just as the medical term for the potential baby is embryo (early weeks) and then fetus (until birth). A woman who is pregnant for the first time is known as a primigravida or gravida 1: a woman who has never been pregnant is known as a gravida 0; similarly, the terms para 0, para 1 and so on are used for the number of times a woman has given birth.

In many societies\textquotesingle{} medical and legal definitions, human pregnancy is somewhat arbitrarily divided into three trimester periods, as a means to simplify reference to the different stages of fetal development. The first trimester period carries the highest risk of miscarriage (spontaneous death of embryo or fetus). During the second trimester the development of the fetus can start to be monitored and diagnosed. The third trimester marks the beginning of viability, which means the fetus might survive if an early birth occurs.
\subsection{Changing Body}
\label{569}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithoutcaption{141}
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As soon as a woman becomes pregnant, her body begins to change so that it can support both herself and the unborn baby.  All of the body functions start to work much harder.  The heart has to pump more blood around the body, in particular to the womb, placenta, and the fetus.  As well as physical demands, pregnancy also causes a range of emotional reactions.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The first trimester, the first twelve weeks, little is visible.
\item{} The second trimester, 13-{}27 Weeks, the waistline is rapidly growing, the abdomen becomes noticeably pregnant.
\item{} The third trimester, 28-{}40 weeks, the body expands rapidly and the womb enlarges and presses against the diaphragm.
\end{myitemize}

\subsubsection{First Trimester}
\label{570}
In the early weeks the mother is likely to be more tired. As the uterus begins to grow, the \symbol{34}bump\symbol{34} becomes noticeable.
This is a good time to start looking into options on birthing and doctors. 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Physical feelings: tiredness, nausea, constipation, frequent urination, food cravings, change in size of breasts, fainting or dizziness, bloated stomach, and high emotions.
\end{myitemize}

\subsubsection{Second Trimester}
\label{571}
The mother will probably be feeling full of energy and excitement.  
\begin{myquote}
\item{} 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Physical feelings:  More energy, constipation, heartburn, and indigestion.  The breasts continue to grow, as does an increase in appetite.  There is mild swelling in the feet, ankles, hands, and face. There is also more baby movement.  There may be emotional ups and downs in the feeling of pregnancy, and short-{}term memory may be poor.
\item{} The hormones estrogen, progesterone, human placental lactogen, oxytocin, and prolactin prepare the body for feeding the baby, and cause the breasts to enlarge, becoming painful and tender.
\item{} The fetus, placenta, and amniotic fluid account for just over a third of the weight gain during pregnancy.  The remaining weight comes from increased blood volume, fluid retention, and extra body fat.  The suggested weight gain in most pregnancies is between 25-{}40 lbs.
\end{myitemize}

\end{myquote}

\subsubsection{Third Trimester}
\label{572}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Physical feelings
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Shortness of breath, tiredness, difficulty in moving and sleeping, and frequent urination. The emotional mood swings ease off, but the mother begins to feel less enthusiastic about being pregnant.  She may become impatient and restless and just wants for the birth to be over.
\end{myquote}

\begin{myquote}
\item{} 
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The body is changing to cope with the ever increasing size of the womb.  The baby grows and pushes out the lower back of the mother.  The breathing rate of the baby is growing very quickly.  At this stage, the mother should feel the movements of the fetus. Other signs may be the nipples secreting colostrum, Braxton-{}Hicks\textquotesingle{} contractions may begin, and blood flow to the womb has increased tenfold since conception.
\end{myitemize}

\end{myquote}

\subsection{Prenatal Care}
\label{573}
Once the female confirms her pregnancy, she will need to find out her physical condition and what to expect in the coming months. Women typically begin pre-{}natal care at approximately 8-{}10 weeks gestation, and pregnancy care should continue until approximately 6 weeks postpartum.  The main purpose of the prenatal visits is to perform preventative medicine.  Most complications in pregnancy are best treated if they are caught early on. A series of tests will be performed throughout the pregnancy to judge the mother and fetus\textquotesingle{} well-{}being including:

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Mother\textquotesingle{}s history
\item{} Urine tests for glucose, protein, and infection
\item{} The mother\textquotesingle{}s weight
\item{} Blood tests such as a complete blood count, HIV test, or the triple screen which is test used most commonly to look for neural tube defects and Downs Syndrome.
\item{} Physical examination 
\item{} Blood pressure
\item{} Fetal heart monitoring
\item{} Ultrasound scans
\item{} Non-{}stress tests
\end{myitemize}


Continuous care is the best way to ensure a healthy mother and baby.
\section{Labor and Birth}
\label{574}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Pre-{}Labor Signs:  as your body is preparing for labor, there are a few things that should be expected to happen within four to six weeks of labor.
\end{myitemize}

\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} Pressure on the pelvic area
\item{} Occasional brownish discharge
\item{} Energy level is noticeably increasing or decreasing
\item{} Loss of the mucus plug (does not always exist)/increasing discharge
\item{} Braxton Hicks contractions (painless contraction of the uterus)
\item{} Movement of the baby into the pelvis
\end{myenumerate}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} False Labor Signs:  there are a few signs that indicate false labor.
\end{myitemize}

\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} Timing of the contractions are irregular and do not become more frequent or more intense
\item{} Contractions stop during rest, stopping what the mother is doing, walking, or changing position
\item{} Inconsistent in strength (strong one minute then weak the next)
\item{} Location of pain is in the front only
\end{myenumerate}

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} True Labor
\end{myitemize}

\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} Pain in the lower back, radiating towards the front abdomen, possibly also the legs
\item{} Contractions increase in strength and are closer together; coming now on a regular basis, 30 to 70 seconds apart
\item{} The mucous plug is detached, showing bloody discharge
\item{} The water breaks (usually this does not break until the doctor does it), when this happens, contractions become much stronger
\item{} Some women have the sudden need to go to the bathroom, diarrhea is common
\item{} Contractions continue despite movement
\item{} The cervix is thinning and dilating
\end{myenumerate}


When the contractions of labor begin, the walls of the uterus start to contract. They are stimulated by the release of the pituitary hormone {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape oxytocin}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx].  The contractions cause the cervix to widen and begin to open. As labor progresses the amniotic sac can rupture causing a slow or a fast gush of fluids. Labor usually begins within a 24 hour period after the amniotic sac has ruptured. As contractions become closer and stronger the cervix will gradually start to dilate. The first stage of labor is broken into three parts:

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Early Phase}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] First is the early phase of labor, when the cervix dilates from 1-{}4 centimeters,  this can be the longest and most exhausting part for the mother.  
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Active Phase}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] The cervix dilates on average 1 cm per hour in the active phase of labor dilating from 4-{}7 centimeters.  If an epidural is requested it is usually given in this phase. 
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Transition}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] This is often considered the most intense part of labor with contractions lasting longer and having shorter rest periods in between them.  Dilation from 8-{}10 centimeters occurs during transition.  Some women experience nausea and vomiting during this phase as well as rectal pressure and an urge to push.
\end{myitemize}


At this point the labor enters the second stage, or the birth of the baby.  The mother begins pushing to aid in the birth of the baby, this part of labor can last minutes, or even hours.  A fetus usually delivered head first.  \textquotesingle{}Crowning\textquotesingle{} is the term used when the fetus\textquotesingle{} head can be seen between the mothers labia as it emerges.  At this point if necessary the birth attendant may perform an episiotomy, which is a small surgical incision on the perineum.  This procedure is usually done to deliver the baby more quickly in response to fetal distress.  


\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/142.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{142}{Diagram showing an episiotomie}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



The third stage of labor is the delivery of the afterbirth (placenta).

Oxytocin continues to be released to shrink the size of the uterus and aid in the limiting of blood loss from the site of the placenta.  As the uterus shrinks the attachment site blood vessels, some of which can be as large as an adult finger, shrink also. The average blood loss in a routine vaginal delivery is 400-{}500 cc.

There are times when a mother may need outside aid in the delivery of the baby, some of these methods include:

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Forceps, an instrument used to cradle the fetus\textquotesingle{} head and manipulate the head under the pubic bone to more easily pass through the birth canal.
\end{myitemize}


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Vacuum Extraction, a suction cup is applied to the baby\textquotesingle{}s head, and a plunger is used to suck any air from between the suction cup and the head to create a good seal.  The babies head is then manipulated through the birth canal.  This usually leaves a baby\textquotesingle{}s head bruised, but the mark fades within weeks after birth.
\end{myitemize}




\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\linewidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/143.jpg}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{143}{C-{}section Birth}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Cesarean section, or C-{}section, is the delivery of a baby through a surgical abdominal incision (Abdominal delivery -{} Abdominal birth -{} Cesarean section).  A C-{}section delivery is performed when a vaginal birth is not possible or is not safe for the mother or child.  Surgery is usually done while the woman is awake but anesthetized from the chest to the legs by epidural or spinal anesthesia.  An incision is made across the abdomen just above the pubic area.  The uterus is opened, and often brought through the incision after delivery for better visualization. The amniotic fluid is drained, and the baby is delivered.  The baby\textquotesingle{}s mouth and nose are cleared of fluids, and the umbilical cord is clamped and cut.  After delivery a nursery nurse or pediatrician check the make sure that the baby is breathing and responding.  Due to a variety of medical and social factors, C-{}sections have become fairly common; around 25\% of births are performed by C-{}section.  C-{}sections carry some risks to mother and baby.  Compared to a vaginal birth, the risks to mother include increased risk of death, surgical injury, infection, postpartum depression, and hemorrhage, although these are rare.  Babies born by c-{}section are more likely to be admitted to the ICU for breathing problems.  Mothers are advised to carefully weigh the risks of C-{}section versus vaginal birth.
\end{myitemize}




\begin{minipage}{1.0\linewidth}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{144}{Newborn baby}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}

 
\subsection{Delivery Options}
\label{575}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Hospital Births
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The chances of having natural, uncomplicated birth are optimized by carefully selecting your obstetrician and hospital.  Doctors who work with midwives have lower cesarean section rates because midwives handle less complicated pregnancies.  Delivering babies by abdominal surgery has been steadily rising in America over the past two decades, so that now 22-{}30\% of births in American hospitals are cesarean section.  The U.S., despite having the most advanced technology and highly trained medical personnel, ranks 23rd in infant mortality and 18th in perinatal mortality.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{} Medical interventions such as epidural anesthesia, pitocin augmentation of labor, vacuum extraction of fetus, episiotomy and separation of newborn and mother are common in American hospitals.  There are circumstances where medical procedures such as these are necessary, but many parents and professionals now question the routine use of such interventions. In some cases, the routine use of these procedures have lead to further complications.  For example, the epidural anesthetic, while providing pain relief, has shown to increase the operative vaginal delivery rate (i.e. forceps and vacuum extraction rates slightly) especially in first time mothers.  Epidurals have not been shown to increase the cesarean section rate in recent well documented studies.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Freestanding Birth Centers \& Water Birth
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}\symbol{34}Freestanding\symbol{34} Birth Centers are not inside of or affiliated with a hospital.  They are run by collaboration of midwives or physicians.  This is an alternative choice for the woman who does not wish to birth in a hospital environment yet is not comfortable giving birth at home.  Birth centers do not provide any additional measure of safety than most planned home births with qualified midwives; they may provide the expectant couple with the physiological comfort necessary to enable the mother to relax.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{} Out of hospital birth centers are designed for women having low-{}risk pregnancies who want drug-{}free birth with minimal intervention in a home-{}like environment.  Family members may participate in the birth.  C-{}sections rates are lower than most hospitals because the pregnancies are low risk.  Freestanding Birth Centers are an alternative choice for a woman who has had a previous cesarean and wishes to maximize her chances of a vaginal delivery. However, vaginal birth attempts after a prior cesarean section have a 1-{}2\% risk of uterine rupture.  Health insurance may cover costs.  Many birth centers offer birthing tubs where one can give birth in water.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Homebirth
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Birth at home provides parents with intimacy, privacy, comfort and family-{}centered experience.  Childbirth at home may be a safe option for healthy women having normal pregnancies.  It is for those who have a very strong desire for natural childbirth and who are willing to take high degree of responsibility for their health care and baby\textquotesingle{}s birth.  At home, the parents and midwife are in control of the birthing environment, and strict time perimeters for length of labor are not imposed, or routine medical interventions such as IVs done.  However, the World Health Organization (WHO) states that \symbol{34}giving birth in a health facility (not necessarily a hospital) with professional staff is safer by far than doing so at home.\symbol{34} (The World Health Report 2005). Also, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) opposes out of hospital births.  In choosing the comfort of home parents are also choosing to be further away from lifesaving measures should complications arise.
\end{myquote}


\begin{myquote}
\item{} Homebirth midwives provide complete prenatal care including monthly visits, laboratory tests, screening for infections.  They provide nutritional counseling and support for psycho-{}social issues.  There is a chance that a rare, but critical emergency might occur during the birth where hospital services may not be able to be obtained quick enough. Again, the WHO states that \symbol{34}it is just before, during, and in the very first hours and days after birth that life is most at risk,\symbol{34} (The World Health Report 2005) and that \symbol{34}many of the complications that result in maternal deaths and many that contribute to perinatal deaths are unpredictable, and their onset can be both sudden and severe.\symbol{34} (WHO Birth and Emergency Preparedness in Antenatal Care, 2006) Home birth midwives are trained to know when an emergency requires medical interface and can provide stabilizing measures until critical care can be obtained.  While homebirth midwives generally have the training, equipment, and medicine to handle many complications, there is great variation in training and skill level among midwives.  In choosing a homebirth midwife one should careful examine credentials and training.
\end{myquote}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{145}{A newborn with umbilical cord still attached (3 minutes.)}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}


\subsection{Postpartum care}
\label{576}
After the baby is born the umbilical cord is clamped and cut and the baby is looked over by a doctor or nurse.  The baby is given an APGAR score at one and five minutes after birth.  This is an analysis of how well the baby is performing its vital functions.
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\end{longtable}
}

If tearing, or an episiotomy occurs the wound is closed with absorbable suture.  The mother is closely watched for blood loss, infection, or any other possible complications.  Breastfeeding should be initiated as soon as possible after delivery as the stimulation of oxytocin in the mother aids in hemostasis.
\section{Risks in Pregnancy}
\label{577}
Pregnancies that warrant close attention usually come from an existing medical condition such as asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, or a condition developed because of pregnancy.  Conditions that arise during pregnancy will require special treatment.  The purpose of prenatal care is to detect these conditions, and to monitor and deal with them before they become serious.


\begin{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
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\end{myitemize}


Other serious risks include:
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\subsection{Miscarriage}
\label{578}
Miscarriage or spontaneous abortion is the natural or spontaneous end of a pregnancy at a stage where the embryo or the fetus is incapable of surviving, generally defined in humans at a gestation of prior to 20 weeks. Miscarriages are the most common complication of pregnancy.
Basic Facts: 15-{}20\% of pregnancies end in miscarriage, 70\% of the time there is a chromosomal abnormality with the fetus, and one miscarriage does not increase your risk in the next pregnancy.  Miscarriage is almost never the mother\textquotesingle{}s fault.

If the products of conception are not completely expelled after fetal death this is known as a missed abortion and is usually treated surgically by a procedure known as a D\&C or dilation and curettage.
\subsection{Bleeding During Pregnancy}
\label{579}
Vaginal bleeding at any stage should be taken seriously.  Severe bleeding in the early weeks may be a sign of miscarriage.  However, 25\% of pregnant patient bleed in the first trimester.  After 24 weeks the mother should seek medical advice immediately.  Third trimester bleeding in pregnancy is often one of the first signs of placenta previa; placenta is across the opening of the cervix.  An ultrasound should be performed to establish the location.  Other causes of late term bleeding include:
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\subsection{Blood Conditions}
\label{580}
Individuals either have, or do not have, the Rhesus factor (or Rh D antigen) on the surface of their red blood cells. This is usually indicated by \textquotesingle{}RhD positive\textquotesingle{} (does have the RhD antigen) or \textquotesingle{}RhD negative\textquotesingle{} (does not have the antigen) suffix to the ABO blood type i.e. A+ B-{} blood typing.  This is a problem only when an Rh-{}negative woman has a partner who is Rh-{}positive resulting in an Rh-{}positive baby.  If the mother\textquotesingle{}s and the baby\textquotesingle{}s blood come into contact during the birth, her body produces antibodies against the baby\textquotesingle{}s blood.  This problem usually does not affect the current pregnancy but can be dangerous for future pregnancies as the antibodies stay in the blood causing an immune response against future Rh+ fetus.  In essence the mother\textquotesingle{}s body \symbol{34}rejects\symbol{34} the fetus as it would a foreign body.   A drug called Rhogam is now given by injection given at 28-{}30 weeks gestation and given again if there is confirmation that the baby is Rh positive within 24 hours after birth to protect the future pregnancies.  Rh isoimmunization is rare in our day.  Rh-{} mothers should also be given the injection after miscarriage or abortion.  

If a mother is untreated they are at risk to subsequently deliver babies who suffer from hemolytic disease of the newborn.  Hemolytic disease of the newborn, also known as HDN, is an alloimmune condition that develops in a fetus, when the IgG antibodies that have been produced by the mother and have passed through the placenta include ones which attack the red blood cells in the fetal circulation. The red cells are broken down and the fetus can develop reticulocytosis and anemia. This fetal disease ranges from mild to very severe, and fetal death from heart failure (hydrops fetalis) can occur. When the disease is moderate or severe, many erythroblasts are present in the fetal blood and so these forms of the disease can be called erythroblastosis fetalis (or erythroblastosis foetalis).  Hemolysis leads to elevated bilirubin levels. After delivery bilirubin is no longer cleared (via the placenta) from the neonate\textquotesingle{}s blood and the symptoms of jaundice (yellowish skin and yellow discoloration of the whites of the eyes) increase within 24 hours after birth. Like any other severe neonatal jaundice, there is the possibility of acute or chronic kernicterus.
Profound anemia can cause high-{}output heart failure, with pallor, enlarged liver and/or spleen, generalized swelling, and respiratory distress. The prenatal manifestations are known as hydrops fetalis; in severe forms this can include petechiae and purpura. The infant may be stillborn or die shortly after birth.   
\subsection{Other Abnormalities}
\label{581}
Physical and Genetic Defects: 
Physical anomalies are present at birth. Examples are; cardiac, facial (such as cleft palate), club foot, etc. These do not always endanger the baby\textquotesingle{}s life. 1-{}2\% of babies are born with a significant congenital abnormality.  4-{}6\% with something relatively minor.
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Chromosomal Abnormalities: Occur when there is a problem in the baby\textquotesingle{}s genetic makeup; these include conditions such as Down syndrome.  Other genetic defects, such as cystic fibrosis, can be inherited from the parents.
\end{myitemize}

\section{Staying Healthy}
\label{582}
Pregnancy and childbirth place great demands, it is important to keep healthy.  The more healthy and relaxed the mother is, the better it will be to cope with the demands of pregnancy.  A healthy lifestyle combines many factors:{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Balanced Diet
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  A poor diet can cause a low birth weight.  Excessive weight gain during pregnancy can cause back problems, varicose veins, or indicate preeclampsia.  Advice on diet often includes to eat foods that are high in nutritional content.  Sufficient protein, vitamins, carbohydrates, fats, and minerals, as well as fiber.  Limit intake of saturated fats and sugar, and salt.  Drink plenty of fluids.
\end{myquote}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Regular Exercise
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Mild exercise, such as walking or swimming, is beneficial and will help cope with the workload of pregnancy and the demands of labor.  Mother\textquotesingle{}s should listen to her body and stop exercising when it tells her to.  Exercise should never be painful.
\end{myquote}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Baby\textquotesingle{}s Health
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  Smoking reduces the oxygen and nutrients passing via the placenta to the baby.  Avoid alcohol to avoid serious birth defects.
\end{myquote}

\section{In vitro Fertilization and Artificial Implantation}
\label{583}


\begin{minipage}{0.75000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
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\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{146}{Oocyte is injected with sperm outside of the womb.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}
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In vitro fertilization (IVF) is a technique in which egg cells are fertilized by sperm outside the woman\textquotesingle{}s womb. IVF is a major treatment in infertility when other methods of achieving conception have failed. The process involves hormonally controlling the ovulatory process, removing ova (eggs) from the woman\textquotesingle{}s ovaries and letting sperm fertilize them in a fluid medium. The fertilized egg (zygote) is then transferred to the patient\textquotesingle{}s uterus with the intent to establish a successful pregnancy.

The term in vitro, from the Latin root, is used, because early biological experiments involving cultivation of tissues outside the living organism from which they came, were carried out in glass containers such as beakers, test tubes, or petri dishes. 

While the overall live birth rate via IVF in the U.S. is about 27\% per cycle (33\% pregnancy rate), the chances of a successful pregnancy via IVF vary widely based on the age of the woman (or, more precisely, on the age of the eggs involved). Where the woman\textquotesingle{}s own eggs are used as opposed to those of a donor, for women under 35, the pregnancy rate is commonly approximately 43\% per cycle (37\% live birth), while for women over 40, the rate falls drastically -{} to only 4\% for women over 42.  Other factors that determine success rates include the quality of the eggs and sperm, the duration of the infertility, the health of the uterus, and the medical expertise. It is a common practice for IVF programmes to boost the pregnancy rate by placing multiple embryos during embryo transfer. A flip side of this practice is a higher risk of multiple pregnancy, itself associated with obstetric complications.
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If multiple embryos are generated, patients may choose to freeze embryos that are not transferred. Those embryos are placed in liquid nitrogen and can be preserved for a long time. There are currently 500,000 frozen embryos in the United States. The advantage is that patients who fail to conceive may become pregnant using such embryos without having to go through a full IVF cycle. Or, if pregnancy occurred, they could return later for another pregnancy.
\section{Embryonic stem cells}
\label{584}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{147}{Pluripotent, embryonic stem cells originate as inner mass cells with in a blastocyst. The stem cells can become any tissue in the body, excluding a placenta. Only the morula\textquotesingle{}s cells are totipotent, able to become all tissues and a placenta.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



Embryonic Celtic cell lines (ES cell lines) are cultures of cells derived from the epiblast tissue of the inner cell mass (ICM) of a blastocyst. A blastocyst is an early stage embryo -{} approximately 4 to 5 days old in humans and consisting of 50-{}150 cells. ES cells are {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape pluripotent}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], and give rise during development to all derivatives of the three primary germ layers: ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm. In other words, they can develop into each of the more than 200 cell types of the adult body when given sufficient and necessary stimulation for a specific cell type.  They do not contribute to the extra-{}embryonic membranes or the placenta.  This means they can become any kind of human tissue (ie. heart tissue, nerve tissue, etc.).

When given no stimuli for differentiation, ES cells will continue to divide in vitro and each daughter cell will remain pluripotent. The pluripotency of ES cells has been rigorously demonstrated in vitro and in vivo, thus they can be indeed classified as stem cells.

Because of their unique combined abilities of unlimited expansion and pluripotency, embryonic stem cells are a potential source for regenerative medicine and tissue replacement after injury or disease. To date, no approved medical treatments have been derived from embryonic stem cell research. This is not surprising considering that many nations currently have moratoria (suspension of practices) on either ES cell research or the production of new ES cell lines.

There exists a widespread controversy over stem cell research that emanates from the techniques used in the creation and usage of stem cells. Embryonic stem cell research is particularly controversial because, with the present state of technology, starting a stem cell line requires the destruction of a human embryo and/or therapeutic cloning. Opponents of the research argue that this practice is a slippery slope to reproductive cloning and tantamount to the instrumentalization of a human being. Contrarily, some medical researchers in the field argue that it is necessary to pursue embryonic stem cell research because the resultant technologies are expected to have significant medical potential, and that the embryos used for research are only those meant for destruction anyway (as a product of in vitro fertilization). This in turn, conflicts with opponents in the pro-{}life movement, who argue that an embryo is a human being and therefore entitled to dignity even if legally slated for destruction. The ensuing debate has prompted authorities around the world to seek regulatory frameworks and highlighted the fact that stem cell research represents a social and ethical challenge.
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Reproductive Cloning is a technology used to generate an animal that contains the same nuclear DNA as another currently or previously existing animal.  Scientists transfer the genetic material from the nucleus of a donor adult cell to an egg whose nucleus, and thus its genetic material has been removed.  The egg containing the DNA, now reconstructed, has to be treated with chemicals or electric current in order to stimulate cell division.  Once the cloned embryo reaches a suitable stage, it is transferred to the uterus of a female host to continue development until birth.  Currently this is illegal to practice in the United States.
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Recent research by researchers led by Anthony Atala of Wake Forest University and a team from Harvard University has found that amniotic fluid, in addition to its main functions of cushioning a growing fetus and providing buoyancy, is also a plentiful source of non-{}embryonic stem cells.  These cells have demonstrated the ability to differentiate into a number of different cell-{}types, including brain, liver and bone.

Therapeutic Cloning refers to a procedure that allows the cloning of specific body parts and organs to be used for medical purposes.  Although this has not been realized, much research is being done on the subject.
\section{Pregnancy and Lactation}
\label{585}
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Breast milk provides all the nutrients required for the first 4-{}6 months. It contains carbohydrates (such as lactose), fats (such as linoleic acid), and easily digestible proteins (such as alpha-{}lactalbumin). Breast milk also contains an adequate supply of vitamins and minerals, digestive enzymes, hormones and immunological factors. 

The first milk produced after birth is called {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape colostrum}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. This is synthesized during the end of pregnancy and 3-{}5 days of postpartum.  It is very high in protein and low in fat and carbohydrates, and contains immunoglobulins.  This help the baby have a first bowel movement and prevent jaundice. The bowel movement that results from the colostrum is a different color and consistency than future bowel movements once the mother\textquotesingle{}s milk comes in.  In some cultures the colostrum is discarded because of the difference, but what they do not know is that it is the best thing for the baby.

The composition varies in breast milk during feeding, and over time with development of the baby.  When breastfeeding there are three names for the composition of the milk: the fore milk, present during the beginning of breastfeeding; mid is the middle of feeding; and hind which is toward the end of the feeding and contains a composition high in fat.     

When breastfeeding the female should consider the types of food that will be consumed.  If the mother is on a low fat diet or if foods like garlic, broccoli, and onions are eaten, it may affect the baby\textquotesingle{}s preference for breast feeding.  Also, the mother should consider not breastfeeding after the consumption of alcohol, caffeine, smoking, and certain medications.  

Barriers of breastfeeding are lack of professional and social support, misinformation, embarrassment, early discharge form the hospital without instruction, and returning to work or school without adequate lactation rooms and if the mother refuses to tend breastfed infant.  

When breastfeeding initiate as soon after delivery as possible, position the baby correctly, feed on demand from both breasts at each feeding and at least 10 minutes on each breast.  Additionally there should be a good educator in the case the infant is not latching on.  
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Breast milk is recommended through the first 12 months. Supplementation of cow\textquotesingle{}s milk is not recommended due to the high protein that would cause liver damage to the baby.  

Why breastfeed?  
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} It is easily digested
\item{} Composition changes with infant needs
\item{} Changes during a feeding, high in fat at the end of feeding
\item{} Antibodies in milk
\item{} Breastfeeding moms miss less work because babies are sick less
\item{} Fewer allergies
\item{} Less spit-{}up
\item{} Less constipation and diarrhea
\item{} Better jaw development
\item{} Decreased risk of SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome)
\item{} Higher IQ
\item{} Decreased risk of diabetes, Crohn\textquotesingle{}s Disease, Celiac Sprue
\item{} Bonding 
\item{} Convenient, always at the correct temperature and ready to go
\item{} Less expensive
\item{} Helps the uterus return to normal size more quickly
\item{} Less incidence of postpartum â��bluesâ��
\item{} Lower risk of breast cancer
\item{} Lower risk of osteoporosis
\end{myitemize}

\section{Postpartum Depression}
\label{586} 
Having a baby is usually one of the happiest times in a woman\textquotesingle{}s life, but for some women, it can include times of sadness and depression. More women actually suffer from postpartum depression than we really know. Women usually ignore the emotional and physical signs, dealing with their feelings on their own. 

Postpartum depression affects approximately 10 to 15 percent of new mothers. It often causes anxiety and obsession about caring for the baby or the cleanliness of the home. It may cause changes in sleep patterns and affect relationships including the ability to form a bond with the baby and other family members. Some mothers with postpartum depression have thoughts of wanting to die or of hurting the baby. If the symptoms are so severe that they keep the mother from being able to function, medical treatment is necessary.

Baby blues are common due to rapid hormonal changes but resolve after 1-{}2 weeks.  Postpartum depression is characterized by persisting symptoms, and the mother should notify her provider immediately.
\section{Testing Your Knowledge}
\label{587}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#Pregnancy_and_birth}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1. Is at this stage that an egg implants in the uterine lining 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) morula 
\item{} B) zygote 
\item{} C) blastocyst
\item{} D) embryoblast 
\end{myquote}


2. Which part of the embryoblast will become the central nervous system in development  
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) ectogerm
\item{} B) mesoderm 
\item{} C) endoderm  
\end{myquote}


3. This hormone is only produced in the human body when a woman is pregnant
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) estrogen
\item{} B) HCG
\item{} C) progesterone 
\item{} D) FSH 
\item{} E) LH 
\end{myquote}


4. By this week of pregnancy, the beginnings of all major organs have formed 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) 4 
\item{} B) 7 
\item{} C) 5 
\item{} D) 6
\item{} E) 8 
\end{myquote}


5. Stem cells are found in the embryoblast and use of them is very controversial, another place to find stem cells that are usable to treat leukemia and other disorders is the
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) morula 
\item{} B) chorion 
\item{} C) amnion 
\item{} D) amniotic fluid 
\item{} E) umbilical cord
\end{myquote}


6. The cervix dilates on an average of \_\_\_\_\_\_ per hour in the active phase of labor
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) 2 mm 
\item{} B) 2 cm 
\item{} C) 1mm 
\item{} D) 1 cm 
\end{myquote}


7. The contractions of the uterus are stimulated by the release of
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) oxytocin
\item{} B) FSH 
\item{} C) LH
\item{} D) prolactin
\item{} E) estrogen 
\end{myquote}


8. A sign of pre-{}labor is 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) irregular contractions
\item{} B) pain in the front only 
\item{} C) loss of the mucus plug 
\item{} D) contractions stop during rest
\end{myquote}


9. This is the most common complication of pregnancy
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) preclampcia 
\item{} B) miscarriage
\item{} C) smoking 
\item{} D) Rh factor
\item{} E) teratogens 
\end{myquote}


10. Sue decides to breastfeed because she has been told that colostrum contains 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) high protein
\item{} B) low fat 
\item{} C) immunoglobulins 
\item{} D) all of the above
\item{} E) none of the above
\end{myquote}


11. What is the first milk after birth called?
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) thrush
\item{} B) mastitis
\item{} C) colostrum 
\item{} D) milk let down
\end{myquote}

\section{Glossary}
\label{588}
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{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Crohn\textquotesingle{}s disease}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  Skip lesions in the colon and is a malabsorptive disease.  

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Cystitis}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  Infection of the bladder

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Dizygous}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  Not identical (fraternal) twins

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Doppler}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  A form of ultrasound used specially to investigate blood flow in the placenta or in the fetus

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Down Syndrome}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  (Trisomy 21) A disorder caused by the presence of an extra chromosome 21 in the cells

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Ectopic Pregnancy}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  A pregnancy that develops outside of the womb

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Edema}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  Swelling of the fingers, legs, toes, and face.

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Embryo}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  The medical term for the baby from conception to about six weeks

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Engagement}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  The process in which the head of the baby moves down from high in the mother\textquotesingle{}s abdomen and settles deeper into her pelvis in preparation for birth.  This can happen any time between 36 weeks and labor. 

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Epidural Anesthesia}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  A method of numbing the nerves of the lower spinal cord to ensure a pain-{}free labor

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Episiotomy}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  A cut of the perineum and vagina performed to make the delivery easier

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries External Fetal Monitor}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  An electronic monitor used to record the fetal heartbeat and motherâ��s contractions

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Fallopian Tubes}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  (uterine tubes) Two tubular structures (one on each side of the womb) leading from the ovaries to the uterus

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Fertilization}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  The union of an egg cell and a sperm cell is present wherein 23 chromosomes from each parent come together to form a zygote. After sperm penetrates, the ovum undergoes a chemical change to prevent other sperm from entering.  Multiple births can occur from complete division of the conceptus during early cleavage or from fertilization of multiple ova.  Birth control techniques are designed to prevent ovulation or to prevent fertilization by barriers, that keep sperm and ova separated. 

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Fetus}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  Medical term for the baby from six weeks after conception until birth

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Forceps}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  Metal instruments that fit on either side of the baby\textquotesingle{}s head and are used to help deliver the baby

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Fundus}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  The top of the womb

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Germ layer}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  Layers of cells within an embryo that form the body organs during development.

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Glial Cells}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] (neuroglia; glia):  Non-{}neuronal cells that provide support and nutrition, maintain homeostasis, form myelin, and participate in signal transmission in the nervous system. In the human brain, glia are estimated to outnumber neurons by about 10 to 1.

Glial cells provide support and protection for neurons, the other main type of cell in the central nervous system. They are thus known as the \symbol{34}glue\symbol{34} of the nervous system. The four main functions of glial cells are to surround neurons and hold them in place, to supply nutrients and oxygen to neurons, to insulate one neuron from another, and to destroy pathogens and remove dead neurons.
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{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Induction of labor}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  (IOL) the procedure for initiating labor artificially

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries In utero death}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  (IUD)the death of the unborn fetus after 24 weeks

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries In vitro fertilization}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]:  (IVF) a method of assisted conception in which fertilization occurs outside the mother\textquotesingle{}s and the embryo is replaced in the womb
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\chapter{Genetics and Inheritance}
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\section{Introduction}
\label{591}
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural\%20Selection}{w:Natural Selection}Genetics is the science of the way traits are passed from parent to offspring. For all forms of life, continuity of the species depends upon the genetic code being passed from parent to offspring. Evolution by natural selection is dependent on traits being heritable. Genetics is very important in human physiology because all attributes of the human body are affected by a personâ��s genetic code. It can be as simple as eye color, height, or hair color. Or it can be as complex as how well your liver processes toxins, whether you will be prone to heart disease or breast cancer, and whether you will be color blind. Defects in the genetic code can be tragic. For example: Down Syndrome, Turner Syndrome, and Klinefelter\textquotesingle{}s Syndrome are diseases caused by chromosomal abnormalities. Cystic fibrosis is caused by a single change in the genetic sequence. 
Genetic inheritance begins at the time of conception. You inherited 23 chromosomes from your mother and 23 from your father. Together they form 22 pairs of autosomal chromosomes and a pair of sex chromosomes (either XX if you are female, or XY if you are male). Homologous chromosomes have the same genes in the same positions, but may have different alleles (varieties) of those genes. There can be many alleles of a gene within a population, but an individual within that population only has two copies, and can be homozygous (both copies the same) or heterozygous (the two copies are different) for any given gene.

\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human\%20Genome\%20Project}{w:Human Genome Project}Genetics is important to medicine. As more is understood about how genetics affects certain defects and diseases, cures and treatments can be more readily developed for these disorders. The sequence of the human genome (approximately 3 billion base pairs in a human haploid genome with an estimated 20,000-{}25,000 protein-{}coding genes) was completed in 2003, but we are far from understanding the functions and regulations of all the genes. In some ways medicine is moving from diagnosis based on symptoms towards diagnosis based on genetics, and we are moving into what many are calling the age of personalized medicine.
\subsection{DNA}
\label{592}
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\subsection{Gene}
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A gene is made up of short sections of DNA which are contained on a chromosome within the nucleus of a cell. Genes control the development and function of all organs and all working systems in the body. A gene has a certain influence on how the cell works; the same gene in many different cells determines a certain physical or biochemical feature of the whole body (e.g. eye color or reproductive functions). All human cells hold approximately 30,000 different genes. Even though each cell has identical copies of all of the same genes, different cells express or repress different genes. This is what accounts for the differences between, let\textquotesingle{}s say, a liver cell and a brain cell. Genotype is the actual pair of genes that a person has for a trait of interest. For example, a woman could be a carrier for hemophilia by having one normal copy of the gene for a particular clotting protein and one defective copy. A Phenotype is the organismâ��s physical appearance as it relates to a certain trait. In the case of the woman carrier, her phenotype is normal (because the normal copy of the gene is dominant to the defective copy). The phenotype can be for any measurable trait, such as eye color, finger length, height, physiological traits like the ability to pump calcium ions from mucosal cells, behavioral traits like smiles, and biochemical traits like blood types and cholesterol levels. Genotype cannot always be predicted by phenotype (we would not know the woman was a carrier of hemophilia just based on her appearance), but can be determined through pedigree charts or direct genetic testing. Even though genotype is a strong predictor of phenotype, environmental factors can also play a strong role in determining phenotype. Identical twins, for example, are genetic clones resulting from the early splitting of an embryo, but they can be quite different in personality, body mass, and even fingerprints.
\subsection{Genetics}
\label{594}
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Genes encode the information necessary for synthesizing the amino-{}acid sequences in proteins, which in turn play a large role in determining the final phenotype, or physical appearance of the organism., or in case case sun energized protein In diploid organisms, a dominant allele on one chromosome will mask the expression of a recessive allele on the other. While most genes are dominant/recessive, others may be codominant or show different patterns of expression.
The phrase \symbol{34}to code for\symbol{34} is often used to mean a gene contains the instructions about a particular protein, (as in the gene codes for the protein). The \symbol{34}one gene, one protein\symbol{34} concept is now known to be the simplistic. For example, a single gene may produce multiple products, depending on how its transcription is regulated. Genes code for the nucleotide sequence in mRNA and rRNA, required for protein synthesis.

Gregor Mendel researched principals of heredity in plants. He soon realized that these principals also apply to people and animals and are the same for all living animals.

Gregor Mendel experimented with common pea plants. Over generations of the pea plants, he noticed that certain traits can show up in offspring with out blending any of the parent\textquotesingle{}s characteristics. This is a very important observation because at this point the theory was that inherited traits blend from one generation to another.
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Pea plant reproduction is easily manipulated. They have both male and female parts and can easily be grown in large numbers. For this reason, pea plants can either self-{}pollinate or cross-{}pollinate with other pea plants.

In cross pollinating two true-{}breeding plants, for example one that came from a long line of yellow peas and the other that came from a long line of green peas, the first generation of offspring always came out with all yellow peas. The following generations had a ratio of 3:1 yellow to green. In this and in all of the other pea plant traits Mendel observed, one form was dominant over another so it masked the presence of the other allele. Even if the phenotype (presence) is covered up, the genotype (allele) can be passed on to other generations.
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1859 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles\%20Darwin}{Charles Darwin} publishes \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The\%20Origin\%20of\%20Species}{\symbol{34}The Origin of Species\symbol{34}}

1865 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregor\%20Mendel}{Gregor Mendel\textquotesingle{}s} paper, \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experiments\%20on\%20Plant\%20Hybridization}{{\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape Experiments on Plant Hybridization}}

1903 Chromosomes are discovered to be hereditary units

1906 The term \symbol{34}genetics\symbol{34} is first introduced publicly by the British biologist \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William\%20Bateson}{William Bateson} at the Third International Conference on Genetics in London, England

1910 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas\%20Hunt\%20Morgan}{Thomas Hunt Morgan} shows that genes reside on chromosomes, and discovered linked genes on chromosomes that do NOT follow Mendel\textquotesingle{}s law of independent allele segregation

1913 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred\%20Sturtevant}{Alfred Sturtevant} makes the first genetic map of a chromosome 

1913 Gene maps show chromosomes contain linear arranged genes
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1927 Physical changes in genes are called mutations

1928 Fredrick Griffith discovers a hereditary molecule that is transmissible between bacteria

1931 Crossing over is the cause of recombination

1941 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward\%20Lawrie\%20Tatum}{Edward Lawrie Tatum} and \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George\%20Wells\%20Beadle}{George Wells Beadle} show that genes code for proteins

1944 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oswald\%20Theodore\%20Avery}{Oswald Theodore Avery}, \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colin\%20McLeod}{Colin McLeod} and \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maclyn\%20McCarty}{Maclyn McCarty} isolate \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA}{DNA} as the genetic material (at that time called transforming principle)

1950 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erwin\%20Chargaff}{Erwin Chargaff} shows that the four nucleotides are not present in nucleic acid in stable proportions, but that some general rules appear to hold. (e.g., the nucleotide bases Adenine-{}Thymine and Cytosine-{}guanine always remain in equal proportions) 

1950 Barbra McClintock discovers transposons in maize

1952 The \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hershey-Chase\%20experiment}{Hershey-{}Chase experiment} proves the genetic information of phages (and all other organisms) to be DNA

1953 DNA structure is resolved to be a double helix by \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James\%20D.\%20Watson}{James D. Watson} and \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis\%20Crick}{Francis Crick}, with help from \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosalind\%20Franklin}{Rosalind Franklin}

1956 Jo Hin Tjio and \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert\%20Levan}{Albert Levan} established the correct chromosome number in humans to be 46

1958 The \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meselson-Stahl\%20experiment}{Meselson-{}Stahl experiment} demonstrates that DNA is semi-{}conservatively replicated

1961 The genetic code is arranged in triplets

1964 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard\%20Temin}{Howard Temin} showed using RNA viruses that Watson\textquotesingle{}s central dogma is not always true
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1977 DNA is sequenced for the first time by Fred Sangr, \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter\%20Gilbert}{Walter Gilbert}, and Allan Maxam working independently. Sanger\textquotesingle{}s lab complete the entire genome of sequence of Bacteriophage 

1983 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kary\%20Banks\%20Mullis}{Kary Banks Mullis} discovers the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) enabling the easy amplification of DNA

1985 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alec\%20Jeffreys}{Alec Jeffreys} discovers genetic finger printing

1989 The first human gene is sequenced by Francis Collin and \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lap-Chee\%20Tsui}{Lap-{}Chee Tsui}. It encodes the CFTR protein. Defect in this gene causes \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cystic\%20Fibrosis}{Cystic Fibrosis}

1995 The genome of \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haemophilus}{Haemophilus} influenza is the first genome of a free living organism to be sequenced.

1996 \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saccharomyces}{Saccharomyces} cerevisiae is the first eukaryote genome sequence to be released.

1998 The first genome sequence for a multicellular eukaryote, \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C.\%20elegans}{C. elegans} is released.

2001 First draft sequences of the human genome are released simultaneously by the \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human\%20Genome\%20Project}{Human Genome Project} and Celera Genomic

2003 (14 April) Successful completion of Human Genome Project with 99\% of the genome sequenced to a 99.99\% accuracy
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\section{Transcription and Translation}
\label{595}
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\begin{myenumerate}
\item{}  The mRNA base sequence determines the order of assembling of the amino acids to form specific proteins. 
\item{}  Transcription occurs in the nucleus, and once you have completed transcription the mRNA will leave the nuecleus, and go into the cytoplasm where the mRNA will bind to a free floating ribosome, where it will attach to a small ribosomal subunit. 
\item{}  Methionine-{}tRNA binds to the nucleotides AUG. AUG is known as the start codon and is found at the beginning of each mRNA. 
\item{}  The complex then binds to a large ribosomal subunit. Methionine-{}tRNA is bound to the P site of the ribosome. 
\item{}  Another tRNA containing a second amino acid (lysine) binds to the second amino acid. Binding to the second codon of mRNA (on the A-{}site of the ribosome).
\item{}  Peptidyl transferase, forms a peptide3 bond between the two amino acids (methionine and lysine).
\item{}  The first amino tRNA is released and mRNA is translocated one codon carrying the second tRNA (still carrying the two amino acids) to the P site.
\item{}  Another tRNA with attached amino acid (glutamine) moves into the A site and binds to that codon.
\item{}  It will now form a peptide bond with lysine and glutamine.
\item{}  Now the tRNA in the P site will be let go, and mRNA is translocated one codon, (the tRNA with three amino acids) to the P site.
\item{}  This will continue going until it reaches the stop codon (UAG) on the mRNA. Then this codon will tell it to release the polypeptide chain.
\end{myenumerate}
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\section{Inheritance}
\label{596}

Children inherit traits, disorders, and characteristics from their parents. Children tend to resemble their parents especially in physical appearance. However they may also have the same mannerisms, personality, and a lot of the time the same mental abilities or disabilities. Many negatives and positives tend to \symbol{34}run in the family\symbol{34}. A lot of the time people will use the excuse \symbol{34}It runs in the family\symbol{34} for things that have alternative reasons, such as a whole family may be overweight, yes it may \symbol{34}run in the family\symbol{34} but it could also be because of all the hamburgers and extra mayo that they all eat. Or the fact that after they eat the hamburgers they all sit on the couch and don\textquotesingle{}t move for the rest of the evening. Children may have the same habits (good or bad) as their parents, like biting their nails or enjoying reading books. These things aren\textquotesingle{}t inherited they are happening because children imitate their parents, they want to be like mom or dad. Good examples are just as important as good genes.
\begin{longtable}{|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.22533\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.34448\linewidth}|>{\RaggedRight}p{0.34448\linewidth}|} \hline 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Inheritance pattern}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Description}&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Examples}\endhead  \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Autosomal dominant&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Only one mutated copy of the gene is needed for a person to be affected by an autosomal dominant disorder. Each affected person usually has one affected parent. There is a 50\% chance that a child will inherit the mutated gene. Many disease conditions that are autosomal dominant have low penetrance, which means that although only one mutated copy is needed, a relatively small proportion of those who inherit that mutation go on to develop the disease, often later in life. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Huntingtons disease, Neurofibromatosis 1, HBOC syndrome, Hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Autosomal recessive&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Two copies of the gene must be mutated for a person to be affected by an autosomal recessive disorder. An affected person usually has unaffected parents who each carry a single copy of the mutated gene (and are referred to as carriers). Two unaffected people who each carry one copy of the mutated gene have a 25\% chance with each pregnancy of having a child affected by the disorder.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Cystic fibrosis, Sickle cell anemia, Tay-{}Sachs disease, Spinal muscular atrophy, Muscular dystrophy\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}X-{}linked dominant&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}X-{}linked dominant disorders are caused by mutations in genes on the X chromosome. Only a few disorders have this inheritance pattern. Females are more frequently affected than males, and the chance of passing on an X-{}linked dominant disorder differs between men and women. The sons of a man with an X-{}linked dominant disorder will not be affected, and his daughters will all inherit the condition. A woman with an X-{}linked dominant disorder has a 50\% chance of having an affected daughter or son with each pregnancy. Some X-{}linked dominant conditions, such as Aicardi Syndrome, are fatal to boys, therefore only girls have them (and boys with Klinefelter Syndrome). &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Hypophosphatemia, Aicardi Syndrome\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}X-{}linked recessive&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} X-{}linked recessive disorders are also caused by mutations in genes on the X chromosome. Males are more frequently affected than females, and the chance of passing on the disorder differs between men and women. The sons of a man with an X-{}linked recessive disorder will not be affected, and his daughters will carry one copy of the mutated gene. With each pregnancy, a woman who carries an X-{}linked recessive disorder has a 50\% chance of having sons who are affected and a 50\% chance of having daughters who carry one copy of the mutated gene. &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Hemophilia A, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, Color blindness, Turner Syndrome\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Y-{}linked&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Y-{}linked disorders are caused by mutations on the Y chromosome. Only males can get them, and all of the sons of an affected father are affected. Since the Y chromosome is very small, Y-{}linked disorders only cause infertility, and may be circumvented with the help of some fertility treatments.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Male Infertility\\ \hline \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Mitochondrial&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}This type of inheritance, also known as maternal inheritance, applies to genes in mitochondrial DNA. Because only egg cells contribute mitochondria to the developing embryo, only females can pass on mitochondrial conditions to their children.&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt}Leber\textquotesingle{}s Hereditary Optic Neuropathy (LHON)\\ \hline 
\end{longtable}

\subsection{Mechanisms of inheritance}
\label{597}

A person\textquotesingle{}s cells hold the exact genes that originated from the sperm and egg of his parents at the time of conception. The genes of a cell are formed into long strands of DNA. Most of the genes that control characteristic are in pairs, one gene from mom and one gene from dad. Everybody has 22 pairs of chromosomes ({\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape autosomes}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]) and two more genes called sex-{}linked chromosomes. Females have two X (XX) chromosomes and males have an X and a Y (XY) chromosome. Inherited traits and disorders can be divided into three categories: unifactorial inheritance, sex-{}linked inheritance, and multifactor inheritance.\subsection{Unifactorial Inheritance}
\label{598}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{152}{Chart showing the possibilities of contracting a recessive defect, from two carrier parents.}
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Traits such as blood type, eye color, hair color, and taste are each thought to be controlled by a single pair of genes. The Austrian monk Gregor Mendel was the first to discover this phenomenon, and it is now referred to as {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape the laws of Mendelian inheritance}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. The genes deciding a single trait may have several forms ({\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape alleles}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]). For example, the gene responsible for hair color has two main alleles: red and brown. The four possibilities are thus

Brown/red, which would result in brown hair,$\text{ }$\newline{}

Red/red, resulting in red hair, $\text{ }$\newline{}

Brown/brown, resulting in brown hair, or $\text{ }$\newline{}

Red/brown, resulting in red hair. $\text{ }$\newline{}


The genetic codes for red and brown can be either dominant or recessive. In any case, the dominant gene overrides the recessive.

When two people create a child, they each supply their own set of genes. In simplistic cases, such as the red/brown hair, each parent supplies one \symbol{34}code\symbol{34}, contributing to the child\textquotesingle{}s hair color. For example, if dad has brown/red he has a 50\% chance of passing brown hair to his child and a 50\% of passing red hair. When combined with a mom who has brown/brown (who would supply 100\% brown), the child has a 75\% chance of having brown hair and a 25\% chance of having red hair. Similar rules apply to different traits and characteristics, though they are usually far more complex.
\subsection{Multifactorial inheritance}
\label{599}

Some traits are found to be determined by genes and environmental effects. Height for example seems to be controlled by multiple genes, some are \symbol{34}tall\symbol{34} genes and some are \symbol{34}short\symbol{34} genes. A child may inherit all the \symbol{34}tall\symbol{34} genes from both parents and will end up taller than both parents. Or the child my inherit all the \symbol{34}short\symbol{34} genes and be the shortest in the family. More often than not the child inherits both \symbol{34}tall\symbol{34} and \symbol{34}short\symbol{34} genes and ends up about the same height as the rest of the family. Good diet and exercise can help a person with \symbol{34}short\symbol{34} genes end up attaining an average height. Babies born with drug addiction or alcohol addiction are a sad example of environmental inheritance. When mom is doing drugs or drinking, everything that she takes the baby takes. These babies often have developmental problems and learning disabilities. A baby born with {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape Fetal alcohol syndrome}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] is usually abnormally short, has small eyes and a small jaw, may have heart defects, a cleft lip and palate, may suck poorly, sleep poorly, and be irritable. About one fifth of the babies born with fetal alcohol syndrome die within the first weeks of life, those that live are often mentally and physically handicapped.\subsection{Sex-{}linked Inheritance}
\label{600}
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Sex-{}linked inheritance is quite obvious, it determines your gender. Male gender is caused by the Y chromosome which is only found in males and is inherited from their fathers. The genes on the Y chromosomes direct the development of the male sex organs. The x chromosome is not as closely related to the female sex because it is contained in both males and females. Males have a single X and females have double XX. The X chromosome is to regulate regular development and it seems that the Y is added just for the male genitalia. When there is a default with the X chromosomes in males it is almost always persistent because there is not the extra X chromosome that females have to counteract the problem. Certain traits like colorblindness and hemophilia are on alleles carried on the X chromosome. For example if a woman is colorblind all of her sons will be colorblind. Whereas all of her daughters will be carriers for colorblindness.
\subsection{Exceptions to simple inheritance}
\label{601}

Our knowledge of the mechanisms of genetic inheritance has grown a lot since Mendel\textquotesingle{}s time. It is now understood, that if you inherit one allele, it can sometimes increase the chance of inheriting another and can affect when or how a trait is expressed in an individuals phenotype. There are levels of dominance and recessiveness with some traits. Mendel\textquotesingle{}s simple rules of inheritance does not always apply in these exceptions.\subsection{Polygenic Traits}
\label{602}

Polygenic traits are traits determined by the combined effect of more than one pair of genes. Human stature is an example of this trait. The size of all body parts from head to foot combined determines height. The size of each individual body part are determined by numerous genes. Human skin, eyes, and hair are also polygenic genes because they are determined by more than one allele at a different location.
\subsection{Intermediate Expressions}
\label{603}

When there is incomplete dominance, blending can occur resulting in heterozygous individuals. An example of intermediate expression is the pitch of a human male voice. Homozygous men have the lowest and highest voice for this trait (AA and aa). Tay-{}Sachs, causing death in childhood, is also characterized by incomplete dominance.
\subsection{Co-{}dominance}
\label{604}

For some traits, two alleles can be co-{}dominant. Were both alleles are expressed in heterozygous individuals. An example of that would be a person with AB blood. These people have the characteristics of both A and B blood types when tested.
\subsection{Multiple-{}Allele Series}
\label{605}

There are some traits that are controlled by far more alleles. For example, the human HLA system, which is responsible for accepting or rejecting foreign tissue in our bodies, can have as many as 30,000,000 different genotypes! The HLA system is what causes the rejection of organ transplants. The multiple allele series is very common, as geneticists learn more about genetics, they realize that it is more common than the simple two allele ones.
\subsection{Modifying and Regulator Genes}
\label{606}

Modifying and regulator genes are the two classes of genes that may have an effect on how the other genes function. {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape Modifying Genes}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] alter how other genes are expressed in the phenotype. For example, a dominant cataracts gene may impair vision at various degrees, depending on the presence of a specific allele for a companion modifying gene. However, cataracts can also come from excessive exposure to ultraviolet rays and diabetes. {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape Regulator Genes}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] also known as homoerotic genes, can either initiate or block the expression of other genes. They also control a variety of chemicals in plants and animals. For example, Regulator genes control the time of production of certain proteins that will be new structural parts of our bodies. Regulator genes also work as a master switch starting the development of our body parts right after conception and are also responsible for the changes in our bodies as we get older. They control the aging processes and maturation.
\subsection{Incomplete penetrates}
\label{607}

Some genes are incomplete penetrate. Which means, unless some environmental factors are present, the effect does not occur. For example, you can inherit the gene for diabetes, but never get the disease, unless you were greatly stressed, extremely overweight, or didn\textquotesingle{}t get enough sleep at night.\section{Inherited Genetic Disease}
\label{608}
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\label{609}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{155}{Haemochromatosis type 4 is inherited in an \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/autosomal\%20dominant}{autosomal dominant} fashion.}
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Even though most people have never heard of hemochromatosis it is the most common inherited disease. About 1 in 300 are born with hemochromatis and 1 in 9 are carriers. The main characteristic is the intake of too much iron into the inflicted body. Iron is crucial to the workings of {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape hemoglobin}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] but too much iron is just as bad as too little iron. With hemochromatosis deposits of iron form on almost every major organ especially the liver, heart and pancreas, which causes complete organ failure. Hemochromatosis patients usually absorb two or three times the iron that is needed for normal people. Hemochromatosis was first discovered in 1865 and most patients have Celtic ancestry dating back 60 or 70 generations.\subsubsection{Treatments for hemochromatosis}
\label{610}

The most common treatment for hemochromatosis is to induce anemia and maintain it until the iron storage is reduced. This is done by therapeutic phlebotomy. Phlebotomy is the removal of a unit of blood (about 500 mls.) This must be done one to two times a week and can take weeks, months, or years to complete. After this treatment some patients will never have to do it again and others will have to do it many times over the course of their life. Patients who undergo their recommended treatments usually go on to live a long and healthy life. Patients who decide against treatment increase their chances of problems such as organ failure -{}-{} or even death. Along with phlebotomy treatment, patients should stick to a low iron diet and should not cook with iron cookware.
\subsection{Cystic Fibrosis (CF)}
\label{611}

Cystic fibrosis is a disease that causes thick, sticky mucus to build up in the lungs and digestive tract. It is the most common lung disease in children and young adults and may cause early death. The mucus builds up in the breathing passages of the lungs and in the pancreas. The build up of the mucus results in terrible lung infections and digestion problems. Cystic fibrosis may also cause problem with the sweat gland and a man\textquotesingle{}s reproductive system. There are more than 1,000 mutations of the CF gene, symptoms vary from person to person. The most common symptoms are: No bowel movements for the first 24 to 48 hours of life, stools that are pale or clay colored, foul smelling or that float, infants that have salty-{}tasting skin, recurrent respiratory infections like pneumonia, coughing or wheezing, weight loss or low weight gain in childhood, diarrhea, delayed growth, and excessive fatigue. Most patients are diagnosed by their first birthday but less severe cases sometimes aren\textquotesingle{}t caught until after 18 years of age. 40\% of patients are over 18 years old and the average life span of CF patients is about 35 years old, which is a huge increase over the last 30 years. Patients usually die of lung complications.
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\subsubsection{Treatment for cystic fibrosis}
\label{612}

In 2005 the U.S food and drug administration approved the first DNA based blood test to help detect CF. Other tests to help detect CF include: Sweat chloride test, which is the standard test for CF. High salt levels in the patients sweat is an indication of CF, Fecal fat test, upper GI and small bowel series, and measurements of pancreatic function.
After a diagnosis has been made there are a number of treatments available, these include: Antibiotics for respiratory infections, pancreatic enzyme replacement, vitamin supplements (mostly A, D, E, and K), inhalers to open the airways, enzyme replacement therapy which makes it easier to cough up the mucus, pain relievers, and in very severe cases, lung transplants.
\subsection{Sickle cell anemia}
\label{613}
Sickle cell anemia is an inherited disease of the red blood cells which causes abnormally shaped red cells. A typical red blood cell has about 270 million hemoglobin molecules, which bind with oxygen. In a person with sickle cell disease, one amino acid is changed in the hemoglobin molecule, and the end result is misshapen red blood cells. In a patient with sickle cell disease the red blood cells change from the normal round shape to the shape of a sickle or \symbol{34}C\symbol{34} shaped. The abnormal shape causes the cells to get stuck in some blood vessels which causes blockage in the vessel. This causes pain and can destroy organs because of the lack of oxygen. Sickle cells live only 10 to 20 days and a normal cell lives about 120 days.
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 This rapid death of blood cells leads to chronic anemia. Complications can include severe pain, terrible infection, swelling of the feet and hands, stroke, damage to the eyes, and damaged body organs. These effects can vary from person to person depending on the type of sickle cell disease they have. Some patients are mostly healthy and others are in the hospital more than they are out. Thanks to diagnosis and treatment advancements, most children born with sickle cell grow up to have a normal and relatively healthy life. The form of sickle cell is determined by which genes they inherit from the parents. When a child inherits a sickle cell gene (hemoglobin gene) from each parent it is called hemoglobin SS disease ( which is the formal name for sickle cell). When a child inherits a sickle cell gene from one parent and a different abnormal gene from the other parent, it is a form of disease called hemoglobin SC disease or hemoglobin S-{}thalassemia. If a child inherits a normal gene from one parent and a sickle cell gene from the other, the child will not have sickle cell but will be a carrier and may pass it to their children. Sickle cell affects mostly African Americans and some Latino Americans. A person who is a carrier (has one copy of the gene) is resistant to malaria. This heterozygote advantage explains why the gene is more common in people in equatorial regions, or who are descendants of such people (such as African Americans). 
\subsubsection{Treatment for Sickle cell anemia}
\label{614}
Sickle cell is diagnosed at birth with a simple blood test. If the first blood test is positive then a second test is done just for confirmation. Because of the high risk of infections that occur with sickle cell, early diagnosis is very important. Other than a bone marrow transplant there is no known cure for sickle cell. Bone marrow transplants have a high risk of rejection and aren\textquotesingle{}t an available option for every patient. The patient would need a bone marrow donor match with a low risk of rejection. Even without a cure, with the use of pain medications and antibiotic treatments, children with sickle cell can live a long and happy life. Blood transfusions are sometimes used to treat episodes of severe pain. For adults who have recurrent pain episodes (at least 3 yearly), a cancer drug, hydroxyurea (marketed as Droxia), has been approved to relieve symptoms. It appears to work by increasing the flexibility of sickle cells.
\subsection{Hemophilia}
\label{615}
About two thirds of people who have Hemophilia have inherited it. For the other third, there is no known cause for possessing the disorder. There are two types of hemophilia, Type A and Type B. Both are caused by a low level or a complete absence of protein in the blood. Without this protein, blood is not able to clot.

Some of the symptoms of Hemophilia are bleeding in the joints, knees, and ankles. Stiffness without pain in the joints, stiffness with a lot of warmth,(most ability for movement is lost due to swelling) blood in the urine or stool, excessive bleeding after surgery or loosing a tooth, excessive bruising, abnormal menstrual bleeding, and nose bleeds that last for long periods of time.

Hemophiliacs blood does not coagulate like a normal persons. Coagulation controls bleeding, it changes blood from a liquid to a solid. Within seconds of a cut or scrape, platelets, calcium and other tissue factors start working together to form a clot. Over a short time the clot strengthens and then dissolves as the injury heals. Hemophiliacs are missing the clotting factor, or it isn\textquotesingle{}t working correctly which causes them to bleed for a longer time. The most common myth is that a person with a bleeding disorder will bleed to death from a minor wound or that their blood flows faster than somebody without a bleeding disorder. Some of the risks hemophilia are: Scarring of the joints or joint disease, vision loss from bleeding of the eyes, chronic anemia from blood loss, a neurological or psychiatric problem, death which may occur from large amounts of blood loss or bleeding in the brain or other vital organs. Most cases of hemophilia are caused from inherited disorders but sometimes people can get it from vitamin K deficiency, liver disease, or treatments like prolonged use of antibiotics or anti coagulation drugs. Hemophilia is the best known bleeding disorder and it has had the most research done on it, so hemophiliacs have a slight advantage over people with other bleeding disorders.
\subsubsection{Treatment for hemophilia}
\label{616}
To treat Hemophilia, a Clotting Factor is needed. It is in the shape of powder kept in a small, sterile glass bottle. It has to be kept in the fridge. When needed, The Clotting Factor is mixed with sterile water, then one minute later it can be injected into a vein. It may also be mixed with a large amount of water and injected through an IV.

There are over 140 centers that specialize in hemophilia. Most of these centers are \symbol{34}Comprehensive Care Facilities\symbol{34}. Comprehensive care facilities provide all the services needed by a hemophiliac and their family. Services provided include: Primary physician, nurse coordinator, physiotherapist, and dentist. Hemophiliacs require a special dentist because of the higher risk of bleeding. It is recommended that hemophiliacs go to the treatment centers twice a year for a complete check-{}up.

The basic and most common treatment for patients with hemophilia A and B is factor replacement therapy. Factor replacement therapy is the IV injection of Factor VIII and IX concentrates which help control bleeding. This concentrate comes from two sources: human plasma and genetically engineered cells made by DNA technology. This concentrate is what the hemophiliac is lacking in their own genes. After the injection is given the patients blood becomes \symbol{34}normal\symbol{34} for a couple of hours which gives time for a clot to from at the site of a damaged blood vessel. This treatment is not a permanent cure, within about 3 days there is no trace left in the system. Today\textquotesingle{}s Factor treatments are much more concentrated than they were in the past so very little is required even if the patient is going in for major surgery or has a major injury. Treatments are also very convenient, they can be stored at home in the fridge for up to 6 months. So if the patient is injured they don\textquotesingle{}t need to go to the hospital they can give themself an injection at home. After the injection it only takes about 15-{}20 minutes for the clotting process to begin. There is a risk of contracting other disease such as AIDS from Factor VIII that is made from human plasma, but as technology gets better the cases of AIDS has dropped. There is no possibility of contracting diseases from genetic engineering Factor VIII.

Hemophiliacs can live a long life. The most common reason for early death among patients has been from AIDS related complications.
\section{Non-{}heritable Genetic Disorders}
\label{617}


\begin{minipage}{0.87500\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/158.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{158}{Karyotype of 21 trisomy-{}Down syndrome}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



Any disorder caused totally or in part by a fault (or faults) of the genetic material passed from parent to child is considered a genetic disorder. The genes for many of these disorders are passed from one generation to the next, and children born with a heritable genetic disorder often have one or more extended family members with the same disorder. There are also genetic disorders that appear due to spontaneous faults in the genetic material, in which case a child is born with a disorder with no apparent family history. 

{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries Down Syndrome,}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] also known as Trisomy 21, is a chromosome abnormality that effects one out of every 800-{}1000 newborn babies. During anaphase II of meiosis the sister chromatids of chromosome 21 fail to separate, resulting in an egg with an extra chromosome, and a fetus with three copies (trisomy) of this chromosome. At birth this defect is recognizable because of the physical features such as almond shaped eyes, a flattened face, and less muscle tone than a normal newborn baby. During pregnancy, it is possible to detect the Down Syndrome defect by doing amniocentesis testing. There is a risk to the unborn baby and it is not recommended unless the pregnant mother is over the age of thirty-{}five. Other non-{}lethal chromosomal abnormalities include additional osex chromosome abnormalities which is when a baby girl (about 1 in 2,500)is born with one x instead of two (xx) this can cause physical abnormalities and defective reproduction systems. Boys can also be born with extra X\textquotesingle{}s (XXY or XXXY) which will cause reproductive problems and sometimes mental retardation.
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In most cases with a chromosomal abnormality all the cells are affected. Defects can have anywhere from little effect to a lethal effect depending on the type of abnormality. Of the 1 in 200 babies born having some sort of chromosomal abnormality, about 1/3 of these results in spontaneous abortion. Abnormalities usually form shortly after fertilization and mom or dad usually has the same abnormality. 
There is no cure for these abnormalities. Tests are possible early in pregnancy and if a problem is detected the parents can choose to abort the fetus.
\section{Mutant Genes}
\label{618}

Mutation is a permanent change in a segment of DNA. 

Mutations are changes in the genetic material of the cell. Substances that can cause genetic mutations are called mutagen agents. Mutagen agents can be anything from radiation from x-{}rays, the sun, toxins in the earth, air, and water viruses. Many gene mutations are completely harmless since they do not change the amino acid sequence of the protein the gene codes for. 

Mutations can be good, bad, or indifferent. They can be good for you because their mutation can be better and stronger than the original. They can be bad because it might take away the survival of the organism. However, most of the time, they are indifferent because the mutation is no different than the original.

The not so harmless ones can lead to cancer, birth defects, and inherited diseases. Mutations usually happen at the time of cell division. When the cell divides, one cell contracts a defect, which is then passed down to each cell as they continue to divide.

Teratogens refers to any environmental agent that causes damage during the prenatal period. Examples of Common Teratogens:
\begin{myitemize}
\item{} drugs: prescription, non-{}prescription, and illegal drugs
\item{} tobacco, alcohol, 
\item{} radiation, 
\item{} environmental pollution, 
\item{} infectious disease, 
\item{} STD\textquotesingle{}s, 
\item{} Aids, 
\item{} Parasites, 
\end{myitemize}


Sensitive period to teratogen exposure, in the embryonic period is most vital. Fetal damage is minor.
\section{Genetic Engineering}
\label{619}
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic\%20Engineering}{w:Genetic Engineering}Genetic engineering is where the DNA or gene gets changed by a scientist to make a gene with the characteristics that they want it to have, and to get rid of the characteristics that they don\textquotesingle{}t want the gene to have. This process can be applied towards any plant, animal, or person.

The main reason for genetic engineering is to \symbol{34}mass produce\symbol{34} a certain protein. Each cell is responsible for producing a certain protein and these proteins can be used for medical treatment and diagnosis. The job of each gene is to control the production of a particular protein in a living cell. If the gene responsible for {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape synthesizing}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] an important or useful protein can be found, and if that gene can be inserted into another cell that can be made to reproduce, then a colony of cells containing that gene can be grown and the protein will be manufactured in large quantities. This process is responsible for insulin and growth hormones and it is also used in vaccines to help prevent hepatitis and a treatment to help prevent viral infections. It also helps in genetically engineering Factor VIII which is a treatment for hemophilia.

The first step is to find the gene in the DNA of a cell that is responsible for the manufacturing of the desired protein. Then that gene is either extracted or the exact chemical structure is figures out to be synthesized. The last step is to insert the DNA into the recipient which is done by using special enzymes to split a molecule of the recipients cell and inserting the new gene.

There have been many steps taken to bring technology closer to being able to fix genetically inherited diseases. Hopefully someday there will be many fewer babies born with genetic diseases and disorders.
\section{Gene Therapy}
\label{620}

Gene therapy is a way to correct the defective genes that are the cause of disease development. When the genes are altered proteins are not able to function normally and as a result of this, defects can occur. Current gene therapy is still being experimented with, but in some cases it is very effective.

Genes are carried on chromosomes and are the basic physical and functional parts of hereditary. When there is a genetic disorder, gene therapy can help fix the problem either permanently or at least temporarily. The most common form of gene therapy is to insert a gene into a nonspecific place to replace a malfunctioning gene. Another method is gene swapping, where an abnormal gene is replaced by a normal gene. Genes could also be repaired through \symbol{34}selective reverse mutation\symbol{34} which returns the gene to it\textquotesingle{}s original function. The degree to which a gene is turned on or off can also be altered. 

Gene therapy works on the principle belief that a virus genome can be manipulated to remove disease causing genes and new therapeutic genes can be inserted in their place. These new genes are called gene therapy vectors. (The virus container is the vector and the new gene is the payload.)

{$\text{[}$}{$\text{[}$}Image:Gene therapy.jpg|right|thumb|340px|Gene therapy using an \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Adenovirus}{Adenovirus} vector. A new gene is 
inserted into an adenovirus vector, which is used to introduce the modified \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/DNA}{DNA} into a human cell. If the treatment is successful, the new gene will make a functional \myhref{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/protein}{protein}.{$\text{]}$}{$\text{]}$}
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Major advancements have been made in gene therapy. There are many new discoveries in helping cure and treat diseases that claim millions of lives. Some of the disease that have cures or treatments because of gene therapy include: Parkinson\textquotesingle{}s, Huntington\textquotesingle{}s, Cystic Fibrosis, Some cancers, \symbol{34}Bubble Boy\symbol{34} syndrome and sickle cell. With technology jumping ahead, maybe someday there will be a cure for every life threatening disease.
\section{Genetic Regulation of Development and Homeostasis}
\label{621}
It is very easy to think of genetics as why I have blue eyes while both of my parents have brown eyes. Or how hemophilia is passed down from mother to son, and not mother to daughter. But Genetics is more in depth than that. At conception you started as a single cell. That cell started to divide. You didnâ��t increase in mass just in the number of cells. Once the bundle of cells reached a certain number, things changed. You started gaining mass by acquiring new resources (from your mother) and increasing in cell number. Your cells specialized. Some cells became the liver. Others became heart, lungs, brain, and so forth. Why is this? How did that little bundle of cells \symbol{34}know\symbol{34} when it was time to specialize? It is because your DNA has regulatory control over your entire system. If it didnâ��t, that bundle of cells would just keep dividing as undifferentiated cells and never specialize, never gain form or function. Thanks to the genetic regulatory control over your system, your anatomy forms correctly with everything in its proper place. Even after fetal development gene regulation still controls what each cell produces and how it functions. Puberty just doesnâ��t happen at the age of twelve. Puberty happens because genes in your genetic code are triggered by your growth and development, causing your endocrine system to start producing the proper hormones, thus causing you to mature sexually. \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regulation\%20of\%20gene\%20expression}{w:Regulation of gene expression}Even aging is genetically controlled. The mechanisms of genetic regulation are not discussed here, but it is worth noting that any step of gene expression may be modulated, from the DNA-{}RNA transcription step to post-{}translational modification of a protein. Gene regulation gives the cell control over structure and function, and is the basis for cellular differentiation. A cell can also respond to changes in its environment by altering gene expression. For example, a pancreatic cell exposed to high glucose levels releases pre-{}formed insulin that it was storing. Yet, if the high levels of glucose continue, the cell will transcribe additional copies of the gene for making insulin and thus increase insulin production to meet demand. This is homeostasis in action.
\section{Glossary}
\label{622}
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\section{Review questions}
\label{623}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#Genetics_and_inheritance}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1. DNA is found on
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) endoplasmic reticulum 
\item{} B) ribosomes 
\item{} C) chromosomes
\item{} D) cytoplasm 
\end{myquote}


2. Even though each cell has identical copies of all of the same genes, different cells \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ or \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ different genes 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) express, repress
\item{} B) genotype, phenotype 
\item{} C) dominant, recessive 
\end{myquote}


3. In diploid organisms, a dominant allele on one chromosome will
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) show the expression of a recessive allele 
\item{} B) mask the expression of a recessive allele 
\item{} C) show that there are dominant alleles on both chromosomes 
\item{} D) none of the above 
\end{myquote}


4. Transcription occurs in the 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) cytoplasm 
\item{} B) golgi apparatus 
\item{} C) mitochondria 
\item{} D) nucleus
\end{myquote}


5. This is the start codon and is found at the beginning of each mRNA 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) AGU 
\item{} B) GAU 
\item{} C) UAG 
\item{} D) GUA 
\item{} E) AUG
\end{myquote}


6. Sara was born with cystic fibrosis, from this we could assume that
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) all of her siblings also have cystic fibrosis 
\item{} B) only her dad is a carrier
\item{} C) only her mom is a carrier 
\item{} D) both of her parents are carriers 
\end{myquote}


7. Jesse was born with a flattened face, almond eyes and less muscle tone; it could be assumed that he has
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) a chromosome abnormality on chromosome 21
\item{} B) a chromosome abnormality on chromosome 19
\item{} C) a chromosome abnormality on chromosome 20
\item{} D) a chromosome abnormality on chromosome 22
\item{} E) No chromosome abnormality, these are his inherited traits 
\end{myquote}


8. The most common inherited disease is 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) hemochromatosis
\item{} B) cystic fibrosis 
\item{} C) sickle cell anemia 
\item{} D) hemophilia
\item{} E) all of the above 
\end{myquote}


9. Being a carrier of sickle cell anemia means that the person will
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) also be a carrier of hemophilia 
\item{} B) be resistant to malaria
\item{} C) have children that all have sickle cell anemia 
\item{} D) have children that all have malaria 
\item{} E) none of the above 
\end{myquote}


10. Hemophilia is
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) a Y linked disease
\item{} B) an XY linked disease 
\item{} C) an X linked disease
\end{myquote}

\chapter{Human Development}

\label{624}
\LaTeXNullTemplate{}

\section{Overview}
\label{625}
We are born, we grow up, we age, and then we die.  Unless disease or trauma occurs, most humans go through the various stages of the life described above.  Human Development is the process of growing to maturity and mental ability. Traditionally, theories that explain senescence have generally been divided between the programmed and stochastic theories of aging. Programmed theories imply that aging is regulated by biological clocks operating throughout the life span. This regulation would depend on changes in gene expression that affect the systems responsible for maintenance, repair and defense responses. Stochastic theories blame environmental impacts on living organisms that induce cumulative damage at various levels as the cause of aging. Examples of environmental impacts range from damage to DNA, damage to tissues and cells by oxygen radicals (widely known as free radicals countered by the even more well known antioxidants), and cross-{}linking. However, aging is now seen as a combination of genetic and environmental processes; a progressive failure of homeostatic mechanisms involving maintenance and repair genes, stochastic events leading to molecular damage and molecular heterogeneity, and chance events determining the probability of death. Homeostasis, as we have seen throughout this book, is maintained through complex and interacting systems, and aging is considered to be a progressive shrinkage of homeostatic capabilities, mainly due to increased molecular heterogeneity. In this chapter we explore the physiology of all stages of human development, with a particular emphasis on the aging process.
\section{Apoptosis}
\label{626}



\begin{minipage}{0.50000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/159.png}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{159}{A cell undergoing apoptosis. In just one of many  scenarios of apoptosis, the process is triggered by another neighboring cell; the dying cell eventually transmits signals that tell the phagocytes, which are a part of the immune system, to engulf it.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}



Apoptosis is the process of regulated cell death and removal. In some cases cell damage can trigger apoptosis, but it is usually a normal function of the cell. Apoptosis results in controlled auto digestion of the cells content.  The cell membrane stays in place and the cells contents are not dispersed.  When this process is near completion, \symbol{34}eat me\symbol{34} signals, like phosphatidylserine, appear on the surface of the cell membrane.  This in turn attracts phagocytic scavengers that complete the process of removing the dead cell without eliciting an inflammatory response.  Unlike necrosis, which is a form of cell death that results from acute cellular injury, apoptosis is carried out in an ordered process that generally confers advantages during an organism\textquotesingle{}s life cycle.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Apoptosis Rates
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}The rate at which cells of the body die varies widely between different cell types.  Some cells, such as white blood cells, live for only a matter of hours while other cells can live throughout the duration of the lifespan of the individual.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Homeostasis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Apoptosis is a regulated function that results in a relatively consistent number of cells in the body. This balancing act is part of homeostasis (see chapter 1) that is required by living organisms.  An example for this is that blood cells are constantly being produced and apoptosis takes place to eliminate a similar number of older cells. Homeostasis was discovered by Claude Bernard around the year 1851.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Development
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Apoptosis also plays a key role in growth and development.  An example of how apoptosis enables development is the differentiation of human fingers in a developing embryo.  Apoptosis is the function that enables the embryos fingers to separate.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Disorders
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Too much apoptosis causes cell loss disorders such as osteoporosis, whereas too little apoptosis results in uncontrolled cell proliferation, namely cancer.
\end{myquote}

\section{Growth and development}
\label{627}

Growth and development is an ongoing process that begins at conception and continues through the remainder of our lives. There is a broad spectrum of physical and psychological changes that are part of the maturation and life of the individual.  

Growth is a physical change that can be weighed and measured.  Development is psychological and social changes to the individual such as behaviors and thinking patterns. Growth and development are two complimentary processes that together make up the individual.  

Examples of this difference are all around us.  One notable example involves infants.  Infants understand speech much earlier than their bodies have matured enough to physically perform it.  Thus it is evident that their speech patterns develop before the physical growth of their vocal chords is adequate to facilitate speech.

The rate of development and growth varies dependent on many factors such as age and genetic disposition.  Babies grow at roughly the same pace and benchmarks for their physical and social development are roughly standard.  However, as any parent can tell you, no two children develop exactly within the same time frame.  Thus an appropriate time span should be used.  For example: one brother may gain weight faster than another.  Growth spurts can vary.  Some children can speak entire sentences before their first year while others may not speak at all until two or three.  This creates a greater diversity among human beings.


The following chart focuses on reflexes of the developing infant.

{\scalefont{0.42591}\begin{longtable}{>{\RaggedRight}p{0.06994\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17255\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17255\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.17255\linewidth}>{\RaggedRight}p{0.26954\linewidth}} 
{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Reflex  }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Stimulation }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Response }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Age of disappearance  }&{\bfseries \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Function }\endhead  \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Eye blink &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Bright light shinning in eyes or clap hands by eyes &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} closes eyelids quickly &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Permanent  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This reflex protects the infant from a lot of stimulation \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Withdrawal &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Stick sole of foot with stimulus like a pin  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This cause the foot to withdraw, this occurs with the use of flexing of the knee to hip &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Decreases after the 10th day of birth &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This is a protection for the infant in the instance of unpleasant tactile stimulation \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Rooting  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Touch cheek near the corner of the mouth &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The infants head will turn towards the site of stimulation &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 3 weeks (due to the voluntary response that is now capable for infant to do at this time) &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This reflex helps baby to find the mothers nipple \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Sucking &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Place fingers in infant\textquotesingle{}s mouth &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The infant will suck finger rhythmically  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 4 months (voluntary sucking will come about) &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This helps with feeding  \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Swimming &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Place the baby in pool of water face down &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby paddles and kicks in swimming movements &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 4 to 6 month &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This helps baby to survive if dropped into the water \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Moro &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Hold infant in a cradling horizontal position and slightly lower the baby in a fast motion toward the ground while making a loud sound supporting the baby &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby will make a embracing motion and arch its back extending its legs throwing its arms outward, and finally it will bring arms in toward its body  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 6 months &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} In the evolutionary past this may have helped the baby cling to the mother \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Palmar grasp  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Place the finger in baby\textquotesingle{}s palm and press against the palm  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby will immediately grasp the finger  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 3 to 4 months  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This prepares infant for when voluntary grasping comes about  \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Tonic neck &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Turn the baby\textquotesingle{}s head to one side while the baby is awake &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This will cause the baby to extend one arm in front of its eye on one arm to the side to which the head has been turned &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 4 months  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This may prepare for voluntary reaching  \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Stepping/marching&\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} When you hold the baby under the arm and permit the bare feet of the baby to touch a flat surface &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby will lift one foot after the other in a stepping fashion &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 2 months (this applies to a baby who has gained weight a baby who is not as heavy this reflex may be submissive) &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} This prepares the baby for voluntary walking \\ \hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Babinski &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Touch the foot in a stroking manner form the toe toward the heel &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} The baby\textquotesingle{}s toes will fan out and curl as the foot twists in &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} 8 to 12 months  &\hspace*{0pt}\ignorespaces{}\hspace*{0pt} Unknown   
\end{longtable}
}
\section{Neonatal}
\label{628}

The neonatal period extends from birth to somewhere between 2 weeks and 1 month.

Immediately after the baby is born, uterine contractions force blood, fluid, and the placenta from the mother\textquotesingle{}s body. The umbilical cord{\mbox{$\text{---}$}}the baby\textquotesingle{}s lifeline to it\textquotesingle{}s mother{\mbox{$\text{---}$}}is now severed. Without the placenta to remove waste, carbon dioxide builds up in the baby\textquotesingle{}s blood. This fact, along with the actions of medical personnel, stimulates the control center in the brain, which in turn responds by triggering inhalation. Thus the newborn takes its first breath. As the newborn\textquotesingle{}s lungs begin to function, the bypass vessels of fetal circulation begin to close. The bypass connecting the atria of the heart, known as the foramen ovale, normally closes slowly during the first year.

During this period the body goes through drastic physiological changes. The most critical need is for the body to get enough oxygen as well as an adequate supply of blood. (The respiratory and heart rate of a newborn is much faster than that of an adult.)






\begin{minipage}{0.65000\textwidth}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth,height=6.5in,keepaspectratio]{../images/160.jpg}
\end{center}
\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{160}{Newborn infant, just seconds after vaginal delivery.}
\end{minipage}\vspace{0.75cm}

\subsection{The newborn\textquotesingle{}s appearance}
\label{629}

A newborn\textquotesingle{}s skin is oftentimes grayish to dusky blue in color. As soon as the newborn begins to breathe, usually within a minute or two of birth, the skin\textquotesingle{}s color returns to normal tones. Newborns are wet, covered in streaks of blood, and coated with a white substance known as vernix caseosa, which is believed to act as an antibacterial barrier. The newborn may also have Mongolian spots, various other birthmarks, or peeling skin, particularly at the wrists, hands, ankles, and feet.

A newborn\textquotesingle{}s shoulders and hips are narrow, the abdomen protrudes slightly, and the arms and legs are relatively short. The average weight of a full-{}term newborn is approximately 7 Â½ pounds (3.2kg), but can be anywhere from 5.5{\mbox{$-$}}10 pounds (2.7{\mbox{$-$}}4.6kg). The average total body length is 14{\mbox{$-$}}20 inches (35.6{\mbox{$-$}}50.8cm), although premature newborns may be much smaller. The Apgar score is a measure of a newborn\textquotesingle{}s transition from the womb during the first ten minutes of life.

A newborn\textquotesingle{}s head is very large in proportion to the rest of the body, and the cranium is enormous relative to his or her face. While the adult human skull is about 1/8 of the total body length, the newborn\textquotesingle{}s is twice that. At birth, many regions of the newborn\textquotesingle{}s skull have not yet been converted to bone. These \symbol{34}soft spots\symbol{34} are known as fontanels; the two largest are the diamond-{}shaped anterior fontanel, located at the top front portion of the head, and the smaller triangular-{}shaped posterior fontanel, which lies at the back of the head.

During labor and birth, the infant\textquotesingle{}s skull changes shape to fit through the birth canal, sometimes causing the child to be born with a misshapen or elongated head.  This will usually return to normal on its own within a few days or weeks.  Special exercises sometimes advised by physicians may assist the process.

Some newborns have a fine, downy body hair called lanugo. It may be particularly noticeable on the back, shoulders, forehead, ears and face of premature infants. Lanugo disappears within a few weeks. Likewise, not all infants are born with lush heads of hair. Some may be nearly bald while others may have very fine, almost invisible hair. Some babies are even born with a full head of hair. Amongst fair-{}skinned parents, this fine hair may be blond, even if the parents are not. The scalp may also be temporarily bruised or swollen, especially in hairless newborns, and the area around the eyes may be puffy.
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A newborn\textquotesingle{}s genitals are enlarged and reddened, with male infants having an unusually large scrotum. The breasts may also be enlarged, even in male infants. This is caused by naturally-{}occurring maternal hormones and is a temporary condition. Females (and even males) may actually discharge milk from their nipples, and/or a bloody or milky-{}like substance from the vagina. In either case, this is considered normal and will disappear in time.

The umbilical cord of a newborn is bluish-{}white in color. After birth, the umbilical cord is normally cut, leaving a 1{\mbox{$-$}}2 inch stub. The umbilical stub will dry out, shrivel, darken, and spontaneously fall off within about 3 weeks. Occasionally, hospitals may apply triple dye to the umbilical stub to prevent infection, which may temporarily color the stub and surrounding skin purple.

Newborns lose many of the above physical characteristics quickly. Thus prototypical older babies look very different. While older babies are considered \symbol{34}cute\symbol{34}, newborns can be \symbol{34}unattractive\symbol{34} by the same criteria and first time parents may need to be educated in this regard.
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Neonatal jaundice
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Neonatal jaundice is usually harmless: this condition is often seen in infants around the second day after birth, lasting until day 8 in normal births, or to around day 14 in premature births. Serum Bilirubin initially increase because a newborn does not need as many red blood cells as it did as a fetus (since there is a higher concentration of oxygen in the air than what was available through the umbilical vein). The newborn\textquotesingle{}s liver processes the breakdown of the extra red blood cells, but some bilirubin does build up in the blood. Normally bilirubin levels drop to a low level without any intervention required.  In babies where the bilirubin levels are a concern (particularly in pre-{}term infants), a common treatment is to use UV lights (\symbol{34}bili lights\symbol{34}) on the newborn baby.
\end{myquote}

\section{Changes in body Size and Muscle fat makeup}
\label{630}

By the end of the first year an infant\textquotesingle{}s height is increased by 50\% and by the age of 2 the baby will have grown 75\% greater.  

By 5 months a baby will have doubled its weight, and tripled its weight by the first year. By the age of 2, a baby\textquotesingle{}s weight will have quadrupled.  

Infants and toddlers grow in little spurts over the first 21 months of life. A baby can go through periods of 7 to 63 days with no growth but they can add as much as an inch in one 24 hour period. During the day before a growth spurt, parents describe their babies as irritable and very hungry.   

The best way to estimate a child\textquotesingle{}s physical maturity is to use {\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape skeletal age}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], a measure of bone development.  This is done by having a x-{}ray of the long bones of the body to see the extent to which soft, pliable cartilage has hardened into bone.   


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Changes in body Proportions
\end{myitemize}
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At birth the brain is nearer its adult shape and size than any other physical structure. The brain continues to develop at an astounding pace throughout infancy and toddlerhood.


\begin{myitemize}
\item{} The Brain Development 
\end{myitemize}


The neurons of infants and adults differ in 2 significant ways:
Growth of neural fibers and synapses increases connective structures. When synapses are formed, many surrounding neurons die. This occurs in 20 to 80 percent of the brain region. 
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Synapses are tiny gaps between neurons where fiber from different neurons come close together but do not touch.  Neurons release chemicals that cross the synapses sending messages to one another.  During the prenatal period the neural tube produces far more neurons than the brain will ever need.   
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The coating of neural fibers with a fatty sheath called myelin that improves the efficiency of message transfer.  Multi-{}layered lipid cholesterol and protein covering produced by neuralgia cause a rapid gain in overall size of brain due to neural fibers and myelination.  
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Neurons seldom stimulated soon loose their synapses. Neurons not needed at the moment return to an uncommitted state so they can support future development.  
However, if synaptic pruning occurs in old age neurons will lose their synapses. If neurons are stimulated at a young age, even though neurons were pruned, they will be stimulated again.  
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Surrounding the brain, it is the largest most complex brain structure. The cortex is divided into four major lobes: occipital lobe, parietal lobe, temporal lobe, and frontal lobe which is the last to develop. 
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The brain is highly plastic. Many areas are not yet committed to specific functions. If a part of the brain is damaged, other parts can take over tasks that they would not normally have handled.  

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} Changing states of Arousal 
\end{myitemize}


How children develop more regular â��sleep patternsâ�� around 4 to 6 months of age: 
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\section{Infancy}
\label{631}
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Infancy is the period that follows the neonatal period and includes the first two years of life.  During this time tremendous growth, coordination and mental development occur.  Most infants learn to walk, manipulate objects and can form basic words by the end of infancy.  Another characteristic of infancy is the development of deciduous teeth.
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Deciduous teeth start to form during the embryo phase of pregnancy. The development of deciduous teeth starts at the sixth week of development as the dental lamina. This process starts at the midline and then spreads back into the posterior region. By the time the embryo is eight weeks old, there are ten areas on the upper and lower arches that will eventually become the deciduous dentition. These teeth will continue to form until they erupt in the mouth. In the deciduous dentition there are a total of twenty teeth: five per quadrant and ten per arch. In most babies the eruption of these teeth begins at the age of six months and continues until twenty-{}five to thirty-{}three months of age. The first teeth seen in the mouth are the mandibular centrals and the last are the maxillary second molars. However it is not unheard of for a baby to be born with teeth.
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The deciduous dentition is made up of centrals, laterals, canines, first molars, and second molars; there is one in each quadrant, making a total of four of each tooth. All of these are replaced with a permanent counterpart except for the first and second molars; they are replaced by premolars. These teeth will remain until the age of six. At that time, the permanent teeth start to appear in the mouth resulting in mixed dentition. The erupting permanent teeth causes root resorption, where the permanent teeth push down on the roots of the deciduous teeth causing the roots to be dissolved and become absorbed by the forming permanent teeth. The process of shedding deciduous teeth and the replacement by permanent teeth is called exfoliation. This will last from age six until age twelve. By age twelve there are only permanent teeth remaining.

Deciduous teeth are considered essential in the development of the oral cavity by dental researchers and dentists. The permanent teeth replacements develop from the same tooth bud as the deciduous teeth; this provides a guide for permanent teeth eruption. Also the muscles of the jaw and the formation of the jaw bones depend on the primary teeth in order to maintain the proper space for permanent teeth. The roots of deciduous teeth provide an opening for the permanent teeth to erupt through. These teeth are also needed in the development of a childâ��s ability to speak and chew their food correctly.
\section{Adolescence}
\label{632}
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Adolescence is the period of psychological and social transition between childhood and adulthood. Adolescence is the transitional stage of human development in which a juvenile matures into an adult. This transition involves biological, social, and psychological changes, though the biological ones are the easiest to measure objectively.  The time is identified with dramatic changes in the body, along with developments in a person\textquotesingle{}s psychology and academic career. In the onset of adolescence, children usually complete elementary school and enter secondary education, such as middle school or high school. A person between early childhood and the teenage years is sometimes referred to as a pre-{}teen or \textquotesingle{}tween.

Physical maturation resulting from puberty leads to an interest in sexual activities, sometimes leading to teenage pregnancy. Since teens may not be emotionally or mentally mature enough or financially able to support children, sexual activity among adolescents is considered problematic.

At this age there is also a greater probability of drug and alcohol use, mental health disorders such as schizophrenia, eating disorders such as anorexia, and clinical depression. The unstable emotions or lack of emotional intelligence among some adolescents may also lead to youth crime.

Searching for a unique identity is one of the problems that adolescents often face.  Some, but not all, teenagers often challenge the authority or the rules as a way to establish their individuality. They may crave adulthood and be eager to find their place in society. While adolescents are eager to grow up and be treated like adults, they also idolize athletes, movie stars and celebrities. They want to be like these role models -{} whether or not these role models actually have qualities that should be aspired to.
\subsection{Female}
\label{633}
In females, puberty is caused by alterations in brain functions that result in increased secretion by the hypothalamus of gonadotropin-{}releasing hormone (GnRH).  Increased levels of GnRH stimulate secretion of pituitary gonadatrophins FSH and LH which cause follicle development and estrogen secretion.  Estrogen is responsible for accessory sex organs and secondary sex characteristics.  Menarche, the first menstrual cycle, occurs at about 12.5 years of age as a result of the release of FSH.
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The first physical sign of puberty in girls is usually a firm, tender lump under the center of the areola(e) of one or both breasts, occurring on average at about 10.5 years. This is referred to as thelarche. By the widely used Tanner staging of puberty, this is stage 2 of breast development (stage 1 is a flat, prepubertal breast). Within 6-{}12 months, the swelling has clearly begun in both sides, softened, and can be felt and seen extending beyond the edges of the areolae. This is stage 3 of breast development. By another 12 months (stage 4), the breasts are approaching mature size and shape, with areolae and papillae forming a secondary mound. In most young women, this mound disappears into the contour of the mature breast (stage 5), although there is so much variation in sizes and shapes of adult breasts that distinguishing advanced stages is of little clinical value.
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Pubic hair is often the second unequivocal change of puberty. It is referred to as pubarche and the pubic hairs are usually visible first along the labia. The first few hairs are described as Tanner stage 2. Stage 3 is usually reached within another 6â��12 months, when the hairs are too numerous to count and appear on the mons as well. By stage 4, the pubic hairs densely fill the \symbol{34}pubic triangle.\symbol{34} Stage 5 refers to spread of pubic hair to the thighs and sometimes as abdominal hair upward towards the umbilicus. In about 15\% of girls, the earliest pubic hair appears before breast development begins.
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The mucosal surface of the vagina also changes in response to increasing levels of estrogen, becoming thicker and a duller pink in color (in contrast to the brighter red of the prepubertal vaginal mucosa). Whitish secretions (physiologic leukorrhea) are a normal effect of estrogen as well. In the next 2 years following thelarche, the uterus and ovaries increase in size. The ovaries usually contain small cysts visible by ultrasound.
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\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menarche}{w:Menarche}

The first menstrual bleeding is referred to as {\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries menarche}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]. The average age of menarche in American girls is about 12.7 years, usually about 2 years after thelarche. Menses (menstrual periods) are not always regular and monthly in the first 2 years after menarche. Ovulation is necessary for fertility, and may or may not accompany the earliest menses. By 2 years after menarche, most girls are ovulating at least several times a year. Over 90\% of girls who experience menarche before age 13 years are experiencing very regular, predictable menses accompanied by ovulation within 2 years, and a higher proportion of those with later menarche may not establish regular ovulation for 4 years or more. However, initiation of ovulation after menarche is not inevitable, and a high proportion of girls with continued irregularity several years from menarche will continue to have prolonged irregularity and anovulation, and are at higher risk for reduced fertility.
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During this period, also in response to rising levels of estrogen, the lower half of the pelvis widens. This prepares the body for the time when she will give birth by enlarging the birth canal. Fat tissue increases to a greater percentage of the body composition than in males, especially in the typical female distribution of breasts, hips, and thighs. This produces the typical female body shape. Also, the fat goes to the buttocks of a girl, giving their buttocks more shape and curve.
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In the months and years following the appearance of pubic hair, other areas of skin which respond to androgens develop heavier hair (androgenic hair) in roughly the following sequence: underarm (axillary) hair, perianal hair, upper lip hair, sideburn (preauricular) hair, and periareolar hair. Arm and leg hair becomes heavier gradually over a period of 10 years or more. While the appearance of hair in some of these areas is not always wanted, particularly in Western culture, it rarely indicates a hormone imbalance unless it occurs elsewhere as well, such as under the chin and in the midline of the chest.
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The estrogen-{}induced pubertal growth spurt in girls begins at the same time the earliest breast changes begin, or even a few months before, making it one of the earliest manifestations of puberty in girls. Growth of the legs and feet accelerates first, so that many girls have longer legs in proportion to their torso in the first year of puberty. The rate of growth tends to reach a peak velocity (as much as 7.5-{}10 cm or 3-{}4 inches per year) midway between thelarche and menarche and is already declining by the time menarche occurs. In the 2 years following menarche most girls grow about 5 cm (2 inches) before growth ceases at maximal adult height. This last growth primarily involves the spine rather than the limbs.
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Rising levels of androgens can change the fatty acid composition of perspiration, resulting in a more \symbol{34}adult\symbol{34} body odor. This often precedes thelarche and pubarche by 1 or more years. Another androgen effect is increased secretion of oil (sebum) from the skin. This change increases the susceptibility to acne vulgaris, a characteristic affliction of puberty greatly variable in its severity.
\subsection{Male}
\label{634}
The onset of puberty for males is similar to that of females.  GnRH secretion from the hypothalamus results in an increase in pituitary gonadatropins secretion  of LH / ICSH and FSH.  The pituitary gonadatropins stimulate the seminiferous tubules and testosterone secretion.  Testosterone causes changes in the accessory reproductive organs, secondary sex characteristics and male sex drive.
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In boys, testicular enlargement is the first physical manifestation of puberty. It is termed gonadarche. The testes in prepubertal boys change little in size from about 1 year of age to the onset of puberty, averaging about 2â��3 cc in volume and about 1.5-{}2 cm in length. Testicular size continues to increase throughout puberty, reaching maximal adult size about 6 years later. While 18-{}20 cc is reportedly an average adult size, there is wide variation in the normal population.

The testes have two primary functions: to produce hormones and to produce sperm. The Leydig cells produce testosterone (as described below), which in turn produces most of the changes of male puberty. However, most of the increasing bulk of testicular tissue is spermatogenic tissue (primarily Sertoli and interstitial cells). The development of sperm production and fertility in males is not as well documented. Sperm can be detected in the morning urine of most boys after the first year of pubertal changes (and occasionally earlier).
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A boy\textquotesingle{}s penis grows little from the fourth year of life until puberty. Average prepubertal penile length is 4 cm. The prepubertal genitalia are described as stage 1. Within months after growth of the testes begins, rising levels of testosterone promote growth of the penis and scrotum. This earliest discernible beginning of pubertal growth of the genitalia is referred to as stage 2. The penis continues to grow until about 21 years of age, reaching an average adult size of about 7-{}15.5 cm.

Although erections and orgasms occur in prepubertal boys, they become much more common during puberty, accompanied by a markedly increased libido. Ejaculation becomes possible early in puberty; prior to this boys may experience dry orgasms. Emission of seminal fluid may occur due to masturbation or spontaneously during sleep (commonly termed a wet dream, and more clinically called a nocturnal emission). The ability to ejaculate is a fairly early event in puberty compared to the other characteristics. However, in parallel to the irregularity of the first few periods of a girl, for the first one or two years after a boy\textquotesingle{}s first ejaculation, his seminal fluid may contain few active sperm.
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Pubic hair often appears on a boy shortly after the genitalia begin to grow. As in girls, the first appearance of pubic hair is termed pubarche and the pubic hairs are usually first visible at the dorsal (abdominal) base of the penis. The first few hairs are described as stage 2. Stage 3 is usually reached within another 6â��12 months, when the hairs are too numerous to count. By stage 4, the pubic hairs densely fill the \symbol{34}pubic triangle.\symbol{34} Stage 5 refers to spread of pubic hair to the thighs and upward towards the umbilicus as part of the developing abdominal hair.
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In the months and years following the appearance of pubic hair, other areas of skin which respond to androgens develop heavier hair (androgenic hair) in roughly the following sequence: underarm (axillary) hair, perianal hair, upper lip hair, sideburn (preauricular) hair, periareolar hair, and the rest of the beard area. Arm, leg, chest, abdominal, and back hair become heavier more gradually. There is a large range in amount of body hair among adult men, and significant differences in timing and quantity of hair growth among different ethnic groups.
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Under the influence of androgens, the voice box, or larynx, grows in both genders. This growth is far more prominent in boys, causing the male voice to drop, rather abruptly, about one octave, because the larger vocal folds have a lower fundamental frequency. Occasionally, this is accompanied by cracking and breaking sounds in the early stages. Most of the voice change happens during stage 4 of male puberty around the time of peak growth. However, it usually precedes the development of significant facial hair by several months to years.
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Compared to girls\textquotesingle{} early growth spurt, growth accelerates more slowly in boys and lasts longer, resulting in a taller adult stature among males than females (on average about 10 cm or 4 inches). The difference is attributed to the much greater potency of estradiol compared to testosterone in promoting bone growth, maturation, and epiphyseal closure. In boys, growth begins to accelerate about 9 months after the first signs of testicular enlargement and the peak year of the growth spurt occurs about 2 years after the onset of puberty, reaching a peak velocity of about 8.5â��12 cm or 3.5â��5 inches per year. The feet and hands experience their growth spurt first, followed by the limbs, and finally ending in the trunk. Epiphyseal closure and adult height are reached more slowly, at an average age of about 17.5 years. As in girls, this last growth primarily involves the spine rather than the limbs.
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By the end of puberty, adult men have heavier bones and nearly twice as much skeletal muscle. Some of the bone growth (e.g., shoulder width and jaw) is disproportionately greater, resulting in noticeably different male and female skeletal shapes. The average adult male has about 150\% of the lean body mass of an average female, and about 50\% of the body fat.

This muscle develops mainly during the later stages of puberty, and muscle growth can continue even after a male is biologically adult. The peak of the so-{}called \symbol{34}strength spurt,\symbol{34} the rate of muscle growth, is attained about one year after a male experiences his peak growth rate.
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Estradiol is produced from testosterone in male puberty as well as female, and male breasts often respond to the rising estradiol levels. This is termed gynecomastia. In most boys, the breast development is minimal, similar to what would be termed a \symbol{34}breast bud\symbol{34} in a girl, but in many boys, breast growth is substantial. It usually occurs after puberty is underway, may increase for a year or two, and usually diminishes by the end of puberty. It is increased by extra adipose tissue if the boy is overweight.

Although this is a normal part of male puberty, breast development for some boys is as unwelcome as upper lip hair in girls. If the boy\textquotesingle{}s distress becomes too substantial during development, breast tissue can be removed and corrected surgically.
\section{Adulthood}
\label{635}
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/adult}{w:adult}
The term \symbol{34}adult\symbol{34} generally refers to a fully developed person from maturity (the end of puberty) onward. The age at which a person is physiologically an adult is age 17 for females and age 18 for males. Adulthood can also refer to a person\textquotesingle{}s ability to care for them self independently, and raise a family of their own; or it can simply mean reaching a specified age.  Graduating high school, residing in one\textquotesingle{}s own residence and attaining financial independence are all synonymous with adulthood in the United States.
\subsection{Adult characteristics}
\label{636}

There are some qualities that symbolize adultness in most cultures. Not always is there a concordance between the qualities and the physical age of the person. 

The adult character is comprised of:
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\end{myitemize}
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Abraham Maslow, a psychologist, developed Maslow\textquotesingle{}s Hierarchy of Needs. It is a chart outlining basic needs that a person must meet to function and survive in life. It also attempts to explain what motivates people in life. The needs on the lower level must be met before moving up the ladder, as the higher needs only come into focus once all the needs that are lower down in the pyramid are satisfied. People can get stuck on levels and some people may never reach certain levels because of circumstances in their life. When one stage is fulfilled you naturally move to the next.
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{}  They embrace the facts and realities of the world (including themselves) rather than denying or avoiding them.
\item{}  They are spontaneous in their ideas and actions.
\item{}  They are creative.
\item{}  They are interested in solving problems; this often includes the problems of others. Solving these problems is often a key focus in their lives.
\item{}  They feel a closeness to other people, and generally appreciate life.
\item{}  They have a system of morality that is fully internalized and independent of external authority.
\item{}  They have discernment and are able to view all things in an objective manner. Prejudices are absent.
\end{myitemize}


In short, self-{}actualization is reaching one\textquotesingle{}s fullest potential.

Most people accomplish the two lower levels in their lifetime, but may get stuck on upper levels. While self-{}actualization is a useful concept to many, others insist there is no proof that every individual has this capacity or even the goal to achieve it.
\section{Menopause}
\label{637}
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menopause}{w:Menopause}

Menopause occurs as the ovaries stop producing estrogen, causing the reproductive system to gradually shut down. As the body adapts to the changing levels of natural hormones, vasomotor symptoms such as hot flashes and palpitations, psychological symptoms such as increased depression, anxiety, irritability, mood swings and lack of concentration, and atrophic symptoms such as vaginal dryness and urgency of urination appear. Together with these symptoms, the woman may also have increasingly scanty and erratic menstrual periods.

Technically, menopause refers to the cessation of menses; whereas the gradual process through which this occurs, which typically takes a year but may last as little as six months or more than five years, is known as climacteric. Popular use, however, replaces climacteric with menopause. A natural or physiological menopause is that which occurs as a part of a woman\textquotesingle{}s normal aging process. However, menopause can be surgically induced by such procedures as hysterectomy (when this procedure includes oophorectomy, removal of the ovaries).

The average onset of menopause is 50.5 years, but some women enter menopause at a younger age, especially if they have suffered from cancer or another serious illness and undergone chemotherapy. Premature menopause (or premature ovarian failure) is defined as menopause occurring before the age of 40, and occurs in one percent of women. Other causes of premature menopause include autoimmune disorders, thyroid disease, and diabetes mellitus. Premature menopause is diagnosed by measuring the levels of follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH); the levels of these hormones will be higher if menopause has occurred. Rates of premature menopause have been found to be significantly higher in both fraternal and identical twins; approximately five percent of twins reach menopause before the age of 40. The reasons for this are not completely understood. Transplants of ovarian tissue between identical twins have been successful in restoring fertility.

Post-{}menopausal women, especially Caucasian women of European descent, are at increased risk of osteoporosis.

Animals other than human beings rarely experience menopause, possibly because they simply do not live long enough to reach it. However, recent studies have shown menopause in gorillas, with an average age of 44 at onset.

Perimenopause refers to the time preceding menopause, during which the production of hormones such as estrogen and progesterone diminishes and becomes more irregular. During this period fertility diminishes. Menopause is arbitrarily defined as a minimum of twelve months without menstruation. Perimenopause can begin as early as age 35, although it usually begins much later. It can last for a few months or for several years. The duration of perimenopause cannot be predicted in advance.
\subsection{Grandmother Hypothesis}
\label{638}
Human females have the unique distinction of being one of the only species to stop reproduction well before the end of their life span.  This evolutionary distinction is odd because most other species continue to reproduce until death, thus maximizing the number of offspring they produce. The grandmother hypothesis essentially states that the presence of a grandmother has beneficial effect on the survival of an infant. Humans are one of the slowest developing species in the animal kingdom, and unlike many species, infants, toddlers and children must be continuously cared for to ensure their survival. (Compare that to the salmon that swims up stream, spawns and dies.)

\subsection{Etiology}
\label{639}
The cessation of menses is the result of the eventual atresia (degeneration and reabsorption) of almost all oocytes in the ovaries. This causes an increase in circulating FSH and LH levels as there are a decreased number of oocytes responding to these hormones and producing estrogen. This decrease in the production of estrogen leads to the post-{}menopausal symptoms of hot flashes, insomnia, osteoporosis, atherosclerosis, vaginal atrophy and depression.

Cigarette smoking has been found to decrease the age of menopause by as much as one year however, premature menopause (before the age of 40) is generally idiopathic.
\subsection{Symptoms}
\label{640}
The clinical features of menopause are caused by the estrogen deficiency.

\begin{myitemize}
\item{} vasomotor instability
\item{} hot flashes, hot flushes 
\item{} sleep disturbances 
\item{} Urogenital atrophy
\item{} dyspareunia 
\item{} itching 
\item{} dryness 
\item{} bleeding 
\item{} urinary frequency 
\item{} urinary urgency 
\item{} urinary incontinence 
\item{} skeletal
\end{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
\item{} skin thinning 
\item{} decreased elasticity 
\item{} Psychological
\end{myitemize}
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\begin{myitemize}
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\item{} fatigue 
\item{} decreased libido 
\item{} memory loss
\item{} depression
\end{myitemize}
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Medical treatments for menopausal symptoms have been developed. Most notably, Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT), has been used to reduce the weakening of bones (known as osteoporosis). However, some women have resisted the implication that menopause is a disorder, seeing it as a natural stage of life. There has also been scientific controversy over whether the benefits of HRT outweigh the risks. For many years, women were advised to take hormone therapy after menopause to reduce their risk of heart disease and various aspects of aging. However, a large, randomized, controlled trial (the Women\textquotesingle{}s Health Initiative) found that women undergoing HRT had an increased risk of Alzheimer\textquotesingle{}s disease, breast cancer, heart disease and stroke.
\subsection{Osteoporosis}
\label{641}
Osteoporosis is a skeletal disease resulting in bone loss and changes in the bone quality that leads to diminished bone strength and an increased risk to sustain fractures.  The main cause of osteoporosis is a loss estrogen following menopause.  Osteoporosis can be prevented and treated using a number of different drugs and lifestyle modifications including proper diet, exercise and hormone replacement therapy.  The link to Wikipedia Osteoporosis is a great source of additional information.  
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Estrogen and progesterone treatments in postmenopausal women have proven to be effective in treating bone loss.  There are also two groups of drugs that interfere with the re-{}absorption of bone by osteoclasts called bisphosphonates and lective
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 estrogen receptor modulators (SERMS).

An estimated 52 million men and woman will be afflicted with crumbling, weakened bones by the year 2010. Osteoporosis is three to four times more common in woman than men. While some men do get osteoporosis, they are less likely to do so because men have frames that are 25 percent larger and heavier than women. Women are also more susceptible to the disease because they are more likely than a man to go on crash diets. This kind of diet may interfere with the three main factors associated with osteoporosis and having healthy bones: having enough vitamin D, having enough calcium, and having enough estrogen. There are approximately 1 million to 1.3 million hip fractures every year that are related to osteoporosis. Men on steroids, people with arthritis, people undergoing chemotherapy, along with those suffering from anorexia all have an increased chance of having osteoporosis.
\subsubsection{Osteoporosis related links}
\label{642}
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osteoporosis}{Wikipedia Osteoporosis Page}  This is a wikipedia link with a complete discussion of osteoporosis.

\myhref{http://www.nof.org/osteoporosis/}{National Osteoporosis Foundation}  This page links to the National Osteoporosis Foundation
\section{Old Age}
\label{643} 
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\subsection{Why do people age?}
\label{644}

Some researchers believe we are programmed by an internal biological clock to age. The idea is that each type of cell, tissue and organ is like a clock that ticks at its own pace. In the body our cells divide 80 to 90 times at the most. At the end of each chromosome there are repeated stretches of DNA called telomeres. These Telomeres prevent Uncontrollable division which might lead to genetic deficits , producing Cancer cells. A bit of each telomere is lost during every cell division. When only a nub remains the cells stop dividing and die.

A different hypothesis is that aging is a result of accumulated damage to DNA from environmental attacks and a decline in DNA\textquotesingle{}s mechanism of self repair. Things such as free radicals attack DNA and other molecules causing structural changes. These changes in DNA endanger the synthesis of enzymes and other proteins that are required for life. This damage interferes with cell division. Organ wear out (over time) can cause excessive damage to DNA ; unable to repair itself , DNA slowly starts degrading in function thus increasing the chance of mistakes in replication .

Most researchers believe that aging is a combination of an internal clock that ticks out the life span of cells and the accumulation damage to DNA.
\section{Old Age Diseases}
\label{645}

\subsection{Diabetes}
\label{646}
Diabetes mellitus is a disease characterized by persistent hyperglycemia (high blood sugar levels), resulting either from inadequate secretion of the hormone insulin, an inadequate response of target cells to insulin, or a combination of these factors. Diabetes is a metabolic disease requiring medical diagnosis, treatment and lifestyle changes

Type 1 diabetes mellitus is characterized by loss of the insulin-{}producing beta cells of the islets of Langerhans of the pancreas. Sensitivity and responsiveness to insulin are usually normal, especially in the early stages. This type comprises up to 10\% of total cases in North America and Europe, though this varies by geographical location. This type of diabetes can affect children or adults, but has traditionally been termed \symbol{34}juvenile diabetes\symbol{34} because it represents a majority of cases of diabetes affecting children. The most common cause of beta cell loss leading to type 1 diabetes is autoimmune destruction, accompanied by antibodies directed against insulin and islet cell proteins. The principal treatment of type 1 diabetes, even from the earliest stages, is replacement of insulin. Without insulin, ketosis and diabetic ketoacidosis can develop.

Type 2 diabetes mellitus is due to a combination of defective insulin secretion and defective responsiveness to insulin (often termed reduced insulin sensitivity). In early stages the predominant abnormality is reduced insulin sensitivity, characterized by elevated levels of insulin in the blood. The initial defect of insulin secretion is subtle and initially involves only the earliest phase of insulin secretion. In the early stages, hyperglycemia can be reversed by a variety of measures and medications that improve insulin sensitivity or reduce glucose production by the liver, but as the disease progresses the impairment of insulin secretion worsens, and therapeutic replacement of insulin often becomes necessary. Type 2 diabetes is quite common, comprising 90\% or more of cases of diabetes in many populations. There is a strong association with obesity and with aging, although in the last decade it has increasingly begun to affect older children and adolescents. In the past, this type of diabetes was often termed adult-{}onset diabetes or maturity-{}onset diabetes.

Gestational diabetes, Type III, also involve a combination of inadequate insulin secretion and responsiveness, resembling type 2 diabetes in several respects. It develops during pregnancy and may improve or disappear after delivery. Even though it may be transient, gestational diabetes may damage the health of the fetus or mother, and about 40\% of women with gestational diabetes develop type 2 diabetes later in life.
\subsection{Congestive Heart Failure}
\label{647}

Congestive heart failure (CHF), also called congestive cardiac failure (CCF) or just heart failure, is a condition that can result from any structural or functional cardiac disorder that impairs the ability of the heart to fill with or pump a sufficient amount of blood throughout the body. It is not to be confused with \symbol{34}cessation of heartbeat\symbol{34}, which is known as asystole, or with cardiac arrest, which is the cessation of normal cardiac function in the face of heart disease. Because not all patients have volume overload at the time of initial or subsequent evaluation, the term \symbol{34}heart failure\symbol{34} is preferred over the older term \symbol{34}congestive heart failure\symbol{34}. Congestive heart failure is often undiagnosed due to a lack of a universally agreed definition and difficulties in diagnosis, particularly when the condition is considered \symbol{34}mild\symbol{34}.
\subsection{Stroke}
\label{648}
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A stroke, also known as cerebrovascular accident (CVA), is an acute neurologic injury whereby the blood supply to a part of the brain is interrupted. Stroke can also be said to be a syndrome of sudden loss of neuronal function due to disturbance in cerebral perfusion. This disturbance in perfusion is commonly on the arterial side of the circulation, but can be on the venous side.

The part of the brain with disturbed perfusion can no longer receive adequate oxygen carried by the blood; brain cells are therefore damaged or die, impairing function from that part of the brain. Stroke is a medical emergency and can cause permanent neurologic damage or even death if not promptly diagnosed and treated. It is the third leading cause of death and adult disability in the US and industrialized European nations. On average, a stroke occurs every 45 seconds and someone dies every 3 minutes. Of every 5 deaths from stroke, 2 occur in men and 3 in women.
\subsection{Progeria}
\label{649}
The term Progeria narrowly refers to Hutchinson-{}Gilford Progeria syndrome, but the term is also used more generally to describe any of the so-{}called \symbol{34}accelerated aging diseases\symbol{34}. The word progeria is derived from the Greek for \symbol{34}prematurely old\symbol{34}. Because the \symbol{34}accelerated aging\symbol{34} diseases display different aspects of aging, but never every aspect, they are often called \symbol{34}segmental progerias\symbol{34} by biogerontologists. Hutchinson-{}Gilford Progeria syndrome is an extremely rare genetic condition which causes physical changes that resemble greatly accelerated aging in sufferers. The disease affects between 1 in 4 million (estimated actual) and 1 in 8 million (reported) newborns. Currently, there are approximately 40-{}45 known cases in the world. There is no known cure. Most people with progeria die around 13 years of age. Progeria is of interest to scientists because the disease may reveal clues about the process of aging. Unlike most other \symbol{34}accelerated aging diseases\symbol{34} (such as Werner\textquotesingle{}s syndrome, Cockayne\textquotesingle{}s syndrome or xeroderma pigmentosum), progeria is not caused by defective DNA repair. It is caused by mutations in a LMNA (Lamin A protein) gene on chromosome 1. Nuclear lamina is a protein scaffold around the edge of the nucleus that helps organize nuclear processes such as RNA and DNA synthesis.
\section{The effects of Aging on the Body}
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The heart loses about 1\% of its reserve pumping capacity every year after we turn 30. Change in blood vessels that serve brain tissue reduce nourishment to the brain, resulting in the malfunction and death of brain cells. By the time we turn 80, cerebral blood flow is 20\% less, and renal blood flow is 50\% less than when we were age 30. As we age our heart goes through certain structural changes: the walls of the heart thicken and the heart becomes heavier, heart valves stiffen and are more likely to calcify, and the aorta, the major vessel carrying blood out of the heart, becomes larger.
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart\%20Attack}{w:Heart Attack}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Heart Attack / Myocardial infarction
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}Acute myocardial infarction (AMI or MI), commonly known as a heart attack, is a disease that occurs when the blood supply to a part of the heart is interrupted, causing death of heart tissue. It is the leading cause of death for both men and women all over the world.  The term myocardial infarction is derived from myocardium (the heart muscle) and infarction (tissue death). The phrase \symbol{34}heart attack\symbol{34} sometimes refers to heart problems other than MI, such as unstable angina pectoris and sudden cardiac death.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Congestive Heart Failure
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} In the elderly, ventricular diastolic stiffness can lead to pulmonary circulatory congestion. Aortic stenosis and aortic insufficiency, elevate left ventricular preload to the point where the left ventricle becomes stiff and noncompliant, and is common in people 75 years of age or older. Elevated pressures are transmitted to the pulmonary vasculature and lead to pulmonary edema.
\end{myquote}
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{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Bones
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Aging is accompanied by the loss of bone tissue. The haversian systems in compact bone undergo slow erosion, lacunae are enlarged, canals become widened, and the endosteal cortex converts to spongy bone. The endosteal surface gradually erodes until the rate of loss exceeds the rate of deposition. Bone remodeling cycle takes longer to complete because bone cells slow in the rate of resorption and deposition of bone tissue. The rate of mineralization also slows down. The number of bone cells also decreases because the bone marrow becomes fatty and unable to provide an adequate supply of precursor cells. Because bones become less dense, they become more prone to fractures. Although bone degeneration is inevitable, it is variable if steps are taken before the mid-{}twenties -{}around this time our bones break down faster than they rebuild. Bone density increases when our bones are stressed, so physical activity is important. Vitamins and good diet also help build up bone mass. 
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Joints
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Cartilage becomes more rigid, fragile, and susceptible to fibrillation. Loss of elasticity and resiliency is attributed to more cross-{}linking of collagen to elastin, decrease in water content, and decreasing concentrations of glycosaminoglycans.  Joints are also more prone to fracture due to the loss of bone mass.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Muscles
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Decrease in the range of motion of the joint is related to the change of ligaments and muscles. As the body ages, muscle bulk and strength declines especially after the age of 70. As much as 30\% of skeletal muscle are lost by age 80. Muscle fibers, RNA synthesis and mitochondrial volume loss may all be contributors to muscle decline. Other factors that could contribute to muscle loss of the aged are: change in activity level, reduced nerve supply to muscle, cardiovascular disease, and nutritional deficiencies. In women, menopause will cause muscle mass to decrease significantly, especially in the first three post-{}menopausal years.
\end{myquote}
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One of the effects of aging on the nervous system is the loss of neurons. By the age of 30, the brain begins to lose thousands of neurons each day. The cerebral cortex can lose as much as 45\% of its cells and the brain can weigh 7\% less than in the prime of our lives. Associated with the loss of neurons comes a decreased capacity to send nerve impulses to and from the brain. Because of this the processing of information slows down. In addition the voluntary motor movement\textquotesingle{}s slow down, reflex time increases, and conduction velocity decreases. Parkinson\textquotesingle{}s disease is the most common movement disorder of the nervous system. As we age there are some degenerative changes along with some disease\textquotesingle{}s involving the sense organ\textquotesingle{}s that can alter vision, touch, smell, and taste. Loss of hearing is also associated with aging. It is usually the result of changes in important structures of the inner ear.
\subsubsection{Dementia}
\label{654}
Dementia (from Latin de-{} \symbol{34}apart, away\symbol{34} + mens (genitive mentis) \symbol{34}mind\symbol{34}) is the progressive decline in cognitive function due to damage or disease in the brain beyond what might be expected from normal aging. Particularly affected areas may be memory, attention, language and problem solving, although particularly in the later stages of the condition, affected persons may be disoriented in time (not knowing what day, week, month or year it is), place (not knowing where they are) and person (not knowing who they are). Symptoms of dementia can be classified as either reversible or irreversible depending upon the etiology of the disease. Less than 10\% of all dementias are reversible. Dementia is a non-{}specific term that encompasses many disease processes, just as fever is attributable to many etiologies.
\subsubsection{Alzheimers disease}
\label{655}

Alzheimer\textquotesingle{}s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by progressive cognitive deterioration together with declining activities of daily living and neuropsychiatric symptoms or behavioral changes. It is the most common cause of dementia. The most striking early symptom is short term memory loss (amnesia), which usually manifests as minor forgetfulness that becomes steadily more pronounced with illness progression, with relative preservation of older memories. As the disorder progresses, cognitive (intellectual) impairment extends to the domains of language (aphasia), skilled movements (apraxia), recognition (agnosia), and those functions (such as decision-{}making and planning) closely related to the frontal and temporal lobes of the brain as they become disconnected from the limbic system, reflecting extension of the underlying pathological process. This consists principally of neuronal loss or atrophy, together with an inflammatory response to the deposition of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. Genetic factors are known to be important, and autosomal dominant mutations in three different genes (presenilin 1, presenilin 2, and amyloid precursor protein) have been identified that account for a small number of cases of familial, early-{}onset AD. For late onset AD (LOAD), only one susceptibility gene has so far been identified: the epsilon 4 allele of the apolipoprotein E gene. Age of onset itself has a heritability of around 50\%.
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The changes associated with aging of the digestive system include loss of strength and tone of muscular tissue and supporting muscular tissue, decreased secretory mechanisms, decreased motility of the digestive organs, along with changes in neurosensory feedback regarding enzyme and hormone release, and diminished response to internal sensations and pain. 
In the upper GI tract common changes include periodontal disease, difficulty in swallowing, reduced sensitivity to mouth irritations and sores, loss of taste, gastritis, and peptic ulcer disease. Changes that may appear in the small intestine include, appendicitis, duodenal ulcers, malabsorption, and maldigestion. Other pathologies that increase in occurrence with age are acute pancreatitis, jaundice, and gallbladder problems. Large intestinal changes such as hemorrhoids and constipation may also occur. Cancer of the rectum are quite common.
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As we get older kidney function diminishes. By the age of 70, the filtering mechanism is only about half as effective as it was at age 40. Because water balance is altered and the sensation of thirst diminishes with age, older people are more susceptible to dehydration. This causes more urinary tract infections in the elderly. other problems may include nocturia (excessive urination at night), increased frequency of urination, polyuria (excessive urine production), dysuria (painful urination), incontinence, and hematuria (blood in the urine).
Some kidney diseases that are common as we age include acute and chronic kidney inflammations and renal calculi (kidney stones). The prostate gland is often implicated in various disorders of the urinary tract. Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in elderly males. Because the prostate gland encircles part of the urethra, an enlarged prostate gland may cause difficulty in urination
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With the advancing of age, the airways and tissue of the respiratory tract become less elastic and more rigid. The walls of the alveoli break down, so there is less total respiratory surface available for gas exchange. This decreases the lung capacity by as much as 30\% by the age of 70. Therefore, elderly people are more susceptible to pneumonia, bronchitis, emphysema, and other pulmonary disorders.  For a more complete discussion of the respiratory system please visit \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/The_respiratory_system}{Chapter 12 The Respiratory System.}
\subsubsection{Lung cancer}
\label{659}
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\raggedright{}\myfigurewithcaption{169}{Correlation between lung cancer and smoking tobacco.}
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Lung cancer is a cancer of the lungs characterized by the presence of malignant tumors. Most commonly it is bronchogenic carcinoma (about 90\%). Lung cancer is one of the most lethal forms of cancer worldwide, causing up to 3 million deaths annually. Only one in ten patients diagnosed with this disease will survive the next five years. Although lung cancer was previously an illness that affected predominately men, lung cancer rate for women has been increasing in the last few decades. This has been attributed to the rising ratio of female to male smokers. More women die of lung cancer than any other cancer, including breast cancer, ovarian cancer and uterine cancers combined.
Current research indicates that the factor with the greatest impact on risk of lung cancer is long-{}term exposure to inhaled carcinogens. The most common means of such exposure is tobacco smoke.
\subsubsection{Vision}
\label{660}

Changes in vision begin at an early age. The cornea becomes thicker and less curved. The anterior chamber decreases in size and volume. The lens becomes thicker and more opaque, and also increases rigidity and loses elasticity. The ciliary muscles atrophy and the pupil constricts. There is also a reduction of rods and nerve cells of the retina.
\subsubsection{Hearing}
\label{661}

Approximately one third of people over the age of 65 have hearing loss.  The ability to distinguish between high and low frequency diminishes with age. Loss of hearing for sounds of high-{}frequency (presbycusis) is the most common, although the ability to distinguish sound localization also decreases. It is believed that the hearing loss isn\textquotesingle{}t so much an age change as it is due to the accumulation of noise damage.
\subsubsection{Taste and Smell}
\label{662}

Sensitivity to odors and taste decline with age. The sense of smell begins to degenerate with the loss of olfactory sensory neurons and loss of cells from the olfactory bulb. The decline in taste sensation is more gradual than that of smell. The elderly have trouble differentiating between flavors. The number of fungiform papillae of the tongue decline by 50\% by the age of 50. Taste could also be affected by the loss of salivary gland secretions, notably amylase. This loss of taste and smell can have a significant effect on an elder\textquotesingle{}s health. With the reduced ability to taste and smell, it is difficult to adjust food intake as they can no longer rely on their taste receptors to tell them if something is too salty, or too sweet. This can also cause the problem in that they might not be able to detect if something is spoiled, making them at a higher risk for food poisoning.
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As people age, oxygen intake decreases as well as the basal metabolic rate. The decrease in the metabolic rate, delayed shivering response, sedentary lifestyle, decreased vasoconstrictor response, diminished sweating, and poor nutrition are reasons why the elderly cannot maintain body temperature. There is also a decrease in total body water (TBW). In newborns, TBW is 75\% to 80\%. TBW continues to decline in childhood to 60\% to 65\%, to less than 60\% in adults.
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Aging is generally characterized by the declining ability to respond to stress, increasing homeostatic imbalance and increased risk of disease. Because of this, death is the ultimate consequence of aging. Differences in maximum life span between species correspond to different \symbol{34}rates of aging\symbol{34}. For example, inherited differences in the rate of aging make a mouse elderly at 3 years and a human elderly at 90 years. These genetic differences affect a variety of physiological processes, probably including the efficiency of DNA repair, antioxidant enzymes, and rates of free radical production.
\section{Life Expectancy}
\label{665}
\myplainurl{http://www.senescence.info/definitions.html}
\section{Stages of Grief-{} Death and Dying}
\label{666}
We go through several stages of grief as we near death, receive catastrophic news, or go through some type of life-{}altering experience.  There are five defined stages according to Elisabeth KÃ¼bler-{}Ross. She states, however, that these steps don\textquotesingle{}t always come in order, and are not always experienced all together by everyone.  She does claim that a person will always experience at least two of the stages.

The stages are:
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\section{Sidenotes: Aubrey de Grey}
\label{667}

Aubrey David Nicholas Jasper de Grey, Ph.D., (born 20 April 1963 in London, England) is a controversial biomedical gerontologist who lives in the city of Cambridge, UK. He is working to expedite the development of a cure for human aging, a medical goal he refers to as engineered negligible senescence. To this end, he has identified what he concludes are the seven areas of the aging process that need to be addressed medically before this can be done. He has been interviewed in recent years in many news sources, including CBS 60 Minutes, BBC, the New York Times, Fortune Magazine, and Popular Science. His main activities at present are as chairman and chief science officer of the Methuselah Foundation and editor-{}in-{}chief of the academic journal Rejuvenation Research. Here are the seven biological causes of senescence and possible solutions:
\begin{myenumerate}
\item{} Cell loss or atrophy. Cell depletion can be partly corrected by therapies involving exercise and growth factors. But stem cell therapy is almost certainly required for any more than just partial replacement of lost cells. This research would involve a large number of details, but is occurring on many fronts.
\item{} Nuclear mutations and epimutations. A mutation in a functional gene of a cell can cause that cell to malfunction or to produce a malfunctioning product. Because of the sheer number of cells Dr. de Grey believes that redundancy takes care of this problem, although cells that have mutated to produce toxic products might have to be disabled. In Dr. de Grey\textquotesingle{}s opinion, the effect of mutations and epimutations that really matters is cancer, since if even one cell turns into a cancer cell it might spread and become deadly. This is to be corrected by whole-{}body interdiction of lengthening telomeres, or any other cure for cancer, if any is ever found.
\item{} Mutant mitochondria. Because of the highly oxidative environment in mitochondria and their lack of the sophisticated repair systems found in the cell nucleus, mitochondrial mutations are believed to a be a major cause of progressive cellular degeneration. This is to be corrected by moving the DNA for mitochondria completely within the cellular nucleus, where it is better protected. In humans all but 13 proteins are already protected in this way. It has been experimentally shown the operation is feasible.
\item{} Cellular senescence. Cellular senescence might be corrected by forcing senescent cells to destroy themselves, a process called apoptosis. Cell killing with suicide genes or vaccines was suggested for making the cells do apoptosis. Healthy cells would multiply to replace them.
\item{} Extracellular cross-{}links. These are chemical bonds between structures that are part of the body, but not within a cell. In senescent people many of these become brittle and weak. The proposal is to further develop small-{}molecular drugs and enzymes to break links caused by sugar-{}bonding (glycation), and other common forms of chemical linking.
\item{} Junk outside cells. Junk outside cells might be removed by enhanced phagocytosis (the normal process used by the immune system), and small drugs able to break chemical beta-{}bonds. The large junk in this class can be removed surgically. Junk here means useless things accumulated by a body, but which cannot be digested or removed by its processes, such as the amyloid plaques characteristic of Alzheimer\textquotesingle{}s disease. The oft-{}mentioned \textquotesingle{}toxins\textquotesingle{} that people claim cause many diseases would probably also fit under this class.
\item{} Junk inside cells. Junk inside cells might be removed by adding new enzymes to the cell\textquotesingle{}s natural digestion organ, the lysosome. These enzymes would be taken from bacteria, molds and other organisms that are known to completely digest animal bodies.
\end{myenumerate}


Dr. de Grey\textquotesingle{}s research proposals are highly controversial, with many critics arguing the highly complicated biomedical phenomena involved contain too many unknowns for intervention to be considered remotely foreseeable.
\section{Discoveries In Growth And Development}
\label{668}
\begin{myitemize}
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In this time the thought was once children emerged form infancy, they were regarded as miniature already formed adults.  

\begin{myitemize}
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Puritan belief harsh restrictive parenting practices were recommended as the most efficient means of taming the depraved child. 
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Tabula Rosa = Blank slate in this the thought was that children are to begin with nothing at all and all kinds of experiences can shape their characters.   
This is seen as a negative vision of the development of children because children do contribute to his or her own development.  
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Noble savages = endowed with a sense of right or wrong. 
Children have built in moral sense 1st concept of stage, 2nd maturation of growth refers to genetically determined naturally unfolding course.  He saw development as a discontinuous stagewise process mapped cut by nature.   
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One of the most influential American psychologists of the early twentieth century.  
The Normative Approach = normative period measures of large numbers of individuals and age related averages are computed to represent typical development.  
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French psychologist Alfred Binet and Colleague Theodore Simon were the first to come up with a successful intelligence test IQ at Stanford University. 
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Behaviorism and Social Learning Theory
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Classical conditioning
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Operant Conditioning
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Cognitive-{}developmental theory
\section{Review Questions}
\label{669}
{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Answers for these questions can be found \myhref{http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Human_Physiology/Appendix_1:_answers_to_review_questions\#Development:_birth_through_death}{here}
\end{mydescription}
}


1.  Growth is the most rapid in
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) puberty 
\item{} B) childhood 
\item{} C) infancy
\item{} D) adulthood 
\item{} E) Growth is always the same
\end{myquote}


2. This hormone stimulates puberty  
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) GnRH
\item{} B) LH 
\item{} C) FSH 
\item{} D) TSH  
\end{myquote}


3. Compared to girls\textquotesingle{} early growth spurt, growth \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_in boys and \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) is quicker, lasts longer
\item{} B) accelerates more slowly, lasts longer
\item{} C) is slower, shorter 
\item{} D) None of the above   
\end{myquote}


4. This quality symbolizes adulthood in most cultures 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) stability 
\item{} B) method/tact 
\item{} C) endurance 
\item{} D) objectivity
\item{} E) all of the above
\end{myquote}


5. Susie has a very hard time keeping friends, according to Maslow, this could be because 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) as a child she had a supportive family 
\item{} B) she likes to help solve the problems of others  
\item{} C) as a teenager her self-{}esteem was low 
\item{} D) as a baby she wasnâ��t breastfed 
\item{} E) as a child she lived in an environment that never made her feel safe 
\end{myquote}


6. According to Maslow, in order for me to reach my full potential of self-{}actualization I must first
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) feel safe 
\item{} B) gain self-{}esteem 
\item{} C) have friendship 
\item{} D) have food 
\item{} E) all of the above 
\end{myquote}


7. Humans are one of the \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ developing species in the animal kingdom
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) slowest
\item{} B) quickest 
\item{} C) average 
\item{} D) none of the above
\end{myquote}


8.  Jenny thinks that she might be going through menopause, a symptom of this is 
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) bleeding
\item{} B) frequent urination 
\item{} C) itchiness 
\item{} D) none of the above
\item{} E) all of the above  
\end{myquote}


9. It is estimated that 52 million people will be afflicted with this by 2010
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) Progeria 
\item{} B) osteoporosis
\item{} C) Alzheimerâ��s 
\item{} D) dementia 
\end{myquote}


10. This is the leading cause of death for both men and women
\begin{myquote}
\item{} A) progeria
\item{} B) cancer 
\item{} C) congestive heart failure 
\item{} D) osteoporosis
\item{} E) heart attack
\end{myquote}

\section{Glossary}
\label{670}{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Alzheimer\textquotesingle{}s disease
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The most common form of dementia.  It is a progressive condition that destroys brain cells, resulting in the loss of intellectual abilities
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Apoptosis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The process of regulated cell death
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Appositional bone growth
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The growth in diameter of bones around the diaphysis occurs by deposition of bone beneath the periosteum.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Bilirubin
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} A chemical breakdown product of hemoglobin.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}canaliculi
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} small channels or canals in bone.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Deciduous teeth
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The first set of teeth in the growth development of humans and many other animals. (milk teeth, baby teeth, or primary teeth)
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Dementia
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The progressive decline in cognitive function due to damage or disease in the brain beyond what might be expected from normal aging.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Epiphyseal Plate
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The cartilage in growing long bones that allows lengthwise growth. The plate ossifies at the end of puberty.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Haversian system
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The basic structural unit of compact bone which includes a central canal, lamellae, lacunae, osteocytes, and canaliculi.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Intramembranous ossification
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The type of bone formation responsible for the development of flat bones, especially those found in the skull. In intramembranous ossification mesenchymal cells develop into bone without first going through a cartilage stage.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}lacunae
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} spaces between bone lamellae.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}lamellae
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} concentric layers of bone matrix.
\end{myquote}


{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Menopause
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The permanent cessation of menstrual cycles.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Menarche
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}The first menstrual bleeding, usually occurs at about 12.7 years of age.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Mongolian spots
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} are common among darker-{}skinned races, such as Asian, East Indian, and African. They are flat, pigmented lesions with unclear borders and irregular shape. They appear commonly at the base of the spine, on the buttocks and back. They may also can appear as high as the shoulders and elsewhere. Mongolian spots are benign skin markings and are not associated with any conditions or illnesses.
\end{myquote}


{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Necrosis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}A form of cell death that results from acute cellular injury.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Osteoporosis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{}  A condition that is characterized by a decrease in bone mass and density, causing bones to become fragile.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Puberty
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} The process of physical changes by which a child\textquotesingle{}s body becomes an adult body capable of reproduction
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Pyloric Stenosis
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} Narrowing of the pyloric sphincter that reduces or eliminates the passage of food from the stomach to the small intestine, often causing projectile vomiting in infants.
\end{myquote}

{\bfseries
\begin{mydescription}Trabeculae
\end{mydescription}
}
\begin{myquote}\item{} spongy bones that make plates or bars instead of concentric layers.
\end{myquote}
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\myhref{https:///w/index.php?title=User:Genesis89\&action=edit\&redlink=1}{Genesis89}&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Androgenic_hair.JPG}{122}& Moha200292, Slanta, SchlurcherBot, BotMultichillT, JarektBot, Hazard-{}Bot, Cathy Richards, Cwbm (commons), Emijrpbot, MGA73bot2, Sjef, TomCatX, Fale, Psychonaut, Wst, Wolfmann, Man vyi&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Male_anatomy_1.png}{123}& 
The old versions were from \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Tsaitgaist}{Tsaitgaist}. This new image is reworked, changed and improved by \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Sciencia58}{Sciencia58} so that there is no problem any more.,
The old versions were from \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Tsaitgaist}{Tsaitgaist}. This new image is reworked, changed and improved by \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Sciencia58}{Sciencia58} so that there is no problem any more.&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}4.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Female_reproductive_system_lateral_1.png\%e2\%80\%8e}{124}& 
The old versions were from \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Tsaitgaist}{Tsaitgaist}. This new image is reworked, changed and improved by \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Sciencia58}{Sciencia58} so that there is no problem any more.,
The old versions were from \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Tsaitgaist}{Tsaitgaist}. This new image is reworked, changed and improved by \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Sciencia58}{Sciencia58} so that there is no problem any more.&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}4.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Male_anatomy_1.png}{125}& 
The old versions were from \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Tsaitgaist}{Tsaitgaist}. This new image is reworked, changed and improved by \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Sciencia58}{Sciencia58} so that there is no problem any more.,
The old versions were from \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Tsaitgaist}{Tsaitgaist}. This new image is reworked, changed and improved by \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Sciencia58}{Sciencia58} so that there is no problem any more.&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}4.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Female_reproductive_system_lateral_1.png\%e2\%80\%8e}{126}& 
The old versions were from \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Tsaitgaist}{Tsaitgaist}. This new image is reworked, changed and improved by \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Sciencia58}{Sciencia58} so that there is no problem any more.,
The old versions were from \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Tsaitgaist}{Tsaitgaist}. This new image is reworked, changed and improved by \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Sciencia58}{Sciencia58} so that there is no problem any more.&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}4.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Gray1229.png}{127}& 


\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{Henry Vandyke Carter}
Â (1831â��1897)Â \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Creator:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{}Â \myhref{https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q955620}{}Â \myhref{https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/en:Author:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{} Â 

,


\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{Henry Vandyke Carter}
Â (1831â��1897)Â \myhref{https:///wiki/Creator:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{}Â \myhref{https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q955620}{}Â \myhref{https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/en:Author:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{} Â 

&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Clitoris_Anatomy.svg}{128}& 
Original: \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Amphis}{Amphis}




\begin{myitemize}\item{}Vectorised and touched up by \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Marnanel}{Marnanel}
\item{}Optimized and added multiple languages support by \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User_talk:Xeror}{Xeror}.
\end{myitemize}
,
Original: \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Amphis}{Amphis}




\begin{myitemize}\item{}Vectorised and touched up by \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Marnanel}{Marnanel}
\item{}Optimized and added multiple languages support by \myhref{https:///wiki/User_talk:Xeror}{Xeror}.
\end{myitemize}
&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Gray1161.png}{129}& 


\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{Henry Vandyke Carter}
Â (1831â��1897)Â \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Creator:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{}Â \myhref{https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q955620}{}Â \myhref{https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/en:Author:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{} Â 

,


\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{Henry Vandyke Carter}
Â (1831â��1897)Â \myhref{https:///wiki/Creator:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{}Â \myhref{https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q955620}{}Â \myhref{https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/en:Author:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{} Â 

&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:illu_breast_anatomy.jpg}{130}& 
\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Maksim}{User: Maksim},
\myhref{https:///wiki/User:Maksim}{User: Maksim}&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:MenstrualCycle.png}{131}& 
\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Chris_73}{Chris 73} | \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User_talk:Chris_73}{Talk},
\myhref{https:///wiki/User:Chris_73}{Chris 73} | \myhref{https:///wiki/User_talk:Chris_73}{Talk}&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:ovulation.jpg}{132}& \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{FreeSerif.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/freefont/,UprightFont=FreeSerif,BoldFont=FreeSerifBold,ItalicFont=FreeSerifItalic,BoldItalicFont=FreeSerifBoldItalic]\setmonofont{FreeSerif.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/freefont/,UprightFont=FreeMono,BoldFont=FreeMonoBold,ItalicFont=FreeMonoOblique,BoldItalicFont=FreeMonoBoldOblique]ØØ³Ù�\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{FreeSerif.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/freefont/,UprightFont=FreeSerif,BoldFont=FreeSerifBold,ItalicFont=FreeSerifItalic,BoldItalicFont=FreeSerifBoldItalic]\setmonofont{FreeSerif.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/freefont/,UprightFont=FreeMono,BoldFont=FreeMonoBold,ItalicFont=FreeMonoOblique,BoldItalicFont=FreeMonoBoldOblique]Ø§Ù�Ù�Ù�Ù�\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx], BotMultichillT, McPot, Leyo, JarektBot, Peter17, Nevit, Maksim&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Sperm-egg.jpg}{133}& 
Unknown authorUnknown author&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Embryo,_8_cells.jpg}{134}& 
\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Ekem}{ekem}, Courtesy: RWJMS IVF Program,
\myhref{https:///wiki/User:Ekem}{ekem}, Courtesy: RWJMS IVF Program&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Fetus.jpg}{135}& Irigi, KolbertBot, JMCC1, JarektBot, YaCBot, Hazard-{}Bot, Emijrpbot, Ferrylodge&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Tubal_Pregnancy_with_embryo.jpg}{136}& 
Ed Uthman, MD (\myhref{https://www.flickr.com/photos/euthman/}{Flickr}, \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Euthman}{Wikipedia})&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Embryo_at_14_weeks_profile.JPG}{137}& 
\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Mirmillon}{X.Compagnion} (cropd by \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Hidro}{Hidro}),
\myhref{https:///wiki/User:Mirmillon}{X.Compagnion} (cropd by \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Hidro}{Hidro})&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:3dultrasound.png}{138}& Teebeutel, SchlurcherBot, BotMultichill, \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{wqy-zenhei.ttc}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/wqy/]\setmonofont{wqy-zenhei.ttc}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/wqy/]ã�¿ã��ã�³ã��\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] robot, YaCBot, 1989, JarektBot, Nevit, Polbot, Dar-{}Ape, Thuresson, LeonardoG&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Human_placenta_baby_side.jpg}{139}& 
No machine-{}readable author provided. \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Habj}{Habj} assumed (based on copyright claims).,
No machine-{}readable author provided. \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Habj}{Habj} assumed (based on copyright claims).&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Grosse_derGebarmutter_in_den_einzelneMonaten_derSchwangerschaft.gif}{140}& SchlurcherBot, Smasongarrison, Glrx, Jmarchn, Themightyquill, FrescoBot, JarektBot, Hazard-{}Bot, Emijrpbot, TX55, Haabet, Lennert B&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Placenta.svg}{141}& 

\begin{myitemize}\item{}\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gray38.png}{Gray38.png}: User \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Magnus_Manske}{Magnus Manske} on \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org}{en.wikipedia}
\item{}derivative work: \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Amada44}{Amada44} Â \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User_talk:Amada44}{\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{{\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape talk to me}}}
\end{myitemize}
,

\begin{myitemize}\item{}\myhref{https:///wiki/File:Gray38.png}{Gray38.png}: User \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Magnus_Manske}{Magnus Manske} on \myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org}{en.wikipedia}
\item{}derivative work: \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Amada44}{Amada44} Â \myhref{https:///wiki/User_talk:Amada44}{\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\textsuperscript{{\itshape \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunti.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\itshape talk to me}}}
\end{myitemize}
&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Medio-lateral-episiotomy-blank.png}{142}& 
No machine-{}readable author provided. \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:AirBa~commonswiki}{AirBa\~{}commonswiki} assumed (based on copyright claims).,
No machine-{}readable author provided. \myhref{https:///wiki/User:AirBa~commonswiki}{AirBa\~{}commonswiki} assumed (based on copyright claims).&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Caesarian_shown.jpg}{143}& 
by Aubrey Kilian, from \myhref{https://www.flickr.com/photos/bug-e/90238453/in/set-72057594052794977/}{https://www.flickr.com/photos/bug-{}e/90238453/in/set-{}72057594052794977/}&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}2.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Caesarian_shown_cropped.jpg\%e2\%80\%8e}{144}& 
Photo by Aubrey Kilian&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}2.5\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Umbilicalcord.jpg}{145}& 
\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:BTDenyer\&action=edit\&redlink=1}{Tristan Denyer},
\myhref{https:///w/index.php?title=User:BTDenyer\&action=edit\&redlink=1}{Tristan Denyer}&\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Icsi.JPG}{146}& Barzemia, Shivannanaik, DrKay, BotMultichill, Allforrous, JarektBot, Lipothymia, Michiel1972&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Stem_cells_diagram.png}{147}& 
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Adenosine}{Mike Jones}&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}2.5\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:DNA_animation.gif}{148}& 
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Brian0918}{brian0918}\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_talk:Brian0918}{\&\#153;}&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Mendel_seven_characters.svg}{149}& 
Mariana Ruiz \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:LadyofHats}{LadyofHats},
Mariana Ruiz \myhref{https:///wiki/User:LadyofHats}{LadyofHats}&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Mendelian_inheritance_1_2_1.png}{150}& 
\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Magnus_Manske}{Magnus Manske},
\myhref{https:///wiki/User:Magnus_Manske}{Magnus Manske}&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Transcription.png}{151}& 
\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Stephaniegreenwood\&action=edit\&redlink=1}{Stephaniegreenwood},
\myhref{https:///w/index.php?title=User:Stephaniegreenwood\&action=edit\&redlink=1}{Stephaniegreenwood}&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Autorecessive.svg}{152}& 
\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Cburnett}{en:User:Cburnett}&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:X-linked_recessive.svg}{153}& 

\begin{myitemize}\item{}\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:XlinkRecessive.jpg}{XlinkRecessive.jpg}: National Institutes of Health
\item{}derivative work: Drsrisenthil
\end{myitemize}
,

\begin{myitemize}\item{}\myhref{https:///wiki/File:XlinkRecessive.jpg}{XlinkRecessive.jpg}: National Institutes of Health
\item{}derivative work: Drsrisenthil
\end{myitemize}
&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Autosomal_recessive_-_en.svg}{154}& 
\myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Domaina}{Domaina}, \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Kashmiri}{Kashmiri} and \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:SUM1}{SUM1},
\myhref{https:///wiki/User:Domaina}{Domaina}, \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Kashmiri}{Kashmiri} and \myhref{https:///wiki/User:SUM1}{SUM1}&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Autosomal_dominant_-_en.svg}{155}& 
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{\bfseries \allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunbx.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx]\bfseries FranÃ§aisÂ :}{$\text{ }$}\allowbreak{}\setmainfont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmunrm,BoldFont=cmunbx,ItalicFont=cmunti,BoldItalicFont=cmunbi]\setmonofont{cmunrm.ttf}[Path=/usr/share/fonts/truetype/cmu/,UprightFont=cmuntt,BoldFont=cmuntb,ItalicFont=cmunit,BoldItalicFont=cmuntx] \myhref{https:///wiki/User:Domaina}{Domaina}&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:CFTR.jpg}{156}& SchlurcherBot, Arthurfragoso, Glrx, A1Cafel, Kersti Nebelsiek, Slomox, Emijrpbot, TimVickers, Grook Da Oger, Myahoo, Mirmillon&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Sicklecells.jpg}{157}& 
NIDDK&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:21_trisomy_-_Down_syndrome.png}{158}& 
U.S. Department of Energy Human Genome Program.&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Apoptosis-blank.png}{159}& SchlurcherBot, BotMultichill, Inertia6084, RokerHRO, JarektBot, Jacek FH, MGA73bot2, Snek01&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:HumanNewborn.JPG}{160}& 
Ernest F&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Newborn_minutes_after_delivery.jpg}{161}& 
No machine-{}readable author provided. \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:BetacommandBot}{BetacommandBot} assumed (based on copyright claims).,
No machine-{}readable author provided. \myhref{https:///wiki/User:BetacommandBot}{BetacommandBot} assumed (based on copyright claims).&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Black_\&_White_004.jpg}{162}& 
No machine-{}readable author provided. \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Brent_Waldrop~commonswiki\&action=edit\&redlink=1}{Brent Waldrop\~{}commonswiki} assumed (based on copyright claims).,
No machine-{}readable author provided. \myhref{https:///w/index.php?title=User:Brent_Waldrop~commonswiki\&action=edit\&redlink=1}{Brent Waldrop\~{}commonswiki} assumed (based on copyright claims).&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Gray1004.png}{163}& 


\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{Henry Vandyke Carter}
Â (1831â��1897)Â \myhref{http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Creator:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{}Â \myhref{https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q955620}{}Â \myhref{https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/en:Author:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{} Â 

,


\myhref{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{Henry Vandyke Carter}
Â (1831â��1897)Â \myhref{https:///wiki/Creator:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{}Â \myhref{https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q955620}{}Â \myhref{https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/en:Author:Henry_Vandyke_Carter}{} Â 

&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:High_school_students.jpg}{164}& VFD Trooooooolll, Skydeepblue, Amineshaker, Wieralee, SchlurcherBot, StellarD, Closeapple, McPot, JarektBot, Mjrmtg, Hazard-{}Bot, Crakkerjakk, Dezidor, DodoBot, Jecowa, Ranveig, Maksim&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:AcneVulgarisUSMIL.jpg}{165}& SchlurcherBot, Trade, JMCC1, Jmarchn, Baisemain, Chris 73&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Maslow's_hierarchy_of_needs.png}{166}& 
J. Finkelstein&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Black_hmong_women_sapa_vietnam_1999.jpg}{167}& Tta269, RJFF, SchlurcherBot, YiFeiBot, BotMultichill, Afifa Afrin, JarektBot, Truth\textquotesingle{}soutthere, Dragfyre, SieBot, Juiced lemon, Wst, MakBot, Tttrung, Ranveig, Man vyi, Dbenbenn, Rnt20&PD\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:MCA-Stroke-Brain-Human-1.JPG}{168}& 
Marvin 101&CC-{}BY-{}SA-{}3.0\\ \hline 
\href{https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/File:Cancer_smoking_lung_cancer_correlation_from_NIH.png}{169}& SchlurcherBot, InternetArchiveBot, Ð Ð°Ð½ÐºÐ¾ Ð�Ð¸ÐºÐ¾Ð»Ð¸Ñ�, Jmarchn, McPot, Leyo, JarektBot, Timeshifter, Homonihilis, Sakurambo\~{}commonswiki, DO11.10, BraneJ, Maksim&PD\\ \hline 
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\section {GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE}
\begin{multicols}{4}

Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright Â© 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
0. Definitions.

â��This Licenseâ�� refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

â��Copyrightâ�� also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

â��The Programâ�� refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as â��youâ��. â��Licenseesâ�� and â��recipientsâ�� may be individuals or organizations.

To â��modifyâ�� a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a â��modified versionâ�� of the earlier work or a work â��based onâ�� the earlier work.

A â��covered workâ�� means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To â��propagateâ�� a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To â��conveyâ�� a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays â��Appropriate Legal Noticesâ�� to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
1. Source Code.

The â��source codeâ�� for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. â��Object codeâ�� means any non-source form of a work.

A â��Standard Interfaceâ�� means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The â��System Librariesâ�� of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A â��Major Componentâ��, in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The â��Corresponding Sourceâ�� for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.
2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.
3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.
4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

    * a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.
    * b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to â��keep intact all noticesâ��.
    * c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
    * d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an â��aggregateâ�� if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.
6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

    * a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.
    * b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
    * c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.
    * d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
    * e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A â��User Productâ�� is either (1) a â��consumer productâ��, which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, â��normally usedâ�� refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

â��Installation Informationâ�� for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.
7. Additional Terms.

â��Additional permissionsâ�� are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

    * a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
    * b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or
    * c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
    * d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or
    * e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
    * f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered â��further restrictionsâ�� within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.
8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.
9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An â��entity transactionâ�� is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
11. Patents.

A â��contributorâ�� is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's â��contributor versionâ��.

A contributor's â��essential patent claimsâ�� are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, â��controlâ�� includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a â��patent licenseâ�� is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To â��grantâ�� such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. â��Knowingly relyingâ�� means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is â��discriminatoryâ�� if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.
12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.
14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License â��or any later versionâ�� applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.
15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM â��AS ISâ�� WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the â��copyrightâ�� line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

    <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
    Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

    This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
    it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
    the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
    (at your option) any later version.

    This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
    but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
    MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
    GNU General Public License for more details.

    You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
    along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

    <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
    This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an â��about boxâ��.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a â��copyright disclaimerâ�� for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
\end{multicols}

\section{GNU Free Documentation License}
\begin{multicols}{4}

Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

Copyright Â© 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.
2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.
3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.
4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

    * A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
    * B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.
    * C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.
    * D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
    * E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.
    * F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
    * G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.
    * H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.
    * I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.
    * J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
    * K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.
    * L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.
    * M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.
    * N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
    * O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various partiesâ��for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.
5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements".
6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.
7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.
8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.
9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.
10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.
11. RELICENSING

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.
ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

    Copyright (C)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.
    Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document
    under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3
    or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;
    with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.
    A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU
    Free Documentation License".

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with â�¦ Texts." line with this:

    with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the
    Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.
\end{multicols}
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright Â© 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.
0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, â��this Licenseâ�� refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the â��GNU GPLâ�� refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

â��The Libraryâ�� refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An â��Applicationâ�� is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A â��Combined Workâ�� is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the â��Linked Versionâ��.

The â��Minimal Corresponding Sourceâ�� for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The â��Corresponding Application Codeâ�� for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.
1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.
2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

    * a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or
    * b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.

3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

    * a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.
    * b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

4. Combined Works.

You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

    * a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.
    * b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.
    * c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.
    * d) Do one of the following:
          o 0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.
          o 1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.
    * e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)

5. Combined Libraries.

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

    * a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.
    * b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License â��or any later versionâ�� applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.
\end{multicols}
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